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to trade · with Israel, a democratic ·state 
friendly to America and closely al~ned_ with 
the free world. This boycott even applies 
to doing business with American :firms here, 
whose officers or employees are of the Jew
Ish faith. · 

It has been alleged, from time to time~ 
by State Department officials that we must 
appease admittedly discriminatory Arab tac
tics in order to serve -diplomatic ends. I 
fail to see how much has been acco~plished 
by such appeasement, a depressing depar
ture from American dignity and tradition. 
We need only look at so many of the Arab 
States' pro-Communist votes in the United 
Nations. We need only look at the Soviet 
guns, tanks, jets, and even submarines now 
forming the basic armed strength of the 
mairi Arab -armies, especially those of Egypt 
and Syria, linking those countries logistically 
with the Soviet munitions factQries and 
Soviet military instructors. 

I respectfully submit that the time has 
come when we must set forth standards of 
conduct by recipient nations toward U.S. 
citizens as a qualification for our economic 
assistance. And this should be spelled out 
without qualification. Having a declaration 
of policy is evidently not enough. The ex
ecutive branch has ignored the sense of Con:. 
gress as we have solemnly expressed it. We 
owe it to the self-respect of the American 
public, as well as to the highest national in
terest, to now establish a firm position and 
incorporate mandatory language into the 
pending Mutual Assistance Act legislation. 

Surely, this amendment is consistent with 
the President's own expressed objective, 
which he has made clear to Congress, but 
which regretfully has not been carried out 
by his own executive branch. He has said 
on various occasions that he wants foreign 
aid linked with the promotion of social 
justice and morality. I might add that the 
platforms of both our political parties make 
strong pledges to combat foreign discrimi
nation against Americans, on a basis of re
ligion, especially through travel .barriers, 
boycotts, and blockades. 

Well, if these principles are to be realize~ 
and not just remain as high-sounding but 
empty phrases, then Congress should adop.t 
the mandatory provisions of our amendment. 

I feel this is the only answer. This is the 
least we can do, at this late date, to remedy 
a situation that has persisted too long. It 
is apparent the compromise of principle has 
marred our national countenance. The day 
is gone when we can sit quietly and permit 
nations souciting our assistance to discrimi
nate against our citizens with impunity. I 
might add that either. that day is gone or 
our national dignity, our heritage, are going 
sadly undefended. 

When will we reassert our right to respect 
in the family of nations? The least we can 
do is to refuse to finance regimes that dip 
our :flag in the dirt. by intolerable demon-
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The House met at 11 o'clock a.m. 
The Chaplain, Rev. Bernard Braskamp, 

D.D., offered the following prayer: 
Timothy 2: 19: Nevertheless the foun

dation of God standeth sure. 
0 Thou . who wert the God of the 

Founding Fathers and all their succeed
ing generations, may we never become 

· careless of the legacy of faith and the 
inheritance of inspiration which they 
have bequeathed unto us. 

We earnestly beseech Thee that in 
these times of consternation and con
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strations of bigotry against millions o~ our 
citizens. 

Are nations to. be permitted to ta~e Amer
ican aid for granted, regardless_ of their con
duct toward Americans? 

Our historic national tradition has charted 
proud precedents. In 1885, the United 
States refused .to accept protests by Austria
Hungary on the appointment of our Am
.bassador to that kingdom because the 
designee's wife happened . to be of Jewish 
faith. 

In 1911, the United States abrogated a 
trade treaty with czarist Russia, in effect 
since 1832, because of Russian mistreatment 
of American citizens of Jewish faith. 

In 1924, we protested to Switzerland 
against exclusion of Americans of the Mor
mon faith. 

Our vigorous repeated protests to Fascist 
Italy and Nazi Germany are also part of 
that history. 

As far back as 1956, the President, then 
a Senator of the United States, described 
Egypt's Nasser as "the chief provocateur 
against the West." Last year, at the United 
Nations General Assembly, Mr. Nasser voted 
with the Soviet Union on 53 occasions. but 
only 4 times with America. Egypt's discrim
ination against our shipping, and otherwise 
affecting our citizens, continues unabated. 
But now we are giving increased assistance 
to Egypt. 

The program for giving these new huge 
sums to Egypt must be reviewed at all levels 
and I assure you that I will do my part in 
Congress toward that end. The voice of 
·congress, and of the people, wm be heard 
on this issue, you may rest assured. But 
the action and vital voice and guidance of 
all friends of Israel are needed at this dan
gerous moment. 

I know you wlll neither evade the chal
lenge nor minimize the dangers. 

The State Department told me--and I 
quote verbatim-that "should host1lities re
cur in the region (the Near East), we are 
convinced the aggrieved party should take 
full advantage of the United Nations peace
keeping 'instrumentalities so readily avail
able in the area ... 

How.in heaven's name can Israel take "full 
advantage of the United Nations peacekeep
ing instrumentalities"? We just witnessed 
the tragic and cynical spectacle of April 9 
when the United States, for misguided no
tions of expediency, joined with the Soviet 
Union, and other big powers on the Security 
Council, against Israel, a besieged small 
country that valiantly sought to defend her
self. 

I wish Mr. Dutton or Mr. Rusk-or yes, the 
President of the United States, or someone 
would explain what appears to be a lot of 
doubletalk. They promise and assure. They 
preach morality and justice--and then vir
tually every recent action belies the faith 
we were led to have. They might as well 

fusion we may have such a clear and 
commanding vision of their longings and 
labors, their prayers and petitions to 
make this a God-fearing nation, that 
we shall follow and obey that vision 
with all the passion and perseverance of 
our minds and hearts. 

Grant that, inspired by our deepest 
instincts and noblest impulses, we may 
be brave and courageous in rejecting the 
creed of a godless adversary and zeal
ously reaffirm our faith in the spiritual 
values of prayer which are equal to all 
the dark and dismal moods which are 
hovering over the souls of many in our 
~~ . 

Hear us in the name of the Prince of 
Peace. Amen. 

admit their decision to woo the Arabs at 
Israel's expense. 

I believe Israel is entitled to more than 
phony phrases from the State Department. 
I believe that American citizens would be 
remiss if they did· not challenge, in Amer
ica's own interest, the tragic tendency now 
apparent. 

America must tell Israel that, despite our 
recent travesty at the United Nations and 
despite the disquieting reports about massive 
handouts to an aggressive Egypt, we will 
reconsider and alter policies before it is too 
late. 

Let us today renew our determination to 
stand by our friend and true ally, the State 
of Israel. We must do this in our own 
national interest. Let us soberly remember, 
and remind the State Department, that 
Israel is the only nation in the world which, 
menaced by Soviet-equipped forces; turned 
to America to join our military assistance 
program, to defend herself against com
munism and aggression, only to be rejected 
by us. 

The occasion of Israel's recent anniversary 
wm be truly significant if we now take 
inventory of the entire picture -and generate 
here a new realization of the dangers, and 
embark on -action to insure the healthy 
future of Israel-American relations. If this 
is done, I am confident that mistakes will 
be corrected and new paths found so that 
'we can, in good conscience, anticipate a 
happy 15th anniversary of Israel. 

Zionists know from the depths of their 
experience that the "watchman of _Israel" 
must not sleep and must not slumber. It 
is a duty to be a watchman of Israel, it is 
also an honor. 

The crisis of Zionism is also the crisis of 
Judaism. Zionism fulfilled becomes a chief 
source of nourishment of Judaism. Zionism 
through the State of Israel, has revived all 
aspects of Jewish life. 

At the Ideological Conference in Jeru
salem, some years ago, Foreign Minister Gol
da Meir made a paradoxical statement. 
During a debate about Israel and the dias
pora, she said that "When I meet my Ameri
can friends, women who are my contem
poraries, I am sorry for them. They worry 
about their grandchildren. My grandchil
dren are in the Negev, but I am absolutely 
sure about them." 

Her confidence is understandable. Grand
children in the Negev may pose problems 
concerning health or physical safety. But 
there are no problems in the matter of the 
Jewish survival of the grandchildren. Mrs. 
Meir might have to worry about defense, 
but not about the strategy of keeping her 
offspring Jewish. 

The Zionist movement revived Israel, and 
continues to serve. Today, Israelis reviving 
the Jewish people and Judaism itself. That 
is the true dimension of our challenge and 
our reward. 

THE JOURNAL 
The Journal of the proceedings of yes

terday was read and approved. 

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE 
A message from the Senate by Mr. 

McGown, one of its clerks, announced 
that. the Senate had passed, with an 
amendment in which the concurrence of 
the House is requested, a bill of the 
House of the following title: 

H.R. 12154. An act to amend and extend 
the provisions of the Sugar Act o! 1948, as 
amended. 

The message also announced that the 
Senate insists upon its amendment to 
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the foregoing bill, requests a . conference 
with the House on the disagreeing votes 
of the two Houses thereon, and appoints 
Mr. BYRD of Virginia, Mr. KERR, Mr. 
LONG of Louisiana, Mr. SMATHERS, Mr. 
WILLI.&,MS of Delaware, Mr. CARLSON, and 
Mr. BENNETT to be the conferees on the 
part of the Senate. 

The message also announced that the 
Senate agrees to the report of the com
mittee of conference on the disagreeing 
votes of the two Houses on the amend
ments of the Senate to the bill <H.R. 
8291) entitled "An act to enable the 
United States to participate in the as
sistance rendered to certain migrants 
and refugees." 

The message also announced that, 
pursuant to 16 U.S.C. 513, the Vice Presi
dent had appointed the Senator from 
Wisconsin, Mr. WILEY, to be a member of 
the National Forest Reservation Com
mission vice the Senator from South 
Dakota, Mr. Case, deceased. 

COMMITI'EE ON PUBLIC WORKS 
Mr. FALLON. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous consent that the Committee 
on Public Works have until midnight to
night to file a report on the bill H.R. 
12135. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Mary
land? 

There was no objection. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, I make 

the point of order that a quorum is not 
present. 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from 
Illinois makes the point of order that a 
quorum is not present. Evidently, a 
quorum is not present. 

Mr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, I move 
a call of the House. 

A call of the House was ordered. 
The Clerk called the roll, and the fol

lowing Members failed to answer to their 
names: 

Alford 
Aspinall 
Blatnik 
Blitch 
Celler 
Curtis, Mass. 
Davis, Tenn. 
Flood 
Glenn 
Hagan, Ga. 
Hall 

[Roll No. 133] 
Hansen Santangelo 
Hoft'man, Mich. Saund 
Holifield Shelley 
Horan Shipley 
Kearns Smith, Miss. 
McSween Spence 
McVey Stubblefield 
Norrell Thompson, La. 
Powell Thompson, N.J. 
Rivers, Alaska Yates 
St. Germain 

The SPEAKER. On this rollcall, 403 
Members have answered to their names, 
a quorum. · : 

By unanimous consent; further pro
ceedings under the call were dispensed 
with. 

CONTINUING APPROPRIATIONS FOR 
- FISCAL YEAR 1963 

Mr. "CANNON. Mr. Speaker, under 
leave previously granted by the House, 
I call up the joint resolution <H.J~ Res. 
769) making continuing appropriation's 
for the fiscal year 1963, and for other 
purposes, and ask unanimoUs consent 
that it be considered in the House as 
in Committee of the Whole: 

The Clerk read the title of the joint 
resolution. 

The SPEAKER. ·rs there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from 
Missouri? 

There was no objection. 
The Clerk read the joint resolution, as 

follows: 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep

resentatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated out of any money in 
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, and 
out of applicable corporate or other reve
nues, receipts, and funds, for the several 
departments, agencies, corporations, and 
other organizational units of the Govern
ment, for the fiscal year 1963, namely: 

SEc. 101. (a) (1) Such amounts as may 
be necessary for continuing projects or ac
tivities (not otherwise specifically provided 
for in this joint resolution) which were con
ducted in the fiscal year 1962 and for which 
appropriations, funds, or other authority 
would be available in the following appro
priation acts for the fiscal year 1963: 

Legislative Branch Appropriation Act; 
Department of Defense Appropriation Act; 
District of Columbia Appropriation Act; 
Departments of Labor, and Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare Appropriation Act; 
Department of the Interior and Related 

Agencies Appropriation Act; and the 
Treasury-Post Office Departments and 

Executive Office Appropriation Act. 
(2) Appropriations made by this subsec

tion shall be available to the extent and in 
the manner which would be provided by the 
pertinent appropriation Act. · 

(3) Whenever the amount which would 
be made available or the authority which 
would be granted under an Act listed in this 
subsection as passed by the House is dift'erent 
from that which would be available or 
granted under such Act as passed by . the 
Senate, the pertinent project or activity 
shall be continued under the lesser amount 
or the more restrictive authority. 

(4) Whenever an Act listed in this sub
section has been passed by only one House 
or where an item is included in only one 
version of an Act as passed by both Houses, 
the pertinent project or activity shall be 
continued under the appropriation, fund, or 
authority, granted by the one House, but at 
a rate for operations not exceeding the cur
rent rate or the rate permitted by the action 
of the one House, whichever is lower: Pro
vided, That no provision which is included 
in any appropriation Act enumerated in this 
subsection but which was not included in 
the applicable appropriation Act for the 
fiscal year 1962, and which by its terms is ap
plicable to more than one appropriation, 
fund, or authority, shall be applicable to any 
appropriations, fund, or authority provided 
in this joint resolution unless such provi
sion shall have been included in identical 
form in such bill as enacted by both the 
House and Senat~. 

(b)· Such amounts as may be necessary for 
continuing projects or activities which were 
conducted in the fiscal year 1962 and listed 
in this subsection at a rate for operations 
not in excess of the current rate or the rate 
provided for in tl,le budget estimate which
ever is lower: 

Department of Agriculture and Farm 
Credit Administration; 

Foreign assistance and other activities for 
which provision was made in the Foreign· 
Assistance and Related Agencies Appropria.:. 
tion Act, 1962; 

Agencies for which provision was made in 
the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 
ffi~; -

Activities for which · provi~ion was .m·a~e 
in the Public Works Appro~ria~ion Act; 1962; 

Activities for which provision was made 
in the Military Construction Appropriation 
Act; 1962,; 

Activities for whic~ provision was made 
in the Departments of State and Justice, the 
Judiciary and Related Agencies Appropria
tion Act, 1962; 

Department of Commerce; 
American Battle Monuments Commission; 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency; 
Civil defense and emergency preparedness 

functions; 
Federal Maritime Commission; 
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission; 
Small Business Administration; 
Subversive Activities Control Board; 
Tarift' Commission; 
The Panama Canal; 
St. Lawrence Seaway Development Cor

poration; and 
Office of Science and Technology (Execu

tive Office of the President). 
(c) Such amounts as may be necessary for 

continuing projects or activities for which 
disbursements are made by the Secretary of 
the Senate, and the Senate items under the 
Architect of the Capitol, to the extent and 
in the manner which would be provided for 
in the budget estimates for the fiscal year 
1963. 

SEc. 102. Appropriations and funds made 
available and authority granted pursuant to 
this joint resolution shall remain available 
until (a) enactment into law· of an appro
priation for any project or activity provided 
for in this joint resolution, or (b) enactment 
of the applicable appropriation Act by both 
Houses without any provision for such proj
ect or activity, or (c) July 31, 1962, which
ever first occurs. 

SEc. 103. Appropriations and funds made 
available and authority granted pursuant to 
this joint resolution may be used without 
regard to the time limitations set forth in 
subsection (d) (2) of section 3679 of the Re
vised Statutes, as amended, and expenditures 
therefrom shall be charged to the applicable 
appropriation, fund, or authorization when
ever a bill in which such applicable appro
priation, fund, or authorization is contained 
is enacted into law. 

SEc. 104. No appropriation or funds made 
available or authority granted pursuant to 
this joint resolution shall be used to ini
tiate or resume any project or activity whic~ 
was not being conducted during the fiscal 
year 1962. Appropriations made and author
ity gnnted pursuant to this joint resolution 
shall cover all obligations or ; expenditures 
incurred for any project or activity during 
the period for which funds or authority for 
such project or activity are available under 
this joint resolution. 

Mr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, I move to 
strike out the last word. 

Mr. Speaker, this joint resolution 
makes provision for continuing in opera
tion those functions of the Government 
for which ~nual appropriation pills will 
not· have been signed into law prior to 
July 1. This is the ctistomary type of 
resolution making interim provision for 
necessary services of Government and 
operates for the outside time period of 
1 month-to July 31. 

The committee was importuned-as in 
past years-to deviate from the stereo
typed pattern so as to permit accelera
tion of certain programs above the cur
rent level in advance of final action by 
the C.ongress on the items in the regular 
bills. But it has not done so. , 

As the resolution itself specifies, and 
nas done for several years, the empha
sis is on . the continuatiq~ of existing 
projects and activities at the lowest of 
one of three rates; that .is~ :t,lrst, the cur-
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rent fiscal year; ·second; tlie budget re
quest, where no action has been taken 
by either House; or third, the more re
strictive amoimt adopted by · .either of 
the two Houses. 

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker. will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. CANNON. I -yield to the gentle
man from Iowa. · 

Mr.· GROSS. Mr. Speaker, by virtue 
of the fact that an unusually large num
ber of authorization bills have .not been · 
passed, this continuing -resolution does 
involve greater expenditures than has 
been true for many years in the past. 
Is that not an accurate statement? 

Mr. CANNON. In that respect the 
situation this-year, with few exceptions, 
is essentially the same as that which 
has obtained for several years. As 
everyone is aware, it is not in order un
der the rules of the House to bring in 
the appropriations for any purpose un
til such appropriations are authorized by 
law. 

There are at this time, for example, 
four of the principal .appropriation bills 
which, under the rules, it is not in order 
to bring to the floor because the author
izing legislation has not been finally 
cleared and signed. 

They are the foreign-aid bill, the mili
tary construction bill, the space agency 
program in the independent offices bill, 
and the atomic energy program in the 
public works bill. Continuation of the 
programs and activities of these agencies 
including, for example, the nuclear weap
ons testing program, is of course pro
vided for in the pending resolution. 

I will say, in anticipation. of this situa
tion which almost always obtains at the 
close of the fiscal year, I petitioned the 
leadership of the House at the beginning 
of this session to arrange expedition of 
the work on the legislative authorizations 
so that we would not be delayed in ·pre
senting the related appropriation bills. 
Until the authorizing legislation is passed 
and signed by the President of the United 
States, it is not in order to do · anything 
about the appropriations. 

Mr. GROSS. The Appropriations 
Committee as a · practical matter can 
hardly embark upon hearings on appro
priations until the authorization bills 
have been passed. . Is that not true? 

By reason of the fact that we are much 
later than usual with authorization bills 
it causes this delay in the Appropriatiens 
Committee activity. 

Mr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, our hear
ings are well along but we cannot finalize 
the amounts until we know what is 'au
thorized. We have virtually completed 
hearings on all bills except the usual last 
supplemental bill. 

Mr. TABER. Mr. Speaker, I rise in 
opposition to the pro forma amendment. 

Mr. Speaker, this is the annmil con
tinuing resolution that we have to pass 
or there will not be any inortey for the 
Government to ·operate on beginning 
July 1. ·The amount contained in ·the 
bill has been cut down to as low ·a figure 
as it could reasonably be under the pend-
ing ·circumstances. · 

There are four major appropriation 
bills where the authorizing ·legiSlation 
has not been passed. FOr that reason 

it has been impossible fGr the Appropri
ations Committee to report out those 
major bills. W-e hope the fact that this 
is for only the month of July will inspire 
the legislative committees and the two 
Houses to expedite the authorizing b1lls 
so that we can wind up this session. I 
am glad the 30-day provision is in the 
resolution because it ought to help con
clude the work of the session. . 

The joint resolution was ordered to be 
engrossed and read a third time, was 
read the third time, and passed. · 

A motion to reconsider was laid on the 
table. 

GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND 
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous consent that all Members 
may have 5 legislative days in which to 
extend their remarks on the continuing 
resolution just passed. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from 
Missouri? 

There was no obJection. 

ARMED SERVICES SUBCOMMITTEE 
ON INVE~TIGATIONS 

·Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Armed 
Services Subcommittee on Investigations 
may have permission to sit during 
general debate today. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from 
Louisiana? 

There was no objection. 

FREE ENTERPRISE TRIUMPHING 
Mr. JOELSON. Mr. Speaker, I ask . 

unanimous consent to extend my remarks 
at this point in the RECORD. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
New Jersey? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. JOELSON. Mr. Speaker, I believe 

that events in recent months have dem
onstrated the durability of the free enter
prise system and the inherent weakness 
of communism. 

The remarkable prosperity of the West 
European economy makes apparent 
the falsehood of the Marxists who pre
dicted the downfall of free enterprise in 
Western Europe. The fact is that after 
the devastation of World War II, West
ern Europe rose from the ashes with the 
help of the United States, the greatest 
exponent of a free economy in the world. 

Look at the food crises in Soviet Russia 
and Red China, and remember how for
tunate we are that our agriculture prob
lems revolve around food surpluses rather 
than famines. 

The democratic nations are demon
strating to the world that we can have 
both bread and freedom. We should all 
be thankful to live urider a way of life 
that provides abundance without fear. 
· Khrushchev knows this now. That is 
why he builds walls in Berlin to fence in 
the people. If communism were the 
:Peoples' paradise he cl~ims it to be, no 
walls would be required~ · · 

PROVIDING . THAT ALL COURTS OF 
THE UNITED STATES BE OPENED 
WITH PRAYER TO ALMIGHTY 
GOD . 

Mr-. BAKER. Mr. Speaker, · I ask 
unanimous consent to extend my remarks 
at this point in the RECORD. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Tennessee? 

There was no objection. . 
Mr. BAKER. Mr. Speaker, I have to

day introduced the following bill, "that 
each session of all courts of the United 
States be opened with prayer to Al
mighty God,". which I commend to the 
attention of the membership of the 
House of Representatives and of the 
Supreme Court of the United States. 

TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962 
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I move that 

the House resolve itself into the Com
mittee of the Whole House on the State 
of the Union for the further considera
tion of the bill (H.R. 11970) to promote 
the general welfare, foreign policy, and 
security of the United States through 
international trade agreements and 
through adjustment assistance to do
mestic industry,. agriculture, and labor, 
and for other purposes. 

The motion was agreed to. 
Accordingly the House resolved itself 

into the Committee of the Whole House 
on the State of the Union for the fur
ther consideration of the bill H.R. 11970, 
with Mr. BoLLING in the chair. 

The Clerk· read the title of the bill. 
Mr. MASON. Mr. Chairman, I yield 

such time as he may d~sire to the gentle
man from Connecticut [Mr. SEELY
BROWN]. 

Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Chairman, 
I am in favor of expanding trade. I also 
am sure that few will quarrel with the 
importance of achieving a gradual, selec
tive, and truly reciprocal lowering of 
trade barriers among the nations of the 
free world. I emphasize the words 
"gradual," "selective," and "truly recip
rocal" to indicate their importance and 
significance. 

My quarrel is not necessarily wit~ the 
end goal, but rather with the best way to 
achieve it. I do not believe that this 
bill, H.R. 11970, presently before us un
der a closed rule which permits no 
amendments other · than committee 
amendments, will by itself expand 
American trade. On the contrary, I be
lieve it may result in the tragic loss of 
jobs for the American worker. 

If we pass this bill in the form in which 
the rule forces us to act upon it, we are 
throwing away the safeguards to 
American jobs that have been consid
ered essential throughout the 28 years 
that the Trade Agreements Act and its 
several extensions have been in effect. 

Here once again we face a package deal 
and a request for more Presidential 
power-all under a closed rule. For the 
first time il) history, we have a bill be
fore us, proposed by · the administration 
and with the recommendation of the 
Ways and Means Committee, to give the 
President the power to transfer imported 
articles from the dutiable to the free list. 
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Always before, Congress lived up to its 
responsibilities under the Constitution. 
Even during the whole period of there
ciprocal trade programs when Congress 
enacted no new tariffs and duties were 
increase only under the peril-point or 
escape-clause provisions, Congress itself 
frequently passed laws suspending duties 
or transferring items to the free list. 
Now the President wants to take this 
function away from the Congress, in 
addition to the renewal of the Presi
dent's power to lower duties. 

We are unfaithful to our trust if we 
accede to his request to do this. 

In spite of language introduced at the 
last moment by the committee as an 
amendment purportedly giving Congress 
a semblance of responsibility, I question 
both the wisdom and the necessity of 
handing to any President-regardless of 
his political affiliation-the final deposit 
of constitutional power and responsibil
ity remaining with the Congress to reg
ulate imports as directed by article I, 
section 8, of the Constitution. 

When the President, at the opening 
of this session of the 87th Congress, an
nounced his intention of submitting to 
Congress the bold grab for Executive 
power which he called his trade expan
sion program, I said publicly that I must 
have the answers to some major ques
tions arising from the President's request 
for more power. 

On February 7, I submitted some of 
these questions to the administration. In 
due course, I received from the State 
Department some answers. I do not con
sider that they are satisfactory answers. 

These were and are my questions: 
First. Can increased exports, suppos

edly the announced goal of the Presi
dent's proposals, clear up our deficit in 
the international balance of payments? 

Second. Will reductions in tariffs be
tween the United States and the coun
tries of the Common Market increase 
or decrease the ability of American in
dustry to compete, not only for markets 
in those countries but in our own domes
tic market and all over the world? 

Third. Will Western Europe accept in
creased imports from Japan and other
low-wage countries which now are com
pletely excluded from these countries? 

Fourth. Are the United States and 
Western Europe presently prepared to 
press for free trade in agricultural prod
ucts and in energy resources-coal and 
oil-which are now being largely ex
cluded? 

Fifth. Are Western European coun
tries going to continue to trade with 
Communist bloc countries while we do 
not, or are we going to have a uniform 
policy on this most important question? 

Sixth. What, specifically, is going to 
happen to the workman here at home 
who, through no fault of his own, loses 
.his job? 

I shall not bother you with the an
swers, which, at best, are inconclusive
all but the last question. The answer to 
that you can see right here in the bill be
fore you. The help provided in title III
and I support what it tries to do-is at 
best only a poor substitute for a job, par
ticularly for the worker who has built up 
seniority in his trade. 

The fact that the administration re'": 
gards the "trade adjustment assistance" 
provision as one of the most important 
iii the bill emphasizes the futility of the 
entire program. How can the people of 
the United States advance or even hold 
their own in economic progress for our
selves and our friends if the key to 
"trade expansion" is "trade adjustment 
assistance"? 

I still want the answers to those ques
tions, Mr. Chairman. 

The administration has not answered 
them, because it cannot presently an-
swer them decisively. · 

The purported opportunity for greatly 
expanding our trade with the countries 
which are the members. of the Common 
Market in Europe is supposed to be the 
compelling reason for pushing the ad
ministration's trade expansion program 
at this time. 

However, there are some important 
questions concerning the Common Mar
ket itself which must be answered, som~ 
of which are included in my own ques
tions above. One of the most important 
questions of all is whether or not Britain 
is to become a member of the Common 
Market. 

Another question pertinent to the high 
and perhaps exaggerated hopes of the 
administration concerning the Common 
Market is the major source of friction 
between the United states and its allies 
in NATO-the lack of a unified policy 
toward trade with the Communist bloc 
countries. The United States imposes 
stiffer controls on exports to Communist 
nations than do our NATO allies. Some 
of them are shipping increasingly large 
quantities of goods to these countries, 
thus strengthening both the military and 
the industrial potentials of the Commu
nist bloc. 

H.R. 11970 permits reductions in 
American tariffs to zero on commodities 
in which the Common Market and the 
United States jointly control 80 percent 
of the world trade. However, · it does 
nothing to eliminate this source of 
friction. 

On the contrary, it almost certainly 
would increase that friction, since trade 
between Western Europe and the Com
munist bloc would be counted in comput
ing the 80 percent. Therefore, we have 
the ridiculous situation, in which the 
more trade our allies can promote with 
Communist bloc countries, the more they 
can be effective in reducing our tariffs 
against their exports to us to zero. 

We shall in a better position a year 
hence to have the answers to basic ques
tions which affect our own economy so 
vitally. 

The solution to our problem today, Mr. 
Chairman, is to extend the Trade Agree
ment Act, which expires on June 30, for 
1 year. The last extension was for 3 
years. Had the extension proposed in 
1958 been contained in the bill as passed, 
the present Trade Agreements Act would 
have continued until June 301 1963. 

I believe that is what we should do 
now, so t:O,at we may have the opportun
ty to know better what we are doing 
when it is proposed to have the Congres$ 
surrender the power which could mean 
unemployment, poverty, and despair for 

thousands of American producers and 
consumers, all in the name of "trade" 
and "progress." 

Mr. MASON. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
such time as he may desire to the gentle
man from Nebraska [Mr. CuNNINGHAM]. 

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, 
I ask unanimous consent to extend my 
remarks at this point in the RECORD. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 

·Nebraska? · 
There was no objection. 
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, 

I will oppose any effort to withdraw help 
from the American workers who will lose 
their jobs as a result of. this bill. It is of 
course admitted that there will be many 
jobs lost under this bill. There is even 
a section in the bill which provides aid 
for these workers. 

As for the overall bill, I cannot sup
port it in good conscience. 

There are many reasons for my posi
tion; three of them are most important 
to the people of Nebraska: 

First. I am not willing to turn over to 
the executive branch the power and au
thority which rightly belongs to the 
Congress. I am not favorable to such 
a power grab under any administra-

-tion. The Constitution gives to Con
gress and only to Congress the power to 
lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and 
excises. · 

We have given up too much of our con
stitutional power already here in the 
Congress. My people did not send me 
down here to ·further the trend. To me 
this issue is so fundamental so far as 
constitutional government is concerned 
that I consider my vote on this bill the 
most important I will cast in the 6 years 
I have · served in the Congress. 

Second. I am convinced that the pas
sage of the bill will cost a minimum of 
10,000 jobs in the Second District of 
Nebrask.a. Many of these jobs will be 
lost in the packinghouse industry, for 
Omaha is the largest meat packing cen
ter in the world. Under this legislation 
I can see the import of millions of 
pounds of meat and meat products from 
many countries, including Argentina 
and Australia.· Even under the present 
program too much foreign meat is al
lowed to enter this country. 

Other jobs will be lost in our steel 
fabricating plants and in other indus
tries. I cannot possibly see how any new 
jobs would be created in my district if 
this bill is passed. 

Third. I am convinced that we can 
never compete favorably with foreign 
countries, even when all trade and tariff 
barriers are removed. The cheap labor 
used in foreign plants mean that their 
products can be shipped here and sold 
at less cost than comparable American
made products. Whenever this happens, 
thousands and perhaps million of work
ers will be laid off and become unem
played. Furthermore, it will downgrade 
and undermine our entire economy, 
which is already showing many weak
nesses. 

It should be borne in mind also that 
this matter of foreign trade is of less sig
_nificance than some people would have 
us believe. I understand that our trade 
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with foreign countries represents only 4 
percent of our gross national product. 

Mr. Chairman, the Madison Avenue 
approach has been used to try to sell this 
proposition to the people. International 
influences have been very active in pro
moting this legislation and similar plans 
for closer and closer economic and po
litical links between the United States 
and certain other countries. From all 
the special-interest propaganda it sounds 
as though a wonderful future awaits us 
all if only this one bill is passed, and per
haps many people have been convinced 
by this barrage of high-level "slo
ganeering ." 

But, after reading the bill and the tes
timony, I for one believe it is one of the 
most dangerous pieces of legislation I 
have seen before the Congress during my 
service. I am convinced it will not do 
the things the intellectual hucksters 
claim. It is a theoretical sell. 

Its practical effects will be bad for 
American workers and American busi
ness firms. I am not opposed to a trade 
program. I voted for the recent Recip
rocal Trade Act, but I cannot swallow 
this bill. I cannot let down the workers 
and businesses of Nebraska and through-· 
out the rest of our country. 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
myself 20 minutes. 

Mr. Chairman, the Committee on 
Ways and Means has reported to the 
House, and the House is considering in 
the Committee of the Whole, perhaps 
the most important piece of legislation 
that has been reported from our com
mittee to be considered by the House 
during these short few years that it has 
been my privilege to be chairman of the 
committee. · 

Mr. Chairman, during all of that 
period of time i: know of no legislative 
proposal on this subject that will have 
a greater impact upon the welfare of 
the people of the United States, and I 
know of no legislative proposal that will 
have a greater impact upon the peoples 
of the free world than the legislation 
before us. This legislation, Mr. Chair
man, involves economic considerations; 
it involves military considerations, "in
directly; and it involves political impli
cations in the broad sense of that wo~d, 
also indirectly. 

Primarily, Mr. Chairman, this bill is 
conceived to provide authority for ar
rangements under which your committee 
is thoroughly convinced there can be im.:. 
provements in the economic situation of 
U.S. business, agriculture, and labor. 

Mr. Ghairman, in the process of con
sidering the President's request for a 
Trade Expansion Act of 1962, the com
mittee laid aside the bill that came to 
the Congress representing the dra~t of 
the proposal from downtown. The com
mittee undertook to draft its own bill 
which it thought responded to the needs 
within this area. 

Mr. Chairman, we have before us a 
bill today that is as nonpolitical and as 
bipartisan, as any major bill that has 
been reported from the Committee on 
Ways and Means, certainly, this year, for 
this bill is not the handiwork of just the 
Democratic members of the Committee 
on Ways and Means. Every member of 

the committee on the Republican side 
as well as on the Democratic side can 
point to some provision in this bili that 
he or she desired to have written into 
it. 

Mr. Chairman, I repeat, this bill rep
resents the consensus of judgment of the 
25 members of the Committee on Ways 
and Means and was reported to the 
House by a vote of 20 members of that 
committee. I am not saying, Mr. Chair
man, that the members of the committee, 
any one of them, including your chair
man, is completely satisfied with every 
word, every line, and every section in 
this bill. Mr. Chairman, what I am say
ing is that it is my sincere judgment that 
when one weighs this bill, the good parts, 
against what you may consider the weak
nesses within it, any person who has 
ever supported the program of recipro
cal trade agreements in the past must 
reach the fair and unbiased conclusion 
that the good in this bill far outweighs 
any weaknesses which may exist in this 
bill. 

I regret, Mr. Chairman, I cannot make 
that statement about my dear and be
loved friend, the gentleman from Illinois 
[Mr. MASON], who on yesterday pointed 
to his record of always having been 
against the reciprocal trade agreements 
program in the past. Certainly, to some 
who have not supported the program in 
the past, they might. reach the opposite 
conclusion, in all probability. But, Mr. 
Chairman, I want to impress upon my 
colleagues who sit to my left, and who 
were here in 1958 when we provided 
President Eisenhower with an extension 
of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements pro
gram, by action of the House for a pe
riod of 5 years, that President Eisen
hower himself thinks that the good in 
this bill outweighs the bad in it, and 
that he today supports the bill. Today 
President Eisenhower is for this bill. I 
respect him not only as a former Presi
dent of the United States, but as one of 
our most distinguished generals in time 
of war. Every person about whom I 
know anything who has ever represented 
the Republican Party in leadership as a 
candidate for President or as a candidate 
for Vice President, who is living today, or 
who has ever been President or who has 
ever been Vice President on your ticket, 
or on our ticket, feels today that the 
merits of this bill outweigh any alleged 
weaknesses that may be in the bill. 

Now, why is this true? Because they, 
like your committee realize the economic 
implications to the people of the United 
States involved in this bill. 

Mr. Chairman, they see in this bill, I 
am sure, as your committee sees in it, the 
development of a very, very strong weap
on in trade to be used under our leader
ship in assisting the lesser developed 
countries of the world, South America 
and elswhere, to gain economic strength, 
to resil)t the thrust of Communist infil
tration into those areas. There is in this 
proposal, Mr. Chairman, a specific pro
vision for us to take the commodities of 
those countries along with our own com
modities into the markets of the free 
world that are more developed, and we 
will be their partner in engaging in that 
commerce. 

Mr. Chairman, those of us who feel 
that, perhaps, we use too much of our 
dollar resources through direct aid in 
trying to accomplish this objective and 
to prevent the Communist penetration 
of these countries, should certainly feel 
that the action of the committee achiev
ing help to these countries within the 
confines of this bill is meritorious. As 
we develop our economic strength 
through trade, leading them as we will 
under this program, we then will have 
to give them fewer and fewer of our 
dollars in order to sustain th~ir strength. 

Mr. Chairman, there are many rea
sons why these leaders in the United 
States today who faced the American 
people in the elections of the past think 
that this is important to the United 
States. But let me ask you, Is there any 
doubt in the minds of a majority of us 
on either side of this aisle, about the im
portance of our retaining access to these 
countries of Western Europe, and par
ticularly the countries that will go be
hind this common tariff wall known as 
the European Common Market? Let me 
talk to those of you who represent agri
cultural districts and to those of you who 
represent industrial districts. Do you 
realize that our annual exports to these 
six countries last year amounted to $7 
billion, $1.1 billion of which was agri
cultural? All of the countries which 
purchased goods from us for dollars, in
volved total exports of $20 billion and 
imports of $15 billion. 

These figures have been bandied about. 
Let us break them down and see what 
they mean. Of the $15 billion that we 
import 60 percent or $9 billion at least is 
not at all competitive with any article 
or item that we produce in the United 
States or that affects production or 
growth here in the United States. We 
are talking about a trade bill from a 
competitive point of view and the crea
tion of economic betterment at home, 
and jobs at home. There is· a difference 
between $20 billion that goes across from 
our shores to the free world markets and 
$6 billion that comes into the United 
States that might, to some varying de
gree or extent, be competitive with an 
article made in the United States of 
similar kind. That is the difference in 
the competitive situation. 

How can we say, under a record such 
as that, one that was carried on in your 
administration and carried on in my 
administration during the thirties, the 
forties, and the fifties, that we have not 
used this tool in foreign economic pol
icy to enhance and improve the economy 
of the United States? 

Now, Mr. Chairman, we are faced with 
a great challenge. We are faced with a 
challenge to our ability to hold on to a 
part of this $20 billion of exports; name
ly, the $7 billion to the Common Market. 
Are we to say today, while this growth is 
taking place in Europe and while this 
solidifying process is occurring and a 
wall is being created, that we think it 
best for the interests of the United 
States to sit back and take another year 
to view it? 

Do you know that they do not care 
much whether we get into the market 
with our products or not? Does the 
German over there who has free access to 
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the Italian market welcome the com .. 
petition of the American farmer, the 
American producer, in that same Italian 
market? If we show a hesitancy in the 
formation of this program we will pay 
a much dearer price later. We will pay 
a much dearer price a year from today 
or 2 years from today as a result of our 
hesitancy. 

I am talking now to those of you who 
have seen fit to believe in the past that 
this program can make some contribu
tion to the economic improvement of the 
United States. We talk about idle plant 
capacity. We talk about people who are 
unemployed. There would be no idle 
plant capacity, Mr. Chairman; there 
would be no unemployment in the United 
States if we in the United States were 
capable of consuming all that these 
plants could produce, and all these farms 
could produce, except for $20 billion. 
You know and I know that we cannot 
consume here the capacity for produc
tion of our farms and our plants; Where 
are we going to sell those excess 
amounts? Are we· going to sell more by 
delaying a year and running the risk of 
our exports dropping to $15 billion or $13 
billion, or lower, or are we going to ac
cept the challenge before us and take 
advantage of the opportunity that is 
wrapped up in that challenge and say to 
the peoples of Western Europe, with 
whom we have military alliances, that 
we, too, are interested in the growth and 
expansion of world trade? We are talk
ing to people, six countries altogether, 
that engage to the extent of $60 billion 
already in world trade compared to our 
$35 billion. 

Does anyone doubt the capacity and 
ingenuity of this America of today to 
capitalize upon opportunities made for it, 
as it has capitalized in the last 28 years 
under trades that have been made for it 
under this program? 

Mr. Chairman, in spite of the fact that 
this was a completely bipartisan meas
ure, in spite of the fact that this is the 
bill of the Committee on Ways and 
Means, in spite of the fact that all of us 
must agree on balance, if we believe in 
this program, if we have supported this 
program in the past, that the good out
weighs the bad, we have people talking 
nothing but about some little part of the 
bill. 

What is the important part of this 
bill? The important part of this bill, 
Mr. Chairman, is the part of the bill that 
permits the President of the United 
States, through the special negotiator 
provided in the bill, to try to accomplish 
the elimination of duties and other im
pediments to the flow of our trade within 
the free world. That is the most impor
tant part of it. 

The next most important part of it is 
the authority we give him to reduce 
duties on our part to carry out agree
ments reached in negotiations in· these 
proceedings to meet concessions given 
to us by countries abroad. Those are 
the important parts of this bill. But, we 
all also attach significance to the other 
side of the coin. 

What do you do if we make a mistake 
in the process of carrying out a para
mount policy of government, namely, 

the enlargement-of markets abroad for 
the products of the farm and the fac
tory .in this country, in return for_ which 
we give concessions in our own r.ates of 
duty? · 

Mr. Chairman, we have tried in this 
bill, we have tried as best we could,_ 
through the process of legislation, to 
establish machinery to prevent to the 
maximum extent possible the making of 
mistakes. What do we do in this bill? 
I wish every Member, if he has not done 
so, would turn to the report on the bill 
beginning on page 14. Look through 
the procedures. Begin there. Read the 
preagreement safeguards. Read the 
general provisions relating to trade 
agreements. Read the postagreement 
safeguards. Read on through that-the 
Presidential action. 

Read on through to the congressional 
action that will involve a committee 
amendment which is set forth in the 
committee report and in the reported 
bill and which will be adopted at the 
proper time. 

We, I think, and I agree with what my 
friend, the gentleman from Tennessee 
[Mr. BAKER], said yesterday, have de
veloped more protection through these 
safeguards and the opportunity for 
hearings on the part of industry, agri
culture, and labor than those three seg
ments of our economy have had in the 
past. I 'believe my friend said that; in 
any event, in my opinion this is true. 
Those safeguards are spelled out. 

One of the weaknesses, some say 
about the bill, is that we have given the 
President more authority than he needs; 
we have given it to him for a longer 
period of time than he needs, they claim. 

I say, Mr. Chairman, that if we want 
an agreement with the European Com
mon Market, do we not want the negotia
tors to have enough authority to make 
a good agreement from our point of 
view? Do we not want them to have 
enough time, Mr. Chairman, so that they 
will not be rushed into the acceptance 
of some agreement at the last minute 
in order to · accomplish an agreement 
that a little longer time might indicate 
could be improved? 

Mr. Chairman, 5 years is not a new 
departure for this House to extenJ. this 
authority. We have done it before. Mr. 
Chairman, the program encompassed in . 
this bill is not an unusual grant of au
thority. It is limited in the same re
spect that other similar grants of au
thority have ·been limited ·in the past. 
There are more safeguards. Certainly, 
this cannot be considered a weakness in 
this bill. If you appoint me your agent 
to buy a $10,000 house, Mr. Chairman, 
do not give me $9,000 with which to buy 
that house for I may not succeed. Give 
me $10,000 and I will do the job you want 
me to do. If we sincerely desire, Mr. 
Chairman, that we preserve our access 
to these markets in the European world, 
if we sincerely desire that, let us at 
least provide the effective tools for the 
accomplishment of that desire. 

Mr. Chairman, these safeguards I have 
talked about are in several parts. First 
of all, we have very elaborate machinery 
for people to · be heard with respect to 
the prenegotiation phases of this pro
gram. There are full opportunities ·for 

hearings for all interested parties. There 
is every opportunity after the President 
makes a decision as to what he might 
include in the list for negotiation, for 
interested industries and o:thers to ap
pear before this group and explain why 
their industry should not be included. 
-There are those who have said in letters 
to me that this particular industry or 
that particular industry has been 
selected for sacrifice. Mr. Chairman, 
there is nothing further from the truth 
than that. There is no industry-there 
is no individual's job that is being se
lected for sacrifice. Every individual . 
concerned with this legislation will have 
an opportunity both at the Tariff Com
mission and before this Interagency 
Committee appointed by the President 
to tell why his particular commodity 
should not be included for a reduction 
in duty. And if it is as serious as they 
tell you and me, do you not realize what 
the Tariff Commission will say? They 
will describe to ·the President the eco
nomic consequences of any such action. 
That will have a great weight, of course. 
Certainly, it will have its weight with 
this Cabinet-level Interagency Commit
tee, as well. There is no certainty, there
fore, Mr. Chairman, that some of these 
industries that are complaining about 
their pre~ent situation would even be in
cluded in such negotiations. But then'! 
is, I hope, assurance within this pro
gram, Mr. Chairman, that progress can 
be made through the elimination of _ 
those restrictions and barriers to our 
own trade which even to this day exist 
throughout the. free world to a degree 
far beyond that which any of us want. 

Mr. Chairman, if the Members will 
read the description of these safeguards, 
if the members of this committee will 
bear in mind that any bill that comes 
before this committee may not and usu- 
ally ca.nnot fully represent the viewpoint 
of all the Members, it may not be satis
factory to all the Members, but if the 
members of this committee stop and 
think deeply upon this subject I have 
no doubt about the final decision that 
will be made here today. I know when 
it comes to matters of great national 
PW:P()rt, as this does, that there is no 
center line that divides us, and there 
will not be a center line dividing us 
today. · 

I urge, Mr. Chairman, that the com
mittee reject the motion to recommit 
which my good friend from Illinois has 
announced that he will offer, that the 
committee in a bipartisan manner pass 
the bill like it did in 1958 when, as I 
recall, there were fewer than 100 Mem
bers of this House who voted against 
the 5-year extension of this program. 

Mr. Chairman, I promised to yield to 
the gentleman froni Texas [Mr. ALGER]. 

Mr. ALGER. I thank the gentleman 
for recognizing me first; I certainly ap
preciate it. 

Mr. Chairman, I call the gentleman's 
attention to page 11.928 of yesterday's 
RECORD in order to remind the gentle
man that despite what he has just said, 
that 'after 2 days of_ debate I still must 
ask our chairman when someone is go
ing to tell this House what is in this bill 
and to describe the new power given to 
the President. This is the first time I 
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have seen a bill presented in the House I have ever had the opportunity of 
where the House has not been told what listening to . . 
is in the bill. Mr. MILLS. I thank the gentleman 

Mr. MILLS. The gentleman from from Georgia. 
Texas, I think, on yesterday made a Mr. FORRESTER. The gentleman, I 
rather detailed and lengthy observation believe, knows that I have a lot of candy 
on the bill and the powers given to the manufacturers in my district in the State 
President in this bill. I listened to him of Georgia. They are disturbed about 
with care though I disagreed with his the bill. As a matter of fact I hold a 
views, of course. From his point of telegram dealing with the subject of im
view he states these powers were exces- port duties on foreign candies. The 
sive and should not be granted. telegram states, in effect, that the bill 

My friend, the gentleman from Texas, we are now considering-H.R. 11970-
has not taken that position just yes- would eliminate the duty on candy with 
terday or in the last few days. I think resulting adverse effects on the candy
the gentleman voted against the act in manufacturing industry. 
1958. If I am wrong I would like to be I cannot find any provision in the bill 
corrected. which reduces duties on candy or any 

Mr. ALGER. May I put the question other commodity, and I have studied the 
once again regardless of what the gen- bill at length. Is there a provision in 
tleman from Texas may have done on the bill which will reduce or eliminate 
other occasions-! could be mistaken, I the present 14-percent duty on candy? 
could be wrong-but will the gentleman Mr. MILLS. Permit me to respond 
tell the House what new powers are this way to the gentleman from Geor
given the President and how extensive gia: This bill does not in and of itself 
they are? reduce any duty. That should be made 

Mr. MILLS. I will try to if the gen- very clear. This bill does give the 
tleman will just let me proceed. He President authority to reduce duties that 
wants to know the authority? he, upon advice of the Tariff Commis

Mr. ALGER. Yes, the authority and sion, feels can be reduced without caus
the new authority given the President. ing serious economic consequences. 

Mr. MILLS. All right. In this bill As I understand it, the candy manu-
we give the President basic authority to facturers and confectioners are con
reduce duties by 50 percent of the July 1, cerned because they may fall within the 
1962, rates. But the gentleman knows, provision which permits the President
since he is a member of the committee if the European Common Market and 
that wrote the bill, that by the same the United States export more than 80 
token we give the President authority percent of articles in a given category
to increase duties by 50 percent of the to reduce duties by more than 50 per
rates . in force way back in 1934. This cent. 
is not a one-way proposition. That is Certainly if what the candy industry 
a 150-percent leeway on what even the says to you and · to others who have 
Smoot-Hawley Act provided as to in- candy manufacturers within their dis
creases. That is in the power given to trict, that their situation is very serious, 
the President. I do not hear the gentle- very grave at the moment, those facts 
man complaining about that. would b'e considered before candy would 

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Chairman, will the be included on any list for negotiation, 
gentleman yield? even if the SO-percent authority were 

Mr. MILLS. I yield. not involved. If candy was included on 
Mr. BOGGS. r I am certain if the a list, the candy manufacturers could 

gentleman from Texas will refer to appear before the Tariff Commission 
yesterday's RECORD he will see a detailed and the Interagency Committee ap
explanation of the bill filed by the dis- pointed by the President and state their 
tinguished chairman of our committee, case that they cannot survive under any 
and in addition to that, as the gentleman reduction in duty. 
knows, the report on this bill was filed Mr. FORRESTER. Do I understand 
on June 12-over 2 weeks ago. It is a from what the gentleman is telling me 
most comprehensive report containing that the candy manufacturers have no 
both majority and minority views. The particular reason now to be apprehen
gentleman, of course, sat through the sive? 
committee deliberations on the bill and Mr. MILLS. There is nothing in the 
he is thoroughly familiar with the bill's bill, I will say to the gentleman from 
provisions. So a very complete explana- Georgia, that reduces the duty as is al
tion of the bill has been available and leged in the telegram the gentleman just 
still is to everyone. read. 

Mr. ALGER. Mr. Chairman, will the Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. Let me yield first to the Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman 
gentleman from Georgia, [Mr. FoRRES- from Louisiana. 
TERJ. Mr. BOGGS. As an assurance to 

Mr. ALGER. The gentleman men- our good friend from Georgia, in 1961, 
tioned my name. the gentleman might be interested in 

Mr. MILLS. I will get back to the knowing, we produced in this country 
gentleman from Texas. $1,232 million worth of candy, which was 

Mr. FORRESTER. Mr. Chairman, an increase of 14 percent over 1958. 
first I would like to say to the distin- We imported something in the area of 
guished gentleman in the well of the $21 million worth of candy-$21 million 
House that I have been here 12 years, as compared with $1,200 million. The 
and I think the gentleman has given . existing duty is only 14 percent. And 
us one of the most logical explanations the increase in imports which has oc-

curred has taken place without any duty 
change because the duty has been 14 per
cent since 1948. 

Mr. MILLS. The gentleman could also 
point out that imports, as a percentage 
of U.S. production in 1961, amounted to 
1.7. percent. 

Mr. FORRESTER. Is the gentleman 
acquainted with the fact that the candy 
manufacturers generally, for some rea
son, are apprehensive? Cari the gentle
man give me any idea as to what is the 
cause of that? 

Mr. MILLS. I do not know the rea
son for it. I do know that I have had 
a letter from those who work in a shoe 
plant in my own district telling me if 
I voted for this bill it would throw them 
out of employment. No one knows. I 
do not believe this will happen to my 
shoe people and I also do not believe it 
will happen to you:t: candy people. 

Let me elaborate on that. I under
stand there are others, as well as my
self, who have received letters of this 
sort from constituents involving the ef
fect of this bill upon shoes. Here again, 
there is nothing in the bill that would 
provide any reduction in duty on shoes. 
It is important to note that U.S. produc
tion of shoes, in dollar amounts, in
creased in 1961 over 1958 by 8.7 percent. 
By the same token, the imports of shoes 
increased by about 331 percent; but in 
1961, as the result of the importation of 
those shoes, many of which are hand
made, many of which are expensive 
shoes, the imports of shoes as a percent
age of U.S. production were still only 
2.6 percent. 

I believe that most of the people are 
coqcerned about the future and are ap
prehensive. We should, and do, under
stand. However, I think we have pro
vided in the bill safeguards which will 
assure that all the facts will be avail
able when decisions have to be made and 
then we expec~ the decisions will be 
sound. ' 

Now, there is no certainty that the 
President will reach a conclusion that 
the duties on shoes ought to be reduced, 
and that he will list them for reduc
tions. The same thing is true with 
respect to other industries. Every in
dustry which feels it should not have its 
protection reduced should make its case 
as to why this is so. 

And, certainly, this bill contemplates 
that consideration will be given to all 
representations. If this were not the 
case, we would not have gone to the trou
ble of· establishing the elaborate proce
dures provided in H.R. 11970. 

Mr. FORRESTER. Can the gentle
man tell me or is he in a position to tell 
me how the exports rank with the im
ports of candy? 

Mr. MILLS. Yes. We export candy. 
In 1961 we exported $4,643,000 worth. 
That was an increase in our exports of 
about 4.3 percent over 1958. Our prin
cipal export market is Canada. The 
principal country exporting candy to us 
is England. 

England is not in the European Com
mon Market at the moment. The candy 
manufacturers believe that if England 
becomes a member of the Common Mar
ket, then the Common Market and the 
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United States will control over 80 percent 
of world exports of candy, and the Presi
dent might negotiate · an elimination in 
the candy duty with the E.EC. There 
is no certainty that such will be the case 
or that there will be any reduction in the 
duty on candy. There will be every op
portunity, if a reduction in the candy 
duty should be considered for the domes
tic candy industry to present its case 
and be heard. 

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman 
from Louisiana. 

Mr. BOGGS. I think the other 
significant part of the answer to the 
question of the gentleman from Georgia 
is: If this should come to pass, we would 
expect that the duty would also be re
moved on U.S. candy going into the 
Common Market. . 

Mr. MILLS. It would have to be. 
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 

Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 
Mr MILLS. I yield to the gentleman 

from Wisconsin. 
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. There is 

nothing in this legislation that requires 
bargaining or negotiating with respect 
to like items. We could enter into ne
gotiations to reduce the duty on candy 
or on any other item for reduction by 
the Common Market of their duties on 
some completely different article and 
both reductions could be completely dif
ferent as to amount. 

Mr. MILLS. Yes-now that I con
sider the matter further, the gentleman 
is correct. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I think 
the gentleman remembers that an 
amendment was offered; in fact, I be
lieve the gentleman from Wisconsin of
fered it, which said that that should be 
the rule, but it was turned down within 
the committee, and the argument was 
that they had to have flexibility. 

Mr. MILLS. I recall that, but I still 
think, and I think the gentleman will 
agree with me, that anything of that 
sort would not be what we feel would 
be a trade in the best interests of the 
United States. This authority is being 
granted because we want fair trades to 
be accomplished. If our chief negotia
tor is going to perform his function in 
a way that we get the short end of the 
bargaining all the way through, he will 
still be accountable to us. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I will 
state to the chairman that I certainly 
share that hope, but there is nothing to 
assure it. 

Mr. MILLS. There is. There is al
ways the power back here. 

Mr. KEOGH. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentle
man from New York. 

Mr. KEOGH. I think it might be per
tinent at this point to say a word on be
half of those who have negotiated in 
behalf of our Government in previous 
agreements. Does not the chairman 
share my impatience with those whq, 
somewhat recklessly and unjustifiably 
contend that our negotiators have con
sistently been outtraded? 

Mr. MILLS. .Oh, well, now the gen
tleman knows my own ·reeling al;>out that. 
Very frankly, I want my colleagues to 
know that I have had about as much 
concern about some of these matters in 
the past as any of them have had. I do 
not envision this program as being one 
in which we want to turn everything 
over to the Department of State. That 
is what we have prevented in this bill, 
I hope. We certainly tried to do it. 

Mr. ABERNETHY. Mr. Chairman, 
will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I ~ield to the gentleman 
from Mississippi. 

Mr. ABERNETHY. I wish to thank 
the gentleman, and I appreciate the ref
erence that the gentleman has made to 
the shoe industry in this country. It 
so happens that in my district I have 
several plants, five or six, which manu
facture shoes, and they employ a con
siderable number of people. They are 
very much disturbed about this bill, and 
the effects thereof. They state in a 
publication, or an advertisement which 
was published in a newspaper in my dis
trict, that imports have increased 234 
percent since 1957. I believe the gentle
man from Arkansas gave that figure also. 

Mr. MILLS. Between 1958 and 1961, 
total shoe imports have increased 331.5 
percent. 

Mr. ABERNETHY. If the gentleman 
will yield further, they further state 
that 37 million pairs were brought in in 
1961 alone. 

Mr. MILLS. I will say to the gentle
man that I do not have the figures here. 
I do have dollar amounts. 

Mr. ABERNETHY. If the gentleman 
will yield further, they also state that 
this will reach 73 million pairs by 1965, 
even under the existing tariff. 

I do ·not know from where those fig
ures came. Could the gentleman ad
vise me further with respect to this 
question? 

Mr. MILLS. Let me tell the gentle
man this: This bill is not here, with my 
name on it, to bring about the sacrifice 
of any of these .industries about which 
we are talking. This bill has safeguards 
in it. If this injury occurs under the 
existing rates of duty, there is oppor
tunity here to correct it. If an entire 
industry is injured, if the Tariff Com
mission finds that, and the Tariff Com
mission says that the rate of duty has 
to go up to the Smoot-Hawley tariff rate, 
or that a quota is necessary, or that a 
combination of an increased duty and a 
quota is necessary, and the President de
clines to do it, he is required to notify 
the Congress of his refusal to do it. 
Under the committee amendment that 
we adopted to this bill, sponsored by our 
good friend, the gentleman from Ten
nessee [Mr. BAKER], we retain the right 
to put into effect the Commission's 
recommendation, whatever it might be. 
We retain the right to require the Presi
dent-let me put it that way-to require 
him to put it into effect by passing a 
concw·rent resolution stating that the 
President is rdirected to put this rate of 
duty into effect. We have never had a 
provision similar to this in this program 
prior to 1958. The provision in this bill 

differs from the 1958 provision in that 
it is stronger-it requires only a majority 
vote to overcome Presidential refusal to 
take action. 

Mr. ABERNETHY. May I ask the 
gentleman this question? 

Mr. MILLS. We are not turning over 
this power that my friend talks about 
without doing it within limitations and 
providing safeguards and retaining here 
a degree of control over what is done in 
the case of injury. 

Mr. ABERNETHY. Sometimes the 
verdict of the jury is not always in keep
ing with the facts. 

Mr. MILLS. Well, it always is here. 
Mr. ABERNETHY. Suppose the Tariff 

Commission finds that there was no in
jury; whereas, there might have been in
jury? Then what happens? 

Mr. MILLS. Oh, well, what other 
agency are you going to use? My good 
friend realizes that we cannot increase 
duties unless the Tariff Commission 
reaches a conclusion of injury. That 
has been historical .in all of our pro
grams, and we have to rely on this pro
cedure. 

Mr. ABERNETHY. I do not want to 
·take too much of the gentleman's time, 
but if the gentleman will yield further, 
I have one other question: There is con
cern in this House, and I am one of those 
who are concerned, about a provision 
which provides for the payment of com
pensation to those who may be ousted 
or knocked out of jobs. Is this not tanta
mount to licensing our negotiators to 
negotiate to the point of eliminating 
American jobs? Does it not as much as 
give them such a directive, whereas with
out such they would feel a conscientious 
obligation to be most careful to protect 
the employment of our workers as well 
as our industries? 

Does this provision not encourage our 
negotiators to go a little fw·ther than 
tl).ey would ordinarily go? . 

Mr. MILLS. The gentleman is entitled 
to his opinion about what they may do. 
This · provision is not here for that 
purpose-

Mr. ABERNETHY. I realize it is not 
here for that purpose. 

Mr. MILLS. Let me answer the gen
tleman. I do not intend, as far as I am 
concerned, that it be used for any such 
purpose; and I am sure the Committee, 
on both sides of the aisle, has no such 
-thought. But let me talk to you about 
why it is here. Under the provision of 
existing law the Tariff Commission only 
finds serious injury and recommends to 
the President an upward adjustment in 
the duty when an industry is injured, not 
when a firm is injured. 

There are a lot of these shoe plants in 
the gentleman's district and in mine; 
there are ·many of them scattered all 
over the United States-in Missouri and 
in every other State. 

Mr. BATES. And in Massachusetts. 
Mr. MILLS. Yes, in Massachusetts. It 

may be found, upon an investigation by 
the Tariff Commission, that a plant is 
injured in the gentleman's district or in 
my district because of some particular 
imports. But the industry as a whole is 
not injured. In these circumstances, the 
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. Tariff Commission would not recommend 
to the President an upward adjustment 
in duty. On the basis of existing law, 
those workers and that firm which were 
put in that position by the exercise of 
the sovereign power of the Government 
in knocking a prop out from under the 
firm and the jobs by the lowering of 
tariffs, have nothing they can do. We 
are trying to provide some waY, to help 
that fum to get some help. We are try
ing to provide some way to help those 
employees. 

Oh, I know that these people who run 
these employment offices in some States 
have wired in here to a lot of people 
that they do not like it. I knew that. 
They talked earlier to the committee 
and raised the question about it. But we 
have this question before us. Remem
ber that we are taking · this action 
throu·gh the sovereign power of the Gov
ernment, giving the President authority 
to do something that for all intents 
and purposes might knock the props 
from under a man's job by reducing a 
duty. Whether it is intended or not it 
can happen. Will we leave him to his 
own devices, or are we going to show 
some degree of interest in the plight of 
that fellow for a short period and try 
to get him adjusted to something else? 

Let me tell all of you, we have done 
this before. This is not the first time 
we have ·done something of this sort. 
Look back into the pages of history dur
ing the time you and I have been here. 
You will find that we have provided for 
allowances of this sqrt for people for 
special reasons. We did not have any 
trouble explaining it or justifying it. 

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman. 
Mr. BOGGS. Just so the record is 

complete, I call this to the attention of 
the gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. 
ABERNETHY]. The total U.S. production 
of shoes in 1958 was $2,091 million. In 
1961 the total production was $2,273 
million, or an increase in production 
during the period of existing law of al
most 9 percent. The total imports-and, 
of course, the impact may be felt differ
ently in different places; it may be more 
Bevere in the gentleman's district than 
in somebody else's district-but the over
all imports were less than $60 million
$59 million, to be exact-in an industry 
which produces almost $2 Y4 billion in 
shoes. In addition to that, these im
ports came from Italy which, of course, 
buys a very large quantity of cotton, 
which product is produced in the gen
tleman's district. 

Mr. ABERNETHY. My people are not· 
complaining so much about what is be
ing done now but what may happen in 
the future. 

Mr. MILLS. My people are also con
cerned that we not run the risk of losing 
some markets we have today for some of 
our products. · 

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Chairman, 
will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman 
from Oklahoma. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. Additionally, I 
would like to compliment the distin-

guished gentleman from Arkansas and 
the committee on the very substantial 
improvements they have written into 
this program. 

The gentleman well knows I have had 
a number of industries in my own area 
in Oklahoma which have been severely 
impacted by imports. I found it impos
sible to vote for the last extension of the 
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act be
cause of that situation. I am of the 
opinion that this bill, with its additional 
safeguards, including the amendment of
fered by the gentleman . from Tennessee 
[Mr. BAKER], and included in H.R. 
11970, is a bill which does represent and 
advance the best interests of the United 
States, a bill which should be supported 
by those of us who are genuinely con
cerned about the welfare of our own do
mestic industries as well as the future 
of our international trade. 

To me, this is handing to the Presi
dent a new and valuable and indispens
able weapon to win the cold war. Those 
across the aisle who are genuinely ap
pealing to us to win, to have a victory 
policy in the cold war, will, in my opin
ion, do a great disservice to that cause 
if they refuse to support this measure 
which provides this powerful new 
weapon in the cold war. 

Mr. MILLS. I thank the gentleman 
for his comment. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. May I ask one 
question in regard to the Baker amend
ment. This amendment, if I understand 
it correctly, makes it possible for Mem
·bers of the House and the Senate to in
itiate action by the House and by the 
Senate to implement the findings of the 
Tariff Commission where they find ad
justments on duty or other import re
strictions are necessary to protect do
mestic industry. 

Mr. MILLS. The gentleman is cor
rect. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. This is a new de
vice, a new shield, for American industry 
which has not been provided before. It 
certainly increases the desirability of 
this legislation and strengthens the hand 
of Congress in this vital area. 

Mr. MILLS. It has not been pro
vided before. There is now full power 
for a majority of the Congress to .exer
cise its will and to bring about increased 
tariffs, or quotas or both, depending on 
the Commission's finding. 

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairm~n. will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman 
from Massachusetts. 

Mr. KEITH. The gentleman has 
stated that the economic consequences 
of this act on a particular industry will 
be explained to the President by the Tar
iff Commission and that, therefore, these 
industries have proper protection. · 

Mr. MILLS. I said that not only 
would they be explained to the Presi
dent by the Tariff Commission after a 
hearing but there would be reported to 
the President other factors involved by 
an interagency committee appointed bY 
the President. · This committee would 
also hold hearings. 

Mr. KEITH. It has been reported 
that in 62 instances the Tariff Commis-

sion has recommended with reference 
to the peril point provision that the 
~resident take action to protect a par
ticular industry, and he has declined to 
go along. 

Mr. MILLS. I believe that is the es
cape clause the gentleman is talking 
about. There have been a lot of eases 
heard by the Tariff Commission where 
the industry thought there was injury 
and the Tariff Commission said no. 
Some cases of injury have been found to 
exist, but the record of the President 
has been, in the past, of not agreeing to 
all of these findings. 

Mr. BATES. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman 
from Massachusetts. 

Mr. BATES. I know in the commit
tee report and the bill there are certain 
items placed on the reserve list. 

Mr. MILLS. Yes, that is true. The 
gentleman from Massachusetts called 
our attention one day, I think it was 
during the latter part of our considera
tion of this bill, to the situation wherein 
the Congress ,had acted on tariffs, and 
suggested that in those cases the items 
covered by such acts should also be 
reserved. 

Mr. BATES. Like on fish sticks. 
Mr. MILLS. We did not include a pro

vision reserving such articles, including 
the duty on fish sticks. It was an over
sight, I think, on the part of the com
mittee. For very clearly, where Congress 
has taken that action it would be, I think, 
correct to say that the Congress would 
feel that the reservation for this same 
length of time of such particular duties, 
such as that on fish sticks, was just as im
portant and just as fair for the industries 
concerned as the reservation where in
jury had been found by the Tariff 
Commission. 

We did not include such a reservation, 
frankly, because we ran into considerable 
difficulty in the development of a pro
vision .that would accomplish this objec
tive. But, certainly, I want my friend 
to know this is· a matter which I think 
must be considered further, certainly, in 
the other body, .for the purposes of 
putting these folks on the same basis, 
as a matter of equity. 

Mr. BATES. As far as the gentleman 
is concerned, to all intents and purposes 
under this act, items that have been ap
proved by the Congress will be on the 
reserve list? 

Mr. MILLS. I certainly want them 
to be. 

Mr. BATES. What is the intention of 
the gentleman's committee? 

Mr. MILLS. The committee did not 
do it specifically because we did not have 
the time left to develop a way of doing it. 

Mr. BATES. In other words, it was 
just a question of the language of such a 
provision? 

Mr. MILLS. I have no objection to 
doing it, and if the other body includes 
it, I would have no objection to an 
amendment; does that satisfy the 
gentleman? 

Mr. BATES. No, the gentleman would 
be more satisfied if it was clear that that 
was the intention of the committee. 
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But, you really could · not :find the 
language to accomplish it, and I under
stand that that was the position. 

Mr. MILLS. That is true. 
Mr. BONNER. Mr. Chairman, will the 

gentleman yield? 
Mr. MILLS. I yield to" the gentleman. 
Mr. BONNER. I would like to ask 

the gentleman what effect this bill would 
have on the plywood industry? 

Mr. MILLS. It has no effect on any 
industry until some action is suggested 
by the President. 

Mr. BONNER. What has been the 
history of the plywood industry under 
the present Reciprocal Trade Agree
ments Act? 

Mr. MILLS. I regret that I have 
taken entirely too much time, but I will 
try to answer the gentleman. 

The plyWood industry has had hear
ings before the Tariff Commission, as 
! .recall. If any member of the commit
tee wants to add to this colloquy, I wish 
he would. The plywood industry has 
complained in the past about imports 
coming in and injuring that industry. 
Hearings have been held before the 
Tariff Commission. There has not been, 
as I recall, any Commission :finding of 
injury, and accordingly no upward ad
justment of those duties. It is my recol
lection that there were two plywood es
cape clauses and a negative :finding by 
the Commission in each. Is that a fact, 
may I ask the gentleman from Louisiana 
[Mr. BOGGS]? 

Mr. BOGGS. You are correct, Mr. 
Chairman. The hardwood plywood in
dustry has applied twice for escape 
clause relief, and in both instances re
lief has not been granted because the.re 
was no :finding of injury. 

Mr. MILLS. Then my memory was 
·correct--the Tariff Commission made 
two negative :findings. 

Mr. BOGGS. Yes; twice. Did the 
gentleman from North Carolina ask 
about :fish sticks? 

Mr. BONNER. No, I just asked about 
the plywood industry. I have heard 
about shoes and I have heard about 
sugar and I wanted to hear a little some
thing about what effect this bill might 
have to improve or injure further the 
plywood industry. 

Mr. MILLS. Let me answer the gen
tleman this way. There is nothing in 
this bill directing anybody to reduce 
specifically any duty on plywood. 

Mr. BONNER. I understand that. 
Mr. MILLS. If the Tariff Commission 

:finds that injury exists in this industry, 
th~y can recommend to the President the 
adjustment of dUties up to as high as 50' 
percent higher than the Q.uties under the 
Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act. In other 
words, to the e'xte'nt of 150 percent of 
the Smoot-Hawley tariff schedule. Then 
the President could put any other import 
restriction into· ·effect, such as a quota, 
for example. 

Mr. BO~NER. The only reason I ask 
this, Mr. Chairman, is that many ply
wood mills have gone completely out of 
business due to the importation. of ply-
wood . fr.o:tn J{\.P..an. , ·~ 

Mr . .. MlLLS. , Yes, that has been 
, brought to · my attention. 

Mr. BONNER. · And they have ap
pealed to the Tariff Commission for re
lief. Now I merely ask: Is there any 
opportunity under this bill for the ply
wood industry to be helped? 

Mr. MILLS. Yes. They still have an 
opportunity to go to the Tariff Commis
sion for the purpose of escape clause ac
tion. And here, I believe, is where they 
will be greatly assisted by this bill. If 
the Commission :finds that the industry 
is injured-and this, of course, is basic
but if they do, then we here can, in the 
event the President does not take the 
action recommended by the Commission, 
adopt by a majority vote a resolution 
which would require upward adjustment 
in the import restrictions on plywood. 

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Chairman, I desire 
to direct the gentleman's attention to 
section 212 on page 6 of the bill: 

In the case of any trade agreement with 
the European Economic Community, section 
201(b) (1) shall not apply to any article 
referred to in Agricultural Handbook No. 143, 
United States Department of Agriculture, as 
issued in ·. September 1959, if before enter
ing into such agreement the President deter-

. mines that such agreement wm tend to as
sure the maintenance or expansion of United 
States exports of the like article. 

Can the gentleman explain what that 
means? 

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the 
gentleman from Arkansas has expired. 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
myself 3 additional minutes. 

Section 201 of this bill, if the gentle
man will read it, provides for a 50-per
cent reduction in rates of duty existing 
on July 1, 1962. 

We say with respect to agricultural 
commodities that the President shall not 
be bound by that limitation. Agricul
tural commodities are those referred to 
in this handbook I have here. If befor.e 
entering into such agreement the Presi
dent determines that such agreement 
will tend to assure the maintenance or 
expansion of the U.S. exports of like arti
cles then he can exceed the basic limi
tation in section 201. Let us say that in 
the case of apples, it is the determina
tion of the President that if he enters 
into an agreement with the European 
Common Market to reduce duties here in 
return for their reducing duties there, 
our exports of like articles will tend to 
be maintained or expanded. He can 
then reduce or eliminate the duty on 
apples. 

Mr. FISHER. Is it a correct state
ment interpreting this section to say if 
that under the treaty he found that an 
agreement would not tend to assure the 
maintenance of the U.S. exports of the 
like article, if he makes that :finding he 
would have the.power to place the duty 
on these agricultural products at a lower 
rate? 

Mr. MILLS. He has to make a posi
tive finding that the agreement in which 
such action reducing the duty to zero 
occurs, would tend to maintain or en
large the exports of that article. That is 
what this provision means. 

Mr. FISHER. As I read that $CCtion it 
does not say he has to make a positive 
finding. · · 

Mr. MILLS. But he does have to 
make a positive :finding . . 

Mr. FISHER. What does this lan
guage mean which reads, "tend to as-
sure"? . 

Mr. MILLS. It is a question of judg
ment, of course; and it is going to be a 
judgment of the Department of Agricul
ture, frankly, that if this is done we will 
maintain or enlarge our exports of that 
article. 

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield for a further question? 

Mr. MILLS. I have only 3 minutes. 
Mr. FISHER. This refers to articles 

contained in Agricultural Handbook No. 
143 which may under certain :findings be 
put on the free list. 

Mr. MILLS. That is right. 
Mr. FISHER. What are those arti

cles? 
Mr. MILLS. They are set forth in 

that handbook, which is a publication of 
the Department of Agriculture which 
lists all of the articles which the Depart
ment believes are in fact agricultural 
commodities. If we were to specifically 
set forth all of these articles in the bill, 
it would have added hundreds of pages. 

The CHAIRMAN. The tune of the 
gentleman from Arkansas has again ex
pired. The gentleman from Arkansas 
has consumed 1 hour. 

Mr. FISHER. It refers to agricultural 
products? 

Mr. MILLS. The handbook refers to 
agricultural products. They are set 
forth and described in· that book and 
the book was prepared by the Depart
ment of Agriculture. 

Mr. Chairman, I have never done this 
before, but in view of the great impor
tance of this bill I ask unanimous con
sent to proceed for an additional 5 
minutes. 

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, reserv
ing the right to object, I would like to 
.s\lggest to my colleague, who has done 
such a magnificent job here .this morning 
and who has I think given the member
ship much enlightenment--! know that 
he perhaps is tire.d, nevertheless he has 
been working on this for a long time; 
there are a lot of Members who would 
like to ask him questions, who would like 
to get some enlightenment. 

I would like to suggest to my colleague 
from my home State that he not hesitate 
to take such additional time as will be 
necessary in order to clear up some of 
the serious questions that are in the 
minds of Members. I would like to urge 
him under the circumstances to not hesi
tate to do so. 

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con
. sent that the gentleman may proceed for 
10 additional miilutes. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Arkansas [Mr. HARRIS]? 

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, reserv
ing the right to object, and I shall not 
object, if the time will be spent in not 
gilding this lily that if it is so good does 
not need gilding, and if it will clear up 
some of the questions the Members want 
to ask, it will be time well spent. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the. request of· -the gentleman from . 

·Arkansas [Mr. HARRISl? ~·· 
There was no objection. 
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Mr. ·coNTE. Mr. Chafrman, will the 

gentleman'yield? · 
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman 

from Massachusetts. 
Mr. CONTE. At the outset I want to 

compliment the chairman of the · Com
mittee on Ways and Means for the out
standing job he has done here today. 

In regard to section 211, which was 
discussed here with reference to the 
candy business and some 80 other com
modities in the United States, ff the 
Common Market and the United States 
produce 80 percent of that commodity 
in the ·world market, then the President 
has the authority to reduce that tariff 
to zero; is that right? . 
. Mr. MILLS. That is true. 

Mr. CONTE. Would it not have been 
much sounder if we had had an amend
ment stating that the United States 
should produce at least 25 percent of the 
80 percent of that commodity, then that 
commodity would be in a competitive 
position? Under this bill the Common 
Market could produce 78 percent. 

Mr.MILLS. Yes. 
Mr. CONTE. And the United States 

only 2 percent, which could wipe out a 
lot of small businesses. 

Mr. MILLS. I do not know that any 
information was submitted along the 
lines of the example that the gentleman 
stated-! do know that the record shows 
that of the categories of articles present
ly involved, the United States predomi
nates as an exporter in the greater 
number of such categories. This matter 
was discussed in the committe~that we 
provide some such limitation. The com
mittee decided against it. 

This matter, I may say to the gentle
man, will be studied by the other body. 
If there is a problem in this area which 
we did not foresee, I ani sure that it will 
come to light in deliberation on this bill 

· which will follow our consideration here. 
Mr. CONTE. The gentleman says it 

does have merit, then? 
Mr. MILLS. There are some who 

could make an argument for it, of course, 
it would depend on what the facts 
showed. 

Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Chairman, will 
the g.entleman yield? . 
. Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman 

from Florida. 
Mr. CRAMER. I have listened to the 

gentleman's <;liscussion concerning this 
bill for about an hour. Of course, under 
parliamentary procedure, no amend
ments may be offered except by the 
committee. 

I would like to ask the gentleman if 
he would please advise the House as to 
what, if any, amendments the gentleman, 
as ,chairman of the · Committee on Ways 
and Means, intends to offer? 

.Mr. MILLS. An amendment that we 
agreed to, changing the method whereby 
the Congress can require the President 
to proclaim a higher rate of duty under 
escape-clause action, is incorporated in 
the reported bill and will be acted upon 
by the Committee of the Whole House. 

Mr. CRAMER. What is the nature of · 
the amendment? 

Mr. MILLS. An amendment that the 
committee developed at the request and 

. ~ -.. ..... -

suggestion of our friend from Tennessee 
{Mr. BAKERL -

Mr. CRAMER. That will provide the 
House can overrule or examine a decision 

. by the Tariff Commission and the Presi-
dent on a majority vote? 

- Mr. MILLS. The amendment would 
provide that a decision of the Tariff Com
mission can be put into effect, when the 
President on his own will not do so, by 
a majority vote of the Congress. 

Mr. CRAMER. May I refer to the 
. wording of this bill, on page 27. 

Mr. MILLS. The Tariff Commission 
could find that quotas-duties, quotas, 
or any combination thereof, are neces
sary. That should be part of my answer 
to the other question, and I want to add 
it so my answer is complete. 

Mr. CRAMER. . Under· title IT, the 
AA provision, page 27, it provides for 
AA assistance-and I read: 

The TarHf Commission shall promptly 
. make an investigation to determine whether, 
as a. result of concessions granted under trade 
agreements, an article .is being imported .into 
the United States in such increased quanti
ties as to cause, or threaten to cause, serious 
injury to the domestic industry producing 
an article which is like or directly competi
tive with the imported article. 

Mr: MILLS. That is the type of sit
uation we have always described under 
the escape clause, where injury has oc
curred. 

Mr. CRAMER. On page 63, referring 
to the Secretary of Labor's decision as 
to whether unemployment compensation 
shall be made available to individuals: 

This decision by the Secretary, contrary 
to the decisions otherwise provided in the 
bHl, shall "be final and conclusive" for all 
purposes but not subject to review by any 
court and so forth. 

Mr. MILLS. This provision parallels 
other provisions that Congress has en
acted with respect to this kind of pro
gram. We do not want the individual 
going into court to be heard on certain 
aspects of this. 

And, I would like to correct the gen
tleman's impression: This is not unem
ployment compensation in this bill. It 
is not by any stretch of the imagination, · 
unemployment compensation, and it is 
not to be considered a precedent for any 
federalization of any unemployment sys
tem . . 

Mr. CRAMER. On that point, pursu
ant to the ruling of the attorney gen
eral of the State of Florida, it was 
determined that it was unemployment 
compensation and opposes the bill be
cause· this was an effort to inject Federal 
unemployment compensation. 

Mr. MILLS. The man YQU have talked 
about I have great respect for. I know 
him personally. But, he has no right to 
determine what this is. We are deter
mining that here in the congress, and 
I am telling· you it is not unemployment 
compensation. -It is an adjustment al
lowance. In connection with this mat
ter I wish to state that ·I have received 
a wire from the chairman of your Flor
ida .Industrial commission, which states 
that upon the advice of the attorney 
general of Florida, the answer to the 

·question about its ability to participate . . 

·is in the affirmative-Florida can par
ticipate in this program. 

Mr. CRAMER. Well the attorney 
general and the development commis
sion oppose the bill . 

Mr. MILLS. This is a . message from 
the chairman of the Florida Industrial 
Commission with respect to what the 
attorney general told him about Florida 
participating in it. 

Mr. CRAMER. Then, they changed 
their minds in the last 24 hours. 

Mr. MILLS. That is all right. Some
times I do that, particularly when I find, 
on reflection~ that I was wrong initially. 

Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr. 
Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield· to the gentleman 
from Massachusetts. 

Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. First, 
is it not true, as the result of the con
cern, the grave concern, expressed by 
those in the shoe industry, workers and 
management, and also those in the can
dy industry, rubber industry and the 
jewelry industry, that our committee 
adopted several amendments which will 
give these industries the protection that 
they need under this new bill? 

Mr. MILLS. They will have every op
portunity to be heard-to protect and to 
safeguard their interests. This is being 
given them under this bill. 

Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, w·m the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman 
from Ohio. 

Mr. LATTA. As you know, I am a 
member of the Committee on Agricul
ture, and I am particularly interested in 
agriculture a8 far as this bill might affect 
them. Now, we have heard a lot about 
agriculture, and I am also concerned 
what it might do to agricultural prod
ucts, especially those produced in my 
district in Ohio. On page 10 of your re
port, next to the last paragraph, I 
would like to call your attention to that 
and ask you a question with reference 
to it. It says: 

In future trading with the EEC, there are 
opportunities and problems. The potential . 
for doing business is increasing markedly 
for an important number of our farm prod
ucts. For others, however, the future is open 
to question because of the nature of the EEC 
common: agricultural policy. On some farm 
commodities this policy strongly favors in
ternal suppliers over outside suppliers. 

Mr. MILLS. What we are concerned 
about with respect to the European 
Common Market on agriculture is the 
development of what we call variable 
fees that might be materially higher, 
than some of the duties heretofore im
posed and would seriously affect the ex
portation of American products into 
those countries. We are on the alert 
about that. Conferences have already 
been held. We provid~ in this . bill that 
this authority is not to be used to bar
gain down some of these discriminatory 
restrictions that are placed . by these 
countries if the restrictions are contrary 
to trade agreement commitments. 

Mr. LA TT 1\. I notice in this report, 
Mr. Chairman, that you mention rice, 
you mention fruits and vegetables, but 
you do not mention the .effect on wheat 
and feed grains. 
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Mr. MILLS. Well, I took special pains 
to mention wheat and others in this long 
statement that I put in the RECORD on 
yesterday, if you will .look into that. 

Mr. LATTA. If the gentleman will 
yield further, my question now is this: 
Will wheat and feed grains and other 
commodities about which we have some 
question be affected under. this bill? 

Mr. MllrLS. No; actually, at least, 
not adversely. We are trying to get 
their duty on tobacco adjusted at the 
moment, the duty on poultry, and a few 
things like that. In the case of poultry 
they did try to put up a duty that would 
make poultry less competitive with red 
meats. 

Mr. KYL. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentle
man from Iowa. 

Mr. KYL. The gentleman just men
tioned the fact that under the Common 
Market these countries do have a com
mon agricultural policy and it is their 
purpose through compensatory payments 
to try to make themselves more self
sufficient. 

The question which I have often asked, 
and so far I have not been able to get 
an answer from the people downtown 
who are supporting this bill, is this: If 
agriculture is indeed injured by imports, 
how will this adjustment assistance be 
rendered to the segments of agriculture 
which are injured? 

Mr. MILLS. Individual farmers, of 
course, qualify as a firm under the bill 
and as such they would be eligible for 
adjustment assistance provided for firms 
adversely affected by imports. 

The bill recognizes that a farm pro
prietor, for example, can be a firm, and 
farm employees could, in certain circum
stances, be eligible for workers assist
ance. 

Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the 
gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. BoGoo] 
and anyone desiring to ask questions 
may direct such questions to either the 
gentleman from Louisiana, or to me. 

Mr. MEADER. Mr. Chairman, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentle
man from Michigan. 

Mr. MEADER. Mr. Chairman, I 
should like to ask the gentleman from 
Arkansas if he can point out anywhere 
in the report or in the hearings where 
an estimate is made of the probable cost 
of the adjustment assistance program? 

Mr. BOGGS. I will say to the gentle
man from Michigan that we . have an 
estimate that over a period of 5 years 
the amount would be. $185 million, 1 
believe. · 

Mr. MILLS. If the gentleman will 
yield--

Mr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentle
man from Arkansas. 

Mr. MILLS. I think it was estimated 
that the total might approximate $190 
million, the total for the whole 5 years. 

Mr. BOGGS. In other words, that 
would be the total for the entire period. 

Mr. MEADER. Mr. Chairman, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentle
man from Michigan. 

Mr. MEADER. Has anyone made an 
estimate of the increase in personnel 
that will be required in the Tariff Com
mission to process these petitions within 
60 to 120 days, the increase in personnel 
in the Department of Commerce for 
processing petitions, and the increase in 
personnel in the Office of the President 
for performing these functions? 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman from Louisiana yield to me 
at this point to respond to the question 
of the gentleman from Michigan? 

Mr. BOGGS. .I yield to the. gentle-
man from Arkansas. · 

Mr. MILLS. Yes. 
Mr. MEADER. Where can I find such 

information? 
Mr. MILLS. That is not included in 

the hearings, because we did not have 
the Tariff Commission before us. They 
called our attention to the fact several 
times in executive session that we were 
imposing upon the Tariff Commission 
greater duties and responsibilities. Be
cause of this, they might come to us 
asking for some additional personnel. 
But if additional personnel are re
quested, they would be used to assist the 
Commission to pass on the question of 
whether or not individuals and indus
tries and firms might be, or are being, 
injured. Of course, we all want them 
to do that job promptly. 

Mr. MEADER. Has anyone made an 
estimate of the loss of revenue from cus
toms duties? 

Mr. MILLS. If the gentleman from 
Louisiana will yield further. Yes; there 
will be that effect. Customs duties were 
long ago levied primarily for revenue 
as well as for protection. Any time we 
reduce duty levels we probably will re
duce revenue. But there is no way to 
estimate under this bill what the reduc
tion in revenue would be, because we 
do not know what the rate changes will 
be. ' . 

Mr. BOGGS. It is my understanding 
that the total revenue derived from all 
duties is less than $1 billion a year at 
present. Now, even if we eliminated all 
duties across the board, we would lose 
less than $1 billion in gross revenues per 
year. 

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr. 
Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. BOGGS. I am glad to yield to the 
gentleman from Michigan. 

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I would 
like to ask. the gentleman from Arkansas 
[Mr. MILLS l a question, and then make 
a statement. 

I would like to compliment the gentle
man from Arkansas, the chairman of the 
Committee on Ways and Means, for his 
honesty and his sincerity in putting a 
provision in this bill to take care of peo
ple who are going to be hurt; to put in
dustry on welfare and to put employees 
on welfare, industry that is going to be 
put out of business and people who are 
going to lose their jobs. That is all very 
fine and, as I say, I appreciate the gentle
man's position on that. ' But I ask the 
gentleman-and I have asked this ques
tion of three or four other members of 
the gentleman's committee-who is go
ing to be helped by this bill? What in
dustries and how many people are going 

to be helped, are going to get jobs? We 
know that there are going to be a lot of 
people hurt. 

Mr. MILLS. Oh, no. There are 'not a 
lot of people who will be hurt. 

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. We 
know that a great many industries are 
going to be hurt. Now, how many indus
tries are going to be helped; which are 
they? And how many employees are go
ing to get jobs? 

Mr. MILLS. There is no way to an
swer the gentleman's question, and that 
is the reason he has not found the 
answer from anybody up to now. 

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I did not 
think so. 

Mr. MILLS. There is no way of tell
ing whether anybody is going to be hurt 
as a result of the enactment of this bill 
or if some will be hurt, who they will be. 
There is no way of telling whether or not 
we are going to be successful in these 
negotiations so that we can enlarge our 
exports. We are doing this because we 
think we need to take the opportunity 
to try and certainly we hope we will suc
ceed in doing so; that is, that we will 
enlarge our exports and that we can do 
so without causing serious injury. I 
might add that seldom does the Congress 
know with certainty the consequences of 
each and every act it passes. We al
ways enact for the future, in the main, 
and nothing is so uncertain as tomorrow. 
We make the best judgment we can with 
the knowledge we have. 

Mr. BOGGS. A further answer to the 
gentleman, Mr. Chairman, is that with
out authority to negotiate, if we lost the 
markets we now enjoy, the loss of em
ployment can run into many millions; 
and the gentleman well knows that. 

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I know 
this, that there are many industries to
day, some of them in my district, many 
of them in a hundred other districts in 
the United ·States, that are presently 
being hurt. They certainly are not going 
to be helped by further reductions of 
the tariff for which this bill provides. 

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentleman 
from West Virgmia. 

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I com
pliment the gentleman and his commit
tee for presenting what he says is his 
attitude on this bill. But I shoUld like 
to ask the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. 
MILLS l this question. A number of the 
questions that have been posed him have 
been from individuals who have .indus
tries in their districts which for one rea-:
son or another are concerned over the 
effects of this bill. His answer has been 
to each one of those that there is a mech
anism in this bill that provides a meas
ure of protection before the Tariff Com'- · 
mission under the escape clause. 

I think, and does not the gentleman 
also think, that you have got to see the 
attitude or to determine the attitude of 
the people who are going to administer 
this bill, as to just how they are going to 
handle these questions? 

Mr. MILLS. Absolutely. It is im
portant who is going to administer the 
bill and work this out. It is for that 
reason-and I think my friend from 
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Missouri [Mr. CuRTIS], will support me 
in this-that we took so much time to 
try to work out in such an elaborate and 
detailed way the machinery, that we have 
here to try to get it down on a base on 
which it can be properly administered. 

Mr. MOORE. What bothers me is the 
observation by George Ball, Under Secre
tary of State, speaking in Europe very 
recently, who said: 

Industries finding diffculties in adjusting 
to lower tariffs will be given various types 
of financial and tax aid to enable them to 
shift to new lines of production; workers 
will be helped through retraining and by 
other means. Import restrictions may be 
resorted to only as an exceptional procedure 
and then only for a limited period. 

Mr. MILLS. The Under Eecretary of 
State was called upon to make a speech 
and he had to talk about something and 
he chose this subject. Let us . also re
member that Mr. Ball, in the April 
speech he delivered in Bonn, was speak
ing of H.R. 9900. You have before you 
H.R. 11970, the bill of the Committee on 
Ways and Means which, I assure you is 
a different bill from H.R. 9900, particu
larly in respect to the provisions which 
Mr. Ball may have had in mind. 

I will tell you this: It is not the inten
tion of your committee, as H.R. 11970 
shows, that the State Department run 
this show. Bear that in mind. 

Mr. MOORE. He did not help your 
bill. 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. Mr. Chair
man, I yield myself 20 minutes. 

Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of this 
bill, and also to give the reasons why I 
believe it would be inadvisable to re
commit the bill with the amendment 
the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MAsoN] 
has stated he would propose. 

I want to compliment the chairman 
of our committee for having done an 
·excellent job in our public hearings on 
this bill and in executive session. Let 
me reiterate what he has said. This is 
not H.:R:. 9900, this is not the bill that 
the administration recommended. It 
contains certain of the essential features 
of that bill, which I will try to point out, 
but certainly the bill that is before the 
House is the result of Ways and Means 
Committee action on a bipartisan basis. 

Many of the provisions that I have 
been seeking to get into this law for years 
are contained in this bill and, in my 
judgment, strengthen it greatly. Many 
of the provisions of others on my side 
of the aisle are in this bill. Indeed, I 
think those who oppose the bill, some 
five on our side, were influential in their 
reasoning and in the study they con
ducted on this measure in getting across 
some of these viewpoints. 

There is a lot in this bill that in my 
judgment is not good, but there is no 
question in my mind about the overrid
ing importance of the bill and the over
riding good parts of it exceeding the bad 
features. 

In the process of legislation I had 
hoped that this would be on the floor 
under a semiclosed rule, so we could .have 
improved the bill, as I see improvements. 
I do know this bill has a long way .tQ 
go. I am very hopeful that some of the 
bad· features that are still in this b~ll. 

as I see it, will be eliminated either . in 
the Senate or possibly in conference. 

So let me discuss the bill as I see it. 
I think it must be done in respect to our 
history, because this is, as the President 
has said, in my judgment perhaps the 
most important bill that has come befor~ 
the Congress in the past 10 or 12 years, 
possibly since post-World War II, be
cause we are now at a crossroads in our 
international economics, in our trade 
dealing. We, indeed, are at the last stage 
of carrying out the Smoot-Hawley Tar
iff Act with the reciprocal trade formula 
superimposed upon it. 

This is riot a bold new frontier that 
we are talking about here in this trade 
bill. We are talking about carrying out 
the final, last flickers, if you please, of 
a policy that has been in effect since 
1934. We are just about out of trading 
material, as a matter of fact. 

The reason the Reciprocal Trade Act 
has operated since 1934 is that it was an 
amendmEnt of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff 
Act, which imposed tariff rates so high 
that there was something to come down 
from; but underlying the Reciprocal 
Trade Act was the impact of these high 
rates that still remain on our books 
as permanent law. We are now at 
the point, as I say, of running out of 
trading material. 

The point is that the world has now 
changed to the extent that we have the 
European Common Market coming into 
being. We have nations throughout the 

·world we call underdeveloped, but that 
are seeking to become developed. In
deed, the entire world is now partici
pating in international trade. We 
have, in my judgment, to be a leader, 
not just one who sits on the sidelines and 
waits to see what the nations in the 
European Common Market do, and not 
wait to see just what Great Britain 
does. , 

We have to be in this position, as 
I see it, of leading, and we must lead 
from strength. How can we handle 
trade matters? Here is where we get 
into history. Can the Congress actu
ally be the executive branch of govern
ment which enters into trade treaties 
with nations abroad and does the nego
tiating with these various give-and-take 
propositions, on the assumption that 
there is real reciprocity? I think it is 
very obvious we cannot. That is why 
President McKinley as was aptly 
quoted yesterday was one of the first ad
vacates of the reciprocal trade formula. 
The theory of reciprocal trade has very 
little to do with whether you are a free 
trader of a protectionist. It has to do 
with the fact that we are going to en
gage in international trade. Now I 
want to say this to some of my friends 
who have delved into some aspects of 
constitutional law-and I want to sug
gest not deeply enough-who talk 
about Congress having the basic power 
over international trade or over foreign 
trade. Let me say that the Congress 
does have some very basic powers in this 
area and I am very jealous of those 
powers. But so does the executive 
branch of Government have. basic 
p_ow~rs in this area. Indeed, the powers 
Qf .the e~ecutive branch ,under the Con-

stitution actually are somewhat superior 
to the powers that we, in the House 
of Representatives, at any rate, possess; 
however the Senate, with the right to 
confirm treaties by a two-thirds vote, 
does have power. 

Essentially, our trade agreements have 
been by treaty in our history. Then we 
moved from the treaty formula to the 
agreement basis. Let me say this. 
Treaties supersede the laws. We can set 
our tariff schedules, as we have through
out our history, for revenue purposes, 
and then our executive enter into a trade 
treaty with another nation and that su
persedes some of those tariff provisions, 
and if the Senate by a two-thirds vote 
had voted for it, then that trade treaty 
comes into existence and so does a trade 
agreemen.t which is entered into and 
which requires the majority approval of 
both Houses as opposed to the two-thirds 
vote of just the one body. · 

So throughout our history by the very 
nature of the two branches of the Gov
ernment, the executive department has 
had to have authority to move forward 
in entering into meaningful reciprocity 
trade agreements or treaties. That in 
essence is what we are discussing here in 
this bill. It is not one that sets tariff 
rates. It is not one that sets quotas or 
licenses. It is one that delegates certain 
authorities to the President to enter into 
treaties and agreements which we hope 
are reciprocal and where we would get 
our quid pro quo. I have been devoting 
my efforts over the period of years on the 
Ways and Means Committee to try to 
get the procedure straightened out so 
that we, the Congress, do the job that 
we are supposed to do which is to see 
that our industry and our labor and our 
agriculture are not counted out when the 
executive exercises its powers in the 
making of trade agreements and trade 
treaties and that there are procedures 
whereby their interests are evaluated. 
I think what is in this bill, inadequate as 
it is in other ways, is so far superior to 
what we have had in the past. All I can 
say is that this can be a great move 
forward. This can be the beginning of 
some really new trade policy depending 
upon how the Executive carries out the 
powers that have been granted to him 
and how he regards the procedures that 
we have set forth in this bill. For the 

. first time, we require the chief negotia
tor be a person with a face. This person 
requires Senate confirmation of his ap
pointment. 

It requires that this person, if you 
please, have the authority of an Am
bassador Plenipotentiary. Do you real
ize that our trade negotiations up until 
now have been conducted by top civil 
service people? Fine people, but not one 
who has authority to answer back to 
the State Department or anybody else. 
He had no status; and, indeed, that was 
one reason, I think, we have · been sold 
down the river on many occasions in 
trade negotiations, because European 
countries and other countries would send 
to Geneva their trade teams headed by 
one of their Cabinet officers, one of the 
top men in their government. We on 
the other hand would have very fine men, 
but Civil Service employees who find it 
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necessary before they can answer, to get 
· on the telephone with Washington to 
find out what the State Department 
wants, a man having no status of his 
own to answer back. It is most im
.portant that this trade negotiator be ·a 
person of ambassadorial rank requiring 
Senate confirmation. 

It would spell a tremendous change in 
our trade policy. So in providing for 
the establishment of a commission or 
committee for the first time where our 
people, not as a matter of. privilege but 
as a matter of right, can present their 
allegation of ·unfair trade practices by 
people abroad where we have given con
cessions but have gotten nothing in re
turn. If the President of the United 
States will employ these things we can 
have a bold new trade policy for our 
country. 

But the issue-! again come back to 
it-as we face this world of evolving 
countries, the European Common Mar
ket where we have run out of trading 
material, if the United States is to be a 
leader we must give to the Executive 
enough authority, flexible authority. He 
does not have to use it-certainly we do 
not want him to tip his hand-we are 
Yankee traders still, I hope, where we 
are going to try to get the best we can. 

We do have to give the President 
flexible authority in this area under 
these guide lines in order to make the 
best trade treaty and trade deals it is 
possible to make. 

If I wanted to make a speech against 
the extension of the authority I could 
point to the record since World War II 
where in effect. there has been little 
reciprocity as near as I can see in what 
the nations abroad have given to the 
United States. The plea of these foreign 
nations has always been that they have 
an imbalance in their own payments, 
and many a trade treaty, agremeent, and 
concession they should have given to us 
was withheld on the ground that there 
was a balance of payments problem with 
that nation. 

Actually, as I have pointed out to 
those who are against this bill, one of 
their great arguments, that there is 
trading material available in the hands 
of our Executive, is the fact that he 
should be able to pick up right now 
some of these concessions that have been 
withheld because of the argument of 
balance of payments which has now 
shifted the other way. 

I still feel that if we are going to do 
the job this country must do in this 
area of trading, he has trading ma
terial that he could pick up; and so we 
come to a basic point, are we going to 
trust the Executive or are we not? I 
grant that that lies at the base of a great 
deal of the problems .that face all of us 
today. I myself say that we must look 
at the Executive not from the stand
point of the individual or his political 
party but we must look at it from the 
standpoint of government by law, if you 
please: Wh~t are the correct procedures, 
the functions of this grant of executive 
authority? Where does the Congress fit 
in? In my judgment there is no question 
but what we in the Congress must dele .. 
gate authority to the Executive, and 
what we should be paying attention to, 

as I think this committee has done, is 
the guide lines that we have put in to 
restrict or confine the Executive in the 
exercise of the authority. 

I now yield to the gentleman from 
Pennsylvania. 

Mr. DENT. The gentleman gave 
trade balances as the criterion as to 
whether or not this Nation had received 
certain concessions in payment for con
cessions given. Do you think that any 
nation in any future agreement with us 
will not consider the trade balance of 
its own particular economy before it 
makes a concession? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. I want to 
say to the gentleman that I said "bal
ance of payments." 

Mr. DENT. That is just another name 
for "trade balance" as we are now argu
ing it in this particular area. 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. No. Trade 
is one element, and probably the most 
important element, in the balance of 
payments, but there are other factors 
that go into that. 

Mr. DENT. I understand that. Does 
the gentleman think they will in any 
way disregard their balance of payments 
situation when making concessions? 

Mr. QURTIS of Missouri. No, not any 
'more than can we. We are up against 
the hai·d realities where balance of pay
ments requires us to do some hard trad
ing, which we have not been doing. 

Mr. DENT. The second part of the 
question is this: If they take into con
sideration their balance of payments, 
how can they allow us to sell them more 
than we buy from them? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. Will the 
gentleman repeat that? 

Mr. DENT. If they take into con
sideration their balance of payments, 
how can they allow us to sell them more 
than they sell us? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. Balance of 
payments has benefited. Western Eu
rope is going very well in balance of pay
ments. Therefore, that is an affirmative 
argument our negotiators should be 
using to get concessions for our people 
even if we do not give the Executive any 
more authority. 

Mr. DENT. This is a trade bill, pri
marily? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. Correct. 
Mr. DENT. When you deduct from 

the export business of this Nation and its 
import business with the Common Mar
ket, deduct from that sum the total 
amount that has gone out or traded 
under Public Law 480, under the foreign 
aid commitments, is it not true they are . 
still out of balance, on their final balance 
at the end of the trade year? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. Does the 
gentleman mean the European coun
tries? That helps their balance? 

Mr. DENT. I mean the European 
countries today, if we were to stop to
morrow the so-called payments under 
these aid bills and other forms of loans. 

· Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. The bal
ance would shift. 

Mr. DENT. The balance would shift? 
Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. The gentle

man is correct. 
Mr. DENT. If that is the case, how 

can anyone honestly say this bill will 
increase exports? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. Because it 
does relate to trade. The only reason 
we have been able to get by with Public 
Law 480 and the foreign aid bills is 
because of the one strength we have, 
which has been our trade. That is the 
only strength. The argument can be 
made-and I am presenting a thesis
we can strengthen our trade all right, 
but there is no question what we are 
doing . . We strengthen our trade, then 
we give away, if you please, through the 
political sector-Public Law 480-that 
which we have gained from our private . 
sector in trade; and I might say here ' 
in the other healthy area, foreign in- · 
vestments. 

Mr. DENT. I want to ask one further 
question. 

Can the gentleman tell this House at 
the present time which year or which · 
series of years or which combination of 
years there has been a balance of pay
ments in favor of the United States or 
in favor of the foreign countries, de
ducting the aid we have given them? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. I think the 
figures are available. We have not had 
many years with a favorable balance of 
payments. 

Mr. DENT. I would like one. 
Mr. CURTIS of · Missouri. Maybe 

there are none. 
Mr. DENT. In fairness, I must give 

one. It was the year 1957, when the 
Suez Canal was shut down. 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. The point 
the gentleman is directing his attention 
to is not against the healthy sector, the 
healthy area of our balance-of-payments 
situation. Our trade is good, our ex
ports have exceeded our imports. That 
is the thing that has given us this base 
upon which we have been able to do 
some of these things. 

Mr. !CHORD of Missouri. Mr. Chair
man, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. I yield to 
the gentleman from Missouri. 

Mr. !CHORD of Missouri. I appreci
ate the statement of the gentleman as 
to the constitutional aspects of the prob
lem at hand. Did I understand the 
gentleman to give his opinion as an at
torney that if this Congress were to pass 
a law levying a certain duty on a cer
tain article and that if the President of 
the United States entered into a trade 
agreement by treaty with another na
tion eliminating that duty, that the 
treaty provision would prevail over the 
right of the Congress to regulate foreign 
commerce? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. Yes. 
Mr. !CHORD of Missouri. I have one 

more question concerning section 251, 
the most-favored-nation principle, 
which I am deeply concerned about. As 
I understand, a most favored nation is 
any nation other than one that is a 
Communist nation or ·communist dom
inated. 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. That is 
correct. 

Mr. !CHORD of Missouri. Is it not 
true that under this bill, if we enter into 
an agreement with EEC to reduce the 
tariff or eliminate the tariff on an SO
percent article, for example, completely 
eliminating the tariff on article A, that 
the United States also has to eliminate 
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the tariff on that article with all other 
countries that are not Communist or 
Communist dominated? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. The gen
tleman is correct. 

Mr. LAIRD. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentle!p.an yield? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. I yield to 
the gentleman from Wisconsin. 

Mr. LAIRD. Is it not true that under 
the provisions of this t:Jill the urgency 
is not as great as the gentleman seems 
to make it because of the staging amend
ments in this bill? 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. The urgen
cy of this is not as extreme as some 
people make it. Let me further answer 
that. 

Mr. LAIRD. The gentleman issued a 
report back a few months ago, along 
with the Senator from Connecticut, 
urging that we take it slow and extend 
the Reciprocal Trad~ Act for 1 more 
year. 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. That is cor
rect. Well, you are taking one aspect 

/ out of that report. Certainly that was 
discussed in that report of Senator 
BusH and myself. 

Mr. LAIRD. That was your recom
mendation at that time. 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. This was 
back in December, yes. 

Mr. LAIRD. With ·the staging 
amendments in the bill, what is the 
urgency? I would like to have the gen
tleman explain that. 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. I do not 
-like the word "urgency,'' because it is not 
of that nature. 

Let me read what Governor Landon 
said. He sent this message: 

A vote for the Mason resolution is a vote 
to kill the working partnership with the 
European Common Market. This is not a 
party question; it is an issue involving the 
eoonomic and business well-being of Amer
ica. To defer the decision on the trade 
program for a year puts American trade in a 
vulnerable position. 

Now, I read that simply because I 
think essentially I agree with Governor 
Landon. But, I do not think it is as 
dangerous as he puts it, "in a vulnerable 
position." 
. Let me point this out, because it bears 

directly on the point. It is a matter of 
degree. I think if America is to exer
cise leadership, we must have this au
thority in our Executive. Now, we can 
let the European Common Market and 
Britain do what they want, but if we 
do that, we are not exercising leadership 
that I think we must exercise. So, that 
is the context and the basis on which I 
firmly am urging that the Congress ap
prove this request for authority. 

Mr. LAIRD. Even with the ,motion 
to recommit, the ·bill goes to the Senate, 
and many of the amendments added to 
this bill that some of us object to could 
b~ worked out. 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. That is 
very true. That is a course of action 
that could be taken. I know many very 
sincere people who are for expanded 
trade take that point of view, and I 
respect them for it. 

Mr. LAIRD .. I could get along with 
a 3-year extension--

Mr. CURTIS 'of Missouri. I happen 
to take · the other firmer point, that I 
think this is very important and so cru
cial today that we certainly should give 
our Executive the flexible power that will 
help him exercise the leadership that I 

, hope he will. · 
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, will 

the gentleman yield? 
Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. I yield to 

the gentleman from Illinois. 
Mr. FINDLEY. Earlier this year this 

body passed, at the administration's 
urging, an amendment to section 204 of 
the Agriculture Act which permitted, ex 
post facto, the cotton textile agreements 
to be entered into in January in Geneva. 

Mr. CURTIS of Missouri. The gen
tleman from Illinois is touching upon a 
very basic point and one to which I 
direct attention in my supplemental 
views on this bill. Section 204 of the 
Agricultural Act in many respects ne
gates all that we are doing in this bill 
to establish correct procedures so we 
have government by law and not gov
ernment by men in our trade agree
ments. It permits the entering into of 
international cartel agreements, based 
upon governmental subsidies, quotas, 
licenses, embargoes, and all the other 
regressive trade regulators. 

I want to commend the gentleman 
from Illinois [Mr. FINDLEY] for his deep 
understanding of the essence of the pri
vate enterprise system-that it is de
pendent upon free markets, domestic 
and international. He fought valiantly 
to call attention to the danger of seclion 
204 during debate on the :floor and the 
similar danger inherent-the Sugar Act 
passed just. a few days ago. It is my 
good fortune to have such an able ally 
in the fight to preserve the private en:.. 
terprise system. · 

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the 
gentleman from Missouri has again 
expired. 

Mr. KNOX. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
myself 15 minutes. 

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 11970 would have 
the effect of removing congressional con
trol and review over our Nation's foreign 
economic policy for a period of 5 years; 
it would· give the Executive unprece
dented authority to slash tariffs while 
establishing a dole program for our 
workers whose jobs are destroyed by im
ports by putting those workers on Gov
ernment relief; it would provide author
ity for the Executive to give away the 
domestic markets for U.S. produced 
goods and justify such action by a pro
gram of adjustment assistance to the 
injured business while that business 
desperately casts about for a means of 
economic survival. 

For these and other reasons which I 
will discuss ·in the course of these re
marks, I am opposed to the enactment of 
·H.R. 11970 as reported to the House by 
a majority of my colleagues on the Com
mittee on Ways and Means. 

Mr. Chairman, at the outset of my re
marks I would observe that my opposi
tion to this legislation in no way stems 
from any unawareness on my part of 
the need for maximum U.S. participation 
in world trade. Indeed, I am motivated 
to oppose the bill now before us because 
of my conviction that such world trade 

can be profitably engaged in by our 
Natio~ on an enduring and :flourishing 
basis only if the Congress establishes 
ground rules for such trade that assure 
fairness and reciprocity as elements in 
that trade program. . The elements of 
competitive fairness and trade reciproc
ity would not be encouraged by this bill. 

By the enactment of this bill the ex
ecutive agencies would be encouraged to 
make their present unsa'tisfactory activi
ties in regard to trade administration 
even more irresponsible and intolerable. 
Under the bill our domestic markets 
would be exposed to a rising tide of im
ports without sufficient safeguards 
against injury to domestic producers 
and without sufficient assurance of ex
panding oversea markets for American , 
produced goods. The bill promises more 
of the same in one-way reciprocity with 
America giving and our so-called trading 
allies taking. 

Mr. Chairman, 2 years ago last 
February the governor of the Bank of 
Canada became quite concerned about 
Canada's posture in the financial field, 
and what the ultimate outcome would 
be if -canada proceeded on the same 
merry-go-round that she was on. This 
article is from the editor of the Montreal 
Star, by G. V. Ferguson, and it has a 
caption on it: HPicture of Country Too 
Big for Its Pants." 

What did the governor of the Bank 
of Canada say? He speaks about for
eign currency coming into Canada. He 
says: 

This money corrects the balance of pay
ments, and for several years has kept the 
Canadian dollar at a premium in New York. 
But the consequences in the long run are 
bound to be had. 

This is a statement made by the gov
ernor of the Bank of Canada, Mr. Chair
man: 

Mr. Coyne's remedies are couched in gen
eral terms. Would it be possible to post
pone certain projects until we catch up? 
Would it be possible to pay-as-you-go? 
Would it be reasonable . to pay for needed 
development not by loans but out of cur
rent revenues (higher taxes)? 

If we do not develop discipline, we are in 
for it, he thin~s. Distortions in the econ
omy will increase, and continued · borrowing 
will make our trade deficit still bigger. It 
thus would be all but impossible to deal 
with inflation, for the explosive pressures 
would be too great. 

What has happened to Canada? · Of 
course, Canada, by executive decree, has 
raised its tariffs, and increased its dis
count rate. I wonder why? I think we 
all know why. Because Canada is de
termined to get her house in order. And 
how does it affect us? Of course, nat
urally, we trade with Canada and we 
expect to try to continue to export to 
Canada. But just the other day an 
acquaintance of mine from the steel in
dustry informed me that the largest steel 
company in Canada exports iron ingots 
into the United States and the duty is 
about 37 cents per ton. But here is what 
Canada is confronted with; and, of 
course, also Canadian industry. When 
they sell their ingots to the United States 
they accept U.S. currency based on a 
ratio of 92 cents of the American dollar. 
What does it do? This is an 8-percent 
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discount. So we take a look at the price 
of steel ingots and here is wha·t we see. 
They are about $66 a ton. Eight percent 
of $66 amounts to $5.28. 

So, when you deduct the tariff on it, 
it comes to approximately $5. We find 
now that our steel industry has this bar
rier against its going into the market 'Qe
cause of the fact that Canada can sell 
its ingots to the steel mills in the United 
States for $5 a ton less than the market 
calls for in. the United States. That is 
what is happening. It will happen not 
only in the steel industry, it will also 
happen .in the pulpwood and lumber 
industry. Canada is asking that when 
they put their products on the market 
they receive the amount established for 
the Canadian dollar of 92 cents which 
puts our competitive industry to a dis
advantage of 8 percent. 

Mr. Chairman, this legislation before 
this Committee today would give to the 
Executive a 5-year extension of the au
thority to enter into trade agreements 
with significantly liberalized standards 
under which the authority can be exer
cised. This is a 25-percent longer period 
than the Congress was ever willing to 
grant to President Eisenhower. Presi
dent Eisenhower asked for a 5-year ex
tension, but the Congress cut back his 
request and I think the Congress was 
right in doing so although I would have 
made an even greater cutback than 
actually occurred. I know of no valid 
justification why the congressional ab
dication of constitutional responsibility 
proposed in this bill now must be for this 
period of unprecedented duration. 

Mr. Chairman, is the smell of roses 
again in the air; are we about to be taken 
for another walk in the garden? Or 
should we weigh these important con
siderations involved in a 5-year exten
sion in an objective manner and on a 
basis of substantive merit? Should we 
inquire as to whether .or not there is a 
need in fact for this delegation? Why 
should Congress effectively preclude it
self from a participation in a review of 
foreign trade policy for a period of 5 
years? If there is such a need would not 
that need perhaps be served twice as 
well by a 10-year extension or thrice as 
well by a 15-year extension? 

Mr. Chairman, the membership of this 
distinguished Committee should realize 
that should this legislation pass in its 
present form granting a 5-year exten
sion, we will have completely legislated 
away the right of the next two Con
gresses to participate meaningfully in 
the development of foreign economic 
policy. As we stand in this Chamber 
today more than 130 members of this 
Committee-over 25 percent of the mem
bershiP-have never before been able to 
cast a vote on trade policy because two 
Congresses ago the legislative branch of 
our Federal Government delegated its 
power to the -executive branch for a pe
riod of 4 years-an extension that I op
posed. Now we are called upon to ap
prove an even longer delegation so that 
the State Department's international 
economic planners will not have ·to an
swer to anyone in the Legislature until
not the 88th Congress, not the 89th Con
gress-but until the 90th Congress. A 

half a decade from now-that is when warning-that these safe~uards will 
Congress may again have even a small waste away through disuse as the pro
voice in formulating ·foreign economic gram administrators rely exclusively on 
policy and reviewing its impact on our the prod:Jlcer-dole program to be es
domestic economy if this legislati~n tablished under this legislation. Thus, 
passes. our workers and our other · producers 

Mr. Chairman, during the lengthy pub- that are idled by our foreign economic 
lie hearings and executive sessions held policy can look to the bleakness of Gov
by the Committee· on Ways and Means no ernment bounty as a substitute for op
one was able to present a valid reason for portunity in private enterprise. We will 
the unprecedented period of the exten- be helping foreign workers to find em
sian provided for in this bill. No wit- ployment manufacturing goods to be im
ness established sufficient grounds to jus- ported into America while we solve the 
tify the Congress in frittering away for resulting unemployment of our workers 
5 years its constitutional responsibility · by putting our people . on relief. . 
for formulating foreign economic policy. Mr. Chairman, that does not make 
Why does it have to be a 5-year period? sense to me; no matter how you look 
Is the Congress not to be trusted with at it, American cannot win under such 
a more frequent review of what we are a schem~. The cost of the new dole pro
doing and where we are going in our gram will raise the taxes on our business 
Nation's vital foreign trade program? community with a lessening ability of 
Does this Congress have to tie the hands our surviving producers to compete in 
of the next two Congresses? Is our world and domestic markets. This de
wisdom so great that we can better see clining competitive ability promises ris
the needs of our Nation 2 or 4 years from ing dole costs, prolonged and expanded 
now than the Congress then sitting? unemployment, higher taxes, and a gen-

No, Mr. Chairman, these are not the erally weaker domestic economy. 
reasons we are now asked to commit the As bad as this proposed adjustment 
Congress for 5 years. The reason is that assistance is for the entire Nation in the 
the exponents of free trade who designed long run, it will prove absolutely ineffec
the administration's original program tive even in the short run in some areas 
wanted to be free of the need to answer of the country. An example of such an 
to the Congress for their acts for as long area is my congressional district. Much 
a period as they thought they could ex- of the employment in the 11th District of 
pect to get away with-and 5 years was Michigan, is derived from utilization 
the period decided upon. and development of natural resources 

Remember that when you vote on this present in the area. Hence, the pros
legislation later today or tomorrow, you pects of an effective retraining or retool
will be voting on whether or not you ing are not. bright and yet my people 
will have any voice in foreign economic Will be called upon to pay the costs of 
policy for the next 5 years. If you vote such programs elsewhere. 
"yes" you will be saying to your constitu- Another aspect of the discriminatory 
ents in the textile business, in the for- character of this program of assistance 
est products industry, in the extractive or dole is found in the way it will treat 
resources industry, in the manufacturing people unequally in the same commu
field, in agriculture-in all areas of eco- nity or geographical area. For example, 
nomic endeavor~you will be saying that the factory worker in a community may 
you are no longer able to represent them qualify for help when imports put him 
in tariff and trade matters. You will out of work but what happens to the 
be telling them you passed the buck for hotel clerk or the filling station attend-
5 years; that they should go to the spe- ant in this one-industry community? 
cial tariff functionary created under this This disparity in treatment is a serious 
bill or to the State Department for condemnation of the proposed program 
redress of injury from the tide of im- and in addition poses a grave threat to 
ports that will sweep upon us as a result the integrity of our Federal-State un
of tariff reduction authority contained in employment compensation programs. 
this bill. My friends, as you prepare to Mr. Chairman, it is inescapable that 
vote on this measure remember that 5 this tariff program, if enacted, will have 
years is a long, long time to wait to cor- an adverse impact on our short-run 
rect a mistake. I urge you not to make balance-of-payments position. As •ve 
that mistake. If the House will reject lower our tariffs under this requested 
the extreme delegation of authority pro- authority, our imports will rise more 
vided in this bill, a more reasonable and quickly and more sharply than will our 
responsible alternative can be developed exports. In addition, the attractiveness 
by the Committee on Ways and Means of investment in our domestic economy 
and brought before the House in due will dwindle so that job opportunities 
time. will be impaired rather than strength-

Mr. Chairman, it is sincerely argued ened. 
by some of my colleagues in support of Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, the 
this legislation that the proposal repre- glaring inconsistency between the pro
sents an improvement over existing law posed trade program and the tax pro
in regard to the tariff safeguards against gram that passed this House a few 
import injury-those safeguards includ- months ago under the urging of those 
ing the peril point, the escape clause, who now advocate this trade measure 
and the national security amendment. leaves unexplained confusion over what 
I submit that these safeguards will be our foreign economic objectives are 
even less effective under the bill than under this administration. The tax 
they are now, if such is possible. I will record before the Ways and Means Com
predict-confident that the future will mittee established conclusively that U.S. 
regrettably prove the correctness of my ownership of oversea subsidiaries stimu-
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case because it would have an adverse effect the right to negotiate away another 50 
lated U.S. exports and strengthened our on friendly relations with this other country. percent of what tariffs are left. 
balance-of-payments position. Yet, the Mr. O'KONSKL I thank the gentle-
administration's tax program seeks . to So our industry suffers and our people man but is not the true, honest, and 
injure such oversea investment at the are out of work. exact description of this bill mainly that, 
very time our trade policy would have This bill envisions that our people are running out of gas, running out of trad
us further open our domestic markets going to be out of work. It has 50 or ing material, you are now scraping the 
to foreign produced goods. 60 pages devoted to putting our men on bottom of the barrel and asking that 

Mt. Chairman, I do not choose to dele- relief. Remeinber, they are going to lose American jobs and American business 
gate authority for 5 years to that sort their jobs because of this bill. You are be offered on the trading table? 
of muddled leadership that apparently going to put private enterprise on the Mr. KNOX. That is true. I believe 
advocates programs of lower tariffs on dole. That is what this legislation is in my own mind that the negotiators 
imports, bigger foreign aid to our co~- doing. And what constructive things are need a breathing spell, to give the Con
petitors, and · higher taxes on domestic· you accomplishing? If it is going to a?- gress and the American public an op-
producers. · complish anything, it ought to be 111 portunity to know just what effect these 

I do not propose to participate in the termG of jobs. We measure our prosper- negotiations will have on the United 
debasement or destruction of America's ity by the number of people ~hat. a~e States. · 
free enterprise system through the sup- working in this country. If this bill IS Mr. HOEVEN. Mr. Chairman, will the 
port of policies that weaken individual not going to increase the number of peo- gentleman yield? 
opportunity and increase reliance on ple that h~ve jobs, what earthly good is Mr. KNOX. I yield to the gentleman 
Government management and bureau- it? What are its advantages? We are from Iowa. 
cratic control. I do not want to go fur- well aware of its disadvantages. Mr. HOEVEN. Earlier this afternoon, 
ther in helping the Executive in his de- , I know some of my friends on this side there was a colloquy between the gentle
termined power grab. of the aisle who are lending their sup- man from . Arkansas [Mr. MILLS], the 

Mr. Chairman, I believe the Congress port to this bill, knowing that it is going chairman of the committee on Ways and 
has the responsibility to make frequent to destroy industry, knowing it is going Means, and the gentleman from Iowa 
review of the administration of our Na- to put men out of work, who are advo- [Mr. KYLJ. As I recall it, the gentleman 
tion's foreign trade and tariff policy in eating that you take the relief provisio,ns from Iowa asked the gentleman from 
the light of rapidly adjusting world con- out of the bill. At least the chairman of Arkansas, how agriculture would be 
ditions. We must take periodic action the committee and the administration treated if agriculture was injured 
to correct shortcomings or abuses in the are honest enough and decent enough to through the importation of agricultural 
trade program. We cannot effec~ive~y admit that they are going ·to put people commodities, and the gentleman from 
make such review or take such actiOn If · out of business, but are willing to put Arkansas replied in substance that this 
we give approval to this 5-year delega- liquidated industries and unemployed bill did not contemplate any relief for 
tion. · workers on the dole. agriculture. Does the gentleman feel 

Mr .. Chairman, I will not take further Mr. KNOX. May I say to the gentle- that way also? 
time of my colleagues to dwell at greater man at that point, the question· was Mr. KNOX. Yes, and the same ap
length on the compelling reasons for asked here, t believe,· of one of the pre- plies to the extracting industry of this 
opposing H.R. 11970. I will close by vious speakers on this matter, "Just how Nation of ours such as iron ore, copper, 
urging the defeat of this unsound legis- much of this is there going to be?" All timber products, commercial fisheries, in 
lation. Even though the proposal now I can say is, from the testimony that addition to many other small industries. 
before us is a considerable improvement came before our Committee on Ways and I ask this question, under the assist
over the recommendations sent to the Means that the administration admitted ance provision of the legislation what 
Congress by the administration, it still that there would be approximately 800 could you convert an iron mine into, a 
falls considerably short of adequately industries injured and it would amount copper mine into, a commercial fishing 
meeting our national needs and commit- to 90,000 employees that w<;mld have to industry or a timber industry into? This 
ments in the area of providing a sound take advantage of the assistance pro- would be an impossibility. So instead 
basis for expanding international trade gram. We cannot estimate what the of this being a temporary injury it would 
that is in fact truly reciprocal. · cost is going to be, but it seems to me be a permanent one. 

·Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr. that if 800 industries were going to be I support the motion to recommit in 
Chairman, will the gentleman Y~eld? injured under this program, there would order that we may extend the present 

Mr. KNOX. I yield to my colleague be a great many more than 90,000 em- act for 1 year so Congress and U.S. in-
from Michigan. ployees that would be injured also be- dustry may have the opportunity to 

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr. cause of loss of employment. assess the ·damages that may occur from 
Chairman, I wish to commend my col- Mr. O'KONSKI. Mr. Chairman, will the last round of negotiations, and which 
league for making a very excellent state- the gentleman yield? · have not been implemented. Another 
ment on this difficult subject. What he Mr. KNOX. I yield to the .gentleman major factor is what the impact may be 
says about Canada, of course, is true. It from Wisconsin. on the expansion of industry caused by 
is true of every foreign nation on the Mr. O'KONSKI. I have listened to the recent serious drop in the stock mar
face of the globe. For example, does this debate ·for almost 2 days. It seems ket which will cause many inyestors to 
the gentleman know of any nati~:m out- to me all we are hearing is a lot of words. · be ~eluctant to invest money in stocks
side this country that would permit duty- I think the true description was given a principal factor in providing funds for 
free imports into its country that would by the gentleman from Missouri when he the expansion of industry. 
have the effect of destroying one of i.ts said we need this thing because we have , Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr. 
own industries? run out of trading material. . Chairman I ask unanimous consent to 

Mr. KNOX. I certainly do not k~ow The foreign aid progTam, the mutual extend my remarks at this point in the 
and have not been told by anyone else assistance program, the reciprocal trade RECORD. 
of any such procedure in any other The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
country. program since 1934, have run out of gas. to the request of the gentleman from 

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Of course Mr. KNOX. May I make an o~ei;vat Michigan? 
not. Other countries look at these prob- tion. We have just completed t e as . There was no objection. 
lems realistically. For years we have round of negotiations under the present . Mr. BENNETT of :Michigan. Mr. 
tied tariff policies up with our foreign act. Those negotiations have not been Chairman, this is a bill to bring about 
aid policies and with our good neighbor implemented so they · do not know what the liquidation of an important segment 
policies, for example. . the impact is going to be upon U.S. in- of American business and industry and 

The Tariff Commission time after time dustry. I think it would be :well for this to destroy the jobs of hundreds of thou
has found that injury has been done. Congress just simply to extend the pres- sands, if not millions, of American w<_>r~
Then the case has gone down to the ent act for 1 year, until we find out what ers. I predict, Mr. Chairman, that 1f 1t 
President, and the Secretary of State has this impact is going to be upon our is carried out as its sponsors have pre-
told the President: . . American industry, before we forge dieted it will be administered, it will . 

In spite of the economic injury that has allead and again give to .the Executive cause one of the greatest depressions been done, you cannot do anything in this 
CVIII--756 
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this country has ever experienced. Ob
viously, the bill is intended to create 
jobs and stimulate business and eco
nomic activity in European countries at 
the expense of our own industries and 
our own workmen. The gentleman from 
Arkansas [Mr. MILLS], the chairman of 
the House Ways and Means Committee, 
and those of his fellow Members w:1o 
are sponsoring the bill, have candidly 
admitted that it will cause dislocation 
and liquidation of industry and jobs of 
American workmen although all of them 
have sought to minimize the extent of 
the damage that the legislation will do 
in this regard. However, a substantial 
portion of the pending bill is devoted 
to various types of welfare programs for 
both industry and workmen who become 
innocent victims of this bill. 

I have tried repeatedly during the 
course of the debate on this measure to 
find out what benefits, if any, will flow 
from the enactment of the legislation. 
I have asked repeatedly whether the leg
islation will provide additional jobs for 
American workmen and to what extent 
it will stimulate our industry. I have 
asked for specific information as to the 
number of new jobs the sponsors of the 
bili feel will be created through the en
actment of this legislation and from 
what industries those jobs will come. 

In each instance I have received a 
negative or completely noncommittal re- · 
sponse. This conclusion is not surpris
ing to me, Mr. Chairman, because a 
careful reading of the provisions of the 
pending bill would cause any reasonable 
person to conclude that it is geared to 
help foreign countries at the expense of 
our own. 

No one in his right mind wants this 
country to quarrel with its allies. On the 
contrary, we all desire to have friendly 
dealings and cooperation with those na
tions who will join with us in the fight 
against world communism. But friendly 
cooperation does not, in my judgment, 
mean that we should sell our own work
men and our own industries down the 
river to provide employment and eco
nomic stability for our allies. 

Mr. Chairman, I assert that there -is 
not a single country on the face of the 
globe-except this on&-which would 
permit duty-free imports to liquidate its 
own industries and destroy the jobs of 
its own citizens. This is carrying gen
erosity, good neighbor policy, and 
friendly cooperation just a bit too far. 
Yet, those who sponsor the pending bill 
have been so carried away in their zeal 
to make friends that they are willing to 
buy friendship at any price. 

Common Market propaganda that has 
been flooding the country in recent · 
months is 90 percent "myth" as the 
President charged on another issue in 
a recent speech. Free trade will never 
work to our advantage as long as our 
production costs remain greater than 
those in other countries. The fact that 
we are not competitive because of our 
higher production costs is one of the 
principal causes of unemployment in the 
country today. To further throw our 
markets open to unrestricted imports of 
cheaply produced commodities from 
abroad is courting disaster of the worst 
kind. 

Yet, this legislation is premised on the 
fact that if all trade barriers be removed, 
this country would profit in the balance 
·of trade. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. 

Mr. Chairman, I regret that this legis
lation is before the House today under 
a gag rule with no opportunity whatso
ever to offer amendments. For several 
years, I have had legislation pending in 
the House Ways and Means Committee 
to restrict the flow of .iron ore imports 
from abroad. This unrestricted and un
controlled flow of iron ore from · other 
countries has practically ruined the do
mestic iron mining industry. If the par
liamentary situation had permitted me to 
do so, I would have offered my bill as an 
amendment to the pending measure. I 
would much prefer to have a healthy 
arid thriving domestic iron mining in
dustry than mines which are closed and 
miners who are receiving unemployment 
benefits instead of paychecks. Many 
other industries in the United States are 
just as adversely affected and if this bill 
is enacted; there will be many more. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, I yield such time as he may 
require to the gentleman from Pennsyl
vania [Mr. VAN ZANDT]. 

Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Chairman, 
recognizing H.R. 11970 as probably the 
most important piece of legislation to be 
considered by the 8Jth Congress, like 
others I have spent a lot of time in 
studying the six volumes of hearings, the 
House Committee report, as well as a 
good cross section of the editorial com
ment throughout the Nation. Up to now 
I have listened to most of the floor de
bate~ both on the rule as well as the bill 
itself. 

With the information I have acquired, 
I have considered H.R. 11970 from the 
standpoint of the national interest as 
well as .the interest of the State of Penn
sylvania and my three-county area, 
which comprises the 20th District of 
Pennsylvania. 

As the record will show, I have as a 
general rule supported reciprocal trade 
when it contained safeguards for Ameri
can industry. These safeguards em
braced the so-called peril point and es
cape clause designed to provide relief 
for industries affected adversely by re
ciprocal trade agreements. 

Being brutally frank, the peril point 
clause virtually existed in name only be
cause industries, especially in my district 
of Pennsylvania, found it meaningless 
and ineffective in providing any relief. 

The following significant statement 
concerning our foreign trade and the 
number of exporting firms in the United 
States is contained in an article with a 
Washington dateline of June '26, 19.62, 
by columnist James · Reston, New York 
Times News Service: · 

Very little mail is arriving here about the 
President's venturesome new trade bill. Of 
the 200,000 businesses in the country, only 
about 3,000 are engaged in foreign trade, and 
many of the rest have some grievance or fear 
about the dangers of foreign competition to 
some business in each Congressman's dis
trict. 

As we all know, the Department of 
Commerce undertook to furnish each 
Member of the House with a so-called 

export study which also contained ex
port information regarding a Member's 
own district. According to the informa
tion furnished me, 14 business and in
dustrial firms in my congressional dis
trict in Pennsylvania exported manu
factured goods in 1960 valued at $5.4 
million. These firms employed some 
4,500 employees, which is approximately 
4 percent of our total labor force in 
Blair, Centre, and Clearfield Counties. 

Since the Department of Commerce 
has attempted to show 'benefits accru
ing from export shipments, I would like 
to reveal the evil effects of cheaply man
ufactured foreign products that have ad
versely affected the economy of the cen
tral Pennsylvania area. 

To begin with, out of a labor force in 
excess of 105,000 the 20th Congressional 
District has had persistent and chronic 
unemployment for years. This is proved 
by the fact that my congressional dis
trict is among the labor surplus or dis-· 
tressed areas of the Nation and has been 
certified by the U.S. Secretary of Labor 
as being among the major depressed 
areas of the Nation. At the present time 
there are about 10,000 persons unem
ployed. Much of this unemployment can 
be charged to depressed business condi
tions that are traceable to foreign com
petition. Industries adversely affected 
include coal, railroads, shoes, glassware, 
clay mines, brickyards, tanneries, sport
ing goods, textiles, meters, copper and 
brass products, lockwasher valves, ball 
bearings, candy, canners, electronic 
products, mine equipment, and so forth. 

The fact that H.R. 11970 contains a 
provision to reimburse manufacturers 
and employees is an open admission that 
the trade bill will prove injurious to 
American industry. Frankly, there is a 
question in the minds of many of us that 
the proposal to avert injury will be im
practical if not difficult to administer. 
If this is the case, then relief is possible 
and such a provision could become mean
ingless. The result would be that in my 
congressional district industries and the 
jobs of wage earners would be destroyed. 
Frankly, by elimination of protection of 
American industry from unfair competi
tion abroad, such action would leave us 
with a no man's land in central Penn- · 
sylvania. 

As mentioned in the beginning, I have 
not confined my consideration of H.R. 
11973 solely to its effect on my congres
sional district. In fact, I have viewed 
the legislation from the standpoint of 
the national interest. In so doing, it 
was my hope that wh(m the bill was 
being read on the floor of the House it 
would be open ·for amendments, and 
thus made acceptable to many of us who 
would like to support the legislation. 
However, Mr. Chairman, the bill is being 
considered under a gag rule barring all 
amendments. The result is you take the 
bill as it is or you vote against it. This 
is nothing short of legislative coercion. 
It ties my hands as a Representative 
from the State of Pennsylvania which 
for years has suffered from grave un-
employment. ' 

In addition to the gag rule which I ob
ject to, I am greatly ·concerned about 
the Common Market and the fact that . 
Great Britain has not yet joined this 
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European trade group. I am mindful 
of the cloudy domestic economic situa
tion prevailing in the United States and 
which was ·highlighted by the recent 
stock market revolution. Another con
cern is over Canada's recent action in 
·raising tariffs to help solve a balance
of-payment problem in that country. 

Finally, I cannot overlook the retalia
tory action by the Belgian Government 
on the part of the ·Common Market to 
assist the Belgian carpet and glass in
dustries because of President Kennedy's 
action to increase duties on carpet and 
glass items to protect our domestic in
dustries. This action alone on the part 
of Belgium is an indication of what we 
can expect in the form of mass action 
by other nations. · 

Getting a little closer home, in 1957 
the United States shipped 16 million tons 
of coal to West Germany. With the ex
ception of Italy, the Common Market 
countries have· since imposed tariffs or 
quotas on the importation of coal from 
the United States. 

Despite efforts by our State Depart
ment, West Germany announced that 
it would not change its tariffs or quotas 
on coal. And believe it or not--France 
is negotiating with Russia for the im
portation of coal in preference to coal 
from the United States even though we 
can · deliver coal to Europe cheaper than 
it can be mined on the Continent. To 
top it off, the Common Market proposes 
to set up a single purchasing agreement 
for coal; thus permitting greater dis
crimination against imports from the 
United States. 

Mr. Chairman, under H.R. 11970 the 
President of the United States for the 
first time in history would be given ab
solute power to dictate the terms and 
conditions of all foreign trade without 
answering to Congress and the Amer
ican people. The Chief Executive, who
ever he may be, could use the authorit~ 
primarily as an instrument of foreign 
policy without regard to the effect on the 
domestic economy of this . country. 

To date I have received hundreds of 
letters from persons in all walks of life 
asking me to oppose the pending legis
lation. In fact, 6 months ago I con
ducted a poll in my congressional district, 
and of the 2,600 who returned question
naires nearly 73 percent were opposed 
to the revision of reciprocal trade agree
ments as contained in the legislation 
before us. 

Mr. Chairman, it is my sincere opinion 
that this Nation is not yet ready to adopt 
such sweeping changes in our foreign 
trade policy as provided for in H.R. 
11970, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. 

Like many, I recognize the problem 
this Nation faces from the so-called 
European Common Market. Nothing 
would please me more than to be able 
at this time to sanction membership in 
the Common Market. I am convinced, 
however, that the situation demands 
further study, and for that reason it is 
my intention to support a motion tore
commit the bill with instructions that 
the bill -be returned to the House imme
diately and that it provide for a 1-year 
extension of the present Reciprocal 
Trade Act. Meanwhile, it is. my hop~ 
that the cloudy economic picture in the 

Nation may clear and that Great Britain 
will have reached a decision on joining 
the Common Market. 

In short, I ~m hopeful that a study of 
the problem during the next 12 months 
will enable Congress next year to con
sider the legislation, richer in experience 
and with a more complete understand
ing of the impact of the provisions of 
H .R. 11970 on the domestic economy. 

In the event that the motion to re
commit the bill should fail, I shall 
have no alternative but to vote against 
H.R. 11970. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, I yield 20 minutes to the gen
tleman from California [Mr. UTTJ. 

Mr. HIESTAND. Mr. Chairman, I. 
make the point of order that a quorum 
is not present. 

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will 
count. [After counting.] One hundred 
and twenty-three Members are present, 
a quorum. 

The gentleman from California [Mr. 
UTTJ 'is recognized. 

Mr. UTT. Mr. Chairman, we started 
out on the discussion of the Trade Exten
sion Act yesterday with a great extrava
ganza. It is the first time I have ever 
been here when a major bill has come 
out of the Committee on Ways and 
Means that the chairman of the com
mittee did not come down into the well 
and give a clear, factual and fine ex
planation of the bill. I do not know 
why there was a reversal of procedure, 
but we were treated to a bit of southern 
oratory yesterday by a mari who is bril
liant, by a man who is charming, and 
by a man who is able and persuasive, 
the gentleman from Louisiana. But he 
soared into o~atorical flights appealing 
more to your imagination than to your 
reason. I found little parts of his speech 
that referred to the bill that was before 
the House. Not only is the gentleman 
charming, brilliant, and able, he is very 
flexible. He is able to give a very ·per
suasive argument for quotas on shrimp 
coming into New Orleans. 

He is able to make a very impressive 
argument for special tax treatment for 
foreign-based subsidiaries as he did on 
H.R. 5 when it was before the House and 
to oppose this tax treatment the next 
year as he did on section 219 of 1962 tax 
bill which tightened up the tax on for
eign-based subsidiaries. In baseball we 
would call such a person a utility player 
because he can take any part and do a 
marvelous job in any position to which 
he is assigned. 

He talked about overemployment in 
the Common Market and said this bill 
would provide overemployment in 
America. There is no relationship be~ 
tween any foreign employment and em
ployment in America. They have over
employment in the Common Market 
countries because they try to make pro
duction increases exceed the labor cost 
and are able to increase consumption 
and become competitive not only with 
the United States but also with every 
other country of the world. So their 
overemployment is not due to the · 
simple fact that they have a common 
market. . 

We must remember that the Common 
Market is a very closely knit &.rea. They . 

do free trading among themselves, but 
then they raise their barriers against any 
products from the United States and an 
absolute embargo against the importa
tion of any product from Japan. That 
means that the United States is going 
to have to absorb a great deal more of 
the surpluses that are produced in Japan 
and other parts of the world. 

He also assured you as certainly as 
you are sitting here, that Great Britain 
was going to become a member of the 
Common Market. I say that the chances 
are less than 50-50 that Great Britain 
will become a member of the Common 
Market. Six weeks ago I would have 
said they would, but Great Britain has 
taken another long look at the Common 
Market and now finds it would destroy 
their Commonwealth trading arrange
ment and raise barriers against Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand and all other 
possessions. But they also are facing the 
fact that the Common Market is a free 
enterprise area system and Great Britain 
has nationalized a great many of its in
dustries and they would have to absorb. 
surpluses from the Common Market and 
West Germany and other member na
tions, Belgium and the Netherlands, 
without any tariff protection whatsoever, 
and they cannot afford that. After an
other long look, my prediction .is that 
England will not become a member of 
the Common Market, nor will Ireland, 
or any of the outer seven. So you can
not take it for granted they will come 
in, because they have too many prob
lems. 

It has been said that we have no trad
ing margin left, no negotiating power. 
I disagree with my colleagues on that 
subject. We have. a greater power than 
you have any idea of in the hands of 
hard negotiators, if they would sit at 
the table and say: "Gentlemen, you 
violateCL nearly every concession which 
we have given you, ·and if you do not 
correct that violation and grant the con
cessions you promised us, then we are 
going to withdraw our concessions." We 
would see them come into line and we 
would be able to ship our products into 
the Common Market, because they 
would implement the concessions they 
have already promised us. 

I might also remind you that any 
treaty can be repealed by act c.: Con
gress, can be revoked by action of the 
House and Senate any time the other 
party violates its part of the agreement. 
Any breach of contract on the part of 
our trading countries can be reversed 
at any time we want to. 

We also have another trading power, 
and that is that the United States of 
America is the greatest consuming area 
in the world. It is the target of every 
producing country in the world wantir_g 
to bring its products within our borders 
and sell to us. If we had a hard-nosed 
negotiator he would· not have any diffi
culty in taking advantage of that situa
tion by telling them we would not grant 
them concessions unless they grant us 
concessions. And if we later become a 
hard trader instead of a soft-nosed 
trader we. have a lot of trading stock 
left in the present Reciprocal Trade 
Agreements Act. 
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Moreover, I would like to call your at- who owned the stock and who have had bad for those families, because when the 
tention to a clause that not only is in to sell it and take the loss. But who time of training is over there will be no 
this bill but also is in the current bill. knows what the collateral effect of that opening to take care of those people, and 
That is the most-favored-nation clause. loss is going to be? How many expan- they will be on the dole for the rest of 

our smart negotiators went up to Ice- sions in industry have been canceled? their lives. We have to face the facts 
land at one time. They had some prod- How many home constructions have been not with those rose colored glasses, but 
uct they wanted to get into Iceland, and canceled? How many iceboxes have we have to look at some of the cold facts. 
they thought they had made a real smart been canceled? How many trips abroad Business failures in America are at their 
move. Iceland said, gentlemen, we will by people who thought they had the highest point in history. Home fore
let you bring your product into Iceland money have been canceled? That data closures are at the highest point since 
if you will allow us the free importation will not filter into the Department of 1934 and steel production is off from 50 
of tuna into the United States. They Commerce or the Department of Labor to 60 percent of capacity. With those 
thought that was a good deal. But the for 60 or 90 days. Until we know what things in mind, how can we jump into 
minute that that act went into effect, the collateral effect is going to be, we a pool before we know whether there is 
Japan invoked the most-favored-nation should be very careful in guiding this water in that pool? How can we jump 
clause and nearly destroyed the tuna in- country into a depression in 1963 that into a pool if there is a little bit of arsenic 
dustry of America until today they con- could be the worst depression we ever floating on the top? A very important 
trol over 50 percent of the consumption had. statement was made by the chairman of 
of tuna in the United States of America, The administration's own labor con- our committee. He said there is more 
and our producers are limping along on sultant, Mr. Clague, suggested that there good in this bill than there is bad. I can 
less than 50 percent of the tuna catch. were indications in the air that we could . give you 4 ounces of pure water and 1 

Under this bill we simply give the have a very severe depression in 1963. ounce of arsenic, four times as weak as 
President a hunting license to destroy This gentleman has had to reverse his the pure product, but that 1 ounce 
any industry he happens to choose to statement on that because of some pres- will kill you just as quick as the pure 
destroy. The bill does not say that. sure from within. dose. That is what we have in this bill. 

The gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. We do not know the collateral ·effect There is one part arsenic to one part of 
MILLS] was correct when he said it does of what Canada is doing. Canada has good, and it is going to kill American 
not lower tariffs, but it does give to the placed an absolute embargo on the im- labor, it is going to kill American indus
President the right to lower rates, to portation of many American products. try, it is going to kill American agri-
lower them below the peril point, and he Canada constitutes our biggest market culture. . 
can pick out any industry he wants to for exports, and that export to Canada I can say to those Members who rep
make expendable and it can be de- can be cut 50 percent within the next 6 resent lumber areas, you are not going 
stroyed. months, and that means a $2 billion de- to have any lumber business if this leg-

The very fact that the bill itself con- crease in exports to Canada. And, those islation is passed. It is bad enough in 
tains 50 percent of -its pages on welfare were dollar exports. We had dollars the Northwest as it is, but this will make 
indicates the terrific impact this bill will coming from Canada. And, when you it worse. 
have. If there were only going. to be talk about · $5 billion export surplus, Mr. Chairman, we will not get agricul-
18,000 men out of employment, as has about $3 billion was given away, and yet tural products from California into the 
been said, we have training programs, we call that a trade export. If we had Common Market bec-ause they have a 
we have the Small Business Administra- a $5 billion export surplus, such as sug- preference clause to the effect that they 
tion, we have enough departments to gested by the gentleman from Louisiana have to use up their own agricultural 
take care of that number. But they are yesterday, we would not have a problem production before they can import it 
looking for an impact that will be so with balance of trade payments; we from the United States, and their agri
great they will have to set up a very would have a surplus, and we would be cultural production is going up each 
comprehensive program of welfare. You able to negotiate from a position of year. California will be foreclosed from 
can call it unemployment. That is what strength and not a position of weakness. the Common Market insofar as agricul
I call it. We may give assistance to an We have not had a chance to determine tural production is concerned. 
unemployed worker for 1 year, we may what the impact is going to be on the 20 Mr. Chairman, there was a great deal 
give it for 2 years, or longer. percent additional cut in tariffs that made out of the fact not long ago that 

The very fact that we can put any in- becomes effective ~:m the 1st of July. our unemployment had gone down to 
dustry out of business is not very much Now, I have a letter here from the the extent of 1 million people. That is 
of a comfort to a business that is not United Steelworkers of America, the quite a record. But of that 1 million 
operating at a p~ofit. president of local 171, in Carnegie, Pa., people, 100,000 of those people went on 

Let me say that unemployment, where they have shut down the Superior the Federal payroll. It takes the in
whether it is for 1 year, 2 years, or 3 Steel Corp. , They called a mass meet- come tax from the whole of the 1 mil
years, is not a substitute for a job. What ing. They wanted to know what was lion to pay that 100,000 who went onto 
about the man who is 40 or 50 years old? happening to them and they wanted the Federal payroll. 
He is thrown out of a job because of im- to know how it could be prevented from Mr. Chairman, if we will look back to 
ports. He takes a little retraining, may- happening again there or happening in the 11th day of April, I will say to the 
be for 1 year or 2 years. But who is other places. Well, I will tell them what Members of the House that within 12 
going to employ that man after he is is happening to them. The U.S. Govern- months from that day there will be not 
retrained, because we have cut down ment is purchasing its steel from com- 18,000 unemployed steelworkers; there 
our industries and they will not employ ·panies abroad where we have built them will be 100,000 steelworkers unemployed 
a man who is 40 or 50 years old. He is free steel mills, gave them automation, within the next 10 months. Also, dat
going to be on charity for the rest of his and now we are buying millions of dol- ing back from the time they put the 
life. You who say you are the great lars worth of steel from those foreign profit squeeze on free enterprise and -
friends of labor are going to have to go countries. In the State of California private industry in the United States, 
home, look your men in the face, and there is not one reinforcing bar that is and that ought to give us a lot to look 
tell them that "I voted to put you on the ~ made by our domestic producers except . at, we are not going to have prosperity. 
dole for the rest of your life." That is those that go into Government contracts The gross national product is no indica-
exactly what will happen. because of the Buy America Act. tor of prosperity, because I can do $1 

Let us look at what has happened On top of that we are facing a sagging million worth of business and make 
since we examined this Trade Expansion economy. Those are the things that are "$100,000, or I can do $2 million worth of 
Act in committee. Some shocking things facing the steel companies in America. business and not make a nickel, so, while 
over the world have occUrred, and some So, we set up adjustment assistance, a the gross national product continues to 
in our domestic economy. I can · your real plush, plush, silk stocking deal, go up, profit does not. But there is no 
attention to the stock market crash. where they train these men who are out profit there, and that is what it takes 
There have been $150 billion lost by own- of a job and where they are able to get to make the wheels go round. 
ers of stock in this country within the 65 percent of the average industrial wage Mr. -Chairman, venture capital has 
last 60 days. And that is only a small of America and get it for a certain length absolutely dried up in the last 60 days. 
consideration. It is bad enough for those of time. It is income-tax free. It is too You cannot float the best i~sue in the 
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world on venture capital. today for ex
pansion of industry. We have to re
member that these are problems which 
we have to face. · · 

What are we going to do about the 
administration of this so-called unem
ployment, or aid? Let me give to the 
Members of the House an example: Cor
poration A goes out of business because 
of imports. It has 500 employees. Cor
poration B, which was the sole supplier 
of that firm, goes out of business. One 
of them receives a plush, plush unem
ployment training program. The other 
one receives nothing. He goes back un
der the old State-Federal program. 
They live side by side. Somebody is go
ing to be mad, and they are going to 
come back and say "Let us all move up 
to that plush, plush, silk-stockinged pro
gram, because this is not fair." Then, 
every man will go . before the Tariff 
Commission and try to prove he is out of 
a job because of imports. When they do 
that, these millions of men go before the 
Tariff Commission, you will have a de
mand for protection that you have never 
seen before, and the Smoot-Hawley bill 
will be small compared with what will 
be demanded in the next 3 years if this 
bill goes into effect. That I do not want 
t6 see. I want to see international trade, 
I want to see international trade ex
panded on a two-way street so that it 
brings about prosperity, but not at the 
expense of the American worker who 
will have to go on dole after his train
ing has expired. 

Mr. HARVEY of Indiana. Mr. Chair
man, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. UTT. I yield ·to the gentleman 
from Indiana. 

Mr. HARVEY of Indiana. Mr. Chair
man, the gentleman has made an ex
cellent statement. I would like to ask 
the gentleman to comment briefly upon 
the actual functioning of the so-called 
saving provision in the present act, and 
.relate it to what we might expect in the 
future one. 

Mr. UTT. I can see no reason for 
change. I know that there have been 
dozens of rulings by the Tariff Cominis
sion granting relief to American indus-

. try, but less than seven of these . cases 
over the last 10 or 12 years have ever 
been implemented by the Executive. I 
assume we. would have the same type of 
administration. 

Mr. HARVEY of Indiana. If the gen
-tleman will yield further, as one who 
tried to help a small industry receive re
lief under this so-called savip.g provision 

·during the past administration, I found 
it almost an impossibility. 
Mr~ PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, will 

the gentleman yield? 
Mr. UTT. I yield to the gentleman 

from nlinois. 
. . . Mr. PUCINSKI. I understooq the 
. gentleman from California ~Mr. U+T] to 
say that the President could wreck-if 
I understood his statement correctly
any industry that he wanted to under 
this bill. My impression is that the 
bill does provide several safeguards 
through the authority of the Tariff Com
mission and various other procedures. 

Would the gentleman from California 
be good enough to elaborate on that 
point? How can the President-assum-

ing he might be the President of the they are wrong. This would give us an 
United States under either a Democratic opportunity to find out what the reaction 
or Republican administration-mali- . will be on their problems which are simi
ciously and capriciously destroy an . Iar to ours. 
Anierican industry, assuming there was · Mr. BETTS. I think the gentleman's 
this situation? How could he do it un- observations in connection with the 
der the terms of this act? Canadian situation are absolutely cor-

Mr. UTT. The act has enough lati- rect and I agree with him. 
tude to do that. The administration M MEADE 
witnesses said that there would be some r. R. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 
800 industries that were expendable; it Mr. BETTS. I yield to the gentle-
might be yours, it might be mine. 

Mr. PUCINSKI. Can the gentleman man. 
pinpoint the language of the act that Mr. MEADER. Mr. Chairman, I asked 
would give the President ·that broad the chairman of the committee what in
power? .formation was contained in the report 

Mr. UTT. It is all through the act. or in the hearings as to the total cost 
He has absolute, dictatorial, arbitrary, of this adjustment assistance program. 
and capricious power. I had in mind additional functions im

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the posed upon the Tariff Commission to 
gentleman from California [Mr. UTT] process the petitions for a determination 
has expired. · that an industry or a firm or a group of 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. workers had been injured by imports; 
Chairman, I yield the gentleman from that additional duties were imposed upon 
Ohio [Mr. BETTS] 15 minutes. the President, and that there must be 

Mr. BETI'S. Mr. Chairman, in con- procedures and personnel in 'the office of 
nection with the remarks made by the the President for him to make the de
gentleman from Michigan [Mr. KNox] terminations this act would require of 
with respect to the Canadian situation, him. 
I thought it might be interesting tp note Additional duti~s are imposed upon 
some comments in the Bureau of Na- the Department of Commerce to deter
tiona! Affairs of June 28, 1962, which are mine what assistance may be given to 
as follows: firms either in the form of tax relief 

or in other forms, such as cash payments 
Canada's austerity program will compli- or loans. Additional duties are imposed 

cate U.S. economic programs, by reducing 
.our · exports and aggravating our already on the Labor Department to provide ad-
acute balance-of-payments deficit. • • • justment assistance to workers whose 

The effect on the United states will be to jobs have been taken away from them 
reduce our exports $200 million or so an- due to imports. Are there any figures 
·nually and to encourage the flow of u.s. or estimates of the increase of personnel 
capital north of the border. and the cost thereof which will be neces-

Canada is raising duties 5 percent to 15 sary because of these new :::unctions im
percent on half of. its imports and reducing posed on existing agencies, and has any
the duty-free goods that Canadian tourists 
can bring back to the country. * • * one made an estimate of the possible 

The moves will have a major impact on benefits which go to firms or employees 
u.s. exports to Canada • • • machinery, because of the provisions of the adjust
steel products, plastics, textiles, appliances, ment assistance section of this bill? 
furniture, wine, beer, cigars, cameras, jew- Mr. BETTS. I am not sure I have the 
elry, rugs, paper products, to name only a ·answer to all the gentleman's questions, 
few. Canada is this country's most impor- but I think Secretary Goldberg, if the 
tant customer, taking nearly $4 billion of gentleman will refer to his testimony in 
our exports annually. 

the hearings, estimated that the cost 
I mention that in view of the state

ments made by the gentleman from 
Michigan. 

Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Chairman, 
will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. BETTS. I yield to the gentleman. 
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Chairman, I 

am interested in the comparison between 
the problems the Canadians face and 
those that we face. They have a bal
ance-of-payments problem, and so do 
we. They have been running fiscal 
deficits and so have we. They have an 
unemployment problem, and so do we. 
It seems that the Canadians, in order to 
solve their problems, are taking just the 
opposite approach from that which we 
are taking. In other words, they are 
raising their duties on imports into Can
ada. Therefore it would seem tO me 
wise on behalf of the U.S. Government 
and of the Congress to wait, and for us 
to vote for the motion to recommit, 
which will provide that we shall extend 
the present reciprocal trade agreements 
for 1 year~ 

By that time we can find out who is 
right. Either the Canadians are right 
and we are wrong, or we are right and 

would run about $30 million for the life 
of the bill or about $6 million a year. 

Mr. MEADER. In the hearings the 
figure of $30.6 million appears for bene-
fits. · 

Mr. BETTS. That , is correct. As I 
recall, when the bill was originally in
troduced there was provision in it for -., 
a revolving fund of $100 million, which 
is an indication, when it was taken out 
of the bill, that probably the adminis
tration felt it was going to cost more 
than that. I am throwing that out as an 
.indi~ation of the fact that it probably 
would cost more than the $30 million 
estimated. 

Mr. MEADER. May I point out that 
on pages 1006- and 1007 of the hearings 
there is comment by the Tariff Commis~ 
sion on the increased burden that will 

:be imposed on their staff to make the 
determinations that are required by the 
petitions for relief. On page 1019 the 
Tariff Commission says it would be ab
solutely impossible for them to make any 
estimate of the additional personnel and 
additional cost of this program to be 
imposed on them. My impression is that 
the record is very deficient in giving us 
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any idea of what this program is going 
to cost, not only in terms :of added per
sonnel and the benefits that are pro
vided but also in the reduction of cus
toms duties and the revenue that we 
will receive when 'CUstoms duties are 
reduced. 

Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. BETTS. I yield to the gentleman 
from Dlinois. 

Mr. FINDLEY. Free trade is a com~ 
mendable goal in the marketplace sys
tem, but I am beginning · to wonder 
whether the administration will actually 
move toward free trade or simply shift 
from tariffs as a means of controlling 
trade to cartels. I invite the gentleman's 
attention to the recent action in this 
body at the urging of the administration 
in the passing of the Cotton Textiles 
Agreements Act, which is a scheme to 
rig cotton textile markets; to the ad
ministration farm bill, which happily 
was rejected last week, but which had 
its own built-in protection devices; and 
to the Sugar Act, which wraps up tariffs 
and all sorts of price-fixing mechanisms 
within itself~ 

Mr. BETTS. I simply say, as I under
stand it, that we are in the position of 
objecting to regulation and control of 
agriculture within the common market 
but at the same time we are insisting 
on having those programs here in· our 
own country. 

Mr. FINDLEY. That is very incon
sistent. 

Mr. BETTS. That would be my opin
ion. 

Mr. JOHANSEN. Mr. Chairman, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. BETTS. I yield to the gentleman 
from Michigan. 

Mr. JOHANSEN. Pursuing the ques
tion raised by the gentleman from Mich
igan [Mr. MEADER], I am sure the gentle
man from Ohio and the other gentle~en 
on the committee are familiar with 
Public Law 801 of the 84th Congress, 
which requires that where there is set 
up a new program involving the expendi
ture of more than $1 million, it is man
datory that Congress be provided an 
estimate of the additional personnel re
quired for each of the first 5 years. 

I wonder if the gentleman from Ar
kansas, the distinguished chairman of 
the committee [Mr. MILLS] can tell us 
whether the law h~s been complied with 
in this respect. 

Mr. BETTS. I would be glad to yield 
to the chairman of the committee, if he 
cares to comment on that. 

Mr. MILLS. I will try to answer the 
gentleman's question. 

Mr. JOHANSEN. My question is
under the provisions of Public Law 801, 
84th Congress, it· is necessary that there 
be a projection for 5 years of the esti
mate of the number of additional per
sonnel required, if an appropriation or 
a new function is to involve the expendi
ture of $1 million-a-year or more. My 
question is-has the law been complied 
with? 

Mr. MILLS. The law would be co~
plied with in this instance as the de
partments go before the Committee on 
Appropriations requesting the appropri-

ation. We are not making any money · Mr. BETTS. I .yield to the gentle- · 
-available here. We are merely provid- man. 
1ng an authorization. But, if the gen- Mr. CRAMER. Is ,it not true there ls 
tleman will look at the committee hear- no provision for agricultural adjustment 
ing' on this legislation at page 3800., assistance at all under this bill so that 
there was a question of our colleague, all farmers are left out? 
the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. Mr. BE'ITS. That is right. The 
BAKER] as to the overall estimate of the farmers' tax money will go to help pay 
entire cost of this program. For a 5- the unemployment compensation of 
year period it was estimated that loans workers who are dislocated as a result 
to firms would run about $100 to $120 of this. 
million; tax relief to firms about $10 mil- Mr. CRAMER. That · is right. The 
lion; readjustment, training and allow- second point is under the present peril 
anees to workers $45 million; the portion point escape clause provision, the intent 
of the $45 million above which repre- and purpose is to prevent injury to Amer
sents added budget costs, $31 million; ican industry under the present law. 
and, technical assistance to firms $15 Does not this completely shift the whole 
million. It is all set forth on the page to philosophy of negotiations to encourage 
which I have referred. the hurting of American industry by free 

Mr. JOHANSEN. If the gentleman trade and that, if they are hurt, there is 
will yield for just a moment further, am going to · be adjustment assistance? 
I to understand then that Public Law Therefore, it is all right for the negoti-
801 is not to be complied with in con- ators to ignore the injury because the 
nection with the authorization which injury is going to be paid for. Is not 
makes inevitable the increase of person- the obvious result of that going to be 
nel, but only when you come around for that more industries will be hurt at a 
the money? substantial increased cost to the tax-

Mr. MILLS. We are not authorizing payer? 
additional personnel as such. Mr. BETTS. _ I thank the gentleman 

Mr. JOHANSEN. I am afraid the for his contribution. The gentleman will 
gentleman misses the point. You are find that covered in ·my prepared state
authorizing additional functions which ment. 
make necessary the additional person- Mr. Chairman, I hope that the Mem-
nel. bers of this body on both sides of the 

Mr. MILLS. The personnel to carry aisle have taken the trouble to read the 
out those additional functions would separate views which I and four of my 
have to be authorized by other commit- colleagues on the Ways and Means Com
tees. We are not doing it here. . mittee made at the time the committee 

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr. reported this bill. In contrast with the 
Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 69 pages of text which make up the re-

Mr. BETTS. I am glad to yield briefly. port of the majority, our views are set 
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. It is dif- forth on 2¥2 pages. No Member can 

ficult for me, Mr. Chairman, to sym- complain that it would be too time-con
. pathize with those of my colleagues, for suming, therefore, to study our reasons 
whom I have the greatest admiration for voting against this bill. 
and respect-as I say, it is difficult for Anything as bulky as the 82 pages of 
me to sympathize with them when they the bill as reported by the committee or 
get concerned about the cost that this the 104 pages of the committee's printed 
bill is going to involve in taking care of report is bound to scare off many Mem
industry that is bankrupted and men bers busy with other legislative respon
who are put out of their jobs. If you sibilities. It is not likely that many of 
are going to vote for a bill that is going the Members of this body have actually 
to dissipate industry and liquidate and read the bill page for page line for line 
pu~ m_en. out _of their jobs, as admit~e~ly as I have, or that they have . read th~ 
thiS bill Is gom~ to do, I would be Willing . committee's report, let alone the minor
~o vote for 50 tunes the amount of money ity statement of views at pages 102, 103, 
mvolved here, at least to take ~are of and 104. Yet the innards of this bill con
them. · If you want to prevent this .cost, tain the most far-reaching grant of 
then vote against the bill. . . power ever attempted by the Ways and 

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, Will the Means Committee in the tariff and trade 
gentleman yield? field. 

Mr. BETTS. I yield to the gentlemap If I can have the attention of the 
briefly. Members for a few D;linutes, I think I 

Mr. BROWN. Does not the gentleman can tell you plainly and simply about the 
from Ohio, who has had a great deal of main problems in this bill which make it 
legislative experience in our own State unwise legislation. 
of Ohio as well as here, believe it is a First, the amount of authority which 
rather peculiar. situation that the pas- the bill would give to the President. If 
sage of this bill. that is, the adminis- there are Members here who feel that it 
tration's bill here today, depends upon makes no difference how much of its au-

. the . votes of certain Members from cer- thority to regulate foreign trade the Con
tain areas who have been made the bene- gress hands over to the President they 
ficiaries of an increase in protective will not be interested in what I h~ve to 
tariff for the cotton textil~ business of say. _ But the rest of you who feel that 
this countrY ill- order that they enact ~ we have an obligation, first, to know how 
bill which would bring abqut free trade much authority we are handing over and, 

~ and which will injure other industr~es? second, to place . some limits on that 
Mr. BETTS. That is true. I thank grant of authority, should be very inter·-

. the gentleman !_or his contribution. ested in what·! have to say. 
Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Chairman, will This bill would allow the President to 

the gentleman yield? eliminate duties entirely; that is, reduce 

j. 
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them from their present level down to 
zero. The Congress has never given the 
President this kind of authority before. 
Always we have placed a limit on the ex
tent of reduction. At first the President 
was allowed to reduce duties by 50 per
cent. Then in later years we limited the 
reduction by 20 percent and by 15 per
cent, basically at the rate of 5 percent 
a year. 

There were two reasons for so limiting 
the President. First, the constitutional 
reason, that Congress may delegate leg
islative power only under specific guide
lines and limits. By using the percent 
limitation on reductions, Congress exer
cised its own judgment as to the basic 
amount of tariff change which was wise 
for the country; and by the other stand
ards in the legislation, the Congress di
rected the President how to determine 
which tariffs would be reduced by that 
amount. 

The second reason for the limitation 
was one of natural prudence. The his
tory of Executive use of delegated power 
is that authority once granted is rapidly 
used up. The technique which has been 
used again and again by the State De
partment in the trade agreements pro
. gram is quickly to expend all of the 
tariff-reducing power granted by the 
Congress, and then to come back clam
oring for more to deal with a new or 
fancied emergency in trade relations. In 
past years a Congress properly jealou·s 
of its constitutional prerogatives was re
luctant to give the State Department
for it is that Department which actually 
uses the President's authority-the power 
to eliminate duties, for the Congress 
knew that such power, once granted, 
would be quickly used and then the 
United States would be left with no bar
gaining power to use in coping with for
eign trade d~velopments of the future. 

These two reasons, a proper regard 
for our constitutional responsibilities and 
prerogatives, and a proper regard for 
natural prudence, were rejected by the 
majority members of the Ways and 
Means Committee in reporting this bill. 
I hardly need to add that these basic 
policy considerations were also rejected 
by this administration in drafting the 
unprecedented claim for power repre
sented by H.R. 9900, the original version 
of the bill before you today. r-

It must be said to the credit of Chair
man MILLs and the other members of the 

· Ways and Me~ns Committee that many 
constructive changes were made in . the 
bill by the committee. H.R. 9900 w:as 
such a hopeless text that regardless of 
the liberal or conservative persuasion of 
the committee members, a decent regard 
for their own sense of craftsmanship 
compelled them all to join in a virtual 
complete rewrite of the bill from a tech~ 
nical point of view. 

But this rewriting job was carried out 
under the votes of the majority party 
so as to leave intact the unprecedented 

· grants of power desired by the admin
istration. 

Thus, we still find four separate sec
tions of the bill authorizing a complete 
elimination of duties. It is hard to.know 
which of these in practice will turn out 
to be the most far-reaching. • 

Section 211 of the bill is designed so 
that the President can fashion a system 
of broad categories of imported articles 
in which the United States and the Com
mon Market countries may have supplied 
80 percent of the value of the world's 
exports during shifting representative 
periods. When the Republican members 
of the committee insisted that the ad
ministration identify the categories of 
imported articles which would be sub
ject to elimination of duty under this 
provision, we were supplied with the list
ing which has been reproduced at pages 
279 to 307 of volume 1 of the committee's 
printed hearings. We have no way of 
knowing whether that is an accurate list
ing or how much this list will be or could 
be expanded under the change in lan
guage which the committee adopted to 
section 211. Members can peruse that 
listing at their.leisure. 

I have attempted to condense the 
QUndreds of commodity classifications 
listed by the administration into broad 
general categories of articles so that 
we could have some idea during this de
bate of the industries which would be 
subject to total elimination of duties now 
applying to products competitive with 
their production. These are as follows: 
Organic chemicals; other industrial 
chemicals, including insecticides; plas
tics, resins, and starches; pigments and 
paints; perfumery, cosmetics, and sq_aps; 
rubber articles, natural and synthetic; 
glass products; leather manufactures; 
power generating machinery; farm ma
chinery; office machinery; industrial 
machinery; electrical machinery; motor 
vehicles; railway vehicles; nonmotorized 
wheeled equipment, including bicycles; 
photographic and cinematographic sup
plies; musical instruments; record play
ing equipment; confectionery and sugar; 
margarine and shortenings; nonalcoholic 
beverages; tobacco manufactures; coal, 
coke, and briquettes. 

The second duty-elimination pro
vision in the bill, section 212, covers agri
cultural commodities. Originally in H.R. 
9900, this authority applied to agri~ul
tural commodities and the products 
thereof. The committee did not know 
how extensive this authority would be 
because the products of agricultural 
commodities obviously make up a very 
large list. In executive session the ad
ministration disclaimed any intention of 
going beyond the basic commodities 
themselves, and it was suggested that 
this meaning could be tied down by re
felTing in the bill to Agricultural Hand
book No. 143 of the Department of Agri
culture. 

This handbook has been reproduced in 
the printed hearings of the committee at 
pages 329 to 478. When you study that 
handbook you will find that for many 
categories of agricultural commodities, · 
products are also listed. Therefore, the 
object which the committee had in mind 
of limiting section 212 to the basic com
modities themselves has not been accom
plished by referring in the bill to this 
handbook. Obviously, we do not have 
the time here on the floor of the House 
to go over a listing that takes up 149 
pages of the printed hearings. I have 
attempted to condense·. that listing of 
agricultural commodities·· and products 

which can be transferred to the free list 
under the authority of section 212 of the 
committee's bill so that its scope could be 
easily comprehended. The categories of 
items subject to duty-free treatment ap
pear to me to be as follows: Sugar; 
molasses and sugar sirups; unmanufac
tured tobacco; live animals; meat prod
ucts, including fresh, chilled or frozen 
beef, mutton, lamb, and pork, bacon, 
hams and shoulders, pork sausage, 
canned beef and meats; poultry, live or 
dressed, fresh, chilled or frozen; · eggs, 
fresh, frozen, or dried; dairy products, 
including milk and cream, fresh or sour, 
dried, condensed or evaporated, butter, 
oleomargarine, and cheese of all types; 
miscellaneous animal P:t:Oducts, includ
ing gelatin, glue, casein, meat extract, 
bristles, edible oils, tallow, and lard; ani
mal and fish oils, inedible; vegetable oils 
and fats; essential or distilled oils; oil
seeds, including cottonseed, soybeans and 
the like; grains and preparations, includ
ing flour and meal, cereal breakfast 
foods, biscuits; wafers, cakes, and bread; 
fodders and feeds; .fruits and prepara
tions, including all fruits in the natural 
state, green or ripe, in brine, dried, or 
prepared or preserved, or frozen; jellies, 
jams, marmalades, and fruit butter; 
fruit paste and pulp; fruit juices; bever
ages, including still wines, vermouth, 
champagne, beer, ale, malt extract and 
·non-alcoholic beverages; vegetables and 
preparations, green or ripe, dried, or pre
pared or preserved; nuts and prepara:. 
tions, shelled or unshelled, blanched, 
roasted or otherwise prepared or pre-

. served; seeds; nursery and greenhouse 
stock; raw cotton and cotton waste; 
other vegetable textile fibers and silk, 
unmanufactured; wool and other ani
mal hair, unmanufactured; hides and 
skins, raw; drugs, herbs, and the like, in
cluding those advanced in condition, and 
fish oils; miscellaneous vegetable prod
ucts, including monosodium glutamate, 
yeast, · flavoring extracts, vinegars, 
sauces, soups, pastes, coffee essence, 
cocoa, chocolate, chewing gum, and other 
edible preparations. 

Thus far I think that the Members 
of this body can see that the autho:dty 
which would be given to the President 
under section 211 pertains to a great 
part of our industrial economy, while 
the authority which he would receive 
under section 212 covers virtually the 
entire agricultural economy of the 
Nation. Before any Member reaches the 
conclusion that the free-trade planners 
in the State Department have neglected 
our minerals or fishing industries, I 
hasten on to section 202 of the bill. ·This 
provision · would permit the executive 
department to eliminate all ·duties which 
amount to 5 percent ad valorem or less. 

Before I describe the many categories 
of products which would be affected by 
section 202, a word or two about its ori-· 
giri is in order. Whereas the adminis
tration attempted to justify sections 211 
and 212 of the bill as being necessary 'for 
negotiations with the Common Market, 
the only justification offered for the 
power to eliminate all duties which are 5 
percent· .or ·less w,as the statement that 
these rates "have ·littlt:! or . no economic 
significance" so- that they ·could· be 
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eliminated "as a matter of convenience have not yet referred to, applies to some
of administration." This appears in the thing called tropical agricultural .and 
administration's explanation of H.R. forestry commodities. This is section 213 
9900 printed at page 32 of the commit- of the pill. By this section it is hoped 
tee's liearings. that the United States can benefit the 
· Of course, this is an absurd proposi- less developed countries of the world by 
tion and the committee as a whole were persuading the Common Market to grant 
not taken in by it. The majority report duty-free treatment on the commodities 
states that it is not the committee's in- of those countries· in exchange for our 
tention in recommending the grant of commitment to do likewise. There is 
authority to eliminate duties in this considerable discrimination in Europe 
category to minimize the significance of against coffee, cocoa, and other com
rates of duty at this level. You will find modities produced in Latin America. 
that at page 16 of the committee's report. Anything we can do to open up European 
The thing which mystifies me is, since markets for those Latin American prod
the committee rejected the reason of- ucts so that they can compete on fair and 
fered by the administration for asking equal terms with the nations of Africa, 
for this power, why did the committee formerly colonies of the European coun
nevertheless include this provision in the tries, is all to the good. There is, there
bill which it reported? I hope that we fore, no quarrel with the purpose of' sec
are still living in times when we have tion 213. It does not follow, however, as 
a reason for the actions we take. the section assumes, that because more 

Now what is the reason for permitting than half the world production of a 
the administration to eliminate duties 5 commodity occurs in the tropical lati
percent or less? The answer is that tudes, it is not competitive with the pro
there is no reason. The administration duction of similar commodities in the 
wants total power for the elimination temperate latitudes. 
of duties. The presence of a provision When you get down to the problem of 
like section 202 completes the arsenal of comparing the commercial uses and 
duty-eliminating weapons desired by the competitive relationships of particular 
administration. species of fiber, lumber, tree nuts, and 

The reason offered by the administra- vegetable oils produced in tropical climes 
tion in justification was patently ridic- with other species of such commodities 
ulous. Therefore, the committee grants produced in temperate climes, it becomes 
the power for no reason at all, an even a difficult matter to determine what the 
more absurd position. - · effect will be upon ·our domestic agricul-

At the request of members of the tural, forestry, and oilseed industries. 
minority, administration spokesmen Mr. Chairman, thus far I have been 
submitted to the committee an , identi- attempting to describe to the Members 
fication of imported articles which would of this body the variety and extensive
be subject to elimination of duties under ness of powers contained in this bill for 
section 202. This list appears at pages the elimination of duties entirely. It 
312 to 327 of the printed hearings. Be- needs to be said that the general author
cause of the great many categories of im- ity contained in the bill to reduce all 
ported articles concerned, it would not duties by 50 percent is greatly in ex
be practicable to discuss each one of cess of the power entrusted to the Eisen
them in this debate. I offer, therefore, hower administration in 1955 to reduce 
the following summary of the categories duties by 15 percent, or in 1958 to reduce 
of items which would fall within this duties by 20 percent. 
grant of power: lumber of all types, Mr. Chairman, I consider this whole 
rough or sawed; fish and products, fresh matter of the combination of grants of 
or frozen, filleted, and prepared or power to eliminate duties as one basic 
preserved in any manner; fruits; meat problem in the bill. I now wish to call 
and poultry products; minerals and ores, the attention of the Members to the 
such as feldspar, clays and earths, mica, second basic problem of this bill; namely, 
lead, zinc, · residual oil, amorphous · the absence , of e:fl'ective safeguards. 
graphite, aluminum hydroxide, gypsum, As repeated extensions of the Trade 
sandstone, limestone, crude silica, ce- Agreements Act and the use of the au
ment, and calcined bauxite; metals, such thority thereunder subjected our duties 
as babbit metal and solder, sponge iron, to deep and frequent cuts, there soon 
cast iron castings, pig iron, iron and steel arose a widely recognized necessity for 
rails, antimony, nuts and washers, nickel safeguards to insure that the power 
in pigs, structural steel, nails and spikes, being given j:p the President would not 
iron and steel sheets and shapes, lead be used so as to cause, even though in
alloys, zinc sheets, wire rods, bar iron, adverently, a loss of domestic employ
chains, bolts, and malleable iron plates. · ment or serious injury to domestic in-

Thus, the comprehensive plan of the dustries, agriculture, and mining. A few 
State Department free-trade strategists words of history might be appropriate. 
is clear. The great large categories of It was the late and great Senator Van
industrial, mineral, agricultural, and · denberg who persuaded President Tru
fishery production in this country are man that as a bipartisan matter the 
subject to elimination of duties at the application of definite safeguards to the 
outset in negotiations with the Common use of trade agreements authority should 
Market under the power granted in sec- be insured by a specific procedure. This 
tions 202, 211, and -212. Then, any led President Truman to establish by 
item of domestic production which is left Executive order the escape clause pro
with protection after the use of that cedure geared to the concept of avoid
authority is subject to a reduction in ing serious injury to domestic industries. 
duty of 50 percent. In 1951, the Congress, wishing to make 

The fourth grant of power in this bill . assurance doubly sure, enacted into law 
to eliminate duties entirely, which I the peril point and escape clause provi-

sions of the Trade Agreements Act. 
This was joined . to a firm statement of 
policy set forth in section 6 of the 1951 
Extension Act that no reduction in duty 
should be made which would cause or 
threaten serious injury to domestic in
dustries or their employees. 

As time went on we improved these 
remedies by amendments and added ad
ditional remedies such as the national 
security provision to insure that the ex
pansion of exports assisted by tariff 
negotiations would not be secured at the 
expense of a weakening of any significant 
part of our domestic economy or a loss 
of employment for any group of workers 
caused by excessive import competition. 
This process has called for a very careful 
balancing of the various national inter
ests concerned, both on the domestic in
dustry and on the export-import side. 
Many of us are not happy with the cali
ber of administration which these rem
edies have received. Yet, on the whole 
these provisions of law are soundly 
conceived and there is hope that, given 
proper congressional attention, they can 
be brought to a state of greater effective
ness as time goes on. 

At this juncture the importance of 
these remedies is underscored by the 
significance of the duties which remain 
after the extensive and repeated reduc
tions of the past decade. However, as 
the Members know, the ad valorem 
equivalent of our duties has been re
duced from approximately 50 percent at 
the time the trade agreements law was 
enacted, to 12 percent last year. The 
Dillon round will undoubtedly bring this 
level to .10 percent. A reduction from 
the level of 50 percent to the level of 10 
percent is drastic by any test. Since 
the reductions have been carried out to 
a greater or lesser extent under a statute 
which calls for selectivity and the avoid
ance of serious injury, it necessarily 
follows that the duties which remain are 
those which could not be changed fur
ther without threatening the workers 
and industries concerned with injury. 
This is not merely a protectionist evalu
ation of the matter. The Research and 
Policy Committee of the Committee for 
Economic Development, a free-trade 
group, in a study released in April of 
this year stated: 

U.S. tariffs are now 70 percent lower than 
they were 30 years ago and, on the average, 
are among the lowest in the world. The 
rates that now remain after a generation of 
reciprocal reductions are the hard cases, the 
rates that have been difficult to reduce be
cause they protect industries that are sen
sitive to import competition. ("A New 
Trade Policy for the United States," April 
1962 p. 6 .) 

These facts, objectively considered, 
would seem to be enough to instill cau
tion in the heart of the most hardened 
bureaucrat. Yet, we find this admin
istration going far beyond any previous 
administration in the amount of duty
changing power requested and, at the 
same time, jettisoning the safeguards 
which have been found a necessary 
counterpart of more modest grants of 
authority. 

One of the main reasons I voted 
against the committee's bill was because 
it dilutes, weakens, and emasculates the 
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peril point and escape clause procedures 
at a time when, above c.ll, effective safe
guards are more urgently needed than 
ever before. 

The administration bill, H.R. 9900, was 
impossible in its approach to remedies. 
It offered a form of procedure in which 
the Tariff Commission would participate. 
But it directed the Tariff Commission to 
speak only when it found that duty re
ductions or eliminations caused increases 
in imports which produced on a wide
spread basis in the industry a significant 
idling of plants, persistent and prolonged 
inability of firms to operate at a profit, 
and unemployment. The administra
tion bill expunged from the trade agree
ments vocabulary the words "serious 
injury." In short, it provided for an 
inquiry by the Tariff Commission under 
ground rules which determined 'in ad
vance that the Commission's voice 
would seldom, if ever, be raised in pro
test against changes in duty. 

The administration's approach was so 
extreme that even the majority of the 
committee felt that some changes in 
language had to be made. Unfortunate
ly, the committee changes fall very short 
of the present peril point and escape 
clause remedies. 

In the peril point procedure of the 
present law, the Tariff Commission is 
required to determine the extent to 
which duties can be reduced without 
causing or threatening serious injury to 
domestic industries and workers. In 
the past the peril point findings of the 
Commission have served to prevent the 

· President's agents from cutting the 
duties which would cause economic 
hardship. In this bill, the serious in
jury test is eliminated entirely from the 
prenegotiation procedure. The Com
mission is simply directed to advise the 
President of the economic effect of elim
inations or reductions in duty. The 
committee's report te11f:: the Commission 
that it should concern itself primarily 
with reporting to the President whether 
changes in duty would lead to idling of 
plants, inability to operate at a profit, 
and unemployment. I feel, and my 
colleagues of the committee who joined 
with me in voting against this bill feel, 
that the line ought to be drawn against 
reductions in duty long before these con
ditions of disaster would occur. 

To the committee's credit, it must be 
said that they restored the words "seri
ous injury" to that part of the bill which 
substitutes for the escape clause. This 
is section 301 (b). But the committee 
has given these words "serious ·injury" 
a new meaning by repealing those pro
visions ·of the present law which spell 
out the factors that will be considered 
by the Commission in determining seri
ous injury. 

The whole approach of the remedy is 
changed, also, ,by the committee's action 
in discarding the definition of domestic 
industry now contained in the law. In
stead of having the Commission deter
mine the effect of excessive imports of 
a product on those portions of the oper
ations of the firms in the domestic in
dustry producing the like product, the 
committee's bill would require the Com
mission in the -future to weigh the effect 
of the increased imports against the en-

tire operations of the domestic industry 
in which the production of the offending 
articles is a part. These changes are 
joined by the spe~ific language used in 
section 301 (b) (2) directing the Commis
sion's attention to the idling of produc
tive facilities, inability to operate at a 
profit, and unemployment, as the bench
mark for its action. 

These new procedures which would 
take the place of the peril point and 
escape clause are purely and simply win
dow dressing. They will not lead to any 
helpful findings of actual or threatened 
serious injury from increased imports. 
The administration has made it clear 
that it wishes to be free of the restraint 
previously imposed by the Tariff Com
mission's peril point findings. This de
sire will be served by the committee's 
bill, but the needs of our economy and 
the cardinal principle of selective nego
tiations so as to avoid injury, which has 
characterized our trade agreements pro
gram in the past, will be done a disserv
ice by the bill. Make no mistake about 
it: we are breaking with that tradition. 

These remedies will not lead to find
ings of injury after the fact so that un
wise reductions can be corrected. Not 
only has the committee mangled and 
distorted the escape clause concepts in · 
the language of the bill and the lan
guage of its report, it has gone further 
and required that any economic distress 
and displacement of workers which 
might, peradventure, be found by the 
Commission must be due solely to the 
trade agreement concession granted. 

The present law and the practice of 
the Tariff Commission is to make a find
ing of injury when, as a result of a con
cession, in whole or part, imports have 
increased so as to injure workers or in
dustries. In its report on the 1958 ex
tension, the committee specifically ap
proved this practice of the Commission 
of treating any damaging increase in 
imports which occurs after a concession 
is granted as being due, in part at least, 
to the concession. Having done this so 
clearly in its 1958 report, the committee 
now, by repealing the language that al
lows a finding to be made when due in 
part to the concession and requiring in 
the future that injurious imports be 
found to be due solely to a concession, 
has destroyed the possibility of escape 
clause action in the future. 

Since the Commission has found in its 
experience that it is impossible to isolate 
all of the economc circumstances in
volved in an import case so as .to find 
that the bad consequences are due solely 
to a concession, this action of the com
mittee plainly says that it does not in
tend for the Commission to be able to 
recommend escape action in the future. 

Mr. Chairman, in summary on this 
point I wish to emphasize to my col-. 
leagues that the second major problem 
in this bill is the practical elimination 
of effective safeguards by the adminis
tration and the Ways and Means Com
mittee on reporting the bill. Let the 
Members realize that if this bill is en
acted, we are placing unprecedented 
power in the hands of the President 
while freeing him of any limitation de
signed to protect our domestic employ
ment and industries from damage by 

imports. The state of our economy and 
the level of our ·unemployment is such 
that I, for one, have no confidence at 
all that a scheme of power such as rep
resented by the bill before this House 
can lead to any benefits to the United 
States which will outweigh the wide
spread distress which is certain to oc
cur to our domestic industries and their 
employees. 

.The third major problem in this bill 
.is the most-favored-nation provision. 
This means there is a requirement that 
the full benefit of the eliminations and 
reductions in duty granted to the Com
mon Market under the special authori
ties contained in this bill be granted 
freely to Japan, India, and the other 
low-wage nations of the world without 
any action or concessions on their part 
in payment. 

The difficulty here is that Japan, In
dia, and, indeed, virtually all other na
tions of the world consider themselves 
to be perfectly free to restrict the appli
cation of the most-favored-nation prin
ciple by the use of quotas, exchange 
controls, import licensing, internal tax, 
and regulations which make tariff 
changes meaningless. Other nations of 
the world feel free whenever their in
ternal situation warrants, to raise duties 
and otherwise act contrary to the com
mitments previously made in trade 
agreements. 

In June, 1961, Japan took such action. 
This week Canada . applied increased 
tariff duties on more than half of the 
articles imported into that nation. The 
United States alone insists upon unre
stricted most-favored-nation treatment 
under circumstances which make a 
mockery of trade negotiations. 

Our trade negotiators act as though 
the reductions made today affect only 
the patterns of trade which exist today. 
They fail to realize .that tariff changes 
are for the future as well as the present. 
Looking to the future we can be certain 
that the rate of growth Of the Japanese 
economy, which is three times ours, and 
of the European economy, which is twice 
ours, will increasingly subject our domes
tic market to invasion and disruption in 
manufactured, agricultural, and mineral 
products of every kind and description. 
It is immaterial that these articles are 
not imported from a particular country 
today. It is only a question of time un
til they will be reaching our shores from 
every industrialized nation and every 
emerging nation turning to industry as a 
natural means of improving their stand-
ard of living. · 

The vice of H.R. 11970 is that it rejects 
any and all regulations of imports. It 
throws the U.S. market open to unlim
ited importation of goods from every na
tion of every kind and description, with• 
out the possibility for adjustment in the 
future. 

Our experience with the Common Mar
ket in the case of the carpet and glass 
tariff changes should warn us as to the 
consequences in the future, should we 
belatedly attempt a reasonable regula
tion of our imports following the use of 
the duty elimination and reduction au
thority in this bill. In less than two 
dozen instances in more than a dozen 
years the United States has adjusted 
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duties in the face of tens of thousands of 
reductions of duties. Two of these, car
pets and glass, affected one country, 
Belgium. Yet all of the nations of the 
Common Market retaliated against that 
adjustment in duty, affecting only Bel
gium, by an increase in duties on a group 
of U.S. products when imported into any 
of the Common Market countries. 

We have learned that it is inordinately 
difficult to secure an adjustment of du
ties. Yet we propose under this bill to 
accelerate the total destruction of our 
tariff structure and to make available 
our market without exception to all na
tions when we know with certainty that 
economic distress will be caused to sec-
tions of our economy and that mistakes 
once made are virtually impossible of 
correction. 

The fourth basic problem with this 
bill, Mr. Chairman, i::; the policy made 
clear by the adjustment provisions of 
causing serious injury on a widespread 
basis to the American economy. Unless 
this were the case, there would be l)O 

justification for such an elaborate sys
tem of payments to workers and sub
sidies to industries as are called for in 
title III of this bill. The shift from the 
policy adhered to up until this day of 
using trade agreement authority selec
tively so as to avoid injury to the new 
policy of using trade agreement author
ity indiscriminately so as to cause in
jury, is, indeed, dramatic. 

We have been offered no rational ex
planation for the necessity of such a 
shift. We are greeted over and over 
again with the statement that the au
thority in the bill is necessary to enable 
the United States to protect its markets 
in Europe. Yet, it has not been demon
strated why selective negotiations ac
companied by safeguards will not accom
plish this purpose. 

Common Market tariffs have been re
duced internally by 40 percent and yet 
the exports from the United States to 
the Common Market continue to in
crease, as reported by the Department 
of Commerce. We lead the rest of the 
world in the expansion of our exports 
to the Common Market after the ex
ternal discrimination against U.S. ex
ports has been placed into effect within 
the market. The fact of the matter is 
that as the prosperity of the residents of 
Western Europe increases and her stand
ard of living rises, the products of the 
United States will always be in demand 
because of their unavailability in Europe, 
because we can deliver them under 
shorter leadtimes, because our prod- · 
ucts are superior, or because the demand 
in Europe is increasing at a pace which 
exceeds the capacity of her own indus
tries to supply. 

Let the Members of this body be aware 
that if they approve this bill, they are 
turning their backs without cause on the 
traditions which they themselves have 
established in earlier trade agreements 
legislation. Let them understand that 
they are approving a basic change in 
our policy from one of expanding ex
ports while protecting the strength of 
the domestic economy, to one of experi
menting with export increases at the 
expense of intended injury to our do
mestic economy. 

Let them, finally, be aware that they 
are subscribing to the notion that it' sur
passes the capacity of American ingenu
ity and intelligence to. conduct a trade 
program which will benefit our entire 
economy; that this administration has 
given up before tackling the job on the 
possibility of carrying forward our trade 
agreements tradition; that this adminis
tration announces in advance that it 
does not believe that the successes of 
prior administrations can be repeated; 

. namely of negotiating to benefit our for
eign trade while, at the same time, pre
serving the strength of our domestic 
economy. 

These are the · choices, Mr. Chairman. 
They have led me and my colleagues 
who voted against the bill in committee 
to decide that this bill is not in the best 
interests of the United States. We are 
confident that other Members of this 
body who think calmly and fairly about 
the issues in this bill will join us in our 
position and support a motion to recom
mit this bill with instructions to the com
mittee to report an extension of the 
present law. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, I yield 10 minutes to the gen
tleman from New York [Mr. GooDELL]. 

Mr. GOODELL. Mr. Chairman, this 
is a painful and distressing moment for 
me. I am in favor, ·basically, of the 
President's trade bill, expanding our 
trade, accommodating to the Common 
Market, and the other arguments that 
have gone wtth it. I hope those of you 
who have not read the letter which I 
sent to each Member this morning will 
do so. I put extra copies on each of the 
desks here. 

Basically, the training section, the 
trade readjustment assistance section for 
workers in this bill I am afraid, after 
analyzing it carefully, is going to create 
a mess. It is going to create a pretty 
horrible mess. 

As all of you know, I had some part 
in the manpower training bill. What 
we are doing here in this trade bill is 
setting up a new class of privileged un
employed workers. We are telling a man 
without a job that he is less unemployed 
than another man who is out of a job. 
We are giving this man, who is affected 
by imports, increased benefits, and we 
are making it easier for him to qualifY 
for those benefits. 

Let us take as an example, the State 
of West Virginia. The manpower bill, 
as you know, requires that a man to 
qualify must be the head of a family. 
There is no· such requirement in the 
trade bill. It requires that he has worked 
3 years in the work force, that he has 
had this work experience, and that he be 
at least 22 years old. There are no such 
requirements in the trade bill. There 
is a requirement as to length of time in 
the work force, but it is of a lesser degree 
in the trade bill. 

The man in West Virginia who used 
to make $100 per week and qualifies for 
training under all the restrictions that 
we put in the manpower bill can receive 
at most $32 a week in benefits, the maxi
mum unemployment compensation bene
fit. Under the trade bill, .if a man was 
employed in an industry that is adversely 
affected, and it goes through the agen-

cies, and he is determined to get aid and 
qualifies for aid, if he makes $100 a week 
he can get $63.18. His neighbor beside 
him made $100 a week in his previous 
job, and he gets $32 a week under the 
Manpower Act. In addition, the man 
affected by the trade bill does not have 
to take training in order to qualify for 
this aid. He gets it automatically. 

Mr. BENNE'IT of Michigan. Mr. 
Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. GOODELL. I yield to the gentle
man from Michigan. 

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. The best 
way to get rid of the evil the gentleman 
is talking about is to vote against the bill, 
because this is a bill that is bad. 

Mr. GOODELL. I am reluctant to ac
cept that solution. I think my col
leagues should know what is involved 
here in terms of conflicts and contradic
tions as between the training and the 
assistance we are giving to people af
fected by trade and those who are 
unemployed for other reasons in this 
country. 

Under the trade bill a man is defined 
as being unemployed if he makes less 
than 75 percent of what he made pre
viously, his average weekly wage. This 
means a man who made $100 a week 
can work part time and earn up to $75 
a week and still qualify for assistance 
under this bill. This is just not fair; it 
is wrong; it is an injustice to the great 
bulk of our unemployed who will not 
qualify for this kind of benefit. It is 
going to throw our manpower bill into 
a chaotic situation. It is going to put 
pressure on us, if not this year, in fu
ture years, to raise all of these benefits 
in the manpower bill to the same level 
and to cut out the restrictions against 
abuse that we so carefully wrote into the 
Manpower Act. 

There is another item in · this bill. 
When the manpower. bill was first sent 
up, it was proposed that the Federal 
Government pay 50 percent of the cost 
of relocating workers. The distressed 
areas rose up in arms and said, "You are 
going to make ghost towns out of our 
communities. You are shipping all the 
workers away." 

There was such a hue and cry that 
they dropped this provision. In the 
trade bill there is not the 50 percent 
contribution made by the Federal Gov
ernment but a 100 percent payment by 
the Federal Government to move these 
people, plus a lump sum of two and a 
half times his average weekly wage. 

I have asked a question· of the authori
ties downtown and they .J;ell me this is 
what they contemplate: They are go
ing to make retroactive payments to the 
unemployed. What is normally going 
to happen is that a man when he loses 
his job, is going to start through this 
procedure for a decision as to whether 
his unemployment is due to trade and 
imports, and 3 months later they may 
have a final ·decision, "Yes, it was due 
to foreign competition." 

Now, for this 3.-month period he may 
have been collecting unemployment in
surance at the rate of $30 a week. If he 
is eligible under the Trade Act, $62 or 
$63 a week, they are going to pay him 
the difference retroactively in this bill 
for 2 or 3 or 4 months. that he has been 
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going on unemployment insurance. merely trying to pass out some extra· 
This is another thing that is not true in privileges to a very small segment of our 
the manpower bill. There is no way to workers in this country in hopes that 
do this in the manpower retraining bill. they can get the votes to pass the bill. 

Now, we also wrote some very careful Mr. Chairman, I would support this 
provisions in the manpower bill for bill if we could adjust it properly. I 
matching, to require State responsibility do not want to vote for the creation of · 
to get into this picture after 2 years. second-class citizens among our unem
There is no matching of any benefits in played-and that is just what this trade 
this trade bill for these workers, none bill does. I shall vote for recommittal 
whatsoever. These are going to be paid in hopes the Senate will clean the messy 
by the Federal Government exclusively. fea tures out of this legislation. 
In addition, the Federal Government, Mr. MAcGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
presumably, is going to reimburse your ask unanimous consent to extend my 
State unemployment compensation fund. remarks at this point in the RECORD. 
At the very last moment when the man- The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
power bill was in conference, we almost to the request of the gentleman from 
foundered on this issue; that when the Minnesota? 
Federal Government pays the State un- There was no objection. 
employment fund back, there was no re- Mr. MAcGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, 
quirement in the manpower bill at that m:tny of us strongly favor the principle · 
stage to insist that the employers, who of reciprocal tariff reduction. We be
had been taxed. for this increased tax for lieve strongly that when each country 
these unemployed workers, would be of the free world can channel the efforts 
credited. They themselves would be of its workers, the know-how of man
credited. Again, in the trade biil this agement, and its cap_ital investment into 
has been ignored completely; no provi- the production of those goods and prod
sian for crediting those employers who ucts which it can produce most effi
have paid the taxes to pay the benefits ciently, the standard of living of all free 
of unemployment insurance. It will go peoples is bound to rise. Many of us do 
back into the State fund but not neces- not quarrel seriously with titles 1 and 2 
sarily to the employers. of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962; it 

Now, there is another factor. You ·is these portions of the act which repre
can talk theoret.ically about how this ad- sent the best work of the Committee on 
justmerit assistance for workers will pro- Ways and Means. 
ceed, but it is not going to be a black and Title 3, and specifically chapters 2 and 
white situation. You and I have plants 3 under that title, give us cause for seri
in our areas. The Government is going ous concern. In the words of two of the 
to send investigators in there to deter- majority. members of the Committee on 
mine whether that plant, a glass plant in Ways and Means, these chapters add 
my particular area, for example, has. nothing to the Trade Expansion Act, are 
been affected adversely by foreign im- unnecessary, and create unjustified ex
ports. Now, they are going to come in pense and discriminations. To be more 
there and find that this given plant per- specific, the provisions relating to the 
haps has poor management; that they weekly amount of trade readjustment 
have not been doing too well for this . allowances would serve to create two 
reason; that they are too far from their classes of unemployed. If this bill, as 
source of supply or that they are too far presently drawn, were to be enacted into 
removed from their markets or that they law, we would be making second class 
have competition domestically, which is citizens of all of our unemployed workers 
causing them a great deal of trouble. who could not directly prove that their 
They are going to have all these factors joblessness resulted from foreign im
combined; not a single factor of foreign ports. 
competition. And, when they get Late yesterday afternoon, the debate 
through evaluating it they will perhaps established the unwise inequities to re
say to this industry, "We think, judging suit from this bill in two specific situa- · 
all these things proportionately, you do tions. Let us take the case of a company 
qualify for aid." with 100 workers engaged in making 

Now, when I talked to the people who products sensitive to foreign import com
apparently are going to administer this, petition; the comp~ny also doe$ some de
l said, "How long are you going to qualify fense business under contract with Unele 
these people for aid?" They said, "Nor- Sam. The company becomes damaged 
mally 2 years, subject to review at the by an influx of foreign goods due to lower 
instance of the President." All right. tariffs, finds it cannot compete, and lays_ 
So, in a glass plant in Jamestown, N.Y., . off 10 men. The following week it is 
for instance, we qualify for assistance notified by Washington that part ·of its 
for 2 years. Every worker, therefore, defense business is being allocated else
who loses his job from that plant there- where. This results in the layoff of an
after gets that extra big fat benefit, other 10 men. Does it make any sense 
while the rest of the workers laid off in tl:lat the second 10 unemployed are to be 
the other plants do not get this benefit. treated less favorably than the first 10? 
It goes on for 2 years unless the Presi- We are here asked to believe that this 
dent-as busy as he is and with the ad- discrimination is . perf.ectly proper, be
ministrative machinery set up here- cause the layoff of the first 10 men re
there is nobody, apparently, in charge suits from the exercise of the sovereign 
of reviewing these things-unless the power of government while the second 10 
President decides to.have a review of that have suffered from tbe exercise of 
determination. So, as a practical mat- the contract power of government. Do 
ter, what we are coming to is that this you suppose this legalistic distinction 
section is unworkable; that it is going without a .difference will prove satisfa~
to do more harm than good; that it is tory to the sec9nd 10 men who see the: 

first 10 unemployed rece1vmg benefits 
half again as gr.eat as theirs? 

Take the case of two similar small 
businesses, each engaged in the manu
facture of a product sensitive to foreign 
competition. Tariffs are lowered and 
each company begins to feel the pinch. 
Company A is blessed with progressive 
management, whereas company~ adopts 
an attitude of "let the Government take 
care of us." Company A, through the 
exercise of initiative, enterprise, . and 
hustle, manages to raise the necessary 
capital to conduct a thorough retooling 
of its plant so as to produce a new prod
uct which it hopes will be competitive. 
It must lay off its employees at the start 
of this retooling process. 

Company B does nothing to help itself 
or its workers. It waits until the foreign 
imports boom is lowered and it must 
lay off its people. Under title 3 of the 
Trade Expansion Act as it now stands, 
the employees of company B would be 
treated much more favorably during 
their unemployment period than would 
the employees of -company A. By giving 
a better break to the employees of 
lackadaisical company B than we give to 
the employees of progressive company 
A, we would be clearly legislating to 
discourage a company from using its 
own initiative to solve its own problems 
for itself and its workers. Do we really 
want to discourage private enterprise 
and to create added incentive for more 
dependency on Government? 

Under title 3 as presently drawn, those 
who lose their jobs by reason of foreign 
imports will receive substantially higher 
weekly benefits in the form of trade 
adjustment allowances than the unem
ployment compensation paid to those 
jobless by reason of automation, nat
ural resource depletion, or other do
mestic causes. In some States, the 
privileged unemployed would receive al
most twice as much as the unprivileged. 
This bill would pay the privileged un
employed the full cost of moving to a 
new area, while the unprivileged unem
ployed would get nothing. The privi
leged unemployed could receive training 
benefits for a period of up to a year and 
a half, while the unprivileged domestic 
jobless are limited to a maximum of 1 
year under the Manpower Retraining 
Act. 

Mr. Chairman,· it is my understanding · 
that the Committee on Ways and Means 
was divided 13 to 12 on the issue of 
whether those unemployed by reason of 
imports should be treated more favor
ably than the vast number unem
ployed for all other reasons. I think 
it highly unfortunate that we are today 
operating under a Rules Committee ac
tion which prevents the entire member
ship of the House from working its will 
on this aspect of the Trade Expansion 
Act. However, the Committee on Ways 
and Means can still give to all of us 
in this body the opportunity to elimi
nate this proposed discrimination be
tween classes of unemployed by offering 
a committee amendment to chapter 3 of 
title 3. It was widely reported in the 
press yesterday that such a move was 
being contemplated. I earnestly request 
the chairman and the members of the 
Committee on Ways and Means to give 
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each of us the opportunity to improve 
the Trade Expansion Act by voting for 
equal treatment to every American so 
unfortunate as to be out of a job. 

Mr. RIEHLMAN. Mr. Chairman, I 
ask unanimous consent to extend my 
remarks at this point in the RECORD. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
New York? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. RIEHLMAN. Mr. Chairman, I 

am disappointed in the state of affairs 
existing here today. I have been a con
sistent supporter of reciprocal trade leg
islation in the past because I have always 
felt expanded trade to be vital to our 
national strength. I feel that my posi
tion has been valid through the years 
and that it is still valid, and I had hoped 
that I would be able to support a trade 
bill here today in which I had complete 
confidence. I regret that I am unable 
to express such confidence in the meas
ure before us. There are several ques
tionable features in this bill. The gen
tleman from New York [Mr. GooDELL] 
has just put his finger on a major pro
vision which truly worries me. I am con
cerned about the adjustment assistance 
provision because of its inconsistency 
with the manpower retraining bill which 
the House passed earlier in the year and 
because of the adverse effect it would 
have on the unemployment compensa
tion laws in the various States. I am 
also concerned that this provision will 
give our tariff negotiators a virtual 
license to reach agreements which will 
bring substantial injury to, if not elim
ination of, some of our industries. 

I realize, as I am sure most of us do, 
that it is important for us to find a place 
in the great markets of the European 
Economic Community and I think our 
trade laws must be liberalized with this 
in mind. But I think it is unfortunate 
that the bill before us today has been 
so widely represented as the only ve
hicle for attainment of this trade affilia
tion with the Common Market. I do not 
feel that this is necessarily so and I 
think we would be wise to extend the 
present reciprocal trade program for an
other year to more thoroughly explore 
some of the controversial aspects of the 
approach embodied in this bill. 

We do not know what will happen to 
the makeup of the EEC in the next year, 
nor do we know what will happen to its 
attitudes. We cannot state with any 
degree of certainty what our own eco
nomic situation will be in the coming 
year. As I have mentioned, I think we 
need to give more consideration to the 
adjustment assistance provisions. For 
these and other reasons I intend to vote 
to recommit the bill with the instruction 
that the present reciprocal trade pro
gram be extended for 1 year. Although 
I think the President needs more bar
gaining power than he has under the 
existing program, I would prefer to move 
ahead with caution. ' 

If the recommittal motion fails, how
ever, I will vote for the bill on final pas
sage. I regret the bad features of this 
bill and will work in the future to have 
them eliminated, but I feel that, in the 
absence of any other alternative·, the 
need to place the United · States in a 

stronger bargaining position on world could very well pay great heed to the 
trade outweighs these other considera- remarks that we have just heard made 
tions. I consider it in the national in- by the gentleman from New York [Mr. 
terest to undertake this trade program GooDELL], who is one of the autbors of 
rather than none at all. the Manpower Retraining Act. The gen-

If this bill is enacted, I consider it im- tleman from New York knows what he 
perative that the President undertake is talking about. He has made this 
immediately to give American industry a comparison here, and he has pointed out 
chance to be more competitive on the the ftagrant discrepancies being created 
world market. By this I mean a reduc- by this bill in the fact that if this pro
tion in the heavy burden· of Federal vision remains in the bill, we also place 
spending, a reduction in the corporate in jeopardy the Manpower Retraining 
income tax, and an overhaul of the tax Act, which this Congress passed earlier 
structure to give industry greater incen- this year. 
tives for the modernization of plant and Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the 
equipment. We cannot undertake this gentleman from New York [Mr. LIND
·trade program in good faith without giv- SAY]. 
ing American industry this considera- Mr. LINDSAY. Mr. Chairman, in my 
tion. view this bill, the Trade Expansion Act of 

Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. Chair- 1962, is the most important legislation 
man, I would like to commend the state- before the 87th Congress. Indeed, I be
ment just made by the gentleman from lieve that it is the most important bill 
New York [Mr. GoonELLJ. His views de- that I have seen on the ftoor of the 
serve the most serious consideration. House since I have been a Member. This 
I truly regret that he did · not have a bill marks the place at the crossroads 
more adequate opportunity to explain where we in this country must choose be
his well-provided reservations regarding tween an inadequate status quo, and a 
the adjustment assistance provisions of new challenge put to us by a moving, 
this bill. changing, and advancing world. In my 

At the outset, Mr. Chairman, I should view, we have no choice. We must put 
like to make it plain that I personally this bill through as the very least that 
believe that the President must be given we must_ do to build a stronger America 
adequate tools, and reasonable freedom, both at home and abroad. 
to negotiate trade agreements with these This is not a partisan matter. Repub
nations. Having said this, I must add licans and Democrats alike support it. 
that I deeply regret that the House is General Eisenhower would have recom
being given so little freedom in devel- mended the same were he President to
oping sound legislation in this area. day. I commend the distinguished 

As the gentleman from New York has chairman of the Ways and Means Com
just stated, the House Education and mittee [Mr. MILLS] · on his ·handling of 
Labor Committee has considered in some the bill. And I commend the distin
depth this problem of what might be guished gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. 
called adjustment assistance for those BAKER] and the gentleman from Mis
who are · unemployed. This discussion souri [Mr. CURTIS], as ranking minority 
occurred as a result of specific recom- members of the Ways and Means Com
mendations made by the President. As mittee for their vigorous and courageous 
a result we developed the provisions of support of the bill. They do this in the 
the Manpower Development and T;rain- public interest and in the interest of the 
ing Act. I personally can see no reason free Western community. 
why the guidelines laid down in that Mr. Chairman, this country has prided 
legislation, so recently signed by the itself on its ability to compete. We have 
President, should have been ignored dur- always considered ourselves the best pro
ing the consideration of what now ap- ducers and the best salesmen in the 
pears as title III of this bill. ' world. The Yankee trader is the best 

Unjustified differences in benefits to be trader in the world. Why should we 
provided to our unemployed, especially doubt our powers now? Why should we 
when these differences are major- in lose our confidence in our ability to 
character, cannot help but have undesir- compete? 
able results. I am not saying that ad- We in this Chamber who represent 435 
justment assistance may not be needed constituencies should realize that this 
if unemployment occurs because of for- bill is a consumer bill. It is a bill in the 
·eign competition. However, I fail to un- best interests of that all-important but 
derstand why this unemployment should too often neglected group-the consum
be considered of a different kind, neces- ers of America. The consumers of this 
sitating .greater benefits than other country represent no special pressure 
forms of unemployment. group. They cut across the board. They 

These differences could easily be ad- are labor and management, white collar 
justed, Mr. Chairman, if only the op- and blue collar alike. The consumers of 
portunity were to be presented. The America are probably the least organ
Committee on Ways and Means is to ized people in America. But they still 
be congratulated for the improvements represent the vast majority of Ameri
which they made in the bill as it was cans. And this bill, Mr. Chairman, will 
originally introduced. I can only say be for the aid and relief of consumers. 
that I regret that somewhat closer con- I receive mail all the time, Mr. Chair
sideratwn was not given in that distin- man, from my people back home-ask
guished committee to the specific pro- ing, pleading what can be done to stop 
gram of adjustment assistance proposed. the spiral of the cost of living-the big, 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. f',1r. big squeeze. Not an easy question . . But 
Chairman, I yield myself 30 seconds. one thing we can do.is pass this bill. We 

Mr. Chairman; I take this time for the should understand that one . possible 
purppse of suggest.ing that this House effect of this bill will be to force us to 
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produce better and cheaper goods. And 
we must learn to do this or we will not 
survive in this changing world. We have 
no fixed position as the world's leading 
producer, seller, and exporter. Our posi
tion is always subject to challenge. And 
it is being challenged right now by the 
European Common Market. Europe is 
doing this, I would remind my colleagues, 
by and through the free enterprise sys
tem. We should welcome this challenge 
and be glad for it. And by the same 
token, Mr. Chairman, we must not allow 
our own people to go under because of 
circumstances that are beyond their con
trol. That is why the bill has important 
safeguards and adjustment features. 

Mr. Chairman, I have been one of the 
congressional delegates to the NATO 
Parliamentarians' Conference. I have 
spent some time in Europe and with 
Europeans, particularly with our parlia
mentarian counterparts. Recently, our 
chief point of discussion has been the 
desirability-the necessity-of creating 
a viable Atlantic community based upon 
trade and economic ties. I have hl;lard 
it said by some that Europe and the 
Common Market countries do not really 
want the United States to share in the 
new European prosperity. Now, I ques
tion this statement. Europe is constant
ly under the gun of military aggression
it has been run over before and conceiv
ably the attempt could be made again. 
And Europe knows that its strongest de
fense is an alliance based upon durable 
economic ties between the countries of 
the Atlantic Community. This, my 
friends, is a far stronger and more last
ing alliance than any military alliance 
can possibly be. NATO is one of our 
most effective instruments. But it needs 
the Underpinning of an alliance based 
upon economic, social, and cultural ties. 
Responsible leaders in Europe know this, 
and they know that concepts of eco
nomic isolationism do no one any good 
this day and age. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I cannot ac
cept the argument that this bill has in
sufficiEmt safeguards for American in
dustry and American workers. The bill, 
in my judgment, has ample safeguards. 
In fact, in some respects, these safe
guards are more liberal than the safe·
guards contained in the present law. 
The Executive is not free to enter into 
any agreement with another country 
until the matter has in effect ·lain on 
the table for 6 months. The gentleman 
from Tennessee [Mr. BAKER] saw to it 
that ultimate and effective and respon
sible congressional control is retained 
,in the Ways and Means Committee and 
in the Congress. In this he was joined 
by our distinguished colleague from Mis-
souri [Mr. CURTIS]. . . 

Then there are the adjustment fea
tures-technical assistance, loans; and 
tax relief to firms and cash allowances 

·and retraining for workers. These fea
tures are essential, Mr. Chairman. I ·do 
not agree with all of them. A couple 
of them I think are loosely drawn. But 
they will perform a necessary function. 
It is one thing to pass a liberal recip
rocal trade bill. It is another thing to 
let it work. It seems clear to me that 
in the absence of alternative relief meas
ures the Executive will not be able to 

withstand the pressures to grant tariff 
relief. These pressures will come from 
management and labor and from the 
Congress itself. Here then is an alter
native, under which tariff relief can be 
avoided, but relief granted. This is not 
only fair, but absolutely necessary if the 
program is going to be permitted to 
work. 

There is a safeguard, also, in the pro
vision for a single trade negotiator, who 
will be subject to confirmation by the 
Senate. This pinpoints responsibility, 
which in the past has been scattered. 
Further, two Members of the House and 
two Members of the Senate will be ac
credited members of the U.S. trade 
agreement delegations. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, allow me to re
view in greater detail some of the rea
sons that lead me to the conclusion that 
the motion to recommit this bill to the 
Ways and Means Committee should be 
defeated. 

Congress has renewed its commitment 
to reduction of tariffs 11 times since 
1934, the year of .passage of the Re
ciprocal Trade Agreements Act. The 
temporary authority granted to the Pres
ident in the most recent Trade Act, 
passed in 1958, nears termination. To
day that authority is no longer capable 
of advancing American economic and po
litical interests in a revolutionary world. 
I strongly support adoption of a broader 
tariff-negotiating power as envisioned in 
H.R. 11970. 

The Congress and the public should 
recognize that those who favor the status 
quo with regard to trade policy pursue 
an illusory goal. Conditions in the 20th 
century change overnight. Involvement 
with the status quo quickly becomes a 
commitment to the past. I urge those 
who look to the past in search for a vi
able national trade policy to redirect 
their view to effectively meet the chal
lenges of the present and future. 

Two developments within the last dec
ade demand liberalization of our trade 
policy: the first is the increasing empha
sis of the Soviet Union upon the eco
nomic front of the cold war; the second 
is the spectacular success of the Com
mon Market. 

Premier Khrushchev declared eco
nomic war on the West with this state
ment: 

We declare war upon the United States in 
the peaceful field of trade. The threat t 'o 
the United States is not the intercontinental 
ballistic missile, but in the field of peaceful 
production. 

This declaration has been imple
mented by a buildup of Soviet markets 
in underdeveloped countries at the ex
pense of the Western nations. In 1953 
the Soviet Union had signed trade pacts 
with only three. underdeveloped coun
tries. By 1961 the Communist bloc had 
signed · 206 bilateral trade agreements 
with 32 countries. The fact that the 
Communist economy is subordinate to 
political aims allows expedient manipu
lation of economic.forces. Such :flexibil
ity enables the bloc to buy surpluses of 
primary commodities from troubled 
countries in the unstable ·world market. 
This strategy has given the Soviet Union 
a foothold in permanent trade relations 
with Iceland, ·Egypt, Burma, and Ceylon. 

The outcome of the coid war will be 
largely determined by the ultimate ac
ceptance or rejection of communism by 
the underdeveloped nations of the world. 
This choice will be strongly influenced by 
the nature oi the trade relations between 
the underdeveloped countries and the 
United States and Western Europe. Our 
national security demands that our trade 
policy provide for increased trading be
tween the United States and the under
developed countries. Without such lib
eralization of policy, our ability to win 
the cold war is doubtful. 

The second development which our na
tional trade policy must reflect is the 
growth and success of the Common Mar
ket. Since the year of its organization 
in 1957, the Common Market has moved 
well ahead of schedule toward its dual 
purposes of elimination of internal tariffs 
and adjustment of external tariffs to a 
common level. From the standpoint of 
the United States, increasing integra
tion with the Common Market is both 
politically and economically desirable. 
Increasing economic· integration of free 
nations will have a significant effect .on 
the world balance of power as Russia's 
repeated denunciations of the Common 
Market .suggest. The economic stakes 
are equally high. When Europe's eco
nomic union is more fully realized, the 
Common Market and the United States 
will concentrate 90 percent of the free 
world's industrial output within their 
two markets. Unless the United States 
can place American industry inside the 
external tariff wall of the Common Mar
ket, 40 percent of American exports of 
manufactured goods to Europe will be 
lost, with smaller losses of exports of 
agricultural commodities and raw mate
rials. American manufacturers cannot 
compete within the Common Market 
with the duty-free products of the mem
ber countries. When one considers that 
about 1 out of every 5 or 6 factory 
workers in the United States owes his 
job directly to producing for the world 
market, and that approximately half of 
our manufactured exports go to Europe, 
the loss of 40 percent of the European 
market for manufactures would be a 
staggering blow to our economy. A low
ering of trade restrictions on goods mov
ing between the United States and the 
Common Market is the only insurance 
against the loss of Europe · as a market 
for American exports. 

The national welfare, therefore, de
mands that our new trade policy include 
provisions which would open up trade 
between the United States and the un
derdeveloped countries of the world and · 
would lower or eliminate restrictions on 
goods moving . 'Qetween America and 
Europe. · · · 

H.R. 11970 includes provisions which 
satisfy both demands. This bill gives 
the President authority, for a 5-year pe
riod-a necessary length-to reduce or 
eliminate tariffs on any item of which 
the United States and the Common 
Market produce 80 percent of the world 
supply, if the Common Market agreed to 
lower its tariffs on the item. Unlike 
existing law, H.R. 11970 would allow the 
President to negotiate by categories of 
·items rather than on an item-by-item 
ba.sis. This is a most important feature. 
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It has the added advantage of spread-:: manufactures from industrial to other 
ing the risk among domestic producers. industrial areas amounted to about $53 
But more important, the · bill provides per capita; to nonindustrial areas, about 
the mechanism by which the United $11 per capita. Industrialization of un
States and the Common l\farket can, derdeveloP.ed countries will boom the 
through negotiation, substantially lib- U.S. export market. Data from coun
eralize their trade relations. I am con- tries in the early stages of industrializa
fident that these negotiations will be tion indicates that imports of manu
fruitful. They can result in an un- factures have increased faster than 
precedented growth of trade with pro- has production of manufactures. The 
portionate benefits to the economies of point is that industrialization in newer 
the countries involved. The political countries represents an opportunity for 
benefits of such cooperation would be, expansion, not a threat, to the manu
as I have suggested, at least as signifi- facturing industries of the older indus
cant as the economic benefits. Eco- trialized countries. This opportunity 
nomic alliances are intrinsically stronger depends upon the existence of three es
than military alliances. sential economic conditions in the 

For example, possibilities offered by industrial country. 
trade policy in waging the cold war in First. The economy of the country 
underdeveloped countries are recognized must be healthy and expanding. 
in the authority given the President to Second. Liberal commercial policies 
reduce or eliminate duties on any trop- must prevail so that underdeveloped 
ical agricultural or forestry commodities countries can industrialize. 
which are not_ produced in significant Third. Industry in the developed -
quantities within the United States. A countries must be able to adjust in 'Order 
condition of this authority is comparable to profit by the economic growth of un
reductions or eliminations of duties by derdeveloped countries. 
the Common Market without differential The third point is indispensable to 
treatment of underdeveloped countries. economic expansion. The industriali
These commodities are defined as trop- zation of underdeveloped countries need 
ical if their principal production occurs threaten America only if her political 
between the 20-degree latitude lines. and industrial leaders react defensively 

A glance at a world map reveals the out of fear and hostility. 
critical area which lies between these The adjustment assistance provisions 
two latitudes. Included are about 100 of H.R. 11970 will allow American in
countries and islands in Latin America, dustry to accept ·the opportunity of ex
Africa, and Asia which are the major pansion without some of the severe im- · 
world sources for tropical agricultural mediate problems of adjustment. Our 
commodities and primary products. liberal trade policy has been hampered 
Liberal trade relations between these in the past by peril-point and escape
countries and the United States would be clause provisions which have overly pro
necessary even if one could ignore . the tected American industry from the need 
Communist threat. Key agricultural ex- for adjustment in the face of import 
ports from this zone include rubber, cot- .competition. H.R. 11970 includes a fair 
ton, wool, timber, cocoa, sugar, coffee, and reasonable escape-clause provision, 
and tea. Indispensable exports of raw but the attitude of the Administration 
materials or crude minerals include oil, indicates that this will be used sparingly. 
tin, copper, lead, zinc, iron ore, manga- Tariff increases will no longer be the 
nese, nickel, aluminum, and diamonds. only remedy for import injury. While 
Economic need for these raw materials the overall effect of this trade policy on 
justifies a liberal commercial policy in the American economy will be good, ad
our trade relations with the tropical justment ·-will involve some immediate 
countries. But we dare not forget that hardship. That this hardship should be 
the Soviet bloc is steadily increasing its alleviated is consistent with the objec
trade with many of the countries of tives of freer trade. We cannot expect 
this vital zone and that the pattern of those injured by import competition, as 
our age underlines the connection be- a result of governmental action. to pay 
tween economic and political de- the full price for the benefits of trade 
pendence. _I cannot understand criti- expansion. 
cism of a liberal trade program between Adjustment assistance is offered in the 
the United States and the under- form of technical assistance, loans, and 
developed countries of the tropical belt. tax relief to firms and cash allowances 
Either Soviet activity or our need for and retraining for workers. Firms and 
their products warrants an opening of workers will not be sheltered from com
trade barriers. The two taken together petition; they will be helped toward 
constitute an unassailable argument for greater efficiency and productivity. We 
leveling trade barriers. should not expect our State compensa-

Expansion of international trade and tion systems to accept the burden of im:
multilateral trading will benefit this port unemployment caused by a national 
country in the long run. I am amazed trade policy . . We must accept a national 
that after 28 years of Federal com- responsibility for dealing with adjust
mitment to a liberal trade policy the ment injuries. And we must be realistic 
economic advantages of this kind of about this bill. 
policy are not universally recognized. The adjustment assistance program 
Increased production abroad will cause will necessarily contribute toward a 
an increase, not a :reduction, of Ameri- more determined effort t_o open channels 
can exports abroad. Manufacturing of trade. The program will increase our 
countries provide a far greater market competitive ability by providing more 
for exports of manufactures .than non- security for our workers. It will lessen 
industrial countries. In 1955, although the pressures to invoke escape-clause 
trade restrictions existed, exports of 1 provisions which will result in higher 

tariffs. The individua:I who suffers be
cause his legttimate interest ·has been 
overridden by his country should not be 
expected to adjust · to these problems 
~entirely on his own. The adjustment 
features, therefore, are not only desirable 
from the point of ·view of the· overa11 
objectives of the bill, they are fair and 
necessary. 

The ·combination of a liberal trade 
policy and adjustment assistance offered 
in H.R. 11970 elicit my strong support. 
The direction of our present tariff policy, 
the growth of the Common Market, and 
·our role as political and economic leaders 
of the free world all dictate that this 
bill must pass: 

Mr. Chairman, in my judgment the 
United States is at the crossroads in 
this bill, and there is only one direction 
that it can go. It must not retreat into 
the past. It must stay with the times 
and look to the future. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, I yield such time as he may 
require to the gentleman from New 
Jersey [Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN]. 

Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. Chair
·man, I should like to commend the gen
tleman from New York [Mr. GOODELL] 
for his statement and ask unanimous 
consent to extend my remarks at the 
conclusion of his statement. 

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, 
it is so ordered. 

There was no objection. 
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 

Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to the gen-
tleman from Iowa [Mr. GRoss]. · . 

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I thank 
the gentleman for the 3 minutes he has 
yielded me. It is what is left of the 10 
minutes promised me when this debate 
started. 

Mr. Chairman, I have never seen that 
rose garden at the White LHouse they 
talk about so much, but I would like to 
see it today. I would like to see how 
much traffic went through the rose 
garden last night and this morning in 
connection with the pending bill. Yes
terday I heard the gentleman from 
Louisiana [Mr. BoGGS] deliver a long 
speech in support of this free trade bill. 
Less than a year ago, Mr. BoGGS ap
peared before the Ways and Means 
Committee seeking protection against 
the importation of foreign shrimp. Last 
year he was a protectionist; today he is a 
free trader. It is hard to understand 
how individuals can shift positions with 
such ease, but I guess it can be done. 

Last week .we had a farm bill before 
the House and all Republican Members 
but one, as I remember the voting 
record, opposed the bill. One of the 
prime reasons why they voted against 
the Kennedy-Freeman farm bill was be
cause of delegated and dictatorial power 
to the Secretary of Agriculture. I won
der what will happen .this afternoon 
when we come to a vote on this bill. I 
wonder if the Republicans will give to 

·the President of the United States under 
this bill, the untrammeled and ~ncon
scionable power that it delegates to him. 
It is going to be interesting to watch 
how this vote goes, as compared with last 
week. 

I would like to ask the gentleman from 
Arkansas [Mr. MILLS], a question. In 

. 
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1959, there was imported 1,300 million 
pounds of beef which displaced 433 mil
lion bushels of corn that was in surplus 
that should have been used for feed. In 
l960, there was imported live or the 
carcass equivalent of 1,504,000 head of 
beef, 1,341,000 head of hogs, and 1,105,000 
head of sheep and lambs. 

This means that we displaced in 1960 
alone 30 million acres of production in 
this country. How will the farmers of 
America figure in the plush payoff set up 
in this bill for damaged industries? 

Mr. MILLS. As the gentleman says, 
we imported about 4.8 percent in 1958 
and 5.4 percent in 1961. At the same 
time our exports increased better than 
40 percent. 

Mr. GROSS. Let me interrupt the 
gentleman for a quick comment. The 
gentleman conjures up the old story that 
the imports of foreign agricultural prod
ucts are only a small part of our pro
duction in this country. Let me quote 
a statement by Candidate Kennedy. In 
a speech in New York on October 12, 
1960, Candidate Kennedy said this: 
. F)"equen~ly imports may be only a relatively 
small percentage of our domestic market, 2 
or 3 percent, but it breaks the price of the 
other 97 percent. 

The gentleman does not quarrel with 
President Kennedy's statement in 1960, 
does he, as to the relative importance of 
a small amount of imports? 

Mr. MILLS. What I am trying to 
point out to the gentleman is that this 
thing .works two ways. We are export
ing beef, hides, and things like that, as 
well as importing some beef and veal. 
For example, we exported in 1961 in the 
neighborhood of $90 million in hides. I 
might say to the gentleman the loss of 
our exports can really break prices. 

Mr. GROSS. There is very little true 
barter and sale of the agricultural 
products that we send overseas, and the 
gentleman well knows that, too. He 
knows that a very substantial amount of 
our agricultural exports are given away 
as grants in aid or are paid for in cur
rencies of the receiving nation with the 
agreement that the currency must re
main in the country ·and be spent there 
with nothing returned to the U.S. Treas
ury. So-called loans are also made to 
foreign countries which will never be 
repaid but which are used to purchase 
agricultural and other commodities. 
The claim that billions of dollars of our 
exports are on the basis of true barter 
and sale is as phony as a $3 bill. 

_ Mr. Chairman, I regret there is not 
more time available to explode more of 
the myths of some of the arguments that 
have been advanced. Let me say in con
clusion that you cannot put American 
industry, labor, and agriculture on a 
world price level and I warn those of you 
who vote for this bill that you will live to 
see the day when you regret your. vote. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, I yield such time as he may 
desire to the gentleman from Wisconsin 
[Mr. 'LAIRD]. 

·. Mr. LAIRD. Mr. Chairman, this 
morning I received an -analysis of the 
manpower sections of -this bill from the 
gentleman from New. York [Mr. GooD-:
ELL J: · · I listened -to his rema:rks. today 

and understand he is inserting his let.- . 
ter in today's RECORD. The amendments 
outlined by him are necessary. 

I am constrained to oppose the trade 
bill as reported out by the Committee 
on Ways and Means-not because I do 
not believe that we and the other na
tions of the free world will benefit from 
a greater exchange of goods and serv
ices. I have serious doubts whether this 
bill will accomplish this purpose and I 
know the manpower and industry sub
sidies in this bill will do serious harm 
to our economy. 

I also feei strongly that there is no 
need for haste in adopting this new 
trade legislation. We are putting the 
cart before the horse. We should first 
find out the direction which the ' Com
mon Market will take. If that economic 
union does pose a problem for the United 
States, our action should be directed 
specifically to the solution of that prob
lem. If the actions in Canada this past 
week pose a problem, our action should 
be directed to a solution for that prob
lem. We are being asked to enact legis
lation to liberalize our tariffs while at 
the same time the Common Market, Can
ada, and other parts of the world show 
every indication of moving in the oppo
site direction. 

The United States has given billions 
of dollars in foreign aid to the European 
Economic Community. American forces 
are their first line of defense. The Euro
pean Economic Community shares 

·equally with us the benefits of our su
perior nuclear striking capacity, main
tained at a tremenqous cost to the Amer~ 
ican taxpayer. This is no time for us 
to be calling on them with our hats in 
our hands. 

Through widespread propaganda, the 
Kennedy administration has sought to 
create thf impression that this trade 
bill must be enacted forthwith or the 
doors of the Common Market and world 
trade will be forever closed to American 
industry and agriculture. If that were 
correct, we should be prepared to take 
retaliatory measures. Factually this is 
not correct. It is ironic that after · 15 
years of granting economic assistance· to 
Europe and the rest of the world, we-are 
told that the American taxpayer, Amer
ican industry, and American labor must 
be prepared to make further sacrifices, 
or our goods will no longer be welcome 
in Europe or in other parts of t:P,e free 
world. 

Similarly, the administration propa
gandists would like to paint a very sim
ple picture of the issue. Either you are 
for the trade· bill, or you are a "protec
tionist"-and the term "protectionist" 
is used by the liberal press as the epitome 
of opprobrium. That is a gross falsi
fication of the issue. · I strongly favor 
reciprocal trade. 

I am not prepared to grant to the Ken
nedy administration authority to decide 
that some American industry or the jobs 
of any group of workers are "expenda
ble" because a Government bureaucrat 
in the State. Department-not the Con
gress and not the American people-de
cides that it is in the "national interest:• 
to sacrifice that industry, or the jobs of 
that group _of workers in order to obtain 
some . .trade ; -eonce_ssions-not . fo.r the 

United States-but for some other na
tion, such _as Japan, the British Com
monwealth, or the Latin Americas. 

It might be all right to say that we 
should be prepared to make some sacri
fice in the national interest, but who 
is to determine what is in the national 
interest? The Congress and the Ameri
can people should be a party to that 
decision after having been apprised of 
all the facts. Instead, we have closed
door meetings abroad at which decisions 
are reached, which we do not even know 
about. After the fact, the Congress is 
no longer in a positi6n to take remedial 
action. 

I agree that the President should be 
granted authority to negotiate for re
ciprocal trade concessions. I am not 
even convinced that such authority 
should be restricted-as the committee 
bill does-by the limitation that tariffs 
cannot be reduced below 50 percent of 
the existing rate of duty. In some cases, 
it may be very dangerous to reduce tar
iffs to 50 percent of .the existing rate. In 
other cases, it may be that tariffs could 
be completely eliminated without harm
ful effects to American industry and la
bor. I would support a broader grant 
of authority to the President, with the 
overriding limitation that duties would 
not be reduced to a point where an 
American industry or the jobs of a group 
of American workers would be jeopard
ized. If this does not leave us any lee
way for further negotiations-as some 
administration spokesmen claim-then 
we should not have any trade bill. 

In opposing the provisions for adjust
ment assistance, I am not opposed to the 
thought that we should help those in
dustries and those workers who might be 
injured. I am opposed to the concept 
that we should deliberately bring about 
such injury as a part of our trade policy 
fn order to obtain concessions-not 
necessarily for the benefit of other 
American industries or American 
workers-but possibly for the benefit of 
the industry and workers of Japan, the 
British Commonwealth, Latin America 
and any other free nation not a member 
of the Common Market. If that is the 
definition of "national interest"
which the administration intends to use 
as its guide in administering this law-I 
am opposed to the grant of authority. 

I fully recognize that in any trade ne
gotiations there may be errors of judg
ment. Irrespective of a policy to the 
contrary, our negotiators may inadvert
ently reduce tariffs below the danger 
point. I am not opposed to the grant
ing of assistance to such firms or 
workers as are injm:ed thereby. There 
are already provisions under existing 
laws to provide such assistance, includ
ing, the Manpower Development and ' 
Training Act, -the Small Business Act, 

--the Small Business Investment Act, the 
Area Redevelopment Act. 

The Manpower Development and 
Training Act, which we just passed, was 
specifically intended in part for the re
training of workers displaced by foreign 
competition. If the act is inadequate, 
it should be amended. 
- The Small Business Administration is 
in being, ready and able to take care of 
the financial needs -of any firms -which 
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may be injured by foreign competition
and believe me, any firm which could 
qualify under the committee bill would be 
more than likely to qualify under ·the 
definition of a small business. The test 
for qualification implicit in the com
mittee bill would serve to rule out any 
large diversified company. 

As evidence of the Federal activities 
in this area I refer you to the Federal 
budget for fiscal 1963. The activities of 
the Departments of Commerce, Health, 
Education, and Welfare, Labor, and 
several independent agencies, devoted to 
the assistance of firms and workers, are 
scheduled for appropriations totaling $1.7 
billion. I would like permission to insert 
a schedule showing a breakdown of this 
amount at the conclusion of my remarks. 
Certainly, with such a varied scope of 
Federal authorizations, the problem of 
displaced workers and the financial need 
of firms inadvertently injured as a re
sult of our trade negotiations will be 
provided for. The committee bill merely 
superimposes another additional pro
gram on a special basis, which largely 
duplicates existing activities of the Fed
eral Government. There is no justifiable 
basis for treating the economic prob
lems resulting from import competition 
any different than the other economic 
causes of chronic unemployment. 

Mr. Chairman, I wish to insert at this 
point a table on "New Obligational Au
thority and Expenditures for Assistance 
to Workers and Industry." 
New obligational authority and expenditures 

for assistance to workers and industry,! 
fiscal 1963 (estimates) 

[Dollars in millions] 

Expendi- Newobll-
tures gational 

authority 

Department of Commerce: Area 
Redevelopment Administration_ 122 ~ 

Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare: 

Office of Education: 
Salaries and expenses _____ _ 
Promotion and further 

development of voca-
tional education ________ _ 

Area vocational educa
tion (National Defense 
Education Act) ________ _ 

Promotion of vocational 
education, act of Feb. 23, 
1917 (Smith-Hughes) ___ _ 

Total, Office of Edu-cation ______________ _ 
Office of Vocational Rehabili-tation ________ :. _________ ____ _ 

Total, Department of 
Health, Education, and 
Welfare_----- -----------

Department of Labor: 
Office of the Secretary: 

Salaries and expenses _____ _ 
Area redevelopment ac-tivities ________________ _ _ 
Manpower development and training ____________ _ 
Youth employment op-

portunities __ --- ___ --- __ _ 

Total, Office of the 
Secretary-----------

Office of Automation and Manpower (new) ________ __ _ 
Bureau of Veterans' Reem-

ployment Rights ___________ _ 
Bureau of Employment Se

curity (employment service 
and unemployment com-
pensation) ___ -----------·----

Total, Department of 
Labor __ -----------------

See footnote at end of table. 

12 13 

34 35 

14 15 

7 
------

67 70 

107 112 

174 

2 

15 

60 

60 

182 

2 

15 

100 

75 
------

137 192 

855 900 

i 

129 133 

1,122 1,226 

New obligational authority and e:cpenditures 
for assistance to 1p0rkers and industry,! 
fiscal 1963 (estimates)-Continued 

[Dollars in millions] 

fExpendi- Newobll-
tures gational 

authority· 

House and Home Finance Agency: 
Urban planning grants (Housing 
Act of 1961 and the Area Re-
development Act) ______________ _ 10 20 

Veterans' Administration: Vet
erans' readjustment (education and training) _____ ____________ _ _ 

Small Business Administration __ _ 
84 

222 
• 84 
306 

Grand totaL __________ _____ _ 1, 734 1, 882 

1 From the 1963 budget, submitted Jan. 18, 1962. 

Mr. Chairman I would like to insert 
in the RECORD at this point two letters 
from the Wisconsin State Industrial 
Commission opposing features of this 
bill, H.R. 11970: 

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF 
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, 

June 18, 1962. 
To Each Wisconsin Congressman: 

You should be concerned, as a Represent
ative from Wisconsin, as to how the pend
ing Trade Expansion Act of 1962, will-or, 
rather, wm not-apply in Wisconsin. 

The attached industrial commission letter 
of April 4, as to the unemployment benefit 
features of H.R. 9900, applies equally to the 
currently pending version of the trade bill, 
H.R. 11970. We urge you to reread the 
attached letter. 

Wisconsin will not be able to pay the pro- . 
posed Federal "trade readjustment allow,
ances" {for workers unemployed because of 
the act) , in view of these direct conflicts 
with Wisconsin's State unemployment com
pensation law: 

(a) The proposed Federal benefit formula 
would require a weekly Federal supplement, 
on top of any State unemployment compen
sation benefit check the worker might other-
wise draw; and ' 

(b) H.R. 11970, in section 331{c), specifies 
that each State agreement "shall provide 
that unemployment insurance otherwise 
payable to any adversely affected worker wlll 
not be denied or reduced for any week by 
reason of any right to allowances under this 
chapter." 

Wisconsin cannot sign such an agreement. 
Our State law expressly forbids, on principle, 
any such double payment {under two laws) 
for the same week. cCompare the attached 
letter. 

Several dozen other State laws have 
roughly similar prohibitions. So the pro
posed Federal benefit program would ap
parently violate . a majority of State laws, 
including Wisconsin's. 

Should the Congress enact a weekly bene
fit formula-and an "agreement" clause
which are directly contrary to the relevant 
provisions of a majority of State laws? 

We do not think so. And we believe you'd 
want us to call this pending issue to your 
immediate attention. 

Sincerely, 
PAUL A. RAUSHENBUSH, 

Director. 

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF 

THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, 

April 4, 1962. 
Hon. WILBUR D. Mn.Ls, 
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means, 
House Office Building, 
Washington, D.C.: 

The proposed trade readjustment allow
ances--for jobless workers-are really unem-

ployment compensation benefits. They 
should, therefore, b~ considered and ap
praised as unemployment compensation 
benefits--in relation to the benefits now be
ing pald (a) under Staf;e unemployment 
compensation laws, and {b) under various 
Federal unemployment compensation laws. 

In effect, H.R. 9900 proposes a new-and 
rather complicated, and remarkably dif~ 
ferent-Federal unemployment compensa
tion system, with more weekly dollars, and 
many more weeks, for a rather small group 
of workers. Why? 

Those workers who could qualify for the 
proposed trade allowances would have sub
stantial jobless benefit rights under their 
own State unemployment comp'ensation 
laws-even if H.R. 9900 made no provision 
for special unemployment compensation 
benefits. Such workers could then draw the 
same amount and duration of State jobless 
benefits as will apply to their neighbors, 
when laid off (for any reason) with a like 
record of work and wages. 

Why · give preference to those laid off for 
a selected reason, by paying them higher 
and longer benefits? That would sharply 
discriminate against the great majority of 
jobless workers--laid off for other reasons, 
such as automation, or termination of de
fense contracts, or U.S. tax or credit policies, 
or interproduct competition, or intercom
pany competition, or even foreign competi
tion. (There's no superior virtue in fed
erally caused unemployment. Even trade 
expansion layoffs may be partly due to 'Out
of-date methods, location, etc.) 

State benefit levels can properly apply to 
federally caused layoffs.. They now do--in 
clearer cases than H.R. 9900 may produce. 
State benefit levels apply to laid-off Federal 
employees, by Federal law. So too with re
cent ex-servicemen, by Federal law. The 
same principle should apply here. 

Yet H.R. 9900 proposes a new higher Fed
eral level of weekly jobless pay, for its chosen 
few-65 percent of the individual's gross 
average weekly wage, figured by Federal 
formula, up to a national maximum of 65 ~ 
percent of the national average weekly wage 
of production workers in factories. That 
formula would require a weekly Federal 
supplement, on top of any State unemploy
ment compensation benefit check the worker 
might otherwise draw. 

Wisconsin's law expressly forbids any such 
double payment, or Federal {federalizing) 
supplement. So Wisconsin could not sign 
the administrative agreement intended by 
H.R. 9900. The State's unempl~yment com
pensation statute plainly specifies: 

"108.04(12) {b) Similarly, any individual 
who receives, through the commission, any 
other type of unemployment benefit or allow
ance for a given week shall be ineligible for 
benefits paid or payable for that same week 
under this chapter. 

" (c) Any individual who receives unem
ployment compensation for a given week 
under any Federal law through any Federal 
agency shall be ineligible for benefits paid 
or payable for that same week under this 
chapter." 

As to the total number of weeks for which 
the proposed new Federal trade readjust
ment allowances might be paid, that total 
tops all previous figures. The Temporary 
Extended Unemployment Compensation Act 
of 1961 permits a combined (State and Fed
eral) maximum total of 39 weeks. H.R. 
9900 proposes 52 weeks; but even that isn't 
all. For those over 60, it's 65 weeks. For 
those in long retraining courses, the total 
could be 78 weeks-17'2 years. 

Any new Federal unemployment compen
sation system of that ~ort, even for a small 
gr~mp, would surely be used as a springboard 
for "federalizing" all State unemployment 
compensation laws-:in the same general di
rection. Is that what Congress wants? Is 
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1t a better answer than could be developed 
along retraining lines? .., 

MATHIAS P. ScHIMENZ, 
_ . . . Chairmart. 

R. G. KNUTSON, . 
Commissioner~· 

CARL E. LAURI, . -
Commissioner. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. ;Mr. 
Chairman, I yield such time as he· may 
desire to the gentleman from Washing
ton [Mr. FELLY]. 

Mr, PELLY. Mr. Chairman, tariff 
policy and the extension of foreign trade 
assuredly .is one of the most important 
issues of our time. I have always ad
vocated poUcies to promote and encour
age exchange of goods between nations. 
Even before President Kennedy made his 
recommendations to the Congress I was 
wrestling with this problem, ·trying to 
determine in my own mind what course 
the Nation should take in connection 
with the European Common Market. 

Frankly, .Mr. Chairman, when · H.R. 
9900 was introduced I was very unhappy 
with certain of its provisions. While I 
share the President's viewpoint as to 
objectives I had grave misgivings 
especially a.S to his request for additional 
powers and also as to his plan for estab
lishing a program of allowing American 
labor standards to be undercut and in
dustry to be injured under a system of 
compensatory government compensa
tion. 

Mr.. Chairman, I was especially con
scious of the problem of injury to in
dustry in view of the Pacific Northwest 
lumber situation. There we have been 
suffering from Canadian lumber imports 
and have seen our soft wood lumber in
dustry lose its markets to low cost for
eign competition; so much so that Ameri
can capital is investing in Canadian 
timber and United States mills are being 
dismantled and being sold for operation 
in Canada. The American lumber 
workers are increasinglY unemployed 
and the outlook is indeed dismal. 

My testimony on the lumber situation 
is in the record of the hearings and like
wise I tried to give the Committee on 
Ways and Means something of the prob
lem of our Pacific Northwest fishermen 
and fishing industry dqe to foreign com
petition. 

Yet, Mr. Chairman, as I said at the 
s.tart, I am a firm believer in exchange 
of goods between .nations and had hoped 
that any legislation reported to this · 
House would improve on the present re
ciprocal trade program without remov
ing protection against unemployment 
and bankruptcy of industries. The pol- · 
icy of the Republican Party which I 
have espoused calls for the expansion 
of free world trade to all nations but 
with the achievement of this objective 
being realized in the context of sound 
policies tt .. at will keep American· prod
ucts competitive. 

In reporting out H.R. 11970, which 
the House is considering today, the Ways 
and Means Committee in several respects 
improved on the President's original pro
posal, although much of the deficiency of 
H.R. 9900 remains. H.R. 9900 · was - a 
complete surrender of the Congress to 
the Exec~tive 9f its con&titutional au- · 
thority over trade matters without an 
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opportunity for those adversely affected 
to be heard exeept at the discretion of 
the Exeeutive. H.R. 11970 is somewhat 
more nearly in conformity with existing 
law arid is improved in part in that it 
provided for retaliatory power to the 
Executive where other nations discrim
inate against U.S. imports. 

However, as I said, H.R. 11970 in
cludes so-called adjustment assistance 
to injured industries and employees; 
that to me could be an ill-advised ad
venture into Government boondoggling 
and handouts. 

Also. Mr. Chairman, the bill as re
ported by the committee is almost a 
complete surrender of congressional au
thority and responsibility to the Chief 
Executive. Unfortunately the House will 
have no chance to offer amendments and 
the question is simply a matter of taking 
the bill as it is or not. 

Mention has been made that there will 
be a recommittal motion which in effect 
would continue the present Reciprocal 
Trade Act for 1 year in place of accept- · 
ing the provision of this bill. 

The President in his press conference 
yesterday indicated that extending the 
expiring law for 1 year would defeat·the 
purpose because we have exhausted 
power given under the present law and 
used up all its bargaining power which is 
needed in connection with the Common 
Market. . 

This argument, Mr. Chairman, it 
seems to me, is not in accordance with 
the facts. At the last meeting of GATT 
in Geneva, arrangements were made for 
certain tariff reductions which have not 
gone into effect. On July 1 of this year 
most U.S. duties will be reduced--:-20 per
cent in two yearly stages, 10 percent in· 
each stage. So that under the proposal 
to extend the present law for 1 year there 
would continue to be tariff reductions. 

The idea of taking a good look at the 
effect of these new tariff reductions plus 
studying new developments of the Com
mon Market and other developments ap
peals to me. The Congress could act 
next year on the basis of these develop
ments and more intelligently could de
termine what is best in the national in
terest. 

Reference has been made earlier in 
this debate as to the fact tbat our neigh
bor to the north, Canada, has just in
creased tariffs, and this on top of her 
having devaluated her dollar to 92~ 
cents. Canada has increased her rate 
of interest and in view of the close con
nection of the respective economies of 
Canada and the United States it seems · 
to me it would be prudent to delay ac
tion on our tariff act for this 1 year. 
Also, it seems advisable to wait and see 
what Great Britain does with regard to 
joining the Common Market and what 
she does with regard to her empire 
preference. Altogether I am persuaded 
that we should not be hasty. 

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I am greatly · 
perple-xed w_ith regard to my own vote 
in the event that a 1-year extension of 
the Reciprocal Trade Act fails: 

The:t:e is the· matter of giving power to 
the Executive. The ever-growing con
centration of power in the Chief Execu- · 
tive and the corresponding loss of power 

' 

in the legislative branch worries me 
greatly. I have thought about this a 
great deal and recognize that at times it 
is ·necessary to delegate our authority but 
I would hope that the House could estab
lish a rule under which no such delega
tion of power could be extended for a 
perjod of more than 2 years. 
· This bears on the power of the people. 

The people delegate authority to Mem
bers of the House as their Representa
tives for 2 years. If the people wish to 
revoke that power they can do so at the 
end of this period by replacing their Rep
resentatives with others of differing 
views. I would think that by the same 
token the Representatives properly 
should not delegate their authority to 
the President for any longer term than 
their own, namely 2 ·years. Thus, any 
new Members, with differing views, could 
revoke that authority after they had re-_ 
placed the Members who had voted to 
delegate that authority. 

So I say, Mr. Chairman, this provision 
tb give the President 5-year authority 
bothers me and I only regret there is no 
opportunity given the House to amend 
the bill. 

I repeat that I wholeheartedly support 
the objective of expanded worldwide 
trade and recognize that special circum
stances exist with regard to the Euro
pean Common Market. Nevertheless I 
am conscious of my responsibility to 
view the effect of any trade extension bill 
on the people I represent: I mentioned 
the lumber industry where it is appar
ent that adequate recognition has not 
been given to its problems in H.R. 11970, 
as presently written. I am informed by 
the National Lumber Manufacturers As
sociation that their industry believes · 
that a realistic system for handling their 
problems is not in this bill. It is the 
view of the lumber industry that an ef
fective escape clause should be provided, 

Other businesses in my district have 
written me that they oppose H.R. 11970 
because it repeals existing safeguards 
·from destructive import competition. 
Here again the present peril-point pro-
vision would be replaced under the new 
legislation so that it becomes virtually 
meaningless; the Tariff Commission's 
role would become almost a study group. 
Congressional action would only occur 
after an agreement had been made and 
injury sustained. As one constituent de
scribed it, Congress would hold an 
autopsy to the corpse rather than a 
diagnosis of a living body. 

Title m of the new bill worries me 
greatly. Unemployed persons because of 
increased imports would receive 65 per
cent of gross weekly earnings and bene
fits would continue for 52 w-eeks. The 
difference between this and unemploy
ment benefits worries me. 

My perplexity · comes with how the 
closure of a plant and the laying off of 
workers would be determined as far as 
imports are concerned. If imports af
fe.cted a few workers in turn the effect 
might be far reaching and I think that 
the adntinistration of title III would be 
very difficult. 

One plant might .be closed by imports 
and its competitor be shut down for 
some other reason. There would be great 
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confusion as to retraining of employees 
of the two plants. Altogether I would 
hope more study could be made of title 
III and this in turn leads me to think it 
advisable to extend the present act for 1 
year. 

A policy of allocating Federal funds 
to phase out an industry as· an alterna
tive to tariff relief to maintain an in
dustry injured by imports is certainly 
far reaching. For the · first time in our 
history we would have a policy of con
sidering jobs and employees as expend
able. This is a new principle with many 
ramifications of utmost gravity and ut
most danger to our economy. 
· I suggest we should move slowly. 

I have in mind that Congress devoted 
more than 14 years to the development 
of so-called peril-point and escape
clause provisions to protect our high 
American wage standards. These ad
:rhittedly are not perfect provisions but 
they would be virtually destroyed if H.R. 
119.70 is passed. 

Mr. Chairman, after struggling with .. 
this issue with its many pros and cons 
I believe it best to withhold any radical 
change for 1 year. Therefore I shall 
support the motion to continue the Re
ciprocai Trade Act, and if that motion 
fails I see no alternative but-for me to 
vote against passage of this bill. I can
not vote for Government doles and bu
reaucracy coupled with long-term sur
render of congressional authority and 
responsibility to the Chief Executive. It 
is very difflcult and distressing in this 
instance not to be able to vote for a pro:. 
posal. to extend world trade. If the 
House could have had a chance to vote 
on a few amendments which have been 
discussed I think I would be voting other
wise. Indeed I do hope next year to be 
in support of a new program designed 
to meet changed world trade conditions 
as they develop. Until then I urge a 
1-year delay. 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
10 minutes to the gentleman from 
Florida [Mr. SIKES]. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, under previous agreement, I 
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from 
Florida. 

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Chairman, I have the 
highest regard, the greatest admiration 
for the distinguished gentleman from 

·Arkansas, the chairman of the great 
Committee on Ways and Means. He is · 
brilliant, sincere, and persuasive. I have 
followed his leadership many times on 
many difficult bills. May I say, they are 
not getting any less diff!cult, and on this 
one I must part company with him. 

At the present time the·Congress can
not know what the facts are in regard to 
many matters which have been advanced 
as reasons why the trade bill should be 
enacted. The Congress cannot know 
what the effect on our expo:r;ts ·will be 
by the erection of the Common Market's 
tariff wall. The Congress cannot know 
what new countries will become members 
of the Common Market. Particularly, 
we cannot know whether the United 
Kingdom will join the:.Common Market 
and, if so, what disp<>sition the United 
Kingdom will make of Commonwealth 
preferences. 

The Congress has no basis for ·believ
ing that the elimination of duties or 
even a 50-percent reduction in duties, as 
proposed ·by the pending bill, would ac
complish the administration's objective 
of doubling our export surplus while 
maintaining our imports , at a constant 
level. ·In fact, the Congress can know 
from the import trends of recent years 
that our imports will increase at a faster 
rate than our exports. For it is true 
that the United States, with its low 
duties and high internal' costs, is largely 
an open market now for the products of 
the rest of the world. 

The Joint Economic Committee of 
Congress found U.S. industrial tariffs 
average 11 percent, among the lowest 
of the nations of the world. As reported 
in the June-July 1962 publication of the 
Chase Manhattan Bank, "Report on 
Western Europe," the U.S. competitive 
position, though strong, has weakened 
since the early postwar years. Our 
share of total world exports has been 
declining, and our share of manufac
tured exports has been declining faster. 

The National Industrial Conference 
Board in 1960 asked 91 U.S. companies 
with operations in Western Europe to 
compare their European costs of opera
tion with our domestic costs. The con
ference board found from this survey 
~hat operating costs in the Common 
Market and in Britain run below operat
ing costs in the United States. Taking 
into account higher U.S. productivity, 
the conference board found that the 
labor component or · production in the 
Common Market still costs little more 
than half as much as in the United 
States. · 

These facts are known to the admin
istr~tion Under Secretary Fowler in his 
Atlanta speech stated that-

It is well known that Western European 
producers have been modernizing more rap
idly than have producers in the United 
States, and that their productivity has been 
increasing as a result. This allows them, 
through improved quality and lower unit 
costs, to be mqre competitive than ever in 
world markets. 

As ·a result, U.S. exports of finished 
manufactures declined slightly from 1957 
to 1961-from $11.8 to $11.7 billion, 
while U.S. imports increased by more 
than 40 percent--$3.5 to $5.1 billion. 

Now here is a point to consider. · Al
though the average rate of duty imposed 
by the United States on dutiable im
ports is low-12.2 percent in 1960-the 
total duties collected are an important 
component of our balance of payments. 
In 1960, we collected $1.078 billion in 
duties. With the increase in imports 
since that time, the total duty collections 
can be expected to be somewhat larger 
than the $1 billion figure reported for 
1960. 

The Treasury Department estimates 
that this year the deficit in our balance 
of payments ·will be about $1.5 billion .. 
If we were to eliminate all duties and 
indulge in the assumption that the 
volume of imports· would remain con
stant, the balance-of-payments deficit 
would be increased by 66% percent. The 
duties that we are currently collect
ing, therefore, contribute importantly to 

reducing · our -balance-of -payments deft
cit. This fact was acknowledged rather 
forcefully by the Assistant Secretary of 
the Treasury, John M. Leddy, in testify
ing before the Senate Finance Commit
tee on June 20 concerning the sugar bill. 
Assistant· Secretary Leddy was advocat:.. 
ing the imposition of an import fee on 
sugar: He stated that-

The balance-of-payments savings of $130 
to $160 m111ion which could be realized 
through the import fee would be a signifi
cant benefit. It is essential that we adopt 
all practicable measures to solve our bal
ance-of-payments problem and strengthen 
the international monetary system which is 
centered on the dollar. I, accordingly, urge 
th~t this committee accept the proposals of 
the administration for sugar legislation 
which would provide for the application of 
import fees. 

Mr: Chairman, I am willing to take the 
~dministration's advice that we look to 
import fees as an important and signifi
cant measure to solve our ·balance-of
payments problem. 

The Congress would be acting blindly 
and in direct contradiction of the facts 
if it were to accept the proposition ad
vanced by proponents of this bill that 
giving the President the power to elimi
nate entirely our import duties or, in any 
event, to cut them by 50 percent, would 
contribute to a solution of our balance
of-payments problem. 

We do have a balance-of-payments 
problem, as we have been reminded many 
times. Our neighbor Canada has just 
embarked upon a more simple solution 
of this problem than is proposed here. 
She is raising tariffs. 

There are other important facts which 
the Congress cannot know at this time 
which are essential to our consideration 
of any tariff and trade bill. One of 
these is what effect the recent 20-percent 
reduction in our duties, agreed to at 
Geneva under the "Dillon round" of 
tariff agreement negotiations, will have 
on our exports, our imports, and our do
mestic industries and workers. Accord
ing · to a State Department announce
ment June 7, 1962, these reductions in 
duty take effect in two stages-the first 
stage on July 1, 1962, and the second 
stage 1 year later. 

We are already experiencing an in
crease in imports at the rates of duty 
which existed before this 20-percent re
duction. The 20-percent reduction can 
be expected to stimulate a further in
crease in imports. It is not known 
whether the concessions which we re
ceived in return for these reductions will 
benefit our exports. A great· many of 
these concessions were in the form of 
agreements by other countries to keep 
their duties at the existing 'level. In 
other words, they did not reduce their 
duties; they simply said they would not 
increase them. Whether a concession . 
of .this kind will lead to an increase in 
our exports is doubtful. 

The Congress also has no way of 
knowing whether the . quotas, exchange 
restrictions, import licensing regulations, 
and internal taxes used by foreign coun
tries to restrict exports from the United 
States, will be eased to ahy significant 
extent during the next 2 years. It may 
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be that, as so often in t~e past, the tariff 
concessions promised to us by other coun
tries will be effectively neutralized by" . 
nontari1f actions taken or continued in 
effect by them. 

Certainly, Mr. Chairman, it would 
make no sense for this body to approve 
further trade agreement negotiations 
by the President before it can be known 
to what extent, if any, this most recent 
set of trade agreement negotiations has 
benefited the commerce of the United 
States. If, as may be the case, the reduc
tions in duty which we granted stimulate 
imports far more than any growth in ex.:. 
ports which we realize, then our trade 
agreement actions will have served only 
to aggravate the balance-of-payments 
deficit which is so troublesome to this 
country at this time. Let us, therefore, 
defer any grant of new and enlarged 
trade agreement powers until we kn.ow 
exactly what the effect has been of use of 
existing authority. This is one more im
portant fact which we qtust give time 
the opportunity to develop before we un
dertake silch important legislation as the 
oill now pending before this body. 

Mr. Chairman, thus far I have beeJ;l de
veloping the reasons why I believe the 
Members of this body should postpone 
action on H.R. 11970 until the basic 
facts are known concerning the Common 
Market, its membership, its impact on 
International trade, and the consequences 
to our economy of the 20-percent redup
tion in duties which takes effect during 
the 2-year period commencing July 1, 
1962. 

It may be that when these facts are 
known, we will decide that the adminis.::. 
tration should- be given some or all of 
the power which it is asking for in H.R. 
11970. I do not know. No one can know 
whether it · would be wise for us to take 
such action until the record is maqe and 
we can study the facts. It was brought 
out a little while ago for the first time 
that there are sections of the bill which 
would give the President the right to 
eliminate entirely duties on manufac:. 
tured, agricultural, and :fishery products. 
This takes in a great deal of territory. 
My study of these sections 2;u, 212, and 
202 convinces me that very few im
portant categories of industrial, agricul
tural, or fishery products would escape 
total elimination of duties under this 
bill. Supposedly these items were taken 
out of the bill-now we :find them right 
back in· it. I cannot see how that would 
serve any purpose other than the wide
spread dislocation of businesses, work
ers, communities, and property values 
throughout the United States to the 
detriment · of our own security and that 
of the free world to whom our strength 
should be of paramount importance. 

I am particularly concerned by the ap
proach taken in this bill of eliminating 
by repeal the existing peril point and 
escape clause safeguards of the present 
law. I know there is considerable dis
satisfaction with the poor administra
tion of these remedies. It is no answer 
to bad administration to change the 
stronger language of the present law 
into the weaker language -of the remedy 
provisions of this bill. 

· The keystone of the ·present peril 
point and escape clause is the policy 

laid down by the Congress in the 1951 
Extension Act that the trade agreement 
authority entrusted to the ·President 
should not be used so as to cause or 
threaten serious· injury to domestic in
dustries and workers. The procedural 
portions of the peril point and escape · 
clauses were simply designed to provide 
in an orderly way for a thorough inves
tigation before and after the negotiation 
of trade agreements, to -prevent the re
duction of duties which would have that· 
effect, or when mistakes were made, to 
correct such mistakes by a restoration 
of the duty which was unwisely reduced. 

It is shocking to me that the Congress 
of the United States, after an 11-year 
effort to get the executive department 
faithfully and well to administer the 
peril point and escape clause with i.>ut 
limited success, is asked to decide now 
that Executive determination to frus
trate those remedies should be rewarded 
by a weak substitute for these remedies. 

Every country in the world with whom 
we have trade relations acts in the in
terest of safeguarding her home indus
tries against injury from excessive im
ports. Under article 28 of GATT which 
permits nations at 3-year intervals to 
withdraw tariff concessions, under the 
escape clause of GATT, and at times 
without regard to the provisions of 
GATT, the other nations of the world 
have taken action to increase duties, im.: 
pose quotas or licenses, or to follow other 
measures designed to protect their home 
industries and employment. · 

Yet we are all painfully a ware of the 
uproar which greeted the action of 
President Kennedy in adjusting the 
duty on carpets and glass . . To his credit, 
he stood fast in the face of this opposi
tion. But to our regret, the Under Sec
retary of State, George Ball, found it 
necesSary to speak in Bonn, Germany, 
in April of 1962. to reassure Europeans 
that the great reluctance on the part 
of the United States to act, which has 
resulted in only 17 tariff adjustments 
in the entire history of the escape clause, 
would, if the bill now before this House 
were enacted, in the future be settled by 
unemployment compensation benefits 
to workers and subsidies and other non
tariff relief .to industries. We are not 
happy about the record of inaction under 
the escape clause; we are distressed that 
a high omcial of this administration 
would take pride in that record, and dis
tressed that he would promise that the 
hands of the President would Iiot be 
lifted in the future in behalf of domestic 
industries should this legislation be 
passed. 

Each of us here must consider the 
larger interests of the Nation as a whole, 
as well as the specific and immediate in
terests of our State and district. I have 
been supplied with an analysis of Bu
reau of the Census data which shows that 
industries which supply about 17 per
cent of the manufacturing employment 
in my State of Florida suffered a loss of 
employment in the Nation while experi
encing sharply adverse trends in the 
balance of foreign trade in their 
products. 

This analysis shows that in the in
dustries · producing meat products, 
candy, beverages, textiles, lumber and 

wood products, petroleum and coal 
products, costume · jewelry and notions, 
and miscellaneous manufacturing prod
ucts, employment in the Natibn dropped 
226,103 jobs from 1954 to 1960. At the 
same time, U.S. exports of the products 
of these industries declined by $211.5 
million, while imports increased $1,435.9 
million. In other words, while these in
dustries suffered an adverse shift in the 
balance of trade in their products of 
~ore than $1.6 billion, the Nation lost 
226,103 jobs in these industries from 
1954 to 1960. 

Because these industries supply an 
important part of the manufacturing 
employment in Florida, I must be con
cerned with basic forces which adversely 
affect these industries natiopally. 

It is true that the service industries 
and the wholesale and retail trade have 
developed strongly in recent years in 
comparison with manufacturing employ
ment. But it is ·also true that America, 
as a great industrial nation, has at the 
core of its economic strength the manu
facturing activity of her home industries. 
If we are careless about the strength of 
this vital core, our manufacturing in
dustries, we can weaken America to the 
point where she will be unequal to safe
guarding the security of Americans, let 
alone discharging her free world tasks. 

A policy approach to trade agreements 
legislation which throws safeguards' out 
of the window in blind reliance upon 
the inherent strength of our domestic in
dustries to compete with one or both 
hands tied behind their backs, is a policy 
of folly. Throughout-the years in which 
the trade agreements authority was 
sought and used by Presidents Roose
velt, Truman, and Eisenhower, safe
guards to insure selectivity in the 
negotiations and the avoidance and 
correction of serious ·injury to domestic 
industries and workers, have been essen
tial parts of the program. Nothing has 
changed, and certainly no· facts have 
been adduced to demonstrate the· neces
sity for a change from this tradition. 

It is evident to me that our duties 
have been brought so low that our im
ports will continue to increase at a rapid 
rate so long as the-economy of the United 
States has any strength at all. I am 
unwilling to countenance a removal of 
safeguards on the assumption that the 
State Department and its personnel to
day have any greater ability to use this 
authority with caution and discretion 
than the representatives of that Depart
ment have possessed in the past. The 
United States alone of the countries of 
the world commits the dismantling of 
its tariff structure to people whose se
lection virtually insures that they have 
little or no experience in practical busi
ness affairs. To continue such a tradi
tion without the safeguards of a 
strengthened peril point and escape 
clause will be hazardous in the extreme. 

Under the pending bil( instead of the 
positive act requir~d by the present law 
of determining the extent to· which du
ties can be reduced without causing or 
threatening serious injury, _the Tariff 
Commission would simply "advise" the 
President of the "economic effect" of re
duction or elimination of duties. In · so 
doing, the Commission is directed by the 

. 
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co~ittee's report to consider primari~y 
the idling of plants, inability to operate 
at a profit, and uriem:Ploymerit. I feel, 
and I am sure that ·many of my col
leagues in this body feel that the line 
ought to be drawn against reductions 
in duty long before those conditions of 
disaster are met. And it ought to be 
drawn in a way which is unmistakably 
clear to the President, so that mistakes 
will not be made in the negotiations by 
involving such duties in concessions. 

Similarly, under this bill, even if an 
ii?-dustry is so badly off that its plants are 
idle, its firiPS unable to operate at a 
profi't,: and its W'Ork,ers UQemplQyed, , tn~ 
Presid,ent is. given the option o! letting 
the industry go under rather than adj'ijst . 
the duties to accomplish some reasonable 
regulation of the destructive imports. I 
do not infer that any President would 
willingly abuse such power but why con
vey it? I do not consider the extended 
form of dole and the superunemployed 
status which this bill would confer on 
workers displaced by imports as sound or 
acceptable public policy. I do not con
sider loans, grants, or tax concessions to 
business organizations any more accept
able. I do not want to embody in our 
law a principle that foreign producers 
can be accommodated in our market at 
the expense of relocating our industries, 
transferring our workers, uprooting our 
communities, and making ghost towns 
of the many factory and mill towns scat
tered throughout the length and breadth . 
of the United States. . .· 
. Nor. do I . want to .crowd Americans 
into congested cities to work in the .mass 
production complexes called sophisti
cated industries. I prefer to let Ameri
cans determine where they will live and 
how they will work. 

Finally-and this disturbs me great
ly-we could under the pending bill em
bark upon a gigantic welfare program 
for industry and for ·industrial work
ers. This could be · a blank check for 
an undetermined amount. These things 
the American people do not yet compre
hend. 

Historically we have depended upon 
tariffs to protect American industry 
from cheap foreign goods. customs col
lections now add to the Treasury about 
a billion dollars a year. If we depart 
even in part from customs collections 
and subsitute a program of aid for in
dustry, to be paid from the Treasury, it 
should be obvious that the American tax
payer and not the foreign manufacturer 
will make up the deficit. Where will we. 

· get the money? By borrowing? By go~ 
ing further into debt? Will it necessi
tate further increases in the national 
debt limit? Will this not further weak
en our already weakened fiscal status? 

Have you thought of the · redtape, the 
endless procrastination which can sur
round this program at every level? How 
many industries and how many workers 
can afford to wait out the normal de
lays of governmental procedure? 

Now, I may be mistaken, but I think 
that Federal controls will follow pretty 
closely after Federal contributions to in
dustry. · Once America's industry is de
pendent on payments from the Treasury 
for existence, I consider it inevitable that 
a:t;nb~t~ous, en.terpr~sing bureaucra~s will 

embark upon a program tQ dominate and Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
control American industry and industrial lO"miriutes to the gentleman from Penn
policies. And it makes :Q.ot one whit of sylvania [Mr. DENT]. 
difference what administration is in , Mr. BYRNEs of. Wisconsin. Mr. 
power. The result will be the same. Chairman, under previous · agreement, I 

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 11970 is a pro- yield . the gentleman an additional . 5 
posal for the wholesale delegation to the minutes. ' · · · · 
administration of power vested in the Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman,' I had 
Congress; power which should be re- anticipated-- that "sometime dliring the 
tained by the Congress. Enactment of debate I woUld be given a little more time 
H.R. 11970 is not a life-or-death matter. so that I might bring to the attention 
Mr. Kennedy will still be President next of the Members of the House some of 
year. If H.R. 11970 is needed, it can be the factual information that we gai~ed 
enacted next year. Whether or · not it . not only in a year and a half of hearings J 

is· needed will be more 'ciearly known next l;>ut in 5 years of intensive study o:f'the 
. y~ar, . The <fhap9es 'are we would have a effects of trade as it is now carried on 
better bill next year. between the nations that have ·agree.:. 

. That · is · why I :support the motion for ments with the United States. 
recommittal and for extension of the The question of. trades, tariffs, and 
present law. restrictions -goes back to .the .early days 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. of the Grecian States when the very dis
Chairman, I yield such time as he may cussion we ar,e having here today prob
require to the gentleman from New York ably was the basis for the breakup of 
[Mr. BECKER]. those states. . 
· Mr. BECKER. Mr. Chairman,;unable :aowever, 1n 1776 Adam Smith, a pro-
to 'get time on the :floor, I am extending fessor of moral philosophy at the Uni
my remarks in opposition to this legisla- versity of Glasgow, Scotland, published 
tion. In the first place, it is not essential a revolutionary book which · seems to be 
that this be passed at the present time. the "Bible" for most of those who over 
All the haste and pressure is unneces- the years have promoted the philosophy 
sary. To rush a bill through Congress in of free trade. Prior to that time, of 
this manner when a simple extension of course, the economic thinking had been 
the present law, for another year, could dominated by a tp.eory of mercantilism. 
be passed nOW. Then, Without preSSUre U.S. TARIFFS AND CHANGING CONDITIONS 

and propaganda, work out legislation for Adam . Smith ·in his "Wealth of Na-
action at the next session and delete tions," developed a new concept. He de
several ·very objectionable features that lared that wealth comes from goods ·and . 
·have been -indieated in debate; as well as services freely exchanged rather than · 
in committee discussion. ·,. from the money supply. His book intro-

, In the first place, I cannot permi~ my- :duced the idea of competition as the ef- . 
self in violation of my oath of office, to fective regulatory force in free economic 
vote powers of the Congress; clearly society. Complete freedom of trade be
specified in the Constitution, to the tween different areas and different coun-· 
executive branch of the Government. I tries was a natural extension of his ideas 
do believe that accommodation in tariffs of division of labor .and competition. 
must be considered in light of the ex- The "Wealth of Nations" had a great 
panding European Common Market, but inftuence upon the young patriots strug
England has not as yet voted joining the gling to build a new nation out . of the 
Common Market. Should England do Thirteen American Colonies. Alexander 
so, it will be 3 to 4 years at least before Hamilton was one of the first Americans 
England will enter. Therefore, we have to obtain a copy. Thomas Jefferson and 
considerable time to work on this matter. James Madison refer to it frequently in 
There is no urgency, as indicated by the their letters. Its ideas are constantly re
executive branch. Again the title of the :fleeted in "The Federalist Papers." 
bill dealing with ~ssistaD:ce to business By the close of the Revolution the pre
adversely affected 1s certamly most loose vailing opinion in America was in favor 
and pla~ing unemployed ~ecause. of af- of free trade. This was a logical part of 
fects ?f unports on an entirely different the general determination to promote 
~nd hi?her plane .than other unemployed freedom-freedom of speech, religious 
Is entirely unfair-: . However, .the ~act worship, assembly, and the other prin
that t~es~ tw? provisions are written mto ciples of personal freedom established by 
the bill, mdicates .clearly that - t~ns of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. 
thousands of American worker~ Will find Many of the pril}Ciples set ~orth by 
themselves unemployed. For JUst these Adam Smith were incorporated in those 
few reasons and many more that have documents and in the constitutions of 
been off~red in debate: I shall vote for the individual States. T~ey committed 
the mot10n to recommit and extend the this country to the system of free, pri
present trade agreements for 1 year. If vate competitive enterprise. 
this is carried, the Ways and Means But it is important to realize that 
Comm~ttee will have ample tim~ t~ work many of the stanchest · supporters of 
out, with the ~elp of both parties m the free trade, including Hamilton, appreci
Congress, busmess elements and labor, ated the practical limitations of the 
a much better pie~e of legislation. To theory. They saw that free trade can 
prove ~Y good faith, I h~ve voted for succeed only when applied within . the 
the reciprocal agree~eD:ts m .th~ past, I boundaries of a community ruled by SJ.lb
cannot be tagged With Isolat10msm and stantially the same laws. In his famous 
am as desirous as other Members of the "Report of Manufactures," presented to 
House and the _executive "~?ranch of Gov- Congress ·in 1790, Hamilton strongly 
ernment to try to arrive at a sound trade urged protective tariffs on manufactured 
policy . . - , _ _ products in contrast to his endorsement . 

>' 
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of free trade at home: He ' was' appar- could not compete at home with ll:ir'ge issue' and the Congress ·appoint'ed the 
ently convinced that "tpe free-ttade area European manUfacturers. · first Tariff Commission. In 1883 Con
set up within the United States could Danief Webster...:...who had, in 1824, gress passed · a new tariff law based on 
develop its full potential only if protec- thundered against the "obsolete and ex- the Commission's recommendations. 
tive tariffs were used to defend ·it against ploded notion of protection" -carried From 1'789. until the income tax was 
economic exploitation by other nations. the day for high tari:trs in 1828. Be- introduced in 1913, tariffs were the prin
Thus, he proposed tariffs to Q.efend free tween 1812 and 1832 · successive laws cipal source of revenue for the Federal 
trade · within our own free· markets. raised the general level of duties to some Government, but there were always 
Hamilton .argued that the United States 45 percent of the value of all imports. standard arguments ·against it. One 
could attain a better . balanced, .more · This move toward high tariffs was not argument was that tariffs wou,ld dimin
stable, more sustaining economy, -better uniformly · applauded. · The southern ish imports and thus, regardless -of the 
balanced for defense and national se- section of the country was mu9h con':' rates, dry up this source of · income. 
curity, under a system of protective tar- cerned since its economy depended How-ever, the volume of imports was 
iffs. He was concerned with the fact largely on the export of tobacco and cot- actually greater, and the Treasury fared 
that the United States might remain a ton in exchange for manufactured prod- better when the rates were relatively 
raw material supply · area for Great ucts from· England and Europe. There high. Indeed, in 1857 the· main argu
Britain, as the Colonies had been, mak- were threats of nullification and seces- ment for reducing rates was that the 
ing them fully dependent upon the sion in some of the Southern States. . Government was making too much 
mother country for all manufactured This conflict of interest resulted in a money. -
goods. He wanted diversification for the policy of compromise sponsored by Henry The experience of the country during 

. Nation, just as many private enterprises Clay. His bill, passed in 1833, called for the War of 1812 and the Civil War seems 
today seek stability through diversifi- gradual reduction of all duties exceeding to have demolished the idea of interna-
cation. · ' 20 percent, to be accomplished within 10 tional free trade as an end in itself. 

TARIFFS FOR REVENUE yearS. ,The experiment in COmpromise Changing political WindS, and Changing 
The colonies, however, had long been failed. By 1837 tariffs had been reduced economic conditions, inevitably produced 

exposed to galling commercial restric- to an average rate on dutiable ·goods of hundreds of changes in specific r'ates. 
tions imposed by· Great Britain in her about 30 percent; and, of course, the The general. level of rates tended to shift 
pursuit of the old mercantile theory, so average rate on all imports was much up when the Republicans were in power 
that the newly established states had de- lower since many items had been put on and down when the Democrats won. But 
termined to keep government to an abso- the free list. As a result of the program the basic principle of protection con
lute minimum. They looked with dis- of tariff · reduction, the revenues col- . sistently prevailed. 
favor upon the idea of import duties as lected were no longer sufficient to meet From about 1900 to 1932, minor 
unnecessary government interference. Government expenses. Moreover, the changes were made from time to time. 
Hamilton's very able -arguments were not Nation's first great depression began in During the election campaign of 1908, 
sufficient to change the national thir£king 1837. As a result of these circumstances, the Republicans announced for the first 
about protective tariffs . . Nevertheless, there was. considerable agitation to in- time that the difference between the cost 
almost the first act passed by Congress crease tariff rates. Congress passed a of production at home and a lower cost 
was a tariff law. It established duties new .law in 1842 returning substantially abroad was a basis for setting tariff rates. 
on indigo, iron, wood, paper, leather, and to the tariff levels of 1832. Under the 'Nevertheless, it was not feasible to lower 
even on tobacco and cotton. This tariff ' new act, revenues increased so that by tariff rates significantly because import 
act was established as a revenue measure. '1846 they were in excess of Government duties still remained the chief source of 
In fact, up until the income tax law in requirements. Moreover, the country revenue for the Federal Government. 
-1913, import duties were the chief source had entirely recovered from the depres- Under the Democrats in 1913, however, 
of Federal revenue. In the 25 years from sion. . the new Federal income tax law was 
1791 through the end of the War of 1812, The influence of southern politicians, passed. For the first time, tariff rate 
Congress passed 24 different tariff acts. however, was still potent. They forced considerations were divorced from the 
These merely modified rates, changed many reductions in 1846, succeeded by compelling requirement of meeting the 
administrative procedures, or developed sweeping reductions in 1857. - Six fiscal budget. The Democrats then 
new classifications. Rates were, in gen- months after this a financial panic swept passed the Underwood Tariff Act in 
eral, fairly uniform on all commodities the country, depressing agriculture, which they made full use of the competi
and it is estimated that less than 5 per- trade and manufacturing alike. Most tive principle enunciated in 1908. They 
cent of , all imports were on the free list. of the tariff rates had been reduced to 24 acknowledged that foreign producers en
Collected duties appear to have been percent; and including items on the free joyed a powerful advantage in low wages. 
about 12.6 percent of the value of im- list, duties on all commodities during the Their purpose was ·to find rates which 
ports. period 1857 to 1861 averaged about 20 just offset this and other similar un-

percent. This was the lowest average natural advantages. In theory, while 
rate of duties for the 100 years from exposing the domestic manufacturer to 
1812 to 1912. · foreign competition, these rates would 

PROTECTIVE TARIFFS 

The War of 1812 taught the new coun
try many costly and bitter lessons. The 
war was the culmination of an attempt 
by Great Britain to drive American 
shipping from the seas and make the 
young Republic entirely dependent upon 
Europe for manufactured products in ex
change for raw materials. Because 
trade was interrupted during the war, it 
was necessary to establish manufactur
ing essential to the war effort and to · 
civilian needs. This convinced the. ma
jority of the American people of the 
soundness of Hamilton's tariff principles 
which stimulated domestic growth of 
industry. Even Jefferson, who earlier 
had dreamed of word wide reform .in the 
name of free trade, changed his views. 
At the end of the war the new adminis
tration under James Monroe, a loyal fol
lower of Jefferson, completely revised the 
tariff laws, stressing protection as the 
primary objective since many new in
dustries; established during the war, 

Once again the Government was run- shield him and his workers against the 
ning at a deficit and the new Re- effect of cheap labor abroad. The re
publican -Party, although trying to avoid suit was the most sweeping reduction 
an open split with the South, passed the since 1857. 
Morrill Tariff Act in 1861 which substan- Trade wa~ so completely disrupted by 
tially restored the rates of 1846. To world war I that the consequences of 
meet increased Government costs re- this radical1913 change were not imme
sulting from the Civil War, the · tariff diately felt. Promptly after · the war, 
acts of 1867 and 1870 further increased however, imports flooded in. · The Ger-
tariff duties. mans actually proposed, as a means of 

TARIFF coMMISsioN paying off their indemnities, to sell $20 
In ·the period following the Civil War, million worth of dyes per month in this 

large immigration, rapid expansion into country. In the face of the flood ·of im
the western part of the country, exten- ports, Congress passed an emergency act 
sive railroad building, and the growth of in May 1921. They then set to work pre-
· other industries brought a new era of paring a new law. -
prosperity. Government receipts from A brief summary like this may !eave 
customs duties were large. Once again the impression that drafting a tariff law 
agitation for tariff reductions developed is a fairly simple process, largely a choice 
and the Tariff Act of 1872 reduced the between doctrines. Nothing could be 
-average rate on dutiable items to about more misleading. The rate on pistachio 
39 percent. Tariff rates remained a live nuts, for instance, is vital to the man who 
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has invested his life's savings in ,pistachio 
trees. He will bring to bear on his Rep-

. resentativ:e in Congress all the pressure 
he and his workets can contrive. The 
.importer of pistachio nuts, alild the farm
er who feaxs discrimination against 

. .American wheat by .foreign pistachio 
growers, :w.lll bring equaHy str.ong coun
terpressure& to bea-r.. 'The .State Depart
ment, trying to negotiate an alliance :with 
,a pistacbi~ g:rowln,g .foreign CQuntry and 
the W-ar DepartmeBt.. trying to build .a 
military stock:pile of pistachio nuts, will 
·have much to say~ Trade has become so 
complicated .and :so .tangled that any 
item on the list can ·hav.e endless domes
tic and international ramifications. It 
was because the problem had become so 
complicated that Congress established 
the Tariff Commission to serve as a group 
of experts to give assistaE.ce in drafting 
sound tariff 'legislation. 

In working ·out the Fordney-McCum
l>er 'Tariff .Act of 19:22, Congr-ess and th-e 
·Tarilr Commission had to .sift thousands 
of these ·confiicting da-1ms and find a 
practica1 compromise between .extreme 
positions. The result was to raise the 
average 'tariff .rate -slightly~ Another 
general revision in 1'930, embodied in the 
Smoot-Hawley Act, was again worked 
out on a product-by-product basis. 
Rates on many products were adjusted, 
some up and ·some down, and various 
provisions designed to protect. the com
merce- of the United States against un
_fair competition were .strengthened. 
The major depression of 'the early 
thirties, however. so distorted the econ
omy of the United States-and the 
world-that it is impossmle to isolate the 
effects of tbls tariff. 

RECIPROCAL TRADE AGREEMENTS .ACT 

Immediately a,f:ter the election of 
Franklin D.-Roosevelt in-1932, plans were 
made for a new tariff revision. Instead 
of carrying the r.evision through ·Con
gress and the Tariff Commission, ·the Re
ciprocal Trade Agreements Act was e-n
acted, in 1934, as an 'BJllendment to the 
Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act. Under this 
amendment the President was author
ized for a period of 3 years to enter into 
trade agreements with other countries 
without congressional approval. 

His authority to reduce tariffs ws..s 
limited -to 50 percent of the then exist
ing rates of duty and reductions were 
to be made only in exchange .for ·re
ciprocal reductions from .other countries. 
The President, operating through the 
State Department, began at once to ne
gotiate trade agreements which mutu
ally reduced rates between the two coun
tries negotiating.' 0! course, as soon as 
we reduced the tariff rate to one coun
try, we made the reduction available to 
all because of the application of our 
traditional most-favored-nation policy. 

The consequences of this policy, ini
tiated by the reciprocal trade agree-

. ments program, nave ·been confused by 
the effect of other factors at work at the 
same time-first continued depression, 
then the demands and devastation of 
W.orld War n, followed by ·postwar dis
locations, the Korean ·war., an:d the un
"'Temitti:ng tensions of 'ehe cold war.. · TWo-
facts. however, are clear. -First, 'by any 
me-asure, ·u.s. tariffs are now among the 

lowest in the world. 'Second, the .~main 
objective 'of the progr-am-a similar re
duction of barriers throughout the rest 

. .of ~tJne wallld-ha.s .not been accomplished. 
"'1he tirst-that u.s: tariffs are now 

-among the lowest .in -th-e world-ma;y 
come .as a surprise. This .ds a fact whic:Jn 
:has .not ,been made clear to the AmericaTl 
public. '!l"me studies ,giving relative tariff 
:levels for different ·countries are ll"epor'ted 
:in. enapter vnr. . 

.As tli> tlile second point-"tne faihwe Gf 
the recip-rocal trad:e agreemen.ts prn-gram 
to .accomplish a simi[ar :reduction in the 
barriers imposed by other co:antrles
the eviden:ce is abundant. Tariffs are the 
.mildest ·of trade barrien:;. Import li
censes, emb-argoes, quotas, exchange con
trols, cartels, -and state trading are con
spicuously more :res.trietive. The way 
·they oper.ate .and the extent to which 
they negate the prmciples of free trade 
will be discussed later~ 

'While ettorts have been made to pe-r
;suade other -countries to it"elax their non
tariJf barrierg.....;mainly by ·way of nego
tiations set in motion by the General 
Agreem-ent on Tariffs and Trade, an 'in
ternational pr.oject launched in 1947-,the 
result ito date is not encouraging. ln the 
opinion of many persons engaged in both ' 
domestic and foreign trade our ·negotia
tors, in their enthusiasm for expansion 
.of ·world trade, have ofteN. .:surrendered 
more than they gained. 

It has become customary for foreign 
nations to negotiate reductions of our 
tariffs in exchange for their tariff reduc
-tions ·and then to establish quotas on 
exchange controls ·which are even more 
·restrictive than was the higher tariff so 
that in the end we have reduced our im
·port restrictions but ·other nations have 
actually increased their trade barriers. 
Many of the most restricted foreign 
trade barr.lers-import quotas ·and ex
change .controls-reflect deep-seated 
internal problems. They become an in
tegral part of national infiationary 
money policies and socialistic national 
economic controls. Such quantitative 
·restrictions can be removed only when 
.sounder .governmental policies are re
established. No amount of negotiation 
on our part can change the internal 
situations which require these policies. 

Under the pressures of the cold war 
we have felt the need to retain allies and 
have o:ffered economic assistance as one 
inducement. To this end we have of
fered •both direct dollar aid and 'lowering 
of tariffs to assist in foreign trade. -In 
the case of direct foreign aid we know 
the cost-if not to the exact penny, at 
least to .the billion-$50 billion. On the 
other hand, when we set about helping 
other countries by lowering our tariffs -
and promising to buy more of their 
goods, the effect on the Nati-on's economy 
is often obscured~ We cannot even esti
mate the cost. Industry, directly ·af
fected, o! course, r-ecognizes the effect 
soon enough. .It ta'kes longer however, 
f.or the secondary effects in terms of lost 
]obs and lost savings .in related indus
tries, .and prog:ressively :thr.oughout the 
economy. · to become .apparent. The 

·butcher., the baker,. -and ~he candlestick 
maker do n0t realize the impact for 
years. 

No attempt has ever beenmade to esti
mate the pyramiding effect wllich results 
when .raw mat-erial s.upplier..s~ transpor
. tati:On and . <CommunicatiGE.s_. factories 
and lost taxes :are :added in to the loss 
of pr-~uction on a .finished item. 

.Since World War li most --of the other 
..nationsnf the world have been busy, with 
uur irell!>, ·rest(l)ring, enlavging, .-and mod
ernizing their pr-oduction facilities. 
On[y now, :ex-ce:pt for a few special ·protl
. uctsJ -ar-e they beginning to turn out 
.goods m su:fficient voll!lme for general 
{export. Thanks to the purchasing pow
\Br by mass ])l100'l!lct:ion___:.and .mass pro
duction could have -evolved !Qnly in :a pro
tected area· like the United States-the 
American mark-et is the most 8/ttra:c
tive.in the world~ 

iNot h'avimg Te--a-dymade markets at 
home, largely because of .internal :re
,.strietions and low -wages, foreign ·pro
ducers are eager for access here. They 
have not yet had time to realize fully 
on the reductions g.ranted to -date. Yet 
we have already been obliged, in the in-

.,terest of defense, to raise the -duty on, 
among other articles, --watches. Imports 
ir.om Sw.itzerland were forcing 'OUr own 
watchmakers, whose skHl with precision 
instruments is vital in tim-e of war, out 
of their jobs. . 

Proposals for further extending and 
enlarging the scope of the reciprocal 
trade agreements program are .now ·be
fore Congress. Many changes have oc
curred th:voughout the country since 
that program was originally debated. 
Areas which were form~rly agricultural 
are now r3tpidly_ industrializing . . We 
have learned much about the nature and 
effect of foreign .barriers other than 
tariffs. Af,ter 20 :years of tariff reduc
tion, :and 20 :years of depression; war., and 
postwar adjustment, the Nation has 
ag.ain -an opportunity to debate the ques
tion. It is hoped that, by a second look 
at the basic issues involved, we will 
change our approach to the tariff prob
lem an.d build our foreign trade program 
on a sound economic basis. 

SOME OLD MYTHS 

Many present-day sponsors of lower 
tariffs describe themselves as advocates 
of freer trade, not absolute free 'trade. 
Yet, they bring forth· many of the myths 
spun years ago by free trade theorists. 
Let us now examine some of the more 
per.sistent and .superficially persuasiv-e 
·of these myths. 

'TARIFFS ARE NOT A CONSUMER TAX 

One of them is that tariffs are a direct 
tax on the consumer~ Such a concept 
fails to take account of several .aspects 
of the problem. 

One assumption is that if the tariffs 
were .reduced, the foreign producer would 
immediately reduce his U.S. selling price 
by the amount of the tariff reduction. 
However, if he can now sell his product 
in this 'country with present tariff levels, 
it means that he is either ·equaling or 
bettering the sales price of competing 
·domestic goods. If the tariff is reduced, 
he is not compelled to reduce his selling 
price.; .he .is .in· -a position to make more 
_profit by .not hav.ing to pay a tari1f. · In 
other words, if the tariff is paid at all, it 
is paid by the foreign producer ·.and not 
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by the American consumer. The reve
nue from taritis. goes into the Federal 
Treasury. Any reduction· in tariti reve
nues must be made up by additional 
taxes directly on the people, either by in
come tax or business taxes, so that even 
if the consumer could buy an imported 
item at a lower selling price with the 
elimination of taritis, he would probably 
still have to pay just as much in taxes as 
the reduction in tariti had eliminated on 
the selling price. Any one consumer 
would gain an advantage onfy if he 
bought more imported goods than · the 
average consumer so that the tax burden 
was ditierently distributed. 

Part of the assumption that taritis 
make the consumer pay higher prices is 
that the American producer has no com
petition other than the foreign imports. 
In any major industry in the United 
States the large companies otier each 
other the most intense competition. 
This drives the selling price to the lowest 
pOint which still permits sound return 
on invested capital. If, in the face of 
inadequate taritis, foreign competitors 
further reduce the selling price, they 
will in the end take over the market and 
drive out the American competitor. 
When the American producer is driven 
out of business, the jobs which his com
pany furnished are lost. The consumer 
argument overlooks the fact that the 
consumer is also a producer. On the 
whole the cons~er stands to lose in 
pay a~y amount he may save in lower 
import prices. The low price argument 
has so much appeal because a given 
consumer supposes or hopes that he per
sonally can buy cheaper, while it will be 
some other individual who will lose his 
job or have his weekly pay reduced. It 
is the simple assumption that the in
dividual can profit at someone else's ex
pense. It is truly amazing what eco
nomic nonsense can be made to seem 
plausible by the simple semantic trick 
of speaking of the consumer as one 
person and the producer or worker as a 
separate and ditierent person. On the 
average, and except for children and a 
few d:rones, the consum~r and the pro
ducer are one and the same person. 

IMPORT COMPETITION AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
ADVANCE 

At this point, perhaps we should di
gress for a moment to take a quick look 
at an example which the free traders 
are fond of using. They say, "but com
petition brings progress." Protective 
taritis eliminate foreign competition and 
so stifie technological advance. To stifie 
competition by taritis is the same as if 
we had placed a tax on the new auto 
industry to protect the buggy industry 
from competition. What they overlook 
is that the buggy industry did not lose 
its market to autos because the auto
mobile industry paid low wages. What 
happened was that workers moved from 
the buggy industry to the automobile in
dustry for higher wages. 

We had here a true technological ad
vance. Because it was an advance, the 
auto industry could take over the market 
from buggies and pay higher wages while 
doing it. The free traders are quite 
right on one thing, however. When the 

automobile industry won the market 
from buggies, the jobs in the buggy in
dustry disappeared-the jobs went to the 
successful competitor. In the same way, 
to the extent that imports made with 

Government saving by foreign purchase _______________________ $204,000 

Import duty paid by foreign firm__ 117,000 

Total-----------------~- --- 321,000 

low cost labor take over the market, the Net loss to Government____ 111, ooo 
jobs move to the low wage country. Another one of the myths about 

One other point about taritis, compe- foreign trade is that foreign trade mus.t 
tition and the American consumer. We continually increase if the economy is to 
have had relatively high protective tar- expand and prosper. 
itis throughout most of our history up Foreign trade is an ancient custom, 
to the last decade or so. Under such con- and most people take foreign commerce 
ditions the real wage of the American pretty much as a matter of course, but 
workers, or, if you prefer, the American there is always the question of how much 
consumers' standard of living, has been foreign trade is desirable. It is cus
for many years the envy of the whole tomary for those engaged in shipping 
world. This fact clearly demonstrates and for merchants who buy and sell in 
first of all that the taritis have not been foreign markets to look favorably on ex
a burdensome tax on the consumer and~ tensive foreign trade; while those en
second, that competition between domes- gaged in developing and pursuing in
tic producers has been adequate to keep dustry within the country are apt to 
prices in step with wages and produc- consider foreign trade less favorably. 
tivity. True, the mere fact that we have It is well known that logic can be used 
gained a high standard of living at the to prove almost anything, if one is per
same time we had protective taritis does mitted to choose the proper major prem
not prove that taritis caused the high ise or assumption. The tariti abolition
standard of living. It is true, however, ists, otherwise known as the free traders, 
that taritis have not prevented our or freer traders as they like to call them
reaching a high living standard. More- selves today, start with the assumption 
over, this puts the burden of proof on that more foreign trade is, of itself, 
the free traders, since they then must necessarily desirable. They do not say 
prove that absence of taritis would have how much more foreign trade would be 
been even as good, let alone better· Here desirable. The inference is simply 
are the facts, not just theory. more-without limit. In the United 

A simple illustration will demonstrate states, they start with the assumption 
that the purchase of a foreign product that since more exports are desirable, 
at lower than the American producers more imports must be had to balance 
are first to lower their prices, either these exports. 
their profits or wages or both sutier. But Let us probe this position a little. If 
if the profits drop, then the firm pays more foreign trade is desirable, how 
less Federal income tax-the corporate much more? Current commercial U.S. 
income tax is currently more than 50 exports and imports are each running 
percent and appears likely to remain at more than $10 billion a year. If more 
this level. Thus, for every dollar that trade is desirable, would it be better if 
business profits decrease, the consumer it were $20 billion a year, or perhaps it 
will have at least 50 cents of Federal tax shoult;i be $50 billion a year, or why not 
that he will have to pay directly. To this $500 billion a year? This way we could 
one must add reduced State and local get to the point where we make nothing 
taxes from ailing business and less gen- . for ourselves and export everything we 
erous gifts to charity. All in all, most of make in exchange for things other peo
the apparent saving is merely shifted to pie make. It is immediately obvious that 
other products or persons. the assumption of just more foreign 

Some statistics regarding bids for a trade is not valid basis in which to start 
large generator for the Chief Joseph a discussion of the problem. 
Dam will illustrate the importance of tax Well, then, is there any real basis on 

· revenue from American business. As the which we can agree as to how much 
following calculations show, -the lower world trade we should have? Yes. One 
.selling price otiered by the foreign bid- may look at the economic reasons why 
der, plus the import duties which would nations may desire or need to have for
have been collected, represented a net eign trade. World trade beyond that 
loss of $111,000 to the Federal Treasury required to satisfy these economic needs 
when the loss of taxes is considered: would remind one of the sentiments ex-
Federal, State, and local taxes paid pressed by James Russell Lowell in "The 

by American company _______ ___ $117, ooo Bigelow Papers": 
Federal, State, and local taxes paid 

by their suppliers (approxi- Changes jes' for change, 
mately) ------------------------ 54, 000 is like them big hotels 

Wages paid to their employees Where they shift plates 
would total $833,032, and if each an let ye live on smells. 
employee pays income tax at the ECONOMIC REASONS FOR FOREIGN TRADE 

average rate____________________ 166• 000 There are, in all, four economic rea-Wages paid to employees of sup-
pliers would total $435,000 (estl- sons why nations may want or need 
mated) and if each of these em- international trade: 
ployees would pay income tax at First. If a nation is lacking in certain 
the average rate_______________ 86, ooo essential raw materials, it will need to 

Stockholders would receive $45/780, import them. In fact, if the nation's 
and if stockholders would pay 1 te · 1 f income tax at the average rate__ 9 , 000 sources yield essentia raw ma ria s o 

low grade, it may also wish to import 
them more cheaply from nations with 
sources of high-grade raw material. 

Tax loss------------------- 432,000 
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The value of raw materials consists 
essentially of the U.se which human so
ciety can .obtain irmn <tl~em. Tl:re 
'Rmountrof human effort required to mine 
the niinerals, recover and refine them, 
'is largely determined by the quality and 
type of natura1 deposit and its accessi
bility. .Im:cluden is the 1questi<m ·of 
whether IQr :n0t lhe "{llll(i)per reembma.iti(i)ll 
::of Taw materi:ruls 1s ·a-v,ailabie 'and 'con
veniently located, a;s 1or examJi)1e, the 
proxim-ity of .ir.en une and :coal for making 
steel. 

Some natlon:s a:r.e m:ore favored t1ran 
others~ :but 1:ew .. lf eny, .ftlll! themselves 
with 'adequate IS:upplies and :quality raf 

:all desi!r:ahle rnw mat:er1-a;ls. .Hemee. 'ail!l 
nations ·wm prob)ably need rsome ~oreigm. 
tr.ade to obtaiin a :tun v.arlety <Of desirable 
rawmateriarls. 

Becmu:l. A seecmd Jr.,e·a;so:n why .nations 
may ·want for..e'ign traue is \that it :is ·un
able to ~w rce:rtatin ·atnim'9Jl G.r -pla-nt 
life which R meeds~ Ce:nversely., if a 
n-ation tras BIIl ·:DV.etlbmrdanae ref :SUitable 
soi~ ;an-d 'CliBm.'te f0r gr,o\Wmg crerttli1·m. 
-desimm'le pro-d'acts, f t (}ain 'J.Jl1-<ll1iiitalbly sell 
these m the world il!l'antet. .Sttcla :na
tmms 'WDntd &'d f~Brelgn trade desH·eJb1e. 
Prlmi:e \ex.amp:J:es af 'ltrhis aT.e 'trlilplca:I 1protl
ucts~ .. such .as, :lfa1uits, llitlbber., SIJJic.es, :and 
so for:th, whlch woulld lb:e 11loo re;KJiremsive 
-M lg!IDW elsewliloo.e. :In the da;y,s be£1me 
tbe mdustriat mv41Lttion. much ®f '-'the 
.forei-gn 'DO.IXllnerce -was :iin -pr01li1:Wts rof 
this ,ldnliL 

'Third.. Am>tliler lrlfm'SGn wlly a '?5latitm 
might wtsh trade ~tlil tts uei"ghbor.s iB 
to obtain a mass market. Whem-e:ver 
p.roduc.mm can \be mee:J:mmized, 1mit ~CGSts 
are m~mn ll:ess flfmn !mnge csle -prG"d•W>
tiem. 'Wll:it&. PJI:mm (exam;ples <e-lltbis :are 
the te1ili:eiem.t pr~Gl!iuetiGn-Jme SWWmWi'l:e 
pla;!l'ts ami mme Jmgbll;y mwnallllli:zed m1'CI 
·SJu~matieally ~'ima ~iemn :an:cl 
c'helmca! :plall't&. But h~ "JiirG
dueWm. is :not JPOSSi'ble ·.unless tmene :is a 
ma;ss .malbt. Wherever :a col:Jllt.ty ls ·1tl:lm 
smell \to JI'eprese~ ~ .iftsellf,., ra :market 
Bufili:~ lmge 1tJm pet:milt JDw-cmst 
praillueWm... 

Flmlrth. Ccmwer.~.. a natitm m:St"Y 
~:mfiit by forei~ tra1iie if li'ts "Blim.olllTEY; 
'ing:enuity,. and ml'eliltiv.emess !&g ~ehind. 
By trading tSmW.i-c:es aud iPJY<ildueiis that 
ar.e (essenttiaUy kandmatie wit.h neighlOOr
tn.g n8ltions f<ilr JmtSs-:pr.(i)dil.JJ.ted items, 
Um backwrord lWJiti1m (CBI'lil (Gbtmlin mamu
·fe:etumd pmdtlmlls D.'CJt ~erwl'se R'Y.d
.ahremit. . 

Let us examme tm..ese four :eeunllm.li-c 
.reamDB fm- in.teamtimml ttratde. On 
whd.cb basis wooi-d tt.he iDln:futetil Staibes .m. 
its own Belt-interest ;saek: WDl!liil ttr.adea» 
Certainly, the :first amd !;eDmD.d 'IWOl!lld 
apply. We need tolm,port raw .materials 
not found in. .abnnda!!lce lin 1thls country. 
We regularly hnj)Glt ~~ ti~ plati
num, 'tmwcite for :alllilmimnn, manganese, 
tu~sten. ,and c.abalt oras.. .and .many 
other basic materials. We also are in
terested m. fal'elgn trade m obtain rcoffee .. 
co-eGa, 'tea, bana'l'lS'S_. ~1:ces .. rmts.. Rntl 
many other items . wlh:'ic'h ·a:re n'Ot :e:co
uomiieaHy gm\'Vln. here. Inci:dentailly, 
mast !Of t'lmse .llD)W mmberiails .smi f-ood 
1m~ a-re <m. itib:e me d~ list liliml 
oome in 'Witlmnt tBntif "l"eS'trlet1<JM. 

On th'e dther lmiml" tlrer.e is llttle .re.a
'8011 ·'W'b,y. t.lm 'U.n'i1led .states w.mlld wish 1lo 

expand foreign trade for the third and 
. fourth reasons. Our size-more than 
160 million-coupled with our re1atively 
'hlgh _personal incomes, represents the 
largest mass market ever known. As ,a 
,matter of tact, t.he chief reason foreign
ers are so anxious to sell their pr.oducts 
Jn the ·uruted States .is .that we have a 
large -:mass market alreaqy conditioned. 
hy American .merchandising .and. adver
tising programs to want ,ta b~y ,a wide 
Y:anety .of .manufac-tured products . 
.Moreover, .because of (()Ur hlgh wage 
xates,, there is ability to buy Dil a 'broad 
seal~ m thls ,country~ 

The u:.s. _producer -dQes .not need to 
loo-k "!beyond our b0undar:ies ro find his 
.mass ,mal1ket. T.ake the tea5e Qf the 
8iutomobile ilildustry~ Wllile 1t .tru,ght ·be 
Yecy enticing !or ·t'he &utomo.Wle pr.o
ducer \to rSell .additional rears in. world 
.mark-ets wllenever demand .slwnps .aJ; 
.home and .h:e .ds .not .runm.ing llis fa-cto
ries ali cap_acity, t.he :fact .remains that .&t 
Jleast liihe hig thr.ee .m automobile _,produc
tbiGlil ha\Vle eac.h ,attained sumc.ien.t .size ,J:>.y 
SHP.Pbrln:g .the American market .sG tha-t 
they .hav.e reacheC!l substantially mini
mum production costs a:nd.. ln :fact .. 
Jli)r.obab.l_y have ,_a~pl'ea;ched the ;Size a-t 
w:hl.eh memcien-cy J.n.her.enct jn increased 
.size 1'8rlg._eW ·o1fsets any ~ssible gain .in. 
lrlntt cost r.e.d.uctian :Wom .fl!lr.ther rgr.ow,t.h. 
If these coiPOr&tions .hav:e mor.e money 
and talent 'lib.an is required to .sup,ply 
.cans 1.ar :t'he .American · maikets, tbey 
,can pr-ofitably enter new fields and Ji)re
duce new .. products far .the American 
public. l'ilil Iact .they began to ldo .trus 
m-Btn,y years ago by makotmg .nefrigera-tc)l~ .. 
air-eondritioolng units, automatic wash
ertS 8IRd dl~y.er.s, -and macy other _proii-
uct'S~ · 

.AE lor lng.enuirty and ;m;y:enti;y:eness., .it 
is .eW.dent that we .need J))l:Ot look else
wher.eA We need cGnly t0 be sure th:Bit our . 
BlittiG:mal pml<icies heJ,iJJ to J:tetain ~'W' eco
l!lGnnc y~or LS0 ithat msear.cn and ·enter
.Pr.lise .l'!«Mre.W.e iSaflicien.t :r-ew..aro tG Iioo:oisla 
and :cGnt'i1ill:l~ our .technulogic811 dey.el
l(l)Jl>ntemt. 

We have been. eomsirileril:\g V: S. ~er.ei:~ 
trade :futcmil t.he .ii)Qin:t Gf w..iew ,o.f what is 
gaed .iftor us. Do we ..not need .tQ trade to 
aool!lmma.cl&~be the .needs tOf otmer .natJ.Qns 
.mr t'm-eign tra<ile'? Be:J,g;ilil.m,Ior ,examp"le., 
d~:e.& not censtitute .a ,mas.s marltet · 
sh1M!11Gl we .nat tr.:ad:e with :B.elgi:um to 
aeeomm<i>da..~e l'ts aeedU' :Itt .does ;nnt "fal
low, :hcnveiV.e.r, tb.Slt t7he mtW.Y WAY liar tlll'e 
Belgla-Dl> to ,QJ:)iJ:aiin a mass mS!Iket .is Ui> 
sell in fh:e 'Ulili'ted ,St.altes.. ~ a. .ma..t'ter 
of fact, eacn of .the European countries 
.could clann la'Ck of 'B. ·nmss market for 
-sollYe o'f the'ir prctd~tian.. .:BN tr.adlng 
with eacn nthoc, bow.e¥er" t.hey c.ou.ld 
.l'.ead>illy obtain .a mass market tne •equal of 
the total [iT.~S. :mBirket. In arldi.M<m, ·ttnene 
are manw ®>ther naftimm; in. ftlre wm'ld, 
many offfil!rem teSSe'Il'ui:Ril<expo;rtem '0f IDaw 
materials 1'md im.ilGrrem ~ ·ftnrslred prod
ucts, wh'ilfu ·can ib:e :a:ppruatfued :as ra 
partial n:m~nret 'to ;get tb~e ,sales :1'-e.qnired 
for mass prJl>Jlttclti-0n.. 'T..he pa-int 1i:s that 
,Gther nations do not haw..e m 1t:r.ade with 
us to get a ::mBSS ma'rlk!et., :mmd m J!latet,, 
their trade "Wiith 1Us .m MIY O:ther nation 
wru -not be ESIDmN!ilHn'less it ;js baed 10n 
s mutna'l advantage. Mutual adv.antage 
itw~"lves --tra'de between ·eum:p1-ementary 

economies-and not between equa.lly 
industrialized, competitive economies . 
"This does ·riot mean that we should not 
have reasonab1e and norma1 ·trade with 
all countries who .have something to of
fer ln. fair competition in Dur market. 
The point ls that many seem to be ap
proaching :this point with the attitude 
that w~ aDd we .alon~~ must solve every
one e1se's trade..:balance problems by 
l.o:w:e.ring our tariffs. 

.Another avenue of market expansion 
available fDr foreign nations is the fur
ther development of their own market. 
Most foreign nations -coUld pr-ofit by fol
lowing the exa:m.ple of the "United States 
in the field ·of mer.chand1sing _and 
marketing. 

The ,s'treng:th -of our ma:ss market 1ies 
in the .income distributi<m wllich puts a 
large part of the in.come 1n the hands 
of indivlduatl consumers. The adv.an ... 
tage of .h.-avmg m.MlY buy:ers wlth .sub
stantial puxc.hasing :power · is ~bvious. 
T.ll-is idea Jaas b'een .summarized by tne 
qu1p, '''A ,mUlion men,, .eaeh with ,$1 re_pr.e
sen'ts .a .sound-er market thaD <me ;man 
with a .milrlfiolil ·doUars .. " 

Th:e matter of ·p.m'clil.asmg power in. 
the har:m<ils fDf .colilBunre.rs goes beyond t.he 
mer.e matter ef distribution between. 
wages :R~nd 'Gth:er forms ·of iR.eome, ..how
re:v:er~ .F!Gr \example~ 'the .high ·per.ceR<tage 
-of llmmeownershtip in :the United States 
.is, in part due tG the f'B.ct th-at we .have 
m-ethads i()f .making m.Grtgage &lancing 
-av.a'i[abfle ·te wmrltiingmem .sG that they 
might rbuy a !1-oase with a ;smaU down
paymem..t. jjn maey Elilr.op-ean ·c.oun.tnes. 
.exltemsive ~onsnmer ,credit ;is ummowm, 
,and .muc.h 'CGald be done te &timu~ate 
Umir .h.ome manket ;by '8. suitable ;eon.
s&l!llller tin.Biilce service~ Bnch reforms 
.can o~y come .from the co.un.tnies tkem
selves. The ldea invo1:ved here was 
.nic.ely summarized .by WiUiam Gr.aham 
Sumner Ln. 1-889,. when he .said.; 
W~e a;r~ itm1iil 'W.hait lime /.thm;gs WDuld ~:em. 

.111' 'eVf!lrY am:e m:t US 'WO.Uld gD 8/Dd rdo BOme
thim,g .lmr ibhe w.e-.Lf-ai~e Qf smne:body else; 
bu.t wl:ly nGt .ccmtem,pla.tte 1lilso the .lm.mense 
ga'in which won1d ensue lf .everjbody would 
do -smne:thing "for h!lmsern 

This th<mglil.'t is i8iS ~_pliea.ble now :as 
then. 
NORMAL TRADE IS lBE!rWEEN COMPLEMENTARY 

.iil0.0NOMZES 

Jill dlsellSSimg ~~:e-asons 'Wh;y Jmtti.om; 
'W&\llt ior.e'ign :lmade., it 'Wilu1ld 'be 'Weil [00 
·RmJ.imii curse1¥es «llt th~ lbasie roonrept 
taibrmt \'trade itself~ Trade .m 1he .free 
mazrk<et jj:s lJimetd!lca;ted ron. the a-ssmnpti"Gn 
tlmtt :exChan-ge takies -plaoo 100 llihe mutual 
00\V&Dtag~ 1!f each pt;t'l''ty. :Eadt ge.'ts 
~tlni'mg wb:ich 1te priizes mwe highly 
t-llmn 1lfhat 'Whlclil he 'gave "I@~ .In ,))fits 
m.se, ·ttlreill' eeGJD.B.mies. 'SUP.Plemen.t .ea;.c;b. 
l(j)th.-er--the .ome tel!JlDilt~ ,fm'nishing ·am 
.a'l:mmdaJ:me ,()f maw :mwterials wlhi~e the 
~e.r COM;tx,w, b.e·ing eguiP.ll>ed with ca:pi
t.aUaciJ.ities, tur..m.ishes in.dustrA.aA J~H~Od.uc
,ti0n. 

There are no C(i)mpe;iiLtLlig econGJlN:e I,e&

,san.s w.hy twji) hig'hly .d.adustniaJized na
tlmns &l.Q.ala nave ex.tenslw.e balanced 
lirade. Their .economies ..are .oom;pel1tiive;. 
nGt emn;p'lem:en'tBIT.Y~ T.o ]n'D..PQSe that 
file 'United States xreatb' Increase ltB 
trad~ w1tb 1.ndus.trlal rol.UltTies lik-e Eng-
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land, France, and Germany is like sug
gesting that Gimbels and Macy's increase 
their sales volume by selling more to 
each other. In other words, interna
tional trade, based on economic needs 
can and rightly should be balanced 
through multilateral trade-balance pay
ments . . 

Trade experts are quick to point out 
that the.Jarge volume trade is between 
the highly industrialized ·countries. 
This, of course, is not too surprising, be
cause the total value of goods and serv
ices produced in countries like Germany, 
England, Canada, and the United States 
is so much .greater than for the less de
veloped countries that even a small per
cent of trade between the industrial 
nations represents large dollar amounts. 
Much of the trade between industrial 
countries is due to very temporary im
balances and shortages. In the proces8 
of industrial expansion and manufac
turing changes, shortages in particular 
commodities develop. 

If any country anywhere in the world 
has surplus capacity to supply the given 
item, it will, of course, be imported by 
the fastest transportation available. 
This will continue until the user or some 
other company can design and build 
facilities to meet its requirements. Be.J 
cause there is such a large number of 
special materials, intermediate products 
and assemblies and parts required in the 
total economy, there are at any one time 
always some imbalances; hence, a rather 
constant need for this sort of exchange 
of products, This sort of trade is· highly 
desiraple, but it does not indicate a long 
term, fundamental policy for industrial 
countries to depend extensively on im-

. ports for parts, components, interme..: 
diate products, and so forth. Trade to 
meet temporary shortages will continue 
because of changing needs rather than 
long-term plans to depend on component 
imports. 

It is argued that England and the 
European countries must export to pay 
for the things they need, and hence we 
must make it easier for them to export 
to the United States. It is obvious that 
they must export enough to somebody 
to maintain a trade balance, but there 
are many ways they can improve their 
position without our having to bring 
down tariffs. They can obtain _increased 
dollars through multilateral trade bal
ances and they can improve their in
ternal economies. 

In a recent English book, "We Too 
Can Prosper," by Graham Hutton, a dis
tinguished British econometric --writer 
and administrator, the author states that 
without new capital expenditure a "15-
percent raise in productivity can still be 
achieved by reorganization of work." 
He suggests ,that this increase would 
"solve Britain's chief social and economic 
problems." The London Economist, in 
an article, "The Riddle of Prosperity," 
also suggests that Britain could do much 
to improve efficiency and put herself in 
a better competitive position in world 
markets. It stressed that the desire to 
do so was one of the essential ingredients 
for successful ·improvement; Increase 
in productivity and efilciency would mean 

that fewer exports. would be required. to 
pay for. necessary imports. 
. One way to judge the amount of world 
trade which is desirable is- to consider the 
relation between technological advances 
and international commerce. History 
shows that as countries industrialize, 
they have relatively less and less need fo:r 
trade. In an industrialized society, com
merce consists· largely of the exchange 
of natural products and the products of 
handicraft. When the world consisted 
of sovereign nations with that type of 
economy, a great deal of foreign trade 
was required. Countries which could 
grow wheat and corn were not suited to 
the growing of cotton. Some regions 
of the world could effectively grow sheep 
and supply wool, but not wheat or ba
nanas. As a consequence, individual 
items of food, fiber, building materials, 
or ores for primitive metallurgy, were 
shipped from a country having an 
abundance in exchange for other natural 
items of food, fiber, or the like. 

In the United States, for example, 
the record shows that our foreign trade 
has been gradually increasing dollarwise, 
but at the same time has been progres
sively decreasing percen.tagewise, In 
1800, ·our foreign trade represented more 
than 12 percent of our gross national 
product. By 1875, it had decreased to 
about 6 percent; and in the 1950's it has 
been less than 3 percent. Figure 1 shows 
how our foreign trade has declined as 
our total economy grew and indus
trialized. The data for the graph are 
obtained by dividing .the dollar value of 
total imports by the dollar value of gross 
national product, which is just another 
way of saying that the graph relates 
total imports to total value of goods and 
services produced in the United States. 

We have been looking at import data 
on a dollar basis. However, quantities of 
imported goods will have changed too. 
According to the Commerce Depart
ment-and I read: 
· The level of imports in relation to domestic 
production during recent years compares 
much less favorably with the prewar level 
in real terms than in terms of current values. 
Froni 1951 _ through 1953, the volume of 
imports (that is value adjusted for price 
value) was only about half again as large 
as from 1936 through 1938, while the Nation's 
real import was more than twice as great. 
This is accounted for in part by the relatively 
larger price rises on many national products. 

According to Professor Riemer, of the 
University of Michigan, Brazil's foreign 
trade position is four times as favorable 
now as in prewar days. 

This is due to changes in prices of ex
ported products relative to imported 
items. A recent example will indicate 
this change. Last year U.S. coffee im
ports rose by $150 million, although 
the volume actually declined. Cocoa 
imports showed a $30 million increase 
with a large drop in _quantity. Gen
erally we discuss foreign trade solely 
in terms of dollars. It is natural that 
we do so. Nevertheless, when we con
sider the quantity relations, it appears 
that our foreign trade is even smaller 
percentagewise than the dollar values 
indicate. 

· It is not surprising that our foreign 
commerce is becoming less important. 
At first most of the products of com
merce in this country were natural prod
ucts, such as tobacco, cotton, corn, 
grains, furs, and timber. These were 
exchanged for natural products from 
other parts of the world and some manu. 
factured products from England and 
Europe. After the War of 1812, our 
Government saw the-importance of in
dustry to national defens~ and began a 
program to foster industrial growth. 
Through the years, mills were built to 
weave our cotton here, and we no longer 
had to send it to England to be woven. 
Steel mills were built, t~e nonferrous 
metal industry was established, the ma
chine tool industry developed, and in 
the course of time our chemical industry 
began. Coupled with our industrializa
tion came rapid technological advance. 
Synthetic dyes replaced natural prod~ 
ucts, medicinals were synthesized in 
chemical plants, nylon replaced silk, syn
thetic replaced impor~d natural rubber. 
As a result, our domestic commerce grew 
much . more rapidly than our foreign 
commerce, and our need for imports and 
exports decreased in relative importance. 

Is this decrease in the importance of 
fo!ei~n trade a peculiarity of our econ
omy or is it a general experience? A look 
at the world situation indicates that the 
experience is rather general. In all the 
industrial countries in the world, foreign 
trade .has been decreasing in importance 
as the industrial economies grew. It is 
evident that the gap between inter
national trade has been widening in re
cent years. 

The results of modern ·research and 
industrialization free man from some 
of his former dependence o:ri natural 
products. Plastics, for example, . can 
substitute for many metal or wood prod
ucts and can be made from a variety of 
pase materials. If wood is plentiful and 
coal is not, plastics are made from cel
lulosic materials. If neither coal nor 
wood is available, plastics can be made 
from oil or, for that matter, from oat 
hulls. · 

We see then that whereas the "freer 
traders" are calling for more and more 
U.S. world trade, neither theory nor fact 
supports them. Economic theory would 
require for us imports of raw materials 
which we do not have in abundance and 
exports sufilcient to balance our imports; 
but the facts show that as we and the 
European nations have been industrial
izing, foreign trade has become a smaller 
and smaller percentage of our total 
trade. 

When we view this in light of the 
fact that we have never had any prob
lems of paying for our imports-a peren· 
nial problem with some nations who want 
the United States to remove its tariff but 
are maintaining higher tariffs than we 
are-we find little cause for concern. If, 
however, we were to remove our tariffs, 
industry could begin an exodus to the 
low·wage countries and our trade bal
ance 'would shift to one of excess im
ports. We would then find ourselves in 
the same position from which other 
countries are now trying to extricate 
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themselves. Then indeed we would have 
cause for concern. 

WORLD TRADE AND PEACE 

Many pacifists have joined in the 
clamor for world free trade. They have 
convinced themselves thai the applica
tion of free trade would eliminate what 
seems to them the most important cause 
of war. They visualize, first of all, that 
maximum world division of labor would 
make each country so dependent upon 
other countries that the successful wag
ing of war would be impossible. Sec
ondly, they think that through maxi
mum freedom for commercial trade and 
exchange of ideas, an increased under
standing and mutual respect would 
gradually advance the cause of world 
brotherhood and eliminate the frictions 
which lead to war. This, of course, all 
sounds very desirable but unfortunately 
history does not substantiate this very 
nice theory. Of course, if all nations 
were so dependent on others that none 
could wage war, the peace would be 
maintained as long as this condition 
existed. Unfortunately, however, some 
one nation might, and in fact, in the 
past invariably has, through stockpiling 
and developing of substitutes and by ne
gotiating alliances, assured itself of ade
quate resources to sustain a war. At 
this point, unless the defending natic~m 
can overcome the weaknesses due to lack 
of self-sufficiency through alliances or 
by other means, it becomes helpless be
fore the power or combination of powers 
which have military self-sufficiency. So 
long as the world is composed of sover
eign nations, war cannot be ruled out by 
developing national interdependencies 
through trade. 
· Likewise, those who propose free trade 
as a 'step toward a world government are 
getting the cart before the horse-way 
ahead of the horse. Neither history nor 
logic supports this idea. 

To propose free trade before establish
ing a world government is like saying, 
"Come on; let's play ball; and after we 
have played together for a while, we'll 
make the rules." It certaiz¥y is true 
that after playing for a while without 
rules or umpire, there will be good in
sight into the need for rules. Without 
any agreement beforehand and with no 
umpire, there will be numerous fights 
and the outcome is likely to indicate 
which side has the toughest :fighters, not 
·which is the most sk~lled ball team. 

Let us examine history. Have there 
been any examples where fre~ trade has 
led to union? Was, for example, the 
formation of the United States the . re
sult of free trade? No. Free trade did 
not even come with the federation. The 
course of development was not from free 
trade toward a feeling of mutual interest 
and good will and then to union. Union 
came first and was followed by free inter
state trade. A national government had 
to create the necessary conditions in 
order for free trade to work. 

It is equally misleading to suppose 
that free trade is the royal road to world 
peace. Prior to World War I, trade and 
travel in Europe were almost as free of 
barriers as between the States in this 
country. One·could travel from one end 
of Europe to the other without a pass-

port and without a currency conversion 
problem. Products were bought from the 
best source, from whatsoever . country. 
England was on free trade. Did this 
freedom . to trade prevent war? No, it 
did not. But history does record that 
the national defense potential of many 
of the countries was impaired by their 
trade policies. A study of military his
tory shows that national and interna
tional-politics overshadow trade restric
tions as a cause of war. 

FOREIGN TRADE AND STANDARD OF LIVING 

Another point which has confused 
many people involves the relationship 
between trade and living standards. 
One frequently hears the assertion that 
we must trade with foreign nations to 
keep them from going communistic. The 
implication is, that by trading with them 
we can raise their living standard and 
thus reduce the chances that they will 

. turn to communism. This concept grows 
from a lack of understanding of how a 
living standard is achieved. . 

If by standard of living one means all 
the goods and services which people in 
a given country have, then the standard 
of living is just the sum total of all goods 
and services Which they produqe. Trade 
is merely the means by which in a divi
sion-of-labor society the production is 
distributed between the various individ
uals. There are only two ways in which 
the standard of living may be increased. 
One is to produce more, the 'other is 
for one group to get a bigger share of 
production at the expense of some other 
group. This economic law is frequently 
illustrated with the pie example. There 
are two ways in which Jack may get 
more pie-Mother might bake a bigger 
pie and Jack get his usual sixth, or Jack 
might get more than his usual sixth of 
the same size pie. In this latter case, 
Jack gets more pie but someone else 
will get less. 

If our international neighbors want a 
higher standard of living, either they 
must produce more or, through gifts or 
unequal trading, receive from some other 
people a part of their production. In~ 
creased United States trade with 
Europeans will not directly increase their 
standard of living unless, in their trade 
with us, they get more from us than they 
trade to us. 

There is, of course, an indirect way 
in which world trade may increase the 
living standard of a country, namely, 
through greater efficiency by more in
ternational division of labor. This is the 
basic conclusion of the free trade theory. 

When this point arrives, the problems 
of trade as such will have been resolved 
because the nations of the world for all 
practicalpurposes, will have become one 
nation. 

We believe we are preaching the free 
trade theory of Adam Smith, and yet 
we are basing our free trade agreements 
upon the very economic theory that he 
denies in his book. The only question 
I asked during this entire debate related 
to that proposition of the money. supply. 
All of the proposals that ·we have heard 
today are based upon the fact that this 
Nation, every nation, is attempting to 
put itself into a position of having a 
favorable balance of currency. Now, 

this· favorable balance cannot be 
achieved if·there is ·such· a thing as an 
unrestricted trade allowance between a 
low-cost area and a high-cost area. Low 
wages and low income do not make up a 
market. The only thing that makes up 
a market is high income. Low prices do 
not make a market. Low prices break 
the market. This very situation we are 
talking about here, concerns trade be
tween unequal economies. It cannot be 
done in this century or in our genera
tion any more than it was accomplished 
through the entire history since man 
first invented the wheel and attempted 
to hire someone to push it. 

Mr. Chairman, I am sorry we do not 
have the time to give you the actual 
facts and figures. I heard someone ask 
the question this afternoon relative to 
exactly what the trade balance was in 
the United States, and ·for the past. year 
and 4 months the American people have 
been told that we have a $5 billion trade 
balance in our favor. This is as ficti
tious as a $3 bill. The only trade bal
ance we have is what we have purchased 
ourselves. We find that we are tOld that 
15 percent of the agricultural products 
are exported, and therefore we ought to 
expand trade in order to help the export 
of agricultural products. We are in a 
position with American exports that the 
more we .export the less money we will 
have in the United States. We are iD. 
the same position as the individual who 
was selling shoestrings at three pairs for 
a dime when his competitor said to him, 
~·How can you afford to sell three for a 
dime when I buy from the same supplier 
and pay 5 cents a pair?" He said, "It 
is easy. Volume takes care of it." That 
is exactly what has happened to us in 
the agricultural picture. 

I heard a man ask about beef exports 
and beef imports. The balance for 1959 
shows this: The difference between beef 
and beef product exports of the United 
States and imports of beef and beef 
products represents a displacement of 
42 million acres of feed grain land in 
the United States. We have no protec
tion for that bulk of agricultural prod
ucts which are being invaded by low 
priced and low-cost exports. 

One particular community alone, Ny
land, · Calif., showed by testimony and 
facts and figures that where they had 
15,000 workers in: the tomato fields 5 
years ago they are now down to less than 
500, including the owners of the tomato 
jields. This is all caused by the impor
tation of tomatoes from Mexico at 80 
cents a day labor against $1 an hour 
minimum in California. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, the question that 
we are resolving may properly be a dip
lomatic one. I do not have any quar
rel with that. But at this point let us 
understand one thing: I do not bow to 
any Member of this Congress in my op
position and in my contributions against 
communism. I do not believe that any 
effort that I am making to save the de
pressed economy· of a proud· State that 
once stood second from the top and now 
stands se-cond from the bottom, that I 
am in any way contributing to a softness 
toward communism. That kind of an 
arguffient is only used when sound argu
ments fail and cannot be used. 
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Mr. Chairman, I have heard. it said on 

this floor that the so-called relief clauses 
will ,benefit all . of those inJured by im
ports. How do we measure. that? I 
will say this, though: Knowing this bill 
will pass, it would be suicide for my 
State if we took that relief clause out, 
because we are flat on our backs right 
now, and something must be done. 
However. let us take a look and see 
just who will determine or who can de
termine who will be paid these relief 
payments. I want this clear so the REc
ORD will show that I am bringing to your 
attention exactly what is happening and 
what will happen. 

We have-and I think the same con
dition obtains in the congressional dis
trict repreSented by the gentleman from 
Pennsylvania [Mr. GAVIN], because it is 
an allied plant-the closing down of 
an electric motor division of the Elliott 
cbmpany. It is something like SO
some-odd years old. It is the Crocker~ 
Wheeler Division which manufactures. 
motors from 5 to 500 kilowatts. 
When they announced its closing the 
day before election day, they said they 
could not stay in business because of the 
price 'deterioration caused by imports. 
When I met with them I said "Show me 
where you are injured. I have so many 
arguments with people who say that 
that is not true." They said "Yes; these 
people probably have an argument be
pause we cannot. point to a specific item 
that is sold in competition with us in any 
particular area." 

But, Mr. Chairman, let us see how they 
are injured. In the United States of 
America there are 37 manufacturers of 
this type of motor. Amongst this 37 are 
three-Allis-Chalmers, Westinghouse, 
ahd General Electric. Now, in all of 
these years of operation, you will find 
if you get into the economy of Ameri
can production that there has always 
been room for a high-cost smaller manu
facturer to operate within our econo:Qty. 
That has always been true, because . the 
large, monopolistic type of producer has 
always recognized the need in our econ.:. 
omy for the diversification of industry 
and the disperseinent of industry to the 
local commUnities of the United States 
rather than the concentration of our 
production within a given area. 

Mr; Chairman, before I go any furth~r. 
let me say this, without fear of contra-

- diction: If this bill is passed and put into 
efiect it will damage tlie job economy. 
And;I make that point very, very clear, 
because 4 years ago I stood in this very 
Chamber and I said that President 
Eisenhower would not take the 20-per
cent-cut advantage granted in the 1958 
passage of the Reciprocal Trade Agree
ments Act, because tl).eri he faced the 
realities of life. Theory must fty out the 
window. So, I say in this respect, I have 
the greatest trust ii'l the President of the 
United States when it comes 1;o this, be
cause I have read his speeches both in 
the House of Representatives and be
fore the Tariff Commission, and I know 
how he feels about injured industry. I 
know that the relief clause contained in 
this legislation was introduced by the 
President when he was a Senator in the 
Senate of the United States. The re
marks · he ~ade . upon its . introduction 

show he .knew the problem. He knows 
full well that you cannot buy a job or 
the · dignity that comes from a job. 
There .are men in this room who say that 
this is an insignificant thing-this situ
ation in the Crocker-Wheeler Division 
Is it? Let me tell 'you something . . It 
means 450 jobs of men who have up to 
22 years of service in that particular 
company. I cannot lose my job by any 
of the details contained in this bill. I 
can lose my job only by the action of 
my people back home. But I am pro
tected by another device. I am pro
tected by an immigration law~ 

Let me say again to you, free trade can 
never bring peaceful relat~ons between 
nations standing alone. Free trade must 
be accompanied by the free movement of 
people which is the second book in the 
series of the boys who promote the so
called free trade theory, written by Henry 
George. You must have the free move
ment of peoples and what proves this 
beyond anything else is the fact that the 
Common Market was stalemated, it could 
not get anywhere and had become stag
nant in all of its operations until they 
decided that they must have the free 
movement of peoples, the same, identical, 
basic principle involved in the declara
tion of freedom of trade and movement 
of peoples by the early Colonies as they 
declared themselves States. 

All of us must recognize that for 150 
years we were not isolationists as some 
profess we were. We were friendly with 
every nation on the face of the earth. 

At no time in the 150 years of our 
so-called protectionism did we have any 
kind of an argument with any country 
on the face of the earth based upon trade 
relations. The history of trade is this
and I could prove it right now if I had 
the time. Year ifter year from 1900 to 
1961 there has never been more than 
1% percent difference in the import
export ratio of the United States as 
against its gross national product. At 
any time during those years, except in 
the years of temporary dislocation in the 
Great Depression all over the world and 
the war years that this country has been 
in, that has been true. It is not a ques
tion here of saving the big people. This 
is a big industry bill. · I predicted 4 
years ago that those who opposed the 
4-year extension would soon change. 
Why? . Because they moved their pro
ductivity overseas. 

Mr. Chairman, I believe in trade~ but 
not trade for trade's· sake. I see no value 
in trade that destroys or in any way 
depreciates a nation's economic sover
eignty, or its ability to meet itS commit
ments, both domestic and foreign: 

I believe sincerely in foreign trade that 
is eqUitable. No trade is worth having 
that hurts or injures, in any way, any 
party to the trade agreement: · 

In our present plan, now before , us, 
we are buying the proverbial pig in a 
poke in title I. We agree to cut tariffs 
to the zero point in any trade item whf:fre 
the United states and the Common Mar
ket. hold an 80 percent of the total trade 
between them. 
· Let me point out three serious condi
tions that arise if this legislation passes 
as now presented: , 

First. No person -or group of persons, 
especially this Congress as a unit, can 
at this time say what the makeup of 
the Common Market will be. Will it be 
the present six-nation, Rome compact? 
Will it be seven nations, including Great 
Britain? Will it count the partnership 
nations alone, or will it include Greece, 
Turkey, and the Outer Seven, even if 
they are only limited partners in the 
trade pact? Will the 80 percent of 
world trade be based upon that trade 
that flows in and out of the free world 
exclusively, or will the Common Market's 
share count their trade with the Red 
bloc? These questions should be an
swered before any decision can be made 
intelligently on this phase of any trade 
program which commits this country for 
a minimum of 5 years. 

Second. Will Great Britain drop its 
Commonwealth preference agreements, 
and then, under our favored-nations 
clause, the British Commonwealth coun
tries get the same zero tariff agreement 
given to the Common Market by the 
United States even if Great Britain 
closes the door upon their former asso
ciates' trade concessions? If this bill 
passes with this title as now written, 
the U.S. negotiators will be in a position 
of being mandated to cut tariffs to zero, 
even if the United States is responsible 
for only 10 percent of the SO-percent total 
trade controlled by the United States 
and , the · Common Market countries. 

Third. With the across-the-board 
privileges given under this bill, it can 
well mean that almost every trade item 
in the consumer field, office equipment, 
farm machinery, construction equip
ment, machine tools, all nonsubsidy-sup
ported farm products, all wearing ap
parel, leather goods, all automobiles and 
trucks, plus other items too numerous to 
mention, but especially sugar-based 
products such as candy, sirups, and jams 
and jellies will be on the free list. · 

At this point I doubt if any great num
ber of Members can testify as to the 
effect of this legislation upon their re
spective districts to the point of gam
bling their .future politically upon their 
analysis. This I am prepared to do. 
The bill I introduced yesterday (H.R. 
12300) for the House to consider is, of 
course, precluded from consideration by 
the rule handed down from up above in 
the Rules Committee. In the main, it 
calls for three safeguards, two of which 
are demanded by labor as essentials if 
their support is to be given to the legis
lation. The three changes from the bill 
under discussion, contained in H.R. 
12300, which I have sponsored, are as 
follows: 

First. Customhouse parity: Under this 
amendment the President of the United 
States would be granted the power and 
the authority he is· asking for to reduce 
tariffs 50 percent, or to eliminate tariffs 
when they reach 5 percent. However, 
certain procedures and conditions must 
be met before the President's recom
mendations can be put into effect. 

No recommendation for the lowering 
or the elimination of any tariff rate, or 
other restrictive covenant on trade, 
shall be put into effect by the President 
until a parity has been reached with the 
country or . area, or group of countries, 
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that are part of the agreement. This ticipating countries: Under this for- true as .life, but it is equally true that 
means that any charges, in whatever mula, the market places of all traqing one must ~rst_ be able to live for his own 
form, that may be against American im- nations in agreement will be opened to well-being, before one can live . for the 
ports into these nations, shall not be the product of other nations on a truly well-being of others. . . 
greater than charges made against im- fair trade basis, based upon quality and If a man cannot swim, can he save the 
ports into the United States from these demand, rather than incremental pric- life of a drowning man by simply jump-
nations. - · ing or dumping. ing into the water? . 

This puts equality into the tariff struc- . This program is truly in the interest I believe iii n~tionalism because, with-
ture, and will eliminate all forms of re- of the free movement of goods on an out it, there is no sound base for inter
strictive covenants which, all too often, equitable basis. This will tend to de- nationalism. If we fail to take pride in 
have been used to replace tariffs when crease the incentive to trade based upon our own achieve~ents, our ability to 
such tariffs have been reduced through the exploitation · of low paid workers survive .and maintain our independence, 
bilateral agreements. It will eliminate and subsidized industries, Government ~ow can we appreciate the independence · 
quotas, licensing, restrictions, currency trading cartels, world wide trusts, and and well-being of others. If nationalism 
manipulations, export controls, and cus- monopolies-and will, in' fact, tend to . is bad for one nation, is it not equally _as 
tomhotise compen,sating taxes, except increase the ability of each industrial bad for a combination of nations, no 
when the compensating tax is used un- nation to consume more of their own · matter what you call the combine? 
der the provisions of recommendation production. , · One of the prime examples of nation-
No. 3, which will follow. It will protect the high economy · alism is the country of Switzerland, · 

second. Peril ·point: After the Presi- against the dumping of goods produced where poverty is as scarce as extensive 
dent has announced a new · tariff regu- in low economies and will protect the wealth. Public servants from the top to 
lation, there shall be a period of 60 days low economy against the dumping of the bottom are public servants. 
for appeals before the Tariff Commission goods made in mass production indus- While in· Switzerland, I made it my 
by affected domestic interests. If the tries. Trade, as such, is only mutually business to talk to persons in every walk 
Tariff Commission finds that there is no profitable when it is equitable. of life at every occasion. I found an 
reason to believe such rates to be dis- In the main, these are the changes astonishing singleness of purpose, an 
advantageous 'to the domestic interest, and recommendations that would make amazing unanimity of opinion on such 
they shall go into effect within the 60- H.R. 11970 a forward looking legislative controversial subjects as trade and aid, 
day period. act that will build a firm foundation, Russian expansion, U.S. world leader-

When the Tariff Commission finds economically, politically, and diplomati- ship, the whole gamut of the world's 
there is reason to believe such rates to cally, in the free world. everyday problems. 
be disadvantageous, they shall not go No nation can afford to have unem- One thing that is sure, every Swiss is 
into effect. The Tariff Commission's de- ployment when such unemployment is for Switzerland first, last, and always. 
cision is only appealable by the Presi- beyond its control and outside factors If you think that any Swiss would 
dent, to Congress. Congress, if in ses- create a climate in which domestic in- promote or advocate any legislation or 
sion, must make a decision ·within 30 vestment cannot be rewarded with a rea- government propos.al that would-under 
days after the appeal is made, and when sonable profit and where domestic labor . any conditions and for any consid
the Congress is not in session, the power is subject to the pressures of wages paid er~tion--:-give an . advantage to . any 
and authority to make this decision shall in foreign countries and where domestic other nation, developed, ur..derdeveloped . 
be placed in the: House Ways and Means. . taxes contribute more to the cost of the emerging, or full-grown, over the Swis~ . 
Committee.· The decision of the Con- . production of a product than they do in nation, its industries, its commerce, its 
gress, or the Ways and Means Committee, a competing industry. trade, its job opportunities or its finan-
goes into effect within 30 days after the Trade, without the compensating fac- cial institutions, you would be 100 per-
appeal is made. tors to equalize these fixed cost and in- cent wrong. 

Third. Escape clause action: After a gredients of production, will tend to They take most things in their stride 
tariff rate has been in effect for 6 months destroy a nation that ignores the exact just about like we did in America for 
any American interest -that deems itself science . of economic history as shown 125 years from the Declaration of Inde
to be at a disadvantage because of an both here in our Nation, as well as ,in pendence to the Spanish-American War. 
adverse impact ·by tariff rates, may ap- international production, that produc- They are realistic in their approach to 
peal for escape clause action to the Tariff tion will flow to the low cost producing their own, as well as to others' problems. 
Commission. Escape clause action must area and trade will flow to the high in- They are not panicking over someone 
be restricted to the cost of production come markets. wanting their gold and believe me, they 
of the product or products involved in Mr. Chairman, the time is here when have more of it per capita than any other 
the appeal. we must make a decision on the program nation on earth. 

The consideration of the cost of pro- this Nation will follow in its interna- Although we have been ridiculed out 
duction shall cover taxes, labor costs, tiona! trade relations. of the belief that we are a free and inde-
raw materials, services, and research. I say "program" because I find little pendent country, the Swiss still maintain 
The cost of production shall be based difference of opinion or purpose with a Fortress Switzerland. . 
upon the f.o.b. platform cost and point proposal for an expanded trade pro- · They have to import about every raw 
of production, as compared to custom- gram. I do, however, find a great deal material they need. They pay wages 
house price of an import. Where the of difference of opinion in the plan advo- from two to four times as much as · any 
Tariff Commission finds that the dispar- cated for the advancement of this goal. other European nation and-all things 
agement between the cost of production Inasmuch as our study on the . impact considered--come closer to our standards 
and customhouse price disadvantageous of imports and exports on American em- than any nation except perhaps our 
to American interests, a compensating ployment was based upon the job neighbor to the north, Canada. 
factor shall be applied to the import, economies of trade, I shall, in the main, In spite of needing the world's prod
bringing the customhouse price equal to, refrain from more than passing observa- ducts, no group in Switzerland would 
but not above~ the c.ost of production of tions on the phases of the trade pro- d-ream of promoting trade legislation 
the American product. posal, H.R. · 9900-now known as H.R. granting concessions on the grounds that 

All funds collected by the customs 11970-that affect the political or diplo- they must buy· their way into world mar
bureau, after deducting cost of operation matic phase of the proposal before us. kets or into the good graces of peoples 
of the customs bureau, shall be put into I may cover some facts already known and nations. To them, trade is a corn
an international common development to all of you. I shall, however, try to mercial venture and is treated as such. 
fund, by agreement with other trading give you the information and conclusions Certainly they bargain, certainly they 
nations, using the same principle of free as they developed in our hearings. give and take, but strictly on the com-
trade embodied in the compensating Is nationalism bad and outmoded in mercia! merits of the deal or treaty. 
factor formula. Said funds to be . used today's world? This question must be Never do they let the :will of the wisp of 
for the advancement and development answered before we can really establish foreign trade cloud their visions to the 
of the underdeveloped countries . and our position in the problems . presented realities of life. 
emerging nations. Said fund to be ad- by this new trade proposal. No one can Diplomacy and political consideration 
ministered· by representatives 'of all pat- live alone we are told. · -This may be . as must be-" separated from the economics 
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of world trade when it comes to the dol
lars and cents, the production and pay
rolls of the American peoples. 

This is a far cry from a program 
which has as its main arguments and 
logic, the catch phrases once reserved 
for selling soap and cigarettes. 

We are being led into a self-sacrificing 
international trade policy based upon 
slogans, posters and cartoons. · 

We are told we must trade or fade. 
We must buy so we can sell. 
If we do not trade, we will not have 

coffee, tea, or nuts. 
We cannot have autos, radios, TV's, 

ornaments, unless we trade-at a loss. 
If we do not pass a· free trade-bill, the 

Communists will take over. 
Our friends will leave us unless we 

give certain trade agreements; unless we 
-give them concessions. ' 

Free trade will solve our economic 
problems. 

We export more than we import, so 
why should we not be for free trade? 

Free trade is the answer to the world's 
problems. . 

We need friends to help protect us; 
we can only get them through trade 
agreements in favor of other countries. 

These are just a few of the ma:py argu
ments tossed about by the proponents of 
free trade with about as much regard 
for the facts as a horse better who picks 
a horse to win because of its name, or a 
number player who believes in dreams. 

I believe the best analysis of the Swiss 
attitude toward our policies can be:t be 
described by the following interview be
tween an able American newsman and 
a Swiss citizen: 

I have yet to find a single Swiss banker 
or businessman who does not have a warm 
feeling for the United States. But at the 
same time they more realistically appraise 
our future than most of our own economists 
or partisan .politicians. And their estimates 
present a gloomy outlook for the future. A 
director of one of the greatest banking in
stitutions in this country set forth his mis
givings on America's future financial struc;. 
t\lre: 

"You are still the richest country in the 
world," he said, "not only in raw materials 
but in inventive genius, know-how, and dar
ing. But at the rate of your expenditures 
for domestic progress, defense, and particu
larly your indiscriminate desire to help the 
rest of the world-regardless of its desserts
you will not be able to continue to discharge 
this self-imposed obligation without serious 
consequences. The goid outflow should be 
a real warning. 

"Your rate of taxation-direct, indirect, 
and invisible--has not yet reached the sat
uration point, ' but you are not far from it. 
Since it is obvious that all your political men 
are pledged to the continuation of this role 
of the world's good Samaritan, I cannot see 
the end of these expenditures. Even in 
the highly problematic circumstances that 
there may be a lessening of the arms race, 
you will be· compelled by drastic economic 
necessities to divert the billions you are 
spending on defense to social works. This 
means the burdens of taxation will continue. 

"The outflow of gold is continuing at a 
more alarming pace than the average Ameri
can citizen and even your lawmakers realize. 
In order to provide the huge amounts needed 
for social engineering and increased help to 
the underdeveloped countries which would 
follow the highly unlikely slowing down of 
the arms race, you will have to increase the 
taxation of every ·American-from factory 

r 

worker to the. man living on modest retire
ment and the coupon clipper. 

"Despite your present efforts, it wil,l be 
difficult for you to regain your position in 
the world ·markets because of the high and 
increasing cost of production. You will con
tinue, of course, your democratic form ''of 
government, but don't forget history. There 
have been many instances when the tax col
lector has become more of an oppressor of 
the people than the secret police in a dicta
torship. In order to gather the necessary 
funds to continue your gigantic self-imposed 
task from cradle to grave the income tax 
collector will become more arbitrary and 
increasingly consider the taxpayer as a lemon 
which must be squeezed to the last drop. 
And in the long run, this will cause you 
serious trouble." 

The one thing that should cause alarm 
in this country is the apparent cold
blooded attitude toward workers -. and 
their families, their homes, their com-· 
munities anc1 neighborhoods. 

When we promote legislation that 
spells out the destruction of our industry 
to help another industry and its workers 

· to profit and prosper, we seem to forget 
completely that none of us has a right 
to say that one man's job is to be sac
rificed to benefit another. 

We talk of aid to industry as if we 
are in possession of some secret process 
or product that we can start to produce 
exclusively and thereby guarantee the 
new industry and the newly trained 
worker permanency of position. 

Even if we had something like this 
up one sleeve, we still have not the right 
to say to a glass worker, "Your job is to 
be sacrificed so that a cotton worker 
can prosper." 

I have watched coal towns die; I have 
watched my glass workers out of work 
more days than they worked because of 
imports. 'It is no secret that I started 
to work in a glass plant as a carryover 
boy at the age of 11. I am sitting in 
on the killing of the tool steel industry, 
the housewares industries, American 
ceramic tile and tableware, chinaware 
and sporting goods are being pushed off 
the American shelves ju3t as fast as 
foreign countries can meet our enormous 
demands. 

Without restraint by some Americans 
who believe in being American, buying 
American-made goods, and the inability 
of the foreign sources to provide our 
needs, we would have been swamped long 
ago. 

Tariffs are not the answer. In a sense 
that is true. However, what are tariffs? 
We Americans think of free trade as a 
tariff-less commerce between nations. 
We consider tariffs to be the charges 
·made at customs but tariffs take many 
forms. Reasonable tariffs are nothing 
but compensating factors, equalizing 
economic conditions. 

Even in sporting events, handicapping 
is essential to the success of the sport. 
Horses may all be thoroughbreds, but 
weight allowances and handicapping 
make the race possible. You never hear 
of a $5,000 horse racing against a $15,000 
horse-in the same race-without com
pensating factors, so why should a 
$3.85-an-hour U.S. workman be pitted 
against a 35-cents.:.an-hour foreign 
worker in the same marketplace without 
compensating factors? 

Call the factors what you will, but in 
the end results, they are all tariffs. 

For instance, recently, the Canadians 
devaluated their dollar. It was worth 
$1.04 against our U.S. dollar. Why? Its 
no secret, the Canadians publicly stated 
that they devaluated their dollar to in
crease exports and to decrease imports. 

Here is how-it works. A Canadian ex
porter sells an American a $10 item. 
The American buys it for $9.25 (U.SJ
a bargain · in dollars and cents. An 
American sells a $10 item to a Canadian 
and the Canadian has to pay $10.75-no 
bargain for the Canadians. 

By simply changing their currency 
value of exchange, they put a tari1f on 
U.S. goods and create a subsidy on 
Canadian goods. Before the currency 
manipulation it would have cost the 
Canadian only $9.60 for a $10 item from 
the United States, and the United States 
would have had to pay $10.40 for a 
Canadian $10 item. The American peo
ple are not told these things. · 

Again, let us take the · tariff picture 
on shoes. We buy shoes from France. 
We pay $10 a pair for French shoes, send 
them to the United States and pay an 
average ·tariff of 16.7 ·percent, or $1.67, 
making the total price for ·French shoes 
$11.67. In the U.S. Customs Office you 
pay the $11.67, and take the shoes. · 

We sell a pair of $10 shoes to a French 
customer. At the French customs omce 
the French put on the transportation 
from the United States, plus the shipping 
insurance, or about 25 percent of the 
sales price for an additional $2.50, mak
ing the U.S. shoes cost $12.50, before 
tariff is added. 

At this point the French add on an 
average tariff of 24 percent or $3, mak
ing the customshouse price $15.50, for 
the U.S. $10 shoes. 

Now comes the tariff bite that does 
not enter into our calculations in our 
tariff negotiations. The French then 
apply a compensating factor to make up 
for French costs of production based 
upon domestic taxes for Government op
erations. This adds another 23 percent 
on top of the cost, insurance, and trans
portation, plus tariff, or an additional 
$3.56-raising the price to $19.06 for U.S. 
shoes as against $11.67 for French shoes. 
This is true in one form or another in 
most trading countries. Especially so, 
when the products imported are in com
petition with domestic goods. 

We seem to have a coqtpletely different 
view of trade than the rest of the world. 
We do not seem to understand the dif
ference between trade and diplomacy. 
economic stability and political expedi-
ency. · 

The basis for free trade or any other 
trade has to be equity. That is why I 
have proposed and will continue to fight 
for equity and parity at the custom
house. I believe in equity in all things. 
Free trade, like free enterprise, must be 
equitable. If we applied the principles 
advocated by the free traders to our 
production economy, we would end up 
with a few monopolies running the 
whole country. 

This Nation cannot survive in a com·
petitive trade war with either friends 
or enemies unless we insist upon parity 
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for our goods exported, equal to the ers for ·not produeing on 36 million acres 
charges against foreign goods imported. through our soil bank program; at the 

My plan would not hamper free trade, same time in beef import-export bal
it would promote it. It would remove ances alone, we displace ·production of 
the most dangerous elements contained 42 million acres by imports over exports. · 
in the proposal before Congress since it We do sell more wheat than we buy 
would curtail profiteering in trade at simply because we have import restric
the expense . of exploited foreign labor .tions. At the same time, we sell our 
and displaced U.S. labor. wheat in the world wlleat cartel for 60 

UHless all Nations protect their built- · eents a bushel less than it costs us to 
in costs of production in their own produce it. I understand this has been 
domestic market places, we will start the reduced-to 48 cents as of March 12, this 
greatest trade war in history, involving year, because of a cartel agreement en
run-away investments, exploitation of tered into with wheat surplus nations. 
workers, tax dodging, arbitrarily fixed According to the Wall Street Journal, 
currencies, quotas, licensing .of ex-ports we talked the wheat cartel into raising 
and imports, and finally a demand for the price of wheat 12 cents a bushel, 
the free movement of peoples as well as cutting our subsidy by about $80 million. 
goods. We seemed to have forgotten about the 

We found this out early in our history added costs to the world wheat con
and of recent date, the European Com- sumers and the added profit of 12 cents 
mon Market found it out also. It means a bushel to lower cost nations. 
the end of immigration laws as we now . I leave it up to you to :figure wllat will 
know them. Ultimately, peace will come happen if H.R. 11970 passed and was put 
from the free movement of peoples, as into eff.ect. We would cut out all tariffs 
well as goods. Both must come bY evo- on most of the world trade consumer 
lution, not revolution. This may or may goods manufactured. We would put a 
not be desirable, but at least we should $2.86 an hour worker in the United 
know that it is inevitable. States in direct competition with a 35-

Another argument advanced by the .cent-an-hour Japanese and an 85-cent
importers and foreign exporters is thatit an-hour Common Market worker, 
gives competition to U.S.-made goods .fringes included-Department of Com
and provides our U.S. consumers with merce and U.N. figures, U.S. News & 
bargain prices. J:t depends upon where WorldReport. 
you are sitting. Without compensating factors at the 

If you are sitting in a political execu- customhouse, based upon costs or pro
tive position or a civil service position, . duction, we will have to set up world 
your chances of losing your job to im- trade price fixing, in every competitive 
ports are nil. Insofar as you are cen- 1ine or watch our economy wither and 
cerned personally, it is a bargain to get die in the next decade. 
a foreign car for 60 percent of the c9st I have searched everywhere and have 
of the American-made car, or shirts racked my brain trying to find a reason
from Hong Kong, china from Poland, .able interpretation .of our Constitution 
and silverware irom Japan. and my concept of our way of life for an 

However, what kind of bargain will it excuse to vote for legislation that would 
be for the U.S. -autoworker if he buys deny an American investor or an Ameri
a foreign-made car, or an American can worker his day in court when his 
shirtmaker, chinaware worker, or a sil- life's earnings and his means of earning 
versmith when he saves money buying a livelihood were being threatened. The 
cheap-labored .ioreign goods while his history of the peril point and escape 
products stack up in the warehouses? clause actions of the present law, let 

Of course, we only preach this phi- alone the new proposals, certainly can
losophy for manufactured goods. We not be considered as a day in court, an 
do not allow the :flour mills in the United equitable. court. 
States to buy foreign wheat for 60 cents The peril point must not only be re
less a bushel; we do not allow our textile tained, but it must be strengthened if it 
mills to buy cotton at world. cartel prices Js to be of _any value. 
of $42.50 less a bale than our Govern- For this reason, my amendment to the 
ment-.tixed price. peril point section gives at least a lim-

If this is sound policy, wlly do we ex- ited time for appeal and decision, with
empt certain products, certain indus- .out in any way jmpairing the powers of 
tries and certain areas from the much- the President to negotiate and propose 
heralded benefits of this new trade bill. tariff cuts. 

If the automobile Jndustry wants free This, actded to the escape clause sec-
trade, give it to them, but why force tion, is necessary lf we are to really pro
others to take it? mote free and equitable trade between 

One result of our past policies bas nations. · · · 
been a competitive price war that bas As each nation becomes more indus
caused two ve~y severe impacts upon our trialized and more productive, in both 
economy. We have been forced to auto- manufacturing and agriculture, these 
mate and to cut q11ality to meet cheap safeguards-will become increasingly more 
labor prices. Both cost jobs. important. 

Automation is only good wllen the Without restrictive covenants and 
production is needed. It adds nothing wfth unworkable- executive powers we 
but misery, unemployment, reduced ln- abandon the area of legislative r.estraint; 
vestor dividends, monopolies, and trusts we put more lock, stock, -and barrel 
when we automate to produce goods a1- ·profiteering into the operation of our 
ready in oversupply in the consumer ·trade .economy 'by exporters and import-
market. ers. 

The best illustration of tills is our With aU due respect to our· present 
mounting farm surplus. We pay farm- Chief Executive, and I have the greatest 

respect for the President and his pro
found knowledge of this problem, I real
ize that some unyielding and ambitious 
person might well cause irrevocable harm 
to our economy before relief could· be 
obtained through congressional action if 
we allow this legislation to pass without 
amendment. 

Unless we write into the law ·specific 
steps and restraints, we may well. be 
compounding injuries already sustained 
by many industries. Here are two ex
amples of the weakness of the present 
and proposed peril point .and escape 
clause sections. 

Last year hearings were held by the 
Tariff Commission on raising the quotas 
on blue mold ·cheese. After deliberation 
and fact:finding, the Tariff Commission 
yoted not to increase cheese .quotas. 

Recently, without further hearings or 
new evidence called for, the President
by Executive order-raised the quota by 
840,000 pounds per year. This was done 
in spite of testimony last year by the 
Agriculture Department showing the 
far-reaching damage to the dairy indus
try, the feed grain program, and the 
American cheese industry. 

The second case in point is flat glass. 
After years of bitter complaint by the 
industry, the Tariff Commission in the 
.face of overwhelming proof of serious in
jury, advised tariff increases wiping out 
practically all the tariff cuts of the last 
20 years under reciprocal -trade legis
lation. 

The President turned the recom
mendations down by asking for a re
view. of the facts. After months of de
lay, the Commission again recommended 
increases. 

Exporters, particularly Belgian, hav.e 
;protested bY going so far as to threaten 
.reprisals. In this, they are joil)ed in a 
combjned effort by the Common Market. 
Out of London comes a story that again 
shows the nationalism and commercial
ism of trade. The English protest our 
tariff increase because of the fear of 
flooding their own markets by the . sur
plus Belgian glass. 

The President finally approved the 
tariff increases. Before they could go 
into effect, the President ordered a de
lay of 60 days. Now we read in public 
print that the drive by the exporters is 
·mounting and there is a possibility that 
the increases will not be granted. · 

The Tariff Commission's recommenda
tions were based upon the cold facts of 
economics. The Executive decision ap
pears to be influenced by the demands 
of diplomacy. 

From hearings and evidence, it was 
developed by our committee, that we im
ported twice as much window glass in 
-1960 as we used in the whole Nation. 
.The flat-glass industry on its own has 
no reason for existence if the . criteria 
for ·competitive trade under H.R. 11970 
is to become the law. 

We have a reasonable and understand
ing President. The pressures built up 
in commercial trade channels are be
sond -the solution· by diplomatic or polit
ical equations-. How many Members of 
the Congress would vote for this. legisla
tion if the ·.J.ast word and all the power 
-contained therein, were turned over to 
George · Ball, Charlie Taft, Secretary 

. 
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Dillon, or any of many proponents of 
unrestricted free trade? 

Does this not point up the need for 
covenants in the law that will keep our 
three branches of Government each 
within its own sphere of constitutiond 
duties? 

Theory is necessary and reform is in
evitable. Both, however, must be based 
upon the ability to perform and to com
ply with the new order. History has 
accorded the greatest honors to those 
who fought for the rights, freedoms and 
privileges of the little peoples. Property 
rights are necessary to a civilized society, 
but even so, they must necessarily be 
second to the rights of man. 

the economic state of the enterprise and to 
the requirement of the common good of the 
respective political communities, especially 
with regard to the repercussions on the over
all employment of the labor force in the 
entire country. 

An American worker actually con
tributes more of his wage to the com
munity than a foreign worker earns. 

It is clear that the standards of judgment 
set forth above are binding always and every
where, but the degree according to which 
concrete cases are to be applied cannot be 
established without reference to the avail
able wealth which can vary in both quantity 
and quality which can, and in fact does, 
vary from country to country and within 
the same country from time to time. 

Secretary Goldberg said it in different 
words when he said wage levels could 
not be the same since not all employers 
started with the same ability to earn 
profits . . 

Are we moving forward in the new 
world ahead of us, or are we moving 
backward in our concept of world econo
mics? Throughout this proposal, H.R. 
11970, we find that the ability to compete 
internationally is the criteria for the 
right to work or to produce for world There are also demands for the common 
and domestic consumption. good on the world level: to avoid all forms 

of unfair competition between the econo-
This was the Old ·World concept for mies of different countries, to encourage 

economic action, up until the bold break- with fruitful understanding collaboration 
through of demand ·for labor justice, among these national economies, to cooper
when Cardinal Manning joined a picket ate in the economic development of commu
line in England. This Catholic prelate nities economically less advanced. 
found a hard-hitting, courageous ally in Again I call your attention to the 
the United States in the person of a lead- warning against trying to achieve social
ing Methodist, John P. Algeld, later to economic equality in an atmosphere of 
become Governor of Illinois. trade based upon unfair competition be-

The concept of economic action at that tween different economies. 
time was a naturalist one that denied The essence of the amendments I have 
any relation between economic activity offered is aimed at promoting the eco
and morality. nomic uplift of the areas where the un-

At this · period in history, the encycli- equalities of the social-economic order 
cal of Pope Leo 13th appeared on the have created enormous wealth at the 
scene. It spelled out the needs and rights expense of the exploited workers and 
of the l~ttle peoples, the ~?~k.ers, as well their families. 
as the nghts and responsibilities of prop-· - When a nation exports products de
er~y. In part, the .Rerum Nova:um con- nied its own peoples because of their 
tamed the followmg observatiOns and low incomes, foreign trade is a blight 
pronoun_cements, equally true today as upon the body politic in the exporting 
they were then, and I quote : country and a deterrent to further gains 

We approach the subject with confidence in the importing country. 
and in the exercise of the rights which be- To show that the whole premise of the 
long to us. • • • . dm ts -A' 

To you, are well known those basic prin.:. amen en o~ered to H.R. 11970 are 
ciples. • • • aimed at protecting and promoting the 

According to which the economic-social well-being of each individual nation, I 
sector of human society should be recon- have recommended that all revenues 
stituted. collected at the customhouse, as com-

They first and foremost concern work, pensating factors equalizing costs of pro
which ought to be valued and treated not duction from country to country, be put 
just as a commodity, but as an expression into an international development fund 
of the human person. For the great ma- for the underdeveloped nations. 
jority of mankind, .work is the only source Only by having the survival covenants 
fro:in which they draw means of livelihoods contained in these amendments WI"ll the and so its remuneration cannot be left to 
the mechanical play of market forces. high-cost, high-economy nations be pro-

Instead, it should be determined by jus- tected against the dumping of goods pro
tice and equity, which otherwise would be duced by low-paid, exploited workers, 
profoundly harmed even if the contract of while at the same time give protection 
work should have been freely entered into to the domestic production of the emerg
by both parties. ing underdeveloped nations which for 

This is why we find poverty in the too long have been used by the exporting 
midst of progress in our day and age. nation as the dumping grounds for con

We judge it, therefore, to be our duty to 
reaffirm once again that the remuneration of 
work, just as it cannot be left entirely to 
the l~;~.ws of the market, so neither can it be 
fixed arbitrarily. It must rather be deter
mined according to justice and equity. 

This requires that the workers should be 
paid. a wage which allows them to live a 
truly human life and to face up with dignity 
to their family responsibilities, but it re
quires, too that in the assessment of their 
remuneration regard be had to their effec
tive contribution to the production and to 

sumer goods produced by automation 
and mass production. 

True equitable and expanded trade 
would be based upon the free exchange 
of needed and noncompetitive goods ·and 
upon protected costs of production in 
competition goods. 

In order to arrive at an economic level 
that preserves a harn:onious balance in 
all sections of the production facilities. 
the economy of trade requires a political 
economy that considers taxation, labor 

costs, selling price protection and mar
ket requirements. 

This is the only sound basis for con
sideration of international relations in 
the field of trade. · 

It has been pointed out that the great 
campaign for the passage of this act 
as written has allowed figures and so
called facts to be implanted in the minds 
of the people that have little or no re
lationship to the economic statistics 
which can be misquoted and misrepre
sented but cannot be denied or hidden 
forever from view. 

The first balloon we must break is the 
much publicized trade balance. It has 
been said time and again that our ex
port balance is $5 billion in our favor. 

This sounds good and can be put in 
the same category as the TV advertise
ment that promotes the universal ac
ceptance of a particular drug because it 
has been endorsed by five New York 
doctors. 

The truth of the trade balance is this: 
We exported $20 billion, we imported 
$15 billion. We actually gave away 30 
percent of our exports, or $6 billion 
worth, leaving a balance of $14 billion. 
Out of this amount we aided by loans, 
barter, and other export deals in pro
viding the incentiye and wherewithal 
for roughly $4 billion of actual sales 
in exports against a total of $14 billion. 
The $5 billion figure of surplus exports 
is as fictitious as a three dollar bill inso
far as its relationship to foreign pro
duced U.S. jobs. 

The gold balance was a net loss of $3.5 
billion in spite of almost a $1 billion re
payment of overdue loans by West Ger-
many and Japan. , 

If this Nation falls for this set of 
figures, it will be repeating the same 
mistake made in 1958 when Congress 
passed the 4-year extension of the trade 
bill based 1.:1pon the 1957 export figure 
of $21 billion. We never came near that 
figure before or since until it was nec
essary to get a favorable trade balance 
in 1961 in the interest of passing H.R. 
11970. 

It may interest this Congress to know 
that the percentage of trade to our gross 
national product have never varied more 
than 1 or 2 percent except in years of 
emergency and unusual temporary con
ditions. 

This will be true again unless we have 
our front doors open and our rear doors 
unguarded. 

The real danger lies riot so much in the 
total of exports and imports, but in the 
change in character of the products 
traded. 

We have made almost a complete shift 
in our export-import products. For 
years up until1958 this Nation imported 
roughly 65 percent of raw materials and 
about 35 percent manufactures and 
semimanufactu'res. 

This has changed and we now import 
consumer goods and other manufac
tures and component parts at ·about a 
2-to-1 ratio. 

This means a loss of U.S. jobs and an 
export business of raw materials, lumber, 
cotton, farm cereals and grains, coal, 
specialized ores and manufacturing 
machinery, airplanes and other items not 
yet produced by competing countries in i. 
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sufficient supply for their own uses. as 
well as export trade. Our greatest ex
port has been in machine tools. 

Soon this field of machine tools and 
agricultural products will be lost to our 
Nation and unless we recapture our own 
market we are headed for economic dis
aster measured in loss of human dignity 
in the rank of the displaced workers. 

So much for the trade balance. Let 
us look at the public release on the em
ployment figures.: 

The Labor Department claims 4 mil
lion jobs for U.S. workers from exports. 

The Commerce Department ·Claims 6 
million jobs in U.S. industry from ex
ports. 

The Import Council claims 12 million 
jobs in U.S. industries from exports. 

All sources and authorities claim a loss 
-of jobs running from a mere 200,000 to 
400,000 from the impact of imports. 

Facts do not substantiate these figures. 
There are less than 17 million workers 
in all U,S. industrial production. There 
are 67 million income earners in all wa:lks 
of life in our economy. Our own De
partment of Commerce claims only 4 
percent of all our business entities en
gage in exporting. 

There are less than 1'7 million workers 
in the manufacturing industry. Even 
if we give credit to exports for $10.5 bil
lion we only show 6 percent of our gross 
manufactured product as exports. Six 
percent of total employment in industry 
-would give credit to exports for 1,020,000 
jobs. Using the chamber of commerce 
ratio of 176 jobs created in otller in
dustries and services for 100 jobs in 
manufacturing, we :find that a total of 
2, 754,000 could be credited to exports. 

By the same token, our imports of 
manufactured goods and semimanu
factured goods total approximately $9.5 
billion or a job loss using tlle same ratios 
and percentages of roughly 10 percent 
less than jobs gained, or 275,000 jobs. 

This equation disregards the job dis
placement on a basis of labor content, al
though for every dollar of labor content 
from Europe, we lo.se $3 in. American 
wages and for every dollar of Japanese 
import labor content we lose $7 of Amer
ican payroll dollars. 

Looking at it from another angle·, if 
we give full credit to the 4 percent of 
gross national product to exports and 8.2 
percent of gross ·nationa:l product to im
ports, we find that exports create eig;ht
tenths of 1 percent more totaljobs in the 
gross national product than imports. 

This means th'Rt eight-tenths of 1 per
cent of the 67 million income earners, 
if they all had a stake in exports, would 
show 476,000 jobs created by exports. 
This includes all worker-s in. all 1obs all 
salaried, commissioned, Governments, 
farm, public officeholders and a'llinoome 
earners from whatever source their in
come can be traced. 

This is a far cry !rom ;the 4 million 
jobs claimed by. the Labor Department, 
6 million jobs claimed by the Comme1:.ce 
Department, and the 12 million jobs 
.claimed by the lmporter.s Council. 

Again these figures -are hea-vily 
weighted·..tn 'favQr e.of ;exports $iliiC:e -the 

, trelatiom;b.ip ..af ~ iow labor content ex
ports as against high labor .content ini-

ports makes job ratio comparisons, 
measured on a dollar volume, a little 
ridiculous. 

In fact, if you find time to -read the 
report of the Committee on the Impact 
of Imports and Exports on Employment, 
you will find the job lag in the United 
States traceable directly to job displace
ment by imports and indirectly to 1m
ports because of the acceleration of the 
program of industrial automation caused 
by the demand for cheaper produced 
U.S. goods to combat low-priced imports. 

We must realize that in dollars it looks 
like jobs are created by exports over and 
above import losses. However, when 
you measure the volumes of import goods 
as against export volume, you get a dif
ferent concept of job equations. 

Imports from the Common Market 
contain labor at one-third American 
labor costs. Imp·orts from Japan con
tain labor at one-seventh our labor costs. 

We export high-cost, low-labor-con
tent goods, and import low-cost, high
labor-content goods. 

Study show~ that about 5'0 percent 
of manufactured products is production 
labor. 

Using this as a base, for every billion 
dollars of labor content imported from 
Europe, we di~la-ce $3 billion · of U.S. 
_paychecks. 

From Japan, the ratio is $7 billion lost 
wages for every billion dollars of import 
labor content. 

In plain words, this means a displace
ment of paychecks, the seed money in 
our economy, that creates the high in
comes, taxes and purchasing power 
beyond the world economic level. · 

Our own Government recognizes these 
facts in the matter of Scotch Whiskey 
imports. Although Scotch is an exclu
.Bive noncompetitive product since we do 
not produce Scotch, the U.S. Govern
ment charges '8. compensating factor at 
the customhouse equal to tbe distilled 
spirits tax on U.S.-produced liquor. 

If this is necessary to protect Govern
ment revenues, why is it not sound and 
equitable 'to protect worker's payrolls 
and investor's incomes? . 

This Wall Street Journal bas this to 
say on the tariff cut threat: 

(on which statistics are more accw:ate than 
on forming tools) plummeted to $455 million 
in 1958 from $879 m1llion1n 1957. The main 
reasons were tl;lat the u.s. auto industry had 
largely completed its l;>ig postwar moderni
zation and decentralization drive, mUitary 
emphasis was shifting away from mass-pro
duced items, and the use of plastics and other 
nonmachined materials was rising. 

HALF NOW HAVE TIES ABRGAD 

Recognition that Europe, Japan, and some 
other lands still were in the midst of big 
metalworking expansions, and also fearing 
Common Market trade barriers, U.S. tool 
c.ompanie.s hurried to set up shop abroad. 
Many acquired or built .plants, bought in
terest in oversea 1lrms, or signed licensee 
agreements. The National Machine Tool 
Builders Association (NMTBA) estimates. 
that companies representing 50 percent of 
U.S. machine tool dollar volume now have 
oversea ties. 

The oversea demand was heavy enough 
that the companies were nat only able to 
operate their foreign pla-nts · at capacity but 
-also received a much-needed increase in 
.for~ign orders at their American plants. 
Last year, the value of ·f.or.eign orders cam
prised al percent of -the total teceived by 
plants in the United St~tes compared with, 
10.8 percent in 1957. 

But after hitting a record $21 million last 
September, foreign orders have begun to 
decline · as oversea plants have cut waits for 
Ilellverles. In February; foreign ·orders fell 
to $7.6 million. While the_y climbed to $9.7 
million in April, a poll of 300 industry ex
ecutives at a National Machine Tool Build
ers Association meeting in Chicago recently 
tm:ned up none that expect monthly foreign 
orders to rise much above the $9 million 
level during the rest of this year. Many 
oversea plants now can make deliveries tn 
a year or less, compa:ced . with 2 years in 
191>0: this gives plants in the U.n:ited States, 
Villich can deliver in 4 to 6 months, less of an 
.advantage. 

Moreover, foreign pnoducers now are out 
searching for business. · Japanese bulldel's 
have set up a Japan .Ma-chine Tool Trade 
Association with offices in Chicago and Dus
seldorf, Getnlany. Japanese tools were dis
played at a .recent Cleveland trade sho:w 
sponsored by ·flle American Society of Todl 
& Manufacturmg Engineers. 'Their makers 
were Mitsui & Co. and Hitachi Beikl. A 
Mitsui representative says his company is 
shooting for $1.5 million in U .8. sales 1ihis 
year and $6 million by 1963. 

EUROPEANS SEEK U.S. OUTLETS 
"More and more European machine tool 

builders have been on the prowl ·for U.S. 
TooL TACTJ:cs--MAKERS EXP.AND A'BROAD Xo distributors in the past few months," says 

MEm RISING DEMAND, u.s. TARIF..F cu~ 'Thomas Rudel, a N.ew York City tool dis
THREAT-MORE.M~ .SHIP '.L'O UNrrED ST&EES · tributor. J'ames 'C. Kelley, executive vice 
FROM FOREIGN PLANTs; O:eERA'I'IONS cuaBED president of the American Machine Tool Dls
HERE AS ORDERS FALL.-TRECKER SEES MANY .tributors Association in Washingten, says the 
FEILURES '2IJO me~'bers of his organization have r.e-

ported an \.U)surge in "European builders . 
seeking DUtlets in the last 4 months. (By Davld ,c. Smith) 

CLEVELAND.-Some of the Nation's ma
chine tool builders are curtailing and .ex
'Panding operations simu1taneously. 

Signlfiuantly, the curtailments are at their 
'Plants in this country, wllere business has 
been 1agging, and the expansions tare at their 
plants l!ibroad, where jt Js ·s.tnang. The 'toQl 
makers' moves are large!~ te gear produc
tion capacity to demand. .But the;y alsp ze
.flect incr.easing pre.ssure, partly supplied by 
'the Na'til!>n's move towaTd 'freer trade, on 
U:S. com:pani'es th-at operlrle abroad to do 
more of' their manufactnr.ing there, even of 
,products to be sold in the liJ;ntted Sta-tes. 

Machine tools, used t_e cut:and fotnl metal 
into :products, sell b.est when big me.talwork
J.ng indus1lrf.es, such .as .autome.biles, .are ex
j)anding. U.S. mac111ne tool companies w~e 
pusheti hea-vily towards o:versea expansion 
in 195'7 and 1958 by 1lhe collapse d! their do
mestic. business. Shipm-ents of 'CUti/ing· tools 

· l!J.S.-made tools have enjoyed a quality 
.advantage aver foreign makes but some 1LS. 
executives say that is being narrowed. 
"We've lost the tecnnical edge to some degree 
already," says E. M. Hicks, vice president and 
general manager of Norton Co., a Worcester, 
Mass,. .producer. National Acme C.o., ,a 
major U.S. toql producer based in Clf;lVeland, 
-recently bought an ~80,000 ·swiss-made bor
ing machine for its own plant ·because it was 
'thought "to be ·superior _to U!S. medels. 

So "faT, imported tools- ha-ve -made no sel:l
ous inl'oads into 'the tr:s: markets. For 'Sev
eral .Years im:pol"ts 'b:a-ve held 'fairly ·steauy at 
about s ·percent of 'U.S. 'Sttl'es. But som-e pro
dtiuer.s fear "that 'President K.ennedy's pro-

·lposea tra'de bm,· -now before Oongress, 'Will 
~ise th'e level. 'The Pt:Oposed \bfll would eut 
-the present lli-percent · ta:rU!f on maChine 

aols to 1.2 percent iniltially:and-even'tuaUy"tD 
t5ero·. · · ·· 
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HEAVY FAILURES SEEN • 

One who foresees a rise in imports is Fran
cis J. Trecker, who is president of both 
Kearney & Trecker Corp. in Milwaukee and 
the National Machine Tool Builders Associa
tion. "I may be pessimistic," he sa-ys·, "but 
it seems to me that half of the existing ma
chine tool companies in this country are 
likely to go· under·." These companies rep
resent about. 10 to 15 percent of industry 
volume, he estimates. 

Kearney & Treck-er has been approached 
by a dozen smaller companies that, are seek
ing an aiiiance with bigger firms, says Mr. 
Treclter. L'Most of them are manufacturers 
of standard machine tools, though, and we 
have been trlmming our line of these prod
ucts." The ·standard tools, such as drills, 
lathes, and milling machines, are simpler in 
design than some of the automated equip
ment American firms produce and are less 
protected from import competition by tech
nological superibrity. 

In competing with imported ,tools, Ameri
can producers 'say their U.S. plants are handi
capped by wage rates that · often are three 
times as high as .!.oreign rates. Labor 
usually represents about lralf the cos.t of a 
machine tool, they e~imate. Despite thls 
handicap, some argue that their efficient 
production methods, high-level ~hnology 
and proximity to the market would protect 
their U.S. market 1f they could maintain an 
efficlent.level pf production. 

But unfortunately, they say~ the decline in 
foreign orders placed in the United States 
and the continued low level of domestic. busi
ness is preventing such efficiency. U.S. pro
duce.rs are operating at only about half of 
their capacity here 'Compared with 100 per
cent at their oversea plants. Thus, many 
find themselves expanding abroad and facing 
the prospect. -that rising volume and emcien'£y 
overseas, coupled with expected tariff c:uts, . 
will further widen the cost Adv..antages of 
their foreign plants over domestic fac111ties. 
As that happens, it's ,feared the pressure to 
ship foreign-built Jlrouucts back to U.S. 
customers will rise, with detriment to the 
jobs of workers in their U.S. plants and the 
u.s. balaneeof"trade. 

So far there has been little o.f this back
shipping. F.or one thing, the oversea plants 
have had all they could do, to supply demand 
abroad. Their product lines usually are more 
limited than those the U.S. plants can :offer 
and the U.S. plants can provitte better serv
ice. But there already aTe sizable cost differ
en-ces on certain tools. Kearney & Trecker 
reports that it 'Can sh!p -one· nm<i:h1ne from 
England to. 'the United states~ p-ay the tarllf 
and install tt in the customer's plant tar a 
price o! $~1,0.00 compared with $75,00:0 foc 
the same tool bunt in MllwaukeeA 

Jones & Lamson .Machine Co., of Sprlng
field, Vt., last year, along with other interests .. 
set up a plant to make turret l'ath:es in Bel
gium. It already had an Engllsh ltcen:see. 
A company spokesman says, "'If things: get 
too tigb_t. to compete here, we could .ship 
from Europe and ev:en pay the tariti. It's. 
more llke~y, though, that we we:uld build 
same machines ovet:aeas and assemble them 
here."' 

uu it means survival o! our business, you~.e 
darned right we'll ship to the 'United States 
from our French plant:• says Julian Pease, 
presiCilent and chairman .of New Britain Ma
.chlne Co~ uf New Britain, Conn. Asser.ts 
Norton's Mr. HiCks: UWe wouldn't voltm
tarily pro~uce abroad ior shipment . here. 
But if we~re pushed 1nto it, it might be an 
entirely d:tffer.ent story." 

Reg.ardless o.f th.e o~e. there 'is. no 
. doubt that expanslc;m overseas is procee'din:g 
apace. The English subskl~ary of 'Cin"Clnnat~ 
Milling Maehlne Co., 'the· biggest u :s. ma
chine tool producer, Tecen.tly acquir.ed ~ 
150,000-square-foot plant at Biggleswade, 
England, where it will make grinders and 
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broaching machines. It also let contracts 
for construction of a new foundry at Tam
worth. Norton Co. this year acquired a 75-
percent interest in_R. Woodvine & Sans, Ltd., 
a. Shrewsbury, England, subsidiary of Asquith: 
Machine Tool Corp., and plans to produce 
Norton grinding and lapping machines at- the 
plant. Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Co., 
of Providence, R.I., is adding 25 percent to its 
production capacity: in Plymouth,. England. 

The French subsidiary in which Sund
strand Corp. of Rockford, Ill., owns a major
ity interest plans to move soon into a new 
plant near Paris, along with a separate, 
wholly owned subsidiary that makes perish
able cutters, for machine tools. The company 
says the new plant will bolster e:fH.ciency, 
reduce overhead, and slightly increase capac
ity. American Machinist, a trade publica
tion, reports that at least two American 
companies are considering setting up plants 
in Japan, which has, just raised its· ta11iffs 
on Jmporte:d machines to 25. percent from 
15 percent. 

U.S. OPERATION'S TRIMMED 

At the same time, some of the U.S. com
pa~ies· are trying to trim down their . U.s. 
uperations so as to reduce overhead. an4 
attain etnciency at the present levels o! 
production. Kearney & Trecker is complet.-
1ng a $3 million 280,000-square-foot addltion 
to its special machinery plant in Mllwaukee. 
n will then close two older plants, reducing 
its total plant space to 450,000 square feet 
from "125,000, its inventories by about one
third and overhead costs by an estimated 
$700.,000 a year~ It hopes to let its employ
ment fall to 1,600'from 1,700 throu.gh normal 
attrition. · 

Sundstrand last year shut down a machine 
too1 p1ant at Ann Arbor, Mich., pulllng 
operations back to i'ts Ro-ckford, Til., head
quarters. Am-erican Tool Works, of Oincirl
nati, 1s spen'ding $1,250.,000 for new eq.uip
ment and h• c-at ovel'head .-costs "to .make 
'ourselves tl!lugh, wiry, and strong to .meet 
the expected onslaught of competition and 
also to work within the limits of available 
business_."' in the woxds of John Hussey, vice 
president, marketing. 

A National ·Machine Tool Builders Asso
ciation 'Survey shows that US. builders 
boosted spe:nding on res.earC:h and develop ... 
ment to $12 million last _year from $10 mll:'
ltnn in 1960. "'H we can ,continue. to make 
better tools that, in same way help our cus
tomers reduce their costs, we can compete: • 
says T. A. Strtmple, president of Nationa1 
Acme. As an example, h~' points to a ·new 
machine developed by his company whleh 
performs 70 d11ferent machlnil'l.g operations 
-on. a t-ypewriter part. 

SOME HOPEF'UI. AB'OUT 'ORDERS 

Some companies are .hopeful that domestic 
busin-ess w111 pick up a-fter It becomes clear 
what special incen'tives to eapt'tal spend
tag th~ Government migh-t provide industFy.. 
'Tlll:e Tteasmy Depazromen.t ts readying· ·new 
tax depreciation schedules on some 5.,000 
items (including machine tools) which may 
enable companies to set aside lar.ger unta,xed 
amounts from earnings to buy new equi_p.
mentA The administration's tax bill proposes 
an 8-percent ta;x credit 'On e·qutpment invest

·ments made this -year. The provi&lon has 
passed the- House, ·whiCh cut the credit to 
'V' percent an~ is in the Senate. · 

S.ame toru · executives doubt .that tnese 
measures wm sharply stim.ula.te buying. 
.. 'This is only a drO.P in the bucket:• .says 
Rodnef H. Stebbins, sales manag-er of Gi.sholt 
.Machine Co., in Madison, Wis. 'But they do 
observe that a lot at lnqulri-es are ·com:tn;g 
In -and predict. that these· ma-y be· ·translai;ed 
to orders if_ the ~ax benefits are passed~ 

Mr_ Chairman, some of us art: often 
times called reactionary, isolationist, or 
protectionist. 

It. all depends upon whose ox is being 
gored. Almost ·every Member of Con
gress from an area affected ·by imports 
has at one time , or another, protested 
against imports. 

They cannot seem to see the outcome 
or the seriousness of this type of legis
lation. 

One by one all industries will come 
under the hammer by this process of 
greasing the gate that squeaks the loud
est. Sooner or later we will awaken 
to find that we are all in the same boat. 

The textile industry is the outstanding 
example of this type of concession in 
this trade fight. Public statements to 
this effect have appeared in much of 
the U.S. press. 

Because uf certain concessions the· in
dustry appears to be pleased and content 
to go aloag no matter what · happens. 
to the rest of us in other industries. 
This appearance may be deceiving since 
my mail is filled with worried questions 
from the. textile industry. 

The trouble that they are fn for will 
-come when their customeu in my dis
trict are forced to buy cheaper textiles 
or none at all because their jobs have 
been taken by imports. 

We cannot buy. retail and sell whole
sale and remain solvent. 

This economy is based upon five pii
lars-investment, production. pa.Yrolls, 
consumpti'on,. and profit. All five are 
interdependent-; one needs the other and 
each b3 ec:rually important. 

No better illustration of' tbis simple 
economic fact can be found than this 
l'eeent story contained in the Pittsburgh 
POst-Gazette and in private eorrespond
·ence to my· o:ffiee :-

RocKWELL MANUFACTURING Oo., 
Pittsburgh, Pa.,.June 9,, J:JJ62. 

FlNANCL\L ED'ITOR, 
Pittsbrirgh.Post-Gaze..tte, 
Pittsburgh,,Pa.. 

DE:AR. Sm: ~n the financial news columns 
of the Pittsbm:~h Post-Gazette, it was re
ported on June 7 tnat the U.S. Navy ha.d 
purchased 3,500 tons of steel in West Ger
many na.t 30 percent below similar bids fr.om 
1Jur domestic steel companies," with a re
sultant saving to the Government of $153,00.0. 
From the description of the steel, the bids. by 
U.S. companies must have been around $700,
UOO, while tne 30 percent lower German bid 
-was around $490,000, so there must have been 
130me other ·costs not included in the Nav:y 
'Statement that $15'3;000 had been saved to 
the Governm.ent. 

·u a $700,000 shipm-ent had been added tq 
our gross .national produc.t, 8.5 percent of 
that sum (or .$245,000) woU}d have been used 
to p~y our local. State, and Federal taxes, 
which sum would have been c:ollectect from 
the s~eel company- whieh reeErtved the order, 
itS' employees, its ·sourc·es of' supply, such as 
the coal mines, iron ore mines, etc . .,. and fh-e 
services, such as the domestic: utilities ami 
the railroads. · The worker.s employed by the 
sttppiiers a.nd sendces ( inell:ldl:n.g all Gov.enm
ment ser.Vtces), . wou1d . also .receive several 
hundred thousand dollars 1n ·wages, -pa:r't of 
-w.hicb would ha-ve been 11ippUed :or theb: so
cial secllllity .funds, pensions, etc.~ 'Whlle 1Uily 
domestic unemplqym"811t resulting :fr'.om pla.e
mg t-hts 10mer abr.oil.d wta dewea.se the m
'COme. of the 1'80Clal secutilty .&nd pension 
fum:ls~ ·The loss .or 'the ord'er to <C:Imne4tt.c 
mill& a.m1 the 1plaetng, of ttm-e <Gl!der 1n ·w-est 
Germany W1Il !lnereasewery IBllbstantial:Iy the 
.unfa-vorable .Jn:tenmti:ol.'l:Bl balanee. «:4 pa_y;
ments which our Government is trying to 
avoid, to pare our losses of gold. 
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The chairman of the United States Steel 

Corp. has said that 75 percent of all his cor
poration's income is returned to workers in 
the corporation and the suppliers of material 
and services which are furnished to the cor
poration, part of which goes for local, State 
and Federal taxes. In view of these obvious 
losses to the Government and to the wage 
earners of this country, it would be most 
interesting to learn how the Navy has de
cided that $153,000 has been saved by the 
U.S. Government, not to mention the loss 
of national prestige. 

Sincerely yours, 
WILLARD F. ROCKWELL, 

Chairman of the Board. 

Mr. Chairm_an, recently, in the Pitts
burgh Press, the following statement 
appeared: 

Our city depends on labor for its economic 
existence. The bulk of the breadwinners · in 
this district tend blast furnaces, mine coal, 
mold glass, participate in occupations which 
are dependent on these industries. 

We are not an area of white-collar workers. 
We do not have the broad harbors of the 

· coastal cities, nor do tourists flock to see 
the sights of our town. 

Without industry, Pittsburgh as a bustling 
metropolis would cease to exist. 

But we are in the precarious position 
where most of those employed derive their 
income from industries that today are 
threatened with increased competition and 
higher costs. 

This pretty well sums up the national 
problem we fac~ when we discuss jobs 
and trade. As Members of this Congress 
you can understand why I am so dis
turbed over the publicly announced 
staten:ents by o:ffi.cials of our Govern
ment that certain industries are expend
able and must be sacrificed to what 
President Roosevelt called "the will-o'-
the-wisp of foreign trade." · 

Let me assure all of you of my keen 
interest in the problems of the world as 
well as mY country, and my congres
sional district. I am not now, nor have 
I ever been, an opponent of free trade 
as such. I am for as much free trade 
as we can afford. 

I have found that when you scratch 
a freetrader, he bleeds like a protection
ist. 

The dying fiat-glass industry was given 
a new lease on life when the President 
ra~ed protective tariffs. Incidentally, 
thiS puts· the rate ·somewhere in the 
neighborhood of the rates prior to re
ciprocal trade agreements. For this 
the President has been commended by 
the glass industries, .but the Belgians 
and other exporters condemn and threat
en our Government with embargoes and 
reprisals. In trying to save our glass in
dustry we may well lose all the so-called 
diplomatic gains for which we sacrificed 
our industry. 

Correspondence from Labor Union 
Council, A:FL-CIO, Greensburg, Pa., Mr. 
James J. Chinnici, said: 

Walworth Co. supplied the first atomic 
submarine, the Nautilus, with fittings and 
products. Now they are going out of malle
able fitting business. By the end of June 
500 people will be left jobless. Cite this ~ 
only one example of what is happening all 
over this State as well as the United States. 
We believe that foreign competition 1s re
sponsible for a great many of the citizens of 

this great Nation being jobless today. Job
less numbers are increasing and the economic 
level of our Nation is rapidly declining. This 
has to stop and stop soon. I beg you to look 
into this situation. Do what you can to 
correct it. I believe that the tariff on im
ports to this country should be raised to 
meet foreign competition. The die is cast. 
We place in your hands the responsibility of 
correcting this situation. · 

You can ~ee why some of us are put 
in the position of being the Devil's ad
vocate on any proposal that would, in 
the opinion of these citizens, further de
preciate their job opportunities. 

I am also in receipt of a wire from 
R. A. Hardy, president of the Greater 
Greensburg Chamber of Commerce, 
Greensburg, Pa.,.and I quote: 

Westinghouse atomic reactor plant in 
Waltz Mills, closes March 25. One hundred 
and seventy most highly skilled in this type 
of work to be let out. 

our economy, but I see little purpose in 
continuing to vote for injuries that are 
self-infiicted. 

I do not know what we can do for these 
displaced workers. We want to help-
this I am sure of. 

Many are too old, and will end up on 
relief rolls. This condition cannot be toler
ated. It is not the exception, it is becoming 
the rule in our economy, to have produc
tion facilities closed because of unfair com
petition over which. they have no control. 

Facts and testimony presented before our 
Committee on Imports show that hundreds 
of industries and individual plants are in 
the same precarious economic position. 

Alone there is not much I can do. With 
your reevaluation of the trade position, hope 
can be given to these discouraged workers 
that their Government considers their wel
fare paramount and that no injustices will 
be done by legislation to create further in
jury. 

COMMON MARKET 

Many of these workers have a genera- Adlai Stevenson, in a speech in Bloom-
tion and a half of steady employment. ington, Dl., Ja~uary 23, 1962, said the 
HighlY skilled nuclear plant workers ask Common Market is our only choice if 
what they will be retrained for under the the U.S. economy is to continue to grow. 
Trade Adjustment Act. I do not feel He called it a moral duty, or words to 
that aid in . the future will do any more that effect. Morals in international 
good than closing the barn door after trade are like friendships in a poker 
the cows get out. These matters are game. They only count if you have the 
very serious to those of us in close con- winning hand. 
tact with our people. Many important Americans, in and out 

Approximately 600 primary jobs are at of Government, have called the Common 
stake. According to the chamber of Market a threat and have predicted the 
commerce statistics, 600 jobs lost to this doom of the U.S. economy unless we 
.community means the loss of income court and marry the European countries 
sufficient to maintain 24 retail estab- wi~hout delay. In my opinion, such ~ 
lishments; loss of $2,160,000 in retail uruon would be a shotgun wedding. 
sales; loss of the use of 642 automobiles; I feel that if the American people lose 
1,044 additional workers will lose their their sense of balance in this instance 
jobs; the loss of $3,540,000 in personal it will be the most tragic mistake in o~ 
income; bank deposits will lose an addi- entire history. After a proper time 
tional net ~ccount of $1,940,000; and the spent courting, the day may come when 
sustaining revenue .for 1,776 persons will a marriage between our economies may 
be taken from the community. These have a chance of fruitful union. 
figures are ·statistical data provided by I disagree with the proponents of H.R. 
the chamber of commerce on the effect 11970, when they use the Common Mar
of a job loss in any community. ket as the "bogeyman" for scaring the 

My district is a distressed area. We American people into a move that can 
have gone through the economic de- well destroy our basic concept of a 
preciation of our coal industry because free enterprise government. It do not. 
of imports of residual oil. Our alumi- consider the Common Market a "bogey
~um houseware goods have been carry- - man," a Frankenstein, or a commercial 
mg the brunt of reduced employment threat. It was conceived and brought 
because of imports. Our tool steel in- into being by our own State Department 
~ustry is challenged by unfair competi- ~ a buffer area-economically, militar
tiOn from abroad. The handmade glass 1ly and diplomatically-as a tool in the 
industry has been told that it is expend- cold war strategy. In these areas it 
able. The relief being given by the fulfills its· promise. ' 
Pres~dent to the fiat-glass industry will One of its chief architects is now an 
reqwre the passage of time to regain the official of our Government and the chief 
markets lost because of the imports of promoter of the present plans for a new 
glass. trade program and the Common Mar-

In every field, in every effort, in every ket. We would be derelict in our duties 
are~. the unrestrict~d, unbalanced appli- if we failed to properly consider the 
catiOn of our foreign trade policy has grave consequences of basing our ac
caused unemployment, depreciated in- tion on H.R. 9900 without dispelling the 
vest~ents, curtailment of production distorted picture of the Common Mar
and mcreased relief rolls. All of us want ket presented to Congress and the Amer
free trade, and we should have it just as ican people. There are some Americans 
soon as we can afford it. who-for reasons best known to them
. .(iny trade tha~ benefits one group, and selves--are sincere freetraders. 
mJures ano~her, 1s. not equitable and can- At this point, I would like to present 
not be ~ustified either from the base of a partial list of the participants in the 
econom1cs, diplomacy, or political expe- U.S. Trade Policy Conference. Even a 
dien~y. casual examination will verify my state-

! stand ready to vote as I have in the ment as to the interests of the main pro
past for all remedial legislation to help ponents of this legislation. 
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CoNFERRNCES FOR CORPORATION EJU;CUTIVES, We haVe a deficit Of OVer $3 Y:z billion 

U.S. FOREIGN. TRADE PO"LICY , (SPONSORJ:D BX in Our· baJanc'e ·o:f payments· for 1961? 
THE SCHOOL OF ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL. The WhOle stocy lS not 'told by thiS 
STUDIES, JOHNS. HOPKINS UNIVERSITY),, t ' t t f $5 b·11• f ts 
M~RcH 6 AND 7, 1962, HoTEL STATLER, WAsH- s a emen ° 1 Ion o excess expor 

as you are not informed. that this excess 
xNoToN, D.c. consists of over $1 billion in military sup
Participants~ .Arabian American Oil Co.; plies, over $1¥4 billion in agricultural 

Asiatic Petroleum Corp.~ Chamber of Com-
merce of the United states; tne Chase Man- products exchanged for soft currencies; 
hattan Bank; committee for a National $200 million of ICA purchases, another 
Trade Policy; E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & $1 billion of subsidized agricultural ex
Co.; the European Community; Federal Re- ports and additional sums for subsidies 
serve Bank of New 'York; the First National on cotton, and so forth. In addition, 
Bank of Boston; Ford Motor Co.; the Gillette there is the additional one-half billion. 
Co.; IBM World Trade Corp.; individuals: dollars it costs our Treasury to subsidize 
Christian Herter and several others; Insti- 1 tute for International Development; Inter- the agricultural exports. Adding a 1 of · 
national Business Machines·; International these :figures together it is quite clear 
Federation of Petroleum workers; Interna- that we have no excess of exports over 
tional General Elect:rlc co.; International actual dollar imports. Therefore, we do 
Minerals & Chemical Corp.; ~ntex:national not need to import more in order to 
Nickel co., In.c.; New York Life Insurance maintain the balance of trade. We 
co.; Owens-Corning Fiberglas Intern{!.tional, might consider cutting out subsidized 
s.A.; Pan American World Airways; Pfizer and giveaway exports. 
International Inc.; .Phelps-Stokes Fund; Re- Another untold story is that the im-
public steel Corp.; Societe D'Information 
Financiere et Industrielle, Inc.; Sverdrup & port :figures are given in foreign origin 
Parcel and Associates, Inc.; Underwood Corp.: value and do not represent equal pur~ 
United Nations Economic Commtssion fqr chases at prices which would be required 
Latin America; United States-Japan Trade by American producers. We therefore 
council; Washington Board of Trade; export at one value, and import at an-

u.s. Government: Department of Agri- other value. In this process we export 
culture; Department of the Army; D~part- ··fewer items and receive tremendous 
ment of Commerce; Council of Economic 
Advisers; Department of Defense; Federal quantities in return. 
Reserve Board; Foreign service Institute; A third untold fact is the statement 
Industrial College of the Armed Forces; D~- relative to the number of people directly 
partment of Labor; Library of Congress; or indirectly affected by ·foreign trade. 
National War College; Department of State; You have not been told that among those 
Department of the Treasury; and the u.s. directly affected are workers who work 
Information Age:t:tcy. the greater percentage of their time in 

I sincerely belteve that this generation producing domestic products, and you 
of Americans is faced with the most se- are also not told that included in those 
rio us economic decision of our history . indirectly affected is your grocer, your 
since the historic session of Congress in banker, your lawyer, and even social 
1828. History tells us that it was dur- service workers. all of whom would hold 
ing this session that our young Nation their positions and do their work even if 
faced the momentous decision between there were no imports. How little this 
carrying on the protective tariff policy group is affected can be .illustrated by 
borne out of the War· of 1812, or going asking your grocer the question of 
back to the free · trade policies of Adam whether 11e would close down if he had 
Smith and his "Wealth of Nations." . - to stop selling coffee. 

History also records that the .great The question which is avoided and 
Americans of that day led by Daniel unanswered in this propaganda is how 
Webster, the archenemy of protection- many American workers have been af
ism, shifted their votes and voices from fected al).d how many may be affected 
free trade and carried the day for the in the future. There is no pat answer 
future greatness of America. We are simply because no money is available for 
told that this was "yesteryear," and we an item-by-item, industry-by-industry, 
now live in a new world. job-for-job, payroll-by-payroll study~ 

Every generation has been compelled Nothing less will tell the whole story. I 
to face a "new world.'' It is our turn, ought to know, I have been working, 
and looking forward requires quite ·a bit holding hearings, reading hundreds of 
of looking backward to see where we are briefs, trying to come up with .answers · 
heading. As the Pennsylvania Dutch on how many jobs are displaced by im
put it, "We have ~o back up straight ports. One point stands out clear, clear 
ahead." Yol.l can ·pian the future, but enough for all to see: For every. $1 spent 
you cannot change the past. . _ to find out how many jobs are lost, $1,000 

is spent to show how many jobs we gain. 
TEL'L THE WHOLE STORY ON TRADE One Of the seriOUS problems facing 

In the past months we have been the American congr.ess and, in turn, the 
bombarded with statements on why we American people, is. the lack of press, 
must lower or eliminate all tariffs on radio, and TV cove:rage of the .other 
imports and why we must accept thefac.t <side of the 1ree trade versus protection 

·that some_ American industries will be policies for American jobs and industry; 
..sacrificed · to permit imports from for- .One thing I can say/without fear of con
eign_ pountries. In ~up port of this ,plea tradiction, is that for . every word given 
for unlimited and unrestricted power, to the so-called 'Protection group, whole 
the advocates contend that our expor,ts pages 'are being given to the free trade 
-exceed our imports by over $5 billion .group.. Local .newspapers; commonly 
and we must import more if we wish to !known as hometown papers, are doing , 
continue to· export. _ _u we were -s.elling the . .only goo:d.. j_ob of reporting this issue 
more than we are buying, why would up ·to date. 

- in ·1958, I made a public prediction. 
I said then and repeat now, "Every im.
dustry that expands ,overseas wiU he
come· profree trade as soon as the 
foreign profits start rolling in." I have 
searched every scrap of writing I can 
find; I have visited as many countries as 
physically possible; I have tried to give 
American industries and workers an op-· 
portunity to give their story to my com
mittee. I have· talked to every person in
terested in the subject of trade and I 
have not found one nation in , the whole 
world that does not protect its payrolls, 
its industries, its minerals·, and its agri
culture. 

While we are talking more free trade, 
reducing our already low tariffs, we. :find 
that every other nation either indi
vidually or collectively-Common Mar
ket-is reducing internal barriers, but 
increasing external barriers. How else 
can the Common Market succeed? Can 
the member countries allow goods to. 
come in below their cost of production 
and still prosper? They cannot, any 
more than we can. 

We found this out in the earliest days 
of our history and because we learned 
our lesson in trade economics, early and 
well, we created in this country what is 
now being heralded as a miracle in the 
Common Market; we· created the. largest, 
most profitable market in the world. 
Every time in our history, when tariffs 
went below 20 percent on imports, we 
ran into serious trouble. Our first de
pression followed the tariff cutting pro
·gram of 1832. Although the Congress 
proposed a cut in tariff rates from 45 
percent to 20 percent we never made it. 
By the time we reached 30 percent we 
were in the grips of a recession that 
forced a revision of plans and upped the 
tariffs again to the 1832 level. 

Maybe tariffs are not the answer, but 
it is historical that every time we cut 
tariffs we had a "recession." We are told 

· that "protectionism" is a bad word and, 
worse, a ·bad national policy. If this is 
so, why do we ·have immigration laws·? 
Why do we bar peoples, and yet we do 
not bar the products they make? How 
much difference is there between a for
eigner coming to the United States and 
taking your job, or staying home and 
·sending to America the products you pro
duce ? In either case, you lose your job'. 

It is a peculiar twist of mental maneu
vering by some -persons that see logic iri 
restricting the importation ·of teach
ers, newspapermen, lawyers, doctors, 
professionals, and other peoples of all 
nations. The same-persons see no· harm 
in tlooding the market with the foreign 
products of steelworkers, automakers:, 
·and other productioh workers. 
. The Members of Congress 'from the 
.South, the West, and other areas that 
·enjoy protective tariffs and quotas on 
:wheat, corn, cotton, tobacco, and/or Fed
eral subsidies to protect their costS of 
·production, join in the. "'anvil chorus" 
against Members who have p1ants shut 
'down, workers displaced by imports of 
low-priced ~oreign articles~ Let us see 
what our friends and neighbors are doing 
.and then decide whether "protectionism" 
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is a· bad word. or a bad policy for a na- , consumer goods workers who-:-because 
tion and its people. of ·their protective tariffs, and our open 

Canada has a "Made in Canada'' rule markets-are out of work. 
for customs that openly espouses the I quote verbatim the editorial from 
protectionist policy. ''When any item is Bonn, Germany: 
produced in Canada and r~acheS a pro• ·. WEST GERMANY JOB OPENINGS 
duction of at least 10 percent of the . . BoNN, GERMANY, December 3.-A leading 
consumption of that product in Canada, newspaper suggested today that west Ger
the customs omce raises the tariffs on many import jobless Americans to meet an 
imports for the practical and simple pur- acute labor shortage. 
pose of protecting its industry." They Handelsblatt s~id in an edi~.orial the u.s. 
have recently manipulated their curren- Government might cooperate i:o. the scheme-

. ts by paying the transportation costs or of-
cy to help exports and to reduce rmpor · fering a subsidy to make up the difference 

They thus allow it to .grow without in wages in the two countries. 
competition from imports that can "As for the willingness of many Ameri
undersell the local product and it does cans to work in Germany,'' the newspape~ 
not matter where the products come commented, "this can hardly be doubted." 
from, the United States, Hong Kong, Ja- The United States has close to 4 mlllion 
pan. or the Common Market. . unemployed; West Germany has a half mil-

In this past year-1961-57 such rul-. lion jobs to be filled. 
ings increasing tariffs were quietly put I do not know how yo~ all feel about 
into effect. The latest inc:reased tariffs shipping your neighbors overseas, chas
were put on tires. electric home dish- ing after the jobs Congress and the trade 
washers, powerboat controls. surgical- policies of our country have deported 
room lights, lighter flints, drycleaning in the last decade. Usually deportation 
equipment, and dozens . of other items. procedures are a long, hard fought 

Contrast this with a few . examples of battle with the intended deportee fight
our own disregard of the facts of our ing for all he is worth to stay here in the 
economic life. In 1947. we imported land of the free and home of the brave. 
480,000 lighters; in 1959 we imported' I can just hear my • immigrant 
46% million. In 1961, we imported father-God rest his soul-reading these 
409,000 dozen tennis balls in the first statements and blasting loose with his 
5 months-no figures available yet for famous remark about "free schools, 
the full year-against a .total 12-month dumb people." I do not want to leave, 
consumption in the United States of 1 and I am not going to be part of any plan 
million dozen. Five years ago southern that intends to send my friends, neigh
California planted 35,000 acres of to- bors. and even some . of my family, to 
matoes; this year less than 2,000 acres Europe, Japan, Hong Kong, or anywhere 
were planted. For every 2 tons of steel else ·because their country, with my vote, 
we sold in 1961 we iniported 3 tons. Iron has made it impossibie to earn a living. 
ore imports have made Minnesota min- It may work-I am· not qualified to 
ing fields a depressed area. express a positive opinion. This much 

No item produced in Mexico can be I do know-! want to live and die, work 
imported except in restricted quantities and raise my family in this, my own 
and with exorbitant tariffs. Mexico pro- native land. A well-known importer has 
tests import duties by United States on gone even further, and suggested ex
minerals. yet it imposes an export duty portation-lock. stock, and barrel-of 
on these same minerals. our American unemployed. I wonder if 

The Common Market countries tariff they would, at the same time, expect 
all items imported which can be pro- Congress to pass an appropriation to 
duced within the market. They will only turn the Statute of Liberty around to 
buy what they need, and will tariff face th.e other way? 
everything else. No sugar or coffee grow- In other words, we will add our great
ing country imports sugar or coffee. In est national asset: manpower-skilled, 
fact. all the workers in industry ask for trained, and intelligent-to the money;. 
is the same protection for their cost of know-how; sales promotion, and domes
liVing as we give to the wheat. cotton, tics market already given to our com
and tobacco growers. Sugar countries, petitors overseas. 
while receiving U.S. subsidies over the I can remember not so long ago, when 
world price, impose export duties on their we were going all out to create jobs for 
own sugar. the Japanese and the West Germans. 

Imagine what would happen if the How can any American .legislator vote 
United States joined the Common Mar- for trade legislation and how can any 
ket. ·Following the regulations and tar- - administration continue a trade policy 
iffs in force would we have to follow that allows this kind of a situation to 
suit and put the 75 cents a pound tariff exist and, in fact, grow. The Japanese 
on coffee that .West Germany has on said something along the same line when 
coffee? What, then, would our program they .suggested "now that you admit we 
of Alliance for Progress with our Latin can make things cheaper and better 
neighbors accomplish? In fact, our West than you, you should stop making these 
German friends bave a $5.06-a-ton tar:. items." 
iff on American coal "to protect their It is bad enough for foreign producers, 
costs of production of domestic coal and interested in their own welfare and prof
the jobs of their coal miners." its, to take this attitude-but how much 

At this time it might be good to re- worse can we get when our own State 
view the editorial that· appeared in a Department suggests we abandon cer
leading West German newspaper of .re- tain industries. eliminate certain trades 
cent date. Maybe they have in mind and jobs, subsidize injured industry and 
giving jobs to our unemployed coal min- retrain workers for jobs not yet taken 
ers, tool steel makers, turbine and gen- by the Japanese, Germans, and so forth, 
erator workers, radio, elec~ronics and all over the worid. 

Let· us make ·on.e point and •make it 
clear, without restrictions. I favor a 
common market with any country, any 
group of countries or any area, just as 
soori as they gain our economic standing, 
our wage levels, our_costs of living, our 
way ·of life. We can help them. and we 
have. We cannot help them · or our
selves, unless we have full employment. 

The truth. is that we will have more 
serious trouble taking our market back 
after we give ·it away. Proof of this is 
the classical case of window glass. 

This points up the seriousness of 
granting urieconolilic concessions to na
tions which. build up their economy on a 
false foundation. The Belgian Govern
ment is already protesting vigorously 
and bitterly. They claim that th~ loss 
of that part . of our market effected by 
the new tariff rates on fiat glass alone 
will cost the Belgian economy 5,000 jobs. 
Does not this mean that the 5,000 Bel
gians have displaced 5,000 American 
jobs. and considering the effect upon our 
economy, measures up to~ fantastic im
pact upon employment in our own 
economy. 

This tariff increase alone. according to 
the Belgian figures. and using the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce job evaluation 
impact, comes to the followillf; totals of 
impacts in vai'ious economic areas in the 
United States: 5,000 jobs for glass in
dustry; 8,700 additional full-time jobs in 
the community; 14,800 people sustained 
in the community; 5;350 more .cars put 
into use; $29,500,000 will be added to 
personal income; $14,500,000 will be 
added to net bank deposits; and $18 
million will be added to retail sales, 
enough to open 200 new retail outlets. 

This is the impact on our economy 
when the seed money of production 
wages is planted in the fertile fields of 
our own economy. You can understand 
now why the Common Market countries 
are prosperous. 

We are considered the world's greatest 
exporting Nation. Are we? No. not by 
a long shot. If we measure. dollar vol
umes, yes. If we measure imports as 
against gross national products, the an
swer is "No.'' 

The United States has a gross na
tional product of $546 billion, and ex
ports $20 billion out of which about $14 
billion represents dollar sales. West 
Germany has a GNP of $60 billion with 
exports of $11 billion. 

If we carry out the provisions of H.R. 
11970, as now written, our diplomatic 
problems will mount even faster than our 
economic . depreciation. Only two re
straints can save the American consumer 
goods industries under the full and free 
trade impact of H.R. 11970, if admin
istered by a Chief Executive who may 
not use the judgment and restraint 
shown by the President in the glass and 
carpet wool cases. 

These restraints will only be tempo
rary, and in time disaster will strike 
our free enterprise system. The first 
and most important safeguard we have 
is .the natural inclination and determi
nation of large numbers of Americans 
to buy American and to buy union made 
goods, and others who ~ealize· that they 
destroy job opportunities, profits and in
vestment incentives when they buy 
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foreign made goods that displace. Amer
ican goods on our market shelv.es. Some 
of the proponents of H.R. 11970 are do
ing their best to discourage this group 
by propaganda, false and misleading 
statistics, and above all_:_the -threat of 
physical destruction of nuclear warfare. 

The second restraint will be overcome 
sooner than our theorists imagine. This 
is the lack of production facilities to 
provide the enormous amount of goods 
and equipment our economy corisumes. 
Any- person. hiding behind the thought 
tbat pur productivity and know:..liow will 
protect us is living· 41 .a fool's ~onomic · 
paradise. , _,. .. _ .- _ .. - ,_ _ . 

· · On ¥arch 9-, H. s. Geneen,· pre~ident, 
~;nte.rn~tional ~eiephone & _. Telegraph, 

, .. ~ad t~s to s~y! _ -· · · 
Labor will have to face the fact tha.t Euro-

- pean workers are as skllled as our own. The 
United States has no monopoly on produc
tion know-how and the plain fact is that 
Europeans' labor rates . are lower than U.S. 
rates. 

This combination of low labor costs and 
high productivity means that U.S. labor and 
management will have to work as a team· to .. 
raise productivity to maintain our abil1ty to 
c9mpete effectively, as the only valid basis 
for granting either labor or capital a greater 
share of the common output. 

. GenJ~en re.commended "-~'increased ex
ports through U.S.-ow-ned foreign com- -
panies." · 

It means simply and pl~inly. that_ the -
passage of H.R. 11.970 as written will in

. crease the foreign participants "who will 
sit in on labor-manij.gement negoti~
tions, and. will establish a new criteria 
for .profits based. upon ·:foreign values 
forcing· more and more American .run
aways who, following Mr. Geneen's ad-. 
vice, will become foreig~ export agencies, 
as well as manufacturers. . 

After studying the Commerce figures, 
I have satisfied myself that the figures 
as they pertain to Pennsylvania are 
shaded to benefit the passage of H.R. 
11970. Let me give you the figures 'from 
the very same Department of Commerce. 
· Secretary of . Commerce announces 

Pennsylvania exports of manufactured 
products to be $1,189,500,000. A survey 
of all manufacturers with 100 or more 
employees doing $25,000 or more busi
ness s:Qows total. exports to be $921,500,-
000. The markup of $268 million 1s what 
the Commerce Department has added 
for what they call the estimated f.o.b. 
port side. · 

By this same niethod of unrealistic, 
uneconomic, unsound ·statistical report
ing, Congress, and the people, are being 
led to believe that 6 mi11ion workers owe 
their jobs to export - activit,ies . in the 
United States. Let .us examine thfs . for 
aminute. · -

· The total amount of .exports valued 
at the manufacturer's cost, which deter
mines the jobs and wages is $9,792,400,-
000. The added value markup by the 
Department of Commerce is $7,105,600,-
000, making a total.of $16,898 million. 

This is the figure used by our Govern
ment _ official~. the importer groups, the 
National Manufacturers' Association, 
chamber of commerce, and other propo
n{mts of · H.R. 11976, hi"calculating the 
jobs created by exports. · · 

It is 'not_ a true figure, nor can any 
stretch . of . ~he . s~tistic~ prove that the 

jobs created· are anywhere near the far and away the best customer for u.s. cot
number stated by any of the following ton). According to the Department of Agrt
testimony, and public sta~ments on job . culture, the average worker til. the cotton-

. fields· produces an annual · value of cotton 
totals: shipments of $4;300, a far cry from the value 
Labor Department ______________ 3, 100, 000 of production of the , industrial workers of 
Secretary of Labor ______________ 4, 000,000 Pennsylvania. Including all workers in Mis-
Secretary Hodges ________________ 6, 000, 000 sisslppi engaged in producing commodities 
Importers' Councfi_:_ ____________ 12, 000, 000 for expo~t to Japan, Mississippi only averages 

an annual $5,500 in value of shipments per · 
Charles Percy, of Bell & Howell;"tops all · worker. Obviously, despite the :tact that 

the job estimates by claiming up to 15 total 1960 Pennsylvania shipments to Japan 
million jobs for export workers. · in dollar value were more than double the 

All of _the above say that imports only shipments of Mississippi, more Mississippian 
displace between - 200,000 - and -_ 500,000 workers are employed because of the very low 
jobs. We must first realize that in all the ayerage productJvi~y of cotton farmers and 

· · · · · cottonfield workers. This, of course, is one 
United States of America there are only of the matn reasons for our agricUltural cot:.. · 
16,800,000 jobs iil manufacturing· with a ' ton price suppqrt progratns. · ' ·. ··· · 
payroll of $90 billion a year. · The foregoing explanation accounts for 

· Incidentally, this $90 billion payroll the much higher employment in exports to · 
is the·seed money for a $92 billion budget. Japan of agr,.icultural States in the south . 
Actually, the' jobs ought to· be related to · (such as Mississippi, Arkansas, and Ala- -
tfie manufactured products wage· con- bama) as compared with the industriai 
tents. Recently, the Japanese Trade Northern States of Ill1no1s, Ohio, New York, 

and Pennsylvania. I can assure ·you that 
Council put out a very interesting piece our report was· the result .of long, careful
of propaganda purporting to show the and objective stuqy and that the figures 
number of jobs created in every State contained therein have not beeri. manipu
by exports to Japan~ . lated to prove any preconceived thesis. We 

I challenged the figures for my State, would be very happy to confer with you re
and a few other States. In answer to my - garding our methods in p~rsuing this study 

and are confident that we wm be able to 
speech for the RECORD, I received the fol.:. persuade you of their reasonable accuracy. 
lowing _explanation from this foreign in-· . we would appreciate your inserting ' this 
terest group: letter in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD in order 

DEAR MR. DENT: I read with interest your · to ' correct any misapprehensions that 
comments on 'tariff and trade appearing at might have resulted from your comments of 
page 999 Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD for January 25. 
January 29·. In those remarks you .were Respectfully, 
critical of the :rep<;>rt of the United State~- NELSON .(\,. STITT, . 
Japan ~ad~ Council showing the jobs Director. 
created in the United States by exports to · 
Japan. 'in your 'view, the figures' on' ~xports t would like to call your attention to 
and jobs created in the states· of Pennsyl- ' the unusti.al arithmetic of the American ' 

· vania 'il.nd Mississippi are inconsistent. I am·· agent for the Japanese Trade Council, ' 
· writing =you to clarify the record ori this. Mr. Nelson A. Stitt; 

- Upon superficial examina-tion, your excep- In classifying Mississ~ppi, Arkansas, 
tions to our report would appear to be well· d Al b -' 
ta-ken, but they are nevertheless unsound. an a ama-as like States and using 
What you have overlooked ts the proquc- his own figures-we find the very un
tivity of Pennsylvania workers (o! which you usual situation i:h these States where two· 
may well be proud) as compared to the pro- .lobs are created by a gross production of 
ductivity of workers hi Mississippi, who are $4,300 for a full year's work. 
mainly engaged in the production of cotton, Mr. Stitt states that Pennsylvania's 
insofar as exports to Japan are concerned. $60 million yearly gross business with 
These productivity statistics were obtained Japan creates 4,852 J'obs for Pennsyl
from the 1958 Census of Manufactures with 
respect to industrial products and from the vania, while $32 million gross yearly 
Department of Agriculture with respect to business with Arkansas creates 1i,618 
agricultural products. They show that the jobs. He arrived at these figures in 
average annual value of industrial shipments about _the same way that Attorney Barn
from ,Pennsylvania per employee was over hart, representing the importer's council, 
$25,000; the average value of shipments per arrived at his figures. 
worker in Mississippi, on the other hand, It seems that Stitt_ took the mean av-
was .about $5,500. We are now speaking of 
employees engaged in direct production, erages, arrived · at · by dividing the gross 
which figure was doubled in our report to product with the number of workers ac·
account for "indirect employment created in tually working and just doubled the 
service and supplying industries; · as ex- numbers._ In Pennsylvania he claims 
plained in the sources and methodology of the creation of 2,426 direct jobs', doubled 

. the study. Our figures for direct production -to 4,852. In Mississippi he claims crea
employees in 1960 were 2,426 for Pennsyl- tion of . 5,809 direct J. obs . doubled to 

' vania. and 5,809 for Mississippi. _ 
For Pennsylvania, the average value of 11,618. Barnhart takes the ,figures of 

annual shipments per direc~ production em- 6 million that S~retary Hodges arrived 
ployee was high because ·of the predomi- at by doubling tJ:ie Labor Department's 3 
nance of the following export lndustri~s: million figure, doubled it, and comes up 
petroi.eum products, with an average annual with 12 miliion jobs: Double, double, 
value of shipments of over $70,000 per work- that is the trouble with these statistics. 
er; iron and steel scrap, · with. an average 
annual value of shipments of over $42,000 They all seem to forget that only one 
per worker; chemical spec_ialttes, with .an par~. of anY- .set of figures, whether they 
average value of about $34,000 per worker; be sales, cost or production figures, mat
steel mlll products, with an average value of ters in developing the job impact of 
about $28,500 per worker; power generating trade. In studying job imi>act, the only 
machinery; with -an average value of over figure to be considered is the money re
$21,000 per worker; and other industries with ceived by the worker as wages. . 
a: high value of annual shipments per pro-
ductive worker. . If -$4,300 m Mississippi " creates two 

For Mississippi, the productic;m ... of _cotton j<,>bs with w~ges set, a Federal minimum 
for export.~ to ·Japan. pr-edomi-nates (Japa~ ' i!> - -r--eguir~men~. <;>,~7 $1 an hour, th~ _purcp.~a~e.~~:, 

! l 
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of $4,300 worth of. goods from Japan, 
with wages set at .a maximum 35 cents 
an hour-including all fringes-will 
create at least .six jobs in Japan. 

Maybe that is why there i.s a labor 
shortage in Japan and as I have shown 
in this testimony, some of our econo
mists and proponents are suggesting we. 
export our unemployed. One wonders 
how many of our workers are willing to 
accept thi.s solution. 

Europe has an average wage of 85 
cents an hour, including fringes. Japan 
has an average wage of 35 cents an hour, 
including fringes. The United States 
tabs an average wage of $2.96 an h9ur, 
including fringe benefits. It follows, 
then, that for every 85 cents worth of 
labor content in an imported article from 
the Common Mar~et an American 
worker loses $2.96 an hour, and for every 
35 cents worth of Japanese labor con
tent, he loses $2.96 an hour. 

This fact you can accept and test it 
any way you want, al_ld you will :flild 
that simple arithmetic spells out why 
our job economy is dying while foreign 
countries, export!_ng to the United 
States, are growing by leaps and bounds. 

Do not be kidded into believing that 
foreign productivity is lower than ours 
because that argument is as outdated 
as most of the free trade arguments are. 
To show how silly this argument i.s let 
us examine an article from the New York 
Times, Sunday, -March 11, which at
tempts to laugh off foreign wage differ
entials with thi.s illustration. Quote: 

The· single most important factor is pro
ductivity, output per man-hour-a study 
showed that the average Japanese worke.r 
earning 22 cents an hour only produced 30 
cents worth of product' while an American 
worker counterpart earning $1.95 an hour 
produced $3.19 an hour worth of product. 

If thi.s were true, then, an item costing 
$3.19 in Japan would cost $2.33 in labor 
as against U.S. costs of $1.95. One won
ders why the Japanese can sell lighters 
for 30 ·cents as against $1.25 for United 
States. Also, why we can only sell raw 
materials, fuel; machine tools, and pro
duction facilities in any quantities to 
Japan. In return we buy manufactured 
goods and products we produce in sur
plus in our own country. 

If we could produce cheaper than our 
competitors instead of Japan selling the 
United States 85 percent consumer goods 
and buying only 15 percent consumer 
goods, these figures would be reversed. 

In a recent nationwide article we find 
that in talking about foreign production, 
the article says: 

American-owned foreign plants produce 
!our-fifths as much as their American plants. 

Allowing this 20-percent drop in pro
ductivity, how can we explain the dif
ference between wages paid here and 
abroad and why the American plant has 
been moved overseas if they can pro
duce cheaper here than they can in for
eign countries? 

Like most other statistics and argu
ments, I have read in th~ debate, I am 
convinced ·that if the American people 
believe all they are being told by the 
proponents of this legislation, they will 
be the biggest suckers since the Indians 
sold Manhattan for $24. 

Let me quote from an eyewitness ac- ume point of view because ever since· our 
count of wages and productivity 1n the · industrial revolution started. there has 
same Japan we have been talking about: been no real comparison between our 

THEORY VI:R.sus FACT wage and foreign wage levels. In fact, 
For over 4 years a Harvard liberal tn· the . the ri.se in foreign wages i.s basically the 

labor movement has given me the well- cause of their recent economic well
known bird every time I talked about foreign being. OUr high wages here are the only 
imports injuring u.s. industry and destroy- reason for the fight by foreign countries 
ing u.s. job opportunities. Recently he came . to dump their manufactures into our 
into my omce after returning from Japan. market. 

Whlle there, my visitor stepped down in M k t ted b h' h · 
the valley of reallties and came back with ar e s are crea Y lg 1ncome, 
a new view of free trade between unequal not low selling Prices. Lower prices 
economies. This 1s his story: "I've disagreed create more production only when high-er 
with you over the years. I was wrong. I'll income creates more consumption. 
support your position in this fight an the · The bugaboo being dreamed up by the 
way. What I saw in . the manufacturing academicians who are driving Great 
plants in Japan convinced me that we cannot Britain into the Common Market and 
compete in a free world mark-et, no matter are pushing ·the United States to the 
how much we automate." 

In one instance I watched a production same ending is a figment of the imagi-
line in an electronics plant. They had the nation. Calling the Common Market a 
new machines we have in our own domestic threat to our economic well-being i.s the 
plants where we have a contract. The only worst kind of propaganda. 
difference was that our machines were 9 If the Common .Market i.s to succeed 
years old while theirs were only 2 years old. it must protect its own production 
The rate of production per unit was timed against cheap foreign imports whether 
at the same productivity per machine as our 
machines. they come from the United States, Ja-

The difference, however, was that in the pan, or South America. If their nations 
United States one worker operated one ma- do not protect themselves, the Market 
chine at a pay scale of around $2.60 an hour, will dissolv.:e in less time than it took the 
while in Japan, one female worker operated State Department to put it together. 
two machines at 15 cents an hour. An in- We seem to forget that the Common 
spector earned about 20 cents an hour as Market is made up of sovereign nations, 
against over $3 an hour in the United States. and not states with a common set of 

Unless we are contentto fix our pres- laws and a federal or central govem
ent rate of wages, income, and way of ment. 
life as the peak of our progress, we must For instance, when we protect cotton 
:fight any further depreciation of our job imports, subsidize cotton exports to help 
opportqnities. Much will be. said about the economy of the cotton States, while 
the nuniber of jobs created by exports as at the same time we reduce tariffs and 
against job losses from imports. Any- drive ·states producing bicycles; glass, 
body can use any set of figures that best and consumer goods 1nto depressed eco
suits the side of the question being spon- · nomic conditions, there is nothing much 
sored. · the injured State can do about it.~ How._ 

However, anybody who kids himself ever, if France's auto, glass and textile 
into the fake economic equation of .. prof- industry is sacrificed so that Germany 
its from exports offsetting losses of -jobs can export its machinery to Japan, how 
from imports" will find out he has been long do you think France will stay in 
badly misinformed. the Common Market? 

We sell $14 billion and we add $6 One of our problems stems "from ana-
billion as· exports, while we buy and pay tional inferiority complex. Thi.s complex 
for $15 billion worth of imports. Tile has been created deliberately and ob
fact that we export more than we im- jectively by some organized groups lofty 
port does not mean we sell more than ideals sometimes hide -the practical and 
we buy. According to Blough, of United deliberate plans of greed and profiteer
States Steel, we shipped-not neces- ing. 
sarily sold-2 million tons of steel, but The simplest proposition is clothed in 
we imported-purchased-3 million tons the most complicated phraseology. 
of steel in 1961. Thus, the clearest facts are beclouded. 

The impact of imports mu~t be studied Most of us mistake such talk for super
from both the payroll, the profit, and intelligence and therefore beyond- our 
above all, the selling price before we commonsense and ordinary comprehen
move into any program of further de- sion. We get to the point where we· sit 
preciating our domestic market. Since openmouthed, listening to a formula 
1950, the U.S. position in world steel of planned deceit which we believe to be 
production dropped by over 50 per.cent. exclusive knowledge beyond the grasp 
We used to produce 46 percent of world of just simple folks. 
steel; we now produce 26 percent. In If you take time to analyze the atti
the same 10 years our exports dropped tude of some of the so-called freetraders, 
from 15 percent of world totals to 7 per- you will note' the similarity· in their at
cent while our imports jumped from 1% titude toward those of us who are sin
percent to 5 percent. Re~ember that cerely and· militantly fighting for · our 
the volume by tonnage had a much economic well-being, and that expressed 
greater effect upon payrolls, profits, and by Dr. Seymour Harris Howard, eco
unemployment than t:Qe dollar value of nomics professor, when he said: 
trade. · · 

It is important to note that the_ 'pro- The problems are ·intricate and cannot be 
fully understood even by the intelligent 

duction percentage increases in our most minority. . 
bothersome competitive countries is 
higher than in the United States. We This much .I do .know arid. so should 
cannot discuss trade from the dollar vol- every other American.: Production will 
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go to the low-cost, low-wage areas, and· 
sales will go to the high-profit, open
market areas. An open market coupled 
to a nonprotective tariff policy is an open 
invitation to economic as well as mili
tary disaster. This Nation in two world 
wars and the Korean conflict demon
strated that our protective policy had 
created and preserved the industrial 
ability and trained workers necessary to 
win. all three conflicts. · 

I suggest, before committing our Na
tion to this new unrealistic trade policy, 
we need to consider the cost and the risks 
involved. The tariff cutS under the Re
ciprocal Trade Acts had not had a 
serious effect up until1958 except in cer
tain hard-hit industries. The overall im
pact of imports is just beginning to be 
felt · in our marketplace. If Congress 
pushes through any further tariff cuts 
without allowing the pa8t 4 years of ex
perience to be measured, . it will commit 
this Nation to a policy that may very well 
destroy for many years· to come any bet-· 
terment in our way of life. 

If we tie up to the Common Market we 
would be honorbound to give each State 
veto power over rates of tariffs the same 
as each country in the Common Market 
exercises a veto over external tariff rates 
as well as external policies. Otherwise, 
we will find ourselves with 1 vote for 
50 States against 1 vote for each coun
try on every tariff to be set. Although 

· we find ourselves putting more power 
into the administrative branch, which, 
in turn, will stop even the small voice the 
States have through their elected Repre
sentatives in Congress, we do not seem to 
worry about the ganging up that will 
take place in any grouping of trading 
nations. For example, GATT, under 
whose free trade policy we have cut 
tariffs on over 50,000 American-made 
items up until 1958. We have cut from 
46.7 percent to a 12-percent average 
tariff. 

Our experience with GATT ought to 
be reviewed by Congress. Congress will 
find that we gave ·away ~rade advan
tages on almost every deal we made un
der GATT. Without· being funny, you 
can safely say that we made trade deals 
with the GATT pointed right at our 
economic belly. · 

It would be suicide to become depend
ent upon the Common Market produc
tion . for either our revenue or our 
delense. It can only be considered a 
threat if the Conimon Market refuses to 
sell us materials, products or services we 
cannot do without, and refuses to buy 
from us the same essentials for their 
own well-:being. This is, . of course, con
trary to all trade history except in the 
case of war or political and economic 
sanctions. I{this happens, all the com
pacts, - treaties, or ge~tleman's agree
ments, would not amount to a fiddler's 
damn and we had better have exactly 
what we are fighting for, domestic pro
duction, domestic labor, domestic capi
tal, and, above all, domestic know-how. 
This is not isolationism, it is survivalism. 
. Trade is the exchange of something 
of value for something· else of value,
trading wha~ you do . not need· for the 

. / 

thing you do need. Nations must have I am sorry I cannot see the Common 
employment, and production creates Market as a menace. I see it as a bless
employment. The use of trade for the ing for the workers of the market area. 
sake of trade profits never creates a mu- It. will raise standards and living condi
tually successful economy for trading tions, but ·until its· economic level of 
nations. wages and individual purchasing power 

Even if we discount the job loss, how reaches our own, it is economic suicide to 
much has been lost by our economy be- talk of a .marriage between our two 
cause we have promoted both private economies. 
and public investments in oversea com-. At best, it would be a shotgun wedding 
petitive production without safeguarding with nothing but bickering, fighting, 
our domestic· production against the im- misunderstanding, distrust, and even
ports from these same facilities. . tually ending in divorce, leaving behind 

Here is a 6-year score. on foreign in- a lot of children in the form of bank
vestments by private American inves- · ruptcies, unemployment, and a handful 
t_ors: .of rich scavengers who represent either 

Investments in Western Eu-
rope, 1956-61 (6-year total) ___ 

Investments in underde-
veloped areas (6-year total) __ 

Irivestme;nts in Latin America 
· (6-year total) ________________ 

Graud totaL ____________ 

· Amount Profits 
of returned 

p!vestment to U.S. 
compauies 

Millions MiUions 
$5,141 1$2,261 

5, 552 18,794 

3.057 14,379 

13,750 15,394 

1 This does not count money left overseas for reinvest
ment, expausion, automation, and cash reserves. The 
less restrictions we put on imports, the more profits for 
our Americau investors overseas and their stockholders 
but the less wages for Americau workers. · 

It appears to be the policy of the pro
ponents of this legislation to base their 
claims for the necessity for the passage 
of H.R. 11970 upon the so-called agri
culture trade balance. There are claims 
made by various groups and it is note
worthy at this time to call to your atten
tion the claims of the National Council 
of American Importers in public docu
ment entitled "How Imports Create U.S. 
Jobs." This pamphlet purports to show 
the following U.S. agriculture exports, 
fiscal 1961. 

U.S. agricultural exports, fiscal 1961 . 

As percent As percent 
of U.S. of world 

production trade 

Wheat.----------------------- 49 44 Cotton __ _____________________ _ 49 41 Soybeans ___________________ -~-
Soybeau aud cottonseed oiL •• 
Rice _________________________ _ 

26 75 
20 75 
56 15 Feed grains __________________ _ 

Tobacco ___________________ - ~ __ 16 48 
29 33 

Lard _____ _____ ____ ---_-_------ 20 69 
Tallow aud greases ___________ _ 40 74 
Hides aud skins _____ ______ : __ _ 30 n.a. 
Fruits aud preparations ____ : __ 
Vegetables aud preparations __ _ 

. 18 n.a. 
7 n.a. 

·' 

Calendar 1960. 
Source:· U.S. Department of Agricul~ure. 

Now you can see why I led the fight 
ag:;tinst H.R. 5 which would have given 
even more concessions and profit oppor
tunities to our American investors over
seas. I note that many of the advocates 
of H.R. 5 are now advocates of the pres
ent tariff-cutting legislation; . the only 
difference being that . now they · are 
against foreign investments. 

In time they will be against the free 
trade concept of tariff . cuts if it is not 
too late. Remember that in the main 
this is the same group who conceived, 
delivered and wet-nursed the Common 
Market baby which they now see as a 
full-grown menace to the U;S; economy. 

or both sides in the proceedings. · 
· I see nothing but . economic deprecia

tion, with greater unemployment, more 
·distressed areas, and heavier personal 
taxloads if this bill passes without 
changes. 

· It is interesting to note at this time 
that the major exports as listed are 
wheat and cotton, both of which are 
approximately 50 percent of total Amer
ican production exported. Let us ex
amine this for just a minute. Since we 
export 50 percent of our wheat, then it 
follows that we are paying 60 cents a 
bushel subsidy to American exporters to 
make up the difference between the 
U.S. domestic price support of $2 and the 
$1.40 world market price. According to 
the Secretary Q__f Agriculture-quoted in 
the WaU Street Journal, Tuesday, March 
13-this amounts· to $400 million a year 
out of taxpayers' pockets. 

Let us move to cotton and we find 
that in cotton the same condition ob
tains. Cotton is exported at a price of 
$139.50 per 500-pound bale. However, 
~t is price supported to $172 for the 
same amount of cotton. This means the 
American textile mills to pay $42.50 per 
bale while the American taxpayers pay 
out $42.50 as a subsidy to our foreign 
competitors who buy American cotton. 
Since the American consumption of cot
ton according to American textile and 
apparel industries is 8,268,000 bales and, 
using the 49 percent figure, we expOrt 
over 8 million bales of cotton. Here 
again we find approximately $340 mil
lion of subsidies paid by taxpayers in 
order to export cotton. The cost to the 
United · States under various agriculture 
programs is estimated to :r;each $1,700 
million this year. · 

I make this point to show . that we 
cannot sustain the American economy on 
the exportation of agricultural products. 
Testimony before the subcommittee on 
the impact of imports and· exports on 
American employment tends to · show 
that we have tiecome in fact an exporter 
of foods and raw materials and an im
porter of manufactured goods. 
· · Tlie combined employment of textile 
and apparel industries is 2,500,000 men 
and women--:..one-eighth of the total of 
over 16 million engaged in all manufac
turing · enterprises in the United States. 
The exterit of the damage already done 
to the · textile industry is shown by 
the following figures. This excludes 
1,213,000 employees in the apparel and 
related industries. 
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I also would like to call your attention 
to the fact that the U.S. consumption 
of cotton dropped from over 26 percent 
of the world to 18 percent. Only a small 
part in the decrease in the United States 
can be explained by the production of 
manmade fiber products. Also the cot
ton content in the last 7 years after the 
passage of Public Law 480 shows an in- · 
crease of 42 percent in imports and 
against a decrease of 20 percent of ex .. 
ports. -

Since 1954 under Public Law 480 we 
have shipped 6-million-plus bales of 
cotton valued at $837 million which is 
supposed to be in excess of their tradi
tional consumption of cotton. These 6 
million bales of cotton valued at $837 
million were paid for in local currency 
which could be only spent in the local 
economy, whereas the goods manufac
tured from this cotton are available to 
be sold to us for Am.erican dollars which 
under the Bretton-Woods and other 
agreements are readily exchangeable 
for gold at a fixed gold price. It is a 
well recognized fact that many textiles 
are sold at very close prices; a difference 
of one-eighth cent a yard or approxi
mately 1 percent of value is often a con
trolling factor as to whether a mill can 
continue to operate. 

Before getting away from a general 
picture of agriculture, allow me to quote 
from testimony before our subcommittee 
from the Western Growers Association: 

It would also be helpful if agriculture 
handbook No. 132 of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, a 141-page booklet which re
views agricultural trade policy throughout 
the world, should be read as proof that 
reciprocal trade does not exist ·and that vari
ous protective devices are used. 

The president of the Western Growers As
sociation, representing the vegetable and 
melon industries of California and Arizona, 
had this to say, "incidentally, these agricul
ture products are nonsubsidlzed and appar
ently because of this fact ai!.d that the U.S. 
Government has no financial stake directly 
in t}?.ese products, they have become the 
whipping boys for agricultural imports." 
STATISTICAL "HOCUS-POCUS" ON AGRICULTURAL 

EXPORTS 

The contention that agricultural exports 
during the past fiscal year 1960-61 reached 
record proportions at $4.9 billion, and that 
78 percent of' this was sent to countries with 
which we made trade agreements, while 
imports of competitive agricultural prod
ucts amounted to $1.8 billion, needs some 
reexamination. The $4.9 billion export 
figure is official and need not be questioned. 
However, in a publication of the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, "The Demand and Price 
Situation" for August 1961, page 9, stated 
that about 60 percent of these exports re
ceived some form of Government assistance. 
This consisted of outright subsidies such as 
those that apply _to our exports of wheat 
and cotton of which we exported over $2 
billion iri 1960, outright grants (gifts), etc. 
Only 40 percent of the total was sold for 

_ dollars with no governmental assistance. 
This part of our agricultural exports was 
slightly below the previous year. 

1947 

1,335,000 
28,800,000 

8.2 
18.0 

1967 

1,000,000 
21,200,000 

. 1. 9 
4.2 

1.961 Decrease, 
percent 

892,200 34 
19, 600, 000 32 

1. 9 77 
4.0 78 

.. 

To attribute our agricultural exports and 
specifically their expansion to the benefits 
of the trade agreements program is, of 
course, wholly unjustified in view of the 
pertinent factors as above stated. Actually, 
the need for subsidization in order to export 
is proof that the trade agreements have not 
opened foreign markets to our farm pro
ductions; we do not have reciprocal trade 
on agriculture; quite the contrary. Only 
our subsidies have succeeded in doing that. 

Our imports of agricultural commodities 
are classified by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture as supplementary or comple
mentary. The comple~entary imports are 
those that do not compete with domestic 
farm products--examples: coffee, tea, crude 
rubber, cocoa, etc. These are all free of 
duty. Nevertheless, importation of these 
products gives the foreign countries dollars 
with which to buy our products. Once again, 
the trade agreements program )las nothing to 
do with these products because we have no 
tariff on these imports. 

RECIPROCAL TRADE IN AGRICULTURE AND 
SUBSIDmS 

The above stated that in fiscal year 1961 
there were duty-free imports of $1.8 billion, 
which should give rise to exports of a like 
volume by supplying other industries with 
the necessary dollars. This should therefore 
be deducted from the $4.9 billion of exports 
for fiscal year 1961, if we seek to determine 
the influence of our trade-agreements pro
gram. The export figure then would come 
to $3.1 billion. 

It further stands to reason that this sur• 
plus of exports would not have occurred 
without the subsidization to which we have 
resorted. The cost of the wheat and cotton 
subsidies between them come to more than 
$550 million in 1960. Before we subsidized 
the exports of raw cotton our foreign market 
was fading rapidly. Our average exports of 
cotton from 1950 to 1952 was 5 million bales 
per year. In 1956 these exports dropped to 
2,214,000 bales. Then we began to subsidize 
the rate of 6 cents per pound in 1957. Ex
ports jumped to 7,598,000 bales. This was 
followed by another drop in 1958-59 to 
3,129,000 bales. On August 1, 1959, we in
creased the subsidy from 6 cents per pound 
to 8V2 cents. Exports again responded. In 
1960 our exports leaped back to the 7 -mil
lion-bale level. 

What did our trade ' agreements have to 
do with this? Nothing. Our record agricul
tural exports are the result purely and sim
ply of our subsidization and governmental 
assistance. As recently as fiscal year 1958-59 
our agricultural imports exceeded exports by 
$300 million. Imports were $4 billion; ex
ports $3.7 billion. It is safe to say that the 
increase in exports has been the direct re
sult of heavier subsidies and other govern
mental assistance. Witness the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture report, already quoted, 
namely, "The proportion of unassisted dol
lar sales was slightly below the previous 
year" (referring to fiscal year 1961 over fiscal 
year 1960). 

ESCAPE-CLAUSE REL~ 

The statement that any concession granted 
tn negotiations is subject to the further safe
guarding procedures of the escape clause un
der section 7 of the Trade Agreements Act, 
when it can be shown that economic injury 
from imports to domestic producers has re
sulted from 1;he negotiated tariff reduction 
ignores the record under the escape clause 
of the Trade Agreements Act, regar~less of 

which politica1 administration has been in 
power. Since its inception 1n 1947, the record. 
shows that the odds are almost 10 to 1 
against getting relief under this procedure. 
The Tariff Commission itself has failed to 
find serious injury in 70 cases out of 110. 
The White House turned down 27 of the re
maining cases coming to it from the Tariff 
Commission with a recommend-ation for a 
higher duty. This left 13 cases on which 
some affirmative action was taken. 

In 1961, the cantaloup and watermelon 
growers, ~isted by the California Depart
ment of Agriculture, presented two very 
strong cases before the U.S. Tariff Commis
sion for relief from these excessive imports. 
Although, beyond any reasonable doubt, seri
ous injury was proved, the Commission, con
sistent with policy, granted no relief and 
denied the petitions as stated above. 

EXPORT VALUES AND FOREIGN VALUES 

In October 1961, a report by the Nation
wide Committee on Export and Import Policy 
covering the subject of "import competition 
employment" covered this subject very well 
by stating, "In weighing these trade statis
tics we should ·keep before us the fact that 
the import values are foreign values, i.e., 
the sales choice to our importers exclusive 
of duty, ocean freight, marine insurance, 
etc." This fact tends to shrink the impact 
of imports in terms of man-hours required 
to produce them. For example, in ).960, our 
imports of shirts were valued at $14 million. 
What did this mean? What are $14 million 
worth of shirts? How many shirts? In this 
country, it would mean 7-9 million shirts at 
factory prices. How many employees would 
be needed to make that many shirts? But 
wait. The imports were not 7 million or 9 
million shirts, but 24 million. At our value, 
they would have represented $36 to $48 mil
lion. Innumerable other examples could be 
given. In terms of JUan-hours required to 
produce the 1960 imports of $14.6 billion, 
exports of perhaps triple that value would be 
required to balance the account. 

All farmers recognize that they must com
pete with other producing areas of the 
United States for today's consumer markets. 
That constant factor is good healthy com
petition and is a parcel with our balance of 
our supply and demand. This type of 
domestic competition assures our consuming 
public of getting the very best that is avail
able for the least amount of money and over 
a period of time, results in a fair return for 
both labor and industry. In this respect, I 
would like to state that the American agri
cultural industry is paying the highest agri
cultUral wages in the world and cannot fairly 
compete with foreign producing areas hav
ing the advantage of low tariffs and wages 
often 10 to 20 times less than our farmers 
are paying. This type of competition poses 
a real serious problem and one which has 
been created-whereby these foreign im
ports result in oversupply and destroy the 
marketplace. This is not only a serious 
economic problem for agriculture, but is one 
with which labor certainly has a self-interest 
in as well. We cannot argue that our labor 
costs are too high. In preference to this, let's 
say that it is the extremely low wages in 
the foreign producing areas which have ad
vanced this problem. 

Mr. Chairman, it can be argued that 
regardless of who pays for exports, the 
jobs created benefit the total economy. 

This is only true in part. When taxes 
are collected from workers, it cuts down 
the purchasing power in the marketplace 
which in turn outs down employment. 

In addition to present loss of employ
ment in the textile and apparel indus
tries, the entire future of our cotton 
farmers, ginners, compressors, and ware
housemen-not included in manufactur-
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ing industry · figures-is threatened. If 
the domestic mills, which pay the Gov
ernment support price, or higher, for tlie 
greater portion of U.S. cotton consumed, 
are destroyed, then it follows that raw 
cotton interests must llve on the world 
price plus such additional subsidy that 
the Government may wiSh to pay them. 

We are familiar with the depressed 
conditions in the coal mining areas of 
West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Those 
same conditions will probably arise with
in a few years in the many areas in many 
States where a large proportion of all 
manufacturing industry employees are 
those engaged in producing textile prod
ucts and apparel. In many places this 
proportion is 50 percent or more of the 
total number of employees in the manu
facturing industry in the State. 

It will be impossible to retrain or to 
move ·a large number of the employees, 
many of whom have made 'the textile 
industry their life's work, are .skilled em
ployees In the industry, .and have estab-
11shed their homes. their families. and 
their expected future, based on the sta
bility of the textile industry. The liqui
dation of this industry, employing a large 
number of people and so necessary in 
time of peace or war, will bring social 
unrest. family disruption, and heartaches 
to a great number of people in wide areas 
of the country where the industry is lo
cated. 

The suggestion that these people be 
retrained and possibly moved to other 
localities is not realistic when we eon
slder that we have not :retrained and 
taken care of rome 4 milli'On employees 
wbo are now unemployed, and yet it is 
proposed that we begin to add to thls 
number an additional 2 million employ
ees. If this program were put . into ef
feet today, our unemployment could :rise 
from -6 to 9 -percent. I predict that when 
the chips are 'down, if H.R. 11970 passe~. 
·as it ls now written, it will not be usecltor 
a few -years. No matter how unrealisti"C 
the proposed :relief for workers m'ay be, 
eommon decency demands ftha't we 'in
clude this section in the bill if the -'bill 
is passed. 

It seems quite clear that our import 
policy has largely caused this decrease 
in American jobs. The textile industry 
is hurt by ·our :cotton-pricing controls. 
'But it probably can 'SUrvive if we get 1:1.n 

. equalization "fee to offset t'h..e 8~¥2-eent
per-pound subsidy on cotton e~orted to 
foreign countries, plus protection :in the 
'"form of fair tariff .rates and quota.S 
agai;ns,t excesSive Importation of f'Bibries 
and apparel from low-wage countries. 
'However, as proof that the phase ·OI free 
trade creates other Testrictions, witness 
the passage oi legislation. by this House 
which will bar imports fr-Om underde
veloped nations not part of the agree
m~nt. 

'F{)reign ceUliltrles have · ne ju.s't basis 
to ()bjeet to any of these procedwes. 
Pr-a-etieany an of them have restrictions 
which prevent or limit our shippin~ 
many items into their bord:eroS. There 
is lJ:ittle reciprecity in practiee. 

F..or many yea'rs a small group .o-f Men-
lbers.-ef Congress have tr..ied 1o ma'ke ;the 

, point 'that :th~ Reciproca1 Trade .Agree
:ments had not accompfished its ·purpose 
. and, in Iaet, in the .many agreements .be-

tween other nations, the United States 
gave up more than it gained. Four years 
ago, the very same results that are be
ing promised now, were promised if we 
would extend the lteciprocal Trade 
Agreements for a longer period of time 
than the normal 1 year. We were told 
that .it was impossible to neg.otiate un
der a 1-year extension and that a 4-year 
extension would give the executive 
branch of the Government the tools with 
which to negotiate on a niore permanent 
and a more reciprocal base. We were 
told that this would curtail so-called 
runaway industries and runaway in
vestments, and that agreements could 
be made that . would create export mar
kets without injury to our own domestic 
employment. Why then was it neces
sary to wait until the 4 years were UP
all but 3 months-before putting into 
effect the lifesaving tariff cuts de
manded years ago. 

It is my humble opinion that the fail
ure of the 4-year plan has been proven. 
Particularly in the switch · of the .char
acter of imports and exports by revers
ing the field per.centa.gewise and shift
ing from manufactured goods in exports 
and nonmanufactured goods in imports 
to exports of nonmanufactured goods 
and imports of manufactured goods. 

lean legislator can justify this action in 
the face of the proposal that this Con
gress has agreed to in the creation of a 
food..;for-peace .program? How can we, 
on one hand, justify to our conscience
if not to our constituents-increasing 
the world wheat price to our consumers 
all over the world while at tbe same 
time holding out the promise to the 
underfed people of the· earth tbat this 
country's food program is for their bene
fit and relief? We were told that Agri
cultural exports have to be maintained 
in order to sustain our .agricu1tura1 
economy. 

Is there any difference, gentlemen, in 
protectionism for one phase of our econ
omy by way of subsidies and f.or another 
part of our economy by way of tariffs? 
Does not this wheat deal show that world 
free trade will be a series of .cartel agree
ments, fixed pr.ices, international -quotas, 
all contrary to our American ,concept of 
trade and free .enterprise? -

It has often been said ·that .if you 
scratch a free trader, you will find a 
protectionist; it has also been said that 
protectionism has two faces, one of 
which wears the mask .of free trade. 

When a n3i'tlon r~stricts Its imports-by 
tariff, quota. multiple ,exchange ra-tes, or 
.:whatever-it openly acknowledges 1ts pro
tectionism. But when it subsidizes its ex
ports-a practice no less protectionist in 
principle--It often procla:lms such policy a 
contribution to freer trade. Yet, of the two 
faces of protectiunlsm, 'SUbsidies to exports 
and foreign Investments often prove more 
offensive to a nation's trading partners than 
do moderate restrictions on lnlports. 

In the pamphlet I referred to earlier, 
-a case is attempted to be proven that the 
United States sells $.5 billion more than 
it buys, showing $20 billion sales .and $15 
billion of purchases. This is a deliber
ate misrepresentation of facts and an 
obvious attempt to establish in the minds 
of the Con-gress and the American peo
ple a false set of values insofar as Amer- There are many pages of testimony 
lean imports and exports ar.e concerned. containing-in the r.eports of our sub
lt has been acknowledged by all authori- .committee hearings-testimony to the 
ties that a minimum of 30 percent of . great damage inflicted on the agriculture · 
our exports axe not sales but are, in fact.. .of the United States. Particularly, I 
gifts and other ,considerations under for- would recommend the testimony of the 
eign Rid, as wen as another 30 percent in Western Growers Association and tne 
.agricultural products for soft credit and hard, .cold facts showing the practical 
other nonreturnable credits. demise of the tomato industry in Nyland, 

Throughout the year of hearings be- Calif. 
:fore our subcommittee. we made every It would be exwemely difficult to re
effort to -get testimony Irom persons view all of the .affected industries befo.xe 
who, from their public statemen~ ap- tms committee and :I would r.eoommend 
pear to have information relative to tbe the reading of the hearings to those 
study we had underta"ken. ·n Is regret- among us who appreciate the dangers 
tab1e that for reasons beyond our con- involved in embarking upon the course 
trol, the only information that we were of free trade embodied in H.R. 11.970. 
able to -obtain-from what appears to be At this point. let us make it very clear 
:authoritativ-e sources-has been ~ome that.. personally~ 1: a.m an advocate -of 
pub1iu releases, testimony hef'Ore oth-eT liberal, free-bat. equitable-trade rela
committees and through the media ot tions . .Let ·,me assure you of my keen 

·TV, radio. pamphlets and j11ustrated 'Inter-est in the problems of the world and 
~ales booklets given to Members 'Of Con- the relationship between tnese problems 
gress by departments uf Go-vernment, and the welfare of my .country and my 
importers and others interested in tne eongi"essional distrlet. .However. I do n.ot 
proponent side -of this problem. ·subscribe to the bogeyman tactics con-

It might be good to note tnat. ac- tained in· one of the many pamphlets 
:.Cording to the W:all Street J0umal, 1the issued by the State ~artment which 
Secretary of Agri:culture is proposing purports to .show th-at unless we pass 
that tne international wheat agrlcul- this legislation, all wo:rld trade will stop, 
tuml gr-oup 1ncrease tbe world maT.ket :the Amel'ican people will .no longer have 
-p:rlce of wheat 1n order to cut dmvn tbe .any -of the followJ.n;g .:items.:: .auoomobiles, 
suppor:ts for exported- U;S. wheat. On ..mdios" 'TV. telell)hmnes, ·cocoa • .tea.; -coffee, 

,the weekend of March 10, an agreement brazii and easbew :nuts, ofi:ves and olive 
was .reached that the world price of oil and many other items that Americans 
wheat w.ould be increased 1:2lh per.cen.t a't"e accustomed .to :having. I .!eel sure 

. ·-a bu5hel. subject to member·nations' r.at- . we :wBl not lrave any shortages of any of 
'ification. This was dome. according to · these. -an.d ~ecially .not an .iru;ufficient 
this smry~ in order to eut $86 million 'R supply ofimlt&,<OfaU...kmds.. 

. year :off nur ti.B~ mbSidy costs .. .I--w0ll1.d . Now~ :bb:i.s problem 'CIIID 1le diseUSS;ed 
. like to ..ask at tllis time .hew any Amer- . from. its eeon.omie ~implieations without 
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getting into the realm of fancy, half
truths, misleading-and in many in
stances, misrepresentative statistics. 
Never in the history of this country
aside from national war emergencies
has this Nation been denied any of the 
trade items named in these pamphlets. 
Nations do not refuse to sell that which 
they have in surplus. 

The very essence of free trade is the 
unrestricted selling and buying of goods 
between the peoples, States, and nations, 
based upon need and the availability of 
supply. It is only because of the indus
trial revolution taking place, most of it 
with aid from these United States; that 
the third element-price-has entered 
into the trade problem and which must 
be equalized before any enduring trade 
policy can be established between com
peting nations. 

This dangerous third element is the 
sales price, based upon cost of produc
tion in which a low-cost producer in
vades the market of a high-cost producer 
who, because of conditions beyond his 
control, cannot compete. The U.S. Gov
ernment recognizes this very simple eco
nomic fact when it pays subsidies for 
the successful exportation of certain 
commodities. Other countries recognize 
this simple fact by resorting to one of 
the many forms of protectionism. 

No one seriously questions the desira
bility of promoting world trade if it 
works to the mutual advantage of the 
countries participating in it. In the 
hope of expanding foreign markets for 
the products of the United States, Con
gress enacted the Trade Agreements Act 
of 1934 empowering the President tore
duce our tariffs on foreign products in 
exchange for like concessions of foreign 
countries with respect to our products. 
It was the hope that such a program 
would stimulate and strengthen our do
mestic economy. 

For the past decade, however, the 
United States has carried on this pro
gram with the primary objective of 
building the economies of other nations 
of the world and winning or retaining 

. their good will without regard to the 
damaging effects upon our own indus-
tries and our own labor. · 

Our foreign-aid programs of the past 
two decades have provided foreign 
countries with American know-how, 
equipment, supplies, and materials at 
either no cost or at far less than the 
cost to American producers of like items. 
We have shipped modern machinery and 
equipment valued at $25 billion to these 
countries and have thus created abroad 
industrial plants as efficient as many of 
our own. The productivity of foreign 
labor has notably increased, yet foreign 
wages and foreign standards of living 
remain far, far below our own. Our own 
industries suffer a growing competitive 
disadvantage not only in foreign markets 
but in our own home markets. There is 
no section of the United States and very 
few communities where the adverse ef
fect of foreign competition is not felt. 

There may be some industries and 
some communities that will not be ad
versely affected by imports even if our 
economy is subjected to the further 
drastic dose of trade concession medi
cine now being recommended in Wash-

ington. But we doubt it. In any event, 
the important fact on which every Amer
ican should focus is to recognize that 
the trade program pursued by our Gov
ernment during the past 28 years ha.S 
failed signally to promote the economic 
well-being and growth of our economy. 
The fact is that in recent years the rate 
of economic growth in the United States 
has been significantly lower than that of 
other industrialized nations. There are 
more distressed areas today than any 
time in our modern history except when 
the whole world was depressed. 

Our strength and the strength of the 
entire free world require a vigorous, 
growing domestic economy. Our trade 
policy must be devoted first and foremost 
to that end. We cannot let industries 
wither and die and waste our substance 
and energies in relocating and retraining 
workers whose job opportunities have 
been handed to low-paid foreign labor 
as a result of ill-considered trade con
cessions. 

I believe in giving the unemployed 
worker every bit of help we can in re
training for new jobs such as the Holland 
bill spells out. · 

However, how can any person in good 
conscience prescribe a remedy for an 
economy suffering from self-inflicted in
juries? Would it not be better to try 
another prescription instead of doubling 
the doses of the old medicine? 

We need American jobs :first and job
taking imports last. 

I have very :firm convictions and sin
cerely believe that this approach will pro
mote· free trade on an equitable base. 

No nation can be exploited during its 
growth years by low production cost in
dustries in other nations. The economic 
levels of all nations will grow with their 
own economic growth and nations giv
ing aid to underdeveloped areas will be 
free from competition, exploitation and 
profiteering of their own and foreign 
nationals. · 

Free trade can only fulfill its promise 
of better understanding when price does 
not make trade inequitable between trad- . 
ing nations. 

No trade deal is a good deal if it is un
profitable or unequitable to the parties 
to the deal. 

In winding up this presentation, I 
would like to give you a few things to 
think about that have a direct bearing 
on the issue: U.S. industrial wages, $2.96 
per hour, including fringes; Common 
Market, 85 cents per hour, including 
fringes; and Japanese, 37 cents per hour, 
including fringes. 

It stands to reason that when imports 
containing $1 billion worth of Common 
Market labor, enter the United States, 
they displace well over $3 billion worth 
·of payrolls and seed money for our econ
omy. One billion dollars worth of labor 
content imports froni Jap~n displaces 
better than $7 billion worth of labor 
wages. 

This is a loss in wages alone. The 
selling price of the imports does not alter 
this fact. Again, when we discuss taxes, 
let us remember that with 70 million peo
ple, Japan has a total budget of $6 bil
lion, while the United States has a budget 
of $92% billion for 184 million people. 

How can we fail to adjust these basic 
costs? With proper safeguards we can, 
and should, pass new trade legislation. 

Outside of certain Government offi
cials and a few who are representatives 
of foreign exporters or American corpo
rations, operating abroad, every major 
supporter of the new trade bill wants 
certain restrictive covenants for their 
own protection. All of us have some
thing to protect. 

I want to vote for a new trade bill be
cause I have been critical of the perform
ance of the present trades legislation. I 
know we must have a trade pact, but I 
also know that it must give more than 
passing notice and lipservice to the 
American economy. 

I have watched the press report of our 
own and other hearings. I have read 
most of the pamphlets and releases from 
all sources. I :find that many of the pro
ponents and endorsers of this legislation 
want exactly what I would like to have: 
a new trade bill, free from restraints 
that are artificial insofar as the real need 
for restraints is concerned. 
. r ·note that labor supports H.R. 11970, 
but wants protection against undue in
juries to affected American workers. 
The Farm Bureau supports free trade 
for all but farm products affected ad
versely. The chamber of commerce sup
ports free trade, but is opposed to job 
retraining programs for workers. The 
national manufacturers want free trade, 
but wants tax breaks both here and 
abroad. The textile association supports 
the legislation, but wants textile quotas 
and compensating tariff for differentials 
in raw-materials cost. The oil industry 
wants trade, but wants quotas and other 
restrictive covenants. 

If you go through the House and Sen
ate you will :find that most of us are 
free traders, but we want certain pro
tective covenants on glass, cotton, wheat, 
carpets, shrimp, fish :fillets, lumber, 
sporting goods, :fishing tackle, cheese and 
on into almost every line of production 
in the United States. 

It is this complex demand of our econ- . 
omy and the realities of world trade that 
makes it imperative that we have new 
legislation. At this point, let me make 
it very clear and known to alLas to just 
what I learned after many months of 
hearings and study of this many-faceted 
problem. 

I learned that unless we work out a 
long-range, controlled program of inter
national trade, this and other high-cost 
nations, will suffer very severe shock in 
their economy. There is no longer any 
real deterrent to universal production of 
manufactured consumer goods. All in
dustry is dependent upon the activity of 
the consumer. 

There can be no production without 
consumption. If you find that I re
peat this statement, it is because I have 
had it drummed into me time after 
time for these many months. 

Consumption does not restrict itself 
to consumer goods. It covers all sales 
for use either as food, housing, clothing, 
transportation, utilities, conveniences, 
appliances; in fact, every product 
changed from its natural or raw state, 
enters into the economy of consumption. 
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We~ therefor-e. have before U$ a- re
sponsibility .that cannot be set aside -bY 
propaganda, e-ditorials, · TV, or- radiO 
coverage or even the blanket or1estrlcted 
endorsements from the whole :populace 
outside the Congress. . 

It may be termed the Ball bill, the 
Hodges bill, or the President's bill, but 
in the cold facts .of recorded history, it 
reflects-good or bad-upon the Congress 
that passes it. It is Congress bill, and 
the full responsibility is our own. 

I can say to you at this point that un
less we get away fr-om piecemeal con
cessions and write a bill universally fair, 
we should pass H.R. 119,0 without any 
amendments whatsoever, except to make 
it cover all American industry, .farming 
and mining» 

Only in this way can we get an honest 
appraisal of its real values. If it is as 
good a'S the proponents say it is, it will 
be the greatest move we can make. It 
it is as bad as the opponents sa-y it is, it 
will prove itself and changes will come 
very rapidly. 

The CHAIRMAN. The tlme of the 
gentleman from Pennsylvania IMr. 
DENT~ has expired. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, I yield such time as he may 
require to the gentleman from Pennsyl
vania [Mr. SAYLOR]. 

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr~ Chairman, _I ask 
unanimous consent to extend - my re
marks at this point in the RECORD. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Pennsylvania? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, for at 

least 6 months, scarcely a day has gone 
by in which newspapers have failed to 
carry a story about the administration's 
liberal trade program. The barrage of 
speeches and news releases from every 
Department of the Government got un
derway long before H.R. 9900 was in
troduced, long before this session of 
Congress convened. Apparently the ad
ministration leaders decided that the 
most effective strategy would be to .over
whelm the American people and their 
representatives with so much talk about 
opening our markets to a greater volume 
of foreign products that we would be 
willing to accept this legislation without 
providing for the protection of our own 
industry and labor. 

The freetraders have . been using 
every conceivable tactic. They have re
sorted' to promises, entreaty, cajolery, 
and threats. The campaign for easier 
entry of foreign goods into U.S. mar
kets has been skillfully waged by a ., 
veritable host of top Government officials 
and sycophantic internationalists. The 
White House has provided the leading 
voice to the_ chorus, though obviously the 
State Department is the conductor. 
Cabinet members and their prize under
lings have joined in harmony. Forums 
on any-given subjects have been .tran§
formed into medicine shows promoting 
the elixir ,of free trade. 

Meanwhile, back on our districts, we 
have been exposed to the tragedy of 
chronic unemployment resulting from ir
responsible trade policies that permit. .a 
growing variety of commodities from 

, foreign countries to displace the prod-

ucts of the American worker. Many of 
the foreign-made products are on the 
melves,of our business houses-cameras, 
.tape recorders, ornaments, typewriters, 
tableware, and countless other consumer 
items. 

I recently was shown a novel ciga-rette 
lighter that plays .. Dixie" when it is 
opened. On the box is the name of the 
manufacturer, General Beauregard Co., 
of T€nnessee. My friends from ·the 
South will want to know that, on the 
bottom of the lighter in scarcely legible 
printing, are the words ~'Ma<le in Japan.'' 

Nor do we have any difficulty recog
nizing the foreign made motor car, each 
of which represents employment for for
eign automobile workers making on~y a 
fraction of what their counterparts here 
are paid. We should not overlook the 
fa~t. however, that the thousands of 
these imports also represent great quan
tities of steel not produced in our own 
mills and large volumes of coal-used to 
create tbe steel-not mined in this coun
try. 

Contrariwise, in many of the materials 
we use it is not possible to recognize if 
they emanated in a foreign countrY-:
such as some leather goods, textiles_, 
building items and other unfinished ma
terials. Prior to 1959 the United States 
had not been a net importer of steel for 
55 years. Since then this country has 
consistently imported more steel than 
it was able to export. The estimates for 
1961 are 3 million tons imported against 
about 1,800,.000 tons exported. 

Few Members of Congress represent 
constituencies that have escaped the eco
nomic horrors of unrealistic interna
tional trade policies, but in some cases 
we find our business and industry hit 
from just about every corner of the 
earth. The growing disparity between 
steel exports and imports has a dis
astrous effect in central and western 
Pennsylvania. We also are exposed to 
serious injury from foreign glassware, 
machine tools, electric equipment, and 
an assortment of other products. Resid
ual oil shipped in from Venezuela and 
the Dutch West Indies continues to take 
its toll of employment in our State. In 
1961 approximately 230 million barrels
equivalent to 55 million tons of coal-in
vaded our shores to take away jobs of 
coal miners and railroaders. 

On December 22, just 3 days before 
Christmas, the Berwind-White Coal 
Mining Co. announced that its Maryland 
shaft 2 mine was ceasing operations at 
once. Result: another 146 men out of 
work. The company had no alternative. 
Its decision was forced because of the 
lack of demand for coal. The shutdown 
follows a pattern that has persisted since 
foreign residual oil first began to en
croach upon coal markets shortly after 
the close of World War II. 

One of the companies operating in my 
district has lost about 400,000 tons of 
annual production in the past year be
cause an east coast electric utility has 
converted from coal to foreign residual 
oil. The case is not unique, because this 
pillaging of our traditional markets has 
been pursued since the end of World War 
II, but I point out the incident because it 
accounts for the displacement of ap
proximately 150 coal miners and almost 

as many railroaders in the past 12 
months. Of course we wete promised 
protection against too much foreign 
residual oil under the White House 
mandatory contro1 program, but the 
levels have been manipulated to ac
commodate the desires of international 
.sbipper.s and have actually offered little 
protection for the domestic coal industry. 

My colleagues have produced evidence 
.of ~estruction by foreign-produced oom
modities in other fie1ds, so I shall not .at
tempt to insert into this discussion a 
product-by-product box score of'market 
casualties that have been sutfered by 
manufacturers in the district I represent. 
One statistic which should be understood, 
.however, is that f.oreign competition has 
destr.oyed 41 percent of the jobs in Amer
ica's hand tool industries since 1947. 
How long are Americans willing to stand 
by and see a growing number of our fel
low countrymen thrown out of work by 
the policies that.are responsible for these 
conditions? Oh, I am well aware of the 
fact that the proposed legislation in
cludes a subsidy for th'e industry that 
cannot meet certain types of f<>reign 
competition, and I recognize that the dis
placed worker will get a kind of Gov
ernment compensation. The people I 
represent are not looking for subsidies. 
They want protection from the unfair 
competition that comes out of countries 
where wages are only a small percentage 
of those paid here. Our manufacturers 
and processors have made substantial .in
vestments in the machinery that pro
duces efficientlY enough to make it pos
sible to meet the country's wage scales, 
but they cannot compete in an open 
market with countries which have been 
given the same machines-given by the 
American Government in its oversea aid 
program-and operated by men and 
women who make only a fourth or fifth of 
what their counterparts in this country 
receive for a day's wages. 

Members of Congress are experiencing 
extreme pressure on this bill. What we 
must remember is that this influence 
originates in the State Department, 
whose interest lies exclusively in this 
country's diplomatic relations and is 
devoid of any consideration whatsoever 
for the plight of our own industry and 
labor. My own feeling is that Congress 
has for too many years deferred to the 
executive branch. The responsibility en
trusted to the House and Senate by the 
Constitution has been largely surren
dered to the very Department that has 
written a glaring record of failure in the 
neld of international relations. To per
mit the State Department to continue to 
hold persuasion over foreign trade mat
ters would invite further economic dis-
tress. . . · 

Congress today is faced with the job 
of repairing the crazy quiltwork of trade 
_policy that has. been shaped to the 
design of foreign demands. We must 
enact w.hatever legislation is necessary 
to protect American jobs from fur.ther 
effacement by m<lunttng tidal waves of 
foreign-produced commodities on our 
markets. Our first . responsibility is to 
the American people, and no amount of 
insistence by the .globalists should be 
permitted to interfere with that respon
sibility. 
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In its present form H.R. 11970, the :so
called trade expansion bill, retains 'the 
provisions for "adjustment assistance" 
for workers who are thrown out of their 
job by imports. 

Mr. Chairman, I think Members of this 
body would be greatly interested in what 
the labor organizations that would be 
the most likely "beneficiaries" of "ad
justment assistance" really think of it. 

If we take a look at the debate during 
the AFL-CIO convention in Miami 
Beach last December we will get the 
flavor of labor's attitude. It will be noted 
that the heads of the labor organizations 
that would be most affected by "adjust
ment assistance" are anything but 
charmed by the prospects. , They ex
pressed themselves in no uncertain 
terms. They are not in favor of having 
workers thrown out of jobs by imports 
and then being treated to retraining, 
possibly to shipment out of their home 
community and other such pleasant 
prospects as the enactment of the bill 
would bring. 

Under leave to extend my remarks at 

Market of Europe, that are establishing 
plants that are more modern than oura 
today, unless we get some safeguard against 
wholesale importation into this country, 
there is no guarantee that 5 years from 
now these same automated factories that are 
being built in many parts of the world • • • 
will not curtail operations in this country 
and dump all the cheap goods right back 
here in the United States." 

Mr. Enoch Rust, vice president, United 
Glass & Ceramic Workers: 

"Well, I went to Washington and I didn't 
}?.ave to stay long until I found that we did 

· not have a trade program based on the 
law as written, the reciprocal trade program 
of 1934 and amended several times thereafter. 

"Why are we excited? There was enough 
window glass imported in 1959 and 1960 to 
furnish over 4 million 6-room dwell
ings. -• • • In that period of · time ( 1959 
and 1960) over a million automobiles were 
iiJlported into this country carrying 30 
million square feet of glass and carrying 5 
million rubber tires replacing thousands of 
rubber workers, thousands of glassworkers, 
thousands of textile workers and thousands 
of automobile workers. 

this point in the RECORD, I include ex- • 
cerpts from the AFL-CIO debate in "We were told by Khrushchev that he was· 
Miami Beach, Fla., on December 11, 1961, going to bury us economically. What did 
centering around "adjustment assist- we do to help him do it? We gave him 
ance": a spade to dig the hole with and to throw 

the dirt in our face." 
EXCERPTS FROM AF~IO DEBATE ON FOREIGN Mr. George Burdon, president, United 

TRADE RELATIONS, DECEMBER 11, 1961, BIEN- Rubber, Cork, Linoleum and Plastic Workers: 
NIAL CONVENTION AT MIAMI BEACH, FLA., "In the rubber industry we are experienc
PROCEEDINGS, PAGES 51-67, THmD DAY · ing a serious challenge from the growing 
Mr. E. L. Wheatley, president, Internation- imports of rubber footwear. • • • Imports 

al Brotherhood of Operative Potters: totaled 50 million pairs in 1959 and doubled 
"We are not anti to any foreign nation. We to 100 million pairs in 1960. 

are anti to having the rights of Congress -
turned over to the State Department. "We have an average of $2.50 an hour 

versus an average in some other countries of 
23 cents an hour. We cannot compete with 
that kind of competition." 

"You can talk of giving money to help 
distressed people and train them to come 
into new industries. * * • We do not think 
that program will get there in time to do 
any good in the way of offering relief for our 
people. 

"But you people remember how long it 
takes the American labor movement to even 
raise the minimum rate here, and that is 
too long • * * to assume that the pottery 
workers and the other thousands and millions 
of workers who are being deprived of their 
job opportunities are going to sit and wait 
on the relief lines while some labor organiza
tion in these other nations brings up a de
cent minimum." 

Mr. George Baldanzi, president, United 
Textile Workers: · 

"We are not for isolation. We believe in 
reciprocal trade. But our definition of reci-' 
procity is that we will supply nations with 
products that they do not have, and we will 
buy from them products which we need and 
we do not have. 

"We do not interpret reciprocal trade to 
be a concept under which we will permit low
wage areas or no-wage areas to destroy the 
economy of entire industries in this country, 
merely for the purpose of having friends. 

• • * * 
"With due respect to President Kennedy, 

who I firmly believe has a feeling and a grasp 
of the problems pf the world, I do not be
lieve in the principle that we should give 
to any President the right as an individual 
to wipe out any kind of tariff or controls as 
an individual adm~Jlistrative .act, because. 
who may be President today made be one 
type of personality. Who may be President 
tomorrow or 5 years from now may be a 
completely different personality. . . .. • 

"When there are corporate interests • • * 
investing millions of dollars in the Common 

Mr. George Fecteau, president, United Shoe 
Workers of America: 

"In 1949 we imported 3 million pairs of 
shoes. • • • We exported 6 million pairs. 

"Last year, 1960, we imported 30 million 
pairs • • • and our exports had dropped to 
3 million pairs to all countries, so that the 
balance we have been speaking about cer
tainly is not in favor of the shoe industry. 

"Many of our companies in the shoe in
dustry-the large companies, those who can 
afford to move--have moved to Japan. They 
have moved to Italy. They have moved to 
other foreign countries. Many of them have 
closed shoe factories here in the United 
States. • • • These companies are moving 
for profit reasons. 

* 
"We h ave estimated that unless some pro

tection * • • comes about • • • the shoe 
industry here will become extinct as the dodo 
bird within 8 years. 

"It is suggested that the people employed 
in those industries can go to other indus
tries. As one who has been in the field and 
has seen factory after factory close down, and · 
has seen the efforts of our union and these 
workers to place themselves in industry, I 
know that such talk is a lot of damned fool
ishness. It is not practical or just." 

Mr. William Pollock, presid r.>nt, Textile 
Workers of America : 

"Since 1934 we have been for reciprocal 
trade; but we feel as an industry and as 
representatives of the workers in that in
dustry that we should not be offered up as 
a sacrifice on the altar of international . 
trade. 

"You know, it is all very well to be for 
internat ional trade, but we represent work
ers • • • and they are told that in· the in-

terest of international tfade we must accept 
the imports from other nations, and 'to pro
tect you we ,will retrain you and prepare you 
tq go into some other industry.' Well, I 
think this is :fine, it is as it should be. 

"But when you get an individual that has 
spent 20 or 30 years learning a skill • • • 
only to find his job shipped to sbme other 
nation and he is to be trained to go, maybe 
the . electronic industry, where they are 
barely paying a minimum wage, it is pretty 
hard to convince him that this is a sacrifice 
he must make in the inter~st of world peace. 

"I know that in 1962 when we have to 
elect a full Congress, if the representatives 
of our unions go to a Congressman in that 
congressional district and find that he is 
going to vote for a liberal trade program 
that will export their job to Europe, that 
he cannot count on their votes to send him 
back to Washington." 

Mr. George Meany, president, AFL-CIO: 
"If you read this resolution carefully, you 

will see that we are setting forth stipulations 
that we feel should go in this legisl~ti<;m. 

* 
"We call for retention of the escape clause 

provision in· the new legislation, and then 
I would like to point to section 4 of the 
proposed resolution, that 'the new . legis
lation should direct the President to take 
whatever action is necessary to mitigate 
problems of market disruption.' 

"To all these organizations, I can say to 
you that when the legislation comes up • • • 
that our legislative department, our research 
department, our economists, and everybody 
concerned will cooperate with these organ
izations and try to get in the legislative 
safeguard to protect them to the maximum 
extent that is possible. 

"But we cannot • • • depart from the 
idea of a reciprocal trade pact with the 
other nations of the world.'' 

Mr. George Harrison, chairman of the 
resolutions committee: 

"This resolution goes further than any 
other trade policy resolution adopted by this 
federation, in the direction of protecting 
our industries against undue hardship be
cause of reciprocal trade agreements. 

"If you will look at paragraph 6 . you wiil 
find that it says 'In all phases of tariff and 
trade policy, the U.S: Government should 
seek to safeguard the absolute historic levels 
of production of significant industries.' 

"Now that means only one thing. Cer
tainly imports shall not be permitted to the 
point where it causes serious injury to any 
of our historic industries." 

The resolution was carried. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the 
Committee of the Whole House, with due 
deference to those Members who will 
vote for this bill, in my opinion this bill 
will give away not only American jobs 
but also the last vestige of our self
respect. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the gen
tleman from New York [Mr. BARRY]. 

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. BARRY. I yield to the gentleman 
A rom Pennsylvania. · 

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I 
ask unanimous consent to extend my 
remarks at this point in the RECORD. 

.... The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
P ennsylvania? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, the 

bill we are considering today is one of 
the more difficult ones so far as reaching 
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a just and honest decision is concerned-. where does this place us in: point of time - In reply, 67 percent went on record in 
Proponents and .opponents · have valid insofar as history is concerned? favor and 13 percent were opposed, and 
and logical reasons for their stands. · · Let me read. to you the words of Joh,n we heard from 35,000 voters. 

The European Common Market· has Morley, who 80 years ·ag'? said: I strongly urge passage of this bill 
been responsible for ·a great deal of ·dis- Great economic and social forces fiow with today. 
cussion and has been used as ·an argu- a tidal sweep over communities that ar~ Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 
ment in support of this legislation. Un- only half conscious of that which is befall- minutes to the gentleman from Wiscon
fortunately, that market could not, by ing them. Wise statesmen are those who sin [Mr. REUSS]. 
any stretch of the imagination, be con- foresee what time is thus bringing, and Mr. REUSS . . Mr. Chairman, I am 
sidered· a stable one. What will England endeavor to shape ·institutions and to mold grateful to the gentleman from Arkan
do · and what impact will her decision ~en's thought and purpose in accordance sas [Mr. MILLS] for his brilliant leader'-with the change that is silently Eurrounding 
have? Hasty action on our part now them. ship in the production of this important 
might well rise up to haunt us later. bill and, more immediately, for -yielding 

I would like to address my brief re- I submit that is exactly where we are me 5 minutes so that I can make a small 
marks today to an industry very vital tO today. · contribution to the debate. 
the economy of . my area; namely, the There has been some talk about post.; 'Oitce to every man and nation, so the 
manufacture of shoes. - · poning the · action we are about ·to take old verse goes, comes the moment to de-

. A report from · the Pennsylvania De-· today. I submi-t ·to you that there· is ·a · cide.' The United States is that riation. 
· partment of Labor and ·Industry, states basic weakness in this proposal. ·· we did ·This 'is that moment ' and the decision· 
that employment has~reached a peak for not take action a year or two ago to basically 'is whether we · are going to fall 
-1962, but then adds this significant fig- meet the challenge which we have been back into isolation or whether we are 
ure which could conceivably be' raised setting up in Europe when we first rec- going to go forward in the mainstream 
by the passage of this bill: Seven and ognized that the only way Europe could of history. I think the. decision is im
three-tenths percent of our labor force is survive was through the Common Mar- portant both for ourselves and for the 
unemployed. ket. The only way they were able to free world. As a member of the Joint 

The· congressional district comprises compete with communism was to unite Economic Committee, one of my jobs is 
three counties, all of which manufac-. and become stronger economically and to worry about full employment and 
ture footwear. The figure& of .the smaller militarily than the Communists. There- maximum growth and our balance of 
county are significant and revealing. fore, having made that decision several payments. The situation that·confronts 
Forty-one percent of the total employed years ago, we certainly should have ere- us is this. We have 5.5 percent unem
in industry are employed in some· phase ated the machinery several years ago ployment in this country while in the 
of footwear manufacturing: to compete in every way with such mar- Common Market there is over full em
. Nationally it is Eignificant to ·note for ket when once it was created. ployment, and the danger is rather one 
the first 4 months of this year, 19.5 mil- It has been said, "Let us not jump into of in:fiation. In this country our growth 
lion. pair of all types of shoes were im- . an empty pool of water." I submit we rate has been an alarmingly slow one, 
ported. This compares with 9.8 million have been dropping pebbles · into this around 3 percent a year, and in the Com
pair-for the same period in ·1961. . water through our reciprocal trade for · mon Market countries it has been an 

The same comparison for leather foot..: . many years. We have seen the ripples effervescent rate of almost twice that. 
wear only is 10.6 million in 1962, and , from this pebble grow, we have seen our Our balance of payments still remains 

. 6.9 million in 196L While: imports have experts climb from $2· billion to $20 bil- a problem. And· it is ironical that the 
been increasing at this alarming rate,-ex- · lion. This is not a small amount of Common Market's problem ·is one of an
ports have dropped from 4.4 million in doll~rs, and this does not· m~an a small nual surpluses of about the size of our 
1957 to 3 million pair in 1961. number of jobs have been created in recent yearly deficits. 

The U.S. .shoeworker is paid more this Nation. On the contrary this means Just the· other day I had the oppor-
than any other in the world. He receives that there have been several million men tunity of greeting a group of about 200 
two to :five times more wages than his and women employed to prQduce the German housewives who were here visit-' 
foreign competitors. products that have been the beneficiaries ing in one of the Senate rooms. In the 

We hear of retraining and the ques- of our policy with regard to reciprocal course of greeting them, I asked the 
tion arises: retraining for what? In my trade. ladies how many of them had a dish-
area, there appears to be a sufficient sup- What about the major difficulty of -the washer appliance in their homes. Three 
ply of labor for available jobs. bill so eloquently brought out by my dis- hands were raised. Then I asked how 

we also propose tO subsidize .industry tinguished colleague from New York many wanted a dishwasher, and 200 
injured by imports. If there is a way to [Mr. GooDELL], who really knows the hands went up in the air. This suggests 
administer this proposal, I have not subject of retraining and adjustment there is a tremendous range of American 
heard of it. This entire phase of the assistance? I would say to you that we goods, products of our farms, products 
program might well become a g~ori:fied are not the sole body that is acting of the factories, machinery, chemicals, 
unemployment compensation deal. My on this bill. I would say to you that paper products, appliances, which if we 
people want jobs, rather than unemploy- there will be two other opportunities to have but the wit to do it, we could get 
ment pay. . correct what the gentleman from New into that European market. By selling 

This bill, if enacted, might well be the York has so. definitely brought to our at- our goods to Europe we could at the same 
beginning of the end of a great deal· of . · tention. But in t~e meantime we should time do something for our jobless, do 
our shoe industry. -· Some .way must be act responsibly on this and separate the something for ·our lagging growth rate, 
fom:id to avoid this. ·important from the unimportant, and and do something important about our 

Mr. BARRY. Mr. Chairman, more take action today and not postpone ac- balance of payments. 
of.ten than not, at this point in the sec- tion .into the future. . From the standpoint of the free world, 
ond day of a debate . of 8 hours, it is It is my honor to represent in West- here is a tremendous opportunity for us 
difficult to see the forest for the trees. chester and Putnam Counties, N.Y., I to come to the rescue of Canada, Aus-

We have heard so much about this bill suppose, the leadership of every major tralia, New Zealand, the countries of 
that it is good to look at exactly what. industry that has a New York office. If Latin America, the unaffiliated countries 
this bill is and why it has come about. I do not have the president I have the of Africa, and Asia, the old countries of 

We, first of all, are the creators of the executive vice president or the chairman Europe like Switzerland, Sweden, and 
need . for th1s legislation, because this of the board or someone in substantial Austria that would cheer our leadership 
bill is basically._ to prepare this Nation to authority who lives in this area. Let me in bringing down Common Market tariffs 
compete with the Common Market. But tell you what t~-e . people of Westchester for the benefit of the whole free world. 
the Common Market is our creation. think about the action we are about to We need this bill desperately and when 
The Common Market is the extension of take today. it passes, as I fervently hope it will, we 
the American dream. It is the extension I asked theni, .Should the United States need vigorous action by the administra
of the trade system which we developed protect exports through mutual · tariff tion to put it into effect. 
in this co11ntry when we did away with and quota reductions which would lead I have heard distinguished Members 
the trade barriers and the employment to grow.th in certain industries but con- here today state their opiipons on wh~t 
barriers between the States. ·Ther,efore, ·traction in others? ' : · ... is going to' happen in the negotiations 
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between the United Kingdom and the 
Common Market. One is sure that the 
United Kingdom's entry is imminent. 
One is sure that the United Kingdom is 
not going to enter the market. I cannot 
guess what the result is going to be, but 
in one respect, the outcome of these ne
gotiations is of vital importanc~ to the 
bill before us. If there is one imper
fection ·in an otherwise superb bUl-if 
there is one wart on an otherwise perfect 
image-:-it lies in the wording of sec
tion 211, the 80 percent clause permit
ting us to bargain the Common Market 
tariffs down to zero, because that clause 
has little or no meaning unless and un
til the United Kingdom does join the 
Common Market. I hope they do. But 
I would very much hate to see our whole 
trade liberalization program hinge on 
the timing of Britain's entry into the 
Common Market. So .I hope that at a 
later legislative stage, it may be possible 
to improve section 211 so as to not make 
our tariff bargaining powers dependent 
upon the vagaries of European politics. 

I hope, too, that the administration~ 
if this bill comes law, will move very 
vigorously to put it into effect. The 
President at his press conference yester
day said: 

If we cannot m~e new trade agreements 
with the Common Market in the coming 
year, our export surplus will decline, more 
plants will move to Europe, and the flow of 
gold away from these shores will become 
more intensified. 

Action Js what we need, and action is 
what the President proposes to get. 

In a few minutes, we shall be voting. 
Let our decision be one that looks, not 
inward to our own problems, but out
ward to the free world. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, I yield ·5 minutes to the gen
tleman from West Virginia [Mr. MOORE]. 

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, at the 
outset I want tO commend the chairman 
of the Ways and Means Committee ·for 
his presentation here today. He has 
given a tremendous performance and has 
spoken sincerely his thoughts about H.R. 
11970. I respectfully, of course, disagree 
with him and disagree with those who 

districts and how they will fare 'i.mder 
this bill. The answer has been a· broad 
one and to the effect that within H.R. 
11970 there are mechanics to protect 
these domestic industries from the great 
amoWlt of additional foreign goods that 
this bill will permit to come into the 
United States. The discussion pointed 
out the retention of the escape clause. 

However, the individual who is going 
to be primarily responsible for the ad
ministration of this bill recently stated 
before a European meeting that he was 
apologizing for the action taken by this 
administration in relationship to the flat 
glass case and to the carpet case, saying 
that the President of the United States 
had no other course left open to him 
Wlder present law than to take the 
recommendations of the Tariff Com
mission in these instances and imple
ment them. This is what Mr. George 
Ball the Under Secretary of State said 
to these European nations in apologizing 
for the action of the President in these 
tariff cases. He stated that no other 
administrative relief was avail,able to the 
President but that after the enactment 
of the new trade bill things would be 
different, that the President would have 
different administrative relief that would 
be available to him, and that when an 
American industry suffered injury in the 
future the Tariff Commission recom
mendations would not have to be 
followed for under the new law he could 
give financial assistance to the American 
industry destroyed and as for those who 
lost their jobs they could be retrained. 

In the debate today I have heard so 
much about retraining programs that 
we are going to get to the point where 
we will have to have a program to re
train the people who are retraining the 
workers. Mr. Ball said further that in
dustries finding themselves not adjusting 
to lower tariffs will be given various 
types of financial assistance to enable 
them to shift to new lines of production 
and workers will be helped by retraining 
them. As to whether or not American 
industries could get relief from the Tariff 
Commission, listen to this observation 
by Mr. Ball: 

talk in a general way about the necessi- Import restrictions may be resorted to only 
ty of enacting H.R. 11970. as an exceptional procedure and only for a 

I asked the chairman of the Ways and limited period of time. 
Means Committee a question earlier with This should be the answer to those who 
respect to the manner in which this bill / are worried about their local industries. 
would be administered in the event it No attempt will be made to help them. 
was enacted into law. He indicated, and We have heard a lot of talk about con
there was some applause following his sumers. A colleague of mine on our 
answer, that this bill was not brought to side of the aisle said he has the presi
the floor simply on the basis that it dents of all the big corporations in his 
would be admin~stered by the State De- district and he is for the bill. Well, I 
partment of the United States. I sug- have the workers in my district and they 
gest to the House that if you look at ~he are not for the bill. I have 1,200 toy 
title of the bill you will find it is a bill to workers in my district who are presently 
promote the general welfare and the for- being told that in the next 5 months the 
eign policy of the United States. Any- toy manufacturing facility will be closed 
body in his right mind certainly ·knows, down unless the employees will take a 
as has been the case through a long severe cut in wages. This is the largest 

· number of years, that the reciprocal manufacturer of toys in the United 
trade program, is administered by the States· the president of that company 
State Department. · It is necessary then may b~ for the bill but the 1,200 people 

· to look at the statements of those who have a lot of questions they would like 
will administer this program to realize to ask. · · · 
how it will .affect our d~mestic industri~~· If this bill goes· into effect, there is 

There are a number of Members on the no question that th~t toy manufacturing 
floor who have asked questionS about facility is going to close. It may even do 
domestic indu~tries in their States and so even if we do not pass this bill be-

cause of the · effects of past trade legis
lation on their business. 
· Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to this 

bill, and I will vote for the ~otion to 
recommit to · extend the present act 1 
year and I do that with grave misgivings. 

Mr. ALGER. Mr. Chairman; I yield 
such time as he may desire to the gen
tleman from Wisconsin [Mr. SCHADE
BER.G]. 

Mr. SCHADEBERG. Mr. Chairman. 
I am opposed to H.R. 11970 for the fol
lowing reasons: 

First. It is a bill which begins on the 
false premise that this Government has 
the right to enact legislation that will 
deny its citizens employment oppor
tunities. It is true that the bill makes 
some provisions to place the worker 
under a Federal welfare program when 
he is denied his job and it provides for 
Federal aid to businesses for rehabilita
tion after they are destroyed by un
restricted imports arising out of "deals" 
made at the trade bargaining table, but 
it is not sound legislation, in my esti
mation, that makes the role of govern
ment one of dictator over the life and 
death of industries and jobs. 

Second. It is a bill which begins on the 
false premise that it will result in the 
close-down of industries and denying of 
jobs and does not and cannot offer any 
assurance-conjecture yes, but not as
surances--that it can or will provide new 
industries and new jobs. 

Third. It places far too much power 
into the hands of the executive branch 
of this Government. The potentiality 
for misuse of public funds in the offering 
of financial aids to business and labor 
alike is tremendous. I do not question 
the integrity of those who would admin
ister the program but I suggest that Paul 
gave sound advice when he said men 
should not place stumbling blocks
temptation-in their brother's way. 

Fourth. It denies equal treatment to 
various segments of our economic and in
dustrial society. On what basis do we 
legislate to · give anyone the dictatorial 
power to favo-r one group over another 
and we do just this when we provide 
the machinery with which one industry 
is Htraded" for another ·at the discretion 
of the President or·anyone he may des-
ignate to act for him. · 

Fifth. It places no limit on the ulti
mate cost of the program since it can
not now even be estimated. 

Sixth. It has all the earmarks of the 
beginning of Federal control over in
dustry even as such control was denied 
by this body over the farmer. 

Mr. ALGER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
1 minute to the gentleman from Indiana 
[Mr. BRAY]. 

Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, this debate 
on the President's trade bill has been 
most confusing. The proponents of this 
legislation, the ':Press and innumerable 
speakers throughout the country have 
been pointing out the advantages of 
expanded trade particularly . as it con
cerns the serious situation 'of our credit 
relations tvith foreigri countries and the 
stabilization of our gold outflow. · No 
one can deny that ' traqe is important. 
'rhe proponents this trade bill claim that 
we must give the President greater au
thority to lower our tariffs in order to 



., 
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expand foreign trade. While the Con- us today. Yet these countries are, by 
stitution in article I, section 8 says "the exorbitant tariffs, quotas, and prohi
Congress shall have power to lay and bitions, blocking the shipment of Ameri
collect duties, regulate commerce with can coal into _ their countries. If the 
foreign nations," yet through the Trade United States could and would negoti
Agreements Act our Presidents have had ate for the sale of American coal to these 
this authority for some years. countries it would give th,ousands of jobs 

Under the guidance of our State De- to American workmen, help the rail
partment, our Presidents hav.e made roads, and bring gold back to this coun
many treaties pursuant to the Trade try. 
Agreements Act. The trend for a num- A good example of the way in which 
ber of years has been to lower our tariffs the present policy is working is that, 
so that today we have lower tariffs than while American coal could be delivered 
almost any nation in the world. Ap- into France at a fraction of what it costs 
parently _ for some years our so-called l)er to purchase it from other countries, 
reciprocal trade agreements have lowered - we are not allowed to ship coal into 
our tariffs but at the same time had little France; yet in the import and export of 
effect in getting other countries to lower automobiles the American manufacturer 
theirs. who ships a car to France must pay a 

In making these reciprocal trade 28-percent tariff; yet the French manu
treaties our state Department apparently facturer can ship a French car to the 
has acted on the theory that our stand- United States for 8 percent tariff. is it 
ing in industry, business, and labor was any wonder that America is losing jobs 
so completely and indestructibly estab- for our workers and that our gold is so 
lished that it would continue to flourish fast going abroad, much to our embar
regardless of outside competition or in- rassment? 
fiuences. So in order to assist other The zeal of members of the State De
countries they have permitted our tariffs partment to befriend other countries has 
to be lowered but have not insisted on gone {ar beyond the mere negotiation of 
receiving similar benefits from the other trade treaties. Two recent actions 
countries, which is in complete disregard which are adversely affecting our farm
of American business, labor, and farm- ers are as follows: In the sugar extension 
ers. There is no trade act that Congress - act .which we are considering, our State 
can pass that will assist America in our Department is for a plan of world quotas 
trade problem today unless the parties which prevents the American farmer 
who negotiate those treaties keep fore- from adequately expanding domestic 
most an interest in the, welfare of Amer- sugar production, which in turn prevents 
ica and ·Americans. the American farmer from removing 

Because of our enormous commitments from feed grain production, land which 
abroad for foreign aid, we must export he desires to plant in sugarbeets. This 
in value more than we import. ·The in- plan, · which is desired in the area in 
crease in imports into our country is which I live, would give material income 
draining American gold to foreign coun- to the farmers, would remove from grain 
tries and has placed the United States production, land which contributes to 
in its most precarious financial position our grain surpluses and would have pro
of many years. The American people duced sugar-sugar for which we are 
have not been made aware of how seri- sending our gold abroad. 
ous our trade situation has become. Just last year it was brought before 

In round numbers, here is our present the House that Edward Martin, the As
situation: our gold reserve has sunk to sistant Secretary of State for Economic 
less than $16.5 billion. By legislation Affairs, deliberately blocked a transac
we are required to maintain a reserve of tion whereby Brazil, in return for our 
$11.5 billion in gold to protect American purchase of sugar, would have purchased 
currency. This would leave $5 billion wheat from America. Mr. Martin was 
in our gold reserve. Today we have agreeable to our purchase of sugar from 
short-term obligations ·outstanding to Brazil, but said that there was no need 
foreign countries amounting to $22 bil- for them to buy American wheat and 
lion. If these countries were to demand that he, Mr. Martin, did not agree with 
payment in gold, which by international the congressional policy to encourag~ 
law they can do; we would lack $17· bil- such a transaction. This matter is well 
lion in gold to meet those obligations. documented in the CoNGRESSIONAL REc
Only -a Pollyanna can fail to recognize ORD of August 3 and August 15, 1961. . I 
this as a most serious problem. merely am pointing these two . matters 

Over a period of several years I have out to emphasize the fact that one of our 
been pointing out on this floor and to greatest difficulties in trade today is the 
my constituents in my district the loss basic philosophy of the members of the 
of jobs and industry which has resulted State Department, who are the princi
from these trade agreements. Allow me pal negotiators in our trade treaties. 
to point out by specific example the man- At the Lincoln Center in New York 
ner in whi.ch some of ·these trade agree- City, an urban renewal project in which 
ments are unfairly operating against the the Government has authorized $31 mil
interests of America. lion Federal assistance, the stone is being 

TodaY we in the United States can quarried and fabricated in Italy-a 
mine, transport and deliver coal tO prac- building stone inferior to ·that produced 
tically anyplace in the world cheaper ~n America and especially to the lime.:. 
than it can be produced in that country. stone in Indiana. Our country as a 
That is especially true in England, whole and my district in particular is 
France, West Germany, and Italy, which being seriously injured by the importa
countries now hold a great part of the tion of meat, glass, stone, ladies' gar
obligations which are so embarrassing to ments, veneers, shoes, oil, sewer pipes, 

' . 

structural tile, electrical equipment, rub
ber clothing, latex products, brushes, 
doors, parts for radio and television. 

Our trade pelicies today are forcing 
us . to export hundreds of thousands of 
jobs. The handling of our foreign trade 
has made it impossible in many instances .. 
for American industry to produce here 
in the United States and still compete 
with the industries of other countries, so 
that in the last few years we have spent . 
over $30 billion building factories abroad. 
Following is a very brief list of some of 
the businesses which have opened fac- . 
tories abroad: General Motors, Ford· 
Motor, H. J. Heinz Co., Parke, Davis & 
Co., Johns-Manville Corp., Hamilton 
Watch Co., Minneapolis-HoneYWell Reg
ulator Co., and a thousand others. 

I dq not claim that our t~e :Policies
are the only cause of this gold depletion 
and our serious industrial problems. 
However, a substantial part of the blame 
for our current dangerous monetary con
dition can be placed on those officials 
who have negotiated our trade agree
ments. Reciprocal trade is not essen
tially a political matter; both parties 
have been partially responsible for this 
rapid decline in the gold reserve but 
today only the present administration 
can take steps to save our country from 
a most embarrassing and dangerous 
situation. · l 

American officials have been m 
Europe several times recently asking that 
these creditor . nations forgo any de
mands ·for payment of their obligations. 
This certainly is a sorry position in 
which ourcountry finds itself. Dr. Wal
ter Heller, Chairman of the President's 
Council of Economic Advisers, is now in 
Paris seeking European advice on our fi
nancial situation and attempting to find 
a way to stop the drain of American gold. 
Canada is faced with a similar problem 
of the depletion of her gold reserve and 
with heavy imports. The thing that she 
is doing to correct it is to raise certain 
of her tariff rates. 

No trade bill nor legislation alone will 
solve all of our financial problems. 
Those who are negotiating trade agree;;. 
ments must change their attitude on the 
protection of American labor, industry 
and agriculture. For years the trade 
policy worked out by the State Depart
ment has been gaged to assist other 
countries and to make friends. This 
has certainly been commendable; how
ever, our principal interest must always 
be to look after the welfare of America. 
· The bill before us today would give the 
President far greater power in making 
these treaties. It allows him to cut 
tariffs by larger amounts and at a faster 
tempo, and makes it more difficult for 
an injured business to get relief and vir
tually impossible for Congress to block 
any tariffs which it believes detrimental. 
The administration has admitted that 
this new trade bill -would destroy indus
tries and cost American . workingmen 
their jobs. 

We have no reason to believe that . 
those people who negotiate .-trade treaties 
for the President will protect American 
interests any better in tb.e future than 
they have been doing, so I cannot sup
port this legislation which will give those 
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negotiators greater pOwer and . lesS 
restraint from the people's representa
tives-the Congress. 

Regardless of · whether this bill will 
pass or not, I hope that these 2. days of 
debate have brought forcibly to the at
tention of those of our State Depart
ment, who are principally responsible for 
the negotiating of our trade treaties, the 
precarious condition which we are in; 
and will cause them to make a reap
praisal of their trade philosophy and to 
use commonsense and show an interest 
in the welfare of the United States. In 
giving concessions abroad they should 
insist on fair treatment to American in
terests and the people by whom they are 
employed-the American public. If this 
is done our problem will be well on its 
way to o. solution. 

Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I 
ask unanimous consent to extend my 
remarks at this point in the RECORD. 

The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
West Virginia? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, in 

deciding bow to vote on a given issue, a 
Congressman must take into account his 
absolutely unique position among all the 
public offices in the United States. His 
office is the single one in the whole Na
tion that can be filled only by direct vote 
of the people. The Presidency, if vacant 
during a normal term, may be filled 
through legally stipulated orders of suc
cession. So may a governorship. A 
senatorial seat, vacant under the normal 
term, may be filled by appointment. 
But no power on earth can fill a Con
gressman's post except a vote of the 
people. The makers of our Constitution 
deliberately provided that no outside 
influence should have effect in deter
mining who should stand for and speak 
for the people in the House of Repre
sentatives. A Congressman, therefore, 
who does not represent the interests of 
the people of his district is derelict in 
his duty, and they might as well have no 
Congressman. 

It is with this thought in mind that I 
rise to speak on the bill before the House. 
Two vital interests in my district are af
fected by this bill. They are: the coal 
industry', with all its connections with 
other industries; the glassware industry. 

The coal industry is not only impor
tant to the local economy of West Vir-. 
ginia. It is vital to all the interests of1 
the United States. It is the only de
pendable and inexhaustible source of en
ergy in the Nation. Without coal there 
is no steel; without coal there is little 
or no electric power. Without coal we 
could ·not :fight a war ,or maintain our 
peacetime productivity. Coal is also the 
base of innumerable everyday products, 
from drugs to dyes to synthetics. With 
the exception of agriculture, I would say 
that a flourishing coal industry is the 
one indispensable industry in this or any 
other country. 

Yet coal has never asked any favor 
from Government. It carries no sub
sidies for production. It is protected by 
no tariffs. The Government has not 
built or subsidized any means of trans
porting it to customers. Coal has been 

content to' grow" on its own merits. 
Again with the exception of agrteulture, 
it is one product in ·the United .. states· 
whose , cost has not been doubled and 
tripled and more by inflation. Some say · 
that John L. Lewis has priced coal out 
of the market. Th·e reverse is true. 
Coal is cheaper today than it was 14 
years ago, and the credit goes to Lewis. 
A coal miner today is paid 8 times a Jap
anese miner's wages, for instance. But 
he mines 14 times as much coal, and a 
ton of coal can be mined and delivered in 
Japan at about half the cost of a ton 
of Japanese coal. We actually export 
coal to Japan, and we are capable of ex
porting it to any spot on earth and sell
ing it at a lower price than any coal from 
elsewhere. That is, we could do so if 
there were not Government interference 
with absolutely free trade. I mean not 
only interference by the Government of 
the United States, but interference by 
the governments of importing countries. 
In Canada, for instance, the Canadian 
'Government offers a subsidy of up to $5 
per ton to carriers of domestic coal. In 
some Latin American co~ntries, we sell 
coal, but find it difficult or impossible to 
collect because of Latin American regu
lations regarding money transfers. 

Meanwhile, the competitive fuels of oil 
and gas have been given an unfair ad
vantage. Foreign oil is dumped in 
American markets at less than the cost 
of production in order to obtain foreign 
exchange for the producing countries. 
Quotas of residual oil are increased in 
order to furnish a needed outlet for for
eign oil and help preserve their econ
omies from collapse. · But nothing is 
done for coal, and nothing is asked by 
coal except to be freed from unfair 
competition. , -

The glassware industry is in pretty 
much the same situation. No subsidies, 
no Government favors. And the industry 
is also important to the United States, 
as we found out in the First World War, 
when we woke up to find we had domes
tic sources of materials necessary for a 
variety of war instruments. West Vir.: 
ginia today produces some of the best
known glassware in the world. It is 
sold under such renowned names as 
Morgantown, Seneca, Fostoria, Blenko, 
and others. It is so well known that 
foreign competitors have stolen the 
models, made cheap imitations, exported 
the product to America, and are -offering 
it to American consumers as the real 
product of American industry, in plain 
violation of American patent laws. 

Both the coal industry and the glass
ware industry have protested to the Gov
ernment over these unfair practices. 
They have asked for reduction of import 
quotas and for other steps that would 
put our own industries on a truly com.: 
petitive basis. I personally have added 
my own protests, here in this Chamber, 
and before the proper administrative 
agencies. The most ca,ndid answer we 
have got so far to our protests is that we 
are :fi~hting a lost cause, and the glass
ware industry, for one, might as well get 
into another business. 

The bill presently before the House 
is theoretically intended to promote true 
competitive trade between nations by 

making it "free."' The big question is: 
Will it .do so.? Experience answers: No 
proposal for making trade "free" has 
worked in the past. Something always 
happens. to evade or overturn agreements. 
. Three things affect the amount of free 

trade that can be carried on between 
nations over a period of time. The first 
of these, of course, is tariffs. Tariffs can 
be reduced or removed entirely, but it 
still does not follow that free trade will 
result. A more effective deterrent to 
trade is import quotas. The principal 

_trading nations of the world are using 
them with ·greater and greater coverage. 
There is no point in removing import 
duties if the goods are not to be admitted 
at all. A third determinant of free ex
change of goods is government policy. 
Any government must determine what 
policy seems best for its own interests. 
If a foreign government decides that it is 
in the national interest tO subsidize and 
export a given product for any given 
national purpose, say to obtain· foreign 
exchange, or to promote: buy European 
programs, that is within the .govern ... 
ment's province. But it might invalidate 
trade agreements. 

It is well within the interests of the 
people of my district to have assurance 
on these matters of uncertainty. Up to 
this time, the discussions on the floor of 
the House have not provided such assur
an~e. 

Statistics from the U.S. Tariff Commission 
Imports of table and household glassware: 

1958-----------------------~-- $24,557,000 1959 __________________________ 32,294,000 

1960--------~--------~-------- 34,386,000 
1961---~--~------------------- 34,424,000 

The above figures refiect the value at which 
they are declared. Those are the figures 
comparable in quality and quantity to our 
U.S. products. The foreign value would be 
4Q percent of the above figures. 

Percentage of consumption supplied by 
U.S; producers: 

Percent 
1958-----------------·------·---------- 54. 0 
1959--------------------------------- 49.9 
1960--------------------------------- 49.3 
1961--------------------------------- 49.7 

Percentage supplied by imports: 
Percent 

1951----~ ------------------------------ 21 1955___________________________________ 34 
1957------------------~---------------- 38 
1958---------------------~------------- 45 

Mr. MONAGAN. Mr. Chairman, I ask 
unanimous consent to extend my re
marks at this point in the RECORD. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Connecticut? 

There was no objection. · 
Mr. MONAGAN. Mr. Chairman, I be

lieve that the motion to recommit this 
bill should prevail. 

In essence, if this motion is carried, it 
means that the existing reciprocal trade 
law will stay in effect for another year. 
In this way, the present status will con
tinue. I feel confident that nothing will 
be lost in this . way and much may be 
gained. . 

The present economic deterioration in 
Canada and the apparent difficulty 
which Great Britain is experiencing in 
gaining admission to the Common Mar-
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ket are two developments _whieh-empha
siZe the changes that· ean take- place- and · 
are takirrg· place• in the world tirade pic- -
ture-and un'derti·ne the need for caution 
in this legislation ·whfe-h poses an in
creased threat to jobs · and industries in 
this country. . 

Proponents' of this' bill agree that this 
legislation will in many undetermined 
areas cut down jobs and industrial activ
ity in this country. They are not ' able. 
to say where the jobs. will be lost, but · 
the whole adJustment assistance section 
is based on the assumption that there 
will be substantial job loss. 

In my section of the country, the effect 
of lowe_red trade barriers are well known. 
We have been feeling their- depressing 
infLuence for many years. In the manu
facture of clocks, of bicycles, of needles, 
of rubber footwear, and of brass goods, 
we-have felt the gradual and increasing 
flow of imports that now has risen to 
flood proportjons. 

oilr bicycle manufacturer has ceased 
operations. The clock industry is work
ing on a reduced and marginal basis. 
The pllUllbers brass division of. one of 
our large plants has been closed. 

The share of imports ot rubber foot
wear, one of our major industries, has 
increased from approximately 2.6 to 56 
percent of the American market in a 
perioo of 8 years. 

Only a short time ago, in the piLI man
ufacturing industry, which is centered ~n 
my ciistrict, the Tariff Commissi-on rec
ommended an increase from 20 to 35 
percent in our tariff because the Com
mission found substantial injury to our 
manufacturers through foreign imports 
which had reached one-third of the 
American market. Unfortunately, the 
President did not sustain thiS :find1ng of 
the Tariff Commission. 

It is ob-vious .. therefore,> that we are 
speaking of fact and not theory w 

Concessions ha-ve been made in. many 
fields to obtain support for this bill. 
They have been made in glass, in car
pets and in textiles. Even in the area 
of labor, some concession is made in the 
adjustment assistance sections of this 
bill. 

No- concessions have been made in 
manufactures in my district and even 
recommended relief has not been per
mitted to take effect. I 

I regret- to say that the promised in
crease of imports to the Common Market 
would not be possible for us since their 
wage rates average about one-third or 
one-fourth of ours while their plants 
and equipment are as good or better than 
ours. Indeed, much of this equipment 
has been provided by our country. 

I will grant that the committee has 
greatly improved the present bill over 
that which was originally bill H.R. 9900. 
However,. questioBs still remain. In my 
view. the 5-year period is too long for 
an experimental plan. The elimination 
of the peril point provisions and the 
alteration of the escape clause provisions 
are unfortunate. 

Finally, both the· benefits and the det-
, rimental effects are purely speculative 
since no one admittedly can furnish sta
tistics to show what will happen in a 
given industry or given section. 

CVIII--759 

-Where- there iS such danger to ouF jobs.: 
and -industries, therefore, I beli-eve that. 
caution should be· the watehw011cl. Once. 
gone to· EUrope, to Japa;n Oll' e-ven to- Hong
Kong~ they · will not- qUickly return. 
· I urge, therefore, Mr. Chairman, that 

we move slowly in this -vftal :field. The 
passage of the motum to- recommit will 
give us. a year to studY this problem. I 
urge itS adoption. 

Mr. MOORHEAD of Pennsylvania. 
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous censent 
to extend my remarks at this point in · 
the RECORD. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
PennsylVania? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. MOORHEAD of Pennsyl-

vania. Mr. Chairman, the President of 
the United States of America has pro
posed that the Congress E>f the United 
States· enact the Trade· Expansion Act of 
1962. 

The President has done so for inter
national politieal and mational economic 
reasons. 

In the field of inter:national relations, 
the question presented· to the Congress-
and to the entire free world-is cleaF: 
shall the free world come togethell' in 
one great trading con_nnunity which in
cludes not only Western Europe and 
North-America but also Japan, Australia. 
Latin America, and Africa-or do the 
free nations go their separate ways frag
menting the non-Communist world.? 
Such a free world trading community 
would represent a concentration of eco
nomic power and economic dynamics be
yond anything the world has yet seen~ 
and far beyond any of Mr. Khrushchev's 
dreams. Such a trading community 
would so clearly demonstrate the vigor 
of its competitive free market consumer 
economy that, to more- and more people, 
communism would look like a wave of 
the past. 

To move ahead· in the political aspects 
of tfie- cold war, the· Congress should 
enact H.R. 11970. 

But in the search for political victory: 
in the cold war, is there danger of en
acting legislation which will weaken our 
eeonomy and thus lead us further from 
the V-ictory we seek? 

On the national, as opposed to any 
particular local scene, the answer· is 
clearly' in favor of the trade- bill. 

For many years the· United States has 
had a surplus in its balance-of-trade ac
count. Ih 1961 this surplus amounted 
to $5.4 billion, the difference between 
$19.9 billion in exports and $14.5 billien 
in imports. Unquestionably, more- jobs 
and more business have resulted from 
e-xports and from those imports which 
support American business by providing 
essential raw materials than has been 
lost by that portion, approximately 40 
·percent 1 of imports which might be con
sidered competitive with American in
_dustry,r 

More liberalized trade would undoubt· 
edly stimulate both exports and imports. 
However, if the J?ast can b~ considered 

1 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau_ of 
Labor Statistics, "Employment 1n Relation 
to U.S. Imports, 1960," Washington, D.C., 1962, 
p. 6. 

a::: guide ro. the future, there-is no reason 
to fear such an outcome~ If American 
exports. are compared to. Ameri-can im
ports for the last several years, it is clear · 
that: the ·ratio between the tw.o has 
clustered around a value of 1.4.J This 
means that since approximately the end 
of the Second World War the united 
States has exported, on the ave:ll'age, · 
abo-ut $1.40 worth of merchandise for 
every dollar's. worth imported. rr any
thing close to this ratio can be expected 
to. hold for. the· :future, and in view of' the 
fact that 60 percent a of imports do not. 
compete with but actually support Amer· 
ican industry, then it is clear that any 
policy whieh seeks to inhibit the total 
volum-e- of our foreign tra-de would not
be good for American business. Con
versely, any policy which seeks to stimu
late exports and imports should be in 
the public economic interest. 
· Because of the- diversity of our- econ
omy, I recognize' the fact that there may 
be some congressional districts' where 
competition from_ rising imports might, 
in the short term be damaging~ despite 
the fact that other dis.tricts may be gain
ing more through- increased export sales. 
Even in such districts~ in a dynamic 
economy, with generally higher incomes 
and sales, there will in the longer haul 
be mo:re jobs and more business for 
everyone. That. is, the-more rapidly the 
United States can expand its total trade 
the greater will be the rate of economic 
growth and the less time it will take, and 
the less painful it will be, to make nec
essary adjustments. Efforts to inhibit 
trade expansion will only delay the ad· 
justment process, not eliminate it. Some 
jobs are already lost-for whatever rea
son. The. task is to make up these j9bs 
and m9re. The only way to do this is 
to expand total business, including- ex.
ports. 
_ For these reasons, at the national level, 
the U.S. Chamoer of Commerce, repre
senting American business, and the Afi,J
CIO, representing American working 
men and women have endorsed the trade 
expansiOB bill of 196.2. 

But what of the economic position of 
the district and the people who. h~ve 
elected me. to represent them in Con-

. gress? Will my support for the bill be 
in their best I-nterests? A Member of 
Congll'ess in a district close. to mine has, 
'after extensive study, concluded that ex_... 
panded exports. and_ expanded imports 
-would not be economically helpful to the 
-people of his district. 

Because of this, and because of my 
own very real concern. for the business 
and employment conditions in the 
Greater Pittsburgh area,' I have~ had an 
independent economic study made of the 
significance of the· Nation's trade policies 

2 American Enterprlse Association, "Special 
Analysis~ Foreign Trade: Part II, Kconomic 
Consequences of Trade Lf!:leralization," 

-Washington, D.C'., Mar. 5, 1962, pp. 32 and 33. 
a American Enterprise Association,. "ffpeclal 

Analysis, Foreign ·Trade: Part II, Economic 
Consequences of Trade . Liberalizatlo:Q.,.'' 
Washington, D.C., Mar. 5, 1962, p. 6. 

& The Greater Pittsburgh area includes 
Allegheny, Beaver, Washington, and West
moreland Counties. 
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for employment and business in the · 1960, Pittsburgh's share of the Nation's 
Pittsburgh metropolitan area.G exports exceeded its share of the Na

This study has led me to the follow- tion's employment by some 22 percent. 
ing conclusions: This supports the contention that one of 

First. The Pittsburgh region's produc- Pittsburgh's best hopes for economic 
tive capacity is greater, than the domestic growth is through the continued expan-
consumer market which it serves. sion of her oversea sales. 

Second. If the Pittsburgh region's What are the important Pittsburgh 
business is to prosper and if its employ- manufacturing industries which con
ment is to increase, existing markets tribute to the Nation's .exports and what 
must be expanded and new markets must do these exports mean in terms of Pitts
be created. burgh employment and Pittsburgh busi-

Third. Pittsburgh is an export city, ness? 
selling not only to the rest of the coun- Insofar as employment in manufac
try, but to the rest of the world. ;In turing is concerned, the annual average 

employed in Pittsburgh in 1960 was 
291,000.8 Ten industrial categories em
ploying 269,400 persons, or almost 93 
percent of the total, reported exports 
that year of at least $1 million . . In these 
export reporting industries an estimated 
29,600 jobs in the Pittsburgh area or 
about 11 percent of total employment, 
could probably be attributed either di
rectly or indirectly to production for ex
port. 7 This is only an estimate, and is 
not meant to be used as a precise figure. 
It and similar estimates for each of the 
10 export reporting industrial categories 
are summarized in table I. 

TABLE I.-Pittsburgh employment in manufacturing as related to exports: 1960 

Employment attributable Employment attributable 
to exports 1 Average to exports 1 Average 

total em-t------~--
ployment 

total employmentl---...,.-----.----
Direct Indirect Total Direct Indirect Total 

--------------1----1·--------- --------------1~---------------· 
Other manufacturing industries: · · , 

Apparel and related products__________ 2,100 
Lumber and wood products___________ 1,500 

Industries reporting export sales over · • 

$l~~OC:~ metals _--------- ------------- 3,380 
Fabricated metal products ___________ _ 
Electrical machinery---- --------------
Stone, clay, and glass products _______ _ 

l 30,000 
29,400 
29,200 
20,100 
19,300 
19,200 

----i~256-

382 

15, ~~g -
788 
583 
926 
269 
731 
110 

18,720 
1, 911 
2,044 

965 
2,991 

615 

Furniture and fixtures_________________ 1, 700 
Paper and allied products_____________ 3, 300 

. Printing and publishing __ ~-- -- -------- 8, 600 
Machinery, nonelectricaL-----------
Food and kindred products __ --------
Chemicals and allied products_- ------
Transportation equipment_ __________ _ 
Instruments and related products ____ _ 
Petroleum and coal products _________ _ 

8,500 
6,900 
4, 700 
2,100 

TotaL------- ------------------------ 269,400 

2,065 
346 · 
484 
428 
390 

58 
94 
88 

9, 524 20, 105 

1, 215 
538 
484 
146 

29,629 

Miscellaneous manufacturing__________ 4, 400 

Total-------------- ------------------ 21,600 

Total manufacturing employment ___ ----------

I· · 
1-

291,000 

1 The estimates for Pittsburgh employment attributable to exports were derived by 
applying the national percentages for export related employment for each industry 
to the average employment figures for Pittsburgh. No estimates were made for in
dustries reporting export sales of less than $1,000,000 to the Department of Commerce 
for 1960. 

Sources: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor StatisticsJ.. "Domestic Em
ployment Attributable to U.S. Exports1 1960," Washington, D.u., January 1962. 
Average total employment figures for Pittsburgh obtained from U.S. Department 
of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, U.S. Employment Service, Washington, 
D.C., June 15, 1962. . 

Some interesting relationships emerge 
from these estimates. A total of about · 
9,500 jobs in these Pittsburgh industries, 
or 3. 7 percent of total employment in 
these industries may be attributed -di
rectly to the production of goods in the 
form in which they were exported. An
other 20,000 jobs, or. 7.7 percent .. of. the 
total, can be indirectly attributed to ex
ports via production of the components 
or parts for more finished products 
which were then exported. 

I believe that these figures are quite 
reasonable. A Bureau of Labor Statis
tics study.8 points out that five industry 
groups stand out as making a heavy 
contribution to export employment. 
These are: primary metals, electrical 
machinery, · nonelectrical machinery, 
ch~micals, and transportation equip
ment. Ali 5 are among the 10 considered 
here and all are vitally important to the 
Pittsburgh .economy .... For three-pri
tpary met~l~. machine:rY. and_ ch~mi
cals-export-related employment for the 
Nation as a whole ·amounted to 'more 
than 10 percent.9 

·• 

11 Tl)e study was pre:gared QY. Mrs, , Jea_I). 
Gra;y, .of the .Eoonomics Department, tTni\[er ... 
sity of Maryland. Use was also made of 
Arthur Longini, "Region of Opportunity: · In
dustrial Potential Along the Pittsburgh
Youngstown Axis," the Pittsburgh & Lake 
Erie Railroad Co.~ Pittsburgh, Pa., 1961. 

s U.S. Department of ' Labor, Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, "Domestic Employment At
tributable to Exports, 1960," · Washington, 

. D.C., January 1'962, p. 3. 
. •Ibid. 

~·~· •.. 
.,; .. 

What is more, some of our Pittsburgh 
industries, sucJl as primary and fabri
cated metals and glass products, pro
vide the raw materials for more finished 
products so that the indirect effects on 
our employment are especially impor
tant. For instance, the Labor Depart
.ment ,study notes that "for every work
er making primary metals which are ex-
ported there are on the average about 
four and one half workers making pri
mary metals which are used in com
ponents of automobiles and machinery 
an~ other fabricated metal goods which 
are exported." 10 

How about the value of exports for 
these important Pittsburgh industries? 
Nationally, the six largest export indus
try· groups were: nonelectrical machin
ery, $2.9 billion; chemicals and allied 
products, $1.8 billion; food-and kindred 
products, $1.6 billion; primary metals, 
$1.1 billion; and electrical machinery, $1 
billion. Fabricated metal · products; 
stone clay -and glass products; · instru
ments and related products; and petro
leum and coal products accounted for 
just under $1.7 billion for the country as 
a whole. · 
· Pittsburgh's share of these totals is 
subst"an.tial. For exampie, over 11 · per
cent of the Nation's reported export~ of 
primary metals of all kinds canie from -
the Pittsburgh area, as did 4.5 percent of 
the fabricated· metal productS, "4 per- . 

;cent of the stone, clay and glass exports, 
3 percent of the electrical machinery, 1.6 

10 Ibid., p. ~. 

percent of the nonelectrical machinery, 
and 1.1 percent of the chemical produc.ts. 
Although no estimates can be made of 
Pittsburgh's share of food and transpor
tation exports, they did contribute 10 
percent and 17 percent respectively to 
total U.S. exports. · Not only did Pitts
burgh . contribute to this total, but the 
fact that these industries are also 
important customers for Pittsburgh glass 
and metal products of all kinds must be 
remembered. 

The total value of exports from Pitts
burgh can only be estimated. The value 
reported to the Census Bureau for 1960 
was $212.2 million, but this understates 
the total substantially because manu
facturers may not know that some of 
their buyers intend to export. For this 
reason I have made some estimates of 
the total value of Pittsburgh exports 
which are based on the Department ·of 
Commerce data. The reported and esti
m~ted values for some Pittsburg~ in.;. 

8 Pittsburgh employment figures froin the 
·u.s. Department of Labor, Bureau of Em
ployment Security; U.S. Employment Service, 
Washi:p.gt0n, D.C., June -15) 1962; U.S. figures 
~rom .Board of . Gover~ors, Fede~al :a.eserve. 
System,. Federal. Reserve Bulletin, Washing
ton; J?.c., May 1962, .P· . 634; Pit~sburgh 
reported exports from U.S. Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current 
Industrial Reports, Washington, D.C., May 4, 
1962, pp. _2; 20. . 

7 Ibid. , for Pittsburgh employment figures . 
Reported exports from UB. Department of 
Commerce, "Export Origin Studies f-or Pitts
.burgh Area. Congressional Districts 21, 25-30," 
_Wa!=1hing_ton, tM1 ... 1962 . . 

. ; 
. ' 
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dustrial ca.tegomes: &.Fe- 1netuded fu the 
following table-: 
TABLE II.-Beponed and estimated totaJ 

val.u~ of exports, Pfttsburglt, :f!J8(J 

[IJh millionS" of donars:J 

. Reported_ Estimated 
expol't total 
value 1 export 

Primary metal- prodUcts_______ 99. 7 
N oneleatric _______________ .:,__ 35. 6 
Electrical maclili:tery ---------- 20. 5 
Chemicais and allied products. 15. 6 
Fabrtcatied metal industries-._ 14. 5 
Stone, clay, and glass products. , 5.1 
Food· and kindreu products___ (~ 
Tran-sportationequipmenL___ (3) 

value 2 

li2.8 
47. 2 
29.4 
20.8 
23.3 
8.0 

klstruments·and related· prod-

P~ti.~TeO:IrrandccraEproifuciit.~= ~ <3.) :& 
7 

1---------1--------
TotaL~--------------- 212.2 . 266.2 

1 Tbe.1960 Census Department Survey ofU.S_Exports 
covered plants exporting-more than $25,000, and employ
ing more than roo persemr. The survey received reports 
from sucll manufacturer& ClTiteJ.:in.g $9,.790,000,000 ol the 
total of $15,450,000,000 of U.S. manufactured exports 

. valuedif:o..b. praducingJ"lant. 'Phe total valu~ ofexports 
which the- smvey attributed to different geographical 
regions and S.tat.es (but not to metropolitan areas) was 
estimated using specifications rupplted by the Office of 
Business Economics. The difference between reported 
and estimated figures would be accounted for chiefi~ by 
purchasers whose fntent to export was not known to the 
manufa-cturer or by; small producers wlio were not asked 
to repo:&t. 

t Tliese estimates were made by multiplying reported 
Pittsburgh e~orts by the ratio of total' to reported 
exports for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to each 
of the major ind.nstrial categories. Of the various 
alternative methods available, these estimates are 
the most consecvative which could be made. 

a Reported value ofexpor.t.frgme.s from the Pittsburgh 
area were not avaifabfe for these 4 categories, nor for 
rubber and plastic and miscellaneous manufacturing. 
Th latter 2 amounted to lE-ss than $1 000,000 each. 
Department oi: Commerce estimates for. the other 4. are 
as follows: 

Million 
TransportatiOJl_e.quipment_ __________ $5-$9. 9 
Petroleum and coal products_____________ 5- 9. 9 
Food and kindred products_____________ I- 4. 9 
Instruments and related products.------"' 1- 4. 9 

.Department of C'ommerce, "Export Origin Studies" for 
Pittsburgh area congressional· districts~ pp. 21, 25. 26. 
27;;~e::~~~Y:s' ~~th;~;ecount rar 10.2 percent of 
reported Pitt.~ burgh exports. The. estimated v:alues !or 
them are given the same proportional weigl'lt. · The 
e:s.timated value fur tota1 exports using this weigbting 
system is only. slightly largerr th8Jl' the total reported 
for the· congressional districts of$256,800,000 an<;l is sub
stantially mare- conservative th8.11' the> $317,200,000 that 
woul<l have been generated by a-pplying' the' ratio for 
Eennsylvania totala to Eittsburghrepo.rtedex:ports. 

Source: U.S. llep9.1'tm:ent of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census, CUrrent Industrial Reports W asbington, D. C., 
May 4; 1962. · ' · 

· These estimates are prollably on the 
conservative side, but combined with my 
estimates ·of exi)ort related employment, 
help tQ .show just ho.w important to 
Pittsburgh is her share ot American ex
port' markets. Estimated export sales 
for Pittsburgh in 1960' for the 10 most 
important manufacturing ·industries 
were in the order 'of $266 million. Pri
mary metals take the lead for Pittsburgh 
with ~xports estimated' close to $!13 
million. · 

But what of the future? Ca.n we in 
Pittsburgh expect new· jobs and a larger 
volume of sales to be generated by more 
liberalized tra-de?' Can we in Pittsburgh 
utilize our unus~d cap~city by competmg 
in world markets or musti we settle for 
the lower employment and lower busi
ness ·levels induced by protectionism? 
In short, is the United States able to ex.;. 
pore the products which we in PittS.
burgh produce, and ean we- expect the 
quantity and value ot these exports, 
hence lob o)i)portunities, to increase: with 
more liberaFized trade? 

· :r made an examination of the eXJOOrt 
lmtory for SODle-' ot the p:rodttcts of 
Pit1lshurgh . industry. Table m shows 
the. vaJ.lile and the, per~ent, of' d0meatte 
shipments which were exported in 1958 
for some U:S~ exports. These export 
products· are particularlY important to 
Pittsburgh because we in Pittsburgh ei
ther make them ourselves or the firms 
which do make. them ha.ve one or more 
manufact.lJring plants lo:cated in the 
Pittsburgh area., In Qther words', if not 
all of the items included are made in 
Pittsburgh, our plants supply the parts 
and. industrial raw materials fnr the 
finished products which aTe exported by 
other plants of the same- company. In
cidentally, fDr every item but 4 of the 
56 included in the table, imports. account 
for 1 percent or less of total sales in the 
United States. 

In Pittsburgh stee1J comes firsi:. Pitts
burgh is the steel capital o!' the world
and steel Is Pittsburgh•s largest: sonree 
of industrial employment:. Almost 19,-
006 out. of Pittsburgh's total of about 
130~000· jobs in steel could be attributed 
to exports in_ 1960. The primary com
petition for American steel in foreign 
marketst today comes from Western 
European countlifes.. 
Selected manufactured exports important to 

the- Pittsburgh, Pa., economic ared-VaZu~ 
tuna percent of shipments exported, United 
States, :!9511 

lr PrilnlD'y metals:.-
, Blast furnace and steel mill products _________ _ 

Steel s-heet, strip, plate, 
bnr, hot rolled, includ-
ing carbon but exclud-
ing ~mlvanized and 
electric_---·-----------

Structuralsbapes, piling, 
and alloy--------------

Steelpip&andtabe.s r __ _ 
AJ,Ioy and· cru;bon steeL 
Carbon steel oil' conn- ' tcy. pip& _________ ___ _ 

Cold rolled sheet, strip~ plate, bar ____________ _ 
Other steel mill products. 

2. Fabricated· metall prodncts:-
Fabncated platework. ___ _ 

Steel power boilers and 
pal!lill. ------"----------

Heat exchang~rs ~d 
condensers· __ ----------

Eabricatedsteel, n.e.c __ _ 
Valves- and pipe fittings __ _ 
Fabricated structural iron 

and steeL---------------
3. Electrical machinery: 

Radio, TV, communica-tiQns goods ___________ _ 
Electronic communica

tion equipment except broadcast _____________ _ 
RB.dia TV~ broadcast equipment. ___________ _ 
Railway signals and at-tachments _________ _ 

Motors, generators, and 
parts_-------------------

Switchboard and switch 
gear apparatus._ _________ _ 

!?ower switches and cur-
. ·rent breakers ___________ _ 
Elec.tncal measwing de-
vi~s- --------------

Industrilll control!> and ' parts _____ _: ________ _ 

Transformer&. • .--~-----· 
Electric.al indust'rial 

ValUe of 
exports 

~tS~~ 
States, 

1958 

$541.4 

319. fi . 

4Z. 9 
156.1 
114.0 

30.5 

7.2.1 
20.7 

118.9. 

45.7 

Percent 
exports to 
totai ship... 

ments, 
United 
StateS; 

1958 

4 

4 

7 
9 

10 

• 16 

3 
2l 

7 

11 

a.t. 5 
20.3 ' 

107.3 

18 
5 
9 

40.9 

195. 1 

123.4 

12.8 

7.4 

95.7 

52.9 

19: 7 

30. 4. -

rs.s 
15. a-

3 

10 

31 

24 

18 

' 'l 

13 

13 

5 

4' 
4 

goods, n.e.c___________ 6 .. 3 'Z 
Power capacitoJ's________ . & 4 
Rectifying. apparatus __ .___ 5. 5 8 

t Imports. of. steel pipes and. tubes. amounted to 2 per
cent ef domestiC'-supply. 

SeZectet£ TTUimufarttu!tetr ezpods fmpartrmt to 
the Piittsburgh.,. Pa-.., ec€1nomic are~V.czl'ue 
and percen1J of shipments e:Dporteit, · V19,itecL 
States,..195B--continued · 

4.. Stone,. cla-y, and glass.. prod
ucts: 

Re-fractorieS'. ____ -------
Fireclay , bricks, and, 

sbapes----------------- · 
High temperature r.e;. • 

fractory-cement ______ _ 
Glass contaihers ________ _ 
Lighting and electricaf 

glassware· 2_ --- -------
Eorcelain. ele.c.trical sup-

plies _______ --------------
Glass insulators, all types __ 

5. Macbinm:y, e;reept, electric: 
Construction and mining 

machinery and equip-ment _______________ _ 
Oilfield machinery and e-quipment. ________ _: ___ _ 
Metalworking;omachinllry,, n.e.c ______________ _ 
Rollfng mill machinery ___ _ 
Metal cutting machine tools and pa.r.ts a _________ , 
Stemn turbines, engineS', 

turhogenera.tors, and parts _______ ______ _ ___ . 
General' ii:ldustrial equip-ment, n.e.c __ __ __ _______ _ 
Power transmission equip·- · ment_ __ _______ ___ ______ , 
<'Jonveying equipment ____ _ 
Industrial ovens, fumaces.1. 
parts---------- ~ - ----

(). <'Jbemical and allied prod
ucts: Plastic materials _________ . 

Miscel1aneous chemical 
products;. __ ____ ---------

Industrial organic· chemi- . 

w~~iillers~============= . Alkalies audcblorineSl. ___ _ 
Inorganic pigments. ______ _ 

7'. Thmsportation equipment~ 
Moto.~: vehicles and equip-

ment •- -------------
Trucks, bus bodies. ac-

cessories and' parts'c ___ _ 
Motor coaches __________ · 
Trucks,. new------------

:&ailroad equipment ------Locomotives ____________ _ 
8~ Coal and petroleum prod-

ucts: 
Lubricating oils-----------Lubricating greases ____ _ 
Other ftni¥Ied petroleum 

. products ___ .:- --------·-
Micro crystalline. wax_ __ Paraffin. wax ____________ _ 

_ PetroJa.tum.. ____________ _ 
9. Instl'Uments and related 

products: Scientifl.c'instru
ments, mechanical meas
uring devices, and auto· 
matic temperature controls. 

Value, of Ero:cent 
exports' exports to 

~Jft!~ total ship-
ments, 

states, United 
1958 States, 

1958 

Million 

$3011 9 

9.6 13 

3. I 17 
22. 6.> a 
1'6'.9 13 

6. 9 8 
.4.. 40 

675.9 28 

173.1· 35 

139.3 26 
161. 2• 40 

100.6. 17 

66.7 9 

51.6 9 

31i.3 6 
28.2 8 

24:1 13 

241.0 6 

197:5 15 

91.1. 
( . 

7 
66.7 16 
21.9 5 
20.3 5 

1,.249: 3 9 

490.7 21 
21. 6, 22 
17.8 15 

203. 2 20 
140.3 M 

195.6 25 
13.0 13 

55.6 13 
13.9 16 
lUi 5 
6.1 27 

149.2 ' 

2' Imports amounted ta.2 percent of domestic supply. 
.a Th:nports amounted to 3 percent of domestic supply, 
' Imports account for 4. percent of domestic suppi¥, 

almost' exclusively passenger cars. 
Sources. are.: U.S~ Deruu:tment o£ Commerce, Bureau 

of tbe CensuS'j "U.S. Commodity E'xports and Imports 
as Related. ta Output: 1958,'' Washingtorr1 D.C., 1962. 
U.a Department of Commerce. Bw:eau OL tbe Census 
"U.S: Commodity Exports as Related to Output~ 1958,;.1 
Washington, D.C.1961. U.S..DepartmentoJGommer.ce, 
"Export Origin Studies: Congressional Districts of 
PennsylV!mJ.~ Nos. 2T, 25, 26. 27'-30, (Allegheny 
€lounty)," w.asllingten·, ».C •. ~962. 

At the current time- the 'United States 
c-an probably ~rve an increased foreign 
market more easily than can the Western 
European countries. The latter have 
littre unused capacity of either capital 
br' labor which can be employed to in
cr~ase the supply of these- goods for 
their own or other markets: In contrast~ 
the United States generally, and · Pitts
burgh particularly, has- unemployed la
bor and pl'ant which can be used to pro
duee- for export martets. 
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· "The . st~el industry " is presently oper
ating well below capacity and the rate 
of unemployment is high.' New and ex
panding markets are the best cures for 
these ills. There are markets abroad 
for the steel Pittsburgh produces. In 
1960, for example, Pittsburgh's primary 
metal exports, which for us mean steel, 
were estimated to be almost $113 mil
lion. Jones & Laughlin, with a plant in 
Pittsburgh, reported that 4 percent of 
their total shipments w~nt abroad that 
year. In fact in 1958 about 4 percent 
of all U.S. blast furnace and steel mill 
products, i:ncluding 9 percent of steel 
pipes and tubes, were exported. In 1960, 
Pittsburgh supplied about 11 percent of 
the U.S. total exports of these goods. In 
addition, among the fabriqated metals 
such as platework of various kinds, some 
7 percent was exported in 1958, including 
18 percent of the heat exchangers and 
condensers. About 1,90.0 jobs in Pitts
burgh were related tO exports of fabri
"Cated metals and exports were estimated 
at just over $23 million for 1960 .. 

But this does not tell the whole story. 
Pittsburgh not only exports steel and 
steel products, but supplies the rest of 
the country with the industrial raw ma
terials and industrial machinery made 
from steel which are used to produce 
finished products for both domestic and 
foreign buyers. This means that we in 
Pittsburgh have a twofold interest in, 
for example, the machinery and trans
portation equipment industries: That of 
a producer in these industries and that 
of a supplier to them. About 3,500 jobs 
in Pittsburgh and better than 350,000 
jobs in the United States are estimated 
as being related to exports of these steel
using goods. In 1958 the ·united States 
exported about 28 . percent of its . con-

. struction and mining machinery; 35 :Per
cent of its oilfield machl.nery, . and 40 
percent of its rolling · mill machinery. 
Each of these is produced by Pittsburgh 
firms and the . value of Pittsburgh ' ex·- , 
ports in 1960 is estimated at about $47 
million. 

We in Pittsburgh also supply the 
transportation industry, which accounts 
for about 17 percent of total U.S. ex
ports, with a wide variety of both auto
motive and railroad equipment. Pitts
burgh not only_ exports directly-over $5 
million worth in 1960-but also sells to 
domestic producers who in turn depend 
upon foreign markets for a substantial 
portion of their total sales. For ex
ample, 20 percent of the railroad equip
ment sold in 1958 went. overseas, along 
with 64 percent of the diesel, locomotives. 

Pittsburgh also produces electrical ma
chinery, and in fact, .is the Nation's sec
ond most important .center for the pro·
duction of heaVY electrical machinenr: 
By 1960 the electrical machinery industry 
was Pittsburgh's third largest manufac
turing employer, following only the pri
mary and fabricated metals industries. 
Over 2,000 jobs in our area can probably 
be attributed to this industry's exports 
that year. In fact the Westinghouse 
Electric Co. reported that 6 percent of 
its consolidated sales ·were outside the 
United States. Among products manu
factured by Pittsburgh companies, U.S. 
.export figures show that 13 percent of 
switchgear apparatus, 31 percent of·elec-

tronic co~munications equipment and tant t.oday because of the employment 
18 percent of railway signals and attach- and the volume of sales they already 
ments were exported in 1958. In 1960 generate. They ar;e -important· for the 
Pittsburgh exports for these and other future because o.t. the oppor_tunity for ex
goods of the industry amounted to ·an panded sales which they offer. 
esti.Ir..ated $29 million in sales. The task of expanding export sales 

Pittsburgh may specialize in metals will be made easier if Congress provides 
-and machinery products, but her indus- the topls for the United States to nego
try is more diversified. For instance, we tiate mutually advantageous tariff con..; 
produce a variety of chemical products, cessions in a world of generally expand
many of which are important export ing and more liberalized trade. 
commodities. Estimated Pittsburgh ex- . Moreover, in addition to the jobs and 
ports of these goods amounted to about profits which growing export markets 
$20 million for 1960. For example, the should generate, there are a number of 
American Cyanamid Co. with a plant in other indirect effects from trade expan
our area reported that 16 percent of sion which are of importance to every 
their total sales went to customers out- American workingman and consumer. 
side the United States and Canada that First, every workingman gains by hav
year. We also produce coal and petro- i:ng available to him a wider selection 
letun products, such as lubricating oils of consumer goods at lower Prices than 
and greases, 25 and 13 percent of which would be the case without access to for
for the .United States as a whole, were ~ign markets and products. Second, 
exported in 1958. Together these two in- studies have shown that export indus
dustries employed about 10,600 persons tries pay substantially higher wages than 
of whom something like 1,300, or about do those which are import competing.11 

12 percent could attribute their jobs This means that expanding total trade 
either directly or indirectly to produc- _ should create more jobs in the higher 
tion for export. We in Pittsburgh also wage industries. Finally, the American 
exported at least $1 million worth of food economy is complex and dynamic, and 
products, and at least another. $1 million depends upon an intricate network of 
in instruments of various kinds, partie.. transportation, marketing and financial 
ularly automatic temperature control activities. Both imports and exports 
devices. Of these latter, 9 percent of all create more job opportunities for all 
U.S. manufacturers' shipments were ex- those employed in such activities in the 
ported in 1958. At least 1,000 Pittsburgh sense that these jobs depend upon the 
jobs are probably related to the exports total volume of business transactions 
of these two industries. which take place. Increased trade 

Last, but certainly not least, Pitts- means inqreased transportation. That 
burgh's fourth largest source of indus- will result in more jobs for the truckers 
trial employment, the ·stone,· clay, and and railroad workers who carry the 
glass products industry with over 20,000 freight and those who load it. Increased 
employees in 1960 must be considered. trade · means more jobs in the offices, 
Here we recognize that there are some banks, insurance companies, accounting 
commodities which are facing serious firms and law offices which record, ft.
competition from imports. At this point nance, insure and carry out the moun
a few reminders are in order. First, pro- tain of work and the niyrhtd tasks which 
viding the President ~ith the authority · service American · business enterprise. 
to negotiate for mutually advantageous Hence, in the Pittsburgh area in addi
tariff concessions does not mean irre- · tion to the 300,000 or sp person~ engaged 
sponsible or unilateral tariff cutting on ' in manufacturing, every one of the ap
the part of the United States. American proximately 570,000 other jobholders, 
negotiators must be prepared to drive whether they are among the better than 
hard bargains. Second, the Trade Ex- 154,000 in the retail and wholesale 
pansion Act of 1962 contains safeguards trades, the 115,000 in the other service 
to protect American workers and Amer- industries, the 40,000 in transportation 
ican industry when import competition or the 32,000-plus in finance or insur- , 
threatens serious injury. Third, on ance has a vital stake in the enactment 
the Tariff Commission's recommenda- of this bill and in the expansion of U.S. 
tion, the President last March ordered exports, which I feel con:fi.Gent will fol
import duties raised on cylinder, crown, ·low from the future negotiations . for 
and sheet, glass. Finally, some products trade liberalization which enactment of 
of the stone, clay, and glass industry can this bill wilLmake possible. · 
and do find important markets abroad I am convinced that world trade will 
!and do not face import competition. grow at a faster rate than purely do
Pittsburgh accounted for 4 percent of inestic trade. I believe that the people 
the Nation's exports of these cominod- of Pittsburgh, plagued by high unem
it~es in 1960. ' Among them, 9 percent of ployment, want to participate in this ' 
the Nation's shipm,ents of refractories ·economic growth. The Congress can· 
were ·~xportetl iil195~. as .were 17 ~ercent prevent the United States from partici- · 
of shipments of refractory cement and pating in this growth by defeating Ii R 
8 . percent of . porcel~iP. . electronic sup- :11970. · · · · · 
phes. Imports for each of these ~ere on the other hand by enacting the 
less than 1 percent of domestic American . . ' . 
supply. Despite the fact that 2 percent .tra~e .expansiOn bill, <?ongress_ ca.n~ give 
Of total purchases Of lighting and elec- busmess the opportunity to partiCipate 
tronic glassware were imported, never
theless the United States did export 13 
percent of total shipments of this item. 

The foregoing demonstrates that U.S. 
export markets are of vital importance 
to the Pittsburgh area. They are impor-

11 Irving B. Kravis, "Wages and Foreign 
Trade," Review of Economics and Statistics, 
February 1956, pp. 14-30. Beatrice N. Vac
cara, "Employment and Output in Protected 
Manufacturing Industries," the Brookings 
Institution, Washington, D.C., 1960, pp. 62-66. 
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in growing world markets and provide urge that when the Trade Expansion Act of town of Lew Burdette. Its officials have 
added job opportunities for our people. 1962 comes before the House for action you visited me. The manager and workers 

Mr. Chairman, the people ·of' Pitts- vote in the interest of the people who se- do nbt like the bill. In' fact; they 
burgh and people of the United States lected you as their Representative in Con- strongly and categorically oppose it. 
will benefit economically 'if we enact H.R. gress by opposing the enactment of this bill. In my hometown of Huntington, the 
11970. In the struggle against the inter- Coal is the economic lifeblood of West Standard Ultramarine & Color Co., which 
national Communist conspiracy, the free Virginia. Coal is the political lifeblood has successfully manufactured organic 
world will be unified and strengthened of Congressman HECHLER, I might add. and inorganic pigments for more than 
if we enact H.R. 11970. I urge its adop- We tried to persuade the Committee on 50 consecutive years, strongly opposes 
tion. R'ules to allow an·· amendment which the bill. There the jobs of 600 em-

Mr. HECHLER. Mr. Chairman, I ask might have helped protect our national ployees are threatened in the heart of 
unanimous consent to extend my re- security by guaranteeing a more con- an economically depressed area. 
marks at this point in the RECORD. tinuous aupply of that great energy re- The lumber people in my Ohio River 

The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection source, coal, but we lost out. district are up in arms against this bill. 
to the request of the gentleman from The greatest coal:..producing county The apple and fruitgrowers are up in 
West Virginia? in the Nation, Logan County, has just arms. The candy and confectionery in-

There was no objection. been added to my congressional district, dustry is up in arms. We have a littre 
Mr. HECHLER. Mr. Chairman, every and yesterday and today the telegrams plant in Spencer, W.Va., which manu

Congressman must decide for himself have been streaming in from mine work- factures rubber heels and soles for the 
how the pending trade bill affects his dis- ers pleading with me to oppose this shoe industry, and they are up in arms. 
trict. In the case of any trade bill, local trade bill-or at least to asphyxiate it Here is a man in Parkersburg who sells 
interests are vocal interests. I want to quietly with that sweet-smelling motion electric porcelain, and he makes a one
describe for you tne agonizing personal which has been innocuously termed "1- man protest against Japanese competi
situation which I confront on this bill, year extension of the Reciprocal Trade tion. We used to have a marble plant in 
in the hope that it might generate even Act." Parkersburg but it was driven out of 
more soul searching by my colleagues be- _Come to my office sometime and cast business by foreign competition. 
fore we cast our votes on one of the most your eyes on some of the most beautiful There are a few brave members of the 
far-reaching measures to come to the hand-made, hand-blown glass in the League of Women Voters who support 
floor since I have been in Congress. world, made by the Blenko Glass Co., of this bill, but this is a terribly undisci-

Traditionally, the State of west Vir- Milton, W. Va., a few miles from my plined group which believes in free 
ginia ·is in favor of higher protective home. Here is a telegram I received speech because here is a letter from a 
tariffs, and West Virginia has been vot- last night from the Blenko Glass Co. . defector who writes from Huntington, 
ing that way increasingly since 1934. Be- imploring me to oppose the bill. The W.Va.: 
set by economic woes largely traceable to workers at Blenko and other plants in Although a member of the League of 
absentee owners who have plundered our Culloden and Williamstown have written Women Voters, I !Jisagree completely with 
resources, the Mountain state has cried me piteous appeals to oppose the trade their position on the Trade Expansion Act. 
out in agoriy against cheap labor foreign bill. The glass workers all over the If there be many individuals who favor 
competition which has seriously threat-: State of West Virginia, those who made the Trade Act, I certainly have to root 
ened many West Virginia industries. that fine glass which the First Lady them out of their hiding places in ivory 
Can you blame us for turning to tariffs showed you on her television tour of the towers-the thinkers whose position in 
in order to hold on to what we have, White House-they are against this bill . . life is sufficiently firm to resist the swirl
and build on what we have for the The supporters of the bill say: Look at ing currents of the majority. 
future? · the relief we got for the fiat-glass in- The election is a little more than · 4 

The Department of Commerce will dustry, but that does not help my art months away. There are no second 
make a study for you in your congres- glass people any. prizes in the grim battle waged ,every 
sional district and your State showing Start down the Ohio River from Pitts- 2 years in a swing district, and my dis
what you export and what it is worth. burgh and you will go through a. poten- trict over the past 10 elections has gone 
That is small co~fort to West Virginia, tially rich area in my district, but you Republican 5 times and Democratic 5 
where we have· the most precious export will also find an area which is solidly times. It is a district where a vote 
·of all: people. Gary, Akron, Detroit, against this legislation. Here is a tele- against the majority will of the people 
Columbus, Cape Canaveral-there you gram from the Wiser Oil Co. in Sister- is automatically a big issue in the cam
find the flower of West Virginia's youth. ville, against the bill. Going on do\vn to · paign. I am on Mr. MILLER's little list 
Over 40 percent of West Virginia's Ko- Parkersburg, the American Viscose Corp. and Mr. WILSON's little list, and I am 
rean war bonus was paid to young men has a big rayon staple plant, and another sure, as these respective chairmen of the 

-with addresses outside of the State of at Nitro, W. Va., and together these 2 Republican National Committee and the 
. West Virginia. What comfort can we plants have 2·500 employees which can Republican congressional campaign com
in West Virginia derive from a bill which produce 40 percent of the domestic ra:yon mittee go forth to wage battle, I will cer
threatens to drain off more of .our young staple supply. Fred Weeks, the Park- tainly be even more so now. 
people, as our Mountain State industries ersburg pl~nt manager, has corresponded A Congressman must not only deci1e 
are increasingly threatened? with me and made several special trips how his vote will fare in the election 

Yes, every Congressman must decide to Washington to show me just how serf- campaign, but perhaps more important 
for himself what the economic impact ously this bill will affect those manmade he should consider how well he is repre
of this . bill will be on his district. I fibers which the President's textile pro- senting his own district. By listening to 
venture to state that there are few dis- gram has riot succeeded- in helping. 1 and trying to understand the points of 
trl·cts 1·n the Nat1·on where the 1·ndustr1·es will ask consent to include a letter from view in his district, a Congressman per-
and people are solidly against this bill Fred Weeks and a telegram from Mr. forms a useful function, but this must 

·as in the Fourth Congressional District Weeks received late yesterday. also be accompanied by education and 
of West Virginia. Then I have a large plant of the Amer- leadership on the key issues . .. 

The United Mine Workers stand firm ican Cyanamid Co. in my district. The At his press conference yesterday, ·the 
as a rock against this bill. Listen to the . o~cials and workers at Americ~n Cyan- President of the United States indicated 
president of the Mine Workers in a . amid are good friends of mine. I have th t f th' bill . ·t 1 to th 
letter dated June 25, 1962, when he says.· visited the plant and had lun_· ch with · a passage 0 Is Is VI a e future of our country. The President 

The coal industry the only West Virginia · them on several -occasions. This plant is seriously c·oncerned with improving 
-industry that so fa~ has been able to sue- plays an important role in the organic our gold position, with obtaining the 
cessfully compete in the world market, has chemical industry. They have presented flexibility for . America to make new 
been barred from competition by _oppressive their case courteously and intelligently, trade bargains with the European Com
embargoes ·and licensing programs of the but there is no question that they would mon Market, .with stepping up our eco-Western European c.ountries which consti- h. · · 1 t' . . 
tute the free trade group and at the same "be hurt by t Is)egis a IOn: nom1c growth through our export mar-
time has been forced into ruinous ·competi- The . Mo,nsanto Chemical Co. has a · ket, with strengthening the free ··world 
tion with a flood of imported oil. I strongly · large plant in .Nitro; W. Va., the home- in its search for additional markets,, and 
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-with forging the tools to · combat the 
Comriiunist trade offensive. 

The issue here today is bigger -than 
the congressional district of any indi
vidual Member of this House. The issue 
is whether America will be empowered 
to use the ·key which may well unlock 
a great economic forward surge, ·not .only 
for the United States, but for the entire 

_free world. 
Now this comes back to the question of 

what this trade bill means to my dis
trict. I believe that the State of West 
Virginia, as we move into our centennial 
year in 1963, wants to be remembered 
not only as the State which produced 
the first pilot, Chuck Yeager, who broke 
the sound barrier, but also as the State 
which helped to break a great trade bar
rier. This is not an easy decision to 
make as I reflect on the hundreds of con
versations and communications I have 

. had around the Fourth Congressional 
District. My people do not want ad- . 
justment; they want to keep their jobs 
and expand them. 

It would be very easy to go back· to the 
office without making this speech, send 
some letters and press releases out on 
how I tried to save our people from the 
tentacles of foreign competition, and win 
overwhelmingly in November. But serv
ing in Congress would get pretty dull 
after awhile if you operated "by the 
numbers" and stepped aside whenever a 
challenge presented itself. 

· Finally, . I believe I am best repre
. senting my district when I recognize th.at 
many .of my people w~t to play a part 
l.n this gigantic effort ' on behalf of peace 
and freedom through economic develop-
ment. ·. · 

I urge a vote against the Mason mo
tion to recommit with a 1-year extension 
of existing law, and I urge a vote in favor 
of the pending bill. 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 
minutes to the gentleman from Texas 
[Mr. WRIGHT].. . 

Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, the 
choice which confronts us today is per
haps the most important choice which 
will confront us this year. It is not an 
ideal choice: There are a number of 
provisions in this bill which are not sat
isfactory to me. There are omissions of 
things which could have made the bill 
more palatable. Perhaps you can un
derstand something of the frustration 
that grips many Members of this House 
as a result of the closed rule which was 
adopted yesterday, depriving us of the 
opportunity 't9 offer individual amend
ments. I did not favor that closed rule. 

I should have liked the opportunity 
to vote on an amendment to relate the 
reductions in tariffs somehow in a direct 
and commensurate way to foreign wage 
scales in various industries for the pro
tection of American industry and Ameri-
can labor. 

I should have liked the opportunity to 
write into the bill some clear legislative 
assurance that the readjustment assist
ance provision would not conflict with or 
in any way disrupt our· unemployment 
compensation programs in the various 
States. I have received ·personal assur
ances from· the chairman of the Com
mittee on Ways ami Means to the effect 

that this problem can and definitely will 
be worked out to the satisfaction of our 
States. I accept those assurances, but I 
would have appreciated still more the 
opportunity to write a clear guarantee 
of that into this bill today. 

I would have liked the opportunity 
. to vote on an amendment to help the in
dependent producers of the domestic oil 
industry, beset by increasing import 
competition. The only solution to their 
problem lies in restricting imports to a 
definite ratio of domestic production. 
Having talked at length with various 
people in the executive branch, I believe 
this is going to be done. Yet it has not 
been done. I wanted a chance to see that 
it was done by amendatory language in 

. this bill today. Those opportunities 
were not afforded me. 

THE OVERRIDING CONSIDERATION 
Yet when I lay alongside of these ob

jections of mine the brhad overall, over
riding consideration of the future wel· 
fare of this Nation, I can come to no 
other conclusion than that I must sup-
port this bill. . 

While it is not an ideal choice that 
confronts us, it is a clear choice. It is 
the only choice we have today. It is the 
choice between moving ahead and stan<l
ing ·still. It is the choice between grasp
ing the initiative in world economics or 
becoming the victims of world econom
ics. It is the choice between arming our 
Nation with the necessary tools to enter 
the new phase of ·economic competition 
or leaving our Nation disarmed . . 

This bill is not a wholly satisfactory 
bill to me. Perhaps it is not to any of 
us. It would be impossible to draft one 
which would be satisfactory to all of us. 

· I hope that it can be improved by the 
legislative processes in the other body 
and in the conference committee. Yet, 

· to all of those of you who, like myself, 
have certain individual objections to this 
bill, I ask you only to lay it on balance. 
Consider the welfare of our Nation and 
of our whole people. 

THE BALANCE SHEET 
On balance, we have always exported 

more than we have imported. Year in 
and year out, the dollar volume of our 
sales abroad has greatly exceeded the 
volume of our imports. More American 
jobs depend upon exports than could be 
adversely affected by imports. Trade is 
a two-way street. If we are to sell 
abroad, we must be willing to buy some 
things from abroad. We have far more 
to lose by decreasing our participation in 

This· is true· for the United States as 
a whole: It -is -true for. my State. Ex
ports of manufactured goods produced 
in my own State of ·Texas came to $836 
million in 1960, according to Department 
. of Commerce figures. The companies 
producing these goods employed 147,470 
people. Agricultural exports grown in 
my State for the same year were esti
mated at $446 million. Add them to
gether, and the dollar volume · of my 
State's exports of agricultural and man
ufactured products came to $1,282 mil
lion. This exceeded by almost $650 mil
lion the estimated value of imports sold 
in my State during that same year. 

Now consider what can happen to these 
markets if Europe quit buying American 
products in great volume. The Common 
Market confronts us with the most dra
matic challenge and the most dramatic 
opportunity which has faced us econom
ically in years. They are drastically cut
ting long existing tariffs between their 
member countries. Where our goods 
have been competing satisfactorily, they 
no longer will if duties are drastically re
duced on similar products from a neigh
boring European country but left intact 
on American goods. 

Europe traditionally has been our Na
tion's biggest and best customer. Euro
pean Common Market countries and 
Latin American countries between them 
have accounted for considerably more 
than half of the total purchases of Amer
ican-made products. The European 
economy is growing. Europeans more 
and more are able to afford the things 
our factories produce. 

If we can place ourselves in position 
to negotiate favorably with them, we can 
gain new customers and new markets 
and thus stimulate the American econ
omy to greater growth. 

We can create more jobs for American 
men and women to produce a fair share 

· of the automobiles, the small aircraft, 
the machinery, and the consumer goods 
of all types which Europeans are buying 
in greater and greater volume. 

But if we merely stagnate while they 
. move ahead, we can find ourselves on 
the outside looking in. If we simply re
fuse to place ourselves. in a competitive 
position, if we just sit and let these 
staggering developments· pass us by, we 
shall see our balance-of-payments posi
tion faltering, our gold reserves declin
ing, our leadership waning, and our 
economy shriveling as it seeks to feed 
only upon itself. This is the challenge. 

world markets than we could gain. We TIME 15 IMPoRTANT 
have far more to gain by expanding our Such a challenge is new to our experi-
position in world trade than we could ence. Perhaps we are not ready for it, 
possibly lose. but it is upon us. This is why we can-

As pointed out by an editorial in the · not wait. It has been suggested that 
·Fort Worth Press on last January 28: . we just wait it out for another year and 

We sell to Western Europe more machinery, · see what happens. 
transportation equipment, chemicals, and The gentleman from Illinois will offer 
coal than our total imports of these com- a motion to recommit this bill and sim
moditles from all regions of the world com- ply extend the present law for a year. 
blned. . But the negotiating powers contained 

Thirty percent of our exports, amounting . _under that law have already been used 
to more than $4 billion a year in industrial up. Therefore, there is no remedy in 
goods and nearly $2 bllllon in farm products, simply waiting 
go to present and prospective members of · . · . . . 
the European common Market. our agri- We have httle t1me left, httle trme to 
cultural trade with ,western Europe is 4 to 1 cope with the dramatic changes that are 
in our :t:~vor. .. being made in ~h~ ~ European Common 
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Market. We cannot wait another year. 
There was a time when we could con-:
duct our diplomacy much like a game 
of chess, with each move and counter
move painstakingly thought out in ad
vance. That time has passed. Today 
the tempo of foreign affairs is more like 
a game of table tennis. 

CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORITY. RETAINED 

Finally, there is the argument that 
this will make a dictator of the Presi
dent; that we are surrendering congres
sional controls. and prerogatives. Some 
of the more violent lobbying opposition 
has even been spreading propaganda 
among some segments of the public that 
this bill would violate the Constitution. 
This, of course, is not true. Members of 
the committee, we are surrendering no 
congressional control. We are delegat
ing under the Constitution those duties 
which we are charged by the Constitu
tion with delegating. We are delegating 
them within certain clearly prescribed, 
congressionally imposed limitations upon 
Presidential authority. 

This bill, as most of the membership 
knows, retains the escape clause and 
peril point provisions. It retains intact 
the national security provision of exist
ing law. It even strengthens congres
sional review in the case of any matters 
wherein the President would determine 
that national needs were so crucial as to 
override the Tariff Commission. Pre
viously it has taken a two-thirds vote for 
Congress to override the President on 
such matters. Under the bill before us 
today, this can be do;ne by a simple 
majority vote of Congress. 

Obviously, someone must be charged 
by the Congress with the responsibility of 
conducting the actual negotiations. Ob
viously, we as a Congress could not sit 
down individually with each of the legis
lative bodies in the other friendly na
tions of the world and in joint session 
work out point by point and item by item 
tariff reductions. This is the kind of 
thing that has to be done through nego
tiation. It is, as the name implies, re
ciprocal. It is a kind of quid pro quo. 
Therefore, someone has to be designated 
as our agent to work for us, to act in our 
behalf, ·within the limitations that we 
place on his authority to act in our be
half. Under the Constitution ·of the 
United States that can be no other per
son than the President. 

It is not a question of whether the 
President is to be empowered. It is a 
question of whether our Nation is to be 
empowered. ' Trade is not only a two
way street. It can be a two-edged 
sword. Trade can be a powerful weapon. 
Anybody inclined to minimize the impor
tance of trade to our total foreign policy 
should read an article written by Joseph 
Stalin shortly prior to his death, and 
printed in a Soviet magazine in Decem
ber of 1952. 

Stalin viewed the world crisis in terms 
of an inevitable trade conflict between 
the nations of the world. He assured 
his readers that free world unity would 

. disintegrate over questions of trade, 
making certain the ultimate triumph of 
communism. In the intervening years, 
we have been proving his prophecy 

wrong. We can continue to prove it 
wrong. 

As was pointed out so well in an edi
torial which appeared in the Fort Worth 
Star Telegram on last January 15: 

The strength of cominunism's challenge 
to the Western World lies in part in the 
trade unity which it has accomplished and 

. the Western nations may be compelled by 
circumstances to seek on their own ac
count a greater measure of interdepend
ence • • • the potential changes in trade 
patterns forecast by establishment of the 
European Cominon Market and possible 
British association with it may require a 
rethinking of :America's traditional aloof
ness. The lowering future may compel a 
greater Western unity in the interest of our 
common survival. 

Mr. Chairman, though I am far from 
entirely satisfied with the bill as drafted, 
and as much as I would have· liked to 
have had · further amendments pre
sented and written into the act itself, 
I do believe that this bill is in the in
terest of our common survival. 

To those of you on my left, members 
of the other party, I say to you that we 
have but one President at a time. When 
Mr. Eisenhower was in the White House, 
I supported the moves to give him the 
weapons and the latitude he needed to 
conduct America's necessary foreign 
policy. We cannot do less for our pres
ent President. 

Two years ago, I stood right here and 
pleaded for ·a bill in which our then 
President was deeply interested. I said 
then that he was my President because 
he was my country's President. I said 
that if he was embarrassed or hindered 
by a Democratic Congress in his efforts 
to deal effectively in America's interests 
with other countries, that I would be 
eMbarrassed. As I recall, I used the 
analogy of :flying over the ocean in an 
aircraft. I said that, even if the pilot 
were not my personal choice, I certainly 
would not consider pouring water in the 
gasoline tank simply to embarrass .the 
pilot. 

I believed that then .when Dwight D. 
Eisenhower was our President. I believe 
it today when John F. Kennedy is our 
President. · 

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the 
gentleman from Texas has expired. 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 
minutes to the gentleman from Oregon 
[Mr. ULLMAN]. 

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Chairman, one of 
the major objectives of the committee 
during its consideration of H.R. 11970 
was to assure that the Trade Expansion 
Act of 1962 would contain adequate safe
guards to protect the interests of U.S. 
agriculture, industry, and labor which 
conceivably could be injured by the exer
cise of the tariff-cutting authority 
granted in the bill. I will summarize the . 
significant areas in which the committee 
took action to make more certain the 
attainment of this objective. 

First. The committee provides in the 
bill for basic trade agreement authority 
to increase duties as well as to impose 
quotas. 

Second. Agricultural commodities are 
excluded from the Common Market 80-
percent authority. The authority tore
duce by more than 50 percent any agri-

cultural tariff rate is subject to a finding 
that such action will tend to assure 
maintenance or expansion of U.S. ex
ports of the like article. 

Third. The committee bill provides 
that all reductions-except those on 
noncompetitive tropical articles-will be 
staged in five equal annual installments . 
There will be a phasing out of any re
ductions· or eliminations therein so as to 
give every domestic industry concerned 
an opportunity to adjust to new com
petitive conditions. 

Fourth. Foreign trade restrictions 
which have plagued the U.S. agricultur
al exporters were dealt wlth, first, by 
providing hearing mechanism so indus
try can bring its case to the attention of 
the President; and second, by requiring 
the President to suspend, withdraw, or 
prevent application of trade agree
ment benefits to nations discriminating 
against us where he finds such action 
consistent with the purposes of the act. 

Fifth. The committee adopted provi
sions which would require the Tariff 
Commission to hold peril-point type 
hearings with respect to all articles list
ed for consideration in any proposed 
trade agreement. While the Commission 
would not be · required to set peril 
points-which are unrealistic in certain 
cases-the Commission would give the 
President advice as to the economic im
pact of any proposed action. Public 
hearings would have to be held and in
terested· parties given an opportunity to 
convince 'the Tariff Commission that any 
action with respect to a particular prod
uct would be injurious. 

Sixth. The committee adopted a pro
vision requiring the President to consult 
with his Cabinet before any trade agree
ment was entered into. The feeling here 
is that the impact of a particular agree
ment on a certain segment of the econ
omy, whether it be in agriculture or in 
industry, should be carefully scrutinized 
by the. department of Government con
cerned and specific advice thereon be 
given to the President. 

Seventh . . The committee adopted pro
visions requiring the President to set up 
a hearing process whereby American in-

. dustry, agriculture, and labor could call 
to the attention of the U.S. negotiators 
those concessions which the United 
States should seek from foreign coun
tries in any tr'ade agreement. 

Eighth. The committee adopted a 
provision requiring the reservation of ar
ticles . from negotiation looking toward 
further reductions or eliminations in the 
duty on these articles. All articles on 
which the Tariff Commission found seri
ous injury, but on which the President 
did hot take escape action, would be 
reserved. . 

The committee was . convinced that 
these articles, which have been subject 
to Tariff Commission findings of serious 
injury, should not be reduced further 

, during the first 4 years of the operation 
of this bill unless within that time the 
Tariff Commission advises the President 
that economic conditions in the indus-

. tries concerned have substantially im
proved since the Tariff Commission find
ing of injury. 
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Ninth. The . committee provided for 
accreditation to the .U.S. trade ~gree
ment negotiations for four Members of 
the Congress who would have the_right to 
attend the negotiating sessions and ob
serve the conduct of these negotiations. 
The committee believes that such a pro
cedure will result in the Houses' of Con
gress being better informed as to the ef
fectiveness of the U.S. representatives 
to trade agreement negotiations. 

Tenth. The committee provided for 
the appointment of a special representa
tive for trade negotiations who WO'\#ld be 
the chief representative of the United 
States at any tra.de agreement negotia
tions conducted under the new law. The 
effort here is to repose in a single in
dividual the responsibility of conducting 
U.S. negotiations and to provide that 
this chief negotiator would seek advice 
and information not only from Govern
ment agencies but from representatives 
of industry, agriculture, and labor. 

Eleventh. The committee broadened 
the present Communist product provi
sions of the Trade Agreements Act with 
the immediate effect of requiring denial 
of trade agreement benefits to all prod
ucts of all Communist countries; includ
ing Yugoslavia and Poland. The effect 
of such action will be in many cases to 
require that products from these coun
tries pay substantially higher duties than 
products of favored nations. 

Twelfth. The committee adopted es-
. cape-clause provisions which empower 
the President, after findings of the Tariff 
Commission, to adjust duties up to 50 
percent above the 1934 levels or to im
pose quotas in cases where he deter
mines that the industry concerned has 
been injured. The Tariff Commission is 

. required to hold hearings at which in

. terested parties .would have an oppor
tunity to state their case concerning the 

. injurious effect of imports. They would 
also be permitted to argue for tariff re
lief and to show how other forms of re
lief are not feasible. 

Thirteenth. In cases where the Presi
dent does not take the action found 
by the Commission to be necessary to 
prevent or remedy serious injury, the 
committee provided for congressional 
implementation of Tariff Commission 

· findings upon the adoption by the Con
gress by a majority vote of both Houses 
of a resolution approving the action 
found by the Commission to be necessary. 

Commission industry investigations 
must be completed within 120 days
with a further 30-day extension possible. 
Investigations of individual firms or 
workers would have to be completed in 
60 days. 

Fourteenth. The committee adopted 
provisions which would afford relief
supplemental to, or in lieu of, tariff re
lief__;.in the form of adjustment .assist
ance to adversely affect :workers and 
firms. Firms would be eligible for 
technical assistance, tax assistance, and/ 
or financial assistance. Workers would 

· be eligible for retraining allowances and 
· retraining. These provisions would be 
. administered by the Secretaries of Com-
merce and Labor. 

The committee expects that by the 
operation of these assistance provisions 
it will be. pos$i,ble for many · companies 

. and many workers :to make an adju~t- .our articles~ of .manufacture.· It is. ab
ment which will ultimately minimize the soluteJy imperative that we enter into 
impact of imports on the firms or agree:q1ents with the European Common 

. workers concerned. Market countries for the s-ale of our sur-
Fifteenth. The criteria for industry; · plus ·Commodities · if we are to survive 

firm or worker eligibility for tariff relief : economically in this critical period in our 
or adjustment assistance was changed Nation's history. 
by committee from the difficult Ian- Congressman MASON's motion to re-

. guage in original bill requiring pro- commit the trade bill is equivalent to a 
-longed and sustained unemployment, repudiation of the trade agreement pro
. and so forth, to a simple test ' of serious gram. Even ·though the recommittal 
injury. motion would extend the agreement au-

Sixteenth. An Adjustment Assistance thority of the 1958 act for an additional 
Advisory Board is established to coordi- year, the fact is that the authority under 
nate the program. . the 1958 act has been substantially used 

Seventeenth. The definition of directly up. A vote for the recommital motion 
competitive articles was expanded so as would be a vote against any trade agree
not only to include an article in an ments. At the present time, it is of the 
earlier or later stage of processing- utmost importance that the President 
as was the provision in the original have the authority to enter an agree
bill-but to provide further protection ment with the countries of the European 
for agricultural producers as follows: Common Market in order to bargain 

For purposes of this paragraph, the un- down · their tariffs against U.S. com
processed article is at an earlier stage of modities. 
processing. The bill reported by the Ways and 

Means Committee has very significant 
This completely covers the problem of procedural safeguards for the trade 

cherries and lamb as well as other sim- agreement program. Under the bill, the 
ilar articles and gives status to producers advantages of our lower tariff rates un
of the basic, raw product. der trade agreements would be denied 

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Chairman, I yield Poland, Yugoslavia, and Cuba. This 
such time as he may consume to the would not happen under the Mason sub
gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. LoSER]· stitute. In addition, the bill improves 

Mr. LOSER. Mr. Chairman, I rise in the procedure for escape-clause actions 
support of this bill. and peril point actions and provides ad-

Mr. Chairman, I should like to as- ditional categories of assistance to firms 
sociate myself with the Honorable HALE affected by increased imports through 
BoGGS, of Louisiana, and the Honorable the trade agreements. These new forms 
WILBUR MILLS, of Arkansas, in their re- of assistance will be particularly vatu
marks relative to the trade expansion able in situations where the escape
bill now under debate in this Chamber. clause procedure has not been feasible in 
By reason of their long service in the the past. 
House as members of the Ways and Mr. Chairman, our colleague from 
Means Committee, and their expert Tennessee, Congressman HoWARD BAKER, · 
knowledge concerning the Cordell Hull has proposed an amendment to the bill 
Reciprocal Trade Act, I am constrained which will be offered by the committee 
to join them in support of the bill. and, I am sure, will be agreed to by the 

Many of my people in Nashville have House. It is a safeguard for businesses 
suggested that I support a motion to that may be adversely affected by 1m
recommit the bill to be presented by the ports. It provides that in all peril-point 
gentleman from Illinois, [Mr. MASON]. and escape-clause cases heard by the 
His motion will simply extend the ex- Tariff Commission, wherein an indus
piring Reciprocal Trade Act for another try is adversely affected and the Com
year. Should his motion to recommit mission recommends that the President 
be agreed to, the present bill under con- · raise duties or fix quotas on imports, and 
sideration would be killed for the pres~ the President declines to act favorably 
ent. In that event the President of the on the recommendations of the Tariff 
United States would be compelled to rely Commission within 60 days thereafter, 
upon the provisions of the Reciprocal . then, in that event, the Congress may, 
Trade _Act in dealing with the many by a simple majority vote, direct the 
problems presented by the European President to put into effect the recom
Common Market. mendations of the Tariff Commission. 

The gentleman from Dlinois, [Mr. This is a new and very effective provision 
. MAso:NJ, very frankly admits that he of the Trade Expansion Act not here
has consistently opposed the Cordell Hull tofore found in the Reciprocal Trade 
Reciprocal Trade Act down through the Act. 
years, and that · his primary reason for For these reasons I feel that the bill is 
offering the motion to recommit the , in the national interest. 
present measure and revive the Recipro- Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Chairman, I ask 
cal Trade Act grows out of the fact unanimous consent that all Members 
that the President's authority under it have permission to extend their remarks 
has been exhausted. This sort of thing in the RECORD on this bill. 
would .hamstring the President in his The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 

. effort to .resolve the complex questions to the request of the gentleman from 

. presented by the Common Market. . Louisiana? 
If we are to get along in the cold war There was no objection. 

we must have peace on the economic Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
front. such time as he may consume to the 

~ We cannot consume in this country gentleman.Jrom New York [Mr. RYAN]. 
. the agricultural products produced in Mr. RYAN of New York. Mr. Chair
the United States, nor can we use all ,of . man, I rise in support of H.R. 11970, the 
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Trade Expansion Act of 1962. This bill 
will replace the reciprocal Trade Agree
ments Act originally enacted in the first 
adni.inistration of . Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt and renewed on 11 occasions 
thereafter, much of the time under the 
guidance of Cordell Hull. 

Our trade program prospered under 
Reciprocal Trade Agreements. But the 
rise of the Common Market in Europe 
makes it necessary to revise our interna
tional commercial policies. New instru
ments are needed if the United States is 
to conduct successful negotiations with 
the Common Market on behalf of our 
industry and agriculture as well as on 
behalf of our commitments to the na
tions of the free world. 

The Common Market principle has al
ways had the active encouragement of 
the United States. It is, to a consider
able extent, the outgrowth of the aid and 
assistance that the United States made 
available to the nations of Europe and 
Japan at the end of World War II. Now 
these countries have refurbished their 
economies and have taken their place as 
part of the free world's prospering in
dustrial complex. 

We shipped about $20 billion worth of 
industrial and agricultural commodities 
overseas last year. Other nations sent 
us imports valued ·at $15 billion. New 
York State ranked first in the Nation in 
1960 in the value of its manufactured 
exports, which the Commerce Depart
ment put at more than $1.4 billion in 
l960. Of this total, $309 million was ex
ported from plants in the New York City 
metropolitan area, where 300 establish
ments employing over 200,000 people 
participated in the Nation's export trade. 
Chemicals, machinery, food products, 
fabricated metal products, and printing 
were among the diverse articles that 
were shipped abroad from the New York 
City area. 

The Trade Expansion Act will give the 
administration the authority to reduce 
tariffs and to negotiate on an across-the
board basis, which is the new form of 
international bargaining. 

These measures are designed to pro
vide the United States with the means 
to stay competitive in the Common Mar
ket before that group's external tariff
combined with internal tariff elimina
tion-confronts us with a commercial 
wall that our industry cannot surmount. 

Increased reciprocal trade is essential 
for the prosperity of the Nation and 
New York State and New York City. But 
we must recognize that increased im
ports will adversely affect some segments 
of our economy. 

I do not believe consumers should 
have to pay the higher prices which 
result from higher tariffs-tariffs that 
support limited sections of the economy. 

But I do believe that we must provide 
assistance to those who will make sacri
fices under freer trade. That is t~e pur
pose of the adjustment assistance in
cluded in H.R. 11970. The assistance is 
designed to help labor and management 
reallocate their abilities and resources. 

In order to meet foreign competition 
which has been able to lower production 
costs through advanced technology com
bined with low wages, American indus
try will have to increase productivity. If 

the volume of goods produced remains tions a.S to their adequacy. For example, 
static and is produced with fewer man- it is said that they will make it possible 
hours, there will be declining job op- for :firms affected by foreign competi
portunities, and layoffs. In this event tion to meet such competition by mod
retraining will hardly solve the problem. ernizing, their buildings, equipment, or 
On the other hand, if the economy is machinery or by adding to their supply 
dynamic, the hardships created by low- of working capital. However, it is pro
ered tariffs should be alleviated. vided in section 315(e) of the bill that 

We must relate the question of unem- such assistance is not to be provided a 
ployment which may result from in- firm unless the Secretary of Commerce 
creased foreign competition to the exist- shall determine that the assistance ap
ing level of unemployment. plied for is not otherwise available to the 
· In May of this year, Mr. Chairman, firm from sources other than the U.S. 
there were 3.7 m1111on members of the Treasury on reasonable terms, and, 
civilian labor force without jobs and further, that the Secretary of Commerce 
looking for work. An additional2.3 mil- must certify that there is reasonable as
lion nonfarm workers were working less surance of repayment by the borrower. · 

. than full time in the survey week, for But any firm that can satisfy these pro
what the Bureau of Labor Statistics visions should be able to satisfy private 
refers to as economic reasons. I believe bankers that -it is a sound risk for a 
we may safely translate "economic rea- private loan. I hope that this provision 
sons" as meaning lack of work. In other will be construed liberally. 
words, total unemployment in May was Then there are the provisions · of the 
3.7 million, partial unemployment 2.3 bill for retraining of displaced workers. 
million. The trend from April to May Section 324 of the act would allow a 
was full-time unemployment down only man to spend a year or even more of his 
seasonally; part-time unemployment life learning a new job. During this time 
unchanged at a time when its normal he would be out of work and subsisting 
seasonal trend should have been down. on a training allowance, which cannot 

When we examine how long these peo- exceed 75 percent of his average weekly 
ple have been unemployed, we find that wage. This allowance may be quite ade
among the long-term unemployed work- quate for a young man, the type of indi
ers who had been without jobs for 6 vidual whom we usually consider for 
months or more, the total remained un- training. It compares favorably with 
changed in May at nearly 700,000 work- the provisions in many apprenticeship 
ers. This is some improvement 'from programs. In fact, in comparison to 
May of 1961. However, when we com- some of these it is generous. I wonder 
pare it with May 1960, we find that, how generous, however, it will seem to 
whereas in May of 1960 the long-term say, a 45-year-old pottery worker whom 
unemployment was only 12 percent of we might be retraining, to be able to fill 
total unemployment, . in May of 1962 it some of the jobs which the Secretary of 
was 18 percent of total unemployment. Labor has told us are in demand, for 

What I am -leading up to, Mr. Chair- example, transistorized circuitry, inertial 
man, is simply this. When we consider guidance, ferret reconnaissance, human 
the adjustment sections of the bill now factors science, gyrodynamics, or data 
before us, we should keep in mind that telemetry. 
no program of loans, or technical as- I might also point out that the amount 
sistance, or tax assistance to business of training facilities in even much less 
or any program for the retraining of specialized :fields than these are very 
displaced workers so that they can find limited. I am certain that under the· 
new jobs-none of these things-will Manpower Development and Training 
prove of much assistance unless unem- Act every effort will be made to add to 
ployment in general diminishes. There these facilities. However, they are un
is little evidence that unemployment .in likely to be located near the homes of the 
general will diminish, unless the rate of displaced workers. A great many of 
economic growth in our economy is sub- these displaced workers are mature men 
stantially spurred. . with families: It may be necessary for 

I am aware that, when the Secretary them to live for a period of a year or 
of Labor, Mr. Goldberg, testified before more away from their families while 
the Committee on Ways and Means, he undergoing such retraining. What sub
stated that the number of workers who sistence allowance does the bill before us 
might be displaced by the proposed bill provide for such workers? Five dollars 
would be small, not in excess of 90,000. a day. Five dollars a day, Mr. Chair
He felt that the number displaced would man, and no specific allowance for visits 
be more than offset by those who would to their homes during this period. 
:find employment due to the expansion I ~ear we are still under the illusion 
of job opportunities. that the unemployed are for one reason 

I hope that the passage of the bill or another unemployed through some 
will speed up our economic growth. I fault of their own and that they must 
think that the outlook for such a favor- bear their share of the responsibility by 
able result in additional job opportu- living while unemployed at a much re
nities is far less favorable now than it duced standard of living. we are deal
was when the bill was drafted last Janu- ing with those who will be unemployed 
ary. More and more we need to view 
the adjustment features as a compensa- because we have reduced the tariff bar-
tory offset for loss of employment, and riers which have protected them in the 
not as a means of smoothing the transi- past. They will suffer for the benefit of 
tion to a new job. Where are the new the country as a whole. We are asking 
jobs? them to make a substantial sacrifice, 

In considering the adjustment pro- change their way of life, their jobs, their 
visions, we should ask some ,hard ques- · associates, to lose their homes, in many 
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instances to live apart from their fami- ployed workers, we are in no position to to the executive branch are among the. 
lies. At the same time we ask them to enact legislation which will tie our hands main reasons for my opposition to this 
take a 25-percent pay cut and accept a for 5 years and allow other countries to legislation. 
$5 a day subsistence allowance. Finally, dictate the future of our export trade. Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
when this retraining is over, will they The bill before us today will authorize Chairman, I yield myself such time as 
find jobs? These workers will be for the President to negotiate reductions of I may consume. 
the most part mature men and without U.S. import duties by as much as 50 per- Mr. Chairman, first let me say that I 
experience in the new field for which cent below levels in effect as of July 1, address you and the Members of the 
they are to be trained. What opportu- 1962. It would permit the President to Committee, and speak the opinion of one 
nity will they have to obtain work in an exceed the 50-percent limit-or abolish Member of Congress from Wisconsin and 
economy which is growing too slowly at tariffs completely-on items in which the a member of the Committee on Ways 
the present time to absorb the new young United States and the Common Market and Means. I say to you, however, that 
.workers who are entering the labor account for at least 80 percent of free- as a Membe!' from Wisconsin and a 
market at an increasing rate each year? world exports. It will allow the Presi- member of the Committee on Ways and 

I am for this bill, -Mr. Chairman. I dent to exceed the 50-percent limit for Means that has labored with this bill for 
am .ior training our. workers. I believe agricultural items in negotiations with some considerable time, I will be glad 
we 'should do far more in the field of the Common Market, whenever he deter- when this day is over. 
tra~ning and ed-qcation t~an we haye mines that such an agreement will tend Mr. Chairman, there is -no legislation 
done. to assure the maintenance of expansion that has come before the House of Repre-

I think that the problem is plain. It of U.S. exports of like articles. The sentatives in the last several years that 
is a fundamental lack of growth in .our President is authorized to reduce by more has given me more sleepless nights or 
economy. For years we have lagged be-:: than 50 percent duties on tropical agri- more concern over seeking to arrive at 
hind other countries, both in Europe and cultural or forestry commodities when- what I co'.lld be confident was the right 
elsewhere. That is why we have a bal- ever he determines that like commodities answer, than this particular piece of · 
ance-of-paymentS problem. That is why are not produced in significant quanti- legislation. Quite frankly, I am envious 
we have structural unemployment. That ties in the United States. The Presi- of the President of the United States and 
is why we seem in danger today of plung- dent may eliminate duties altogether those who have such confidence that this 
ing into another recession. We never re- when the rate is 5 percent or less. The bill will work miracles. We cannot legis
covered, apparently, from -the last two. bill would allow the President to nego- late or give anyone the power to work 
You can have as much training, as many tiate on tariffs for categories, instead of miracles, but if one is to believe the 
adjustment loans as you like. Unless the item-by-item bargaining; and require extravagant claims concerning what this 
firms have orders and the workers have tariff reductions to take effect gradually legislation will do then certainly one 
iobs; none of this will help. And unless in at least five annual installments ex- would have no difficulty in supporting 
our economy is dynamic, no one abroad cept for . tropical agricultural products. it. One would have no difficulty making 
will wish to negotiate any reduction of The bill would require the Tariff Com- up his mind what to do. From the be
tariffs with us. To what end? One of mission to advise the President concern- ginning of the consideration of this, the 
the first things that happens in any re- ing the probable economic effects of pro- benefits of the bill have been .so extrav
cession is that foreign imports are re- posed tariff which would replace the agantly advertised as to make the Madi
duced. But the matter goes beyond this. "peril points" procedure in the existing son Avenue hucksters of a new tooth
Without growth, without new jobs, this law. paste or a new detergent look like 

. bill will not achieve its objectives. With With respect to the adjustment assist- amateurs . 

. its cu&hions, with its adjustment provi- ance provision, it seems to me that this According to the advertised· claims this 
sions, it will still not answ·er the need of provision presupposes injury to portions bill will result in increased consumer 
the American worker. we/ must be ac- of American industries and the loss of welfare, increased employment, acceler
tively .concerned with . the problems of jobs by our citizens . As a most distin- ation of the growth of the pomestic 
persistent unemployment and inadequate guished Member of the other body stated; economy, the maintenance of our eco
economic grow.th. the adjustment-assistance provision is nomic leadership in the world; an end 

Mr. Chairman, although the Trade Ex- ·: similar to throwing an anchor to a to the Communist economic penetration, 
pansion Act is going to create problems, · drowning person. assistance to the developing and emerg
I believe that it will result in expanded Foreign trade has a direct impact on ing nations, the arrest of our balance-of
world markets for American products the economic life of every community. payments deficits, and an end to the 
and that it offers an oppor,tunity for eco- In 1960, the exports of manufactured drain on our gold reserves. And this is 
nomic growth as we mee .the challenge goods from Hamilton County, Ohio, part all going to be accomplished by enact
of the European :•-Common Market. I of . which · is located in my district, ing 26 pages of authority for the Presi
urge its adoption. · amounted to $78. 7. million. Transporta- dent to enter into agreements with the 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. tion equipment accounted for exports of Common Market and other free world 
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent goods valued at $31 million in 1960. The nations, to drastically lower or remove 
that the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. · nonelectrical machinery industry in our tariffs in exchange for reductions in 
CLANCY] may extend his remarks at this Hamilton County represented $25 mil- their tariffs or duties; and then about 
point in the RECORD. lion in exported goods during 1960. 56 pages of assistance to American firms 

The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection These two industries provided 70 percent and workers seriously injured by the 
to the ·request of the gentleman from of the total exports · from H~milton increased imports into this country as 
Wisconsin? · County and· employed over 31,000 work.._ a result of the concessions. -~·· :.. 

There was no objection:. ers in these plants. . . In a word, the attainment of the very 
Mr. CLANCY. Mr. Chairman, ·I ·rise Tariffs ·in other c·ountries are being · admirable goals that I hav~ just listed 

in opposition to the proposed legislation raised against us. Our imports· in Amer·- is to be achieved by the taiiff reduction 
and ·intena ·to vote against · H.R. 11970. ica are increasing faster-· ··than our· ex- provisions of this bill. :Of course, in and 
I cannot vote for legislation that presup- ports. The surplus in trade which the of itself it will do none of them. The 
poses economic injury to do~estic busi- ex~er~ _in t~e. 9omme~ce a_nd Stat~ ne.: ' pi!) _:co.ul4,· Jm:. ~he other ha~d, pro_duce . ; 

· ness and· industry and the' loss 'of jobs of partments saY. we . enJOY, mclu~es out-: · opposite results. But I am also envious, . 
our citizens. · right gifts of w~eat ~nd agnc';lltur~l very rfrank.ly, of my colleagues, like the 

The action of the Canadian Govern- pro~ucts and foreign atd, for which we gentleman from :Olinois [Mr .. MASON], 
ment to enhance their own economy will receive no hard cash .. Wh_en the rece~t and others who :.S.re apparently ·against 

t · 1 ' " t t 'd ith that coun GATT agreements go mto effect, we Will · . ·· · · · . · 
~:;. ai~~ ad~cn~tr~:w e :hether or not be the lowest tariff nation in the ·world. any authonty ~r any mec~ams~ where-
other countries will enter the Common We · are today ·proposing further con- by .the .country can n~gotiate _.with other 
Market at a future date. Furthermore, ·cessions to .. nations who hav·e - placed · countries on th~ .e~immation of unneces
with the American Goveriunefit ·import- quantitative r-estrictions against the flow sar! trade restr~ct10ns. I enVY those who ' · 
ii:ig foh~ign steel' and our'dorriestic ·steel of goods being shipped to their ~ountries. ·believe that we .can simply let natur~ 
industry working · only at liaJf ·at its ca.- The· absence of· reciprocity together take' its course. · If I thought that, ar
pacity and paying benefits' to unem.; with the delegation of "tremendous power riving at a position to take on this par-

.· 
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ticular legislation before ·us thiS after- · 
noon would be very easy. · 

My s~·mpathy, however, is with those 
who have not been able to so simplify 
the issue, because I find it extremely 
complex, yes, and frightening, no m·atter 
what we do. I see as has been pointed 
out here many times, the growth of the 
Common Market as a potential for 
strengthening the free world, but I also 
see it as posing problems as far as our 
economic health is concerned and the 
economic health of some of the other 
nations of the free world. 

On' the one hand a strong and pros
perous Western Europe can be · a great 
force in the battle that must be waged 
today in the world against the forces of 
communism. But let me caution· you 
that unless there is a mutuality of con
cern, shared by the Common Market 

. and the countries that compose it, ·for 
the economic welfare of the free world 
as a whole, then we are in serious diffi
culties. We are in serious difficulties 
as far as the United States is concerned. 

Many of · the speeches yesterday about 
the Common Market held out · the glow
ing promise that may attend the devel
opment of this area within which there 
is free trade, but some of the aspects, 
I am afraid, seem to be somewhat soft
pedaled; and one of the aspects-and 
this is the essence of the Common Mar
ket-is that it is developing a free trade 
zone encompassing the members, but as 
a unit,· as a market, it is a protectionist 
area. The net result of its formation is 
to make more difficult the access which 
our goods will have to that area. 

Their external duties today, for in
stance, are the result of averaging the 
duties of the various countries that make 
up the market. And what has hap
pened? Generally speaking, the average 
level of duties in the particular areas 
that our trade goes into are now higher 
than before. 

Let me cite one example, West Ger
many, a potential consumer of American 
automobiles in the past. Their duty has 
been 16 percent, but under the Common 
Market, the Common Market duty on 
automobiles is 29 percent. That is the 
average of the Common Market. 

In the last Geneva agreement we made 
a reduction in our duty on automobiles 
and the Common Market made a reduc
tion in duty, but the ·big differential is 
still there. We did not even get West 
Germany down to the point that she was 
before we made our concession. 

Those are things that worry me and 
frighten me about this situation. 

I think if we consider this bill we must 
ask, How willing is the Common Market 
going to be to permit access of our goods 
to their markets on reasonable terms? 
Are .they going to let our industrial goods 
enter· their markets on terms equivalent 
to.· what we let their goods into our mar
kets? So far, we have not seen evidence 
that they are willing to do . this. One 
need just examine the last Geneva agree~ 
ment to find that out. Furthi:mnoi:e, we 
start at a low base, as far as our bargain
ing power is concerned, while their duties 
are considerably higher. ' · 

That concerns me. There has been no 
showing of any willingness on the part 

of the Comrii.on Market to start. our 
negotiations at ·the same leveL _ 

Other questions: Will the Common 
Market permit our agricultural · com
modities to enter· their countries on a 
fair basis? Ar·e they going to continue 
their system of variable fees, which as 
far as I am concerned is a matter of 
rank discrimination against American 
agricultural commodities. They have 
not shown a very great desire on their 
part to let our goods· go in on a fair basis 
and-to eliminate their variable fees. In 
fact, there was a proposal before the 
committee, Mr. Chairman, that we not 
enter into any agreements with any 
countries until they have lived up to the 
agreements they have made with us un
der prior general agreements on tariff 
and trade. What were we told? That 
we would not dare put that into the bill 
because, if we did, we could not enter 
into any agreements because most of the 
countries had not carried out the agree
ments we · had entered into and were 
discriminating. Therefore, we could not 
adopt . that amendment. That is why I 
say· some of these things concern me 
greatly just as I am concerned with the 
need for a strong free world and a unity 
and a mutuality of purpose. And I have 
a great concer:h as to whether we are go
ing to have a mutuality of purpose. It 
is argued that is the reason for this bill, 
that we must give the President unprec
edented authority to lower our duties 
in order to get concessions and to get 
access to the Common Market that has 
been created. Put more bluntly, the au
thority is needed they say, an<;i I now use 
my own words, to buy our way· into that 
market. But I ask-how much· are we 
going to pay to get in and how reason
able are they going to be, and, more im• 
portant, how hard or how soft are we 
going to be in insisting that they not 
only live up to past agreements with us 
but that we get a fair shake and a mu
tuality of consideration as far as the de
velopment of greater trade and economic 
expansion in the free world is concerned. 

Let me add further. A serious ques
tion that keeps disturbing me is this: 
Even if we are successful in accomplish
ing the reduction of the external tariffs 
of the Common Market and getting ac
cess for our goods are concerned without 
the restrictions, how competitive are we 
going to be? Is it going to do us any 
good as far as the capacity to sell in the 
Common Market is concerned? We have 
heard in the past about the probl~m of 
dollars and the balance-of-payment 
problems; that they did not have the 
dollars to buy our goods and, therefore, 
we had to make concessions to them, so 
that they would have more dollars and 
then they could buy more of our goods. 

Now, they have an· excess of dollars. 
If they did not have an excess of dollars 
we would not be worried today about the 
balance-of-payments problem and the 
gold problem. But why are we worrying 
about it? We are w-orrying about· it 
because these countries are building up 
dollar credits. They are not buying 
American goods. They 'get the dollars, · 
but they are not spending ·them for 
American goods; they are keepmg them 
in bank deposits, notes, or demanding 

gold. That is why ·we hav.e the balance:.:. 
of-payments problem, the gold p'roblem 
that we are talking about: 

Are they going to be any more free 
to buy our goods just because they can 
sell a little more here if· we lower our 
duty and their duties go down? That 
is a question that bothers me. 

In many areas where the labor con
tent of the end product is high we know 
we cannot compete. The hearings are 
replete with examples of our inability 
to compete on many items. Just check 
the hearings and look to the tesgmony 
of Mr. Walter Reuther, look to the testi
mony of the representatives from the 
teamsters' organizations. I will admit 
that Walter Reuther appeared before the 
committee in support of the bill, but he 
acknowledged that we could not compete 
unless changes were made in the wage 
rates in Western Europe, and he said he 
was hopeful that that would follow. But 
will it follow? These are some of the 
questions that have been running 
through my mind at night as I tossed 
on my bed rather than sleeping, trying 
to come to a decision as to what is right 
on this bill. 

Yes; this bill is sold to us as a miracle 
drug, but there are many questions, Mr. 
Chairman, which we must ask. The big 
question is whether it will cure or 
whether it will harm the patient. 

The issue before us, as I see it, is not 
whether the President should have au
thority and mechanisms to negotiate 
and bargain for expansion of trade. 
That is not an issue. Of course, · we 
should. · 

The issue is how much authority is it 
wise to give at any one time? 

The issue is how will the authority be 
exercised. 

The issue is what reforms will we ini
tiate outside of the area of tariffs which 
will permit us to be competitive, not only 
overseas in the Common Market, but 
also in the free markets of the world? 
And what will permit us . to be competi
tive here in our own market with foreign 
goods coming into this country? What 
steps will we take? 

So it seems to me that some of our 
crying needs today are reforms in ·areas 
that will give us more competition than 
the bill that is proposed here that dea]s 
just with duties, because none of us need 
worry about the level of duties, as long 
as we are competitive. 

The issue is, I think, what philosophy 
will guide the exercise of the power 
given? 

During the consideration of this bill 
I tried to cooperate to the fullest extent 
with the chairman of the committee 
and the other members of his side and 
the members on my own side of the 
committee. I tried to be constructive. 
I think the chairman will agree. I 
tried to be responsible in the positions I 
took. I had no purpose at all of frus
trating any action by the committee to 
report this bill or extend the authority 
of the President. 

I think every member of that com
mittee will have to testify to the fact that 
tactics could have been usea which would 
have made it virtually impossible to 
bring to the floor of the House the . bill 

. . ' ~ 
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at this time. Instead, we tried to fa- If time permitted, I would quote Un- · 
cilitate it. . .. der Secretary George Ball, to show what 

Let me say, Mr. Chairman, this bill the philosophy of thi& bill is. Mr. Ball 
is a great improvement over the bill the in a recent speech in Bonn, Germany, 
President sent up to us, and I should like apologized for the fact that we increased 
to think I may have made some small our duty on glassware and carpets, an 
contribution to those improvements. industry that the Tariff Commission 
But I am not saying that the bill is not found was being seriously injured as the 
without very serious dangers. result of the lowering of duties. And, 

To me, the most serious danger is the what did he say? That that is all the 
philosophy inherent in this bill, and the law will permit us to do. But, he said 
philosophy of those who are requesting we have a bill going through the Con
the authority to have the negotiating au- gress and we do not have to do that any 
thority. This philosophy represents in more. We can pay unemploy:qtent com
this bill a basic shift in attitude. It is pensation to some of the . workers for a 
that in negotiating restrictions in duties while and we can make loans to some of 
in the future the Executive need no the businesses which are injured, so that 
longer be concerned with whether the re- if anybody in the business of glassware 
duction will seriously injure a domestic or the carpet induStry is injured, the 
industry. It is the philosophy that cer- President will not have to increase 
tain u.s. industries-entire whole in- duties; he will have additional unemploy
dustries--are expendable, and the Presi- ment compensation for the workers and 
dent will determine whether any industry loans for the businesses. It is because 
is expendable or not. That is the basic of this philosophy, which goes along with 
philosophy and that is the power I the adjustment assistance, that the gen
worry most about. tleman from Florida [Mr. HERLONG] and 

The basic U.S. policy specifically set I introduced companion bills which 
forth in section 6 of the present Trade would have continued exactly every 
Agreements Act has been that tariffs wording of the negotiating authority 
would not be reduced to a level at which contained in the bill reported by the 
there would result serious injury to the committee as. far as the right of . the 
American industry making a like prod- President to negotiate and the right of 
uct. The U.S. negotiators were thereby the President to declare new duties. 
required to consider the effect of any That, as the chairman of our committee 
proposed tariff reduction on American told us today, is the real important part 
industry. This bill proposes to abandon of the bill that we should keep intact. 
that policy. But, we went back to the "no 'injury" 

Certain undesignated industries will basic philosophy, and we did not have 
be regarded as expendable . . Our nego- this handout to buy them off, after we 
tiators will be permitted to reduce tariffs hurt them. By reinstating that "no in
to. the point at which serious injury jury" policy and eliminating the adjust
will result. . And the President will not ment provision in the Herlong-Byrnes 
have to report to . the Congress, .as he bill, it was our hope that this issue could 
does now under our peril-point provision. be .presented to the House so that the 
Under existing law, if the· President goes House could work its will. That, appar
below the peril point established by the ently, we cannot do. We were prevented 
Tariff Commission, the President has to · from doing so by the r'ule and also by the · 
justify this action to the .Congress. But parliamentary situation as far as the 
that will not be true any more. motion to recommit is concerned. 

The bill then provides adjustment as- we have discussed the discrimination 
sistance for the injured firms and work- that will result if we pass this adjust
ers. The U.S. negotiators--! will put ment assistance as far as the workers 
this in quotes-are "bailed out" when are concerned, with .the Manpower 
they make "a bad bargain." Notwith- Training Act. I will not go into that.' 
standing the no-serious-injury policy, someone may suggest that industries 
the duties on imports into the United may not be hurt·but firms are. If we do 
States have been reduced between 70 not have adjustment assistance. we can
and 80 percent over the past 25 years. not help the firms. But, I think that is 
You would think by some of the talk we begging the point. 
have heard that we have been standing Under the Manpower Act we have pro
still as a great protectionist country, vision for people whose skills become ob
and have not been doing anything. We solete, who are out of a job because of 
have cut tariffs between 75 and 80 per- · · 
cent. These . tariffs : are substantially changing circumstances . . The Commit-

tee· on Education and 'Labor wrote into 
lo~er on b~lance · than : the prop<!sed its committee report the fact that one 
tarl~S OJ?- 1Pl~Orts ' · ~rom ,. the · Um:ted . of . the groupS We are· gojng W take care: 
States gomg _over· to t~e. Co~mon , M~r- · of under the Manpower Training Act was ' 
ket. Whe~e the remami.~g . U.S. ta;I!fs who? Workers displaced . by imports 
are essential to . pro~ct . an American . · . . . .. - . · 
industry and American jobs· from .serious We have the Manpower Trammg ~ct to 

. injqry, in · my j.udgment :no ·furth.et re- . take care ~f those workers today without 
ductions should be permitted. · . t~e ~otnmittee on Wa~s and Means. get-
. The responsibility of avoiding such in- tmg. mto. a _field that 1t has no ~usmess 

jury should rest squarely on the shoulders gettmg. mto, when the Committee ~>n 
of our negotiators. The· adjustment Educat1_on and Labor has reported out 
assistance provisions whether for firms and th1s Congress has passed a man
or workers, are not ~ubstitutes for jobs power training bill earlier this year. If 
o'r businesses. American firms and that act is not any good, changes can 
American workers should not be called be made. Amend it: Bring it in, but let 
upon .to sacrifice their business or their Us not discrim.ipaw between workers. and 
jobs for a dole. let us not ruin by enacting here an lad-

justment assistance program that will 
practically lay at rest the Manpower 
Training Act that that committee 
worked so hard ori. We also have the 
Small Business Act to provide loans for 
firms. 

Now, what am I going to do on this 
bill? Mr. Chairman, that is the prob
lem I have had to face. 

Mr. Chairman, I think the only way to 
get rid of these provisions is to send this 
bill over to the Senate, but not the bill · 
as reported by the committee. I think 
the thing to do is to send an extension 
of the present act· over for 1 year. That 
would give the Senate of the United 
States a vehicle on which to work its 
will. They can have the advantage of 
that work which has been done by the 
committee on the 26 pages relating to 
the President's authority, and let them 
take a good look at the 57 pages. This 
bill is not going into hiding. The Senate 
will have it to ·look at, and they can act 
on it. 

I am against letting the authority ex
pire. I think we have got to keep it 
alive. I would not vote for a straight 
motion to recommit. But I think this, 
at least, gives us an opportunity to .send 
a vehicle over to the Senate. When the 
Senate works its will, it will go to con
ference. We have a chance to take an
other look at it; some of these sections 
certainly should not be in any bill from 
the Ways and Means Committee. That 
is my objection to the bill as it was. I 
was hopeful we could consider it on its 
merits. We cannot. Therefore, let us 
at least send it to the other body and 
the Senate can work its will. 

Mr. Chairman, it is argued that some 
of us want to kill this bill. Mr. Chair
man, I 'do not. I say to you, I say to the 
chairman of the Committee on Ways and · 
Means, · and all other Members, if the 
motion to recommit does not prevail and 
it is turned down, I am going to vote to 
at least send the bill reported from the 
committee over to the Senate. 

I do believe, Mr. Chairman, that we 
must give the President some authority, 
but I do have very se:rious questions about 
the philosophy of this new bill and 
about some of tJ:ie provisions contained 
therein. I think the best way to solve 
the concern that I have is to see · to it 
that I do not put the stamp of approval 
on it in the first instance. My protest 
shall come through a motion to recom
mit, which will send the present law over 
there, extending it for a period of 1 
year, and thereby we keep the matter 
alive. We . then can take another look : 
and see what the Senate has done, hav
ing the advantage of this debate, hav
ing had the advantage of the work of 
the Ways and Means Committee. When 
it comes back from conference we can 
see where we go from ther.e . 

Mr.• Chairman, I yield back the bal
ance of my time . 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
the remainder of the time allotted to 
this side to the distinguished Speaker 
of the House, the gentleman from Mas
sachusetts [Mr. McCoRMACK]. 

'nle CHAIRMA,N. Ule gentleman 
from Massachusetts is recognized for 8 
minutes. 

' 
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Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I 

want to congratulate the Members on 
both sides of the aisle, without regard 
to what position they have taken on 
this bill, who participated in the debate. 
Certainly, the debate has been in ac
cordance with the highest traditions · of 
the House of Representatives. 

Mr. Chairman, I listened · with special 
interest to the remarks of my friend, the 
gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. 
BYRNES]. In all frankness, I must 
sharply disagree with the gentleman in 
the premise that he takes in relation to 
the motion to recommit. In my opinion 
that would be a vote of "no confidence" 
in the Ways and Means Committee pre
sided over by the distinguished gentle
man from Arkansas [Mr. MILLs],,as well 
as a vote of "no confidence" in the other 
members of that great committee. Also, 
in a sense, it would be an abdication of 
our own responsibility as one of the 
coequal branches of the Congress of the 
United States. In other words, the 
gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. BYRNES] 
suggests that we take a negative course 
to bring about what the gentleman hopes 
would be an ultimately affirmative re
sult along the lines of the gentleman's 
position. 

The parliamentary situation is cer
tainly not the fault of the Speaker. 
Parliamentary situations such as the 
gentleman referred to may exist. I re
fer to that so that there will be no 
thought in anyone's mind that there was 
any parliamentary maneuvering em
ployed by the majority party directly or 
indirectly to prevent the gentleman from 
Wisconsin [Mr. BYRNES] from being rec
ognized to offer his motion to recommit. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Chairman, will the distinguished Speaker 
yield at that point? 

Mr. McCORMACK. I am happy to 
yield. · 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I cer:
tainly want to confirm that I had no in
tent to implicate the majority leader
ship or the members of the majority or 
the Speaker in that particular comment. 

Mr. McCORMACK. I know that; and 
I am glad the gentleman made that ob
servation, because if there was any 
vagueness in the remarks that I made 
that might justify such an inference, it 
certainly was the farthest thought from 
my mind. · The gentleman's observation 
removes any possibility of misunder
standing in that respect. 

This measure was developed in the 
Committee on Ways and Means. A rec
ommendation and a bill came from the 
President, and the bill was intrdduced.' 
That occurs in an administrations. The 
members of the Committee _on Ways and 
Means, by bipartisan· action, conducted 
hearings and then held long executiv'e 
sessions. The bill that came ·out of the 
committee is before the House at the 
present time and represents ·bipartisan 
thinking and bipartisan action. It is dis
tinctively a committee bill. There may 
be some provisions in it that I may not 
like, or some other Member may not like. 
But if we look at the bill in its entirety, 
certainly it is a bill that is about as good 
as has ever been reported out of a com
mittee, having in mind particularly the 

difficult subject involved in this legiSla- _ years supported the extension of the 
tion. _ . . Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act, and 

We are justified in looking at the bill who wants · now to be in a position to 
as a whole. · Certainly t~ose who favor promote foreign trade for ' our country, 
this legislation can say that at ' least 95 my view is that· the best -wayto wind up 
to 98 percent of the provisions of this bill with a bill that is in the best interests of 
are sound-! believe 100 percent. But if our country is to vote for recommittal. 
there is some slight disagreement, those Mr. McCORMACK. With all due re
who support this bill-and I am speak:;:, spect to my friend from Indiana, I still 
ing now from a bipartisan viewpoint- think the position I have stated is cor
may well say that 95 to 98 percent of the rect. First, the adoption of the motion 
provisions of the bill are sound. to recommit is a vote of ·"no confidence" 

Mr. HALLECK. · Mr. Chairman, will in the Committee on Ways and MeanS, 
the gentleman yield? in a sense, indirectly. Certainly it is an 

Mr. McCORMACK. · I am happy to. abdication on the part of the House of its 
Mr. HALLECK. I hope our beloved affirmative responsibility. The thing to 

Speaker will agree with me that if the do is to send the bill over to the Senate, 
motion to recommit prevails the meas- let the Senate amend-it, and then let the
ure would go to the other body -and bill go to conference. 
hence a vote for the motion to recom- I strongly urge the rejection of the 
mit, assuming it prevails, is not a vote motion to recommit,· and I equally 
to kill the bill but may be interpreted as a strongly urge the passage of the bill. 
protest against some of. the provisions The CHAIRMAN. The time of the 
which I may say to the gentleman I do gentleman from Massachusetts has ex-
not like in the committee bill. pired. 

Mr. McCORMACK. I cannot agree Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, 
with my -friend on that premise. I said the importance of the legislation now be
it would be a vote of.·lack of confidence fore us and the significance of the action 
in, the Committee on Ways and Means, we are about to take are, I belieye; mani
and it would be a vote equivalent to the festly clear. Today, on every front, our 
House abdicating its affirmative re- Nation's preeminent position of world 
sponsibility. I think the logical thing trade leadership is seriously and imme·
would be to send the bill, under .these diatelychallenged: Competition in world 
circumstances, over to the other body. markets becomes more difficult for us 
Then the gentleman from . Wisconsin each year; we are currently running an 
and others can. try and urge the Senate extremely dangerous balance-of-pay
to amend the bill to eliminate the pro- ments deficit; the European Economic 
visions they object .to; then let that go Community, potentially the world's !ani
to conference. That is the affirmative est trading area, looms before us posing 
way of handling the situation rather a great peaceful challenge to our trading 
than the negative way which has been stature; we-are confronted by the threat
proposed. ening and ·hostile trading challenge of 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, will the the U.S.S.R. which questions the very ex-
gentleman yield? istence of our economic way of life. In 

Mr. McCORMACK. I am happy to the face of these challenges and in re-
yield to the gentleman. . sponse to the impending expiration of 

Mr. MILLS. This bill is a revenue the Reciprocal Trade Agreements-Act of 
bill; it affects duties. Under the Con- 1958, we are called upon to find real and 
stitution such legislation must .originate lasting solutions to our country's for
in tpe House of Representatives. I feel eign trade problems. 
certain that my good friend from Indi- With all due respect to the Ways and 
ana does not mean to convey the thought Means Committee, which labored long 
that we should send over there a simple and carefully over the proposed trade 
one- or two-line bill, and trust to the bill, I am constrained to say to you now 
other body the responsibility of correct- that the changes proposed by this bill 
i~g i~. Would it pot be better to send the are so fundamental and far reaching 
blll Itself to the pther body? Then tne and the expert views expressed before 
o~her . body wil.l have to go through this the committee so divergent yet convinc
bill lme by lme, word by word, and ing as to demand that we proceed on this 
make sucJ;l changes as it ~ees fit to make matter with great deliberation much 
in the .bill. Those ch~nges could then be freedom of action and the utm~st cau
resolved in a conf~re~ce, in which the tion. Clear, coge~t. and, I believe, dis-

. gentleman fro~ Tih~ois, and th~ gentle~ positive, arguments compel us to extend 
man ir9m W1sconsm, along with some the present Reciprocal Trade Act for 1 
others, would represent the House, in year while recommitting the proposed 
all probability. · _ bill for further study. . 

Mr. HALLEC~. fir. Chairman, will - In the first place, a great deal of the 
the gentleman Yield· · mystery and uncertainty which now sur-

Mr. McCORMAC~·- I yield to the rounds the EEC should disappear with-
gentleman from Indiana. . . in a year's time. Indexes -as to . the 

Mr .. ~LECK. Certainly l; appreci- composition of the Common Market, es·
ate the observation of our very able - pecially with regard to the proposed 
chairman of the Committee on Ways and entry -of the United Kingdom into the 
Means, but I would jus~ like to point out trading network, should then be easier 
that_ :whether it is a short bill or the com- to read. Another year might ·render in
mittee _bill the other body is going to telligible the sincerity of the market's 
work itS~ will. ~ would h~>Pe if it Is th.e alleged desire to lower tariffs externally. 
co~mittee bill sqme of the provisions Thi,s sincerity is presently · questioned in 
which _I thi~ are higply o'f;jje~tionable view of her recent action on carpets and 
would be taken out . . As far as I am con- glass .and in light of the impending im:.: 
cerned, and aS one who has through the position of variable levfes, both ' moves 
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being · labeled ·by many as giant -s~s 
toward protection. In shor~. I would 
say that the general air of . urgency has 
been overemphasi-zed and tQat our bar
gaining position will not be seriously 
impaired by delaying actioJ1, on highlY 
conjectural matters f-or 1 year. 

Second, I point to the dark and-omi
nous , cloud which presently hangs over 
our domestic economy. Many doubt 
that we can remove this cloud or cure 
the existing ills of our economy merely 
by injecting -a little more lne into ~n 
activity representing only 3.8 percent of 
our national product. Even more be
lieve that if the market becomes further 
clouded by import competition at this 
time, companies are likely to take re
tarding steps of cost reduction rather 
than the desired expansionary measures 
of building new plants and enlarging 
existing facilities. W·e know all too well 
that fear may discourage even normal 
expansion. · Before passing this ·contro
versial and conjectural trade bill, let us 
strive to remove the prese·nt -cloud and 
recoup recent losses. 

Third, .I call your attention to the re
grettable uncertainty now existing with 
regard to our Nation's textile industry, 
whose importance to -our national secu-
rity has been labeled second only to .steel. 
It is readily admitted that any primary 
injury from implementation of H.R. 
11970 will fall upon import-competing 
industries, and it is clear that our textile 
industry is an import-competing one. 
In spite of the President's wisely pro
posed and urgently needed seven-:point 
program for textiles ·and despite some 
concrete steps towa-rd implementation, 
uncertainty prevail~ with regard to tex
tiles because of the T-ariff Commission's 
tarqiness in acting on proposed elimi
nation of the 8%-eent equalizationfee 
on cotton and because of the resulting 
indefinite status of our long-term Ge
neva Agreement on Textiles. Within a 
yea:r's time the status of these matters 
will no longer be in doubt and we may 
not face · even the r-emotest danger of 
damage to or obliteration ·of our vital 
textiie industry. 

A fourth .factor, closely related to the 
textile situation, iS the g-eneral defense 
posture of the United States. Under 
conditions of national emer.gency prac
tically every industry .is essential for our 
survival. An additional year of .study 
will help us to determine whether or not 
strong tariff protection is generally .nec
essary, even ·at the expense of more in
efficiency in the national economy, 
because of the greater cost ·of not having 
domestic sources of supply dudng emer
gencies. 

Fifth, J: would remind you that con
siderable doubt _prevails over the num
ber of workers who might be hurt" over 
the number of jobs that may re:tllain 
unborn because of import competition, 

r and over our ability to compete success
fully with foreign industry which has 
moved rapidly into our own technologi
cal dimension while facing non~ of our 
wage, hour, child"!'labor, or antitrust laws. 
These matters readily lend themselves 
to a year of .intensive study. 
. ·· As a sixth area which calls for cau
tion and deliberation on our part, I point 
to ~he argumentative and disputatious 

adjustment assistance provisions of the 
bill. The mere presence of these pro
visions in the bill and the · extended tes
timony in committee attest to the iact 
that there will assuredly be short-run 
adverse effects on ind-ividual businesses 
and work-ers. We cannot expect these 
injured individuals and businesses to 
philosophically .accept their fate and to 
gladly offer, themselves as sacrifices on 
the altar of an abstract thing called the 
national interest. Perhaps we cannot 
justify as a ·governmental function the 
total destruction of a segment of Ameri
can industry or the shifting of man
power from one great industry to an
other or the uprooting of families and 
the moving of them to distant .communi
ties. Perhaps the pain and cost of such 
a transformation, even if it -results in an 
overall gain for our economy, is far too 
.great. We must not t~e lightly our 
responsibility in these areas. None of 
us seeks to create an extended Federal 
dole. Nor do we want to federalize our 
individual State systems for paying un
employment benefits. An additional 
year can, I believe, be wisely and expedi
tiously used to strengthen safeguards in 
these areas which· affect certain of our 
citizens in such a significant and vital 
manner. 

Finally, I would stress to you the ob
vious fact that it is a vastly broad and 
sweeping authority which we are asked 
to give to the Executive. Although this 
power would not, I am sure, be lightly 
taken, yet, if we are to fulfill our consti-

. tutional mandate, we must take every 
precaution to delegate our authority with 
fitting and proper guidelines. 

In closing, let me make it clear that 1 
do not oppose new and bold solutions to 
new and challenging problems, but in 
matters · so fundamental and far 
reaching, I believe that caution must be 
our watchword. Recommittal for a year 
of intensified study will not damage our 
bargainin-g posture; it ·can and will 
clarify the vital issues we now seek to 
resolve. 

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, one 
of the most respected newspapers in the 
State of Indiana and in the Midwest is 
the South Bend Tribune, which is pub
lished in the congressional district I have 
the honor to represent. 

During the last several weeks and 
months, the South Bend Tribune has 
published a series of editorials which, in 
my judgment, are among the most 
thoughtful and intelligent discussions 
that I have seen of the trade legislation 
we are today considering 'in the House 
of Representatives. Each editorial is 
addressed to a different aspect of the 
issue. 

I include at this point .in the RECORD 
a number of these editorials from the 
South Bend Tribune: 

IFrom the South Bend (Ind.) Trioune, 
Jan. 26, 1962] 

WE CANNOT STAND STILL 

President Kennedy's .special' trade message 
to Congre'$s yesterday was .easily the best of 
the batch uf communiques that have been 
flowing from ·the White House to the 11111 
since Congress reconvened . 

It clearly established the challenge f-acing 
America in the ·world marke"t. · · 

It c.learly detailed the remedies. 

- It was ·a clear. call to action. 
The message .repeated the President's ear

lier request f-or -strong tarHf-cutt!ng power. 
but the most interesting portion of it was 
devoted to the problem ot what to do to 
.help industries and people that wlll inevita
bly suffer from the change. 

Mr. Kennedy~ it seems ·to us, was excep
t~onally wise in the recommendations he 
made. Disavowing any "subsidy program of 
governmental -patern-alism," he called for at
tacks on this problem to be launched at 
three levels. 

On the level of entire industries, he asked 
the retention of escape clause and perU
point provisions for temporary, industry-
wide relief. . 

On the leyel ~f individual companies, he 
urged tax and depreciation allowances, again 
·on ·a temporary basis, to give troubled com
-panies time to make their own adjustments 
toward new competitiveness. 

On the level of people, he called for ex
tended unemployment compensation bene
fits for those who are thrown out of work 
.as a result of increased imports . . Other 
suggestions involved job retraining and fi
nancil'ljl help for workers who want to move 
to area of employment that will be strength
ened by the changes. 

In short, Mr. Kennedy recognized that the 
trade changes he seeks will create a problem 
that legitimately calls for remedies at the 
Federal level. At the same time, he resisted 

· the temptation to seek corporate and in
dividual subsidies which, far from solving 
the problems, would only insure that they 
stay and stay and stay. 

Critics of the administration program ;al
ready are concentrating their fire on the 
tariff-cutting power Mr. Kennedy is seeking. 
They call it one more "power grab." 

Actually, Presidents have had tariff-tam
pering powers since 1934, and the last big 
extension of such power was granted to Mr. 
Eisenhower in 1958. Mr. Kennedy wants 
more. He doesn',t want something new. 

As for the challenge; the President pointed 
again to the exist-ence of the European Com
mon Market, the goad that is forcing the 
United States into action. 

He put the challenge well: 
"We cannot ourselves stand still. 'If we 

are to lead, we must act. We must adapt 
. our economy to the imperatives of a chang
ing world, and once more -assert our -leader
ship.'" 

To that we say .. Amen." 

· [From the South Bend (Ind.) Tribune, 
Mar. 1'2, 1962] 

INDIANA A:ND THE WORLD 

'Several interesting facts were highlighted 
during the recent Governor's conference on 
:foreign trade. · 

And even thougl:l the Indianapolis con
.ference was quite frankly designed to pro
mote State support for Pr-esident Kenned~s 
tariff reform proposals, facts are facts. Even 
diehard protectionists, we think, can find 
'food ·for thought ln these; 

Fact No. 1: Indiana ranked lOth among 
the 50 States tn the value of -its exported 
manufactured goods in 1960, the last yeax 
for which · complete figur-es have been 
assembled. 

Fact No. 2: 'The value .of the manufactured 
exports totaled $483.6 million. 

Fact No. -3: More than 300,{)00 Indiana 
workers ln 1960 held jobs in 312 Indiana in
dustries with ·substantial e~ports. 

Fact No. 4~ On the agricultural .front, 
Indiana exported farm products worth $149.3 
.million dufing the '1960-Ql crop year. 

Presid.ent Kennedy has warned that cur
rent U..S. export business will be seriously 
hurt if this country doesn't take steps to 
maintain and 'substantially improve its ties 
with the European Common Market. 

. Indiana, obviously, would be among the 
.most 'seriously hurt. ' · · · · 
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[From the South Bend (Ind.) Tribune, 

Mar. 27, 1962] 
AN UNDERESTIMATED THREAT 

In attempting to sell his trade program to 
Congress, President Kennedy has dwelled 
time and again on the danger to the United 
States of a united Europe with which we 
did not have close economic ties. 

Is the danger legitimate, or is it an empty 
threat to dangle over Capitol Hill? 

In St. Joseph a few days ago, members of 
the Economic Club of Southwestern Michi
gan heard a speaker who thinks the threat is 
not only very real but, if anything, under
estimated. 

He's Na~e R. White, former financial edi
tor of the Christian Science Monitor and 
now editor of the American Banker. 

The European Common Market, he said 
bluntly, shows signs of becoming a new em
pire, "the greatest empire the world has 
ever known." 

If America turns its back on this empire, 
he warned, Europe could retaliate so effec
tively that the United States would become 
"a third-rate economic and monetary power 
'within 5 years." 

On the other hand, a unified Europe-
alone or in cooperation with America-wm 
be a political buffer to the expansion of 
communism. 

If Mr. White is correct, this country had 
better start buddying up to the Old World. 
As soon as possible. 

[From the South Bend (Ind.) Tribune, 
-- Apr. 20, 1962) 

TOWARD CONFEDERATION 
The foreign ministers of six European 

Common Market nations sat down in Paris 
this week to talk about political, as ,well as 
economic, unification. 

The talks quickly got snagged in a dispute 
over Britain's role in unification negotia
tions. The six ministers closed their brief
cases and went home. 

This week's incident delays, but does not 
scrap, the movement toward a political union 
of European states. The Paris meeting, in 
fact, is apt to prove far less significant in 
the long run than a conference of the min
isters held earlier in the month in London. 

At that meeting West Germany and 
Italy-both of which had been pushing for 
a supranational federation of European 
countries--indicated they are now willing 
to settle for a looser confederation that will 
leave member countries more of their tradi
tional powers over internal affairs. 

The two countries, in effect, capitulated to 
France's version of what form European uni
fication should take. Britain also has ex
pressed interest in a confederation. 

That's why this week's Paris snag may 
prove relatively unimportant. The drive to
ward confederation is expected to keep go
ing, and results may come sooner than many 
Americans think. 

For the United States this prospect is one 
more compelling reason why Congress must 
act on President Kennedy's trade proposals 
during this session. 

The time. to get in on the blossoming Eu
ropean market is now, before Europe raises 
her own protective barriers. A year from 
now might b_e too late. 

[From the South Bend (Ind.) Tribune, 
Apr. 24, 1962] 

How To MEET FOREIGN COMPETITION 
With the administration's free-trade pro

posals under discussion in Congress and 
commanding much attention throughout the 
country, it is worth everyone's time to take 
a look at the U.S. automobile industry. 

It offers a striking example of how Ameri
cans react to foreign competition in the do
mestic market when the chips are down. 

The chips were down 1n 1959 when imports 
threw a mighty scare into the American in
dustry by selling 614,000 vehicles 1n the 
United States. 

The story of the rise of the compacts and 
medium-sized vehicles in the U.S. industry 
is now well known. But what has this done 
to stem the tide of imports? Are not im
ports still taking a big bite out ot the domes
tic sales pie and thereby cutting into Ameri
can production, sales and jobs? 

Let's look at the record. 
Sales of imports were down last year to 

379,000. At the current rate of sales, im
ports are attracting only one of every 20 new
car buyers compared to one in ten 3 years ago 
and one in sixteen last year. 

Add to this the fact that registrations of 
imports in the first 2 months of this year 
were 3 percent below the registrations in 
January and February of 1961 in the face of 
a 29-percent sales gain for U.S.-made autos 
and the picture of how the U.S. industry is 
recovering comes more clearly into focus. 
The rougher going for the imports is further 
reflected in the fact that the number of 
dealers handling foreign cars had shrunk 
from a high of 15,000 in 1959 to approxi
mately 12,000 at the end of last year. 

Facts like these tend to support the con
tention of free-trade advocates that U.S. in
dustry can take care of itself in the domestic 
markets. 

How to compete in foreign markets is an
other problem. But given a fairer chance to 
compete, American industry ought to be able 
to do better. 

[From the South Bend (Ind.) Tribune, 
May 21, 1962) 

THREAT OR OPPORTUNITY? 
As the United States moves haltingly 

toward new legislation that would tear down 
many of the country's tra~itional trade bar
riers, a nagging question continues to bother 
a lot of Americans. 

Can this country compete against lower 
wages abroad? 

One respected businessman who thinks 
the answer is an unqualified yes is Eric 
Johnston, a former president of the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce. In a recent article, 
he makes four solid points to support his 
optimism. 

One cites a study which showed that when 
the average Japanese worker was making 22 
cents an hour, his opposite number in 
America was making $1.95. But the Jap
anese was turning out 30 cents worth of 
merchandise 1n that hour, while the Amer
ican was producing $3.19 worth. 

The "wage gap," Johnston observes, is 
closing-not rapidly but steadily. In 1960, 
for example, the increase in gross hourly 
earnings in this country was 5 percent. In 
Germany it was 12 percent, in France 11 
percent. 

Moreover, Johnston points out, production 
is only one part of the competition picture. 
U.S. distribution and sales techniques give 
this country a big edge in the world market. 

And last but not least, Johnson sees 
foreign competition as a spur to U.S. in
dustry to find new and better products, and 
new and better ways of making them. 

For this businessman, in short, freer world 
~rade is , not a threat but an opportunity. 

[From the South Bend (Ind.) Tribune, 
May 23, 1962] 
RoUGH WATER 

The administration's trade · bill, having 
made a highly successful voyage through the 
House Ways and Means Committee, is about 
to enter the much rougher seas prevailing on 
the floor of-the House. 

The legislation to expand the President's 
tariff-cutting authority is scheduled to go 
to the full House before June is many 

days old. If it can survive that passl,'l.ge, the 
worst probably will be over. 

The bill is specifically designed to permit 
the United States to set up a realistic eco
nomic partnership with the European Com
mon Market. 

On a recent television program President 
Kennedy said this about the importance of 
the legislation; "What we have to do is to 
have the tools to negotiate with that market, 
so our goods can get behind their tariff wall." 

Otherwise, Mr. Kennedy warned, this coun
try's favorable balance of trade will be in 
jeopardy. That balance, it's well to remem
ber, ran almost to $5 billion in 1960. 

Why all the urgency to push the legislation 
through this session of Congress? As Mr. 
Kennedy put it, "We're either in at the be
ginning, or we're never going to get in." 

The President then called the trade bill 
"the most important piece of legislation be
fore the country this year." 

He's dead right. 

Mr. Chairman, one of the most inter
esting and illuminating discussions of 
the trade bill appeared in a recent tele
vision program, "CBS Reports: Breaking 
the Trade Barrier," which was shown 
on May 24, 1962. 

I include at this-point in the RECORD 
the transcript of this television broad
cast: 

BREAKING THE TRADE BARRIER 
DAVID SCHOENBRUN. This is the 23d CBS 

report of the current season, in which the 
35th Presi~ent of the United States, John 
F. Kennedy, and the 34th President, Dwight 
D. ;Eisenhower, will state their views on how 
America must face the promise and the peril 
of tP.e European Common Market. But 
other voices will also be heard, for this chal
lenge affects all of us. 

HAROLD HOBSON. This trade act is Way oom
pletely over my head. All I know is, that 
I have a problem here, and I don't know 
how I'm going to meet it. 

WILLIAM LUDWIG. It's not a Common Mar
ket. To us, it's a come-on market. In other 
words, you come on here and share our 
market that we've built up. 

TIM WmLE. It's my opinion that free 
trade, the Common Market, is good for 
America, so it's good for me. 

CHRISTIAN HERTER. I think, in pur own 
long-range interest, it's absolutely necessary 
that we go step by step with the Europeans 
in the creation of this vast, joint market, so 
to speak, from the point of view of increas
ing trade, increasing prosperity, increasing 
ability to help less developed nations. I 
think it's an essential, and that there is 
really no alternative to it. 

CARL GusTKEY. We are experts by experi
ence in this business of world trade, because 
we've been burned. It's time that we told 
Mr. Secretary So-and-So in Washington off, 
when he accuses us of being economic illiter
ates, economic boobs, and mental midgets, 
just because we oppose legislation before the 
House Ways and Means Committee. 

ANNOUNCER. Now "Breaking the Trade 
Barrier." Here is CBS Chief Washington 
Correspondent David Schoenbrun. 

FATE OF THIS NATION 
Mr. SCHOENBRUN. The fate of this Nation, 

and sometimes the world, has been on great 
occasions, decided under this· Capitol dome. 
Today, we are living through another of those 
great moments in history as the Congress 
prepares to vote on the Trade Expansion 
Act, a b111 designed to meet the challenge of 
the Common Market. It aims to break the 
barriers and clear away the paper jungle that 
obstruct trade among the otherwise free 
peoples, so that there might be created an 
economic community of five hundred mil
lions, the most powerful the world has ever 
known. 
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HISTORIC BARRIERS 

The history of the United States has al~ 
·ways been closely linked with that of Europe: 
A Europe divided by walls between the na~ 
tions. Men from England, France, Holland, 
Spain, and other countries carried the men., 
tality of the wall with them when -they -came 
to America and formed the Original-Thirteen 
States with tariff walls between them. Penn• 
sylvania had a protective tariff on liquor. In 
Virginia, it was . sugar, liquor, coffee, and 
tobacco. New York, gold watches and horse
drawn carriages. Massachusetts, leather 
goods, plated ware, vehicles, and so on. In 
1789, the Founding Fathers and the Con
stitution knocked them down, and the 
United States be·came the first common mar
ket. America was able to grow economically 
as more and more .States joined the free 
Union, but as she grew, Europe remained 
bound by its protective walls. In 1939, World 
War II began the final process of demolition. 
convincing devastated Europe that some sort 
of unity was necessary. This resulted in the 
formation of the European Coal and Steel 
Community in 1950, leading directly to the 
Treaty of Rome in 1957, when Jean Monnet 
and others demolished the walls between 
France, Germany, Luxembourg, Belgium, 
Holland, and Italy, creating among them a 
Common Market. But even as neighbors 
removed the walls between them, they moved 
to build a new common wall against out
siders. That's one reason why Great Brit
ain, Denmark, Norway, and others now want 
to join the Common Market. If that market 
is extended to include all of Europe, then 
what emerges are two huge supermarkets
Europe-and the United States-two strong 
trading blocs facing each other. What is the 
answer? Leaders of America and Europe 
.say: "Tear those walls down." In the wordS 
of President Kennedy: "Trade or fade." 

"TRADE OR FADE" 
I order to trade, the President urgently 

needs the approval of Congress, for the cur
rent Reciprocal Trade Act expires next 
month. This biU, H:R. 9900, is the Presi
dent's request for new powers. .It would 
grant unprecedented powers to eliminate all 
tar1ffs .on a wide range of commodities--=
cars, refrigerators, airplanes, where America 
and Europe are the world's dominant sup
pliers. All other _goods could be cut across 
the board, up to 50 percent over the next 
6 years. The controversy over H.R. 9900 
reaches into every American factory and into 
almost every hom·e. It touches our newest 
industries, such as jets and .automation. It 
reaches way back to our oldest industry, 
glassblowing. In West Virginia and Ohio, 
the . glassblowing tradition still continues 
pretty much the way it was three centuries 
ago. Europeans, too, still work gless pretty 
much as they did for ages, but the wages 
are much lower _than Americans are paid, so 
that for glassmen, the words "low tariffs," 
"Common Market," are dirty words in such 
cities as Bellaire, Morgantown, Moundsville, 
and the other towns of the Ohio Vall~y. The 
city of Bellaire, Ohio, with a population of 
about 11,000 is in Belmont County, a county 
where 15 men out of ev..ery 100 are unem,; 
played. Bellaire is .a one-industry town
handmade glass. Three weeks ago, .at a pro
test meeting of 400 workers and wives, who 
came from nearby West Virginia and Penn
sylvania plants, tbe workers expressed their 
concern to Co.ngressman JoHN DENT, Demo.
crat, of Pennsylvania~ a former glassworker, 
himself, now chairman of a subcommittee 
concerned with bill H.R. 9900. 

NAT.HAN ..BERGER. Congressman DENT, I 
wish you would take a good look at these 
two goblets. One of them is made in a for
eign country, made in West Germany, sell1ng 
in Abraham Straus, Brooklyn, N.Y., store at 
a cost of $1.30. .1 have an exact duplicate 
here-a goblet made in tbis country, in the 
Fostoria Glass· Co., selling on the market for 
a price of $2.75. You can readily see -what 

the manufacturers in the United States have 
.got to put up with, in order to compete with 
foreign imports into this country. 

"WE WAN?! JOBS" 
. PAUL BENNINGTON~ lf Congress passes the 
H.R. .9900 bill in .Washington as we see it 
we believe that the glass-the hand plant 
_glass industry will be doomed. And I, I 
just can't understand how they could pass 
a bill to eliminate your workingman's job. 

Mrs. MILDRED HAMco. It seems to me that 
the American public has been doing all the 
giving and some other nation has been doing 
all the taking. I th:nk that the American 
worker is being dealt with fast and loose. 
Our jobs are being exported to foreign coun
tries whose wage scale is far below ours. In 
Japan, for instance, the wage scale is 
25 cents an hour. Now, if we could live on 
a bag of rice, that would be fine an~. dandy, 
but I think we are used to meat and pota
toes here in the good, old United States. We 
want jobs. There is dignity in having a job. 
We do not want to stand in line and wait for 
a check. So, when you go back to Washing
ton, you tell your colleagues to put tbat door 
back on its hinges; it has been flapping in 
the wind just a little too long. 

Mr. ScHOENBRUN. Congressman DENT is 
.ready and w1lling to carry the word back to 
Washington. 

PERCENTAGE OF JOBS LOST 
Congressman JoHN DENT. This is the first 

time in the history of the United States of 
America that Congress has been asked to vote 
for legislation which spells out in the legis
lation that certain industries are expendable 
and certain numbers of jobs, workers, are to 
be displaced. How can any conscientious 
Congressman, comin_g from some area other 
than an industrial area such as this, vote 
to take your job away simply because·' his 
people are secure? There are only 4 percent 
,of all the American corporations that export 
even 10 cents' worth of their products. Yet .. 
these 4 percent industries are, today, dic
tating to the 96 percent of American cor.
porations that have to live within this 
.economy. This means . that the IBM's, the , 
Gillette Razor companies, the Ford Manu
facturing Co., and G.M.C.-all of the rest of 
them-tbese :are the corporations tha1; have 
plants scattered all over the world. Back as 
far as 1954, 30 percent of all the imports 
coming into the United States were .financed 
by American corporations overseas. Lord 
knows how many there are today and you 
can't find out. I can't believe, or conceive, 
in spite of all of the high-powered pressure 
being put upon Congress and upon the peo
ple of this country, I can't conceive of the 
Congress passlng H.R. 9900 as it is now writ
ten, and if lt is passed, I can't conceive of' 
any President putting lt into force as it is 
now written, because if he does, I can assure 
you that either Congress will be called baqk 
to repeal it within 2.or 3 years, or we will have 
the most disastrous ·economic breakdown in 
our history. 

Mr. SCHOENBRUN. That's the feeling of the 
glassmakers throughout the Ohio Valley. 
Yet, ironically, Germany and Italy are two of 
West ·virginia's and Ohio's best customers for 
products other than glass. The West Virginia 
coal 1ndustry employs 43,000 miners who 
work in the wotld's most highly automated 
mines, and nea-rly 9 m1llion tbns of its 
production, each year, go to stoke the ex-, 
panding prosperity- of its glass competitors, 
Germany and ·Italy. Every day, endless 
miles of coal hoppers carry the ore to the 
great port of Hampton Roads, Va., and 
much of it goes to one of West Virginta's 
best customers, the Italian steel industry. 
Without its foreign coal customers. West 
Virginia, probably the most depressed area 
in America, would be in even worse trouble. 
And as for Ohio, even while 550 
gla.ssworkers of ·Bellaire ask for more 
protection from competition ·abroad, · Ohio 

ranks fourth among our States in goods 
manufactured for export, · directly em
ploying over 600,000 of its citizens to fill 
its foreign · orders. Wean Engineering, in 
nearby Warren, Ohio, makes steel processing 
·~quipment, does 58 . percent of its total 
·business for the export . trade. E. W. Bliss, 
·wtth a plant in Salem, and this one in Can. 
ton, exports its heavy machinery, mostly 
to Germany and Italy . . Both Wean and Bliss 
sell their. products to Fiat, which spends 
.nearly $3 million for parts in Ohio alone, 
and as the Italians point out, they thus 
provide work for mol'e people than there 
-are in Ohio's hand glass industry. 

HORNBLOWERS ON BANDS AND BicYCLES 
H.R. 9900 affects hornblowers as well as 

·glassblowers. Elkhart, Ind., is the wind 
instrument capital of the world--or was. 
l3ut the winds of trade have blown a sour 
note which reaches right into Elkhart High 
School. Tha1; clarinet, which was being 
tested with the Colonel Bogey March, at the 
Conn Instrument factory will not necessarily 
end up in the Elkhart High School Band 
of a hundred and twe:J:ltY pieces. Specifi,. 
cally, this clarinet was manufactured in the 
Selmer plant in Paris. Many musicians in 
the band and in the 29,000 brass bands 
.across America do use Indiana instruments, 
but the ratio to low-cost horns coming 
from France, Germany, and Italy, is ,growing 
less. WUlam Ludwig, a big drum man, 
sang the industry's blues to Congress .. 

Mr. LUDWIG. Why, last year, alone, the sales 
of band instruments in this country-14 
percent of all brass instruments were made 
abroad, and 39 percent of all clarinets were 
made abroad. Now, I ask you, is that going 
to be good for Amertea to have band instru
ment plants close down, gradually eliminate 
jobs and put people out of work? · And -this 
is what I told them down in Washington. 
I told them that Elkhart, Ind., and other fac
tories in Chicago, Boston, Elkhorn, and Wis
.consin, could be very well wiped out. 

Mr. SCHOENBRUN. But everyone doesn't 
play the same tune. Paul Richards, who 
manufactures clarinets, tubas, and drums, 
.says that Elkhart can compete . 

PAUL RICHARDS; You'll find that musical 
instruments are made tOday in almost the 
same manner in which they were made 10 ... 
20, 30, 40, even 50 years ago, and while . 
other American industries have kept up with 
advanced materials, advanced manufactur
ing methods, and new ways of producing 
good products_, in many cases, I'm afraid 
we in the music industry have not kept 
up like we should have. It's about time 
that a good American manufacturer ..starts 
to develop a good American woodwind line, 
so that's what we've done. We have a key 
right here that, made the old way, required 
28 operations, and unde.r our new system·, 
our new material, new :manufacturing proc
ess, we'll make this complete key in 7 op.,. 
erations, and yet it'll be a far better, more 
durable, and better performing key. We 
believe that this is the way in which we 
can compete in a free market, compete 
against our own American competition, and 
compete against the Common Market com
petition, and in fact, possibly even get a 
Uttle piece of the Common Market business 
ourselves. 

Mr. SCHOENBRUN. Music isn't the only in
dustry hurting in Indiana. 'There is also 
the bicycle accessory business. As Glenn 
Boxell of Marion says: 

GLENN BOXELL. It took US 10 or 15 years 
to educate the bicycle makers in the United 
States-I shouldn't say educate--1 would say 
to get them convinced that they ought to 
put a horn on a bicycle. We designed one 
'that would fit inside thelr tank-just 'like 
that--operates on a single flashlight cell, 
and we got it moving in good volume: The 
first thing we know, we go back for a repeat 
order on one of -the ~bigger bicycle makers in 
this · country, and ·he says: ·"Oh, don't you 
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- know? · We're. no,t buying ~our horns any 
_more. we:re buying ' this one." .wen, you 

have .to look at it with a magnifying glass to 
find a mark. that says "Made. in. Japan" on 
it, and that's what we've been runnin~ into 
for 5 or 6 years. 

Mr. SCHOENBRUN. Roy Alexander in An
derson says the tile business is also in 
trouble. 

. PROTECT OR DIV_ERSII!YZ 
RoY -ALEXANDER. They say that, we ·want a 

tariff so the other country can't sell in this 
country. That is not. at all true. We want 
a tariff to- equalize their costs with fl)ur c.osts, 
so we can keep our worker at · American 
wages . . We can.'t do: that the: way it is now. 
If we have protection, sure. If we. don't. have 
the. protection, we won't live long ~nough to 
walt till their wage scale gets up tOJ ours. 
. Mr. SCHOENBRUN. Post hole. diggers and 
garden tools are also feeling the pinch of 
foreign competition in Indiana. 

Mr. HoBsoN. Just look at those two post 
hole diggers. This. is mine and this is a 
copy the Japanese have. sent back at ~· 
Min& sells [.or $6; the Japanese. for $3.50. 
It's really a problem. 

Mr. ScHOENBRUN. Mr. Hobson. do you have 
any other line that you make in this factory 
that the Japanese can't compete on?· , 

Mr. HoBsoN. we:re. always alert to any 
opportunity to make a: buck for Seymour. 
We have tooied. We've.-brougpt in the very 
latest machinery that, we. can possibly bring, 
in an effort .. to meet this situation~ We. pur-

. chased a drill presS-radial drili tha.t was 
made in. Italy. We were able tO buy that 
for appro'xrmately $8,000; whereas., the Amer
ican manufacturer had to get $20.000 from 
us. We also ha-ve a saw, gang ripsaw. that 
we . bought from West Germany~ that we 
bought for $.6,600, and the equivalent of 
which the American· manufacturer would 

' have to · charge us about $20,000. 
Mr. SCHOEBRUN. Well, then I I ' 1mag,ine 

that. American tool manufacturers must be 
complaining,_ as you are, of your buying 
these foreign machines?· · · 

Mr. HOBSoN·. If they aren't they certainly 
should be, :r wourd say. · 

GREATEST' GOOD FOR GREAT~T' NllJMBER 
Mr. ScHOENBRllJN. But trombones:, tiles, and 

bicycle liorns are but a: small part -of In
diana's huge gross State product of almost 
•13' biUton.: a:. year. It's. America.'& lOth 
largest. eX}>o:rtii1g . State, and the low tariff 
advocates polnt out that the few thou
sand jobs it" mtght. lose to :rm:etgn e0mpeU
t.lon are m0re than compensated by Jobs 
created ·through forefgn sales. EUropeans 
are not only breaking .. througb trade bar
riers, they are breaking through mountain 
barriers like this tunnel lilllder . the· Mont 
Blanc,. separating France . from Italy, and 
they're using Amerfean machines and diesel 

· engine& costing mnilons of .dollars, and pro
viding jobs for thousa.nds: o:t Amedcans In 

-the CUmmins plant. of Columbus, Ind. The 
Perfect .Circle Piston Rl:ng Co., of HageEs:
town, Ind.; exports. m1111ons of dollars worth 
of rings to a long list of customers, such as 
Flat ln Italy, Daimler-Benz. fn Wes~ Ger
many, and. many -others. The examples go 
on and on from pharmaceuticals and trac
tors to· :fielct crops and!. livestock. Gov ~ Mat
thew E. Welsh has to welgb the profits. and 
losses of H.R.. 9900< as !t afrects alii of In
diana. 

Gov. MATTHEW E. WELSH. We .must re
member that Indiana has almost $500 million 
of foreign trade a year, and we cannot afford 
to jeopardize- the tremendouS' bUstnesB that"& 

>involved here, J?oth i-n agricultme and in in
dustry, just because of a few Instances where 
we know there is going to be hardship re
sult. If we. did attempt to save an ot these 
isolated instances, we could very wen serious
ly jeopardize the whole export trade· of' the 
State. and. the net result. wuuld' be· a. sub-

;stantlal · increase in unemploym.entr a: sub
• stantial drop off · in this business·. Now, ·I 
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don't mean-to say that we are not. concerned 
about the welfare of these individual cases 
where we know that. some hardship may 
well result. because of increased competition, 
and certainly, we are concerned with the 
measures that are going to be. taken by the 
Congre.ss to see- that these people-that the 
injury that they suffer is in some way 
ameliorated, but, nevertheless, we have -to re
member the. basic concept that we must do 
what is good for the greatest number o{ our 
people, for our economy, for our society. 

CAPEHART OBJECT'S 
Mr. ScHOENBRUN . .As we've heard, Governor 

Welsh is for the President's bUl, but Indi
ana's Senator HoMER CAPEHART' is against it. 

senator HOMER CAPEHART', We've always 
had a policy In this Nation that if a man's 
business was injured or harmed and men lost 
their jobs, we raise the tariff. or invoke 
quotas. That has been abandoned com
pletely. We're going to say under this pro
posal:· "That if ·you can't compete, it's too -
bad. You go out of business. And if you, 
Mr. Wageearner, lose your job, it's too bad. 
We'll ' try to find a new job for you some 
place. We.'U moye you from one town to the 
other.'s Now, I'm opposed to that policy, 
because we cannot compete in many, many 
instances with foreign nations with their 

- low wages, their low tariffs-taxes, and other 
rul~s and regulations. That~s what I'm ap
posed to. Now~ the idea that we can in
crease jobs by increasing our exports 1s 
100 percent correct, but by the same theme, 
every time we Increase exports, we mean we 
were going, to increase imports, and every 
dollar's worth of imports that come in here 
loses a .job fbr someone. And then I'm ap.
posed to the fact that it. gives the President 
of the United States. 100 percent control of 
foreign trade. There's no restraints. in the 
proposal. There's no vetoes. on the part of 
the Congress. He., and he alone~ runs it, 
and if he makes a mistake, God help us. 

dustrial giants ·who sell to the. wollld, and 
the eons are. mainly the small handicraft 
businessmen who . cannot compete . with 
cheaper foreign labor and who look to tar
iffs for protection~ There is. a particular 
irony to the fact that the- v.ery symbol of 
Americana~ the baseball glove,. is threatened 
by imitations. made- in Japan~ This is the 
Matsukan factory in Kazo Oity, about 7.0 

· miles north o! Tokyo. It; makes. gloves and 
mitts for America's national · pastime,, in. a 
!5man rural plant, whose- average wage of 
72 cents· a. day is particularly low,, even for 
Japan. The gloves sell for half the price 
of the American mitts, a.nd have· cornered 
almost 50 percent of the American market. 
But not every American company, hurt by 
foreign competition, is agamst. the trade. bill. 
Such is. the· case in Bell & Howell, whose 
chairman of the board,. Charles Percy, is a 
strong advocate of free trade~ although his 
busine~~ .is frequently hurt by it. 

BUSINESS STANDS ON ' ITS OWN 
CHAR;LES PERCY. In 1946£ a:fter the war was 

over, we. decided to. go into. the stilh camera 
bi]Siness, and then we tooled. and produced 
this particular camera. and when we: priced it 
out, the price was several h.un.cked dollars 
higher than the ·German cameras against 
which we were competing, and though we 
did try to reduce the price, we: were: not abie 
to bring it, down low enough. I suppose the 
thought occurred ta. ever~ne, well~ it's un
fair. . We can't compete. We'd better go to 
Washington and have the Government bail 
\1$ out. We' deeided not ro do that. ·I think 
the· tendency o! bJisinessmen,. s,ometimes·, to 
try a~d. say the Government should get out 
of business, and then on something like; thft>, 
run to Washington to, ask :£or help, I don't 
think· is wise. We decided if we had ma.de a 
mistake; we would reetify _it. We had a mii
lion and a quarter dollar loss on this camera 
some 10 years ago when w:e- elosed it out. 
We decided after· that., that. wej would enter 
markets where we knew we. could compete 

BIG BUSINESS BENEFITS' CITED m:uch In<>re successful'lyt, and! in the end, 
Mr. ScHOENBRUN~ The Senator saya-:-Don't offer the kind of a value. to the customer in 

let any one get hurt. The G.overnor of In- Bell & Howell products that, will!. j,usttiy their 
diana says-We've got to go with the great,- purchase · and not ask. for, certainlyr any 
est. good for the greatest number~ Labor kind. of. governme:ntaJ protection. tQ keep us 
Department figures show that only 300,000 In . the business that . we could:n'tl eeonomi
American.workers holdejobs, that. risk. injury callystay in. 
from. foreign competition;, whereas·. 4 million Mr .. SCHOENBRUN. Mr. P~rcy~ a.lthougb you 
citizens .earn money from. export. industries, los~ about a million. an<;l a. quarter dollars 
which are also high wage industr1es. The on that, yau stm favor the Trade Extension 
avratfon. industry is a.. forceful s~mbol of Ae:t and m(!re and more free trade between 

.breaking down tariff barriers. . And.-the 1et nutr· country~ the, Common Market. and even 
airplane is. a big reason why the State of Japan 1' · 
California is one of the largest exporters. to Mr. PERCY. Yes; I thfnk it's essential that 
the Common Market.. countFies • . Douglas this Nation trade with the free world. 1 
DC-8 jets are. turned out for Alitalia. Air- thi-nk that- a s.tandard of W~lng depends upon 
lines, .Scandinavia~ KLM Duteb~ Japan, it. because: a standard. of living depends upon 
Swiss Air, and so on •. amounting to over a the wages people receive, but. also- the· price 
half billion dollars- in sales, and creating they pay, for the products,. and the American 
tens. of tho.usands of j,obs in 48 States and in consumer should have the_pri:v:ilege o:f bu~
over 4.000. different. factories,. which supply ing a. product. any place that. it's-made in the 
parts to. Douglas. Many of -these s.uppliels free world., so long as the produet ca.n be 
are probably unaware of the. extent. to which made available to him. 
they are involved in. expo:~ttlng. In each fet, Mr. SCHOENBRUN. Mr. Percy, you just came 
there are. 75,000 pounds of aluminum.-from back from Japan. We've heard lots of.· com
Alcoa. in Davenport;., Iowa--frOin Reynolds plaints from. Ameriean manufacturers that 
in Loulsvllle, Ky.-:from Kaiser in Trent.- the Japanese paYi 2~33 cents -an hollr . and 
.wood, Wash. Among. the jet'a 140.000 sepa- -it..'s. unfait competition. What are your 
rate manufactured parts are 36 miles of v~ews: on that2 
elec-trical wire, much · of' which comes from Mr. PERCY. Well, it is tough competition, 
Clinton, Mass.-the· automatic pilot, from on occa:sion, but· I thfnk that as an Indus
Sperry m Long Island-weather radar from triruist~ I would have to say that the cost-

. the Bendix Cbrp. m Baltimore-landing gear ' the hou11Iy- coat of labor is. anlyr one fa:cto·r 
str.uts-, Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. in .of cost--.. We had a:. dramatic:: illustration of 
Cleveland-and~ of course.,. those- four Job- that. ourselves. Before· the, war, we pra
making engines a.t a quarter of a million ·duced this camera, whicb is. the lowest 
.dollars, '6acb, ·from Pratt & Whitney in . ~priced camera we made f0r abeut *' * • and 
East ' Hartford~ Further_ up the west coast, sold it; for _ about $50; and our average cost 
in Seattle-, Boeing· with its 'l07's. -Is an even ·O.f labor before World War Ir was: 40 cents 

·bigger expol1'ter-1ll Jet; passenger liners .an haul:'~ and! we thought after the war, 
at . $6 ·milllon eacb, for Air France, Sabena, ·when our labor cost was. much higher, we'd 
Lufthansa .. BO:AC,· and Air India. · never again be able to. produce a. $50< camera, 

Wh.en pne checks, the lineup of. the. pros and -yet we set; the. engineering dlv1.s1on-
1l.nd cpns on the. . trade bill, . one discovers, . our research department to, the task of pro'
without .surprl$e, tha:t · t:tl~ pross a.re: tlle in- · duclng:· a camera for less" than $50:-- 'Ihis is . 
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a "Sundial" camera, far superior to this 
camera, with a meter which this one doesn't 
have, and sells today, when our labor cost 
is 500 percent greater, sells for 20 percent 
less, less than •40. In principle, this is the 
same thing that the icemaker had to do · 
years ago when the refrigerator came in. 
It's the same thing that the buggywhip 
maker had to do when the automobile came 
in. It's the same problem that the maker 
of towels, or of handkerchiefs has when 
Kleenex or paper towels come into vogue. 
If the customer wants that product, then 
the manufacturer has a problem. And I 
would say that on the whole, science and 
technology has had a far more profound 
effect upon the changes and shifts and ad
justments that' business must make in the 
national and consumer interest than their 
effect of imports which I think have been 
somewhat exaggerated. 

WIDE SUPPORT OF TRADE Bn.L 
Mr. SCHOENBRUN. The Capitol dome has 

looked over many strange sights, but ,none 
more unusual than the ~ sight of men from 
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the 
AFL-CIO walking together to testify in 
favor of trade expansion. One of the most 
articulate and diligent advocates of this 
Democratic bill has been the Republican, 
former Secretary of State Christian Herter, 
who is at one and the same time an advocate 
and a critic of H.R. 9900. 

ESCAPE IMPOSSmLE 
Mr. HERTER. I have always felt, very 

strongly, that the. greater the movement of 
trade in the world, the better for every one. 
That means removing the barriers to trade. 
This has been the policy of the Eisenshower 
Administration from beginning to end. 
When you say I testified against, I testified 
only against a part of the bill, which to my 
mind, might well vitiate the effectiveness of 
the bill, and that is the escape clause, which 
permitted the President, on the recommenda
tion of the Tariff Commission, to increase 
certain tariffs on industries that he thought, 
or parts of industries that he thought were 
being injured. That is being retained in 
the present bill, and in my opinion, it will 
be almost impossible, if not impossible, to 
reach agreement with the Common Market 
countries, with an understanding that we 
have an escape at any time from what, in 
effect, would be a fixed commitment on 
tariffs. That, to my mind, would be un
workable in negotiations, and unworkable in 
practice, and very unfair to industry, be
cause industry, itself, is going to have to 
make adjustments, and if they never know 
whether the rules of the game are going to 
be changed overnight, the adjustment pro
cess is ditncult, and to my mind, it compli
cates any possibility of reaching an effective 
partnership with Europe. 

Mr. ScHOENBRUN. Well, as a conservative 
Republican, _you seem to be far more liberal 
than the President, himself, in this tariff 
question? 

Mr. HERTER. In this respect, yes. In this 
respect, I feel that if you make a bargain, 
we are going to have to stick by the same 
rules that the Common Market is going by. 
Once you have made a decision, it sticks. 

COOPERATION WITHIN THE FREE WORLD 
Mr. SCHOENBRUN. If Christian Herter is the 

Republican expert on the trade bill, then 
former President Eisenhower is the senior 
statesman of the party, indeed of the Na
tion, on this issue, with which he has been 
deeply concerned since he organized the de
fenses of the West a decade ago. In his study 
at Gettysburg, he spoke to us about the Com
mon Market and its architect, Jean Monnet. 

Mr. EISENHOWER. One of the men in Eu
rope that's done ·the most to bring this 
about, because he's never let up for a second, 
has been Jean Monnet. As you know, he 
was on one of your shows recently, and he is 

really the father· of economic union in the 
"inner six." Jean Monnet's contribution to 
peace through this path that he's followed 
so tortuously and so vigorously will be rec
ognized some day. As a matter of fact, I'd 
like to see them give him the Nobel Peace 
Prize, because he's just the kind of man that 
deserves it. 

Mr. SCHOENBRUN. Mr. President, we found 
a certain confusion about this whole area 
of economic union, Atlantic union, that 
there'd be some kind of one government for 
the Atlantic world? 

:Mr. EISENHOWER. Well, of course, we, in 
our present situation, must recognize the 
establishment of the Common Market, as a 
challenge to our ab111ty to export, to have a 
prosperous economy both at home and a 
profitable trade abroad, thus making the 
economy of the free world stronger, and 
making it impossible for the communist am
bition to weaken us, economically, and de
~:~troy us piecemeal. It cannot be realized. 
Therefore, as we examine into the questions 
of our relationships with the Common Mar
ket of Europe, as now established, and make 
our plans for it, we're not talking about a 
United States of the world, or the Northern 
Hemisphere, or of the Pacific and the Atlan
tic whatever. We're talking now about get
ting the economic coordination and a~ee
ments, and you might say, the removal of 
every kind of impediment to freer and better 
and more profitable trade. That's what we're 
trying to do. We must do it with the cer
tainty that one day we must bring Western 
Europe, the North American Continent and 
Japan, very important, get those three so 
operating that we are the leaders, productive 
leaders of the free world that can supply 
the needs. of the rest of the world in goods, 
manufactured goods, in reaching some in
dustrialization of their own, and to raise 
their standards of living everywhere. 

Mr. SCHOENBRUN. Sir, you've laid particular 
stress upon Japan as well as the European 
Common Market. Could you explain that? 

JAPAN'S CONTRmUTION 
Mr. EISENHOWER. Well, Japan is--comprises 

something like a hundred million people on· 
a very small area. I believe that their 
arable area is about something like two-thirds 
that of California. Now, here's a people who 
must trade for existence. They must get in 
raw products, manufacture them well, and 
sell them at a profit, and that's the only 
way they can live. If we do not make is pos
sible for Japan to do this in great areas in 
which they can make a living, there's only 
one place for Japan to go, and that is to be 
tied up to the Communist areas of Eurasia. 
If that happens, then all of that productive 
power and their genius, because they are a · 
very energetic and very adaptable people-
all of their power, economic power wlll swing 
over to the other side, and now we would 
be left with almost an insoluble problem, 
because the balan_ce would be very badly dis
turbed, so we must have Japan as one of 
the partners in this proposition, because they 
cannot completely live by exports to For
mosa, Ph111ppines and the Southwest Pacific, 
and even into India. They have got to have 
world trade, just like we do. 

LONG-TERM WISDOM VERSUS SHORT-TERM 
HODGE-PODGE 

Mr. ScHOENBRUN; Sir, during your term of 
otnce, I imagine· that you had many prob
lems connected with this trade question? 

Mr. EISENHOWER. Well, the problems, as 
they came to me, dealt only with the tariff, 
and indeed, more often than not, with very 
small examples of need for tarUf because of 
the size of the industry. The first one I 
can recall involved briar pipes, and they 
wanted an increased tariff, and by the way, 
I might give you a little sidelight on that. 
I was visited by a manufacturer of briar 
pipes, apparently one of the important ones. 
I've forgotten his name-and he said to 

me--he said: "You know, we really don't 
need this additional protection and for this 
reason." He said: "We've forgotten during 
the war years that we had any competi
tion. There was none. We were the only 
ones that were making them, and so we 
lost all our ideas of salesmanship, of pro
duction, of economies, of etnciency." And 
he said: "Now, we just want to go along 
with these inetnclent methods." And he 
said: "You were absolutely right in refusing 
to do it." And this was a manufacturer of 
briar pipes that told me. It was very heart
warming. But then there were such things 
as spring clothespins, which involved a very 
small industry up in New England, but im
portant to those towns where the indust.ry 
went on. Then there were bicycles. Eng
lish bicycles were just worrying us to death 
over here, because they were making a very 
good one, a very lightweight one that our 
kids all loved, you know. Another was Swiss 
watches. Another was tung oil and tung 
nuts, and another was almonds in the south
ern California area. All of these things were 
small industries, but each one thought they 
ought to have special protection. Actually, 
that is from a national viewpoint, we can't 
afford that kind of action. We've got to 
find the things we do best; we must do 
those. We must put our emphasis on them 
and sell them to the world. We've got to 
make provision for others selling to us, or 
we never can sell to them. 

Mr. ScHOENBRUN. Let me ask you this, Mr. 
President. In talks over the past weeks, in 
Washington, with many Members of Con
gress, and all, to find out how they feel 
about this, I have heard quite a number of 
them say, "Well''-the Republicans, that is
"President Eisenhower is stm our spir
itual leader, leader of the party for us, and 
we look to him for adVice and for guid
ance." What advice and guidance do you 
give the Republican Party and your fellow 
citizens as they face this decision of eco
nomic partnership with Europe? 

Mr. EISENHOWER. Well, When We get cen
tered on our own prosperity, our own hopes 
of a little better price for our.. bicycles, or 
something else, we forget to think, to remem
ber that the other fellow has the same kind 
of aspiration and need, even, and possibly the 
need in those other areas are much greater 
than in ours. So I tell my Republican friends 
they must not listen and obey every single 
demand made upon them for increasing that 
tariff, or refusing to lower this one, and so 
ori, because 1f they do, we will have just a 
hodge-podge, because they're not looking at 
this thing from the standpoint of the Na
tion's best interest: That is what we must 
do, and - we don't want short-term, just 
selfish Interest for the fast buck, as they 
call it. We want long-term wisdom applied 
to this problem. This is going to be hard
ship. There's going to have to be a re
training. I think the unions and the busi
nessmen themselves must do most of it. ·We 
just have to be · more intelligent and more 
understanding, not only of this human 
problem of the particular individual at home. 
but of the national need to buy as well as 
sell. 

Mr. SCHOENBRUN. This report began in a 
glass factory in the Ohio Valley. It ends 
here at the White House, with the President 
of the United States. 

COMMON MARKET POTENTIAL 
Many people seem confused, Mr. President, 

when we mention the Common Market. They 
seem to think you want to join the Common 
Market. What is your objective? 

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, the Common Market, of 
course, is going to be the unity, ultimately, 
of the great productive countries of Europe, 
and this can have the most far-reaching 
beneficial consequences to us, because the 
strengthening of Europe has been a basic 
policy of the United States since the end 

. 
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of the Second World War. They form the 
. greatest growing market, in a sense, fn the 
world. They have very few refrlgeratol's 
compared to us, very few cars, very few 
television sets. They're gofng t(i): be a tze
:tnendous market. Now, what we have to 
do is to have the tools to· negotiate with 
that market. so that owr .goods. can get 'be
hind their tariff wall. When Franklin Roose
velt first put in the reciprocal trade, and 
it was passed in Presfdent Trtlman's admin
istration and other time&-President Elsen
hower's-we dealt with a number o! di1fer
ent countries, - individually. Now, we deal 
with one great trading unit. which may be 
larger than the United States. and which 
is . growing faster than the United States, 
and can be the most extraordinary source of 
strength to us, and what. I'm concerned about 
is, that we might get locked out of that 
market, and then what will happen is, that 
American industrialists. instead of investing 
here and selling their goods in Europe, will 
say, "Let's build a plant in France, or Italy, 
or Germany," and we'll lose the capital, the 
gold: and the jobs. Now, will we be over 
that and through that wall or not-that's 
the question. Now,· thiS' may seem like a 
rather academic. or economic arugment, b11tt 
look at agriculture. We sell to Europe abowt 
$1,900 million wortb of our agricultural cqm
modities. We . only bring in $200 mlllion. 
About 25 percent of all the things we grow 
in this country get shfpped abroad. Now, 
if we can't get into that market. every farm
er in the United States, cotton, tobacco, pea
nutS, wheat, grain, everything wni suffer, and 
if we can't get into the market with ou:r awto
·mobiles, we can't get. in with machine tools 
and all the rest. we'll lose a tremendous mar
ket, which is very essential. Then. we will 
lack the dollars to pay to keep our defense 
commitments In Europe and around the 
world. What people don't realize is, that 
the United States has had a great balance 
of trade. In the last 12 years we're probably 
the only country in. the wol'ld that has. s.old 
more than we've bought. every, year except 
one. We can c.ompete. We're· selling, to 
Western. Europe, today. twice as much as 
we buy from them, so we can compete wlth 
them. Their wages are ·going up nbw fast, 
and we've got-aU these resources, and I think 
we can go in there and meet them as we 
han ·in th.e past,. head on, but ff we have 
to pay a tariff. in addition,. those lobs are 
goi~g to. E~~pe. 

. KEWNEDY CITES PROTECTliVE' €LA USES 

Mr _ ScHOENBRUN. Mr. President, what 
about your fellow citizen whots going to get 
hurt, even if it is good for the Natiml'l What 
do you -say to him? 

Mr. KENNEDY. This legislation providefi?, I 
think. greater protection for our employ
ment than we've ever had In the past. We 
continue the perii point _and the escape 
clause. We are talking fn regard to the 
Common Market only about those· goods 
where we and the Common· Market produce 
80 peFcent of· the world's. supplY'~ and they 
are goods where we are selling on the aver• 
age. twice as much to Europe. as :we are buy
ing from them. In those areas, and this. has 
happened for many years since we began, 
where people have been affected by Imports, 
but for the first time in this legislation, we 
pro.vide assistance to companieS' tc modernize, 
as I've said~ We provide retraining. We pro
vide unemployment compensation if anyone 
is adversely affected. Today, the company 
may just go broke and the people out of 
work. What will come of this will be in
creased employment by those industries~ as 
a matter of fact, which pay the best wages. 
And I. t~lnk what is perhaps most important 
is, it is a non-partisan piece of legislation. It 
belongs. to the Rep.ublicans as· much as. the 
Democrat. Mr. Herter. the former Secretary 
of .State, was a leader in -this present effort. 
General Eisenhower llas fougllt for it, so that 
I believe we have· a good chance;-

. PRESmEN'l'IAL, POWER 
. Mr. SCHOENBRUN. Well, sir • you knOW that 

some a! yom: critics are saying that there's 
an· attempt to bring too much power to thfs 
desk--that :you will decide Just by yourself, 
without any check at all', on how we trade 
and what busJine.sses ean. be kept. in and put 
out of business.. What. could you answer to 
that? 

Mr. KENNEJ)Y. Well. we have not asked for 
moFe power than we need. and to be honest 
with you, it fs not a power, partrcu!arly, that 
fs especially welcomed', but how else are we 
going to carry on a negotiation wfth this 
great market unless someone goes, and speak
ing far· the "United States. says: .. Here's what 
we're prepared to do. What are you pre
pared to do?" And the fact is, that if we 
fail-if we don't get the legislation, or if we 
get the Iegfslatfon In a form where we're 
hamstrung, we'U be shut out of this market. 
We're efther in at the beginning, or we're 
never going to get in, and I think that
that's why I regard this as the most impor
tant piece of legislation befol'e the country 
this yeaF~ 
POLI'.HE:AI. NECES.SlTY AS WELL AS ECONOMIC 

Mr. ScHOENBRUN. Mr. President, when you 
said "Here's what I'm p11epared to do. What 
aFe you prepared to do?.·'" I assume you're 
talking about much more than tarHl's·? 

ME. KENNEDtY. We talk about the eco:
nomic~ but there's. also the political. At a 
time when Russia and China are dividing, 
and the Communist world, Albania. the So
viet Union are h~ving great difficulties, here 
is this tremendous ll'ise in poweF of Western 
Europe. and WesteFn Europe and the United 
States will be the greatest productive po.wer 
the world's ever seen. We cannot permit 
o-urselves to be separated from the.m, and 
have all of the effort we've made for so long, 
to have this powerful, free Europe. move 
away from us, rather than with us, and In 
addition, all this affects Latin America a 
great deal .. Latin Amerfca depends on the 

.Wes,tern Emopean markets. If they're; shut 
out of the Common Market because of this 
tari:ff wan; if we're not in. a position to. as
sist them in coming in too,, you'll have 
governments going bankrupt right and lef.t. 
So. it involves. our national security as well 
as our economic well-being. 

EUROPE'S FAIR SHARE 
Mr. ScHOENBRUN. Sir, is it your pmpose 

and your hope that over and ab.ove trade and 
business, that the Europeans who are now 
prospering. largely thanks to our help, wm 
help carry a part of the share of helping the 
developing nations? 

Mr • . KENNEDY. Now,, we've: been carrying 
this load a very long time, and. I don't sug
gest that. we shOuld lay it down, but 1 do 
suggest that there are others who. have now 
become prosperous,. whose gold balances have 
been built up-I'd like to see them bear the 
burden. ThiS' is not a. private stl'uggle. 
This Is a struggle for the freedom o:r the 
world, and if they're not ready to bear their 
share, the United States can't dG it alone. 
We're. . 6. percent of' th.e world's population. 
You know, we have six. divisions stationed in 
Western Europe to defend it? 

Mr. SCHOENBRUN'. Yes. 
Mr. KENNEDY. 'VI(estern Europe's a large 

area. It"& as laJige as the Sovtet. Union, but 
tllere hasn't been an effort made: by most 
of the countries there in their own defense, 
comparable to what we've made, and yet we 
carry obligations in Latin America,. Africa, 
and Asia. Now, the - time 1s coming when 
the Western Europeans have to decide, are 
they going to jofn In a large way in this 
effort, because the United States cannot. con
tinue ro earr:y it alone, , and the UnFted 
States helped build them up, and ho.w we':re 
asking them. to join us in this effort., and not 
expect that this country, -however rfcb. it 
may be, .but it is after all., only a portion of 
the .· world; that we're going · to be · able 

to go. alone· on ~~~ We can't do 1 t. They're 
going to have to join us, and 1! they don't, 
all will be the losers. But that~s another 
reason why we have to-remain in the ciosest 
ooncezrt with them. What.! want to say in 
·elosi:ng is,. tbfs; .is a:, ma'tter that we should 
be optimistic about. Western Europe went 
through this. whole question of its t .ariff ar
rangements as we now are, a few years ago, 
and the result has been tha,t in the six courr-

. tries o! .the Common Market, today, they are 
searching for people, in order to find people 
to work. In those six countries, there is no 
unemployment, as I've said. There's a steady 
buildup of their gold. TheEe's a steady in
c:tease in their industrial power. and we can 
participate in that effort to our own well
being. We will find hundreds. and thousands 
more 1obs out of this effort than we have 
dreamed, and I, therefore, am most grateful 
for the effort which has been made by the 
men and women in both af our political 
parties to try to. keep this: issue in front of 
the count:ry as a matter of the hfghes.t- na
tional priority. 

Mr. SCHOENBRUN. Thank you., Mr. Pl1esi
dent. 

The President speaks with the knowledge 
that all his living predecessors favor the 
·goar of trade expansion, but he also knows 
that other· farces are at work, Invisible and 
inaudible to the public, but. nonetheless 
active in the corridors. and cloakrooms: of 
Congress, lobbying for special amendments 
to protect certain farm produce, textile; and 
other interests. This is how: the battle. of 
the barriers is being fought. by amendment, 
rather than open oppmjition. The President 
and Mr. Herter have both said that the Gov
ernment must. riot be hamstrung in :nego
tiating' trade agreeme:nt&. The President 
h.as also told certain allies that. he will veto 
his own bill if crippling amendments; de
stroy its. purpose. This is the· real issue to
day as H.R. 9900 moves out a! committee en 
route to .th~ troor of the 11ouse for open 
debate, a debate the Presid'ent has called ''tbe 
most important legislation af' this· ye~r_.'" _ 

Mr. POFF. Mr. Chairman~ in many 
ways~ this bill is better than the bill the 
President originally reemnmended~ In 
some ways, it is better than the Recip
rocal Trade Agreements Act, beeause it 
does retain a :form of congressional veto 
over the. powers granted to, the President 
and continuing congressional oversight 
of the administration of the trade· pro
gram. 

However, I am unhappy with several 
provisions in the bill. and' l regret that 
the gag ruie governing debate permits 
no opportunity for selective and defini
tive amendments .. 

Beeause I want to register a p.rotest 
againSt the. gag rule and these defects 
in the bilr, and because the rollcal'l on 
the motion t .o recommit is the only op
portunity 1 will ha:ve to do so, ] wm vote 
for the motion to recommit .. 

Nevertheless, because it is imperative 
that America equip1 herself' to meet. the 
competitive challenge of the European 
Common Market and the threat, o:f Rus
sian economic. aggression and subver
sion;- · because America must have some 
flexible mechanism to check· the outflow 
of gold, correct the unfavorabre balance 
of international payments and discour
age the transfer of American: fa:ctorres 
to foreign countries; because 1 have be
come convinced during the' course· of this 
debate that, in balance, ·the total good 
1n this biU outweighs the total bad,; I 
shall vote fbr thfs bili. with the, hope and 
reasonable · expectation · that. when ' it 
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reaches · the Senate, many if not all of 
its defects can be remedied. 

Mr. EVINS. Mr. Chairman, trade is a 
two-way street. In order to sell our 
manufactured products and the abun
dance of the farm products we produce 
in this country, we must also buy some 
products of other nations. We must per
mit-and foster-trade between our al
lies and friendly countries. Today our 
total exports exceed the Nation's im
ports. we must continue to sell and 
to export the abundance of our products. 

Twenty-eight years ago a great Ten
nessean, the illustrious Cordell Hull, 
while serving as Secretary of State, au
thored and helped steer through Con
gress the Reciprocal Trade Agreements 
Act. This program-which was a new 
experiment in international relationships 
at this time-has been extended 11 times 
and has served well our country and the 
free world for more than two decades. 
This reciprocal trade program has 
brought tremendous growth to our inter
national trade program and has pro
moted commerce as well as better un
derstanding among nations. 

As we all know the negotiating author
ity under the last extension of the Re
ciprocal Trade Act expires on June 30, 
1962, and this Congress must act to ex
tend this authority. Failure to do so 
would be disastrous. 

This new and expanded trade program, 
based on Cordell Hull's ideas, is needed 
to meet the challenges and opportunities 
of a rapidly changing world economy. 
The United States, at one . time the 
world's major market place, must con
tend in the future with the European 
Common Market-which is uniting for 
trade purposes several European coun
tries where there will be no tariff of any 
kind between· these countries. The Eu
ropean Common Market will provide a 
market initially estimated to be approx
imately the size of the United States. 
The population of the European Eco
nomic Community will be approximately 
half again as big as our own. 

Today, some 30 percent of our ex
ports-more than $4 billion ir. .industrial 
goods and materials and nearly $2 bil
lion in agricultural products-more than 
$6 billion annually_..:._goes to the mem
bers and prospective members of the 
European Economic Community. The 
loss of this amount of exports for our 
country would indeed be disastrous. 

The author~ing of a sound trade pol
icy will permit our country to participate' 
and to sell to those European markets, 
thereby benefiting our country and our 
people. 

Mr. Chairman, this bill has two major 
titles. 

The first title sets a 5-year authority 
to negotiate trade agreements and to 
proclaim modifications. in customs du
ties and other important restrictions. 

The second title provides assistance, 
either through direct adjustment aids or 
by instituting import restrictions to in~ 
dustries, firms, or groups of employees 
who might suffer economic dislocation as 
a result of tariff adjustments. 

Beside~ these titles, specific and defi
nite safeguards are written into the bilt 
My esteemed colleague, the gentleman 
from Tennessee · [Mr. BAKER], a· distin.;. 

guished member of the Committee on trade be carried on only under a solemn . 
Ways and Means, has ably explained and obligation to protect the jobs of men and 
set forth the numerous safeguards writ- women in industries adversely affected 
ten into the bill to protect American by foreign imports. 
industry and American workers. In this connection the present bill is 

These include, in summary, provisions certai(lly a great improvement over exist
for foreign import restrictions; peril ing law, which has offered American 
point safety provisions; most-favored- workers very little real help or protec
nations clauses, barring shipments to tion. The bill now before the House 
Communist countries; establishment of recognizes much more clearly the Gov
an interagency trade policy committee ernment's obligation to assist these work
designed to protect and safeguard Amer- ers and the communities in which they 
ican industries; Tariff Commission hear- live in a positive and constructive, not 
ings on marginal or disputed cases with just a negative way. 
provisions for Congress to adopt a reso- I might add, Mr. Chairman, that re
lution by simple majority vote, · pre- turns from a recent questionnaire intO 
eluding the President from putting into my upstate New York district support 
effect proposed agreements with respect my position on this legislation by a very 
to specific products or specific indus- overwhelming majority. 
tries-these among other safeguards are Mr. O'BRIEN of New York. Mr. 
included. Chairman, this is one of the most im-

H.R. 11910 which we are now consider- portant problems ever thrust before the 
ing authorizes the Tariff Commission to CongreSs. Its implications are so serious 
recommend a range within which an and the consequences of a wrong decision 
article or articles may be negotiated so awesome that a partisan approach is 
without serious economic effect on the unthinkable. 
industry producing like or directly com- I believe leaders of both parties recog
petitive articles. Under this bill, it will nize this. Every Member of the House 
be pos8ible to determine the specific has been asked this question: "Do you 
point below which tariffs should not be consider yourself as a special pleader for 
reduced and to effectively do something the interests of your district or as a mem-
about it. ber of a national lawmaking body?" 

This new bill with the several safe- The answer, obviously, is both. 
guarding amendments and provisions We all know that there are times of 
adopted is a great improvement over the great crisis or urgency when a Repre
original bill, H.R. 9900. ·It will allow for sentativ~ must, if necessary, stand aside 
a continuing expansion of trade while from pressures of varying degree in his 
protecting our commerce and safeguard.:. own district and vote for the general 
ing American industry and American good of the Nation. 
jobs. • This is one of those times. 

The Tariff Commission is restored to Spokesmen for some of the most con-
a position of dignity and responsibility. servative groups in our country have 

The new bill should contribute greatly urged you and me to vote for this bill. 
to expanding our foreign trade and ac- They recognize both the di:fllculties and 
complishing the declared purposes of the virtues of this bold new move and they 
bill. believe the good will far outweigh the 

The bill is necessary to keep our Na- bad. · 
tion growing and our economy expand- No one can say that none of our peo--
ing. . pie. will be hurt as we move, perforc.e, to 

Under the bill, the American business- the international bargaining table. But, 
man, once the authority granted by the this hurt is nothing compared with the 
bill was exercised, would have a unique economic calamity whi.ch will strik~ us if 
opportunity to compete with the rapidly we refuse our Government what it needs 
expanding market abroad. to bargain. · 

The American worker would benefit This is the simple question before us: 
from the expansion of our exports. One Are we willing, by ·negation or indiffer-
out of every three workers engaged in ence, to save some jobs by risking the 
manufacturing is employed in an estab- loss of thousands of jobs and raising the 
lishment' that exports. threat of a deep depression? 

The American citizen should benefit I am unwilling to take that risk. 
most of all from an increase in foreign - We cannot, in this Nation, live on our 
trade. own fat without, at the same ·time, de-

Mr. Chairman, in the spirit of that vouring our vitals. · · 
great statesman, Cordell Hull, who was We must trade or perish on the eco-
the real pioneer of international trade, nomic vine. · 
I urge the House to pass the Trade Ex- I shall support this bill without qualifi-
pansion Act of 1962. . cation. I do so in the firm belief that 

Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I it is for the good of my country. I do it, 
am supporting this legislation because too, with the comforting knowledge that 
I believe it gives the President much- any other course would give supreme 
needed emergency authority' to push for satisfaction to our enemies in the cold 
increased sales of American agricul:. war, in which a principal weapon is 
·tural and industrial products into the trade. 
new Common Mar~t:et area: . of Westerzi Mr. ROUSH. Mr. Chairman, I join 
Europe. If we were to allow the 11-igher with thos.e who are willing to meet the 
tariffs of this Common Market to great economic challenge of our day and 
squeeze out American products ··from generation ·by the passage ·of the· Trade 
Europe, then our economy could find it- Extension Act' of 1962. 
self. iil real trouble ~ the years ahead. : There is no doubt in my mind but 

Of ·course, Mr. Chairman,· I ' h.ave aF· what this bill will have greater his
ways insisted tliat mir Amerlcan 'foreign torical significance ·than any · bill the 
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Congress h.as considered for many years. 
In the continuing cold war struggle 
against international communism, the 
bulwark of freedom continues to be ·the 
relative economic prosperity .of the 
Western alli:;mce and other free world 
countries. Besides being a political sys-:
tem, communism is an economic sys
tem and the leaders of the Communist 
world have threatened to "bury us" 
through economic warfare. 

The entire Communist bloc has been 
steadily increasing its trade through
out the world with an eye to generating 
alliances and allegiances. As the leader 
of the free world, our country must 
counterattack with a trade offensive of 
pur own arid exports must be our weapon. 

The Governor of Indiana, the Ho,n
orable Matthew Welsh recently empha

. sized this when he said, "We in ,America 
now have the ·economic as well as the 

rpolitical choice of riding the crest of the 
wave of history, or we can drift rudder
less and be buffeted by the winds of 
change." · 

Today world trade is :flourishing and 
America is enjoying the fruits of .an ag
gressive trade policy. American export~? 
are now $20 billion per year and the 
balance of trade is heavily in our favor. 
Foreign products have found their way 
to American markets and many have 
been well accepted, Imports of raw ma
terials and necessary products foreign 
to our own economy total more than $9 
billion.· This includes materials such 
as rubber and manganese, tropical agri
culture products, and other materials 
which are essential items n,ot available 
in the United States. Another $5 to $6 
billion in goodS-about 1 percent of our 
gross natiomil product-enters the mar
ket in the form of :finished merchandjse 
offering varying degrees of competition 
with domestic production. 

·The riet balance of trade is about ·$5 
billion in our favor. This very favorable 
balance, or profit of international sales 
to purchases, is vital to our national 
securi_ty. Were it not for this .large, 
profitable trade, American international 
gold difficulties would be desperate and 
the result would be a blow to our mone-· 
tary system and national security. 

There can be no question that the his
tory of our international trade policies 
over past decades has been one of out
standing success. This being the case, 
why should we· change? The problem 
is simply that the world in which we 
trade is changing, .and the policies which 
were adequate. for yesterday will not 
work in tomorrow's world market. · 

The most .dramatic example of the 
change is the emergence of the European 
Economic Community-the Common 
. Market. Six of our most valued trading 
customer's, desperately crippled . after 
World War ·n. overcame the centuries-

. old hatreds of' the -European nations to 
form ·a trading community patterned 
after the United States. The states of 
Europe will become as one, reducing in
ternal tariffs ·to zero. For the :first time 
goods and people will cross the inter
national boundaries of Europe with the 
same freedom we experience in travel
ing from Indiana to Ohio. 
· bther nations are seeking entry into 
the market. Presumably, within a 5- to 

10-year period, all of the states of Eu- tables and $64,000 for fruit and nuts. 
rope will ·have joined. We are deter":' Our leading export commodities among 
mined to meet this challenge. For us the Fifth District's field crops were soy
to fail or for us to 8.dopt a "wait and beans, wheat, and corn. As a whole, the 
see" attitude would not be in keeping equivalent share of agricultural exports 
with our tradition of leadership in the from Indiana's Fifth District is over two 
economic world. A failure on our part times as large as the equivalent share 
to recognize the need of a new trade pol- of competing exports. 
icy to meet the challenge which the Mr. Chairman, I again refer tQ a state
-changing world presents will not only ment by Matthew Welsh, Governor of 
deprive us of the opportunity to expand Indiana. He said: 
our export trade but might very well we stand on the threshold of a new trad
jeopardiz.e the favorable balance of trade ing world, one with which the prosperity and 
we now. enjoy. growth of Indiana and the Nation are inti-

This is of real concern to the people mately connected. We can c.hoose to step 
of Indiana. We export our share of the confidently over this threshold as the eco
total U.S. exports. We share the needs nomic leader of the world. Or we can hold 
of the Nation for new markets. Our back fearful that we cannot measure up to 

tomorrow and its problems. 
farmers could produce more if markets we in Indiana know our business. Roo
were developed. Our manufacturers are siers are among the world's best farmers, 
not operating at full capacity and could most skilled industrial workers, and masters 
produce more if markets were available. of production and marketing. We are tight
As a repre~entative of about 460,000 In- fisted bargainers and traders and we know 
diana citizens, I feel that my constitu- our way through the financial markets of the 
ents are demanding that we find these world. We know.we can do better than hold 

our own. 
new markets, that we provide jobs for President Kennedy has pointed the way 
our unemployed, that we take advan- for America to compete successfully in this 
tage of every opportunity to expand our new trading world we face, a way we can com
industrial and agricultural output. pete equi~bly and fai:rly, without our path 

In this legislation, I see the opportu- blocked by artificial barriers raised against 
nity to do these things. Those of my . us. Personally, and as Governor of Indiana, 
colleagues who are resisting this move I strongly and enthusiastically endorse the 
are closing their eyes to opportunity and President's program for expanding world 
are satisfied with the status quo . . This trade. 
complacent attitude is not only depriv- Mr. Chairman, and colleagues, I con
ing Indiana business and agriculture of sider the Trade Agreements Act now be
its chance to expand and grow, but is ing considered a very important piece 
endangering the present prosperity that of legislation. It is vital to my district 
exists in our State. and my State. It is important and nee-

The Department of Commerce has essary to the continued prosperity of our 
made a study of the State of Indiana and Nation and to the continued _ ec.onomic 
has determined the extent of our exports death struggle with coriununism. . 
and we find that foreign trade has a Mr. MOOREHEAD of Ohio. Mr~ 
direct impact o:n every community of Chairman, we have before us.legislaUori 
Indiana, its economy, its industries, its which all of us agree, regardless of out 
workers, its farmers-the life and liveli- views on its merits, is the . most far~ 
hood of all of its people. reaching that Congress has considered 

~xports of manufactured goods from for many years. Even so, we find our..; 
Indiana amounted to $483.6 million in selves debating the bill in the straitjacket 
1960. The Fifth District alone exported of a closed rule. We are a legislative 
manufactured goods valued at $.32.1 mil- body which will not, in fact, legislate 
lion during 1960. Three hundred and other than to . vote "yes" or "no" when 
twelve Indiana establishments exported the time for debate has run its course. 
goods valued at $25,000 or more in that The decision is a fateful one-too fate.:. 
year. Forty-seven of these were from ful, in my opinion, to confine our con
my district; 310,259 Indiana workers sideration of a measure of this magni
were employed in these establishments tude under a closed rule. 
and of this number 50,281 were from the ~ I represent here an area which has 
Fifth District. suffered the consequences of the past 

Indiana is, of course, an agricultural trade policies this Nation has followed. 
State. Our farmers could produce more In my opinion, these policies have proved 
and, if through this legislation new m.ar- unwise and costly in both economic and 
kets could be developed, what a boost human terms. I question now if' we are· 
this would be to the economy of our not providing the means to extend the 
State. The export trade which this bill same problem southeastern Ohio . has 
would protect is . of grave importance .. known so long, to the rest of the country. 
The Department of Commerce . has also Lately, the President and many of his 
given us :figures and facts which empha- . advisers have lectured the American . 
size the impertance of · exports . to our people that they must admit that they 
agricultural community in Indiana; ' are economically illiterate and, by· infer,. 
· The United. States exported a tOtal of . ence, l.ncompetent to decide where their 

$4.9 billion in agricultural products in interest lies. We have been told that 
the 1960 to 1961 crop year. Indiana's mariy of the concepts that seem basic to 
share of this was $149.3 million. The us are myths and cliches which ignore 
Fifth District farmers have a direct stake the facts of life. I regret that; I believe, 
in exports of some of these agricultural the same charges are valid against the 
commodities. My district's equivalent terms of this bill. 
share in the 1960 to 1961 national agri- I have sought for the justification of 
cultural export total was $15.5 million the 'claims made in behalf of this legis
for field crops, $2.7 million for livestock lation. But I cannot find· the . basis for 
and livestock products, $292,000 for vege- the rosy confidence of the proponents of 
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.it. The efforts to propagandize tbe 
American people have been· fantastic. 
For months, the drums have been beat
ing in preparation for our debate today~ 
Regardless of the outcome, the propa
ganda ha.S surely obscured' the issue and 
has distorted the serious questions that 
affect this Nati.on's industries, its 
workers, and our relations with the free 
world. 

We are told that a "selfish protection
ist" attitude on the part of the United 
states will be our undoing. We are told 
that we must "trade or fade, and 'that 
the best' assurance for trade lies in plac
ing in the hands of the President, im
mense power to decide what products 
from what countries should be given .com
petitive advantage in our domestic mar
kets and, in negotiations with other na
tions, what American products can hope 
to find markets abroad. Congress would 
abdicate its constitutional responsibility 
and give the President a license to re
shape our economy under circumstances 
that are being made to seem benign even 
though they do smack of totalitarianism. 
This is the same retread fonnula we have 
been hearing since this administration 
took office. If we ask what we can do 
for our country, the answer is monoto-

, nously the same-arm the President with 
greater and greater :Power, trust his 
judgment, and all will be well. I do not 
subscribe to this thiriking and I would 
resist it regardless of which politicai 
party espoused it. This is a· principle 
that must not be brushed· aside with a 
shrug of the shoulders on this or any 
·other legislation. 

We are told that if the ·President is 
~tforded the power he · would be gr:;~.nted 
in this bill, . he could use it to insure 
flourishing trade with the nations of the 
Common Market in Europe. This kind of 
reasoning is baffiing. The Common Mar
ket is an essentially protectionist device 
to protect the internal markets of West
em Europe from outside invasion. Since 
we have already cut tariffs on the average 
of 80 percent, our negotiating position 
seems small indeed across · the board. A 
tariff wall is _being erected around ·the 
Common Market and the price of admis
sion is high, as Britain is learning at this 
moment. If she, in effect, imposes tariffs 
against her former colonies-now nations 
of the British Commonwealth-she can 
become · a member of the Common Mar
ket. It is reported that there is no in
tention that the United States join the 
Common Market. If we accept that, a 
very large question remains. What is 
the price for the kind of com~ng and go
ing through the gate in the wall that our 
policymakers have in mind? Apparently, 
~tis the orderly destruction of industries 
and jobs in this country. 

For the first time, the fiction that our 
trade negotiations will not be permitted 
to destroy domestic ind~tries is dropped 
in this bill. Frankly, I am glad that the 
pretense is being dispensed with. It must 
have been hard to throw out the soothing 
sirup when th1s legislation was being 
written. American industries have been 
destroyed steadily for years by our tariff 
negotiators.. A double standard of eco

. noniic ·morality has. been observed in the 
White House . . There has been little re-

gard for the findings ot the Tariff Com- .ramie tile industry has r~mained rela
mission. that injury was being done ,:to a tively constaht. Still, the ·Commlssion's 
particular industry as a resUlt of import report found that. the .. total man-hours 
competitiOn. The proof Of injury has of production and related -W-Orkers en ... 
been unimportantJf the industry affect- gaged ~ in - the manufacture of ceramic 
ed was relatively small. The law does mosaic tile at u.s. plants were lower in 
not provide discrimination of this kind, 1960 than in any ofc the 5 preceding 
but it has been practiced by the White years. This was occurring at the same '· 
House and it has been widely sanctioned. time that tile consumption in the United 
There has been too much resignation to- States almost doubled. 
ward this kind of treatment and we need The last reason cited by the President 
to face up to what is being done instead was that Japan "has recentl-y established 
of plunging on along this road. .. voluntary quotas on exports" on ceramic 

Let us look at one specific i:nstance of tile~ As I understand this so-called "val
the exercise of Presidential power in the untaty" agreement, Japanese industry 
case of ceramic mosaic tile. I mention agrees to increase its export of tile to the 
this because it is relevant to the consid- United States only slightly. No real re
eration of this legislation. For years, duction of shipments is contemplated. 
the ceramic mosaic tile industry in this At best, the agreement is a moratorium 
country has been struggling to obtain on the increasing of tile exports to this 
recognition of the import competition country. 
problem it is f~cing. It finally carried its · The decision was an -incredible blow 
case to the Tariff Commission. to the ceramic mosaic tile industry and 

The Commission's investigation began the families and communities that de
on November 10, 1960, and it was com- pend upon it. In case any illustration 
p1eted in May 1961. Volumes of evidence is needed, it demonstrates again that 
were obtained and considered carefully the President possesses immense powers 
by the Commission. It concluded that now which enable him to reJect even the 
ceramic mosaic tile is ''being imported strongest evidence. . Certainly, h1s deci
into the United States in such increased sion in this case could not have been 
quantities as to cause serious inJury to based upon any regard for the facts as 
the domestic industry • • • ." In order determined by -the Tariff Commission. 
to remedy this serious injury, the Com- How he developed his own body of evi
mission found it is necessary that· tariffs -dence· is a mystery. His lieutenants 
be increased to the levels of the early have not, so f~r as is known, made an 
1930's. The Commission's -findings of independent investigation. Nor was the 
fact and the recommended corrective ac- President, in my opinion, guided by the 
tion were unanimous. The case for the intent of the Congress when it estab
industry was regarded as one of the most lished the escape-clause provision in the 
compelling recommendations to be is- present law. We can only conclude that 
sued by the Commission in many years~ a c·alculated decision was made in . the 

The recommendations were sent to the White House that the U.S; ceramic mo
President. The White House requested saic tile Industry should be sacrificed. 
additional information. Many months It is said that the purpose of this 
ensued. " Several months ago, the Prest- trade bill is to encourage exports. I 
dent rejected the Commission's recom- doubt that it will encourage as niuch as 
mendations for reasons that are ambig- it promises. Nevertheless, what encour
uous and wholly unsatisfactory. He agement it gives is at the expense of our 
stated that .the "significant increases in import-vulnerable industries. This is a 
imports did not occur until' many years final break with ·a Policy to equalize the 
after the duty concessions were granted." impact of trade between various seg
This so-called reason seems to me tO be ments of our economy without discrimi
wholly beside the point. Our tariff re- nation -for one in favor of the other. 
ductions have, in effect, enCouraged the ·The idea apparently is that ·exports· will 
expansion of foreign production to ·cap- increase faster than imports. This 
ture a greater and greater share of the premise is pure blue sky. 
Ame,rican market. This is a demonstra- We have consistently failed to require 
ble fact and the only consideration that other countries to meet past tariff re
is relevant as I read th_e present law. ductions of the United States by com-

The second reason cited by the Presi- parable reductions in their own tariffs 
dent was that "domestic production has and restrictions. The President tells us 
not declined appreciably." The Tariff that there is very little to offer in tariff 
Commission's report found that the pro- negotiations. Unfortunately, that is all 
duction in 1960 was "about th€. same as too true. ·Much of our bargaining posi:. 
in 1955 and 1957" although the produc- tion has been conceded already and I 
tion capacity of our plants has increased. fail to see how the present legislation 
It also found that the "ratio of imports will do anything other than compound 
to domestic production rose rapidly from this problem. 
'1 percent in 1954 to 62 percent in 1959, · Last -March, additional negotiations 
and to 80 percent in 1960.u The Com- in Geneva resulted in another round of 
mission showed that between 1955 and lower tariffs. They will become effec-
1960 imports of tile i'ncrea-sed 455 per- tive in July. What effect they will have 
~ent. upon our economy is still to be demon

Over the same period-

The Commission stated-
the quantities both produced and sold by 
dom~s~~c producers ~cUned_. 

The President then decided that-the 
level of employment in the mosaic ce-

strated~· The outflow of our: gold reserve 
continues and the downward plunge of 
the stock market may seriously aggravate 
this flow if confidence abroad in the dol
lar is affected. Our mon~tary policies 
at home are also deeply involved in this 
entire question, with deficit financing 
weakening-our economic structure. 
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It is my hope that this Congress will 

face its responsibilities and defeat this 
legislation. It can· then seek to work 
in partnership with the White House 
to create a realistic and effective trade 
policy which places the tariff question 
in perspective with the economic prob
lems at home and abroad that .must be 
considered together if we are to deal 
with the issue meaningfully. 

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, for 
the first time in the history of our 
Western civilization, the major nations 
of Europe are undertaking a bold, daring 
program of economic cooperation. This . 
program is designed to add energy, sta
bility, strength and vigor to the econ
omies of the nations involved, as indi- . 
viduals and as a gr.oup. The European 
Economic Community, or the European 
Common Market, is vital to our national 
security since it represents a powerful 
force in our economic offensive against 
the threat posed by the force~ 9f ~nter:
national communism. It is obvious, 
from his recent threats and speeches, 
that Mr. Khrushchev views the forma
tion of the Common Market with alarm, 
·as he well should, for, combined with 
the vast productivity and selling power 
of the United States, this European eco
nomic alliance will help us to "bury" 
the false economic theories of the Com
-munist philosophy by demonstrating 
their failure in any competition with 
the basic principles of free enterprise. 

However, although the Common Mar
ket is and will be of great benefit to us, 
we must today prepare ourselves for the 
impact this alliance will have on our 
own economy. Unless we quickly . take 
some positive form of action, vast mar
kets for our goods within these European 
countries will be lost to us, or at the . very 
least they will be restricted. We must 
pr.otect those markets which our Amer
ican manufacturers and producers -now . 
have; and we must also look to the prep
aration for future extensions of these 
markets as the European Common Mar
ket countries increase in their internal 
prosperity and therefore in their ability 
to purchase even more of our products 
than they do at the present time. We 
must also be prepared to work with this 
alliance in trade relationships with other 
nations, in an effort to stimulate other 
economies and thus create other 
markets. 

To implement this program, a trade 
bill which allows our executive branch 
flexibility, within reasonable limits, to 
negotiate with our allies is necessary- ~ 

· and it is necessa:cy now. For this rea
son, I cannot vote for recommittal of 
this bill, .with instructions . to amend it 
so that it merely .extends the present law 
for 1 year, and a brief synopsis of the 
present law will demonstrate-why. The 
'last amendment to the present .-law; in 
1958~ provided a ·4-year extepsion of .this 
law with authority given to the Presi

. dent to r,~duce existing tariffs by 20 per
.. cent, with the advice of the Tariff Com

mission, of course. This 20 percent has 
been substantially used up. So to ex
tend ·the present law for 1 year, would 
be to extend nothing. It :.w.ould be, in 
fac-t, tantamount to not pas_sJpg a trade 
bill at all. ~ 

That would mean that a full year First, authority under - the expiring 
would elapse before we could take any -act is virtually exhausted. This au
part in the vigorous economic campaign thority was limited in the first place, 
being waged on our European front in and in the recently concluded Geneva 
the cold war. That would mean that the negotiations it was necessary to extend 
Communists would have a year to re- several peril points in order to take ad
group their economic forces for utiliza- .vantage of the 20-percent reduction in 
tion in their imperialistic efforts. ' tariffs offered on certain industrial prod-

At this time, we have a tremendous, ucts. In short, the authority which 
definite economic advantage over the would remain if the expiring act were 
Soviet Union and its satellite nations. simply extended would be inadequate 
We must not lose this advantage through even to begin to achieve the essential 
iD..action and delay. purposes for which this bill is designed, 

While I am not particularly in favor and for which it is needed. 
of the adjustment assistance for the S~~onp, the tra~e prqblems and ?PPOr
firms and workers which has been in- tumtie~ confrontmg us- today Will not 
corporated into this measure, I cannot w~it. '.The European Eco:nomic.-Commu
subscribe to such dilatory tactics as are . mty I~ ~lready Pr?ceedmg With great 
embodied in a recommittal motion speed to complete Its goal of full ecQ
merely to express my dissatisfaction with nomi? union, and on Jul~ 1, .duties on in-:
this assistance in view of the urgency of dust~Ial g?ods traded Withm the Com
taking positive action. I believe, along .mumty Will have been redu':e~ by. as 
with many of my distinguished -col- much as. 50 p~r':ent. In addition, ~-

,leagues, that the mattet of unemploy- port~nt negotiatio?s are underway ~e
ment - can better be handled under gardi.ng the accessiOn of other countries 
existing law-such as the Manpower to this <:ommon Ma~ket. 
Development and Training Act of 1962- In brief •. Mr. Chairman, we are con
without making a special group out of fronted with the ~ro~pects of a n~w 
these unemployed. There have been Eu~opean commun~ty • a comm~n:Ity 
many pertinent questions raised con- which ~<?uld contam . ovc::r 300 million 
cerning these provisions. For instance, people livmg and wor~mg m a free trade 
the legal dispute over alleged conflict area lar.ger than the mter~al market of 
with State law and the philosophical the Umted States. It Will be a free 
dispute over the much different treat- trade area, moreover, made U? of. some 
·ment accorded other unemployed of the most advanced countries. m t~e 

world, and a free trade area which Will 
workers. . . present a common tariff wall to all other 

However, J?-Ot haymg a? opportu~uty nations-ourselves included-who sur
to vote on this particul~r Issue, I believe round it. 
and hope .tl).at ~hese differences can J:>e I dp not need to dwell upon the im
resolved either m t~e other bod~ Q~ In plications of such a development if we 
conference. And smce the prmCipal .in the United States were not ·to make 
?urpose of ~~e measure J:>efore us today immediate and substantial changes in 
IS that of givmg o~r Nat.IOn a necessary our own trade . and tariff -policies--:-· 
~1 ~nd wea.J?On Wit}?. whic~ to cooper~te changes such as_ are prov.ided for in ~his 
yn.th the Eurot;>ean Ec?nomic Commumty bill. I believe we only need ask ourselves 
~n our ?~ensive agam~t the for':es of the question of whether we are willing 
m~rnat10nal communism, and m ~o to join in one great trading community 
domg protect the marke~ of our A~eri- of free nations, or whether we are pre
can producers. and establish a basis for pared to go our·own separate ways, frag
futu:e expa~IOD: of these mar~ets, ~· menting the non-Communist world. 
Chairman, I riSe m support of this meas- The European Economic community 
ure-H.R. 11970. . is dynamic, and if we appear reluctant 

Mr. KEARNS. Mr. Chairman, as the to keep up with its active evolution it 
ranking. member of ~he Subcommittee on could well pass us, by. .. Fundamental de
the Impact of Imports and Exports on cisions are now being made-decisions 
Employment, which explored the whole concerning the future -economic policy 
international trade situation, I can see of the Community-and these decisions 
no gain for our country in accepting the will set patterns for the future which 
Preside~t's recommendations as con- ·· will not be easily reversed. If action on 
tained in the Trade Expansion Act of this bill were to be withheld or if the 
1962. present act were to be exte0:ded in its 

Personally, I am fearful that it would present form, . American .industry would 
cost us many industries and, goodness be compelled to find other means to cir·
knows, many thousands of ,paydays. For cumvent the barrier of the common ex.,. 
thes~ reasons, I shal.l vote. for recom- ternal -tariff, and such action would un
mit,tal of this legi.slation and, if that doubtedly ·involve . the transfer tO 
fails, against passage. . . Europe of plant -and equipment which 

Mr. COHELAN . .. Mr. Chairman, I rise would otherwise -be developed here , at . 
-in support of'. this farsighted, · construe- home. ·,· A loss in domestic employment 
tive, and. urgently needed advance in the opportunities could be expected, . AII,leri
trade policies of our countrY. can farmers would risk losing market 

It would be a grave mistake, I believe, opportunities, and our balance of pay
for any of us to think that nothing would ments would be further threatened. 
be lost by delaying for a year or more Failure to act promptly on this "bold 
the enactment of this proposal, or- that new instrument" would adversely affect 
·a mere continuation of the present Trade our interests in the free world outside 
Agreements Act would be sufficient. It of the Common·Market as well, -for de
would be a grave mistake, I believe ·· for lay· would .only cause serious doubts re- ~-
at least two compelling reasons. garding -the future course of U-.S. trade 

. ' I ..· 

r., 

·. •· 
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policy. At ·no time in our history, may 
I . add, has it been more important for 
-us to make unmistakably clear our in
tentions to continue our longstanding 
leadershiP in working for the expansion 
of international commerce on a mutually 
advantageous basis. Our continued lead
ership demands, in fact, that we show 
·through example that we are prepared 
to move ahead boldly and consistently. 

The future of the vast underdeveloped 
and contested areas of the world are also 
at stake. We must give assurances-and 
such assurances are included in this 
bill-that we recognize and are willing 
to respond to the needs of these coun
tries for increased export opportunities 
in the markets of the world's more ad
vanced nations. If our actions do not 
·support such assurances, we ean be cer
tain that the Communist. bloc will not 
hesitate to extend trade offers; offers 
·whose attractiveness will certainly not 
work to the best interests of this coun
try, or of the free world. 

Mr. Chairman, many of the opponents 
of this bill have stated that we cannot 
compete with foreign imports; that we 
have priced ourselves out of the world's 
markets. A look at the record, however, 
reveals that these charges are simply 
not true-that they are no more than 
myths. 
- If we consider our ability to compete 
abroad we see that the United States 
annually exports substantially more than 
it imports. IIi 1960, we enjoyed a fav
orable balance of trade with every in
dustrialized nation of the free world, and 
the factors which made this possible
greater investment capital, greater tech
nica1 and managerial skill, and greater 
output per man-hour-will enable us to 
stay ahead with an expanded trade pro
gram. 

Exports, and the jobs of more than 
4 million American workers who depend 
on them, moreover, are not limited to a 
single State. Studies based on the most 
recent census survey indicate that they 
affect the economic well-being of workers 
and businesses ir.. alniost every commu
nity. In California, for example, more 
than $1,300 million worth of manufac
tured goods were exported in 1960, and 
more than 385,000 workers were directly 
employed in these operations. 

There can be no question that some 
workers and some businesses--although 
they would be relatively few in nunlber
would suffer damage from increased 
foreign import competition, and for this 
reason I support the important adjust
ment assistance provisions of this bill. 
Such provisions are justified by the 
"giant step" we are preparing to take. 
Such provisions are justified for the 
strength they would add to our society 
by helping firms and workers to increase 
their efficiency, either in their present 
lines, or by getting into new ones. Such 
provisions are justified, in brief, for they 
would bring these firms and these work
ers even more fully into the mainstream 
of productive American life; they would 
promote their individual well-being; and 
they would enhance our country's eco
nomic growth. 

Mr. Chairman, in his State of the Un
ion message, President Kennedy pointed 
out that the United States did not rise 

to greatness by waiting for others to 
lead. The President stated: 
· Thls Nation is the worlJ:s foremost man
ufacturer, farmer, banker, consumer, and ex
porter. The Common Market is moving 
-ahead. at an economic growth rate twice 
ours. The Communist offellf!ive is under
way. The .opportunity is ours-the initia
tive is up to us-and I believe that 1962 is 
the time. 

To this I would only add that we dare 
not turn our backs on the logic of our 
own economic opposition; a position 
which for the last 30 years has led the 
world toward freer trade. To do so 
would set off a chain reaction of retalia
tion and counterretaliation that would 
do irreparable harm to our economy and 
the economy of the whole free world. We 
would diminish our role of leadership 
in the cause of freedom, and we would 
deny the very strength and vitality of 
the economic system for which we stand. 

Mr. Chairman, I believe the time to 
act is ripe; I believe that the tools are 
available in this bill; and I urge that we 
.approve it without delay. 

Mr. WATTS. Mr. Chairman, I would 
like to review agriculture's role in our 
export economy, Its critical importance 
was stressed in the Ways and Means 
Committee report on H.R. 11970, which 
noted that, "it would be unfortunate, in 
the view of your committee, if our tre
mendous natural advantages as a food 
exporter were sacrL'*ied because the 
United States was not equipped to bar
gain effective trade agreements." In 
line with this, I would like to call atten
tion to section 212 of the legislation, 
which authorizes the President to reduce 
by more than 50' percent, tariffs on 
.articles referred to in agricultural hand
book No. 143, U.S. Department of Agri
culture, whenever he determines that 
such an agreement will tend to assure 
the maintenance or expansion of U.S. 
exports of like articles. 
. Our commodity exports set value and 
volume records in fiscal1960-61. A total 
of $4.9 billion worth of food and fiber 
was exported, or 24 percent of our total 
exports of $20.4 billion.- Of this total, 
approximately 69 pe'rcent was sold for 
dollars, while the remainder moved 
either through commercial channels un
der specific Government programs, or 
was donated through ·private .relief 
agencies. 

These exports accounted for 61 mil
lion acres of harvested cropland, or 1 
of every 6 cultivated acres. Half our 
cotton, wheat, rice and dried peas was 
shipped abroad-two-fifths of our soy
beans and tallow and about a third of 
our tobacco, hops, flaxseed and nonfat 
dry milk was exported. Shipments of 
wheat, soybeans, hide and skins, poul
try, meat and variety meats reached rec
ord highs during this period and cotton 
exports were the second highest in over 
25 years. Feed grains and rice were also 
shipped at near record levels. , 

The Ways and Means Committee 
noted, with respect to agriculture, that 
"with greater access to foreign markets, 
and the countries of the EEC in partic
ular, U.S. ,agricultural exports can be 
expected to grow. During the past p 
years our sales of farm products to the 
present EEC countries have increased 

29 percent," arid-one-third of our total 
agriculture dollar exports--or approxi
·mately $1.1 billion worth-was shipped 
into the Common Market. 

The Trade Expansion Act is an essen-· 
tial bargaining tool if we are to be able 
to continuously negotiate throughout the 
world for bigger as well as new markets 
for the remarkable output of our agri
cultural community. 

U.S. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS TO THE 
COMMON MARKET 

The Common Market is our largest 
market for .agricultural exports. In 1961 
our exports of farm products to the six 
countries of the Common Market were 
.$1.2 billion, about one-quarter of all U.S. 
agricultural exports to the world and 
one-third of all our exports to the Com
mon Market. The role of the European 
Economic Community as a market for 
our farm products will become even more 
crucial after the United Kingdom joins 
theEEC. 

The European farm picture is under
going sharp changes. Many of these are 
not related to the formation of the EEC. 
European agriculture is only now experi
encing the technological revolution and 
productivity increases which started 
earlier in the United States. Incomes are 
rising in Western Europe and c.onsump
tion patterns are being altered. Europe
ans are eating more grains in the form 
of meat and relatively less in the form of 
bread. 

Under the common agricultural policy, 
the six-member countries of the Com
mon Market are trying to rationalize 
into a single system-covering price, 
marketing, and 'income support-the 
separate and disparate systems which 
now exist. 

In the tariff negotiations completed in 
March 1962, the United States obtained 
concessions covering about 10 percent of 
our agricultural exports to the EEC. 
These were on such products as raw cot
ton-our most important export in value 
terms--soybeans, tallow, lard, certain 
fruits and juices, and others. 

For many key agricultural commodi-' 
ties, the transformation from six sys
tems ·~o a single agricultural system in · 
the EEC is to be accompanied by a sys
tem ·of variable import levies. These will 
cover such key U.S. exports as wheat, 
feed grains, poultry, and rice. For these 
products, the United States must still 
negotiate with the EEC to define the 
precise terms of the U.S. access to the 
EEC market. . 

The variable leVY system is still un
tried, and its ultimate effect uncertain. 
If accompanied by a high price struc
ture for EEC producers, this would fur
ther stimulate EtJ.ropean agricultural 
output and the new system could have 
detrimental effects on U.S. exports of 
these commodities. 

The Trade Expansion Act would give 
U.Sr negotiators. an effective kit of bar
gaining tools to obtain the best possible . 
package of agricultural and nonagricul
tural concessions possible, including 
those on variable leVY items. In 1961, 
our agricultural exports to the EEC ex
ceeded our agricultural imports from 
the EEC by 6 to 1. It is clear _from this 
tra.E_e pattern that there could be no 
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U:S.-EEC bargain which ·swapped only 
agricultural concessions. 

I am convinced that the Trade Expan
sion Act can provide the necessary 
tools for the United · States to make the 
best possible · adjustment to the chang
ing world agricultural scene. It can en
able U.S. farm producers to benefit in the 
form of increased exports from increas
ing consumer incomes in the Common 
Market. 

Mr. !CHORD of Missouri. Mr. Chair
man, I rise with reluctance in opposition 
to H.R. 11970. I say "with reluctance" 
because basically I am a proponent of 
free trade. But free trade, Mr. Chair
man, connotes free competition and free 
competition does not exist in world trade 
today. It ceased to exist when we de
cided at the conclusion of World War II 
to embark on our ill-conceived, riqicu
lously huge foreign-aid program that 
has cost the American taxpayer $106 bil
lion and which from all indications is 

. just the beginning, and I ask again, Mr. 
Chairman, can we adhere to a policy of 
free trade when we direct our American 
businessman to pay a higher wage than 
his foreign competitor, when we levy 
high excise and income taxes upon our 
businessmen, when we exact tribute· 
from our taxpayers to pay the cost of 
this ''foreign-aid giveaway," when we di
rectly or indirectly build for our friends 
abroad industrial plants even more mod
ern than our own. Can we seriously 
think we cari pursue these inane policies, 
Mr. Chairman, and at the same time ex
pect to stay in competition with our for-
~ign friends? · 

I cannot vote for this bill, Mr. Chair
man, notwithstanding the fact that the 
committee has made considerable im
provement. I seriously question the 
wisdom of delegating the power of Con
gress to regulate foreign commerce to 
the office of President of the United 
States. .Although I have great faith in 
the administrative ability of President 
Kennedy, each of us realize that the 
office of President is the most burden
some office in the world. We know that 
no President can possibly give these mat
ters and the many other equally im
portant duties his personal attention. 
The decisions will naturally fall on cer
tain civil servants within the Depart
ment of State. This matter, Mr. Chair
man, deals with a serious international 
problem but it also deals with a serious 
domestic problem and although I do not 
question the sincerity of purpose of our 
civil servants in the State Department 
I do question the wisdom of permitting 
them to in effect make these decisions. 
Let us remember, Mr. Chairman, that 
one of the measures of value of the per
formance of the duties of an office of 
the Department of State is the economic 
status of our foreign friends. Under 
these circumstances, Mr. Chairman, it is 
very easy to lose sight of the interest . 
of the United States which should al
ways be kept foremost 1n mind. And I 
ask, Mr. Chairman, why could not these 
duties have been delegated to the Tariff 
Commission, an arm of Congress? 

These escape clause provisions impress 
me very little. Let me remind the mem
bers that not once, not twice, but three 

times did the tariff commission find the 
lead industry - was being irreparably 
damaged and not once but twice did 
President Eisenhower refuse to act and 
when he did act, he acted too late and 
then not as recommended by the com
mission. The result today is that lead 
has dropped from 17 cents a pound to 
9 ¥2 cents a pound, thousands of lead 
workers are unemployed, the industry is 
ruined and not only by the inaction of 
U.S. Government but as a result of acts 
of commission .. 

Others in this body may surrender to 
the "drugged effects" of these tran
quilizing provisions that have been added 
to this bill, Mr. Chairman, but I shall 
never do so. I predict, Mr. Chairman, if 
this bill passes as it apparently is going 
to do, the Members of Congress will, in 
the not too distant future, rue the day 
this action was taken. 

Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Chairman, we 
face new economic problems, which de
mand a reevaluation of our trade and 
tariff policies. The development of the 
Common Market in Europe threatens our 
export trade and the challenge it poses 
threatens our leadership. 

Because of our great economic and 
military strength, the United States has 
become the leader of the free world. 

Since the end of World War n, under 
a bipartisan national policy decision, 
we have expended many billions of tax 
dollars to help rebuild the economic, 
political, and miiltary strength of allied, 
neutral, and former enemy nations. 
These nations have survived and re
mained free. They have done more. 
Great Britain, West Germany, France, 
Japan, and smaller nations have ex
panded their industrial production far 
beyond pre-World War II levels. The 
European part of this great industrial 
productive capacity is now being melded 
into a trade and tariff alliance of tre
mendous potential economic power. 

Initially the Common Market consisted 
of the so-called Inner Six nations on the 
European Continent. Then in a be
lated move for self-protection, Great 
Britain organized the Outer Seven. Now 
as you know, there are negotiations for 
melding the Inner Six and the Outer 
Seven into a greater Common Market 
grouping of nations. If this occurs dur
ing the next few years there will be a 
close trade and tari:ff arrangement 
among nations containing some 300 mil
lion producers and consumers. 

This Common Market trade alliance 
will increase the economic strength of 

·the participating countries individually 
and as a whole. The growing economic 
power of the !riner Six is shown by the 
rapid strides in .output. Over the last 
year this . area increased its gross na
tional product by 6¥2 percent. Since 
1950, its annual growth rate has aver
aged more than 5 percent compared 
with our bare 3 percent. In the indus
trial sector of production its annual rate 
of increase for the past 10 years has 
averaged 8 percent, compared with our 
slightly more than 3 percent. 

This is a powerful economic challenge 
to the United States-make no mistake 
about it. 

The prospects for the Common Mar
ket complex then are these: 

First. Through reducing or eliminat
ing internal tariffs, it will accelerate the 
interchange of merchandise and labor 
resources. Therefore, it will become 
more self-sufficient and less dependent 
upon imports from the United States. 

Second; Unified and growing economic 
strength and industrial capacity will 
generate greater quantities of goods for 
export throughout the world. 

On the first point, bear in mind that 
the 13 nations of the European Eco
nomic Community were customers last 
year for $5 ¥2 billion worth of American 
goods. This is an important segment of 
our total exports of $20.4 billion. It 
would be very damaging if we should 
find ourselves excluded by high tariff 
walls from this market. 

On the second point, we must consider 
the impact of the Common Market on 
our export trade to other areas, which 
amounts to $15 billion, or three-fourths 
of our yearly total of exports. The Com
mon Market nations will be strong com
petitors in exports because of their 
growing production capacity, and they 
will in turn offer the powerful induce
ment of potential markets among their 
300 million people for goods of the other 
trading nations. 

This is a problem which I believe is 
second only to that of avoiding a nuclear 
world war. 

I could speak to you with great feeling 
and a wide background of information 
on the Soviet military challenge. As 
chairman of the House-Senate Joint 
Committee on Atomic Energy, my re
sponsibilities are heavy in the field of 
atomic energy development. The nu
clear weapons we need for deterring war 
range from small tactical weapons to 
megaton bombs carried by our great 
SAC bombers, many of which are on 
constant airborne patrol. Our nuclear 
submarines armed .with Polaris missiles 
are gliding silently and continuously 
under the surface of the great oceans, 
and our great intercontinental ballistic 
missiles stand guard for freedom. 

But these are programs in being. 
These fantastic weapons and weapon 
systems are in professional, scientific and 
military hands. They are under th~ di
rection of the President of the United 
States as Commander in Chief of our 
Armed Forces. There is little that we 
can do individually in this area of na
tional survival--except to pay taxes. 

But, if we turn our attention to the 
economic destiny of the United States~ 
to those areas of business development 

·and Federal legislation having to do with 
our stability as a nation-then there is 
something important and constructive 
which we can do. 

If our Nation is to remain strong 
militarily, we must take every step neces
sary to maintain the strength of our 
economic system. We speak of the 
American way of life and we speak of 
competitive free enterprise. Are we 
mouthing generalities which are familiar 
enough to sound pleasant, but fuzzy 
enough to hide the crucial challenges of 
our times? 

Our American wayJof life is changing. 
We have moved rapidly from farm to 
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city: 74 percent of our people live in 
urban areas-10 million farmers produce 
more food and fiber than 60 million pro
duced five decades ago. Our great in
dustrial plants--steel, textiles, rubber, 
automobile-operate on a part-time 
basis. The workweek dwindled from 60 
hours or more, when I was a young man, 
to 40 and even 25 for some. Our labor 
force grows at the rate of 1% million 
per year. 

We are employing more people but the 
percentage of permanently unemployed 
has risen to between 5 and 7 million. 
Automation takes its toll in industry 
after industry, and pools of technologi
cally displaced workers grow in stagnant 
areas of our Nation. I know all the stock 
answers--but I also know the inadequacy 
of most of them and so do the unem
ployed, the displaced miners, automobile 
workers, railroad men and others. 

Yes, we have problems which are not 
being solved. They invoke basic factors 
of change in our American way of life. 

Our agricultural production outruns 
the domestic ability to consume. We use 
all kinds of controls and subsidies to keep 
it from collFpsing, not under the bless
ing, but under the curse of abundance. 

Our industrial plants running only 
part time, produce more steel, autos, 
refrigerators and soft goods including 
men's clothing than our domestic market 
can buy. If you look beneath the surface 
of general prosperity, you see these 
cracks in the foundation of our economy. 

What can we do to kee:p those cracks 
in the economy from spreading? The 
basic need is a wider distribution and 
greater consumption of goods. If this 
can be accomplished our factories can 
operate more hours. They can utilize 
more employees which will help to re
duce our stagnant reservoir of unem
ployed and add domestic consuming 
power. 

But how do we get this wider dis
tribution if our domestic market is 
saturated with goods? · 

It seems to me we must _look to new 
markets for our goods from factories and 
fields. This means increased exports. 

If the European Common Market 
threatens our present export market, as 
I believe it does, then we must meet that 
challenge promptly. · 

The President, backed by expert eco
nomic advisers from the financial and 
business world, has asked Congress for 
more flexible tariff adjustment powers
powers that will allow him to bargain 
with the Common Market tariff con
trollers so that we can continue to par
ticipate in that great 300 million 
population market. It will take congres
sional action to delegate to him this 
broad general power. 

But far more is needed than our con
tinued access to the European Common 
Market consumers. 

We need to develop new markets in the 
underdeveloped areas of the world. 
Here lies the great challenge and the 
great opportunity for our part-time pro
duction capacity. 

If we are to really turn our produc
tion capacity loose, if we are really going 
to utilize our skilled manpower and train 
our unskilled workers for the production 
job for which we are capable, then we 

must become masters of the machine and 
not the victims of technology. 

So, I say to you today, the United 
States must meet the challenge of 
greater distribution. It must fight a 
more efficient competition in existing 
world markets to maintain our existing 
exports. 

It must vigorously, courageously, and 
intelligently move into the great under
developed markets of the world where 
millions, yes hundreds of millions, yearn 
for the goods we know how to produce. 

We must take the place as the lead
ing international trading nation which 
Great Britain occupied for so many cen
turies. She can no longer play the part. 
She has handed the baton to us. 
. We will either ignobly fail this task or 

we will carry the baton to victory. 
We can falter in our obligation to meet 

today's challenges to the American way 
of life as we have known it, and if we 
do fail, we will slip into the oblivion 
which is reserved for all nations or ciVi
lizations which grow old and tired and 
fail to cope with new problems in a new 
and dangerous age. 

I do not believe we will fail. I be
lieve that we have the intelligence to 
solve the problem of distribution-great
er distribution to domestic and foreign 
consumers through utilizing unused or 
partly used manpower and machine pow
er. Our Nation of free people has in a 
period of some 300 years built the great
est production capacity ever known in 
the history of the world. Starting with 
a wilderness to conquer and faith in 
freedom and the democratic way, we 
have . eliminated the scarcity of food, 
shelter and goods which has plagued 
mankind for thousands of yea:rs--yes, 
which ~till plagues more than two-thirds 
of the human race. 

It would be unthinkable for us to al
low this magnificent system of produc
tion to choke on its own abundance, 
while two-thirds of the world starve for 
food and cry for goods. It would be 
a tragic ending indeed for the American 
dream, if we were to falter in the face 
of the Communist threat, be it military 
or economic. 

We are facing up to the military 
threat, but do you know that since 
1955 the Soviets have completed 206 
trade agreements with non-Communist 
nations? Did you know that from 1954 
to 1960 the export trade volume of the 
Soviet Union jumped from $860 million 
to $2,700 million-more than triple in 
a 6-yeiu period? 

This is our challenge. It is a chal
lenge which we can and will meet. It 
is a goal worth winning if we are to 
have a world of liberty and freedom for 
ourselves and our children. 

Let us look more closely now at the 
foreign trade situation and the problems 
posed by the Common Market. 

Last year we exported a record $20.4 
billion worth of merchandise, while our 
imports amounted to only $14.7 billion
a surplus of over $5 billion in our favor. 
Of these $14.7 billion worth of imports, 
more than three-fifths, or $9 billion, were 
goods which are not produced at all in 
this country or are not produced in suffi
cient quantities to create serious com~ 
petition for our manufacturers. Only $6 

billion of our imports can b~ said reallv 
to compete with American products. 

Thus for every dollar of competitive 
imports, there are more than $3 of Amer
ican exports. The jobs and profits that 
may be curtailed by the dollar's worth 
of competitive imports are far out
weighed by the jobs and profits that are 
created by the $3 of export production, 
and the entire $14.7 billion of imports 
lead to jobs and income for Americans 
in the service industries which transport 
and distribute these products, including 
retailers such as ourselves. 

The American productive economy has 
not yet begun to tap the potential of 
foreign markets and their great sales 
opportunities. Under trade policies that 
encourage increased exchange of goods 
among nations, we can augment the 
prosperity both of our own citizens and 
of the whole free world. But should 
free world trade policies impose and 
maintain barriers to international com
merce, our own economy would have lost 
a major opportunity for more rapid 
growth, and in some sectors would also 
run the risk of stagnation·. 

In order to remove gradually these 
barriers to an expansion of worldwide 
trade, the Government must be author
ized to bargain with other nations to 
erase, mutually, the restrictions that 
bind trade and prosperity. This is why 
President Kennedy has requested from 
Congress authorization to reduce tariffs 
by as much as 50 percent, and to elim
inate entirely, in careful stages, tariffs 
on those articles of which the United 
States and the European Common Mar
ket combined are the dominant world 
suppliers. 

The need for this legislation now is 
urgent. The resiliency of our business 
System is challenged today from several 
quarters, both friendly and hostile. 
Among our friends, the development of 
the European Common Market con
fronts us with both a test and an oppor
tunity. It is an exacting test of our abil
ity to compete in a free trade area almost 
as large, in population, as that of our 
own 50 States. It is an unparalleled 
opportunity for the attainment of great
er American production· records and new 
heights in our standards of living. 

Now, let us look at the facts. The 
Common Market at :>resent includes 
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, and Luxembourg, and it 
will soon add Greece as an associate 
member. This adds up to a total of 
roughly 170 million people. 

Within the immediate future, it is 
likely that Great Britain, Denmark, and 
Norway may also join, along with Greece, 
Ireland, and possibly others. 

The Common Market would then 
embrace more than 300 million people, 
people who last year alone purchased 
some $5.5 billion worth of American 
products. 

But will these people still turn to 
American products when the Common 
Market puts its scheduled tariff changes 
into effect? Under the Common Market 
agreement, all the member countries are 
revising their tariffs so that by 1970 at 
the latest-and probably a good deal 
sooner-a common external tariff will 
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be applied against each type_ of product less foreign exchange at our disposal, we fabric. His advertising and marketing 
entering from outside the Common would be .unable to afford some of the experts know how to find 10,000 women 
Market. crucial programs of military aid and who will buy the 10,000 identical dresses. 

This common external tariff will in economic assistance by which we now European firms are still in the process 
general be reached. by averaging the bolster the free world's defensive of learning these 'techniques; the coni
previously set tariffs of all members. strength against Communist encroach- petitive advantage is still ours. 
High tariffs will come down, and low ment. I understand that maids are becom
tariffs will go up. As a result, most U.S. As I have described the Common ing scarcer in Europe, so no doubt the 
goods exported in the futtire to such Market up to now, it may appear a European housewife would welcome 
important U.S. markets as West Ger- threat; in fact, it is an opportunity. If American-made wash-and-wear cloth
many and Holland, which had low duties the United States can forge an effective ing. Dungarees are another item in high 
in the past, will h~ve to pay substan- economic partnership with Western demand; I have even heard of European 
tially increased rates, while goods shipped Europe through the mechanism of the merchants removing· American labels 
to France and Italy will enter at lower Common Market, free world strength from the inside of imported bluejeans 
duties than heretofore. will be redoubled and American export and sewing them on the outside to make 

At the same time, Common Market potential immeasurably broadened. The clear to their customers that they are the 
member countries will gradually have route to such a partnership is simple · genuine American product. I hear that 
eliminated altogether their tariffs and clear: We must negotiate trade there is also a sizable potential market 
against each other, so that in several agreements with the Common Market for our lightweight clothing and our 
years no duties will be imposed on goods to induce those countries to lower their casual wear-not only in ·Europe but 
shipped from one Common Market to common external tariff barriers by sub- throughout the world. 
another. For example, French or stantial amounts. Of course, this can Government commercial attaches in 
Italian products for sale in West Ger- be accomplished only by agreeing to Europe report that there is a market to 
many and Holland will be subject to no bring down our own tariff walls in re- be exploited for almost every type of 
tariff whatsoever, but American exports turn. Trade concessions are only made American wearing apparel. U.S. man
will generally pay a higher tariff than reciprocally. And we can start these ufacturers with energy and enterprise 
ever before. crucial negotiations only if President will find that they can increase clothing 

Examples of this sort of danger can K~nnedy receives the necessary author- exports -substantially, if tariffs can be 
be drawn straight from the clothing in- ity to reduce tariffs by congressional brought down. 
dustry. In 1960 we exported over $16 passage of the Trade Expansion Act in- Europe's markets, of course, are not 
million worth of wearing apparel to the troduced last month. the only ones in which American sales 
Western European countries. In par- We must act promptly, if we are to possibilities exist. The new legislation 
ticular, $3.4 million worth of American avoid the threat of being shut out. of will give the President the necessary bar
_clothing was purchased by West Ger- Europe, and if we are to take advantage gaining power with which to open up new 
many. Today, exports of men's suits of the sales potential· in this rich mar- market opportunities for U.S. products 
or women's dresses from Italy are sub- ket. For the Common Market is grow- in other countries as well. Moreover, 
ject to a duty of only 9 percent, but ing at a tremendous rate. Its gross na- any trade concessions that we negotiate 
American-made suits or dresses are tiona! product is expected to increase would automatically be extended to all 
dutiable at 16 percent. By i970, the by 50 percent or more during tlie :q.ext nations in the f:ree world; this is the so-. 
duty on American suits and dresses sent 10 years. Last year, alone, its gross na- called most-favored-nation principle. 
to Germany will rise to 20 percent, un.,. tiona! product rose 6~ percent, its in- Thus Japan, Canada, Australia, and the 
less a reduction is negotiated, while our dustrial production was up 11 percent, underdeveloped countries would also be 
Italian competitors will continue to sell and its external trade climbed by an ex- given a greater chance to increase for-
theirs duty free. - traordinary 23 percent. eign trade, thereby building up foreign 

A similar pattern could develop for The European horn of plenty is now exchange which would stimulate pur-
many of the $5¥2 billion worth of Ameri- broad at the brim; there is room in this chases from countries such as our own. 
can products now sold to Europe. For cornucopia for increasing quantities of These will be some of the far-reaching 
example, · in 1960 we exported about American goods. But the tariffs bar- benefits that a more flexible trade policy 
$380,000 wo;rth of washing machines to riers must be removed first. would bring to our Nation, and to the 
the Benelux . countries alone. Before · Prosperity has also brought changing whole free world. 
the Common Mar'ket was set up, washing consumer patterns in the European mar- The Government is very much aware, 
machines from both the United States ketplace. For example, the labor short- however, that a freer trade policy poses 
and Germany were subject to the same age has added wives to the work force, the possibility that some American com
duty-13 percent. As soon as the Com- thus cutting into the time available for panies may-incur temporary dislocation. 
mon Market tariff changes are com':" shopping and meal preparation. · In ad- And the Government does not intend to 
pleted, which will occur within the next dition, large~ refrigerators make possi':"' stand idly by while American industries 
8 years at the latest, and probably sooner, ble fewer tnps to the markets. Auto- are threatened with such dislocation. 
the Benelux countries will pay no tariff mobiles have increased- the shoppers' For example, let us examine the extraor
duty 'whatsoever while the American mobility. Advertising has helped break dinary measures President 'Kennedy 
equivalent will be dutiable at i9 percent, down the (10nsumer's resistance to has already taken to aid the textile in
if no reduction is negotiated. change. These new conditions of life dustry. Last summer he took the ini-

This, then, is the obstacle course which have produced a noticeable interest in tiative in obtaining . a 1-year agreement 
the corn.riton Market will create for American merchandising methods-such in Geneva with the principal nations ex
American exports to Europe. One prom- as supermarkets, discount houses, and porting cotton textiles. Under this Ge
inent economist has estimated that as a home delivery. neva ·agreement, nations which export 
result of these changes American manu- The same sort of changes are to be cotton can be required to restrain their 
facturers could discover $800 million of found in the European clothing world. cotton textile exports to avoid disruption 
their annual sales gradually wiped away. With a faster pace of life, the. European of domestic markets in the United States. 

such a loss would come as a hard blow woman has less time to visit her "little A new agreement has been concluded be
to the American economy: production dressmaker.u The same goes for . the tween the United States and these coun
would slack off, jobs would be elimi- busy European man" and his tailors. tries which extend these safeguards for 
nated, incomes would shrink. The ef- Ready-to-wear clothing is increasingly several more years thus putting our tex
fect would be felt not only directly by popular. tile industry in a far better position 
the American producers for export, but These ,developments have place!! a tradewise than it has been in at any 
indirectly by ·all manufacturers and premium on the kind of experience .the time in the last 10 years or more. 
merchants, whose customers would have U.S. clothing industry has gained from Moreover, the President's trade ·bill 
less to spend. operating in the American mass market. provides for a trade adjustment program 

Moreover, our balance-of-payments A large American dress manufacturer, which will permit industries or workers 
position, which is already shaky would for instance, knows the ~ost efficient affecte~ adversely by ~ncreased imports 
be further enfeebled. World confidence way to schedule productiOn of 10,000 ·,to receive Federal assistance to restore 
in the· dollar would be jeopardized. With dresses of the same . color, style, and their competitive strengtL or to regain 
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employment, under a program which is · Every specific polic'S" ought to be test- · ton, lamb, pork, sausage, canned ·beef 
realistic, businesslike; and economically ed against this overall purpose-does and meats. 
sound. it contribute to the growth and cohesion Also included are dairy products of all 

However, we do not believe that in- of the free world? The lowering of trade kinds, fodders, feeds, and vegetables; 
creased imports will in fact constitute barriers and the expansion· of internS.- And it includes wool, mohair, and 
a problem of major proportions. The tiona! trade clearly does; · a retreat into cotton. 
lowering of tarifis will take place over a a shell of protectionism clearly does not. It is true that such agreements could 
period of 5 or more years-not over- These are ambitious objectives, but only be made with Common Market 
night. Our industries will have ample they are not beyond our grasp. They re- countries. But under the most favored 
time to adjust. And -this we know how quire diligence and imagination, but nation clause, the same identical treat
to do. these we · do not lack: They ·require the ment would be automatically extended to 

Every day, American ingenuity and ability to broaden our attitudes to meet all other non-Communist countries of the 
creativity meet and conquer competitive the challenge of new situations, but this world, including Japan, New Zealand, 
forces far greater than any we can we have done before. In the last 20 Australia, Latin America, ·Africa, and 
reasonably expect to be created under years our ·country has moved from iso- Canada. 
conditions of an orderly expansion of lationism to leadership of the free This is indeed an unprecedented dele
international trade. We have not only world. This has been in response to a gation of authority. The Congress is 
survived such challenges, we have pros- political challenge; today the challenge completely abdicating its responsibility 
pered because of them. is increasingly economic. We must in this respect, and proposes to turn over 

What is less well understood, and still abandon the economic isolationism that to the State Department and the whims 
more important to the country and to protective tarifis imply, thereby insuring of the negotiators, life and death deci
the passage of tne new trade legislation, commercial vitality to our own country sions affecting many agricultural prod
is the critical role trade plays in our at the same time that we help create a ucts that may be involved. For 5 long 
Nation's foreign atrairs. free world undivided against itself by years the Congress would have no right 

The Communists understand this and high tariff walls. of review, no right to question the judg-
thus have launched an extensive, care- In fact if we are able to move forward- ment of those who will be acting in pur-
fully planned trade and r.id offensive in at this time in expanding international suance of this delegation of authority. 
an effort to divide and conquer one na- trade we can harness together as a Mr. Chairman, earlier this week I dis
tion after another in the free world. working .team the two greatest · sources cussed this legislation in considerable 

The magnitude of this offensive is il- of economic power the world has ever detail. I undertook to emphasize the 
lustrated by the fact that in 5 years, be- known-the United States and the Euro- many dangers that are wrapped up in 
tween 1954 and 1959·, the Communist pean Common Market. This will give this legislation. It is admitted that 
bloc stepped up ~ts trade with carefully us a combined strength more than twice never before in American history has the 
selected underdeveloped countries from that of the entire Sino-Soviet bloc. It Congress. delegated so much power and 
$860 million to $2% billion-a jump of will lay to rest any doubt as to which authority to the Executive. 
170 percent: economic system is to prevail. . I pointed to the evils inherent in the 

According to 1960 estimates, the Sino- Mr. FISHER. Mr. Chairman, during provision in the bill which authorizes the 
Soviet bloc supplies more than 10 per- · the colloquy between myself and the gen- President to ·furnish import adjustment 
cent of the trade 1n Turkey, Finl~nd, tleman from Arkansas [Mr. MILLS], aid in the form of readjustment allow
Iraq, Jordan, Sudan, Cambodia, and chairman of the Ways and Means Com- ances, a form of unemployment com
Uruguay. It accounts for more than 20 mittee, a few moments ago, in response pensation, training and relocation 
p'ercent of the total trade of Iceland, to my inquiry about section 212 of the allowances to workers, and technical as
Guinea, tran, and Greece. And in Egypt, pending bill, it was admitted that au- sistance, financial aid, and tax relief to 
its share is more than·4o percent of the thority is therein granted for the Presi- firms. -
total, compared with 15 percent 5 years dent to admit duty free practically all That is what is known as the welfare 
before. ·agricultural products. I am wondering provision, reported to pave been included 

As a sidearm to this trade weapon, a how many members of the House jn order to placate certain labor unions 
corps of more than 6,500 Communist realize how far reaching this authority which are apparently apprehensive of the 
technicians live and work in these areas actually is. likelihood that many American ·indus
as part of the bloc's mounting foreign I have said the President is given that tries may have to shut -down or reduce 
aid program. They are the formidable autl;J.Ority. In practice it will be the their operations .because of drastic re-
infantry in the cold war offensive. State Department because that Depart- duction or elimination of tariff rates. 

What is our answer to this? In over- ment, under direction of the President, . The welfare section allows unemploy
all terms it must be to pursue one simple - is in charge of all negotiations that Jllent benefits · in amounts nearly twice 
and clear purpose. It is to further the relate to international trade agreements. that of ordinary unemployment benefits, 
growth and cohesion of the free world. Now, let me reiterate just what this covering periods of up to 91 weeks, with 
For if we can strengthen and hold to- particular provision does. Section 212 the American taxpayers paying the bill. 
gether the principal associations we provides that agricultural products may It makes industries and workers wards 
have; if we can aid and .encourage the be admitted duty-free, if the State De- of the State, and in effect puts them o.n 
uncommitted nations in their independ- partment, acting under authority of the · a dole. And this will go on indefinitely. 
ent development and participation in President, should during trade negotia- It would grant to bureaucrats in Wash
an open economic and political world tions with the Common Market coun- ington an area of discretion in g-oing to 
system, we will more than compensate tries decide to permit that to be done. · the aid ·of the distressed industries and 
in expanded economic activity for the - The language is a bit confusing, and their employees, which. would naturally 
prior loss of some markets to the Com- · perhaps that explains why there has not lend itself to all manner of political fa-
munists, we will reduce to manageable been more outcry against it. The .bill voritism and boondoggling. · 
proportions the tensions that are bound provides that the 50 percent limitation The bill ignores the plight of the oil 
to arise within the free world and we on the President's authority shall not industry which, except for big major 
will be furthering our own positive goals apply-note this, because it is very im- companies, is suffocating as a result of 
as to the kind of world we wish to live portant-shall not apply, meaning that ~he manner in which -the mandatory oil 
in, while at the same time doing much to the items may . be put on the free list- import control .program _is .being admin
counter the Communist drive for world shall not apply to any article referred to istered. 
domination. in Agricultural Handbook No. 143. _. I have previously pointed out that 

That growth is necessary to accom- The question then recurs on just what under the mandatory control program 
plish this is obvious. That cohesion is that handbook contains. What agricul- imports . achieved -an . alltime high of 
equally necessary may not be so o.bvious, tural. products are .included? 1,889,000 barrels per day-a half million 
but it is just as ~rue. Benjamin Frank- · It is all.-inclusive, so far as agricul- barrel-per-day increase during the pre
lin's words apply now as they did then: tural products are concerned; Included ceding 5 years. · During that time domes· 
~'We must all hang together or we will are live animals, meat products, includ- tic production was_ denied practically any 
stire~y hang. separately." _ing fresh, .chilled, or . frozen beef, mut:- increase. From 1956 th~ougJ::l 19«?0 .oil 
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production . in Texas dropped 476,000 
barrels a day, with average producing 
days per month dropping froin 15.8 in 
1956 to only 8 in 1962 . . 

This reduction had .to be done in order 
to avoid a chaotic market breakdown for 
domestic pr:oduction. 
· Despite this problem, attempts to in

clude in this bill something that would 
require imports of petroleum to bear a 
proportionate relation!)hip to our needs 
and our own dom~stic production; were 
ignored. 

Mr. Chairman, I shall not belabor this 
issue further. To be sure, we all want 
to encourage foreign trade; but in the 
enactment of laws that relate to it some 
consideration should be given to Ameri
can industries that might be adversely 
affected by trade agreements. Under 
the pending bill · the peril-point and 
escape-clause provisions in the present 
law are all but wiped out. This Congress 
is · certainly capable of- enacting trade 
laws without a complete surrender of its 
constitutional responsibilities in this 
field. And yet that is precisely what is 
involved here. 

Mr. WHITENER. Mr. Chairman, no 
Member of this body has greater respect 
and· admiration for one of his colleagues 
than I hold for the distinguished gentle;.. 
man from Arkansas [Mr. MILLS], the 
chairman of the Ways and Means Com
mittee. He is able, effective, sincere, and 
personable to the greatest degree. His 
presentation of his views on H.R. 11970 
has been outstanding as is the usual per
formance by the gentleman. 

·I ·would like to go along ·with him and 
his splendid · committe.e on this legisla- . 
tion if at all possible. However, · after 
serious and diligent study of the pro
posal and after giving full attention to 
the· arguments pro and con: on the sub
ject' I ·cannot bring myself to the view 
that 'this ·approach to our trade situation 
is to- the' best interest of our people. 
Therefore; Mr. Chairman~ I shall vote for 
the motion to recommit the bill to the 
. Ways · and Means Committee; if that 
motion fails I shall then vote against its 
final passage by the House; 

Experience during recent years i'n our 
great· textile area convinces me that we 
must have a new trade program within 
the near future if that industry and the 
jobs of our people 'in textiles are to be 
preserved. · I do not believe that the 
principles enunciated in H.R. 11970 will 
measure · up to what I believe are the 
requirements of the American peop1e in 
m~ny industries now sp . harmfully 
affected by inordinate imports · of com
peting low-wage commodities. -
· Nor, Mr. Chairman, do I believe that 
the proponents of this bill can sincerely 
avow .that this legislation will'preserve 
American jobs. I -say that -because of 
the language of the -bill-covering ap
proximately -40 printed pages-which·has· 
as its purpose the loan assistance to 
industries and unemployment .compensa
tion to workers who are displaced in the 
future by importation of. foreign-made 
products.. If they did . not .anticipate 
severe injury . to . our industry· and ou:r 
workers how can they justify inclusion 
of these disaster provisions-in the legis
lation? 

Will lowering tariffs, as the President 
is authorized to do in this bill, place our 
industry in a more -competitive position 
than we now. have? I do not thirik so. 
Recently the Joint Economic Committee 
of the Congress, composed of some of 
most able colleagues, found that our tar
iffs are among the lowest of any nation. 
Yet some of the members of that com
mittee have spoken with great eloquence 
on the pending legislation urging that we 
should prepare to completely eliminate 
some of these tariffs in the interest of 
promoting world trade. 

Our friends WhO· support this 'legisla
t~on tell us also-that we must be _in posi
tion to further reduce tariffs as a-nother 
weapon against our serim,ts balance-of
payments problem. If this be true-and 
I: cannot accept their argum~nts as 
sound ones-our neighb<;>r to the north, 
Canada, has in the past few days igQored 
the validity of the contentions of the 
sponsors of this leg-islation. ·How did 

. they go about combating their balance
of-payments problem? _They announced 
t.o the world that their Government was 
raising tariffs on imports appreciably in 
order to bolster their. declining dollar . . 
. If the present bill becomes law and if 

Canada persists in he.r announced policy 
of raising tariffs we will all know with
in a few years which of the two nations 
had the correct solution. I am unwilling 
to gamble away the jobs of our people 
and the economic security of our Nation 
in this bold experiment . which is now 
being advocated by many for whom I 
have the highest respect. 

Ori several occasions I have addressed 
the House in an effort to impress upon 
my colleagues the gravity of our situa
tion in textiles. At the same time I have 
recognized publicly the plight of people 
in other great industries in the United . 
States who have been irreparably dam
aged by excessive imports. Regretfully, 
these. efforts seem to have met with little 
response. Today· it appears that a ma
jority of our colleagues will take the 
untried route in trade policy embraced 
in the pending legislation. I hope that 
their bold venture will prove successful. 
If so, then I will be the first to applaud 
them for their great service to the Amer
ican people. If they are proven wrong 
I will share their disappointment with
out criticizing them. 

· Each ·of us has a solemn duty to do 
that which is to the best interest of the 
American people as we see the issues 
and the possible solutions. On the basis 
of my observations of the economic 
developments· during the past 10 to 15 
years· I cannot in good conscience be 
a· party to the risks being taken in this 
bill. · That is my decision after prayer
ful and earnest consideration of ·the 
entire issue. · . : . · 
. Mr. ;ROSTENKOWSKI. · Mr. ~hair

man, in the :inakeup · of our histocy as a 
nation, transition has become an im
portant· segment of our lives. Since our 
beginning we have reached for new pla
teaus to accelerate our growth and prog• 
ress which have . been instrumental in 
achieving the greatness-we now enjoy. 

.·The -United States, from its- very be- 
ginning, has been the ·bright star_·in the 
west, beckoning -the ambitious, the in- . 

dustrious, the inventive geniuses to apply 
their ideas and talents in the land of un
limited opportunity for achieving wealth, 
status, and material success. A land 
where opportunity is not based on in
heritance, but on competitive ability to 
reach the goal set in the individual's 
mind. It is this competitive spirit that 
produces a surging economy and a life 
of pleasure. In our· makeup, we offer 
the wide straight road to realize · the 
age old dream of "Shangri-la." 

As our Nation has progressed we have 
faced many changes, from era to era, 
which required us to retool our ma
chinery of progress. We can note the 
railroads replacing the stage coach and 
covered wagon trains; the automobile 
replacing the horse and buggy; electric
ity eliminating candlelight; steam pro
viding power heretofore dependent on 
the muscle of man; machinery easing the 
~urden of. wielding the scythe and tilling 
the soil and from each of these eras, new 
cloors opened from wLich new ideas were 
formulated. · Ideas that · expanded our 
potentialities. Ideas that enabled our 
people to face life with new ·vigor and 
assurance that their heirs will not be re
quired to struggle for existence. 

And yet, 'each change produced a gray 
area for the populace of the time. An 
area which eliminated certain crafts and 
trade, displacing the laborers engaged 
ip the production and- handling of the 
product or service they afforded. It is 
true it created a hardship upon those 
displaced, hut it did . not sap the ·ambi
tions of those unfortunate· few · and they 
hitched up their belts and accepted' the 
new challenge facing them. 
. With renewed · faith and foresight, 

they carried on and realized greater 
fortunes than originally anticipated . . 
. Although. this -story points to our ad

vancement, it is not a new tale. . For the 
history of mankind is . dotted with 
changes. Changes 'which have proven, 
tp.roug:Q. the age old axiom of time,- the 
need for change. It is encouragement 
which has been accepted and must con
tinue to be accepted to avoid stagnation. 

Today we are faced with another new 
era of change. A change iri our market
ing polic!eS.. ,Marketing-a vital artery 
in Ol:lr •• .,pygr~ll structure for continued 
success-so necessary to insure us and 
future . _ generatio~s that the United 
States cloes not intend to run last as a 
nation . but will ·continue to challenge 
for the lead position in the world. It is 
th~s competitive 'spirit which Pl'Qvides 
the free world with the best weapon to 
d¢feat the bondage that coilJ,mu:riism 
offers. And it is this competitive spirit ·· 
which has brought about the rebirth . 
of war-torn Europe, placing them in a . 
position to enjoy a full and prosperous 
life as indiv~duais and not as _p~rt of a -
slave world · which offers nothing but 
grief and harqship. 

Today, we in Congress, the elected 
lawmakers of the land, are considering 
a major piece of legislation that will, 
without doubt, be enscrolled upon the 
pages of· our history as a major turning 
point of our life .as a nation. 

H.R. 11970 is designed to promote the 
general welfare, foreign policy, and seCU-' 
rity of the United .States through inter-

. national . ~rade . agreements and throug;:p .. 
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adjustment assistance to domestic in
dustry, agriculture, and labor, and for 
other purposes. It was offered to the 
Congress by our great President, John· 
F. Kennedy, but not before an extensive 
study had been made as to its merit. for 
the general well-being of oilr Nation. 
It had to be seriously considered for its 
effects will make a decided change in 
o~r operations and the way of life for 
some of our citizens. 

As is the conduct of the principles of 
our Government. the President's sug
gestion had to be openly aired by com
mittee process in Congress so it could 
be clearlY understood before the law
makers acted upon its provisions. OUr 
great Committee on Ways and Means 
was -assigned the task to delve into the 
complexed proposal. 

It had to investigate the effects of 
the bill on the overall economy of our 
country, for this legislation is not 
pointed to any one segment of industry, 
but will blanket a major portion of the· 
varied businesses operating within our 
borders. The committee patiently lis
tened to the testimony of management, 
farmers, labor, trade organizations, pri
vate individuals, professions, and ap
pointed and elected Government officials. 
It became one of the most extensive and 
exacting studies of any legislation placed 
before Congress. And well it should be, 
for we are facing a new era as important . 
as anywe have ever faced. . 

After all interested peop!e voiced their 
feelings, the committee carefully ~na-· 
lyzed their testimony, giving fair and 
impartial consideration to the general 
needs of our citizenry. The results -of · 
this extensive study and consideration 
are .now before this legislative body as 
H.R.11970. 

For me to expound the provisions of 
this bill would only be needless repeti
tion for the printed bill and analysis 
speaks for itself . . 

I believe it is better to devote my time 
to my interpretation of the effects of the 
legislation upon the general welfare of 
our Nation. 

Americ·a is now reaching the brink of 
a . new plateau. It is. the next step up
ward to continued world leadership. 
There are great promises of a full. rich, 
and pleasant way of life awaiting _us 
now and in the distant future. We are 
on tbe threshold of space travel; elimina
tion of dreaded diseases and so-called in
curablo illnesses; relief of still existent 
laborious tasks to allow us greater lei
sure; and greater assurance of the means 
to enjoy these pleasantries. 

But the means can be limited, aftecting 
the prospects of receiving the most out. 
of life, if we fail to explore the free mar
kets of the world in order to distribute 
the fruits of our labor. For America can 
do no more without the possibility of 
trade, and in the booming prosperity of 
the free world we are definitely in need 
of a new trade-policy. 

With the birth of the European Com
mon Market, now accepted by Great 
Britain and other countries, a multt
billion dollar trading post has been erec
ted. A trading post whieh engulfs some 
250- million population of Western EU-
rope. · 

An area rising from the despair of 
war. rebuilding and moving forward at 
an accelerated pace, paving the way fore 
a multitude of products and 'services 
which have been ·yearned for and are 
most desperately wanted by people who 
have experienced hardship and lack of 
goods to ease their J:>urdens. 
· The potential available market is 

likened unto the vast resources that de
veloped the richness of our land when 
the early pioneers heeded the words of 
Horace Greely, "Go west, young man,· 
go west." Only in this instance, it is 
"Go east, American, go- east" for there 
is a need for yo-ur products a:hd produce. 
But we cannot realize the profit that is 
available from this market, unless we 
are in a position to bargain for the dis
tribution of the commodities we produce 
into- this market. We are at the starting 
gate and, as the lawmakers, we control 
the switch to open this gate, which will 
allow us to run freely in the race for a 
strengthened economy and positlon of 
world leadership. And the switch we 
control is the Reciprocal Trade · Agree:. 
mEmt Act of 1962, now before us. 

As President Kennedy has said: 
We stand at a great divide: We must 

either trade or fade. We must either go
backward or forward. 

There is compelling truth in these 
words, for at the pace the Common Mar
ket _is moving, it. can supply its. own and 
much of the world's needs without us 
if we do not join the competition while · 
it is still young. . . 

To do this we must speed up the proc
ess of tariff negotiations. For the old 
ways of haggling, long hearings, and 
petitions over each one of scores of items, 
are too slow for today's pace. The bill 
before us enables us to negotiate in terms 
of expedience . . It grants us a seat in the 
game instead of the position as a kibitz
er, which never gains results_. . 

As I have already mentioned, a gray 
area will develop as the result of freer 
trade. . There are certain industries in 
our country_ which can be hurt from an 
increase in imports. However, ·this bill 
provides means of cushioning industries 
which may be hurt by -lowered tariffs. 
The President has assm;ed us that uno 
one will be sacrificed to the national 
interest with a medal or an empty 
grocery bag.'' 

Broader access to world markets will 
provide us with a broader expansion of 
our economy. For I believe in-the tradi
tion of American enterprise, where in:
g~nuity and resources make us a progres-
sive, wide-awake nation. . 

Since our birth as a nation, we have 
accepted all challenges put forth to U$ 
by peaceful comp~tition or hostile provo
cation. We have emerged triumphantly. 
And our victories have resulted because 
of the cooperation and ambitious spirit 
of our people to retain what we have. 
They have not been the result o-:f an iso
lationist policy. 

For this reason; r believe this Nation 
will accept the- challenge of the Euro-- · 
pean Common Market. We will plunge 
into it with the same vigor as we have 
in previous challenges placed before-us. 
And I further believe that the will of 
the American people has not reac)led a , 

point of stagnation, but the desire to 
eontinue to move forward. 

As we ean see and realize that a liberal 
trade policy in the free world is- an im-· 
portant weapon in the economic cold 
war, we can fully understand that we 
have a fine opportunity to strengthen 
Western unity and erect a solid free 
wo.rld front against the Communist 
political and economic assault. 

Expanding trade alsG would be a boon 
to our -own economy. 

It will create greater employment as 
it is. estimated that each billion dollars 
in exports -will create 150,000 mo:re jobs. 

We have reached a new- plateau in. 
our way of life. To continue to rise we 
must meet the needs of this new era. 
It holds great promise and we should not 
deny ourselves the benefits which hold 
forth. It is the national interest of our 
country and future survival of the- free 
world, that we, the lawmakers of the 
land, express our confidence in the pro
posal before us and enactH.R. 11970, the . 
Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act of 
1962. 

Mrs. CHURCH. Mr. Chairman, for 12.
years, ever since r took my seat. in this 
House, I have consistently-and en
thusiastically-supported each bill ex-. 
tending the Reciprocal Trade Agree
ments Act. I have done so because of my 
conviction that healthy and growing in
ternational trade is an essential part of 
our national economic well-being. 

I came to the House fioor yesterday 
fully expecting that I would support thiS , 
present _ 'bill, H.R. 11970:. _-Two day~ of 
constant att~ntion during the debate, 
however, have convinced me that this. 
measure in its present form contains cer
tain provisions that I cannot support~ 
Provisions indeed from which I can only 
anticipate inequities, discrimination 
against both labor and industry, and 
great potential danger to our economy 
and our national well-being. 

It is regrettable that tne closed rule 
which was requested by the Ways and 
Means Committee and granted by the 
Rules Committee prevented the House 
from giving consideration to amend
ments which would, in my opinion, have 
removed at least some of the most ob
jectionable provisions. Since this was 
impossible, I, therefore, must express. my 
opposition and my apprehension by my 
vote, in the hope that such demonstrated 
objection to certain parts of the measure 
will emphasize to the other body the need 
for adequate revision of its provisions. 

I would hope that the bill might be 
returned to the House with -revisions and 
deletions that would justify my s-upport. · 

Mr. RoBISON. Mr. Chairman, the 
high le-vel of this debate is evidence of 
the fact that all of us are aware of the 
historic importance of this moment. 

Certainly, I have no illusions eoncern- . 
ing the importance Of the ·votes I am 
about to cast; for at least in part 
thereon, may be shaped the economic 
fonn of the world ahead. 

Of the two· votes that will occur later 
this afternoon-at least as the situation 
is now anticipated....,...the motion to re
commit H.R. 11970 in favor of a simple 
extension of the present program has 
the appearance of being a sound and 

' 
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deliberative move. It is attractive not of my colleagues concerning the adjust-· and I do so from a deep conviction that 
only because of that but for political ment · assistance provisions of the bill the well-being of generations of Ameri
reasons of import-! am sure-to almost of their import and of the precedent cans to come depends upon our ability to 
every one of us. that may be set thereby. I can only take enlightened action today. 

However, I do not believe that such hope, under these circumstances, that One would have hoped, Mr. Chairman, 
a maintenance of the status quo is in the reservations that others have so ably that politics might have been put to rest 
the national interest. The situation we expressed concerning those provisions on an issue of such overriding national 
face abroad is changing by the moment. will be more fully debated in the other importance. Unhappily this does not 
Many of the pieces to the puzzle have body, and those provisions substantially appear to be the case and we need look 
yet to be put in place. Our action here altered before the measure returns to no further than the motion to recommit 
today, in moving forward in a positive us by way of conference. for evidence of this fact. 
fashion to adjust to the situation, will Finally, I think it should be recog- This motion, which will be offered and 
undoubtedly have a substantial effect nized by all that the enactment of this supported largely from the Republican 
thereon. law will not, in and of itself, solve our side of the aisle, does not seek to perfect 

I believe, therefore, that it is incum- ' Problems in world trade or our current the legislation before us. It seeks to kill 
bent upon us to now move toward freer balance-of-payments difficulties. To the the Trade Expansion Act in favor of a 
trade, imperfect though the vehicle we extent that some of us think it will, is 1-year extension of the Reciprocal 
have to use may be and painful though pure wishful thinking based on the White Trade · Agreements Act. In short, the 
the impact thereof may perhaps be up- House's unfortunate tendency to over- motion to recommit offers nothing new 
on some segments of our domestic sell this program as a panacea to all our or different as an alternative, but in- . 
economy. problems. stead continued reliance upon negotiat-

In a sense, it seems to me· that we Instead, this bill can be only a part of ing authority which has been largely 
face 'Something · comparable to the in- what is -needed if we are to realistically exhausted ·and which is clearly insuffi
evitable visit most ·of us know we should face up to. a new and changing world · cient to meet the explosive demands of 
make to our dentist. It is easy to post- economic pattern. Other parts of that the common Market. 
pone that visit, but will the experience effort would include, in my judgment, The Republican · side must be con
be any less painful because of such post- the early completion of a comprehensive gratulated for its consistency, if nothing 
ponement? reform of our tax structure, the early else. It was less than a week ago that 

Moreover; I do not want it said that implementation of the long-promised a similar motion to recommit was offered 
this Congress is unwilling to give the depreciation reform, the early elimina- from that side of the ai,sle, again mak
President of the United States the tools tion of current inflationary trends and ing no effort to improve or to offer any
he may need with which to meet the Federal deficits, and an understanding thing new or different as an alternative. 
changing patterns of world trade, and and · encouragement-which of late has On that occasion it was the adminis
to meet them in such a fashion that the been missing-of the free enterprise sys- tration's farm bill which the Republi
. te t b th f th" N t· d f th tern by the Kennedy administration. I cans sought to defeat, favoring a return 
m res o o IS a IOn an ° e believe that this Congress must be pre-free world will be served. I am aware to .the programs of former ·Secretary· of 
that the bargaining authority to be pared, if the administration does not Agriculture Benson-programs which 

. . move in these other areas, to take the h lted · th 1 t· f newly. vested m . the Pr~si~ent by H.R. I"niti'ative for doing so, itself, and that ave resu m e accumu a Ion o un-
11970 b t nt 1 b t t s not wholely paralleled stores of agricultural· sur-

IS su s a Ia ' u I ~ . . · we should do so this year, no matter how pluses at · an annual cost of billions of 
unpreced~n~ed _and . I . J:?ehev~ ~hat,. m attractive •home may be beginning to dollars to the American taxpayer. · · · 
?ener~l, It ,_ls dictated by the situatiOn seem to most of us. 
In which we find ourselves. . Mr. KILBURN. Mr. Chairman, this If negative thinking and opposition 

In ~vera~ ways, on ~he other sid~ of trade bill is a nonpartisan measure. for the sake of opposition prevails today 
the com of su~h al:lthoritY. I also behe.ve The .question is, what is best for our as it did last week, the Republicans can 
~hat H.~. 1197Q repre.sents a .s~~stantlal own country . . The United States now again celebrate a victory which will have 
J.!llprov~p}ent , over . t~e-: existmg act . . has the lowest tariffs of any major coun- cost the country dearly. . . 
These rmprovements mclude a better try in the world and it is now fifth lowest r· Mr. Chairman; the industrial vitality 
plan f<;>~ pr_eagreement P!ocedures, and of any country. This bill gives extraor- of.our country is on the line today. If · 
t~e utilization ~f a special representa- dinary powers to the President. w~ are to maintain our dominant posi
tive to the President as well as a Cab- We face many uncertain conditions in tion among the trading nations and 
inet-level advisory organization on tar- the world We do not kn.ow how the ar·eas of the world, we must extend to 
iff adjustment matters, thus fixing, more Common Market will succeed in Europe. the President the tariff-reducing author
clearly than ever before, the responsi- we do not know if England will join it. ity provided in 'the bill before us. 
bility for trade negotiations. It will also we do not know what the· effect of the But this alone will not assure our 
include the provision for a congressional canadian devaluation of the dollar-will . future,_, Mr .. Chairman. It will merely 
veto, by majority vote of each House, be. assure continuing opportunities for 
of a P:es.idential rejection .of any Ta~iff The President. has the power, under American industry to participate on an 
Commission recommendatiOn for rehef existing law to lower tariffs 20 percent increasing scale in the trade markets of. 
which, better than ever before, enables over the next two years. He has already the world. 
Congress to retain a valuable measure negotiated with other countries and has If the full potential of our future is 
. of c~ntrol over this entire program~ . _proclaimed that he will lower them. - If to ,be realized, not only must this bill 

It should .also ag~in be pointed out,. this new trade ~bill goes into effect · he be passed but, equally important, greatlY. 
more often than it has been here yes- could not do more than that anyway improved techniques must be found · to 
terday and today, that H.R. · 11970 is for the next two years. Next year the assist the American businessman to ex
enabling legislation only, -and that its Congress can give him further· power if panci his sales abroad. This has been a 
passage will not automatically reduce conditions warrant. · ·· field in which I have long been interested 
one single tariff of the United States.. American investors have lost about because I. have seen the extremely effec
Further thf:tn that, the bill also permits $150 billion ip .values in the last 30 ~r 40 ·tive h.elp which the governments Of othe:u .. 
the 'President· to also increase duties to days. · The-earnings of inany Corpora- leading trade nations are giving to their 
so· percent of the July 1, 1934, level as tions are down and unemployment is exporters, whether they be small, me-
well as to take other steps to protect increasing. Steel production is about dium or large. ·· 
domestic 'industry which is either in- 50 percent of capacity. In the past, Mr. Chairman, the assist-
jured or threatened by injury as a ),'esult Under these uncertain conditions and ance which our Government has made 
of imports. such a.n uncertain outlook for the com- available to American exporters has been 
· I am, of course, not .pleased with the ing year, it would be wise, in my judg- far less ·-than~ that provided by other 

· situation ·in which I find myself as a me:nt, to postpone consideration of this trading nations. · In many respects the 
result of the ·action of the "enlightened" · matter and make a simple extension of American businessman achieves success 
-and ''liberalized" !,Rules Committee, the present law for another year: in the ·ex-port' field ·not because .,. of, but 
whereby:, we must: accept all or .nothing of Mr. ASHLEY. Mr: Chairman,. 1 ~ rise . despite -Government· activity -supposedly 
l!:R. "11970. .I am as distu;rbed as many . in. support of the Trade E~pansion Act :in his behalf. ~Recently efforts have been 
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made to upgrade these efforts and to 
promote imaginative programs to ex
pand our sales abroad. 

But much remains to be done if' we 
are to achieve a, coordinated effort. 
Within a few days, Mr. Chairman, I will 
present for the RECORD an analysis of 
export promotion and expansion func
tions and activities of the U.S. Govern
ment. I regret that time today does not 
permit me even to summarize this report 
becaus~ it goes hand in hand with all 
that has been said for our future trade 
potential and the necessity for pasSage 
of the legislation before us. Manifestly, · 
this future depends upon an effective 
partnership between American Govern
ment and American busihess. 

Mr. MACK: Mr. Chairman, my con
cern about the de~line in our gold re
serves was one of the factors in my 
sponsorship of the International Travel 
Act of 1961. Under this act the U.S. 
Travel Service, in the Department of 
Commerce, has shown great enterprise 
in developing an aggressive program for 
attracting foreign tourists to this coun
try. As my colleagues know, one of 
the major aims of this program is to 
help reduce the· international payments 
deficit. 

During our committee hearings on the 
travel bill the testimony :r,nade it abun
dantly clear that it is imperative for the 
United States to maintain its favorable 
balance of irade with the rest of the 
world. Our military and economic aid 
programs abroad, as well as the billion 
dollar gap between what American tour
ists sPend abroad each year as compared 
to the money foreign tourists spend in 
this country, have resulted in a heavy 
drain on our financial resources. I be
lieve that every effort should be made to 
reduce our foreign aid commitments but 
it would be foolhardy, while doing this, 
to fail to give the President the authority 
he needs to negotiate trade agreements 
that will permit American business con
cerns to compete with the European 

. Common Market and other nations 
throughout the free world. 
· For this reason, Mr. Chairman, .the 

bill before us today has my wholehearted 
support. 

Mr. RANDALL. Mr. Chairman. I 
rise in support of H.R. 119'ZO which, as 
a clean bill. supplanted H.R. 9900. 

It has been said by several members 
on the floor during the last 2 days of de
bate that the Trade Expansion Act of 
1962 is the most important piece of legis
lation to be considered by the House in 
the 2d session of the 87th Congress. 
This thought has not been limited to ex
pressions by the Members because in the 
1962 state of the Union address, the 
President said: 

Enactment of the Trade Expansion Act of 
1962 could well affect the unity of the West, 
the course of the cold war, and the growth 
of our Nation for a generation or more to 
come. 

And in a subsequent message on the 
trade program added: 

A new American tra:de initiative is needed 
to meet the challenges and opportunities of a 
rapidly changing world economy. 

It is not enough that our colleagues or 
our President simply say a trade bill is 

important, as a matter of national wei
fare, but a bill becomes an important. 
one to each individual Member of the 
Hous& when his constituents believe a 
measure such as this is important. 

Interest concerning a reciprocal trade 
measure has been expressed in growing 
volume by our people of the F'ourth Mis
souri District, which is located in west 
central Missouri, since about the begin
ning of this calendar year, and we are 
able to report that of all the mail which 
has been received, it has an been favora-. 
ble to the passage of this legislation; 
with the exception of perhaps a fraction 
of 1 percent which would . certainly 
amount to less than 25letters expressing 
any sort of opposition. All of the news
paper editorials of t.he leading papers of 
our area have supported the principle 
imposed in H.R. 11970. With this sort 
of support coming from our own con
gressional district, we set about to make 
a careful and considered analysis of the 
bill as reported by the Committee on 
Ways and Means. 

We recall that in 1934, Congress 
enacted the first reciprocal trade 
agreement which was then proposed by 
President Roosevelt, allowing for modifi
cation of the high, rigid taritr barriers 
in an effort to revive foreign trade as a 
stimulant for the then depression-ridden 
economies. Then, as now, this was not 
a free trade bill, but instead was a 
reciprocal trade measure, giving the 
President authority to negotiate trade 
agreements with foreign countries, pro~ 
viding U.S. tariffs would be reduced 
only-or in return for-reductions· in 
foreign tariffs against American goods. 
Over the years, since 1934, I think it is 
safe to state that this gradual lowering 
of our tariffs has expanded our foreign 
trade and has created many millions of 
new jobs, new companies, and stimulated 
·new demands for our products on the 
one hand, and on the other has assured 
us of reliable sources for vital raw ma
terials which we must import. We 
should remember that this law has been 
extended 11 times since 1934, and most 
recently in 1958. It will expire June 30, 
1962. 

As we support this bill we are mindful 
that today the United States enjoys a 
favorable balance of trade. The basic 
trade facts are that we exported about 
$20 billio-n of goods in 1961, and imported 
only $15 billion from foreign countries. 
Another basic trade fact that we should 
not forget is that our foreign trade pro
vides for us, right here at home, 4.5 mil- · 
lion jobs for American workers. Of this 
figure, 3.1 million are the jobs in industry 
and on the farm producing the materials 
or goods for export, and 1.4 million of 
the jobs are provided by transporting 
and processing goods which we import. 
· It is most interesting to note that 
about two-third's of the dollar value of 
our exports are made up of farm prod
ucts, $4.8 billion; machinery, $4.3 bil
lion; transportation equipment, $2.7 bil
lion; chemicals, $1.7 billion; and coal, 
$P.4 billion. Even more interesting is the 
fact that about two-thirds of our U.S. 
imports are basically noncompetitive 
with our own domestic production which 
means these goods are ·not- produced at 
all in the United States, but imports of 

which are essent1al for the manufacture 
of our pr-oducts here at home. 

Another very significant .. why'P H.R. 
11970 is important, is the fact that im
ports are not only essential to ou:r eco
nomic growth, but also to our security. 
The- fact is, we- are dependent upon im
ports to supply ' key raw materials to 
our defense establishment, and while this 
is for military security, these very im
ports provide other free nations with the 
doiiars they need so desperately to buy 
75 percent of our exports. 

The question presented to the Con
gress-and to the entire ·free world
is. plain: Shall the free world come to..: 
gether· in one great trading community 
which inciudes not only Western Europe 
and North America but also Japan, Aus
tralia, Latin America, and Africa as a 
solid front against the Communist 
world, or do the free nations go their 
separate ways as fragments-ineffective 
because of their disunity? 

But it might be argued that this gain 
on the international front or victory 
in the cold war may by the enactment 
of this legislation weaken our economy 
here at home and delay the final victory 
we all seek. This leads to the means 
provided to prevent injury and damage 
to our own industrial establishments 
and we believe this has been provided for 
under the adjustment assistance pro
vision of title III of the bill which pro
vides not only assistance to workers, but 
assistance to firms; including tax assist
ance and what seems to be ample pro
tective provisions and includes worker 
training, relocation allowances, and 
provision for subsistence payments dur
ing unemployment or retraining 

Once again, we ask ourselves why 
the new trade bill is so vitally necessary 
this year instead of adoption of the 
possible proposal to recommit the bill as 
has been suggested by a group of mem
bers for a simple 1-year extension. Of 
course, this recommittal would simply 
kill the bill and make it impossible for 
U.S. tariff negotiations with the Com
mon Market in other countries during 
the very critical period that lies just 
ahead. The further answer to the ques
tion is that the challenge of the Euro
pean Common Market will come now, in 
the year ahead, or in the immediate 
future. There has been a very rapid 
emergence of this group of European 
nations and that is one of the significant 
factors that makes a revision of our 
trade policy mos_t necessary now. 

If this bill becomes law, and if the 
President is granted the negotiating au
thority and he is successful in such a 
negotiation, what does this mean? It 
.means our products will have access to 
.the expanding ~conomy of Western Eu
rope; which at present could be described 
.as "dynamic," and, more importantly, 
it means new jobs, more rapid economic 
growth, and iull employment at home. 
~ H.R. 9900, introduced by Chairman 
MILLS of the House Ways and Means 
Committee, incorporated many of the 
Preside11t's recommendations. Those 
who are observers of tbe legislative'proc
ess will be. pleased to know that the com
mittee held 21 days of public hearings, 
during which time the bill was supported 
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not only by. administration . witnesses 

- but by the United- ·states-Japanese 
Trade Council; the Committee for Na-. 
tional Trade Policy-; the American Asso.: 
elation of University Women, the League 
of Women V.oters, and even more signifi
cant than the above-named organiza
tions is the fact this bill was supported: 
by both the U.S. Chamber of Com
merce and · the AFL-CIO. When 
these two groups, representing nearly 
all of American business and nearly all 
of America's working men and women, 
endorse a measure, surely it must be 
sound and needed. 

Mr. Chairman, the people·of the United 
States will benefit economicaUy by the 
enactment of H.R; 1<1.970. In the strug
gle against international communism the 
free world will be unified and strength
ened by the enactment of . H.R. 11970. 
These are the reasons we support the 
Trade Expansion Act of 1962. 

Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Chairman, first I 
· want to make it clear that I favor trade 

with all nations . of· good will and fair -
dealing and am anxious to promote 
cordial, friendly, constructive trade, and 
commercial relations on a reciprocal 
basis with all such nations. 

It does not seem to me, however, that 
this bill any more than the reciprocal 
trade treaty bill, is a suitable vehicle 
for the accomplishment of that purpose. 

International trade should be a two
way street, and not a one-way street. 
If we open our doors, as we should, to 
properly regulated trade with other na
tions, they should do the same for us. 
But the evidence makes it clear that they 
have not done so, and there is no guar
antee they will do so under this bill. 

Foreign trade, "like domestic trade, 
should be mutually profitable and ad
vantageous between the parties. 

Trade or commerce which is secured 
by making grants, or doubtful loans to 
foreign purchasers does not meet that 
standard. 

Trade which, in its impact and effect, 
paralyzes domestic industries in our own 
country, allows cheap imports to flood 
American markets creating depressed 

·conditions - and iinemploymEmt of our 
own people and the liquidation of many 
historic industries and businesses, is not 
in the national interest. 
· Trade relations which cause addi

tional, huge outflows of gold from this 
Nation to other nations is likewise not 
at present; in the int'erest of this Nation, 
and should not be encouraged. 

The gold imbalance, which amicts and 
·threatens us at this time in a very real 
way will be increased and worsened bY 
the increased :flow of imports into this 
country.. , 

There are, in the main, three principal 
ways by which we can attack the serious 
gold imbalance problem which lesser 
and more superficial measures have 
.failed to do. · 

First, cut military outlays and expend.:. 
itures abroad. This ' cannot be done in 
sUfficient amounts because the .national 
security is involved . . :aut more earnest 
and vigorous efforts should be · inade to 
cut these huge, and sometinies' very 
wasteful .expenditures·. · · · 
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The second way is a substantial cut in 
foreign aid and this could be done this 
year without materially hurting the aid 
program or related military support pro
grams in any serioUs way. However, in
stead of reducing, we are very substan
tially increasing foreign aid this year, if 
present plans are adopted by Congress. 

The third way is to decrease imports,. 
as some other nations are doing, and the 
Common Market will do, according to its 
own statements. But this bill could have 
the opposite effect, as I pointed out, of 
greatly stepping up imports without cor
responding increases in exports and in 
that way increasing the gold imbalance 
against us. 

There is another way by which we 
could effect a decrease· in the gold im
balance and that would be to greatly in
crease . exports. I am not convinced at 
this time that there is a truly favorable 
prospect of accomplishing that end. 
Foreign nations, for the most part, are 
doing what our Nation should be doing
importing our goods when they have a 
real need for them, or canm;>t get ,along 
without them, or finding them cheaper 
and better than those of our competi
tors. 

As I indicated, they are always glad to 
take our goods, as they are doing when 
they can get them for nothing, under 
some foreign giveaway program. 

Moreover, with fullest respect to those 
who think otherwise, I feel it would be 
the better part of wisdom for the time 
being, to wait until toe Common Market 
and the British position therein and the 
status of the European neutrals, is more 
definitely fixed, and until we know just 
what the situation is and just what ad..; 
justments or· accommodations are neces
sary, possible, or sound, in order to adapt 
our trade _policy and security p()licy to 
the Common Market or markets in Eu.;. 
rope or elsewhere. 

Any bill the Congress adopts might 
also contain some real effective safe
guards against the cannibalizing of 
American home markets by cheap, low
grade, low-standard, sweatshop products 
from abroad. Of course, this bill does 
not contain such safeguards. Both the 
peril point and escape clause provisions 
contained in the present laws are weak 
and ineffectual. Congress could never as 
a practical matter legislate on each case 
recommended by the Tariff Commission. 

When we get to the point where we 
deliberately pay the price of closing 
American factories and throwing Amer
jcan workmen out of jobs to do business 
with foreign nations, we are merely in
viting economic conditions in this coun
try · which, if continued · long enough, 
would bring our high American stand
ards of wages, living and social stand
ards down to the level of foreign econ
omies. That would certainly be the 
logical and 'inevitable result of the in
creased· flow of cheap imports from 
abroad. ' · · 
. Indeed, to a greater extent than we 
would-like, we ·already have some of the 
undesirable results and effects of cheap 
imi;>orts appearing in'our economy today, 
and this situation is very serious as to 
riuiny fndustries· and workers: · 

This bill is not only unprecedented in 
legislative history it is a completelY new 
departure in that its sponsors candidly 
admit the likelihood that cheap imports 
would adversely affect American indus
tries and workers and they have made 
provisions in the bill for subsidies and 
unemployment relief benefits for these 
affected industries and workers. 

Under the Constitution, the Congress 
has the responsibility for regulating for
eign and domestic trade and commerce 
imposing duties and controlling imports. 
It is true that reciprocal trade laws have 
somewhat changed and altered these 
powers, but I think that Congress should 
not, at this time, or any other time, ex
cept in great emergency, delegate more 
of these great constitutional powers to 
any department of the Government. 

When measures of this kind are neces
sary, Congress should clearly and specifi
cally limit and define any ~ant of 'its 
power and retain final control, as the 
Constitution intends, of its function to 
regulate trade and money. 

I recognize that many fine and out
standing people motivated by humani-· 
tari~. altruistic, and security consider
ations are supporting this bill as is their 
right under our political system. 

But in my district, and in my State and 
area, there are many industries already 
suffering from increased foreign trade 
which would be even more adversely af
fected .bY this-b111. Tpe heads of these 
industries, thousands and thousands of 
workers ih my district and State, and 
many other interested people have been 
in touch with me protesting against the. 
trade expansion bill. 

These people are alarmed by the pros
pect of virtual free trade and the lack 
of feasible, practical safeguards against 
injurious imports threatening large seg
ments of our industrial structure. The 
boot and shoe industry, the textile in
dustry, the steel industry and its various 
ramifications, the ·electronic industry
also across a broad spectrum-the 
plastics industry, the woodworking in
dustry, the bicycle industry, the carpe~ 
industry, the glass and ceramic industry, 
the scientific apparatus makers, wool
growers, and others have been in touch 
with rile protesting against the trade 
~xpansion bill. 
. These people express doubt that we 
can accommodate ourselves completely 
to common markets, or other foreign 
markets, without causing serious unem
ployment, economic recession, or depres
sion, in this country, and without 
marked reduction in our present high 
standards of living. 

There is certainly no easy panacea to 
the problems of international trade, the 
dollar imbalance, and the maintenance 
of national prosperity. 

I am anxious to seek flexible solutions 
to these great public questions, and I am 
particularly desirous of cooperating with 
our great President in developing ways 
and means by which we can strengthen 
our N~tion and the · free world: . But 
there are instances when the implica
tions clearly emphasize the need for 
caution and · restraint. I feel that this 
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is true with regard to current trade ex
pansion proposals, and I am searching 
for , more assurances than I can find at 
the moment that the trade ·bill, without 
some adequate safeguards, would not 
produce the unfavorable conditions of
lowered standards of wages and living 
in this country and in my district, which, 
industrially, is particularly vulnerable to 
cheap importS. · 

As I ·have said,. foreign trade should 
be a two-way street and not a one-way 
street, such as it has been. If some good 
paterfamilias would have been willing 
to pour multibillions of dollars into our 
economy since World War II, our rate of 
growth and prosperity WO'.:Jld be greater 
than they are at the moment and we 
probably would not ·be worrying about 
market conditions, the gold problem, or 
the economic state of the Nation. 

I doubt that we can make grants to 
our oversea competitors to build and 
equip their factories, provide modern
ized machinery and · marketing know
how, furnis~ them with materials at 75 
percent of the cost to the American 
market, as we are doing in the case of 
cotton, and then expect to compete with 
them on any discoverably, favorable basis 
in foreign markets or in our own 
markets. · 

.. It would be well if the bill had ad-= 
dressed itself to preventing re.ductions 
in duty before conditions of depression 
and disaster develop. Subsidies are not 
a substitute for sound, prosperous in
dustry, and unemployment benefits are 
not a substitute for good jobs at high 
wages under decent conditions. From 
my standpoint, it is most desirable to 
encourage mutually profitable trade with 
friendly nations and particularly to 
strengthen those who are standing with 
us in the cold war. But it is my firm 
conviction that we can achieve this end 
without injuring or jeopardizing our own 
industries and the jobs of our own fel
low citizens. 

I do not care to belabor the broad 
sweeping powers which this . bill would 
grant to our Government negotiators 
because our experience with the admin
istration of the reciprocal trade treaties 
provides us with definite evidence of 
how these powers may be used. If a 
modified closed rule had been adopted 
which would have permitted the consid
eration of some really clarifying, safe
guarding amendments, there might be 
some opportunity now for latitude in ac
cepting this bill -on the basis of practical, 
flexible, · adequately safeguarded trade 
policy. 

But the closed rule under which the 
bill is being considered tod.ay enjoins 
that opportunity and leaves me with no 
prospect of finding the assurances that I 
seek in the measure for our American 
economy and its faithful workers and 
the American people. 

In my opinion, reinforced peril point 
and escape clause provisions would 
greatly improve the bill, and if properly 
drawn and agreed upon, possibly consti
tute the basis for insuring against _the 
dangerously increased volume ·of cheaply 
produced imports that m'ight well stag
nate the American economy. 

The Constitution clearly prescribes the 
powers and obligations of Congress in 
regulating imports as provided by arti
cle I, section 8 of that great document. 
These powers should be definitely re
tained by Congress by provisions that 
would make speedy adjustment of in
jurious imports possible under specific 
provisions of law. . 

On the whole, proper safeguards cou
pled with flexibility of administration 
and certainty of redress would allow us 
to mold and pursue a trade policy that 
would be practical · and workable- in 
every contingency that · the common 
markets and our own economic pros
perity might dictate. 

Whatever ensues, I hope that Congress 
will keep in mind the needs of our great, 
free enterprise system, its managers and 
workers, and the millions of inarticu
late people who look to us for guidance, 

. assistance, and support regarding their 
interests, their jobs, and their future 
well-being. 

Mr. GALLAGHER. Mr. Chairman, 
passage of' the Trade Expansion Act will 
greatly stimulate U.S. economic growth. 
It will put our industry on its mettle to 
become more efficient. Industry will 
make more rapid application of the best 
technologies, will expend more funds 
and attention. on the development of 
better technology and products, will hunt 
out and eradicate more swiftly the wastes 
and inefficiencies which continuously 
creep into'operations. 

This bill will enable our Government 
to negotiate better access for U.S. in
dustry into the fastest growing market 
in the world today-the European Com
mon Market. Lacking such access, the 
growth of our most dynamic and efficient 
industries will be hampered; with such 
access, these industries will have new 
worlds to conquer. 

It is unquestionable that trade liber
alization here and abroad will raise our 
productivity and wages, because it is our 
highest wage, highest productivity in
dustries which lead in U.S. exports. 
Trade expansion thus means that the 
vanguard of faster industrial growth 
rates in the United States will be taken 
by our most efficient industries. This 
means that wages will rise for the aver
age American worker. The key ques
tion here, however, is whether rising 
wages due to such expansion will ad.: 
versely affect our price level. Concern 
for the consumer, for our balance · of 
payments situation dictate that we view 
all maj.or economic legislative measures 
from the standpoint of their possible ef
fects on prices. 

Fortunately, trade liberalization is a 
measure which promises us the benefits 
of growth and the benefits of price sta
bility. It disciplines the price raiser, 
while increasing the rewards to the con.:. 
servative pricer. Because of this factor, 
trade liberalization promises that wage 
increases will be real wage increases, 
that the consumer will not only be able 
to choose among a wider variety of al
ternatives, but on particularly attractive 
terms. Thus, trade liberalization means 
a fast'er rate of economic growth, higher 
real wages, anC;t a better deal for the 

consw:p.er. These factors will also bring 
greater exports and a better long-term, 
private-capital balance. This follows · 
because the incentive for U.S. industry 
to invest abroad will be reduced as for
eign tariff walls come down. Thus, the 
effect of trade liberalization will .be to 
help our balance of payments and re
duce our gold outflow. 

U.S. trade liberalization will also con
tribute strongly to the unity and strength 
of the free world, and will powerfully 
reinforce our international leadership 
position. Freer trade means greater 
economic interdependence among the 
nations----'thus less focus on self-suf- · 
flciency and neutrality. It will increase 
tne acceptance among the new nations 
of free enterprise and will boost the eco
nomic and political yields to our foreign 
aidprogrl;l.lll. 

It is not surprising to me that trade 
liberalization contains such potentialties 
for good for all things most important 
to us; after all we owe much of our own 
growth and freedom to trade liberaliza-· 
tion within. the American States. Both 
our own progress and that of our friends 
and allies will be enhanced by an exten
sion on a broader front of the princi
ples on which we have built our great
ness. 

Mrs. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I sup
port H.R. 11970, the Trade Expansion 
Act of 1962, but I feel called upon to 
comment on the trade situation facing 
our domestic lumber industry. I have 
made these points before, and will un• 
doubtedly be making them again. . 

I certainly feel, as has been stressed 
by the able majority whip and other 
Members during this debate, that this 
country must make every effort· to be
come a participant in the benefits which 
have so manifestly accrued to the mem
ber countries of the European Economic 
Community, the so-called Common Mar
ket, as a result of their trading program. 
I fully realize that, through the use of 
reciprocal arrangements for-lowering the 
tariff barriers between the United States 
and this ever-stronger trading entity in 
Europe, we can expand the markets for 
our exports and share in the growth of 
the Common Market. I further realize 
that by our failure to attempt to co
operate in the great liberalizing of trade 
being practiced by the · Common Market 
countries, we can very well shut ourselves 
off from these markets and doom our
selves to a growing deficit-of-payments 
·situation of ever-greater proportions. 

However, I wish to clarify in my mind · 
the type of action which will be allowed 
by the bill for trade expansion, H.R. 
11970, to aid an industry, such as the 
lumber industry, which is a major in
dustry and employer in my own district. 
A large number of my colleagues in both 
parties know of my concern over the 
economic situation facing the lumber in
dustry, and have recently joined me in 
an appeal to the President to give tem
porary relief to the lumber industry 
through the imposition of a quota on 
the importation of softwood lumber, 
based on the average annual shipments 
into the United States over the past 10 
years. · As a longer term measure, it has 

.. 

... 
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been requested that the Tariff Commis
sion be requested to commence imniedl
ately to gather the necessary infonna
tion · upon which a decision could be 
reached as to whether a tariff or quota 
should be applied to lumber importation. 

I note that, under the trade expan
sion bill, .. lumber of all types, rough or 
sawed" is among those categories which 
will be subject to elimination of a duty 
completely, because the tariff rate is now 
less than 5 percent. 

The lumber industry of the Western 
States suffers principally from the im
port of Canadian lumber into the East
ern States, because of conditions which 
favor the Canadian product, pricewise. 
I know many of us are interested in 
knowing what the e:ffect of the Trade Ex
pansion Act will be on the situation 
which exists today-a situation in which 
Canada restricts the importation of lum
ber and lumber products from the United 
States, while the United States ·places 
minimum restrictions on the importa
tion into our country of the Canadian 
product. What action will be available 
to the Executive to restore the health 
of the lumber industry? Will the U.S. 
lumber industry be able, under the new 
law, to gain access to the markets it 
needs, under conditions which will allow 
it to compete in the transportation costs 
it pays, in the duties it pays, and in the 
exchange rates in which it deals? 
. I acknowledge that it is altogether pos
sible for the doors which will be opened 
to U.S. trade through this bill, and 
through our subsequent cooperation with 
the Common Market countries, to re
store the health of the American lumber 
industry. In the meantime, however, I 
suggest that there are actions which · 
the Executive can take right here at 
home-and these actions have been 
urged on the President and the executiv~. 
agencies and departments concerned
which can be put into effect in the near 
future, to improve the position of U.S. 
lumber producers, restore employmellt in 
the industry, and allow it to maintain its 
ability to compete under the new condi
tions we are contemplating und.er this 
bill. 

Mr. PIRNIE. Mr. Chairman, I sup
port the worthy goal of expanded world 
trade. Such an objective is in the best 
interests of our national economy and 
the security of the free world's defenses. 
However, I must oppose the . Trade Ex
pansion Act-H.R. 11970-as proposed 
by the administration. 

It is recognized that the changing pat· 
tern of world commerce, specifically, the 
rise of the European Common Market,~ 
indicates the necessity for new tari:ff
bargaining authority to be vested in the 
President, but he should not be given 
the power to destroy an unspecified num
ber of American businesses and jobs in 
the process. We do not know how many 
tens of thousands or millions of jobs will 
be affected. As yet, the administration 
has declined to furnish the Congress with 
satisfactory, detailed information. 

In New York State, my section of the 
Mohawk Valley has ·been particularly 
bard hit by: low-cost foreign imports. 
Moreover, the southern. exodus of im-

portant local industries, chiefly textiles, 
has aggravated this situation, creating 
a labor-surplus market. The people of 
our area-do not look with favor upon re
cent administration actions which have 
singled out the southern textile industry 
for special -tariff protection in an effort 
to enlist support for its trade bill. 

Furthermore, its adjustment pro-. 
visions, designed to soften the impact 
of increased 'imports, are both illusory 
and unsound. , They unnecessarily dupli
cate the recently enacted Manpower· 
Development and Retraining Act pro
gram, which seelts to upgrade the skills 
of workers displaced . by automation, 
matching them with new job opportuni
ties. In addition, the proposed measure 
discriminates .against those presently 
unemployed by offering higher payments 
to those who would lose their jobs be
cause of import competition. Certainly, 
it would be grossly unfair to create a 
second-class category for a large portion 
of our tmemployed citizens. 

Of fundamental significance, the un
certainty surrounding the economic ef
fects of the bill increases the appre
hension of investors and the industrial 
community, already seriously concerned 
over current danger signals in our econ
omy. It is interesting to note that the 
Canadian Government, faced with simi
lar difficUlties, has chosen to raise tariffs 
to protect the integrity of its dollar. 
Accordingly, serious study should be un
dertaken by our Government before em
barking upon the unknown seas of freer 
trade. Responsible leadership and sound 
judgment require that we chart our eco
nomic course in advance. Consequent
ly, I support a 1-year extension of the 
present law to permit this review. No 
crisis demanding hasty or emergency 
action has been demonstrated. The en
tire defense of the free world is de
pendent upon the progressive prosperity 
of the United States. No intended part
nership with the Atlantic community 
can long endure without the security of 
such a foundation. Let us be certain 
that our proposed actions provide this 
security. We cannot afford to guess. 

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. Chairman, there 
are very few in this Chamber who are 
opposed to the principles of reducing 
trade barriers between the free nations 
of the world. Many of us who have been 
listening to this debate for 2 days would 
like to vote for steps in this direction and 
have been waiting to hear some sound 
substantive reasons which ·would permit 
us to do so. I, for one, must regretfully 
say that I have not heard any. 

To the contrary, several important 
points have become clear: 

First. This is not a reciprocal trade 
bill. There is no requirement of any 
kind that a foreign country must reduce 
its trade restrictions on comparable 
goods in return for our reductions. This 
has been made clear by the chairman 
of the committee [Mr. MILLS] in reply to 
a specific question. 

Second. The administration has testi
fle.d before the committee that it esti., 
mates 800 industries-industries, not 

. :tlnns-will be adversely affected by tariff 
reductions under this act. . At a time 

when unemployment is high, · business 
shaky, and gold losses. increasing, it 
hardly seems wise to add this additional 
adverse element., 

Third. The gentleman from New.York 
[Mr. GooDELL] has shown clearly that 
the adjustment assistance provisions 
P.rovide special privileges for those in
jured by this act, compensation far 
higher than for those unemployed for 
any other reason and special assistance 
to the· businesses as well. Then costs will 
be borne by the general taxpayer and, 
hence, we are simply substituting general 
taxpayer funds · to subsidize industries 
instead of the existing tariffs which are 
paid by importers using or selling the 
particular articles involved. Substitu
tion of one subsidy for another is not 
freer trade and its seems particularly 
unwise at a time when the general tax
payer is so overburdened; the General 
Treasury is already bankrupt; and the 
Government is borrowing funds to pay 
for programs already pushed through by 
this administration. 

It is interesting to note the spread of 
opposition to this bill. I have received 
wires and letters expressing strong ad
verse opinions from the United Mine 
Workers, the chemical companies in my 
district, the steelworkers operating at 
the Colorado Fuel & Iron Corp., Colorado 
Fuel & Iron Corp. itself, the Colorado
Wyoming Teamsters Union, and a num
ber of other biisinesses and labor groups. 

In his wire to me, the president of the 
Colorado-Wyoming Council of Team
sters said: 

Colorado-Wyoming Council of Teamsters, 
representing 15,000 ·members in Colorado and 
Wyoming, urge you to vote against H.R. 9900. 
We do not think you should authorize the 
President to reduce tariffs to permit Japa
nese- and European-made goods to come into 
this country produced at wages ranging from 
17 cents to 85 c.ents an -hour. This is unfair 
competition. 

CHARLES F. LINDSAY, 
President, Colorado-Wyoming Council 

of Teamsters. 

In a letter to me, Mr. Rudolph Smith, 
executive vice president of Colorado Fuel 
& Iron Corp., wrote: 

I wish to state that we shipped a relatively 
small tonnage from our Pueblo steel plant 
to export markets in the year 1961. How
ever, the imports of the .type of products 
produced at Pueblo to our western market 
far outweighed the tonnage that we were 
able to export. Export shipment of Pueblo 
wire products 1n 1961 were insignificant. 

Keep in mind that products from our 
Pueblo plant production, are marketed in all 
Western States, and in some product cate
gories to eastern, southern, and other re
gions. This means that the impact of for
eign steel imports is felt over a wide area and 
beyond the primary distribution centers of 
the Mountain States. 

A sizable portion of our Pueblo plant 
production, as well as the production of our 
two California plants (South San Francisco 
and Oakland) , is in wire and other types of 
products thq;t are exported to tlie United 
States in large quantities by Japan, Belgium, 
and other countries. We would like very 
much to export larger- tonnages o! our well
diversified product llne, but the futmty of 
such a program can readily be seen by the 
following tabulation o! a few selected prod
ucts. The data represen-ts to~al imports to 
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the United States and total exports from the 
United States by the entire steel industry in 
the year 1961 and for the first 2 months of 
1962: 

Department of Commerce data 
[Net tons] 

' Year 1961 2 months 1962 

Import Export Import Export 
to from to ' from 

United United United United 
states States States States 

---------
Wire nai:s _______ 245,211 3,468 40,782 613 
Barbed wire _____ 82,466 969 U,760 791 
:Wir~ tope and !• 

1 ; ~ strand.-------- . 34,172 8,324 6!~14 
Round tencing 

and bailing 
38,598 4,610 wire._-----·--- 202,036 19,886-

Wire rods ___ :. ___ _. 451; 210 5,3?8 81,~8 460 
Concrete rein-

forcing bars ____ ~,125 15,688 126; 736 1,834 
Galvanized wire 

. f!lnCing ____ ~--·-- 31,492 1, 661 8,231 237 

Large tonnages of the abo~e Oolorado Fuel 
& Iron Corp. type products reached western 
markets thiough the gulf coast and west 
coast ports. This data. has been tabulated 
and wil~ be sent to· you with other material 
that we think will be of interest. 

Maintaining a sound agricultural .econ
omy for qur Wes~rn States is, of course, most 
important and the relationship of imported 
and exported products should have careful 
study. Farms and ranches of the West are 
an importan:t market for Colorado Fuel & 
Iron . Corp. products such as nails, barbed 
Wire, woven fencing, coiled · baling wire, and 
other items and we are naturally concerned 
when a product such as barbed wire is 
Shipped to this country in such large 
volumes: . . 

With respect to Co~mon M.arket and im
port duty discussions that have been· most 
active in recent weeks I can only say that 
any furth:er- advantages given to foreign 
countries to make it ·easier for them to· ship 
even larger· tonnages of steel and wire prod
ucts to U.S. markets cannot be favorable to 
the task·we all face of insuring the strongest 
and soundest economy for this Nation. The 
U.S. duty on barbed wire, for example, is 
free, and 82,466 tons of this product arrived 
in this country in 1961. I don't know what 
changes are contemplated in duties imposed 
by other countries, but our information is 
that the tariffs that have been in effect are: 
Japan, 15 percent; United Kingdom, 33 Ya 
percent; France, 15.6 percent; Canada, 10 
percent. 

Similarly, the u.s: duty on nails, I under
stand, has been 2 to 4 cents per pound, 
as compared to ad valorem percentages rang
ing from 15 to 22~ percent charged by other 
coun.tries. · 

An important fact to remember, I believe, 
is that the wage rates of other countries are 
much lower than those paid in this country 
and this fact will probably continue to have 
much more significance on imports and ex
ports of steel products than any other. 

I very much appreciate your interest in 
matters that are of vital concern to the 
economy of Colorado, the United States, our 
company. I commend your desire to obtain 
factual material that will show the possible 
effects of bills such as H.R. 9900 that rep
resents a drastic departure from previous 
trade agreements legislation. Sharp reduc
tion or eventual elimination of import duties 
must be weighed most care:(ully, and particu- . 
larly in relationship to the large export-1m- . 
port imbalance ~hat already exists on many 
steel products. It is most refreshing to real
ize that you, as our Representative in Con
gress, are working d111gently on our problems. 

Sincerely yours, 
RUDOLPH SMITH •. 

The figures cited by Mr. Smith should in maintaining · healthy trade relatien
be of interest to many of my colleagues. ships. At the conclusion Qf the subcom
To the extent that imports cut into busi- mittee's work, I set forth my feelings 
ness, jobs are jeopardized. And even the. in detail in separate views, _which ~ere 
most plush unemployment assistance will included as a part of the subcommittee 
not be of any real help to a man who has repqrt. I am convinced that we cannot 
been supporting his family by hard work but cause great damage to our ~onomy 
and has over a period of years built sub- by refusing to take the steps necessary 
stantial seniority in his job. to compete in world trade. 

I am interested in increasing the ·num- My own State of' Connecticut has · a · 
ber of available jobs-not decreasing very definite stake in this measure. Ac
them. I am interested in preserving and cording to figures SUPPlied to me by the 
adding' to our standard of living-not in Department of Comm:er~e. exPQrts of 
taking steps which may force a decrease ma11ufactured gooqs from Connecticut 
in job oppor_tunities and a lower stand- amounted to $385.9 million in 1960 . . 
ard of · living · for the American work- Connecticut ran~s 14th in the Nation -in 
ingman. value of manufactured exports. From 

I suggest . to this· Committee and the New England factories and laboratories 
administration that' an .upward surge in oomes a steadily increasing flow of valu
the economy is needed badly and should able technical and scientific products. 
be brought about by rigorous Govern- The developing economies of the free 
ment economy, balancing the budget, and world need these goods, and passage of 
tnen increasing depreciation alloy;ances this legislation will enable my State and 
and completely revjsing tax laws so that the other States in the Union. to take full 
individuals and businesses can put their advantage of the ·increasing world mar-
own money to work rather than having kets. · 
it sliced to shreds in the maw of the Mr. Chairman, it is my sincere hope 
Government disposal. . that the voices of those who are timid 

Mr. Chairman, I am disappointed. I will be stilled by those who will accept 
had hoped to be able to support this bill. the challenge at hand-who will will
I cannot do so with any conscience. ingly accept the challenges of our times 

Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I rise and continue to forge America's eco
in support of H.R. 11970, for. I feel that nomic superiority in the world-who will 
the formulation of a new trade program react in what is clearly the American 
is of _great importance to the domestic way. _ The alternative is a sentence of 
and international affairs of our Nation. stultification, if not death, for the 

I do not believe I need add to the American economy. 
wealth of statistical material which has Mr. JONAS. Mr; Chairman, for the 
already been presented in support uf first time in history a President of the 
this bill. As· a New England Congress- United States has proposed and is urging 
man, however, I would like to emphasize the enactment of legislation which ad
the fact that this program represents mit,tedly will cause severe ~amage to if 

· a perfectly logical extension of a tradi- ·not outright liquidation of segments of 
tion that is as old as our country- American industry and throw untold 
specifically, the knowledge that Ameri- , numbers of American workmen out of 
can products always have and always jobs. Administration witnesses made 
will find markets throughout the world. this clear in testimony before the Com
I find it impossible to believe that a mittee on Ways and Means. 
Nation that was .founded on the tradi- . The Under Secretary of Commerce, 
tion of trade should be afraid of com- Mr. Edward Gudeman, with Commerce 
petition, either real or imaginary. Secretary Hodges by his side, admitted 

Industry and productivity have grown in the hearings that 800 American firms 
when they were forced to compete. will be substantially injured by this leg
Where no competition exists, there is no islation-page 265, part I of the hear
need for ingenuity, for inventiveness, for ings before the Committee on Ways and 
any of the great talents that have turned Means. 
this country into the most efficient· pro- If more proof is required, all you .have 
ducer the world has ever known. · to do is examine the bill itself. It con-

We did not develop our techniques and -tains 82 ·pages, and 48 of these pages 
our. traditions by assuming that · our ·describe various ways in which the ad
goods could not compete. The day we ministration proposes to provide relief 
lose faith 'in our basic ability to hold our for the damaged industries and the dis~ 
own is the day that many of our institu- placed workers who will lose their jobs 
tions will go down the· drain. if this legislation is enacted. 

Since the days of the Yankee clipper, I submit that American industry does 
our economy has gained much from for- not· wish to be placed on a Government 
eign trade. This bill will provide our dole but only seeks a fair opportunity 
entire country with the tools to utilize to compete in its home market with for
fully the tremendous promise of the Eu- eign producers. Low-interest-rate loans 
ropean Common Market and other de- · and tax relief are poor substitutes for 
veloping economic areas. the best market in the world-the Amer-

Mr. Chairman, I have spent much of · ican market. 
the past year as a member of a special · Nor do American workers look with 
House subcommittee which wa.S charged ahy degree of complacency upon the 
with the respOnsibility of studying the prospect of having to give up . their jobs 
impact of imports and exports on Amer- and subject themselves to a retraining 
ican employment. During my intensive program and the possibility of being 
work on this subject, I .became increas- moved from their homes to seek employ
ingly convinced that this Nation and the. ment elsewhere. ~-'Unemployment com-· 
New England region have a great-stake pensation and retraining allowances are 
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poor substitutes for jobs. The following 
comment from a textile manufacturer in 
my State shows what will happen under 
this program: 

It ·wm be impossible to retrain or to move 
a larger number of the employees, many of 
whom have made :the textile industry their 
life's work, are skilled employees in the in
dustry, and have established their homes, 
their families., and their expected future, 
based on the stab111ty of the textile indus
try. The iiquidation of this industry, em
ploying a larger number of people and so 
necessary in time of peace or war, will bring 
social unrest, family disruption, and heart'
acnes to a great number of people in wide 
areas of the country where the industry is · 
located. 

The ~uggestion that these people be re
trained and possibly moved to other locali
ties is not realistic when we consider that 
we have not retrained and taken care of 
some 4 million employees who are now 
unemployed and, yet, it is proposed that 
we begin to add to this number an addi
tional 2 million employees. If this pro
gram were put into effect today, our unem
ployment would rise from 6 to 9 percent. 

Let us consider for a moment what 
will happen to these displaced workers. 
What will happen to the worker who 
is 45 to 55 years of age and who has 
spent all of his working years in one of 
these expendable industries? What can 
he ·be retrained to do? Where can he 
get a job even after retraining? We all 
know that it is virtually impossible . for a 
middle-aged man or woman to obtain a 
new job today. Employers are looking 
for younger people who have many years 
of worklife ahead of them. The chances 
are that.very few of these displaced mid
dle-aged workers who lose their jobs as 
a result of this legislation will ever find 
work elsewhere. I do not want to go 
home and have to tell the workers in· our 
textile and lumber plants, and in our 
mines and other industries, that I voted 
for a bill whose sponsors admit will 
severely damage or force into liquidation 
800 American business firms, and put 
their jobs in jeopardy. I do not want t6 
have to tell them that I voted for a bill 
that may close down the plant where 
they work and put them on a dole for 
the rest of their lives. 

And who is going to select the 800 
firms for the auction blocks? Who is go
ing to decide which of our business firms 
are expendable? Who is going to select 
the workers who will lose their jobs? 
Not Congress. Oh, no, because if this 
bill is passed Congress will have trans
ferred that authority. The power of 
life and death over important segments 
of American industry will be delegated 
to some appointed official. He will be 
called a negotiator and he will sit down 
across the table facing negotiators froni 
other countries and upon his decisions 
will depend which American industries 
are expendable and which American 
citizens will be sacrificed for what he 
decides is in the national interest. I for 
one am not prepared to thus surrender 
the power of life or death over American 
industry. to any Government official who 
is not directly accountable to the people 
for his decisions. 

And what will be the guidelines which 
he will use as a basis for his decisions? 
If this bill · becomes law, Congress 
will be saying to the U.S. negotiators 

that they ri.o longer need consider the 
injury that may result to American 
firms and workers. Congress ·will be 
annouricing to the world that it has sur
rendered the 'time-honored policy that 
tariffs will not be reduced to a point at 
which there ·would result serious injury 
to the American industry making a like 
product. · 

That this bill will be so interpreted 
was made crystal clear by Undersecre.;. 
tary of State George Ball in a recent 
speech in Bonn, Germany, in which he 
seemed to apologize for the fact that the 
President acted, following a Tariff Com
mission recommendation, to increase 
the present duty on glassware and car
pets. Mr. Ball made it clear that this 
action was required under existing law, 
if any relief were to be provided; but he 
then announced to the world that if 
Congress passed this bill the President 
no longer will be restricted to this type 
of relief but that recourse to adjust
ments will be the first response. In
stead of following the no-injury con
cept which has been ingrained in the 
reciprocal trade agreements program 
from the beginning, hereafter we are 
going to proeeed to allow injury and 
damage to occur and compensate for it 
by providing additional unemployment 
compensation for the workers who lose 
their jobs and by making loans and giv
ii1g tax credits to some of the business 
enterprises that are injured as a result 
of increased imports invited to flood this 
country by an act of Congress itself. 

As I have previously said, this is 
a substantial departure from U.S. 
policy specifically set forth in the present 
Trade Agreements Act. Under the pres
ent law, whenever· our negotiators make 
an agreement to reduce tariffs below the 
peril point established by the Tariff Com
mission, the President was required to 
justify this action to the Congress. But 
this legislation constitutes an open in
vitation to our negotiators to disregard 
the question of resulting injury and dam
age and to negotiate lower tariff rates 
even if it is apparent that the result 
will be injurious to American firms and 
labor. 

The PQwer of life or death over Ameri
can business enterprises is too much 
power to be granted any one person even 
though he be the President of the United 
States. This is an awesome grant of 
power and I do not think any President 
of the United States ought to ask for it. 
We are the Representatives of the people 
and if anybody is to exercise such lethal 
power it ought to be the Congress oi 
the United States and particularly the 
House of Representatives. This is be
cause Represe.ntatives to Congress are 
the· closest point of contact between the 
people and the -Government, and if the 
people are not satisfied with decisions 
we make here they have the right to un
seat us at the end of 2 years. But the 
grant of power contained ·in this bill is 
to the ·President, who serves in office for 
4 · years, and the bill even extends this 
power beyond the term of office of the 
present President or for 5 years. 

Much has · been said in the debate 
about the post-agreement · safeguards 
that are set· forth in the bill. - I have al
ready discussed the provisions respecting 

unemployment compensation and re;;. 
training allowances for displaced workers 
and the loans and tax benefits provided 
for business enterprises damaged as a 
result of this bill. These constitute some 
of the so-called safeguards. But it has 
been argued that the President has an 
alternative course of action which is 
called a safeguard, and this provides 
that, following a hearing and a finding 
by the Tariff Commission that there has 
been serious injury to the industry as 
a whole as a result of increased imports 
caused by lowered tariffs, · the President 
may revise tariff rates upward, and ·if 
he fails to so act the Congress may force 
such action. , At first blush this safe
guard :would seem to provide relief to 
individual firms damaged by increased 
imports but that is not the case. The 
bill requires tariff revisions upward only 
in cases where · there has been serious 
injury to an industry as a whole. 

No matter if segments of an industry 
are completely destroyed, to force :m 
upward revision in tariff rates firms 
damaged would have to prove that seri
ous injury to the industry as a whole 
will result from the increased imports. 
This so-called safeguard is therefore 
meaningless so far as individual firms or 
segments of an industry are concerned 
·unless they can prove damage to the 
whole industry. 

The following paragraph from the 
committee report accm:~panying the bill 
makes this departure from the previous 
no-injury policy crystal clear: 

In the past, the United States has pro
vided protection for American firms and 
workers against injurious competition from 

- foreign imports . in the form of tariffs or 
quotas with the effect of restricting foreign 
competition. Under the bill, tariff adjust
ment through the escape-clause procedure 
would be retained as one of the President's 
alternative courses of action where there had 
been serious injury to the industry as a whole 
as a result of increased imports from trade 
agreement concessions. 

It had been my hope that a modified 
open rule would have been granted in 
this case so that we, the Representatives 
of the people in Congress, might have 
an opportunity to vote to reinstate the 
no-injury concept whch has been em
bodied in all reciprocal trade legislation 
previously enacted. And it had also been 
my hope that the rule would have per
mitted the House to insist upon a mean
ingful escape clause which would have 
been a genuine safeguard against serious 
injury. But the Representatives of the 
people here in the House of Representa
tives have been denied such an oppor
tunity. We are forced to accept this bill 
as it came from the Committee on Ways 
and Means or reject it in toto. 

Frankly, I dislike that alternative. I 
do not object to taking bold, aggressive 
steps to stimulate an exchange of goods 
and to promote international trade. I 
recognize that trade is a two-way street, 
and that we cannot expect to sell our 
surplus goods abroad unless we are will.:. 
ing to buy goods produced abroad. But 
I think there must be some way to stim
ulate trade without earmarking seg
ments of American industry for liquida
tion. If that is the only alternative the 
leadership intends to give us, I am going 
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to be compelled to vote against this · bill 
albeit with considerable reluctance be~ 
cause I favor expanded trade and would 
like to encourage it. . 

Before I conclude these remarks I 
feel compelled to comment on the aile
gation frequently made that this is a 
fight between those who urge the elimi
nation of trade barrier~ and restric
tions and those who would erect a high 
tariff wall ar~und our country in an 
effort to prevent imports from entering 
the American market. This is a false 
allegation. It is not supported by the 
facts. We do not have a high tariff 
wall surrounding this country and no one 
is suggesting that one be erected. No 
one is suggesting that · tariffs be in
creased. Those of us who oppose the bill 
simply contend that our tariff rates are 
already so low that a further reduction 
would result in serious injury to seg
ments of American industry and 
workers. 

While the Reciprocal Trade Agree
ments Act has been in effect, we have 
reduced U.S. tariffs by approximately 80 
percent. The result .is that today the 
United States is one of the lowest tariff 
nations in the world. The record shows 
that foreign producers have absolutely 
no difficulty penetrating the American 
market, paying our relatively low tariff 
duties, and selling their goods in this 
country at prices in many cases below 
domestic production costs. Imports 
have jumped irom $6 billion in 19'34 to 
$14.6 billion in 1960. Could that have 
been accomplished if we were maintain
ing a high tariff wall? Moreover, 60 
percent of all imports enter this coun
try duty-free and therefore are not af
fected in the slightest degree by existing 
tariffs. 

In addition to the substantial tariff 
reductions that have been made over the 
years since the reciprocal trade agree
ments program has been in effect on 
July 1 of this year most U.S. tariff d~ties 
will be reduced agaln-20 percent in two 
yearly stages of 10 percent each. I be
lieve it would be the part of wisdom on 
our part to wait on granting additional 
tariff reduction authority until the full 
eifect of this new round of reductions 
can be known. 

There are many people in this country 
who advocate outright free trade. They 
would have us completely eliminate ali 
tariifs. And this bill even gives the 
President authority to reduce some tar
iff rates to zero. To that extent at least 
this is a free trade bill. But I do not 
believe free trade will work to the ad
vantage of industry or workers in the 
United States if we expect to maintain 
the high standard of living enjoyed to
day by American workmen. So long as 
a substantial disparity between costs of 
production at home and abroad contin
ues, I believe a policy of free trade will 
be detrimental to the best interests of 
the American people. 
. Whenever I hear arguments advanced 
by proponents of free trade between •a 
country such as nurs which has thelligh
-est standard of living in the world and 
,{)thers in which production costs &-e ,so 
.substantially under ours, and contem
plate what a policy waul~ do to An1eri• 

can industry and . workers. I - always 
think of the following story.in .. Aesop's 
Fables": 
- A dog was crossing a plank bridge over 
a stream with a piece of meat in his mouth. 
when he. happened to see his own reflection 
1n the water. He thought it was another 
dog wlth a piece of meat twice ' as blg; so he 
let go hls own, and fiew at the other dog to 
get the larger piece. But, of course, all that 
happened was that he got neither: for one 
was only a .shadow, and the other was car
ried away by the current. 

tee does represent .an improvement over 
the prop'osals first advanced to the Con
gress by the administration. It provides 
g-reater safeguards for American jobs 
and indJ..tstries than . proposed by the ad
.ministration. It contains provisions for 
.seeking removal of discriminatory non
tariff restrictions which other coU:Otries 
maintain against our products. 

If the majority of the House declines 
to support a 1-year extension of the pres
ent reciprocal trade program, I will then 
support the committee proposal because 
I know we must have the authority to 
move ahead in this area if the situation 

In our zeal to expand trade, we should 
be exceedingly careful not to destroy the 
American market for American-made 
goods. We should keep in mind the les
son of Aesop's fable about the dog and 
his shadow. 

· demands it. I have consistently sup
ported our programs to expand world 
trade in the best interests of our country. 

Mr. OSTERTAG. Mr. Chairman, we 
are faced with an exceedingly difficult 
decision in acting upon the Trade Ex
pansion Act of 1962. We all favor ex
panding world trade that will strengthen 
the free world, and this is the avowed 
purpose or this legislation. Yet we are 
aware that months of hearings and 
these days of debate have left many of 
the basic claims for this legislation un
substantiated, and many of the questions 
about it unanswered. 

Certainly we all agree that continued 
strength is necessary to our leadership 
of the free world. The development of 
the European Economic Conuriunity or 
Common Market :figures to change the 
traditional economic relationships in the 
free world and we must meet these 
changes. The EEC countries comprise 
a market of 170 million people · their 
total foreign trade reached $60 'billion 
last year. The elimination of their in
ternal tariffs and the creation of a com
mon tari1f system in regard to outside 
nations would make it seem imperative 
that we seek new tariff accommodations 
with the EEC in order that we may con
tinue to share in these markets. 

However, it should be realized that· the 
Common Market is still being developed 
and it is still several years away fro~ 
the point when all its internal tariffs 
will be removed. In addition the mem
bership of the EEC is still u~settled as 
Great Britain and other countries nego.:.. 
tiate for membership. We have seen in 
these debates the sharp disagreement 
over the factors which truly contribute 
to our present trade balances· in fact 
the validity of these balances 'has eve~ 
been seriously challenged because of 
their inclusion of trade actually financed 
by our own foreign aid grants. 

As a result of these many sig-nificant 
uncerte.inties, it seems to me that the 
proposal to extend the present reciprocal 
trade program for another year would be 
a wise move. It would permit a clearer 
picture of the composition of the EEC 
before we 1ix our international trade 
program for the next 5 years. It would 
provide a period when we could turn to 
even more important . economic re:
forms-the improvement of our deprecia
tion and tax system in order to increase 
the incentives to our economy~ These 
would be certain to. strengthen our com- · 
petitive economic position. · 

Of course,· the bill we .have been pre
sented: by tJ:te Ways and Means Commit-

But what we require is more than 
tariff reductions for their own sake. 
There has been too great a tendency to 
decide this important and far-reaching 
issue by slogans to the effect that all 
tariifs . are bad, all free trade is good. 
Our history is proof that this is not so, 
because much of our industrial strength 
was developed with the aid of tariff pro
tection. 

This legislation would give wide
~w~eping authority to the President; it 
!5 rmportant that this authority be used 
m a manner that will strengthen our 
Nation economically, because the eco
nomic strength of the United States is 
crucial for the life of the ·free world. 
There has been much emphasis and dis
cussion of adjustment assistance for 
those who suffer business setbacks or 
lose employment as a result of tariff re
d~ctions made . under the authority of 
this act. I beheve the administration 
by. its .handling of this authority, should 
shift Its emphasis to strengthening our 
economy and increasing employment op
portunities, for this must be the primary 
purpose of this program. 

. The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex
pired. Under the rule, the bill is con
sidered as having been read for amend
-ment. No amendments are in order to 
t~e b~l except amendments oifered by 
-direction of the Committee on Ways and 
Means. 

The. Clerk will now report the _ first 
committee amendment as printed in the 
.reported bill. · · 

The Clerk ·read as follows: 
Page .9, llne 16, strike out "State" and 

insert: "State,". 

The CHAffiMAN. Without objection, 
the committee amendment is agreed to. 

There was no objection. 
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will re

port the next committee amendment. 
The Clerk read as follows: 
Page 45, line 8, strlke out "{13)" and in

sert: .. (3) ... 

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection 
the committee amendment is ·agreed to: 
, There was no objection. 
· The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will re
port "the next committee amendment. 
· The Clerk read as . follows· 

Page . 67, line 25, strike ou~ "Senate),; 
and; lnsel"t: "Senate),". 

· The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, 
tbe committee amendment is agreed ·to. 

There w~s no objection. 
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The CHAIRMAN. · The Clerk will re

port the next committee amendment. 
The Clerk read as follows: ' 
Page 68, lines 1 and 2, strike out "a two

thirds vote" and insert: "the a1firm.at1ve vote 
of a majority of · the authorized member
ship". 

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, 
the committee amendment is agreed to. 

There was no objection. 
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will re

port the next committee amendment. 
The Clerk read as follows: 
Page 72: strike out line 14 and all that 

follows through line 8 on page 77. 

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, 
the committee amendment is agreed to. 

There was no objection. 
The CHAIRMAN. Are there further 

committee amendments? 
Mr. MILLS. There are no further 

committee amendments, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the 

Committee rises. 
Accordingly, the Committee rose; and 

the Speaker having resumed the 'chair, 
Mr. BoLLING, Chairman of the Commit
tee of the Whole House on the State of 
the Union, reported that that Committee 
having had under consideration the bill 
(H.R. 11970) to promote t~e general 
welfare, foreign policy, and security of 
the United States through international 
trade agreements and through adjust
ment assistance to domestic industry, 
agriculture, and labor, and for other 
purposes, pursuant to House Resolution 
712, he reported the bill back to the 
House with sundry amendments adopted 
by the Committee of the Whole. 

The SPEAKER. Under the rule, the 
previous question is ordered. 

Is a separate vote demanded on any 
amendment? If not, the Chair will put 
them en gros. 

The amendments were agreed to. 
The SPEAKER. The question is on 

the engrossment and third reading of 
the bill. 

The bill was ordered to be engrossed 
and read a third time, and was read the 
third time. 

The SPEAKER. The question is on 
the passage of the bill. 

Mr. MASON. Mr. Speaker, I offer a 
motion to recommit. 

The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman op
posed to the bill? 

Mr. MASON. I think everyone un
derstands that he is, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. What the gentleman 
says may be correct, but the gentleman 
understands that he must qualify to offer 
the motion. 

Mr. MASON. ·I understand that, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman qual
ifies. 

The Clerk will report the motion to 
recommit. 

The Clerk read as follows: 
Mr.- MASON moves to recommit the bill 

(H.R. 11970) to the Committee on Ways and 
Means with instructions to report the same 
back to the House forthwith with the follow
ing amendment: 

Strike out all after the enacting clause and 
insert: "That the period during which the 
President is authorized to enter into for-

eign trade agreements under section 350 of 
the Tar11f Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C., 
sec. 1351) , is hereby extended from the close 
of June 30, 1962, until the close of June 30, 
1963." 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I move the 
previous question on the motion to re- · 
commit. · 

The previous question was ordered. 
The SPEAKER. The question is on 

the motion to recommit. 
Mr. MASON. Mr. Speaker, on that I 

demand the yeas and nays. 
The yeas and nays were ordered. 
The question was taken; and there 

were-yeas 171, nays 253, not voting 13, 
as follows: 

Abbitt 
Abernethy 
Ad ali 
Alexander 
Alger 
Andersen, 

Minn. 
Anderson, Ill. 
Andrews 
Arends 
Ashbrook 
Auchincloss 
Avery 
Ayres 
Baring 
Battin 
Becker 
Beckworth 
Beer mann 
Belcher 
Bennett, Mich. 
Berry 
Betts 
Bolton 
Bow 
Boy kin 
Bray 
Bromwell 
Brown 
Broyhill 
Bruce 
Burleson 
Byrnes, Wis. 
Casey 
Cederberg 
Chamberlain 
Chenoweth 
Chiperfield 
Church 
Clancy 
Collier 
Colmer 
Conte 
Cramer 
Cunningham 
Curtin 
Dague 
Davis, 

James C. 
Derounian 
Derwinski 
Devine 
Dole 
Dominick 
Dowdy 
Durno 
Ellsworth 
Fenton 

Addabbo 
Addonizio 

.Albert 
Anfuso 
Ashley 
Ashmore 
Aspinall 
Bailey 
Baker 
Baldwin 
Barrett 
Barry 
Bass, N.H. 
Bass, Tenn. 
Bates 
Bell 
Bennett, Fla. 
Blatnik 
Boggs 
Boland 
Bolling 

[Roll No. 134] 
YEAS-171 

Findley 
Fisher 
Fogarty 
Ford 
Garland 
Gary 
Gavin 
Glenn 
Gonzalez 
Goodell 
Goodling 
Gross 
Gubser 
Haley 
Hall 
Halleck 
Harrison, Wyo. 
Harsha 
Harvey, Ind. 
Harvey, Mich. 
Hays 
Hiestand 
Hoeven 
Hoffman, Ill. 
!chord, Mo. 
Jarman 
Jensen 
Johansen 
J.onas 
Kearns 
Kilburn 
King, N.Y. 
Kitchin 
Knox 
Kyl 
Laird 
Langen 
Latta 
Lennon 
Lipscomb 
McCulloch 
McDonough 
Mcintire 
McMillan 
MacGregor 
Martin, Mass. 
Martin, Nebr. 
Mason 
May 
Meader 
Miller, N.Y. 
Milliken 
Minshall 
Monagan 
Moore 
Moorehead, 

Ohio 
Mosher 

NAYS-253 
Bonner 
Brademas 
Breeding 
Brewster 
Brooks, Tex. 
Broomfield 
Buckley 
Burke, Ky. 
Burke, Mass. 
Byrne,Pa. 
Cahill 
Cannon 
Carey 
Celler 
Chelf 
Clark 
Coad 
Cohelan 
OOok 
Cooley 
Corbett 

Nelsen 
Nygaard 
O'Konski 
Ostertag 
Passman 
Pelly 
Pillion 
Pirnie 
Potr 
Purcell 
Ray 
Reifel 
Rhodes, Ariz. 
R1ehlman 
Riley 
Rivers, S.C. 
Roberts, Tex. 
Rogers, Tex. 
Roudebush 
Rousselot 
Rutherford 
St. George 
Saylor 
S chade berg 
Schenck 
Scherer 
Schnee bell 
Schweiker 
Seely-Brown 
Shipley 
Short 
Shmer 
Sikes 
Siler 
Smith, Calif. 
Smith, Va. 
Staggers 
Steed 
Taber 
Taylor 
Teague, Cali!. 
Teague, Tex. 
Thomson, Wis. 
Tuck 
Utt 
Van Pelt 
VanZandt 
Waggonner 
Westland 
Whalley 
Wharton 
Whitener 
Whitten 
Williams 
Wilson, Cali!. 
Wilson, Ind. 
Winstead 
Younger 

Corman 
Curtis, Mo. 
Daddario 
Daniels 
Davis, John w. 
Dawson 
Delaney 
Dent 
Denton 
Diggs 
Ding ell 
Donohue 
Dooley 
Dorn 
Downing 
Doyle 
Dulski 
Dwyer 
Edmondson 
Elliott 
Everett 

Evins Kirwan 
Fallon Kluczynski 
Farbstein Kornegay 
Fascell Kowalski 
Feighan Kunkel 
Finnegan Landrum 
Fino Lane 
Flynt Lankford 
Forrester Lesinski 
Fountain Libonati 
Frazier Lindsay 
Frellnghuysen Loser 
Friedel McDowell 
Fulton McFall 
Gallagher Macdonald 
Garmatz Mack 
G~things Madden 
Giaimo Magnuson 
Gilbert Mahon 
Granahan Mallllard . 
Grant Marshall 
Gray Mathias 
Green, Oreg. Matthews 
Green, Pa. Merrow 
Griffin Michel 
Griffiths Miller, Clem 
Hagan, Ga. Mills 
Hagen, calif. Moeller 
Halpern Montoya 
Hansen Moorhead, Pa. 
Harding Morgan 
Hardy Morris 
Harris Morrison 
Harrison, Va. Morse 
Healey Moss 
Hebert Moulder 
Hechler Multer 
Hemphill Murphy 
Henderson ~urray 
Herlong Natcher 
Holifield Nedzi 
Holland · Nix 
Hosmer. Norbald 
Huddleston Norrell 
Hull O'Brien, m. 
Inouye O'Brien, N.Y. 
Jennings O'Hara, Til. 
Joelson O'Hara, Mich. 
Johnson, Calif. Olsen 
Johnson, Md. O'Nelll 
Johnson, Wis. Osmers 
Jones Ala. Patman 
Jones, Mo. Perkins 
Judd Peterson 
Karsten Pfost 
Karth Philbin 
Kastenmeier Pike 
Kee Pilcher 
Keith Poage 
Kelly Powell 
Keogh Price 
Kilgore Pucinski 
King, Calif. Quie 
King, Utah Rains 

Randall 
Reece 
Reuss 
Rhodes,Pa. 
Rivers, Alaska 
Roberts, Ala. 
Robison 
Rodino 
Rogers, Colo. 
Rogers, Fla. 
Rooney 
Roosevelt 
Rosenthal 
Rostenkowski 
Roush 
Ryan, Mich. 
Ryan, N.Y. 
St. Germain 
Santangelo 
Schwengel 
Scott 
Scranton 
Selden 
Shelley 
Sheppard 
Sibal 
Sisk 
Slack 
Smith, Iowa 
Smith, Miss. 
Spence 
Springer 
Stafford 
Stephens 
Stratton 
Stubblefield 
Sullivan 
Thomas 
Thompson, N.J. 
Thompson, Tex. 
Thornberry 
Toll 
T ollefson 
Trimble 
Tupper 
Udall, Morris K. 
Ullman 
Vanik 
Vinson 
Wallhauser 
Walter 
Watts 
Weaver 
Wets 
Wickersham 
Widnall 
Willis 
Wright 
Yates 
Young 
Zablocki 
Zelenko 

NOT VOTING-13 

Alford 
Blitch 
Curtis, Mass. 
Davis, Tenn. 
Flood 

Hoffman, Mich. M1ller, 
Horan George P. 
McSween Saund 
McVey Thompson, La. 

So the motion to recommit was re-
jected. . 

The Clerk announced · the following 
pairs: 

On this vote: · 
Mr. Alford for, with Mr. George P .. M1ller 

against. 
Mr. McVey for, with Mr. Curtis of Massa-

chusetts against. 

Until further notice: 
Mr. McSween with Mr. Horan. 
Mr. Flood with Mr. Hoffman of Michigan. 

Mrs. KEE and Mr. SLACK changed 
their vote from "yea" to "nay.'' 

Mr. SHIPLEY and Mr. RHODES of 
Arizona changed their vote from "nay" 
to "yea." 

The result of the vote was announced 
as above recorded. · 

The SPEAKER. The question ls on 
the passage of the bill. 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, on that I 
ask for the yeas and nays. 

The yeas and nays were ordered. 
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The question was · taken; and there 
were-yeas 299, nays 125, not voting 13, 
as follows: 

Abbitt 
Abernethy 
Addabbo 
Addonizio 
Albert 
Anfuso 
Arends 
Ashley 
Ashmore 
Aspinall 
Aucbincloss 
Avery 
Bailey 
Baker 
Baldwin 
Barrett 
Barry 
Bass, N.H. 
Bass, Tenn. 
Bates 
Beckworth 
Bell 
Bennett, Fla. 
Blatnik 
Boggs 
Boland 
Bolltng 
Bolton 
Bonner 
Brademas 
Breeding 
Brewster 
Brom.well 
Brooks, Tex. 
Broomfield 
Broyhlll 
Buckley 
Burke, Ky. 
Burke, Mass. 
Byrne, Pa. 
Byrnes, WiS. 
Cahill 
Cannon 
Carey 
Celler 
Chamberlain 
Chelf 
Clark 
Coad 
Cohelan 
Conte 
Cook 
Cooley 
Corbett 
Corman 
Curtin 
CUrtis, Mo. 
Daddario 
Daniels 
Davis, 

James c. 
Davis, John W. 
Dawson 
Delaney 
Denton 
Derounlan 
Derwlnski 
Diggs 
D1ngell 
Dole 
Donohue 
Dooley 
Dorn 
Downing 
Doyle 
Dulski 
Dwyer 
Edmondson 
Elliott 
Ellsworth 
Everett 
Evins 
Fallon 
Pal'bsteln 
Fascell 
Felghan· 
Findley 
Finnegan 
Plno 
Flynt 
Ford 
Forrester 
Fountain 
Frazier 
Frelinghuysen 
Friedel 
Fulton 
Gallagher 
Garmatz 
Gary 

[Roll No. 185] 

YEAS--299 
Gathings Nedzi 
Giaim.o Nelsen 
Gilbert Nix 
Gonzalez Norblad 
Goodell Norrell 
Granahan Nygaard 
Grant O'Brien, Dl. 
Gray. O'Brien, N.Y. 
Green, Oreg. O'Hara, Dl. 
Green, Pa. O'Hara, Mich. 
Griffin O'Neill 
Griffiths Osmers 
Gubser Ostertag 
Hagen, Oallf. Patman 
Hagan, Ga. Perkins 
Halleck Peterson 
Halpern Pfost· 
Hansen Pike 
Harding Poage 
Hardy Po1f 
Harris Powell 
Harrison, Va. Price 
Harv~y. Mich. Pucinsk1 
Healey Purcell 
Hebert Quie 
Hechler Rains 
Hemphill Randall 
Henderson Reece 
Herlong Reuss 
Holifield Rhodes, Pa. 
Holland Riehlman 
Hosmer Rivers, Alaska 
Huddleston Roberts, Ala. 
Hull Roberts, Tex. 
Inouye Robison 
Jennings Rodino, 
Joelson - Rogers, Colo. 
Johnson, Calif. Rogers, Fla. 
Johnson, Md. Rogers, Tex. 
Johnson, Wis. Rooney 
Jones Ala. Roosevelt 
Jones, Mo. Rosenthal 
Judd Rosterikowski 
Karsten Roush 
Karth Rutherford 
Kastenm.eler Ryan, Mich. 
Kee Ryan, N.Y. 
Keith St. Germain 
Kelly Santangelo 
Keogh Schenck 
Kilgore Schneebel1 
King, Calif. Schweiker 
King, Utah Schwengel 
Kirwan Scott 
Kitchin Scranton 
Kluczynskl . Selden 
Kornegay Shelley 
Kowalski Sheppard 
Kunkel Short 
Landrum Shriver 
Lane Sibal 
Langen Sisk 
Lankford Slack 
Lennon Smith, Iowa 
Lesinski Smith, Miss. 
Libonati Sm.ith, Va. 
Lindsay Spence 
Loser Springer 
McDowell Stafford 
McFall Stephens 
Macdonald Stratton' 
MacGregor Stubblefield 
Mack Sullivan 
Mil.dden Taylor 
Magnuson Teague, Calif. 
Mahon Thomas 
Mailliard Tbom.pson, N .~. 
Marshall Thom.pson, Tex. 
Mathias Thornberry 
Matthews Toll 
Meader · Trimble 
Merrow Tuck 
Michel Tupper 
Miller, Clem Udall, MorrJs K. 
Miller, N.Y. Ullm.an 
Milliken Vanik 
Mllls Vinson · 

:0~~ ~:~:user 
Moorhead, Pa. Watts 
l4orna Weaver 
Morrison Weis 
Morse W.ickersham 
MOsher Widnall 
Moss · Willla 
Mo~der Wnght 
Multer Yates 
Murphy Zabloeld 
Murray Zelenko 
l'ateh~ 

Adair 
Alexander 
Alger 
Andersen; 

Minn. 
Anderson, m . . 

, Andrews 
Ashbrook 
Ayres 
Baring 
Battin 
Becker 
Beermann 
Belcher 
Bennett, Mich. 
Berry 
Betts 
Bow 
Boy kin 
Bray 
Brown 
Bruce 
Burleson 
Casey 
Cederberg 
Chenoweth 
Chiperfield 
Church 
Clancy 
Coll1er 
Colmer 
Cram.er 
Cunningham 
Dague 
Dent 
Devine 
Dominick 
Dowdy 
Durno 
Fenton 
Fisher 
Fogarty 
Garland 

NAYB-125 
Gavin 
Glenn 
Goodling 
Gross 
Haley 
Hall 
HarriSon, Wyo. 
Harsha 
Harvey, Ind. 
Hays 
Hiestand 
Hoeven 
Hofl'm.an, Dl. 
Ichord,Mo. 
Jarman 
Jensen 
Johansen 
Jonas 
Kearns 
KUburn 
King, N.Y. 
Knox 
Kyl 
Laird 
Latta 
Lipscom.b 
McCulloch 
McDonough 
Mcintire 
McMillan 
Martin, Mass. 
Martin, Nebr. 
Mason 
May 
Moeller 
Monagan 
Moore 
Moorehead, 

Ohio 
Morgan 
O'Konsld 
Olsen 
Passm.an 

Pelly 
Ph1lb1n 
Pillion 
Pirnie 
Ray 
Reifel 
Rhodes, Ariz. 
~iley 
Rivers, S.C. 
Roudebush 
Rousselot 
St. George 
Saylor 
Schade berg 
Scher~r 
Seely-Brown 
Shipley 
Sikes 
Siler 
Sm.ith, Calif. 
Staggers 
Steed 
Taber 
Teague, Tex. 
Thomson, Wis. 
Tollefson 
Utt 
VanPelt 
VanZandt 
Waggonner 
Westland 
Whalley 
Wharton 
Whitener 
Whitten 
Williams 
Wilson, Calif. 
Wilson, Ind. 
Winstead 
Young 
Younger 

NOT VOTING-13 
Alford Horan 
Blitch McSwe.en 
Curtis, Mass. McVey 
Davis, Tenn. M1ller, 
Flood George P. 
Hofl'm.an, Mich. Pilcher 

So the bill was passed. 

Saund 
Thompson, La. 

The Clerk announced the following 
pairs: 

On this vote: 
:Mr. George P. Miller for, with Mr. Alford 

against. 
Mr. Curtis of Massachusetts for, with Mr. 

McVey against. 

Until further notice: 
Mr. Davis of Tennessee with Mr. Horan. 
Mr. MCSween with Mr. Ho1l'ma.n of :Michi-

gan. 

Mr. KYL changed his vote from "yea." 
to "nay." 

Mr. PETERSON changed his vote 
from "nay" to "yea." 

The result of the vote was announced 
as above recorded. 

A motion to reconsider was laid on 
the table. · 

GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND 
REMARKS 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I ask una.n-· 
imous consent that Members desiring to 
do so may have 5 legislative days in 
which to extend their remarks in the 
body of the REcoRD just prior to com
pletion of proceedings in the Committee 
on the Whole on the bill. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from 
Arkansas? 

There was no objection. 

SUGAR AC'r AMENDMENTS OF 1962 
Mr. ·cooLEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous consent to take from the 

Speaker's desk the bill (H.R. 12154) to 
amend and extend the provisions of the 
Sugar Act of 1948, as amenqed, with 
Senate amendments thereto, disagree to 
the Senate amendments, insist on the 
position of the House, and agree to the 
conference a:;;ked by the Senate. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from North 
Carolina? 

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, reserving 
the right to object, I would like to ask 
the gentleman from North Carolina. if 
this means we are going to stagger 
around here all night Saturday waiting 
for him to get his way with the Senate, 
as we have in years past? 

Mr. COOLEY. I hope it will not be 
necessary for us to be in session Satur
day night. I have no control over that. 

Mr. HAYS. All right. In that case, 
I object. 

EXPORT CONTROL AC'r OF 1949 
Mr. PATMAN submitted the following 

conference report and statement on the 
bill (S. 3161) to provide for continuation 
of authority for regulation of exports, 
and for other purposes: 

CONFERENCE REPORT (H. REPT. No. 1949) 
The committee of conference on the dis

agreeing votes of the two Houses on the 
amendment of the House to the bill (S. 8161) 
to provide .for continuation of authority for 
regulation of exports, and for other purposes, 
having met, after full and free conference, 
have agreed • to recommend and do recom
mend to their respective Houses as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its disagree
ment to the amendment of the House and 
agree to the same with an amendment as 
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to 
be inserted by the House amendment insert 
the following: .. That section 12 of the Export 
Control Act of 1949 is amended by striking 
out 'June 30, 1962' and inserting in lieu 
thereof 'June so·. 1963.'" 

And the House agree to the same. 
WaiGHT PATMAN, 
ALBERT RAINS, 
ABRAHAM J. MULTER, 
WILLIAM A. BARRETT, 
CLARENCE E. KILBURN, 
WILLIAM B. WmNALL, 

Managers on the Part of the House. 
A. WILLIS RoBERTSON, 
JOHN SPARKMAN, 
PAUL H. DoUGLAS, 

HOMER E. CAPEHART, 
WALLACE BENNETT, 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 

STATEMENT 

The manag~rs on the- part of the House 
at the conference on the disagreeing votes 
of the two Houses on the amendment of the 
Senate to the bill (S. 8161) to provide for 
continuation of authority .for regulation of 
exports, and for other purposes, submit the 
following statement in explanation of the 
effect of the action agreed upon by the con
ferees and recommended in the accompany
ing conferenc~ report: · 

The Senate bill provided for an indefinite 
extension of the Export Contl'ol Act of 1949, 
and contained various other p;rovJ.Sions deal
ing with congressional findings and pollcies 
and increasing crlminal penalties. The House 

· struck out all of the Senate bill after the 
enacting clause and inserted a substitute 
amendment which provided for a 3-year ex
tension of the act and contained various 
other provisions (differing from the Senate 
blll) and relating to findings; policies, crim-
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inal penalties, and rules and regulations gov
erning export controls. 

The committee of ·conference, after giving 
careful consideration to the various pro
visions of both the Senate bill and the House 
amendment and being unable to reach full 
agreement, concluded that additional study 
by the legislative committees of both Houses 
wlll be required before 'the problems raised 
by some of these provisions can be properly 
resolved. Accordingly (and because of the 
imminent expiration of the act), the con
ferees agreed to a simple extension of the-act 
for 1 year as a substitute for both the Sen
ate bill and the House amendment in order 
to afford the legislative committees su111.cient 
time to complete such study. 

WRIGHT PATMAN, 
. ALBERT RAINS, 

ABRAHAM J. MULTER., 
WILLIAM A. BAB.B.ETT, 
CLARENCE E. Kn.BUB.N, 
WILLIAM B. WmNALL, 

Managers on the Part of the House. 

SUPPLEMENTAL Affi CARRIERS 
Mr. HARRIS submitted a conference 

. report and statement on the bill <S. 
1969) to amend the Federal Aviation 
Act of 1958, as amended, to provide for 
supplemental air carriers, and for other 
purposes. 

PROGRAM FOR BALANCE OF THE 
WEEK 

Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent to address the House 
for 1 minute. 

The · SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
New Jersey? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Speaker, I take this 

time to ask the distinguished majority 
leader if he can inform us what the pro
gram is for the balance of the week. 

Mr. ALBERT. Mr. Speaker, this com
pletes the legislative business for today. 
Tomorrow we have, as previously pro
gramed, S. 1658, prohibiting gambling 
services. We have various conference 
reports on bills that are outstanding that 
must be enacted prior to the close of 
the fiscal year. One is S. 3161, Export 
Control Act, the conference report on 
which is :filed, and it is expected that it 
will be taken up tomorrow. Another is 
H.R. 11990. If that bill is returned with 
amendments from the Senate, we will 
have to consider that again, and H.R. 
12154, to extend the Sugar Act. These 
are the only bills, so far as I know, that 
mitst be enacted prior to the close of the 

·:fiscal year except the appropriation con
tinuing resolution which the House has 
previously passed. Also we may have a 
conference report on S. 1969, the Fed-
eral Aviation Act. · 

If the gentleman will yield further, I 
would like to make this statement. · ·It 
is going to be necessary, because of the 
fact that we are arriving at the end of 
the :fiscal year, to remain in session on 
Friday and probably on Saturday also 
this week. I would lik.! to further state 
that I think after that the Members will 
be entitled to some time off next week. 
We are going to liave busiliess on Mon
day and Tuesday, but it is hoped-and 
I say this so that the Members may make 
plans accordingly-that we will have no 

business next week· on · Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. 

' Mr. CAHILL. I wonder if the distin
guished majority leader can tell us any
thing about what is · proposed for the 
program for Monday and Tuesday of 
next week. 

Mr. ALBERT. I would like to reserve 
a detailed announcement. Monday is 
Consent Calendar Day, and there will 
be some suspensions. Tuesday is Pri
\rate Calendar day, and it may be tliat 
we will get ·at the atomic energy au
thorization bill on Monday and Tuesday. 

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker. will the 
·gentleman yield? 

Mr. CAHILL. I yield to the gentle-
man from Iowa. . 

Mr. GROSS. Now, do we understand 
that tomorrow~Friday-we will have 
one conference report, or will there be 
other legislation? r 

Mr. ALBERT. We will have one bill 
tomorrow, s. 1658, prohibiting gambling 
services. 

Mr. GROSS. But that is the only 
one? · 

Mr. ALBERT. That is the only bill 
except conference reports or action on 
amendments to Senate bills. 

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. CAHILL. I yield to the gentle
man from Arkansas. 

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Speaker, I have 
just ,:filed a conference report on the 
supplemental airlines bill. · 

Mr. ALBERT. Mr. Speaker; will the 
gentleman yield further? 

Mr. CAHILL. I yield further to the 
gentleman from Oklahoma. 

Mr. ALBERT. Mr. Speaker, I under
stand that if-the gentleman from Arkan
sas desires, that conference report may 
be brought up tomorrow. 

Mr. HARRIS. I understood the gen
tleman to say something about its being 
brought up tomorrow, and I wanted to 
know if the gentleman planned to bring 
it up. 

Mr. ALBERT. If the gentleman will 
yield further, it will be brought up if the· 
gentleman from Arkansas so desires. 

Mr. MEADER. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? · 

Mr. CAHILL. I yield to the gentle
man from Michigan. 

Mr. MEADER. Mr. Speaker, I would 
like to inquire of the majority leader as 
to the status of H.R. 8845, a bill having 
to do with obstructions of investigations 
which was on the calendar for this week, 
but which I understand has been re
moved from the calendar. 

Mr. ALBERT. If the gentleman will 
yield further, at the request of the com
mittee, that bill has been removed from 
the calendar for this week. 

WAURIKA RESERVOIR 

Mr. WICKERSHAM. Mr. Speaker, I 
ask unanimous consent to extend my re
marks at this point in the RECORD and 
include a newspaper. article. 

Tlte SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Oklahoma? 

There was no objection. 

Mr. WICKERSHAM. : Mr. Speaker, 
under unanimous consent, I include the 
following newspaper article: 

WAURIKA RESERVOIR 
Complete approval of the Waurika Reser

voir bill is still possible during the current 
session of Congress, Representative VICTOR 
WICKERSHAM said Thursday. 

In a statement to Don Morrison, copub
lisher of the Waurika News-Democrat and 
executive vice president of tlle Beaver-Cow 
Creek Watershed Development Association, 
the Sixth District Congressman said "time is 
our problem." 

Representative WICKERSHAM told Morrison 
he personally contacted all but three mem
bers of the House Interior and Insular Af
fairs Committee Wednesday, and their re
sponse was "very good." 

Eighteen. Democrats and thirteen Repub
licans serve on the Interior Committee, 
which must report the Waurika Reservoir bill 
in the House. 

WICKbSHAM said he· was told by Repre
sentative WALTER RoGERS, Democrat, of Texas, 
.chairman of the Irrigation and Reclamation 
Subcommittee, that every consideration will 
be given to the Waurika project but that it 
is one of many yet to be heard. by his panel. 

Representative RoGERS told Morrison 
Thursday morning; "I don't know of any
body who has worked harder on a project 
than VICTOR has on this one." .. 

Representative WICKERSHAM explained the 
purpose of his visit to the White House last 
Friday was to ask President Kennedy to 
speak to the leadership of the House in the 
interest of moving. the project forward. He 
said Jhe was told by the President that he 
would do all he could to help. 

The Congressman also asked the President 
to speak to Vice President LYNDON B. JoHN,-, 
soN and others who might · help in working 
out problems complicating passage of the 
bill. . 

Morrison said he was gra tifl.ed by Senate 
approval of the reservoir bill. He is one of 
three delegates from the project area who 
came to Washington Sunday in the interest 
of Waurika Reservoir legislation. J. M. Bul
lard, Duncan, association president, and 
Milton Keating, Lawton, returned home 
Wednesday. 

"We received assurances of support- from 
the e.ntire Oklahoma congressional delega
tion,'' Morrison said. "Representative 
RoGERS of Texas was also very kind to us 
and we are hopeful that his subcommittee 
will find time to work our project into its 
busy schedule." 

THE CAPITAL OF THE 
, UNITED STATES 

Mr. O'HARA of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, 
I ask -unanimous consent to address the 
House for 1 minute and to revise and 
extend _my remarks. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Illinois? · 

There was no objection. 
Mr. O'HARA of lllinois. Mr. Speaker, 

in common with all my colleagues, I have 
pride in and love of the Capital of my 
country, to which come as pilgrims to 
a national shrine millions of our fellow 
Americans of all ages and from all quar
ters of our imperishable Republic. I 
have strong respect for and admiration 

. of the members of the District Com
mittee~ who work day and night for 
weeks and months to keep our Capital 
City clean and its government strong. 

I am disturbed by what I read in the 
wa·shington Post, concerning the threat
ened closure of a home that houses 48 
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aged veterans: I am low in spirit. I 
have the sense that when the District 
appropriations bill was before us, I failed 
my comrades of the war with Spain 
who in this age and need find shelter 
in Washington's temporary home for 
veterans of all wars. I failed them by 
my silence because I was not informed 
that provision for the maintenance of 
the home was not included ir. the Dis
trict's budget; 

I hope that the other body will restore 
the item and that the conferees from 
this body, responding to the impulses of 
hearts of gold, will acquiese. 

Forty-eight. old men, who in their 
youth fought to make our country great 
and strong, threatened with eviction 
from the only roof they have to shelter 
them. This is not in the spirit of the 
fine, beautiful, clean Capital of my 
country that I love. · I would have it not 
only a city of grandeur, beauty and in
spiring monwnents in reminder of our 
glorious past, but as well a city of heart 
in which the veterans of our wars al
ways will find reflected the eternal grati
tude of the Republic. 

COMMITTEE ON RULES 
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Speak

er, for the information of the members 
of the Committee on Rules and those in
terested in the sugar bill, the Committee 
on Rules at 10:30 in the morning will 
consider the application for a rule to 
send the sugar bill to conference. 

SUPREME COURT DECISION ON 
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRAYER 

Mr. WHITENER. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent to extend my re
marks at this point in the RECORD and 
include extraneous matter. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
North Carolina? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. WHITENER. Mr. Speaker, I 

share the concern that many Members 
of Congress and thousands of people 
throughout the country have expressed 
over the decision made by the Supreme 
Court with reference to prayer in our 
public schools. 

Two great newspapers in my con
gressional district, the Shelby Daily Star 
at Shelby, N.C., and the Gastonia Ga
zette at Gastonia, N.C., carried editorials 
on June 26, 1962, the contents of which 
point up the serious error which I be
lieve the Court made. 

I request that the editorials be in
serted at this point in the RECORD as a 
part of my remarks. 
[From the Gastonia Gazette, June 26, 1962] 

PLEDGE TO FLAG--WILL IT Go NEXT? 
"One nation, under God, with liberty and 

justice for all." Thus do the American peo
ple pledge allegiance to their fiag. We feel 
that it is noteworthy that they stop to recog
nize in their pledge that this is God's nation. 

This is a pledge repeated by every school
child and every civic club. One cannot help 
but wonder how much longer schoolchildren 
will be permitted to repeat this patriotic 
pledge. After all, they are no longer per
mitted to pray even an interdenominational 
prayer. The edict of the Supreme Court of 
the United States yesterday was not quite as 

broad in scope as our last statement implies, 
but the implication was there--the Govern
ment has no business, according to the nine 
'wise men occupying the highest bench of 
our land, promoting religion. It necessarily 
follows, then, that the schools, being a gov
ernmental agency, should not state in any 
form any belief in the Almighty. They long 
ago ruled that no school could hold a Bil)le
study period. 

How long will it be until the Senate and 
the Hous.e won't be able to open th~ir ses
sions with prayer? They do, after all, rep
resent all of the people, some of whom are 
apparently atheistic; and they would be mis
appropriating taxpayers' money to hire a 
chaplain for either legislative body. 

Certainly the church should never control 
the state. That's one of the things our an
cestors fled from in the Old World. Yet, 
must we . as a people d~ny the existence of 
God? Or, worse stUI, must we, knowing His 
existence and His might, remain silent about 
it? 

This strikes us as being wrong. It is wrong 
in its inception. It is basically and funda
mentally wrong. No nation on earth has 
ever owed so much to the Almighty and yet 
paid so little tribute. 

By disagreeing with the esteemed Justices 
of our High Court, we do not sit in judgment 
on them, for their decision was but a re
flection of the moral turpitude of a nation. 
Along with the gradual decline of respect 
for the individual has come a spiritual .de
cline. As the Federal Government becomes 
the all-important focal point for our lives, 
we tend to forget God. As people look more 
and more to Washington, they look less and 
less heavenward. Mr. Khrushchev makes no 
bones about it-he knows the direction in 
which we are headed. What is to stop it? 
Some may look to Washington, but we can 
only cry "God help us all." 

[From the Shelby Daily Star, June 26, 1962] 
THE HIGH COURT CANNOT TAKE GOD FROM 

AMERICA'S . HERITAGE 
The u.s. Supreme court has attempted 

to take this Nation from under the province 
of God Almighty. 

A decision, calllng a nonsectarian school 
prayer unconstitutional, is bitterly offensive 
to those of us who believe that "for God and 
country" is the right philosophy and that 
the doctrine of separation of church and 
state does not imply separation of God and 
state. 

God is in the heritage of America and 
no secular court can take this away. 

Our forefathers, escaping the tyranny of 
Great Britain's colonial administration, 
noted that "man is endowed by his Creator 
with certain inalienable rights." Thus was 
the Creator placed first in the heritage of 
our freedom and tlle stanch signers of the 
Declaration of Independence did not hesi'
tate to strike their names into history under 
that ,pledge. · 

The President of the United States when 
he takes the oath of office "swears (or af
firms) before God" and no American Presi
dent has backed away from that oath, which 
incidentally is administered by the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court. 

No money is legal tender in this Nation 
unless it carries the time-honored motto 
"In God We Trust." 

Congress opens each session with a prayer 
and prayers are an integral part of the open
ing ceremonies of the conventions of both 
great parties. 

Indeed, the Supreme Court itself con
firms the sovereignty of God Almighty in the 

. bailiff's opening cry. 
The pledge of allegiance to the fl~g, by 

an act of Congress, now contains the phrase 
"one nation, under God." 

These are legal, traditional, and utterly 
plain examples of how this Nation haa 
officially recognized the sovereignty of God. 

The drafters ·of tlie Constitution, with 
the excesses of the Spanish Inquisition and 
the church wars of England fresh in their 
minds, provided in the first amendment that 
"Congress shall make no law respecting the 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
free exercise thereof." 

This was to guarantee that no U.S. citizen 
would 'be required to pay taxes and support 
a church established by the state. Nor 
would a law be passed denying his privilege 
to exercise the faith of his choosing. 

There is no intent in the first amendment 
to establish a gOdless state. 

Adults may know this and appreciate it. 
Children must be taught it. The Supreme 
Court decision may itself have violated the 
first amendment because it abridges the 
right of conscientious school officials to place 
a clear example of faith in the Almighty be
fore impressionable young students. 

The six Justices-and thank heaven there 
was a dissenter-may well believe they have 
interpreted correctly the letter of the law. 
We know in our hearts that they have 
violated the spirit of it. 

We know, too, that millions of Americans, 
including parents, teachers and students, 
will continue to bow daily' before a power 
greater than the Supreme Court, the Con
gress, or the President. 

Because this Nation, under God, may re
main indivisible. In a godless state we wm 
surely perish. 

TRADE AND FADE 
Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani .. 

mous consent to ~xtend · my remarks at 
this point in the RECORD and include 
extraneous matter. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
.Pennsylvania? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, much has 

been said and written on the labor views 
on this trade legislation. The facts are 
often clouded by the manner in which 
the reporting of these views is presented 
to the public. 

There is no question as to the posi
tion of the top leaders of labor represent
ing the AFL-CIO. However, it would be 
a serious error to say that labor as a 
whole endorses this legislation as 
written. In fact, the position of the 
Manufacturers Association, the chamber 
of commerce, the Farm Bureau, the AFL
CIO have been pictured as being whole
heartedly behind this bill before us. 

It is interesting to note that there is 
no way that a person can vote for this 
legislation under a closed rule that will 
not be in disagreement with some if not 
all of the above-named organizations. 

For the RECORD, I quote the position of 
the Pennsylvania Manufacturers Asso
ciation foilowed by the position of the 
AFL-CIO as of this past week. 

Also, for the RECORD, I present indi
vidual unior.., industry, and personal 
views as expressed on the proposed trade 
act: 

PENNSYLVANIA MANUFACTURERS' 
AsSOCIATION, 

Philadelphia, Pa., June 20, 1962. 
Re H.R. 11970. . 
Hon. JoHN H. DENT, 
House Office· Building, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR JoHN: It is our understanding that 
the foreign trade -·blll (H.R. 11970) will be 
scheduled for House floor action the week 
beginning June 25. Our association and its 
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10,000 members are deeply troubled and con
cerned with the provlsions in title m of this 
bill which sets up special Federal unemploy
ment benefits for unemployed -workers, re
training of such workers, and assistance to 
firms certified as damaged by increased im
ports. 

According to the bill as reported by the 
Ways and Means Committee, workers un
employed because of increased imports would 
receive 65 percent of their weekly earnings 
up to 65 percent of the average national in
dustrial wage. Maximum benefits would be 
around $61 a week. Benefits would continue 
for 52 weeks and can be extended another 
26 weeks if the person is undergoing retrain
ing or is over 60 years of age. 

In contrast, a domestic worker who be
comes unemployed because his employer 
might be a supplier to a firm closed down 
by foreign imports 1s limited to State un
employment compensation. · I! he is located 
in Pennsylvania, the maximum allowable 1s 
$40 a week for 30 weeks. 

If both typ~s of unemployed workers were 
to take retraining, the d11ference 1s even 
more pronounced. 

The individual taking the training under 
the foreign trade bUl would receive $61 a 
week for as long as 1 7'2 years. The other 
worker under the Manpower Development 
and Training Act passed by Congress earlier 
this year would only be entitled to benefits 
equal to the average of the last quarterly 
State unemployment compensation benefit 
payment. Under current conditions in Penn
syl~ania, this would amount to about $32 a 
week for 52 weeks. 

We believe that 1t is a grave injustice to 
unemployed domestic workers when prefer
ential treatment is accorded to workers who 
become unemployed because of foreign im
ports. 

We therefore exhort you to carefully con
sider this highly discriminatory feature in 
H.R. 11970. We wm sin.cerely appreciate your 
support to have this section (title III) of the 
bill dele~ed.. . 

Thank you very much for your courtesy 
and attention to this very important Federal 
legislation.. -

Sincerely yours, 
JoHN H. SEEToN, 

Secretary. 

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND 
CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS, 

Washington, D.O., June 19, 1962. 
Hon. JoHN H. DENT, 
House Office Building, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR MR. DENT: The proposed Trade Ex
pansion Act of 1962, one of the most crucial 
issues to come before this session of the Con
gress, will be debated on the House floor 
within the next few days. 

The AFL-CIO has strongly supported 
gran1;1ng the President · expanded authority 
to adjust tariffs in order to insure expansion 
6! our trade with the Common Market and 
with other friendly nations. -

A most important section of H.R. 11970 

It ls believed that a motion to recommit 
wlll be made with instructions to cut down 
or eliminate trade adjustment assistance. 
Adoption of such a motion would be uncon
scionable. 

In his testimony on this b111, AFL-CIO 
President George Meany said: ' 
· "Let me say again that we regard these 
two features of the b111-trade liberallzatlon 
and the _safeguards against injury, especially 
adjustment assistance-as inseparable. We 
would not support additional safeguards 
without trade liberalization; and we would 
not support trade liberalization without the 
additional safeguards." 

The AFL-CIO tllerefore urges you to op
pose the motion to recommit with instruc
tions. . 

Sincerely yours, 
ANDREW J. BIEMILLER, 

Director, Department of Legtslation. 

Mr. Speaker, you will note that there 
is no basis for compromise between these 
views. Let us go further and see what 
various international unions have had 
to say about this legislation in conven
tion assembled: 
EXCERPTS FROM AFL-CIO DEBATE ON FOREIGN 

'l'aADJ: RELATIONS, DECEMBER 11, 1962, 
• BIENNIAL CONVENTION AT MIAMI BEACH, 
FLA.-PROCEEDINGS: PAGES 51-67, THIRD 
DAY 

Mr. E. L. Wheatley, president, Interna
tional BrotherhOod of Operative Potters: 

"We are not anti to any foreign nation. 
We are anti to having the rights of Con
gress turned over to the State Department. 

"You can talk of giving money to help 
distressed people and train them to come 
into new industries. • • • We do not think 
that program wlll get there in time to do 
any good in the way of offering relief for 
our people. 

• • • • • 
"But you people remember how long it 

takes the American labor movement to even 
raise the minimum rate here, and that 1s 
too ' long • • • to assume that the pottery 
workers and the other thousands and In11-
11ons of workers who are being deprived of 
their job opportunities are going to sit and 
walt on the relief lines whtle some labor 
organization in these ~ther nations brings 
up a decent minimum." 

Mr. George Baldanzi, president, United 
Textile Workers: 

"We are not for isolation. We believe in 
reciprocal trade. But our definition of rec
iprocity is that we will supply nations with 
products that they do not have, and we wm 
buy from them products which we need and 
we do not have. 

"We do not interpret reciprocal trade to 
be a concept under which we wm permit 
low-wage areas or no-wage areas to destroy 
the economy of entire industries in this 
country, merely for the purpose of having 
friends. 

• • • • • 
would provide trade adjustment assistance .. ''With due respect to President Kennedy, 
to firms and workers who may be adversely who I firmly believe has a feeling and a 
affected by import competition. Firms would grasp of the problems of the world, I do 
receive loans, tax advantages, and technical not believe in the principle that we should 
assistance to modernize or to enter new lines give to any President the right as an in
of production. Workers who lose their jobs dividual to wipe out any kind of tariff or 
would receive retraining~ relocation alloW- controls as an individual administrative act, 
ances and trade readjustment allowances because who may be President today may 
up to 65 _percent of their average weekly be one type of personality. Who may be 
wages for at least 52 weeks. President tomorrow or 5 years from now 

The AFL-CIO believes that adversely a!- may be ~ completely_ different personality. 
fected workers and firms deserve special Fe4- '"When. there are corporate..interests • • • 
eral .protection, since injury would occur investing millions of d<>llars in the Common 
only because the Congress and th~ President Market of Europe, -that are establishing 
had made a conscious decision in the inter- p~ants ' that are more ·modern than ours to
ests of the Nation as a whole. These work- .day, unless we get some safeguard against 
ers.an.d.firms.shoul.d .not benuLde to...bear the wholesale_ importatiop. _ tnt.o tht.a country, 
burden alone. there is no guarantee that 5 years from now 

these · same automated factories that are 
being built in many parts of the world • • · • 
.wm not curtail operations in this country 
and dump all the cheap ·gOods right back 
here in the United States." 

• • • • 
Mr. Enoch Rust, vice president, United 

Glass & Ceramic Workers: 
"Well, I went to Washington and I didn't 

have to stay long unttl I found that we did 
not have a trade program based on the law 
as written, the reciprocal trade program of 
1934 and -amended several times thereafter. 

• • • • 
"Why are we excited? There was enough 

window glass imported .in 1959 and 1960 to 
furnish over 4 million six-room dwellings. 
• • • In that period of time (1959 and 1960) 
over a mlllion automobtles were imported 
into this country carrying 30 million square 
feet of glass and carrying 5 million rubber 
tires replacing thousands of rubber workers, 
thousands of glassworkers, thousands of tex
tile workers, and thousands of automobile 
workers. 

• • • • • 
"We were told by Khrushchev that he was 

going to bury us economically. What did we 
do to help him do it? We gave him a ·spade 
to dig the hole with and to throw the dirt in 
our face." 

Mr. George Burdon, president, United Rub
ber, Cork, Linoleum & Plastic Workers: 

"In the rubber industry we are experi
encing a serious challenge from the growing 
imports of rubber footwear. • • • Imports 
totaled 50 million pairs in 1959 and doubled 
to 100 million pairs in 1960. 

• • • • 
"We have an average of $2.50 an hour ver

sus an average in some other countries of 23 
cents an hour. We cannot compete with 
that kind of competition." 

Mr. George Fecteau, president, United Shoe 
Workers of America: 

"In 1949 we imported 3 million pairs of 
shoes. • • • We exported 6 m111ion pairs. 

"Last year, 1960, we imported 30 l'n1111on 
pairs • • • and our exports had dropped to 
3 m111ion pairs to all countries, so that the 
balance we have been speaking about cer
tainly is not i;n favor of the shoe industry. 

"Many of our companies in the shoe indus
try-the large companies, those who can 
afford to move-have moved to Japan. They 
have moved to Italy. They have moved to 
other foreign countries. Many-of them have 
closed shoe factories here in the United 
Stat~s. • • • These companies are moving 
for profit reasons. 

• • • • 
''We have estimated that unle~s some pro

tection • • • comes about • • • the shoe 
industry here will become extinct as the 
dodo bird within 8 ~ears. 

• 
"It is suggested that the people employed 

in those industries can go to · other indus
tries. As one who has been in the field and 
has seen factory after factory close down, 
and has seen the efforts of our ' union and 
these workers to place themselves in indus
try, I know that such talk is a lot of damned 
foolishness. It is not practical or just." 

Mr. William Pollock, president, Textile 
Workers of America: 

"Since 1934 we have been for reciprocal 
trade; but we feel as an industry and as 
representatives of the workers in that in
dustry that we should not be offered up as a 
sacrifice on the altar of international trade. 

"You k:p.ow, it is all very . well · to be for 
international trade, but we represent work
ers • • • and they are told that 1n the in
terest _of international trade we must ac.cept 
the imports !rom· other nations, and 'To 
protect you we will retrain you and prepare 
you to go into some other industry.' Well, I 
think this is fine, it is as it should be. 
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"But when you get an individual that has The issue, being resolved today, -has - I .ask every . local union and member of 
the International Molders and Allled Work
ers Union to take about 5 minutes of their 
time and write to their Congressman_ and 
Senator, telling them, in their own words, 
that they are opposed to H.R. 9900 and par
ticularly are they opposed to any attempt 
to take the peril point escape clause out of 
the bill . 

spent 20 or 30 years learning a -skilL • • • had little or no factual presentation, 
only to find his job shipped to some other item by item, ipdustry by industry, and 
nation, and he is to be trained to go maybe · 
to the electronic industry where they are yet the ·acknowledged.injUry·already in-

/ barely paying a minimum wage, it is pretty fiated and the added injury proposed is 
hard to convince him that this is a sacrifice important enough to make injury relief 
he must make in the interest of world peace .. ·. the main bone .of contention between 

• . . 
"I know that in 1962 when we have to . 

elect a 'full Congress, if the representatives 
6f our · unions go to a Congressman in that 
congressional district and find that he is 
going to vote for a liberal trade program 
that will export their jobs to Europe, that he 
cannot count 'on their votes to send hiril 
back to Washington." · · · · · · · · 

Mr. George . Meany, president, AF'I.;-CIO: 
. "If you read this resolution carefully,. you 

·will see · that we are setting -forth stipula.- · 
tions that we feef should g() in: this legista:.. 
tion. · 

"We call for ret.ention of the escape clause 
provision in the new legislation, and then I 
would like to point to section 4 of the pro
posed resolution, that: The new legtslation 
should direct the President to take whatever 
action is necessary to mitigate problems 
of market disruption. 

"To all these organizations, I can say to 
you that when the legislation comes up • • • 
that our legislative department, our re
search department, our ec.onomists, and 
everybody concerned will cooperate with 
these organizations and try to get in the 
legislative safeguards to protect them to the 
maximum extent that is possible. 

"But we cannot • • • depart from the idea 
of a reciprocal trade pact with the other na
tions of the world." 

Mr. George Harrison, chairman of the res
·olutions committee: 
. - "Tpis reso!ution ·goes ~urther tha:p. . any 
other trade policy resolution adopted by 
this federation', in the direction of protect- · 
1ng our industries against undue hardship 
because of reciprocal trade' agreements. 

• 
.. If you will look at paragraph 6 and you 

will find that it says: 'In all phases of tariff 
and trade policy, the U.S. Government should 
seek to. safeguard the absolute historic levels 
of production of significant industries.•· 

"Now that means .only one thing. Cer
tainly imports shall not be permitted to the 
point where they cause serious injury to any 
of our historic industries." 

';['he resolution was carried. 

Mr. Speaker, the same theme runs 
through all of the foregoing correspond
ence. . It . seems to say over and over 
again, "We .are for reciprocal, we are 
for expanded, we are for free trade, bllt." 

Therein lies the trouble. 'l'he bu:t, if 
analyz~ ~d each exception w-ritt~n -into 

.. the bill, there would be no trade bill pass 
this H.ouse t:Q~s week.. The . :M;embers 
would :find themselves forc.ed to make a 
decision betw~en the confiicting : desires 
of the various . supporters. .Under · the 
closed ·rule all this is put under the ruw, 
and we can, if we so desire, vote under 
the tpe protective covenant of a closed 
rule. . 

Personally, this proves again that 
where our own interests are at stake we 
are ·just the same as glassworkers, tile 
workers, coal miners arid others who are 
accused of being protectioriists because 
they, too, are fighting for the one thing 
that matters in our economy-a job, 
whether it be. as a Congressman or a 
te~tile worker, 

labor and management leaders. 
In this ·regard, the following corre

spondence from individual industries and 
domestic 'producers of what might be 

Fraternally yours, 
WM. A. LAZZERINI, 

President. 

SoiL PIPE IMPORTS 
termed "expendetile" items should be 
placed before the Congress at this time; 

INTERNATIONAL MOLDERS & .ALABAMA PIPE Qo., . 
ALLIED WoRKERS UNION, DIVISION OF Wooi>wAlu> IRON Co., 

Cincinnati, Ohio, May 24,.1962 . Anniston, Ala., June 11, 1962. , · 
To tf!,e Officers and Members of the .. Several ~r. H. E. RoBERTSON. · 

Subordinate u_nions, G,reetings: Mr. HAROLD SLANE. 
~ am . writing this . letter to eve:r:y local · Mr. VINCENT GERAc;:E. 

union beca'use the jobs of our members are Mr. J. W. STRuVE, 
at stake and we must" do everything possible Mr-. D. E. SHAW. 
to save these jobs. · Mr. J. M. ORRisoN. 

• r • \_ 

Foreign trade bill ·(H.R. 9900) is pending Mr. W. R. BoND. 
before Congress. This bill would give · the Mr. C. A. HAMILTON. 
President the right to low~~ and even to Attached is tabulation of soil pipe and 
abolish tariffs. There has .-been a lot of fittings imports, by countries of origin and 
talk about how this bill will improve the ports of entry, as · reported by the U.S. De
job situation through free trade. 1 am not partment of Commerce, for the first quarter 
concerned about such speculative 1;alk. of 1962. 
What I am concerned about is the fact · that ·The first quarter for 1962 showed .an in
in the first 3 months of this year some 8,600 crease of 160 percent over. the first quarter 
tons of soil pipe have been dumped in this of 1961, whereas t:Pe montP. of March 1962 
country by foreign countries where wage only increased 81.7 percent ·over March 1961. 
scales and working conditions are far inferior Shipments from France fell off consider
to ours. That is more than 50 percent of ably in. March, whereas shipments from Mex
soil pipe imports for all of last · year. It leo and India increased considerably. The 
means a loss of about 20',000 man-days of imports of fittings from· Mexico, during 
employment in the industry during the first : March, was more than the amount impor.ted 
3 months of this year alone. during the .2 prevjous months. · The same . 

If H.R. 9900 becomes law, the soil pipe holds true for the imports from India. 
industry may well cease.to exist in this coun- The west coast . ..still is bearing the brunt. 
try ?-nd 1 can : only guess at how many · of tne_ pressure from imported tnaterial' with 
foun~:r:ies ,will be forced to the wall .and out · 62._68 · percent of the total going into. these 
of business. . . . ports during the first quarter and approxi .. 

There is in the bill a so-called peril' point mately 70 percent of tbe March imports came 
escape clause through which some tariff re- into the west coast compared to 59.3 per
lief ·can be obtained if an industry is in cent for t.he first 2 months o! the year. 
danger o! extinction in this country because The average declared value of the imports 
of the dumping of imports. The President during March was $101.83, compared to the ,. · 
wa.nts that clause out of the bill. With that average declared value of $103.77 per ton · 
clause out, there is no way to even try to for March of 1961, and $105.7'1 for the first 
save certain industries. quarter of 1962. This would seem to indicate 
·. This is a most serious situation that con- that the February price ·drop in this country 
fronts· us and we must ~ot sit on our handl:! had its expected effect on their· declared 
while our jobs are taken out from under us .value. It would be interesting to know . if 
through destruction of our industry. We can they dropped their prices a ~;:orresponding 
do something about it because we are the amount in the countries of origin a,t the. 
voters of this country. Our representatives same time. 
in Congress will listen to us if we tell them Yours truly, 
what we think. · J. W. 'PERRY, Jr. 

ALABAMA PIPE Co., DIVISION OF Wo~DWA!tD IRON Co., ANNISTON, ALA. 

Soil pipe imports 
' . 

' 

·Tons .. _. _____ -· ~ ___ ___ . __ c . ____ ;-~ _________ -----"- ____ _ . _____ _ 
Increase (percent) _____ _____ ___ ------ ____ ---------_-- _____ _ 
Declared value __________ ________ _________ ~ _______________ _ 

Dollars per ton .. ---------------------~----~----------------

March . 
. 1962 

. 2,890 
81. 7 

$294,316 
$101.8,3 

Country of origin 

March 1962 
.. 

Ton& . 

March 
1961 

1,590 

$165,002 
$103.77 

Percent 

MexicO---------------------------------------------------- 296 10. 24 

t;t~-:~~:::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: --------·~:~~~- --------~~:!~-Australia__________________________________________________ 188 6. 50 
India------------~--:-------------------------------------- 515 17.82 

TotaL •••. ----···--~------------;;.--·---------·~---·-- 2,890 100.00 

3 months 3 months -
of 19~2 of 1961 

. 9,124 3,510 
159.9 ------------

$965,072 . $370,336 
$105.77 $105.50 

3months Percent 
of 1962 

rom 
551 6.04 
518 5. 68 

6,436 70.54 
39 .43 

652 7.14 
928 10.17 

9,124 190: 00 
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ALABAMA PIPE Co., DIVISION OF WooDwARD. IRoN Co., ANNISTON, ALA.-Continued 

Ports of entry 

Marah 1962 Percent 3 months Percent 
of1962 . 

Tom Tom 
North AtlantiC------------------------- ----- --------- ~- --- 535 18.51 1,340 14.69 
South Atlantic _____________ : _________________ ~------------ 333 11. 52 905 9.92 
Gulf_----~------------------------------------------------ ---- ---------- -------------- 1,109 12.15 
West coast_----------------------------------------------- 2, 022 69. 97 5, 719 62. 68 
Puerto Rico ___ - ~ ------------------- - ------------------ ---- -------------- -------------- 51 .56 

TotaL-_-_----------------------- ~ ----------------- 2,890 100.00 9,124 100. 00 

Ports of entry 

[Included in above figures} 1 • 

March 1962 Percent of 3 months Percent of 
total of 1962 total 

, Tom Tona 
969 
160 
211 
905 
558 
160 
391 

New York----------------------------------~------------- 535 . 18. 51 10.62 
Philadelphia _____________________ :. ------------------------ -------------- -------------- 1. 75 

2. 31 
9.92 
6.12 
1. 75 
4.38 

Maryland _____ ------ __ ------------------------------------ ------- ----- _- -----_--- ----_ 
Florida._------------------------------------------------- 333 11. 52 
New Orleans __________ ------------~----------------------- -------------- ___ ---------- _ 
Galveston·------------------- --- -------------------------- -------------- --------------Mobile _____________________ -_----------------------------- ---____________________ • ___ _ 
Los Angeles----------------------------------------------- 1, 233 42.66 3,072 

1,890 
1551 

33.67 
20. 71 
"6.04 
2. 26 

San Francisco .. ------------------------------------------- 371 12.83 
San Diego·------------------------------------------------ 1 296 10.24 

206 Portland-Seattle-- -------------- -------------------------- 122 4. 22 

1 Imports through San Diego same as imports from Mexico which would be soil pipe fittings. 

NATIONAL AsSOCIATION OF GLOVE 
MANUFACTURERS, INC., 

Gloversville, N.Y., June 20, 1962. 
Hon. CARLETON KING, 

. House Office Building, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR CARLETON: I was very sorry I COUldn't 
join you · at the meeting last Saturday, 
but there were just too many pressures, and 
I couldn't do it. I understand it was a very 
successful meeting and you did a splendid 
job. 

I am enclosing a copy of a letter that I re
ceived from Canada, in which you will note 
they state there is a 25-percent duty on golf 
gloves entering that country. This we under
stand, ' as it :was part of our bargaining 
arrangement with them under our most fa
vored nation policy. 

The second paragraph is the crux of the 
whole situation, and you will note they add 
an additional 11-percent sales tax. This is 
not true of Canada alone, but is true of 
almost every country with which we nego
tiate; and our State Department refuses to 
take this into consideration. They concern 
themselves only with tarifJ' rates and exc~ude 
internal sales taxes, even though they know 
that such exist. 

What possibility do you think there is, 
when the tariff bill comes before the Con
gress, of adding a rider to it, having all types 
of gloves excluded from further tariff reduc
tions for the next 5 years? The bill is H.R. 
11970. 

With best persona't regards. 
Sincerely yours, 

JAMES H. CASEY, Jr., 
Secretary. 

NATIONAL REVENUE, CANADA, CUS• 
TOMS AND ExCISE, 

REVENU NATIONAL DU CANADA, DOU• 
ANES ET ACCISE, 

Ottawa, June 18, 1962. 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GLOVE 

MANUFACl'URERS, INC., 
Gloversville, N.Y. 
Attention: Mr. James H. Casey, Jr., secretary. 

GENTLEMEN: In reply to your letter of the 
13th instant, you are advised that men's golf 
gloves would be classified for customs entry 
purposes under tariff item 568b(2) and du-

tiable at 25 percent ad valorem most fa
vored nations tariff ·when manufactured in 
and imported from the United States. 

In addition to the duty there would be 
payable the sales tax of 11 percent levied on 
the customs duty paid value. 

Yours truly, 
E. HOUGH, 

Dominion Customs Appraiser. 

Mr. Speaker, again we hear a lot 
a:bout relief under the escape clause. 
Anyone who knows the history of trade 
pacts in the United States knows full 
well that relief is granted only when the 
injured party is practically on the death 
bed of bankruptcy. 

The following telegram receive'd this 
past week shows how commercial the 
trade policy of foreign countries is, has 
been, and, t regret to say, always will be. 
This correspondence involves a case be
fore the Tariff Commission at the pres
ent time. It is an appeal for a change in 
the tariff regulations on olives changing 

· the cQmputation of the tariff from a 
measure by gallonage to a per pound 
·basis. This would of course serve the 

·· purpose of the exporting country by 
eliminating the weight of water now in
cluded in the ad valorem tariff charge. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., 
June 19, 1962. · 

Congressman JoHN H. DENT, 

Chairman, Subcommittee on Imports and 
Exports, U.S. House of Representatives, 
Washington, D.C.: 

Within the last 48 hours, the Tariff Com
mission has considered a certain provision 
of the tariff schedule which is the second 
item listed in annex 1 of their notice of 
hearing itetns 148.42-0.50, part 9-B, sched
ule 1; plea:se be advised that the olive advis
ory board consisting of several thousand 
growers and some 20 canners are concerned 
as to the machination involved in this re
quest. The California Olive Advisory Board 
is opposed to any reduction in the existing 
duty for olives in brine for any reason what
soever. We oppose any further change in 

the tariff classification fox: this group of 
products, and any change in the conversion 
factors presently being used, either by the 
Tariff Commission ·or the Bureau of Cus
toms, or convert the rates of duty (now ex
pressed in terms of ·gallons) into a pound 
basis. Our understanding is that the con
version factor now being used is 5.7 pounds 
per gallon, and that this conversion factor 
includes the brine. 

Obviously, if the conversion factor is 
changed, it will result in a ,higher or lower 
rate of duty per pound, as the case may be . . 
If the conversion -factor is increased so that 
a gallon is considered to hold more pounds 
than 5.7, clea:r;ly the result will be a reduc
tion in the duty per pound. If a change is 
made to a drained weight basis of conver
sion, again it is clear that the duty per 
pound will be reduced. 

According to Foreign Crops and Markets 
for May 31, 1962, published by the Foreign 
Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Greece's 1961 table-olive produc
tion will probably total 98,500 short tons as 
compared· with 24,000 in 1960, 54,000 in 1959, 
and 44,000 in 1958. Of this bumper produc
tion, exports from Greece are expected to 
be 23,000 short tons this year, as compared 
with 12,000 last year, 21,000 in 1959-60, and 
11,900 in 1958-59. 

With a larger-than-normal supply, it 
would be quite understandable if the Greek 
producers who export to this country should 
suggest an administrative change that would 
result in reducing the rate of duty, since this 
would afford a convenient way of lowering 
the price. It is likewise understandable 
that the California olive industry is unalter
ably opposed to such an administrative 
change . 

DARYL HUTCHINS, 
Manager, Olive Advisory Board. 

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF RALPH F. FREY, 
PRESIDENT 011' AMERICAN WATCH WORKERS 
UNION, BEFORE THE WAYS AND MEANS COM· 
MITrEE OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTA
TIVES, 87TH CONGRESS, 2D SESSION, CONGRESS 
OF THE UNITED STATES, MARC.H 21, 1962 
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, 

we speak for the watchmakers and tool and 
diemakers who do the work at Hamilton, 
Elgin, Waltham, and Bulova and we have 
had experience with the problems before the 
committee. 

What you are now considering has already 
happened to us. We have the symptoms of 
economic illness-employment is down from 
10,000 to 2,000 on watches-Waltham watch 
is gone-the Elgin plant at Lincoln, Nebr., 
has shut down-Elgin, Hamilton, and Bulova 
stagger along with meager production sched
ules .and With employees working short 
time--and our share of the domestic market 
has shrunk from 40 percent prewar to ap
proximately 8 per~ent today. This deteriora
tion has occurred despite our demonstrated 
emciency · and · modest · tar'iff protection. 
Since 1954 the Tariff Commission has found 
annually that conditions have not sum
ciently improved to warrant reducing the 
protection we now have. We have already 
made a substantial contribution to free 
trade. Approximately 92 percent of our do
mestic market has been made available to 
our friends overseas. 

This bill permits elimination of industrial 
capabilities. We have three suggested 
amendments which we think make sense. 

First. We urge that this bill incorporate 
the principle that no industrial capabili~y 
important to the national interest of the 
United States shall be eliminated in the 
course of freeing up trade. 

The national interest involves more than 
help to companies and· workers after injury. 
There wlll be instances of sk1lls which we 
should preserve. 
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Second. We urge that the bill set forth 

the procedural requiremen~ that tl_l~ Presi
dent evaluate an industry prior to elimina
tion and determine, solely on the basis of 
national interest factors, whether the indus
trial capability should be eliminated or 
preserved. We should take a good . l~k be
fore permitting an important capability to 
expire. An important capability can be 
eliminated automatically by inaction, or QY 
default without anyone ever looking it pver 
to see if it is needed. 

Third. The 1-year limitation on updated 
earlier proclamations set forth in section 248 
(c) (2) should be stricken. There is no jus
tification for treating earlier proclamations 
which have been kept current by the Tariff 
Commission any differently from new ac
tions. Further, existing updated cases of 
injury are hard core situations where there 
is no more room to give and the industry 
will either live or die. Also, there is an in
ference in this 1-year limitation that the 
Tariff Commission has not done its job. W.e 
say the Tari1f COmmission has done its job 
and furnished competent updated informa
tion and recommendations to the President 
which he has accepted. 

In support ·of our recommendation that no 
industrial capability important to our na
tional interest should . be automatically 
eliminated without a prior evaluation, we 
wish to cite a few factors involved in our 
situation which we think dictate the con
clusion that we should exercise some cau
tion and avoid blind and automatic termi
nations: 

1. This industry has. been unable to com
pete with oversea producers. One obvious 
reason is the wage differential-one-third of 
our rates in Europe and one-sixth in Japan
in a product containing '80 to 90 percent 
labor cost. Despite our efficiency and pro
tection, we deteriorate. 

2. All other leading industrial nations of 
the world, except the United States, have 
encouraged and extended jeweled-watch pro
duction, which the figures below so clearly 
indicate. Our policy permitting deteriora
tion is in sharp contrast with the rest of 
the world. Either they are right or we are 
right, but we both cannot be right: 
Switzerland ____________________ 35,000,000 
Jtussia _________________________ 2ff,OOO,OOO 
Japan _______________________ __ 9,000,000 
FTance ______________ ___________ 7,000,000 
West CJermany _________________ 5,000,000 
C3reat Britain__________________ 3, 000, 000 
United States _________________ _: 1, 200, 000 

3. There is nothing to be gained for the 
free world or our export industries by sur
rendering what is left of our domestic mar-
b~ . . . 

4. We stand to lose much by eli.Ip.inatlon 
of the industry in the space-missile age. 

· The essence of its value is the skill forming 
· the capab111ty of applying extremely close 

tolerances to very small pieces on a ·ma::;s pro
duction basis. If eliminated it would take 

6. The importance of this industry to na
tional security is vieii documented in state
ments from Presidents down to chiefs of 

. procurement bureaus and departments of 
the armed services. Military and essential 
civilian requirements for this capability in 
time of emergency will increase in the future. 

7. Experience dictates that we should not 
rely on oversea sources in time of emergency 
fpr skills we now possess. Our Swiss friends 
have traditionally followed a policy of neu
trality. Our other friends overseas have set 
up this capability for their own defense 
needs. There is no assurance that they will 
have any excess over their own needs or that 
they will even be in operation. 

8. The people of the United States have 
the largest stake in the maintenance of this 
industry-not the companies or their em
ployees. 

In summary, we recommend: 
1. That the b111 incorporate a statement of 

policy that no industrial capability impor
tant to the national interest should be 
eliminated in the course of freeing up trade. 

2. That the bill contain a procedural pro
vision requiring the President to evaluate,
after investigation, the capability of an in
dustry likely to be eliminated by the ,educ
tion of important restrictions and decide, 
solely on the basis of national interest fac
tors, whether it should be eliminated ·or 
preserved. 

3. That the automatic 1-year termination 
of updated earlier proclamations be stricken 
from the bill. 

. Mr. Speaker, every trick in the· book 
is used by every nation to protect their 

. industry, their jobs, and their production 
whether it is manufactured, farmed, or 
mined. 

I recognize that compared to automo
biles, airplanes, trucks, steel, and other 
major products, olives are just nit on a 
gnat's back; however, when you remem
ber that out of 67 million Americans 
earning a living in all areas of industry, 
servlce, farming, professions, transpor
tation, and communications, only 6,767,-
700 workers are employed in the top 200 
giants of the top 20 major industries in 
the United States. 

The breakdown of these 20 industries 
shows some interesting figures never 
brought to light in spite of the millions 

· of dollars spent by the proponents of 
this legislation. 

You can rest assured that when all the 
expendable workers in glass, coal, autos, 
tile, and the lowly shirt button indus
tries, to mention a few, are eliminated, 
the 6, 767,700 workers in the big 200 in
dustries will be as dead as dodos because 
they will have no customers. 

substantial money, facllities, tools, ma- Transport equipment___________ 1, 300, 200 

I sincerely doubt that many of us have 
the full concept of the world trade pic
ture. For instance, how many of us 
realize that the pineapple industry of 
Hawaii is in troubl~. that two of Kauai's 
three pineapple plantations and can
neries are closing. Layoffs have push~d 
unemployment to 6.5 percent of the 
labor force. The · heavily mechanized 
sugar plantations continue to whittle 
qown payrolls; only 930 workers till the 
fields of 1 company where 3,000 once 
toiled. Many islanders, particularly the 
young, are leaving for Honolulu or the 
U.S. mainland to find work; a Kauai 
County official estimates three-fourths 
of Kauai's high school graduates leave 
the island. 

Although the economic situation is 
especially sev.ere here on Kauai, 75 miles 
northwest of Hawaii's main island of 
Oahu, its predicament is symptomatic of 
the problems bedeviling the seven tiny 
inhabited islands that make up the 50th 
St&te. 
· The Hawaiian pineapple industry is 

tightening its belt to combat inroads 
made in markets in recent years by 
foreign pineapple and other domestic 
fruits. ·Increased production of low-cost 
pineapple from Formosa, South Africa, 
Australia, Malaya, and other countries 
has cut Hawaii's share of the growing 
European market sharply; in West Ger
many, for example, Hawaii's share of the 
pineapple sales fell from 71 percent in 
1957 to 27 percent last year. 

One wopders what the farmers of · 
America would say if they knew that 
the Common Market . has laid out its 
wheat program and it spells trouble for 
the United States. 

1; know this bill attempts to give the 
farmers some comfort in its provisions 
for executive power and authority to 
negotiate the lowering of Common Mar
ket restrictions against U.S. agriculture. 
However, just as West Germany has 
officially notified our country t4at · no 
concessions will be granted U.S. coal 
producers, that the 5.08-percent-a-ton 
tariff will stand, so you can look to . the 
wheat price herein quoted to prevail: 

WHY EUROPE's WHEAT PRICES Wn.L RISE 

Under the Common Market agricultural 
policy, most farm crops will sell at ·"agreed" 
prices within the Six; these prices to be 
maintained by "levies" on imports .. 

These "agreed" prices have· not yet • been 
set, but it has been . decided that they will 
be somewhere _between the present French 
and C3erman prices. For wheat this could 
be about $2.50 per bushel. 

chines, training schools, and most impor- Electrical machinery------------ 99, 300 
tantly time, to put the. operation togeth~r. Primary metals ____________ .____ 643,300 Producer wheat prices in selected countries 
If we didn't have it we would be thinking of Petroleum______________________ 512, 000 
a crash program to establish it. Machinery______________________ 493,200 

5. We have made mistakes before by au- Rubber_________________________ 378,200 
tomatic elimination of important capabilities C4emicals---------------------- 398,000 
and had to reestablish them on a priority Instruments____________________ 167, 200 
basis. Before World War II we imported Food ________________ _________ ·_.:: 531, 2'00 

·· rather than lllanufactured jewel bearings. · Textiles ________________ :_ _____ _:_ 224,700 
When Hitler closed. the Swiss border, we had Fabricated metals _____________ . .:.. 220,200 · Germany __________ _ _. ________ __ _ 

to establlsh the capab111ty within this indus- Paper-------------------------- 189, 400 ~~f!~~~============= = = = ====== try. After the war, we let the capabllity die Stone, clay, glass _______________ . 176,800 Netherlands ___ ____ ____________ _ 
and again imported. Cold war threats have Leather------------------------·. 117,800 France ___ ___ ___________ ____ ____ ._ 
since reawakened the C3overnment and Lumber________________________ 70 500 United States 1------ - - - --·-- -- - 

Bulova staffed and now manages a C3overn- Tobacco_______ _________________ · 77' 400 · Canada 2: · -----.----- - -- - ---- - ---

Prices per bushel 
in U.S. dollars 

1960-61 

2. 71- 2.84 
2. 56 
2.01 
2. 24 
2. 22 
1. 78 
1: 47 
2. 00 

1959-60 

2. 71- 2.84 
2. 56 
2. 07 
2. 23 
2.11 
1: 81 
1. 47 

: ment jewel-bearing faclllty at ltolla-, N. Dak. · :Miscellaneous and 'ordnance____ · 91: 800 ' Possible ECM "agreed" pri~-· 
· Hamilton and Elgin aSsisted in its develop- · Printing publications __ : _____ ::_ __ · 78~ 000 1 u.s. national average support nrice including storage 
· ment. Today ·it is •national policy 1'or ·C3ov- ~ AppareL-------=--------·-------- 63, 500 and carrying charges. . 
ernment contractors to secure jewel- bearings . Furniture __ _: ______ :. _______ .: ____ · · -35, 000 ~. 2 eanada~Initial price No.1 M-anitoba Northern basis 
from ·that source in order to build up and .:...______ in store Fort William/Port Arthur. · · 
maintain that capability. · Total, 20 industries:.. _____ _ 6,767,700 Source: International Wheat Council. 
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This system may affect Canadian wheat 

.sales in Europe because the levy is based .on 
the difference between the lowest ·wheat price 
in the world market, and the EEC "agreed" 
price; and will be the same for all grades. 
Here is ~n example given to this correspond
ent on the Continent: 

Possible wheat prices in Germany with ECM 
agriculture policy in force 
[In deutsche marks per 100 kg.) 

Soft ·European wheat: · German price ___________________________________ 40 

Levy----- - ------- ----------------------------- - 20 World price ____________________ ________ __ ___ ___ 20 
Hard U.S. wheat: . 

German price----- ----------------------------- - 47 
Levy __ . ___ -- -- ---- -- ---------------------------- 20 
World price U.S. Red Winter wheat ____________ 27 

Hard Canadian wheat: German price ____ _______ _________________ ___ ___ _ 49 

Levy----- ____ ------------------------- ------- -- 20 
World price, Manitoba No.1 Northern wheat._ 29 

Thus, with the levy constant whatever the 
grade, the price of good American and Cana
qian wheat in Germany will be higher than 
that of most other wheats, simply because it 
. commands a higher price on world markets. 

Mr. Speaker, you will note that approx
imately a 100-percent increase on tariff 
will be assessed against our wheat selling 
price. There will be a charge of about 
$1.60 tariff added to all wheat entering 
the Common Market. The Europeans 
are realists and · expect our dreamers to 
buy their bill of goods which puts us in 
a position of paying subsidies to our own 
wheatgrowers. We are now going to be 
expected to pay a subsidy of approxi
mately $1.60 a bushel to the Common 
Market farmers. 

Unless we await the final decision as to 
who and what the Common Market is 
and what it will do, how can we in good 
conscience vote for the bill containing 
title 1 as is. 

NATIONAL SAFE BOATING WEEK 
The SPEAKER. Under previous or

der of the House, the gentleman from 
Michigan [Mr. CHAMBERLAIN] is recog
nized for 30 minutes. 

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Mr. Speaker, 
as the week of July 4 approaches, I 
would like to again report to my col
leagues in the House on the subject of 
boating safety. As you know, Public 
Law 85-911, which I sponsored during 
the 85th Congress, authorizes the na
tionwide observance of National Safe 
Boating Week during· the week of July 4. 

The President, on March 5 of this year 
signed the following proclamation: 

Whereas many millions of our fellow coun
trymen are engaged in recreational boating; 
and 

Whereas increased public participation in 
this healthy, outdoor sport has emphasized 
the need for greater attention to courtesy 
and safety to minimize boating incidents of 
the type which oftep. lead to boating mi.s
haps; a~d 

Whereas concerted community action is 
required to attain the goal of making boat
ing one of the safest family sports; and 

Whereas in recognition of the value of 
maintaining high safety standards on our 
waterways, the Congress, by a joint resolu-. 
tion approved June 4, 1958 (72 Stat. 179), 
has requested the President to proclaim an
nually the week that includes the Fourth of 
July as National Safe Boating Week: 

Now therefore, I, John F. Kennedy, Pres
ident of the United States of America, do 
hereby designate the week beginning July 1, 
1962, as National Safe Boating Week. 

In pursuance of the objectives of this proc~ 
lamation, I urge all persons, ·organizations, 
and ·Government agencies interested in recre
ational boating arid Sa.fety afloat to publi{:ize 
and observe National Safe Boating Week. 

I also invite the Governors of the States, 
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and other 
areas subject to the jurisdiction of the 
United States to join in this observance. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set 
my hand and caused the seal of the United 
States of America to be affixed. 

Done at the city of Washington this 5th 
day of March in the year of our Lord 1962, 
and of the independence of the United 
States of America the 168th. 

JOHN F. KENNEDY. 

Mr. Speaker, about one out of every 
five persons in the United States will 

-participate in recreational boating and 
make use of our many waterways during 
1962. It is estimated that there will be 
7 million recreational boats and 35 to 40 
million people engaged in boating . 

It is fitting, as National Safe Boating 
Week approaches, that we recognize and 
review the responsibilities and efforts of 
the Federal Government to promote 
boating safety. 

FEDERAL BOAT~G ACT OF 1958 

The Federal Boating Act of 1958, 46 
United States Code 527, provides for par
ticipation of the several States in a uni
form system for the numbering and 
identification of undocumented vessels
including boats used for recreational 
purposes. Since April 1, 1960, 41 States 
have enacted into law and promulgated 
the necessary regulations thereunder, 
adopted numbering systems which have 
been approved by the Commandant of 
the Coast Guard as meeting the stand
ards of the act. Additionally, the mim
bering provisions of the act were ex
tended to the Commonwealth of Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam by 
Public Law 87-171, signed by the Presi
dent on August 31 of last year. 

Section 9 of the act declares it to be 
the policy of Congress to encourage uni
formity of boating laws, rules, and reg
ulations as among the several States and 
the Federal Government to the fullest 
extent practicable, subject to reasonable 
exceptions arising out of local conditions. 
And further, the Congress encouraged 
the highest degree of reciprocity among 
the several jurisdictions. 

Following passage of the act, the Coast 
Guard invited the Council of State Gov
ernments to assist in the formation of an 
Advisory Panel of State Officials to the 
Merchant Marine Council. This Ad
visory Panel composed of State legis
lators, State boating law admipistrators, 
and the Washington representative of 
the Council of State Governments has 
assisted the Coast Guard immeasurably 
in the mutual problems that have arisen 
since the act became effective. We in the 
State of Michigan are extremely happy 
that we have the good fortune to have 
a representative on this Panel. 

The Panef has met semiannually since 
its :first meeting in April 1959. The fall 
meeting has been and will continue to be 
held with the boating law administrators 
of the 41 States now having approved 
numbering systems. It is of particular 
interest that a uniform State waterway 
marker system has been ~eveloped as a 

result of these meetings. The system, 
compatible with the Coast Guard's aid
to-navigation program, may be used in 
addition to the Federal system on waters 

·of concurrent jurisdiction and by itself 
on those bodies under State control. All 
State Governors have been urged to 
adopt and use this uniform system in 
-the interest of water safety. This system 
will make it possible for the boatman to 
trailer his boat from State to State with 
the realization that he wilJ not have to 
learn a new system in each, and every 
State, as he enjoys the use of the Na
tion's -waterways. · 

Although we have this wonderful ex
ample of uniformity between the States, 
there are several major problems still to 
be ironed out-the most difficult of which 
is what boats shall be numbered. The 
Federal Boating Act requires the Coast 
Guard to number motor-propelled boats 
only if the propulsion engines exceed 10 
horsepower. That part of the act ap
plicable to the States left the scope of 
their numbering system to each individ
ual State-and herein lies the problem. 
The States, with no restrictions placed 
on them, have run the gamut from every
thing that :floats to only those boats of 
over 10 horsepower. This situation has 
in many instances developed consider
able ill will among the boating public. 
A boat in one State may not be required 
to be numbered under that State's num
bering system. The boater goes to an 
adjacent State that numbers boats of 
lesser horsepower, puts his boat in the 
water and is in immediate violation of 
the law. As a result of · this immediate 
problem, the boating law administrators 
in several areas of the country have 
joined together in the formation of re
gional groups to try to do something 
about this lack of uniformity. Presently 
there are regional groups representing 
the Northeastern States, the Middle At
lantic States, the North Central States, 
~he South Central States, the Southeast
ern States and the Western States. 

Working together with the Coast 
Guard, it is expected that many of these 
problems involving lack of uniformity 
can be solved in the not too distant fu
ture. 

Another important section of the Fed
·eral Boating Act directs the Coast Guard 
to compile, analyze, and publish infor
mation obtained from accident reports. 
The Coast Guard has recently completed 
the report for the calendar year 1961 
and it is my understanding that every 
Member of the Congress has received a 
copy. I would like to draw your atten
tion to several pertinent portions of that 
report and compare them with the year 
1960. 

Numbered boats ____ _____ _____ _ 
Acridents __ _ ----- _ ---------- __ _ 
Number of boats involved- ___ _ 
Number of deaths _____________ _ 
Number of injuries~-----------
Property damage_- ------------

1960 1961 

2, 450, 484 3, 085, 73-2 
2, 738 3,179 
3, 785 4,095 

739 1, 101 
926 1,088 

$3, 182, ooo I $4, 372, ooo 

The figures, while showing an increa:se 
in all categories, should not necessarily 
be taken as proof of an alarming trend. 
The Coast Guard believes that mucn of 
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the increase is due to more complete and explains the search and rescue net
reporting. The Coast Guard has em- work as it applies to pleasure craft. It 
played a newspaper clipping service since . details specifically the proper procedures 
1960 and this definitely showed that all to be followed by a boat in distress in 
accidents were nqt being repartee: as re- obtaining Coast Guard assistance. 
quired by law. The 1960 statistics in- "Common Sen.Se Afloat,'' a color film 
dicated that 33 percent of the deaths at- dealing with outboard motorboating and 
tributed to boating accidents were due the need for safer practices in this field. 
to capsizing. 1961 has shown no im- "Safety on the Water," a black and 
provement and indeed, the new figures white film which shows the boatowner 
attribute 37 percent of the deaths to what happens when t}leir boat is boarded 
capsizing. This increase, while small, is by Coast Guard boarding officers. The 
definitely of concern to the public. minimum safety equipment prescribed 

Overloading and overpowering of by the Motorboat Act of 1940 is shown. 
boats are the probable major causes for .In various stages of production are 
capsizing. Unfortunately there is no three additional films that are scheduled 
simple answer to this problem. CUrrent for completion this year. They are in
designations for the capacity of a boat tended to cover legal responsibilities, 
are based on dead weight together with courtesy afloat, and proper usage of 
the assumption that the trim of the boat equipment. 
will remain constant. However, as you As in prior years, the Coast Guard 
can readily realize, human beings can- published pamphlets and booklets set
not be considered as dead weight--pea- ting forth various requirements and in
pie move around, and thus upset these formation for the guidance of the boat
assumptions upon which fairly simple ing public. During the last fiscal year 
calculations can be predicated. In the there were published and distributed the 
Coast Guard's estimate of the situation following: 
there is only one sure answer-a stability Number 
test. This is time consuming, requ·ires Title: of copies 
technically qualified people to conduct "Pleasure Craft"-------------- 2, ooo, ooo 
the test and make the necessary calcula- "Rules and Regulations for Un-
tions and thus is not too practical. If inspected Vessels"----------- 50, ooo 
it were certain that all boats were built "Rules and Regulations for the Numbering of Undocumented 
at a boat builder's plant, rather than in Vessels and the Reporting of 
someone's backyard or garage, and ad- Boating Accidents"--------- 75, ooo 
ditionally all boats of one class were "Rules and Regulations for 
powered with the same horsepower and Small Passenger Vessels"---- 20, ooo 
weight engine, the problem would be "Rules of the Road (Interna-
simplified to the extent that a practical tiona!, Inland)"------------ 100, ooo 
solution could be reached. "Rules of the Road (Great 

Lakes)"-------------------- 20,000 
COAST GUARD EDUCATION PROGRAM "Rules Of the Road (Western 

The Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard, Rivers)"------------------- -" 10, ooo 
has reiterated time and again that "Recreational Boating Guide" 
"safety afloat is a combination of educa- (sales publlcation) --------- 100, ooo "Recreational Boating in the 
tion, commonsense, and courtesy." United states: A statistical 

In the field of boating safety, the Coast Repcirt on Accidents and 
Guard continues to place major emphasis Boat Numbering"----------- 16, ooo 
on its educational program at all levels coAsT GuAaD AUXILIARY 
of command. There is no simple answer 
to insure that the boating public receives The Coast Guard Auxiliary, a civilian, 
the word, and the statistics I have quoted nonmilitary affiliate of the Coast Guard, 
earlier bear this out. With an estimated was established by the Congress in 1939, 

to promote small boat safety and educa-
7 million boats on our Nation's waterways tion. The Auxiliary continues to expand 
and some 35 million or more peopfe in- not only in membership, but in its serv
volved, everyone concerned must par- ices to the public. 
ticipate. 

currently the coast Guard has a num- During 1961 membership in the Aux-
ber of 16-millimeter motion pictures that iliary had increased to over 21,000 active 
are available to interested boating members. Local flotillas are now to be 
groups. Of particular value to· the novice found in 540 communities in the States, 
boatman are the following: as well as in the Commonwealth of 

"Aids to Navigation," a color film that Puerto Rico. The public services of the 
presents, through animation and live ac- Auxiliary for 1961 were, as follows: 
tion, the various aids to navigation, in- Number of persons instructed in . 
eluding lighthouses, lightships, radio safe boating practices ___________ 140, ooo 
beacons, loran, and elements of the . Number of persons . shown boating 
buoyage system in use on the navigable safety films _____________________ 750, 00() 
waters of the United States. Number of courtesy ~otorboat ex-

amination!>---------------------- 140, 000 
''Rules of the Road for Boatmen," a Number of cases assistance ren-

color film that is primarily designed for dered--------------------------- 4, soo 
the information of small-craft owners Number of races and regattas pa-
navigating on the waters covered by the trolled ________ ·------------------ 1, 300 
inland rules. This film presents through Number of lives saved----------- ~-- 200 
animation and live action, the meeting, Many of you, I am sure, saw one or 
passing, and overtaking situations, as more of the lessons on boating safety 
well as small craft versus large vessels, that were presented on one of the local 
and proper procedures when underway. TV stations early this year. This was 
in a fog. the regular basic seamanship course that 

"Search and Rescue-Pleasure Craft," the Auxiliary presents throughout the. 
a color film that reveals the existence country, and it is my understanding that 

over 200 people appeared at the Depart
ment of Commerce auditorium on Satur
day morning, April 7, for the final ex
amination. This turnout, coupled with 
the rainy weather that day plus the fact 
that the Cherry Blossom Festival was in 
full swing, is a record of which we can 
aU be proud. While not the first time 
that the Auxiliary has tried out this 
idea, I think it is a tremendous step in 
the right direction. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 
As a tool for safe and sane pleasure 

boating, the Coast Guard's education 
program is closely alined with its law 
enforcement program. 

New advances in boat building tech
nology, safe modern propulsion equip
ment and the advent of the mass pro
duced popular outbo.ard motorboat, have 
made their contributions to the explosive 
expansion of recreational boating. 
Since 1947 it is estimated that the num
ber of boats using our Nation's water
ways have more than tripled. The mo
bility of today's boatman who owns an 
outboard motorboat transported on ·a 
trailer has created many problems, such 
as what is his State of principal use re
quirement for numbering his boat, the 
overcrowding of popular water areas 
from time. to time and, last but not least, 
the overtaxing of law enforcement offi
cials to give proper coverage to given 
areas for the safety of the boating public. 

The enforcement of Federal boating 
laws begins with the Coast Guard board~ 
ing officer. The boarding officer's tasks 
involve stopping and boarding boats on 
the navigable waters. During the course 
of his visit he will examine the certif
icate of number and the displayed num
ber. He will further determine if the 
required items of equipment, such as 
lifesaving devices and fire extinliuishers, 
are aboard. If the boat is found in 
violation of any of the laws or regula
tions, the owner or operator is given 
a notice of violation which is similar 
to a traffic ticket. ·This notice con
tains information on the procedure 
to be followed by the violator in 
rectifying the violation. If no viola
tions are found, the owner or operator is 
given a distinctively colored original of 
the report of boarding which evidences 
compliance with the law. Except in 
cases 'Of overt violation, this boardin·g 
form eliminates multiple boardings as it 
can be shown to other boarding officers 
who might stop the boat at a latter time. 
The boardings are conducted in a cour
teous way and in a very short period of 
time-usually less than 15 minutes a 
boat. The boarding officers have always 
been considered as "friends of the boat
man" and the Coast Guard wishes to 
have this thought continued. 

Until very recently all boarding and 
water safety patrols were conducted by 
regular ·Coast Guard facilities such as 
major cutters, patrol craft and small 
eraft attached to shore stations. These 
facilities include 160 ·shore stations oper
ating 500 small boats and 300 patrol 
craft and larger cutters. The primary 
mission of these units is not law enforce
ment patrols or boarding but ratber in
cludes. such duties as search and rescue; 
ocean station patrols or servicing aids 
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to navigation. Boarding and safety pa
trols can only be accomplished by these 
units when they are not engaged in their 
primary duties. Also, these units are, 
in nearly every instance, located only 
along the seacoasts, the Great Lakes or 
in a few instances on the major river 
systems. The great number of recrea
tional water areas which are of a lesser 
degree of importance commercially, but 
which are navigable waters of the United 
States and therefore subject to Coast 
Guard jurisdiction, are not covered by 
these existing forces. 

The vastly increased number of boats 
and the increased use of these more re
mote inland waters subject to Federal 
jurisdiction and the increases in these 
areas through :flood control and irriga
tion projects· require additional Coast 
Guard facilities. Because of seasonal 
use of many of these inland areas and 
because of the great expense in building 
and maintaining permanent stations, 
new methods had to be investigated, 
looking toward an effective solution at 
reasonable cost to the taxpayer. From 
this new thinking was developed the 
mobile boardin.J team concept. This 
new type unit was to consist of a small 
number of fully qualified boarding petty 
officers, equipped with a small outboard 
motorboat and trailer towed by a truck. 
Being completely mobile, it could travel 
from place to place without difficulty, 
spending as much time as need be in an 
area boarding boats, instructing fledgling 
boaters in the rudiments of boating 
safety and carrying out water safety 
patrols. 
· The first. mobile boarding teams were 
placed in operation for a few months 
during 1957, but due to a budgetary crisis, 
had to be suspended. Because other 
Coast Guard programs of national im
portance took precedence, the mobile 
boarding teams remained out of commis
sion unti11960 when, on July 1, Congress 
authorized the ·coast Guard to reestab
lish 20 units. This fiscal year the Con
gress authorized an additional 15 units 
so that, by the beginning of the boating 
season of 1962, the Coast Guard will have 
35 operational mobile boarding teams, 
with more plaliiled. Geographically the 
teams are located from Maine to Hawaii 
and from Alaska to the Florida Ever
glades. Most often the mobile boarding 
team is based at a large Coast Guard 
installation and operates on the inland 
waters remote from regular service 
facilities. 
· As now organized, the mobile boarding 

team consists of four petty omcers: a 
chief boatswain mate, first class boat
swain mate, second-class engineman, and 
a third-class boatswain mate. The 
equipment consists of a 16-foot modern 
design, rugged, fiberglas boat built by 
the Coast Guard, a 40-horsepower out
board motor, a heavy-duty boat trailer 
and either a carryall or panel truck. 
A complete set of equipment is provided, 
including such items as samples o! ap
proved lifesaving equipment and safety 
handout pamphlets. Both the boat and 
vehicle are. equipped with two-way tran
sistorized radios which enhance both 
their law enforcement and rescue capa
bilities. 

CVIII--762 

During fiscal year 1961, mobile board
ing teams boarded and examined 41,169 
motorboats and issued 12,377 reports of 
violation on these boats. It should be 
noted that although the units were au
thorized on July 1, 1960, it took some 
time to detail personnel and collect the 
required equipment. Most of the units 
were operational by late July; a few did 
not begin operating until the start of the 
boating season, around April 1, 1961. 
Therefore, the statistics quoted earlier 
are not entirely representative of their 
potential. However, when you consider· 
that the total motorboat hoardings for 
fiscal year 1961 by all Coast Guard units 
were 152,441, and violations totaled 
25,125, it can be clearly seen that the 
mobile boarding units were performing 
their mission very well, despite the or
ganizing difficulties encountered. 

It had been considered that because of 
the seasonal nature of some areas, the 
personnel attached to the mobile board
ing units would be idle during the in
clement fall and winter months. How
ever, it has been found that because of 
the experience gained by these men, they 
make excellent instructors for regular 
established unit personnel in boating law 
enforcement duties. Therefore, regular 
training programs have been instituted 
in every Coast ·Guard district covering 
the very complicated duties of a board
ing offi.cer. These courses cover such 
subjects as "Boating Laws and Regula
tions," "Reckless and Neg~igent Opera
tion Cases," "Numbering Boats Under 
the Federal Boating Act of 1958," "Life
saving Devices," "Documents, Papers 
and Inspection Requirements," "State 
Boating Laws:~ and many more. Men 
of the mobile boarding unit travel from 
one Coast Guard unit to another during 
the late fall and winter months, con
ducting classes for periods of 3 to 5 days' 
duration. Whenever the weather per
mits, actual boarding duties are per
formed under the watchful eye of the fu
structor, and when the weather is such 
that actual boardings cannot be made, 
they are simulated in the classroom. By 
such training regular Coast Guard forces 
become more competent boarding offi.cers 
and the mobile boarding unit personnel 
keep from becoming rusty in their regu
lar work through forced inactivity. 

It is well worth noting that persons 
other than regular Coast Guard per
sonnel are also instructed at these train
ing classes. In the last year and a half, 
41 States have adopted approved motor
boat numbering systems, and thereby ac
cepted the responsibility for enforce
_ment of their boating laws on their own 
State waters. The Coast Guard accepts 
that the States also have concurrent 
jurisdiction with this service on the 
navigable waters of the United States 
within the State. Now, only a very few 
of these 41 States had any conception 
of the problem involved in maritime law 
enforcement nor did they have trained 
boating law enforcement officers. In 
many States the responsibility developed 
upori. the county sheriffs, in others on 
State game wardens. The Coast Guard 
volUnteered to include a limited number 
of these State and local enforcement of
fleers in the· regular training sessions 
conducted by the mobile boarding unit 

personnel. During one 3-month period 
early in 1961, 138 civilian enforcement 
officials were recipients. of Coast Guard 
training. In every case, these officers 
have expressed their sincere thanks to 
the Coast Guard personnel for the train
ing received. A side effect of such train
ing is that the Federal and State ·or loeal 
enforcement officers better understand 
the others' problems, which has resulted 
in increa$ed cooperation between the two 
forc-es. 

Another important aspect of the mo
bile boarding unit program is the public 
education work carried out by the per
sonnel at each area that they visit. The 
men call on the local civic organizations 
and boat or yacht clubs, show water 
safety movies and give lectures on boat
ing safety and the Coast Guard function 
in this field. During the period of April 
1 to June 30 of 1961, mobile. boarding 
unit personnel were engaged in such en
deavors 3,771 hours. No similar pro
gram of public education at the more 
remote water -areas had been possible 
prior to the inception of this new type 
program. 

Many reports have been received by 
the Coast Guard that these mobile 
boarding units are enthusiastically re
ceived at each place they call. State en
forcement authorities, local residents, 
and the visiting boatmen have all ilidi
cated their appreciation for the services 
rendered by the units and more often 
than not have requested that they make 
more frequent Visits to an area. Insofar 
as possible, these requests are met. 
Schedules for their operations are 
planned well in advance and are sub
mitted to State boating law om.ci~ls for 
their comments and recommendations. 
Such scheduling permits more efficient 
utilization of both Coast Guard mobile 
boarding units and of State and local 
enforcement forces. 

FORWARD PLANNING 

It is predicted that there will be a con
tinuing increase in boating, not only on 
our present waterways, but in vast new 
areas of water suitable for recreation as 
a result of new :ffood-control and irri..: 
gation proJects throughout the country. 
The effect of this expansion wfll be to 
multiply the already existing problems, 
and increase the hazards and liabilities 
of the boater. 

Forward planning in the fields of edu
cation and law enforcement will require 
the continued cooperation and effort by 
all those having a responsibility in the 
field. The Coast Guard cannot by itself 
provide a completely e:fiective program. 
The boat manufacturers, the marine 
dealers, the boating associatio-ns, as well 
as other interested Federal agencies, un
der the guidance and leadership of the 
Coast Guard must join together to insure 
safe boating . . 

National Safe Boating Week-focusing 
attention upon the needs of pleasure 
boatment to know and comply with boat
ing practices and regulations-will get 
underway SUnday, July 1. The growing 
success of this annual observance fs par
ticularly gratifying to the Coast Guard 
and its civilian affiliate, the Coast Guard 
Auxiliary-original sponsors-and to the 
many who support the event. 
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It was my pleasure, in the 85th Con
gress, to assist in this important program 
of boating safety when I sponsored the 
joint · resolution authorizing .National 
Safe Boating Week as an annual ob
servance by Presidential proclamation. 

This year the· National Safe Boating 
Week Committee, ably chairmanned by 
Capt. Richard Baxter, U.S. Coast Guard, 
has done a splendid job in the solicita
tion and coordination of this event. The 
membership of this committee includes 
representatives from: U.S. Coast Guard, 
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, American 
Boat and Yacht Council, American Na
tional Red Cross, Boy Scouts of Amer
ica, Girl Scouts, National Association of · 
Engine and Boat Manufacturers, Amer
ican Powerboat Association, National 
Safe Boating Association, National Safe
ty Council, Outboard Boating Club of 
America, United States Power Squadrons 
and the Yacht Safety Bureau. 

The greatest benefit of this nationwide 
program has been that much of the safe
ty material provided for National Safe 
Boating Week will be used throughout 
the entire boating season. 

To those who are members of the na
tional and local committees for National 
Safe Boating Week, I extend my con
gratulations. I urge all groups inter
ested in safe boating to join in the pro
motion of National Safe Boating Week. 

THE EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET 
The SPEAKER. Under previous order 

of the House, the gentleman from ·nli- · 
nois [Mr. LIBONATI] is recognized for 3 
hours. 

Mr. LmONATI. Mr. Speaker, the 
recent history of the Common Market, 
with particular emphasis on the agree
ment concluded in January 1962 to estab
lish a common agricultural policy, and 
the implications of this policy, call for 
persistent efforts for removal of quan
titative restrictions on exports for Ameri
can agricultural products. These efforts, 
on the part of the United States, have 
been successful as to industrial goods, 
and are almost complete at this writing. 

The Treaty of Rome, establishing the 
Common Market-1957-contemplated 
the ultimate unification of European 
trade, both in agricultural and industn"al 
goods. The six signers realized that a 
slow process was inevitable-because of 
nationai pride, historical antagonisms, 
and competitive areas of similar products. 

As a result, the economic barriers were 
abolished among themselves. A con
tinuous reduction of tariffs and the inter
relation of capital and labor across their 
borders have electrified the world of 
commerce and industry. A tariff for out
siders was established and is causing 
panic among nonmember countries. 

In 5 years the growth of the Common 
Market has exceeded that 'of the United 
States. 

It is realized now that, with economic 
unity, political unification is evident, 
even though it affects the sovereignity of 
these nations. 

Even President de Gaulle is in favor 
of a confederation of states, controlled 
by a central body, with a unanimous vote 
on questions. 

· Great Britain and the seven nations 
in opposition to the Common Market, 
called the European Free Trade Associa
tion, has dissolved recently. The pres
sure of competition was too much. 

Last year Britain decided to join the 
Common Market and her application is 
to be considered at the meeting in Brus
sels this summer. 

The British favor the French version 
of a confederation but are susceptible to 
a political union. Norway and Denmark 
have applied for full membership and 
·are also agreeable. 

Sweden, Switzerland, and Austria, 
three neutrals, desire associate member
ships, joining purely the economic as
sociation, and shy from the political set
up. Each realizes that the Common 
Market will destroy their economies, but 
reserve for purposes of retaining their 
neutrality and other reasons, their polit
ical aspect. Sweden and Switzerland 
maintain that their neutral position gives 
stability to Europe. Austria is prevented 
because of her Soviet agreements from 
joining political organizations; Chancel
lor Gerbach's recent visit to the White 
House, seeking the President's purpose
ful help and advice, reflects the impor
tance of the Common Market. 

The political unity of the members of 
the Common Market will contribute to its 
strength. The United States supports 
this view. If limited to politically 
united members, solely, then the econ
omies of the others will be critically af
fected. The United States expects to 
effect separate treaties with its members. 

Spain and Turkey have also applied 
for associate classification. Portugal, 
Israel and Finland have evinced their 
interest in the same category. These 
smaller countries, if not admitted in 
either classification, would suffer eco-
nomically. ~ 

The United States of Europe, patterned 
after our republic, seems to have reached, 
through the Common Market's develop
ment, a reality. 

Thus, what at first was considered a 
marketing of goods, et cetera, between 
nations will, in reality, result in a power
ful political force, whose members are 
irrevocably bound together by national 
constitutional acts. No retraction is 
possible. It is a third powerful world 
force in world affairs. 

The provisions that comprise the pro
cedures of the Common Market cannot 
but result in a political unity of its mem
bers. Its member governments repre
sent every type of political philosophy. 
Their present trade relationship with 
members of the Soviet bloc are expan
sive. This commercial intercourse in
cludes England as well as Red China. 

In the present meeting at Brussels, the 
ministers of the six nations are consider
ing the problems of unity, to bring into 
effect these principles, both commercial 
and political. 

A documentary series of considera
tions, before them for study, have re
sulted in the following subject proposals: 

First. A common tariff for the out
siders of the Common Market. 

Second. The removal of present do
mestic tariffs. 

Third. The restrictions on manufac
tured production of developed countries. 

Fourth. The manufactured articles of 
underdeveloped countries. 

Fifth. Problems of associate member .. 
ship. 

Sixth. Agricultural conditions and re
strictions. 

Seventh. The economic corpus-the 
social and commercial policy of remov
ing all restrictions or such, as visas, free 
movement of utilities, capital, labor, 
products, and reducing other factors or 
obstacles that prevent harmony in these 
areas. 

These discussions should be resolved 
by this summer. 

In view of our close relationship with 
England and other considerations, the 
mutual Anglo-American a:fllnity in world 
affairs, both President De Gaulle and 
Chancellor Adenauer have somewhat 
chilled on granting Britain full member
ship. After a year's discussion over the 
concessions sought by Britain for the 
Commonwealths of Canada, Australia, 
and herself, such as: 

First. Reduction of tariffs, subject to 
review. 

Second. Asks removal -of tariffs from 
aluminum, woodpulp, zinc, lead, news
print, and many other lesser important 
items. The six demand all tariffs main
tained. 

Third. Goods of developed countries 
maintained-Commonwealth goods enter 
England without tariffs, or with pref
erences. England proposes special con
siderations. The six are against this 
proposal. 

Fourth. Manufactured goods of less 
developed countries-particularly Pakis
tan, India, and Ceylon. The political 
need to help their growth is approved by 
the six. The only problem is how to pre
vent flooding Europe with low cost manu
factures. 

Fifth. Association~difficult problems 
must be decided: Terms; charge of neo
colonialism must be answered; and crea
tion of preferences_ in large area avoided. 

Sixth. Agriculture. 
British insist-as to Commonwealth

on comparable outlets to protect New 
Zealand trade after changes. Australia 
desires preferences for goods entering the 
Common Market. Also, urge a guarantee 
of progress for worldwide solution. 

The six maintain that, after the tran
sition period, the commonwealths must 
compete on equa~ terms, as the other 
countries overseas. 

In agriculture, Britain has agreed, 
with the exception of certain technical 
objectives. England asks for a longer
than-the-present transition period, set 
now at 7 years. 

Seventh. All agree on the provisions 
of the economic union. 

It seems that the growing question, at 
Brussels, is whether or not Chancellor 
Adenauer supports Britain's entry into 
the European Economic Community
EEC-as a full member, or only as an 
associate member. 

The people and political leaders in 
West Germany still aver in the affirma
tive. A statement has been attributed 
to the Chancellor, recently, in which he 
objected to the granting of full mem-
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bership for Britain; that it would cause .the near future, in the development of 
unrest among the members. her local economy. . 
CONFERENCE AND BRIEFING HELD ON APRIL 28 -In her · COnstitutional . government, 

1962, IN THE AMERICAN EMBASSY, PARIS ' passed in the Summer Of 1958 the area 
In attendance at the conference and o~ the executive department 'is. vested 

briefing were Congressmen LmoNATI With. supreme authority. The Parlia-· 
SHIPLEY, SLACK, FINNEGAN, GONZALEZ, and ment has always questioned this abso
SCHWENGEL. lute power, together with the Ministry 

Mr. J?hn A. Bovey, Jr., First Secretary, which is also subject to the Presidentia.i 
in a bnef introduction to political fac- powers. Constitutional changes are in 
tors. at work in contemporary France, the offing-perhaps the President will 
traced the evolution of French parlia- be subject to the electorate. It can be 

· mentary and executive institutions in truly said that any further encroach
the post-World War II period. He ~ents. in this area will result in a critical 
stated that the individuality of the s1tuat10n and a complete retreat on the 
~re:t?-ch people becomes submerged only part of popular political p'arties in 
m times of great crisis or in the intro- France. Even if the changes are delayed 
duction of programs changing the auton- further, or if the President becomes 
omy. The French possessions once her adamant in his tenacity to hold these 
colonies, have been nationaliz~ into 16 powers, the Ministry will react even to 
independent nations, in a few years. a total resignation by the liberal mem-

The present Algerian problem is an- ber group making up the Ministry. 
other. It was a difficult process for The postwar period presented many 
France to sever Algeria and her million Pr?~lems for F:ance. But the economic 
Europeans from her national life. It crisls occurred m 1958, in the main a re-

. was thought by most Frenchmen that suit of the expansion of business credits 
~ranee could not exist apart from Alge- and unrestricted borrowing in 1957. 
na, that . the separation would sap The turning point against inflation by 
France's lifeblood and the nation would the De. Gaulle government, in 1958, re
die. s:ulted m the following reforms estab-

President De Gaulle changed that by hshed by conservative measures: First, 
completing an amputation. Mr. Bovey balanced budget; second, devaluated cur
noted that while the Algerian question rency; third, restricted bank credits· and 
is far from resolved at present, there is fourth, c~nceled internal subsidies. 
every reason to believe that, in the near After a penod of stagnation, the economy 
future, Algeria will accede to complete recovered. 
independence; essentially, she will have . Tax and real estate reforms were ini
to choose between independence in eo- tlated. The elderly retired were taken 
operation with France or a rupture in care of by a special system. 
relations which are vital to Algeria's eco- The economy returned $1 million sur
nomic and political future. Already the p~u~ in _1959, $500 million in 1960, $1 
Algerian problem has taken on a differ- billion m 1961, and an estimated $1 
ent nature from that which had existed billion will be returned in 1962. 
since warfare began in Algeria in 1954. Both exports and. imports have in
Mr. Bovey also discussed reports that the creased. The French budget, last year, 
present constitutional system of the was $15,005,100,000. The economy re
fifth republic may ~ modified to pro- turned $14.3 billion. France's debts 
vide for a presidential system with a amount to $30 billion, in spite of the tre
chief executive elected by direct popular mendous loss suffered through inflation 
vote. '!h~ 46 million people of France are en~ 

Algeria is not a colonial problem. The JOYing a progressive economy. 
1 million Europeans are outnumbered Its taxation structure includes indirect 
by the 9 million Moslems. A two-way taxes-evaluated income tax stops at 55 
·problem results because 200 000 AI- percent; r_evenue taxes; 20-percent 
gerians are in France. There is · an in- manufacturmg tax. The number of state 
crease of 2 to 3 :percent in the Moslem employees has been reduced and payrolls 
populatio~ each year. are at a minimum. 

The European status in Algeria must The affluent citizens have invested 
be determined. Algeria is a Republic heavily in real estate. Rents are nominal 
highly centralized. It lacks intellectuals: only as to the entry of payment figures 
although Monaco and Tunisia have AI- on the receipt, but an undisclosed portion 
gerians who are qualified scholars and is retained by the landlord under the 
.intellectuals. The Communists will be table payment. 
neutralists being in the minority, and A release may be obtained for the pay~ 
they are wary of taking sides. Algeria ment of income taxes because of indirect 
has some industry development but is taxes paid by individuals, and so forth. 
primarily, an agricultural country' ~heavy social security tax nets $3.2 bil
Labor is mostly unskilled and engaged i~ lion. There is a $200 million merchan
menial empl9yments, that is, streets, dising tax on export firms. 
garbage collection, and mining. They One .. half million ·American tourists 
travel back and forth to bring earnings fatten the treasury. ··The · Common 
home. Soon Algerians will vote upon Market, at present, nets $500,000 to ·the 
·these proposals: Do you want ·to be in- Government. 
. d~pendent or do you desire cooperation · Corporation taxes. · · 
with France? Do you ·favor independ- The military expenses are- shared 
ence With the cooperation· of ·France? mutually, contributed by · the United 
Or do you favor no cooperation at all? States-$'320 million-and France-$200 

Thus France enjoys a real role . as a .million per year: · .. 
potent power in Eur-op-ean :affairs· and · ... French industries expanding: Metal 
nationally, enters upon a new :start ui processing, electricity, gas, heavy ·mate-

rials, petroleum,· chemicals, glass, gloves, 
perfumes, et cetera. 
. Exports: Textiles, 5 percent; medi

cmes, 8 to 10 percent; airplanes, 8 to 
10 percent; appliances, good. 

Lower: Shoes, clothing, styles, small 
manufactures, and household equip
ment. 
. _Ma?Y small taxes are levied. Liberal
Izing Imports of U.S. manufactures, agri
cultural products. 

The. U.S. loans to France, under post
~ar a1d, now amount to a $1.4 billion 
mdebtedness, payable at $40 million to 
~50 million a year, at 2¥2 to 3 percent 
mterest. 

During France's crisis in 1957· and 
1958, the late installments were set back 
to 1982 but were later paid. 

The U.S. authorities have been·talking 
to help the American balance-pay
m~n~ P?Sition in France ; the trade 
missio~ m 1960 to France, and the 
exte~sn~e followups; the increased em
p~asis m Embassy commercial activi
ties toward promoting American exports 
by deemphasizing services to French 
~xporters and greatly increasing serv
Ices to French importers and American 
exporters; the persistent efforts for re.;. 
mova~ of quantitative restrictions on 
A~en~an exports to France, a process 
Which lS almost completed for industrial 
g.oods, but remains a major preoccupa
tion for agricultural products; the en
couragement of French prepayments on 
the $1.4 billion in outstanding postwar 
debt to the United States in April 1962 
t~e Fren.ch Government repaid $60 mil~ 
hon, which had originally been due in 
1958 and 1959, but which had been post
poned u:t?-til 1981 and 1982, to assist the 
French m overcoming the balance of 
pay_me~ts difficulties they were then ex
periencmg; promotion of French tourist 
trav~l. ~o the United States; and the 
poss~b1hty of reducing or offsetting the 
fore1gn exchange cost of maintaining 
U.S. forces in France. 

The proposals to pay the other install
ments fell on deaf ears at the discussions 
h~r~ in 'Yashington. Further, on the 
military side, a proposed compensation. 
The French would not hear of it and 
even refused to help in unclassified areas. 
. In ~e~ponse to the prepayment of the 
$1.4 billiOn, the French stated that they 
were acquainted with our problem and 
answered, "Why cannot the United 
States. take the same measures as was 
.done m France, to stabilize the econ
omy?" ~hat wages are too high, and so 
forth. Finally asserting, "Solve it your
selves." 
. There are a few tax differences in 
France on American programs, such as 
.officers' clubs, electricity at · housing 
.areas, ~nd so forth. 

The French Government maintains it 
:had suffered a $320. million loss in the 
deflation of the franc. But the American 
dollar is the standard of the monetary 
-determination of the world and, of 
·course, any act of deflation would cause 
-chaos in the financial structure of all 
~conomies of the -Allied Nations, includ
ing France. The basic relationship be
tween France and the United States is 
good. 
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Canada has embarked on the devalua- their refusal to share nuclear ·secrets 

tion theory of recovery, lowering the with France. . . 
Canadian dollar from $0.9525 to $0.925, France moved on its own military de
considered a necessary step to stabilize terminations, independent of and some
the floating exchange rate which resulte<J · . times disagreeing with NATO decisions. 
in a recent outflow of.funds. During the France does not countenance being un
first quarter of 1962, $350 million of re- der British and American domination for 
serves were lost. The past misfortunes its nuclear defense, but seeks to chart its 
and policies adopted to effect the econ- own fate, to develop nuclear protection 
omy were a contributing 'cause. itself. England or Ame~ica, under nu-

The great boom fol' the development clear attack, would naturally look to 
of its natural resources attracting vast their own protection. After home pro
amounts of outside capital, especially tection was secure, then France could 
from the United States, resulted in great expect allied aid. France does not feel 
projects in oil, iron ore, gold, nickel, and confident that the United· States and 
the St. Lawrence Seaway. But, upon Britain would defend her with nuclear 
their completion, Canada continued to weapons if by doing so would receive 
promote less productive purposes by nuclear destruction ,in retaliation. 
establishing high rates of interest, to Rather, President de Gaulle is strong 
further attack capital. for a French and West Germany com-

The exchange rate of the Canadian bination, for the security and prosperity 
dollar continued high, and the heavy im- of Western Europe. 
ports crippled the competing domestic He voices, with sarcasm, the efforts to 
indust~ies, increasing unemployment. settle the Berlin crisis and disarmament. 
The Government budget deficits mounted He refuses to support the allies in these 
to $15 billion to $20 billion. The Die- talks. As to nuclear testing, he refuses 
fenbaker government, in June 1961, de- to join any conference, unless the coun
preciated the exchange by intervening tries with nuclear know:..how dispose of 
in the market to set a manipulated rate, all their weapons. . He has become cold 
instead of a free, fluctuating rate, to to the idea that England, or any others, 
depress the Canadian dollar and, by this be permitted to participate in the Com
procedure, stimulated the economy, some · mon Market. 
at the expense of competitive injury· to The repercussions in France, as a re-
her trade partners. suit of his statements at this conference, 

But, fortunately, a cycle revival of caused the resignation of five of the 
production in industry-as in the United ministers who entered the cabinet with 
States-contributed much to her im- the understanding that he had modified 
provement in the economy. his views. 

Meanwhile, the large budget deficit The Benelux nations, pledged by their 
and the uncertainty of the exchange rate people to strong federated unity, reas
caused investment to go abroad. To pre- serted their views. 
vent further :flow of investments abroad President Kennedy was very discreet 
the stabilizing of the rate at this time: and treated the European unity matter 
with the aid of the International Mone- as unchanged, a viewpoint not unex
tary Fund, has removed the uncertainty. :pect~d from. earlier information, but not 
This action will result in the arresting m his area of discussion. But as to 
of speculative funds to foreign invest- · nuclear weapons, he commented that, if 
ments. And dropping the rate 2.5 per- nation after nation followed France's 
cent secures a greater margin of confi- lead, then the alliance would be weak
dence. ened . . The United States was interested 

This action ends flexible exchange in the preservation and protection of 
rates after 12 years. Europe's freedom. This could be best 

This same flexible theory has received serve~ by a strong NATO. 
the attention of authorities in academic A tm~e may . come when ~urope can 
circles. both in the United states and defen~ Itself Without the Uruted states, 
Europe, and has been proposed as a solu- the third for.ce idea. But, at present, no 
tion to the u.s. balance-of-payment one can serio~ly conte.nd th~t Europe 
problems, even though our economy can stand agam~t Russia by 1tself, not 
is di1Ierent. The experience of ·Can- even France. 
ada should not go unheeded, we had bet- Thus President Kenne~y's treatm~nt 
ter stay with the proponents of respon- of President de Gaulle s p~ovocat1ve 
sible policies and leave the flexible ex- cha~lenge was courteous and fr1endly and 
change advocates to debate among he, m a matter of fact manner, avoided 
themselves, canada's reversal a~d aban- the controversy of the confederated ver
donment of its treasured enchantment. sus ~~e ~ederated advocates. 

Recently President Charles de Gaulle, Nlkita s blasts at .Euromart bet.r~y his 
following his positive approach to in- fears, both economically and .Politically. 
crease France's power position in West-· Khrushchev fears that a Umted States 
er,n Europe, again asserted that political of Europe would be a. threat to. com
unity, on the basis of cooperation among munism: He stat~d lt was laymg ~ 
states, will save Europe, not integration fou.ndatiOn for a third world war, where
or supernationality, meaning majority as It actually means a ~hreat ~o. Russia. 
rule. France will not allow its political .The reason~ for hiS pos1~1on are 
course to be directed ·by anyone else. purely econom1~, beca~se ma~hme. goo~s 
His view that unanimity controls when manufact?Xed m Russi~ are Ipfe~lOr, m 
national interest is involved. both quality ~nd .quantity, especially so 

The sickening of President de Ga ll ' in fibers and plastic products: The Com-
db . u e s mon Market has been a medium which 

a eren~e to the c?ntent1on of the West- emphasized this inferiority by compari-
ern alllance-pomtedly, the United son. The growth of the Market has been 
States and Britain-developed after a boon to France. Belgium, the Net~er-

lands, West Germany and Italy, namely. 
the capitalistic countries are outdistanc~ 
ing the · Communists in commercial 
growth. 

The economic union of the· Sivet group 
has fared badly, because of selfish Rus
sian control to benefit only Russia eco
nomically, at the expense of its satel
lites, through tariff ·preferences, price 
supports, and because accessibility to 
markets, as in the Common Market of 
Europe, was· not established. 

The Kremlin seeks to wreck the Euro
mart by dissuading the British from 
joining it, thus negatively influencing 
the attitudes of other nations in seek
ing membership. 

Russia sought trade with the new 
African nations but, alas, 16 have joined 
·the Common Market, which adds to 
Russia's worries and her trade detri
ment. 

Russia must use the old confidence 
game of divide the West and conquer. 
The standard position of Russia has been 
that the capitalistic nations have always 
split over trade competition-it was the 
tensions over commerce that led to con
flict. 

The Common Market has proved 
otherwise. Further, the trade alliance 
may also lead to a military one, or per-
haps, a political union. ' 

The Common Market is now the dy
namic new movement of world impor
tance, showing up the Communists' 
claims of meeting the needs of the world, 
.and shoving it to the background. · 

After 4 years, the Common Market has 
captured the minds of the people of the 
world and has scored heavily against 
communism by raising the prestige of 
the capitalistic way of doing business. 

The Russian economic alliance was 
doomed because no Western nation· 
joined, whereas Britain, Austria, Swit
zerland, Sweden, Spain, and Israel are 
seeking admission to the Common . 
Market. 

The shortages in agricultural products 
reflected on the Soviet alliance, so much 
so that staples increased in price to 30 
percent, reflecting to the world a doomed 
defeat for the Russian methods of busi
ness operation. 

The ~onditions in Red China, facing 
starvation, and the food shortages in 
Czechoslovakia and Eastern Germany, 
Poland, and Yugoslavia, are shining ex
amples to the world of , the failures to 
provide people with the necessities of life 
under the Communist system. 

Several of the satellites would indeed 
be in a bad way if it were not' for im~ 
ported grains, and so forth, from the 
United States. 

The President of the United States, 
John Kennedy, and the Department of 
the Treasury are putting forth every 
effort in domestic and foreign fields of 
finance to stabilize the American dollar. 

The payments by foreign countries in 
the first part of April exceeded the pay
ments made by the United States abroad. 

We have only to weigh recent events 
to know that the President is adamant 
in his appeal to aid the economy to hold 
price costs and prevent a rise. This 
is favorable to our country's balance of 
trade. In the European countries costs 
are increasing 3 to 4 percent pe~ year. 
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He has _ encouraged exports to the esti
mated figure . ·increase--formerly · $15 
bil_lion-to $20 billion, :r;epresenting tlie 
employment of 3% million Americans. 
. He has givep. the incentive to attract 

foreign investments in American indus
tries which will improve our bala~ce ot 
payments and .Protect the gold reserve. 

He has advocated by every official ac
tion, · inclq.ding ·appropriations, ad.vertis
ing, lower fares, lower hotel rates, sales 
programs, tourist agencies, special bro
chures on· interestill.g places, the · com~ 
plete ·backfng of our Government agen
cies, arid special cooperation of the State 
J:>epartment on· arrangements, and so· 
fprth, including visits by foreign officials 
seeking special -study-another: great· 
source of income .enticing foreign tourist 
·trade--a part recoupment of the millions 
of American dollars spent by our Amer-
ican tourists in foreign · lands, · that 
greatly increases our outflow of gold. 
· What causes the outflow of gold? 

First, by direct demand-dollars fo.r 
gold; second, the indir~ct redemption of 
the dollars by selling them in London 
against gold. Thus these dollars mu~t 

· be redeemed by an outpouring of our gold 
reserves in order to protect the integrity 
of the dollar, thereby keeping our cur
rency foreign exchange value from de
teriorating. 

If foreign interests increase their dol
lar reserves and continue the practice of 
presenting these sums directly or indi
rectly for payment in gold, then the -dol
lar's · integrity will be· in trouble. · Its 
devaluation -would result in · incontrolla
ble inflation. Then acute deflationary 
measures would' have 'to be adopted, re
sulting in high interest rates, credit re
strictions, and our trad~ -partners would · 
suft'er resulting in a loss of the competi
tive markets. The American dollar is 
the standard and fixed basic value of 
many nations-for the United States is 
the strongest and richest Nation in the 
world. The currencies· of other nations 
relying upon us would be affected. The 
underdeveloped nations and . South 
American programs would die aborning. 

The gold outflow must be zealously 
controlled by stimulating U.S. exports 
so that the balance as ag·ainst imports 
will be so favorable as to turn the gold 
fiow back toward the United States. 

The President has advocated low tar
iffs to bring this about. Roscoe Drttm
mond, the distinguished journalist, in 
his column in the New York H~rald 
Tribune, has written a masterful article 
portraying his courageous and forceful 
attitude in this area of legislation: 

r;ow-TARIFF Sm>PORT SURPRISxNG 

(By Roscoe Drummond) 
. To the surprise of nearly . everybody in 

Washington, voters generally-business and 
labor, conservatives and liberals-are show

' ing ·themselves overwhelmingly low-tariff 
minded. Purpose: to enable the United 
States to compete in the European Common 
Market. 

When President Kennedy overruled some 
of his principal ~ids and decided that a 
radical revision of · trade policy should not 
be postponed until after the elections, he 
was told that he would be pressing a right 
idea at the wrong time under 'the worst pos
sible cir.cumstances, . 

The President was warned by those who 
wanted to be ~autious that he would stir a. 

laqerating controversy in Congress, alienate 
many Republicans and southern Democrats 
whose support he would need and generate 
massive business and labor protectionist op
position particularly at a time when there 
was still high unemployment. 

·And what has happened? .That which 
his aids most feared for the President has 
not come upon him. Mr. Kennedy was ei_ther 
politically wiser than his advisers or politi
c~lly ' more courageous i~ . deciding . no~ to 
delay asking Congress to bring the U.S. trade · 
p~licy in line with the European Common 
Market. . 

. As the Trade Expansion Act in 11;}62 moves 
through its final stages at the hands of the 
House Ways and Means Committee anci ~;:mto 
the :floor of Congress for action, _ what many 
thought would be a divisive natiop.al debate 
ha:s turned into· decisive national approval. 

It has the approval 'of the U.S. Chamber 
of Commerce and the.·AFL-cio. 

:Its objectives are supported by the leader
ship of the Republican Party and Americans 
for Democratic Action. 

It has the endorsen!ent of a wide spectrum 
of leading newspapers from the conservative 
Los Angeles Times and Boston Herald
Traveler to the liberal New York Post and 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch. 

It is supported by the National Grange and 
the American Farm Bureau Federation, 

What of the business community? Do 
U.S. industrialists want lower tariffs on 
imports hi order to take whatever risks are 
necessary to compete on even terms in the 
Common Market? Dun's Review, a business 
management magazine, asked this question 
of the chief executives of nearly 300 com
P!l-nies, large and small, covering a broad. 
range of in~ustry. The result: 

Three out of four supported tariff reform. 
It is significant that the most bitte:r at-_ 

. tack upon the European Common Market, 
:upon.Britain's decision to join and upon 'our 
decision to pursue parallel · trade policies 
comes from the Soviet Union. 
_ Speaking in behalf of Premier Khru

shchev at the ~2q a~niversary of Lenin. a 
few days ago, Leonid Ilychev, a leading Soviet 
ideologist, assailed the Common Market and 
other "fashionable plans of 'so-called 
European integration." He called all these 
developments foolish. and hopeless and as
serted. at least his oral confidence that they 
would not! be able to stave off the rising 
triumph of communism. 

The Kremlin rightly sees the Common 
:Market and · its expansion as the greatest 
barrier to communism, not because it is 
directed against the Soviet Union but be
cause it is directed at the strengthening .of 
the whole free world-capable of creating a 
permanent preponderance of economic, 
political ·and military power which will be 
irresistible. · 

Mr. Speaker, to meet this challenge, 
the President has ordered a complete. 
study in further depth of' the trade prac
tices, tax reforms, and budget methods 
of the Western· European- nations that 
we may learn something from their ex
periences. We have suffered four re
cessions during the postwar period which 
cost the economy several hundred bil
lions of dollars in losses t:<> the ecol)omy, 
and those nations suffered none. We 
must do something to stimulate the fur
ther expansion of business, and if it is· 
discovered by this study that the tax 
structures in certain areas give rise to 
obstacles working against this growth, 
then changes should 'be made to lift this 
blockage. The President is to. be compli
mented on his -ana.Iytical foresight in 
ordering -a study of these problems, at 
practical levels of other nations' ex-. 
periences iii this area, for the gOod of 
our economy. 

But the second half or' the month of 
April reported a $115 ·million dip. .Yet 
we have reduced our huge short-term 
debt to foreigners a little in· April. The 
deficit for 2. months amounted to $360 · 
million which adds up to an ·annual rate, 
if projected,' to $2,200 milHon. Last year 
the deficit amounted to an average bal- · 
ance of $2,600 million. The gold reserve 
in April amounted to $16,495 million_:a 
reduction of $434 million since Decem
ber 31, 1961-and down $900 million in 
1 year. These losses are not caused ·by 
the liquidation of foreign-held dollar -

. balances and U.S~ bond's. · 
The Chicago baily Law Bulletin, in a:h 

article by Elmer Roessner • . on May 29' 
1962, pUblished a . very COp:lpre):iensi've 
study by t~e Morgan Guaranty Trtist Cq. 
in its monthly Survey: 

BANK SHOWS WHY U.S. GOLD FLOWS 
ABROAD 

(By Elmer Roessner) 
An unusually good clarification of the bal

. arice-of-payments problem is presented by . 
the Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. in its 
monthly Survey. . 

In explaining the bookkeeping of the· bal
ance of payments, it underscores the dan- · 
gers facing the United states in this area. 

The net change in the balance' of pay
ments, it points out, is measured·. by the 
U.S. gold holdings, which we all know have 
been shrinking; convertible foreign cur
rencies owned by the Treasury and the Fed
eral Reserve System, and our private and· 
public liquid liabilities to foreigners; such · 
as foreigners' deposits in Ame_rican banks. 

The Survey then ·presents a su~ary of 
recor~ed transactions affecting the balance 

· of payments for 1961, Which shows, as clearly 
as possible without coior, what thi~ bal~nce- · 

· of-payments and gold-loss trouble is all 
about: -

Here .are our debits for 1961 :: , 

(In millions] 
Goods bought from foreign coun

tries---------------------------- $14,~24 
Services rendered by foreigners to 

U.S. residents (this is largely 
travel, insurance)--------------- 4, 728 

Income investments in United States 
"by foreigners-----------------~-- 871 

Military expenditures abroad (in-
cludes U.S. outlays and personal 
purchases by U.S. personnel)---- 2, 956 

Net private unilateral transfers to 
foreigners (includes charitable 

: and family gifts abroad)--------- 634 
Net government unilateral transfers 
· to foreigners (Government spend-

ing .and donations except military. 
Largely, it's U.S. aid)------------ 2, 104 

Net U:.S. private investment abroad. 
(this is the excess of the out;fiow 
over returns)_.:__:_________________ 3, 951 

Net U.S. Government investment 
abroad (loans for economic ·de-
velopments) ___ :_ ________ ..:________ ' 954 · 

Total recorded debits________ 30, 731 

CREDITS 

Merchandise exports______________ 19, 916 
Service to foreigners by U.S. resi-

. dents '(foreign travel here, insur-
ance, etc.)--------------------- 4,349 

~ncome on foreign investments by 
U.S. residents ______________ ,; __ _._ · 3, 645 

Military receipts (sales of supplies 
to -foreign countries)------------ 406 

Net foreign investments in United 
States (the outflow of foreign 
capital, claims • of foreigners 
against U.S. business, etc________ 577 

Total credits---------------- 28, 898 
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· This left ·a. balance of $1,838 million, 
whlch wu o.ur deftcit in the international 
market taat year. Th1s measures the poten
tial, though not the actual~ loss of gold dur
ing 1961. since the Nation Ia obligated to 
make up its deficit in gold, 1! demanded. 
However, since the American buck is not 
completely vitiated, some foreigners would 
just lief have lt as gold. 

It is obvious that, if the United States is 
to continue to maintain its gold balance, it 
must bring up its credits at least equal to its 
debits. 

Thla balance sheet :Spotlights the many 
ways gold may be regained: Increasing ex
ports; spending less abroad for military pur
poses. perhaps making other nations carry 
larger shares of expenses; being less waste
ful in foreign ald; encouraging foreigners to, 
invest more here and (a measure provided 
for in the Kennedy tax blll) speeding the re
turn of earnings on Am.erlcan investments 
abroad. We can also· try to encourage more 
foreigners to visit the United States and 
restrict travelers' expenditures abroad. 

Note that by cutting tourists' spending 
abroad in half, the United States could rec
tify the balance of payments overnight. 

But the United States won't. · 

Mr. Speaker, there are on the other 
hand great gains in the volume of sales 
in the economy. The key industrial cor
porations are reporting fair earnings 
and complain of restricted margin of 
profit-least dividends will be there. 
The building programs and public works 
sparked by administrative legislation. 
have strengthened the economy. It is 
estimated that the projected figures in
dicated a. near· $500 billion level in our 
economic return. At least public con
fidence has been somewhat restored and 
employment rolls steady. It is pre
dicted that a steady increase in earn
ings will continue through 1963. · The 
present condition of the economy is not 
an accident. It should improve in part 
by the passage of legislation stimulat..: 
ing lagging fields of industry and de
pressed areas-public works and public 
housing-programed to improve the 
economy. 

These programs were enacted under 
the Kennedy .administration, and ex
penditures for these projects have been 
met by sufficient appropriations to carry 
them out. 

The increase ()f appropriations for 
military and other avenues of defenseJ a 
security purpose to make our Nation 
strong and superior in space, have taken 
a. needed toll of our reserv-es. 

The long delayed increase ·in salaries 
for underpaid Government employees, 
pensioners, and social-security increased 
benefits have been considered. 

Yet the "President is displeased at the 
business outlook-it has not been too re
sponsive to expected improvement. He 
is studying the personal income tax 
brackets for considered reductions to give 
impetus to the economy. 

Several proposals are engaging his 
attention: 

First. Reducing the highest tax provi
sion from 91 percent to 65 percent and in 
other brackets also including the 20 per
cent first bracket by 1 percent. 

There were earlier proposals to seek 
other taxes to offset these cuts. But 
there is a prevailing feeling now that the. 
cuts should be made without any offset 
taxes, on the theory that the cuts would 

give the economy such a stimulating 
force that it would produce more revenue· 
than at present levels. . 

President Kennedy is anxious to erase 
any idea in the minds of businessmen 
that he is antibusiness. His speech be
fore the United Auto Workers Conven
tion waTned union labor not to seek 
inflationary wage increases as he pre
viously warned business-steel-not to 
raise prices~ . · 

He has gone out of his way to seek 
legislation to aid business so that in
creased profits can be realized. He 
asked Congress for power to cut personal 
income taxes limit to $10 billion in pe
riods of business slumps. 

His action in the steel episode 
strengthens his position to demand the 
same restraint for labor unions. 

The President contemplates faster tax 
writeoffs to other businesses, already 
granted to some going businesses. 

An outright .tax reduction for business 
outlays that are expended for modern
ization of equipment now before the 
Congress. 

Finally the plan to cut income taxes 
across the board permanently. . 

Many businessmen questioned the 
President's economics and business sense 
because of what they term an inflation
ary budget of $92 billion-$12 billion 
more than the last Eisenhower budget
and several billion in excess of the return 
expected by the Government in taxes. 

;His approval of the Board•s recom
mendation of about one-half million rail
r()ad workers receiving wage boosts aver
aging 10.2 cents an hour. The Board 
maintained that the wage boost was non
inflationary. The President approved 
their action. 

There 1s also a. fear that President 
Kennedy owes his election primarily to 
union labor and is without business ex
perience, and that .he cannot follow his 
promises and intentions as one who had 
experience in a business career. 

Some feel that.his program to increase 
the wages of 2 ~ million Federal em
ployees by $1 billion per year is in direct 
confiict with his demands upon industry 
and labor to hold still. 

Others feel that if a. showdown hits on 
the wage-price controversy for union 
labor he will favor the union bosses. · 

Just being President of the United 
States is a real chore by itself, but col
laring the terrific forces that control the 
operation of the national economy is a. 
task for the gods. 

All these facets of expense could not
be denied to a. republic alive to its obli
gations to the public interest. The al
mighty dollar is not to be worshiped at 
a public shrin~t Knox-as though it 
were a symbol of a nation's contribution 
to its posterity. The usefulness of a. 
nation's wealth is to work its dollars 
hard that it may have a continuous cir
culation in promoting happiness and 
prosperity of its ;people through oppor
tunity to labor and earn a. good living 
in accorda.nce with American standards. 

No one can · deny that all the gold in 
the world cased in the· vaults at Knox, 
if.lef.t there, severed from the _wo.rking 
dollar, would not send one astron.aut 
into space or develop one missile: let: 
alone raise it into orbit. 

· The space'])rogram through bipartisan 
approval in spending money did it. And 
today we stand proud among nations be
cause of it-a. loyal and forceful people, 
a· real leader among liberty-loving na
tions who see us standing alone on the 
sacred principle of giving succor and 
strength to oth ~r nations to help keep 
freedom alive and to insure the security 
of our kind of world inviolate. 

History shows that the hoarded wealth 
of 21leadtr nations of the civilized world 
fell into the enriched co1Iers of their 
conquerors. 

The progressive study now going on 
by American experts shows that the Eu
ropean nations, economy increased '1 per
cent, while. ours has advanced only 8Y2 
percent. What are the reasons for the 
European nations' splendid success? 

The experts feel that perhaps the 
greater sums of investment by the for
eign ~overnments and their private in
vestors in industrial production, such 
as expanding properties, increasing sales, 
have been one of the factors also result
ing in high figures of employment. 

They also list as probable influences 
these other factors as the revamping of 
their tax structure., adjusting levels of 
expenditures-new budget planning. 
We know that as the economy moves up 
the tax formula moves down. They fur
ther comment that a survey of our 
budget figures would show that, perhaps, 
we are too cautious in showing expendi
tures and the listing of unexpended 
funds. The surpluses would far exceed 
expenditure funds. 

Further, industrial reports show in
creasing sales, yet profits are decreasing 

. comp~red to the volume of high proouc
tion. Yet, in spite of this diminishing 
ratio, profits are growing at an a.lltime 
record rate. Our foreign trade has in
creased to $20 billion-$15 billion manu
factured products. 1t could be increased 
further if these studies point the way. 

. One of the important sources of in
come of this country from abroad con
sists of royalties for the use of American 
patents or inventions, technical know
how, and trademarks. The respect 
abroad for industrial property rights of 
American individuals and companies 
rests solely on the conventions of the 
International Union for the Protection 
of Industrial Property, commonly called 
the Paris Union. This union has b.een 
in existen~e for almost 80 years, and t,he 
United States has been party to it since 
1887. Some 46 countries belong to the 
Paris Union today, and among them 
practically all the industrially important 
countries of the free world. 

European countries are in the process 
of strengthening their bOnds in indus
trial property matters. New treaties are 
being worked out by the Common Market 
and the Council of Europe. Much of 
the initiative and imaginative adapta
tion to changed circumstances have 
passed from the Paris Union to these 
European· organizations in the last years. 
this is partly due to the rather passive 
attitude of the United States in the 
councils of the Paris Union, and to the 
fact that the Secretariat ·of the Paris 
Union-the Geneva Bureau-is exclu"!" 
sively staffed by Europeans. 

' 
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Whereas we should, of course, welcome 

closer cooperation among European · 
countries in the field of protection of 
industrial property, it is both important 
and tirgent that this does not result, in 
Europe, in discrimination against and 
isolation of American patent and trade
mark interests. · We have no voice in the 
European organizations, but we could 
and should trrgently work on revitalizing 
the Paris Union in which we have equal 
status with all other members, and 
where our vote should have particular 
weight in view of the fact that the United · 
States is the greatest exporter in the 
world of inventions, technical know
how, and products under trademark 
protection. 

In this connection, it should be our aim 
to internationalize the Secretariat of the 
Paris Union, and insist that positions 
corresponding to the importance of the 
United States in industrial property mat
ters be filled by U.S. citizens. We should 
insist on the vigorous implementation of 
the wo:fldwide responsibilities of the 
Paris Union, in particular so that re
gional arrangements will not become dis
criminatory against the United States. 
A much more dynamic and imaginative 
policy, and much more active U.S. par
ticipation than has been offered up to 
the present time, are needed, and are · 
needed urgently. 

DAM THE DOLLAR DRAIN 

. HEADQUARTERS, 

U.S. ARMY, EuROPE, 
INFORMATION DIVISION, 
· February 17, 1961. 

Note to unit commanders: 
The Secretary of Defense has asked the 

cooperation of members of the forces over
seas in helping check th,e flow of gold from 
U.S. reserves. This fact sheet is designed 
as an aid to commanders in informing per
sonnel about the gold situation and in urg
ing them to do their part to help. 

This is a mandatory · troop information 
topic. 

TROOP INFORMATION BRANCH. 

Gold, gold-who's got the gold? 
That's the cry resounding through the 

United States, ·where gold reserves have hit 
an alltime low. Fort Knox is st111 intact; 
nobody's dug a secret tunnel into the bul11on 
repository-the gold drain has been strictly 
legal. But the situation is serious, and the 
Government is taking steps to try to check 
the flow of gold into foreign hands. We in 
USAREUR can do our bit to help. 

GOLD AND DOLLARS 

Before we get into that, however, let's see 
. how the goltl shortage came about--and what 
. it means. 

"As good as gold"-this has been true of 
the U.S. dollar for a long time. The dollar 
is tlle most respected currency in tlle -;vorld. 
Although it is represented only by a paper 
b111 or coin, it is accepted-even sought 
after-the world over. Why is the dollar 
as · good as gold? Because it is backed up 
by gold; because any foreign holder of 
dollars can, at any time, exchange them 
in the United States for gold, at the rate 
of $35 an ounce. 

The problem-the reason for our gold 
shortage-is that too many of them have 
been doing just that. 

How do so niany dollars get into foreign 
hands? Principally in ·five ways. By means 
of foreign goods sold in the United States; 
that is, our imports. Then through the 
dollars invested abroad, in · foreign enter
prises. Third, a lot of dollars go out in the 
form of aid to our allies and to underdevel-

oped countries. Fourth, American tourists 
spend millions . of American dollars abroad. 
And finally, we spend dollars overseas to 
support u.s. troops stationed 1n fo:r:eign 
countries. 

Many of the dollars that leave the United 
States in these ways return to us, of course. 
We get a big return on our foreign exPQrts, 
on products of all kinds that the United 
States sells abroad. We get some dollars 
back in dividends earned on our money in
vested abroad. And then we get dollars that 
are invested in America by foreigners: · 

But in recent years, far more dollars have . 
been leaving the country than have been 
coming in, causing what is called a . deficit 
in our international payments. Why has 
this happened? . 

Ever since World War II, the United 
States had made tremendous· outlays of 
money on foreign aid, and on stationing 
troops abroad. Americans have been spend
ing more and more money each year touring 
foreign countries, while relatively few tour
ists come to America. For a long time our 
tremendous export trade made up for these 
losses. 

But in 1959 the situation worsened. In 
that year there was a major surge in imports, 
led by foreign cars and steel. 

In 1960 the dollar drain increased as fewer 
dollars were invested in the United States, 
more in Europe, where interest rates on 
capital were higher. The reason: the boom
ing European economy. 

How does this so-called deficit in our 
international payments affect the U.S. gold 
supply? We said before that foreign holders 
of dollars may use them to buy gold at any 
time. Foreign central banks usually. buy 
gold with a fixed percentage of their dollar 
holdings. Since their dollar holdings have 
been going up, they have been buying more 
gold. Foreign governments have needed 
more gold in recent years also, because their 
trade has been greatly expanding. 

The result is that our gold reserves; whlch 
in 1949 stood at $24.9 blllion, now have hit a 
low of $17Y:z billion. If they fell low enough 
while foreign dollar holdings continued to 
climb, eventually the dollar wouldn't be "as 
good as gold," because there wouldn't ·be 
enough gold to back it up. There could 
then be a "run" on the remaining gold-and 
a financial crisis. 

What's being done about it? 
The situation is thus serious, and steps 

are being taken to deal with it. The Eisen
hower administration began to act on the 
matter before it left omce, and the Ken
nedy administration is taking further steps. 

});ere are some of the st~ps that are being 
taken. Special U.S. interest rates have been 
authorized for foreign holders of dollars, as 
an inducement to investment in the United 
States. Americans are now forbidden to hold 
gold abroad. Great emphasis.i.3 being put on 
increasing U.S. exports. Foreign travel to 
the United States is being encouraged . 
Countries receiving U.S. aid are being urged 
to spend as much of it as possible in Ameri
ca. These steps are just a part of a vast 
program to reverse the dollar fiow. 

What can we do? 
As Americans stationed abroad, we are in 

a good position to help check the flow of 
dollars out of the United States--and thus 
to help, indirectly, with the gold situation. 
There are thousands of us Americans over
seas; what we do with our pay can make a 
big difference in the overall dollar picture. 
Dollars that we convert into local currency 
and ·spend "on the economy" are dollars lost 
for America. Dollars we save-and those we 
spend for U.S. products-are dollars kept in 
America, which wm go to help build back 
up the gold reserve. 

Of course, it is realized that some spend
ing in local markets will continue to be 
necessary. But we should nevertheless try 
to put more of our pay into savings, on the 

one hand, and, on the other, to spend as 
much of the rest of our pay as possible at 
U.S. fac111ties . . 1'41'. McNamara, the Secretary 
of Defense, has suggested · th~ figure of $80 
per person a year as a good target. 

None of this involves any real sacrifice on 
our part--just a little refiection on what is 
in the best interest of our country, and our . 
interest, too; for what hurts the value of the 
dollar also hurts us. 

SAVING AND SPENDING 

For the soldier, saving is painless. You 
can have as little or as much as you like de- . 
ducted from your pay for savings, before you 
ever see it, by means of a class E allotment. 
If you sa~e in this way, the money you get 
when you finally tap your savings wm seem 
like ~something you're getting extra, · for 
nothing. You won't ·have noticed the little 
monthly deposits coming out of your pay; 
but you wm notice the big lump sum, in
cluding interest, that you receive when your 
savings pay off. 

USAREUR suggests soldiers' deposits as 
one of the best savings plans for enlisted 
men. The plan is safe and interest rates are 
good. U.S. savings bonds are recommended 
for ofiicers and civ111an employees, who are 
not eligible for soldiers' deposits. Personnel 
sections have full details on all savings 
plans. 

As for cutting down on foreign expendi
tures, how it's done is up to you. One sug
gested way is to make more use of the 
USAREUR recreation centers for your leaves .. 
There fs definitely no sacrifice involved here. 
The centers offer tops in sports and enter
tainment at the lowest of prices. At Berch
tesgaden, Chiemsee, and Garmisch you'll 
find U.~. luxuries with a continental fiavor, 
in a sett.tng of incomparable beauty. For 
full details see USAREUR Information Bul
letin, ·volume 15·, No. 6, pages 8-11. In 
SETAF, enlisted and omcer recreation cen
ters are: located on Lake Garda, 18 miles 
west of Verona. At Tirrenia, just outside 
Leghorn, is a fine beach operated by SETAF. 

When you travel, go by automobile if 
possible. It's cheaper than by rail or air, 
and of course it's U.S. gasoline you'd be 
using. If you don't have a car, you may be 
able to buddy-up with someone who does. 

A ·quick review of your monthly purchases 
wlll show you where you can cut on foreign 
spending. Buying American whenever 
possible is a good policy. You'll find most 
of your usual purchases can be made at U.S. 
facilities, and that prices there are reason
able. Post exchanges wm be stocking more 
and more American items. They offer a 
convenient mail-order service for items not 
carried, and recently instituted a layaway 
plan. Another way to cut your foreign 
spending is to patronize U.S. snack bars, 
clubs, and messes more often for entertain
ment and when you eat out. If you're think_-
1ng of buying an automobile, just remem
ber: your · own country makes good ones. 

These are just a few of the ways you can 
help in alleviating the gold shortage. None 
of them demands much of a sacrifice; all of . 
them will help keep the U.S. dollar strong. 
Just a little cooperation wlll go a long way 
toward strengthening the U.S. economy. 

(Program for the reduction of individual 
dollar expenditures.) 

THE GoLD FLow 
(Address by Gen. Bruce C. Clarke, Cincus

areur, before Frankfurt Women's Club, 
March 16, 1961) 
It is a pleasure and a privilege to have· 

the opportunity to meet with the Frankfurt 
Women's Club, and to express ·my sincere 
interest in the work of your organization. 

Your president, Mrs. Johnson, in her letter 
of invitation gave me a succinct history of 
the club since its founding 1n 1946. With 
her letter, she enclosed some very informa
tive pamphlets outlining the aims of t·he 

I • 
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club, and 1ts achievements. In addition, a 
list of welfare donations from July 1959 to 
February 1961 was enclosed. You can right
fully be proud of your accomplishments. 

At times I marvel at the scope .Of activ
ities undertaken by women's organizations 
such as this. But then I remember that 
unforgettable phrase in a prominent women's 
magazine-probably coined by a ~smart wo
man in the :flrm-"Never underestimate the 

- power of a woman." Remembering that 
phrase, my amazement is changed to ac
ceptance of an indisputable !act. You, the 
memoers of the Frankfurt Women's Club, 
have shown yourselves as "power for good." 

Keeping a house and making a home for 
your husband and your children is job 
enough for anyone. Busy as you all are 
With your many ~ household duties, your chil
dren and your church activities, I am pleased 
to note that you are busy about many other 
things-things that have a direct bearing 
on the accomplishment of the mission of 
the U.S. Army, Europe; busy about matters 
that project a true image of our people, and 
our Nation. 

No doubt, some members of the club have 
been in Europe since your organization was 
first chartered. Many are on their second 
tour in the Frankfurt area, and are thus 
able to make a comparison between the past 
and the present. All are aware of the condi
tions which existed in the early years after 
the war. Want and poverty stalked the land 
in the wake of the war's destruction. All 
around us, were ~misery and distress. 

Moved by compassion, your club and many 
others composed of all American women, 
and clubs which combined members of our 
host nations With American women through
out the U.S. Zone, went into action. Sup
plementing governmental agencies and pro-

. viding the warm, human touch, the record 
of service by these clubs speak for itself; 
it is a source of great pride and an .inspira-
tion to all of us. · 

With the resurgence of the German econ
omy, the Frankfurt Women's Club broadened 
its objectives. Now, they include not only 
help for the needy, but also the provision 
of service, cultural, and social assistance to 
American wives; help for handicapped chil
dren; and a multitude of other services. 

Now we have a new problem facing us
one in which you can be of immeasurable 
assistance to USAREUR and to our Nation. 
In my judgment, our American Women's 
Clubs can and should play a key role in the 
resolution of this problem. 

This problem is the balance-of-payments 
deficit. It is important, and we all should 
take vigorous steps Within our capab111ties 
to curtail the gold flow. 

As I visualize this matter, it affects your 
activities in several areas. It affects the way 
in which you spend your money, the amounts 
of money required for your activities, and 
the methods of raising this money. To put 
it another way, it affects many of -your basic 
objectives. 

I believe that all women's clubs operating 
in USAREUR should reexamine their ob
jectives to determine if they are in con
flict With the gold flow problem. Having 
isolated these areas, I think it would be wise 
to consider if the objectives should be re
tained, modified, or eliminated. 

I do not intend to convey the impression 
that all charitable activities should be sus
pended. Some charities cry out to us with 
a voice which cannot and should not be 
ignored. These might include support of 
refugee ·aid, old folks homes, · and handi
capped children or sponsorship of exchange 
scholarships. But each charitable activity 
might be surveyed and. re-evalued. As a 
suggestion, you might ask yourselves the 
following questions: 

First, can you substitute American food 
or goods for dollar support of the charity 
concerned? Or, :can you give materials pur~ 
chased from PX's instead of items bought 

on the economy? These substitutions may 
be made with prior clearance through your 
local M111tary Police Customa Unit. 

Second, having made such substitution, if 
possible; how many dollars are going into the 
local economy u the result of the charltable.J 
effort? 

Third, what is the benefit of your par
ticipation in the activity to host nation re
lations, or, the adverse impact on these 
relations should your participation be elimi
nated? 

Finally, does the benefit of these relations, 
·considering the amount of dollars involved 
justify continuing the charitable · activity? 

If answering these questions doesn't solve 
a specific case, then the decision will have 
to be based on the desires and goOd judg
ment of the woman's group concerned. 
Admittedly, in almost every case the de
cision wm involve two _somewhat conflict
ing objectives. On the one hand we must 
avoid unnecessary impairment of our pres
ent good relations With our German, French, 
and Italian hosts, but, at the same time, we 
should strive to show an annual net de
crease in economy spending. 

Having realined your spending objectives 
with the gold flow in mind, I suggest you 
next compute the amount of money you Will 
need to attain these objectives. How Will 
you raise this money? 

Before suggesting means and methods of 
raising the funds for your activities, I must 
deal with the negative aspects of the situa
tion-what is no longer permissible. 

In the past, the women's clubs have norm
~lly relied heavily upon commissions received 
through the spDnsorship of vendors of for
eign goods. In many instances, this has 
been the principal source of revenue for 
their charitable activities. It has been a 
very effective and a pleasant way of adding 
to your welfare funds. 

This can no longer be given military bless:.. 
ing. In accordance with Presidential di
rectives to stem the .flow of gold, I have 
issued orders to all commanders that 
USAREUR fac111ties can no longer be used 
by vendors of foreign goods. This order was 
effective yesterday, 15 March 1961. I might 
add that I was pleased to note in a recent 
newspaper article that your club has already 
decided to discontinue your annual :fund
raising bazaar, which was basically a fun.d
raising measure of the type I have been 
discussing. I also want to congratulate you, 
the Heidelberg Women's Club and many 
others on your use of savings bonds as prizes 
in place of articles purchased on the 
economy. 

In the future, :fund raising will require 
considerably more effort and organization
and imagination. However, I don't visualize 
this as a serious problem. Women's clubs 
in the States have never had the commis
sions from the sale of foreign goods to draw 
on as a source of funds, yet many of them 
raise sumcient money to support large 
activity programs. 

I offer the following money-raising sug
gestions with some hesitance, realizing full 
well that I am speaking to a group of fund
raising experts. 

There are a number of tried and true means 
qf raising funds. They have been used in 
the States and overseas with considerable 
success. Some of these are white elephant 
or rummage sales. The German-American 
Women's Club in Heidelberg calls this type 
of a sale a "pfeni).ig bazaar". I am in
formed that it has been quite successful as 
a source of raising money. I am sure that 
you are familiar with this type of sale. 

Thrift Shops. I re~ommend more em
phasis and support of thrift shops as a 
normal women's club activity. Operation of 
these shops can produce substantial amounts 
of money. At ithe same time, these shops 
assist in attaining two other importan+ ob
jectives-they help our people who cannot 

afford to purchase certain items at :full price 
and they serve to .keep others from ·spending 
on the economy. Please remember that, 
under the Status of F-orces Agreement, thrift 
shpps cannot seli to host nattonals. 

Sponsorship of large parties such as fron
tier days fiestas can prOduce large amounts 
of money; you might try western barbecues 
and folk dances. I am confident that you 
can vlsuallze many more. 
~tateside-type carnivals featuring the 

games and exhibits found in American fairs 
and midways are a source of entertainment 
as well as considerable profit. A~so spon
sorship of amateur shows, theatricals, and 
musicals. 

Bake sales. I know of no more profitable 
business. It is a businessman'S' dream. No 
labor costs, no overhead at all, and your 
product is donated. I have been informed 
that within USAREUR bake sales average 
$100 per sale for 4 or 5 hours of effort. 

These suggestions are but a few which 
have occurred to me. I know that your re
sourcefulness will produce many more. 

Having estimated now much money you 
can raise through the various means avail
able to you, 1 suggest that you compare this 
amount w.ith the sum needed to support 
your revised objectives. Should you :feel 
that you cannot raise enough funds for such 
support, you must, of course, further curtail 
your objectives or raise your dues. 

Now I should like to take a few minutes to 
discuss an entirely ditferent aspect of 
women's club support of the gold flow re
duction. I refer to your actions as 
individuals. 

Much concern was felt when restrictions 
were placed on dependent travel and we 
were faced with peacetime separation of 
military fam111es . 

When the restrictions were lifted, there 
was joy and a feeling of gratitude. But say
ing "Thanks, Mr. President," while it is the 
courteous thing to do, is not enough. We 
have to act individually and voluntarily to 
h~lp solve the ba.Sic problem which caused 
t?-e original no-dependents directive-the 
reduction of the gold flow. 

Women are the key to the success of the 
individual spending program. You have a 
controlling influence on the purse strings in 
most families. A . woman's expertness in 
household financial matters--getting the 
money, keeping it, and disb~sing it only for 
good and sumcient reasons-is a fact of life 
which we men realize. 

. Our President realizes that fact; he has 
appointed a woman as Treasurer of the 
United States-Mrs. Elizabeth .Rudel Smith. 
She succeeded another woman, whose signa
t:ure graces the currency in your purse-Mrs. 
Ivy Baker Priest. 

Total abstinence from buylng on the econ
omy is not expected. The objective should 
l>e moderation. This should include moder
ate touring, visitations to places ext historica1 
interest, and the usual vacation trips. 

We are not required to lead Spartan lives, 
but we must each seek means to reduce our 
oversea expenditures. As you recall, the 
initial figure cited by the President was 
$80 per individual a year. You may have 
read recently in the Stars and Stripes that 
the Department of Defense announced a 
goal of $100 per year. We in USAREUR have 
publicized an "$80-plus" program per year 
and we Will continue to support this hoping 
that each individual will reduce his ex
penditures by as much over $80 as is possible. 

Keep in mind that this "$80-plus" per 
person is not going to be taken away from 
you and will not be reflected in your daily 
diet, shelter, .or clothing. Commissaries, ex
changes, medical service, and housing are 
still available. Clubs, theaters, and excel
lent recreational facJlities are still available 
for your use. Actually, the only thing re
quired o! you is to sp.end at least $80 less 
on the local economy. 

J 

' 
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You may have also read recently that the 

administration_ has suggested we limit our 
purchases of ~oreign goods to $100 pel' year 
per person except for those which are pur
chased in exchanges and other U.S. outlets, 
or those which are required. for operation of 
your household and which cannot be pro
cured from. u:.s. sources. I think you will 
find that, except for those living on the 
economy, this proposed ·spending limitation 
is about the same as reducing our purchases 
by at least '$80 per person annually. I sug
gest that most of us can accomplish this 
by watching closely our purchases of luxury 
items not necessary to our health or welfare. 

Aside from careful monitoring of economy 
purchases, we can assist in slowing the flow 
of gold by exercising care in the use of our 
utllities. Wasting gas, water, and electricity 
Is always frowned upon In efficient house
holds. Now, such waste of our utilities will 
directly contribute to the gold flow, since 
the dollars which pay for utilities go into 
the economy of the host nation. The money 
saved by those in Government quarters can 
be used for other essential improvements. 

I am certain there is one question which 
a.rtses In the minds of all of you: How 
does this program affect my family vacation 
plans? I b~lieve that trips and vacations 
are necessary for your health and cultural 
development-it is not our intention to sug'
g~t any severe limitations. Rather, we do 
sugges.t that you make maximum use of our 
Armed Forces recreational facilities and that 
you budget your. trips carefully so as. to 
keep within the spirit. of our savings pro
gram. 

I realize that the admonition to decrease 
or limit spending on the economy by various 
amounts per person per year Is putting the 
accent ·an the negative. It is better to stress 
the positive. 

Invest 1n U.S. savings bonds or if your 
husband is a. soldier, satlor, or airman he 
can use soldier, sa.llor, or airman deposits
you serve your country and yourself; put 
your savings into any stateside investment 
or savings account. Thus, you will not only 
help to stem the gold outflow, but you butld 
security for yourself. 

There ts still one more aspect to this pro b .. 
lem of individual application where you can 
help. That is passing the word to· women 
who are not members of your club. This 
is most important. 

As I see It, this matter of passfng the word 
has-two aspects. First, we need all the help 
we can get to insure that all the dependents 
in the command are fully aware of the prob
lem and their individual responsibfllties in 
connection 'with it. The second aspect is 
maintaining interest in the matter. Even
tually, the enthusiasm generated by the Pres
idential announcement that dependents 
would be permitted to remain in Europe 
will begin to wane. However, the urgency 
of reducing the gold flow will not lessen 
until our Government's balance-of-payments 

l feel that.! would be out of order in making 
any suggestion to groups whose member
ship is not entirely American. The Ameri
can members of such ~rroups can derive guid
ance from what I have said previously. 

It has been a genuine pleasure to be with 
you today, and 1 hope that my remarks will 
be of some assistance to you. 

Please remember that my suggestions are 
only that, not directives. I suggest you 
watch the Stars and Stripes for further di
rectives that may be issued by the Depart
ment of Defense on this subject. Of cours~. 
if they are in confiict with what I have said, 
then the new directives will apply. I know 
that you are fully aware of the moral obli
gation placed upon us to demonstrate in our 
own way that we as individuals will gladly 
share our country's problems and contribute 
to their solution. I also know that our 
American women will respond willingly to 
this challenge. 

REDUCTION IN THE OUTFLOW OF GOLD . 

Background: Since receipt of the Presi
dent's directive of November 16, 1960, this 
command has constantly explored ways and 
means of reducing the outflow of gold and 
has significantly reduced expenditures on 
the foreign economy. The actions taken can 
be divided into three areas. These areas 
together with reductions effected during cal
endar year 1~61 are: 

(A) APPROPRIAT:Ij:D FUNDS 

(1) Ellminations, consolidations, 
reductions, or transfer to the 
United States o:r activities and 
:Cacilltles _________ ,.. __ __________ $467,182 

(2) Reduction of military per-
sonnel, civlllan employees and 
foreign-national ctvlllan em-
ployees ----------------------

(3) Reduction of procurement 
246,198 

oversea (supplies. services, and 
construction) ---------------- 41, 134., 800 

Total-------------------- 41, 848, 180 

(B) NONA_PPROPRIATED FUNDS 

( 1) Consolidation, curtailment, 
or elimination o:r activities and 
facilities ---------------------

(2') Reduction of nonappropri-
513,160 

ated fund employment over
seas-------------------------- 2, 105, 256 

(3) Replacement of foreign
national employees by depend
ent and off-duty military 
personnel _________________ .:___ 1, 727, 2.59 

( 4:} Reductions of programed 
expenditures for foreign goods 
and services------------------ 40, 299, 131 

( 5) Reduction in concessionaire 
gross sales·---- - -------------- 131,495 

TotaL------------------- 44, 776,301 

Total o:l (a) and (b·)----- 86,624,481 
problem is solved. 

I feel that the women's clubs of the com- Individual expenditures: It1 is not possible 
mand wiU provide an ideal medium for main- to measure with accuracy the reduction of 
taining lively interest in the program and oversea expenditures by Individuals; how
for making sure that all of the wives of a _ ever, major command emphasis and publici.ty 
particular area keep informed · about the have been given to this program and the 
matter. These clubs, through their welcom:. following avatlable statistics indicate 
ing and hospitality groups and possibly USAREUR personnel's support of the 
through such means as panels and discussion program: 
groups, drives, individual calls, and slmilar (1') The monthly dollar savings fn 
means, can make a. real contribution to our USAREUR savings program have increased 
effort. In · fact', I suggest that this be made as follows for period January 1,. 1961, 
one . of the continuing object~ves of your through November 30, 1961: 
overall program. 
· You ·will note that I have said nothing to

day about the clubs which have joint Ameri
can-host nation membership, such as th~ 
many fine German-American clubs here in 
Germany. I have omitted such mention oti 
purpose. Needless to say, I will be pleased to 
note any actions taken by these groups in 
support of our gold-flow program; however, 

U.S. savings bond ____ _: ___ __ 
Soldiers' deposit_ 

TotaL ________ 

Dec. 31, Nov.30, 
1960 1961 

$2. 208. 693. 7li $2. 908. 441. 05 
279, 132. 78 468,638.81 

2, 487,826.53 3, 377,085. 86 

Increase. 

$699, 753. 30 
189, 500.03 

889,259. 33 

(2) Parcel post shipments to CONUS, 
January through November 1961, totaled 
10,147,516 pounds versus 15,014,104 pounds 
for same period of 1960; decrease of 32 
percent. 

(3) Postal money order sales January 
through September 1961, were $34,206,617 
versus $31,820,793 for same period 1960; in
crease of 7.5 percent.. Encashmentsfor same 
periods were $3,089,545 in 1961 · versus $3,-
676,82.7 in 1960; decrease of 16 percent. 

(4) AMEXCO facilities . in Germany sold 
money orders totaling $20,3·17,905 during 
period January through September 1961 ver
sus $16,697,272 for same period 1960; increase 
of 22 percent. 

(5) The number of individual checking 
and savings accounts in Germany increased 
between January 1, 1961,. and September 30, 
1961,. by 6,633 (11 percent). The dollar value 
in these accounts also rose by $1,5n,087 or 
approximately 7.5 percent. 

(6) Membership in the val'ious savings 
clubs organized throughout the command 
exceeds 85 percent. 

(7} Savings bond participation rate in
creased to 70 percent in November 1961; 1 
year ago it was 62 percent. 
. (8) Soldiers' deposits participation rose 

from 13 percent in January 1961 to 16 per
cent in November 1961. 

(9) Gross sales in clubs and open messes 
have increased indicating greater patronage · 
of the facillties by individuals. 

Status: Continuing ac.tions are being taken 
to develop new means of reducing the out
flow of gold. A permanent committee has 
been established within Headquarters 
USAREUR, to coordinate aU matters which 
will improve the balance of payments. The 
most significant recent and current actions 
taken are: 

(a) A llst of possible means of further 
reducing the outflow of gold was provided to 
Secretary Ailes during his visit to USAREUR. 

(b) This command is actively participa
ting in plans for further negotiations with 
host cou~tries to eliminate or reduce the 
imbalance of milltary expenditures through 
cooperative logistics, joint utilization of fa
ctllties, etc. 

(c) Renewed command emphasis is being 
given to reduce the outflow of gold tn all 
areas. A continuing pubUcity campaign 1s 
being prepared and .conducted to inform 
USAREtJR personnel of the facts and solicit 
additional voluntary reductions in expendi
tures on the economy. 

HEADQUARTERS, U.S. ARMY, EuRoPE, 
0FFI.C:E OF THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF, 

APO 403, July 13, 1961. 
Subject: Dollar shortages; :fiscal year 1962. 
'Po: Each commander, staff omcer, and ci

vilian supervisor, U.S. Army, Europe 
(down to and. including company and 
detachment level). 

1. The purpose of this letter is to insure 
that all USAREUR commanders, other otH
cers, a:nd civilian supervisors are fully ori
ented on the · funding deftciences facing 
USAREtJR in fiscal year 1962. In view of 
these deficiencies, I desire that each re
sponsible individua,l in USAREUR examine 
those things he is doing or plans to do 
against this criteria: "Is this item impor
tant? Does it have priority meriting the 
expenditure of resources involved? Is this 
tl}e most economical way of getting the job 
done?" _ 

2. Each commander, staff officer, and ci
vilian supervisor has developed a plan or 
program covering the activities for which 
he is responsible in fiscal year · 1962. Sam~ 
of these are stated in training schedules or 
formal programing documents. others may 
be· in the minds of the individuals concerned. 
.Most of them require an expenditure of re4 
source.s. either materiel which must be 
bought or replaced or actual dollars them
selves. The sum of all these plans, pro
grams, and ideas sets the courses of action 
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for USAREUR in fiscal year 1962. The con
solidation of these courses of action, to
gether with the dollar resources required to 
implement them, are set forth in the 
USAREUR operating program. 

3. The USAREUR operating program for 
fiscal year 196.2 is faced with a funding de
ficiency of over $47 million. This situation 

- has been caused principally by a lack of 
approximately $10.5 million for the initial 
issue of repair parts for new items of equip
ment such as the M-60 tank and the new 
rifles; $15.2 million to cover added ~ollar 
costs because of the recent deutsche mark 
revaluation; and $15.5 million for unpro-:
gramed pay raises for our essential local 
national labor employees. Funds currently 
available to USAREUR commands and field 
agencies are not adequate to provide either 
for the~ increased costs or for the mounting 
costs of goods and services which we contract 
for here in Europe. In addition, we are faced 
with the problem of the reorganization of 
USAREUR combat divisions. Therefore, to 
achieve our readiness objectives, we must 
spread our resources even further than we 
did last year. 

4. I am proud of and have every confidence 
in the well trained and dedicated personnel 
of USAREUR. A good job is being done, but 
even more care and selection of those things 
we must do, as opposed to those things we 
would like to do, is now required. Our ob
jectives for fiscal year 1962 are sound and 
must be met. Our ability to accomplish 
them rests with each of us. However, in my 
visits throughout USAREUR I have noticed 
certain things being done which to my mind 
are of questionable priority when measured 
against the current resource availability. 
There are many areas of possible savings. 
Those of you at the operating level are in 
the best position to identify those peculiar 
to your area of responsibility. To giye you 
an idea of what I have in mind, the follow
ing examples-each involving large expendi
tures of funds-are cited: 

(a) Consumption of supplies · and equip
ment: Requisitioning should be based on 
actual needs only; hoarding or stockpiling 
must be eliminated. 

(b) Transportation: Combining trips; fit
ting the load to the vehicle; riding to and 
from close-in training areas when marching 
would contribute to or not detract from 
training; elimination of unnecessary trips. 

(c) Utilities: In spite of conti-nuing com
mand emphasis in this area, there is evi
dence of waste of this costly service. 

(d) Modification and rehabilitation of 
facilities: Emphasis must be placed on neces
sary projects; those associated with beauti
fication or nice-to-have will be eliminated. 

(e) Civilian labor forces: All manpower 
requirements must be reviewed to insure 

. most effective utilization. 
5. I enjoin all military and civilian per

sonnel in USAREUR to be a ware of this 
problem in order that we can continue to 
accomplish our mission within the limited 
resources presently forecast for USAREUR. 
Savings, no matter how small, must not be 
overlooked in order that this command can 
maintain the highest possible state of com
bat readiness. 

BRUCE C. CLARKE, 
General, U.S. Army, 

Commander in Chief. 

DEPENDENT OVERSEAs--GOLD FLOW-TOUR 
LENGTH 

(Revised February 5, 1962) 
(General Norstad) (Mr. Secretary) 

This first chart (chart No. 1 on) shows. 
why the U.S. Army is in Europe. It is 
equally applicable to the soldier's depend
ents, who are similarly oriented. This 
why, in poster form, is always before the 

USAREUR soldier and his dependents. It 
gives them visible evidence of our objective 
and assists them in their motivation. 

The subject of dependents overseas has 
been under close scrutiny since November 
1960 because of the balance-of-payments 
problem. The emphasis and approach vary 
at the level considering the problem. This 
variance is understandable. (Chart No. 1 
off.) With both the internal and external 
situations changing, the problem becomes 
increasingly complex. 

Recognizing that overlap exists at each 
level, my next chart probably depicts at least 
the major areas of interest. (Chart No. 2 
on.) Certainly General Norstad, wearing 
his SHAPE hat, is concerned with all · of 
these considerations as they apply to NATO. 
Each area is integral to our overall readi
ness posture. (Chart No. 2 off.) 

I propose to examine the effect _9aused by 
dependents in USAREUR on dollar spend
ing, gold outflow, service attractiveness, and 
host country relations. Then I would like to 
compare the various impacts caused by re
ducing the dependents from their current 
level to lesser levels to include eliminating 
them from authorized status. 

In developing this problem, many related 
studies from USAREUR, 8th Army in Korea, 
and other headquarters we're considered. 
Any study on this subject must consider the 
length of tou~ and the type of replacement 
system required. In our present situation
that is, with the dependent population at 
its present level-there is no doubt but what 
the present tour system is optimum. It is 
based entirely on a system of individual re
placements. Obviously, our present system 
could be r.eplaced in its entirety or in part 
with a system of unit rotation in which the 
military members of affected units would 
serve shortened tours without dependents. 
The extreme, of course, is to envisage over
sea service without dependents, and here 
again it is necessary to determine the most 
desirable length of tour and type of replace
ment system. 

Let me touch briefly upon various types 
of unit replacement systems. I believe that 
you are familiar with the rotation of divi
sions and battle groups as was conducted 
under the Gyroscope program. Gyroscope 
was not successful because of the loss in 
operational readiness and the size of the 
increased CONUS base with its attendant 
costs. Previous estimates made by DA in
dicate that to support division rotation in 
Europe alone would require an additional 
190,000 spaces in CONUS, with an initial cost 
of approximately $2 b1llion and an annuar 
operating cost of $1.4 bllllon. 

The DA next tried a different type of sys
tem in Korea called OVUREP (overseas unit 
replacement). This was at battle group 
level and was a distinct improvement with 
respect 'to training and operational readi
ness. It was, however, applicable to only 
one division in Korea and by the time of 
the Berlin crisis only two of the five battle 
groups had been replaced. Due to the in
creased manpower and dollar costs, it was 
limited to the one division. We now under
stand that this system has been suspended 
indefinitely. Except for the extended tour 
under the present crisis, the normal tour re
mains in Korea at 13 months without de
pendents and is based on individual replace-
ments. · 

Last March the commander in chief, 
USAREUR, Gen. Bruce C. Clarke, made 
the s.trongest possible representations against 
any form of peacetill)e unit rotation-this 
without consideration as to the presence Of 
dependents. From his viewpoint of 16 years 
of command experience from brigade through 
7th Army and USAREOR command, and 
his vantage point as the previous command
ing general, USCONARC, he set forth major 

disadvantages that far outweighed any pos
sible benefits to be gained. · These views are 
still considered valid and I have copies avail
able if desired. 

It must be understood that the types and 
distribution of units in the Army severely 
restrict our ability to support a unit rota
tion system. Units which lend themselves 
to rotation are primarily of combat and 
combat-support nature. Many CONUS units 
have continuing support missions such as 
school troops; ot:l~ers, such as the Strategic 
Army Corps (STRAC), have other critical 
missions; and few if any table of distribu
tion (TD) units have a counterpart overseas. 

The rotation of an entire unit into and 
out of USAREUR reduces the availability ·of 
a combat-ready unit by a length of time pro
portionate to the size and strength of the 
unit. This ran 6 to 9 months for divisions 
under Gyroscope. This lessened the avail
ab111ty of units and the requirements for con
tinuing reorientation of commanders and 
staffs reduces our ability to meet contingency 
commitments. Certainly it would be most 
difficult to rotate armored cavalry regiments 
engaged in border surveillance special weap
ons units with critical maintenance and cus
todial support missions or service-type units 
supervising large numbers of indigenous 
employees. 

Realizing that the ratio of the present sup
port establishment which is 60 ' percent 
CONUS and 40 percent overseas, it is con
sidered that the ratio to support oversea 
forces maintained solely by unit rotation 
would run as high as 3 to 4 to 1 depending 
upon the length of the tour and the extent to 
which unit replacement was used. This 
might even run higher due to the size, com
plexity, and diversity of missions assigned to 
the U.S. Army in Europe. 

Were there an increase in the CONUS base 
and assuming the required funding support, 
it would be possible to rotate combat units 
at battalion and battle group levels on a 6-
month or comparable basis as long as the 
number being rotated does not become ex
cessive at any one time in the division or 
other formation. The 6-month rotation of 
battle groups of the 4th Infantry Division 
following Exercise Long Thrust may provide 
a limited basis for testing the feasibility of 
such a plan. Of course, the question of per 
diem while on temporary change of station 
(TCS) would increase oyerall rotation costs; 
however, we understand that this is under 
advisement at the present time and that the 
morale implications will also be considered. 

Other factors to consider are the increased 
transportation costs; the increased mainte
nance workload and costs; the aforemen
tioned loss of combat readiness; not only 
overseas but in CONUS; and, finally, the dif
ficulties inherent in coming up with a unit 
in which all personnel have a retainability 
of at least 6 months. 

Any plan of unit replacement which would 
effectively reduce numbers of dependents 
would have to be on a large scale, and this 
would undoubtedly keep the strategic Re
serves in CONUS in a constant state of 
turbulence. 

Under Gyroscope we could not continue 
and still retain STRAC as a ready force. 
The alternate is a vastly increased Army 
strength that would meet all our manning
level requirements. 

We feel that these considerations are 
major obstacles to any form of short tour 
unit rotation on a USAREUR-wide scale. It 
can be done on a limited basis, but we feel 
even that would result in greater dollar 
spending and an insignificant reduction in 
gold outflow. 

Our next step was to examine a situation 
overseas without any authorized dependents 
-and to d~termine the most . desirable length 
of tour on that basis. Since we do not have 
the long turn-around time that exists in the 
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Far East nor its economic and sociological 
austerity, it was indicated that we could 
exceed 13 months. A longer tour such as 
24 to 36 months without dependents seemed 
out of the question; otherwise we would find 
career soldiers spending over half of their 
military service in oversea tours wit;hout 
their families. 

The makeup of our Army today consists 
of 85 percent who can be called career sol
diers and 15 percent selective service. We 
could enlarge the Regular Army base with 
some deterioration in quality and an older 
army, but the best way to meet the increased 
manpower needs necessitated by the larger 
CONUS support base would be to increase 
our number of draftees-unless, of course, 
we did away with STRAC. 

Our best estimate is that if we main-
. tained troops overseas in Europe without 
authorized dependents, that about 50 per
cent would have to be draftees. This ratio 
would be even higher with the unit rotation 
system. Draftees serve for 24 months; their 
basic, advance, and specialist training and 
leave and travel time are such that we could 
get about 16 months proper utilization from 
them on an individual replacement basis. 
Nevertheless, we would stlll find the married 
career soldier serving practically all of his 
oversea service without his family. 

To effect' real dollar savings and to be 
fully operationally ready, we also looked 
into the shortened oversea tour-6 to 16 
mont~ without dependents-under austere 
field conditions. This would mean moving 
out of existing facilities in order to eliminate 
the required maintenance and upkeep and 
to improve tactical positioning. Unfortu
nately, this is just about impossible because 
bivouac and training areas are just not 
available in Germany or elsewhere in Europe. 
Even 6 months is a long time in peacetime 
to be training under adverse conditions. 
The use of personnel in time of peace has 
to follow a more lenient process than that 
required under the emergency powers of the 
President. . 

Considering these factors, and also · our 
large investments in existing facilities, we 
felt that whatever the length tour and type 
rotation system, whether individual or unit 
basis, we should continue to ut1lize existing 
facilities under our current moderate stand
ard of troop living. 
Wh~e we feel that unit rotation is not 

acceptable except on a small scale,· we do feel 
that a 16-month tour without dependents 
on an individual replacement basis is fully 
supportable based on its lessened impact on 
our training program and operational readi
ness and to insure the maximum utilization 
of draftees. Such a system is about the least 

. costly in dollars, morale, and operational 
readiness of any of the alternates. A lesser 
tour or an extensive unit replacement system 
is too costly. A longer tour on any basis, ex
cept for the present system, is even more 
costly in its loss of service attractiveness. I 
trust that this wlll establish the parameters 
of the briefing. 

I now propose to show how much it costs 
to have dependents in USAREUR, as at pres
ent, and I .. will compare this to the dollar 
costs of not having authorized dependents 
in the theater. I will then present the ad
vantages and disadvantages without depend
ents, touching briefiy on those areas having 
a major impact. Lastly, I will summarize 

. the costs in both dollar spending and gold 
outfiow; I believe that you will find this com
parison to be most revealing. 

This chart (chart No. 3 on) indicates the 
costs of dependent support for a USAREUR 
dependent population of 180,000 which -is 
about what we -have now. For political rea
·sons Berlin has been excluded. It considers 

. a .·military strength in: USAREUR of 240,000. 
.Here we .show both the appropriated fund 

and nonappropriated fund costs. We also 

\ 

show the gold outflow represented by wages, 
services, and materials to include offshore 
procurement for dependent use in commis
saries, exchanges, and class VI. Without the 
dependents we would eliminate the de
pendent education program and the Uni
versity of Maryland branch at Munich, as 
well as.the construction costs related to ad
ditional schoolrooms. We would also elimi
nate the services and support activities re
flected on this chart although, as I will 
show on another chart, it will be necessary to 
crank some of these costs back in when we 
use the housing for, other military purposes. 

Even the cost of transportation to bring 
dependents to and from overseas is not 
necessarily a true savings as the transporta
tion organization, principally MSTS and 
MATS, currently supporting the movement 
of dependents, must remain in being any
how for necessary troop movements and con
tingency planning. The efficiency with 
which Roundout and Long Thrust units' were 
recently moved to the European theater is 
a good example of the benefit derived. from 
an inhouse shipping capability. We would 
eliminate most of the cost of dependent 
·medical care, but again, some of this will re
appear as an added cost because we are ob
ligated by law to provide medical support 
even for unauthorized dependents. 

We would, of course, eliminate the require
ment for supporting youth activities and 
community centers; but some of these costs 
reappear when comm~ity center's are con
verted to service clubs. Minimized will be 
the cost of the planned evacuation of de
pendents, for which $193,000 is now ex
pended annually in testing of plants, and 
rotation and security of stocks. Thus we 
see savings in the initial amount of $153,-
700,000 in appropriated funds and $16,-
700,000 in nonappropriated funds. Approxi
mately $132 million can be related to the 
outfiow of gold through wages, services, and 
materials. 

In support of these activities there are 
1,100 military, 3-,400 U.S. civilians, and 
22,000 LWR full-time and full-time equiv
alent personnel being utilized. In the case 
of military personnel, some would be retained 
in their current assignment as the function 
will still exist (e.g., supervisory personnel in 
the European Exchange System (EESf) while 
others would be reassigned to, or otherwise 
utilized in, purely mllitary duties. The 3,400 
U.S. civilians are mostly dependent school
teachers who would no longer be required. 

Despite these apparent savings, a key con
sideration when thinking of "no authorized 
dependents" is that there are over 43,000 sets 
of family quarters in Germany, built by the 
Germans at no cost to us, which saves the 
rental allowance for the U.S. Treasury. Our 
only cost is for normal repairs and utilities 
which were included in chart No. 3. These 
rental savings for the Treasury amount to 
more than $46 million annually. (Chart 
No.3 off.) 

Now in the event there were no authorized 
dependents in the theater, there would still 
be added annual costs which would accrue 
to USAREUR. This next chart (chart No. 
4 on) shows these areas and estimated costs. 

We would continue to utilize the former 
dependent quarters as BOQ's for officers and 
NCO's and for other military purposes. Re
pairs and utilities, together with other re
quired upkeep would continue in the 
e.mount of $41,100,000. 

With an increase in Selective Serv~ce input 
and in unaccompanied sponsors, we would 
have "to expand our general education devel

. opment program for military personnel to 
· the tune of $1 million a ·year. Similarly, we 

would have ·to ·expand .our special services 
. program to include the hire of special serv• 
ice workers by $650,000 in order to meet the 
demand" for increased athletic and recrea
tional ..activities. 

An il;lteresting point to note-at the pres
ent time special services activities in 
USAREUR are 90 percent supported from 
nonappropriated funds. We receive our non-

. appropriated money from the central wel
fare fund which is supporterl by profits from 
the post exchanges. But with no authorized 
dependents in Europe, the European Ex
change System (EES) estimates a major re
duction in their profits--on the order of $5 
million, which would not be returned to us 
as dividends. Hence, with a reduced abil
ity to· fund from nonappropriated funds, 
and an expanding special services a.ctivity, 
our only recourse would be to offset the loss 
in revenue with appropriated money in order 
to maintain even a moderate athletic and 
recreational program. 

Our best estimates are that we will have 
unauthorized dependents in USAREUR to the 
extent of 13,000 families, totaling 40,000 de
pendents. Medical care, required by law, will 
total $2,200,000 alone. Thus we see $50 mil
lion accruing as a new annual USAREUR 
cost for the remaining military personnel. 

One item not included in the foregoing 
consideration has to do with the shipping 

.costs of privately owned motor vehicles, 
. which were casted under .the situation of 
having dependents overseas. Unless . denied 
by proper authority, these will continue 
coming overseas even though the dependents 
themselves are not coming. While there will 
be fewer vehicles, nevertheless, we estimate 
5,000 a year coming from CONUS and 4,500 
(attrition) a year returning from overseas. 
Factored at $339 shipping cost per vehicle, . 
this amounts to $3,200,000 which would prob
ably have to be paid by DA. Prohibiting 
transportation of autos overseas at Govern
ment expense would bring about a major 
increase in local purchase. There would also 
be a major increase in demand for official 
Government transportation. Private vehicles 
are used now by the owner for a major part 
of his official travel. An estimated 75 percent 
officers and 25 percent enlisted men could be 
expected to acquire cars. This would con
stitute a continuing gold outflow problem 
for 'Vhich controls would be most difficult to 
enforce (chart No.4 off). 

Additionally, there are certain costs in 
CONUS which DA must support. This next 
chart (chart No. 5 on) lists those areas and 
estimated costs. First it will be necessary 
for DA to pay basic allowances for quarters 
(BAQ) to those personnel whose dependents 
are forced to remain in CONUS, for as I 
mentioned before, there are over 43,000 
families now living in Germany alone in 
quarters which cost the U.S. Government 
nothing to build. · There will be an increase 
in military travel to USAREUR from CONUS 
and return. This will average 12,000 en
listed and 2,00(} officers a month over the 
present rate. Factored at an average cost 
of $220, this amounts to approximately 
$37 million yearly. 

Also, each time a military sponsor is 
ordered to or from overseas, DA must pay 
the cost of his family 's movement with 
CONUS as well as the dislocation allowance 
for permanent change of station (PCS). 
The more frequent the tour, the greater the 
number of dislocations. Tuition grants to 
schoolchildren returned from USAREUR to 
CONUS will have to be paid for by the Fed
eral Government under the Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare program. The number 

· and size of grants wlll be dependent upon 
the localities involved. The cost of Medi
care will be increased by the. difference in 
oversea medical support and CONUS support. 

With. regard to rental guarantee housin,g 
in France, the DA would have to pay 
$1,200,000 annually to fulfill their remaining 
contractual commitments, -some of which 
·extend into late 1964. Even if these were 
to be used by unaccompanied ..sponsors, the 

., 
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same rental costs would be incurred by the 
Army. All of these total $158,400,000. 

In order to support the 16-month ·oversea 
tour in USAREUR some increase · to the 
CONUS supp_ort base will be necessary. ' For 
support of USAREUR alone, we envisage ·an 
increase of 35,000 in the training base, 8,000 
in the required post .. camp-station aug
mentation and the aforementioned pipeline 
of 2,000 officers and 12,000 enlisted personnel. 
Based on this increase in the support base 
of 57;000 ·to maintain the 16-month unac
companied tour we arrive at a figure of 
$384,500,000. Please note that this ·covers
per capita costs for the training base, aug
mentation and pipeline only. This does not 
represent the overall DA figure which could 
conceivably be much higher when O&MA, 
MCA and PEMA costs are added. The addi
tional DA cost to support a 16-month un
accompanied tour in USAREUR is estimated 
to be $542,900,000 ( cliart No. 5 off). 

Up to this point I have dealt primarily 
with costs and numbers of personnel. I 
would now like to discuss the advantages and 
disadvantags of a 16-month tour in Euiope 
without dependents. This next chart (chart 
No. 6 on) lists the advantages. 

I believe that ·these are self-explanatory. 
The first does represent a substantial dollar 
savlngs and the indigenous wages are gold 
outflow. There will be some administrative 
relocation possible for improved conveni
ence, but tactical regrouping will not be 
feasible. Including the LWR salaries in item 
I, the gold outflow in appropriated an_d non
appropriated fund areas under item , 4 will 
total almost $132 million. Item 5 is prob
ably the most significant advantage; how
ever, it is only fair to point out that we do 
have carefully tested plans for the evacua
tion of dependents under all types of emer
gency situations and we feel their evacuation 
can be accomplished with minimum inter
ference with tactical operations (chart No. 
6 off). 

This next chart (chart No. 7 on) lists the 
disadvantages (chart No. 7 off). 

Some of these disadvantages I've already 
touched upon, and others are obvious and 
need no explanation. However, I would like 
to elaborate on the impact in certain key 
areas. First, to cover the community and 
host country relations. Within USAREUR 
the stabilizing influence of families is con
sidered to be one of our greatest. assets in 
host country relations. At higher levels it 
is a country-to-country relationship, but at 
the grassroots of the command, it exists as 
a person-to-person relationship. This also 
applies to the British and French forces as 
well, since they have their dependents with 
them in Germany. With a weakening of this 
relationship, more incidents, accidents and 
serious crimes can be expected to result in a 
greater proportion of adverse publicity which 
would be subject to Com-munist exploitation. 
If there should be a resulting demand for 
u.s. troops to go home as was started in 1956, 
we would have already lost the cold war and 
maybe the strength of NATO. 

A serious and most likely consequence of 
the withdrawal of dependents would be the 
impression created in the minds of allies and 
neutrals alike that this move was a prelude 
to the withdrawal of U.S. Forces or that 
such a move in case of trouble would come 
about. It would be difficult to counter this 
impression even with a rational argument. 

The impression once created would jeop
ardize the very existence of the' free world 
security structure which has been painstak
ingly developed over a number of years at 
great expense. A daily perusal of English 
translations of local newspapers indicates 
their constant hope for continued security 
manifested by the presence of American 
servicemen at;ld their families in Europe. 

· The next impact area is continuity of op- become increashigly difficult. Junior officers, 
erations. There are- many implications particularly those from ROTC sources, will 
caused by the shortened tour, which causes move into private industry because of pros
a much higher rate of movement both into pects'of higher pay, careel' 'Stability and lack 
and . out of the command. Combat ready of attractiveness of a service career. We 
units would · be in existence for shorter pe- must not overlook that the one thlng that 
riods of time, and training would be in a causes most young officers to resign is the 
constant state of flux. Considerable per- dissatisfaction of their wives. Many mlli
sonnel turbulence would be experienced. tary personnel already meeting the minimum 
This would be felt particularly at head- requirements will apply for retirement, thus 
quarters at all tactical echelons and in adding to the drain on the Treasury. The 
service-type units and installations. Key outstanding 10 percent of the officers and 
staff officers involved in programs, policy, and 25 percent of the NCO's who are so badly 
plaiming would be lost right at the peak of needed in an emergency would probably not 
their effectiveness. The requirement for then be available. 
people of this caliber and background, al- Under normal conditions, the average wait
ready a scarce commodity, would double. No ing period for quarters in Germany is about 
longer would rotation of senior officers be- 9 months. Thus service in Germany, where 
tween command and staff be feasible as is the bulk of USAREUR is located, already 
now under the stabilized tour. There would carries with it about a 9 months separation 
also be a lack of continuity in comm·and and -for famllies unless they come over and live 
staff direction. Long-range projects would on the economy until they get quarters. We 
suffer. - . cannot see how any enforced separation, such 

More rapid turnover of personnel and as waiting 1 year before dependents are au
fewer professional soldiers in units would thorized, would significantly lower the de
tend to degrade readiness. In addition, it pendent population. 
would not be possible to insure the degree It appears that there are no ends to which 
of stability in assignments within CONUS, many servicemen will not go, within their fi
including STRAC units, as is currently done. _ nancial limitations, to keep their families 

In specialized areas, such as Intelligence together. From October 9 to November 26, 
and Special Forces activities, the impact 1961, there were 1,666 famllies representing 
would be all out of proportion. Linguists 3,493 dependents that arrived in USAREUR 
and interpreters, specialists, and personnel in unauthorized status at their own expense. 
engaged in special operations would be in the About two-thirds of these sponsors were en
theater such a short period that the time and listed men. We estimate that about 40,000 
effort spent on their specialized training unauthorized dependents will be in this 
would be scarcely justified. Hard core ci- command at any given time, regardless of 
vilian career personnel would be difficult to the restrictions and even the possible elimi
obtain and a reduction in the quality' of those nation of all dependent support. We might 
we do recruit could be expected. These ci- point out that eliminating all support is 
vilians now occupy positions which are highly doubtful. Certain support, such as 
either difficult or impossible to fill-. with medical service, is directed by law. Other 
military personnel. support--commissary and PX-by custom of 

The rapid turnover of maintenance, cus- the service are fringe benefits that are tied 
todial, and management personnel would directly to career attractiveness and by De
reduce efficiency in these . areas. This is a · partment of Defense direction may not be 
responsibility of the Army which costs the taken away by reason of unauthorized status. 
American taxpayer over $3 billion a year. It would be impractical to give commissary 

The problem of continuity of operations and PX support to a sponsor and not to 
in Korea is very real with the 13-month his family. 
tour. This is now being overcome in part by Part of the current attractiveness of the 
a 24-month tour with dependents authorized service since World War II is due to the 
for key personnel. To effect such a plan in fact that Europe has always been a desirable 
Europe places dependents back with us oversea tour with dependents. Mllitary 
again and the problem of support starts all personnel serving a hardship tour in the 
over. Certainly they are already being de- Pacific area without dependents now feel 
manded by unified comrpand, MAAG's, mis- reasonably certain that their next oversea 
sions and attaches; however, General Clarke tour will be with dependents in Europe. 
has indicated he would not want USAREUR This has a favorable influence on reenlist
Headquarters on a privileged basis compared ment. It is interesting to note that on this 
to the rest of his command. The next ques- particular point, General Meloy in Korea re
tion is where would you stop? In Korea, cently said: "Morale of personnel in Korea 
because of the locations of the fewer head- is now reasonably high in spite of family 
quarters involved, the existing austerity and separations because the unaccompanied tour 
the lack of attractiveness, the problem has in Korea is accepted as necessary in (the) 
a smaller impact than in Europe. Here, pre- Army career pattern. Personnel serving in 
!erred treatment for certain dependents Korea look forward to return to CONUS duty 
could conceivably lead to a charge of having and an accompanied tour in Europe. An 
two sets of standards for military personnel unaccompanied 16-month tour in Europe 
in Europe-the "haves" and the "have nots." would be a blow to morale and could result 

The next area I would like to mention is in increased loss of many competent officers 
morale and attractiveness of the services. and NCO's." 
Inasmuch as the frequency of· the oversea I would now like to summarize where we 
tour will increase, military personnel can ex- stand on the costs of having dependents 
pect to be separated from their families over overseas as compared to having dependents 
50 percent of the time. Compassionate retnain in CONUS (chart No. 8 on). 
leaves and transfers will increase. A higher There is a summary of costs taken from 
cost of living accrues to married personnel charts you have already seen. You will note 
since they would be required to maintain the cost to the Department of Army to sup
two domiciles. The rate of divorce, broken port· the dependents back in CONUS, -the 
homes, and juvenile delinquency can logi- partial cost to DA to expand the enlarged 
cally be expected to increase. CONUS base, and finally; the new annual 

Recruitment and reenlistment would un- -cost to USAREUR. From this total, we have 
derstandably drop off sharply since the serv- subtracted the cost elf our current USAREUR 
ice will have lost its attractiveness in many dependent support program. Therefore, 
areas. The DA advises that a 1 percent drop based on our best appraisal and considering 
in E-4 reenlistments costs $8 million. Re- the impact on both USAREUR and Depart
tention of officers and key NCO's would ment of Army, we have concluded that it 

: 
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would cost the Army a minimum of· $422 the U.S. Department of Commerce, · indi
million ·more ·by not having dependents in cates 832,000 American tourists visited 
the theater. - Europe during 1960 and spent an estimated 

Thus far we were-able to i(\enttfy approxi- $840 each, exclue\ing transportaton, .at. a 
mately _$90,400,000 more in gold outflow re- total cost of $704 million . with the 1961 
quired for the support of USAREuR de- figure predicted as being slightly higher. 
pendents in this·theater than if they were to The total is raised to $934 million when 
remain in CONUS. 'This figure is ~rectly '$230 million transportation on· foreign flag 
related: to the wages of LWR and U.S. civil- . vessels is added. 
ians, servtces, commodities and transporta... 2. Inflationary factors in the local econ
tton (chart No. 8 off). One -facet . we have omie~ will increase . next year's . USAREUR 
not yet discussed is the gold outflow on the operating costs over this year's by $73 mil
local economy through personal expenditures lion, of which $56 million will be gold out
of m11itary personnel and their dependents ~ow. This points out that the factors 
(chart No. 9 on). At the present time we influencing the gold outflow, by virtue of 
have all five categories · Shown present in the troops being in Europe, are- dependent ' 
USAAEUR . . The big spenders a:re those upon much more than the presence of de
sponsors on the econom:y and, perhaps under- pendents. In f~~ •. if no . dependents wete 
standably, the unmarried offtcers and enlisted in· USAREUR, the _increa;se in gold outflow, 
men . . Those percentages shown are within because of these .in~ati~nary factors, would 

... the range of similar studies made last spr~ng : · not be· materially reduced. 
· in co:p.ne~tion :)Vith . ba~ance of payments 3. Despite the trying and critical times 

problems. They were confirmed . just' last in which we live, as of my departure, only 
week when, using the five categories shown one mil~tary sponsor out of all of the per
on this chart, we ran a 10 percent survey sonnel in USAREUR h~ asked to send his 
throughout all of USAREUR including dependents home because of his concern 
France and Italy as well as .Germa~y. · We over the interna.tional situation. 
are advised that surveys of this nature can 4. Last September General Clarke insti
be considered .as 95 percent accurate . (chart tuted · a measure to improve operational 
No. 9 off). This survey also provided us readiness which required all m111tary per
with the annual average expenditures on the sonnel not on duty to be in their quarters 
.economy for each category by pay grade. by midnight. Aside from the increased 
This is reflected on the next chart (chart No. readiness of the soldier to perform his 
10 on). . training tasks, and the reduced number of 

Here we show the numbers in each cate- incidents and tramc fatalities, there has 
gory times their yearly expenditures in the been a marked decrease in gold outflow be
form of gold outflow and you will see that we cause previously practically every doll~ 
spend about $105 million in personal expend- spent after midnight necessarily had to go 
itures. Incidentally, these figures include into the local economy. ' 
looal purchases, gifts, travel, entertainment, 5. Not counting Berlin, USAREUR is now 
rentals, and the like. giving , some measUre of support to over 

Now. as~umiJ:!g_ tl1e ~~~ ~P,e~ciix?.g ha~its or . 10,000 nonmilitary U.S. dependents. These 
percentages· of gold outflow from personal being in Europe ·affect the outflow of gold 

. expenditures, the right~ hand C9l~n reflect~ as much or more than a comparable number 
the total that would: be spent if there were of military dependents. · · · · . 

·no authorized dependents in the _theater. 6. The drive ·to reduce the outflow of gold · 
we would continue having apout 13,000 un- last spring was entered into enthusiastically 
authorized familles living on the ·economy by the soldiers and their dependents in 
With demonstrated high gold outflow tend"' USAREUR. In fact, the President's goal was 
encies. With a higher percentage of draftees more than exceeded for some time. The 
in_ the theater, we would probably have more program parttally died when it became ap
unmarried enlisted men who have also shown parent that the bulk of the gold outflow 
a proclivity for spending on the local . econ- problem was being placed on the service
omy, although .this consideration is. not re- man and his family. Nevertheless, over 80 
fleeted on .this chart. Here we .see that there percent of all USAREUR personnei are con
is about $12 million less gold outflow by tinuing to participate in a formal savings 
virtue of not having authorized dependents program-to the best of our knowledge this 
in the theater. · is not equaled anywhere else within the 

Defense Establishment. However, the curb
ing of gold out~ow can easily be reempha
sized within USAREUR with good results i! 
our military personnel and their !am111es 
realize that the gold fiow problem is a major 
one and that-on a national scale all Amer
icans should be, and are, helping-not just 
t}?.e serviceman. 

In summary, I believe that I can state 
fairly that without dependents there will be 
an increased dollar outlay, a lessening of 
morale and service attracti_veness and poorer 
host country relations. Operational readi
ness will . suffer in, most areas except for 
minimizing the burden of noncombatant 
evacuation. · . 

·Between these 'two extremes there are 
·varying degrees o( unit rotation that might 
-be considered. We feel that almost any ex
tensive use of unit rotation will cost m'ore 
money and that both operational · readiness 
and host country. ·relations will suffer. 

The Army in Europe is ·conducting a · $3-
billion-a-year business. We cannot manage 
this efftciently if management is to be treated 
on a transient basis. 

General Clarke does feel that it might be 
feasible to try out some type of unit rotation 
on a very limited and pilot model basis. 
·When tested and thoroughly evaluated, we 
should have a practical and valid basis for 
costing and factoring the impacts of such· a 
system. 

Meanwhile, it is felt that the present sys
tem of tour length, individual replacements, 

.and maintaining dependents at their pres
ent levels ha~ been developed over a con
siderable period of time and, in addition 
to being thoroughly workable, it is probably 
the least expensive considering all factors. 

Sir, this concludes my briefing. 

CHAR'!' No. 1 
SoLDIER-THIS Is WHY You'RE IN EuRoPE . 

To· play your part on the NATO team. . 
To ·help maintain the peace by being 

constantly combat ready. 
To be a good neighbor to our allied neigh

bors. 
To fight, if necessary, for the rights of 

freemen in a free world. 

CHAR'!' No. 2 
HOW DEPENDENTS ARE VIEWED 

DOD, SHAPE, DA, USAREUR: Dollar sav
ings, political considerations, service attrac

. tiveness and morale, operational readiness. 

This figure is suspect, however, because our 
experience· in the past indicates that the per
sonal expenditure habits of military. indi
viduals goes up considerably without the 
-stab111zing influence of familles overseas. 

CHART No. 3 

. I am sure · that the experiences of U.S. 
corp()rations doing business overseas · will 
bear this out. Going back ' to chart No. 9 
(chart No. 10 off-chart No·. 9 on) I .show 
(flap No. 1 on) in red after categories Ill, 

Annual USAREUR dependent support costs 

[Million dollars] 

A prop NAF Total Gold 
outflow ------ _________ _:__•_:_ _____ ~, --'----l--fun_:_d_s_ ----____ ----

I. Education ____________________ ~ ________________ ~ __________ ~ ______ . __ 
27.6 1. 2 28.8 8.4 

(26. 4) (1: 2) (27. 6) (7. 3) 
. (. 05) ------~--- (. 05) (. 04) 

(1.1) ______ 7 ___ ---------- (1.1) 

. II. Services. and supporL.--------------------------------------------- 125.6 ---------- 125.6 ·ss. 9-

.. rv; arid V our best estimate as to the level 
of these changed spending habits. Apply
ing :these .percentages to chart No. 10 (chart 
No. 9 and flap off-chart No. 10 on) you 
will see a proJected upswing (fiap No. 1 on) 
in . j>ersonal expenditures based on these in-creased spending habits. Here we see a - Housing ________________________________________________________ ~==~~ (3&. &) 

definite reversal in gold outflow and while rf!W~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: (52. 8) ---------- (52. 8) (5. 7) 
we cannot base valid estimates solely on the commissary _____________________________ . __ , ____________________ (~~J~ :::::::::: dt ~~ (~~: ~~ 

r~:~!:e I0~~fi~v~asiid ;J:n~!~~ ~~b!~~Je~;:; ~~~e~f:~illg-an(iiamidi:V:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~ :::::::::: :::::::::: t ~~~ 
that perhaps there would not be any less . III M' 11 · · = = ___:___ = 
gold outfiow from personal spending should _ · · 1800 aneous _______ ~---------------------~------------~----------- ___ . 5 ___ 1_5·_5 ___ 1_6_. o __ ·_3_9._7_ 

::~:~ ;rl!~!o~::!p!!~!l:~ tii:;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ===:~;:~; ----~~~!! (lt ~: <4 M: 
<:luring the .course o! the development o! = = = = 
this presentation. TotaL------------------------~: ______________________ : ______ 153. 7 16. 7 170.4 132. o 

1. The ~urvey of Current Business, dated ' • 
June 1961 (voJ. 41, No. .6), publisped .bJ' 1 Reimbursable. 
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CHART No.4:· 

Ad.deJL annual VSAREUB costs, 16-m.onth 
tour, with,out depentJents 

,fMllUon dollars] . 
A prop N AF Gold 
funds outflow 

-----------]---------

CHGTNO.V 
DisADVANTAGES 01' 1'6-MONTH ToUR 'WITHOi:rr 

l>EPENDENTS 

.1. Lower m.Orale~ 

.2; DeteriOration of host country relatlons. 
3. Combat effectiveness and operational 

readiness will .suffer due to rapid turnover 1n 
personnel. · 

4 . Loss in continuity of command and staff 
L Housilltg (.BOQ. troophous- direction. 

ing) ____ __________ ____ __ .__ 41.1 38. '5 5. Loss 1n continuity of intelllgence and 
2. 'Expansion GED ______ __ ___ · 1~~ -------- ------:i special operations. 
!: ~~~on :~v~eiiiire- B • .Increase in compassionate f.actol's. 

fund___ ___ ______ _____ ___ 5. 0 (5. O) ------- 7. Increase in frequency of oversea tour 
5. Support unauthorized de- .and length of family separation. 

pendents __________ ___ ____ _ 1_2_· 2 ______ ._7 8. Increase in accidents~ incidents, and 

TotaL ______ --------- 50 . .0 (5.0) 39 . .3 

1 Medical only. 

GHART No. 5 
Add"'iti01l4'l ·annual FetJeral costs result 16-

·month tour without dependents 

[Million dollar] 

.se.t:ious crimes.. . 
9 . .Reduction in recruitment, reenlistment, 

Alld retention. . 
10. Loss of career civi11an personneL 
1L Increase in overall dollar outlay. 
12. B.eduction in effectiveness of Stare 

1n ;the ZI. . 
13~ Increase in CONUS base -and 1n ·the · 

"p.ersonnelpip.eline." 

A prop Gold CHART , No. 8 
funds outflow Summary-Added annual eost:a to .ttuppof't 

1. Increased number allowances paid 
for quarters______________________ 49.7 

2. Transportation costs (increased militacy pipeline) !_______________ n 7 2 '2. 3 
a. Increased travel (dependents in 

CON'U'S) ------------------------- ·53. Q ' --------
(. Tuition grunts---------------------- 1L 6 -----~ 
.fi. Medicare------·------------------ 5 . .2 -----6. Rental guarantee housing _________ ~-~ ____:_: 

'SubtotaL_________ ____ __ _ ___ 158.4 3. 5 
7. El.'})ansion CONUTS base___________ 384.5 ----- -------

TotaL________________________ 542.9 3. 5 

1lncludes .ov.er .$700,000 i<>r DO . .PCN!Elnt incr.ease in 
compassionate travel. 

2 Port bandUng and railroad .rosts·in Europ.e.. 

CHART NoJ 6 
ADVAXTAGES OF 16-ltloNTH ToUR WITHOIJ'T 

DEPENDENTS 

1. Ellmfnate 3,224 u.-s. civilian and u~;065 
LWR spaces at a salary savings of $55 million 
in USAREUR. 

2. Effect relocation of selected administra~ 
tive and logistical groupings. 

3. Reduction in administrativ.e e:ffort re
quired to sup.Port dependents overseas. 

. 4. Reduction in .outflow of gold in appro~ 
priated and nonappropriated fund areas. 

5. Minimize encumbrance of dependents 
in event of emergency. 

6. Perrillts military personnel to devote 
full time to primary mission. · 

1B-month tour without dependtent:a 
[Million dollarsl 

Added (Federal) DA costs ___ _____ , 
.Added cQSt to expand CONUS bas~ , 

(estimated) ____ ------ -------------
SubtotaL __ _:_ ___ __ ____ :. __ _ 

Added US.AREUR costs __ ______ ___ _ 

'TotaL ___ -- ~- ----------- ------
Less present USAREUR dependent 

support 'Costs aprop funds (<153.7) 
N AF (H1~4')- _. _ ----r-,----- -------

A:ppro-
priated Gold 
.nonap- -outflow 
propri-

ated 

.U.S. ~ 2. 3 
j 

'384. '5 --------

.542,.9 ' 2. 3 
50. 0 39.3 . 

592. 9 41.6 

-170.4 -132. {) 

422.5 -90.4 

cn.AJiT No . .9 
Gold·outflow from take-home pay 

[Percent] 

I. Accompanied sponsor :1n Government 
quarters. __ - ~ - - - - - - -----------------

H. Accompanied .authorized sponsor <on economy ______________________ ----·--
*III. Accompanied unauthori~ed sponsor on economy __ _________________________ _ 
*IV. Unaccompanied sponsor- ------- ~ -----•v. Unmarried officers and EM __________ _ 

Result of 
survey 

'tU' 

34.D 

41.0 
13.0 
26.0 

50 
20 
30 

NOTE.-Figures ·in r1ghtmost column represent new 
Jigures without dependents. 

CHART No. 10 

Per.sond.~ expenditures contributing to outflow gold 1 

WUh 
. dependents 

I . .Accompanied spOnsor 1n Government quarters----------- ~------------------- $16; 175,158 
{W /depn-44,074X$367) 

U. Accompanied authorized.sponsor_on economY----------- --------------------- 13,755,5215 
.(W/d.epn-11 ... 229X$1_.225) . .. . _ . 

III. Accompanied unauthorized sponsor on economY---------, ----------,--,_------- ~.'185~ 532 
(W /depn-13,274X$918) 
.(W/o depn at increased.rate-13.274X$1,120) 2 ___________________ : _________ ----------------

IV. Unaccompanied sponsor ______ ---------------------~----------------~-------- -s; 072,220 
•(W/depn-15,655X$324) (W/o depn-70,958X$324) -
(Wlo depn &t increased rate-70, 958X$498) '2·----------------------------- ----------------V. Unmaz:rled officers -and E:M__________________________________________________ 57, 945, 696' 
'(W /depn-155,768X.$372) -
( Wr1o depn at increased rate-155,768X$430) 2- -----_--------------~:------- -------~--· 

TotaL_ ------- --- - __ --------------------- ~-- ~--------- = =- --- =-------"·-- 105, 134,131 

i Based on' survey findings. . · · · · -
e Oonditi-on w ithout deyendents·at !nereased rate. 

Without 
dependents 

$12, 185, 532 

2 (14, 866; 880) 
.22, 990, 392 

2 (35, 337, 084) 
57,<945, 696 

.. (66, 980, 240) 

93,121,620 
,J (117, 184, 204) 

REORGANIZATION OF THE ARMY 

Mr. LIBONATI • . Mr. Speaker, it. was 
with a deep sense of personal obligation 

and a rooted feeling of appreciation that 
each of lis accepted 'the invitation to· 
travel across the sea at Eastertime to be 

briefed inf~rm&tiV-ely and partiei,pa.te in 
field t>I)erat:ioa and · -study of various 
phases of our .assignment as congress
men.. , The following Congressmen at
tended: Messrs. LmoNATI, as chairman, 
SHIPLEY, SLAC~ FINNEGAN, GONZALEZ, 
BARRY; AND SCHWENGEL. 

The distinguished escorting officers 
who bent every · eftort to supervise ar
rangements, conduct, ·adviSe and ·control 
our .actions as well as adding to our eom
I<Ort and well-being~ These superb mili
tary leaders honored us by their interest 
and presenee. The pleasing pei:sonali
ties of these gentlemen :of class made 
our fatiguing and exhausting 'tour a 
proud "and happy one. We owe a debt .of 
gratitude to Maj. Oilmen I. Larson, Capt. 
Ben W. Shertill, .. Jr., Capt. Ray Smittle, 
J.r., Maj. William E. Seil, Capt. Went
worth .Brackett, S. Sgt. John · L . Ellis, 
T. Sgt. Orson L. Kelly, Jr., and T. Sgt. 
Kenneth E. Mayo, the 'flight crew and at
tendants, for their many -contributions 
to the success of our undertaking. 

The reorganization of the Ariny was 
proposed by the Secretary of the Army,, 
Elvis J. Stahr, JrJ., in a statement .re
leased by him as follows: 
STATEMENT BY SECRETARY OF THE ARMY ELVIS 

J'. STA"HR, JR., ON REORGANIZATION 01' 'THE 
DEPARTMENT OF THE A.it!MY 

I ..am announcing today a .six-point .Plan to 
Accomplish a major reorganization of the 
Department nf the Army. -

This plan is based upon a comprehensive 
study prepared over a period of many mpnths 
by a group of some 60 highly qualified Army 
officers and DA civilians, under the direction 
of Mr. Leonard W. Hoelschez:, De.Puty Comp
troller of the Army. The group was ap
pointed by me last February. and was drawn 
from all branches .of the Army and. from a 
variety of commands and logistical 1nstal
latiom~ armywlde. Its report was completed 
in early October 1961 and then reviewed by 
a .select group of .senior officers on :the Army 
Staff. The recommendations of the Hoel
scher committee and of the reviewing group 
were then considered at length by tbe Chief 
of Sta1f and me in conjunction with our 
principal miUtaTy and civ111an advisers. The 
resultant plan has been approved by the 
Secretary of Defense . and the President. 

The objectives of the reorganization are 
to: 

1. El1m1nate duplication of effoTt and ex
cessive fragmenting of functions, responsi-
bllities, and resources. . ' 

2. 'Consolidate responsibilities for person
nel management, training, combat develop
ments, r~search and development, and 
loglstlcs functions in the smailest prac
ticable number of commands and agencies. 

3. Provide an organization which ts better 
alined to changes ln' the general defense en
vironment which have evolved since 1953, 
the date of the last -comprehensive study of 
the Department of the Aimy organization. 

4. 'Improve effectiveness by more clearly 
fixlng 'Tesponsibll~ty for accomplishment of 
ma]or tasks and by simplifying and strength
ening the command and management struc
ture. 

.5.- Provide :for more 1lexib1e use . ~ tbe 
skillS and capablllties of militi:l,ry personnel 
and :for co!1"eS.Pondln_gly broade~ ·. technical 
opportunities. , . · _ . 

6. Del.egate to. subor,din,ate comwan~s .and 
.agencies all -. funct.lolis wpl¢b' . need J;l.Ot be 
performed at the iev~ ,of tn,e Secretary of 
the.,A.rmy And th~ Army General Stalf. 

The· r.eorganizat1on plan calls for these 
six maln actions: ' 

1. Establishing a Materiel Development 
and . Logistic Command to perform the ma
teriel development, procurement, and sup-
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ply functions currently divided among 
several of . the technical services, and the 

.. service test and evaluation function cur
rently assigned to the Continental Army 
Command. · 

2. Establishing an Army Combat Devel- · 
opments Command to perform combat de
velopment functions presently assigned to 
CONARC, the technical and administrative , 
services, and other agencies. 

3. Assigning to the U.S. Continental Army 
Command responsib111ty for almost all in
dividual and unit training throughout the 
Army. 

4. Relieving the Department of the Army 
General Staff of certain commandllke and . 
operating functions to permit greater empha- · 
sis on .planning, programing, pollcymaking, 
and general supervision of the overall effort. 

5. Establishing an Office of Personnel Op- · 
erations at the Special Staff level to control 
centrapy the career development and as
signment of nimtary personnel-both officer 
and enlisted. 

6. Realining the Department of the Army 
Special Staff and operating agencies to re
flect the establishment of the two new com
mands, the expansion of CONARC's training 
responsibilities, and centralized control of 
~111tary personnel management. 

I anticipate that approximately 18 months · 
will be required to carry out the reorganiza
tion. When this task is completed, I am 
confident that the Army will be able to oper
ate with greater effectiveness, efficiency, and 
economy. 
MATERIEL DEVELOPMENT AND LOGISTIC COMMAND 

(MDLC) 

The Materiel Development and Logistic 
Command (MDLC) will perform the whole
sale materiel functions-research and de
velopment, procurement ang production, 
inventory management, storage and distribu
tion, maintenance and disposal-now as
signed to the Technical Services. It will 
test new weapons and equipment, a mission 
now assigned to both the Continental Army 
Command and the technical services. 

The MDLC will control the development, 
testing, production and supply of materiel, 
including operation of laboratories, arsenals, 
proving grounds, test ranges, depots, and 
transportation terminals. It will provide 
command supervision over the critical tran
sitions from development to production to 
supply: This will enable the Army Staff 
to look to one source for information on 
wholesale materiel matters and associated 
transportation services. 

This change will not discontinue the Tech
nical Services as branches; nor wm there be 
any significant changes in the arsenals, lab
oratories, depots, test ranges, or installations. 
Rather, the control and direction of these 
installations wlll change from the Technical 
Services to the Materiel Development and 
_Logistic Command. 

The organizational structure of the MDLC 
will permit broad utilization of the project 
management co,ncept. · 

Placing development, production and sup
ply functions in a single command will fa
cilitate combined engineer and service 
testing, reduce requirements for lateral 
coordination, and shorten leadtime. 

. Test agencies and other elements of the 
command will be staffed with combat arms 
personnel, as well as technical service per
sonnel to ip.s~e that combat requirements 
of the ultimate user are clearly met. 

MDLC wm have five development and pro
duction commands which wlll have central 
responsibility for procurement in support of 
the wholesale materiel area of the Army. 
Procurement at installation level will be lim
ited to support of local operating require
ments. Each of these commodity commands 
will place and administer contracts at its 
headquarters installations, thereby central
izing administrative and technical decisions. 

ARMY COMBAT DEVELOPMENTS COMMAND (ACDC) 

An Army Combat Developments Command 
(ACDC) will accomplish combat development 
functions presently assigned to CONARC, the 
Technical and Administrative Services, and 
other agencies. These functions will include 
the ·development of organizational ~nd opera
tional doctrine, materiel objectives and' 
qualitative requirements, war gaming and 
field experimentation, and cost-effectiveness . 
studies . . 

ACDC will include personnel now in the 
combat development system and personnel 
in the Army school system. who are respon
sible for doctrine, field manuals, and prep
aration of tables of organization and 
equipment. . 

It w111 ·include the Combat Developmen:t 
Experimentation Center at Fort Ord, Calif., 
and many small agencies normally found at 
each Army school. Its establishment .will 
facilitate the development and introduction 
of forward-looking combat concepts· through.; 
out the Army. 

CONTINENTAL ARMY COMMAND (CONARC) 

The U.S. Continental Army Command · 
(USCONARC) will accomplish virtually all 
individual and unit training for mllitary 
personnel of the Technical and Administra
tive Services, as well as the combat arms 
training of the Army in the field. This 
will include the Army National Guard and 
the Army Reserve, as well as the Active 
Army. 

USCONARC will assume responsibllity for 
Army units which now belong to the Tech-,. 
nical Services, and for 3 major installations, 
3 training centers, and 17 schools assigned 
to Technical and Administrative Services. 
USCONARC no longer will be responsible 
for combat developments, current doctrine, 
tables of organization and equipment, and 
field manuals. These activities will be 
transferred to the Army Combat Develop
ments Command. Test boards, now a part 
of CONARC, will be reassigned to the MDLC. 

USCONARC's strength at field installations 
will be somewhat increased through expan
sion of its training mission, assignment of 
units formerly under the Technical Serv
ices, and acquisition of responsibility for 
certain installations. 

USCONARC's new mission permits cen
tralized direction of the training of both 
combat arms and Technical Service person
nel, whereas in the past that headquarters 
has been responsible for the individual 
training of combat arms personnel only. 

The consollda tion of training functions 
will facllitate the Army's providing of com
bat-ready forces, on short notice, to meet 
operational requirements, including those of 
Army components of unified and specified 
commands. 

DEPARTMENT ·oF THE ARMY GENERAL STAFF 

The Department of the Army General 
Staff will be relieved of many commandlike· 
and detailed operating functions. It will 
be organized to strengthen planning, pro
graming, systems management and compati
b111ty with the operating procedures of the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense and of the 
Joint Chiefs of Statf. 

As a result of the simplified subordinate 
command structure to be established, many 
detailed operations and authority to per
form them will be delegated below the Head
quarters, Department of the Army level. 
Accordingly, the General Staff will be able 
to devote more attention to planning, pro
graming, policymaking, and supervision of 
the overall effort. 
. A Director of Programs will be established 
as the principal assistant to the Ch_ief of 
Staff and Vice Chief of Staff for direction of 
the Army program system. 

By programing, I mean the detailing of 
plans into well-defined and measurable proj
ects, to include the costs of such projects 
over an extended period of time. 

OFFICE OF PERSONNEL OPERATIONS 

An Oftlce of Personnel Operations (OPO) 
will be ·established as a special staff agency 
of Headquarters, Department of the Army. 
OPO will integrate in a single omce the per
sonnel management operations now per
formed by many other agencies and wm 
control centrally the career development and 
aSsignment of both oftlcer ·and enlisted 
personnel. 

While omcers of the combat arms, techni
cal services and administrative services will 
be managed by OPO, the branch system has 
been retained. These branches will continue 
to provide the framework ·.for officer person
nel management, and the existing personnel 
offices of each bran·ch (e.g., Infantry; Engi
neers, Ordnance) will retain their identities 
as branch assignment sections. 

Other organizational elements of OPO will 
· be staffed with officers from all branches. 
With these staffing arrangements, OPO y.rill 
possess · knowledge of personnel needs and 
resources in all fields. The only personnel 
not subject to control by OPO w111 be com
missioned omcers of the Army Medical Serv
ice, the Judge Advocate General Corps, and 
the Chaplains. 

As a result of this consolidated manage
ment of military personnel, improvements 
wm be made in providing support for Army 
elements of unified commands and in match
ing of personnel requirements with train
ing capabilities. More effective utilization of 
personnel on an Army-wide basis will be 
possible; career patterns can be broadened 
where appropriate, and promotion opportu
nities will be increased for many personnel. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL STAFF AND 

OPERATING AGENC;IES 

Department of the Army Special Staff and 
Operating Agencies will be realined to pro
vide continuing support services at the Head
quarters level in. the areas of engineering, 
medical, communications, administrative, 
and certain other support services. This re
alinement reflects changes in responsibili
ties of the Chiefs of the Technical and Ad
ministrative Services which will be brought 
about by the establishment of the two new 
commands, the reorganization of · USCON
ARC and the centralized control of military 
personnel management. 

I emphasize again that the changes in re
sponsibilities of the Chiefs of Technical and 
Administrative Services do not mean that 
any branches are eliminated. Rather, these 
branches will have much the same status as 
the Infantry, Armor, and Artlllery whose 
personnel have been effectively managed by 
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel 
rather than by branch chiefs. 

The reorganization will be accompanied by 
removal of the statutory provisions for the 
Chief Signal Officer, the Adjutant General, 
the Quartermaster General, the Chief of 
Finance, the Chief of . Ordnance, the Chief 
Chemical Officer, and the Chief of Trans- · 
portation. This will be accomplished by ac
tion of the Secretary of Defense pursuant 
to the National Security Act of 1947, as 
amended. In accordance with the statute, 
his action cannot be effective until 30 days 
after it is reported to the Armed Services 
Committees of the Senate and of the House 
of Representatives. The Secretary of De
fense's report was laid before these com
mittees this :morning. 

Certain armywide services now per
formed by the offices I have mentioned will 
continue to be performed by officers on the 
Army Special Staff. The Offices of the Chief 
of Ordnance-and the Chief Chemical Officer 
will no longer be required since ordnance 
and chemical functions will be reassigned. 
The remaining- staff and service functions of 
the Quartermaster General will be performed 
by an officer designated Chief of Support 
Services. The staff and armywide service 
functions of the Chief Signal omcer, Chief 
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of Transportation, Chief of Finance, and 
Adjutant General wlll be performed. l>Y s~
cial sta.tt :oftlcers w.lth the same titles. The 
Chief of Engineers :w1ll rema.ln a statutory 
position beca.1I88 « his civll worb functions 
which will remain unchanged. Similarly, ') 
the :statutory posltioD. of the Surgeon Gen- 
eral is retained. 

The reor.ganlzatton wllJ be accomplished . 
gradually in accordance with implementing
plans to be developed in greater detail. In 
each major area affected by the reorganiza
tion, planning groups are being establlshed 
to work out the implementing measures. 
The implementation wlll be carefully con
trolled to insure that our combat capability 
is fully maintained and that the transition , 
is made 1n an orderly manner with minimum 
personnel dist:.Uptio~. · 

Although this plan involves major changes 
in the command and management structure, 
it calla for little change , in m111tary and 
civ111an personnel situations at the operat
ing level in the field. The main impact of 
this plan is on the Headquarters of the De
partment of the Army, USCONARC, and the 
two new commands. For example, some 
personnel will be transferred from Head
quarters, Departme11-t of the Army, to head
quarters of field commands. However, most 
of those transferred will remain in the 
Washington area. Below these headquarters, 
installations and per.sonnel, by and large, are 
undisturbed. The emphasis is on simplify
ing and clarifying command responsib111t1es 
and on improving managerial efficiency, while 
preser~ing the operating structure in the 
field. 

While this reorganization is being ac
complished, maximum consideration will be 
given to human factors. Careers will not be 
interrupted or altered needlessly . . When the 
reorganization is completed, I confidently ex
pect that our dedicated m111tary and civi11an 
personnel will find that their career oppor
tunities have been considerably broadened. 
The new structure permits talents to be 
utilized on a service-wide basis to a greater 
extent than .ever before. 

The primary purpose of this reorganization 
is to develop an Army with the best pos
sible command structure, management, 
training, doctrine, weapons, equipment, and 
morale. I am certain that national seeurity 
will be strengthened by this undertaking. 

(Charts omitted in RECORD.) 

Last Easter interim, a group of Con
gressmen were invited by the Secretary 
of the Army to visit Germany, for a 
study in various phases of U.S. mili
tary activity, including the guerrilla and 
mountain troops and the effects of 
trade relationship, credits, and military 
expenditures on the U.S. economy and 
gold reserves outflow. 

At the military level, several expert 
critics of the military family had ques
tioned the emphasis :Placed on guerrilla. 
group training of the troops, in lieu of 
mass military movement. 

The hope of the Army for the city's 
freedom from the curse of street .dis-. 
orders lies so much in the rtot training. 
street formations of .specially trained 
troops to cope with the problem. · 

The hidden, lunatic fringe of an en
raged mob, incited by pushers. posing as 
patriots, can only be suppressed by deter
mined and decisive .action by trooPS that 
advance in special, oblique ·formations; 
menacingly, in slow and determined 
cadence, with weapons that are so 
handled as to demand the respect and 
obedience of those demonstrators who 
created and support the disorderly con
duct-a retreat and dispersement is the 

result. 'nle advance movements of the 
troops ar~ not given to commit violence 
but are. rather calculated to show terrific 
strength and a fixed purpose to an end 
whichy if tested, would be overwhelming 
in effectiveness. The would-be -rioters . 
are brought to a quick realization that 
the tr~ops mean bu~iness, panic is 
averted, and all disperse. 

Thus the right kind of planning, weeks 
of riot formation training, the spirited 
and individuallY conditioned and physi- 
cal perfection of each soldier for this 
special assignment, prevents and dis-
perses disorders in the city streets. . 

Thus the good citizens of the city who 
have built the right kind of a city in 
which to live by a. moral and religious 
code, are safe in their homes and are 
better able to combat the enemy of their 
freedoms and safeguard the· influences 
_toward decency, to guide the integrity 
of their future citizens. 

The courage, hope, love, and fidelity 
of the Berliri citizens is shown every
where for the U.S. troops. Let us pray 
that this feeling will always prevail. 

'THE IJERLIN WALL 

At 2 a.m . .on Sunday, August 13, 1961, 
the Communists sealed off the borders 
between East and West Berlin, the 
escape route used by more than 2 milUon 
persons seeking refuge from. tyranny. 
East German tanks rumbled up to the 
Brandenburg Gate. Communist guards 
pulled men and women off subway and 
elevated trains. At dawn, workmen be
gan tearing up the streets of Potsdamer 
Platz, the threshold of freedom for many 
refugees. Later, a 5-foot-high concrete 
barrier was erected. Barbed wire was 
strung along other border points. 

Such was the beginning of the Berlin 
wall-a. wall that stretches for 27 miles 
along the dividing line between East and 
West Berlin. 

The circumstances that surrounded 
the erection of the Berlin wall are prob
ably still fresh in your minds today. 
You will recall that in June '1961,
Khrushchev presented President Ken-
nedy at Vienna Soviet demands for 
settling the Berlin and German prob-
lem. The main Soviet objective was to 
force the Western Powers to liquidate 
their political position in West Berlin 
notwithstanding durable international 
agreements insuring their .continued 
presence. The mood which surrounded 
the Khrushchev-Kennedy talks at Vi
enna was, in the words of Mr. Kennedy, 
"somber." And indeed they were; for 
within a matter of weeks the Soviets 
began to build up pressures to compel 
the West to submit to the Soviet dictate. 
In an almost unending chorus the So
viets reiterated their familiar ·threat to 
conclude a peace treaty with East Ger
many if the West did not accede to their 
demands. This was -accompanied by 
provocative actions and verbal threats. 

In the midst of pressures and counter
pressures in the .ensuing weeks, thou
sands of refugees :fled to freedom 
thr..ough West Berlin. · By August 13 the 
:flow had reached an estimated average 
of 2,000 a. day. It is significant to note 
that according to official West German 
sources an estimated 3,600,0.00 to 3,700,-

000 refugees fied Communist Germany 
during the peri-od 1945 to the end of last 
year. 

These figures in themselves clearly re
veal the main purpose underlying the 
Communist decision to construct the 
wall in Berlin. East Germany was fast 
losing its economic and intellectual elite. 
Among the refugees were engineers, doc
tors, teachers, and others from the pro
fessional level of society. The youth of 
East Germany, too, was fast evaporating 
in the hasty :flight to freedom through 
Berlin. Vital manpower was thus being 
drained off, threatening . a crisis far 
greater than the one then gripping East 
G~rinany. 

The Communist response to this 
threat was swift and ruthless.: they 
built the wall. This was a. desperate act 
to save communism in East. Germany. 
Since August 13, the flow of refugees 
has been reduced to a. virtual trickle. 
Only a. relatively few lucky souls have 
succeeded in tunneling under the wan or 
vaulting over it. 'Some found other · 
means for escape, ·equally . dangerous. 
According to the State Department, 11,-
300 have succeeded in fleeing duripg :the 
period August 13, 1961, to June 1, 1962. 
The total figure for 1961 was 205,000. 
Old and young alike have literally 
jumped to freedom-some even to death. 
By early June of 1962 an estimated 40 
refugees have been killed trying to es
cape. Even young boys are numbered 
among the fatal casualties. 

One does not have to search very deep 
to discover the significance of the Berlin 
wall. In all its grotesque ugliness.. the 
wall has become a. symbol of many 
things: 

It is. a. symbol of Communist failure in 
a country that had all the practical ele
ments for success, except one, the vital 
necessity of human freedom. 

It is a symbol of a divided Germany 
and the dangerous political problem this 
perpetuates in East-West relations. 

It is a. symbol of communism's des
perate defensiveness when faced with 
resolute power and strength. 

Finally, it is a symbol of tyranny, and 
as such, it stands as a constant reminder 
to us all that Soviet power is a. contin
uing threat to our peace, our security, 
and our freedom. -

We visited the 7th U.S. Army 
Noncommissioned Officer's Academy, 
Flint Kaserne, at Bad Tvelz, Germany. 
The academy was established originally 
as the U.S. Constabulary NCO Academy 
due to a. shortage of noncommissioned 
officers in the constabulary-first enroll
ment October 17, 1949. In November 
1951 the academy was redesignated as 
presently named and removed from 
Johnson Barracks, Munich, Germany, to 
its present location. We were briefed by 
Col. S. H. Matheson, commandant. 

The school was opened for the pur
pose of training noncommissioned offi
cers in subjects such as leadership and 
command tactics .and personnel and ad
ministration for a period of 6 weeks, 
presently reduced to 4 weeks. -
- The subjects common to all noncom
missioned omcers, be they personnel ser
geant or rifle platoon sergeant, are 
taught to so develop those pr.ofes&ional 
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:attributes -which will assure tbe neees- of dedication -of a brilliant omcer to the 
sary se1f-cobfidence iand .sense o'f respon- purposes of the institution. . His supertor
sibllity required of military leaderS. · taiJ.entS bent to the accomplishments to 

Its scope :see'ks to develop- in leader- be realized, ·his literate and practical .. ap.-
ship: · · proach to the training methoos neces-

First. An :ability to recognize ·and as- sazy to realize the ultimate goal of each 
sume his responsibilities. student, instires its success, and gives to 

Second. The confidence to '8ipply his the Army its most cherished noncom-
knowledge. missioned leaderShip. 

Third. The leadership techniques that We were proud to be in attendance at 
apply to his life. his briefing period .and as guests. 

Fourth. The high personal and pro- There have been.57,728 enrolled in the 
fessional standards tbat must be main- Academy--46,641 graduates; 11,081 non
tained in the noncommissioned om:cer graduates, 120 civilians. Four hundred 
corps. students ·enter every 8 weeks, thus totaiJ.-

The need of forma1ired schooling for ing approximately 1,100 to 1,200 stu..: 
noncommissioned o:ffi'cers of the Army in dents attending the institution at · a 
order to develop or improve leadership given time. The basic maxim is "learn
by inereasing confidence, inspiring as- ing by doing''--consequently, the ma
sumption of the responsibility of o:tnce, jority of the stud{mt's time is spent in 
and learning standards of conduct, ap- practical work, and conducted in such a 
pearance, and action as expected -Of a manner as to refiect" credit on the high
noncommissioned o:tncer was stressed. est standards of a noncommissioned 

While at the academy, the student is officer. 
given every possible opportunity to dis- Young noncommissioned officers are 
play his leadership capability. He is ro- recommended by their commanding of
tated through -command positions in the 1icers by selection, determined by benefit 
company and so satisfies himself that he to the individual and the Army. Spe
is capable of commanding. cialists in certain grades may be admitted 

The ·student in his academic and lead- because of potential leadership. Indi
ership is evaluated by his fellow stu- 'Viduals quaUfied as ofiicer candidates 
dents, by student supervisors--cadre 'S.lso are eligible. . Other services are 
noncommissioned o:tncers--who are with admissible. 
each student platoon, and by those per- Failures are due to lack of leadership 
sonnel of the staff and faculty who are 'S.bility, or to meet the ·academic work or 
observers of his actions. Thus, every- required standards in personal appear
one is interested in solving his di:tncul- ance and attention to detail. 
ties--counseling, advising, and assis~ing The graduate of the 7th ·u.s. 
to overcome his deficiencies. If results Army Noncommissioned Officer's Acad
are disappointing, he is dropped from emy returns to his unit with a better 
the course. understanding and appreciation of the 

Standards of discipline, housekeeping, -standards expected of a noncommis
personal appearance, and other activi- --sioned officer, thuS incr~asing his pres
ties are strictly ehforced and rated tige and contrlbution to the efficiency 
through a demerit system. Also ~eri- and leadership of the Army. 
torious service and extra effort are We saw the American soldier in 
credited to the student-one merit elim- Europe skilled in the art of war for 
!nates two demerits. Excessive demerits defense or offense and personally 
may prevent graduation unless offset by schooled in the maintainance of peace 
excellence in leadership and academics. on the field or city streets. He is a 

Students received ·190 :Periods of in- glowing example of the determined pa
struction in 4 weeks. The .subjects pre- triotic dedication of man to God and 
sented under the general heading of -country. The man at arms today is a 
leadership include "Basic Concepts of _symbol of true American spirit in action 
MilitarY Leadership," "Human Be- trained by superb specialists in the 
havior,'' ~'Leadership Traits,'' "Leader- modem conception of military tactics 
ship Principles,'' "Indications of Leader- 'to insme the peace and freedom of the 
ship,'' and other subjects teaching Army free nations of the World. 
doctrine in the :field. These subjects are Every Ameri-can, especially those in 
designed to nurture a basic understand- business, executive, journalistie, and 
ing of the fundamentals of leadership. political leadership in our Nation should 
Other subjects such as "Leader-Subordi- llave the opportunity to personally ob
nate Relationship,'' "On the Spot Cor- serve and study the American soldier as 
rections/' "Problems of Training and an individual in his social and spiritual 
Command,', and "Combat Leadership" -life and as a. member of the greatest 
prepare the student to understand and fighting unit in the history of military 
apply the fundamentals of leadership to arms. They give and receive a de
his responsibilities as a noncommis- manding resp·ect of all nationals in the 
sioned officer. areas they protect. 

The study of leadership also applies to The major contribution to the land 
a military situation, and thus becomes forces of the North Atlantic Treaty Or
the technique used by the successful ganization and without question consid
leader. ered the greatest fighting unit force in 

The majority of the formal instruc- ·the world and progressively more formi
tion _given at the Academy is conducted dable is the U.S. 7th Army. -
by cadre noncommissioned o:mcers. The The legislative group was thoroughly 
program of instruction has been devel- briefed for hours· .at each installation. 
oped to support the mission of the Every phase and facet of military of
Academy. fense and defense operations w.ere ably 

Col. S. H. Matheson, commandant of presented and discussed. Slides of 
the Academy, personifies the true spirit mapped areas of defense and· statistical 
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data clarifying every military situation 
and organi-zation problem were ex
plained. New weapons and modem 

· military tacties were demonstrated both 
in the field and hearing room. The 
material was a complete study of our 
Armed Forces-its strength numerically 
and even broken down into the various 
man-unit specialized weapon operations 
of the battalion and company. The sup
ply line proximity to Army units and the 
protective cover of the material were 
expertly treated, including alternate lines 
of supply for replacement in case of 
destruction. . 

We visited the Czech border under 
armed protection and vlev·ed through an 
observation post the activity of the Czech 
patrol and their manned observation 
towers on the other side of the Iron 
Curt-ain. These armed forces -extend 
along the border·from the Austrian Alps 
north-500 miles--to Fulda Gap. The 
protection of these borders are assured 
by the requisite supply of nuclear 
weapons. 

The 7th ,!\rmy is equipped with the 
most modern weapons-rifles~ machine
guns, helicopters, tanks, ·and rockets--in
cluding the deadly Davy Crockett. It 
can be used in the field and will destroy 
any armored vehicle or tank, and has 
devastating power. It is manned by two 
men. 

The President of the United Stat-eS is 
the S()le authority to order the use of 
nuclear heads and their distribution. · 

';['he 7th Army is ever on the alert and 
each man takes pride in his dedicated 
-contribution to the welfare .and protec
tiOn of his country. Whether his lot is 
to participate in alerts, tap a wire, fol:
low a barbed wire fence, man the watch 
tower, patrol the area, carry a message-
he is proud of the responsibility of his 
task. 

The 7th Army is always prepared to go 
1nto operation. The alerts are practiced 
every month, half of 'the corps can be 
on the line in half an hour; in several 
hours the remainder can be combat 
ready and mobile. The 7th Army patrols 
operate constantly. 

The 7th Army soldier receives every 
type ·Of Army training-under all sorts 
of conditions in the field, in the study 
or lecture room, day and night exercises, 
garrison instruction, formal school, tank 
'firing, and rifie instruction on target. 

The large.:.scale Army maneuvers in:. 
eluding a full division are· conducted at 
near combat conditions. The specialized 
groups in Ordnance, Quartermaster, Sig
nal Corps, Medical Corps, also work in 
the field as realistically as if in combat. 

The 7th Army protects millions of peo
ple--22 mi1lion in the American zone 
including Germans, American residents 
and tourists, Army and Air Force per
sonnel and their dependents. 

The shift of individuals during the 
year are over 100,000 Army personnel 
-and close to the same number of depend
ents. 
· The 7th Army lists as its basic func
tion-to help maintain the .. peace by be
ing constantly combat ready to fight if 
necessary for the rights of freemen and 
a free world, and further to be a .good 
neigh.bor to our German neighbors. 
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We also witnessed target -practice by conflict involving· regular military forces, changes in tactical ·- org-anization and · 
tanks. Its crews demonstrated · the · to achieve national objectives. , . operational concepts. The basic empha
deadly accuracy and simultaneous con- Special warfare is a term used by the sis placed on these operational concepts 
secutive firing of heavy armaments. The U.S. Army to embrace all the military in the modern army are mobility, dis
pride of accomplishment was reflected and paramilitary measures and activi- pension, and small unit operation. 
in the eyes and carriage of the officers ties related to unconventional warfare, These goals complied with many new 
and men. We were intrigued by the counterinsurgency, and psychological instruments of war, required greater re
rapidity of measured action of the firing warfare. liance upon the officers and noncom-
teams in setting up a curtain of devas- Unconventional warfare includes the missioned officers of the Army. 
tating piercing power. It was with a interrelated fields of guerrilla warfare, . The result was a complete reorganiza
heavy grip of acknowledged appreciation evasion and escape, and resistance. tion of the Army at all levels to meet 
when, as proud Americans, we shook Such operations are conducted in enemy the highest standard of its capabilities. 
hands with the · officers and men in our held or controlled territory, and are Behind these plans developed at the 
departure. planned and executed to take advantage Pentagon was the ultimate desire to 

It is to the credit of the Armed Forces of or stimulate resistance movements or cover virtually every kind of military 
in foreign lands that the classified mate- insurgency against hostile governments facet to attain these ends. 
rial whose nature and concept is known ·or forces. In peacetime, the United First. The Davy Crockett rocket is . 
to thousands that the cloak of silence States conducts .training -to 'develop its . capable of -launching· either nuclear or 
covers all men. ~bout 95 percent of our capability for such wartime operations. conventional warheads across -battle
briefing on critical matters concerning Guerrilla warfare is the conduct of lines at ranges about the same as those 
Army personnel and operations were in combat operations inside a country in employed by conventional artillery, per
this area, and yet we have in a fleeting enemy or enemy-held territory on a haps up to 9 miles. The Davy Crockett, 
moment after each secret statement di- military or paramilitary basis by -units which looks like a large recoilless ar-

. ' yorced the: same ' from .OUr .minds.-. The o.rganized ' from . pt:edominantly ' indige- . tillery . rifle, was .designed for low .yield 
will to have it so makes it so. nous personnel. The aim is to weaken .tactical. atomic warheads, but can also 

The mountain troops of the German .the established government of the target .fire warheads of conventional explosives. 
Alps are expert in their field. We have country by reducing the combat effec- Both a heavy and light version have 
the honor and pleasure of being wit- tiveness of the military forces, the been developed. The projectile looks 
nesses to certain operations and ma- economic means, and the overall morale much like a conventional bomb, bulbous 
neuvers. and will to resist. in shape, with four stabilizing fins. The 

These troops were specially trained Paramilitary forces are those existing .large version is about the size of an 
by crack specialists of the British, alongside the Armed Forces and are pro- office wastebasket. 
French, Italian, Austrian, Belgian, and fessedly nonmilitary, but formed on an The launcher for either version can be 
Swiss mountaineer armed forces. underiying military pattern as a poten- mounted on a jeep or similar vehicle and 

In a traced way, we were part of the tial auxiliary, or diversionary military operated by as few as two men. The 
operations, climbing to a 2,000-foot-Alps organization. .exact weight is a secret, but it is said 
rise, to better view the operations of the Counteri;nsurgency includes all mili- . to be light enough to carry. The weapon 
teams in mountain practice safety evacu- tary, political, economic, psychological, has been designed to give small infantry 
ation of the wounded. and sociological activities directed to- units a volume of firepower hitherto as-

. we were privileged to watch a· vanish-· - war~ preventing and . suppressing .re- - soeiated ·only , with ~-massed . artiller.y. 
· sistance groups whose actions .. range in Whe:p. ·used with a nuclear warhead, the . 

ing breed Of' courageous men. The pres- .degree of violence and scope from. sub- roc}.{et, has a tremendous force, yet its 
ent-day tr~ining of the soldier, trapped - · · 
in a nuclear haze of operations, is an - v~rsive political ac~ivity to violent ac- effective radius is about 2 miles, small 
index of the passing of the · great land . t10ns })y large _ guerrY,l~.elements . to over- en~~gp._ so _that the ~roops who use th~ . 
armies, tanking, trucking, and bayonet- throw a duly establlsh~d government. _ ~e~J?On, nearb~ fnendly troops and .. 
ing their way across nations, digging intO -U.s ... Army · ~oul)termsurg~~cy for~es CIVIijan populatiOns, are not endangered . 
trench and foxhole ·for . defense terrain' . comprise special force.s·, ?IVIl affair~,-. _by the-blast. . , 
fighting and setting up machinegun psyci;ologic~l ~arfa:re, engmeer, medi- Davy_ Crockett IS the. smallest weapon 
nests and house-to-house combat teams. cal, light avia~IOn, signal, and other ele- th~ Umted ~tat~s ?as m use capable of 

Nuclear war, from the sky,' will silence ments _as r~quu;ed. They are c_ap~bl~ of firmg atomic miss.Iles. . 
ever un see into ever hole tank operatmg m disturbed areas, If mvited Davy Crockett Is an atomic weapon 
stru~t!~dea~ening ever: living thing · ~y the host gove~nment, "t? provide tra:in- - ~ystem designed for tactical use by the 
:in a split second flash. The old way of mg and o~ra.t10nal advi?~ and ass1st- mfa~try battle group. There. are two 
makin wat is . one we are in a ush- ance to. mdi~en~u~ military . for~es versions of . the Dav_y crocket.t weapon 
buttong era of w!rra;e. No one ca~ win engaged m :t;namtammg or restormg m- . system, a light versiOn weighmg . ab~mt 
:a, war for Ion . ternal security. . 200 pounds and a heavy system weighmg 

g. . U.S. Army special forces groups are about 400 pounds. Both are recoilless 
The brutality o~ war sometul?-es specially trained and organized to train rifles which fire spigot projectiles-that 

b:o~ght out the hermes of men of an m-. and assist indigenous leaders and forces is, projectiles that are larger in diameter 
<;liVIdual breed, but today t~e _hear~ of a in measures, tactics, and techniques re- . than the gun tubes, and are therefore 
J:!lan never can be tested. It IS as If the quired to prevent or eliminate hostile fastened to the ends of spigots or._ pistons 
~an~ of Cl?d unleashes th~ !orces <?! . resistance and guerrilla groups!. Other which are inserted in the. gbn ·:tubes. 

,-~ - .. mf.~~.Y S:g~!nst . ~ll .II?-~R-.r .. ~~ ~f m,_:m~~l?-:-... Army, elements extend and comi>le~~nt Both:the ljgbt .and he~vy versions>.wi.tl:l -
., ~ tir~d ~udgment, l>Y ~a~ hi~self, he de- . the activities of special forCes '" g~oups'. : their g'round mounts, c·an be · disasserir~ · 

, . s~ryes comp~ete e~termi~atio~. Yes; by · Assistance and traip.ing ·provided_ 1fO in~ · bled and carried by the guncrews. Both . 
his own gemus _of mventi~e mmd, ~e has .dige:p.ous_for.ces may.inc!ude PPerationa.I , w~ll also .bEHnounted.on various. tactical 
~onde}llned· th_e _:Lo!_d _to ente_r his: _last advice.' . The wa~time mission of special vehicles . . ~ Davy Crockett, .with . .its low · 

_Ju~m~nt th~t ,the .~arth ~~n, J>e d~~- fqrc~s .group~ is ... to organize, ·supply., , -Yield atomic warhead, wilL increase ;the . 
· . stro~ed,_ bY. _fire.: · . . , . . . ' .. . , ..... , -.-,., . train, and. direc-t ,predomiJ1,antly indig.,. , :f).repower of the infantry battle group 

W1th the adve~t of th: cold war many enous forces in the conduct of glierrilla :trem·endou-sly, arid will enable it :to com.:. 
as?ects resulted m spe~Jal warfare ter- -warfare in enemy-held or controlled bat the_ numerically superior enemy 
mmolog?" such as speCial warfare, ~~- -territory- to ,. support the ' overall -mili·- forces it may -encounter on a future 
conventiOnal warfare, special forces, c1V1l tary effort. · · battlefield. -

.. actio~, par~ilitary ~orce, ~an~ ·othe~ re- Civic action is any action performed. This · weapon fired . demonstration 
Ia ted Ite~s ~Ith precis~ meai?pgs. · · · by mmt~ry forces of. ·a cotin~ry utili,zirig . round. at .Grafhthofen for Members of 

Follow1pg_ are a few de:firiitions com- manpower and skills, in cooperation with Congress. 
~pn~y as59ci~.ted with cold war activi- c~vil agen~i~, authorities, or, ~r~ni:ps, ~e-. Second .. The M-ll:;3 armored person
ti~sz . . . -signed to ImPr~ve the economic ,or-soc,Ial .net carder -is a new Hghtweigllt• battle .. 

- · Celd wa~ is · tlie· use .of political; ece- ·betterment ·of that country. · _ field vehicle th.at can transport 12 fully 
··~nomic, ·.technologic~l, ~sociological•; . and : Advances in -weapons ·system :over ~he :armed infantcymeh oi ·&, ,.cargo 'and can 

military measures; short of overt armed past ·few · years have forced many mount .a .50 caliber or a.· .30 caliber ma-
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ehinegun. The M-11S is be~b. ampn1bi
QUS -and air transportable: 'It 1s clipaible 
of a maximum sp·eoo -of .as miles ·pe~- hOm." 
on land 1md 3 · or ' 4 mots p·er ·~hour 
in the water. lt repls.ees the M-59 ar;;. 
mored personnel earner. · The infantrY 
battle groups of three infantry divisions 
'have been mec'hanized with the M-113. 
A f1I11-tracked v.ehi~le, the M-113 gives 
the so1diers a degree of protection and 
mobility ··hitherto unknown outside of 
:armored divisions. An :armored per
sonnel carrier carrying a squad of men 
is immune to aU .artillery fire except di
r.eet hits or misses so close that a tr.ack 
is blown otf. SmaH. arms such ·as ma
ehilieguns, Tifles, .and grenades are use
less .against the armed personnel car-
riers. 
CARRIER, PERSONNEL, FuLL-TRACKED, ARMORED 

. M-11'3 

1. Purpose: 'To provide :general informa
·tion on the M-119 armor-ed personnel cal'
.l'ier. 

.2. F.aets; -
. ~ Ja) The M-113 personnel carrier was de
veloped to replace theM-59 APC w1th a light
-er vehicle for armor and infantry units. It 
is ·an armored, ail'borne,' amphibious vehicle 
carrying a squad of 12 men plus a driver, 
and having !Superior .eross-oountry ·mobiUty. 
It is adaptable to multiple functions through 
kit application or mocllfication of its basic 
structure. 

(b) To obtain maximum ,production econ
omy, p:rre'llminary studies and cevaluations 
were made .of pr.ototype v'ehlcles to adapt 
commerclai ·engines and 'transmissions :for 
utilization of existing industrial power plant
power tr-ain capacity. 

(c) To reduce its we~ght. the maximum 
use has been made of both aluminum armor 
and ,a multitude of aluminum ·components. 

(d) In May 1959 a quantity production 
contract was awa-rded to Food Machinery 
& Chemical Corp., San .Jose, Callf. De

, liveries from the contract commenced in 
February of 1960. 

(e) .Chara:cteristics ofM-113 APC: Wetght 
~air dl'op.) , 18,600 pounds; engine, Chrysler 
A710-B, liquid .-cooled; "transmission~ Allison 
TX200-2;· prlmal'y weapon, .50 caliber M-2 
machinegun; maximum speed, 38 miles per 
hour; cruising range, '200 mUes. 

· Third. The M-60 tank :replaces the 
:M:...:.4s Patton-type tank, which has been 
outclassed by Soviet tanks. The M-60 
tank is powered by a diesel ·engine; its 
105-millimeter gun provides a 'devastat
ing artillery punch on 'the battlefield. 
The M-60 tank employs -a high velocity 
105-~illimeter gun with n simplified fiTe
control system and removable tube that 
can be swiftly replaced iri the field when 
it becomes worn ·out. The M-60 is also 
armed with a 7 .62-millimeter machine
gun mounted to the main gun, cradle and 
fired through its shield. There is also a 
new 50-caliber maehinegun, lQCated _ in 
t'he cupola of the turret, · which can be 
loatied, aimed, a~d fired from within the 
tank. There are two manually 'Operated 
45-caliber .submachineguns carried in-
side the vehicle. , 

The M-60. can elimb a 60-perce11t 
grade, go over a 36-inch wall, and move 
through a 4-foot deep stream witbout 
trouble. The maximum speed on the 
average Toad 'is 32 mileS per hour.· The 
cross-country speed is ~bout l.S· miles per 
hour. The M-:60 carries a crew of four. 
A iarger cupola- provides more interior 
room for the oormilander than-in previ
ou~ models. 

PA.ci s.im£T ON .M:-«50 T.ANE 

I. Nomenclature: Tank, medium, · M--60. 
:II. Characterfstlcs~ . . · 
1. One hundred and five millimeter gun a8 

-.main -al'm.&ment. . . . , 
,2. Diesel engine; '1QO horsepower. 

. 3. ~lar'in .appearance to the.M-48 with 
an Improved hull, gun, and englne and ove~ 
5'0 other component tm_provements. 
· 4. Weight; 51 tons. 

·nr. Adv.antages: 
1. One hundred and five millimeter gun 

·giv.es ~ignlficantly ~.eater penetration than 
the :90-millimeter :gun -on current medium 
tank. 

2 . . Diesel engine provides .so to 40 percent 
mor..e range and .has less fire hazard because 

·fuel is less volatile.' This simplifies supply 
problems and lower volatility retards · waste 
by vaporization. The new 750-horsepower 
di'esel engin-e was -designed by the Con
-tinental Motor.s Corp. under tne direction 
-or the U.s. &'my Ordnance Corps. 

"'ile company started with the basic com
ponents of the current meqium tank engin-e 
and developed a diesel engine. This engine 
.has been under development and test dur
Ing the past 3 qr 4 years. It was installed 
and tested in an M-48 tank, beginning :in 
1957. Continental Army Command "tested 
·1nten8lvely in 1958. 

3. The weight of 51 tons is .expected to be 
:reduced with future tmprovep:1ents. Reduc ... 
tion of weight will . increase _speed and 
maneuverability. . 

IV. The new 105-millimeter guns and 
diesel engines can be installed in th~ M-48 
when they are ~urned in for overhaul. 

V. The first M-60 tanks procured with 
money in the . fiscal ye~~ 1959 budget. 

Many units in Europe still have M-48 
tanks. M-::66 r-eplacing these as fast as 
possible. 

Fourth. The Hawk.surface-to-air .mis:
sile is a so1id-fueled, radar-guided mis
sile designed especially for antiaircraft 
-defenSe. With th~ development of the 
Ajax 'and Hercules missiles, the Army 
was fairly well supplied with weapons 
which could cope with modern combat 
aircraft at high altitudes, but was W·eak 
in defenses against intruders at low alti
tudes. The Hawk was designed to meet 
this need, and is capable of dealing with 
supersonic aircraft flying at low alti
tudes, below .the effective zones of the 
Ajax and Hercules. 

Fifth. The Honest John surf-ace-to
surface rocket is a tactical missile capa
ble of carrying a nuelear warhead.- It is 

· not a guided missHe, however, but rather 
a free rocket, aimed in the same manner 
as conventional artillery, with the data 
for elevation and direction corrected for 
weather conditions. Its size and weight 
permit it to be launched from a truck 
which ·can be maneuvered in and out of 
position within a few minutes. The par
ticular importance of its mobility lies in 

. the fact, that like· any weapon with .a 
nuclear capability, the Honest John 
would be a priority target for the enemy; 
hence the need to be able to move quickly 

· from one firing position to another. As 
mobile as a light cannon, the Honest 
John can supply artillery power far 

. .greater than any combination of 'bat
teries used. in World W.ar II. The mis

. sile and its launching system is air 
transportable in con\rentional · military 

-transports. 
Sixth. The M-14 Tifie replaces the 

M-1 Gar.and. It is .a lighter rifle than 
the Garand_ and fires the standard North 
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:Atlantic Treaty Organization round, the 
·s~ort 7.'62-mJlliDieter cartridge that lS 
now standard small-arms ·ammunition 
for the NATO allies. This cartridge· is 
·shorter and somewhat ' lighter than the 
M-1 ammunition; Normally, the M-14 
1s a semiautomatic Tifie, like the Gar
and. Thus the trtggeT must be squeezed 
for eaeb shot, although the empty .ear
tridge case is automatically ejected. But, 
unlike the Garand. a simple adapter fits 
the M-14 to fully automatic .fire: That 
is, so long as the trigger is squeezed the 
rifle will fire bursts of 7'00 rounds a min
~te. -The M-14 is less inclined to jam or 
malfunction than the Garand. The re
duction in size of the cartridge makes 
possible the use of the .magazine prin
ciple, a .more ,efficient prlnciple than the 
old clip, and also permits the .soldier to 
carry more rounds in his belt. 
· Adoption of this new rtfie, which 
'l'eplaces four current U,S. Army shoulder 
weapons, rounds out a program for a new 
weapons system, long p1anned and partly 
consummated recently with the adoption 
of the M-60 gener-al purpose machinegun.. 
Both the new rifle and the new machine 
gun fire the 7~'62-millimeter NATO car
tridge, which will be common to our 
NATO allies. 

RmLE 7.62~Mn.LI.METER, M-14 
Weight ·Of rifle .• 7.62-millimeter, M-14 (with 

empty magazine, less sling) ., 8.7 p.ounds. 
Length of rifle (with flash suppressor), 

4:4.14 inehes. 
Length of barrel, 22 inches. 
Rifling, four grooves, right-hand twist, 

12 inches. 
Sight radius (at 100 yards), 26.75 inches. 
Type of mechanism, rotating bolt. 
Method of actuation, gas-operated. 
Loading device, 5-round charger. 
Cyclic rate, 750 -revolutions per m1n'llte. 
Cooling, air. 
Trlgger pull, maximum, 7.5 pounds; mini-

mum, 5.5 pounds. 
Muzzle velocity, 2,8oo· feet per · second. 
Magazine capacity, 20 rounds. 
Chamber pressure, maximum, 50,000 

pounds per square inch. 
Ammunition types, Ball, A.P., tracer. 
Cartridge, ball type, caUber 7.62 ml111-

m.eter.s, M-59.· 
Maximum range, 3,500 yards. 

Troops in the United States and Far 
Eas·t still are using the World War n Ml 
rifle in lieu of the new M-14 rifle. 

Seventh. Launcher, rocket, 4.5 inches, 
· 'M12A2. Purpose, launch from ground 
installation a projectile similar in ex
plosive effect to 105 millimeter HE shell 
against all types of targets. Distinct 
characteristics, smoothbore magnesium 
tube with carrying sling; rocket issued 
inside launcher, ready for firing; 
mounted on hinged tripod, two legs 
:fixed, one adjustable. 

M12A2 
.Launcher: Weight, 22 pounds. Length, 

4:8 inches. Diameter, 4.5 inches. _ Mlizzle 
velocity, 830 feet per 1le'COnd: Range; 5,300 
yards. Rate· of fire, launcher discal'ded af
ter r.ocket is fired. Firing mechanism, bat
tery or 10-cap exploder. Igniter, percusslon
electric. Sight, . white line on launcher, 

. front 'and rear open .sights, or folding rear 
peepsight and a fixed front stud. Basic 
model, M12 {LS) , plastic tube, .fuzed rocket. 
Modificatio-ns, M12A1 (LS) -unfuzed rocket, 

. 'fuze in fiber container tn front spacer; 
M;l2A2 (S), magnesium alloy tube. 
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Rocket: Types, BE spin type, M20. and the cartridge weight Is 9 ounces. · The Members of the Congress of the 

Weight, 42.5 pound~. ·Length, 31..5 inches: The front sight is a conventional mill- United S~tes_ 'enjoy the ~g;h priyilege 
Diameter,- fins _in flight, 12 inches. · · tary type, while the rear sight is a large a~d r.~wnsibility of protecting the pub-

Eighth. The new }4...:60 macninegun folding leaf. · lie interest and guiding through enact-
fires about 600 . rounds per min\lte. It The launcher is fired from the usual .ment of legislation to preserve the eco
can be repaired quickly under fire, can firing stances. Its recoil is only slight- nomic destiny, _. welfare, and defense- of 
be fired from either shoulder or hip or ly greater than that of the service rifle. the Republic. · · 
from a tripod, and uses a feed-link_ belt This new weapon supplements the 1'4-14 One of the informative approaches to 
of ammunition, which disintegrates as it rifle and the M-60 machinegune. Dis- orient the mell)bership in acquiring 
is pushed through the chamber. tribution to the troops will begin short- knowledge in these areas. preparatory to 

M-60 ly. . the consideration of legislation, is to 
I. Nomenclature: ·aun, machine, caliber Tenth. The XM-72 rocket grenade is · travel to the sites. of. areas where perti~ 

7_62 millimeter, M-6o. a 4%-pound antitank weapon which can nent factual data on these subjects can 
n. · Significant features of the weapon be carried and fired by one man from its be accumulated for study. Many of the 

which represent advances in ordnance ma- own disposable packing container. It is mentally alert and proficient Members 
teriel: capable of knocking out ariy known tank. of Congress are reticent about accepting 

1. The M-60 machinegun is a lightweight The XM-72 rocket grenade looks like a a special study assignment necessitating 
general purpose machinegun developed to bazooka, but operates on a somewhat dif- foreign travel because of the criticism 
replace all of the present U.S. Army caliber ferent principle. It can be fired from a one may be subjected to in traveling at 
.30 machineguns (M1919A4 and Ml919A6 air.:. k 1' · t d' · ·t· 
cooled, arid M1917Al water-cooled machine- prpne, nee Ing, or .. s an. mg P.OSl u;m public expense. 
guns). and has proved effective not only against There is a growing suspicion in the 

2. The new gun weighs 23 pounds includ- tanks but against earth and log em- public mind that all travel is unneces
ing blpod as opposed to 32'---42 pounds for placements, sandbag fQrtifications, and sary and a waste of public funds. That 
the guns it is to replace. The light weight concrete bunkers. · . the expense serves no public purpose in 
of the new gun makes it readily portable · A trained soldier can aim and fire the . government and only satisfies the sup-

. by one inan. . . . . . . . XM-72 in i5 seconds.' . The iai.u1cher is 
3. The M-60 gu. n can· be fired from the · pressed desire of the individual official 

25 inches long and three inches in di- t t 1 t bl' · f · shoulder (as a rifle) , from the hip, from th~ o rave a PU lC expense or his or her 
bipod, or from a newly developed · tripod ameter. With four rounds of ammuni- personal aggrandizement as participat:. 
mount. This flexibility makes it a general tion, it can be_ carried in a canvas pack ing in a junket tour. 
purpose weapon capable of performing sat- slung over the soldier's shoulder like a Certainly traveling 12,200 miles by 
isfactorlly under all tactical conditions. quiver of arrows. According to an Arniy plane, close to 1,00() by helicopter and 

4. The ability of the M-60 gun to replace report: auto, being briefed 5 to 8 hours a day, 
the present heavy water-cooled machinegun A solid fuel motor furnishes propulsion cl' b' th AI t h' t results from the fact that the barrel and gas 1m mg e ps, wa c mg roop op-
system can be replaced in a matter of sec- and burns out before the rocket .leaves the erations and firing of heavy armaqlent, 
onds. Also, the gun uses barrels made from tube. When the projectile emerges, sev~ral studying enemy frontier activity, eating 

narrow magnesium fins spring into position th 1 · 3 to h new materials which give greatly improved and stabilize the rocket in flight. on e run, s eep1ng 5 ours a day 
firing life. Aiming is accomplished by a rear peep with scarce 2 to 3 hours a day of open 

ni. Characteristics of the M-60 machine- sight and a graduated sight printed on a time for ourselves, giving speeches, ask-
gun: clear plastic rectangle mounted at the. mouth ing questions ~nd giving answers, and so 

1. Weight, 23 pounds, including shoulder of the launcher tube. The warhead uses a forth, taking copious n<~tes, writing r_e:-
stock and bipod. . 'powerful new explosive, developed b'y the ts . t ' 'd f ·, . . · 2. overall length, 43 Inches. · por . , 1s no anyone s 1 ea o enJoymg a 

3. Ammunition, NATO 7.62 millimeter car·- Ordnance Corps, known as Octol. . sojOU!n overseas, esp~ially dur~ng the 
tridge (formerly desig~¢d ' as u.s. caliber .30, Tne new weapon is intended for use Easter vacation. 
T65). _ . . . by the-infantryman, and can be teamed Yet all of this effort and more was 

4 . . Rate of :fi,re, 600. rounds per minute. . . with· the Army's new recoilless rifle to wo.rth the _great honor. paid to us by .our 
. 5. ,Action, J;'ptary iockiilg bqlt (similar to satisfy his need for protection against d~dicated U.S . . officers and men in the 

Lewis machinegun}. ,. . . enemy tanks. , field, schools, and camps' that we visited. 
6· Air-cooled barrel. Eleventh; The full-fledged replace- Just the wa~ql clasp -of the friendly 
7· Gas operated. ment for Korea's bazooka, which proved hands of the troops from our respective 
a. Quick change barrel with Integral gas not good enough against the then new States gave each of us a sense of how 

system. . Russian-built tanks, are two re9oilless much all this meant to the troops and 
9. Feed, distintegrating metallic-link belt. rifles-the 90-millimeter and 120-milli- ourselves in being just another American. 

__ N_inth. Another light weapon is the meter. In the hands of infantry troops It is to be understood that the purpose 
~-:-7Q grenade launcher, a shotgun- they can stop any tanks dead in their. of this report is to treat analytically, ·in 

.like.:; a:tfaiF- and the first Army weapon tracks as they try to filter through ad- . a limited sense, the data, facts, arid rna
with ·an aluminum barrel. Weighing but vanced lines. Fired. and loaded by one terial made available through the agen-
6 pounds, it fires a 6-ounce projectile at . man-although a two-man team is cies, publications, and services present
the rehttively low velocity of 250 feet per needed to carry all the paraphernalia- ing the same. The subjects at hand have 
second, yet can knock. out machinegun the 90-mill~eter version weighs , 33 enjoyed a wide and growing public in.
nests, bunkers, and other enemy concen- pounds. It was· developed by . several terest-primarily through the exhaus
trations at lip to 400 yards-a range Army arsenals and industry -research tive study and writings of expert col'-
that fills the gap between the old hand teams. · r ".;. • umnists who.se tie tailed · articles appear · 
grenade and the mortar. . . · Twelfth.- The u-.s. ·7th Army -in .Ger- in the pr.ess arid' journals for :avici public 

A new shoulder weapon, the -M-79 gre- · many also· has available the Entac ·guid- .consumption. Mr. Ator and Mr. La Rue 
.nade launcher,. -h~s. b~en . develpped- by ed missile, which has been called the of the Chicago Tribune, feature writers 
. the Army. It· fires a .6-ounce high-e~- ultimate weapon against a massed -tank · of the Star and Washington Post, offi
plosive shell at a ·muzzle velocity 0f 250 attack at the company Ieyel and. is al,>le · cers of the armed services, and experts 
. f~et . per second anq range up to about to destroy· "any . tank known to exist in in the diplomatic services. ·- · ~ · ·. · 
400 meter::;. This-range bricig·es the· gap · ·pres~n.t-day .armies." Thc;r Entac is··:the · . ·.The . material ·presented her~in. ·is . a: 
between the distance the hand ~grenade third in a series of French antitank mis.. compilation of both the briefings received 
can be thrown and the niinim'um range . siies 'which NATO and the U.S. Army from experts in this field and author1ta
of the 81-millimeter mortar. · . have chosen as best of their kind. Light, tive reportings by distinguished newspa-

The launcher has a steel receiver and powerful, and with a range of 6,000 feet, permen and columnists. 
-an aluminum barrel. It resembles a -it can be air dropped and set up quickly. The papers drawn for this report are 
short, fat, single-barrel shotgun. The Remote controlled, it trails a lead wire, no,t to be considered as having the ap
launcher is 28;6 inches long and the bar- through which it is guided by radio. It proval of the members in attendance, but 
rellength is 14 inches. It fires a 40-milli- can also be launched from a jeep or heli- must be considered as a fac~ual.report.of 
meter projectile. Total weight of the copter, and its efijciency against ma":' . the subjects studied. Any comments or 
loaded launcher is 6 pounds 11 ounces, neuvering tanks i$ devastating. ' cop.clusions reached by the_ c;:hairman_ a:re 

f .• 
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·subject to the specific reservation of each 
member. Someone had to write a report. 
Therefore, if in error-may it be an un
intentional one. 

There are references noted in this re
port that are complimentary to the pres
ent administration and several others 
that are critical. These statements are 
only made for the purpose of calling at
tention of the reader to the administra
tion's position in the matter. Certainly 
my Republican colleagues have the re
served right to disagree with these con
clusions-perhaps the criticisms at least 
should stand as accepted. 

OPEN DOOR FOR MAILING OF OB
SCENITY RULED BY IDGH COURT 

The SPEAKER. Under previous or
der of the House, the gentlewoman from 
Pennsylvania [Mrs. GRANAHAN] is recog
nized for 15 minutes. 

Mrs. GRANAHAN. Mr. Spea~er, .the 
highest court in the land, in the latest 
of an incredible series of judicial ration
alizations, has opened the floodgates to 
pour through our postal service and into 
American homes even greater torrents 
of vile and corruptive matter than ever 
before. · 

The Supreme Court decision of last 
Tuesday in Manual Enterprises versus 
Postmaster General Day, and its fright
ening implications, unfortunately have 
tended to be overlooked because of the 
controversy raging around ·another 
Court decision of the same day. This is 
known as the Womack case, since one 
Herman Womack is president and entre
preneur for Manual Enterprises. But 
the Womack decision is fraught with far 
greater danger than the other. 

I asked to address the House today be-· 
cause I believe it is imperative to alert 
the public to this imminent danger
and particularly the fathers and 
mothers and children whose defenses 
against filth and smut have been further 
breached ·by the decision. 

Perhaps the most notable features of 
the Womack ruling are the astounding 
divergence of reasoning among the 
members of the Court as to why our mail 
service must carry Womack's filthy 
products and the tenuous threads of 
thought that are followed ad absurdum 
and ad nauseum to reach this end. The 
sharp division of views is extraordi-
nary-if riot unique. · 

Only two Justices felt impelled to go 
to the substance of the mail matter in 
question and say it is not obscene within 
the criminal statutes which prescribe 
penalties· for mailing obscenity. Let me 
hasten to add my conviction as to their 
error. These two characterized as 
merely "unpleasant, uncouth, and taw-

. dry" magazines, sent through tbe mails 
by Womack, intended for the edification 
of sexual perverts and for the propaga
tion of perversion. 

Theirs is, indeed, a masterful under
statement. Perversion is defined by 
Webster as "diversion to a wrong end or 

· use; a corrupted form of something, and 
(psychopathol> a maladjlistinent of the 
sexual life, such that satisfaction · is 
sought in aberrant ways." It is revolt-

ing and completely abhorrent to society~ 
It is contrary to the order ·of nature and 
to human dignity. Yet Womack's mail
ings were called unpleasant. · 

The other five Justices on the decision 
at least escaped going to that extreme: 
One, Mr. Justice Clark, dissented-and I 
salute him for his magnificently persua
sive opinion, which I believe should have 
been conclusive. 

Four of the five voiced no opinion as 
to whether or not the matter in ques
tion is obscene, with one making 1;10 
comment at all. Three of them opined 
that the mails are open to its transmis
sion on a legal technicality. They found 
that section 1461 of the U.S. Criminal' 
Code-the penal statute for obscene 
mailings-does not authorize the ad
ministrative procedures long followed by 
Postmasters.. General in bringing offend
ers who mail obscenity before the bar 
of criminal justice. In other J!Ords, they 
found a loophole in a criminal law-the 
proverbial "hole in the dike." But 
there is no finger to close the hole and 
avert the catastrophe of a wide breach 
in the dike. 

Regrettable as it is . that this legal 
loophole was ferreted out, it is signifi
cant because it confirms the findings of 
my subcommittee that our criminal 
statutes to protect the public and the 
postal service from obscenity and por
nography must be strengthened. 

For the past t.wo Congresses I have 
urged and implored the committee 
having jurisdiction to strengthen these 
very criminal statutes and have been 
joined, on a completely non-partisan 
basis, by other members of my subcom
mittee on both sides of the aisle. Right 
now two of my bills for the purpose, and 
companion bills by my colleagues, lie 
dormant in other Committee, and not 
one inch of progress has been made· on 
them since the Members and I appeared . 
last year in support of the bills. 

I do not wish to labor t:Q.e point or_ 
to appear critical or impatient with an
other committee or its distinguished 
members. However, it is my earnest 
hope that prompt and vigorous action 
will now be taken to strengthen the crim
inal laws and close the U.S. mails to 
muck merchants and vendors of pornog
raphy and propaganda of perverts. If 
this occurs, then the Womack decision 
may yet be recorded in history as the 
turning point against vileness and de
bauchery-the "straw that finally broke 
the camel's back" and led to some real 
teeth in our antiobscenity laws. 

A word is in order, also, with respect 
to the nature of the beast that is to be 
turned loose on society iil this particular 
case. Make no mistake, Womack is just 
one of many who stand ready, willing, 
and able to profit by the decision . 

Womack is typical of the diseased 
minds that conceive, produce, distribute, 
and profit from, traffic in foul and anti
-social writings and pictures and record
ings. Womack already has been found 
guilty un,der another indictment for vio
lation of the criminal statutes for send
ing obscene matter through the mail~. 
He- pleaded· guilty an:d ·an associate 
pleaded not guilty, and both were found 
guilty. But just ·before sentencing of 

Womack, his attorneys advanced the plea 
of insanity, . which was rejected by the 
lower court. Thereafter, he was found 
not guilty by an appellate court because 
of insanity· and is now incarcerated in St. 
Elizabeths Hospital. The guilty verdict 
for his associate was upheld by the c9urt 
of appeals, which noted that the photo
graphs in issue "are conclusive, autopti
cal proof of obscenity and filth. Photo
graphs can be so obscene that the fact 
is incontrovertible. These photographs 
are such." 

I repeat, this is the nature of the beast 
that will be turned loose on society un
less prompt and informed action is taken 
to close the loopholes in our criminal 
statutes and to strengthen those statutes 
where we have incontrovertible evi
dence-and my subcommittee has such 
evidence-that strengthening is essen
tial in the public interest. We can 
hardly justify burdening the Postmaster 
General and other responsible author
ities with the duty to enforce laws that 
crumble into dust before the shrewd and 
unremitting attacks of expensive legal 
counsel always at the beck and call of 
the "mongrels" and "muck merchants" 
who slink on the outskirts of civilized 
society to prey on the public. 

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, 
will the gentlewoman yield? 

Mrs. GRANAHAN. I yield to the 
gentleman from Nebraska. 

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I want to con
gratulate the gentlewoman from Penn
sylvania on the fine statement she has 
made about the ruling of the Supreme 
Court and the problems involved in this 
subject. We have worked together for 
several years in this field. I think one 
of our colleagues put it quite well after 
the ruling of the Court, "Obscenity, yes; 
prayer, no." 

This field of homosexuality is one of 
the most disturbing things our Commit
tee on Postal Oper.ations has run into. 
It is no wonder that we have a growing 
problem in this field when one of the 
top men on the Government payroll, 
who until his passing recently was the 
chief psychiatrist of St. Elizabeths Hos
pital, supports this type . of behavior 
known as homosexuality. He was the 
speaker at a meeting of homosexuals in 
Philadelphia about a year ago, a top man 
in one of our Government institutions, 
mixed up in this field. That to me is a 
disgrace. I certainly want to join the 
gentlewoman from Pennsylvania' in sup
porting the position she has taken. 

Mr. BECKWORTH. Mr. Speaker, will 
the gentlewoman yield? 

Mrs. GRANAHAN. I yield to the gen
tleman from Texas. 

Mr. BECKWORTH. I, too, want to 
commend the gentlewoman from Penn
sylvania for the wonderful work she has 
done in connection with the subject she 
has been discussing here. I used to be 
the chairman of one of the subcommit
tees of the House Committee on Post 
Office and Civil Service •. working on kin
dred problems. They are serious prob
lems. I know the gentlewoman has 
attacked this problem with great vigor 
and has. done a splendid job. 

Mr. CA~ .. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentlewoman yield"? 
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Mrs. GRANAHAN. I yield to the gen
tleman from New Jersey. 

Mr. CAHILL. I want to congratulate 
the gentlewoman for her stand on this 
problem, and also congratulate her for 
her work on this subject. As the gentle
woman knows. representing a district 
just across the river from her district, 
I have come to know the great admira
tion and a.1fection in which she is held 
by the people not only of her district but 
all the people of Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey. Again, Mr. Speaker, I congratu
late the gentlewoman. 

Mrs. GRANAHAN. I thank my col
league, the gentleman .from New Jersey. 

THE SUPREME COURT PRAYER 
DECISION 

The SPEAKER. Under previous order 
of the House, the gentleman from Geor
gia [Mr. JAMEs C. DAVIS] is recognized 
for 10 minutes. 

Mr. JAMES C. DAVIS. Mr. Speaker, 
a shocking fact was brought home Mon
day for the first time to many people 
throughout the United States. That 
shocking fact was the realization that 
the Supreme Court of the United States 
is rewriting the Constitution to fit the 
philosophy and whims of the individuals 
who now occupy the bench of that Court. 

The Court decision outlawing prayer 
in the public schools of New Hyde· Park, 
Long Island, N.Y., caused many good 
Americans to see for the first time that 
we are rapidly heading into a judicial 
dictatorship; that the Supreme Court is 
chipping away the foundation stones 
UPon which our Government of freedom 
and liberty is built. 

Some of us have for years been aware 
of the Court's plan to rewrite our Con
stitution and remake our Government 
to suit its own perverted and distorted 
views and have vigorously protested the 
Court's·fraudulent usurpation of ,author
ity it does not possess. 

AJ3 long ago as July 18, 195'3, I pointed 
out the usurpation of legislative func
tions by the Court in a speech I made 
at Blowing Rock, N.C .• to the annual ses
sion of the South Carolina Press Asso
ciation. I quote this language from my 
speech to the South Carolina Press 
Association: 

Th1s present Court has trifled with the 
Constl'tution so long and so much that now 
no one knows with certainty what can be 
rellecl upon as law_ 

The law has b.een tinkered with so much 
and stretched and distorted to validate so
called progressive and liber.al doctrine that 

· one cannot be certain now that the Court 
would hold that water is wet or fire is hot; 
that white 1s white or black is black. · 

In a speech I made in Congress on June 
18, 1953, "I gave a list of 32 decisions bY. 
the Supreme Court rendered in the pre
vious 15 years, each case overruling from 
one to five previous decisions which bad 
been the law of the land for varying 
periods of years, ranging from 1 year to 
95 years, and I pointed out in that speech 
that by such decisions the present Su
preme Court had uprooted and over
turned established precedents and land
marks without the citation of a single 
authority to support the newly an-

nounced principle of law, and have pro
mulgated new doctrines which rest upon 
no precedent and have nothing to sup
port them except the bald statement of 
the pr-esent ·Court that this is the law 
now, notwithstanding the fact that pre
viously the law was exactly the contrary. 

In my 1953 speech to the South Caro
lina Press Association I us~d th~ lan
guage: 

The Supreme Comt does not possess any 
power to change our laws by Court decisions. 
,Its actions in doing so in the past have been 
usurpations of power which do not belong 
to it. 

It possesses no -power or authorlty to 
amend the Constitution, and likewise it 

•possesses no power or authority, under the 
subterfuge of construing the Constitution, to 
give to its provisions meanings which those 
provisions in fact do not have. The power 
to amend the Constitution does not rest in 
.the Supreme Court. This great power rests 
with the people of this country. The people 
of this country must not submit to any such 
usurpation of powers by the current su
preme Court. It is a right which belongs 
to the people to amend or not amend the 
Constitution as they themselves see fit. 

I have been pointing out and protest
ing for many years this pattern and 
'Plan of the Supreme Court to rewrite 
our Constitution and change 'that great 
document from an instrument to pre
serve fr~edom and individual rights into 
an instrument to support radicalism, 
atheism, obscenity, communism, cen
tralized bureaucratic government, and 
internationalism as opposed to national 
sovereignty. 

Mr. Speaker, as I have many times 
pointed out, this Court, which in previ
ous years deserved and had the respect 
and confidence of the people, is now a 
Court running wild, completely without 
any check, or without any balance. 

I am not surprised at this decision ·of 
the Supreme Court striking down prayer 
in the New Hyde Park public schools, for 
.I hav.e long been aware of the pattern of 
usurpation of authority the Court has 
been following. However, I am shocked 
by it. I deplore greatly the fact that this 
Court has the effrontery to render a deci
sion so completely without foundation, 
so completely at variance with the 
principles and character of the American 

·people, who. founded and established our 
Government upon ·a professed and 
proudlY proclaimed faith and belief in 
Almighty God, who have interwoven that 
faith and belie! in to every phase of gov
ernmental activity, both civilian and 
military. · 

As deplorable as this action on the 
part of the Court is, some good may be 
derived from it. I hope that the Ameri
can people are so aroused that they will 
demand that the power of the Court be 

·curbed. I hope that the Members of the 
House and Senate are so aroused that 
they will enact th~ necessary legislation 

·to curb the unwarranted, unlawful, and 
fraudulent usurpation of authority by 
this arrogant, recklessJ radical Court. 

Bills have been iz1.troduced to approach 
the problem in two ways, namely by act 
of Congress and by amendment to the 
Constitution. l sQall a_ptively . support 
these movements, and I hope that the 
app1·opriate legislation may be enacted 

·during this present session· of ·Congress. 

ASSEMBLED -AND UNASSEMBLED 
EXAMINATIONS AND BOARDS OF 
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS 
The SPEAKER. Under previous 

order ·of the House, the gentleman from 
Texas [Mr. BECKWORTH] is recognized 
for 10 minutes. 

Mr. BECKWORTH. Mr. Speaker, I 
desire to submit certain information per
taining to assembled and unassembled 
examinations and boards of U.S. Civil 
Service Examiners. 

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Washington, D.C., May 1, 196'2. 
DEAR Sm: In hearings before the Davis 

Manpower Subcommittee of which I am a 
member, the Chairman of the Civil Service 
Commission stated: 

"In previous fiscal years the Civil Service 
Commission has not developed and main
tained statistics showing the percentage of 
new Federal appointments which were made 
as a result of assembled examinations versus 
unassembled examinations. Beginning July 
1, 1961, the Commission installed a system 
.fGr developing 'Such ,statistics with respect 
to appointments made from registers re
sulting from examinations conducted by the 
Commission's own examining offices. So far 
this fiscal year approximately 72 percent of 
the appointments from registers maintained 
by the Commission's examining offices were 
from assembled examinations. Statistics of 
this type are not a vallable on the breakdown 
of appointments from examinations con
ducted by boards of U.S. Civil Service ex
aminers located in the agencies." I desire 
these statistics from ,your agency. 

·Please return. 
Regards, 

LINDLEY BECKWORTH. 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION., 
WtLShington, D.C., May 9,1962. 

Hon. LINDLEY BECKWORTH, 
House of Representatives, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN BECKWORTH: Thank 
you for your letter of May 1, 1962, request
ing statistics concerning appointments to 
this Commission made from registers re
sultlilg from .assembled and unassembled 
examinations. 

The registers maintained by the Board of 
U.S. Civil Service Examiners for this Com
mission reveal the following figures for the 
period July 1, 1961 through April 30, 1962: 

Twenty-seven appointments were made 
from registers resulting from assembled ex
aminations. 

Fifteen appointments were made from 
registers resulting from unassembled exami
nations. 

Your letter is Teturned. 
· Sincerely yours, 

BERNARD F. ScHMID, 
Managing Director. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY, 

Washington. D.C., May 22, 1962. 
. Han. LINDLEY BECKWORTH, 
.House of ·Representatives. 

DEAR MR. BECKWORTH: The Secretary of 
the Army has asked me to reply to your in
.quiry concerning appointments :from exam
inations conducted by boards o! U.S. civil 
service examiners. 

The information you· have requested is not 
·readily available because there has not be
fore existed a requirement for such· a statts-

. tical breakdown. To compile this data would 
require analysis of approximately 90,000 ap
pointments made at more than 225 Army 
activities throughout the entire United 
States. If the Subcommittee on Manpower 
Utilization of the Committee on Post Office 
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and Civil Service of the House of Represent
atives desires the information, we can of 
course initiate the required survey. It is 
estimated this would require considerable 
time to complete at a cost in excess of 
$10,000. 

I trust this information will be of assist
ance to you. 

Sincerely, . 
R. E. VOLLENDORFF, 

Colonel, GS, Office, Chief of Legislative 
Liaison. 

Agency 

Department of State ______________ --------- __ ·_------- ----- -

'I'HE LmRARY OF CONGRESS, 
LEGisLATIVE REFERENCE SERVI<;:E, 

Washington, D.C., June 26, 1962. 
To: The Honorable LINDLEY BECKWORTH. 
From: History and Government Division. 
Subject: Appointments from assembied and 

unassembled examinations. 
The following table summarizes in statis

tical form the information received in letters 
from certain Government agencies concern
ing their appointments from assembled and 
unassembled examinations: 

Appointments from examinations 

Assemble<J Percent Unassembled Percent 

(1) (1) (1) (I) 

(1) (1) (I) 
(1) 

Department of Defense: · Office, Secretary ________ _:_____________________________ (t) 

Army ---------------------------------------------- -- (1) (I) (1) 
40 14,444 60 

(1) (1) (1) ~vloroo~~:::::====================================== (1)9, 552 36 1, 797 64 
25 -------------- ----------2i 79 116 

2 95 ~~:~:~f~f~1i~i~===-================================ --------~~~~-Post Office Department (Washington, D.C.~ post office) __ -------------- -------------- ------------
390+ -------------- ------------

(1) 
Post Office Department (Postal field service, ___ ---------- --------------
Department of Commerce--------------------------------- (t) (1) (1) 

0 197 100 
(1) (1) (1) 

Department of Labor __ ----------------------------------- (i ) 0 
Department of Health

1 
Education, and Welfare __________ _ 

General Services Administration _________________________ _ 
U.S. Information Agency_--------------------------------Securities and Exchange Commission ____________________ _ 
Atomic Energy Commission __ ---------------------------
Federal Home Loan Bank Board-------------------------
Civil Aeronautics Board ___ -------------------------------Federal Power Commission __________________ ____________ _ 
Small Bnsiness Administration ___________________________ _ 
Interstate Commerce Commission ________________________ _ 
U.S. Tariff Commission __ ---------- -- ---------------------
Federal Trade Commission ____ ------ ---------------------Federal Maritime Commission _____ __________ _______ _____ _ 

(1) 

(4) 

(1) 
(1) 

(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(5) 

156 

0 

2 
0 

27 

(4) 

(1) 
(1) 

(1~ 
(I 
(I) 
(1) 
(5) 

21 580 79 
49 (1) 51 
0 10 100 

(4) (4) 
4 48 96 
0 17 100 

(1) (I) 
(1) (1) 

64 lll 36 
(1) (1) 
(1) (1) 
(1) (1) 
(1) (1) 
(6) (5) 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. __ ---------------
Housing and Home· Finance AgenCY------- -- ------------
National Aeronautics and Space Agency: 

Ames Research Center________________________________ 53 28 139 72 
25 83 75 
0 195 100 

Flight Research Center __ ----------------------------- 28 
Goddard Space Flight Center_________________________ 0 

41 482 59 
28 912 72 ~!e~e~;~:~:::::=:::===:=::::::=:=::==:::::::::: g~~ 

Marshall Space Flight Center------------------------- 138 23 473 77 
Federal Communications Commission____________________ 2 15 11 85 

16 1,634 8i 
8100 

Federal Aviation AgencY---------------------------------- 306 

~~:;t~:. sx~~~~~~n~:::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::: ----- -(t) ------ (1) ------<~r----- -----<~r----

tNo data. 
2 Estimated, only data given. 
3 Estimated. 
4 Not under Civil Service Commission. No date. 
5 Register recently established. Not yet used. 
e No other data. 

Summary: Based only on figures from 
agencies which reported fully and specifi
cally the number of appointments from both 
assembled and unassembled examinations: 

Appointments, assembled examinations, 
12,401; 37 percent. 

Appointments, unassembled examinations, 
21,153; 63 percent. 

The Legislative Reference Service sincerely 
hopes that the information contained in this 
table will be of value to you. 

FREDERICK L. SCOTT. 

U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, 
Washington, D.O., June 28, 1962. 

Hon. LINDLEY BECKWORTH, 
House of Representatives. 

DEAR MR. BECKWORTH: This letter has 
reference to your communication of May 
23, 1962, and your subsequent telephone 
conversation with Mr. Harvey regarding in
formation you desire concerning a number 
of our boards of U.S. civil service examiners 
in the Washington, D.C., area. 

Enclosed is the following information per
taining to 25 boards: (a) the names and 
organizational titles of the chairman, execu
tive secretary, and continuing members; and 
(b) a compilation of the lists of eligibles 
currently being maintained by each board. 
Not all of the examinations listed are open 
to the receipt of applications at the present 
tJ,me. · 

Under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service 
Commission the chairman of each board 
serves as the chief link with the top ·manage
ment of the agencr in establishing and plan
ning the board programs to meet agency 
personnel needs promptly and effectively. 
He sees that the board organization is main
tained, and furnishes advice or guidance 
whenever needed. ' 

The executive secretary administers the 
board program in accord with guidelines 
and instructions provided by the Civil Service 
Commission. He is thus responsible for the 
day-to-day board activities. 

The other conthiuing members of a board 
serve as representatives of the major or
ganizational segments of the agency by giv
ing the board advice and assistance on re
cruiting needs. 

The letter with your request of May 23, 
1962, is returned. 

Sincerely yours, 
JoHN W. MACY, Jr., 

Chairman. 

BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Chairman: Mr. Carl B. Barnes, Director of 
Personnel. 

Executive Secretary: Vacancy. 
Continuing members: Chalmer K. Lyman, 

Director (Division of Personnel Manage
ment, Forest Service); Roland F. Ballou, 

Assistant Deputy Administrator (Commodity 
Operations, Commodity Stab1lization Serv
ice); Theodore C. Byerly, Deputy Adminis
trator (Agricultural Research Service); 
Chester Francis, Jr., Director (Engineering 
Division, Soil Conservation Service); Roy w. 
Lennartson, Associate Administrator (Agri
cultural Marketing Service); Erwin L. Le
Clerg, Director (Biometrical Services, Agri
cultural Research Service) ; Frederick 
Waugh, Director (Economic and Statistical 
Analysis Division, Agricultural Marketing 
Service). 

Examinations 
Scientific aid (cotton), GS-2, 3, 4, and 5. 
Agricultural extension- specialist, GS-12, 

13, 14, and 15. 
Agricultural economist, GS-7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 

14, and 15. 
Field representative (telephone operations 

and loans) , GS-9 and 11. 
Tobacco inspector's aid, GS-3. 
Tobacco inspector, GS-5, 7, and 9. 
Veterinarian, GS-9, 11, 12, 13, and 14. 
Motion picture specialist, GS-7, 9, 11, 12, 

and 13. 
Farm credit examiner, GS-9 and 11. 
Student trainee, GS-3 and 4-agrlcul

tural economics; biological and plant 
sciences (agronomy, biology, botany, genet
ics, horticulture, plant pathology, plant 
physiology); entomology; home economics; 
plant pest control; soil scientist (research); 
agricultural statistics. 

Agricultural engineer, GS-5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 
and 13. 

Agricultural engineer (research), GS-7, 9, 
11, 12, and 13. 

Agricultural commodity grader, GS-5, 7, 
and 9. 

Forester, GS-5 and 7. 
Warehouse examiner, GS-5 and 7. 
Federal service entrance examination

Agricultural economist, GS-5; agricultural 
marketing specialist, GS-5; agricultural 
market reporter, GS-5; agricultural writer 
and editor, GS-5 and 7; plant pest control 
inspector, GS-5 and 7; plant quarantine in
spector, GS-5 .and 7; agricultural statisti
cian, GS-5 and 7. 

Cotton technologist; GS-7, 9, 11, and 12. 
Student trainee (veterinarian), GS-7. 
Entomologist (plant pests), GS-9, 11, and 

12. 
Plant pathologist, GS-9, 11, and 12. 
Agricultural research scientist, GS-7, 9, 

11, 12, and 13. 
Agricultural marketing specialist, GS-7, 9, 

11, 12, 13, and 14. 
Agricultural market reporter, GS-7, 9, and 

11. 
BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, BOLLING 
Am FORCE BASE, DEPARTMENT OF THE Am FORCE 

Chairman: Edward B. Pry, Jr., Civ111an 
Personnel Officer. 

Executive Secretary: Miss Mildred Ashton, 
Placement Officer. 

Continuing members: Mrs. Anna A. Cran
nell, Test Rating Examiner; J. Howard Ma
lone, Chief (Placement Branch); George C. 
Pullin, Chief (Propulsion Branch); Arthur E. 
Shirley, Personnel Officer (Air Force Sys
tems Command); William R. Stevens, Chief 
(Engineering Design Branch) . 

Examination 
Dental assistant, GS-2, 3, •4, and 5. 
Den tan hygienist, GS-3, 4, and 5. 
Finishing worker, W-4. 
Firefighter, GS-3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. 
Fuel distribution systems operator, W-8. 
Greens and garden worker, W-5. 
Laborer, food service attendant, W-2 and S. 
]4eatcutter, VV-8. 
Nursing assistant, Gs-2 and 3. 
Office appliance repairer, W-10 and F-08. 
Operations research analyst, GB-9, 11, 12, 

13, 14, and 15. 
Packer, W-3 and 5. 
Parachute repairer and packer, W-8. 
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Radio repairer, W-10. 
Training ofllcer (Link trainer), Gs-T. 
Stenographer, G8-3 and 4. 
Typist, G8-2 and 3. 
Warehouseman, W-4 and 6. . 
Air conditioning and refrigeration service, 

W-5, 8, 10, and F-08. 
A/C hydraullcs systems mechanic, W-8 

and W-10. . 
A/C instrument mechanic, W-8 and 10. 
A/C jet engine mechanic, W-8 and 10. 
A/C materials dispatcher, W-6 and 8. 
A/C mechanic, W-8 and 10. 
A/C piston engine mechanic, W-10. 
A/C power unit assembler, W-9. 
A/C powered ground equipment mechanic, 

W-8and 10. · 
A/C propeller mechanic, W-8 and 10. 
A/C radio repairer and installer, W-10. 
A/C servicing electrician, W-8 and 10. 
A/C sheet metal manufacturer and re-

pairer, W-8 and 10. 
A/C welder and heat treater, W-10. 
Auto steel body repairer, W-10. 
Carpenter, W-9. 
Criminal investigator, G8-11, 12, 13, 14, and 

15. 
BOARD OF U.S. CIV:JL SERVICE EXAMINERS, CIVIL 

AERONAUTICS BOARD 

Chairman: Miss Doris M. Connelly, Chief 
(Personnel Section). 

Executive Secretary: Miss Flora Crawford, 
Personnel Assistant. 

Continuing members: Marvin Bergsman, 
Associate Chief (Ofllce of Administration); 
Rita A. Degen, Administrative Ofllcer (Ofllce 
of Director, Bureau of Economic Regula
tion); Robert L. Froman, Associate Director 
(Bureau .of Safety); .George L. Stlllwagon, 
Assistant Chief (Research and Statistics Di
vision); Joseph W. Stout, Jr., Chief (In
vestigations · Division); Leon H. Tanguay, 
Associate Director (Investigations, Bureau of 
Safety). 

Examinations 
Air safety investigator, airworthiness, G8-

9, 11,12, and 13. 
Analysis, G8-9, 11, and 12. 
Hearing and reports, G8-9, 11, and 12. 
Operations, GB-11, 12, and 13. 

BOARD OF ·u.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, COAST 
AND GEODETIC SURVEY, DEPARTMENT OF 
COMMERCE 

Chairman: Lansing G. Simmons, Physical 
Scientist. 

Executive Secretary: Mrs. Edna Johnson, 
Personnel Assistant. 

Continuing members: Bernard C. Byrnes, 
Supervisory Geophysicist ( Geomagnetics) ; 
A. Edward Craig, Supervisory Geodesist; 
James H. Nelson, Geophysicist; Samuel P. 
Hand, Geodetic Engineer; Bennett G . . Jones, 
Supervisory Photogrammetric Engineer. 

E-xamination.s 
Geodesist, G8-5 through GB-15. 
Geophysicist, G8-5 through GB-15 (earth 

physics) (geomagnetism) (seismology). 
Surveying aid and technician, G&:-1 

through G~7. 
Printing plant and llthographic trainee, 

WB-4. 

BOARD OF U.S. CIVn. SERVICE EXAMINERS, U.S. 
WEATHER BUREAU, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

.Chairman: Jol:ln J. Davis, Chief (Person
nel Management Division). 

Executive Secretary: Charles B; Lee, · Place
. ment Ofllcer. 

Continuing members: Dr. Helmut E. 
· L·and.Bberg, Chief ('Climatological Division); 
Edward M. Vernon, Chief (Synoptic Reports 
· and Forecasts Division); Dr. Harry Wexler, 
Chief (Meteorological Research); Albert It. 
Showalter, Chief (Observation and Station 
Facilities Division); William E. Hiatt, Chief 
(Hydrologic Division); David S. Johnson, 
Assistant Director (Meteorological Satellite 
Activity); Dr. George P. Cressman, Director 
(National Meteorological Center). 

Examinations 
Meteorologist, G8-5 through GS-13. 
Meteorological technician, GS-4 through· 

G8-9. 
BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 

Chairman; Curtis F. Adams, Director of 
Personnel. 

Executive Secretary: ·James R. Holland, 
Personnel Management Specialist. 

Continuing members: Philip J. Branni
gan, Supervising ~echanical Engineer, Bu
reau of Safety and Service; Franklin L. 
Black, Chief, Investigation and Compliance 
Branch, Bureau of Safety and Service; 
George W. Spangler, Chief, Signals and 
Train Control Branch, Bureau of Safety and 
Service; Herbert Qualls, Director, Bureau of 
Motor Carriers; Davis R. Ledford, Jr., Assist
ant to the Director, Bureau of Trame; Wil
liam Powell, Special Assistant, Bureau of 
Accounts. 

Examinations 
·Safety inspector, G8-5. 
Transportation ta.ri:ff examiner, GS-8. 
Accountant, GB-7. 
Inspector of locomotives, GB-12. 
Inspector of railway and train control, 

GB-12. 
Safety and service agent, GB-12. 
BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, 

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

Chairman: Thomas A. Flynn, Director of 
Personnel. 

Executive Secretary: Mrs. Iris E. Joy, 
Supervisory Placement Specialist. 

Continuing members: John F. Feeney, Ex
ecutive Ofllcer and Budget Ofllcer; Robert F. 
Keller, Legislative Attorney (General); Vin
cent J. Kirby, Assistant Director of Person
nel; Herschel Parham, Chief of Place.ment; 
Leo Herbert, Director (Office of Staff 
Management). 

Examinations 
Accountant and Auditor: Systems ac

countant, GB-11 through GB-15; supervisory 
accountant, 08-11 through G8-15; account
ant, G8-9; accountant, Gs-7. 

BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, 
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

Chairman: Irving L. Weston, Chief (Moni
toring D1 vision) . 

BOARD OP U.S. CIVIL SERVICE E:lU.MINERS, BUREAU 
OF PUBLIC RO,ADS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE · 

Executive Secretary: Mrs. Ruby F. Cald
well, Administrative Assistant to Chief En
gineer. 

Executive Secretary.: .John G. Bosholm, 
· Adinintstr.ative Ofllcer. , 

Continut~g members: John R. Blakistone, 
Chief Underwriter; Florence Dalton, Adinin
lstrative Assistant; Edward Simpson, Chief 
Construction Examiner . 

Examinations 
Appraiser, G8-9. 
Loan examiner (realty), GB-9. 
Architect examiner, Gs-7 and GS-9. 

. Construction representative, oullding and 
utilities, G8-9. 
BOARD OF U.S. CIVri. SERVICE EXAMINERS, CHIL

"DREN'S BUREAU, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, 

EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

Chairman: Margaret A. Emery, Assistant 
to Chief for Legislation. 

Executive Secretary: Margaret 0. Schnoor, 
Personnel Assistant. 

Continuing members: Dr. Arthur J. Les-. 
ser, Superviser (Social Admlnistration Re
search Analyst Service) ; Philip G. Green, 
Juvenile Delinquency Service; Helen L. Wit
mer, Director (Division of Research); Mil
dred M. Arnold, Public Welfare Adviser. 

· Examinations 
Child welfare advisers and specialists, GS-

12, 13, and 14. 
Nursing consultant in maternal and child 

health, G8-13. ' 
BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS_.. OFFICE 

OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, 

EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

Chairman: Dr. Wayne 0. Reed, Deputy 
Commissioner of Education. 

Executive Secretary: Ruth M. Magin, 
Placement Ofllcer. 

Continuing members: Dr. Lloyd B. Blauch, 
Assistant Director of the Retired ·professor's 
Registry; Dr. Finis E. Engleman, Executive 
Secretary o:f the American Association of 
School Administrators, National Education 
Association; Joseph M. Shea, Chief (Person
nel and Organization Section). 

Examinations 
Education research and program specialist, 

. G8-9 through G8-15. 
BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, BUREAU 

OF MINES, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Chairman: Paul Zinner, Assistant Director 
(Programs). 

Executive Secretary: Harvey V. Pearce, 
Chief Personnel Officer. 

Continuing members: Roscoe A. Cattell, 
Physical Science Administrator; T. Reed 
Scallon. Chief (Division of Bituminous 
Coal); James Westfield, Assistant Director 
(Health and Safety); Charles W. Merrlll, 
Chief (Division of Minerals). 

Examinations 
Mining engineer, G&,-5, 7, 9, 11, ·12, 13, 14, 

and 15. 
Commodity industry analyst '(minerals), 

GB-5, 7, 9, 11, and 12. · 
Coal mine inspector, G8-9, 11 and 12. 
Safety representative, G8-5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 

and 13. 
BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, GEO

LOGICAL SURVEY, DEPARTMENT OF THE IN
TERIOR 

Chairman: John P. Razmus, Assistant 
Chief (Employment and Employee Relations 
Branch). · 

Executive Secretary: Vacancy. 
Continuing members: Carl A. Carpenter, 

Highway Physical Research Engineer; Joseph 
H. Power~. Bridge Engineer (Design); "Henry 
A. sawchuk, Highway Engineer; Robley Win
frey, Chief (Highway Needs and Economy 

Continuing members: Charles R. Cowan, 
Electronic Engineer (Wire Communica- _ 
tions); Herman Garl.an, Supervisory Elec
tronic Engineer (Radio); Gilbert H. Hatfield, · 
Personnel Officer; Robert Stolarski, Super
vistory Placement Specialist. 

Chairman: William T. Pecara, Geologist 
(General). 

Executive Secretary: Lewis Men en, Super
visory Placement Speciallst. 

Continuing members: Dr. Gilbert Corwin, 
Geologist (General); Tate Dalrymple, Super
vising Hydraulic Engineer; Dr. Henry R. 

Examinations 
Electronic engineer, G8-5, 7, 9, and 11. 

Division); Erwin J. Zelasko, Appraiser.. BOARD OJ' u.s. CIVn. .SERVICE EXAMINERS, FEDERAL 

Examinatfons HOUSING ADMINISTRATION, DISTRICT OF CO-

<]:ngineer (highway) ; G8-5 through G8-13. LUMBIA IN.SURING OFFICE 

Engineer (bridge), G8-7 through GB-13; Chairman: Thomas C. Barringer, Director 
Right-of-way appraiser, GB-11 and GB-12. · · (District of Columbia. Insuring Ofllce, FHA). 

~ Joesting, Geophysicist (Exploration); John 
A. Law, Civil ;Engineer (Surveying); Charles 
L. McGuinness, Geologist (Ground Water); 
John C. Miller. Administrative Geologist 
(General); Roy E. Oltman, Supervising Hy
draulic Engineer (Water Resources Investi
gations); Ralph E. Van Alstine, _ Geologist 
(Mineral Depos~ts). 
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Examinations 

Geologist, Gs-5 and 7. 
Geologist, G8-9 through GB-15. 
Geophysicist (exploration and · experi-

mental). G8-5 through GS;-15. 
Hydraulic engineer, GS-5 through GB-15. 

BOARD OF U.S. CIVll. SERVICE EXAMINERS, BUREAU 
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE 

INTERIOR 

Chairman: Mrs. Evelyn W. Adams, Place
ment Officer. 

Executive Secretary: Mrs. Kathleen Teague, 
Placement Officer. 

Continuing Members: Lucile A. Hastings, 
Director (Social Service); Vinita Lewis, Ad
viser Specialist (Public Welfare). 

Examinations 
Social worker: (General) G8-9 and GB-11; 

(child welfare) G8-9 through G8-12; (famlly 
service) G8-9 through GB-13. 
BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, IMMI

GRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE, DE

PARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Chatrman: James F. Greene, Deputy As
sociate Commissioner for Domestic Control. 

Executive Secretary: Mrs. Catherine M. 
Smith, Placement Specialist. 

Continuing members: Donald R. Coppock, 
Assistant Commissioner (Enforcement); 
Claude C. Franklin, Placement Officer; 
Thomas G. Casey, Assistant Personnel Officer; 
Laurence R. Kesler, Supervisory General 
Investigator. 

Examination 
Immigration patrol inspector, GB-7. 

BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, NA
TIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRA
TION, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

Chairman, John W. Townsend, Assistant 
Director (Space Sciences and Satellite Appli
cation). 

Executive Secretary: Mrs. Catherine S. 
Steele, Personnel Assistant. 

Continuing members: Herbert J. Five
house, Management Analyst; Fred J. Friel, 
Jr., Supervisory Electronic Scientist (Gen
eral); Dr. Allen 0. Gamble, Manpower Evalu
ation and Development Officer; Nemo P. 
Mlller, Chief (Construction Engineering Di
vision) ; Leopold Winkler, Chief (Office of 
Technical Services) • 

ExaminatiOns 
Aerospace technology, G8-5 through G8-15. 

BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS~ DEPART
MENT OF THE NAVY 

Chairman: Edwin A. Wigginhorn, Director 
(Departmental Civilian Personnel Division). 
Executive Secretary: Mrs. Marian S. Pedraza, 
Qualifications Rating Examiner . . 

Continuing members: Edwin P. Bledsoe, 
Contract Officer; Nathan R. Gilbert. Assist
ant for Special Studies; Paul W. Daisey, 
Supervisory Marine Transportation Officer 
(General) ; Fernand V. Demaret, Adminis
trative Officer Management (Financial); 
Lawrence P. Fern, Deputy Administrative 
Ofllcer; Albert P. Kenyon, Education Special
ist; Owen H. Oakley,·supervisory Naval Archi
tect; John c. Phillips, Ordnance Design En
gineer: W. Robert Stinchcum, Supervisory 
General Engineer; Howard F. Uphoff, Head 
(Personnel Analysis Branch). 

Examinations 
Engineer-Aeronautical, chemical, elec- · 

trical, industrial, marine, materials, mechan
ical, naval architect, G8-5 through GB-15. 

Equipment specialist, G8-7 through G8-
12. 

Patent adviser, G8-7 through GB-12. 
BOARD OF U.S. CIVll. SERVICE EXAMINERS, SCIEN

TIFIC AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL OF POTOMAC 
RIVER NAVAL COMMAND, DEPARTMENT OF THE 
NAVY 

Chairman: Dr. B. P. Ramsay, ·Chief (Elec
trical Evaluation Division, Underwater Eval-

uation Department, Naval Ordnance Labora
tory). 

Executive Secretary: Everett H. Woodward, 
Executive Secretary (Board of Examiners). 

Continuing members: Harry L. Rich, Su
pervisory Physicist; Francis P. Scott, Astron
omer; Benard V. Stuber, Supervisory Flight 
Test Engineer; Horace M. Trent, Physicist; 
Robert E. Waxman, Supervisory Electronic 
Engineer; John W. Wrench, Jr., Supervisory 
Mathematician; J. H. /Blythe, Oceanographer; 
Elmer R. Csanady, Head (Process Develop
ment Division); Frank W. Kasdorf, Head 
(Technical Evaluation Division); D. W. 
Stoner, Deputy Director (Weapons Develop
ment, Evaluation Laboratory); Julius Send
roy, Jr., Chief Chemist; Robert H. Randall, 
Jr., Deputy Director (Marine Sciences De
partment); Horner W. Carhart, Head (Fuels 
Branch, Chemistry Division); J. R. Light
foot, Assistant Program Chief (Engineer
ing}. 

Examinations 
Astronomer, G8-5 through GB-15. 
Chemist, G8-5 through GB-15. 
Engineer, G8-5 through GB-15. 
Engineering aid, G8-2, 3, and 4. 
Engineering draftsman, G8-2 through 

GS-7. 
Engineering designer, G8-9 and GB-11. 
Engineering technician, G8-5 through GB-

12. 
Electronic technician, G8-5 through G8-

12. 
Industrial hygienist, G8-5 through G8-15. 
'Mathematician, G8-5 through GS-15. 
Mathematics aid, G8-2 through GS-4. 
Mathematics technician, G8-5 through 

GB-9. 
Metallurgist, G8-5 through GB-15. 
Navigation specialist (air), G8-5 and Gs-7. 
Navigation specialist (marine). GS-7 and 

GB-9. 
Oceanographer, G8-5 through G8-15. 
Physical science aid, G8-2 through GS-4. 
Physical science technician, G8-5 through 

GB-12. 
Physicist, G8-5 through GB-15. 

BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, SECU
RITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

Chairman: William E. Becker, Management 
Analysist. 

Executive Secretary: Harry H. Pollack, Di
l'ector of Personnel. 

Continuing members: Philip A. Loomis, Jr., 
Director (Division of Trading and Ex
changes); Manuel F. Cohen, Commissioner; 
Andrew Barr, Chief Accountant. 

Examinations 
Financial analyst, G8-7 through GB-12. 
Securities investigator, G8-9 and G8-ll. 

BOARD OF U.S. CIVn. SERVICE EXAMINERS, SMITH
SONIAN INSTITUTION 

Chairman: Dr. A. Remington Kellogg, As
sistant Secretary. · 

Executive Secretary: Mrs. Helen R. Fen
tress, Chief (Recruitment and Placement 
Section). 

Continuing members: Thomas M. Beggs, 
Museum Director (Art); Dr. Robert P. Mult
hauf, Museum Director (Science and Tech
nology); Mr. Mendel L. Peterson, Museum 
Director (History); Dr. Theodore H. Reed, 
Director (National Zoological Park); Dr. Leo
nard P. Schultz. Systematic Zoologist 
(Fishes); Mr. Frank A. Taylor, Director 
(Museum of History and Technology) . 

Examinations 
Exhibits technician, G8-2 through G8-5; 

and exhibits specialist, GS-6 through Gs-13. 
Animal keeper (zoo). W-5 and W-7. 
Museum aid, G8-3 through G8-5. 
Historian, museum option, G8-9., 11, 12, 

13, 14, and 15. 
Agricultural research scientist, systematic 

zoology option, 08-9, 11, 12, 18, and 1'-

BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, BUREAU 
OF ENGRAVIl'fG AHD PRINTING, TREASURY 
DEPARTMENT . 

Chairman: Miss Winlfred .Loring, Assistant 
Chief (Office of Industrial Relations). 

Executive Secretary: Vacancy. 
Continuing members: Genevieve M. Lint, 

Assistant Head (Employment and Training 
Branch); Herbert A. Gage, Chief ·(Office of 
Surface Printing and Ink Manufacturing); 
James A. Conlon, Chief (Office of Currency 
and Stamp Manufacturing); Andrew J. Wil
son, Associate Controller; Etheridge F. Kent, 
Head (Security Control Branch); John C. 
Hatley, Administrative Officer. 

Examination 
U.S. securities processor, level 1. 

BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, 
U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY 

Chairman: Lionel s. Mosley, Director of 
Personnel. 

Executive Secretary: Neil A. Porter, Per
sonnel Officer. 

Continuing members: Gordon A. Ewing, 
Director (Information Center Service); 
Henry Loomis, Director (Broadcasting Serv
ice) ; Ray Mackland, Director (Press and 
Publication Service); Thomas C. ·sorensen, 
Deputy Director (Polley and Plans); George 
C. Stevens, Jr., Director (Motion Picture 
Service Information). 

Examinations 
Foreign language specialist, G8-5 through 

Gs-13. 
Radio broadcast technician, WB-1. 
Transmitter and receiver operator and 

maintenance technician, levels, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and5. 

CENTRAL BOARD OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINERS, 
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 

Chairman: John s. Arledge, Jr., Chief 
(Employment Division, Department of Med
icine and Surgery). 

Executive Secretary: Marion S. Zalon, 
Placement Specialist. 

Continuing members: Dr. Benjamin Mil
ler, Director (Radiology Service); Roger 
Cumming, Director (Social Work Service): 
Lee Mark Director (Design Service); Dr. 
Joseph Samler, Supervisory Staff Psychol
ogist. 

Examinations 
Architect, G8-5 through GB-13. 
Biochemist. G8-7 through GB-13. 
Bacteriologist, G8-7 through GB-13. 
Serologist, G8-7 through G8-1S. 
Psychologist, GB-11 through GB-15. 
Counseling psychologist (VR&E), G8-12 

and GB-13. 
Corrective therapist, G8-5 through Gs-9. 
Occupational therapist, G8-5 through 

G8-9. 
Physical therapist, G8-5 through G8-9. 
Biochemist radioisotopes, G8-7 ·through 

Gs-14. . 
Biologist radioisotopes, G8-9 through 

GB-14. 
Physicist radioisotopes, Gs-7 through 

GB-14. 
Medical record librarian, G8-5 through 

GB-12. 
Resident in hospital administration. 
Clinical social worker, G8-7 through GS-

13. 
Pharmacist, G8-7 through GB-12. 
Dietition, G8-5 through GB-10. 

BOARJ) OF U.S. CIVll. SERVICE EXAMINERS, VET
ERANS' ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL, VETERANS' 

• ADMINISTRATION 

Chairman: Vacancy. • 
Executive secretary: William G. Charlton, 

supervisory personnel management special-
1st. 

Continuing member: Dr. Walter Kurland, 
personnel physician. 
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Examinations · would' foreclose the possibility of estab- "the only one which will serve the public 

Histopathology technician, GS-S, 4, 5, and lishing a unit of the National Park Sys- harbor facilities planned by the State 
6. . tem by suggesting that there would not and the needs of Midwest Steel Corp." 

Medical radiology technician, GS-S, 4, and be an area left of sufficient size and pos- I suggest that this deletion was a delib-
5· Medical laboratory technician, aS-5 and 6. sessing sufficient scenic and recreational erate attempt to mislead an unknowing 

Nursing assistant, aS-2. values to be considered appropriate. On reader of the comments and to make it 
Dental technician, GS-5, 6, and 7 the other hand the National Park System seem that this was a highly irregular 

contains parks with 20 percent of the and suspicious project. 
area of the remaining duneslands which Earlier I quoted the Department of In-

INDIANA DEEP WATER PORT AT the Department has described as out- terior .as suggesting that pollution would 
BURNS DITCH standing. be caused by the harbor and the in-

The SP.EAKER. Under previous order The Department of the Interior raises dustrialization of the area which would 
of the House, the gentleman from Indi- what it considers two significant ques- have a detrimental effect on the recrea.:.. 
ana [Mr. RousH] is recognized for 10 tions: First, it suggests that the Engi- tion potential of the area. I suggest that 
minutes. , neers report did not consider the loss in the . Department is not consistent with 

Mr:ROUSH. Mr. Speaker, I have ad- park and recreational resources in its other agencies of the Government more 
4ressed the. House several times on the analysis of the cost-to-benefit evaluation · competent . to testify· in this area. The 
subject of the Indiana Deep water Port of the harbor project: Some time ago Public Health Service maintains a quali

. at Burns Ditch; on the Indiana shore- I asked the Department of the Interior fied agency which is responsible for 
line of Lake Michigan. The corps of· if there was some formula by which a studies of pollution and they disagree 

· Engineers of the u.s. Army has published benefit price could be established for with the conclusion reached in the De
. a report suggesting that a public harbor esthetic properties. They told me that partment of the Interior. In their com
at the site would be feasible and recom- it is impossible to put a dollar sign on ments on the same project the real ex-
mending that the United states partici- the beauty bf a ·sunset on a remote beach perts say, "It is concluded that both ex
pate in its construction. or some other natural phenomena. Now, . isting and potential water pollution from 

In the course of preparing the report the same Department complains that an- Burns Ditch and the proposed Waterway 
for submission to the Congress, a copy other agency has not done what they Harbor can be adequately controlled to 
of the report was directed to the Depart- told me was impossible for them to do. protect local beaches and water sup
ment of the Interior and their views on Next, the Department suggests that Plies." They said earlier ·that the proj
the report were solicited. On June 20, the corps did not seriously weigh the ect would not affect the Public Health 
the comments of the· Department were Burns Ditch site against other potential Service program. 
forwarded by the Secretary of the In- sites along the 45-mile Lake Michigan The comments of the Department of 
terior back to the Chief of the Corps of shoreline in the State of Indiana. First, Interior suggest that there are now 5% 
Engineers. · let me say that the Department of the In- miles of beach and 9,000 acres of suitable 

The comments of the Department are · terior gives Indiana several more miles park area. Two years ago, the very 
very disturbing. While the Department of shoreline than it possesses. Perhaps thorough Great Lakes shoreline survey 
has considered the proJect several times on these uncharted and undiscovered suggested that there were only 5,000 
over the past -decade, and while it is miles of shoreline there could be a place acres of any conservation value and their 
considering an area adjacent to the har- for a port. But on the charted area letter of 1959 to the Corps of Engineers 
bor· as a national seashore site, -the re- of our shoreline which· has been recog- · suggested- that · they were considerin~ 
port cbntain8 ·inaccuraCies in facts and niz~d for 143 years as our shoreline, only 4 miles of suitable beach. It is 
a lack of understanding of the proposed there is no alternate site. The corps amazing that the land has improved in 
development. In addition to this, the did not reinvestigate the entire shore- natural beauty so much in such a short 
Department has ventured opinions in li:ne . of the State of Indiana . in prepar- . period of time. 
certain areas completely 'contrary to the ing its ·report. None of the existing _The comments of the Department of 
opinions of other competent govern- harbor locations would be practically im- the Interior on the .report OIJ. the Burns· 
mental authorities. · : ·. ' proved to construct a port of the scope Waterway Harbor· project cannot be 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not for one planned. They did not survey the Indi- taken seriously. They obviously contain 
minute deny the right of the Department ana Dunes State Park shoreline since it errors in fact, and inconsistencies with 
of the Interior to disagree with me and was considered in valuable usage. They Department policies and previous state
the Governor of Indiana, our U.S. did not survey the residential areas on ments. 
senators, our congressional delegation, the shore in the cities of Gary, Michigan There will be a port constructed at the 
our state legislature, and millions of City, Hammond and others on the in- Burns Waterway Harbor site. It has 
our citizens plus the Corps of Engineers, dustrial sections of the shore where it been authorized and it is planned as a 
the Department of Commerce, the De- 'YO':ll~. be impossible to construct support private port by the Midwest Steel Corp. 
partment of Health, Education, and Wel- · facihties. They only surveyed the area There will be industrialization of that 
fare, and various agencies subordinate which is practical for construction of a area because factories are already estab
to the Department of the Interior. It port, which has some public or private lished there. The natural dunes have 
has the right to disagree, but its dis- support as a harbor site and which has already been destroyed by Chicago de
agreement should be based on facts, not the economic activities needed to support velopers to build the beaches, roads and 
fiction. Its disagreement should -be and justify a port. There is just one buildings of Chicago. ' 
based on considerations in areas- ' where such site and that is at Burns Ditch. The State of Indiana plans to take ad-
the Department is · competent ' and In raising ·this question, the Depart- · va,ntage of .an opportunity presented by .. 
authoritative. · ment infers that the port is being posi- the interest of Midwest and Bethlehem 

There is inconsistency. in the com- tioned at Burns Ditch to give undue · Steel Cos., and many. other commercial 
.. ments. On one hand the Department of · -benetfits to a single . business .firm, Mid- companies in this site to construct a pub

the Interior suggests -that that develop- west Steel Corp. · In quoting from the lie harbor to provide additional commer
ment 9f the port and industrial area, and · Engil:~eers' report the Department. of the eial transpo:mttion facilities for the pro
what th(l 'Department· terms "the . i:h- , Interwr· suggests -- that "this· site . was · ·ducers and consumers Of the Midwest . 
evitable pollution which would . ri.eces- . se.lecteq because. it is the only one which It. has suggested a . plan . which would 
sarily folJo~ the construction" ,would Will serve * · * * .~he neeps ~f the Mid- · offer a ~atiorial se~hore area of nearly 
have a detrime.ntal effect on the public west Steel Co!P· F~rth~r . sta~ements 5,000 acres in the area of the finest 

. re?reation potential of the area several are. quoted to mf~r that this. proJect has dunes-land: This is the practical solu
miles away. On the other hand the De- as Its sole beneficiary the Midwest St~el tion . to this eQntroversy. 
partJ:!lent supports . a · ·proposal . which CorJ?. No~. let me read the phrase which There are r~asons why some people in 
would c?nserve land m a crazy_ qmlt pat- was so dehcately deleted. Let us put the Illinois should oppose the Indiana port 
tern w~1ch would c~mpletel~. surround an quote back together.and see how It takes project. But these reasons seem greedy 
authoriZed .. and ·existing private harbor on a different meanmg. The full quota- and they are trying to conceal these real 

, ~.an~ ~nd~~tri~~ plant .. The Department tjon on page 19 .of the corps'):eport says · reasons for opposition behind ·a facade 
. ·concludes that. the .. port _ .c~~~ruction that . this site was. selected because it is · of conservation.· I suggest that the · op--
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ponents of ·the Indiana· harbor seek to 
con8erve the economic welfare of the 
Calumet port in Illinois, not the beauti
ful dunes of Indiana. 

The Indiana port will coinpete with 
the Calumet port for all transshipments 
of coal, grain, and general cal'go from 
the area. When the Indiana port opens: 
it will offer shippers a faster and cheaper 
harbor facility. The following chart will 
show the comparison with the Calumet 
port: · 
Transportation savings tor transhipped 

traffic comparing Burns Waterway Harbor 
with Calumet Harbor, IZZ. · 

Commodity 
Savings Savings on Tug 
in time vessel savings 
(hours) 1 operation per trip 1 

per trip 

CoaL _______________ 
4 2$788 $780 

Grain.------------- 5 a 955 1,055 
General cargo _______ 5 '500 1,145 

1 Based on round-trip vessel time from outer harbor 
to terminals on Calumet River as determined by study 
of actual transit and detention time, 1959 records . 

. 2 Weighted average hourly rates of prospective bulk 
cargo and self-unloader fleets, each type handling ~ of 
coal traffic. · 
· a Weighted average hourly rates of prospective bulk 

cargo fleet. . 
' Daily operating costs, C-2 type vess~ls in port. 

It is obvious why our friends from 
Illinois oppose the project. They have 
built a white elephant, and they are try
ing to protect it. . 
. If there are those in the Department 
of the Interior and elsewhere who are 
legitim~tely interested in the conserva
tion and protection of the Indiana 
dunes, let them join with ·us from In
diana and fight to save the remaining 
5,000 · acres of dunesland. By joining 
with those who seek to block Indiana's 
valuable port under the guise of con
servation of the dunes, they risk the 
loss of the dunes. I urge that the De
partment of the Interior reevaluate its 
position and develop a statement which 
is factual, consistent, and in the inter
ests of true conservation. I urge that 
those Members who will be responsible 
soon for consideration of these projects 
in congressional committees consider the 
inaccuracies in the Department of In
terior's comments when evaluating those 
comments. I hope that a more accu
r·ate analysis of the harbor project from 
the standpoint of the conservationist will 
be available from the Department of the 
Interior when the bills authorizing the 
public harbor are being considered. 

PERSONAL ANNOUNCEMENT 
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, at the re

quest of the distinguished gentleman 
from Hawaii [Mr. INOUYE] whose State 
is vitail.y interested in the sugar bill, I 
withdraw my objection to the request of 
the ·gentleman from North Carolina to 
go to conference. · 

SUGAR ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1962 
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanirilous consent tO take from the 
'Speaker's desk the bill, H.R. 12154, to 
amend -and extend the provisions of the 
~ugar Act of 1948, as .amended with 
the Senate amendments thereto, disagree 
to the Senate amendment, insist on the 

position of the .House, · and agree to the 
conference .asked by the Senate. 

The Clerk read the title of the bill. 
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 

the request of the gentleman from North 
Carolina? 

The Chair hears none and appoints the 
following conferees: Messrs. CooLEY, 
POAGE, JONES Of Missouri, INOUYE, 
HOEVEN, MCINTIRE, and TEAGUE of 
California. 

Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that the conferees 
on tlie bill, H.R. 12154, may have until 
midnight Friday night to file a confer
ence report for printing under the rule. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from North 
Carolina? 

There was no objection. 

NATION'S LAND-GRANT COJ,..LEGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES 

Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that the gentleman 
from California [Mr. WILSON] may ex
tend his remarks at this point in the 
RECORD. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
New Jersey? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. WILSON of California. Mr. 

Speaker, I am especially happy to join 
others of my colleagues today in saluting 
the Nation's land-grant colleges and 
universities, and to note that July 2 will 
be the 100th anniversary of the signing 
of the Morrill Land-Grant Act by Presi- · 
dent Lincoln. 

In ·my own State, the University of 
California, with five Nobel Prize winners 
now on its faculty, is a notable example 
of the high academic standards the land
grant institutions have built for them
selves. All five of these scholars earned 
one or more degrees at land-grant insti
tutions. 

But perhaps more significant is the 
fact that our land-grant colleges and 
universities recognized early that higher 
education -should not be exclusively the 
preserved of the intellectually elite, but 
also the right of those who will follow 
careers in agriculture and the industrial 
and commercial arts. 

Who would deny that much of this 
country's leadership in these areas stems 
from the recognition of this principle? 
Learning should not be undertaken 
wholly for its own sake, but in the hope 
of benefitting mankind. 

With these goals, I am confident our 
land-grant institutions will continue to 
be a credit to our country, and am happy 
to wish them well. 

SUPREME CQURT DECISION ON _ 
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRAYER 

Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous -consent that the gentleman 
from Texas [Mr. ALGER] may extend his 
remarks at this point in the RECORD. 
. The SPEAKER. ;Is there objectiQn 

to the request of . the gentleman from 
New Jersey? 

_ Thez:e was nq objecti9n. 
Mr. ALGER. Mr. Speaker, the de

cision of the Supreme Court outlawing 

nondenominational prayer in the public 
schools is frightening in its implications. 
The Court has gone far afield in its in .. 
terpretation of ·the constitutional guar
antees of separation of church and state 
to forbid public recognition of Almighty 
God. 

In writing the language of the first 
amendment the framers of our Constitu
tion clearly indicated its purpose, to pre
vent the establishment of a state religion 
or to force upon the people a particular 
church affiliation. Nowhere in the Con
stitution is there any suggestion that 
communication with the Supreme Being 
is out of keeping with our national pre
~epts. In fact, the very articles upon 
which our Nation is founded are replete 
with appeals to our Maker to guide us 
in wisdom and in strength. 

The Supreme Court now denies the 
right of the people to offer prayers in 
the public schools, giving as the basis 
for its decision that through the use of 
such prayers the state 'is, in effect, estab
lishing a religion. I agree wholeheart
edly with Justice Potter Stewart who, 
in dissenting from . this view, said the 
Court is "denying schoolchildren the op
portunity of sharing the spiritual herit
age of our Nation." I would like to in
clude as a part of these remarks at this 
point Justice Stewart's masterful words 
in his dissent: 
[Supreme COurt of the United States-No. 

468--{)ctober term, 1961] 
STEVEN I. ENGEL ET AL., PETITIONERS, V. 

WILLIAM J. VITALE, JR., ET AL. 

(On writ of certiorari to the Court of 
Appeals of New York) 

(June. 25, 1962) 
Mr. Justice Stewart, dissenting. 
A local school board in New York has pro

vided that those pupils who wish to do so 
may join in a brief prayer. at the beginning 
of each schoolday, acknowledging their de
pendence upon God and asking His blessing 
upon them and upon their parents, their 
teachers, and their country. The Court today 
decides that in permitting this brief non
denominational prayer the school board has 
violated the Constitution of the United 
States. I think this decision is wrong. 

The Court does not hold, nor could it, that 
New York has interfered with the free exer
cise of anybody's religion. For the State 
courts have made clear that those who ob
ject to reciting the prayer must be entirely 
free of any compulsion to do so, including 
any "embarrassments and pressures. Cf. 
West 'Virginia State Board of Education v. 
Barnette, 319 U.S. 624. But the Court says 
that in permitting schoolchildren to say this 
simple prayer, the New York authorities have 
established "an official religion." 

With all respect, I think the Court has 
misapplied a gre~t constitutional principle. 
I cannot see how an "official religion" is es
tablished by letting those who want to say 
a prayer say it. On the contrary, I think 
that to deny the wish of these schoolchildren 
to join in reciting this prayer ~s to deny them 
the opportunity of sharing' in the spiritual 
heritage of our Nation. 

The Court's historical review of the quar
rels over the Book of Common Prayer in 
England throws no light for me on the issue 
before us in this case. England hag then 
and has now an established church . . Equa~ly 
unenlightening, I think, is the history of the 
early establishment and later rejection of 
an official chuch in our own State~. For we 
deal here not with the establishment of a 
state church, which would, of course, be 
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constitutionally impermissible, - but with 
whether schoolchildren who want to begin 
their .day, by joining in, prayer must be pro
hibited from doing so. Moreover, I think 
that the Court's task, in this lis' in all aieas 
of constitutional adjudication, is not re
sponsibly aided by the uncritical invocation 
of metaphors like the "wall of separation,.'! 
a phrase nowhere to be found in the Con
stitution. What is relevant to the issue 
here is not the history of an established 
church in 16th-century England or in 18th
century America, but the history of the reli
gious traditions of our people, reflected in 
countless practices of the institutions and 
officials of our Government. 

At the opening of each day's session of 
this Court we stand, while one of our officJals 
invokes the protection of God. Since the 
days of John Marshall our Crier has said, 
"God save the United States and this Hon
orable Court." 1 Both the Senate and the 
House of Representatives . open their daily 
sessions with prayer.2 Each of our Presi
dents, from George Washington to John F. 
Kennedy, has -upon assuming his office asked 
the protection and help of God.3 

1 See Warren, "The Supreme Court . in 
United States History,'' vol: 1, p. 469. 

2 See rule III, Senate Manual, S. Doc. No. 
2, 87th Cong., 1st sess. See rule VII, Rules 

. ,of the House of Representatives, H. Doc. 
No. 459, 86th Cong., 2d sess. 

3 For example: 
On April 30, 1789, President George Wash

ington said: 
"It would be peculiarly improper to omit 

in .this first official act my fervent supplica
tions to that Almighty Being who rules over 
the universe, who presides in the councils 
of nations, and whose providential aids can 
supply every human defect, that His benedic
tion may consecrate to the liberties and hap
piness of the people of the United States a 
government instituted by themselves for 
these essential purposes, and may enable 
every instrument ~mployed in its . adminis
tration to execute with su~cess t:Qe. functions 
allotted to His charge. In tendering this 
honl.ag~ to. t~e Grel!'-t· 4'!lthor of ~very . pu~l~c 
and private gootl, I assure· myself that it ex
presses your sentiments not less than my 
own, nor those of my fellow citizens at large 
less than either. No people can· be bound to 
acknowledge and ·adore the· Invisible Hand 
which conducts the affairs of men more than 
those of the United States. . .. 

"Having thus imparted to you my senti
ments as they have been .awakened by the 
occasion which brings us together, I shall 
take my present leave; but not without re
sorting once more to the benign Parent of 
the human race in humble supplication 
that, since He has been pleased to favor the 
American people with opportunities for de
liberating in perfect tranquillity, and dispo
sitions for deciding with unparalleled una
nimity on a form of government for t:q.e 
secur~ty of their union and the advancement 
of their happiness, so !Jis divine blessing may 
be equally conspicuous in the ·enlarged views, 
the temperate consultations, and the wise 
measures on which the success of this Gov
ernm~nt must depend." , 

On Mar. 4, 1797, President John 'Adams 
sa1d : . . . . . • - · · · · • 

''And may that Being who is s~p:reme over 
. an: the Patron of Order,' ~he Fountain of 
Justice, and the Protector in all age.s of the 
world of virtUOl,lS liberty, continue His bless
ing upon this Nation and its Government 
and give it all -possible -success and duration 
consistent with the ends of His providence." 

On Mar. 4,. 1805, President Thomas Jeffer
son said: 

"I shall need, too,.. the favor of that Being 
1n whose hands we are, who led our fathers, 

, The Court today says that the State and 
Federal Governments are without constltu
tionai power to prescribe any particular 
form of words to be recited by .any group 
of the American people on any subjeCt 

as Israel of old, from their native land and 
planted them in a country flowing with all 
the necessaries and comforts of life; who 
has covered our infancy with His providence 
and our riper years with His wisdom and 
power, and to whose goodness I ask you to 
join in supplications with me that He will 
so enlighten the minds of your servants, 
guide their councils, and prosper their meas
ures that whatsoever they do shall result in 
your good, and shall secure to you the peace, 
friendship, and approbation of all nations." 

On Mar. 4, 1809, President James Madison 
said: 

"But the source to which I look • • • is 
in • • • my fellow citizens, and in the 
counsels of those representing them in the 
other departments associated i~ the care of 
the national interests. In these my con
fidence wm under every difficulty be best 
placed, next to that which we have all been 
encouraged to feel in the guardianship and 
guidance of that Almighty Being whose 
power regulates the destiny of nations, whose 
blessings have been so conspicuously dis
pensed to this rising Republic, and to whom 
we are bound to address · our devout grati
tude for the past, as well as our ferven"!; sup
plications and best hopes for the future." 

On Mar. 4, 1865, President Abraham Lin-
coln said: · 

"Fondly do we hope, fervently do we pray, 
that this mighty scourge of war may speedily 
pass away. Yet, if God wills that it con
tinue until all the wealth piled by the 
bondsman's 250 years of unrequited toil 
shall be sunk, and until. every drOP of _blood 
drawn with the lash shall be paid by an
other drawn with the sword, as was said 
3,000 years ago, .so st111 it must be said 'the 

· judgments .of ·the Lord are . true and right
eous altogether.' 

"With malice toward none, with charity 
for all, with firmness in the right as God 

· gives us to see the right, let us strive on to 
finish · the work we are in, to . bind up the 
Nation's wounds, -to care for him who .shall 
have borne the battle and for his widow and 
his orphan, to do all which may ac;:b,ieve 
.and cherish a just and lasting peace among 
ourselves and with all nations." 

On March 4, 1885, President Grover Cleve
land said: 

"And let us not trust to human effort 
alone, but humbly acknowledging the power 
and goodness of Almighty God, who presides 
over the destiny of nations, and who has at 
f!.ll times be~n rev_ea~ed in our country's his
tory, let us invoke His aid and His blessing 
upon our labors." · 

On March 5, 1917, President Woodrow Wil-
son said: · 

"I pray God I may be given the wisdom 
and the prudence to do my duty in the true 
spirit of this great people.'' 

On March 4, 1933, President Franklin D. 
· Roosevelt said: 

"In this dedication of a nation ·we humbly 
ask the blessing of God. May He protect 
each and every ane of us. May He guide me 
in the days. to come." . 

On January 21, 1957, President Dwight P. 
. ]l:iseJlhQw.er ~aid: . · 

I i ";B~fpre all e}S~, We Seek, UpOn OUr 'COm
mon labor as · a nation, the blessings of 
Almighty God. And the hopes in our hearts 
fashion the deepest prayers of our whole 
people." 

On January 20, 1961, President John F. 
Kennedy said: 

"The world is very dlf!erent now. · • • • 
And yet the same revolutionary beli~fs for 
which our forebears fougpt are sti~l at issue 
around the globe-the 'belief that the ·rights 

touclling religion.• . The third stanza of 
"Th~ Star-Spangled Banner," made our na
tional anthem by act of Congress in 1931,5 

QOntains these verses: · · · 

"Bles~ with victory and peace; may the heav'n 
rescued land 

Praise the Pow'r that hath made and pre- · 
served us a nation I ' 

Then conquer we must, when our cause it is 
just, 

And this be our motto 'In God is our 
Trust.'" 

In 1954 Congress added a phrase to the 
"Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag" so that it 
now contains the words "one Nation under 
God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for 
all." 6 In 1952 Congress enacted legislation 
calling upon the President each year to pro
claim a National Day of ·Prayer., Since 1865 
the words "In God We Trust" have been im
pressed on our coins.8 

Countless similar examples could be listed, 
but there is no need to belabor the obvious.9 

It was all summed up by this Court just 10 
years ago in a single sentence: "We are a 
religious people whose institutions presup
pose a Supreme Being." Zorach v. Clauson, 
343 U·.S. 306, 313. 

I do not believe that this Court, or the 
Congress, or the President has by the actions 
and practices I have mentioned estabilshed 
an "official religion" in violation of the Con
stitution. And I do not believe the State 
of New York has done so in this case. What 
each has done has been to recognize and to 
follow the deeply entrenched and highly 
cherished spiritual traditions of our Nation
traditions which come down to us from those 
who almost 200 years ago avowed their "firm 
reliance on the protection of divine provi
dence" when they proclaimed the freedom 
and independence of this brave new world.10 

I dissent. 

of man come not from the generosity of. 
the state, but from the hand of God. 

• • • 
"With a good consicence, our only sure 

reward, with .history the final judge of our 
Q.eeds, let us go forth to lead the land we 
love,. asking His blessing and. His help, but 
knowing that here on earth God's work 
must truly be our own." 

• 4 My brother Douglas says that the only 
question before us is whether government 
"can constitutionally finance a religious ex
ercise.'' The official chaplains of Congress 
are paid with public money. So are m111tary 
ehaplains. So are State and Federal prison 
chaplains. 

5 36 U.S.C. sec. 170. 
6 36 U.S.C. sec.172. 
7 36 U.S.C. sec. 185. 
s13 Stat. 517, 518; 17 Stat. 427; 35 Stat. 

164; 69 Stat. 290. The current provisions 
are embodied in 31 u .S.C. 324, 324a. 

9 I am at a loss to understand the Court's 
unsupported ipse dixit that these official ex
pressions of religious faith in and reliance 
upon a Supreme Being "bear . no tru~ re
semblance to the unquestioned religious ex
ercise that 'the State of New York lias spon- • 
sored• in this instance." See ·p. --, supra, 
n. 21. ·I can hardly think that the Court 
~eans. · ·to say that · the first amendment 
imposes a lesser restriction upon the Federal 
Go:vernment than does the. 14th_amendme;nt. 
upon the States. · Or is the Court suggesting 
"that the Constitu;tion 'permits judges· and 
Congressmen and Presidents to join in 
prayer, but prohibits schoolchildren from 
doing so,? 

1o The Declaration of Independence ends 
with this sentence: "And for the support of 
this declaration, with a firm reliance on the 
protection of divine providence, we mutually 
pledge tO each other om lives, our fortunes 
and our sacred honor ... ' . 
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Further, it seems to me, the Court in 

oveiTeaching itself to avoid the estab
lishinent of religion is itself establish
ing agnosticism and ~ denying those 
who believe in God the right tO worship 
according to our individual consciences. 

The strength of America has been in 
its spiritual foundation and woe is the 
day we deny our Creator and His author
ity in the establishment of this Nation. 
We will, on that day, have lost the war 
of morality and being without- spiritual 
substance, our enemies will triumph. 

In concluding these remarks I would 
like to include the following editorial, 
"In the Name of Freedom," from the 
Wall Street Journal of June 26, 1962: 

IN THE NAME OF FREEDOM 

"Almighty God, we acknowledge our de
pendence upon Thee, and we beg Thy bless
ings upon us, our parents, our teachers and 
our country." 

This is the simple, nondenominational 
prayer which the U.S. Supreme Court has 
now ruled an offense to the Constitution. 
It was devised by the New York State Board 
of Regents and recommended !'or use in that 
State's public schools. 

The Court decision ls significant .not only 
in itself but also as symptomatic of a 
broader move ln the Nation toward. the rigid 
exclusion of all traces of religion in the pub
lic schools. We think this attitude bespeaks 
considerable confusion and no abundance 
of commonsense. 

Justice Black, writing for the 6 to 1 
majority, contends that· the New York 
prayer violates that part of the first amend
ment which says: "Congress shall make no 
law respecting an establishment of religion, 
or prohlbltl:i:lg the free exercise thereof." 
Specifically, he charges that lt does estab
lish religion. 

Now lf lt were true that the prayer con
stituted an establishment of religion, it 
would be a serious matter indeed. The au
thors of the Bill of Rights wrote the estab
lishment clause because tht;y understood very 
well the perils of state religion and the 
tyranny which can go with it--which ln fact 

. had driven many from the Old World to the 
New to find religious freedom. · 

But only a violent wrenching of language 
can produce the interpretation that the 
prayer establishes a religion. If one looks 
at its 22 innocuous words, lt must be asked: 
What religion? Nor does it interfere with 
anyone's constitutional right of free exer-· 
else of religion, including the right to prac
tice no religion and believe ln none. It is 
nondenominational; it ls not man~atory ln 
any school; no pupil is required to recite it. 

It is simply one among innumerable official 
governmental refer~nces expressing what the 
Court itself said 10 years ago, that by and 
large Americans are a religious people. As 
Justice Stewart observes in his dissent in the 
present case, "to deny the wish of these 
schoolchlldren to join in reciting this prayer 
is to deny them the opportunity of sharing 
the- spiritual heritage of our Nation." 

If the majority opinion prevails, however, 
lt must logically require the excision of all 
tho~;~e countless other official references to 
.God-such as in . the Declaration of Inde
pende:t}.ce, th~ . "Pledge of Allegiance," "The 
Star-Spangled Banner," ~e words used t() in
augurate the President, open the Congress 
and convoke the Supreme Court itself. Jus
tice Douglas, concurring with the majority, 
seems to say it does and should apply to these 
and all the other official instances. 

And that is by no means .all. If the major
ity doctl;'ine stands, then anything that 
smacks of religious instructiop. o.r the subtle 

imparting of a religious viewpoint in the 
public schools becomes suspect. Do not sup
pose this to be a fanciful exaggeration. AI· 
ready the Bible ls banned from some school
rooms. Already a Florida court decision has 
declared school observances at Easter and 
Ohristmas to be unconstitutional, and slml
lar efforts are afoot elsewhere. (Poor kids, 
lf they can't even sing Christmas carols.) 

As for banning the Bible, with its magnifi
cent poetry and philosophy, that is but the 
bare beginning, since so much of our culture 
ls Biblical ln derivation. In Matthew Ar
nold's phrase, the main streams of Western 
civilization are Hebraism and Hellenism, and 
by Hebraism is meant the whole Judea
Christian tradition and ethics. 

Shall we then uproot it? Out the window 
with everything from Dante to Donne, from 
Milton to Dickens? Or how can public
school teachers teach about Bach or Michel
angelo, when the context is so inescapably 
religious? What is left of history? 

. Thus, carried to its conclusion, the argu
ment reduces itself to absurdity. That is 
why we would enter a plea for the exercise 
of a little commonsense. Any actual at
tempt to establish a specific state religion 
is a danger that ought to be easily recog
nizable. But it is something entirely differ
ent to suppose that, short of unimaginable 
police tactics, teaching about religion can be 
divorced from the American education with 
which lt .is inextricably bound up a~ a cen
tral fact of our heritage. 

Those who persist ln such attempts had 
best take care lest, in the name of religious 
freedom, they do real damage to free 
institutions. 

RESULTS OF 17TH DISTRICT PUBLIC 
OPINION POLL 

Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that the gentleman 
frop:l Ohio [Mr. AsHBROOK] may extend 
his remarks at this point in the RECORD. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
New Jersey? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Speaker, I am 

including at the end of these remarks 
the results of the second annual public 
opinion poll of the 17th Ohio District. 
For the past 2 months I have been con
ducting this poll and studying the re
sults. In 1961, I received 12,622 replies 
to the district questionnaire and this 
year topped that amazing response with 
13,840 replies. It is interesting to note 
that 98 percent of the questionnaires 
were signed and over 50 percent of them 
had additional views written by my con
stituents. 

The questionnaires were sent out 
throughout m.Y seven-county district to 
an equal number of Republicans, Demo
crats, and independents. I have ~o way 
of knowing how the answers would break 
down according to those three groups 
but I detect in the answers a very strong 
general belief that we are following un
wise fiscal and spending policies here in 
Washington-that one thought would be 
a common denominator. Most of -the 
answers would indicate they cross party 
lines. Sixteen of the nineteen questions 
were either opposed or supported by a 
2 to 1 margin and, in fact, nine of the 
questions had an 85 percerit negative 
or affirmative reply. · · 

·It has been my goal while serving here 
in Congress to · endeavor ·to acquire a 
firsthand knowledge of the views of my 
constituency. This is hot an easy job-
especially when we are in session here 
in Washington for 9 months a year. 
Through this questionnaire, courthouse 
tours, and hundreds of conferences I 
have gained the very definite idea that 
the majority . of the citizens in the 17th 
district want more respOnsibility here in 
Washington, not more centralization of 
power. On the international scene, there 
is an increasing awareness that we are 
not successfully leading the free world, 
that we need a clearer and stronger voice 
in pointing the way to victory over world 
communism. 

Several thousand persons returning 
the questionnaire included letters on a 
variety of subjects--some contained on 
the poll and some not. It is impossible 
to categorize them except to reflect the 
basic concern which seems to be common 
throughout. 

I am also including the results of the 
1961 questionnaire. Many of the ques
tions on that poll are of current interest. 
I endeavored to avoid duplication in the 
1962 public opinion poll. 

The results are as follows: 
Results of 1962 public opinion poll oj .17th 

Ohio District 
[In percent) 

Do you favor-
l. Diplomatic recognition of Red 

China?_------- -- --- -- -------
2. Continued economic aid to the 

uncommitted or neutral na-
tions?--------- ---- - ____ ------

3. Foreign aid to Communist 
countries?_------ ---- - -------

4. Congressional approval of the 
purchase by the United 
States of up to $100,000,000 
worth of United Nations 
bonds?------ __ --- --- ________ _ 

5. Continued disarmament and 
nuclear ban negotiations 
with the Communists?. ____ _ 

6. A statement by the United 
States of its intention and 
will to achieve victory over 
world communism by means 
other than war? ________ _____ _ 

Do you believe-
7. The United States should 

resume testing of nuclear 
weapons in the atmosphere? __ 

8. That assistance to unemployed 
workers (caustld by imports) 
and subsidies to businesses 
(hurt by imports) would 
develop into massive and 
unworkable F ederal pro-
grams? _______ -- ------- ____ __ _ 

9. We should endeavor to de· 
crease the national debt of 
$300,000,000,000? ----- ------- --

10. We should create a n ew Cabi
net Department of Urban 
Affairs and Housing? ___ ___ _ _ 

11. The United States should sup
port the United Nations 
action in the Congo against 
Katanga? --- --- -- ----- --- ----

12. That the United States should 
borrow money to use in the 
$5,000,000,000 foreign aid pr·o-
gram?---------- --- -- ------ ---

Do you favor-
13, Pay increase for 2,500,000 Fed

eral employees of approx
imately 15 percent spread · over·3 years __ _____ _______ ___ _ 

14. A higher education scholar
ship program financed by the 
Federal Government ________ _ 

15. President Kennedy's request 
for power to raise and lower 
taxes?------------------------

Yes 

7. 6 

29. 1 

.2 

23 

52.2 

76.1 

71.1 

73.8 

90.6 

15.2 

33.8 

3.5 

21.9 

29 

6.1 

No 
No opin· 

ion 

89.6 2.8 

61.7 8. 2 

\!6. 6 3. 2 

69 8 

42.6 5.2 

14.9 9 

20 8.9 

17.6 8.6 

6 3. 4 

76.4 8.4 

40.3 25.9 

92.1 4.4 

69.5 8. 6 

66 5 

92.6 1.3 
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Besuzts oj1962 public opinion. poll oj 17th Be8UZ_ts o/1961 questionnaire-;Oontinued 
·Ohio .Dist.rlct-Co~tlnued · · · · . ~ pemmt] 

.~--~----~~------~~-----.---~ IIn percent) . 

Do you fawr-Continued 
16. President Kennedy's request 

'Cor standby authoricy to 
spend $21000,000;000 Qn pub- ' 
lie works wllen and where be 

· No 
Yes No or:;· 

deems it advisable?__________ 13 84. 7 2. 3 
17. A Federal subsidy to the arts?_ 5. 3 88. 7 6 
18. Legislation to ban postal de-

livery of foreign Communist . 
propaganda?----------------- 87.7 9. 9 2. 4 

What would you do-
19. The 1962 budget will be ap. 

proximately $10,000,000,000 
out <>f balance. The pros
pects for 1963 look like fur
ther deficits. Should the 
budget be balanced?--------- '90. 8 ·2. 2 7 

Ilso, by-
A. Less .Federal spend

ing in the defense 
and space pr>O-grams ____________ 29.6 

.B. Less Feder.al spend-
ing in foreign aid 
and related fields. 87. 7 

0. Less Federal spend-
ing in the nonde
fense and nonin
ternational area __ 72. '1 

D. Increased taxes _____ 13.7 

BesuZts of 1961 questionnaire 

fin pereent] 

Yes No 
No 

opin
Ion 

1. What are your thoughts on Fed
eral aid. to education (an
swer 1): 

(a) I do not favor a program of 
Federal aid ,to eduction .• 

'(b) I favor Federal aid to edu
cation on1y if there is no 
control of our tradi
tionally local school mat-
ters ______ --------_ ---- --

(c) I fav?r F.ederal aid to edu-

No op~~~--::::::::::::::::::: 
2. Do you favor Federal aid or loans 

to private or parochial schools .. 
. 3. Wbich more adequately .r.eflects . 

your position on medical care: 
(a) I support a compulsatory 

.Federal program of medi
cal care lor the .aged 
under :social security 
with the costofprogr.am 
paid for by increased 
taxes on .employees and employers ________________ , 

(b) I support -a voluntary pro
gram of medical care for 

: the .aged with costs 
shared by iiJlederal and 
State Govemments out 
of general tax revenues __ _ 

(c) I do not believe in Govern
ment participation in 

No opg{~!:~~================= 4. Do you favor a farm program : 
which will-

(a) M<>ve in the direction oi 
l~s~ controls and sub-
sidles._------- ---·--------

(b) Endeavor to impr.ove farm 
income by ado·pting 
strict !arm controls and 
price supports_-------~--No .opinion _________________ _ 

5. Do you support the President•$ 
request for ext.ension 'Of the 
1-cent tax on gasoline (wbieh 

_ expires this year) to finance . 
improvements in our Interstate 
Highway System!'-------------

6. Should Red China be diplG- ' 
matically rorognized ,by this 
Govetnlilent? ------------------

7. Should Congr.ess .raise the mini
mum hourly wa,ge to $L25 and 
extend Jt to local businesses 
heretofore considered in State 
or local commerref _ --·---------

8._ Do you . Javor the President's 
multibillion dollar foreign aid 
program?_---------------------

'51 

35 

<9 
6 

10 

16 
I 

29 ' 

48 
7 

84 

8 1 
8 

.59 

14 

13 

87 

36 . 

74 12 

57 

77 10 

Yes 
, No 

No of!· 

-------~-----------11-----
9.. Do you believe ·that Congress 

should enact laws protecting 
domestic industries from com-
·petition of proaucts importt>d 
for sale in the United States?--- 64 24 12 

10. Do you believe in extending un- , 
employment compensation 

.35 58 .benefits from 26 to 39 wPeks? ---
11. Do you favor a "softer" U.S . 

attitude toward the Com-munlst bloc? ______ _____________ 2 .94 4 
12. Should we abolish the House 

Un-American Activities Com-
mitteel' ------------------------ 10 7~ 14 

13. Do you favor a general increase 
in the services of Government 

73 11 as proposed by the President?-- 16 
H. Do you support the proposed 

37 43 20 Peace Corps?------------------

SUPREME COURT DECISIONS 
Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous consent that the gentleman 
from Nebraska [Mr. CUNNINGHAM] may 
extend his remarks at this point in the 
RECORD. 

The :SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
New Jersey? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, it 

is heartening to hear the many expres
sions of concern by our citizens about 
the Supreme Court decision affecting the 
recitation of a prayer by schoolchildren. 
Certainly this is a nation founded ·and 
conceived in the belief and acknowledg
ment of a Supreme Being,. 

We seek His guidance throughout our 
Government. We are by and large a 
God-fearing nat~on, a people who be
lieve in God and yet a people who recog
nize the separation of church and state. 

But it is almost beyond belief that vol
untary prayer services or Bible readings 
cannot continue in schools and other 
public places. That certainly is not the 
will of the people, nor could it have been 
the intent of our forefathers. 

Accordingly I am joining my col
leagues who have proposed tha~ this be 
submitted to the people for their ·final 
decision. I" am today introducing a pro
posal calling for a decision by the peo
ple-a constitutional .amendment which 
must be considered by the people 
through their representatives here in 
the Congress and in their State legisla
tures. - · 

This resolution would allow nonsec
tarian prayers in public schools and 
other public places on a voluntary basis. 
It would not compel anyone who is 
an ,atheist or nonbeliever of some other 
type to listen or participate. 

But it would acknowledge that for the 
overwhelming majority of Americans we 
are God-fearing people who acknowledge 
the existence of a supreJile power in our 
lives, in our Nation's affairs and in our 
common destiny. . . 

I now include a resolution sent to me 
by tne Exehange Club of Omaha. a group 
of leading businessmen and prqfessional 
men, eoncerning this Supr~me . Court 
ruling: 

\Vhereas, the Supreme Court of the Unlted 
States has by a decision handed down June 

. 25. 1962 forbidden the reading of the re
gents pr'a,:er in ·the State of New York; · 

Whereas the wording of this oplnlon Is 
such as to forbid. the voluntary reading of 

-any -prayers in our public .schools; · 
Whet~eas the Ufiited States of America is 

regarded as :a Christian Jlatlon .and it ;is 
hoped lt will continue to be so regarded; 

Whereas thiS opinion seems calculated to 
give great comfort to atheists and Commu
nists and other nonbelievers in the existence 
of a god; . 

Whereas the membership of the Exchange 
Club of Omaha ls made up of 96 men from 
all the professions and executives from all 
lines of business; 

Whereas such men are Christian God-fear
Ing gentlemen and believe in the acknowl
edgment of the supremacy of God; 

Whereas it now appears that ln its present 
form and as presently interpreted our Na
tional Constitution prevents the voluntary 
participation in such pr~yers in our public 
schoois: Therefore be it 

Resolved, That the Exchange Club of 
Omaha in regular meeting assembled this 
26th day of June 1962, at the Omaha Ath
letic Club at Omaha. Nebr., herewith peti
tions you, GLENN S. CuNJnNGHAM. our U.S. 
Congressman, to use :all of y.our power and 
influence to initiate and adopt a constitu
tional amendment permitting the voluntary 
participation ln such prayers and encourag
ing the further recognition that the United 
States of America Is a Christian nation. 

TRADE EXPANSION Acr OF 1962 

Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that the gentleman 
from New Jersey £Mr. OsMERs] may ex
tend his remarks in the body of the REc
ORD at this point. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
New Jersey? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. OSMERS. Mr. Speaker, I rise 

in support of H.R. 11970, the Trade Ex
pansion Act of 1962. 

Without doubt, Mr. Speaker, the fu
ture economic health of our Nation re
quires that we move in the direction of 
more trade with other nations of the 
world if we are to maintain peace and in
crease prosperity in the .great American 
tradition. Let me say that I feel very 
strongly that it would .have been far bet
ter for the House to have had a less rigid 
rule under which to consider a bill of this 
·type, particularly with reference to the 
sections which provide for adjustment 
assistance to workers and firms who are 
adversely affected by its effects. It is 
quite obvious, Mr. Speaker, that most 
Americans fall into one of three general 
groups with respect to. foreign trade 
legislation. The .first group are those in
volved in local business activities and 
services who are simply not directly af-

. fected at all. The second group · are 
those engaged in the production of prod
ucts and raw materials which have a low 
labor quotient. This group will be 
greatly benefited by the passage of the 
act, of course. The third group are those 
who make products with a relatively 
high labor component. This latter 
group has much to fear because of the 
much lower basic wage rates that pre
vail abroad; 

It is vitally necessary that we have 
sensible adjustment assistance, but we 
must not create another monster simi-
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lar to the farm program by which we 
will support unsuccessful, inefficient pro
ducers forever. 

There are two very disturbing aspects 
about the future of our foreign-trade 
program, assuming this Trade Expansion 
Act becomes law. First, the extremely 
poor handling of complicated programs 
by the present administration, coupled 
with its callous use of Executive power 
for partisan political purposes, is dis
turbing in the extreme. Such handling 
of this program will destroy the great 
hopes and confidence which many of us 
have in it. Second, let me say flatly, that 
the very heart of our economic system is 
free enterprise. The American worker 
and businessman can compete with 
nearly everybody everywhere if given 
the same set of rules. The reason for 
our sluggish growth rate, as compared 
to other free nations, is quite ~asy to ex
plain. We simply have not taken the 
necessary steps here in Congress to re
move the punitive and confiscatory taxes 
and regulations which were placed on 

· the free-enterPrise system during the 
depression · of the thirties. Excessive 
rates of taxation, coupled with anti
quated depreciation formulas, are more 
responsible for our lack of growth and 
relatively high permanent unemploy
m,ent than any other factors. 

Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues 
to support this bill, but at the same time 
let me emphasize that we must have tax 
reform and tax-rate reduction if our 
economy is to grow and prosper. We can 
create new employment opportunities in 
no other way. Also, Mr. Speaker, this 
significant program must be adminis
tered honestly, impartially, and effi
ciently. 

A TRmUTE TO RICHARD RODGERS 
Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimouS consent that the gentleman 
from New York [Mr. LINDSAY] may ex
tend his remarks at this point in the 
RECORD. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
New Jersey? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. LINDSAY. Mr. Speaker, I rise 

today to pay tribute to a person for whom 
· ;r have endless admiration and respect, 
on the occasion of his 60th birthday. 
That person is Richard Rodgers, whom 
I am~ pleased tO call my friend as well 
as my· constituent. 

From the time he was a small boy, 
Dick Rodgers knew that he wanted to be 
a composer. Through years of compos
ing for camp groups, benefits, charity 
affairs, and several early Broadway ef
forts; through his years of study at 
Columbia University and. the · Juilliard 
School of Music, he persevered to reach 
his goal. One day in 1925 when the 
future was looking especially grim and 
Dick Rodgers was contemplating the pos
sibility of abandoning composing for a 
job as an underwear salesman, a former 
friend asked if Dick Rodgers and his 
partner, Larry Hart, would write the 
songs for a special revue which the The
ater Guild was putting on to raise money 
to buy new tapestries for its theater. 
Dick Rodgers, Larry Hart, and a friend, 

Herbert Fields, set to work on the show. His efforts in aiding the work of Colum
The result was the immensely successful bia University, the Juilliard School of 
Garrick Gaieties and the launching of a Music, ASCAP, the New York Philhar
notable career in the musical theater. monic; the scholarships he has set up for 

Not only did the lilting strains "Man- deserving young people in the field of 
hattan" and "Sentimental Me" succeed music; the civic work which he has ac
in "gliilding the guild" but the Ameri- complished for the city of New York
can musical stage had a triumvirate in all these have brought distinction and 
Rodgers-Hart-Fields, who filled the betterment to his community and his 
buoyant days of the late 1920's with a country. 
steady outpouring of marvelous shows · It is truly amazing, Mr. Speaker, that 
that captured so much of the innocence one minute this extraordinary man can 
of that carefree era. Shows like "Dear- . be sitting at his desk discussing the pro
est Enemy," "The Girl Friend," "Peggy- 'duction costs of a show, or on the tele
Ann," "A Connecticut Yankee," "Present phone with a friend or associate, or 
Arms," and "America's Sweetheart" maybe even breakfasting in a wame shop 
moved musical comedy out of its old in Detroit, as he recently was, during 
formula-ridden grooves, and on to a level the writing of "No Strings," and then in 
of sophistication and freshness which the next moment can turn out a song 
had seldom been seen on our musicaL which Americans are likely to be sing
stage. Today, these shows are best re- ing for years and years to come. 
membered for their wonderful songs. · Of course, Dick Rodgers will never 
The stories, which were pretty realistic stop writing. He loves his work far too 
stuff in those days, have long been for- much to consider such an eventuality. 
gotten except by the most long-mem- Fortunately, during the coming year, 
oried of connoisseurs. Not so with the our lives will once again be brightened 
songs. If Richard Rodgers were only by a show with music by Richard 
remembered as a composer of such songs Rodgers. It is an event to which we look 
as "Manhattan," "The Blue Room," "My forward with great anticipation, as we 
Heart Stood Still,'' "Thou's Swell," "You have always looked forward to Rodgers' 
Took Advantage of Me," and "I've Got openings. For almost 40 years Rodgers' 
Five Dollars," to name only a few, he openings have brought distinction to the 
would have more than secured a hal- American musical stage and joy into our 
lowed place in the Hall of Fame of our lives. 
musical stage. Mr. Speaker, I am deeply honored to 

Outing the depression the music of pay tribute to Richard Rodgers today, to 
Richard Rodgers never succumbed to the his lovely wife, Dorothy, and to his 
despair of the times. After a brief so- lovely daughters, Mary and Linda. Dick 
journ in Hollywood, Rodgers and Hart Rodgers is truly "a wonderful guy." I 
made a triumphant return to Broadway wish him a v.ery, very happy birthday. 
in 1935 when they fashioned the score 
for Billy Rose's colossal ,extravaganza 
"Jumbo." From 1936 until the death of RECIPROCAL TRADE AGREEMENTS 
Larry Hart in 1943, the team turned out PROGRAM 
one spectacular success after another, 
including "On Your Toes," "The Boys 
From Syracuse" and "Pal Joey." By the 
arrival of "Pal Joey" in 1940, one col
umnist humorously suggested that the 
team of Rodgers and Hart so dominated 
the American musical stage that they 
should be prosecuted for violation of the 
antitrust laws. 

In 1943 an obscure Theater Guild 
offering named "Away We Go" became 
''Oklahoma" in New Haven and the team 
of Rogers and Hammerstein was 
launched, commencing the most success
ful collaboration in the history of our 
musical theater. The best of their shows, 
"Oklahoma," "Carousel," "South Pa
cific," "The King and I," and "The Sound 
of Music," are among the most beloved 
works in the annals of our musical stage. 

Throughout his years with both Hart 
and Hammerstein, Richard Rogers 
brought the highest level of craftsman
ship and artistry to ·every song in every 
show. It is interesting to note that some 
of the least known -of his songs are· per
haps some of his very best. With the 
passing of his beloved collaborator, Dick 
has gone on to a new career on Broad-. 
way. The extraordinary success of "No 
Strings" bears ample testimony to the 
enduring quality of his genius. 

Not only is Dick Rogers one of Ameri
ca's greatest composers, he is also a dis
tinguished producer and contributor to 
many cultural endeavors in the city of 
New York and throughout the country. 

Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that the gentleman 
from Oregon [Mr. DuRNO] may extend 
his remarks at this point in the RECORD. 

The SPEAKER. Is ther:e objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
New Jersey? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. DURNO. Mr. Speaker, one of the 

most important and far-reaching issues 
to come before the Congress this year is 
the administration's trade agreements 
program. Depending on the way it is 
enacted and the way it is administered, 
it can make or break vast segments of 
our American economy. 

The program amounts to a complete 
rewriting of the Reciprocal Trade Agree
ments Act that has been our basic for
eign trade policy for 28 years. It would 
give the President unprecedented broad 
powers tn the field of regulating foreign 
trade. He and his advisers would be 
empowered to negotiate new trade treat
ies with other countries or groups of 
countries sharply lowering, even elimi
nating in some cases, the tariffs we im
pose on imports of their products into 
this country. Theoretically, the other 
countries would grant us compensatory 
reciprocal tariff concessions in return. 

In his January 25 message requesting 
the necessary legislation, the President 
emphasized the changing world condi
tions of this jet-age era. He pointed 
to the growth of the European Common 
Market; he noted that if the United 
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Kingdom and others ·saccessfully con
clude negotiations to enter the group, 
almost 90 percent of the free world's 
industrial production will be concen
trated in the United States and. the Euro-
pean Economic Community. . . 

The President . called attention to the 
need to increase our exports to help off:
set the drain on our gold reserves re~ 
suiting from our foreign aid and over~ 
sea military operations. Furthermore, 
he said, increasing our exports will help 
accelerate .our over.all economic growth. 

He also referred to the need for in
creased trade among free world and 
underdeveloped nations to offset the 
Communist trade offensive. 

I think most Americans would agree 
that greater international trade is ur
gently needed, and that in this day and 
age it is impossible for any nation to 
exist in economic isolation. · Neverthe
less, . there are fundamental questions 
about methods of achieving the goal 
and the extent to which they should be 
carried. Legitimate and valid inquiries 
are being raised about some points in 
the administration program. 

Specifically, the President wants two 
sweeping authorities in the tariffmaking 
field. 

First, he wants "general authority to 
reduce existing tariffs by 50 percent in 
reciprocal negotiations." 

Second, the wants "special authority 
to be used in negotiating with the Euro
pean Economic Community-the Com
mon Market-to reduce or eliminate all 
tariffs on those groups of products where 
the United States and the EEC together 
account for 80 percent or more of world 
trade." 

Furthermore, as a subsidiary to this 
second point, he asks another authority. 
It is "to reduce or eliminate all duties 
and other restrictions on the importa
tion of tropical agricultural and forestry 
products supplied by friendly less
developed countries and not produced 
here in any significant quantity, if our 
-action is taken in concert with similar 
action by the Common Market." 

The vagueness and generalities of this . 
particular request should be noted. The 
President said he needs it to help de
velop markets for tropical products th,at 
are the staple exports of many less-de
veloped countries. He said he· referred 
to items that are not produced in the 
United States, and mentioned,. specif.,; 
ically, only coffee and bananas. But it 
raises a question that is particularly per
tinent to our Northwest; could the clause 
be used to boost imports of tropical lum
ber and plywood? 'This is a question 
which has not yet been answered 'but 
which I, for one, . intend to explore 
thoroughly. 

But to get back to the President's pro
gram. He conceded in his message that 
increased imports brought about by the 
new tariff-lowering agreements he con
templates, will harm some Ameriean 
companies, farmers, and workers. 

His answer to this admitted problem is 
in familiar v~in: ·more new authority 
for the President. 

On this one,-he proposes what he calls 
trade adjustment assistance. It would 
permit him to provide special assistance 

to any wor.kers unemployed or under- thority to eliminate tariffs completely in 
employed .as a result of .. increased 1m.. .a broad variety of cases. It is in effect 
ports . . This assistance would be in three demanding the right to impose a death 
forms: sentence on selected American industries. 
. First. Readjustment allowances of up This request for , transfer of · these 

to 65 percent of the worker's average broad powers from the CongresS, where 
.weekly :wage for up to .52 weeks for an · they were placed by the Constitution, to 
workers, plus 13 additional weeks for the executive branch is part and parcel 
workers over 60. Normal unemployment of the New Frontier's basic philosophy. 
insurance cempensation would be de- -It is -simply another phase of th~ New 
ducted from the amounts paid under this .Frontier's unspoken but unrelenting ef:
program, with the Federal Government ·fort to expand the President's powers 
making up the difference. Thus, what it over our· entire life. ··It is a logical fol
amounts to is a guarantee, to any worker lowup to the innumerable requests for 
idled by increased imports, of 65 per- so-called back-door spending author
cent of his normal pay for a year or 65 ity-authority for the President to ·spend 
weeks, depending on his age. Federal money without going througb 

Second. Vocational education and the ·normal congressional appropriation 
training assistance to train the displaced process, with its inquiries into how the 
workers in higher and different skills~ money is being spent. The dictatorial 
meaning, to train, them for a new trade farm programs proposed by the New 
or type of work. Frontier have been in the same pattern. 

Third. Financial assistance, for those So is the President's request for author• 
who cannot find work in their present ity to juggle income taxes. So are in":' 
community, to relocate to a different numerable other New Frontier programs 
place in the United States where suitable aimed at enlarging the powers of . the 
employment is available. What this Executive, always at the expense of the 
means is that the Federal Government rights and ,powers of Congress and of 
would foot the bill for a worker who loses -local and State governments, and at the 
his job because of increased imports, to expense of the freedoms and liberties 
move to another community where he and rights of individual citizens. 
can get a job. All of this represents a big reason why 

The President also wants authority to many Members of Congress are seriously 
help businessmen or farmers harmed by considering the advisability of providing 
imports. This would include providing for congressional reviews ·of new tariff 
technical information and advice, tax agreements negotiated by the executive 
benefits to encourage modernization and branch before they can become effective. 
diversification, and loan guarantees and There are other reasons, too. 
loans not commercially available to aid The President carefully notes that his 
modernization and diversification. legislation would continue "the peril-point 

Quite a package. and escape-clause procequres which 
The President says his program would have been in the law many years, but 

help American business, farmers, and in what he calls modernized and im~ 
workers because it would increase our proved form. 
exports more than it would our imports. The fact is, of course, that these pro
He says also that the peril-point and cedures have been virtually useless .as 
escape-clause provisions of the existing they stand. The peril-point provision 
.tariff law would continue to operate to has grown rusty from lack of use. The 
save some industries which we need to -escape clause, which was intended to 
maintain but which would be hurt by provide tariff relief for American indus
imports. Other industries hurt by im- tries that can show harm from imports, 
ports obviously would be allowed to go has been almost as bad. Figures show 
down the drain, with Federal assistance that since 1948, industry has gone to the 
to displaced worker·s as I have Just out- trouble and expense of filing petitions 
lined. · for escape-clause relief in 130 .cases. 

There are several disturbing facets to The Tariff Commission has recom
this program. For one thing, it is a bla- mended relief in 40 of the cases-less 
tant grab for greater power for the ex- than one-third of the petitions filed. 
ecutive branch of our Government. And of these 40 .recommendations for 

The Constitution of the United States tariff relief., the White House has re
specifically lodges in the Congress-not jected 23 and acted favorably on only 
in the President-the power to levy 13. Four others still are awaiting White 
duties and imposts, and to regulate com- House action. This means that escape
merce with foreign nations. The Presi- clause relief has been granted in only 1 
dent's recommended · trade · agreements out of 10 petitions filed with the Tariff 
legislation most .assuredly would give to Commission. It seems fair to say .that 
him the power~ . which .the Constitution it has not provided much help to indus
gives to the Congress, to l~vy duties and tries harmed by increased imports. 
to regulate commerce with other nations. Actually, the New Frontier thus far 
.. Admittedly. the Congress gave up some has shown no signs whatsoever of any 
of its constitutional power in this area intention or desire to attack the real root 
28 years ago when it passed the original of·our economic problems, including our 
r~iprocal trade agreements legislation. international trade. The real root of 
But that delegation of·power in the 1934 the problem lies in the relentless Inflation 
act was sharply limited. Here we have that has been eroding the value of our 

. the New Frontier going infinitely fur- dollar for nearly 30 years and our con
ther than did its predecessor adminis- stantly increasing costs of production. 
tration of the same ultraliberal political · · Massive Government deficit spending 
tinge, the New Deal. Here we have the · has ·been a prime ·contributing factor in 
New Frontier saying it must have au- this infiationary ··spiral. What is the 
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New Frontier doing about it? In his first 
full ·year in oflice, President ·Kennedy is 
creating· a $7 billion deficit. For the 
coming year, he has submitted the -big
gest peacetime budget ever laid before 
Congress;-he· says it will be in precarious 
balance, but the odds are heavily that in 
practice it will wind up with another 
deficit next year. Now he is being forced 
to ask for a: new, alltime high limit on 
the national debt. 

Fiscal responsibility on the part of the 
Federal Government could contribute 
much to ending, or at least slowing down, 
·our inflationary spirit. All we have seen 
from the ·New Frontier has been fiscal 
irresponsibility. 

The spirit is vicious. As prices have 
increased for goods and things we must 
have to live, labor has demanded in
creased wages. Labor is in with further 
wage demands this year, and undoubted
ly will win at least a part of their de
mands. Prices then will inch further 
upward. The round-robin process feeds 
itself. Governmental fiscal responsibility 
would cut down its feed. · 

The point of this discussion in con
nection with the President's trade pro.;. 
gram is that our soaring costs of pro
·duction have made it more and more 
'difficult to find markets abroad for 
American-made goods. Many items al
ready have been completely priced-out of 
world markets. An administration that 
truly wants to boost our international 
trade should start by practicing govern
mental economy, thus stabilizing our 
costs of production. On this, however, 
the New Frontier's braintrust obviously 
disagrees. ' 

We are fully aware of the need for 
expanded international trade, and the 
variety of factors that require this ex
pansion of international trade. We real
ize the vital need to find new foreign 
markets for our agricultural products. 
But we have questions about the pro
gram endorsed by the New Frontier. 

We want to know whether there is 
any chance that hardwood plywood im
ports might be made duty free as a 
tropical forest product from friendly 
less-developed countries. 

We want to find assurance that the 
trade agreements contemplated under 
the program will be truly reciprocal. We 
seek reason to feel confident that any 
new trade agreements will bring con
cessions from other countries of equal 
value · to the concessions we grant to 
them. 

We wonder whether the trade adjust
ment assistance will be sincer"ely con
ducted to ·relieve hardships resulting 
from increased imports or whether it 
will be just another lefti.c:;t political boon
doggle. 

These and other questions add up to 
the reason why many of us in the Con
gress are- determined to read the fine 
print and find some answers before vot
ing for this broad delegation of , power. 

Undoubtedly, there will be some form 
of reciprocal trade legislation enacted 
this year since the present program ex
pires on June 30. 
· Wh-ether it will be in the form sought 

by the administration is problematical. 
If it can provide satisfactory answers 
to our questions, it could well be. If its 

CVIII--764 

answers are unsatisfactory, there is a 
good chance the program finally enacted 
may be in substantially altered form. 

The Congress faces a grave responsi
bility in this -legislation. We must . be 
careful lest we do more harm to the 
American economy than we do it good~ 

however, the .American people found 
need to revise or reject many of the Old 
World customs and began to adapt them 
to New World conditions . . Perhaps it 
took America those long generations to 
develop a clear and sure awareness of her 
unique commitments. as a nation of 
many peoples, and many . backgrounds. 
The aristocratic tradition of gentlemen's 

THE PEOPLE'S COLLEGES KEEP colleges inevitably gave way to the more 
PACE: THE UNIVERSITY OF DELA- democratic ideal of equal learning oppor
W ARE AND THE LAND-GRANT tunities for all, regardless of economic 
MOVEMENT or social status. Today we are told that 

more equality of opportunity for post-
Mr. LIBONATI. Mr. Speaker, I ask secondary training exists in the United 

unanimous consent that the gentleman States . than in any other nation in the 
from Delaware [Mr. McDowELL] may ex.: world. 
tend his remarks at this point in the Of equal significance and representa
RECORD. and include extraneous matter. tive of the unique spirit of the land-grant 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection college movement are the diverse back
to the request of the gentleman from grounds of t:1e individuals who. helped 
Illinois? · actualize the first Morrill Act. Jonathan 

There was no objection. B .. Turner was a Yale graduate, a prod-
Mr. McDOWELL. Mr. Speaker, to- uct of private higher education in the 

day America celebrates the lOOth anni- finest tradition. 
versary of the Morrill Land-Grant Col- As early as 1850, Turner recommended 
lege Act. On July 2, 1862, burdened with that Illinois endow a State university 
the military decisions of the Civil War, with money it had received from the sale 
President Lincoln signed the first Mor- of public lands; He was convinced from 
rill Act into law. Could it be that even his experiences that farmers and me
Lincoln, the Congress, and the people chanics were as much in need of educa
of that trying era could have foreseen tion as those entering the traditionally 
the tremendous benefits of this legisla- respected fields of law and medicine. 
tion for future generations of Ameri- Turner once observed: 
cans? For, clearly, more than any other 
single measure, thi"' act has shaped si·g- We need a university for the industrial 

o classes in each of the States. 
· nificantly the educational and, perhaps, 
the economic development of our Nation. Ironically enough, it was the son of a 

Several reasons have been advanced Vermont blacksmith, a non-college
why the Land-Grant Act received the trained Member of the Congress, who 
approval in the 1860's which it had succeeded in convincing the Nation's 
failed to achieve earlier. Obviously, the leaders of this same need. But the strug-

. events of the. Civil War dramatized most gle was all uphill. The land-grant bill 
effectively some of the existing technical was first introduced in 1857. Congress 
and military deficiencies of the Nation. passed the measure, but President Bu
Also, at the war's beginning, the college chanan vetoed it on the grounds that it 
curriculums had not yet been adapted to was unconstitutional for Congress to ap
the industrial revolution to which Amer- propriate money for education. 
ica was already deeply committed. In a fiery speech on the House fioor, 
Newly developing areas of the curricu- Morrill replied: 
lum were obviously overlooked at the If we can legislate for the deaf and dumb, 
older established colleges. Unquestion- may we not legislate for those who can hear 
ably, then, the Civil War forced educa- and speak? If we can legislate for the in
tors to recognize those emerging needs sane, may we not legislate for the sane? 
resulting from the development of new Yet the President's veto was UPheld, 
academic and social disciplines. At the and it was not until 1861 that Morrill 
same time, Congress and the public were reintroduced his bill with the additional 
becoming alert to serious gaps in Amer- provision that instruction in military 
ica's agricultural and industrial leader- tactics be required at the proposed land
ship. · grant institutions. This was an advan-

Yet, I am convinced that there was tageous change in view of the wartime 
an even more fundamental reason why .situation, and the Morrill bill was eri
the land-grant college movement at- acted the following year after passing 
tained the popularity which· led to its the Senate 32 to 7 and the House 91 to 25. 
enactment and subsequent expansion in These, then, are some of the begin-
1890 and in later acts. From its begin- nings of the land-grant .movement as it 
nings, many of the Nation's leaders had progressed on a national lev.el. Surely, 
been committed in principle to fostering each state can boast of some special con-

. the education to the common people, the tribution to that movement .and note 
working classes. To be sure, some State with pride its part in the progress made 
universities were founded even before durihg these 100 years. 
tl:e States were admitted to the Union. My own State of Delaware accepted 
Yet, for ·some 200 years only sporadic 

. interest was shown in extending this the Morrill Actin 1867, -and 2 years later · 
democratic concept to include publicly Delaware College was opened to ·students 
supported higher education for a major- as a land-grant institution. Like many 
ity of average citizens throughout all the early American colleges, the University 
States. George Washington's idea of a ... of Delaware began as a small, church
national university was never realized. related institution; and. it had been in 
We were, as a people, still looking back existence 124 years before Lincoln signed 
to Europe for our examples. Inevitably, the first Morrill Act. For example, as 
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the Newark Academy in 1769, the school 
trained Presbyterian divinity students. 
Then, several decades after the Revolu
tionary War came the merger with Dela
ware College-1834. The 19th century 
saw a mounting interest in establishing 
a degree-granting institution in Dela
ware. As early as 1821, the State legis
lature had passed an act granting an 
early proposal for Newark College, as an 
endowment fund, the receipts from 
steamboat and stagecoach licenses. 

Finally, in 1833 the General Assembly 
of the State officially granted the char
ter to establish a college at Newark to 
instruct students in languages, arts, and 
sciences, with power tq grant degrees. 
Ten years later, Newark College's name 
was changed to Delaware · College. 
However, following 1859, the college be
came defunct and was able to reopen its 
doors only after the legislature made it 
the beneficiary of the 90,000 aqres of 
land which Delaware received under the 
Morrill Act. Educational offerings were 
broadened then in keeping with the re
sponsibility to teach such branches of 
learning as are related to agriculture 
and the mechanic arts in order to pro
mote the liberal and practical education 
of the industrial classes in the several 
pursuits and professions in life. 

When the college did reopen, it offered 
an engineering course of 3 years, an agri
cultural course of 4 years, and a classical 
program of 4 years to a total of 22 
students. 

Later in 1888, in accord with the pro
visions of the Hatch Act, Delaware Col
lege established an agricultural experi
ment station as a service to the farm 
population. Appropriations from this 
and other Federal acts, supplemented · 
substantially by funds from the State 
legislature, commercial grants, and fel
lowships have resulted in much broad
ened agricultural research for which 800 
acres-including the facilities of the 
university farm at Newark and the sub
station farm at Georgetown-are cur
rently being utilized-for research on 
plants, animals, poultry, and food pro
duction distribution. 

The late Dr. George A. Harter, of the 
university, has given the Hatch Act a 
similar degree of credit for the univer
sity's continuation as the Morrill Act 
received for its reopening. As Dr. 
Harter noted: 

The establishment of the experiment 
station probably saved the college. • • • 
The Federal aid • • • gave us a great im
petus. In this period the State was making 
no contribution to the expenses of the col
lege. (Presl.de;nt~s report, University of Dela
ware, 1960-61, p. 14.) 

Another highlight in the university's 
history was the enactment of the Smith
Lever Act of 1914. This legislation 
created in each land-grant institution 
a Cooperative Extension Service associ
ated with the U.S. Department of Agri
culture. Under its provision, county 
agents were to disseminate practical re
search findings on subjects relating to 
agriculture and home economics. 

This cooperative program, supported 
by State and Federal funds, still enjoys 
a unique role and fine reputation among 
Delaware's people as it does throughout 

the country. For the past 4i years the 
institution has had the official name of 
the University of Delaware. As Presi
dent John A. Perkins so aptly states in 
his 1960-61 report on the university: 

_Justin Morr1ll's admonition to disseminate 
higher learning more widely has meant tak
ing it to the farmer's dooryard and country 
kitchen, the , individual establishment and 
the schoolhouse occupied evenings by adults 
( 196o-61 report, p. 25) . 

It would be a mistake to assume, how
ever, that th~ ultimate goals of the land
grant college movement have already 
been achieved. To be sure, those aims 
will continue to grow as long as this de
mocracy maintains its dynamic charac
ter. In this centennial year, the Ameri
can Association of Land-Grant Colleges 
and State Universities has outlined two 
principal goals of consideration: 

First. To assess and evaluate the work 
the land-grant institutions are now do
ing toward the end that they may iden
tify more clearly their special respon
sibility to the people of this country and 
the world during their second century of 
service. 

Second. To build public understand
ing of the land-grant college and uni
versity movement, especially as this may 

.contribute to solving present problems 
and meeting future needs of all colleges 
of the Nation. 

In Delaware, we can find evidence of 
honest reappraisal of how our land
grant university is meeting the chal
lenges and responsibilities which new 

. circumstances demand. Along with past 
accomplishments, President Perkins has 
pointed out some current shortcomings 
and potential needs. Among the prob
lems challenging Delaware's position as 
a land-grant school, of late he has noted 
the following: a drop in engineering en
rollments; comparatively low enroll
ment in home economics; some de
ficiencies in the high school preparation 
of youth for scientific college-level 
training in agriculture; the large num
ber of Delaware youth who go out-of
State to college; the high per-student 
costs of educating small enrollments in 
the traditional land-grant areas of in
struction; and the problems of educating 
and keeping qualified teachers in the 
State-one of the implied responsibilities 
of democracy's colleges. 

Yet there are also clear evidences of 
efforts to remedy current problems and 
to further the tradition that brought the 
land-grant institutions into being-to 
provide quality education for the many 
at minimal cost. For example, in fall 
1961 200 students were admitted to the 
university as part of a limited-admis
sions program. Many of these were not 
degree candidates but rather were en
rolled in 2-year terminal courses. The 
purpose of this step was to open oppor
tunities to those with somewhat below
average high school records in keeping 
with the democratic concept which en
courages all young people . to develop 
their talents to the fullest-even in soine 
cases where they have been off to a 
rather slow start academically. Yet, at 
the same time, university academic 
standards have not ·been compromised. 
For example, one recent freshman class 

had among it 30 high school valedictor
ians and at least 40 finalists and semi
finalists from the National Merit 
Scholarship competition. 

Other signs of increased quality are: 
Progress in the fields of research and 
graduate study made especially since 
World War II; growth of adult evening 
courses; increases in library holdings re
cently of about 10,000 books per year; 
and an enrollment rise of 14 percent in a 
recent year as compared with the na
tional percentage of approximately 7 
percent. Moreover, the university has 
dropped from 4th to 14th of late ·in the 
cost of its fees as compared with other 
State-assisted universities. Nor can we 
ignore the sizable contribution of pri
vate benefactions to university progress. 
Whatever advances have been made are 
the result of individual as well as State 
and Federal cooperation and support. 

Teaching, research, and service-these 
remain the primary goals of Delaware as 
a land-grant institution. Dedicated to 
the things of the mind, the university 
cherishes and · practices the highest 
standards of instruction and scholarship. 
Research· is seen as a coordinated func
tion of teaching, an integral part of in
stitutional life, but certainly must not 
usurp the primary goal of excellent 
teaching. 

The future will be no less demanding 
than the past. Times are changing more 
quickly than many of our citizens real
ize. Delaware, once a rural State, is now 
a predominantly urban one. This de
cline in the farming population holds 
far-reaching implications for the land
grant institutions and the kinds of serv
ices which they shall be expected to offer. 
As President Perkins has noted: 

In an earlier and simpler organization of 
rural society, the land-grant institution 
could best be of service by helping the indi-

. vidual farmer and his wife with their prob
lems. Now the children of these farmers 
have moved to the cities. Their problems, 
aside from employment, have become less 
individual and more an outgrowth of urban 
life. The solutions depend not so much upon 
individuals as upon their governments and 
social and civic c;>rganizations. 

Mr. Speaker, the National Manpower 
Commission once referred to the Morrill 
Act as "the most important single gov
ernmental step in connection with the 
training of scientific and professional 
personnel." Moreover, as our univer
sity's president has also observed, a 
Hoover Commission task force · in 1949 
called it the most effective grant-in-aid 
ever made by the Federal Government. 
Today these 68 land-grant institutions, 
ranging in enrollment from about 44,000 
to 550, continue to flourish. Such 
growth requires constant vigilance for 
maintaining. quality and for exploring 
new areas of service to meet the ex
panded needs of the people. From those 
early decades of relatively low standards . 
and a scarcity of qualified teachers, 40 
percent of these publicly supported in
stitutions now have university status. 
Furthermore, about 60 percent of all 

, living American Nobel Prize winners 
hold earned degrees from land-grant 
colleges. These institutions, represent
ing only 5 percent of all U.S. colleges 
and Universities, enroll . approximately 
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20 percent of all studen.ts and grant 40 
percent of the Ph. D.'s award~ d . .. Offer
ing comprehensive . training for many 
varied careers and professions,. they re
tain a dedication to solid preparation 
in the liberal · arts in accordance with 
the intent of the original Morrill Act. 

With an outstanding record of service 
to the Nation in both war and peace, 
the land-grant colleges now look to the 
future-a future of unprecedented chal
lenges in the areas of science and tech
nology as well as in international 
understanding. Directed by bodies re
sponsible to .the people in the individual 
States, these ·schools are uniquely 
equipped to recognize and meet what
ever requirements .otlr national progress 
demands. Their. effectiveness will, to a 
great exten.t, determine the outcome of 
many of our efforts in the direction of 
scholarship, economic progr.ess, and the 
vitality of the democratic life. At this, 
the outset of their second century of 
·service, the iristitutions whiCh led Amer
ica into the industrial and technical age 
look f.orward to continued responsible 
leadership and dynamic service. 

in contract awards from region to region 
and between. States. 

With. respect to military ,prime con
tract awards, the Defense Department 
study .reveals clearly that the major shift 
has been from the Midwest to the Far 
West. During the Korean period.:_:fiscal 
years 1951-53-0hio, Indiana, Illinois, 
Michigan, and Wisconsin received 27.4 
percent of the total value of prime con
tract awards. In 1961 they received 
only 11.8 percent, a change of minus 
15.6 percent. 

In the Far West, we find a reverse 
shift. During the Korean period the 
Pacific Coast and Mountain States ac
counted for 18.6 percent of the total 
value in prime contracts. In 1961, how
ever, this percentage had jumped to 32.6 
percent, or a gain of 14.1 percent. 

Perhaps an even more significant and 
revealing aspect of the Department of 
Defense study relates to the military 
prime contract awards for experimental, 
developmental, test, and research w.ork. 
In 1961 these contracts totaled $6 bil
lion, or about one-fourth of all military 
prime contract awards in the United 
States. As the Department of Defense 

and WiSconsin, the great industrial Mid
west, together received only '7.5 percent 
of resear-ch, developmental, testing, and 
evaluation funds in 1961. Ohio, wit~ 71 
fine universities and colleges and rich 
ln technologi·cal and manufacturing ex
perience, received 2.2 percent.. This 
amounted to $137.5 million for the Na
tion's sixth largest taxpaying State. 

Mr. Speaker, the implications of this 
pattern are devastating. 

The Defense Department itself ad
mits that the production contracts that 
will figure heavily in future procure
ment wiH likely be placed in areas where 
research. developmental, testing, and 
evaluation effort is now concentrated. 
It thus appears clear that the shifts in 
defense prime contract procurement 
that have taken place since World War 
II and more especially since the Korean 

· hostilities will be sharply accentuated in 
the immediate years ahead if the chips 
ar.e allowed to fall where they ma,y. 
The Defense Department recognizes this 
fact but recommends no course of ac
tion. 

It should be recogn[zed-

study makes clear_ the research, develop- We are told by Deputy Secretary of 
SURVEY ON IMP ACT OF DEFENSE · D f Ro 11 L G"l t · mental, testing, and evaluation effort is · e ense swe · l pa nc-

PROCUREMENT UPON VARIOUS of major importance because any com- that Defense must seek Us needs where ca.pa
STATES AND SECTIONS OF THE pany which has conducted or managed bility exists in order to be .responsive to the 
NATION the research, design development, and technological requirements o.f modern 
-Mr. ASHLEY. Mr. Speaker, on March test work on a new weapon system-or a warfare. 

15 I inserted in the CoNGRESSIONAL REc- major ·component-and has assembled On March 15, I asked the Secretary of 
oRn the results of .a study which I under- the engineering talent and experience Defense if the direction which military 
took in an effort to analyze the trend of for this purpose, is obviously in an exeep- procurement has taken since 1952 was, 
the last decade with respect to defense tiona11y strong position to compete for from the military~ economic, and social 
procurement and its impact upon vari- the follow-on production contracts, and standpoints, in the best interests of all 
out States and sections of the country. for new developm-ental contracts, as well. Americans. I also raised the question of 

This study revealed that of the total The report goes on to state: whether, if the truth were ·told, our mill-
net dollar value of military procurement It is logical, then, that production con- tary procurement policy has not been 
throughout the entire United States, tracts for the newer sophisticated items, given credit for judgment and fore
California registered an astonishing .in- which will figure heavily in future procure- sight which is largely undeserved. I 
crease from .12.6 percent of the total ~n ment, may tend to be placed in areas where even made so bold as to inquire, after 
1952 to 23.9 percent in 1961. Texas R.D.T. & E. effort has been centered. having an Army_ .depot in my district 
share .of U.S. defense procurement, Let us look then at where the re- . closed down for alleged failure to meet 
though considerably less, showed healthy search, development~! testing, and eval- safety requir~en~, whethe~ _califo~a 
growth from 3.4 percent of the total in nation effort has been centered. was blessed With mvulnerabillty in this 
1952 to 5.1 percent in 1961. These two In 1961, california received a whop- nuclear age ·or.whether Ohio was consid
States, then, accounted for 16 percent .of ping 41.3 percent of all the money spent ered to ~e ac~Ident pron~. 
total U.S~ defense procurement spend- for research, developmental testing, and Mr. Gllpatnc has .PrOVIded honest an
ing_.$6 billion-in 1952 and 29 percent- evaluation work, amounting to nearly . .swers to these questiOns and they sbould 
$6.3 billion-in 1961. $2.5 billion. New York was second, re- be of utmost concern to every Member 

As I also pointed out in my study, ceiving 12.2 percent of research, develop- of the Congress. 
Ohio; Michigan, Illinois, and Pennsyl- mental, testing, and evaluation funds, Experience has taught us, and every 
vanla. registered a sharp decline from followed by Massachusetts with 5.8 per- other modern nation, that there !is a c.lose 
29.4 percent of the total value of de- cent. relationship~ geographically and in many 
fense procurement in 1952 to 12.8 per-cent But as the Department's study re- · other modern na:ti"On, that there .is a c~ose 
in 1961-a drop from $11 billion to $2.7 veals with candor, the really significant and the productiOn of goods and serviCes 
billion. As against a national decline of trend has been the strong concentration for the consumer. Are we to close our 
42.2 percent in total U.S. procurement of research, developmental testing, and eyes~~ these f~cts~ .to be led blindly by 
spending between 1952 and 1961, it was evaluation contracts on the ea5t and a Military Establishment whose only 
.shown that Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, and west coasts. In 1961 the Atlantic· Coast policy is to seek its needs where capabil
Pennsylvania suffered a loss averaging States received 32.5 percent of research, ity exists? If so, then we can ~only 
nearly 30 percent greater than this na- developmental, testing, and evaluation expect economic and social dislocations 
tiona! average. Had these four Mid- awards, while the west coast and:Moun- ·such as this country has never known. 
western States merely suffered a cut- tainStates received 54.8 percent. . Mr. Spea~er, it is clear that our coun
back equivalent to the 42.2 percent . Thus w.e find nearly 90 percent of the try ·· is engag,ed in a sweeping techno
national cu:tbaek, the-value of their com- research, developmental, testing, and - logical-revolution which will have many 
bineddefensebusiness from 1952 through evaluation funds centered on the east ramifications. It is a revolution in which 
1961 would have been between $15 and and west coasts, with two States-Call- our Military Establishment, because of 
$20 million greater than it was for· this fornia and New York-receiving more the enormous apprnpriations voted an
period. research, deveiopmental, testing, and :r;mally by Congress for research, devel-

These and other facts and data eon- evaluation funds than the other · 48 · opment, · testing, ,and · evaluation, is 
tained .in my March 15 analysis luive re- States combined. · We find, too, that the playing a tremendously significant role. 
cently been confirmed by a Department top seven States account .for more than If the transition from conventional 
of Defense study entitled "The· Chang- ·75 percent of the Nation's research, de- methods of production to the technology 
ing Patterns of Defense Procurement." -velopmental, testing, and evaluation ef- ·of the future is to be orderly, then it is 
This study traces the geographic shifts fort. Ohio, Michigan, · lllinois, Indiana, ineumbent upon the Congress and the 
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administration to establish policies which 
will be productive of the general welfare. 

·Mr. Speaker, I represent an industrial 
district in Ohio on which the changing 
pattern of military procurement has had 
a severe impact. Not only have contracts 
for the manufacture of military hard
ware largely gone elsewhere but an Army 
depot, one of the largest employers in 
the district, has been closed down in 
favor of military installations in other 
areas of the country. I recognize that 
these shifts are inevitable in a changing 
world and that they are bound to affect 
adversely a community such as mine. 

But let me make it plain, Mr. Speaker, 
that I do not intend to sit idly by and 
watch while Ohio and other Midwestern 
States which traditionally have been the 
backbone of industrial America go down 
the drain. The Defense Department 
study tells us loud and clear that its fu
ture procurement will tend to be placed 
in areas where research, development, 
testing, and evaluation effort has been 
centered. The study tells us loud and 
clear that these areas are almost entirely 
along the west coast and the east coast. 
In brief, the study tells us loud and 
clear that unless policy is forthcoming 
from outside the Pentagon, an ever 
greater percentage of military procure
ment will go to California, New York, 
Massachusetts, and one or two other 
areas which already receive more than 
all of the other States combined. 

If this is allowed to happen, Mr~ 
Speaker, this Congress and this ad
ministration will have been derelict in its 
responsibility. The Department of De
fense, which has talked so much about 
dispersion of our industrial strength as 
a requisite of national security is now 
satisfied to allow unparalleled concen
trations on the coastal r:trips of the 
United States-cert~inly prime targets 
in a nuclear conflict. 

But our responsibility goes further. 
If we are going to continue to spend be
tween $20 and $30 billion a year 
for miltary hardware, certainly we have 
an obligation to see that vast sections of 
our country are not excluded. Defense 
tells lis that it must seek its needs where 
capability exists. My reply is that 
capability exists not only in California, 
New York, and Massachusetts despite the 
fact that lack of Defense Department 
policy-if what the Department pro
fesses is true-has been largely respon
sible for their ever-increasing compe
tence in the research and developmental 
field. My further reply is that if Ohio's 
71 universities and colleges and the in
dustrial base that has been so heavily 
relied upon in immediate years past does 
not constitute "capability" as defined by 
the Department of Defense, then per
haps the Department should long since 
have given thought to developing this 
capability in Ohio and other States simi
larly situated .. 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
By unanimous consent leave of ab

sence was granted to: 
Mr. CoRMAN, for June 29 and 30, 1962, 

on account of official ·business. 
Mr. EDMONDSON, for June 29 and 30, 

· 1962, on account of official business. 

SPECIAL ORDERS GRANTED 
By unanimous consent, permission tO 

address the House, following the legisla
tive program and any speclal orders 
heretofore entered, was granted to: 

Mrs. GRANAHAN, for 15 ·minutes, today. 
Mr. RousH, for 10 minutes, today. 
Mr. RoosEVELT; for 10 minutes, on 

Monday, July 2, 1962. 
Mr. JAMES C. DAVIS, for 10 minutes, 

today. 
Mr. BECKWORTH, for 10 minutes, today. 
Mr. DULSKI <at the request of Mr. 

LIBONATI), for 30 minutes, tomorrow. 
Mr. Nix (at the request of Mr. 

LIBONATI), for 30 minutes, tomorrow. 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
By unanimous consent, permission to 

extend remarks in the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD, or to revise and extend remarks 
was granted to: 

Mr. HULL. 
Mr. CRAMER, the remarks he will make 

on the trade bill and to include extrane
ous matter. 

Mr. ALEXANDER and to include extrane
ous matter. 

Mr. DENT and to include extraneous 
matter in his remarks made during de
bate on H.R. 11970. 

Mr. WRIGHT and to include quotations 
from two newspaper editorials in his re
marks today while in the Committee of 
the Whole. · 

Mr. BRADEMAS <at the request of Mr. 
LIBONATI) to revise and extend the re
marks he made in the Committee of 
the Whole today in two instances and 
include extraneous matter. ' 

(The following Members .<at the re
quest of Mr. CAHILL) and to include ex
traneous matter:) 

Mr.Frno. 
Mr. SEELY-BROWN. 
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. ./ __,r 

Mr.OSMERS. 
Mr. WEAVER, notwithstanding it ex

ceeds the limit and is estimated by the 
Public Printer to cost $210. 

Mr. JENSEN. 
Mr. SCHADEBERG. 
Mr. LAIRD to include extraneous mat

ter in the remarks he made in Commit
tee today. 

<The following Members <at the re
quest of Mr. LrsoNATI) and to include 
extraneous matter: ) 

Mr. BARING. 
Mr. POWELL. 
Mr. LESINSKI. 
Mr. BUCKLEY. 
Mr. FASCELL. 

ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED -
Mr. BURLESON, .from the Committee 

on House Administration, reported that 
that committee had examined and 'found 
truly enrolled bills of· the House of the 
following titles, which were thereupon 
signed by the Speaker: 

H.R. 8291. An act to enable the United 
States to participate in the assistance 
rendered to certain migrants and refugees; 

H.R. 8773. An act to amend section 265 
of the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952, ·as 
amended (50 u.s.c. 1016), relating to lump
sum: readjustment payments for members 

of the reserve components who are involun
tarily released from active duty:, atid fqr 
other purposes; and . . 

H.R. 11879. An act to P}"OVide a 1:-year 
extension of the existing corporate normal
tax rate and of certain excise-tax rates, and 
for other purposes. 

ADJOURN~ENT 

Mr. LmONATI. Mr. Speaker, I move 
that the House do now adjourn. 

The motion was agreed to; accordingly 
<at 6 o'clock and 6 minutes p.m.) the 
House adjourned until tomorrow, Friday, 
June 29, 1962, at 12 o'clock noon. 

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, 
ETC. 

Under clause 2 of- rule XXIV, execu
tive communications were taken from 
the Speaker's table and referred as fol
lows: 

2248. A communication from the Presi
dent of the United States, transmitting a 
proposed supplemental appropriation for the 
fiscal year 1968 in the amount of $850,000 for 
the OfHce of Science and Technology (H. 
Doc. No. 462); to the Committee on Appropri
ations and ordered to be printed. 

2249. A communication from the President 
of the United States, transmitting an alllend
ment to the budget for the fiscal year 1963 
involving an increase in the amount of 
$382,000 for the clvil functions of the De
partment of the Army (H. Doc. No. 463); 
to the Committee on Appropriations and 
ordered to be printed. 

2250. A letter from the Secretary of Agri
culture, transmitting a draft of a proposed 
bill entitled "A bill to· extend Federal meat 
inspection and to permit cooperation with 
State meat inspection services, and for other 
purposes"; to the Committee on Agriculture. 

2251. A letter from the Director, Congres
sional Liaison Statf, Agency for International 
Development, Department of State, trans
mitting a report on contingency fund use as 
of May 31, 1962, pursuant to section 451(b) 
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961; to 
the Committee on Foreign Mairs. 

2252. A letter ·from the Secretary of the 
Army, transmitting a letter from the Chief 
of Engineers, Department of the Army, dated 
April 30, 1962, submitting a report, together 
with accompanying papers and Ulustrations, 
on a beach erosion control and interim hur
ricane survey of Raritan Bay ~:,~.nd Sandy 
Hook Bay, N.J., authorized by the River and 
Harbor Act approved July 3, 1930, as amend
ed and supplemented, and Public Law 71, 
84th Congress, approved June 15,· 1955 (H. 
Doc. No. 464): to the Committee on Public 
Works and ordered to be printed with eight 
illustrations. 

2253. A letter from the Secretary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, transmitting a draft 
of a proposed bill entitled "A bill to amend 
the Social Security Act a;nd related pro
visions to extend for 2 months certain tem
porary public assistance provisions"; to the 
Committee on Ways and Means. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON 
PUBLIC BILLS. AND RESOLUTIONS . 

Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports of 
committees were delivered to the Clerk 
for printing and reference to the proper 
calendar, as follows: 

Mr. DAWSON: Committee on Government 
Operations. Twentieth report on evaluation 
of the donable surplus property program 
(Rept. No. 1943). Referred to the Commit
tee of the Whole House oil the s'tate of · the 
Union. 
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l'!!r. CANNON: Committee on Appropria· 

tiona. House Joint Resolution 769. Joint 
resolution making continuing appropriations 
for the fiscal year i963, and ·tor other pur· 
poses; without· amendment (Rept. No. -
1944). Referred to the Committee of the 
Whole House on the State of the Union. 

Mr. WILLIS: Committee on Un-American 
Activities. H.R. 11363. A bi11 to amend the 
Internal Security Act of 1950 to provide for 
the protectipn of classified information re
leased to or within U.S. industry, and for 
other purposes; with amendment (Rept. 
No. 1945). Referred to the Committee of 
the Whole House on the State of the Union. 

Mr. PILCHER: Committee on ·Foreign Af
fairs. Report of the Special Study Mission 
to the Far East, south Asia, and the Middle 
East (Rept. No. 1946). Referred to the 
Committee of the Whole House on the State 
of the Union. 

Mr. FALLON: Committee on Public 
Works. H.R. 12135. A bill to aut4orize · ap
propriations for the fiscal years 1964 and 
1965 for the construction of certain high
ways in accordance with title 23 of the 
United ,States Code, and for other purposes; 
with amendment (Rept. No. 1~48). Re
ferred to the Committee of the Whole House 
on the State of the Union. 

Mr. PATMAN: Committee of conference. 
S. 3161. An Act to provide for continuation 
of authority for regulation of exports, and for 
other purposes (Rept. No. 1949). Ordered to 
be printed. 

Mr. HARRIS: Committee of conference. 
s: 1969. An Act to amend the Federal Avia
tion Act of 1958, as amended, to provide for a 
class of supplemental air carriers, and for 
other P"!ll"POSe~ (Rept. No. 1950). Ordered to 
be printed. 

Mr. COOLEY: Committee on Agriculture. 
S. 3062. An .Act to amend the Soil Bank Act 
so as to authorize the Secretary of Agricul
ture to permit t4e harvesting of hay on con
servation r.eserve .acreage under certain con
ditions; without amendment (Rept. No. 
1951). Referred to the Committee of the 
Whole House on the State of the Union. 

Mr. COOLEY: Committee on Agriculture. 
Senate Joint Resolution 201-. .Joint resolutio~ 
-to amend section 316 of the Agricultural Ad
justment Act _of l9;38 to, extend the time by · 

, which a lease trans_ferring a tob~cco ~creage 
allotment may be filed; with amendment 
(Rept. No. 1952). Referred to the Committee 
of the Whole House on the State of the 
.Union. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PRI
. VATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 

. Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports of 
committees were delivered to the Clerk 
for printing and reference to the proper 
calendar, as follows: 

Mr . . LANE: Committee on the Judiciary. 
H.R. 9603. A bill for the relief of Lt. Comdr. 
Joseph P. Mannix; with amendment (.Rept. 
No. 194'7). Referred to the' Committee of the 
Whole· House. · 

PUB~C- BILLS AND RES.OLUTIONS 
:' .. - Under clause ,4· of rule .xxrr,· public . 

bills and ·resolutions :were . introduced 
anq ~v~rally refe~ed as foliows:_ 

By Mr. BAKER: . . 
H.R. 12345. A bill to provide that all ses

sions of _ all courts _of the United States be 
opened with prayer to Almighty God; to the 
Committee on the Judiciary. · 

. By Mr. McFALL: .· 
· H.R. 12346. A bill to amend the act of 

December 22, i944, relating to recreation at 
certain civil works projects of the Corps 

of Engineers; to the Committee on Public 
Works. 

· By ·Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts: 
H.R.12347. A bill to provide for the estab. 

llshment of a National Board of Cancer Con
trol; to the Committee on Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce. 

By Mr. RAINS: 
H.R. 12348. A bill to amend section 202 of 

the Housing Act of 1959 to increase the 
amount authorized thereunder to be appro
priated for loans for the provision of hOl.lS
ing for the elderly; to the Committee on 
Banking and Currency. · 

By Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts: 
H.R.12349. A bill to provide for the tem

porary suspension of the duty on cork stop
pers; to the Committee on Ways and Means. 

H.R. 12350. A bill to provide for the tem
porary suspension of the duty on corkboard 
insulation; to the Committee on Ways and 
Means. 

By Mr. P!LLION: 
H.R. 12351. A bill to amend title III of the 

act of March 3, 1933, commonly r'eferred 'to 
as the "Buy American Act," as it relates ·to 
the determ~nation of the reasonabillty of 
cost of steel, stee~ products, and steel mate
rials; to th.e Comm-ittee on -P~blic Works. 

By Mr. MADDEN: 
H.R.12352. A bill to amend section 109 of 

title 38, United States Code, to provide med
ical care for certain veterans of armed forces 
allied or associated with the United States 
during World War I; tO the Committee on 
Veterans' Affairs. 

By Mr; MARTIN of Massachusetts: 
H.R. 12353. A bill to establish a National 

Citizenship Commission, and for other pur
poses; to the Committee on Education and 
Labor. 

By Mr. SANTANGELO: 
.H.R.12354. A bill to amend the Internal 

Revenue Code of i954 to exempt from the 
manufacturers' excise tax certain automo
biles furnished without charge to schools for 
use in driver training programs; to the Com
mittee on Ways and Means. 

By Mr. EDMONDSON (by request): 
H.R. 12355. A bill to amend the law relat

ing to the final disposition of the prop'erty 
of th~ Choctaw Tribe; to the Committee on 
Int_erior and Insular Affairs. 

By Mr. CANNON: 
H.J. Res. 769. Joint resolution making con

tinuing appropriations for the fiscal year 
1963, and for other purposes. 

By Mr. BARING: 
H.J. Res. 770. Joint resolution proposing an 

amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States pertaining to the offering of 
prayers in public schools and other public 
places in the United States;. to the Commit
tee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. TOLLEFSO!'f": 
H.J. Res. 771. Joint resolution proposing an 

amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States to permit the use of prayer 
in public schools; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

By Mr. CHELF: . 
H.J. Res. 772. J.o~nt :re~olutlOJl proposing an 

_amendment to article III, section 1, of the 
C,ons.titution of -i:J:le UJ;~.ited States, limiting 
th~ tenure of office of members of the · Su
preme Court to 15 years; to the Committee 
on the Judiciary. · 

-' By Mr. MOULDER~ ' 
H.J. Res. 773. Joint resolution proposing an 

amendment · to the Constitution of the 
U~ited States to permit the use of prayer 
in public schools; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

By Mr. WIDNALL: 
H.J. Res. 774. Joint resolution proposing an 

amendment to the Constitution of the 
United · States permitting the offering _of 
prayers in public schools; to the Committee 
on the Judiciary. 

- By Mr. BOYKIN: 
H.J. Res. 775. Joint· resolution proposing an 

amendment to the Con~titution r~lating _to 
tpe offering _of prayers in public schools; to 
the Committee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. 'CAREY: 
H.J. Res. 776. Joint resolution to authorize 

the President to proclaim the 13th day of 
September as Commodore .John Barry Day; 
to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. CUNNINGHAM: 
H.J. Res. 777. Joint resolution prqposing an 

amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States permitting nonsectarian pray
er· in public schools or other public places if 
participation therein is not compulsory; to 
the Committee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. HIESTAND: 
"H.J·. Res. 778. Joint resolution proposing an 

amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States permitting the offering of pray
ers and the reading of the Bible In public 
schools In the United States; to the Com· 
mittee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. KING of California: 
H.J. Res. 779. Joint resolution to author

ize the President to proclaim the ·ath day of 
February of each year as Boy Scouts of 
America: Day; to the Committee on the 

·Judiciary. 
By.Mr. MERROW: 

H.J. Res. 780. Joint resolution requesting 
the- President to enter into negotiations 
with Canada with respect to imports of soft
wood and authorizing the establishment of 
temporary import quotas for softwood; to 
the Committee on Ways and Means. 

By Mrs. HANSEN: 
H.J. Res. 781. Joint resolution requesting 

the President to enter into negotiations 
with Canada with respect to imports of soft
wood, and authorizing the establishment of 
temporary import quotas for softwood; to 
the Committee on Ways and Means. 

By Mrs. PFOST: 
H.J. Res. 782. Joint resolution requesting 

the President to enter into negotiations 
With Canada with respect_ to imports of soft
wood and authorizing the establishment of 
temporary import quotas for softwood; to 
the Committee on Ways and Means. · · 

By Mr. McDOWELL: 
H.J. Res. 783. Joint resolution granting 

consent of Congress to the State of Delaware 
and the State of New Jersey to enter into a 
compact to establish the Delaware River and 
Bay Authority for the development of the 
area in both States bordering the Delaware 
River and Bay; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

By Mr. THOMP~ON of New Jersey: 
H.J. Res. 784. Joint resolution granting " 

consent of Congress to the State of Delaware 
and the State of New Jersey to enter into a 
compact to establish the Delaware River 
and Bay Authority for the development of 
the area in both States bordering the Dela
ware River and Bay; to the Committee on 
the Judiciary. 

By Mr. HALPERN: 
H. Res. 715. Resolution expressing the 

sense of the House of Representatives ~hat 
the President 'should call a White House · 
Conference on Highway Safety; to the Com- • 
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerc~. 

' .. .. ·-- -

MEMORIAL · ·. 

. . Under clause 4 of ru1e XXII, 
'rhe SPEAKER presented a memorial' of the 

Legislature of the Territory of Guam, memo
rializing the President and the Congress of 
the United States relative to requesting the 
enactment of legislation excluding the terri
tory of Guam from the pro-visions of the 
Shipping Act of 1916, as amended, and the 
Intercoastal Shipping Act of 1933, as amend-:. 
ed, which was referred to the Committee on 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
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PRIVATE BILLS ANP .RESOLVTIONS We ·ask ft . in the name of the One 
Under clau5e 1 of rule :xxrr, private whQse .coming broke the ages in two, and 

bills and resolutions were introduced and who now is reverenced and adored while 
severally referred as follows; the violent .. ar~. forgotten. Amen. . , 

By Mr. FISHER: 
H.R. 12356. A bill for the relief of Mrs. 

Margaret L. King; to the Co~ttee on the 
Judiciary. 

By Mr. MULTER: 
H.R. 12357. A bill for the relief of Halliia 

Szumilas; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 
By Mr. O'HARA of Illlnois: 

H.R. 12358. A bill for the relief of Pa.nagl
otts Basile Kladis; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

By Mr. WILSON of California: 
H.R. 12359. A bill for the relief of Gabriel 

Jorge Rocha; to the Committee on the Judi
ciary. 

PETITIONS~ ETC. 
Under clause 1 of rule XXIIr petitions 

and papers were laid on the Clerk's desk 
and referred as follows: 

371. By Mr. HOEVEN: Petition of the 
Patriotic Evangelical News Service adopted 
in executive session at Sioux City, Iowa, on 
May 16, 1962, ' expressing the sense of its 
membership that the Congress of the United 
states should not buy United Nations Bonds 
in any amount, nor under any circumstances; 
to the Committee on Foreign Affairs. 

372. Also, petition of the Patriotic Evan
gelical News Service adopted at Sioux City, 
Iowa, on May 8, 1962, urging repeal of the 
Reciprocal Trade Act; to the Committee on 
Ways and Means. 

373. By Mr. REUSS: Petition of Operation 
Support, West Allis, Wis., Unit, Democratic 
Party, calllng upon the Congress to enact the 
King-Anderson bill providing health care for 
senior citizens under the social security sys
tem; to the Committee on Ways and Means. 

•• ...... •• 
SENATE 

THURSDAY, JUNE 28, 1962 
The Senate met at 12 o'clock merid

ian, and was cal1~d to order by the 
Vice President. 

The Chaplain, Rev. Frederick Brown 
Harris, D.D., offered the following 
prayer: 

Our Father, God, we come in the as
surance, not of our feeble hold of Thee, 
but of Thy mighty grasp of us. 

Whatever the toiling hours of thi·s day 
upon which we have entered may bring, 
keep our hearts with Thee as we keep 
step with Thy will. 

Because of Thy sustaining grace, may 
we face in quiet confidence vexing social 
problems which our fallible judgments 
are unable to solve without a wisdom 
greater than our own. 

As stalwart forms disappear from our 
sight and side, and potent votces are 
suddenly stilled, we pray that the mantle 
of those who have fought the good 
:fight and finished the course may fall 
upon the shoulders of those who in this 
shrine of each patriot's devotion are 
striving in the most difllcult days of the 
Republic to make our free land as great 
in virtue and truth as she is. mighty in 
power. 

THE JOURNAL 
On request of Mr. HUMPHREY, and by 

unanimous consent, the reading of the 
Journal of the proceedings of Wednes
day, June 27, 1962, was dispensed with. 

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
APPROVAL OF BILLS 

Messages in writing from the Presi
dent of the United States were communi
cated to the Senate by Mr. Miller, one 
of his secretaries, and he announced 
that the President had approved and 
signed the following acU:l: 

On June 23, 1962: 
S. 2990. An act for the relief of Caterina 

Scalzo (nee LoSchiavo). 
On June 25, 1962: 

S. 1881. An act for the relief of Maria La 
Bella; 

S. 2143. An act for ·the relief of Mrs. Eva 
London Ritt; and 

S. 2565. An act for the relief of Michael 
Najeeb Metry. 

On June 27, 1962: 
S. 1742. An act to authorize Federal as

sistance to Guam, American Samoa, and the 
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands in ma
jor disasters; 

S. 2186. An act for the relief of Manuer 
Arranz Rodriguez; 

S. 2340. An act for the relief of Shunichl 
Aikawa; 

S. 2418. An act for the relief of Elaine 
Rozin Recanatl; · 

S. 2486. An act for the relief of Kim Carey 
(Timothy Mark Alt); 

S. 2562. An act for the relief of Sally Ann 
Barnett; 

S. 2893. An act .to declare that certain 
land of the United States is held by the 
United States in trust for the P)"airie Band 
of Potawatomi Indians in Kansas; and 

S. 2895. An act to provide for the convey
ance of certain lands of the Minnesota 
Chippe\ a Tribe of Indians to the Little 
Flower Mission of the Saint Cloud Diocese. 

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 
A message from the House of Repre-:

sentatives, by Mr. Bartlett, one of its 
reading clerks, announced that the House 
had passed a joint resolution <H.J. Res. 
769) making continuing appropriations 
for the fiscal year 1963, and for other 
purposes, in which it requested the con
currence of the Senate. 

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 
REFERRED 

The joint resolution <H.J. Res. 769) 
making continuing appropriations for 
the fiscal year 1963, and for other pur
poses, was read twice by its title and 
referred to the committee on Appro
priations. 

LIMITATION OF DEBATE DURING 
MORNING HOUR 

On request of Mr. HUMPHREY, and by 
unanimous consent. statements during 
the morning hour were ordered liinited 
to 3 minutes. 

·coMMITTEE MEETINGS DURING 
SENATE SESSION 

On request of Mr. HtYMPHREY. and by 
unanimous consent, the following sub
committees were authorized to meet dur
ing the session of the Senate today: 

The SubCommittee on Refugees and 
Escapees of the Committee on the Ju
diciary. 

The Permanent Subcommittee on In
vestigations of the Committee on Gov
ernment Operations. 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr~ President, I 

move that the Senate proceed to the con- . 
sideration of executive business, to con
sider the nomination on the Executive 
Calendar. 

The motion was agreed to; and the 
Senate proceeded to the consideration 
of executive business. 

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED 
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the 

Senate messages from the President of 
the. United States submitting sundry 
nominations; which were referred to the 
appropriate committees. 

<For nominations this day receiv~. see 
the end of Senate proceedings.) 

EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF 
COMMITI'EES 

The following favorable reports of 
nominations were submitted: 

By Mr. EASTLAND, from the Coinmittee 
on the Judiciary: 
- Ben C. Green, of Ohio, to be U.S. district 
judge for the northern district of Ohio; 

Jesse L. Dobbs, of Texas, to be U.S. marshal 
for the western district of Texas; 

Drew J. T. O'Keefe, of Pennsylvania, to b~ 
U.S. attorney for the eastern district of 
Pennsylvania; and 

Roger D. Foley, of Nevada, to be U.S. dis
trict judge of the district of Nevada. 

EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF COMMIT
TEE ON ARMED SERVICES 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
from the Committee on Armed Services, 
I report favorably l, 738 nominations in 
the Regular Army in the grade of major 
and below. All of these names have al
ready appeared in the CONGRESSIONAL· 
RECORD, so in order to save the exp~nse 
of printing on the Executive Calendar, 
I ask unanimous consent that they be 
ordered to lie on the Secretary's desk, 
for the information of any Senator. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there ob
jection? The Chair hears none, and the 
nominations will lie on the desk, as re
quested by the Senator from .Massa
chusetts. 

The ~ominations are as follows: 
Wheeler E. Laird, and 'sundry other of

ficers,. for promotion in the Regular Army 
of the United States; 

Miguel E. Cabezas, and sundry other per
sons, for appointment 1n the Regular Army 
of the United States; and 

Robert M. Ake, and sundry other distin
guished military students, for appointment 
i:U. the Regular Army of the United States. 
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The VICE PRESIDENT. · If there be 

no further reports of committees, the 
nomination on the Executive Calendar 
will be ·stated. 

DIPLOMATIC AND FOREIGN 
SERVICE 

The Chief Clerk read the nomination 
of Philip D. Sprouse, of Tennessee, a 
Foreign Service officer of the class of 
career minister, to be Ambassador Ex
traordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America to the King
dom of Cambodia. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the nomination is co~nrt;ned, 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that the Presi
dent be immediately notified of the con
firmation of this nomination. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the , President · will. be nQtift.ed 

· forthwith. 

LEGISLATIVE SESSION 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 

move that the Senate resume the con
sideration of legislative business. 

The motion was agreed to; and the 
Senate resumed the consideration of leg
islative business. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
suggest the absence of a quorum. , 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk 
will call the roll. · 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the . 
roll. · · · 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that the pro
ceedings under the quorum call be re-
scinded. · 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, it is so ordered . .. 

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, 
ETC. 

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the 
Senate the following letters, which were 
referred as indicated: ·· 

EXTENSION OF FEDERAl. MEA':!'. INSPECTION 
A letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, 

transmitting a draft of proposed legislation 
to extend Federal meat inspection and to 
permit . cooperation with State meat inspec
tion services, and for other ·purposes (with 
accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on 
Agriculture-and Forestry. 

AMENDMENT' OF SociAL 'SECURITY ACT To Ex
TE~D- FOR 2 MONTHS CERTAIN TEMPORARY 
PvBLIC ASSISTANCE PROVISIO,NS 
A letter from the. Secretary of Health, Edu

C!'Ltion, ap.d Welf.are, transmitting a draft of 
proposed legislation to amend the Social Se
•CUrity Act and related provisions to extend 
for · 2 months· certain temporary public as-.
sistance provisions (with an accomp!!.nying 
paper); to the Committee on Finance. 

~LIC HEALTH SERVICE ORGANIZATION 
. AMENDMENTS OF 1962 

.A letter from t~e Secretary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, transmitting a draft 
.of proposed legi~lation to amend the Public 
Health· Service Act to provide greater :fle"xi
bility in the organiz~tiori of the Service, and 

·-· for othe:ti. -purposes (with an accompanying 
, , ... paper); ·to th.e Committee on Labor and 

· ; public Welfare . . 

REPORTS OF COMMITI'EES 
The following reports of committees 

were submitted: 
By Mr. ANDERSON, from the Committee 

on Interior and Insular Affairs, with amend
ments: 

H.R. 5144. An act to provide for the ac
quisition of and the payment for individual 
Indian and tribal lands of the Lower Brule 
Sioux Reservation in South Dakota, required 
by the United States for the Big Bend Dam 
and Reservoir project on the Missouri River, 
and for the rehabilitation, social, and eco
nomic development of the members of the 
tribe, and for other purposes; (Rept. No. 
1636); and 

H.R. 5165. An act to provide for the ac
quisition of and the payment for individual 
Indian and tribal lands of the ·crow Creek 
Sioux Reservation in South Dakota, required 
by the Un1ted States for the Big Bend Dam 
and Reservoir project on the Missouri River, 
and for the rehabilitation, social, and eco
nomic development of the members of the 
tribe, and for other purposes; (Rept. · No. 

. 1637)-. 
By Mr. FONG, from the Committee on the 

Judiciary, without amendment: 
S. 3039. A bill for the relief of Bartola 

MariaS. La Madrid (Rept. No.: 1638). _ 
By Mr. EASTLAND, from the Committee 

on the Judiciary, without amendment: 
S. 1974. A bill for the relief of Stefan 

Copilu (Rept. No.1639); 
S. 2698. A bill for the relief of Antonio 

Gutierrez Fernandez (Rept. No.1640); 
S. 2902. A bill for the relief of Sumiko 

Takahashi (Rept. No. 1641); 
S. 2908. A bill for the relief of Rosa 

Fumarola Balice (Rept. No. 1642); 
S. 2992. A bill for the relief of Michelan

gelo Comito (Nati) (Rept. No. 1648); 
. S. 3111. A bill . for the relief of Ernest 

Haeussermal!- (Rept. No.1644); 
S. 3121. A bill for the relief of Dinh Khan 

Ngo (also known as Robert (kun Ting) 
· Wu) (Rept. No. 1645); 

H.R. i609. An act. for the relief of Demi
trios Duns (Rept. No. 1646); 

. H.R: 1899: An act for the relief of Stavros 
Michael Mourkakos (Rept. No. 1647); 

H.R. 2337. · An. act for the relief of Maria 
Stella Todaro (Rept. No. 1648); 

H.R. 8483. An act for the relief of Mrs. 
Marguerite de Soepkez (Rept. No. 1649); 
· H.R. 3492. An act for the relief of Sebas

tian Sanchez Hermosilla (Rept. No. 1650); 
· H.R. 8912. An act for the relief of Chikoko 

Shinagawa (Rept. No. 1651); 
H.R. 8862. An act for the relief of Miss 

Elanore Redi (Rept. No.1652) ;. 
H.R. 9180. An act for the relief of Noreen 

Joyce Baden (Rept. No. 1653); 
H.R. 9468. An act for the relief of Dr. 

Charles C. Yu (Rept. No. 1654); · 
H.R. 9588. An act .for the relief of Claude 

Homann-Herimberg . (nee Wagner) (Rept. 
No: 1655); and . · 
. H·.R. Hl960. An act for the relief of Rosina 
Luisi (Sister Mary Rosina) and Marla Fati
beri.e· (Sister M". Valentina) • (Rept. No. 1656). 

By Mr. EASTLAND, from the Committee 
on the Judiciary, with an amendment: 

s , 2807. A bill for the rellef of Mrs. Juliane 
C. Rockehfeller· (Rept. No. 1657); 

s. 28l!4. A bill for. the relief of Alice Amar I 

Froemming (Rept. No. 1658) ;· 
S. 8026. A bill for the relief of Jeno · Nagy 

(Rept. No. 1659); ' 
S. 3144. A b111 for the relief · of Marcello 

Chiovelli (Rept. No. 1660) 
s. 3177. A bill for . the relief of Michael 

(Mike) Bessler (Rept. No. 1661); 
H.R.1469. An act for the· relief of Mrs: 

Leslie M. Paterson, Janet Pater-BOn, and Mary. 
Paterson (Rept. No. 1662); and -

- H.R. 7369. An act for the·--renef of Gerda 
Godin (Rept. No. 1668}. ' · 

By Mr. EASTLAND, from the Committee 
on the Judic;:iary, with amendments: 

S. 1461. A bill for the relief of Krystyna 
Rataj (Rept. No. 1664}; 

s. 2885. A bill for the relief of Mrs. Yang 
Yin (Yang Chee Hung) nee Tsai Sieu Yoeh 
(Rept. No. 1665); and 

S. 3267. A bill for the relief of Gunther M. 
Hillebrand (Rept. No. 1666}. 

By Mrs. SMITH of Maine, from the Com
mittee on Armed Services, without 
amendment: 

H.R. 8045. An act to change the name of 
the Hydrographic Office to United States 
Naval Oceanographic Office (Rept. No. 1667). 

By Mr. FULBRIGHT, from the Committee 
on Foreigp. ,, Relatiolls, with an amendment: 

H.R. 8982. An ac~ authorizing the Dow 
Chemical Co. to construct, .maintain, and 
operate ·a 'bridge across the Rio Grande at or 
near Heath Crossing, Tex. (Rept. No. 1668): 

By Mr. FULBRIGHT, from the Committee 
on Foreign Relations, ·with . amendments: 

H.R. 9883. An act to authorize the San 
Benito International Bridge Co. to construct, 
maintain, and operate a toll bridge across 
the Rio Grande near Los Indios, Tex. (Rept. 
No. 1668}'. · · · 

INCREASED LIMIT OF EXPENDI
TURES BY COMMITTEE ON GOV
ERNMENT OPERATIONS-REPORT 
OF A COMMITI'EE 
Mr. McCLELLAN, from the Commit

tee on Government Operations, reported 
an original resolution <S. Res. 357); 
which was referred to the Committee on 
Rules and Administration, as follows: 

Resolved, That S. Res. 250, Eighty-seventh 
Congress, second session, agreed to February 
7, 1962, is amended by striking out the 

.amount "$400,000"· in . line 19, page 5, and 
inserting . in lieu · thereof ., the amount· 
"$500,000". . ' 

INCREASED FUNDS FOR INVESTI
GATION OF JUVENILE DELIN
QUENCY-REPORT OF A CO!\{
MIT~~ 
Mr. EASTLAND, from the Commit

tee on the Judiciary, reported an origi
nal resolution (S. Res. 358), which was 
referred to the Committee on Rules and 
.J\dministration, as follows: 

Resolved, That section 4 of S. Res. 265, 
Eighty-seventh Congress, second session, 
authorizing an investigation of juvenile de
linquency in the United States, agreed to 
February 7, 1962, is amended by striking out 
"$178,000'' and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$198,000". 

REPORT ON DISPOSITION OF 
. . EXECUTIVE. PAPERS , · 

:Mr. JOHNSTON, from the Joint Sel~et·, .. . 
Committee on the Disposition of Papers· 
in the Executive Departments, ·to which 
wa~ referred for examination and rec-· 
emniendation . a list of records trans
mitted to the Senate by the Archivist .of. 
the · Urpted States; dated June 18, 1962, 
that ·appeared tO have rio permanent 
value or histo:rjcal interest, submitted a 
report thereon, pursuant to law. 9 

• 

· , BILLS INTRODUCED . 
Bill~ were introdu~ed, read the first 

time, and, by unanimous consent, the 
second time, and referred as follows: 

By Mr. LONG of Missouri: 
s. 84-82. ·A bi11 for the relief of 'Lila Everts -

Weber; to the Committee on the Judiciary~· 
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By Mr. SPARKMAN: 

s. 3483. A btll to increase the authoriza
tion for loans to proyide housing for the 
elderly; to the Committee on Banking and 
Currency. 

By Mr. CANNON (by request) : 
S. 3484. A blll to allow a deduction or 

credit against tax for contributions to na
tional and State polltical committees; to the 
Committee on Finance. · 

s. 3485. A blll to promote the orderly 
transfer of the executive power in connec
tion with the expiration of the term of of
fice of a Presid.ent and the inauguration of 
a new President; to the Committee on Gov
ernment Operations. 

s. 3486. A bill to amend title Sit, United 
States Code, to provide free ma111ng list 
services to election boards, registration com
nilss1ons, political parties, and for other pur
poses; to the Committee on Post omce and 
CivU Service. . 

S. 3487. A blll to provide for the reporting 
and dissemination of information with re
gard to contributions and expeni:Utures made 
for the benefit of persons who seek nomina
tion and election to the offices of President 
and Vice President, and for other purposes; 
to the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion. 

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, a fifth 
legislative recommendation was trans
mitted by the President to Congress and 
referred to the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. That recommendation 
proposed a suspension, for the 1964 presi
dential campaign, of equal opportunity 
requirements of section 315 of the Com
munications Act of 1934. 

I have since learned that the senior 
Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. PAs
TORE] has already introduced. on May 
29, 1962, Senate Joint Resolution 193 
which was referred to the Commerce 
Committee where it is already under 
study. 

The Presidential proposal is identical, 
in every respect, to Senate Joint Resolu
tion 193. Thus, the administration's rec
ommendation is now being considered by 
the Commerce Committee and there is 
no need to duplicate that effort by the 
introduction of another identical bill. 

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION-PRO
POSED DMPROVEMENT OF CON
GRESSIONAL RECORD 
Mr. CLARK submitted a concurrent 

resolution <S. Con. Res. 80) authorizing 
the Joint Committee on Printing to con
duct a study of the CONGRESSIONAL REC
ORD with a view to improving its format, 
index, typography, and so forth, which 
was referred to the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. 

<See the above concurrent resolution 
printed in full when submitted by Mr. 
CLARK, which appears under a separate 
heading.> 

RESOLUTIONS-INCREASED LIMIT 
OF' EXPENDITURES BY COMMIT
TEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERA
TIONS 
Mr. McCLELLAN, from the Committee 

on Government Operations, reported an 
original resolution (S. Res. 357) increas
ing the limit of expenditures by the Com
mittee on Government Operations under 

Senate Resolution 250, 87th Congress, 
which was referred to the Committee on 
Rules and Adrillnistration. 

<See the above resolution printed in 
full when reported by ~. McCLELLAN. 
which appears under the heading ''Re
ports of Committees.") 

INCREASED FUNDS FOR INVESTI
GATION OF JUVENILE DELIN
QUENCY 
Mr. EASTLAND, from the Committee 

on the Judiciary, reported an original 
resolution (S. Res. 358) to increase the 
amount of funds for the investigation of 
juvenile delinquency, which was referred 
to the Committee on Rules and Admin
istration. 

<See the above resolution printed in. 
full when reported by Mr. EASTLAND, 
which appears under the heading "Re
ports of Committees.")' 

MODERNIZATION OF THE CONGRES
SIONAL RECORD 

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, ever 
since I first came to tlle Senate I have 
received complaints from readers of the 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD about its form 
and also its content. There are in our 
country a few devoted readers of the 
CONGRESS-IONAL RECORD and, I suspect, a 
somewhat larger captive audience of 
those who feel they must read the CoN
GRESSIONAL RECORD in order to be fully 
aware of what is going on in the Senate 
and in the other body. But I think it 
is fair to say that the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD as a. news medium or, indeed, as 
an efficient method of disseminating to 
the country what is going on in both 
Houses of Congress, has few, if any, 
stanch supporters. 

On June 18 Representative EDITH 
GREEN of Oregon submitted a concur
rent resolution in the House of' Repre
sentatives. The concurrent resolution 
recites the need for a careful study of 
the form and content of the CoNGRES
SIONAL RECORD in order to modernize it, 
to bring it up to date, and to make it 
a more effective instrument for advising 
the country as to what goes on in the 
Congress. 

The concurrent resolution would pro
vide that the Joint Committee on 
Printing should conduct a study of the 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD With a View to 
improving its format, index, typography, 
organization of materials, and other as
pects relevant to such a study; and it 
suggests that the Joint Committee on 
Printing should call upon experts in the 
communications media and public spirit
ed citizens, including civic and govern
mental officials and scholars, for con
sultation and advice. 

I am heartily in favor of the concur
rent resolution submitted by Mrs. GREEN. 
Accordingly, I submit for appropriate 
referral an identical concurrent resolu
tion, which I ho will meet with some
what greater favor than the proposed 
changes in the rules of the Senate which 
I have from time to time advocated have 
met in the past and a.re meeting at 
present. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent also that a fine editorial published 
in the Washington Post of' June 27, en
titled "Brightening the REcoRD," com
mending Representative GREEN of Ore
gon for her concurrent resolution be 
printed at this point in my remarks. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The con
current resolution will be received and 
appropriately referred, and, under the 
rule, will be printed in the RECORD, and, 
without objection, the editorial will be 
printed in the RECORD. 
. The concurrent resolution <S. Con. 

Res. 80) was referred to the Committee 
on Rules and Administration. as .follows: 

Whereas the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD is. es
tablished as substantially a verbatim report 
of proceedln~ of both Houses of the Con
gress; and 

Whereas Congress is the staging area for 
the discussion and resolution of the major 
national issues confronting the United 
States;· and 

Whereas this "national dialog" reaches a. 
climax in the passage or the defeat of legis
lation; and 

Whereas thousands among the leaders of 
our country in both public and private sta
tions depend upon the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 
for detalls of these dialogs: Therefore be it 

Resolved, That the Joint Committee on 
Printing, which is assigned control and su
pervision of the RECORD under sections 181 
and 182 of chapter 6, title 44, United States 
Code, conduct a study of the· CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD with a view to improving its format, 
index, typography, organization of materials,· 
and other aspects :..-elevant to such a study; 
and be it further 

Resolved, That the Joint Committee on 
Printing, 1f it deems it provident, shall call 
upon experts in the communications media 
and possibly publtc spirited citizens, such 
as civic leaders, Government omcials, and 
scholars, to sit as an advisory committee in 
order to render such help as may be needed; 
and be it further 

Resolved, That the Joint Committee on 
Printing shall, if it deems it advisable, be 
empowered to incur whatever expenditures 
are necessary to the proper carrying out of 
this study, but that f:n no event shall the 
sum exceed the amount. of $50,000; and be it 
~urther 

Resolved, That the joint committee shall 
report its findings to the Congress within 
one year after date of passage of this con
current resolution. 

The editorial presented by Mr. CLARK 
is as follows: 
[From the Washington Post, June 27, 196:2] 

BRIGHTENING THE RECORD 
Does the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD have to 

be so typographically dull, so difficult to use 
and so hard on the eyes? Representative 
EDITH GREEN thinks not, and she has in
troduced a concurrent resolution that would 
enable Congress to do something about 
improving the REco:a.n. The resolution 
authorizes the appointment of. a citizens' 
advisory committee that would study the 
format and organization of the RECORD. It is 
Mrs. GREEN's hope that a proper table o! 
contents would help the daily user; she also 
suggests that the binding be changed so 
that pages may be removed without employ~ 
ing surgical instruments. 

The suggestion is worthy. The CONGRES· 
SIONAL RECORD has a relatively small but 
occupationally devoted group of daily read
ers who, have learned to dread exploratory 
excavations in its pages. SOmething surely 
could be done to organize the RECORD more 
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sensibly and to provide a better key to its 
contents. But we also hope that any pro
posal for reform would consider abolishing 
the present custom whereby Members of 
Congress may alter for the RECORD the words 
they utter on the floor. The RECORD ought 
to be more attractive and usable. It also 
ought to be more accurate. 

Mr. CLARK . . Mr. President, there will 
be some who will take the concurrent 
resolution facetic;>usly, but I suggest that 
we live in a dream world in this body 
and, to some extent, in the other body. 
We are full of self-congratulation~. Yve 
are all such wonderful fellows that we 
are not really aware of the very critical 
attitude on the part of many American 
people toward the obsolete practices, 
procedures and rules of the Congress. 
I hope very much indeed that the com
mittee to which the concurrent resolu
tion will be referred, which I assume will 
be the Committee on Rules and Ad
ministration, will really begin to take a 
careful look at some of the problems 
about which I have spoken, which I do 
not believe should any longer be swept 
under the rug. 

PUBLIC WELFARE AMENDMENTS OF 
1962-AMENDMENTS 

Mr. BUSH submitted amendments, in7 
tended to be proposed by him, to the 
bill <H.R. 10606> to extend and improve 
the public assistance and child welfare.. 
services programs of the Social Security 
Act, and for other purposes, which were 
ordered to lie on the table and to be 
printed. 

NOTICE OF RECEIPT OF NOMINA
TION BY COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN 
RELATIONS 

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, as 
chairman of the Committee on Foreign 
Relations, I desire to announce that to
day the Senate received the nomination 
of Leonard Unger, of Maryland, a For
eign Service officer of class I, to be 
Ambassador to the Kingdom of Laos. 

In accordance with the committee 
rule, this pending nomination may not 
be considered prior to the expiration 
of 6 days of its receipt in the Senate. 

NOTICE OF HEARU7GS ON NOMINA
TIONS OF WILLIAM C. HANSON TO 
BE U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE, NORTH
ERN AND SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF 
IOWA, AND EDWARD J. McMANUS 
TO BE U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE, 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA 

Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, on 
behalf of the Committee on the Judici
ary, I desire to give notice that public 
hearings have been scheduled for Tues
day, July 10, 1962, at 10:30 a.m., in . 
room 2228, New Senate Office Building, 
on the following nominations: 

William C. Hanson, of Iowa, to · be 
U.S. district judge, for the northern and 
southern districts of Iowa-new posi
tion; and 

Edward J. McManus, of Iowa, to be 
U.S. district judge, for the northern dis
trict of Iowa, vice Henry N. Graven, re
tired. 

At the indicated time and place per
sons interested in the hearings, may 
mak~ such representations as may be 
pertinent. 
- The subcommittee consists of the Sen
ator from South Carolina [Mr. JoHN
STON], the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. 
HRUSKA], and myself, as chairman. 

NOTICE OF HEARING ON NOMINA
TION OF EDWARD C. McLEAN TO 
BE U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE, SOUTH
ERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, on 
behalf of the Committee on the Judici
ary, I desire to give notice that a public 
hearing has been scheduled for Wednes
day, July 11,1962, at 10:30 a.m., in room 
2300 New Senate Office Building, on the 
nomination of Edward C. McLean, of 
Connecticut, to be U.S. district judge, 
southern district of l'!ew York, vice Ed
ward J. Dimock, retired. 

At the indicated time and place per
sons interested in the hearings may 
make such representations as may be 
pertinent. · . _ 

The subcommittee consists of the Sen
ator from Connecticut [Mr. DODD], 
chairman, the Senator from Missouri 
[Mr. LoNG], and the Senator from New 
York [Mr. KEATING]. 

ADDRESSES, EDITORIALS, ARTICLES, 
ETC., PRINTED IN THE RECORD 
On request, and by unanimous con

sent, addresses, editorials, articles, etc., 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

By Mr. ROBERTSON: 
Letter addressed to Mr; Charles Mooshian, 

editor of the Carroll County Times, West
minister, Md. 

By Mr. DOUGLAS: 
Address delivered by Senator DoDD before 

the convention of the International Up
holsterers' Union of North America, at 
Cleveland, Ohio, on June 8, 1962; and intro
ductory remarks of Sal B. Hoffman, interna
tional president of the Upholsterers• Union 
of North America. 

THE DEBT CEILING 

privilege of the Federal Reserve -Board 
to buy up to $5 billion worth of bonds 
directly from the Treasury, I asked him 
some questions about what the total ob
ligations to the Government would be, 
with a view to having some indication of 
what the debt limit shbuld be. 
. He testified that he anticipated the 
maximum demand would come about 
the middle of December, at which time 
it would-be a little le·ss than $305 billion. 

I asked him then why they would not
want a ceiling of $306, with the under
standing that when new money came 
into the Treasury at the first of the year, 
the limit would go back to $300 billion. 
He said, "We need the leeway of the ad
ditional $3 billion." 

But, Mr. President, I feel that the 
debt limit should mean something. It 
would mean we are not going to in
vite people to do unnecessary spending. 
We had a limit of $300 billion, to go 
back this June 30 to $285 billion. We 
cannot do it. The debt is now $299 bil
lion. · If we put the limit at $308 bil
lion, with the expectation that it will 
go back to $300 billion, it might stay at 
$305 or $306 billion, or it might go up 
to $308 billion. So I say let us try to 
make the debt ceiling mean something. 

The motion of the· senior Senator 
from Virginia lost by one vote. I assume 
it will be made again on the floor. Let 
us fix the debt limit at $306 billion, 
which will give a $1 billion leeway. Of 
course, if Congress gets reckless and goes 
above . the present budget-which it 
should not do-we can raise the ceiling 
again next year. But in the meantime 
let us not invite anybody to try to reach 
a debt of $308 billion. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have published in the RECORD at 
this point excerpts from the testimony 
of Mr. Roosa before our subcommittee 
when he said he anticipated the peak 
demand next December would be a little 
under $305 billion. 

There being no objection, the excerpts 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, this .committee 
does not have jurisdiction over the legisla
tion pertaining to how many bonds you can 
have outstanding at one time. But we are 
interested because we do have jurisdiction 
over the Federal Reserve Board, and we have 
to a large extent d.elegated to that Board the 
constitutional power of Congress to coin 
money and fix its power. By its powers over 
discount rates, reserve requirements, and 
open market operations, the Federal Reserve 
can largely determine the value of our 
money. Under present law, it can issue 
money far in excess of what is circulating 
now, simply by printing a dollar banknote, 
which is money, against a dollar bond, as 
long as these notes have a 25-perce~t gold 
backing. 

The House has recently passed a bill jump
ing the legal debt limit from $285 billion to 
$308 billion. 

What do you think will .be the size of the 
actual debt by the end of this calendar year? 

Mr. RoosA. At the end of this calendar 
year, 1962, the debt will be v.ery close to $305 

Recently, when ~he Under Secretary billion; the peaks are hard to predict fro~ 
· for Monetary A1l'a1rs of the Tr~as';lrY · day to day. usually the peak occurs at the 

Department, Mr, Roosa, was test1fymg middle of the month and our present esti
before the Seriate Banking and Cur- mate is that that would be $304.9 billion, but 
rency Committee on a bill to extend the this ·is an estimate that was prepa:ed·on the 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, 
according to the press, the distinguished 
senior Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD] 
offered in committee an amendment to 
the House bill that would limit the debt 
to ·$306 billion, later to go down to $300 
billion, by June next year. According 
to the press report, that amendment 
was defeated by a majority of one. I 
regret that the amendment ·was de
feat-ed, because I would be very glad to 
support a debt ceiling of $306 billion 
that would go down to $300 billion next 
June; but I am not willing to go to $308. 
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basis of the expenditure and revenue esti
mates in the original budget document. 
Other changes have occurred and certainly 
there is a risk already that changes have 
occurred in expenditures that could involve 
as much as a half a billion more than that; 
whether that amount would all be spent be
fore the end of December is doubtful, but we 
can't be precise within-in these terms
certainly less than a billion dollars on any 
given date. 

The CHAIRMAN. In March of this year we 
raised the debt limit to $300 billion. 

Mr. ROOSA. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Doesn't the House bill 

(H.R. 11990) provide for $308 billion through 
next March, then for $305 billion through 
June !.14 of next year, and finally for $300 
billion !or the remainder of fiscal 1963? 

Mr. RoosA. The present legislation, sir, as 
I understand it, will expire at the end of 
June 1962, so that the only remaining debt 
limit will be that which stands perma
nently-the $285 billion, so that there must 
be given the size of the present debt and the 
prospect! ve seasonal requirements through 
the autumn of this yeal', some legislation · in 
order to validate that. The question is really 
why should it be $308 billion, I believe. 

The CHAIRMAN. That is what bothers me. 
Mr. ROOSA. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. I am willing to vote for 

whatever is necessary to pay the debts that 
the Congress has incurred, but I don't want 
to put a debt limit up $2 or $3 billion above 
that and invite somebody to see if they can't 
get up to it. If $306 billion will take care of 
the debts that the Congress has authorized 
in the budget that we have been asked to 
approve, why put an extra $2 billion in 
there? 

Mr. RoosA. The reason for that arises from 
experience we have had in Treasury adminis
tration under the debt limit for the last 10 
years. I think you may recall that when you 
had an opportunity to discuss this with Mr. 
Baird or Mr. Burgess, my predecessors, they 
would have explained the same way I am 
going to, that try as we may the precise tim
ing of these debt requirements cannot, this 
far in advance, be pinpointed as to in
dividual dates. For simple operating ef
ficiencies the Treasury has asked for, and 
the Congress has provided, a $3 billion lee
way above the expected, best estimate. 

The CHAIRMAN. I don't challenge that, but 
the trouble is we have been making much of 
a farce of debt limitation. It was supposed 
at one time to mean something; now, if we 
put $2 or $3 billion more above what you are 
actually going to spend, it looks as if we 
are challenging Congress--can you get up to 
that, and if so, we will raise it still higher. 

You are our best money experts. Are you 
just a little disturbed about the balance-of-
payments situation? · 

Mr. RoosA. Yes, indeed, more than a little. 
The CHAIRMAN. We will take that up later. 

Are you a little worried about the possibility 
of inflation-possibility, not as it riow is, 
but the possibility? 

Mr. RoosA. The possibi11ty; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Isn't the gross 

national product running close now to the 
annual rate of nearly $550 billion? , 

Mr. RoosA. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. It didn't go up to the $570 

billion that some people thought, but it is 
at a grand and glorious high. 

Mr. ROOSA. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Don't we face a possibility 

of a $7 or $8 billion deficit in this fiscal 
year? -

Mr. RoosA. Yes, sir; this fiscal year the 
present estimate is approximately $7 billion. 

The CHAIRMAN. Don't we face the . possi
b111ty of deficit in the next fiscal year? 

Mr. RoosA. That possibility; yes, sir. But 
that---

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, if we have a 
tax cut, · whatever the deficit is will be that 
much bigger? 

Mr. RoosA. Indeed; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. That is right. 
So, while we don't have inflation now, and 

while the speculators on the stock mafket 
are making out as though they fear a defla
tion-we are not in any depression, of course, 
but they make it sound that one is coming
there is always the possibility that if we 
would get reckless we could have inflation. 

Mr. ROOSA. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN.-Do you, as our top money , 

expert, figure that there is going to be such 
a great drop in production between now and 
December 'that you will have to spend $2 
billion more than you anticipate right now, 
and borrow the money? 

Mr. RoosA. No, sir; it isn't for that rea
son that we ask for this leeway, and find from 
time to time that we need it. I should make 
very clear that our present presentation of 
the request for the $308 billion, in the form 
in which it has passed the House, would only 
get by if the budget is balanced in fiscal 
1963. The way in which the limit is scaled 
down in March and again in June could not 
be satisfied if the budget were out of bal
ance; so I think this formulation has put in 
a signaling system which makes it impera
tive, if there is a move away from balance, 
that a new request would have to be intro
duced for additional authority on the debt 
limit in the beginning of calendar 1963. But 
for the period--

The CHAIRMAN. About balancing the budg
et, do you want to go to the hocus-pocus of 

· saying that the funds we put in so-called 
public works or Federal buildings or other 
things of a public character are investments 
that don't count in the budget? 

Mr. RoosA. No, sir; there is a-- . 
The CHAIRMAN. It iS' money out of the 

Treasury Any way you cut it, we will still 
end up in a deficit, whether you call it a 
budget deficit or other kind of a deficit. 

Mr. RoosA. I am particularly sensitive to 
that, sir, because my special responsibility 
in the Treasury is to borrow the money. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is to what? 
Mr. RoosA. Borrow the money. 
The CHAIRMAN. Borrow the money? 
Mr. RoosA. Borrow the money, whichever 

way it goes. 
The CHAIR~AN. That is right. 
And are you endorsing the conventional 

budget? What other kind of budget would 
you prefer, so that the people you have to 
borrow money from would know the status 
of the Government Treasury? 

Mr. RoosA. Well, of course, there are these 
various concepts of the budget. I think all 
of them serve a purpose. I think it is u.seful 
to see the way in which each one would · 
work out. From the point of view particu
larly of Treasury debt management there are 
two of these concepts that are relevant. The 
usual administrative budget is important, 
primarily important, and it tells us what the 
change in the outstanding debt will be. 
Then sometimes- there are adjustments be
tween the outstanding debt and the debt 
held by the public itself because part of the 
debt may be acquired by trust funds. Those 
Government trust funds then, when they 
are introduced as a special item in the cal
culation, change the budget from the ad
ministrative to the cash budget. So, from 
our point of view in the handling of the 
debt, it is important for us to know both. 

The CHAIRMAN, Yes. But isn't it true that 
you also have outstanding 11ab111ties that are 
not subject to the debt limit? 

Mr. RoosA. Yes, there are a great number 
of contingent liab111ties. 

The CHAIRMAN. Would you ' mention some 
of those? What are the liabtlities that are 
not subject to the debt limit? 

Mr. RoosA. There is in preparation, I think, 
a new tabulation of these because they vary 
in the degree to which they represent a 
liability. But as an illustration, of course, 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
while already possessing large reserves col
lected through assessments on the banks, 
has, in addition, the right to borrow on de
mand from the Treasury in the event of need, 
as I recall. an additional $3 billion-the 
Savings and Loan Insurance Corp., an addi
tional $750 million, and so on. There are 
a number of these--

The CHAIRMAN. But don't let's say "and 
so on." Give us a total. 

Mr. RoosA. The degree to which this lia
bility represents a meaningful liability, of 
course, varies, and there are a good many 
which are ex"tremely difficult to think of add
ing together. One could say that the Treas
ury is ultimately liable for all of the cur
rency issued by the Federal Reserve System 
or all of the deposits issued by the banking 
system. Tliere have been such tabulations 
made, they get to very large but not very 
meaningful figures. In more realistic terms, 
the liabilities that are incurred by Govern
ment-sponsored institutions for which the 
Government has some responsibility, the fig
ure is now between $8 and $9 billion. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that gives us definite 
information. 

Mr. "RoosA. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. How has the · increase in 

liabilities not subject to the debt compared 
with the increase in the debt itself? Have 
they both been going up by leaps and 
bounds? 

Mr. RoosA. Yes, sir, they have. 
The CHAIRMAN. They have all been going 

up? 
Mr. RoosA. These have been going up, if 

anything, percentagewise a little faster. I 
should have here---

The CHAIRMAN. Do you anticipate any im
mediate change in the amount of Federal 
securities outstanding that are not subject 
to the public debt limit? 

Mr. RoosA. There is a continuing increase 
in those. In the last calendar year there 
has been an increase of about a half a bil
lion dollars, such issues as the Tennessee 
Valley Authority borrowing another $50 mil
lion, and others of that kind. I have a list 
of the recent ones here if I can put my 
hand on it, and these, of course, are all car
ried out under authorizations made by the 
Congress. The 1963 proposed budget, look
ing forward in items that may further be 
approved by the Congress, although action 
has not yet been taken, include an addi
tional 50 for the Tv A, $475 million for 
FNMA, $40 m111ion for the Bank for Co
operatives, $200 million for the Federal home 
loan banks, $125 million for the Federal in
termediate credit banks, $135 million for the 
Federal land banks, which, of course, are 
no longer federally owned at all, and that 
adds up to a total of a bUlion dollars. That 
will increase a total that now is nearly 9 to 
a total that is nearly 10. 

The CHAIRMAN. It seems that since a Gov
ernment bond is as good as Government 
money, you can exchange one for the other. 
So we have been investing funds in Govern
ment bonds. 

Mr. RoosA. Yes. sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. If we don't pay any regard 

to the limit of public debt and keep on, 
what is . going to happen to those trust 
funds? 

Mr. RoosA. The trust funds are basically 
dependent upon the Government's credit. 

The CHAIRMAN. Of course. Don't you 
think it is desirable not only for 'the tax
payers to know what they owe but alSo for 
the people who have their trust funds in 
Government bonds to know what may be 
the future value of those bonds? Then they 
can determine whether we have acted wisely 
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in ,putting the. trust fund in Goverl;llllent 
bonds, or whether we, should put th,em in 
the bonds of some of these uti11ties and Gen-

funds you are n9w: managing th~:t ~ve been 
invested in Government bond.s. The biggest 
is the social security. · So we owe lt to our
selves, don't we? -

The C~IRMAN. We are making a record 
here that som_ebody might read. 

eraLMotors-ancl :wl}.a)i nq:t? . · .... . . 
Mr. RoosA. Yes, sir. Well, I agree, it just 

happens that this alsO is tlie area ·of the 
Treasury which I deal with primarily. 

Mr. RoosA. Yes; The principal ·funds that 
we are administering and there are-I can 
just hold up the list from our annual report 
of the Secretary of th,e Treasury. . . 

Mr. RoosA. I will just submit this for the 
record .because it is perhaps longer than you 
would like, to hear and I can read the princi
pal items, if you wish. 

' The CHAmMAN. It might be helpful if you 
would indicate,_ for the record, what trust 

The CaA.mMAN. You can do that. But hit 
the highlights of them now. 

(The information referred to follows:) 

TRUST FuNDS AND CERTAIN OTHER AccouNTS OF THE FEDERAL GovERNMENT 

TABLE 64.-Holdings of Federal securities 1 by Government agencies; and accounts, June 30, 1952-61 

[Par value. In thousands of dollars] 

Investments of agencies 1952 1953 1954 1955 - 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 

IL\NDLED BY THE TREASURY 2 · 

Major trust flffids and accounts: 
Civil Service Commission: 

Employees health -benefits fund __ _ - - --- ·--- -- - -- --- - ------- ------- ----- - -- -- - ---------- - - - --------- - - ----~ - - ----- -- --- - -- - ----- - - - -- - - ---------- ---
Employees life insurance fund __ __ - --- - --- ~ -- - ------------ ------- - --- - ------ -- - - -- 3 3, 137 a 8, 310 a 43,910 a 101,888 a 149,604 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion.------ -~ ------------- - --- - ---- - 1, 422,300 1, 510,700 1, 612,750 1, 711,200 1, 815,200 1, 919, 000 2, 034,400 

Federal disability insurance trust · fund ____________ ______________ ______ ·- -- ____ ____ _____ __ _____ . ____ __ ___ _____ ____ ___ __ _ ___________ _ 

Federal employees retirement funds: 
325,363 .1,054, 544 

Civil service retirement and dis-
. ability ___ ;._ _____________________ 4, 998,402 5, 586,418 5, 839,646 6, 152,.373 6, 697,179 7, 497,551 8, 166,751 

Foreign Service retirement and 
disability______ ___ __ ___________ _ 16,592 16, 130 15,229 16, 558 19, 451 

Judicial survivors annuity ______ __ - -- - - -- - - --- --- -- ------- --- - - ----- - - -- ---- - - - -- - - -- -- - ------
Federal Housing Administration 

funds: 
Armed services housing mortgage 

insuran-ce _______ -- - -- - ------ -- --
Housing insurance ___________ ____ _ 
Housing investment insurance ___ _ 
Mutual mortgage insurance ______ _ 

9,450 
4,450 

. 800 
194,167 

12,750 
5,950 

950 
235,067 

10,550 
3,300 

800 
212,667 

National defense housing insur-
ance ..• ------ --------------- - - - -- - - - --------- 11,500 8, 100 

Sec. 220 housing insurance ___ - --- - --- - -------- - - ---------- -------- -- - -
Sec. 221 housing insurance ___ c ____ -- -- -------- - -- - ------- - --------- - --

. ~~~!~C:~~~fn~~=~~~~~~= = = === = ===== ~ ============ ----- -i;4oo-
-Title I insurance_------------- - -- --- - -- - ---- - ----- - - -- --- - -- - --------
War housing insurance___________ 75,900 77,300 20,600 

12, 950 
3,300 

800 
268,267 

5,100 
750 
750 
750 

1, 700 
38, 000 
23,200 

12,250 
4,400 

800 
305,688 

5, 720 
750 
750 

1, 250 
2,400 

44,400 
28,750 

22,387 
760 

15,500 
7,000 

850 
363,088 

5,270 
650 
750 

2,650 
2,450 

56,350 
30,820 

24,252 
1, 000 

11,974 
4,648 

870 
411,326 

5, 200 
1,100 

900 
4,100 
2,180 

69,529 
27,222 

Federal old-age 1md survivors insur- · 
ance trust fund ______________ _-______ 16, 268,037 17, 814, 387 19, 337,092 20, 579, 051 22, 041, 438 22, 262, 664 21, 76-i, 964 

Federal Savings and Loan. Insurance 
Corporation _____ ___________________ 209,540 218,240 228,940 241,690 256, 690 

Highway trust fund __________________ - - ------.---- ------------ --- - -------- ------------ ------------
Postal Savings System _______ ___ ___ .__ 2, 558,209 2, 481,042 2, 246,642 1, 997,038 1, 741,053 
Railroad retirement a<:'count_________ _ 2, 863, 144 3, 142, 803 3, 345, 255 3, 485, 903 3, 606, 505 
Unemployment trust fund_____ _______ 8, 644,000 9, 236,000 8, 988, 000 8, 442, 915 8, 700, 688 
Veterans life insurance funds: 

275,190 
404,444 

1, 459,053 
3,642,058 
8, 974,894 

294,350 
. 822,226 
1, 206,253 
3, 608,953 
7, 719, 94<1 

Government life insurance_____ ___ 1, 300,500 1, 299, 000 1, 234,000 1, 232,685 1, 216, 833' 1, 200,427 1, 144, 116 
National service life insurance____ 5, 190,.644 5, 249,479 5, 272,479 5, 345,628 5, 481,068 5, 570,310 5, 665, 319 
Special term insurance ____________ ------------ 425 3, 025 9, 589 20,234 34,082 48,267 

Otber trust funds and accounts: · 
'Adjusted service certificate fund _____ _ 
Ainsworth Library Fund, Walter 

Reed General HospitaL ___________ _ 
Alien property trust fund _____ . _______ _ 
Canal Zone Postal Savings System __ _ 

5,115 

10 
4,958 
7,100 

5,113 

10 
7,200 
7,100 

4,643 

10 
6, 650 
7,100 

Central hospital fund, U.S. Army, 
Office of the Surgeon GeneraL_____ 1, 570 1, 845 l, 845 

Comptroller of the Currency _________ - ------ ----- ----------- - - -- - --------
District of Columbia: 

Department of Occqpations and . 

4,589 

10 
4,442 
6,850 

2,045 
4, 40 

4, 580 

10 
4,567 
6, 750 

2,275 
5,140 

10 
1, 732 
6, 752 

2,275 
5,950 

10 
984 

6,250 

2,075 
5,950 

2, 158,000 

1, 607,200 

9, 122,980 

26,416 
1,104 

11,749 
7,068 

897 
458,851 

2,370 
1, 770 
1,030 
5,160 
2,070 

77,189 
29,222 

20,478,466 

311,000 
429,214 

. 1,052, 703 
3, 573,604 
6, 710,565 

1, 127,235 
5, 741,548 

66,164 

10 
615 

6,050 

2,291, 996 

2, 101,160 

9, 991,227 

29,178 
1,346 

13,454 
7,268 

907 
501,078 

1,495 
2,820 

920 
8,163 
2,015 

87,308 
34,118 

19,756,158 

329,500 
1,335 

845,703 
3, 837,767 
-6,669,557 

1, 106, 540 
5, 803,089 -

84,613 

10 
570 

5,350 

1, 945 
5,085 

1961 

12,324 
3196,625 

2,439, 517 

2,386, 452 

11,051,014 

32, 180 
1, 556 

36, 285 
7,318 

910 
556,223 

530 
4,300 

100 
.10, 413 

. 2,200 
103,523 
35,232 

19,552,914 

.363, 500 
234,034 
720,703 

3, 759,509 
5, 719,956 

1, 071,433 
5, 759, 371_ 

106,280 

10 
570 

5,050 

1, 945 
4, 749 

Professions-----~-------------------------------------------------- - ------------ 266 ------------ --- - -------- -------------- __ ; __________ _ 
Fees and other collections, Rec- . --------- · ----

~~:~10fu:J::~::::::::::::::::: -----13~.974- · -----25~029- ~----21~994- -----2B:ioo- ----~3i~2oo- -----39~996- -----49~679- -------32~862- -------27;862- 9, 2~g 
Highway fund ____________________ ------------ 5, 779 6, 757 10, 769 11, 1l85 11,760 11,234 5, 288 -------------- ----------- ---
Miscellaneous trust funds ________ .----------- ------------ - ----------- - - ---------- 219 2 19 , 34 34 
Motor vehicle parking fund.----- ------------ 5'},7 870 1,194 1, 391 1, 686 ------2;o77- 2, 576 . 2, 882 3, 378 
Redevelopment program, Rede-

velopment Land Agency_ : ----- ------------ ------------ ---- -------- ------------ ---------- -- 15,324 4, 017 5, 165 1, 361 409 
Sanitary sewage works fund--~--- ------------ ------------ ------------ 851 · ·1, 951 2,134 2, 534 . 729 ------- --- - --- 2, 429 
Stadium fund, Armory Board ____ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ _______ ; ____ -------------- 12 10, 140 
Teachers' retirement and annuity 

wf~~rllrid.:~_-;;:================= · 
2~: ~~g · · 2~: ~~g ~: ~~~ ~: ~ -----~~:~~- ----·~~~~- -----~~~~~- -------~:~~~:- -----~-~~~~- --------~:~~~~ 

Welfare funds ___________________ _ - ---- - ---- -- -------- ---- --- - -------- ------------ ------------ --------- - -- 15 15 15 10 
Exchange stabilization fund________ __ 20,000 20,000 25,000 25,000 95,000 95,000 35,000 87,120 60,000 46,000 
Farm tenant mortgage insurance fund. 1, 250 1, 250 1, 250 1, 250 - ----- -- --- - - ----------- ---------- -- - - - - ---- ------ - - - -- --------- -- - --- - --- ___ _ 
F.ederal ship ·mortgage inSurll.nce es-

crow fund, maritime activities __ ____ ______ " _____ ----- - --- -- - - - - ----- -- -- ------ - --- - - ------------ - ----------- ----- - ------ - ------------- · 
General post fund, Veterans' Admin-istration ___ __ ___________________ ___ _ 2,666 2,866 2,666 2,866 
.Individual Indian money deposit 

fund and trust funds_______________ 35,425 34,076 31,831 32,982 
Library of Congress tfUSt funds ________ - ----------- - ---- ------ - -- - - -- - ----- -- ----------
Longshoremen's and Harbor Work-

ers' Compensation Act, relief and 
rehabilitation ____________ . _____ -- - -- 632 657 727 759 

2,81?8 

33,669 
46 

769 

2,660 ' 

36,081 
136 

772 

1, 734 

37,572 
16 

772 
Merchant marine memorial chapel 

fund ________________________________ -- ------ - -- - - ----------- -.-- ~ ------- - ~ 424 424 554 
National Archives trust fund _______ __ ----------- - - --- --- -- --- -- - -- --- - - - - --------- - -- ------------ --------- --- - -----------
National Capital Housing Authority_ ----------- - - ---- - -- - --- - -------- - -- --------- -- - - ------- - -- - 49 liO 
National park trust fund___ ___ _____ __ 18 18 18 18 18 · 20 21 
Office of Naval Records and History 

fund __ _____ ___ _____ ----- - ---- - ---- - - - -- - -- - - ----
P ershing Hall Memorial fund________ 199 

See footnotes ~t end of table. 

44 
199 

44 
199 

44 
199 

44 
199 

44 
199 

44 
199 

1,064 • . I 

42,497 
16 

730 

509 
102 

4,027 
21 

100 
211 

45,916 

1,086 

40,541 

690 

102 
1,452 

21 

100 
211 

35,232 

1,288 

38,359 

588 

102 
1, 031 

21 

153 
211 
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-TABLE 64.-:-Holdings. of Federa! securities 1 by qover'(l,ment agencies; and accounts, _June 30,<1952-61-Cont~nued 

[Par value. In thousands of dollars] : 
,. 

Investments of agencies 

Other trust funds and accounts-Con. 

P~i~!Pl~~~w?t~~e-~~~~~---~~~~~~~~-
Preservation of Birthplace of Abra

ham Lincoln, National Park Serv-ice _________________________________ _ 
Public Health Service: Gift funds _______________________ _ 

Patients' benefit fund, Public 

11182 

15,138 

63 

86 

1983 19M 19M 

7,471 ' 6,467 6,351 

63 63 63 

86 86 81 

1956 . 191'1 19158 1969 1900 

6,251 5, 481 5,'166 5,068 1,844 1, 571 

63 63 63 63 64 64 

81 76 71 71 141 166 

Health Service hospitals______ __ 7 7 7. 
St. Elizabetbs Hospital unconditional . 

gift fund ____________________________ ------------ ------------ .: ____ _______ ------------ ---------- -- ------------ ------------ -------------- --------------
Tennessee Valley Authority __________ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ __ _____ _-____ ---------- -- -------------- 51,289 28,500 
U.S. Army and Air Force Motion 

Picture Service·------------ --~----- 1, 000 500 500 ------------ -------- --- ------------ ----- ~--- --- ---~---------- -------------- --------------
U.S. Department of tbe Air Force; 

Cadet fund ____________________ ___ --------~--- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ --~--------- ------------ -------------- r 1 
r 5 

'1 
5 General gift fund _____________ ____ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ----------- - ------------ ------- ----- --------------

U.S. D-epartment of tbc Army-Gen-
eral gift fund ______ _____ __ _______ ___ ------------ --•----- --- - ------------ ------------ ------------

U.S. Naval Academy-General gift . 
fund._----------------------------- 85 85 85 102 102 

U.S. NavalAcademy-Museumfund. 1 1 1 1 1 
Workmen's Compensation Act with-

in the District of Columbia, relief 
and rehabilitation_-------------- - - - 97 101 101 101 11!> 

22 

102 
1 

110 

22 

102 
1 

110 

22 

109 
1 

110 

22 

109 
1 

110 

31 

109 
1 

126 

Total bandied by the Treasury__ 43, 887, 613 47, 041, 552 48, 524, 873 49, 730, 633 52, 243, 838 54,339,629 54, 335, 252 

HANDLED BY THE AGENCIES 4 

53,340,841 53,941,949 54,393,000 

Banks for cooperatives ___________________ _ 
District of Columbia: Miscellaneous trust 

43,038 43,038 52,078 42,463 

funds ____________________ ------ ___ ---- ____ -- _______________________ - ___ ---- ____ --- ---- __ 
Farmers Home Administration, State , 

42,463 

139 

44,263 42, 963 42,963 42,963 45,990 

138 149 133 118 116 

rural rehabilitation funds __ ______ _______ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------- ----- 217 222 2,816 
1,065,040 

2,173 
1, 167,070 

856 
1, 454,060 Federal borne loan banks______________ ___ 310,398 378, 198 670, 254' 660,567 1, 085, 141 1, 018,325 1, 364,258 

Federal Housing Administration, mutual 
mortgage insurance fund ___ ___ __________ ------------ ~-------- -- - ------------

Federal intermediate credit banks__ __ ___ _ 48,329 51,252 49,933 
Federal National Mortgage Association___ 19~ 154 12 
Housing and Home Finance Administra-

1,228 
59, 524 
1,479 

14,165 
59,524 
11,060 

14, 165 
99,331 
36,253 

11,737 
99,520 
42,333 

6,493 
104,535 
56,593 

6,493 
106,313 
72,423 

6,493 
107,800 
80,203 

tor liquidating programs ____________________________ --- ------- -- --------- --- ------------ ------------ 17 ____________ -------------- ____ --------- ----- ---------
Merchant marine memorial chapel fund __ ------ ------ -- ------ ---- ------------ ------ ----- - ------------ 33 33 33 33 --------------
Panama Canal Company___ __ __________ __ 10 15 15 1~ 15 25 25 25 25 25 
Production credit corporations. __ ------- - 42,488 44,593 41,761 41,924 39,762 (5) ' ------------ -------------- -------------- --------- - ----
ReconstJ;uction Finance Corporation_____ 1,158 ---------·--- ------------ -c---------- ------------ ------------ ____ __ ___ ; __ ----------~--- -------------- ---------------
Workmen's Compensation Act within · -- · · 

the District of Columbia, relief and , 
rehabilitation _______________ ________ ___ _ ----- _ ------ _ ----------- --------- --- --- --------- ------------ --- --------- -..-.---------- -------------- 15 --------------

Total baridled by agencies__________ 445,618 517,250 814,053 807,200 1, 252,269 1, 212,766 1, 561,241 1, 278,632 1, 397,626 1, 695,543 
1=======1======1======1======1:======11========:1======1=======1=======1======== 

Total holdings of securities by Gov
ernment agencLes and accounts. __ f-44, 333, 231 47, 558, 802 49, 338, 926 50, 537, 833 53, 496, 107 55, 552, 395 55, 896, 493 e 54, 619, 473 6 55, 339, 576 6 56, 088, 544 

'Revised. 
1 Public debt, and guaranteed oblil!ations of the F€'deral Government. 
2 For further details of certain of these accounts, see tables 65 through 88. 
a Includes series F and J savings bonds at current redemption value. 

banks as of Jan: I, 1957, pursuant to the act approved July 26, 1956 (12 . U.S.C. 
1027(a)). Certam assets, including the Federal securities, and the liabilities of the 

· corporations were transferred to the banks. · ' 

• Some of the investment tram:actions clear through the accounts of the Treasurer 
of the United States. 

& Excludes ~curities in the amC?unts of $19,365,000, $19,222,000, and .$19;247,000 held 
by .the .Atomic Energy CommissiOn as of June 30, 1959, 1960, 'and 1961, respectively, 
which m turn are held by trustees for the protection of certain contractors against 

~ Production credit corporations were merged in the Federal intermediate credit financiall_9ss in event of a catastrophe. · · · 

Mr. RoosA. The civil service retirement and 
disability which now-this is the report as 
of the end of 1961-has, in terms of funds 
that are handled by the Treasury, a total of 
just over $11 billion. 

The CHAmMAN. And how much is the Fed
eral Government delinquent in paying its ', 
share of funds into the trust funds? ·I hap
pen to be on the Appropriations Committee. 
How much do we owe on that? 

Mr. RoosA. I am not aware of any side
stepping. 

The CHAIRMAN. What do you call it when 
-an obligation matures but we don't honor-it 
simply because participants are not drawing 
out that much right now and we expect that 
they are going to put in more in the future? 
We ·are supposed to put in so much· into 
these trust funds so they will be actuarially 
sound, but we don't. ·what do you call that 
besides sidestepping? · · 

Mr. RooSA. I am also Chairman of the In.!. 
vesting Board of that body,· and I meet with 
the actuaries twice a year, and we are under 
the impression that on an actuarial basis 
and with regard to the accumulation of ad
ditional funds over the years as against the 
incurring of additional obligations t.hat we 
are on an actuarially sound basis. · 

The CHAmMAN. How would you recom
mend that 'we meet our recurring obligation 
to keep these funds actuarially sound, . when 
time after time we have had a budget esti-

mate to pay it in and then we deliberately 
ignore it and say that we are '!-lnder the 
budget. That has been the favorite House 
wa,y of cutting under the budget by ignoring 
the liability to the civil service fund. 

Mr. RoosA. Yes, sir; I understand the 
point now; yes. 

The CHAmMAN. All right. 
Mr. RoosA. Of course, we can't go on doing 

this. At present the fund is up to this mo
ment sufficiently large; the yield that we are 
paying on the special Government securities 
held by the fund is 3% percent, and on these 
assets at this average rate of yield, we are, 
for the presently· foreseeable requirements, 
actuarially sound. 

We will have to be certain, of course, as 
we go forward in the future, that there is no 
impairment of the payment by · Congress to 
the fund. 

The CHAmMAN. Now, take these civil serv
ice funds, the railroad retirement funds, and 
the social security funds. When you invest 
them, do you give them the top paying 
bonds; the bottom paying bonds, or the me
dium paying bonds? What kind of bonds 
do you give them? 

Mr. RoosA. We try in each case to admin
ister them according to the provisions of law 
affecting each, and so ·they differ, but I can 
give you an ,example. On these larger funds 
I was mentioning, we now have them. so 
invested. that civil . seJ;vice gets an average 
yield on its"special issue's at the moniimt of 

3% percent: the Federal disability insurance 
the same;. the Federal old age the same; the 
Government life insurance, 3V2 percent; some 
of these are the result of ~aving more in
vestments committed at an earlier period 
when interest rates were somewhat differ
ent-

Senator BusH. These are all long-term 
bonds? 

Mr. RoosA. Yes, sir; the highway trust 
funds, 3%, percent; the national service life 
insurance, 3%, percent; the unemployment 
trust fund, because according to law there 
must be more liquidity, shorter holdings 
there, the average ·is 3Ya percent; and the 
veterans special term insurance fund is -3% 
percent; both of those reflecting the fact 
that it is a higher liquidity composition. 

In addition, ·some of these agencies have 
another special · privilege in their relation 
with-the -Government; --they are able to hold 
special notes which bear, as a rule,. only 2 
percent; but they ·have the :fight -to turn 
tho'se in for cash on demand at any •time. 
They -get 2 percent, 'year in · and year out, 
whether the "'Treasury bill rate is 1 percent or 
3 percent. 

The CHAIRMAN. What is the tota1 .1nterest 
you are paying now? · . - · · 

Mr. RoosA. The total interes~ on the public 
debt ,now is ru~ning $9 -billion annually. · 

, The. CHAmM.o\N., I thougp.t .- ft \yas · in the 
budget for $9.3 billion. · · 
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Mr. RoOSA. It is for next year, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. I see. Well, it. is going up. 
Mr. RoosA. Yes, sir. ' 
The CHAmMAN. If we have 1nfiation and 

prices go up and wages go up, wlll the cost 
of borrowing money go up, too? 

Mr. RoosA. ·with infiation, interest rates 
always rise,· yes. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there anything that the 
Government can legitimately do to keep in
terest rates down if Congress deliberately goes 
ahead and spends money and borrows money 
and has inflation? 
· Mr. RoosA. There are things the Govern

ment can legitimately do; there are risks iii" 
in trying to do it wrongly, very grave risks. 

The CHAIRMAN. After World War II, didn't 
we in effect force the Federal Reserve Board 
to buy Government bonds below wh~t their 
actual interest rates would be if it was a 
free market? 

Mr. ROOSA. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You don't favor . 

that, do you? 
Mr. RoosA. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, neither do I. I am 

monopolizing these questions. I think it is a 
rather interesting subject. 

·Senator ToWER. Mr. Chairman, may · I ask a question? . 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. The Senator from 

Texas. 
Mr. ToWER. In your estimation, what effect 

does the increase in interest on Government 
debt obligations have on the investment of 
capital in stocks? 

Mr. RoosA. The Government interest rate, 
if we have 'the free market we should have, 
will vary roughly in line with the rate on all 
outstanding long-term fixed indebtedness 
and in general interest rates on fixed in
debtedness tend to rise when stock prices 
rise. This isn't always true, but this is the 
general pattern. This means that bond 
prices tend to decline when stock prices rise. 

Senator TowER. Hasn't the general tenden
cy been for interest yield to compete with 
dividend yield-very favorably, as a matter 
of fact? · 

Mr. ·RoosA. Yes, sir, and, of course, no one 
can be so brave, .par:tic\llarly in the presence 
of an experienc~d investment banker, a!'! to 
venture views on the recent developments. 
But among the factors is certainly the in.:. 
fiuence comhig froin i:hterest' rates ·that were 
higher than the · average yield available on 
purchases of common stock. This, as it be-. 
came realized, was an influence in shifting 
new investment funds from further pur
chases of stock into the purchase of fixed in
terest obligations, including to some extent 
Government securities. 
. The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, we men

tioned your concern about the balance of 
payments. What do yoU:Plean when you use 
that term "balance of payments"? 

Mr. RoosA. In its broadest sense, the bal
ance of payments is the schedule of our re
ceipts and expenditures that cross the na
tional · frontier, the things that we spend 
money for abroad and the sales we make that 

· provide receipts coming in ·from abroad. 
This includes, and this is where the analysis 
becomes mol'e di.fiicult, not only the sale ·of 
goods- or the p,urchase of goods but it -in
cludes a whole range of services, it includes 
·the receipt of ·interest on . i~vestip.ent m~.qe 
ab~!)a~. or __ t:Qe . pay~ent of . ~nte_re.st and . 
dividends on stocks held here by foreigners, 
and it includes such other things as tourist 
remittances, but this whole total-' - · · · : 

·. The CHAmriAN. Do you think that our bal
ance-of-payments statistics are a<;tequate to 
reflect what ,we_ are talking about, or do they 
need soii}.e_ revision? 

Mr. RoosA. I <Ion't mean to be sounding 
critical of the work now done but I would 
say that i-t is not adequate. I think the 
people ' who are engage_d in this. sta~istical 
work would agree that for a long time the 
United States lias, ·in comparative terms, 1g-

nored its balance of payments; we have not 
developed statistical measUrements that 
were equal to the needs we face at the mo
ment. We are making strides, and I would 
point out thJ~.t beginning in March of this 
year for the first time the Survey of Current 
Business-this ts from the Department of 
Commerce--began to publish what we will 
now get from now on, a second major table 
on the balance of payments in which you get 
a much finer breakdown of the actual ex
ports and imports so that you can tell what 
we are really selling, what is going abroad 
as aid shipments and what is being spent 
abroad because of m111tary authorities. 

Those things are now clearly subdivided 
and we are getting that kind of data for 
the first time, but we have been at it trying 
to evolve that since about the 20th of Jan
uary a year ago. It has only begun now. 

We have a number of other things that 
will come along, but we don't have all we 
should have yet. 

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, it is very mis
leading if we include our m111tary aid and 
give-away programs as exports. 

What do you mean when you say that we 
have a deficit in the balance of payments? 

Mr. RoosA. The deficit, again, I apologize 
for seeming to equivocate, but there are two 
kinds of deficits. 

The CHAIRMAN. I want to hear your com
ments about them. 

Mr. RoosA. Yes, sir. 
The first important one is the overall 

deficit and that means· the difference be
tween the total receipts of the United States 
and the total out-payments of the United 
States. That difference--the deficit--is then 
made up in one of two ways. Either we 
sell gold-ship gold out in effect in order 
to pay for the deficit--or we increase our 
short-term dollar liab111ties to foreigners. 
That means they may hold currency, they 
may hold Treasury bills, or they may hold 
bankers acceptances. But it is a short-term 
liab111ty, the · close equivalent of cash. 

The , CHAIRMAN. All right. The deficit 
winds up in a reduction in the gold supply 
if we issue short-term securities and if for
.eigners buy th~m and then ask for g~ld. 
We have to give them gold, haven't we? 

Mr. ltoosA. Yes, sir. · · 
The CHAIRMAN. So a deficit in our balance 

of payments all winds up as a threat upon 
our gold supply? · 

Mr. ROOSA. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. How much have those def

icits caused us to lose in gold in the last 3 
years? 

Mr. RoosA. The gold loss has run about 
$3.5 billion, the deficit has been-well, I 
better say 3 years plus calendar 1962, then 
the total of gold becomes larger. If we take 
calendar 1959, 1960, 1961, and thus far in 
1962, the gold loss is in the rough magnitude 
of $4 billion. I will put the precise· figure 
in. Mr. Morris can check this. And the 
balance-of-payments deficits, giving rise to 
this, have been over $3.5 billion for 2 of those 
years, $2.5 billion last year, and is currently 
running $1.5 billion. · 

(The information referred to follows:) 

U.S. overall ·balance-of-payments deficit and 
portion of deficit · representing u.s·. gold 
loss, 1959 to date 

' rrn millions of dollars] 

Calendar year ' 

1959 ---------·-------------
1960 ----------------------
1961 ----------~-- " --------
1962 to date ••••••••••••••• 

Overall 
balaiice-of
payments 

deficit 

3, 743 
3,925 
2,461 

lll,500 

· Gold loss 

1"1,075 
1, 703 

857 
1455 

· 1 Includes $344;000,000 gold subscription to· IMF. 
t BI)Se.d on available .data at a seasonally adjusted 

annual rate. . 
' a Change in Treasury gold stock through June 15. 

• r • ,., .,r · t 

. The CHAIRMAN. Well, then, the balance-of
payments deficit has exceeded the gold loss? 

Mr. ROOSA. Yes, sir. 
. ,The CJIAIRJ4AN. Simply because foreigners 

haven't asked to cash in an of the dollars? 
Mr. RoosA. That is right. 
The CHAIRMAN. How many dollars, in 

terms of private and public short-term de
mands and whatnot, could they demand 
gold for? What is the total? 

Mr. RoosA. The total of claims that are 
almost immediately available is roughly $20 
billion. But I should quickly add that that 
total can be much larger because this figure 
includes only the short-term holdings of 
foreigners. 

The CHAIRMAN. I heard it was $21 billion. 
Mr. RoosA. That is right, because in addi

tion, we have to include some of the inter
national institutions, but we don't regard 
them as likely to draw. 

The CH4IRMAN . . All right, $21 billion that 
they could demand against our gold. How 
much gold do we have? 

Mr. RoosA. Our present stock is $16,434 
million. 

The CHAIRMAN. We have to have a 25-per
cent backing for Federal Reserve bank de
posit liabilities and for Federal Reserve bank 

· notes that are acceptable for an taxes and 
debts and so forth; how much gold does it 
take to back our currency? 

Mr. RoosA. The 25..,percent requirement 
now takes in round numbers $11.8 billion, 
against the notes and deposits. 

The CHAIRMAN. When did it drop from $12 
billion? 

Mr. RoosA. No; it hasn't dropped from $12 
billion. Twelve billion dollars is just a 
rounded number that hae been used. 

The CHAIRMAN. Twelve is a rounded num-
ber? · 

Mr. RoosA. Yes. 
· The CHAIRMAN. How much free gold does 
that leave? 
·. Mr. R?OSA. A little over 4¥2--
Th~ CHAIRMAN. AboUt $4.5 billion against 

a potential demand of $21 billion. Is it im
portant for us to prevent inflation or not? ' 

Mr. RoosA. Indeed it is. I would like to 
make, one correction, though, if I may, sir~ ' 
· I didn't mean to imply that only the $4.5 · 
billion would be available in the event of a 
gold drain--

The CHAIRMAN. We could borrow a little 
from the International Monetary Fund 
maybe. 

Mr. RoosA. No, sir; under the provision, I 
believe, of the Banking Act of 1935, the Fed
eral Reserve Board may waive the require
ments for an initial 30 days, renewing 1t for 
successive· 2-week periods. Thus in the event 
there were · any concern by foreigners that . 
somehow or other they ought to draw their 
gold because we are approaching close to a 
firm and absolute limit, they shouldn't 
worry. They shouldn •t speed up their gold 
purchases for that reaso~. because the re
quirement can be waived. 

The CHAIRMAN. The Federal Reserve Board 
in an emergency can now print money with- . 
out any gold behind it--is that what you are 
saying? . 

Mr. RoosA. In effect, sir, I'm .saying the 
law allows-it doesn't have to be an emer
gency-the law allows th~ Board on itS find:.. · 
)ng, to w:aive ,the. applic~1iion_ of th~ x:eg~ire;- : 
ment . for additional 2-week intervals. This, 
of courSe, becomes a matter of public notice 
and the Board is required in this circum
stance to impose a fee or penalty on the 
Federal Reser:ve bankS for doing so. I make 
this point only, sir, because this is an im
portant part of the explanation which our 
foreign holders of dollars should know, if 
it is 1n their minds at any time doubtful that 
the Federal Reserve Board could provide this 
waiver in the event of a run. on gold. It 
would, of course, increase the chances of a 
run on gold. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I don't mean to dis

count either the wealth or the productive_ 
capacity of our Nation. Some persons .have 
suggested that there should be more pay. for 
less work; I don't think this is going to help 
us. At any rate, we are far from being 
broke. 

You have mentioned the effect ·of inflation 
upon the balance of- payments. If inflation 
would happen, foreigners would lose con
fidence in the dollar. We could then be in 
a situation requiring us to decide whether 
to suspend gold reserve requirements, or to 
revalue the dollar. No matter what we 
would do would hurt, wouldn't it? 

Mr. RoosA. We can't let ourselves get· into 
the situation where we would have to think 
of either of those things, so I agree with 
you emphatically. 

The CHAIRMAN. So We have to watch that 
situation when we vote on how much we 
are going to raise the debt ceiling. We have 
to watch that on any proposal to go above 
the budget and take a second look at some 
of the budget items. What other steps do 
you have in mind to protect this diminish
ing gold supply? 

Mr. RoosA. Our effort is mainly directed 
toward eliminating the deficit in the balance 
of payments. 

This includes primarily the points you 
have already been maklng, that we must 
avoid inflation, we must keep expanding 
American industry competitive and improve, 
if we can, its competitive position-! say 
we, speaking of the American people, I 
don't think Government does this by some 
heroic act of its own-and then in addition 
we must do all we can to reduce the balance
of-pay!Jlents burden of our governmental ex
penditures abroad. We could do that--

The CHAIRMAN. That means we can cut 
down a little bit on what we give away? 

Mr. RoosA. We are doing it largely by giv
ing away goods in kind, and in that way not 
making dollars available which can be a 
drain on our gold. 

The CHAIRMAN. I want to recognize at this 
time one of our advocates of economy. He 
is a Harvard-trained man in economics and 
he didn't even want the Congress to au
thorize a new airplane carrier in the defense 
appropriation bill because it costs too much. 

The Senator from Wisconsin. 

·cENTENNIAL OF MORRILL LAND
GRANT ACT OF 1862 , 

Mr. LONG of Hawaii. Mr. Presi
dent, next week, on Monday, July 2, the 
United States will observe the centennial 
of the enactment of one of its most dra
matic departures in education-Abra:
ham Lincoln's approval of the Morrill 
Land-Grant Act of 1862. . 

This event, which culminated 5 years 
of dedicated effort by champions of a 
federally inspired system of higher learn
ing, ushered in a century of remarkable 
progress in American education. · 

During the past 100 years, our land- . 
grant colleges have extended the educa
tional horizons of thousands of Ameri
cans, both men and women, fitting them 
with the skills and perspectives essential 
to a dynamic economy and to an en
lightened society. 
· There are now 68 land-grant institu- · 

tions in all 50 States and Puerto Rico. 
They comprise only 4' percent of our Na- . 
tion's colleges and universities, but pro
vide instruction to 20 percent of our 
undergraduates and account for 40 per
cent of the doctorates awarded. · 

The Association of State Universities 
and Land-Grant Colleges is to be· con-

gratulated for the outstanding centen
nial program whi"9h it has organized. 
Since official recognition of this anniver
sary by both Congress and the President 
in August, the association has under
taken a complete schedule of special 
events and special studies, both to com
memorate the centennial and to inquire 
into the opportunities and challenges 
that all higher education will encounter 
in the years to come. 

I am pleased to say that the University 
of Hawaii, an active member of the as
sociation, is engaged in a full-scale self
evaluation study as a part of the cen-· 
tennial program. 

We in Hawaii are proud of our uni
versity, the land-grant college for the 
Pacific. Since its establishment 55 years 
ago as the college of agriculture and 
mechanic aFts, it has been uniquely iril
portant in the modern development of 
Hawaii. 

Its enrollment has doubled to more. 
than 10,000 during the past 10 years, 
and current estimates foresee a growth 
to 19,000 students by 1975. More funds 
have been invested in its physical facil
ities during the past 4 years than were· 
invested in all prior years together. 
The university is the only large insti
tution of higher learning in Hawaii and 
must therefore provide most of the 
higher educational opportunities for a 
State population that is one of our 
Nation's youngest. 

Its college of tropical agriculture has 
been instrumental in the development 
of one of the world's most highly mech
anized and scientifically operated agri
cultural industries. Even the university's 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps is 
unique: it is the only corps in the country 
entitled to fly a battle streamer, in recog
nition of its action during the Pearl 
Harbor attack. As one example of the 
University of Hawaii's impact upon our 
citizens, it may be noted that, of the 53 
members of both houses of the State 
legislature who attended college, 40 
studied at the university. 

But the University of Hawaii promises 
even more unique educational contribu- · 
tions in the future. The reason · is the 
recent establishment, under the admin
istration of the university, of the center 
for cultural ~nd technical interchange 
between East and West. 

The East-West Center is an imagina
tive extension of the land-grant concept _ 
of education to the international sphere. 
At the Center, young men and women 
from Asia and the Pacific, as well as 
from the United States, have the oppor
tunity not only to pursue undergradu7' 
ate and graduate studies but to partici
pate as well in numerous inservice 
training programs offered by Hawaii 
business firms and State agencies. 

As Vice President JOHNSON has said, 
the Center gives us · an occasion ''for an 
adventure down a new road." It is a 
refreshing expression of our faith in 
international understanding-and a trib
ute to the . wisdom of the U.S. Congress. 

I am indeed pleased-to join my col
leagues in recognizing the centennial of 
American land-grant college education 
and its contributions to our respective 
States. . . 

VISIT TO THE SENATE BY Sffi ALEX
ANDER- BUSTAMANTE,. PREMIER 
OF JAMAICA; HON. DONALD SANG
STER,· . MINISTER OF FINANCE; 
HON. EDWAJ;tD SEAGA, MiNISTER 
OF DEVELOPMENT AND' WELFARE 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, we 

are very honored today to have in the 
Chamber of the U.S. Senate a distin
guished visitor and a friend of democ
racy and a friend of the United States. 
I refer .to Sir Alexander. Bustamante, 
Prime Minister of Jamaica, and certain 
members of his government. · -

The Prime Minister has visited with 
the President. In addition, he has had 
meetings with the Acting Secretary of 
State, George Ball; . the Secretary of 
Agriculture, Mr.. Freeman; the Secre
tary of Labor, Mr. Goldberg; and other 
officials of the U.S. Government who are 
concerned with Jamaican affairs. 

The Prime Minister had a fine visit 
with our President on Wednesday. 

As we know, Jamaica will receive its 
independence from the United Kingdom 
August 6, 1962. The Prime Minister is 
now on his way for discussions and talks 
with the British authorities in London. 

The Prime Minister is accompanied 
today by Hon. Donald Sangster,·Minister -
of Finance, and by Hon. Edward Seaga, 
Minister of Development and Welfare. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous. con
sent that biographical notes concerning 
our distinguished guest, the Premier of 
Jamaica, may be printed in the RECORD 
at this point. .. , 

· There being no objection, tlie ' bio
graphical note,s. were ordered .tQ be print
ed in the RECORD, as follows: , 
HON. SIR WILLIAM ALEXANDER BUSTAMANTE, 

PREMIER 9F JAMAICA 
Sir Alexander was born in 1884 and edu

cated at schools in Jamaica, at the Royal 
Academy, Madrid, and LaSalle Extension 
University, Chicago. He lived and worked 
abroad for many years. He returned to Ja
maica iil 1932 and immediately took an in
terest in public affairs, · taking part in vari
ous public controversies. 

In May 1938 when strikes · and labor dis
putes were occurring all over Jamatca, Sir 
Alexander assumed leadership of the work
ers and founded the Bustamante Industrial 
Trade Union. He was arrested and charged 
with sedition, but the charge was with
drawn. He called an islandwide strike in 
1939 and as a result was interned · under the 
Defence Regulations Act from 1940-42. On 
his release he reorganized the Bustamante 
Industrial Trade Union, and later in 1943 he 
founded the Jamaica Labour Party. Sir 
Alexander's party won the first (1944) elec
tion in Jamaica under universal adult suf
frage. He was head of the Government 1944-
54 and leader of the opposition 1954-62. Sir 
Alexander was knighted for -service to Ja
maica in 1955-. 

Sir Alexander's Jamaica Labour Party 
campaigned for Jamaica's secession from the 
West Indies Federation. Jamaica voted to 
secede in September 1961. . 

In ,April 1962 Sir, · Ale~ander,!s Jamaica 
Labour Party was again elected to office and 
will form Jamaica's first Government in In
dependence. Sir Alexander will be Jamaica's 
first Prime Minister. · 

The Premier is responsible for the prein
dependence· planning of matters relating to 
foreign and Commonwealth affairs and in
ternational relations; ·the preindependence 
P.lanning of matters relating to defense .and 
the Army and Air Cadet Force. 
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Mr. HUMPHREY. -· MT. 'President, I · 

extend to Hon. Sir William Alexander 
Bustamante, Premier of Jamacia, the 
heartiest greetings of the Senate of the 
United States and our good wishes. 

Mr. President, I move that the Senate 
stand in recess for 3 minutes, in order 
that Senators may extend personal 
felicitations to the Prime Minister. 

The motion was agreed to; and <at 
12 o'clock and 21 minutes p.m.) the Sen
ate took a recess until 12 o'clock and 
24 minutes p.m., when the Senate re- . 
assembled, and was called to order by 
the Vice President. 

· PRESIDENTIAL REVERSAL OF BUY 
AMERICAN WAIVER 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, 
some time ago there appeared a notice in 
the American press that an order had 
been issued in the administration which 
would have waived the so-called buy
American requirement under our For- · 
eign Aid Act. However, I am happy to 
note that the President of the United 
States has overruled 8ome of his as
sociates and'· subordinates ari(f has · re
stored the buy-American provisions 
relating to the foreign aid program. 

The original notice as to the waiver 
of the "Buy American" provision re
lated to certain goods which were going 
to the Government of South Vietnam. 
The alleged purpose of the original 
waiver was to permit the Government of 
South Vietnam to "shop around," so to 
speak, to try to obtain better bargains 
in reference to certain commodities. 

The President, according to this ·news 
story, after studying the situation con
cerning our foreign aid program in South 
Vietnam, has taken action to restore the 
"Buy American" provision. I quote from 
the news clipping· in the New York Times 

· of June 27: 
Presiden t Kennedy has reversed a decision 

made by ~a."dininistration aids last week tha,t 
would have· permitted South Vietnam to 
spend about $22 million of U.S. aid funds 

. outside the United States. 
Instead of approving the waiver of the 

"Buy Americ~n" requirement, the President 
insisted. that U.S. aid should be limited 
wherever possib,le to providing American 
goods and services. 

Only by holding cash transfers to a mint
mum in foreign aid. loans and grants can 

. the n~;~.tion hQpe to reduce and eventually 
eliminate the deficit in its international 
payme!lts, t~e President said. 

· Mr. President, I ask ·unanimous con
sent that the entire article-from ttie' New 
York Times. to which I h~ve referred :rp.ay 

·be printed·in the RECORD at this point. · · 
There being no 'objection,: the article 

was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD, 
as ,fol'lows: · 

·· . "Bu;r, AMERICAN" _RULE RESTORED Fo~ SAIGON 
(By Felix Bel_air-, ;Jr.) 

WAsHINGTON, June 26.-President Kennedy 
has reversed a decision made by administra
tive aids last week that w.ould have per
mitted South Vietnam to spend about $22 
million . ..of U.S. aid funds outside the United 
States. -

Instead . of approving the waiver of the 
"buy American" requtrement, the President 
hisisted .that U.S. aid' should· be limited 

. wlie'l'eveJ;" possible to prov.iding AJUerican 
goods arid services. ..: · · 

Only by holding cash transfers to a mini
.mum in foreign aid loans and grants can. 
the Nation hope to reduce and eventually 
eliminate the deficit in its international pay
ments, the President said. 

The international payments position re
flects the difference between U.S. receipts 
from foreigners and U.S. payments to for
eigners. Last year · there was a deficit of 
$2,500 million and there was a corresponding 
loss in the Nation's gold reserves. Cash 
transfers resulting from U.S. aid operations 
accounted for $1 ,300 million of the payments 
deficit. 

As a result of the President's intervention, 
officials of the Treasury and the Agency for 
International Development are trying to 
tighten loan and grant procedures. Their 
goal is a blanket $1 .billion ceiling on net 
cash transfers resulting from · U.S. aid op-
erations. -

DILLON AGREES TO EXCEPTION 
Last week, Secretary of the Treasury Doug

las Dillon and Fowler Hamilton, Director of 
the Agency for International Development, 
reluctantly agreed to a proposal advanced 
by the Saigon- Government and strongly 
supported by Secretary of Defense Robert S. 
McNamara that $12 million already obligated 
for aid to South Vietnam be made available 
without the "Buy American" conditions usu
ally attached. 

The money had been authorized in the 
category of "supporting assistance" and in 
the form of materials and supplies and in
dustrial machinery for which importers 
would pay_ American export prices and turn 
over the cost in piasters to the treasury of 
Vietnam. 

The local currency thus generated would 
then be used by .the Saigon Government to 
pay its troops as well as to buy roadbuild
ing machinery, radio communications 
equipment and other supplies needed in con
solidating areas from which the Communist · 
guerrillas had been driven. · 

Unless the money was made available 
without the usual conditions; Saigon warned 
that it would be forced to retrench and slow 
its counterinsurgent activities. The South 
Vietnamese Government said the step was 
necessary because importers regarded U.S. 
aid -shipments. as too expensive to be dis
posed of at a profit. 

Government revenues, which are based 
mainly on import levies, had fallen to a 
point where South Vietnam was faced with 
a budget deficit for the first time in its 
short history, according to the U.S. aid mis
sion in Saigon. 

So impressed was the mission with 
Saigon's position that the mission proposed 
that it receive an additional-$10 million to 
buy piasters from the Saigon treasury to 
make the dollars available for expenditures 
anywhere in the world . 

Secretary McNamara backed the Saigon 
government's request as an· urgent military 
necessity. Vice President JoHNSON and Gen. 
Maxwell Taylor, military representative-• of 

. the _Preside~~ •. ~d.orsed the r~quest . .. Tff:las-.. 
·ury and. Unit.ed States· and sources confirmed. 
that ':Mr. Dillon and Mr. Hamilton had agreed 
' tO .. the plan.' · · 

According to official sources, the President 
-read a newspaper· article reporting the agree
ment: ·The result, according to these sources, 
was that the agreement was ·rescinded. 

How . much aid ·money authorized for 
So'Uth · Vietnam will be .. spent ·outside · the 
United States is conjectural. Officials -em
phaSized, however, that if the "buy Ameri
can" p~ovisi~n was waived for any of the 
funds, -it would . be done only after Treasury 
and ~id officials had evolved a formula to 
hold down cash transfers. 

President Kennedy's reversal of the · wa,~ver 
was a victory for the polic;ies of Secretary 

.Dillon and Mr. Hamilton. 'l,'he main objec
-tton' of _ United . States and. authorities.: was 
tl1at· "w~vers -breed waiver&" and .~ excep-

tion .for Vietnamese importers might lead to 
an increase of such a practice .. 

The Vietnamese importers wanted to buy 
machinery, fertilizer, and roadbuilding 
equipment and many other items in Japan, 
Hong Kong, West Germany, France, and any 
other countries where equivalent items were 
available at lower than U.S. prices. 

U.S. officials contend that if aid recipients 
want less expensive imports they should 
take advantage of export credit facilities 
available in the countries providing the 
bargains. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
wish to express my full support of the 
President's action. I mentioned some 
time ago in the Senate my concern over 
the proposal to waive the "Buy Ameri
can"· provision. ·The American people · 
have a heavy burden of foreign aid. I 
believe they have the right to expect that 
whenever it is possible the countries 
which receive our assistance under for
eign aid will utilize those· moneys to pur
chase goods and services from the. United 
.States of America. This ought to be 
particularly true in respect tp those 
countries to which we are extending 
large amounts of military assistance and 
military aid, where we have military 
missions. 

The President, in taking the action he 
has taken, I believe has strengthened the 
support for the foreign-aid program, 
and likewise has given notice to persons 
within the administration, as well as to 
the countries and the political leaders· of 
the countries which receive our help, 
that we expect to apply the provisions of 
foreign aid in a manner which will be 
helpful to the countries for which the 
foreign .aid is directed or designed, and 
also helpful to the American economy. 

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NOW 
STEADY · 

Mr. HUMPHREY; ·Mr. President, i 
ask unanimous consent to have printed 
in the RECORD the report of the Labor 
Department concerning the Govern
ment's Consumer Price Index, as carried 
in an article published in the New York 
Times. ,, . ,, . 

There being-,.no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
a8 follows: 

PRICE INDEX STEADY AFrER 3-MONTH RISE 
WASHINGTON, June 26.-The Government's 

Consumer Price In:dex was unchanged in 
May, the Labor Department reported today. 

Robert J. Myers, Deputy Commissioner of 
Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
called the pause '.'a welcome little respite" 
from the steady rise during the' 3 preceding· 
months.' · In Apr11 the index reached -a record · 
of 105.2. ' · 

Mr. · Myers predicted that · the .izidex for 
June w0uld show·a slight rise. 

Behind the stability of the -aggregate flg.ure • · 
last month was a myriad of offsetting price• · 
movements in individual categories. The 
principal · ones were · lower pr~pes for , food, 
solid fuels, and gasoline and hig~er prices 

· for services and used cars. 
The . Consumer-' Price Index. measures 

changes in the prices of p.bout 300 goods and 
sent1ces that city residents buy_. The changes 
are measured against ~he average of prices 
in 1957-59, which is taken as a base of 100 . 
. In simple .terms, the May index of 105.2 

·-means. that ~ living .costs are slightly more 
than 5 percent h~gher now than tlley .wete . 

. in the ·base· period·. · ~ 
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UP 1.3 PERCENT IN YEA& 

Over the year, the index has gone up 1.3 
percent. Government price experts ·do not 
regard that as excessive, particularly in View 
of the stab111ty of ·underlying wholesale 
prices. These .have been steady for 4 years. 

The most important increases over the year 
have been for medical care services, up 2.8 
percent; housing, up 1 percent; public trans
portation, up 3.2 percent; food, up nine
tenths of 1 percent; used cars, up 11.1 per
cent, and gasoline, including taxes, up 3 
percent. 

Over the month, average retail food prices 
dropped two-tenths of 1 percent. The de
cline was principally the result of lower 
prices for eggs, meats and poultry, dairy 
products, and most fresh fruits. Prices of 
fresh vegetables continued to rise. 

Medical care prices rose two-tenths of 1 
percent in May. Labor Department price 
experts attributed the rise to higher pro
fessional fees, hospital room rates and health 
insurance rates. These were partly offset 
by reductions in the prices of prescriptions 
and drugs. 

Although gasoline prices were down 1 per
cent in May .and new-car prices were down 
four-tenths of 1 percent, overall transporta
tion prices were up one-tenth of 1 percent, 
primarily because of a 2-percent rise 1n 
used-car prices. 

The number of used cars on the market 
is low in relation to the demand for them. 
Used-car prices are now nearly 45 percent 
above the low of March 1956, the Labor De
partment said. 

Clothing prices remained stable in May. 
The Labor Department said that about 

185,000 workers would receive cost-of-living 
increases of 1 to 3 cents an hour based on 
quarterly, semiannual, or annual movements 
in the Index. 

The Labor Department also reported today 
that average spendable weekly earnings of 
factory workers rose to a record $78.37 1n May 
for workers without dependents and $86.05 
for those with three dependents. The pre
vious record of $78.04 and $85.70, respectively, 
was set last December. 

The rise--50 cents over the month and $4 
in the year-was attributed to a longer 
workweek and higher hourly earnings. 

Real spendable earnings, which are spend
able earnings adjusted for changes in the 
price index, were about 4 percent higher in 
May than 1n May of 1961. 

INDEX DECLLNES HERE 

The Consumer Price Index for New York 
City declined 0.3 percent in May, to 105.7. 
This was the first dip since November 1961, 
when a decline of 0.1 percent was recorded. 

Last month's decrease reflected lower aver·
age prices for food, housing, apparel, and per
sonal goods and services. The housing index 
did not include rent, for which figures were 
not available. Increases were reported for 
medical care and transportation. 

A drop of 1 percent in food prices was at
tributed primarily to lower prices for meats 
and dairy products. Lower average prices 
were re~orded for milk, down 1 cent a quart; 
oranges, down 7 cents a dozen; eggs, down 
2 cents a dozen; chuck roast, down 3 cents 
a pound; frying chickens, down 1 cent a 
pound, and fresh strawberries, down 14 cents 
a pint. 

Higher food prices were reported for let
tuce, up 7 cents a head; fresh tomatoes, up 
3 cents a pound; and apples, up 1 cent a 
pound. 

Higher average prices also were reported 
for g~ ranges, broadloom carpeting, vinyl 
floor covering, house reshingling, men's 
shoes, and used cars. 

Lower prices were reported for anthracite 
coal, fuel oil No. 2, sheets, dinette sets, mort
gage interest rates, women's hose, and tooth
paste. 

Medical care, at 114.7, reached a new high. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
am happy to note that the Consumer 
Price Index has been.steady in the past 
month. There has. been no inflation. In 
fact, the specter of inflation seems to 
have been relegated for some time to the 
past. 

This is a reassuring note both for con
sumers and for investors. I am hopeful 
that this kind of economic good news 
will help in a very substantial way to re
store confidence in the market. 

Mr. President, on that same note I 
ask unanimous consent to have an arti
cle which was published in the Wall 
Street Journal entitled "How's Busi
ness?'' printed in the RECORD at this 
point. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
DESPITE STOC:K", MARKET PLUNGE, THE ECONOMY 

HAs MANY BRIGHT SPOTS 

(By Alfred D. Malabre, Jr.) 
How's business? 
Stockholders writhe in a shakeout of 

high-flying stocks. Economists speak of a 
mild recession next year. Washington wor
ries over a lack of "growth." 

Against this background a glance at ma
jor measures of the economy as things stand 
at the latest reading shows little evidence 
of illnesS. 

Personal income is at a record level. So 
is consumer spending. So is industrial pro
duction. So is nonfarm employment. 

The . economy has kept on growing long 
after passing the peak of the 1958-60 re
covery, reached Jn May 196Q. It has marched 
briskly forward since the pit of tlle 1960-61 
recession, reached 1n February 1961. 

KEY INDICATORS COMPARED 

Some key measurements of the economy 
appear in the table below. Dollars are 1n bil
lions. Industrial output is a • percentage of 
the 1957 average. Nonfarm employment is 
in millions, housing starts in thousands. 
Consumer spending and corporate profits are 
for the second quarter of 1960 and the first 
quarters of 1961 and 1962. Current totals are 
for May in categories reported monthly. 
Annual rates are used, except for retail sales, 
which are monthly. Seasonal adjustments 
are made. 

May Febru- Latest 
1960 ary 1961 

----------=---1---------
Personal income _____________ _ 
Consumer spending _____ ____ _ 
Corporation profits •• ~-------
Retall sales--------~---~------Industrial output ____________ _ 
Nonfarm employment_ ______ _ 
Housing starts----------------

$403. 6 $403. 1 
$329. 9 $330. 7 
$23.3 $20 
$18.5 $17.8 

109 102 
61.4 60.9 

1, 333 1, 169 

$440 
$352 
$26 

$19.5 
118 

62.8 
1,587 

The sharp drops in the stock market re
cently, of course, cast a. pall over the healthy 
glow of the latest figures. Many of the Na
tion's 16 million stockowners have seen much 
of their assets wiped out in recent weeks. 
They're likely, as a. result, to spend less in 
coming months than they otherwise would. 
Moreover, other consumers, worried by the 
stock market, may also decide to cut down 
spending. 

For the time being, however, there's little 
question that business, generally, looks good. 
Here's a capsuled review of some key parts 
of the economic picture: 

Inventories: The supply of durable goods 
held by manufacturers to meet demand is 
considerably smaller 1n relation to sales 
than either a. year ago or 1n February 1961, 
at the trough of.the 1960-61 recession, latest 
figures indic_ate. 

At last count in April, durable goods in
ventories of manufacturers amounted to 
t32.5 billion, or 1.98 . times the $16.4 billion 
April sales of such goods. 

A year earlier, by comparison, durable 
goods inventories totaled 2.14 times monthly 
sales. And in February 1961, the inventory
to-sales ratio was 2.30. 

Retail sales are at a near-record clip. The 
May total was 1 percent · below Aprll but 
higher than in any other month on record, 
after adjustment for seasonal factors. 

Sales of automobiles and appliances are 
booming. Shipments to dealers of refriger
ators, ranges, freezers, air conditioners and 
home laundry equipment were 23 percent 
higher in May than in the comparable 1961 
period. Automobile sales in. the first third 
of June totaled 20,247 cars, up 21 percent 
from a year before. Auto industry econo
mists talk confidently of full-year car sales 
around the 6.9 million mark, 17 percent 
above 1961. A sluggish item: FUrniture~ 

Construction is a bright spot. Housing 
starts 1n May, at a 1,587,000 annual rate, 
were 3 percent higher than in April and 
23 percent above May 1961. The latest total 
is the highest recorded since the debut of 
the Government's current housing starts 
series in January 1959. 

Contract awards for construction work 
were 18. percent higher in the first 4 months 
of this year than in the comparable 1961 
period, according to F. W. Dodge Corp., a 

·construction industry statistical service. 
The April total was 17 percent above a year 
earlier. . 

Construction contracts, of course, fore~ 
shadow the actual start of building activity. 
Construction contracts awarded for commer
cial and industrial buildings are among_ the 
so-called leading indicators of business 
cycles, developed by the National Bureau 
of Economic Research, a nonprofit business 
research organization. Such indicators sup
posedly signal movements of the economy. 

Consumer income: On a per person basis, 
disposable personal income of consumers 1s 
on the rise. In the first quarter of this year, 
it reached a record $2,039 annual rate, up 
from $2,032· the previous quarter .and $1,940 
in the like 1961 quarter. 

Over the long term, per capita income also 
has move9. ahead, even after allowing for 
price increases.. In terms of 1961 prices; it 
totaled $2,021 on a yearly basis in the first 
1962 quarter, compared .with ·only $1,692 in 
1950. , 

The average weekly pay of factory workers 
is also increasing. It climbed to a record 
$97.20_in May, up from $8~LS1 in Febi1;la.ry 
1961 and $91.37 1n MaY: 1960, at the peak of 
the last business expansion. _ 

Despite many signs of bounce in the 
Nation's business, there are also· factors, be
sides the stock market, causing concern 

'among economists and businessmen. Here 
are a few: 

Unemployment: Although nonfarm em
ployment is at a .record, many months of 
expansion have failed to cut unemployment 
sharply. In mid-May, . 5.4 percent of the 
civilian labor force wanted work, but said 
they couldn't find any. That's well below 
the 6.8 percent recession rate of February 
1961. But it's considerably higher than at 
comparable periods in previous postwar ex
pansion cycles. The unemployment rate 
after 15 months of the 1958-60 expansion
a weak upturn-was 5.1 percent. 

The current rate, however, is st111 far below 
the depressed level from 1931 to 1940 when 
unemployment never dipped lower than 14.3 
percent of the labor force. 

New orders· for durable goods, considered 
a key barometer of business weather, have 
weakened in · recent months. After hitting 
$16.4 b1llion in January, .after seasonal ad
justment, they steadlly declined to $15.8 
billion 1n ~prU. O!ders in May remained at 
the April level. 
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The backlog of durable goods orders at 

the end of last month was $44.4 bllllon, $1.1 _ 
b1llion below April and down tot: the_ third , 
consecutive month. The end-of-May back
log, however; still was $1.8 million above a 
year earlier. 

Steel: Despite the fact some of its key 
customers-appliance makers, auto produc
ers, and contractorS7-are enjoying boom_s, 
the steel industry is operating at about half · 
of its full capacity. Many steel executives 
fear operations w111 sink below 50 percent of 
capacity in the weeks ahead. They antici
pate a moderate pickup later in the year. 

The low production rate in the steel in
dustry may partly reflect inroads by com
petitors, as well as sluggish demand, some 
observers say. Several days ago, for exam
ple, Aluminum Co. of America announced 
plans to lift its production to 86 percent of 
capacity next month. The company's cur
rent rate is about 82 percent of capacity. A 
few days before, Kaiser AlUminum. & Chem
ical Corp. announced plans to increase its 
output of refined aluminum to 90 percent 
of capacity from 86 percent. 

Corporate profits: In the first quarter, 
after-tax profits of corporations, though 
above the recession level of a year before, 
fell to a $26 billion annual rate, down from 
a record $26.5 b1llion in the previous quar
ter. Corporate profits are among the lead
ing indicators of business activity. 

Profit margins of manufacturers, more-
9Ver, narrowed to 4.8 percent of sales in the 
first quarter, down from 4.8 percent in the 
previous 3 months. 

The squeeze on profits, many economists 
fear, will crimp business spending for plant 
and equipment in the months ahead. Busi
nessmen spent about $35.7 b1llion on an 
annual basis on plant and equipment in the 
first quarter, according to estimates. That's 
slightly higher than the level of the previous 
few years, but under 1957's record $36.96 bil
lion total. 

It has been hoped plant and equipment 
expenditures w111 provide steam for the 
economy in the months ahead, if consumer 
spending starts to lag. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. This particular 
article notes that personal income, jobs, 
and factory output are at alltime 
highs. I quote in part from the article: 

Personal income is at a record level. So is 
consumer spending.- So is industrial produc
tion. So is nonfarm employment. 

The economy has kept on growing long 
after passing _ the peak of the 1958--60 re
covery, reached in May 1960. It has marched 
briskly forward since the pit of the 1960--61 
recession, reached in February 1961. 

I also note that one of the most en
couraging signs is that businessmen are· 
spending about $35.7 billion on an annual 
basis on plant and equipment in the first. 
quarter of this year, according to esti
mates. 

That is slightly higher than the level 
of the previous few years, but it is under 
the 1957 record of $36,960 million. 'fhose 
':figures indicate that the economy is 
essentially strong, as I have said in· the 
Senate on other occasions. Despite the 
gyrations and downward trend of the 
stock market in recent weeks, every in
dex of the American economy, every fac
tor that can be analyzed, indicates a basic 
health in the economy. Farm income is 
up, jobs are up, . ret~il sales are i.niprov-. 
ing, automobile sales are moving at the 
rate of approximately 7 million cars a 
year. Housing construction is now well 
over a million and a half units. Indus-
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trial production is up. Consumer saving 
is at an alltime high. As I pointed out, 
when we add to those factors the fact 
that corporation profits are running at 
approximately $26 billion a year after 
taxes, the American economy is moving 
ahead in a steady course. 

The only question that we must face is 
whether or not the rate of growth and 
expansion is adequate. It is the conten
tion of the Senator from Minnesota, as I 
have said in public meetings as welL as 
in the Senate, that we must step up the 
rate of growth. So long as we have a 
rate of unemployment over 5 percent, and 
so long as approximately 8 percent of 
our industrial plant remains unused, 
there is need for further acceleration of 
the economy. 

·· For that reason I have been a stanch 
advocate of tax reduction, both corporate 
and individual, this year, feeling that 
such a reduction would have a stimu
lating effect upon the economy, ac
celerate its growth, improve the job 
situation, and expand investment. I 
believe it would do much to put us in a 
forward movement that would sustaiJl 
the economic growth for many months 
and years to come. 

The kind of reduction I have advo
cated would not unbalance the budget. 
If it were to unbalance the budget any 
further, it would be for only a brief 
period, because, after all, tax revenues· 
are based upon the total vitality, the 
gross national product, and the total 
business activity of the American econ
omy. I hope the administration will 
keep a watchful eye on the economy; and 
as we watch and analyze it, if we sense 
that there is a sizable or significant drop, 
we will not hesitate a single day, but will 
move with a modest reduction of both 
corporate and individual income tax -
levies to permit the economy to have a 
greater flow of free cash for the purposes . 
of consumer spending and capital im
provement and investment. 

Mr. President, I suggest the absence of 
a quorum. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk 
will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to call 
the roll. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that the order 
for the quorum call be rescinded. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without 
objection, it is .so ordered. 

BLESSINGS OF A FREE SOCIETY 
UNDER GOD 

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, at· a. 
recent breakfast group meeting of Sen
ators, the Senator from Georgia [Mr. 
TALMADGE] made a brief talk concerning 
the dignity and blessings which flow to 
the American people through their right 
to labor at tasks of their own choosing 
in a free society under God. 

As always, the Senator's address was 
timely, Clear and forceful, and this mes
sage . particularly was filled with logic 
and wise counsel. I commend its read
ing to· the membership of this- body and 
to the American people, and I ask unan-

imous consent that it be printed in the 
R~~~ -

There being no objection, the address 
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD, 
as follows: · 

BLESSINGS OJ' A FREE SoCIETY UNDER GOD 
(An addre~s b'y Senator TALMADGE, of 

Geotgia) 
My friends, at no time in our history as a 

free nation have events made us more 'd.Ware 
of the continuing threat of the godless forces 
of the world to destroy us and our liberty 
under God. 

It is important, therefore, that we and all 
Americans never take for granted the all
important difference which distinguishes our 
way of life from the enslavement of com
munism-the right to live, work, and wor
ship in freedom, in dignity an<} in accordance 
with the dictates of our conSciences. 

This morning I would like to direct our 
thoughts to the blessings which ar~ ours 
through the right to labor at tasks of our 
ow~ choosing in a free society. . 

Here in America we have perfected a na
tion free of the slave-master relationship. 

·Here in America we ·have perfected an eco
nomic system iil. which labor and capital 
meet on equal terms and work together for 
the benefit of both. 

Here in America we have perfected a so
ciety in which the individual can deter- 
mine his own destiny and enjoy the fruits 
of his own labor. 

That our system of free enterprise is the 
embodiment of God's will for man is at
tested to by no less a spokesman than the 
inspired St. Paul himself. For he wrote in 
his "First Letter to the Corinthians," verses 
seven through nine: 

"So then neither is he that planteth any
thing, neither he that watereth; but God 
that giveth the increase. . 

"Now he that planteth and he that water
eth are one; and every man shall receiv~ his 
own reward according to his labor. 

"For we are laborers together with God." 
There in one brief passage we have a clear 

exposition of the divine ordination of the 
labor-management relationship-that one 
cannot exist without the other any more . 
than the seed can grow without the soil or 
the plant thrive without the ·sun. 

It stands in sharp contrast with the Com
munist ideology that each man will work only 
according to his ab111ty and all men will re
ceive according to their needs. 

That is nothing more than a high-sound
ing definition of slavery. 

The contrast leaves no room to wonder 
why the atheists of the Kremlin have sworn 
our destruction. It is a contrast so marked 
that it can be maintained short of our 
destruction only by the walls, bayonets, and 
tanks of an Iron Curtain. 

When engaged in the performance of a 
particularly demanding task, it is perhaps 
difficult to think of work as a blessing. But 
in surveying its completion there comes the 
satisfaction of a job well done and, in enjoy
ing its reward, the value of it becomes 
apparent. 

Even Almighty God experienced that satis
faction, for it is recorded in the very first 
chapter of the Bible that at the end of 
each day of creation, He looked back upon 
His handiwork and "saw that it was good." 

It is true that physical toil was ordained 
by God as the primeval curse after the sin 
of Adam and Eve. At that time, He con
demned man to earn his bread by the sweat 
of his brow. But, happily, labor-instead of 
being an everlasting and degrading curse
rather has become a blessing ·which the 
Scriptures definitely show to ~ pleasing to· 
the Lord. ' 

In Ecclesiastes Solomon characterized labor 
as the gift of God and said that man should 
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rejoice -in it. · He also· observed in Proverbs · 
that "he that gathereth by labour shall in
crease." 

'Jesus, himself, prepared for His life's min
istry by working' as a carpenter. He demon
strated His feeling for the working man in 
His declaration to His Disciples that "the 
labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7). 

The critics of ,Jesus sneered at him for" 
being a lpwly. carpenter. ·But •. who can cite 
the n~e of a single one of them? HistOry 
has forgotten them, while all enlightened 
mankind gives thanks to a merciful and all
seeing God :for the inspiration and hope given 
us by the hands of the Carpenter. 

Aside from intangible satisfaction and 
material rewards, work gives purpose to life. 
As Theodore Roosevelt declared in his Labor 
pay ad~ress in 1903: 

"No man needs sympathy because he has . 
to work • • • Far and away the best prize 
that life offers is the chance to ·work hard · 
at work worth doing." ' 

A pundit once thought he was being very 
clever .in observing: "I like work; . it fasci
nates me. .I can sit and look at it for hours." · 
But he was put in his place by another who 
retorted: "Doing nothing is the most tire
some thing in the world, because you can't 
quit and rest." · . 

The story is told of a newspaper's interview 
with three men working on the saine job. 
Each was asked what he was doing. 

"I'm making $5 a day," said the first. 
"I'm cutting .stone," replied tlle second. 

. "I'm building a cathedral," answered the 
third. 

They were all earning the same wage. 
They were all cutting stone. They were all 
working on a cathedral. But one held it in 
his mind that he was helping build a great 
edi~ce. For him work gave purpose to his 
life. . 

It was purpose which animated Ignatius 
Loyola to endure persecution·, c_aptivity, and 
physical suffering and he persisted to found 
the Society of Jesus which has . had a re
markable influence on the history of the 
world. 

It was purpose which motivated Martin 
Luther to achieve the Reformation. 
. It was purpose which placed Oliver Crom

well on the seat of the English kings. 
It was purpose which led Mohammed to 

build a mighty empire and fix the firm 
foundation of a new creed. 
. History is replete with examples of the 

fact that the man who concentrates his 
energies upon the fulfillment of a goal will 
assuredly wring success from th.e hands of 
a reluctant fortune: Such a man views im
possibllities as challenges. 

No man ever encountered and disproved 
more "impossibllities" than Thomas A. Edi
son. And, commenting upon his successes, 
he said: · 

"I never did anything worth doing by 
accident, nor did any of my inventions come. 
by accident; they came .by work." 

Napoleon exclaimed 1;hat "there is nothing 
impossible. It is a word only found in the 
dictionary of fools." 

A great newspaper once . obServed edito
rially that the difference between genius and 
mediocrity is purpose-"for true genius has, 
what mediocrity usually wants, the capacity 
for labor.'' 

Or as aptly expressed by John Ramsey Mc-
Culloch: " 

"It is to labor and to labor only, that man 
owes everything of exchangeable value. 
Labor is the talisman that has raised him 
from the condition of the savage; that has 
changed the desert and the forest into culti
vated fields; that has covered the earth with 
cities, and the ocean with ships; that has 
given us plenty, comfort and elegance, in
·stead of want, misery, and barbarism." 

. The thqught was put into meving :verse by 
Angela Mprgan in her "Bat1;le Hymn of La· 
1;»or" thusly: . .. • . 
Work. 

Thank God for the swing or' it, 
For the clamoring, hammering ring of it, 

Passion and labor· dally hurled · 
On the mighty anvils of the world . 

Oh, "What is so fierce as the flame of it? 
And what is so huge as the aim of it? . 
Thundering on through dearth and doubt, 
Calling the plan of the Maker out. 
Work, the Titan, the friend, · 
Shaping the earth to a glorious· end, 
Draining the swamps and blasting the hills, 
Doing whatever the spirit wills
Rendering a continent apart, 
To answer the dream of the Master heart. 
Thank God for a world where none may 

shirk- . 
Thank God for the splendor of work. 

Someone once remarked that perfect free
dom is reserved for. the man who lives by 
his own work and in that work does .what 
h~ wants to do. · . 

What better summation could there be of 
the American heritage of free enterprise? 

It is a heritage unmatched by all the 
achievements of all the civ111zations history 
heretofore has recorded. . · 

It is a heritage summarized by the procla
mation in the preamble to the ClaytOn Anti
trust Act that "the labor of a human being 
is not a commodity or article of commerce." 

It is a heritage which, according to Grover 
Cleveland, "recognizes the dignity of . labor 
and the fact that honor lies in honest toil." 

It is a heritage which demands our .dedica
tion to improve and our determination to 
protect and preserve. . 

The cherished gains which have ma:de the 
American system of free enterprise the envy 
and ideal of a troubled world must never 
be sacrificed or compromised. 

As Americans a:pd as Christians we have 
no higher duty to ourselves, our country, . 
our freedom, and our God. To that end our 
unwavering resolve should ·be to pledge
as did our Founding Fathers--our lives, our 
fortunes, and our sacred honor. 

And in so doing we can say with the great 
poet, Henry Van Dyke, in his "Gospel of 
Labor": 

He cancels the curse of Eden, and brings 
them a. blessing instead, . . 

Blessed are they that labor for Jesus · par
takes of their bread, He puts His hand 
to their burdens, He enters their 
homes at night: . , 

Who does his best shall have as his guest 
the Master of life and light. 

And courage will come _with His · presence, 
and patience return at His touch; , 

And manifold sins be forgiven to those who 
love Him much; 

And the cries of envy and anger will change 
. to the songs of cheer, . .. 

,Fpr the toil~ng age will forgeUts rage 
When the Prince of Peace draws near. 
·This is the gospel of labor, 'ring it, ye bells 

of the kirk- · · 
The Lord of Love comes down from above to 
· live with the men who work, 
This is the rose that He painted, here in 

the thorn cursed soil-
Heaven is blessed with perfect rest, but the 

blessing of eafth is toll. · 

FISCAL PROBLEMS OF CANADA 
Mr. BENNE'IT. Mr. President, the 

Chicago Daily Tribune for June 26 had 
a first-page editorial concerning the 
:fiscal pro)>lems now faced by the Govern
ment of our neighboring nation of 
Canada. I believe this editorial merits 

study by every Member of Congress, and 
I ask unanimous consent that it may 
appear.· in the RECORD at this point. 

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in t e REcORD, 
as follows: _ . 

THE WRITING ON THE WALL 

If ever there has been handwriting on the 
wall with an urgent warning for Washington, · 
it has been provided by the Government of 
Canada in the desperate measures it has been 
obliged to take in order to .shore up an al
ready devalued dollar. Loans and credits of 
more than $1 billion have been obtained 
from foreign governments and international 
agencies to reiilforce the Canadian reserve 
in gold and U.S. dollars, which has dwindled 
to $1,100 million. 
· Ironically . enough, the United States has 

committed $650 million. to Canada's effort to 
de.fend l:ler .n;:i.ticinal currency...-$~50 million 
from the Federal Reserve System and $400 
million from· the Export-Import Bank. This 
help is extended -at a time when the Amer
ican economic position is at least as precar
ious as that of Canada, with constant deficits, 
soaring debt, a chronic deficit in the .interna
tional balance of payments, and mounting 
distrust of the U.S. dollar abroad. 

The ills that. plague Canada are precisely 
those which are undermining the United 
States. · In 6 years the government of Prime 
Minister ·Diefenbaker has run up deficits of 
$3 billion (the equivalent of 42 :billion in · 
U.S. budget). The Canadian budget will 
continue in deficit this year, despite emer
gency measures by the prime minister tore
duce spending by $25.0 million and .to impose 
stiff import surcharges. 

All of these frantic exertions to put Cana
da's house in order to follow the drastic 
resort to devaluation of May 2, when the 
Canadian dollar, which a little more than 
a year ago . was wo~:th $1.01 in the United 
Stat~s. was scaled down to 92~ · cents. That 
action, more than any .other, ~xpl.~ip.ed the 
results of last week's election, when Diefen
baker's Progressive Conservatives,' installed at 
Ottawa only 4 years ago with ·the greatest 
majority since Canada became a federated 
nation almost a century ago, was reduced 
to a minority government, dependent on 
an uneasy coalition in order to maintain 
its hold on power. 

Confidence in the Government dissipated, 
and the Prime Minister, in his announce
ment of the loans and credits obtained to 
defe~d the currency, was compelled to admit 
the fact. He referred to "an increasing de
gree of uncertainty and instability in the 
financial markets" and to the fact that "deal~ 
ings in the exchange markets have been ex
ceptionally large." The drain on Canadian 
reserves in the first ~ ·weeks of June has been 
estimated at $300 million. 

Exactly these same symptoms have been 
increasingly appare.nt in the United States . . 
In the week ending last Wednesday the 
deficit in our balance-of-payments position 
was $224 million in 7 days. The J;teady <;le
cline in the stock market manifested im
p~ired public confidence. · European central 
banks have set a deadline. of next December 
31 as the date on which they will no longer 
add to their holdings in dollars. This is a 
clear warning that the American Govern
ment has until then to reform its economic 
policies. 

Add to all this the plain lesson from 
Canada, and the need for immediate cor
rection is insistent. Yet the Kennedy ad
ministration goes its heedless way, and Con
gress vaclllates and yields. It ·takes White 
House dictation to throw another $4~ to.$5 
billion after the $85 billion already gone 
glimmering in foreign aid, and even the 
Republicans aren't restive under adminis-· 
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tration instructions not to cut a ··dime. Con
gress appropriates for moon shots and 
missiles as if there were no tomorrow, and 
entertains endless proposal& for more wel
fare spending. . · . 

The adm ' · stration grasJ>s for its cut of 
dividends and interest before they even reach 
the taxpayer's hands, and it reaches out for 
oversea ear~ings of Ameri~an corporations 
before the money can be repatriated. 

The day of reckoning is at hand, as the 
example of Canada tells us unmistakably. 
We had better heed the writing on the · wall. 

GOD AND THE LAW 
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, yesterday 

it was mY privilege to introduce a 
proposed constitutional amendment to 
allow our Nation's public s~hools tq 
provide for periods of voluntary, non
sectarian prayer. 

At the time I attempted to stress sev
eral point;s: First, that my action was 
definitely not an attack on the Supreme 
Court, its members, or its decisions; sec
ond, that my proposal was aimed solely 
at the Supreme Court decision in the 
New York school case; and, finally, that 
my sole purpose in introducing the bill 
was to return this Nation through the 
orderly processes of law to a condition 
which we thought was protected rather 
than denied by the Constitution. 

Many views have been expressed con
cerning the Court's decision, its possible 
implications, and proposed actions to re
verse it, and some of the most thought
provoking were included in an editorial 
entitled "God and the Law," written by 
William Randolph Hearst, Jr. I read 
this editorial in yesterday's Baltimore 
News-Post and it is my understanding 
that it was printed in all Hearst papers. 
I ask unanimous consent that it be print
ed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: · 

GOD AND THE LAW 

The Hearst newspapers believe that the 
U.S. Supreme Court decision outlawing a 
school prayer is a misinterpretation of the 
Constitution. 

Using the religious liberty guarantee in the 
first amendment as its reason, the ruling is 
a deprivation of liberty and a denial of the 
Nation's basic faith in God. 

We urge immediate use of the recourse 
provided by the Constitution-formal 
amendment-to insure that the letter of the 
law is not again used to negate the intent 
of the Founding Fathers who wrote it. We 
will support such amendment as it is initi
ated in Congress. 

Although the Supreme Court ruling was 
made in the case of a prayer in the New 
York State public schools, legal authorities 
a~ree that the decision has wider effect. 

It could be applied to cover not only 
schools, but prayer in connection with ·any 
governmental or public function. 

The same thinking could prohibit men
tion of God in public ceremonies, thus strik
ing at court oaths, legislative formalities
even the words "In God We Trust" on U.S. 
coinage. 

The New York school ·prayer had been 
carefully worded to avoid offending any 
minority faith. It was nonsectarian and not 
mandatory for any child. Here it is: 

"Almighty God, we acknowledge our de
pendence upon Thee, and we beg Thy bless
ings upon us, our parents, our teachers, and 
our country." 

The first amendment bans any law "re
specting an -establishment of religion or pro
hibiting the free exercise thereof;" Its au
thors, led by James Madison, made no 
mystery of their intention to · aid "tran
quillity o;f the public mind" by insuring that 
"there cannot be a majority of any one sect 
to oppress and persecute the ·rest." 

We do not impugn the sincerity of most 
of those who favor the Supreme Court de
cision, many of whom are themselves de
voted to religion. But they are in serious 
error if they think nonsectarian prayer to 
God, not forced on anyone, is a violation of 
rights. 

Rather it is the Supreme Court decision 
which is guilty of violating the "free exer
cise" of religion guaranteed by the Constitu
tion. 

Eminent men of law have already spoken 
up against the ruling as based on mere 
legalistic quibble. 

Let us not continue the hairsplitting, but 
instead amend the Constitution to clarify 
once and for all the right of the American 
people to use God's name in prayer as they 
wish to do. 

''THE WINDS OF FREEDOM" 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in 

the June 30-July 7, 1962 issue of the 
Saturday Evening Post, there appears an 
article entitled "The Winds of Freedom." 
It is the work of the distinguished Secre
tary of State, Dean Rusk. 

The article sets forth the ideological 
basis of our revolutionary development 
and relates the ideals _which have in
spired us from earliest times to the con
temporary pressure for change through
out the world. 

I commend this article to the at
tention of the Senate and I urge my 
colleagues to give it their most serious 
consideration. It is helpful in under
standing the philosophical concepts to 
which the Secretary of State is trying to 
attune our foreign policy. 

I ask unanimous consent that the arti-· 
cle be printed in the RECORD. 
Th~re being · no objection, the article 

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
THE WINDS OF FREEDOM-SECRETARY OF STATE 

RUSK WRITES.ON THE IDEAS WHICH INSPIRED 
OUR REVOLUTION AND ARE STILL THE WORLD'S 
MOST POTENT FORCE 

(By Dean Rusk) 
The Fqurth of July is an especially appro:

priate time to reflect on our political herit· 
age and its meaning in our times. Seven
teen months' experi~nce as Secretary of State 
has strengthep.ed my conviction that the 
ideas which inspired the Ameriqan Revolu
tion and have .guided our nati.onal develop
ment are the most powerful forces at work 
in the world today. 

These ideas were stated simply but elo
quently in certain of the great lines Qf our 
Declaration of Independen,ce: "That all men 
a.re cr~ated equal, that they are endowed by 
their Creator with certain unalienable rights, 
that among these are life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness. That to secure these 
rights, governments are instituted among 
men, deriving their just powers from the 
consent of the governed." 

We were born as a. nation out of a com
mitment to government by "the consent of 
the governed" 'and the proposition that man 
has certain unalienable rights. We adopted 
and have preserved a Constitution, with its 
Bill of Rights, to give form to · these- ideas 
and ~o protect them. At home as well as 

on the world scene these general commit
ments have, in the end, governed our policy 
as a nation. 

Over the generations we have struggled to 
improve the application of these principles. 
We have ·fought to defend them. And we 
have the means and the will to defend them 
today. 

As President Kennedy said in his inau
gural address: "Let every nation know, 
whether it wishes us well or 111, that we 
shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet 
any hardship, support any friend, oppose 
any foe to assure the survival and the success 
of liberty." 

IDEAS OF UNIVERSAL APPEAL 

We have become the strongest nation in 
the world and achieved the highest level of 
well-being for the average citizen that man
kind has known. But that is not, I think, 
the primary reason why these ideas are the 
most powerful force at work in the world 
today. It is because the ideas themselves 
have proved universal in their appeal, be
cause the truths which the Declaration of 
Independence called "self-evident" have 
seized, or are seizing, the minds of men 
everywhere. 

These universal ideas gave rise to the 
democracies of Western Europe. They in
spired the liberators of Latin America. They 
guided the development of the British Com
monwealth. Since the Second World War 
they have led to the creation of more than 
40 independent nations in Asia and Africa. 
We welcome these new nations with open 
arms to the separate and equal station to 
which the laws of nature and of nature's 
God entitle them. 

Thomas Jefferson and John Adams and 
the others who helped to frame or subscribed 
to the Declaration would not have been sur
prised by this. Quite the contrary. They 
did not pretend to have invented anything 
new. The burden of complaint in the Dec
laration was that a tyrannical king was de
priving the people of the American colonies 
of rights and liberties they had long enjoyed. 
Such opposition was in the British tradi
tion. The British people had been building 
their liberties bit by bit, in no small part 
by contending that certain rights had previ
ously existed. Magna Carta the Petition 
of Rights, the Declaration of Rights, among 
other great documents in the growth of the 
British Constitution, demanded what their 
claimants insisted was already the law of 
the land. The common-law judges who, 
sometimes at the ~isk of their own lives, put 
their arms around a prisqner at the bar and 
said to the king, "No, you cannot do that 
to this man," were strengthening traditional 
rights. Old rights were gradually expanded 
and improved. Thus slowly evolved both 
the common law and British institutions of 
democratic government. 

DEPARTURE FR()M BRITISH PATTERN 

The larger principles stated in our Decla
ration of Independence were a departure 
from the British pattern. They were not 
articulated S.!) the special historic rights and 
liberties of the British people or of the 
inhabitants of the British colonies on the 
eastern edges of the North American Conti
nent. But neither were they set forth as 
novel doctrine. They were presented as 
universal truths, arising out of a discourse 
on the nature and purpose of man which 
had begun more than 2,000 years earlier in 
Greece. 

Likewise the French Declaration of the 
Rights of Man of 1789 was presented as a 
manifesto not just for the Frenchmen of 
that day, but for all men and all time. 

From North America and Western Europe 
these ideas have spread over the world. 
Their strength. and the willingness of men 
to fight for them have brought down one 
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despotism ~fter another. They are chal
lenged today . by the Communist tyrannies. 
But even the Communists seem to recognize 
the appeal of the notions of Uberty and 
democracy. They call their governments 
''republics" or "people's republics" or "demo
cratic republics," although not one of them 
is a republic, not one rests on the consent 
of the governed tested in free elections. 
';I'hey are fond of such -..yards as "democracy" 
and "freedom," although they invariably 
use them to mean the precise opposite. Like
wise they apply the label "wars of libera
tion" to their efforts to impose their system 
on others by force. Their so-called "war of 
liberation" in South Vietnam is in reality a 
gangster· war of assassination and terror 
against the common people of _that country.· 

NEW NATIONS CHERISH OUR PRINCIPLES 

Some people--too many-have fallen under · 
the control of Communist . regimes; but 
nowhere is communism as a creed deeply 
rooted. - communists have signally failed in 
their .e1forts to capture control of the inde
pende~ce: movements in Asia and Africa. 
With partial exceptions for North Korea and 
North Vietnam, the new nations have come 
into being under the impulse of Western 
ideas and, in the main, under the leadership 
of men educated in Western universities or 
in local universities or mission schools where 
the concepts and practices of democracy, law, 
and liberty were taught. 

As Secretary of State I have talked with 
many of the leaders of these new nations. 
It has been thrilling and reassuring to hear 
so many of · them advocate the great prin
ciples we have so long cherished-and with 
an understanding · of their meaning which ~s 
the same as ours. What the great seal ·of 
the United States calls the "new order of 
the a.ges" ls the example .. which most of the 
people qf the world seek to follow. 

As Robert Frost put it 'in his special poem 
Jor President .Kenx?-edy's inauguration: 

New order of the ages did they say? 
The newest thing in which they led the way 
Is ln our very papers of the· day. 

But we of the West, and p;trticularly we 
Americans, should not overstate our contri
bution. We have done our share in formu
lating and advocating these principles and 
in protecting their practice. We can glory ln 
having been among the first to endeavor 
systematically to apply them. Had we failed, 
the cause of freedom would have been set 
back for a long time. In his first inaugural 
Washington said that "the preservation of 
the sacred fire of liberty and the destiny of 
the republican model of government are 
justly considered as deeply, perhaps as finally, 
staked on the experiment entrusted to the 
hands of the American people.~· 

But I do not believe that these ideas and 
the institutions which seek to translate them 
into a way · of · life would have spread over 
the wo.rld if th~y wer~ not, as the authors. of 
the De.claratiop. of Ind~pendence believed, 
rooted in the aspirations of nien everywhere. 
In plain fact, these concepts are not exclu
sively Western. They were articulated in 
ancient philosophies and various religions. 
They appeared in rudimentary form in the 
traditional autonomy of v11lages in many 
lands, and even in the taboos of primitive 
societies. 

The idea that men should be free to speak 
·their minds is certainly not peculiar to us or 
to the West. The idea that raw power must 
be curbed, that men are entitled to justice 
under law, is not peculiar to us or to the 
West. Nor does the West have an · exclusive 
patent on the notion of consent of the 
governed or, as Lincoln put it more affirm.: 
atively, "government of the people, by the 
people, for the people." . 

As President ·Kennedy said on July 5 of 
last year at the ceremonies wliich niar-ked 

·the 15~~~ anniversary of Venezuelan inqe· 

pendence, the revolution whose . pl'inciples 
were clarioned in our own Declaration of 
~ndependence is a "great world revolution 
• • • a revolution so flexible it answers the 
needs of all countries, of all races, of all 
cultures." 

FREEDOM NOT A WESTERN MONOPOLY 

I have heard it contended that the failure 
of some of the new nations to achieve or 
maintain fully democratic governments 
proves that democracy is unsuited to the 
peoples of Asia and Africa. I reject that 
contention.. It is true that democracy can
not be created overnight. It is the most 
dlftJcult form of government to operate. It 
requires an enlightened citizenry, a wide 
consensus o'n national purposes, forbearance 
and much skill. Only a few nations have 
thus far been successful in making democ
racy work continuously . . And none, includ
ing ourselves, can claim to operate it per
fec~ly. 

But peoples keep turning and returning to 
democracy, because it is the system which 
harmonizes with human dignity and the 
abiding impulse of men to organize . their 
societies in ways which protect that dignity. 
We have seen that happen iri every conti
nent. I have no doubt that we shall see it 
happen in still other countries where democ
racy has momentarily broken down or not 
yet b.een fully achieved. The exact forms 
of democratic institutions may vary from 
country to ·country. Perhaps some of the 
new nations erred in trying to copy exactly 
the parliamentary systems of the former co
lonial powers. There are many conceivable 
forms of democrl!-tic institutions. Ours· have 
changed in some respects over the years. I 
am confident that the new nations which 
have not yet found the way to make demo
cratic institutions work wm succeed even
tually. · For I believe that the basic motiva
tions and aspirations ·of men are 1!ssentially 
the same, regardless of the color · of their 
skin, or the continent or island on which 
they live. The human race is one. 

THE MANDARIN AND THE PEASANT 

A traditional Vietnamese story bears on 
this proposition. In the words of Hoang Van 
Chi (in his article, "Collectivization and Rice 
Production," in the China Quarterly, Janu
ary-March 1962 issue) it runs this way: 

"There was once a peasant who grew such 
excellent fruit that his fame spread far. and 
wide throughout the land. The governor of 
the district in which the man lived made a 
special journey to visit him and to inquire 
about the methods he employed to produce 
such magnificent fruit. 
. "The peasant wa.S a little overawed-by-the 
presence of such a great mandarin, but he 
did his best to reply to the latter's questions. 
'To tell you the truth,' he said, 'I haven't 
any spechtl method at all. Whenever I plant 
a fruit tree, I provide it with as much manure 
as I can, set it upright in the hole, tamp the 
earth back firmly around the trunk, and then 
leave it to itself. I never prune it, or train 
its branches, or chop its roots like the other 
people do, and it provides me with plenty of 
fine fruit.' 

''The mandarin· nodded his head · in ap
proval and then put another question to the 
peasant. 'You seem to be able to manage 
your fruit trees admirably. Can you give 
me any advice about how to manage men, 
about how to govern a district?' 

"The unexpected question surprised the 
peasant, so he was obliged to pause for a few 
moments and to think before he eventually 
replied. 'Administration,' he said, 'has never 
been my profession, so I have never really 
devoted much thought to it, but it is my 
opinion that men are like fruit trees. If yo~ 
provide them with the conditions in· which 
they can live and work, and keep a fatherly 
eye upon them from time to time, they wm 
be prosperous, happy and will <.:ause you no 
trouble. U however, you summon them 

dally to your office and order them to do this 
or forbid them to do that, they will prove to 
be a constant source of trouble, disorder, and 
unhappiness.' " 

·As Mr. Hoang Van Chi pointed out, "The 
moral of this story is based upqn centuries 
of experience, but the Vietname"se Commu-· 
nists are attempting to do just the reverse 
and are reaping the inevitable consequences. 
Man, having a mind and soul, is capable of 
being terrorized into submission, but only 
to a limited extent and for a limited time." 

I share that conviction. I · do not believe 
that even the modern pollee state, ·with all 
of its elaborate apparatus for repression, can · 
permanently terrorize men into submission. 
I do •not believe that any Iron or Bamboo 
Curtain can permanently insulate large num
bers of people against the great· ideas of .. 
freedom and human dignity. 

Today, even within the Soviet Union, there 
are signs that men and women want more 
freedom to state their vi~ws, greater scope 
to express the uniqueness and integrity 
born into them. Pasternak ls dead, but his 
poems and great novel live. · ·And some 
younger Soviet writers, reaching back into 
the rich and long Russian tradition, are 
choosing .to focus their thoughts on the 
meaning of man and t~e worth of the indi
vidual. These stirrings may seem feeble 
to us, who have so long enjoyed liberty. But 
they are evidence that the Communists have 
not succeeded in turning men into robots. 
The themes of young wr1 ters and poets tell 
much of the direction societies will take; 
and in the Soviet Union these writers of 
the new generation are the . beginning of 
what I believe will be a continuing trend
a slow trend perhaps, but one lea.ding in
exorably toward freedom. 

I turn to another aspect of the struggle 
between ·freedom and coercion: the relative 
capacities of the two systeins to improve 
the.material well-being of men. The Soviets 
have made substantial progress in develop
ing their physical resources. That ls not 
especially surprising. They inherited a vast 
domain, with immense and varied natural 
riches, a very considerable industrial estab
lishment and a talented and industrious 
people. The Communists claim to have in
vented a quick way of modernizing an econ
omy. Although I cannot prove it, I believe 
that their economy could have been mod
ernized faster under a political system which 
would have given full scope to individual 
initiatives and incentives. But any of us 
can muster ample evidence to repudiate the 
Communist claim that our economic de
velopment has been slow here at home . 

All Americans of my generation know 
firsthand of the amazing economic and 
social advance of our country in our own 
lifetimes. Many, like myself, were born in 
underdeveloped parts of the · United States. 
Our society in rural Georgia when I wa.S 
growing up was prescientiflc, pretechnical, 
premedical, prepubllc health, preeducation
by present-day· standards. 

FREE SYSTEMS SURPASS SOVIETS 

Forty years ago only two American farms 
out of 100 had any electric power; today 
98 out of 100 have power for dozens of 
chores. Consider what has been done to 
lighten the burdens of the mother and 
housewife, to improve health and living con
ditions, within the past 35 years, and even 
within the past 10. Since the Bolshevik 
revolution we have- added to our national 
production more than the entire present 
production of tlie Soviet Union. 

Look at the amazing economic progress 
of Western Europe and Japan under free 
systems. Compare East Germany with West 
Germany, or Eastern Europe with Western 
Europe. Compare · Communist China with 
almost any country you would care to name. 
The great leap forward has· come down bot
tom· ~ide up. The vaunted shortcut to ,the 

\, . 
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future has proved to be the shot'.tcut to 
misery. 

Those who are responsible for . what is 
happening all the way from East Germany to 
North Vietnam have not found the ·answer 
to the central problem to which they claim 
to have addressed themselves--the problem 
of economic and social satisfaction. .They 
have not solved even the elementary prob
lems of food production. 

So when we say to our friends in . the 
developing countries that the Communists 
have not found a magic Jormula and that 
the proved way of rapid development is 
through free institutions, devised by each 
nation in the light of its own history, we 
speak on the basis of the solid lessons of 
long human experience. 

The economic and. social performance of 
the industrialized free nations has k~ocked 
the .bottom out of Marxist dogma. Marx 
,predicted that the poor would become more 
numerous and ever poorer and. that the 
rich would become fewer and ever richer. 
The precise opposite has occurred. The ad
vanced nations of the free world devised 
means of directing the . flow of income and 
of using their resources to improve the life 
of the ordinary man. n is in them that 
one sees the highest levels of well-being 
most equitably distributed. 

POWER OF THE HUMAN· SPIRIT 

Marx predicted also a chain of recurring 
and ever-deepehing ecqnomic crises. But 
the advanced free nations have devised 
means of curbing economic cycles and stim
ulating economic growth. · Marx failed to 
·reckon with the mind and spirit of men, 
their compassion and political ingenuity, 
their capacity to use free institutions to 
advance their lot. 

It is not for us to fear the great winds 
of change that are blowing today. They are 
the winds we have long known and sailed 
with, the winds which have carried man on 
his unending journey, the winds of freedom. 

We don't have to argue with people in 
other parts of the world about what we are 
really after and what they are really after. 
Have you ever been able to find anyone who 
would rather be ignorant than · educated? 
Or hungry than fed? Or sick than healthy? 
Or gagged instead of free to speak his mind? 
Or shut up behind a wall or barbed wire 
instead of free to move about? Or who 
relish the knock on the door at midnight 
which means terror? 

These simple ideas I have been writing 
about are the great power of the human 
spirit. Because they are central to our pur
poses, America at her best is admired and 
trusted; and America is at her best when 
she is true to the commitments we made to 
ourselves and to history in the Declaration 
of Independence. These are the ideas and 
ideals which give us allies, spoken or silent, 
among men and women in every corner of 
the earth. . They are part of the unfinished 
business which is a part of our story. This 
is the basis of our confidence; this is the 
scope of our task. 

The revolution of freedom, which we have 
so proudly nurtured and fought for in the 
past and to which we pledge today, as in 
1776, "our lives, our fortunes, and our 
sacred honor," is the true, enduring revolu
tion, because it springs from the deepest, 
most persistent aspirations of men. History 
says this revolution will not fail. 

PUBLIC DEBT LIMIT 
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there fur

ther morning business? If not, morning 
business is closed. The Chair lays before 
the Senate the unfinished business. 

Without objection, the Senate. resumed 
the consideration of the bill <H.R. 11990) 
to provide for a temporary increase in 

-the public debt limit as set forth in sec
tion 2'1 of the Second Liberty Bond Act. 
· Mr. KERR. Mr. President, H.R. 
11990, both as pa~ed by the House of 
Representatives and as reported by the 
Committee on Finance, provides a tem.;. 
porary debt "limitation of $308 billion for 
the period from July 1, i962, t.hrough 
March 31, 1963. It then provides a tem
porary debt limitation of $305 billion 
from Apri11, 1963, through June 24, 1963. 
Then it provides a temporary limitation 
of $300 billion through the remainder of 
the fiscal year 1963, at which time, under 
existing law, the debt liniit would be 
$285 billion. · 

The current statutory debt limitation 
is $300 billion. This consists of a perma
nent statutory debt limit of $285 billion 
and a $15 billion temporary additional 
limitation which expires as of June 30, 
1962, which, if I am correct in my esti
mate of the date of the month-after the 
session of last night-will be the day 
after tomorrow, at midnight. · 

Prior to March 13, 1962, the total per
manent and temporary debt limitation 
was $298 billion. On that date, how
ever, the President signed a bill raising 
the temporary debt limitation a further 

' additional $2 billion for the remainder 
of the fiscal year, bringing the total limi
tation up to $300 billion. · 

The proposed debt limitations for 1963 
and those for the current and imme
diately prior years can be summarized as 
shown in the table published on page 2 

· of the committee report on the pending 
bill. 

Mr. President, Senators might differ 
as to the wisdom of what the debt limit 
should be; but in the final analysis, the 
national debt is not determined by the 
President or by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, but by Congress. . 

As is disclosed by the House commit
tee report and the Senate committee re
port on the bill, the figures contained in 
H.R. 11990 constitute, in the judgment 
of the Committee on Finance and of the 
Senator from Oklahoma, the irreducible 
minimum debt ceiling required to per
mit the Secretary of the Treasury to 
handle the public debt during the next 
12 months on the basis of the appro
priations which have been :made by the 
Congress and the expenditures by the 
Government of the money appropriated. 

I invite the attention of Senators to 
this additional fact: The estimate. of the 
requiJ::ed debt ceiling by the Treasury, by 
the House Committee on Ways and 
Means, and by the Senate Committee on 
Finance is based upon the · assumption 
that there will be a balanced budget 
for fiscal 1963. However, the ma
jority of the members of the Com-: 
mittee on Finance do not believe there 
will be a balanced budget in fiscal 
1963. The Senator from Oklahoma does 
not believe that the _budget will be bal
anced in fiscal 1963. To the extent that 
it is not, in order to enable the Treasury 
to operate efficiently and effectively, and 
in accOrdance with the appropriations 
made by Congress, the debt limit fixed in 
H.R. 11990 will .nave to-be adjusted by 
Congress when it returns after January 1, 
1963, to make room for the handling 
of the public debt· in whatever amount 
above that prescr.ibea in the bill will 

equal whatever deficit, if any, there· is in 
the Government for fiscal1963. · · 

The current debt limit of $300 billion 
as of midnight of Saturday of this week 
will become $285 billion. The present 
national debt is very close to $295 
billion. One source of information in
dicates that it is $298 billion, and I 
believe that that figure is more nearly 
correct than the other. Thus, there is 
no alternative-there is no reasonable 
alternative, there is no appropriate 
alternative, there is no justifiable alter
native-for Congress other than to pass 
H.R. 11990. 

The bill has passed the House of Rep
resentatives. It is now · before the Sen
ate. In view of the shortness of time and 
in view of the expiration of the present 
law within 35 hours; lacking a few min
utes of this very second, in the judgment 
of the Senator from Oklahoq1a, the Sen
ate in its wisdom, cannot do otherwise 
than to consider expeditiously and pass 
H.R. 11990 in order that it may be signed 
into law by the President ahead of the 
deadline of midnight June 30, which is 
Saturday night, and about 34 hours 55 
minutes from this moment. · 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 
President, for myself and on behalf of 
the distinguished Senator from lllinois 
[Mr. DIRKSEN], I call up our amend
ment designated "6-27-62-A" and ask 
that it be read. · 

I invite the attention of the Senator 
from Oklahoma to the fact that there can 
be a full day of debate on my amend
ment and still 35 hours will remain, be
cause today is Thursday. 

The . PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment will be stated. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 1, 
line 7, it is proposed to strike out the 
figure "308,000,000,000" and insert in lieu 
thereof "$306,000,000,000". 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 
President, I agree in part with what the 
Senator from Oklahoma has said; 
namely, that Congress itself must ac
cept its own part of the responsibility 
for an unbalanced budget and the crea
tion of any -part of the national debt. 
The Secretary of the Treasury has the 
obligation to finance the debt and to 
pay the bills as they are created by Con
gress and by .the executive branch. 
However, I do not believe Congress 

· should accept all ·the responsibility-a~
though I am not excusing Congress
because a substantial part of the respon
sibility· rests with the executive branch. 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Delaware yield? 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield. 
Mr. KERR. I appreciate the Sena

tor's calling to the attention of the Sen
ator from Oklahoma the matter of the 
24-hour 'error which the Senator from 
Oklahoma made in his calculation of 
the time the present law still has to run. 

It is now almost 1 p.m: on Thursday. 
It is 23 hours until noon on Friday. It 
will be another 36 hours from noon on 
Friday until midnight Saturday. · So 
the present law still has 59 hours to run. 
I appreciate the Senator's calling my 
attention to the error. However, the 
error was only as to' the amount of time, 
not as to the actuality of the expiration. 
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· Mr. WILLIAMS of Delawkre. I agree 
with the Senato-r from Oklahoma. I 
spoke merely in a spirit of jest for I too 
recognize the importance of acting. OI\ 
the measure. I assure the Senator from 
Oklahoma that the offering of the 
amendment will not. delay the Senate 
for very long; however, the need ·for an, 
increase in the debt limit should be re ... 
viewed. 

The Constitution provides that money 
may be spent or borrowed by the U.S. 
Government only upon the approval of 
Congress. For approximately the first 
100 years of the operation of the Govern
ment the procedure in Congress was that 
when the executive branch was ready to 
borrow money or to float. a bond jssue, 
Congress first would have to approve 
each individual bond issue. Later, in 
order to expedite the Treasury's financ
ing, including the sale of bonds, Congress 
changed that requirement and adopted 
the procedure whereby Congress would 
merely raise the limit of the national 
debt, and so long as the Secretary stayed 
within that debt limit he had the auto
matic, blanket authority to sell bonds. It 
is important either that there be a cen
ing on the debt which is maintained and 
supervised by Congress or . that there be 
a return to the old; discarded method of 
having Congress approve each individual 
bond issue. I think the present method 
is far superior. 

Now, as to the need for this particular 
increase of the debt to $308 billion, as 
the Senator from Oklahoma has pointed 

out~ the Secretary· of the Treasury .said 
he was assuming, as of this moment, that 
there would be a balanced budget for 
the fiscal year 1963. I disagree com-: 
pleteiy with that assuniption; I do not 
think there is 1 chance in 10 million 
·that there will a balanced budget in 
:fiscal 1963 primarily for ·the reason ·that 
I do not think the administration wants 
a balanced budget. Quite to the con
trary, I think it is determined to have 
an unbalanced budget. 

But based on their assumption, they 
would not need the full $308 billion and 
as evidence of that I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the RECORD a 

. chart furnished to the Finance Commit
tee, by Secretary Dillon, in ccmnection 
with which he called attention to the 
fact that as of December 15, the period 
when they will be shortest of money. 
the debt is estimated to be $304.9 billion, 
and that will still give them $4 billion in 
cash. 

Therefore, the adoption of the pend
ing amendment would not seriously dis
rupt their financing the debt-that is, if 
their assumption of a balanced budget 
is taken seriously. Neither the Secre
tary of the Treasury nor the Director of 
the Budget has any right to present a 
false assumption to a congressional com
mittee. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
SMITH of Massachusetts in the chair). 
Without objection, the table will be 
printed in the RECORD. 
. · The table is as follows: 

FoRECA ST OF P u B LIC D E BT O u T STANDING FisCAL YEA R 1963, B AsED o N C oNsTANT 
OPE R A TING C ASH B ALAN CE OF $4,000,000,000 (EXCL U DING FRE E G OLD) 

B ased on 1963 budget document, plus forma l modifications 

[In billions] 

Operating bal
ance, Federal 
Reserve banks 

and depositaries 

P ublic debt 
subject to 
limitation 

Allowance to 
provide flexi- .Total public 

bility In flnanc- debt limitation 
ing and for required 

contfu.gencies (excluding free 
gold) 

1962- June 30_ -- - - - ------------------- --------- 
July 15_ ------------- - ---- - ---- - --------- 
July 3L ---- -----------------------------
Aug. 15 __ -------- ~ --------------~------- 
Aug. 31 __ -------------- ------------------
Sept. 15 ____ --------------------- - -- _ -----
Sept. 30_ --------- _____ - -- ---·---- - ------ __ _ 
Oct. 15 ___ ________ ____ - - --- - ----- - ------- __ 
Oct. 3L _____ -- -_ --------------------------
Nov. 15 __ --- --- - -------- - ---------------- · 
Nov. 30. - - -·------------- ------------- - ---
Dec. 15 __ _ ---------------·-----------------
Dec·. 3L __ - - --- - - - --- - -"------------- ~ -----

1963-Jan. 15_ ---- -----------------------------
J an. 31 _ ---- - ----- - ------ - ----------------
F eb. 15 ___ -- - -------- - -- -- - ~ ---- - --- --- - - -
Feb. 28 __ _ -- - ----------- - - : ----- - -- - - -- ---
Mar. 15 __ -- --- - - - -------------------~ -- -
Mar. 3L_ -- -- ------------------------
Apr. 15 ___ - - - - - --- - ----- - ------------- --- -
Apr. 30 ••• -- ------------------ - ----------
M ay 15. _ - ---- ---------- --------------- 
May 31 __ - - -- - - - - -- - - ------ - --- - --------
June 15. __ --- - ------ - ----------- - ---------· 
June 30_ - - --- - -- - - - --------- -- - - ----------

Mr. ·WILLIAMS of Delaware. ·Mr. 
President, based on this chart, the debt 
is estimated to be $304.9 billion on De
cember 15, and out of that it is assumed 
that' there will be a full $4 bill1on in cash. 
If that is ·true theY. c'ertainly. can get by 
with th,e $306 billion limit on the debt .. 
I understand that the manager of the 
debt, · Mr. Roosa, when testifying several' 
weeks ·ago before the Banking and Cur:.. 
rency Committee, clearly stated _tll~t it 

$4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

$293.7 
297. 0 
297.8 
299. 2 
299.0 
301.2 
295.7 
299.5 
300.5 
302.3 
302. 1 -
304. 9 
301. 5 
304.7 
302. 1 
30'J.8 
302.0 
304. 4 
297. 9 
301.0 
299. 4 
299. 4 
299.6 
302.0 
294.0 

$3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

· a 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

$296. 7 
300.0 
300. 8 
302. 2 
302.0 
304. 2 
298. 7 
302. 5 
303. 5 
305.3 
305. 1 
307. 9 
304.5 
307. 7 
305. 1 
305.8 
305.0 
307. 4 
300.9 
304. 0 
302. 4 
302.4 
302. 6 
305. 0 
297. 0-

was his understanding and his impres
sion that the Government could get by 
with a $306 billion ceiling on the national 
~ebt. . . 

I think it very important that yve hold. 
down the debt ceiling because that is 
one way in which we h~ve control over 
expenditures. -
' The deficit ·as of June 3o has been. 
estimated to 'be ' around $7 billion, and~ 
~e Tre~sury now admits that it will be 

around that :figure. .A $7 billion deficit 
for this year is certainly something with 
which we -should be cuncerned. But 
even more than that, we should be con-· 
cerned over the fact that. this deficit is 
not the result of any unexpected deeline 
in revenues during the past fiscal year. 
Instead, the deficit is almost entirely the 
result of increased expenditures-ex
penditures which were approved, au
thorized, and requested by the Kennedy 
administration. 

On January 17, 1961, President Eisen
hower submitted to Congress the Federal 
budget for the fiscal year 1962, and in 
that budget he estimated that the 
budget receipts would be $82.3 billion. 
Secretary Dillon testified before our 
committee this week that the estimate 
now is that the budget receipts will be 
slightly over $81 billion, or about $1 bil
lion less than was estimated at the be
ginning of 1961. However, the budget 
expenditures were estimated by the 
Eisenhower administration at $80.9 bil
lion for the fiscal year 1962. That was 
not changed substantially by President 
Kennedy when he first submitted his 
budget in February. The record shows, 
however, that the actual expenditures 
for last year, according to the newest 
estimate will be $89.1 billion, or an in
crease of about $8 billion in expenditures 
over and. above the original estimate. 

When the Director of the Bureau of 
the Budget was testifying before ·the 
committee I asked him whether he had 
any explanation to account for these in
creased expenditures. 

I was astonished and shocked at the 
answer given to the Finance Committee· 
by the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget, Mr. Bell, as the reason for this· 
$7 billion deficit. The Director of _the 
Bureau of the Budget told our committee 
that the deficit with which we are being 
confronted as of· June 30, which will ap- , 
proximate around $7 billion to $8 bil
lion, was not the result of ari unexpected 
decline in revenue. He said it was not 
the result of any unexpected develop
ments necessitating increased expendi
tures; but he boasted that this $7 billion 
or $8 billion deficit is directly the result 
of a planned deficit-and he used the 
words "deliberately .Planned." Yes, he 
confirmed that the administration last 
year deliberately planned to create this 
deficit of around $8 billion. He said the 
administration planned this deficit as an 
antirecession measure. I shall quote 
from the testimony given before the com
mittee, but I should state that just prior 
to the part of the testimony which I 
shall quote I had been calling attention 
to· the 'fact that this deficit is accounted . 
f'or as a result of increased expenditures 
of from $6 billion to $8 billion over and 
above the original budgets submitted in 
January and February 1961, by Presi
dent Eisenhower and later by President 
Kennedy. 

I quote from the testimony: 
Senator WILLIAMS. I point that out to con

firm what was said earlier: 
' That this. defl.cit with which we are going 

to be confronted here on 'June the 30th re
sults · largely from increased expenditures . 
during the past 12 months rather than from 
a reduction. or an overJlstlm.atlon o! 'revenue·. 

Mr. ~ELL. That is right~ 
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· It is, of course, true, Senator, as you 

know, that the total volume of business, of 
income, of production in the economy will be 
affected or has been affected during this year 
by the Federal budget, and, insofar as the 
recovery has been stimulated by the planned 
deficit in the Federal budget, the receipts of 
the Government are substantially higher 
than they would otherwise have been. 

But this is an indirect effect through the 
impact of the budget on the economy. 

Senator Wn.LIAMS. You used the word in 
that statement, a "planned deficit." 

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir. 
Senator Wn.LIAMS. Do I understand that 

this deficit with which we are now being 
confronted was deliberately planned and 
something that you not only anticipated but 
that you planned for this deficit? 

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir. 
A deficit was planned for the fiscal year 

1962 deliberately as an antirecession meas
ure • • •. 

. So, Mr. President, we find that the 
statement made by President Kennedy 
in his speech at Yale University was a 
rather belated confirmation of the ac
tion that the administration, as now 
confirmed by the Director of the Bureau 
of the Budget, has been deliberately 
spending these increased amounts so 
that they could create this $7 billion 
deficit. 

This acknowledgment of this brazen 
action proves that all during the early 
months of this year, when President 
Kennedy was talking about a balanced 
budget, he was deliberately kidding the 
American people. 

Mr. Bell boasts that they have delib
erately been trying to get rid of about 
$500 million a month t-ver and above 
what we were taking in. They have de
liberately been doing that as an antire
cession measure. They wanted this 
deficit, and they have gotten it. 

Mr. President, when we are con
fronted with such a situation where an 
administration is as irresponsible as that 
I believe Congress not only must keep a 
close check but must do more than that. 
This situation requires a complete study 
by our committee of the fiscal policies 
being originateq on Pennsylvania Ave
nue. I think the situation is very seri
ous when the Director of the Bureau of 
the Budget, the one who is in charge of 
the expenditures of this Government, the 
one who is supposed to oversee all the 
agencies and to cut down on spending, 
says he has been deliberately planning 

, methods to get rid of the public's money 
over the past several months. I was 
amazed at his admission that they are 
proceeding with a system of deliberately 
planned deficits. · 

They have added 101,115 new bureau
crats to the public payroll during the 
first 16 months this administration has 
been in omce. Since January 21, when 
the new administration took omce, .it 
has been adding new employees-not re
placements of Republicans with Demo
crats, but new employees over and above 
the numbers employed in the same agen
cies in preceding years-at the rate of 
6,300 a month, or approximately 1,500 
new employees every week; and on the 
basis of the Government's 5-day work
week, that means 300 new employees 
every day, or, in short, it means that 
every 2 minutes of a working day the ad-

miniGtration is adding one new Federal 
employee to the payroll. This is being 
done as a part of the pian-as the Di
rector of the Bureau of the Budget has 
said-to create a deficit because he 
thought it was a healthy situation for the 
country to operate at a deficit. 

This is a serious indictment against 
the fiscal responsibility of this ofiicial 
and the administration which he repre
sents. 

This (lemonstration of complete fiscal 
irresponsibility shows the danger of put
ting into high positions of government 
men who have never had the experience 
of meeting a payroll. I am ready to 
vote. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 
suggest the absence of a ql!lorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to call 
the roll. 

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that further pro
ceeding-s under the quorum call be sus
pended. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, I in
tend to cast a protest vote against the 
Federal debt increase bill as an expres
sion of my concern about the wasteful, 
profligate, massive spending policies of 
the New Frontier. 

I realize that in some quarters this 
vote will be attacked as being incon
sistent and perhaps demagogic, because 
I realize that, unless we are ready to go 
back to the situation under which Con
gress passes ofiicially on each separate 
bond issue, we must have a debt ceiling; 
but the only way, apparently, that we 
can bring the attention of the country to 
the problem of excessive spending is to 
indicate that every Member of Congress 
will not automatically vote every time 
to increase the ceiling. 

At the present time we are facing a 
situation in which we again must have 
a more or less automatic increase in the 
debt ceiling in the face of a record of 
extravagant and massive spending- that 
I think is unparalleled. 

Never before in the history of our 
Nation has a national administration 
demonstrated such complete lack of fis
cal discipline and utter inability to es
tablish priorities in Federal expenditures. 
Under this bill we will have the highest 
national debt in our entire history, and 
the highest of any nation since time 
began. 

In casting a protest vote against the 
bill, I realize there are practical reasons 
for proposing an increase in the Federal 
debt limit, because I realize that the 
Federal Government must meet its obli
gations. I am also aware that the 
Treasury Department faces a seasonal 
problem, for tax receipts tend to be 
lower than expenditures during the first 
half of any fiscal year. 
DEBT CEll.ING SQUEEZE DUE TO RECENT DEFICITS 

This administration has, however, by 
its own spendthrift policies, put itself 
in a box and is now asking Congress to 
bail it out. In testimony before the Fi
nance Committee, the Secretary of the 
Treasury, Douglas Dillon, admitted that, 

even assuming a balanced budget for 
1963-and I want to comment on that 
further-the squeeze on the debt limit 
is due primarily to recent deficits. In 
~he words of the Secretary: 
. The increase is being requested to meet 
the fiscal consequences of" past deficits, and 
does not reflect the expectation of a deficit 
in fiscal1963. 

The squeeze has come because of an 
expected deficit of over $7 billion in the 
current fiscal year ending June 30 which 
has come on the heels of a $4 billion 
deficit in fiscal1961. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 
President, will the Senator yield? 

Mr. BENNETT. I am happy to yield. 
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I sug

gest that the Senator change the words 
"expected deficit" to "planned deficit" 
because in his testimony before our com
mittee, as the Senator knows, the Direc
tor of the Budget, Mr. Bell, confirmed 
the fact that this deficit as of June 30 
is not something that resUlted from an 
unexpected decline in revenues or an 
unexpected development of increased 
costs but rather was a deficit deliber
ately planned by the Kennedy adminis
tration as an antirecession measure. In 
other words, they have been sitting up 
nights planning ways by which they can 
get rid of an additional $5 or $6 billion. 
They are bragging about it. They think 
it is a great achievement for our econ
omy, although they do not reconcile that 
claim with what has recently happened 
in the stock market. 

Mr. BENNETT. I appreciate the fact 
that my senior colleague on the Finance 
Committee has pointed this out. I had 
intended to put in the RECORD the exact 
words of the colloquy that passed be
tween the Senator from Delaware and 
the Director of the Budget. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. When 
I asked the Director of the Budget to 
comment on that point, he said he was 
not a financial expert and therefore he 
did not care to make any comments to 
reconcile what is happening in the stock 
market with what had been done toward 
a "planned deficit." As to the statement 
that he is not a qualified financial ex
pert I am in complete agreement. 

Mr. BENNETT. The results of the 
current deficit and the - deficit of the 
previous year are in sorry contrast to 
the Eisenhower budget forecast of a $79 
million surplus in fiscal 1961 and a $1.5 
billion surplus for fiscal 1962. Had Ei
senhower's policies anc:i program been in 
~ffect, there would be no need for and 
hence no request for a debt ceiling in
crease at this time. The Kennedy ad
ministration must be reminded of that 
religious warning, "Your sins will find 
you out." 

At the hearings, in answer to a ques
tion from the Senator from Virginia [Mr. 
BYRD J, Secretary Dillon approved of the 
practice of the debt limitation. He said: 

I think a debt limitation which we have 
had recently provides a good occasion, each 
year when it is renewed, to have a review of 
the entire fiscal policy of the Government. 

It is my purpose at this time to present 
such a review of the fiscal policies of the 
New Frontier. . 

When ·the debt ceiling issue was de
bated in 1953 the cry was made that if 

. 
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the request were not granted it would 
bring financial havoc. The President, 
President Eisenhower at that time, re
quested an increase in the ceiling from 
$275 to $290 .billion. The bill passed 
the House and was sent to the Sen
ate. The Senate Finance Commit
tee, after hearing- the testimony of the 
administration witnesses, voted 11 to 4 
to refuse to report the $290 billion debt 
limit bill. What happened? The ad
ministration tightened its belt. The 
heavens did not fall. Panic did not oc
cur. Reduced spending made it possible 
to stay within the statutory debt limit. 
As Judge Smith said in the House de
bate on this bill: 

The only way to wean a calf is ta pull it 
away from the cow. · 

We have to pull the Kennedy golden 
calf away from the taxpaying cow if we 
are going to save this country. 

PRESIDENT BREAKS PROMISE OF BALANCED 
BUDGET 

The Kennedy administration promised 
a balanced budget for fiscal1963, and the 
$308 billion debt limit request is based 
on that promise. However, in testimony 
before the Finance Committee both the 
Bureau of the Budget and the Treasury 
Department began to prepare the Ameri
can people for a deliberate policy of un
balanced budgets, thus breaking even 
that promise. Secretary Dillon said that 
the balanced budget for fiscal 1963 was 
based on an estimated average gross na
tional product of $570 billion for calen
dar year 1962. The Secretary - then 
added: 

Admittedly, the expansion of the economy 
so far this year has nat measured up to our 
expectations. This has substantially dimin
ished the likelihood of achieving our goals. 

Other administration spokesmen also 
are beginning to doubt that we will 
achieve that laudable goal. Add the dis
appointing performance of the economy 
to the proposed tax cuts for next year 
and the result will be a: fiscal1963 budget 
in the red by $5 to $10 billion. There
fore, even a $308 billion debt limit will 
not meet the needs of this prodigal ad
ministration. 

The Joint Committee on Internal Rev
enue Taxation conducted an independ
ent revenue projection and estimated the 
fiscal 1963 budget would show a deficit 
of $4 billion, excluding the effects of the 
administration's 1962 tax bill, were it, to 
be enacted. This does not take into ac
count the effects of any tax cut next 
year. I think we can look for the Treas
ury and Budget officials to come crying 
to Congress again next January to ask 
for a further rise in the debt limit. 

This administration seems to loolt 
upon the debt limit not as a · ceiling but 
as an escalator, designed to carry us 
ever higher in Federal spending. 

I have wondered sometimes if we 
should not pass some kind of an elastic 
debt limit bill, providing that the debt 
limit shall alwa-ys be at least a billion 
dollars higher than the national debt 
on any given day. 

NEW FRONTIER. OF DEBT--A WORLD'S RECORD 

Though the President in his address 
at Yale University tried to pass off as 
myths many of our traditiot~al financial 

principles, including that of balanced 
budgets .. the Secretary of the Treasury 
under questioning readily admitted that 
our public debt is not a myth. The in
terest payments alone are $9 billion per 
year~ an amount greater than the na
tional debts of all but six countries; five 
in the free world, and Russia in the 
Communist bloc. This annual outlay 
for American taxpayers to merely serv
ice the debt is not a myth. The $9 bil
lion service charge is larger than any 
of our total Federal budgets prior to 
1941, except for fiscal 1919 at the end 
of World War I. The U.S. debt, total-

, ing $299 billion, represents nearly 60-
percent of the combined free world 
total central government debt of $505 
billion. We lead the world in debt. 

The Kennedy administration is re
questing a debt increase to a l-evel 
unprecedented in the history of this 
country, including both wartime and 
peacetime years. The current "tem
porary" debt limitation of $300 billion 
was equaled only in a time of extreme 
national emergency during World War II 
for the fiscal year 1946, and was prompt
ly reduced to $275 billion for fiscal year 
1947. The proposed increase to $308 bil
lion would establish another "new 
frontier" in budget policy for the Ken
nedy administration. 

PLANNED DEFICITS 

What worries me most is the deliberate 
nature of the Kennedy administration's 
deficit ·myopia. Administration wit
nesses admitted before the Finance Com
mittee that the $8 billion increase in 
spending during the current fiscal year 
over the original estimates by President 
Eisenhower was deliberately planned, 
purportedly as an antirecession meas
ure-this at a time when the admin
istration was pulling from its other 
pocket a press release painting glowing 
forecasts of the future of the-economy. 

In the committee the questioning went 
as follows: 

Senator WILLIAMS. You used the words. in 
that statement, a "planned deficit." 

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir. 

Mr. Bell is the Director of the Bureau 
of the Budget. 

I continue the quotation~ 
Senator WILLIAMS. Do I understand that. 

this deficit with which we are now being· con
fronted was deliberately planned and. some
thing that you not only anticipated but that 
you planned for this deficit? 

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir. 
A deficit was planned for the fiscal year 

1962 deliberately as an antirecession measure 
just as the deficit in 1959 was planned as an 
antiTecesslon measUTe at that time. · 

I question whether the deficit in 1959 
was. - planned. President Eisenhower 
stood firm against any massive Federal 
intervention, al-thou'gh Congress thrust 
unwanted and unneeded billions upon 
him. 

The decision on the part of the. Ken
nedy administration to spend and borrow 
is deliberate. More Federal deficit 
·spending is the growth fonnula of the 
New Frontier. 
DEMOCRATIC AFFINITY FQB. DEBTS AND DEF'ICITS 

If the administration's "planned def
icits" were bas.ed solidly on , recession 

cure, I would not be quite so concerned, 
but past history convinces me that the 
philosophy which the Kennedy admin
istration espouses will lead to deficits in 
good times, such as the present, as well 
as bad. For example, in the 18 peacetime 
years since 1900 when the Democrats 
have controlled the White House, we 
have had deficits 83 percent of the time. 
For the 22 years in which the Democrats 
have controlled Congress, we have had 
·deficits 86 percent of -the time during 
peacetime years in this century. And in 
those years since 1900', again excluding 
the war years, when the Democrats have 
controlled both the White House and 
the Congress, we have never had a 
balanced budget. That is the situation 
we are in today. Thus the administra
tion pronouncements of planned deficits, 
irrespective of their economic founda
tion, merely make official that which has 
been the past history of the Democratic 
Party~ 

The fiscal pattern of the Kennedy ad
ministration is clear. A balanced budget 
is submitted on paper to satisfy the ad
vocates of fiscal responsibility, and to try 
to forestall any further drain on the gold 
required to meet our foreign obligations. 
At the same time, the administration 

- pursues a policy of multiplying Federal 
expenditures, irrespe.ctive of the Federal 
revenues. That course satisfies the 
group of economists, including the White 
House inner circle, who advocate new 
Federal programs and Federal deficits as 
a means of spending us into hoped for 
prosperity. 

The debt ceiling was designed to serve 
as a restraining influence on our overall 
spending totals. Congress has yielded 
considerable control over Federal ex
penditures to the executive branch 
through such devic'es as back-door spend
ing. And the presence of unexpended 
obligational authority makes it possible 
for the President to control the. rate of 
expenditures for 'programs. In fiscal 
year 1963, for example, the President 
will have unexpended obligational au
thority of over $181 billion, of which 
about $100 billion is in new obligational 
authority based on 1963 budget figures 
and the remainder is carryover from 
previous budgets. The President can 
step up, or slow down, the rate of spend
ing such balances as he sees fit. 

NEW FRONTIER SPENDING UP $2.0 B.ILLION 

Since the Kennedy administration 
took over, the projected level of Federal 
spending based on requests for new obli
gational authority has increased from 
$80.9 billion estimated by President 

. Eisenhower on January· 16, 1961, for 
fiscal 1962, t0 over $100 billion for fiscal 
1963 as estimated May 31, 1962. This 
represents an increase of 25 percent: in 
the 18 months this administration has 
been in otnce. If that rate of increase 
continues, the annual budget will be well 
over $125 billion when President Ken
nedy-leaves office in 1965. If the admin
istration held this. increase to even 10 
percent,. we could have been able ta stay 
within the existing debt ceiling of $300 
billion. 

A tight d.ebt ceiling is necessary for 
another reason,. and that is to,. serve as · 
a check on back-door spending. 
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Back-door spending takes various 

forms, all of which bypass the Appro
priations Committees of Congress. The 
most common is for an agency or de
partment of the Government to make 
use of public debt receipts and go di
rectly to the Federal Treasury for its 
funds. 

As of June 30, 1961, a total of $150 
billion in public debt authorizations has 
been placed on the books of the Treasury. 
Only $72 billion has been repaid. A total 
of $33 billion is still outstanding, $29 
billion is yet to be borrowed, and $16 
billion has been charged off as bad debts. 

The executive branch of the Govern
ment thus has a free hand at spend
ing via the back door for certain pro
grams, but the public debt ceiling serves 
as a check on the extent to which this 
can be indulged when add~d to the over
all total spending in any 1 year. 
LET NEW FRONTIER SACRIFICE FOR TAXPAYERS 

The only sane course, and again the 
reason for my protest vote, is to prod 
the Federal Government to reduce spend
ing, or be honest enough to. increase 
taxes to pay for its extravagance. If the 
administration would. make it clear by its 
actions that it intends to pursue .a sane 
fiscal course. and that it knows the 
meamng of economy in Government, I 
would be willing to join in supporting-a 
debt increase to meet the coming year's 
seasonal debt demands. But we have yet 
to see any evidence whatever that the 
administration is willing to make the 
sacrifices President Kennedy promised in 
his inaugural address in 1961. Rather, 
we have been subjected to enticement 
after enticement of Federal handouts, 
tickling the political palate, but in the 
process weakening character and under
mining the productive vigor of the 
economy. 

I think it is high time the administra
tion quit asking Congress what it can 
do for New Frontier bureaucrats through 
new debt ceilings, but rather what can 
the administration do for Congress, the 
taxpayer, and the free world in bring
ing about fiscal integrity. 
TAXES AND FEDERAL SPENDING DANGEROUSLY 

HIGH 

There is a limit to what the economy 
can stand. The noted economist, Colin 
Clark, told the Joint Economic Commit
tee in 1959 that if the tax burden ex
ceeds 25 percent of our income on a reg
ular continuing basis, the eifect will be 
inflation in prices and a depressive effect 
on work incentives. At the present time 
our Federal taxes are absorbing 22 per
cent of our national income on a cash 
budget basis. 

We are already approaching this so
called breaking point. Add to this the 
State and local tax burden and we are 
well beyond the danger point, with gov
ernme~t taking a total of one-third of 
our incomes. 

It is a myth to think that we can sweep 
a $300 billion debt under the rug. 

The New Frontier by its profligate 
spending and perpetual deficit policies is 
already imperiling international eonfi

, dence in the value of the dollar and the 
credit of the United States. It may yet 
endanger the confidence of the Amer-

ican people in the fiscal integrity of the 
Federal Government. At a time when 
we are concerned about the outflow of 
gold abroad from the United States, 
which indicates foreign lack of faith, we 
must get our financial house in order~ 
To continue the present spending binge 
invites disaster and will not restore con
fidence. 

As an expression of my profound con
cern, I shall vote against an increase in 
the debt limit. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, it is 
rather curious that there is so little spir
ited interest among the public generally 
in the so-called debt ceiling. The lack 
of interest perhaps stems froni the fact 
that it seems like such a complicated 
subject. Members of the public do not 
fully comprehend what the ceiling is 
about. So it may_ be regarded as some
thing so remote and beyond the experi
ence and background of the average 
citizen that he does not want to bother 
himself with it. 

And yet it is interesting that the debt 
belongs to the citizenry. It certainly 
was rightly named the public debt, be
cause the citizens owe it. The. point can 
be demonstrated by going to any bank 
in the country and looking at the latest 
report of the bank. On the asset side of 
the report are listed the resources of the 
bank. One will find a list there of the 
Federal obligations in which the deposi
tors' money has been invested. 

Often depositors do not put that to
gether, but the bank has only capital in 
a limited amount and surplus. Beyond 
that it uses the money that the average 
citizen deposits in the bank, and with 
the depositors' money Federal obliga
tions are purchased and, of course, they 
-are good. But that is true of every bank. 
It is true of every insurance company. 
It is true of every fiduciary. It is true 
of every Federal savings and loan asso
ciation. So, from ocean to ocean and 
from the Dominion of Canada to the 
Gulf of Mexico, the citizens, by buying 
Federal paper when it is issued through 
their banks and their bankers with the 
money they have deposited there, clear
ly own the public debt, and for that rea
son they ought to have a very abiding 
and durable interest in the debt level. 

When the distinguished Senator from 
Utah used the word "escalation," of 
course, we know that it is a term which 
is indigenous to our own day and time. 
And yet the debt has been a rather esca
lating debt, for, as I understand the 
term, it means both going up and com
ing down; and nearly everyone is now 
familiar with an escalator. 

I presume our first public debt was 
incurred right after the Revolution, at 
which time it was approximately $75 
million. That was a very tolerable debt 
as debt goes today. · But over the years 
that debt has gone up, both in terms of 
total and in per capit_a terms. I hope 
my figures are correct. It took a long 
time to accumulate these figures With
out a modern computer. Back in 1789, 
when the war was over, the public debt 
was $16 per capita. In 1860, before we 
got into civil strife, it had gone down to 
$2.06 per capita. At the end of the Civil 
War it had gotten up to $75 per capita. 

Before World I it had receded to $11.85. 
After World I it got up to $228. After 
World War n it got up to $1,907 per 
capita. So we ean see, per capita wise, 
this debt has been "escalating," if that is 
the proper word. 

The debt ceiling has been escalating 
ever since we imposed a debt ceiling in 
connection with the Second Liberty 
Loan Act in 1917. That first debt ceiling 
was divided as between bonds and cer
tificates, and was carried in two ac
counts. The first limitation which was 
imposed, in 1917, was $11% billion. It 
went back to $10 billion in the precrash 
period, before 1929. Then it went to $45 
billion; then to $65 billion; to $300 bil
lion, in April of 1945; and from then on, 
until 1961, it shuttled between $275 bil
lion and $298 billion. 

When we talk about debt, we must 
talk about the whole subject; not merely 
what the Federal Government owes, as 
included in the debt ceiling, but also 
what everyone else owes. The best fig
ure I can get for State and local debt 
presently is about $70 billion. But the 
corporate debt of the country is $350 
billion. The private debt is $290 billion. 
Then when we add the Federal debt of 
$300 billion, it adds up to a little more 
than $1 trillion. I believe that $1 trillion 
is a thousand billion dollars. Therefore 
we are really up in orbit when it comes 
to our aggregate debt of all kinds. · 

To round out this picture, · I suppose 
we must include contingencies. There 
is presently outstanding through Fed
eral funds about $54 billion in loans and 
mortgages. Certainly there are assets 
behind those obligations, but who knows 
whether ultimately there will be a loss? 
I am drawing strictly on memory, but 
I believe through the Veterans' Admin
istration and the Federal Housing Ad
ministration there may be presently as 
many as 75,000 foreclosures. Whatever 
the property brings as against the called 
loan, the difference, if it is a loss, is go
ing to be a loss to the Federal Govern
ment. So we must think of these con
tingencies and the unfunded obligations 
and guarantees. 

Therefore, there is $54 billion in mort
gages and loans, $251 billion in insur
ance and guarantees, and $250 billion in 
all forms of trust accounts and contin
gent liabilities. 

This is only another half trillion dol
lars. 

When we think about this in the large, 
we are getting into orbit really when we 
get up to a trillion and a half dollars. 

I suppose an argument can be made 
on both sides of this debt proposition, 
and it can be said that no ceiling ougnt 
to be imposed, because we have to pay 
our, bills whether we set one or not, and 
that imposing a ceiling that might be too 
low is nothing except an inhibition 
against the Federal Government borrow-
ing the necessary money to pay what
ever bills are on the desk. 

However, there is something psycho
logical about a ceiling, because when we 
puncture that ceiling it sets off a great 
deal of steam, and it becomes some
thing of a reminder to people everywhere 
that the debt has gotten to be astronomi
cal and that something ought to be done 
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about it. It is a public debt. It belongs 
to the people. Their money, whether it 
is money that is laid down for an in
surance premium or a deposit in ·a bank 
or in .some other form, is money that is 
invested ·in Federal securities, and so in 

, truth it can be said that it is public 
and that they own it. 

To me it is a little interesting and 
also a little paradoxical that for the last 
several years we have had the annual 
ceiling review. This seems to come 
·around every 365 days, and that is a 
type of escalation in itself, because we 
put on the ceiling and then we kick off 
the ceiling by spending more than the 
ceiling will permit, unless securities are 
issued and the Federal Government can 
borrow. 

-So up goes the debt. Then because 
of the uneven fiow of revenues, it will be 
a larger obligation at one time-of the 
year than it will at another. So up it 
goes and down it goes in this whole 
course of escalation. Obviously, we must 
be rather realistic. 

It seems to me that as we discuss the 
debt, it points up what I have been 
undertaking to make manifest to the 
Senate from time to time; namely, that 
the place to put the ax· is in the field 
of expenditures. 

I believe it was Henry David Thoreau, 
the philosopher of Walden Pond, who 
once observed that for every one . who 
is hacking at the roots, there are a 
hundred hacking at the branches. 

I am afraid that that is all too true, 
because the way to keep the debt within 
bounds is to give some regard to the 
question of appropriation and the ques
tion of expenditure. If we are going to 
maintain the ceiling once that ceiling 
has been imposed, there is only one way 
to do it, and that is -to manage our ex
penditures and keep them within due 
bounds, so that every year we do not 
have to be kicking off the ceiling. 

I wonder where the enlargement of 
the debt is going to stop. All we have 
to do is look at the table I hold in my 
hand which shows that starting with 
1917, the debt was $11,500 million 
then $10 billion, $45 billion, $65 billion, 
$300 billion, $275 billion, $298 billion, 
$308 billion. Up and up it goes, and the 
debt seems constantly to be finding a 
new plateau. Sometimes I wonder 
whether we will start running out of 
money · in the Federal Government. 
Then we wili truly be in trouble. It 
always intrigues me how we recite in 
the first paragraph of an appropriation 
bill: "There is appropriated out of the 
Treasury from funds not otherwise ap
propriated." How can there be any 
money in the Treasury, actually, when 

- we seem to be constantly spending well 
beyond what is in th~ Treasury itself? 

I often think of the lady who went to 
the Governor of a certain State and 
said to him, "Governor, I want to get my 
husband out of prison." 

He said, "What is he in prison for?" 
She said, "For stealing a ham.'' 
The Governor asked her: "Is he a 

good husband?" 
"No, sir.'" 

The Governor asked her: "Is he good 
to the children?" 

"No, sir, Governor." 
Then the Governor asked her, "Well, 

why do you want to get bini out of 
prison?" 

She said, "Because we are out of ham 
again." [Laughter.] 
· Well, I wonder when we are going to 

run out of ham one of these days. I 
mean not only money, but confidence as 
well. 

I remember the days when I was on 
the House . Banking Committee, and 
w:hen we had a regular cavalcade of ex
perts. I· remember the question that 
was put to them at that time, because a -
spokesman for the White House, when 
Franklin D. Roosevelt was President, 
had given to the press one afternoon 
the statement that this country could 
stand .a , $55 billion debt. Then the 
waters came down, and the discussion 
began. There were those who con
tended that we would blow the lid off if 
we ever got up to a $55 billion debt. 

Here we are talking about a debt ceil
ing which is 5% times that amount, 
and it does not seem to inspire any great 
concern. It cau·ses no great apprehen
sion that I can see. Yet this is one of 
the most important measures before 
Congress. 

One other factor must be taken into 
account when we talk about our public 
debt. ?I'hat is the monetizing of the 
debt through various funds. Again I 
draw on memory. I hope it is correct. 
I believe the last figure I saw-and I 
make it subject to correction-was that 
about $83 billion of Government securi
ties have been washed through trust 
accounts of one kind or another. One 
trust fund is in the form of the Civil 
Service Retirement Fund. That is the 
fund upon which those who labor for 
the Government will depend to pay them 
their retirement money when they have 
retired from the Government service. 
So that fund, certainly in large part, 
can be invested in Federal securities. 

The social security account trust funds 
can be invested in Federal securities. 
So can the Railroad Retirement Fund, 
and a great many others. That amount 
in itself becomes staggering. 

So the· higher the debt goes, the 
further the Treasury looks for a broader 
base upon which to scatter the debt; 
arid not the least of the places is, of 
course, those funds. Everybody who ex
pects sometime to be a retiree under 
one of those funds ought to have a real 
interest in the public debt. 

I propose, meager as it may seem, to 
support the amendment offered by the 
distinguished Senator from Delaware. 
Of course, it reduces the debt ceiling by 
only $2 billion. But the thought was 
running through my mind yesterday. 
"In view of the present state of the 
economy and the apprehension that the 
country's economy is not moving as so 
many persons expected, who knows when 
a tax-reduction proposal' will be . un
furled?" I do not know whether it could 
come before Congress closes shop and 
goes home for the year. I thought it 
might be a sensible idea to raise the debt 

limit for 60 days, because there is every 
reason to believe Congress will be in ses
sion for 60 days or more; unless all signs 
fail. Perhaps there might be unfurled 
-some rather interesting proposals to 
deal with the jacking up of the economy, 
which would give Congress a better esti
mate of what we ought to do about the · 
debt proposition. But I shall not ad
vance such a proposal. I have not heard 
all the discussion before the Committee 
on Finance. · I prefer always to follow 
the leadership of the distinguished Sen-

. ator from Delaware [Mr. WILLIAMS], . 
who has given so much time and atten
tion to this problem, not only now but 
also over a good many years. I regard 
him as a very considerable expert in this 
field. -

Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Illinois yield? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield to the Sen
ator from Idaho. 

Mr. DWORSHAK. I share the con
cern of the distinguished Senator from 
Illinois · about putting the Government's 
financial. house in order. 

The Senator referred to the civil serv
ice system and the need to have funds 
available to provide for the former em
ployees of the Government who are in re
tirement. Does the Senator know that
late in tl;le 1970's it will be necessary to 
appropriate about $2 billion annually in 
excess of the deductions and the con
tributions made by those in the retire
ment system to take care of 'the financial 
obligations of the Government; and that 
also in 1975, under the retirement sys
tem for military personnel; the point 
will have been reached when $3 billion 
annually will be required to take care of 
the Government's obligations to meet the 
Government's commitments? In other 
words, late in the 1970's, or about 1980, 
it will be necessary to raise, through 
regular taxation, a total of $5 billion 
each year to take care of retirement ob
ligations. That is a serious challenge, 
because it indicates that unless we begin 
to curtail spending soon, we may face a 
situation which will not only jeopardize 
but may destroy our fiscal structure. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I am fully aware of 
that. The Senator refers to the un
funded liabilities. Commitments have 
been made to retired officers' ·funds as 
well as to veterans' i>erision funds. There 
is a whole host of funds, and among 
them is the fund for retired civil service 
workers: 

I remember, when I was still a mem
ber of the Committee on Appropriations, 
what a time we had with that very item. 
Of course, it was recommended that only 
a limited amount be contributed to that 
fund, an amount which by no means 
covered the Federal Government's share. 
The Federal Government has undertaken 
to match with the Federal workers con
tributions to that fund, but for a great 
many years that has not been done. 
Nevertheless, the Government has a 
solemn obligation; and some time, some
how, if there is any danger that there will 
be a large number of retirees in each of a 
succession of ~ears, ft will be necess(J.ry 
for the Government to contribute to the 
fund, whether we like it or not, in the in-
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terestof maintaining the solvency oithat 
fund, and of giving :assurance to 'tlie _peo- · 
ple froin whose paychecks we have taken ' 
the money as their part ·of th~ contribu.-
tion to ,the fund. · 

Mr. President, that is the situation as 
I sense it. I -add only this &dm~nition. 
The time has come when there must be 
a greater diffusion of interest in the 
whole debt problem; for, as I said at the 
outset, it is a public debt. It is ow:ed by 
the people. It is the people's money that 
is invested in the debt. Every time some
one who is a trustee of the people's 
money buys a Federal bond or security 
of virtually any kind, a Federal debt is 
incurred. .So the average citizen, when 
he makes a deposit in a bank, whether 
it is in a big town or a little town, ought 
to walk over to the counter, take a 
little look at the bank statement to see 
how much is invested in Government ob
ligations, and then say to himself: "I 
own a part .of the debt, because I am a 
depositor in this bank, and the bank has 
seen fit, in the interest of its .solvency 
and its operations, with a proper liquidity . 
balance, to take some of my money and 
invest it in these obligations." 

So, since the debt is a public debt, I 
trust it will be possible to stir up some 
interest am"Ong the public in its con
stant escalation to new heights. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 
President, will the Senator from Illinois 
yield? 

Mr. DffiKSEN. I yield to the Senator 
from Delaware. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. While it 
is true that both the Senator from Dli
nois and I recognize that Congress in ap
propriating funds must accept some re
sponsibility-for t:tle debt and for Federal 
expenditures, a responsibility we are not 
not trying to dodge, is it not also true 
that Congress does not have the entire 
control of the expenditures of the Gov
ernment through the appropriation for
mula, but that, by virtue of the fact 
that the President has continuing au
thority today, even without any appro
priations, whereby he can spend from 
$80 to $100 million, it is that continuing 
authority that he uses when he wants 
to accelerate expenditures or slow them 
down to improve or to hinder the 
economy? ·· 

"It .was such :financial authority that 
President Kennedy used last year when 
he d~liberately created the present def
icit. The Director of the· Budget, Mr. 
Bell, said when he testified before our 
commi'ttee that the administration de
liberately planned this $7 or $8 billion 
deficit for fiscal 1962. He seemed rather 
proud of the achievement. Mr. Bell em- · 
phasized that the deficit was not the 
result of an unexpected drop in revenue 
or the result of an unexpected increase 
in expenditures. He sai-d that they "de
liberately planned" the deficit for fiscal 
1962 as a recession measure. He seemed 
rather proud of its success. While he 
did not say there was special virtue in 
a deficit, he did say that on occasions 
there were "positive benefits from a Fed-
eral deficit." -

The fiscal affairs of the_ Government 
are ~ tn~ qontrol of the Direetor..of t:tle 

Bm:eau of the B~d~et, a man wh~ oper- wqich in years past .have gone down the 
ates under the direction of the White road to bankr:uptcy as good exalllples of 
Hou.se. It is very disturbing now to be · the v;alue of defici'ts for our country is 
told that this ,ofliciai is deliberate:iy plan- certainly e. grave mistake. ·arid I have no 
ning 'ways to get -rid of t:p.e taxpayers' use for an oflicial who would 'advocate 
money .and create deficits. The only way such a course. I wish he were out of the 
we can control such irresponsible acts is Government. 
through the control of the debt ceiling. Mr. DIRKSEN. I can only say that 
Is that not correct? · in World War I, when I was a soldier, 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Exactly so. AnO. when we served in France we got roughly 
when I heard the word "planned" used in _ four francs to the U.S. dollar; but the 
connection with the deficit, I fairly mar- last time I was in Paris, I think the rate 
veled, Mr. President, because one does was 400 francs to the U.S. dollar-which 
not have to plan a deficit; one can fall indicates wh.at conditions can do to the 
into a deficit-just as one can fall into value of money. 
the water. So one must be very -careful, Furthermore, I wish to state that if 
fiscallY, in order to stay away from a we are not moving forward well as a 
deficit. country, right now, who shall say wheth-

Such talk about a planned deficit goes er that is not because of the stricture 
along with the use of the term "escala- in confidence, whereas confidence is so 
tion" and all the other new terminology very necesary, especially in terms of the 
of today. amount of spending to occur in the fu-

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I should ture; and when I speak of spending, I 
like to read a further statement by the mean SJ?ending _in the private s~c
Director of the Bureau of the Budget: tor: It Is the private-capital .spendmg 

Mr. BELL. The decision: to balance the 1960 which for the most part pr~Vldes jobs 
budget, in retrospect, seems clearly to have a?d ~akes our coun~ry contmue in t:t;te 
been one of the factors that led to the abor- directiOn of prosperity. But who Will 
tive recovery and the subsequent downturn invest his dollars in a long-term opera-
in the spring of 1960. tion if he is not certain, at first, that the 

. value of the money is stable, and that 
B Mr. Bell~ the_ present :J?Irector of the conditions will be stable, and that ulti-

udget, thmks It was ~ mistake when we mately he will be able to get a return on 
~alanced the bud?et m 1960, and today his money, and also recapture his capi
mstead of plannm~ how he can s~ve tal. If he has doubts about that, mani
money, he Is Pl3:nnmg h_o~ he can. m- festly he will be rather careful about how 
crease t~e spendi?-~· . This IS the height he spends his dollars. so it seems to 
of fiscal Irresponsibility. me that is one of the real difficulties 

So I think Congress must exercise which confront the country at the pres
controls such as we have never before ent time 
placed over the Direc~r of the Bureau Mr. wiLLIAMs of Delaware. I thank 
of the Budget; otherwise, we shall have the Senator from Dlinois. 
a very weak U.S. dollar. I think we should emphasize the fact 

Mr. DffiKSEN. I may say to _the that in the past 30 years the Govern
Senator from Delaware that certainlY ment has lived within its income in only 
that follows out_the so-~alled ~eynesian 6 years, but we have had an unbalanced 
the~ry of spendmg one s-s.elf mto p~os- budget m each of the other 24 years. 
penty. That theory was Imported ~nto I regret to say that the largest deficit 
our ~ountry-~amely, that notwith- during our administration was the 1959 
standmg 3: deficit, one should sp~nd and deficit, when the deficit was in excess of 
spend until he gets on the top side, fis- $12 billion; and all of us know the result 
cally. of that: In 1959 we lost about 10 per-

However, the only thing that John cent of the gold reserves of our Govern
Maynard Keynes ever said that I could ment. These were withdrawn following 
tie to particularly was that in the long that deficit. 
run we shall all be dead; and .I guess he so certainly we should not go into a 
knows about that, because he IS not here planned deficit. unavoidable deficits are 
a~y more. bad enough; and oc~sionally we cannot 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delawar.e. I may avoid them. For instance during wars 
say that in the discussion before our and in other periodS of g~eat difficulty 
committee, the Director of the Bureau deficits can always develop but when 
of the Budget pointed with great pride there is a planned defici:t th~ only result 
to the fact that some of the European will be a further devaluation of the cur-~ 
countries have been able to expand their rency. All of us know that as a result 
economies and have periods of prosper- of inflation in the United States, one
ity. Apparently he thinks this prosper- half of the purchasing power of every 
ity results because they have had deficits dollar, every savings account, every life 
over the past several years. However, I insurance policy, and every Government 
would be interested in having him com- bond has disappeared; and if there -are 
ment on the historic value of the cur- some who do not !believe that; let them 
rencie·s of those countries. For instance, proceed to cash a Government bond 
France was one country to .which he which was purchased 10 years ago. At 
pointed as a specific example. Yet we that time $75 was -paid for a $100 Gov
know that in the past several years the ernment bond; but today one cannot 
currency of France has suffered a rather buy half as much with the dollar as he 
complete devaluation, and we know of could have purchased then. 
the problems which many of the other So in the interest of protecting our 
countries have liad ·with their currencies. elderly people and the savers in_ this 
So to hold up so~~ of these countrie~ country we have no alternative but to 
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curtail expenditures at home .~and keep ·Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. MP. reserves to meet demands of creditors 
a control over inflation. 1 President, the chart shows that begin- abroad who have $18% billion redeem-

As one Member of Congress I recognize ning with 1939, and figuring the 1939 able in gold? 
our responsibility to the aged and want dollar at 100, in 1960 the dollar was down Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Yes. 
to help them, but they have been placed to 46.9 percent. Not only was that testimony given, but 
in their present position very largely by ·Mr. KERR. Well, I very clearly a few moments ago I pointed out that 
the actions of Congress in destroying the understood the Senator from Delaware in testifying before the Finance Com
value of their life savings and thus de- to say that it had gone down half in the mittee the Director of the Budget said 
stroying their ability ·to . take care of last 10 years. that the deficit of $7 billion or $8" billion 
themselves. Today many handicapped Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. No; If with which we are to be faced as of 
persons are unable to provide themselves I said that, I was in error; I did not in- June 30 is not the result of any unex-

. with the necessities of life from their tend to say that. The decline has oc- pected decline in national revenues or 
retirement income, although they would curred over a longer period of time. In the result of any · unexpected expendi
have 'been able to do so if we had not . 1950 ·the value was placed at 57.8 per- tures, but is the result of having .been . 
so greatly. ·destroyed . ·the -purchasing . cent. It has not declined half in . the "deliberately planned" by the executive · 
value-of their retirement income. last 10 years. branch. ·· They deliberately planned the 

Mr. DIRKSEN. P.erhaps we are on Basing the value in . 1939 on 100, in deficit of $7 billion or $8 billion which 
the threshhold of a ·decade of deficits, 1950 it was 57.8; in 1957, 49.4; and in we will have at the .end of this fiscal year 
and perhaps' deficits are now the modern 1960, 46.9. · as an antirecession measure. Mr. Bell, 
way of life. Mr. KERR. What is the Jatest figure? Director of the Budget, made that state-

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I hope Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I do merit. · 
not, but apparently we are in an era of not have the figure for 1961. Going further, Mr. Bell told our com-
a planned deficit economy. Mr. KERR. What was it in 1960? mittee that he thought the decision to 

· Mr. KERR. Mr. President, ·will the Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. 46.9 balance the budget in 1960 was a mis-
Senator from Delaware yield? percent. take. He thought it was wrong that we 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield. Mr. KERR. And for1951. should have balanced the budget in 1960. 
Mr. KERR. First, Mr. President, I ask Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. 53.5 He was rather proud of what they were 

unanimous consent that Mr. Robert percent. doing to bring this present deficit about. 
Knight, General Counsel of the Treas- Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President, Yes, the record shows that the adminis-
ury Department, and Mr. Frank E. will the Senator yield? tration deliberately planned ' it. 
Morris, Assistant to the Secretary of Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield. Mr. Bell went further and said to our 
the Treasury-Debt Management-may Mr. DWORSHAK. During the first committee that there were "positive 
have the privilege of the Senate fioor, 5 months of this calendar year the out- benefits from a Federal deficit" on spe-
so that I may have them with me during fiow of gold dollars was such as to mean cial occasions. · 
the debate. a loss of about $1 billion for this calendar Here is a man who is supposed to be 

The PRESIDING OFFICER: Without year. Does not the Senator from Dela- controlling expenditures but who openly 
objection, it is so ordered. ware recognize that continuing large states ·that they are planning to con-

Mr . . KERR. 'At this time I . shpuld li,ke deficits wili ina~~ it extremely difficult to tinue the deficits. It is ironical to note 
_ to ask a question of. the .. Senator from ·. curtail -this outfiow of gold dollars, which that the plan of having deficits last year 

Delaware. Did I correctly · understand is: becoming a serious threat .insofar as of $500 million a month was put into ac
him to say that the purchasing power of the fiscal stability of our Government is tion and they were ··creating this deficit . 
the dollar declined 50 percent in 10 concerned? . at a . time· when the President of the 
years? . . Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I do. Uriited States was addressing ··a joint 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. No, I In fact, I fear it will make it almost im- session of Congress ·and said, "We are 
said that happened over the past 15 or possible to curtail the outflow of gold. going to balance · the budget 'in 1963." 
18 years. There are many reasons for that. One That was a farce. At that very moment 

Mr. KERR. I believe the Senator from of them is the deficit in balance of pay- they were planning a deficit of $6 to. $8 
Delaware said it happened in the past ments, but it is also due to the knowl- billion. · 
10 years. · edge that the stability of the American --------"-

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. No. I dollar can be undermined if interna-
have in my hand a chart which covers tional bankers decide that this country is VISIT TO THE SENATE BY HON. RAY
that point, and I ask unanimous consent not going to try to protect its fiscal in
that it be printed at this point in the tegrity. 
RECORD. I think it is most important that we 

There being no objection, the chart demonstrate not only to American citi
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, zens but to the world, that we are deter
as follows: · - mined to maintain control over our own 

PUrchasing .power of the dollar, !939-57 
[1939=100] 

Year 

1939 __ -------------- --------- : -
1940_----------- ---------------
194L __ -- ___ ------------------ ; 
1942_--------------------------
1943_--------------------------
1944_------- -------------------
1945_ --------------------------
1946_--------------------------
1947---------------------------
1948: --------------------------
1949------·------------------_:-
191)0_- - ------------------------
1951_--------------------------
1952_------------ ______ :.,_- .:----
1953_--- -----------------------
1954_--------------------------
1955_--------------------------
1956_------------" -------------
1957--------------- ------------
1958_----- - --------------- __ .._ __ 
1959_--------------------------
1960_--------------------------

In cents 

100.0 
99.2 
94.4 
85.2 
80.3 
79.0 
77.2 
71.2 
62.2 
57.8 
58.3 
57.8 
53.5 
52.3 
51. 9. 
51.7 
51.9 
51. i 
49.4 
48.1 
47.-7 
46.9 

· Change, 
in cents 

-------=o~s 

-4.8 
-9.2 
-4.9 
-1.3 
-1.8 
-6.0 
-9.0 
-4.4 
+.5 
-.5 

-4.3 
-1.2 
-.4 
-.2 
+.2 
-.8 

. -1.7 
-1.3 
-.4 
-.8 

financial affairs. The best evidence of 
what can happen to the currency of a 
country in the face Qf large deficits js 
the plight of our neighbor to the north 
and what has happened to many coun
tries in Europe. History clearly shows 
that no nation, any more than a family, 
can spend itself into prosperity on bor
rowed money. We cannot continually 
spend more than we take in unless we 
want to go into national · or personal 
bankrupcty. 

Mr. DWORSHAK. I am sure the 
Senator from Delaware, who is a mem
ber of the Finance Committee, heard 
the testimony from Secretary of the 
Treasury Dillon and other spokesmen of 
this administration advocating large 
deficits, or at least tolerating them or 
condoning them, as an national policy, 
even in days of fair prosperity. Does 
not the Senator -feel that this policy is 
indefensible at a time when we· have re

Source:AsmeasuredbytheBureauofLaborstatistics, ma1'ru·ng· only about $4v
2 

b1111·on of .gold assuming purchasing power at 100 eents in 1939, · 7~ 

MONO A. NJOKU, MEMBER OF 
PARLIAMENT OF NIGERIA 
Mr. BUSH obtained the fioor. 
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, will 

the Senator yield? 
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that I may yield to 
the distinguisheq Senator from Kansas, 
without losing my right to the fioor, in . 
order. that he may make an introduction . 
of foreign diplomats to the Senate. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With~ 
out objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, we are 
honored today to have as our guest in 
the U.S. Senate a Member of Parliament 
of one of the new countries, a country 
that has gained its independence and is 
establishing a parliamentary govern
ment, the country of Nigeria. He is not 
only a Member of the Parliament of 
that country; he is president of the 
Commonwealth Parliamentary Associa
tion, an organization of some 85 coun
tries of this globe of ours interested in 
a program for peace. He is also Minis
ter of Transport and Aviation of Nigeria. 

We are delighted to have him as our 
. guest today. · I present to 'the Sen.ate 
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at this time President Raymond A·. 
Njoku. 

[Applause, Senators rising.] 
Mr. CARLSON. I am indebted to the 

distinguished Senator from Connecticut 
for yielding. 

Mr. BUSH. I am delighted I had the 
privilege of yielding to the Senator for 
the purpose which he stated, namely, to 
introduce this distinguished visitor to us. 

TEMPORARY INCREASE IN THE 
PUBLIC DEBT LIMIT 

The Senate resumed the considera
tion of the bill (H.R. 11990) to provide 
for a temporary increase in the public 
debt limit as set forth in section 21 of 
the Second Liberty Bond Act. 

Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, at Yale 
University on June 11 President Ken
nedy suggested a great national eco
nomic debate which will have a profound 
effect pn the nature of our economy in 
the years to come. 

Our discussion today on raising the 
debt ceiling to $308 billion is an impor
tant part of the public debate of these 
larger economic issues. 

:J:n his speech, President Kennedy 
asked that we abandon the myths of the 
past and agree with him that big govern
ment is good, that deficit financing is not 
in:fiationary, but, on the contrary, may be 
healthy for the economy, and that the 
importance of the confidence factor to 
our economic p'erformance has been 
overemphasized. 

I should mention, however, that there 
is at least one myth that the President 
appears to be trying to ·perpetuate. In 
his 1960 campaign he said: 

I do not know whether to regard with 
alarm or indignation the common assump
tion of an inevitable conflict between the 
business community and the Democratic 
Party. That is one of the greatest political 
myths of our time, carefully fostered. 

Mr. President, that is one myth that 
is becoming increasingly hard to bury. 

The issue which the President's Yale 
speech posed is clear: To what degree 
should economic decisionmaking be 
transferred from private to public hands, 
with centralized Federal planning and 
direction of the economy replacing the 
free enterprise system which has served 
us so · well?. 

Let ·US not forget as we enter upon 
this debate that this-and nothing less
is the issue before the country. 

The administration, itself, has re
peatedly made clear that it seeks a larger 
role in directing the economy by inter
vening ever more deeply in the free col
lective-bargaining process, .by guiding 
private wage and price decisions, and by 
using Federal budget deficits to stimulate 
the economy and reallocate resources in 
the direction it wishes. 

Little wonder, then, that the business 
community-upon which our .jobs and 
our economic progress rest-lacks con
fidence in the Kennedy administration. 
The business community knows all too 
well where the administration would 
take us-if it could. 

The business community .believes
and an increasing number of Americans 

are beginning to agree-that the admin
istration displays an alarming and 
dangerous lack of understanding of the 
dynamics of our free enterprise system. 

Certainly, Government already is deep
ly involved in the economy and, indeed, 
must be. Not only is Government the 
watchdog of the free enterprise system, 
but also its actions in themselves have 
a profound effect on our economy. 

But it has not yet taken over private 
economic decisionmaking. And I do 
not think it will succeed in doing so. 

Fortunately, most Americans · know 
that there is no satisfactory substitute 
for the free market in giving consumers 
what they want at prices they are will
ing to pay. No Washington economic 
wizard can successfully substitute his 
judgment for the allocative function of 
the marketplace. 

As William McChesney Martin, the 
distinguished Chairman of the Federal 
Reserve Board, said ln a speech at Har
vard June 14: 

Mistakes individuals make in their own af
fairs may offset one another, but mistakes 
by wielders of centralized controls are likely 
to be aggregative and may be disastrous. 

Without this understanding, the ad
ministration will never be able to get the 
country moving again, except possibly 
backward. 

What was Candidate Kennedy saying 
in 1960 about the ideas which he now 
calls myths? 

He told the Nation on October 31, 
1960-and on many other occ~ions, as 
well-that he was "pledged to maintain 
a balanced budget except in times of na
tional emergency or severe recession." 

In a major speech October 12, 1960, he 
said that he was opposed to "excessive, 
unjustified or unecessary intervention in 
the economy-to needlessly unbalanced 
budgets and centralized governments.'' 

In the same speech he said, "I do not 
believe in big government" but only in 
effective government. 

Trying to allay fears, Candidate Ken
nedy asked why his party, if successful, 
should change the fundamental struc
ture of an economic system that has 
performed so admirably. President Ken
nedy should now answer his own ques
tion. Why, indeed, change the system? 

About the only justification the ad
ministration offers is that certain Euro
pean nations have been achieving a 
faster rate of growth than the United 
States. Of course, most of these na
tions started from a much lower base 
and had a vast backlog of unsatisfied 
consumer demand. But, according to 
the administration, they have achieved 
a high growth rate by running budget 
deficits and by submitting to central eco
nomic planning. 

Even if this were true-and there are 
abundant reasons for doubting it-I do 
not believe that these devices would work 
in the American environment. 

Incidentally, I hope the administra
tion will study the European tax struc
ture to determine what part it has played 
·in spurring rapid economic growth. 

If the administration wants to look 
into foreign experiences, it ought to look 
closer to home and study reC(ent Cana
dian history. The Wall Street Journal 

on June 20 pointed out that the Cana
dian Government in recent years has 
been running unprecedented peacetime 
budget deficits. At the same time, it has 
been suffering a sharp outflow of dollar 
and gold reserves which have led to the 
recent decision to devalue the Canadian 
dollar. 

On June 25, the Canadian Govern
ment announced a sweeping austerity 
program to relieve pressure on the Cana
dian dollar and help solve the nation's se
vere balance-of-payments problem. The 
program included increases in tariffs, an 
increase in the· discount rate, and a re
duction of $250 million in government 
spending 4uring the current fiscal year. 

Does President Kennedy suggest that 
the Canadian Government is living by 
the fiscal myths of the past? 

In view of our own gold and balance
of-payments problem, which is largely 
a matter of confidence, a study of the 
Canadian experience might be enlighten
ing, indeed. 

The administration should also inves
tigate the remarkable economic perform
ance of Japan. Between 1953 and 1960, 
Japan enjoyed an average annual 
growth rate of 8.5 percent. In 1961, the 
growth rate was 13 percent. Unemploy
ment-a nagging problem in the United 
States-is almost nonexistent in Japan. 
The unemployment rate in 1961 averaged 
less than 1 percent. 

Contrary to what our own easy-money 
advocates mfght think, · this record of 
economic achievement was realized while 
the discount rate stood at over 7 percent 
and the bank lending rate at over 8 
percent. 

What a strange situation confronts us 
today. The economy is continuing to 
recover from the 1960-61 recession, and 
while the recovery is not as strong as 
we might wish, new high records of 
gross national product, gross national 
income, and other indexes are being set 
every month. 

Until _recently, the administration ad
hered to the "myth" that the budget 
should be balanced over the full busi
ness cycle, with the Federal Government 
running deficits in recession times and 
surpluses in good times. 

Last October the President called on 
his Cabinet omcers to cut expenditures 
and said he wanted a balanced budget. 

Now, when times are much better and 
relatively good, the administration tells 
us that we should run deficits even in 
good times-and that they will not be 
inflationary. 

The fact that budget deficits tend to 
impair confidence in the dollar and thus 
worsen our continuing .balance of pay
ments and gold problems is brushed 
aside. Top Treasury officials assert that 
European bankers and financial omcials 
are not especially worried about U.S. 
budget :Policy unless it is· inflationary. · 

The fact is that the Kennedy admin
istration budget policy is inflationary. 
Budget d~ficits always provide an infla
tionary force. 

· Let us look at the Kennedy adminis
tration's fiscal record. 

President Eisenhower submitted a 
budget for fiscal1961 which the Treasury 
e$\timated, in December 1960, would show 
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a surplus of about $1 billion. .President 
Kennedy proceeded to · con:vert this . to a 
$3.8 billion deficit. As submitted. the . 
Eisenhower administration's fiscal 1962 
budget .showed a surplus of $1.5 billion, 
but the latest estimates indicate that we 
will run a deficit in fiscal year 1962 of 
about $7 billion. · For fiscal 1963, Presi
dent Kennedy submitted a budget with a 
surplus of slightly less than $500 million: 
Estimates now indicate there will be a 
$4 to $5 billion deficit. · 

In other words, over a period of 3 fis,. 
cal . years, the Kennedy administration 
has .gone from an overall surplus of about 
$3 billion to a deficit of $15 billion-or a 
swing of about $18 billion. 

Senate approval of this bill to raise 
the debt limit to $3Q8 billion would put 

the stamp of congressional approval on 
the administration's . reckless spending 
adventures. Approval of the amend
ment to limit the increase to $306 billion 
would, however, force the administration 
to establish spending priorities, which 
they. have so far refused to do. 
. ·. The $306 billion debt ceiling, as con
trasted to the administration's $308 bil
lion request, would force the administra
tion to cut its spending plans by about 
2% percent. 

The administration has said that most 
of its spending increases have been for 
space and defense activities. In dollar 
amounts, this is true. 
. However, it is interesting to note the 
percentage increases in expenditures of 
selected agencies between fiscal 1960-

Expenditures by selected agencies 

[In millions of dollars] 

the last complete Eisenhower fiscal . 
year-and the estimates for :fiscat 1963. 
While defense spending for military pur
poses was increasing by· 16 percent· dur
ing this period, expenditures by the 
Housing and Home Finance Agency went 
up 3'47 percent; Agricultur~. 24 percent; 
Commerce, 51 . percent; Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare, 52 percent; and In
terior, 49 percent. Total budget ex
penditures increased 21 percent. I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in the 
RECORD at this point a table showing the 
actual and estimated expenditures for 
fiscal years 1960 through 1963 by selected 
agencies. 

There being no objection, the table 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

Defense Treasury, . Total 
Fiscal year NASA IIHFA Agricul- Commerce 

ture 

• ' 
Military 

~:~: = ==========~==== = =::::::: :::': :::::::::::::: 401 309 5,419 539 42,824 
744 502 5,929 498 44,677 

~~ ~:~~Fro:~:~~=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1,671 940 7,177 650 48, 250 
3, 787 - 1,383 6, 709 815 49,700 

Dollar increase, 1060-63 _______ ~--------- : ------- 3,386 1,074 1,290 276 6,876 

Percentage increase, 196<l--63_ -- ---~ ------------ - · 

Source: Treasury. 

Mr. BUSH. One area where savings 
might be achieved is in personnel. The 
Kennedy administration has added 
nearly 100,000 employees to the Federal 
rolls. Yet Secretary of Commerce 
Hodges on May 23 said he could cut his 
personnel substantially and still turn out 
the. same amount of work. 

The Senator from Washington [Mr. 
JACKSON], chairman of the Senate Sub
committee on National Security Staffing 
and Operations, in a speech on June 12, 
stressed the same theme. - He said that 
in the national security field "we should 
carry on with new vigor the fight. against 
overstaffing in the national departments 
and agencies." We ·should consider, he 
said, "the abolition or sharp curtailment 
of entire activities when these have be
come obsolete or of marginal impor
tance." 

Maybe the administration should try 
some of these suggestions to cut spend
ing and increase efficiency which are be
·ing made by responsible leaders within 
its own party. However, I have .doubts 
that it will do so. It is hard to believe 
that only last week administration forces 
in the House · beat back a Republican 
amendment to the farm bill which would 
have prevented the number of employees 
in the Department of · Agriculture from 
ever exceeding the number ·of farmers in 
the country. 

There is even a strong possibility that 
the administration may come back to 
Congress early next year to ask for an
·other increase · in ·the debt ceiling. 
·Under Seeretary of the Treasury Robert 
Roosa, in testimony befoFe the Senate 
B::mking and Currency· Committee -June · 
20,said: · 

I · should make very clear that our present 
presentation of the request · for the $308 
billion • •. • would only get by if the budge:t 

844 347 24 51 16 

is balanced in fiscal 1963. • • • If there is 
a move away from balance, then a new re
quest would be introduced for additional 
authority on the debt limit in the beginning 
of the calendar year 1963. 

In a typically cavalier attitude toward 
fiscal responsibility, the administration 
is now talking about another increase in 
the debt ceiling before its current request 
has even been acted upon by the Con
gress. 
. Since there is a little likelihood of a 

balanced budget in fiscal 1963, the only 
way we can avoid another increase in the 
debt ceiling is for the Congress to set the 
limit at $306 billion and insist-here and 
now-on the establishment of spending 
·priorities and the reduction of nones
sential expenditures by this administra
tion. 

Since 1939, our financial history has 
been largely one of deficit financing, 
primarily to meet the costs of both hot 
and cold wars. Since 1939, the money 
supply has increased over 300 percent, 
·while the real gross national product has 
increased 139 percent. The money sup
ply increased from 16.5 percent of the 
gross national · product in 1939 to 28.6 
percent of the gross national product in 
1961. 
· The fact is that the expansion in the 
money supply was about twice the 
'amount needed to finance the increase in 
gross national product at constant prices. 

We all know what happened to the 
value of the dollar during· these years-. 
·It was more than halved . . The 1939 dol
·lar is now worth about 47 cents. 

The conclusion seems fairly obvious. 
The great expansion 'in the· Government 
·debt and the increase in the money sup;. 
:ply . that has accompanied it, have been 
·highly important infiu~rrces in inducing 
inftation. · · · · · 

HEW Interior public. debt budget 
interest expendi- · 

Civil · tures 

902 3,403 690 9,180 76,539 
971 3,685 801 8,957 81,515 I,ors 4,469 873 8,900 89,075 

1,071 5,183 1,031 9,300 92, 537 
169 1, 780 341 120 15,998 

19 52 49 1.3 21 

It_ is true that over a short period of 
time deficits do not always lead to in
ftation. The general state of the econ
omy may influence the results, as is the 
case when the economy is operating be
low capacity. The method of :financing 
the deficit is also of critical importance. 

For many years, the United Stat.es has 
financed its deficits largely tnro·ugn the 
commercial banking system, thus paving 
the way to an inflationary expansion of 
the money supply. 

The Wall Street Journal, in a front
page article June 18 said: 

The financing· of a deficit can be done in 
only two ways. Eithe.r it is financed out of 
savings, or it ~s financed out of bank credit. 
It is financed out of savings if the Govern
ment covers it by' issuing bonds which are 
sold to individuals .or to businesses other 
than commercial banks. Some buyers nor~ 
many get the money to buy the bonds out 
_of their own earnings or savings. No cbange 
in the money supply results .. The same 
amount of money that goes to Uncle Sam 
from the bond buyers is then spent by him 
and goes back into circulation. 

But when the bonds are sold to commer:. 
·cial banks, the banks enter on their books 
a ·deposit which didn't exist before, in the 
-name of Uncle Sam. As he spends this de
.posit, the Natipn's money tends to rise. 

In an editorial the same day, the Jour
nal said: 

What is certain is that so long as the 
Government practices this kind of deficit 
financing, it has not stopped inflating the 
money supply. The _new money does not 
-disappear; the deficit's are not absorbed by 
"Savings. Therefore an 'explosive force is built 
. up, re.ady to fuer a dizzy wage-price spiral 
any . time · something happens to trigger it. 
_The de~pe:r the deficits, the -bigger the po-· 
t~ntial trouble. 

· · Today we are continuing to finance 
-a:rid refinance the ·pliblic -debt ' through 
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the commercial banking system. The 
increase in the money supply thus gen
erated has a potentially powerful in11a
tionary impact. The impact probably 
will be felt most when the economy is 
operating near capacity. The inflation 
will hit when we reach full employ
ment-precisely when upward pressures 
are most strongly exerted on the price 
level. · 

The administration tells · us that there 
is no real danger because the problem 
of inflation has been overcome. This 
conclusion is based on the relative ·price 
stability which we have enjoyed for sev
eral years. However, even now, the 
warning signals are up and should alert 
us to the ever-present danger of infla
tion. Already this year, the Consumer 
Price Index has risen seven-tenths of a 
percentage point---equal to the increase 
during all of 1961. 

Even if the administration were cor
rect, and inflation had been overcome, 
that would be strange justification, in
deed, for a policy which once again would 
induce inflation. 

The proper role of Government, Mr. 
President, is to create conditions under 
which free enterprise can promote eco
nomic growth. An essential element of 
Government's function is to maintain a 
sound currency. 

Only in this way can we encourage 
savings, which .are the sparkplug of eco
nomic growth. Only in this way can we 
preserve the credit of the United States, 
upon :which rests our military strength 
and security of the free world. 

Others, including leaders in the -ad
miJ;listration, may think differently 
about the importance of fiscal responsi
bility and the nature of government's 
role in our economic life. I welcome the 
challenge which the administration has 
thrown do~. It will, I hope, lead to a 
debate on otir economic system which 
will result in the burial--once and for 
all~of the new economic myths · which 
the Kennedy administration is trying to 
foster. 

I ask unanimous consent to have 
printed· at this point in the RECORD an 
editorial and an article published in the 
Wall Street Journal · 

There being no objection, the editorial 
and article were ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows: 

THE PRAISE OF DEFICITS 

At one point last_ week President Kennedy 
said it is a myth that Federal deficits cause 
inflation. Later on he was slightly more 
cautious: Deficits do not necessarily cause 
inflation. Some of his advisers are more 
positive: Deficits are good for you. 

However expressed, the praise of deficits 
is a major new administration theme-song. 
Well it might be, with another heavy deficit 
a likely prospect for the fiscal year starting
next month, following a deficit of $7 billion 
or more in this expiring period. Justifica
tion is needed, and any politician knows that 

- repetition is th~ way to get your point across. 
Are there any objective facts about this 

question of deficits and inflation? Or is it 
just squabbling 'in the arcane realm of e<:o
nomic theory, or an arid· debate between 
preconceived political positions? We think 
it can be demonstrated that, beneath the 
overlay of theory and politics, there are cer
tain inescapable facts, fac:ts which otncials 
C!lJ'efully neglect to mention in their defense 
of deficits: · 

A highly ~elevant consideration; for ex
ample, is how a deficit is financed. The criti
cal importance of this point is explained by 
Mr. Shea on page 1 of this newspaper. 
In brief, a deficit ·financed through savings, 
as by floating bond issues, wm not be infla
tionary be<:ause it will not create new money. 

As Mr. Vicker notes in an article on this 
page, that is the customary method in West
ern Europe, to the extent those governments 
can be said to have run deficits at all in 
recent years. Ironically, it is to Western 
Europe that U.S. Government officials look 
for support of their theory that deficits pro
mote growth without inflation. 

For absorption of savings is not how -defi
cits are customarily financed in the United 
States. Rather, it is through the sale of 
Government debt to the commercial bank
ing system, which paves the way for expand
ing the money supply; each dollar of debt 
can be the basis for an extension of about 
$6 of credit. Whatever else it may be, this 
is purely and simply an inflation of the 
money supply. 

Such monetary inflation is not by itself 
price inflation. It is possible to have rising 
p-rices without monetary inflation; it is pos
able for a time to have relative price sta
bility with monetary .inflation. Thus the 
full inflationary force of the great prewar 
and wartime deficits was not felt until after 
the war, when it combined with pent-up de-
mand. · 

That lagging effect explains the anomaly 
which President Kennedy uses as devastat
ing proof that deficits don't cause inflation: 
Sizable budget surpluses after the war did 
not prevent inflation and deficits for the 
past several years have not upset our basic 
price stability. (Actually, as measured by 
the Consumer Price Index, prices have been 
rising rather rapidly for many months.) 

All this the President's advisers have mis
understood, we fear, in their assessment . of 
the current situation. They say the infla
tionary period has ended and call it a 
healthy development. · 

But that merely means that prices, dis
regarding the recent rises, have been fairly 
stable for the past few years. And what 
that in turn means is that after a time, and 
in some circumstances, monetary inflation 
is no longer capable of providing a fillip to 
the economy, at least until other economic 
changes occur . . 

So the advisers find themselves in the curi
ous position of arguing that since the infla
tion is over, which is good for the economy, 
we must for that reason have more inflation 
through deficits to stimulate the economy
though of course they do not admit they are 
pursuing an inflationary policy. In fact, 
no one can say for sure whether the infla
tion will or will not stimulate the economy 
in any given period. 

What is certain is that so long as the Gov
ernment practices this kind of deficit financ
ing, it has not stopped inflating the money 
supply. The new money does not disappear; 
the deficits are not absorbed by savings. 
Therefore an explosive force is built up, ready 
to fuel a dizzy wage-price spiral any time 
something happens to trigger it. The deeper 
the deficits, the bigger the potential trouble. 

Like all something-for-nothing gimmicks, 
inflation by any name is a fool's game. Those 
who believe it is safe, or positively benefl- · 
cial, are putting their trust in one of the 
world's oldest myths. · 

THE OUTLOOK: APPRAISAL OF CURRENT TRENDS 
IN BUSINESS AND FINANCE 

(By George S.hea) 
The Kennedy administration seems to 

have started to try to teach the public that 
Federal budget deficits are virtuous rather 
than evil. It is true that such deficits cari 
have different effects under different circum
stances, but their tendency is · always ulti
mately to reduce the value of the currency. 

The ideas the administration is currently 
, trying to teach are a long way from .those 
held .while this country was built. Twice in 
the 19th century our Federal Government 
·succeeded in paying off completely debts 
which it had incurred during periods of 
crisis. And while the more than $25 billion 
borrowed during World War I was never fully 
paid off, it was reduced by about $10 billion 
in the following decade. Even aft'E\r World 
War II the debt was reduced for a while, from 
$278 billion in 1946 to $249 billion in 1949, 
though it has now grown to a new high 
of about $295 billion. 

The active campaign in favor of deficits 
began about one generation ago, and at first 
it was confined to the so-called compensatory 
theory, according t.o which deficits in times 
of poor business were to be offset by sur
pluses. in times of good business. This 
marked the first departure from the old 
idea of trying to pay off the debt, in that it 
assumed the deficits would merely be offset 
in the good years, with no net reduction 
in the debt. 

The next step is now being taken. The 
other day Budget Director Bell made a 
speech in which he questioned the belief 
that the budget should be balanced over 
the full business cycle. He said this stand
ard is "clearly inadequate" when the re
coveries don't bring full employment or full 
use of industrial capacity. He went on to 
suggest that the unemployment rate should 
be the guide to whether the budget should 
be balanced or not. Presumably, if the job
less number more than 4 percent of the 
labor force--4 percent being the administra
tion's goal-the . budget should be in the 
red. 

The reason there is so much argument over 
whether budget deficits are really inflation
ary is that over short periods of time deficits 
may have little or no effect on .prices. The 
general condition of the economic system, 
and the manner in which the deficit is fi
nance<;!, both affect _the results strongly. 
· The financing of a deficit can be done in 
only two ways. Either it is financed out of 
savings, or it is financed out of bank credit. 
It is financed out of savings if the Govern
ment covers it by issuing bonds which are 
sold to individuals or to businesses other 
than· commercial banks. Such buyers nor
mally get the money to buy the bonds out 
of their own earnings or savings. No change 
in the money supply results. The same 
amount of money that goes to Uncle Sam 
from the bond buyers is then spent by him 
and goes back into circulation. 

But when the bonds are 'Sold to commercial 
banks; the banks enter on their books a 
deposit which didn't exist before, in the name 
of Uncle Sam. As he spends this deposit, 
the Nation's money supply tends to rise. 

However, whether it actually rises depends 
on circumstances. In the 1930's the Nation's 
total private and government · debt declined 
$8 billion though the Federal debt increased 
by $26 billion or 150 percent. Private bor
rowers not only used the Federal red-ink 
payments they received to cut down their 
own debts, but they saved enough through 
their own efforts to cut their debts $8 billion 
more. Debt repayments _tend to hold down 
the money supply. · 

That experience illustrates two kinds of 
circumstances under which Federal deficits 
produce no visibie inflation. One is the situ
ation where the public uses the Federal red
ink money, as just stated, to pay off its own 
debts. The other is the situation where 
economic activity is so far below capacity 
that supplies of workers and goods continue 
to exceed demand in spite of the Federal 
spending. How far below_capacity the Na
tion worked in the 1930's is made clear by 
the fact that in no year of that decade did 
unemployment fall below 14 percent of the 
labor force, contrasted with .5.4 percent 
today. · 
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Another circumstance in which the effects 

of red ink are concealed is, curiously enough, 
the one whei:e all resourceEJ are fully en
gaged in production, as during World War 
II. Because every employable person is em-. 
ployed, no added employment can be stimu
lated, no added employment can be stimu
lated no matter how fast the Federal red 
ink is poured out. The activities for which 
the deficits pay merely replace other activi:
ties. But in order to keep the effects of the 
deficits from showing up plainly, the Gov
ernment must forcibly suppress the civilian 
production which is replaced by war pro
duction; and it must suppress demand by 
rationing. 

In such a situation,. the cash savings of 
the people grow hugely because their money 
incomes continue but they have less and 
less on which to spend the money. During 
World War II, financial savings by individuals 
totaled $30 billion to $40 billion a year, three 
to four times the postwar average of . $10 
billion a year. And such an enormous accu
mulation has its inevitable effect sooner or 
later; it helped finance the postwar boom in 
production and consumption, and also in 
prices. _ 

It is after experiences such. as these,. in 
which the effects are concealed. delayed. or 
actually enjoyed, that the critical stag,e be
gins to approach. Conditions- resembling, 
in small degree at first, those of the 1930's 
return. Capacity exceeds current effective 
demand, and deficits have less and less . visi
ble effect. 

That is when the idea. of operating. with 
even more defi<:its even more often begins 
to be recommended by growing numbers. of 
people. Our governmental teachers begin 
to say it would be "sophisticated" to gauge 
the desired size of each year's deficit by the 
rate of unemployment . . 

The problem is that even if the people of 
a nation can be sold such sophisticated 
euphemisms, foreigners can't. And once 
foreigners lose confidence in a currency, they 
can pretty well refuse to deal with the na
tion. Then, about the only possible outcome 
is a devaluation because. usually the auster
ity measures needed tO restore the Govern
ment's credit are politically impossible ex
cept after the shock of d.evaluation. Today 
the world freely discusses the possibility of 
devaluation of the U.S. dollar, although the 
majority opinion still seems to be it won't 
come. 

Mr. DOUGLAS obtained the floor. 
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, 

will the Senator yield? 
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 

President, will the Senator yield so that 
we may ask for the yeas and nays on my 
amendment? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Two of MY' good 
friends have asked me to yield. Per:. 
haps I should yield first to the chairman 
of the Committee on Finance. 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, 
the bill <H.R. 11990) now before the Sen
ate would "temporarily" raise the statu
tory limit on the Federal debt to $308 
billion. This would be $23 billion beyond 
the permanent limit of $285 billion. 

The Senate Finance Committ.ee nas re
ported . the bill; and as reported, provi
sions of the bill are identical with those 
in the measure as it wa.S passed by the 
House of Representatives 211 to 192. 

I might emphasize that the bill passed 
the House by only a. 19-vote majority. 
Ten Members who did not vote we:re de
clared. against the bill. Therefore it was 
a. very close vote. 

As cbaimlan of the Finance Commit
tee, I have asked the committee's rank-

ing majority member, the Senator from 
-Oklahoma [Mr. KE~Rl. to handle the bill 
iri ·its consideration by the Senate as a 
whole. . 

l have done this in fairness to the ad
mini~tration because, in good conscience, 
I cannot support_ this . request. by the 
President for authority to raise the na
tional debt to $308 billion. 

I announced my opposition to this pro
posal in January when I first learned 
that it would be made. I voted against it 
in committee. I shall vote against it here 
-on the floor of the Senate. 

This will be the third time in 12 
months that the administration has 
asked that the limit on Federal indebted
ness be raised. With this bill, the limit 
will have been raised $15 billion since 
last June. 

I reluctantly accepted the two previous 
requests by the President because, ob
viously, they were the result of situations 
originating in the· previous adminis
tration over which he had no control. 
But now he is asking for the highest 
debt limit of all time, in a year for 
which he has full responsibility, because 
in the year beginning July 1 there will 
be the first Kennedy budget. He makes 
that request after promising that the 
budget would be balanced. 

The pending request to raise the debt 
$8 billion higher than even the present 
$300 billion limit will not be all. · The 
country may expect another request ·for 
a higher limit in the coming year. 

Secretary of the Treasury Douglas 
Dillon this week has testified that if a 
sufficient deficit develops, authority for 
more. debt will be asked in January; and 
I predict the deficit will develop. 

I shall vote against the $308 billion 
debt limit bill with no feeling of personal 
responsibility for the serious fiscal con
dition in which the National Govern
ment of the United States finds itself. 

It could have been avoided by sound 
financing and elimination of extrava
gance, inefficiency and other wasteful ex
penditures-. My record fn these respects 
clearly defends my position. 

I have the honor of representing the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. in the 
Senate. This bill would place an addi
tional Federal mortgage on Virginia to 
pay for more Federal waste and ex-
travagance. · 

Virginia. is an average State in size, 
popUlation,, and payme:nt of Federal 
taxes. Therefore, it would bear respon
sibility for seme Z percent of the $8 bil
lion of additional debt authorized in the 
bill. 

Two percent of $8 billion is $160 mil
lion; this breaks. down to some $40 for 
every person in our 4 million population; 
and this is. about the per capita averag_e 
for the Nation as a whole. 

I shall vote in protest against such an 
imposition on the people of Virginia and 
elsewhere which could have been avoided 
by the simple practice of prudence in the 
Federal Government. 

People~ the country over. in their own 
communities, with their own eyes, almost 
every day can see the kind of Federal 
waste and extravagance to which 1: am 
referring. 

Secretary of CommeYce Luther Hodges, 
testifying on May 24, 1962, before a con
gressional committee, forcefully brought 
nonessential Federal spending back to 
nationwide attention. He was w~dely 
quoted as saying, in effect, that: 

All sorts of money could be saved for tax
payers, 1! the Government would get rid of 
the deadwood on.it.s payroll • • • and that 10 
percent of the employees in his Department 
alone were doing jobs started 40 years ago 
and now just are not needed. 

The Budget Director is supposed to be 
a restraining influence against waste, ex
travagance and nonessential spending in 
all areas of the executive branch of the 
Federal Government. 

In the hearings on this bill-a month 
after the Secretary's statement-! asked 
Budget Director David E. Bell what was 
being done in response to Secretary 
Hodges' testimony. The Budget Director 
said the matter was being discussed. 

I asked the Budget Director whether 
the Secretary of Commerce was going to 
get rid of anyone who is not needed ; and 
Mr. Bell said, "We will have to see." 

As a matter of fact, the budget re
quests submitted for fiscal year 1963-
beginning Sunday-asked for funds to 
employ 2,538,390 civilians in the execu
tive agencies of the Federal Government. 

This would be an increase of 46,045 
over the estimate for the current year, 
and 131.,361 more than the actual civilian 
employment in the executive branch a 
year ago, on last June 30. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will 
·the Senator repeat the figures. on the 
comparative number of employees? 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. The budget 
requests submitted for fiscal year 1963 
asked for funds to employ 2,538,3-90 ci
vilians in th.e executive branch of the 
Federal Government. This would be an 
increase of 46,045 over the estimate for 
the current year. and 131,361 more than 
the. actual civilian employment in the 
executive branch a year ago, on las.t 
June 30. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. That is1 there will 
be 131.000. more employees on the Fed
eral payroll in the next fiscal year than 
there were on June 30, 1961? 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. That is cor·
:rect. I have said · repeatedly that Fed
eral employment c.ould and should be 
reduced by 10 ·percent. I say that again 
now. If done properly, such a reduc
tion would not impair any essential 
function. Instead. the current budget 
proposes an increase of 5.5 percent over 
the employment level of last year. The 
Federal payroll is now up. to $14.3 billion 
a year. A 10-percent reduction would be 
$1.4 billion. . 

Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from. Virginia yield? 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield. 
Mr. BUSH. My recollection is that in 

the 3 years of the Eisenhower adminis
tration the reduction in the number of 
Federal employees was on the order of 
about ZO<J.OOO'. Does the Senator from 
Virginia, as chairman of the Congres
sional Oversight Committee. recaD 
whether that is about co:rrreet? 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. No: I do not 
reeallthat. 
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Mr. BUSH. I make that assertion. I 

think it is an interesting note, and I be
lieve the record will prove it. I have the 
figures, if it · becomes necessary to pro·.-, 
duce them. 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. The Presi
dent, himself, on January 31 said ex
cesses in Federal stockpiles of strategic 
and critical materials total $3.4 billion, 
and that they should be reduced to the 
levels of objectives. This would mean 
bringing into the Treasury $3.4 million. 

What has happened? The value. of 
strategic and critical materials stock
piled by the Government increased in 
February and March by $7.3 million. 
Instead of the excesses being sold, the 
stockpile has been increasing. The re
ports from April and May are not yet 
published. 

These are but samples of the inef
ficiency, waste, and extravagance to be 
found under lipservice to sound financ
ing and efficiency in the Government. 
The list can be extended if necessary. 

I am further strengthened in my de
cision to vote against the bni to increase 
the debt limit from my examinations of 
the attitudes, views, and actions of 
David Bell as Director of the Budget. 

I have-been a Governor, as have many 
other Members of the Senate, including 
the distinguished senior Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. RUSSELL], . the distin
guished junior Senator from Georgia 
[Mr. TALMADGE}, the distinguished senior 
Senator from Ohio [Mr. LAUSCHE], the 
distinguished senior Senator from Flor
ida [Mr. HoLLAND], and the disinguished 
senior Senator from Kansas [Mr. CARL.:. 
soNJ. As a former Governor, I know 
from experience, as I believe other Sena
torS who have also been Governors will 
agree, the value and importance of the 
recommendations and restraints of a 
sound budget director capable of using 
firm influence. 

Those who ·read the· Finance Com
mittee record on the pending bill will find 
Mr·. Bell's attitude in the Hodges case· 
is that he is ''not standing in the Secre~ 
tary's way" if he wants to pursue the 
matter. 

Those who read the committee record 
will find that Mr. Bell is addicted to 
"planned deficits" when they suit his 
philosophy, and he thinks "balancing the 
budget each year is not the PFOper stand
ard to follow ... 

· The committee record reveals the 
Budget Director as saying the huge defi
cit we are experiencing this year was 
.. deliberately planned'• and that a 
smaller deficit would have been unde
sirable. 

The committee record on this bill also 
shows Mr. Bell as saying· it is desirable 
to balance the budget only when unem
ployment does not exceed. an arbitrary 
figure of 4 percent. Why 4 percent is· a 
magic level, he does not say. 

The Budget Director's testimony on 
this bill clearly indicates that he be• 
lieves all wi:ll be right if the Govern
ment spends enough to raise the gross 
national product enough to preduce the 
necessary revenue' for Federal spending 
programs. 

A ·year ago he was. in· the front ranks 
of those who were preaching from ~ 
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housetops that the ·budget should be 
balanced over the years of a · business 
cycle, but the period of a cycle was never 
defined. While the term "business cycle., 
has been frequently used in defense of 
deficits, rarely, if ever, are deficits 
turned into surpluses, regardless of how 
the so-called cycle runs. 

In a New York speech this year on 
June 12, 1962, Mr. Bell said this business 
cycle ustandard is clearly inadequate to 
deal with a situation such as we have 
been experiencing for the last 5 years." 

The Budget Director has been em
phatic in his advocacy of a confusing 
conglomeration of budgets as the means 
of presenting the Federal fiscal situa
tion. He outlined three different proce
dures in his budget document on page 
283. 

But testifying on this bill to increase 
the debt, he gave silent assent to the 
fact that under any other kind of budget 
the Federal debt would still come out to 
its present level, which approaches $300 
billion. The money would have to be 
borrowed. Those who talk about capi
tal budgets and other kinds of budgets 
seem to overlook the fact that if we 
spend more it is necessary to get the 
money. Such talk simply misleads the 
people. I sincerely hope that a so-called 
c_apital b'udget will not be attempted. 
In justice to the Secretary of the Treas
ury, it should be said that, in response 
to questions by me, he indicated that. 
the Federal Government had no inten-· 
tion· at this time of changing from the 
administrative budget. 

When one reads the budget document 
for fiscal year 1963, which begins next 
week-the first budget prepared by Mr. 
Bell-and check the items, he finds prac
tically no bona fide decreases, but an 
abundance of substantial increases . . 

Overall, the expenditures in the com
ing year would be increased by $3.5 bil
lion as compared with the current year. 
They would be 13.5 percent higher than 
the actual expenditures last year. 

Great emphasis invariably is placed 
on the necessity for heavy military 
spending, but of the $3.5 billion increase 
in Federal spending proposed for the 
new fiscal year, $2 billion, or 58 percent, 
is not for military functions. 

More than half of tbe $3.5 billion is 
for other than military functions. 

I sincerely believe that the best in
terests of the country would be served if 
Mr. Bell were replaced as Director of 
the Budget by a man sympathetic to the 
hard requirements of fiscal responsibility 
and discipline. 

I make this statep1ent deliberately,. 
and out of' deep concern. I intend no 
reflection on the incumbent Director of 
the Budget. He seems to be a pleasant 
man. There is simply no evidence that 
he is a strong fiscal officer. 
. Neither is there any evidence that he 

finds balanced budgets, in periods with
out great emergency, as fundamental_ to 
fiscal soundness. He seems to reg.ard 
the Federal budget as a tool for testing 
economic theories. This is no . time for 
that,. considering· the serious problems 
which confront our. country 1\>oth. at 
home and abroad. 

we are faced with a fiscal situation 
which is deadly serious. It is a situation 
demanding fiscal guidance of strong men · 
of the highest caliber who are dedicated 
to sound financing. _ 

The first steP-the place to start is in 
the Bureau of the Budget. 

As Governor, I found the budget direc
tor to be my right arm in the adminis
tration of measures affecting the fiscal 
responsibility of a great State. Such a 
man-dedicated to sound financing-is 
needed immediately as the Federal 
Budget Director,. and he should be sur-· 
rounded by men equally dedicated to. 
elimination of every nonessential ex
penditure. 

We had a deficit last year of $4 billion.. 
There will be another deficit this year of 
$7 billion, perhaps more. There will be 
another deficit next year of at least $5 
billion and likely more. Deficit financ
ing will total more than $15. billion in 3 
years. It is impossible to make an esti
mate, because times are changing so 
fast. I am very pessimistic about future 
conditions. The deficit will be not less 
than $5 billion, at the very lowest; it may 
be much more. 

Another deficit next year will be the 
26th deficit in 32 years. It will be the 
sixth deficit since the end of the Korean 
war, and to date the net accumulation of 
deficit financing since Korea has totaled 
more than $25 billion. 

On the basis of 1963 budget estimates, 
the annual level of Federal expenditures 

· has risen more than $28 billion since 
1955, the year following the Korean war. 
It is up by nearly half of that amount
by $11 to $12 billion-in the two fiscal 
years since June 30, 1961. 

The budget estimates expenditures in 
the new fiscal year at $92.5 billion. The 
President already has asked for author
ity to spend additional amounts. New 
appropriation and other spending au
thorization requests now total $100 
billion. 

In 5 years, since 1957, the level of the. 
Federal debt has risen by some $30 bil
lion-from $270 -billion to upwards of 
$300 billion. Now it is proposed to Faise. 
the debt even higher, and some of the 
increase will not be temporary. 

The value of the dollar, by the 1939 
· index, has been dropping steadily since 
the Korean war. It is dropping this 
year. Since· 1955, it has· dropped from 
51.9 cents to 46 cents-where it stood 
in April of this year. 

For years now the Nation has been 
laboring under two deficits--huge deficits 
in the domestic budget, and deficits
equally serious--in our balance of pay
ments with foreign nations. which have 
resulted in withdrawal of our gold. 

We have run deficits in our balance of 
payments in every year but one since 
1949. We are running another dencit 
this year. The result is that. foreigners 
have reduced our gold supply from $24.5 
billion to. $·16.4 billion in the same period. 

Gold backs the dollar, and nearly $12 
billion of the remaining $16.4 billion is 
required for this purpose. This leaves 
only $4 billion for further settlement of 
international accounts. 

This.- country ·for · years has :followed 
the policy-+-and ours is the only eountry 
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in the world that has done this-of giv- Mr. RUSSELL. i am delighted to hear 
ing to foreign governments and central the Senator mention the subject of for
banks the option of takirig dollars or eign aid. The principal reason why I 
gold in payment of our debts to them. shall vote against the proposed legisla-

If we were to withdraw that option at tion is the fact that I attribute a great 
a time when the dollar is under the pres- part of the necessity for increasing the 
sure of huge deficits at home, there is national debt to the fact that we con-. 
little doubt that the value of the dollar tinue tp increase our foreign-aid pro
would sharply depreciate around the gram from year to year. I have con
world with catastrophic effects. sistently voted against any increase in 

In 10 years we have lost two-thirds of foreign aid; and, therefore, I feel. no 
our so-called free gold. Ten years ago moraL obligation to support this meas
we had 75 percent of all the gold in the ure, though I am sure that those who 
world; now, we have 40 percent of the have danced to the foreign aid tune will 
gold. now be happy to pay the fiddler. The 

If the time should ever come when this vast majority of Members of the Sen_. 
country does not give the option, or is ate have voted not only for all the in
unable to give the option, of either gold creases in foreign aid, but also for al
or dollars in settlements with foreign most every other conceivable program 
countries, it would be a time of great involving huge expenditures which has 
catastrophe. But such a time could been brought forward. 
easily come, for already foreign govern- I have voted against increases in the 
ments have withdrawn two-thirds of our foreign-aid program, and I have also 
free gold. · voted against a number of other big-

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will spend programs·; and· if a majority of 
the Senator from Virginia yield for a the Members of the Senate had voted as 
question? I did, the budget would have been in hal

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ·PELL ance every year since the Korean war; 
in the chair). Does the Senator from If the majority of Members of the 
Virginia yield to the Senator from Ohio? Senate had voted in the way the distin

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield. guished Senator from Virginia [Mr. 
Mr. LAUSCHE. A moment ago the BYRD] has voted, our national debt would 

Senator from Virginia stated that our be a great deal less than it 'is · at the 
gold reserves· fell from $24.5 to $16.4 present time. 
billion, and that $12 billion of the Those who have voted for the spend
remaining $16 billion is needed to sup- ing programs which necessitate the in
port our Federal Reserve notes and de- crease in national borrowing will, I am 
·posits, leaving only $4,300 million to meet sure, be glad to assume the responsi
claims which may be made by our short- bility that is properly theirs and will 
term international creditors. What is take care of the obligations they have 
the outstanding amount of short-term incurred-at least to the extent of bar-
obligations or credits handled by our. rowing money. 

1 
international creditors? My under- Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, will 
standing is that it is $20 billion. the Senator from Virginia yield to me? 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I think that is Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield. 
approximately correct; i recall a figure Mr. CARLSON. I would not wish to 
of $17 to $20 billion. let this opportunity pass without com-

Mr. LA USCHE. That means that plimenting the distinguished Senator 
there are potential claims-which could from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], chairman of 
be made immediately, although that is the Finance Committee not only on his 
not to be expected, of course-of · $20 timely warning, but also on his most 
billion. And only $4 billion is av·ailable serious warning to the Nation on its 
to meet them? · fiscal policy. It seems that we have lost-

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I believe the capacity to balance expenditures 
that is correct. with tax revenues. 

What is very disturbing to me is that When we consider past developments-
neither the Eisenhower administration · for example, the fact that since 1930 
nor the Kennedy administration has ·at- there have been only 6 years in which 
tempted to look this serious situation the Federal Government has been in the 
squarely in the face. One of the things -black, which means that there have been 
the Eisenhower administration did was 26 years of red ink-and when we note 
to bring home the dependents of our that in 1912 the Federal Government 
troops serving overseas-in order to cor- spent $7 for each man, woman, and child 
rect the unbalance of payments; but that in the country, but in 1960 spent $4~0. 
was like a flyspeck on the wall. and, if we follow through with the 1963 

Later the Kennedy administration re- budget, will be spending $516 for each 
duced from $500 to $100 the amount of person in the ·country, it is obvious that 
goods a tourist could bring home duty at the present time the Government is 
free; but, again, that was like a flyspeck taking from the people, and spending 73 
on the wall. - times as much, per person, as it did a 

We must in some way correct the im- short 50 years ago. 
balance of payments which is brought The senior Senator from Virginia is 
about by the cost of maintaining the ap- entitled to much credit for speaking 
proximately 750,000 troops we have frankly and seriously to the Senate and 
abroad, by our foreign aid, by the money to the entire Nation in regard to a fiscal 
spent abroad by U.S. tourists, and by the problem which affects all of us, and cari 
investments made abroad by American pave serious and devastating effects on 
businesses. the future of our Nation and its econ-

Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, will the omy. I appreciate very much, indeed, 
Senator from Virginia yield? the remarks of the Senator from Vir-

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield. ginia. 

-. 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I thank the 
Senator from Kansas. 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Virginia yield to me? 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield. 
Mr. MILLER. As a newcomer to the 

Senate, let me say that the senior Sen
ator from Virginia has long been an in
spiration to me in respect to what Ire
gard as one of the great commandments 
for any Member of the legislative branch 
of the Government--namely, the com
mandment to practice fiscal integrity in 
order to preserve the purchasing power 
of the people's money. 

I want to add to what other Senators 
have said my commendation of the Sen
ator from Virginia for bringing these 
facts out, as he does continually, in an 
effort to try to persuade his colleagues 
in the Senate to practice this great com
mandment. 

I wish to ask the Senator one question. 
I deduct, from what the Senator has had 
to say about the bad ratio between the 
amount of free gold we have and the 
amount of outstanding claims against it, 
that he is concerned that if we do not 
practice fiscal integrity, and if the pur
chasing power of our money is further 
diluted, the · confidence of these foreign 
creditors will be shaken to the extent 
that they might seek to obtain payments 
in gold, and this would bring about the 
catastrophe to which he has referred. 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I have in my 
hand a table dating from 1930, showing 
the debt at that time was $16 billion, 
and then the increases year by year, and 
the interest year by year. We have paid 
$123 billion in interest since 1930. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. · I yield. 
Mr. LAUSCHE. The Senator from 

Virginia has pointed out some steps that 
have been taken in trying to fortify the· 
strength of our gold reserves. If I may, 
I would like to point out that we have 
not tried to reach the causes of our dif
ficulties, but recently we passed a $6 bil~ 
lion International Monetary Fund pro
gram. Our Government is putting up $2 
billion. I think 10 other nations are put
ting up $4 billion. 

That $6 billion is a new pool in the 
International Monetary Fund, contem
plated to come to our relief if and when 
the problem about -which the Senator 
from Virginia is expressing fear rna.:; 
terializes. When the International 
Monetary Fund was created, it was never 
expected that it would have to come to 
our rescue because our currency had 
collapsed. 

Three weeks ago the Senate passed a 
bill, and the proponents of it declared 
it was created solely for two purposes: 
First, to come to the rescue of the United 
States, and second, to come to the rescue 
of the United Kingdom in the event their 
currency collapsed and they could not 
meet their international obligations. 

I wanted to point out that no red 
signal has been flashed which ·as clearly 
demonstrates the acuteness of the fiscal 
problems that confront us as the -crea
tion of 'that International Monetary 
Fund. But it is merely a sedative; it is 
not a cure. The .cure must come through· 
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fiscal integrity practiced by the admin-

- istration and the Congress. -: 
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. . The Senator 

is correct. 
Mr. BU:SH. Mr. President, will th~ 

Senator yield? 
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield. 

· Mr. BUSH. I was very much inter
ested in the table to which the Senator 
from Virginia has referred. I notice at 
the top of the table it shows the gross 
public debt in 1930 was $16,185 million
a very enviable figure as we look back 
on it. 

I would like to ask the Senator if it 
is not so that in the preceding 10 years 
we had reduced the national debt from 
approximately $24 billion to approxi
mately $16 billion, or about one-third, in 
a period, generally speaking, of increas
ing prosperity right straight through the 
10 years, with relatively high interest 
rates- 6 percent was, generally speaking 
the going bank rate-and when there 
were taking place all those things which 
it is now said cannot be done, and that 
we must have cheap money, and an in
flated debt, and borrowing through 
banks, and an increase of the nioney 
supply. 

I ask the Senator if that era of increas
~g prosperity and gross national prod
uct does not disprove that we have to 
do the things which this administration 
says are necessary in order to get the 
country moving and keep it moving. 

Mr. _BYRD of Virginia. The Senator 
is correct. · 

I hope Members of the Senate will read 
the table to which I have referred. 
There is great significance in the fact 
that the loss of the purchasing power of 
the dollar has been somewhat in line 
·with the deficits and imbalances in in
ternational payments. We had a sur.:. 
·plus in our balance of international pay
ments of about $500 million in 1957. 
Then we had deficits going all the way 
back to the year 1949, when we had a 
surplus of $175 million in our balance of 
international payments. In 1950 we had 
a deficit of $3% billion in 1 year. 

That has been one of the factors that 

increase our .supplies of gold. Hearings 
were held. The result was that we 
learned it would cost $70 an ounce to 
produce gold at Juneau-just twice as 
much as the value we have placed on 
gold. It would have to be done by sub
sidy. The administration opposed it. 
I think it was right, because, if a price 
of $70 an ounce were established, or even 
$40, it would diminish the value of the 
dollar and, ·by that fact. start new infla
tion. 

So it seems impossible for us to aug
ment our gold supply. We certainly 
cannot do it by mining gold in our own 
country, and I know we cannot buy it at 
that price. I am told Russia is making 
every effort it is possible to make to in
crease her gold supply. 

What concerns the Senator from Vir
ginia so much is that there is just $4 
billion between us and disaster, because 
every person I have talked to, whether 
he be a New Dealer, a conservative, or 
whatever he may be, believes that if it 
were thought we would take from for
eign countries, when they make settle
ments on adverse balances, the choice 
of taking dollars or gold, they would de
mand gold as fast as they could get it, 
and that would result in an international 
catastrophe, not only for us, but for the 
whole free world. 

I hope everything can be done to a void 
such a catastrophe; and the way to do 
it, as the Senator from Ohio has sug
gested, is to strike at the heart of the 
problem and stop the imbalance of pay
ments. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield. 
Mr. LAUSCHE. I would like to read 

from the study prepared by the Brook
ings Institution on the national debt 
ceiling and debt treatment. 

This is what is stated: 
Historically, the Government has pursued 

a policy of relatively prompt reduction of 
the national debt. Alexander Hamilton, in 
the earliest days of the Republic, set the 
tone for future generations-. He argued that 
a national debt has a number of useful at-

tributes, but one of its foremost character
istics is that it could help a nation to es
tablish its credit rating among the nations 
of the world-if the debt were paid off with 
promptness. Over the decades, the debt rose 
primarily during war and depression and fell 
largely in response to the basic philosophy 
that the national debt should be extin
guished. Twenty-four years after the war of 
1812, th-e debt was entirely paid off. In the 
27 years after the Civil War, the debt was 
reduced by almost two-thirds, and in the 
10 years after World War I .the debt was re
duced by one-third. 

Today, some 15 years after the end 
of World War II, instead of the debt hav
i~g. been reduced from its level of $255 
bllllon, we are asked to lift the ·ceiling 
to $308 billion. 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. The Senator 
is correct. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. That _ is $53 billion 
more than it was at the end of World 
War II, and is completely in conflict with 
every experience we have had in our 
country. 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. As the Senator 
knows. the Democrats pay tribute to 
Andrew Jackson and Thomas Jefferson 
every year. Andrew Jackson said that 
he w:;ts more proud of the fact that he 
had paid off the public debt in toto and 
had refunded to the States certain 
balances in the Treasury than of any
thing else he accomplished. 

Thomas Jefferson time and 'time again 
warned the people of the great evils 
which would come from public indebted
ness. 

To conclude the statement concerning 
the gold, though Mr. Dillon says the sit
uation will be corrected to some extent 
l~ter, but in the first quarter of this year 
there was a loss of gold at the annual 
rate of $1,904 million. That is the rate 
for the first quarter. Assuming it should 
continue for the year, it ·would take 
nearly half of the free gold we have left. 

Mr. President, i ask unanimous con
sent to have the table to which I have 
referred printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the table was 
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: 

has brought on the run on gold. F d z d bt · t t h d b b Our gold supply today is $16,434 mil- e . era e ' tn eres on t e e t, udget surplus or deficit, value of the dollar, balance of 
payments, and U.S. gold stock, 193D-63 (from official Government sources) 

lion. The highest point of our gold stock ,---------,---~----r-------.----...-----...,...-:_ __ 
was in 1949, when it was $24,466 million. Gross public 

debt and 
Year guaranteed 

; · obligations 
(by fiscal year 

1930 ____ --------------------
1931 ____ - -------------------
1932 ____ - ------------------ -
1933 ____ --------------------
1934------------------------1935 ________________________ ' 
1936 _______________________ _ 
1937 ________ : _______________ _ 

-1938 _______________________ _ 

1939 ____ --------------------. 1940 _______________________ _ 

in millions) 

$16,185 
16,801 
19,487 
22,539 
27,734 
32,824 
38,497 
41.,089 
42,018 
45,890 
48,497 

Interest on 
the public 
debt(by 

fiscal' year 
in millions) 

Budget Value of the Balance of 
deficit or dollar (by international U.S. gold · 

surplus (by calendar payments 
fiscal year year in 

stock (by 
(calendar fiscal year 

in millions) cents) 1 year in in milli~ns) 
millions) 

l3o what happens, apparently, is that 
when gold leaves this country, it never 
comes back. I have asked a number of 
persons to explain that. I think one 
reason is that it costs more than $35 an 
ounce to produce gold. This great gold 
supply was not built up by mining pro
grams, but was built _up by Mr. Roose..; 
velt-and I do not question his .wisdom 
in this matter-when he established the 
price .of $35 an ounce and offered to pur
chase all the gold offered at that price. 
beginning in 1923. As a result, ·we built 
up our supply of gold because we offered 

.- to pay more for gold than it was bringing 
elsewhere in the world. The reverse is 
now true. It costs more to produce gold. 

Depressi<>n years _________ ------ --------
. . j==~=i===~~===~=l~~~~;~~~~~~~ 

194L-----------~----------- 55,332 

I suggested to the distinguished Sen-
. ator from Alaska [Mr. -GRUENINGr the 
-investig-ation of the feasibility of op{m
ing Up . the Juneau -gold niine ·to see 
wh~ther that would be a practical way to _ 

1942________________________ 76, 991 
1943________________________ 140, 796 
1944..._______________________ 202, 626 
1945________________________ . 259,115 
1946 _________________ ._______ 269,898 

World ~ar II years ____ --,- ·~-------------
l=====?l======l==~==f~~~l=~~~~~~~~ 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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Federal debt, interest on the debt, budget surplus or defic'lt, value oj'the dollar, balance of 
p'ayments, and U.S. gold sto'ck, 193D-63 (from offict'al Government sources)-Continued 

Gross public Interest on Budget Value of the Balance of 
debt and the public deficit or dollar (by international U.S. gold 

Year guaranteed debt (by surplus (by calendar payments stock (by 
obligations fiscal year fiscal year year in (calendar fiscal year 

(by fiscal year in millions) · in millions) cents) 1 year in in millions) 
in millions) millions) 

1947-------------------------
1948_-- --------------------

$258,376 
252,366 
252,798 
257,377 

$4, 958' +$754 62.2 
57.8 
58.3 
57.8 

+$4,567 
+1,005 

+175 
-3.580 

$21,266 
23,532 
24,466 
24,231 

5, 211 +B, 419 
1949 ____ - - ------------------ 5, 339 -1, 811 
1950.---------------------- 5, 750 -3, 122 

Post-World War II years. -------------- 21,258 +4. 240 

1951_ ___ --------------------
I=====25=5,=2=51=I======5=,6=13=I=====+=3=,5=1=0=I=====.=53=.=5=I=====_==30=5=I= ====2=1=,7===56 

1952 ____ - ------------------- 259,151 5, 859 -4,017 52.3 -1,046 23,346 
1953 ____ ----------- --------- 266, 123 6, 504 -9,449 51. 9 -2, 152 22, 463 
1954 ____ -------------------- 271,341 6,382 -3,117 51.7 -1,550 21,927 

Korean war years ___ -----l=·=--=--=·=--=--=·=--=-l===2=4=, 3=58=l===-=1=3=, 0=7=3 =I=·=-·=·=--=·=--=--=·=--=I=·=·=- -=--=·=--=·=--=--=I=·=·=--=·=--=--=·=--=--

1955 ____ - -------------------
1956 ____ --------------------
1957------------------------
1958 ____ --------------------
1959 ____ -- ------------------
1960 ____ --------------------1961. ______________________ _ 

274,418 
272,825 
270,634 
276,444 
284,817 
286,471 
289,211 

6,370 
6, 787 
7,244 
7,607 
7,593 
9,180 
8, 957 

-4,180 
+1, 626 
+1, 596 
-2,819 

-12,427 
+1, 224 
-3,856 

51.9 -1,145 21,678 
51.1 -935 21,799 
49.4 +520 22,623 
48. 1 -3,529 21,356 
47. 7 2-3,743 19.705 
46.9 -3,929 19,322 

. 46.4 -2,454 17, 550 

Post-Korean war years ___ -------------- 53,738 -18,836 
1=========1========1========1==========1~=======1======== 

Total, 193Q-61, actuaL. __ -------------- 123,141 -266,420 
1=======1========1========1========1======== 1======== 

Estimates and latest 
actual: 

1962 ____ ------------------1963 __________________ ___ _ 295,835 
295,569 

1 Based on 100-cent dollars in 1939. 

8,998 
9,400 

-6,975 
+463 

346.0 '-1, 904 616,434 

2 Excludes additional U.S. subscription to IMF of $1,375,000,000. 
!April. 
• 1st quarter. 
5 June 21. 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, 
as matters stand the situation will grow ~ 
worse, because eliminating nonessential 
expenditures has become a lost art at 
Washington. More nonessential ex
penditures are started and proposed. 

I cite some 200 actions and proposals 
for increased Federal obligations of pub
lic money and credit in Presidential com
munications to Congress during the cur
rent administration to those in search 
of fertile fields for expenditures which 
need not be made under existing con
ditions. 

Pressure continues on increasing Fed
eral expenditures for housing, urban re
newal, public assistance, public educa
tion, health, water resources, river basin 
development, and so forth. 

Huge spending is contemplated in such 
new programs as space, moon, and ocean 
exploration, depressed · area redevelop
ment, retraining of the jobless, and so 
forth. 

More Federal spending programs are 
being formed in current studies on sur
face and mass transportation, acquisi
tion and development of open spaces, 
and so forth. 

New programs for grants to States and 
payments to individuals and institutions 
would be added for public assistance, 
health, agriculture, higher education, 
and so forth. 

Virtually no area of domestic-civilian 
activity by the Federal Government has 
been overlooked in Presidential message 
proposals for increased spending. 

Expansion of foreign-aid programs, in
cluding the new Peace Corps; and the 
military buildup, with renewed emphasis 
on civil defense, are in addition. . 

There would be vast increases in trust 
fund expenditures, outside of the. regular 
budget, for unemployment and aged 

health insurance, social security recipi
ents, and continuing increases for high
ways-both interstate and ABC systems. 

Orders were issued last year for a 
speedup in public works projects already 
underway; and accelerated planning for 
public works in the future was directed. 

This is only a condensed description 
-of -the situation in which we find our
selves still playing Santa Claus. We 
have been playing Santa Claus, we have 
been playing banker, and we have been 
playing policeman for the free world for 
17 years. 

I submit that the history of the world 
does not record that any other nation 
has ever attempted to be Santa Claus, 
policeman, and banker for the world at 
the same time, on the scale we have at
tempted it. 

Great Britain was the policeman for 
the world, because she controlled the 
seas. That was relatively inexpensive. 
Great Britain made money from the 
colonies and did not spend money in the 
manner that we are giving it away all 
over the world, yet Great Britain found 
its way into financial difficulties. 

If the United States cannot carry the J 

flag for free people, there will be no other 
nation in the world to assume that re
sponsibility. 

In short, our fiscal position, charac
terized by debt, deficits and an ever
present threat of inflation, does not in
spire confidence at home _ or abroad; and 
we need confidence in the dollar as we 
never needed it before. · 

The reasons for sound and strong men 
in positions ·of high fiscal trust at this 
time are clear and urgent~ 

I shall cast my vote against this bill 
today as a protest against the contin
uance of the dangerous fiscal practices in 
which we are indulging, 

· · And with this vote I urge immediate 
chang-e in budget direction by replace
ment of the present Budget Director with 
a man who understands the . dangers of 
chronic deficit financing. 

The present Budget Director is a man 
who has asserted before the Senate Com
mittee on Finance that he believes in def
icit spending and . that the deficit we 
have was a planned deficit to help the 
economy of the country. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 
President, will the Senator yield? 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield. 
Mr. WILLIAMS-of Delaware; I JOin 

my colleagues in paying respect to the 
distinguished senior Senator from Vir
ginia for delivering to the Senate and to 
the country this timely warning. There 
is no other man in the U.S. Senate 
who over a period of years has done more 
to maintain some degree of fiscal in
tegrity at the national level than the 
senior Senator from Virginia. I join 
my colleagues today in saluting him for 
his excellent address. -

Mr. BYRD of Virg-inia. I thank the 
Senator. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 
President, I ask for the yeas and nays on 
the pending amendment. 

The yeas and nays were ordered. 

"THE ALL-CHANNEL BILL: CON
GRESSIONAL INTENT AND INDUS
TRY OPPORTUNITY"-ADDRESS 
BY SENATOR McGEE 
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, on 

Tuesday, June 26, the senior Senator 
from Wyoming [Mr. McGEE], who is a 
member of the Subcommittee on Com
munications of the Senate Commerce 
Committee, addressed the Electronics 
Industries Association convention at 
New York on the subject of the all
channel television bill which recently 
passed this body. 

In his speech, the Senator from 
Wyoming excellently presented the in
tent and implications of this important 
legislative proposal, and I commend it 
highly to the Members of this body. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the address be printed in the 
RECORD at this point. 

There being no objection, the address 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: · 

THE ALL-CHANNEL BILL: CoNGRESSIONAL 
INTENT AND INDUSTRY OPPORTUNITY 

(An address by Hon. GALE W. McGEE, Senator 
from Wyoming, at the Electronics Indus
tries Association convention meeting Tues
day, June 26, 1962, New York City) 
It's a pleasure to be here this morning and 

to continue in conversation with your mem
bers my own personal education in the com
m~nications industry of the country. I re
gret very much I was not able to meet with 
you at the social hour last evening where 
I'm sure I could have .learned a great bit 
more; but I was attending a very interesting 
seminar on "How To Suc~eed in Business 
Without Trying." After sitting through this 
deligh~ul spoof, I have reached the conclu
sion that I'm in the wrong racket. 

In a far more serious . vein., I want to talk 
to you briefly about the new all-channel ·leg
isla_tion enacted by the Congress. I don't 
need to tell this group what that legislation 
is all about, you know all too well. But I do 
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think it would be helpful if ! ·tried to set out determined by . what .the buyer woul~ bear, 
why we, the Congress, chose to ~eve do~n and that the prtce margin above cost and 
this road, and much inore important, what reasonable profit was many times greater 
your role . should be in this new under- than $25. 
taking: Or I can recall not very long ago, as we 

As you know, the Congress and the Com- held hearings on TV booster legislation, to 
mission were .faced with a/ difficult .problem. learn in the course of those studies of the 
·An intermixed system of · VHF and UHF· excessive charges made by CATV systems, 
assignments had not worked. The expert- . apparently on the basis again of what the 
ence of the last decade conclusively showed market would bear. Installation charges, 
that. Over 90 percent of .the 1JHF .. assign- for example, ranged from as low a.s $15 to 
ments were not being used, and there was a.s high a.s $175. In that instance a mere 
little prospect for improvement. , · extra cost of $25 didn't .seem to be a dis-

c:q.osen so as . to ach_ieve the , earliest possible 
implementation of the bill which would not 
work a hardship on you . people by catching 
you with significant stocks of VHF-only sets. 
I am confident that the proper date can and 
will be selected through these meetings. 

This brings me to what I consider to be the 
really vital aspect of the future. So far I 
have been talking about the Commission's 
r.ule, ·and how you can help to select the 
right ingredients of that rule. But the core 
of the matter is not the formal rule. It is 
what you, the manufacturers, do to bring 
reality to the hopes of the Congress, of the 
Commission, of the broadcasters, of the edu-

During the hearing, and even since, . I've turbing factor to that segment of the com
heard comparisons made with the somewhat munications industry. Therefore, it was my. 
slow progress of color TV and the question conclusion that,. in. terms of priorities, the cators, of the public. The Congress, speak
asked: Wlll Congress be concerned and pass small extra cost of a converter was not a ·· ing, for the country, .is saying to you: "yv,e 
a iaw to help color television? aut there's a very genuine deterrent to enacting· this nee- want, as soon ~s we can, to 1lave every s~t 
world of difference . . Whate.ver th ·progress essary legislation. . . sold in ~his country ~n all.:.channel set, and 
of color 'l'V, it. does not result in a waste of But, as 1 said, the 1post important thing a good one capable of adequately receivin~ . 
one of the most valuable ·national resources 1 want to talk to you about is ·not why we UHF signals, so far as the s.et is concerned. 
which. this country has, the radio spectrum·. settled on the all-channel legislative route Some of you agreed with this plan, some 
The plain fact is that if we do not make UHF but what your role should be when all~ disagreed. But that is all irrelevant now. 
work, we will have a television system that's channel becomes law. For it is an old but I would hope· that you would all, whether 
inadequate for our national needs. Our true cliche that to quarrel about the past yo-q agreed or disagreed, pitch in to carry 
P.Opulation is expanding; per capita income is to lose the future. I know that neither out the congressional mandate, not grudg
is going up; leisure time is increasing; and you nor. the Commission will make this error. i~gly because of some formal agency rule but 
new products and new c.ompanies are seeking I am sure that both of you will cooperate Willingly because this is the. course that has 
advertising outlets. These ec9nomic and to achieve, to the fullest extent possible, the been democratically chosen. It is this course 
social factors strongly support an expanded goal sought by Congress in the all-channel upon which we have staked so much for the 
commercial television system. But we can- legislation. future development of television in this 
not get that expansion, if we are constricted The bill, as it passed the Senate, gives the country. It is you, not the Congress or the 
almost entirely to a 1.2-channel VHF system. Commission the authority to issue a rule to ~~;::~~S:~::t 0;'~~at ~~~1. best assure the 

So we need UHF for expansion. We need require that TV sets, s~.ipped in interstate So 1 would hope that as soon as feasible 
it to bring new television service to under- commerce or im~?rted, be capable of ade- you would voluntarily and immediately take 
served· areas. Of the 278 television markets, quately receiving all channels. There are, the steps to revise your production lines to 
127, roughly half, have only 1 TV station, therefore, a number of areas where coopera- produce the all-channel set· and just as 

.- and- 70 have only 2. Finally, we need UHF tion between you and the Commission would important, that many of y~u im::nedlately 
in ord~r to promote the development of edu- be most helpful in assuri.ng the promulga- . undertake t~e research arid ~xperime!ltation 
cational TV. Of the present · number of tion of a sound rule. to improve the all-channel set. It does not 
channels reserved for educational television; First, as you know, the word "adequately" seem to me that there is any need to await 
92 are VHF and 187 are . UHF. A national in the blll is designed to give the Commis- final adoption of the two receiver ·character
study has indicated that the educators may sion the narrow . authority to specify two istics 1 have mentioned. For, the Coi:nmis
need roughly 650 additional '9HF channels in receiver characteristics. The Commission has sion has said that it wlll choose :reasonable 
order to meet the needs of. education in the assured· the .Congress that it will limit its figures within the average characteristics· of 
years ahead. So you can see the future o.f rule tp specification of the rece.iver noise UHF receivers now available on the open 
educational TV is tied in large part to the figure at UHF ~elative to that at VHF and market. Therefore, the conscientious manu-
future of UHF. · · receiver sensitivity at UHF relative to that. at facturer will face no danger on this score. 

Tlie Commission concluded and the Con- VHF. · Because the figures selected by the Thus, you have two choices before you. 
gress ha.s agreed that the most painless, the Comll?-ission will be relative ones, this means one is to await the cutoff date in a rule
most pr~tical, the best way of solving this that you, the manufacturers, will in effect to say "Yes 1 will comply with the law but 
allocations problem is the all-channel re- be specifying these characteristics of the only r~luctS:ntly and as narrowly as 1 can." 
ceiver. Some of you, I know, disagree: But set, by choosing the UHF figures. The Gom- The other is to roll up your sleeves and carry 
look at other possible solutions. Getting mission would only be requiring that the out not only the letter but the spirit of the 
more VHF channels? The military said no, UHF component's capabilities as to noise or law by implementing it as soon as you, not 
for defense reasons; and that's that. sensitivity be comparable to that of the the Commission, can. 1 am fully confident 
. Deintermixture? If you think that's pain- VHF component. For example, if you wanted which course a public-spirited industry such 
less, I suggest you talk with a Congressman to produce a lower priced VHF set, the UHF as yours will choose. And I believe that that 
from an area where the Commission has component could also be of a similar lower course, voluntary, immediate implementa
proposed to take out the VHF channel and priced nature. tion, will not only benefit the country, by 
substitute a UHF. It involves dislocation, The Commission has made one further im- promoting the earlier achievement of the 
the chance of taking service away from sig- portant representation as t6 these two rela- bill's goals, but will benefit you and your 

·nificant numbers of persons, and still would tive performance figures. It has promised stockholders. For, it · will i:nean a very 
be just a piecemeal or short-range solution. the Congress that it will avoid extreme or healthy, growing television broadcasting in-

All-channel legislation will work because unreasonable specifications-that it will se- dustry, and in the final analysis, that is the 
it .,gaes to the root problem of receiver in- lect standards in the realm of the average bedrock of your set industry. 
compatibility. It makes tinie work in be- characteristics of UHF receivers available on There is a standard phrase · much used, 
half. of UHF development, both commercial the open market today. In this way, the perhaps .even abused, in correspondence· 
and· educational. The UHF operator could Commission is sure that its specifications which goes like this: "Thanking you in ad- . 
look forward to UHF receiver saturation not will be well. accepted by you manufacturers. vance for your cooperation, I remain yours . 
only in his hoine. city but in the surrounding Let me add here that we in the Congress truly." . Well, speaking for myself; and I ·· 
rural area as well. · were strongly assured by the Commission am sure all my colleagues, I do thank you 

We considered the possible drawbacks to that it does not intend-and I repeat does here and now, for your cooperation in this 
all-channel, and particularly the increased 'not intend-to regulate sets., ·nor does it ·in- ·all-important enterprise. 
cost of the all-channel receiver. We under- tend to require the establishment of VHF 
stand that at the' outset that cost may be characteristics. 
about $25. But I would hope that with mass Obviously, if the standards are to prove CENTENNIAL OF THE MORRILL ACT 
production, with all-out industry concen- generally acceptable, you and the Commis
tration on the UHF tuner, the price differen- sion must have a full and frank exchange of 
tial wlll be much less and the product im- views. I am heartened to learn that there 
proved. I have confidence in your ability, already have been contacts between the Com
for I remember your magnificent accom- mission· and your representatives, and only 
plishn1ents with the VHF-only set, in the this morning I learned from the Commission 
period froin 1946 on. · · that the first date for meetings to thresh 

Incidentally, as a member of the Com- out these important matters has been se
merce Committee taking· the testimony from lected. That date 1~ Jun~ 28, next Thursd~y. 
spokesmen ·of the industry, I was a little sur- These meetings must also · cqncern , them
prised at the great siress put on the added 'selves with the critical date iO be specified 
·cost to the purchaser. I say · "surprised" ·in the rule, after which only all-channel 
because I can remember in the early days o'f ·sets are to be ·shipped in interstate com
·televisio:g. s~ts. w~en ·the · pri.ces' were often merce_ or imp()rted~ That, ~ate must be 

Mr. CARLSON.· Mr. President, July 2 
will be the centennial. of the land-grant 
colleges which were founded, based on 
the Morrill Act. 

Kansas State University is pro\}d of its 
growth and heritage as a land-grant in
stitution and during this year joins with 
70· other members of the American Asso
ciation of . Land-Gr~t Colleges and 
State Untversities in commemorating the 
act which established the world's great-

. est · system of· higher . educatio~n. - The 
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centennia1 -of t~e Morrill Act, on this 
July 2, 1962, is an especially signifieant 
occasion for higher education in Kansas. 
Although Kansas was not the first State 
in the Nation to make application for a 
college land-grant, it was the first jn 
the Nation to designate officially, by 
legislati'Ve act, its land-grant college. 

The Land Grant Act, signed by Lin
coln~ donated to each State accepting 
the terms 30,000 acres of land from the 
public domain for each Member of the 
House and the Senate to which the State 
was entitled. Kansas, .having two Sena
tors and one Representative at that time, 
was entitled to 90,000 acres. In each 
State this land was to endow at least 
one college, nwhere the leading object 
sbaTI be, without excluding either scien
tific and classical studies and inciuding 
military tacticism. to teach such branches 
of learning as are related to agriculture 
and mechanics arts." 

After Congress approved the Land 
Grant Act.. and the State of Kansas 
accepted its provisions on February 3, 
1863, trustees of Bluemont College at 
Manhattan o1fered their college build
ing and 100 acres of land to the State. 
This offer was accepted on February 16, 
1863, and it was also on that date that 
the Kansas Legislature established om
cially its land-grant college. Thus li'eb
ruary 16 .. 1863, is the birthdate of Kansas 
State University as a land-grant institu
tion. It is now preparing to celebrate 
its own -centennial. 

The early years for Kansas State ~ere 
dim.cult ones .financially, for the legisla
ture left the institution to operate large.:. 
ly from the Federal endowment, which 
produced little immediate income. For 
instance, no money was appropriated for 
the first several years for operating ex
pense. Before any endowed funds could 
become available the land grants had to 
be selected, then sold and the money 
invested. _ 

The sale of land proceeded slowly for 
years, and the board of regents for 
Kansas State College and Kansas State 
administrators were reluctant to ask for 
·appropriations for faculty salaries. The 
legislatures in turn were even more 
reluctant in granting appropriations, but 
they did make loans for operational ex
penses expecting repayment from futu;re 
endowment income. 

Proceeds from the sale of the land 
granted by the Federal Government 
.eve1;1tuall,y surpassed tl}e .half million 
dollars originally envisioned by land
grant college 'SUpporters. By 1885 less 
than 1,500 acres of the original endow
ment remained unsold. 

Among the early land appraisers ~nd 
agents for the grant were Gen. James H. 
Harvey, who later was to serve as _Gov
ernor of Kansas and U.S. Senator and 
Issac T. Goodnow, brother-in-law of 
Joseph Denison, first president of Kansas 
State. 

At the present time proceeds from the 
sale -of -the original Kansas College 
land grant- are in the form of invest
ments and securities and are valued at 
slightly more than $680,000. Kansas 
State still owns the original 100 acres 
deeded by Bluemont College 1n 1863, but 
the present campus of ·100 acres was 
formerly part of three farms purchased 

with income from bonds :floated by Man
hattan Township·. 

In the fall of 1863 K-ansas ·state b.egan 
operation with 52 students; in the fall 
of 1962 there were 8.390 equated full
time students. During it.cf 99-year his
tory the ~titution has granted more 
than 40,000 degrees. Among its gradu
ates are scores who have risen to top po
sitions in many fields and are recognized 
for their achievements an over the 
world. 

Kansas State has the threefold re
sponsibility of teaching, of research .• and 
through extension, of spreading the re
sults of Tesearch in many subjects to 
people of the State and Nation. Under 
its 6 schools are 49 separate depart
ments. The Ph. D. degree is offered in 
24 fields, the master•s in 66. Many of 
the 430 foreign students coming from 52 
different nations are working on ad
vanced degrees. Kansas State's educa
tional program with India under the 
auspices of the Ford Foundation, and 
its recent amliation with Justus Liebig 
University in Gressen, Germany .. are two 
important worldwide contacts. The 
recent installation of a Mark II triga 
nuclear reactor and the continuing dra
matic advances in milling technology 
research are only a few of the areas in 
which Kansas State is contributing 
significantly. 

Ten extremely able presidents have 
guided Kansas State through perilous 
times as well as good times. The ninth 
president was Milton s. Eisenhower 
0943-50), the first native Kansan and 
the first alumnus to head the institution. 

Since 1950 President James A. Mc
Cain has personally directed the uni
versity's vigorous growth. New facili
ties and expanded faculty have kept 
pace with the growing enrollment and 
the demand for trained graduates. Also, 
every attempt is now being made· to as
sure that adequate staff and facilities 
will be available during the next decade 
when the numbers of Kansas youth of 
college age will grow to at least 170,000. 

Kansans are deeply aware of the sig
nificance of the Land -Grant Act, the 
land-grant idea, and its own land-grant 
school, and have consistently dem
onstrated a sense of obligation to edu
cation that would indeed please the 
visionary men so deeply concerned with 
education 100 years ago, namely, Jona
than B. Turner, Justin S. Morrill, and 
Abraham Lincoln. · 

TEMPORARY INCREASE IN THE 
PUBLIC DEBT LIMIT 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill <H.R. 11990) to provide for a 
temporary increase in the public debt 
limit as set forth in section 21 of the 
Second Liberty Bond Act. · 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, every 
request by a Democratic administration 
for an increase in the national debt limit 
calls forth a torrent of comment from 
Senators on the other side of the aisle. 
Today has been on exception. I am not 
~enamored of debt. I am not advocating 
that' debt in itself is worthy. I _think 
:that even my worst personal or political 
enemy would not accuse me of being 
wasteful in tlfe expenditure of public 

funds. In the 14 .years I have been in 
the Senate I ·hav:e spent a good deal of · 
my energy trying to effect economies in 
Gov~rnment. I know that I have made 
IJ.O friends amo~g my colleagues beca~e 
of those ~fforts, and I 'have the uneasy 
feeling that I have probably made a 
number of en-emies. But I think my 
credentiats on that score at least are 
satisfactory. 

It is perfectly true that our country 
faces some very real financial problems. 
One of the most severe of those problems 
is; of course, the unfavorable balance of 
payments. It is not an unfavorable bal
ance of trade. because we export' ap
proximately $3 billion more in comnmdi
ties than we import, but because of the 
heavy burden of supporting our troops 
abroad .. the cost of our foreign aid, the 
expenses of European travel, and heavy 
American investments, the favorable 
balance of trade is turned into an un
favorable balance of payments. 

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I am glad to yield. 
Mr. GORE. The Senator has referred 

to heavy investments of American citi
zens and corporations in businesses 
abroad and in foreign securities. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct. 
Mr. GORE. ·The Senator is aware, 

I am sure, that the companies and gov
ernments of many countries are now 
:floating issues on the New York market, 
thereby draining capital from the United 
States. · 

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct. In 
some cases such countries have offered 
tax havens to American investment 
which permit them to escape tax obliga
tions which they would have if they 
invested in the United States. 

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield further? 

Mr. DOUGLAS-. I yield. 
Mr. GORE. I do not wish to provoke 

the distinguished senior Senator from 
·nunois into agreeing with me or even 
to solicit an expression of his opinion. 
He may wish to give the subfect more 
study. I invite the attention of Sen
ators to the fact that a few months ago 
our Government saw fit to refu.Se per
mission for the families of American 
servicemen serving in Europe to join 
them, thereby breaking up, I am told, a 
goodly nwnber Qf families. The Gov
ernment now imposes regulations and 
restrictions on the amount of inoney that 
a ·ai stationed in Europe may spend 
out of his small salary. Yet there is 
no impediment whatsoever to the flow 
of "hot" money into lockboxes in Geneva 
and the investment of untold amounts in 
foreign securities and businesses, and 
no inhibition whatsoever upon the flota
tion in our country of bonds, debentures, 
and securities of foreign governments 
and foreign ·Corporations. · 

Mr. DOUGLAS~ The Senator is cor
rect. 

Frequently the statistics on the na
tional debt given iii absolute terms con
·vey a ·false · impression about the finan
cial and economic position of the United 
States. I fear that some of the com
ments today, which I am sure were· made 
in- .good :faith, unless·· they are supple
m·ented with a~ditional material, may 
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give encouragement to those forces in 
other countries which would attempt to 
tear down the American dollar, which I 
believe is fundamentally sound except 
for the difficulties of international bur
dens about which I shall speak later. 
TWENTY-THREE-BILLION-DOLLAR INCREASE JN 

DEBT, 1953-60 · 

I find it interesting that our Republi
can friends did not comment at any ap-

. preciable length when, under the Eisen
hower administration, the national debt 
was being increased from $267 billion, at 
which figure it stood at the end of 1952, 

· to $290 ~ilion, where it stood at·the end 
of 1960. There was an increase of $23 
billion in 8 years. We Democrats un
derstood the financial problems which 
the Eisenhower administration faced, 
arid while occasionally we would point 
out they were observing in office a very 
different 'standard from that which they 
had advocated when they were out of 
office, we did not interpose any serious 
objection to the proposals which the Re
publicans were making from time to 
time to increase the debt limit. 

DEBT DECREASED $11 BILLION IN TRUMAN 
ADMINISTRATION 

The sober fact is that whereas at the 
end of 1945 the national debt amounted 
to $278 billion, by the time Harry Tru
man left office it had been worked down 
to $267 billion. He affected a reduction 
in the debt of $11 billion in those 7 years. 
It should be noted that the Democratic 
Party can stand comparison historicaliy 
very well with our Republican friends 
across the aisle. 

INCREASE DURING DEPRESSION 

Where did the debt come from? 
When Franklin D. Roosevelt took office, 
there were 14 million unemployed in our 
country." The country was on the verge 
of disaster. At that time the national 
debt amounted to a little more than $20 
billion. At the end of 1939, at the out
break of the European war, the debt 
amounted to a little less than $48 bil
lion. The debt was therefore increased 
by $28 billion during the depression. 
Some of that money was wasted. But 
the vast proportion of that money was 
invested in America, and it helped to 
save tens of millions of people who 
otherwise would have starved. It may 
i.ndeed have helped to preverit America 
from losing its base, and may have pre
vented. us from having a revolution. 

While incidental mistakes were made, 
we Democrats are not ashamed of that 
increase in the national debt during the 
depression. 

WARTIME INCREASE 

In 1939 the Second World War broke 
out, when Hitler invaded Poland. That 
invasion quickly swept the world into a 
war. · As the clouds of war became more 
and more derise, it became necessary for 
us to arm. By the end of 1941 the debt 
had increased to $64 billion, or $16 bil
lion more. Th~ money was used to 
rearm America, to get America strong for 
the war which President Roosevelt saw 
was coming. 

Then came our active participation in 
the w~r. During that. time, as I . have 
said, the debt increased from $64 bil
lion, at the end of 1941, to $278 billion at 

the end of 1945, or an increase of' $214 
billion, incurred to defeat Hitler and 
Mussolini, to save America and preserve 
democracy not merely in this country, 

. but in the world as a whole. 
I believe mistakes were made in the 

financing of the war, in that we financed 
too little of it from taxes and too much· 
from borrowing. There was an improve
ment in this respect over World War I, 
when about a third of the cost of the 
war had been met by taxes. · We in
creased the proportion to about three
sevenths in World War II. But this was 
not enough. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? · 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I am glad to yield 
to the Senator very briefly. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Merely for a ques
tion. If a mistake was made during the 
war by financing it too much through 
borrowing and too little through the 
collection of current taxes, is not the 
same mistake being made now, when 
we·are financing our operations through 
borrowings, rather than through build
ing up an income through taxes to meet 
obligations? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I will come to that 
when we come to the present time. 

Who prevented us from taxing more 
during the war? Again and again the 
President of the United States, we would 
read in the newespapers overseas, would 

·ask Congress to increase taxes. . Again 
·and again Congress turned· him down. 
There was a bitter scene on the floor of 
this very Chamber in 1944, I believe it 
was, on this very point, when the Presi
dent rejected one tax bill because it did 
not yield enough and sent it back and 
asked for more. Congress turned ·him 
down. 

CONGRESS FAILED. TO INCREASE WAR TAXES 
ENOUGH 

The plain truth of the matter is that 
Congress, reflecting what it believed to 
be the opinion of the American people, 
would not levy adequate taxes to finance 
more than three-sevenths of the cost of 
the war. The result was that the Gov
ernment, in order to furnish to our 
troops the supplies and munitions which 
they needed, had to go out to borrow. 
How did it borrow? It borrowed in part 
by peo'ple cutting · down on their ex
. penditures, diminishing their outlays, 
and· turning over the purchasing power 

·to the Nation. ·But it was also met in 
part by the banks creating checking ·de
posits which the Government could draw 
against, which did not represent people's 
savings, but which represented instead 
credit inflation and which caused price 
inflation. 

Yet with all the cost of financing the 
war, with all the mistakes that were 
made by the Congress, and perhaps a 
few by the administration also, who 
can deny the fact that it was better for 
us to have increased the public debt by 
a little more than $200 billion than for 
us to have lost the war and for Hitler 
and Mussolini to have conquered, and 
for Hitler to have erected Dachaus and 
Auschwizes all over the world? 

Taken in the large, that was a proper 
and good investment. 

·Then we got out of the war, and 
President Truman reduced the debt; as 
·] have said, by about $11 billion, .He 
was attacked bitterly by the Republicans 
during all this time. I may say that I 
tried to decrease the appropriations dur
ing this period, but without much suc
cess. - On the whole~ the President can
not be blamed. 

Then our Republican friends took 
over, first saying they were going to re
duce the budget to $40 billion a year and 
then to $60 billion; and then running the 
appropriations up to $70 billion and $80 

. billion, and even then not including the 
payments into the civil service retire
ment fund, about which my coll~ue' 
from Illinois spoke with such tears this 
afternoon. 

The record shows that our Republi
can friends expanded the public debt 
very greatly. I never heard them cry 
then as I heard them cry with such tear
ful voices this afternoon. 
LAST YEAR' S DEFICIT BEQUEATHED TO KENNEDY 

ADMINISTRATION 

Now a new administration comes in, 
inheriting the recession bequeathed to 
it by the previous administration, which, 
incidentally, created the deficit of last 
year. Then in midsummer came the 
erection of the wall in Berlin. I per
sonally believe that the military author
ities slumbered somewhat; that we 
should have been ready to knock the wall 
down. It-was hard to get our allies to 
move. We did not ~ave advance plans. 
We were caught unprepared. But, bar
ring that, the administration acted with 
decision. It moved more troops into 
Germany, and reinforced the garrison in 
Berlin. It developed more Polaris sub
marines. It speeded up the missile 
program. It put more strength into the 
defense of the Nation. 

DEFENSE INCREASES DETERRED KHRUSHCHEV 

In my judgment-and this is only one 
man's judgment-this ·decisive act by 
the Kennedy administration has deterred 
Khrushchev from moving and possibly 
precipitating a world war. In addition, 
there have been added expenditures in 
southeast Asia. In addition the country 
has wanted us to conquer space and 
ultimately land a man on the moon. 
This will cost many billions. 

Now the administration comes before 
us and asks for an increase of $8 billion 
in the debt limit and we hear once again 
the soulful lamentations of the opposi
tion. · · 

The debt as of this moment is about 
$300 billion. People speak of this as 
though it were horrendous. As I have 
said, I am not making any apology for 
debt as such. However, I think we ought 
to view it in perspective. Every corpora
tion, when it presents its balance sheet, 
does not merely present a list of its 
debits, of its obligations and of its out
standing debts. In a parallel column op
posite the debts, it lists its assets. 

Mr: MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. DOUGLAS: I yield. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. How does the Gov

ernment handle its debt? Does it set the 
debt to one side? Does it list just liabil
ities, or does it list its assets? 
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Mr. DOUGLAS. It simply lists its 

debts. That gives occasion to the sons 
of Jeremiah to weep about this 
one-slded balance. Fortunately there is 
a House comtn.ittee which has published 
an inventory of the assets owned by the 
Federal Government. As a· certain Sen
ator used to say, I hold here in my hand 
a document published as of last June 30, 
which gives these assets. · 

Mr. MANSFIELD. What do they 
total? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I read from page 13 
of the committee print of Federal Real 
and Personal Property, House Commit
tee on Government Operations. 
GOftRNMENT ASSETS OJ' REAL AND PERSONAL 

PROPERTY BALANCE LIABILITIES 

The personal property owned by the 
Government as of June 30 of last year 
amounted to $201,007 million. In addi
tion, the real property owned by the Fed
eral Government, in almost all instances 
on the basis of original cost rather than 
present market value or reproduction 
costs, amounted to $81,925 million. The 
total assets of the Federal Government 
.as of that time, on the basis of original 
cost, came to $282,932 million. At that 
time the national debt was approxi
mately .$286 billion. Even on this basis, 
the assets roughly balanced the debts. · 

If we were to take into account the 
market value of the real property, not 
the original cost, the assets in all prob. 
ability would vastly exceed the liabilities: 

Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Dlinois yield? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield to the Sena
tor from Connecticut. 

Mr. BUSH. The figures which the 
Senator gives are the asset values to the 
Federal Government. They do not in
clude any earnings which come out of 
those assets. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. ·No; this was simply 
a statement of assets. I shall come to 
earnings in a moment. 

Mr. BUSH. I wish the Senator would 
discuss earnings. I think one thing miss
ing is .eaniings. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Illinois yield? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. There are certain 

earnings which I think the Senator would 
do well to elucidate; for example, the 
amount of money .placed in development 
projects in the 17 Western States, money 
which is repayable at interest from proj
ects which are of benefit to the people. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I wish my dear 
friend had not mentioned that item. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. I know the Sena
tor from Dlinois has voted against them 
on occasion; but I think, by and large, 
when he thought they were good proj-

· ects, he voted for them. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, that is true. ·. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. There is an in

tangible that cannot be measured in dol
lars and cents, and that is freedom: How 
can freedom be added up on a cost or a 
cost-plus basis? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. On that point, I will 
quote Browning: · 
"But all, the world's coarse thumb 
And finger failed to pluinb, 
So passed in making up th~e main account:• 

Of eourse there ate assets. The TV A 
ls an asset. It returns not only prin
cipal, but interest. Reclamation proj
ects return principal, but not interest. 
There are many investments which, al
though they do not yield dollars, yield 
productive capacitY~ 

Also, there is the Federal Reserve Sys
tem. Congress has given to the Federal 
Reserve System the power to get about 
one-sixth of the profit from the creation 
of additional monetary purchasing pow
er. The interest on this comes to about 
$600 million a year. 

So there are earnings from assets. 
But the point I am trying to establish 
is that the value of our physical assets 
is approximately equal to the national 
debt; 'perhaps more. 

Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Illinois yield? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield to the Senator 
from Oklahoma. 

Mr. MONRONEY. I remember quite 
clearly the distinguished Senator from 
Illinois and several others of us fight
ing hard to keep in the .control of the 
Federal Government proper the royalty 
rights to tideland oil reserves. The taxes 
from those lands run into the tens of 
million,s of dollars, and the royalties 
from the salt water domes, which were 
thought to be valueless, now produce 
great revenue. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I am glad the Sena
tor from Oklahoma has mentioned that, 
becaues that is one of the ironies of his
tory which turned in our favor. We 
were beaten in the effort to retain for 
the Federal Government the right to 
the tidelands inside the 3-mile limit and, 
in the case of Texas, inside the 3-league 
limit; but we were successful in obtain
ing acceptance of the principle that out 
beyond the 3-mile or the 3-league limit 
the right to royalties rested in the 
Federal Government. 

It has developed that this is where 
the most valuable oil supplies have been 
found, and the large revenues go to the 
Federal Government. This shows that 
sometimes we win, even though at the 
moment we may seem to lose. 

' Mr. BUSH. Has the Senator included 
those figures? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. No. 
Mr. MONRONEY. There are count .. 

less things which the Federal Govern
ment has as assets which are not even 
listed as assets in its real estate or per
sonal property. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Here I have been 
using a most material base, so to speak, 
as a form of accounting. I have used 
only physical things, for which money 
prices have been paid, and for which, if 
.sold, money prices could be realized. 

Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Dlinois yield further? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield. 
Mr. BUSH. The Senator has told us 

about hundreds of billions of dollars in 
assets. Have they not all been paid for 
out of tax dollars over the years? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes; but I am simply 
saying that when Senators shout about 

· the debt being so frightening, if they 
were to examine the ba1ance sheet, they 
would find that the assets would be equal 
to the debt. 

The Senator is an experienced Wall 
Street financier. When he examined 
the accounts of the -companies to which 
he would decide whether or not he would 
grant credit or for which he would fioat 
bonds, he knows that he always looked 
at th~ assets as well as at the obligations. 

Mr. BUSH. But when we consider the 
Federal budget, we do not look at the 
.assets; we first look at the i.ncome and 
the debt. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I .am suggesting that 
the Senator should cure his astigmatism 
and look also at the assets. 

Mr. BUSH. It is very hard to see the 
Senator's argument about billions of dol
lars in assets. I cannot see what effect 
they have on the budget when we are 
facing this year a deficit of $7 or $8 
billion, and next year will-face a deficit 
of $4 or $5 billion. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I know it is hard to 
educate the Senator from Connecticut; 
but I hope that in time-and I have not 
.given up hope at aU_:if the Senator will 
bear with me, as I bore with him. this 
situation will :become clearer as we go 
along. 

Mr. BUSH. I thank the Senator from 
Illinois. I assure him that I intend to 
remain in the Chamber, because I am 
desirous of getting that answer. 
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT INCREASED 150 PER

CENT WHILE NATIONAL DEBT INCREASED ONLY 
15 PERCENT 

Mr. DOUGLAS. It is true that the 
national debt at the end of 1946 was ap
proximately $260 billion. As I have said, 
it rose to $267 billion at the end of 1952. 
Now it is approximately $300 billion. 
There has been an increase of $40 billion 
in 16 years. That is an increase of 15 
percent. 

But what has happened to the gross 
national product, or to the national in-

. come, during this time? During this pe
riod, the prosperity of the Nation has 
expanded greatly. In dollar terms, the 
gross· national product, which is prob
ably the best measure, was $210 billion in 
1946 and $347 billion in 1952. The pres
ent rate is probably $548 billion or $550 
billion, perhaps a little more. 

It will be found, therefore, in terms 
of dollars, that the gross national prod
uct has increased by 2% times, or roughly 
150 percent, while the national debt has 
increased by only 15 percent. So let us 
find the proportion which the national 
debt forms of the gross national product. 
RATIO OF NATIONAL DEBT TO GROSS NATIONAL 

PRODUCT HAS DECREASED 

In 1946, it was 28 ·percent greater than 
the gross national product. In other 
words, if we take the gross national prod
uct as 100, the national debt was 128. 

In 1952, as Harry Truman laid down 
the reins of administration, the ratio of 
. national debt to the gross national prod
uct had fallen to 75. 

What is it today? Today it is only 54 
percent of the gross pational product. 
In other words, relative· to the gtoss na
tional product, which supports the debt, 
the ratio has fallen from 128 to 54. It 
has fallen by almost 60 percent. Those 

.factors are extremely important. 
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, · will the 

Senator from Illinois yield for· one 
moment? 
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Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. 
Mr. BUSH. I serve on the Joint Eco

nomic Committee with the Senator from 
Illinois. I am stimulated by his incisive 
look at the situation. So long as he has 
made these comparisons, I wonder if he 
has compared the relative percentage of 
the budget with the gross national prod
uct. 
RATIO OF BUDGET TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

HAS DECREASED 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, I have. In 
1946, it formed 17.4 percent of the gross 
national product; today it is a little less 
than 16 percent. In other words, on the 
whole, the percentage of debt to gross 
national product has fallen. The per
centage of expenditures to gross national 
product has remained in the large ap
proximately constant, but in strict terms 
it has decreased slightly. 

Mr .. BUSH. The Senator picked the 
year 1946. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. 
Mr. BUSH. Why did he pick that 

year? 
Mr. DOUGLAS. Because by that time 

the war had been liquidated. Does not 
the Senator agree that this is a good 
year to pick? 

Mr. BUSH. No; but I will come to 
that later. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. If 1945 is chosen, 
the decrease has been even more 
marked. 

Mr. BUSH. I will let the Senator from 
Illinois proceed. 

Mr: DOUGLAS. I am always de
lighted to have my good friend from 
Connecticut intervene; he is always in 
good temper and is always gentlemanly. 

Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President~ will the 
Senator from Illinois yield? ' 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield. 
Mr. HARTKE. Has there not also 

been a · decrease in the per capita debt? 
Mr. DOUGLAS. Oh, yes; the per .cap

ita debt has fallen markedly, because 
the population of the country has in
creased from approximately 145 million 
in 1946 to 182 million, an increase of 
well over 36 million, which in turn would 
be an increase of about 25 percent. But 
the national debt has increased by only 
15 percent. 

Mr. HARTKE. I had a member of the 
Bureau of the Budget do the arithmetic 
for me; and he informed me that 10 
years ago the national debt was $78 per 
capita more than it is today, and that 
the national debt of today, as compared 
to that in 1946-the year the Senator 
from Illinois selected-is $305 less per 
person than it was 10 years ago. I do 
not think these figures have been re
futed-namely, that today each person 
in the United States owes less than in 
almost any other year one might select. 
U.S. BUDGET :MANAGEMENT BETTER THAN 

MAJOR EUROPEAN NATIONS 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Furthermore, Mr. 
President, people frequently speak of 
how soundly the gre "\t nations of Eu
rope are managing their budgets, in 
comparison with our management. In
deed, the Europeans like to point the 
finger of scorn at the United States and 
to speak of the unsoundness of the U.S. 
dollar, because we are running a deficit. 

Mr. Blessing, the head of the Deutches 
Bank, made some expressions of that 
sort at Vienna last year, and I think he 
was joined in them by the French Min
ister of Finance, who previously had 
been Governor of the Bank of France; 
and from time to time the Chairman of 
our Federal Reserve will return from 
trips overseas and will speak in bated 
tones of how the European bankers 
think the United States is not operating 
on a stable financial basis. 

Some years ago I asked the Director of 
the Bureau of the Budget-who, inci
dentally, I think is a fine public serv
ant-to compile figures putting the 
European budgets on a comparable basis 
with our own, because there is a vital 
distinction between them. As the Sena
tor from Oklahoma and the Senator from 
Tennessee have pointed out, our Gov
ernment includes in its annual expendi
tures not oniy the operating expenses, 
but also the capital investments. We 
include in our budget the investments 
for the great power projects and the 
loans to international monetary authori
ties and to domestic productive facili
ties, and the expenditures for reclama
tion projects-which, although they do 
not return interest, do return principal; 
and we also include investments in items 
which increase the productive capacity 
of the Nation, even though they do not 
directly result in monetary returns. So 
we include a vast range of true capital 
expenditures, a great deal of which, un
der the strictest terms, would be sepa
rated by any private corporation from 
its annual outlays. 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Illinois yield? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 
YouNG of Ohio in the chair). Does the 
Senator from Illinois yield to the Senator 
from Oklahoma? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield. 
Mr. KERR. Do we not also include 

tens of billions of dollars spent for de
fense purposes, which are investments in 
planes, ships, tanks, and guns, which 
have a useful life of from 5 years to 15 
years, but, instead o! charging them off 
over the period of their useful life, we 
charge them off in the year in which we 
pay for them? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes; but I would not 
include expenditures for war materials 
or for defense as capital investments; 
personally, I would exclude those. 

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Illinois yield? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield. 
Mr. GORE. The Senator from Illi

nois has made a limited comparison of 
the Federal budget with, shall I say, the 
balance sheet of a private company, and 
he has given what would roughly corre
spond to the book value. He has not 
included the value of an established and 
going business. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct; for 
instance, I have not included what is 
known in the business world as good will. 

Mr. GORE. When we examine the 
financial statement of a private business, 
we can see the depreciated assets listed 
at very small amounts; and soon one 
realizes that the greatest value a com
pany has is in its establishment, its cus-

tamers, and its experience in pro:fitmak
lng-in other words, as the Senator from 
IDinois has said, in its good will. 

Of course the good will of the United 
States is worldwide, and it includes 
the earning capacity of the greatest 
economy on earth, the most highly edu
cated and most productive people on 
earth, and the greatest national 
product-to which the Senator from 
Illinois has already referred. I am not 
sure what the financiers would use at the 
present time as a rule of thumb for the 
value of a business; but there was a 
time when a reasonable rule of thumb 
would be that a business was worth ap
proximately 10 times its established 
earning capacity. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. What the Senator 
from Tennessee says is correct, but I 
am not even taking any of that into ac
count as private business does. 

Mr. GORE. I understand. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. I am making the 

most conservative analysis that it is pos
sible to make in terms of money, in
vestments, debt, income, material assets, 
and so forth-but not intangibles. 

Mr. GORE. I realized that the Sen
ator from Illinois was doing that. In
deed, that is why I rose to make these 
additional suggestions-so as to illus
trate that the Senator from Illinois is 
being overly conservative in the limited 
comparisons he is making. 
U .S. BUDGET INCLUDES CA,PITAL INVESTMENTS AS 

OPERATING EXPENDITURES 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I thank the Senator 
from Tennessee. 

Mr, President, I am trying-to say that 
in the U.S. budget we include in
vestments, as well as operating ex
penses; but every private company in the 
country differentiates between invest
ments and operating expenses. The 
private companies have a separate 
capital account which is isolated from 
the current balance sheet and the cur
rent operating costs. I am informed by 
those who have analyzed the figures for 
the American Telephone & Telegraph 
Co.-which has the highest capitaliza
tion of any company in the United 
States-that if one were to include the 
capital investments of the A.T. & T. in its 
operating expenses for each year, every 
year the A. T. & T. would be shown to be 
operating . at a deficit. So if my good 
friend from across the aisle, the Senator 
from Connecticut [Mr. BusH], had ap
plied to the A.T. & T. the same standard 
which he is now endeavoring to apply to 
the U.S. Government, he would not be 
willing to lend the A.T. & T. a single dol-

·lar; instead, he would pronounce the 
A.T. & T. as being bankrupt, and he 
would lead us to believe that the A.T. & T. 
would in vain apply, hat in hand, to 
the magnates of Wall Street. Yet the 
fact is that the A.T. & T. iS able to com
mand tremendous amounts of capital
and deservedly so-and it pays interest 
on the capital it has borrowed, and it 
pays large dividends on its stock. 

I do not know what the Senator from 
Connecticut, as a private banker, would 
do; but if I were a private banker, I 
would be willing to lend money to the 
A.T. II T., even though if the budget the 
-Government uses were applied to the 
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A.T. & T., it would be shown to be OP:
erating at a deficit. 

Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Illinois yield? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield. 
Mr. BUSH. Is the Senator from Illi

nois actually making so rash a state
me:Qt-namely, that he would be willing 
to lend money to the American Tele
phone & Telegraph Co.? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I certainly would. 
Mr. BUSH. I congratulate the Sena

tor from Illinois, for the American Tele
phone & Telegraph Co. happens to have 
about the best credit of any company in 
the United States. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Exactly so-and that, 
despite the fact that if it had its budget 
arranged or handled on the same basis 
as is the U.S. Government budget, the 
A.T. & T. would be -shown to be operating 
with a deficit each and every year. 

Mr. BUSH. Of course the Senator 
from Illinois realizes that the reason is 
that that company has outstandingly 
good credit-which certainly is a very 
good thing to have. · 

Mr. DOUGLAS. The point is that it 
makes capital investments which are not 
included in its current statement of in
come and operating ·expenses. 

·Mr. BUSH. But what we are worried 
about is the credit of the Government of 
the United States. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Well, Mr. President, 
if the Senator from Connecticut would 
cease giving false examples, the credit 
of the United States would be better. · 

Mr. BUSH. I think it will be much 
better if the Congress will concern itself 
with balancing the budget, so as to re
store the people's coilfidence in the credit 
of the Government. Today, it is im
possible to sell long-term Government 
bonds-which is one of the great em
barrassments to our 'Government and its 
credit. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Of course it is im
possible to sell them to people who do 
not understand the facts; but I am en
deavoring to dispel some of the fears 

·which the hobgoblins of disaster have 
inculcated. 

Mr. BUSH. I hope the Senator from 
Illinois is successful in dispelling some 
of those fears. · 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Indeed I hope so. 
Mr. President, as I said a moment ago, 

I asked the Bureau of the Budget to 
analyze the budgets of France, Great 
Britain, Italy, and West Germany, in 
order to show how they are doing; be
cause they love to say they are ·more 
virtuous than we are, financially. 

The point is that in every one of those 
countries, I think almost without excep
tion, they separate capital improvements 
from their operating expenses. Capital 
investments are not included in their 
current budgets. 

In England they are listed below the 
line. In France they are put in separate 
accounts. The same is true in West Ger
many and Italy. 

·The Brookings Institution, fortu
nately, has made a study of this subject, 
and I hold a copy of the study here in 
my hand. · 

We find that in France, during every
one of the last 11 years, if we were to 

'include capital investments in operating 
budgets, she would have run a deficit. 
Has this destroyed France? Quite the 
contrary. France is in a period of great 
economic expansion, and has been for 
years. 

I can remember back in 1956, when 
people were saying France. was in a 
desperate financial position. On going 
to France for a couple of weeks and 
studying her budget, I could see that 
France was very sound economically. 
Politically she was in some difficulties, 
but economically she was very sound. 

The fact is that, on this same basis, 
as ours, France has run a deficit every 
one of the last 11 years. Great Britain 
has run a deficit, on this basis, 6 out of 
11 years. West Germany has run a 
deficit 4 out of the last 6 years. Italy 
is in about the same position as France. 

Now, I am not passing judgment on 
whether or not these policies are wise. 
I am merely pointing out that is what 
happens, and that the financiers and 
finance ministers of those countries have 
no right to point the fing.er of scorn at 
the United States on the ground that we 
are less orthodox than they are. The 
truth of the matter is that we are more 
orthodox than they are. And yet they 
have done very well economically with a 
growth rate which is twice that which 
we have had. 

PUBLIC DEBT INCREASED 15 PERCENT 

It is very curious also how people will 
fasten on the increase in the public debt, 
but ignore the increase in the private 
debt. As I have said, the increase in the 
national debt during the last 11 years 
has been from $260 to $300 billion, an 
absolute increase of $40 billion, but a 
percentage increase of only 15 percent. 

CONSUMER CREDIT INCREASED 550 PERCENT 

But what about some of the increases 
in the private debt? Let me first take 
the field of consumer credit. It was $8.8 
billion in 1956. It is $57 billion in 1962, 
or an increase of about six -and a half 
times. 

I am not trying to slow down the rate 
of increase in consumer credit. I am 
merely trying to let some daylight into 
this field. I am trying to provide, in my 
truth-in-lending bill, that the real tate, 
the real cost of this financing be stated, 
both in absolute terms and on the basis 
of the annual rate · on the outstanding 
balance, in the hope that people will 
make wiser decisions in the use. of credit. 
But I am sorry I have found no support 
on the Republican side of the aisle. 
Every Republican member of the sub
committee, and I believe of the full 
Banking and Currency Committee, has 
opposed it. I had hopes at one time of 
my dear friend from Connecticut, be
cause he was an original supporter, but 
he left us, and he can be described by the 
words of Euripides: 

·For some grow too soon weary, 
And some swerve to other paths; 

Setting before the r-ight 
The faint, far-off image of delight. 

We have lost the Senator from Con
necticut. He has gone over to the Phil
istines, although we will try to bring him 
back. 

Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? Has the Senator 

. completed his statement on the private 
debt? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. No, I have not. I 
have touched only one ,facet of private 
debt. 

Mr. MONRONEY. When the Senator 
finishes on that subject, I hope he can 
show the increase in the municipal and 
other debts which represent investment 
in long-term capital improvements. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Let us take the pri
vate mortgage debt. It was $42 billion 
in 1947, and it was $223 billion at the 
end of 1961, or an increase of slightly 
over five · times. · 

Or let us take corporate debt. It was 
$154 billion in 1946. It was up to $312 
billion at the end of 1961, or a doubling 
in the debt. 

Or take financial debt, with which my 
dear friend from Connecticut is inti
mately concerned. In 1946 it amounted 
to $12 billion. At the end of 1961 it was 
$35 billion, or a trebling in commercial 
and financial debt. 

PRIVATE DEBT INCREASE OF 3.00 PERCENT 

If we consider the total private debt of 
the country, we find it increased from 
$154 billion in 1946 to $619 billion at the 
end of 1961, or it more than quadrupled. 

While the public debt increased only 
by 15 percent, the private debt increased 
by 300 percent. It was four times in 1961 
what it had been in 1946. 

STATE AND LOCAL DEB;t' INCREASE OF 400 
. PERCENT 

Then I come to the point that my good 
friend, the Senator from Oklahoma, has 
made-State and local government 
debts, which lie close to the people, where 
the bond issues are generally either ap
proved or rejected by the people in 
referendums. The increase was from 
$13.6 billion at the end of 1946 to $65 
billion at the end of 1961, or it multiplied 
fivefold. This was done by voice of the 
people, who wanted roads, schools, sewer 
systems, and public improvements of all 
kinds. 

Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield. 
Mr. MONRONEY. In other words, it 

was done by the bodies closest to the 
control of their own governments, the 
voters in the cities. 

Mr. DOUG~S. That is correct. 
Mr. MONRONEY. With the popula

tion increase, with the increasing need 
for sanitation, water supplies, roads, 
schools, they have authorized this vast 
increase to keep up with the rapidly ex-
_panding demands for public services, for 
which the people choose to vote and to 
pay interest. This does not represent, 
and the people in municipal financing 

. know it does not represent, poor man
agement or unbalanced budgets and 
waste, because they are considered to be 
investment items to be amortized over 
25 or 30 years. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator is cor
rect. 

Mr. MONRONEY. But other long
time projects, such as flood control, nav'i
gation, interstate highways, airport im
provement, all are listed as though they 
were current expense Items, the same as 
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if the money had been spent in raking 
leaves. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct. 
Mr. MONRONEY. These are 25- to 

50-year investments that are written off 
the day the project is completed. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator is 
correct. 

What has· happened is that, whereas 
in 1946 the national debt formed about 
60 percent of the total national debt and 
private debt, today it forms less than 
one-third. 

I am not one to say that this increase 
in private debt has been uneconomic. 
I think in the main it has represented 
an investment in the material resources 
of our-country. The increase of $40 bil
lion in the total national debt in my 
judgment has been counterbalanced by 
more than $40 billion in the physical 
assets of the Federal Government. 

Mr. President, we hear a great deal 
about inflation. Once again the specter 
of inflation was trotted out on the floor 
this afternoon. It was implied that be
cause we are reluctantly asking for an 
increase in the debt limit this is but a 
harbinger of an increase in price levels. 

NO INFLATION IN 5 YEARS 

Mr . . SPARKMAN. I believe we had 
fair economic stability then, did we no~? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. So far as prices were 
concerned, the record indicates there 
was a very slight decrease in the whole
sale price level, about one-half of 1 per-
cent. _ 

Mr. SPARKMAN. So the two do not 
necessarily tie together, do they? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator is cor
rect. 

Mr. SPARKMAN. Is not the very 
high debt limit, which we all regret hav
ing to ask for, brought about by the 
deficits which have accrued over the 
years? Is it not true that during the 8 
years of the ·· previous Republican ad
ministration there was a net accrual of 
deficit of $28 billion? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I believe the figure 
should be $23 billion. 

Mr. SPARKMAN. I have these fig
ures on a piece of paper, based on in
formation stated to me. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I think it depends 
upon whether one uses the fiscal years 
or the calendar years. 

Mr. SPARKMAN. I received the in
formation from the Treasury Depart
ment: 

I hold in my hand the last copy of Mr. DOUGLAS. I was u~ing calendar 
Economic Indicators, issued by our Joint years. 
Economic Committee. on page 24 of Mr. SPARKMAN. These figures are 
the issue for June the wholesale price based on fiscal years. 
index is shown, from 1957 on. I point Mr. DOUGLAS. My figures were from 
out that if we consider 1957-59 to the end of 1952 to the end of 1960. 
be 100, during the past 5 years the price Mr. SPARKMAN. I have the figures 
level has remained constant. With for the 8 fiscal years prior to fiscal year 

1 1957-59 as 100, 1957 was 99, 1958 1961. That would be the Republican 
was 100.4, 1959 was 100.6, 1960 was 100.7, regime. 
1961 was 100.3, and the week ended Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. 
June 12, 1962, was 100.1. For more than Mr. SPARKMAN. Total deficits were 
5 years we have had a constant whole- $32 billion and total surpluses during 
sale price level. I do not think ever be- that time were $4 billion. That means 
fore in the history of the United States that the deficit was $28 billion. 
has there been such constancy of the Mr. DOUGLAS. That is on a fiscal-
price level, yet time after time our year basis. 
friends on the other side of the aisle get Mr. SPARKMAN. This is from the 
up. to talk about infiation. testimony. 

Inflation occurred during the Second Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. 
World War, during the postwar period Mr. SPARKMAN. This is not some 
and during the Korean war, but it has figure pulled out of the air. This was 
not occurred since 1957. The value of given in the testimony before the Com
the dollar has been constant. mittee on Banking and Currency a few 

Mr. SPARKMAN-. Mr. President, will days ago, by a Treasury Department offi-
the Senator yield? cial. · 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I am glad to yield. Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. I say to my 

testimony before the Committee on 
Banking and Currency in that connec
tion. I believe the Senator from Con
necticut [Mr. BusH] was present. "'There 
was testimony given before the com
mittee, and the Senator might be in
terested in the figures. The figures are 
for calendar years. 

In 1958 the balance of payments was 
minus $3.5 billion. The amount of gold 
lost ,was $2,275 million. 

In the calendar year 1959 the balance 
of payments was minus $3.8 billion. 
There was a gold loss of $2.1 billion. 

In 1960 the balance-of-payments defi
cit was $3.9 billion, and the loss of gold 
was $1,702 million. 

In 1961 the balance of payments was 
minus $2,450 million. The Joss of gold 
was $1,197 million. 

In calendar year 1962 the balance of 
payments is ~nticipated to be minus 
$1.5 billion. Of course, the entire year 
is not complete. The loss of gold is an
ticipated to be $800 million. 

I hope the Senator gets from those fig
ures the picture of a steadily bettering 
of the condition with respect to gold, · 
since 1958. The high point was in 1958. 
The situation got better in 1959 and 
1960. It was much better in 1961. It 
is much better in 1962. 

Is that not a better picture than we 
would get ordinarily from listening to 
some of the comments in the Senate? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Very much better. 
Mr. SPARKMAN. This information 

comes from the testimony before the 
committee. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Every slip by the Re
publicans is covered up with roses, and 
every detrimental fact related to the 
Democrats has a multiplier attached to 
it and is puffed to the skies. 

Mr. SPARKMAN. I think the Sena
tor has well stated the case. That is one 
reason I wanted to give the facts. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. They are very im-
portant. _ 

Mr. SPARKMAN. This was testi
mony given by an official of the Treasury 
Department before the Committee on 
Banking and Currency. I am not sure 
the Senator from Illinois was present 
that morning, but I know the Senator 
from Connecticut was present at the 
time. These are cold figures which I 
think cannot be denied. 

UNEMPLOYMENT A MAJOR PROBLEM 

Mr. SPARKMAN. An interesting friend from Alabama that I was try
query comes to my mind in this con- ing to be very conservative and to use 
nection. Very often inflation is auto- the calendar year :figures rather than the 

d to b d t d fi ·t · fiscal year fig~res, thereby only saying · Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, we 
matically tie u ge ary e Cl s. those years were accompanied by a · have had stability in the price level for 

Mr: DOUGLAS. The Senator is cor- $23 billion increase in debt. However, more than 5 years. 
rect. I am ready to accept the figures of the One of the tragedies of this period of 

Mr. SPARKMAN. The biggest peace- Senator from Alabama and to say that time is that a great many people have 
time deficit in the history of this coun- · it was probably $28 billion. fought a fictitious and nonexistent dim-
try I believe occurred in fiscal year 1959 Mr: SPARKMAN. This was informa- · culty and have ignored rthe real trouble. 
or 1960. · tion given in testimony before the Com- The Chairman of the Federal Reserve 

Mr. DOUGLAS. · It was fiscal year mittee on Banking and Currency only Board has been afraid of inflation, when 
1959. a few days ago. no inflation has· existed. 'L'he financial 

Mr. SPARKMAN. That was $12 bil- Mr. DOUGLAS. I tried to lean over , writers have been afraid of inflation, 
lipn. backward in being fair to the Repub- when there has been none. Both of 

Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator is cor- lican Party. these groups have ignored the fact of 
rect. We did twit the Republicans too Mr. SPARKMAN. Of course, the . high and persistent unemployment dur
much about that greatest peacetime Senator from Illinois always does that. ing the period in which the ·business 
deficit. We did not oppose their increas- There is another question I should like . cycle supposedly was either going up or 
ing the debt limit. · to ask the Senator. We hear .a .great was in a very good way . . 

·Mr. _ SPARKMAN. Was there infla- deal about the· flight of. gold, as if it I have criticized the presen~ index of 
tion at that time? were something which has happened in : unemployment on the grounds ~that it 

Mr. DOUGLAS; No. the last year or two only. There was does not include involuntary part time· 
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unemployment and the 'fact that the de- ·days ·that ratio was regarded as '1:\ rather 
nominator used to get the percentage of healthy relationship. Undue pessi~ism 
unemployment is the total working force may carry it below that ratio. Reviv~l 
and not the total number ·seeking wage of optimism may carry it ·above. But 
and salaried labor. One cannot have a thus far there has been no economic 
self-employed person be unemployed, be- recession, at least according to the 
cause by definition ·he is employed. If monthly figures that we have. Unem
these two corrections were made, the ployment is about the same as it was 
percentage .of unemployment would rise before. In April unemployment was 5.5 
by about 2% percent. percent; in May 5.4 percent. I do not 

I wish to point out that the percent- attach any importance to the apparent 
age of unemployment, which in 1955-57 difference · of one-tenth of 1 percent. It 
was a little over 4 percent, rose to 7 per- · ·can be accounted for by errors in the 
cent in 1958, remained between 5 and sampling. The index of production was 
6 percent in 1959 and 1960, rose last up from 117 to 117.6. I do not attach 
year to 6.7 percent, and is now a little much significance to that. But certainly 
short of 5.5 percent. there are no signs of an economic reces-

The rate of unemployment has re- sion, namely, · an appreciable and · seri
mained about 5 percent or more for more ous decrease of more than seasonal pro
than 4 years. We have a right to be portions in the volume of production and 
concerned about that figure. We have unemployment. That is the best defini
a right to be concerned about the slow 'tion of a recession of which I know. On 
rate of growth. I am frank to say that the basis of that test, we are not in a 
the rate of growth has not been acceler- recession. Of course, we pray that w~ 
a ted in the present administration. · I will not go into one. 
have not computed the figures. It may ·There are only two things that could 
have been slightly dampened, but cer- put us into a recession. First, the fall in 
tainly it has not been accelerated. ·stock market prices might discourage 

The problems which we face are na- consumers so that people would not pur
tiona! problems, and there should be a chase as much as they did before when 
thorough discussion of them. 'Hob- they were buoyed up by paper profits 
goblins should not be brought onto the which they had not yet realized, but 
stage to frighten the American people which they felt existed; second, a de
and cause them to lose faith in the crease in investment. 
United States. Therefore, I say that we can avoid a 

·I am a realist. When we are in a re- recession. I hope we will avoid a reces
cession, I believe in calling it such. In sion. But we should be thinking of 
1953-54, as we were moving into a re- what we should do if a recession breaks 
cession, I said it was a recession. I was out. 
denounced by the Republicans as a The great trouble with the Hoover 
prophet of doom and gloom. At that Republican administration from 1928 to 
time the Republicans called it a rolling 1932 was not that' a depression occurred. 
readjustment, but everyone now admits Probably a depression was inevitable be
it was a recession. cause of the forces which had been de-

In 1957-58 I said once again that there veloping underneath the surface in the 
was a recession. I was again de- 1920's. The great fault of Mr. Hoover 
nounced. But now everyone speaks of and the Republicans was not that the 
·that recession. depression occurred but that, first, its 

sTocKs WERE ovERPRICED existence was denied, and, second, the 
In November 1960, I pointed out that 

we were moving into a recession, and 
now it is known that that was true. If 
and when we should be unfortunate 
enough to get into a recession under the 
present "administration, I will call it a 
recession. But we are· not now in an 
econonii·c recession. There has been a 
fall in the stock market, according to the 
Dow-Jones index, of approximately 215 
points, or about 30 percent. In my 
judgment that drop can be fully ex
plained by the fact that, relative to 
earnings, stocks were overpriced. At 
the height of the bull market in stocks 
last December the average price of 
stocks was approximately 23 times their 
earnings, which meant that even on the 
basis of earnings, the yield was only 
4 :Y4 percent. 

On the basis of dividends, ·since a large 
proportion of earnings are retained and 
reinvested, the ratio was about 40 to 1. 
Cash receipts were only about 2% per
cent or less. Those were abnormally 
high prices. They could not be perma
nently justified. As a result, some of·the 
hot air has gone out of the bag. Ac
cording to my figures, the ratio of stock 
prices to earnings is now somewhere 
between 15 to 1 and 16 to 1. In the old 

Hoover administration refused to take 
any steps to solve it. That was the great 
sin. 

I am confident that the present ad
ministration will not make such a mis
take. I submit that a discussion of 
banking policy, of monetary policy, and 
other subjects is in the public interest. 
Because a Director of the Budget believes 
in deficits during periods of recession to 
release more purchasing power to offset 
the decline of private purchasing power, 
because some of us believe in lower 
long-term interest rates in order to stim
ulate investment, conventional opposi
tion to these proposals should not inhibit 
a discussion and consideration of them 
upon their merits. 
WE SHOULD DISCUSS THESE ISSUES ON THEIR 

MERITS 
Therefore I hope that the President's 

speech at Yale may indeed inaugurate 
a discussion on those issues. I believe 
the fancy term now is "dialog." . I am 
grateful to my friend, the distinguished 
graduate and former first baseman on 
the Yale baseball team, the Senator from 
Connecticut [Mr. BusH], for his contri
bution today. It was a very helpful con
tribution from his point of view. We 
welcome more from him and from other 

sources. I ask only that those subjects 
be considered qn their mer,its. 
UNITED STATES IS STRONG IN BOTH MATERIAL 

AND SPmiTUAL ASSETS 
But I ask for something more. I ·ask 

that we have faith in the United States 
of America. This is a noble country
noble in ideals, strong in· material re
sources, possessing great skills. It is a 
country bearing great international 
burdens-burdens not willingly or fully 
recognized by our allies overseas. I 
think we shpuld, with increasing insist
ence, press our allies to assume a larger 
share of the military defense of Europe, 
a larger share of the burden of foreign 
aid, and eliminate quotas and tariff re
strictions which they have against our 
products. I hope that all those things 
may be done and that we may go for
ward together . .. It perchance, my re
marks have served in slight measure to 
lessen the fog of confusion and obfusca
tion over those issues, perhaps I may not 
have spoken in vain. · 

Mr. President, I yield the floor. 
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, 

once again we are faced with. a request 
to increase the limit on the public in
debtedness. The request being made by 
the administration is to place a limit of 
$308 billion on the indebtedness until 
March 31, 1963; to reduce that to $305 
billion on June 24, 1963; and then to 
$300 billion from June 25 until the end 
of fiscal year 1963. At that time the 
permanent debt limit of $285 billion will 
be in effect unless Congress accedes to 
the requests which will be undoubtedly 
forthcoming to increase it. 

Time and time again Congress has 
been asked 'to temporarily increase the 
debt limit since I have been a Member 
of the Senate. On each occasion I have 
opposed it. Congress along with the 
executive branch ·Shares the responsi
bility for maintaining fiscal integrity. 
We shall never be successful in prevent
ing an ever-increasing national indebt
edness unless we reject these continual 
requests for increases in the limit. 

This position may be a drastic one, 
but drastic steps are necessary to stem 
the tide of the extravagant spending 
which has been going on for years and 
which is thr~atening the security and 
well-being of our country. I ask unani
mous consent to have printed .in the 
RECORD as a part of my remarks my 
newsletter of June 25, 1962, entitled 
"National Indebtedness." 

There being no objection, the news
letter was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

NATIONAL INDEBTEDNESS 
Our national security policy planners in 

the State Department warn in their policy 
papers that to be anti-Communist is to be 
negative. We are now being told that to be 
against big government spending is ·to be 
negative. In fact, the President stated at 
Yale rece.ntly that concern about the na
tional debt and big government are based 
in large part on certain myths. 

Nothing can be more positive than to be 
in favor of a win policy in the cold war and 
a balanced budget for our · domestic econ
omy. It is past time for positive steps to 
be taken toward holding Government ex
penditures within receipts. Now the Senate 
is faced with a request tro~ the administra
tion to permanently increase the national 
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·debt limit to an alltime high of $308· billion. 
--It is proposed · that the debt limit b_e· raised 
to cover a · projeoted $8 to $10 . billion defic.it 
for the fiscal y~ar ending .Jun,e 30.. While we . 
are being asked to cover this~ it is already 
being predicted that t4e deficit for next year 

.wm be ·at- least $5 billion. If this materlal,.. 
izes, the. budget will have been balanced 

· only six times ·in ·33 years.-
This alol}e should be enough ·to stress the 

. importance of cranking some· positive .think
i:t;lg ab9ut balanced budgets into our fiscal 
policies and plans. When considered to
gether with our continued loss of gold re-

. serves and Senator HARRY BYRD's startling 
revelation that ·the United States is"commit
ted to obligations totaling .$174 trillion, -the 

. . need for sensi.ble ·fiscal policies becomes· an 

. ab~olu.te .. necessity. In giving . his ~nal.ysis 
. of U.S. obligationfi, Senator BYRD, who is re-

garded as the. top fiscal expert in the Sen
ate, pointed out that the $174 trillion figure 

·is "far from complete," not including "un
- told billions in clear and certain commit

ments for future spending which cannot be 
calculated." 

U.S. gold reserves J;lave .dropped since 1949 
from $24.6 to $16 billion because of a 
. continuing balance-of-paym~nt~ ' deficit 
with foreign countries. This deficit is piling 
up now at the rate of $100 million pe'r 
month. At this rate, we will soon drop to 
the $12 billion figure required by'iaw to back 
our money and, with current stock market 
gyrations and the continuation ·of deficit 
spending policies by the Government, for
eign gold claimants, who are . now owed ·ap
proximately $20 billion, could demand. all 
our gold in accordance with their right to 

· first call on our . reserves. Senator BYRD · 
views ~his ~ituation as imperiling our 
s~curity like an atomic bomb. . 

This is a prfnl.e reason why Sen.ator BYRD 
.J;l.as announc~q .tJ;l.at he. will.oRnose t}?.e de'!J1i · 
increase after h~ving gone along r-eluctantly 
Yitth' previous debt increases as chatrinan of · 
the Finance Committee in order to avoid 
Government financing difficulties. ·Senator 
BYRD feels that · the Government must now 
be forced to economize by being denied the 
debt increase or at least a part of it." A move 
was recently made in the House to hold the 
debt · limit to $306 billion, but it ·was de
feated by a close vote. One of the principal · 
arguments used against the move was a 
statement that the $2 billion difference
would have to come completely or princi
pally out of defense expenditures. If such 
a decision has been made it · represents the 
same type warped reasoning as that which 
holds that anticommunism is negative a,hd 
that concern about big debt and big g~vern
ment is based on so much-mythology. 

Defense needs must be placed first in our 
national budget. Waste and extravagance 
must be eliminated there as much as pos
sible, but any curtailments or postpone
ments must be effected in the nO-ndefense 
areas.. It has not been increased defense 
costs that have .'\lnbalanced most ·budgets 
since fiscal year 1954. Rather 'it has· been 
nondefense spending, which has risen. by $19 . 
billion as against a $6 -billi<:m· increase in de
fense spending, according to tax- foundation 
figurefi. · · . . . 

I am going to work and vote to hold the 
. debt increase down as I previously nave . in 
an effort to do something positive about ·get
ting the budget balanced, reducing the d_ebt, 
and stemming the tide of the gold _outflow. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr . . President, 
after eonsultation witli: the distinguished 
minority leader and other Senators in
terested in the pending amendment, I 
·ask unanimous consent that, at the con
clusion · of the remarks the distinguished 
Senator. from South Carolina iS"about to 
:rhake; 10 minutes be allotted to a side on 
the Williams amendment before the vote 
is taken ori it. . . 

·. Mr. KERR. MaY I a~dress an inqt~irY 
as to .the· inteQt. of the unanimotls-coQ- , 
sent request? Is .it tQ the effect that ~t / 
the conclusion of the remarks of the Sen
ator from South_ Carolina, there · may . 
be a brief quorum call, following 
which 20 minutes, 10 minutes to a side, 
will be devoted to the Willi-ams amend.:. 
ment, followed by a vote? 

: Mr. MANSFIELD. That . is the re
quest. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER . . Is there 
objectien?· The Chair hears none, and 
it is so ordered. · 

.~-:----'="""""- ·; . 
THE SUPREM_E COURT DECISION .ON . 

PRAYERS IN' THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
OF NEW YORK . . . . ' . 

be done withdut drawing any -invidious 
distinctions between different religious 
~liefs, . o_rganizations; or sec;:ts." 
. What tne Court found to be invidious 

or dangerous in this c;ase was the New 
York. boardls attempt to establis}) a .re
ligion with this simple, nondenomina
tional prayer. The Wall Street Journal 
has stated in an editorial comment of 
June 27 that "this attitude bespeaks con
siderable confusion and no abundance of 
commonsense." It is indeed the height 
of legal absurdity and distortion to stat11 , 
or even imply that the State of New 
York·was attempting to establish a .State·· · 
religion by use of this noncompulsory, 
22..:word prayer which· was carefully 
·worded to· avoid making any ~ "-invidious..,. 

· distinctions" so as to give preference to 
one religien over another. 

: Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the Besides, the constitutional provision 
Supreme Court.of the United States has contains a prohibition not against the 
overstepped its bounds in loose and dis- states, buts against the Congress estab
torted interpretations of tit~ ·united lishing a religion or interfering with the 
States Constitution ort many occasions, free exercise of religion. Justice Stor.y 
particularly in recent years. No Court also made a strong point when he stated 
decision, however, has shocked the con- in his "Commentaries" that "the whole 
sCience of the American people as has power over the subject of religion is left 
the ruling in the now famous school exclusively to the State governments, to 
prayer decision of Engle against Vitale, be acted upon according to their own 
on June 25, 1962. The Court ruled in this sense of justice and the State constitu
case that a simple, nondenominational tions; and the catholic and .the Prates
prayer as devised by the New York State tant, the Calvinist and the Arminian, 
Board of Regents for schoolchildren the Jew and the infidel, may sit down at 
without compulsion is 'offensive to the the common table of the national coun
Constitution. The prayer reads as fol- cils without any inquisition into their 
lows: faith or mode of worship." 

Almighty God, we acknowledge our de- The Supreme Court, however, has at-
·pendence upon ·Thee, and we beg Thy bless- ·tempted to tie the 14th amendment into 
i-ngs upon us, our parents; our teachers, ~nd the ' 1st a·mendment in another · ' loose 
our c~:mntry. · · interpretation of the Col)stittition, and 
.. The constitutional provision which this combination of the . "no establish

this simple prayer · purportedly violates ment" clause with the "equal protection 
is a portion of _the first amendment, and immunities" ~lause has been used to 
which reads as follows: . rule out the action of - the New York 
_ congress shall make no law respecting an State Board of Regents' in authorizing 

establishment of religion, or prohibiting the this -school prayer. 
free exercise thereof. Americans all across this great land 

It shoUld be difficult for any American 
to find much, if anything, to quarrel with 
ill that brief school prayer which merely 
acknowledges the existence of a Supreme 
Being, recognizing in a small way our 

· national religious heritage and tradi
tions. The constitutional provision ap
pears to carry little or no ambiguity as 
to its meaning,.particularly if on~ studies 
the contemporaneous events leading up 
to its adoption as a part of the-Constitu
tion . . It is clear. that the framers of this 
provision· were: concerned· about the es
tablishment of a national religion which 
would suppress all other religions. They 
were, as Dr. Billy Graham has so ably 
pointed out, concerned with maintaining 
freedom ·of -religion, not freedom from 
,religion. · In fact,- the late Justice Joseph 
Story informS us in his · famous "Com
mentaries on the Constitution" that "an 
attempt to level all religion and to· make 
it a matter of state :Policy to hold all in 
utter indifference, · would have created 
universal · diSapprobation, if not univer
sal indignation.'? Anotlier expert ·on 
constitutional law,- Mr. Gooley, made the 
point· in ·his im:portaP,t work, "Principles 
of' Constitutional Law,"· that ·"it . was 
never intended \by the Constitution that 
the Government ·should. ·be .prohibited 
from recognizing relig'iori, ·where··tt might 

of ours are concerned about this deci
sion because it reflects a pattern of na
tional actions designed, as Dr. Billy 
Graham warned in the February 17,1962, 
issue of the Saturday Evening_ Post, "to 
take the traditional concept of God out 
of our national life." This is the dis
tUrbing fact about this lamentable' de
cision. It signals the come-on of more 
antireligion decisions to follow in the 
wake of the precedent set . in this ju
dicial amendment to the Constitution. If 
this decision stands, then any . action in 
public schools or in our national life 
carrying the "taint'' of religion or ·ac
knowledgment of a Supreme Being can 
be ·swept away. Justice Hugo Black in a 
footnote to the majority opinion tried 
to "pooh-pooh" the idea that congres
sionally approved acts, such as estab
lishment of our national motto, "In God· 
we trust,". or the addition to the "Pledge 
of Allegiance to the Flag" of the words 
''under God," might be affected. But, if 
the Court can interpret a constitutional 
provision which plainly"states that the 
prohibition is only agamst congressional 
action· as -applying to a state action, then 
the ·court could, .with more validity-if 
there be any validity here .at all-:-rule 
aut these and other congressional en.act
men.ts of r 'ecent ahd past years:· 
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A very pertinent question to pose at· 
this point is what e:tfect the Engle 
against Vitale decision will have · on the · 
popular and oft-quoted prayer of the 
cadet corps at the U.S. Military Acad
emy. This eloquent prayer reads as 
follows: 

0 God, our Father, Thou Searcher of 
Men's Hearts, help us to draw near to Thee 
in sincerity and truth. May our religion be 
filled with gladness and may our worship of 
Thee be natural. 

Strengthen and increase our admiration 
for honest dealing and clean thinking and 
suffer not our hatred of hypocrisy and pre
tense ever to diminish. Encourage us in our 
endeavor to llve above the common level of 
life. 

Make us to choose the harder right in
stead of the easier wrong, and never to be 
content with a half-truth when the whole 
can be won. Endow us with the- courage that 
is born of loyalty to all that is noble and 
worthy, that scorns to compromise with vice 
and injustice and knows no fear when truth 
and right are in jeopardy. 

Guard' us against flippancy and irrever
ence. ln the sacred thingJ:~ of life. Grant us 
new ties of friendship and new opportunities 
of serv-ice. Kindle our hearts. in fellowship 
with those of a cheerfui countenance and 
soften our hearts with sympathy for those 
who sorrow and suffer. Help us to maintain 
the honor of the Corps untarnished and un
sullied and to show forth in our lives the 
ideals of West Point in doing our duty to 
Thee and to our country. All of which we 
ask in the name of the Great. Friend and 
Master of man. Amen. 

If the Court's decision is to· be fol
lowed to its illogical conclusion, it would 
appear that the cadets may have to dis
card this prayer which has traditionally 
been as much a part of cadet life and 
has done as much to ingrain the West 
Point motto of "Duty, honor, country" 
into the hearts and minds of the corps of 
cadets as the highly regarded honor 
system. 

The American people are proud of 
our national heritage and traditions, 
especially our spiritual ties to a Supreme 
Being. The history of America has 
been marked by religious features from 
the very beginning, just as the _map of 
America is marked with names of reli
gious origin and meaning. The first dis
coverers and settlers of the Americas 
came with the Bible and the cross~ 
From each country of the Old World with 
each · expedition or ·attempted colony 
went missionaries, ministers, priests, for 
the conversion of the pagan Indians and 
to provide the ministrations of religion 
for the colonists. 

Many of the colonists came to the New 
World to escape religious persecution 
and to worship in freedom. They deter
mined to establish a new world whose 
government would be based on religious 
foundations-but which would retain· for 
each individual the right to worship in 
freedom and determine his own destiny. 

Charters, compacts, constitutions-all 
the different kinds of formal paper es
tablishing the individual Colonies and 
States are marked by a highly religious 
seriousness of tone. It is usual for them 
to open with an appea1 to God, coupled 
with a declaration o( morar and reli
gious p_urpose, and ~ clos'e with som~ 
phrase petitioning for God's. blessing, or 
submitting- to. His ·wni. TypicaJ is the 
Mayflower Compact, which set up a. form 

of democratic government that was to be based their ideals as a nation on those 
a model to the many American govern- . given us by Christ. 
ments whieh followed. In the Mayflower . For it was Christ, Himself, who or
Compact, the Pilgrims declared that they dained the · preeminence of the individ
had established that go.vernment in the . ual, and Christian individualism was the 
presence of God, and in service to :God _very bedrock on which our ·Natian was 
and the Christian faith. founded.. The Founding · Fathers in-

This compact was signed in the year · tended that each man should be f:ree to 
of our Lord 1620. A century and a half determine his own religion and his own 
later, the same religious basis for politi- destiny, but by their . example and the 
cal action was invoke·d in the Declara- foundations which they laid for our 
tion of Independence. The rights for Goverrunent they made it crystal clear 
which the colonists contended, and upon that individually and as a nation we 
which they based all their claims to in- would have to look to God for guidance 
dividual freedom and national inde- and blessings to ourselves and our 
pendence, were the "unalienable rights" Nation. 
with which all men "are endowed by At one point. in its proceedings when 
their Creator." They appealed for jus- the Constitutional Convention was at the 
tice on the basis of the "Laws of Nature point of breaking up, the venerated and 
and of Nature's God," and their final wise Benjamin Franklin suggested 
pledge of loyalty and constancy among prayer and voiced the following concern 
themselves was made "with a firm on June 28, 1787, about the course of 
reliance on the protection of divine their deliberations: 
providench'" The Declaration of Inde- How has it happened, sir, that we have 
pendence is basic to our independent, not hitherto once thought of humbly apply
national existence, and its philosophy ing to the Father of Lights. to muminate our 
permeates our political thinking to this understandings? · 
d I have lived, sir, a long time, and the long-

ay. er I live the more convincing proofs I see of 
During the Revolution, it was charac- this truth; tnat God governs in the affairs 

teristic of the Continental Congress, and of. men. And if a sparrow cannot fall to the 
of the Revolutionary Army under its de- ground without His notice. 1s it probable 
vout and upright commander, George that an empire can rise without His aid? 
Washington, to proclaim and observe oc- We have been assured, sir, in the sacred 

· f b · f t · wx;itings, that except the Lord build the 
cas10ns o pu llc as ing and penance, house, they labor in vain that build it. 
of thanksgiving and rejoicing, as occa- I firmly believe this; and I also believe that · 
sion might dictate. without His recurring aid we shall succeed 

Such official actions by George Wash- in this political building no better than the 
ington as commanding general were in builders of Babel. 
keeping with his private opinions, and 
with his public position as President. A 
typical statement by Washington is the 
often-quoted portion of his Farewell Ad
dress, in which he left for succeeding 
generations his legacy of political phi-

· losophy: 
Let us with caution indulge the supposi

tion, that morality can be maintained with
out religion. Whatever may be conceded to 
the influence of refined education on minds 
of peculiar structure, reason and experience 
both forbid us to expect that national moral
ity can prevail in exclusion of religious 
principles. · 

In his Thanksgiving proclamation of 
October 3, 1789, Washington stated his 
firmly held opinion on the proper rela
tionship between a nation and the 
Creator:• 

It ls the duty of all nations to acknowl
edge the providence of Almighty God, to 
obey His wil1, to be grateful for His benefits. 
and humbly implore His protection and favor. 

After proclaiming our independence in 
the Declaration of Independence and 
winning it in the American Revolution, 
our forefathers sought to· secure our in.,; 
dependence and newly won liberties for 
all our people for generations to come: 
When they met iii Philadelphia in 1787 
at the Co~titutional Convention, the 
Founding Fathers determined to estab
lish a government' which would be sepa
rate from any religious faith and one 
which would place a premium on indi
vidual liberty, individual' initiative, and 
indiyidual respon.sibilityL _Inmakirtg cer.:. 
tain that church arid state would. not be 
mixed,. they did not r.ule· Gad out of our 
natiol'lal life as the Supreme CoUrt is 
attempting to da 'todaY. Indeed, they 

We are all very familiar with the · 
blessings that have been showered on 
tlie American people as a result of the 
actions-which I believe to have been 
divinely inspired-at that great conven
tion in 1787. Since that time America 
has grown and prospered, and our lib
erties-though constricted of late by the 
rapid and vast growth of the Centrai 
Government-have made us the envy of 
the world. · 

Down through the years since the 
founding of our great Republic, each 
President has asked the protection and 
help of God in taking his oath of office, 
as have Members of the Congress and 
most other National, State, and local of
ficeholders. In the dissenting opinion in 
Engle against Vidale, Justice Potter 
Stewart has pointed out that even in the 
Supreme Court there has been a tradi
tional recognition of God-the wisdom 
of which is specifically questioned by 
Justice William Douglas-by the Crier of 
the Court, in opening each session with 
the petition: "God save the United 
States and this honorable Court." 

Mr. President, every Member of this 
august body and every Member of the 
House is fully cognizant that each ses
sion ih these two bodies -is opened with 
a prayer by tne Chaplains of the Senate 
and the House or by-someone designated 
to stand in their places. Millions of 
Americans have been present : for the 
opening prayer in the Senate, through 
the years, and have been impressed by . 
this daily aet of humility and petition to 
a Supreme Being for divine guidance in 
fulfilling our duties to our . States and 
Qur electorate. An · Americans who 
witne.Ssed the inauguration of · our 35th 
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President on · January 20; 1961, were stanza begins as · follows: "Our fathers' attention to spiritual and moral values 
probably impressed as much with the God to Thee" and ends, ''Great God, our which undergird ol.lr Nation in this 
four prayers uttered on-nationwide tele- King." struggle, which is-· essentially a fight be
Vision by leaders of various religious In 1952, Mr. President, .the Congress tween those who d .o and do not believe 
groups as they were with President took another action in acknowledging in a Supreme Being. Every time we 
Kennedy's eloquent words to "ask not God, when it approved legislation calling turn. our young people-or any .of our 
what your-country can do for you-ask on the President each ye~r to proclaim .people for that matter~away from God, 
what you cari do for your country," or a National Day of Prayer. As recently we turn them down the road toward the 
with his .public acknowledgment of our ·. as 1954, the Congress strengthened the enemy camp of reliance on man and de
dependence on Almighty God with -these "Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag" with votion to materialism. 
words in his inaugural address: the addition of two important. words, Dr. John A. Mackay, president emeri-

The world is very different now • • •. And "under God," so as to make the pledge tus of Princeton Theological Seminary, 
yet the same revolutionary beliefs for which now read: has - suggested that there .are several 
our forebears fought are still at issue around. I pledge allegiance to the fl.ag of the United basic attitudes which nations can take 
the globe-the. belief that the rights of man States of America and to the Republic for toward God. G>ne is the attitude of the. 
come not from the generosity of the state, which It stands, one Nation under God, in- "secular nation," which eliminates God 
but from the hand of God. With a good divisible, with liberty and justice for all. from its official relations and adheres to conscience our only sure reward, with his- . 
tory the final judge of our deeds, let us go In 1955, Mr. President, the Congress some political or philosophical idea. 
forth to lead the land we love, asking His took another important action-in Another is the "demoniac nation,". which 
blessing and His help, but knowing that here authoriZing the creation of a prayer . manufactures a god out of the state 
on earth God's work must truly be our own. room in the Capitol. It is a room near itself. Still another is the "covenant · 

Mr. President, these words, these ac- the rotunda, described in official Gov- nation," which grows out of an original 
tions, and these traditions are only_ a ernment publications as "a quiet .place loyalty and devotion to God and which 
few of many examples of our national to which individual Senators d Rep- continues to draw upon its origins for 
acknowledgment of a Supreme Being, to resentatives may withdraw a while to strength. Our Nation is such a "cove
whom we look individually and collec- seek divine strength and guidance." nant nation," and she ·will continue to 
tively for divine guidance and inspira- This prayer room is under the care of survive and prosper in freedom just so 
tion. The Congress has itself approved the official chaplains of the Senate and long as she remains loyal to her spiritual 
actions which have put our Nation on the House, Dr. Frederick Brown Har:iis heritage, roots, and traditions. 
the .side of God, in accordance with and the Reverend Bernard Braskamp, Ten years ago, Mr. President, the Su
Pre5ident Lincoln's admonition that we of the Senate and the House, respec- preme Court recognized in a wiser deci
in.Sure not only that God is on our side, tively. sion in the case of Zorach against Clau-
but, more importantly, that we are on Just as the Congress has provided it- son, that-
God's side. Some of these actions have self with chaplains, so has the Congress . We are a religious people whose institu
been passed in very recent years while provided our armed services with chap- tions presuppose a supreme Being. 
our religious traditions have been taking lai:hs to give our service men and women What the court was doing in that 
·a vicious beating in the .courts of our' moral and spiritual guidance and train- case was ·acknowledging a simple truth 
land in other twisted and distorted in- ing. In fact, each year we appropriate and stating in effect that we are indeed 
terpretations of the first amendment to funds to pay the salaries and allowances a Nation which has a covenant with God 
the Constitution. · of these armed services chaplains and rather than being a "secular nation" or 

Since 1865, the Congress has required also to maintain the cliapels in which a "demoniac nation." The decision, 
that the words "In God We Trust" be they minister. however, in Engle against Vitale will, I 
impressed on our coins. These words By and large, these actions of the fear, regardless of the intentions of the 
have now become our national motto, Congress which have acknowledged and Court, serve to move our Nation closer 
and · have since been prescribed by law emphasiZed and reinforced our religious into the vortex into which atheistic and 
for all new issues of paper currency. In heritage have not fallen under the ham- worldly forces have been sucking our 
fact, as was pointed out on this floor mer of any assault from · minorities people in recent years toward being a 
on Tuesday, this motto is inscribed on within our . Government. However, in secular or demoniac nation with em
one of the walls of this great Chamber. 1928, the Supreme Court considered and phasis not on moral and spiritual values 

Mr. President, in 1931, the Congress rejected a challenge of congressional but rather on the materialistic, non
finally took action to officially make apPropriations to pay the salaries of the spiritual concept of life as exemplified by 
Francis Scott Key's immortal poem, chaplains of the Congress, the Army, our enemy, godless communism, which 
"The Star-Spangled Banner," our na- and the Navy. has vowed to bury us. 
tiona! anthem; and it has traditionally The road between the decisions in the The Congress, which has spiritual val-
been played at the conclusion of each chaplains' case, · as stated in Elliott ues of its own which are threatened by 
broadcast day by most broadcasting sta- against White, in 1928, and in the school this decision, is not powerless to act. I 

· tions in this Nation. As was pointed out prayer case, as stated in Engle against . cannot accept President Kennedy's state
by Justice Stewart in his dissenting Vitale of June 25, 1962, is pockmarked ment of yesterday that "a very easy rem
opinion, the fourth stanza of "The Star- with holes of irrational and unrealistic edy" is available to those concerned 
Spangled Banner" contains these verses: mental gymnastics which have so under- about this decision, this remedy resting 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heav'n mined and weakened the constitutional completely in more individual prayer and 

rescued land concept of federalism and States rights church attendance. The President in 
Praise the Pow'r that hath made and pre- as to set the stage for the prohibition of his remarks overlooked the importance 

served us a nation. State action permitting a simple, non- of not only keeping God in a prominent 
Then conquer we must, when our cause i~ compulsory, interdenominational prayer place in our individual lives but also in 

is just. in a public school. our national life. 
And this be our motto, "In God is our trust." The irration~l-and, I think, irrever- The American people expect the Con-

Justice Stewart might also have men- ent-decision in Engle against Vitale gress to act decisively to correct this er
tioned, Mr. President, our national de- comes, Mr. President, at a time when the roneous decision based on illogical rea,;. · 
votion to other songs which stand close world is locked in a cold war struggle be- son and distorted interpretation of a 
to the national anthem in the hearts of tween the forces of freedom which look constitutional provision which was 
Americans, such as the hymns "Amer- to .a Supreme Being for divine guidance meant to insure that our religious herit
ica" and "America, the Beautiful," and and supplication and the forces of tyr- age and traditions would always be a / 
the Irving Berlin melody, "God Bless anny which are presided over by an ide- vital part not just of our individual lives 
America," which in recent years, par- ology which does not recognize true free- but also our national life. The Court 
ticularly during the dark days of World dom or any 'god except man himself and has on this occasion "bitten off more 
War II, .has stirred so much dedication to the worship of materialism. In this time than it can chew," and I trust that the 
God and .country. At countless national of the most critical period in our na- American people will soon have the Con-. 
observances "America" is sung to open · tional life, we need to increase rather gress take the necessary action to re-
or conclude a program. Its fourth than decrease individual and national verse this decision. -
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In closing, I commend Justice stewart 
for taking a ~nd-albeit -a lonesome 
stand on the Court-in favor of foster
ing and promoting our religious heritage. 
and traditions rather than joining in the 
action which attempts to interpret God 
out of our national life. In the end his 
dissent will prevail, not only because his 
position is supported by the overwhelm
ing majority of the American people, who 
still hold the reins of Government, but 
because it is right. 

I ask unanimous consent to have print
ed at the conclusion of these remarks 
editorials appearing in the State, of Co-· 
lumbia, S.C., the News and Courier, of 
Charleston, S.C., and the Augusta 
Chronicle, of Augusta, Ga., on this 
subject. They were all printed on June 
27,1962. 

There being no objection, the editorials 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
[From the Columbia (S.Q.) State, June 27, 

1962J 
THE DECISION ON PRAYER 

A majority of Americans will conclude 
that the nature of the school prayer which 
the Supreme Court has prohibited is not a 
peril to the doctrine of separation of church 
and state. But if it is, then they would say 
it would be appropriate and consistent to 
delet"e "In God We Trust" from every govern
mental connection. 

Most Americans agree with Mr. Justice 
Stewart, the only dissenter from the prevail
ing opinion in the case~ when he said: "I 
cannot see how 'official religion' is estab
lished by letting those who want to say a 
prayer say it. On the contrary, I think that 
to deny the wish of these children to join in 
reciting this prayer is to deny them the op
portunity in sharing in the spiritual heritage 
of our Nation." 

I 
The word ''heritage.," and from the Su-

preme Court of the Unlt.ed States of these 
times. Sadly, however, from the pen of only 
one of the Justices and one who was over
whelmed by the judgment of six others. 
That was a judgment which totally ignored 
heritage in its relation to the careful recog
nition of God which the Founding Fathers 
associated with what they founded. 

In the majority and deciding opinion, Mr. 
Justice Black wrote~ "It is no part of the 
business of Government to compose official 
prayers for any group of Americans to re
cite as part of a religious program carried 
on by Government." 

This is indeed a persuasive academic argu
ment, but overlooks the fact that the par
ticular prayer which was at issue was one 
composed in a way studiously to avoid of
fense to those believing in God (Jehovah) 
but not subscribing to Christianity. And it 
is stretching a point to construe this sup
plication as one encourag,ing a union of state 
and church. It is less specific than many 
prayers heard in prescribed places and at 
stated times associated with government and 
therefore taking on an "official" character 
themselves. 

The text of the now-outlawed prayer is: 
"Almighty God, we acknowledge our depend
ency upon Thee and we beg Thy blessings 
upon us, our parents, our teachers, and our 
country." 

One cannot but wonder why the Court was 
not so legalistically scrupulous in some of 
its other momentous decisions of the mid.~ 
century. To arrive at some of them, nota.; 
bly those infringing the right of citizens to 
select their own associates, it avoided the law 
and relied upon sociological "authorities." 
In the case of the New York State school 
prayer it employed an exaggerated concept 
of the law. 

The constitutional requirement of separa
tion of church and stare is Indeed one to be 
protected, and it will be. Across America 
today is many a man· and woman who will 
feel the:re is an inereasingly urgent need for 
protection from some of the trends in con
temporary adjudication. 

[From the Charleston (S.C.) News and 
Courier, June 27, 1962] 

CoNGRESS SHOULD REBUltE HIGH CouaT FOR 
BANNING PRAYER IN SCHOOLS 

In ruling Monday that prayer in a public 
school is unconstitutional, the U.S. Supreme 
Court in effect moved the United States in 
the direction of an officially godless state. 

If a simple prayer to th~ Almighty cannot 
be offered in a classroom in this Nation, 
then certainly it cannot be long before this 
same Supreme Court demands that all signs 
of public approval of religious faith be torn 
from the fabric of our national life. 

Justice William 0. Douglas, who wrote 
a separate opinion upholding the majority 
ruling, clearly indicated the nature of ju
dicial tht,ags to come. "Once government 
finances P religious exercise," he said, "it 
inserts a divisive influence in our country. 
• • ·• The first amendment leaves the Gov
ernment in a position not of hostility to 
religion but neutrality." 

Under this conception, the U.S. Govern
ment has no right to maintain a Chaplain 
Corps in the armed services or, at least, it 
must sign up spokesmen for atheism as well 
as ministers of religion. 

NATION UNDER GOD 

This Sui)1:eme Court decision, to which 
only Associate Justice Potter Stewart dis
sented, is a terrible transgression of the baslc 
beliefs of the American people. A handful 
of arrogant men have sought .to restrict the 
religious liberties of the American people. 
They have ordered that all traces of re
ligious faith be removed from the public 
schools of the country. 

The Communist Party of Russia needed to 
win a bloody revolution in order to achieve 
the same end. The U.S. Supreme Court be:. 
lieves it can do the same thing with a sc:rap 
of paper-a court order. 

The Supreme Court decision is shocking; 
the arrogance of the Court is shocking. And 
it will be even more shocking if the Ameri
can Congress and people submit to the 
Court edict. . ~ 

The men who sit on the u.s. Supreme 
Court today-the men who have come to 
regard themselves as Olympians who need 
not consider the wants and beliefs of the 
people--must be rebuked. The decision ban
ning prayer in the schools calls for rebuke. 
No sectional or party interest is involved. 
What is at stake is the future and reputa
tion of this country as a Nation under God. 

It is outrageous to assert, as did Justice 
Douglas, that the U.S. Government must be 
neutral as to religion. Our Government must 
be neutral as to denomination, but not to 
religion itself. If the U.S. Government is 
neutral to the matter of belief in God, then 
why should it oppose the doctrines of atheis
tic communism? 

The truth is that the United States is a 
Nation under God. Our coinage bears the 
inscription "In God We Trust.~· Since the 
beginning of the Republic, Presidents have 
taken their oath of office after prayer by 
clergymen and with a hand on the Bible. 
· If the majority decision rendered by Jus
tice Black were to be accepted as the law of 
the land, then it follows that prayer at a 
Presidential inaugural would be unconstitu
tionaL After all, an inaugural of a President 
is the chief occasion of state in this coun
try. It is far more pubUc and meaningful 
than any gathering . of children in a public 
school auditorium. 

But how can the Supreme Court _be 
rebuked? 

It m.ust be realized t!iat many Americans: 
have become passive in. the face of -clomesttc 
t-yranny. Despite their belief that a handfui 
of judges .should not set themselves up over 
religion, some' ·persons may be unwilling to 
aqt. Nevertheless, there are avenues of avail
able action. If every school system that 
provides for public prayer were to continue 
to do so, in defiance of the Supreme Court, 

.what could the Court do? 
We seriously question whether the Justice_ 

Department or U.S. district attorneys would 
display enthusiasm for prosecuting school 
officials for providing opportunities for pray
er. One can be sure that such prosecutions 
would be the most unpopular prosecutions 
in U.S. history. 

CONGRESS CAN LEAD 

Another way to proceed is for Congress to 
pass a joint declaration asserting the right 
of prayer in the public schools. 

Congress has not hesitated to issue such 
joint declarations on foreign policy matters
even though it has no direct authority O'ller 
foreign policy. These declarations have the 
force of law, nonetheless. 

It is timely for Congress to 'use the same 
procedure in order to put the Supreme 
Court in its place. All that is needed i& for 
a Member of each House of Congress to draft 
such a resolution- and obtain signers. we, 
cannot imagine that many Members of Con< 
gress would refuse to sign a declaration up
J;lolding the free exercise of religion. 

Will South CaroUna's congressional delega-_ 
tion lead the way? 

[From the Augusta (Ga.) Chronicie, June 27, 
1962f 

A JUDICIAL TRAVESTY 

The first words of the first amendment 
to the U.S. Constitution provide that "Con
gress shall make no law respecting an estab
lishment of religion." 

Basis for the priority given that phrase, 
as any student of American history knows, 
was our Founding Fathers' determination 
that the government they established would 
never sponsor and control a particular re
ligious denomination . . No one with an ap
preciation of the God-centered foundation 
on which that new government was erected 
would construe the first amendment as a 
bar to official recognition of an Almighty 
Being. 

But now the Nation's highest Court, in an
other of its flagrant misapplications o! con
stitutional principle, has decreed that a 
simple 22-word, compl.etely nondenomina
tional prayer cannot be spoken in the class
rooms of New York State schools. Prayer in 
public-supported institutions, the Court has 
said in effect, is unconstitutional. 

To arrive at that state of judicial travesty, 
Justice Hugo Black and five other members 
of the Court sought to prove that the act of 
invoking the Almighty's blessings, when 
sanctioned by a State government, somehow 
constitutes the establishment of religion. 
No more distorted logic has ever emerged 
from the stately seat of justice in the Na
tion's Capital. 

The logical extension of Justice Black's 
argument is the banning of all mention of 
God, all use of the Bible, and all prayers 
of any kind from public institutions, docu
ments, and ceremonies. 

Had the men who made this Nation great 
interpreted the first amendment in the man
ner of the six Justices, the words "endowed 
by their Creator" and "firm reliance on the 
protection of divine providence" would have 
been excluded from the Declaration of Inde
pendence. "In God We Trust" - could noli 
have been our national motto; the words. 
"under God" would have been left out of the 
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag, and Abra
ham Lincoln would have excluded them 
from the Gettysburg Address. 
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By 'the Court's specious Teasoning, the 

. very prayer that opens eaeh Supreme Court 
session could be l'Uled unconstitutional, sub
jected to challenge. Prayers that open daily 
congressional sessions and invocatiGns at 
Presidential inaugurations might be ruled 
out in the same manner. 

The religious roots of this Nation, of 
course, ·go far deeper than these surface 
manifestations of reliance upon God. De
velopment of faith, belief in God and specific · 
religious precepts should and must be the re
sponsibility first of t~e homes and churches 
of our land. These institutions will make or 
break the spiritual backbone of the Nation: 

But trust in God and thankfulness for 
His blessings also are inseparably related to 
the history and character of our Government 
and national institutions. To deny children 
the right to open their school day with 
prayer, as Justice Potter Stewart pointed out 
in his dissenting opinion Monday, is "to 
deny them the opportunity of sharing in the 
spiritual heritage of our Nation." 

When religious freedom comes to be so 
misinterpreted as to demand exclusion of 
prayer from public institutions, a long step 
has been taken toward complete omission of 
God from official life of the Nation. And 
the basic difference between our way of 
life and that of countries which deny the 
existence of God is on itft way to being 
removed. 

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield? 

Ml". THURMOND. I am happy to . 
yield to the distinguished and able Sena
tor from Arizona. 

Mr. GOLDWATER. I take this occa
sion to thank the distinguished. Senator 
from South Carolina for so eloquently 
and brilliantly calling to the attention of 
the Senate the error of the Supreme 
Court in its recent decision. 

I wonder if the Senator from South 
Carolina realizes the number of -States 
that recognize the place 'Of God in our 
daily lives. I am sure he does, but I 
would like to go through the list of State 
mottoes which contain a reference to 
God. 

My own State of Arizona: "God en
riches." · 

Colorado: -"'Nothing without the 
Deity." 

Connecticut: · "He who transplanted 
continues to sustain." 

Florida: "In God we trust." 
Hawaii: "The life of the land is per

petuated in righteousness." · 
Maine: "I guide." 
Maryland: "With the shield of Thy 

good will Thou hast covered us." 
Ohio: "With God, all things are 

possible." 
South Dakota: "Under God, the peo

ple rule." 
In concluding my commendation of 

the Senator from South Carolina, I make 
this observation: The unhappiness and. 
concern with this unwise decision must 
be unanimous. I am sure the Senator 
from South Carolina will remember that 
on previous occasions when the Supreme 
Court has rendered decisions that have 
tended to destroy States rights and 
take away the individual liberties of our 
people, the liberal Members of this body 
have risen up in defense of the Court. 

'I have not heard any liberal Member 
of this body rise to defend the court in 
its recent action. I wonder about that 
inconsistency. I wonder if finally they 
are not agreeing with the conservative 
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Members of this body that the Supreme 
Court of the United .States has been in 
.error and continues to be in error. If 
it continues to make the mistakes it has 
made, this legislative body will be sorely 
pressed to overcome them in order that 
we may perpetuate our constitutional 
Republic and protect the rights of the 
people. -

Mr. THURMOND. I thank the. dis
tinguished Senator from Arizona for his 
complimentary remarks about my ad
dress. He has made a great contribu
tion in the statement he has just made. 

I feel very strongly about this. I con
cur wholeheartedly with the statement 
the Senator has made. 1 believe that a 
majority of the Congress, as well as the 
majority of the American people, also 
concur. It is my sincere hope that 
action will be taken promptly by the Con
gress to -offset and reverse - this uncon
stitutional and unwise decision of the 
Supreme Court in the school prayer case. 

FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE 
GOVERNMENT 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, 
in view of the discussion ·in the Senate 
today relative to the financial condition 
of the United States, I ask unanimous 
.consent to have printed in the RECORD 
a statement by me as chairman of the 
Committee on Finance and Joint Com
mittee on Reduction of Nonessential 
Federal Expenditures in regard to the 
financial condition of the U.S. Govern
ment. 

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

T.his is the first of a series of statements 
relati~.g to the financial condition of the U.S. 
Government. 

It is logical that ex-amination of this sub
ject should start with existing obligations of 
the Government; so this statement (with 
documentary notes) is confined to debt, 
commitments, and authorizations. 

Other statements will follow as soon as 
they can be carefully developed and docu
mented. Each subsequent statement will 
treat other aspects of the Government's 
financial condition. 

Urgent need for such a study was made 
clear in January, when it became known that 
the administration planned to ask for legis
lation raising the statutory Federal debt 
limit to'$308 billion. 

A full-scale study of the subject should be 
made by the Finance Committeee, and I 
shall recommend that the committee under
take a formal public investigation as soon 
as time will allow. 

A top-to-bottom analysis and study of the 
present financial condition of this Govern
ment is a monumental task, and to date 
there simply has been no opportunity for 
the committee to schedule the work. 

The committee still has before it the omni
bus tax blll, and the bill to extend corpora
tion and excise tax rates, the tariff bill, the 
sugar bill, social security and veterans leg
islation, etc., are yet to come. 

In addition, there may be legislation to 
raise the Federal debt limit again, provide 
medical care for the aged through the social 
security system, federalize unemployment 
compensation, etc. · 

The need to examine the financial condi
tion is vital; the necessity for temporary 
postponement of fonnalinvestfga.Uon Is un
fortunate; I shall recommend its opening at 
the first opportunity. ' 

Meanwhile, under the circumstances, with 
the assistance of staff and faclllties avallable 
to me, I personally have undertaken prelim
inary studies on the subject. 

My findings will be outlined In a series of 
reports to the Senate, and the first of these 
reports follows: 
OBLIGATIONS AND COMMrrMENTS OF THE U .• S. 

GOVERNMENT 

The U.S. Government in fiscal year 1963, 
beginning July 1, will have current authprity 
to obligate funds, outstanding Federal debt, 
and other commitments of at least $1,242 
billion. 

This approaches $1%, trillion, but it .is far 
from a complete statement of the Govern
ment's actual and potential obligations, be
-cause untold billions in commitments for 
future spending cannot be calculated. 

ONE AND ONE-FOURTH TRILLION DOLLARS 

The authorizations, debt and other com
mitments included in the $1,242 billion are 
treated more fully later in this statement, 
but at this point they are summarized in 
rounded figures as follows: 
· Current authority to obligate, such as ap
propriations, balances, etc., estimated only 
'through fiscal year 1963, beginning July 1, 
1962, $188 billion. 

Outstanding Federal debt in Treasury 
securities, etc., estimated as of the beginning 
of fiscal year 1963 on July 1, 1962, $296 bil
lion. 

Promises to pay under contingencies spe
cifically fixed in existing law, such as Fed
e.ral insurance in force, guaranteed loans, 
etc., $338 b1111on. · · 

Other-including such moral commit
ments as unfunded accrued Uab111ties of Fed
. eral trust funds, securities issued by Fed
. eral agencies in addition to the regular debt, 
etc., $420 b1llion. 

Total, $1,242 billion. 
BEYOND CALCULATION 

Billions in clear Federal commitments for 
future years are in addition to this $~%, tril
lion. They are omitted simply .because they 
cannot be ca:tculated beyond fiscal year 1963. 

These commitments for the future which 
·cannot be calculated at this time are dis
-cussed further, but at this point they are 
summarized in categorical examples as fol
lows: Interest on the Federal debt, pensions, 
retirement, compensation, etc., grants to 
States, payments to individuals, major sub
sidles, foreign aid, and public works. 

Obligational authority in these -categories 
for the coming year is incladed in the $1 * 
trillion; Federal commitments to spend bil
lions in these areas in the future are clear 
and certain, but they are too indefinite to 
calculate. 

They cannot be reliably computed for the 
future for a variety of reasons involving 
duration, developments, administrative 
policy, and other indetlnite factors which 
generally will be obvious: 

Future irrterest on the Federal debt: The 
$1Y-a, trillion includes interest for only 1 
fiscal year, 1963. Future obligation is cer
tain but impossible to calculate in terms 
of duration, refunding, interest rates, etc. 
T,he debt is going up, and so are interest 
rates. Recent Treasury policy has been to 
convert more of the debt into long--term 
bonds. This would tend to freeze high rates 
on current issues. There was a March 1962 
refunding for 36 years. Interest on the debt 
currently is averaging 3.215 percent, but 
tlle ·yield rate on recent issues· has ranged 
up to 4.125 percent. The Federal interest 
obligation for the coming year lllone is 
estimated at $9.4 b111lon.1 

Pensions, r~tirement, compensation, etc.: 
The $1 Y-a, trUllon includes ·obligations 9f this 
nature for only 1 · ftscal year, 1963. Fu
ture commitments are certain but impossible 

11963 Budget Document, p. 108. 
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to calculate in terms of duration and other 
indefinite factors·. Exclusive of trust fund 
programs, obligations in this category for 
fiscal year 1963 alone are estimated at $7.1 
billion. This 1963 figure includes $5 billion 1 

for veterans pensions, compensation, and 
hospital care. Included also for 1963 only 
are $1.1 billion 2 for military, Coast Guard, 
and Public Health Officer retirement pay, and 
$1 · billion 3 in 1-year Federal agency con
tributions to Civil Service retirement, and 
health and life insurance premiums. 

Grants to States: The $1~ trillion includes 
direct grant obligations for only 1 fiscal 
year, 1963. Future commitments are certain 
but impossible to calculate in terms of dura
tion, State activities which qualify for 
matching, etc. · ' 
· Many of these programs are based on stat
utory formulas· which make ·Federal pay
ments mandatory when State and local pro-:
grams conform to Federal standards. The 
$2.7-billion-a-year public assistance program 
is an example. The grant trend is up. 

Exclusive of payments from trust funds 
(such · as that for highways) and shared 
revenues, Federal expenditures through 47 
grant-in-aid programs for the one fiscal year 
1963 are estimated in the budget documen~ 
at $5.7 billion.4 · 

Payments to individuals: There are more 
than 30 programs under which the Federal 
Government makes payments directly to. in
dividuals, such as those for agricultural con
servation, scientific and health research, 
scholarships, fellowships, etc. In cer-tain of 
these · programs the payments are under 
agreements or contracts extending for more 
than 1 year. The $1~ trillion of comput
able obligations includes commitments to 
pay individuals for only the one fiscal year, 
1963. Exclusive of computable soil bank 
obligations and trust fund programs, so
called Federal payments to individuals for 
fiscal year 1963. alone are estimated.at $2 bil
lion.5 Future commitments are surely in
volved, but they cannot be calculated. 

Major subsidies: The $1~ trillion includes 
funds for Federal programs generally re
ferred to as Government, subsidies only for 
fiscal year 1963. __ pontinuing commitments 
in these programs are certain but they can
not be calculated. Major Federal subsidies 
include payments to agricultural interests 
through the price support programs, and 
payments to commercial interests for airline 
operations and ship construction and op
erating differentials. Obligations under 
these programs in fiscal year 1963 are esti
mated at $4 billion.6 Other Government 
payments frequently described as Federal 
sub~idies, including the postal deficit, are in. 
addition to those mentioned. 

Foreign aid: In the past it has been the 
policy of Congress, as far as possible, to keep 
foreign aid authorizations on a year-to-year 
basis. In the more recent years there has 
been continuing pressure for a policy of 
long-term commitments. With or without 
this change in policy, future foreign aid obli
gations are certain and . they are beyqnd 
calculation. The $1 ~ trillion in computable 
obligations includ.es $18.4billion 7 for foreign 
aid and funded subscriptions to interna
tional financial . institutions . . This figure 
probbaly should be increased by $5.2 billion s 

2 1963 Budget Document, pp. 164; 187,.and · 
233 . . 

31963 Budget Document Appendix, pp. 920-
922. . . 

•1963 Budget Document, table· H-3, p . 344. 
G Estimate based on table 92, pt. B, 1961 

Annual Report Secretary-Treasurer, p. 693. 
6 1963 Budget Document, pp. 145-8, 158-9, 

and 250. 
7 1963 Budget Document, p. 103, and ap

pendix; pp. 82 and 334. 
• s Public Law 87-195, Public Law 86-147; 
1963 ;Budget Document, pp. 70 and 80, and 
Public Law 86-565. 

for unfunded foreign assistance loans and Government, the space race, cold war mili
subscrtptions to international financial in- tary requirements, etc. 
stitutions. This has been authorized in basic CALCULABLE FIGURES 
law to be provided after fiscal year 1963, but 
has not yet been appropriate'd. The Government debt, authorizations to 

Public works: The $1 ~ trillion comput- obligate (including the President's new re-
quests for fiscal year 1963) and commitments 

able obligation figure includes $9.1 billion o in the $1 ~ trillion calculation developed in 
for completing Federal civil works projects this statement are limited to: 
already underway in fiscal year 1963. It does 
not include projects to be started after 1963. 1. Actual debt estimated to be outstanding 

as of July 1, 1962. 
The cost of civil public works presently au- 2. Actual spending authorizations avail-
thorized by law but yet unfunded is esti- able and those requested by the administra
mated at $12.8 billion.10 Together the actual tion for fiscal year 1963. 
and potential Federal obligations for civil 3 Contingent commitments which are 
public works total approximately $22 billion. firmly fixed and clearly specified in existing 
This civil public works figure is exclusive of law; and · 
the actual and potential obligations for mili- 4. Moral obligations which may be rea
tary construction on installations, bases and sonably assumed as attached to trust funds 
facilities of the Armed Forces throughout operated under Federal aegis, etc. 
continental United States and overseas. on this basis, and with the best official 

All of these clear but incalculable com- information available, the debt, authority 
mitments for the future are in addition to to obligate, and commitments of the U.S. 
others including the general cost of Federal Government are calculated as follows: 

Calculable obligations of the U.S. Government, including Federal debt, commitments, 
authbri~ations, ~t~., estimated for fiscal year 1963 (based on latest official data) 

Obligations 

DIRECT 

Debt outstanding: 
Treasury securities_--------
Guaranteed obligations ____ _ 

Unpaid obligations ____________ _ 

Unused authority: 
Unobligated balances .. ____ _ 

New· 1963 appropriations, 
etc., requested. 

Additional obligational au
thority. 

UUrunded cost' of started pub
lic works. 

Total 

Billions 
$295.4 

.5 
47.3 

31.0 

99.3 

1.1 

Subtotal, direct__________ 483.7 

·CONTINGENT 

Loans .guaranteed and insured __ 

Insurance in force, etc_"--------

65.2 

Subtotal, contingent___ ___ 338.0 

OTHER 

Social security trust fund ______ _ 

Civil service retirement ____ __ __ _ 

Railroad retirement. __________ _ 

Federal Reserve notes _________ _ 

Federal agency debt, not guar
anteed by United States. 

Highway trust fund ______ ___ __ _ 

330.0 

32.5 

5. 1 

5. 2 

9.0 

38.5 

Subtotal, other________ ___ 420.3 

TotaL_____ ________ ______ 1, 242.0 

Remarks 

Public debt (1963 Budget Document, p. 40). 
Largely FHA debentures (1963 Budget Document, p. 40). 
$45,400,000,000 in funds available (1963 Budget Document, p. 268), less 

$100,000,000 invested in Federal securities (Budget Bureau letter, 
Apr. 26, 1962); plus outstanding contracts under DP A of $600,000,000 
(1963 Budget Document Appendix, p. 60) and Soil Bank of 
$1,400~000,000 (1963 Budget Document Appendix, p. 118 with in
formal official estimate). 

$36,300,000,000 in appropriations, debt authority, revolving funds, etc. 
(1963 Budget Document, p. 268) less $1,500,000,000 invested in Fed
eral securities (Budget Bureau letter, Apr. 26, 1962), and $3,800,000,000 , 
available partially to meet insurance obligations (1963 Budget Docu
ment Appendix, p. 802 for FDIC and p. 807 for FSLIC). 

$97,800,000;000 in apprqpriations, $1,100,000,000 in authority· to charge 
in debt, and $1,400..z..OOO,OOO in contract authority and reappropria
tions (1963 Budget vocument, table 15, p. 117). 

Debt authority of $600,000,000 for 1964-65 college housing loans (Public 
Law 87-70) and $500,000,000 for 1964-67 veterans direct loans (Public 
Law 87-'84) . 

Cost after 1963 to complete civil public works projects already under
way (1963 Budget J?ocument, table F-3, p. 317). 

Largely· housing mortgages (Treasury Department report, "Long
Range Commitments and Contingencies of the U.S. Government, 
Dec. 31, 1961''). · 

Largely insurance of bank and savings deposits up to $10,000, and 
veterans life insurance (Treasury Department report, "Long-Range 
Commitments and Contingencies of the U.S. Government, Dec. 31, 
1961"). 

Unfunded accrued liability,l Dec. 31, 1961 (social security memo, 
May 28 1962). 

Unfunded accrued liability,l June 30, 1961 (Civil Service Commission 
annual report 1961, p. 34). 

Unfunded accrued liability,l Jan. 1, 1960 (Railroad Retirement Board 
Eighth Actuarial Evaluation Report, p. 24). 

U.S. obligations by law. Treasury Department report "Long-Range 
Commitments and Contingencies of U.S. Government, Dec. 31, 
1961," showed $28,100,000,000 in circulation, with $22,900,000,000 of 
covering collateral in public debt. Collatera1 in public debt deducted 
here to avoid duplication in debt figure (above) in this computation. 

Issued under Federal authorizations against agency resources; out
standing Mar. 31, 1962 (Treasury Department Bulletin, April1962, 
p. 26). 

Remaining Federal share of estimated obligations required for Federal
State highway systems from July 1, 1962, to June 30, 1973, in accord
ance with Highway Act of 1956 (H. Doc. 349, 87th Cong., 2d sess., 
p. 8). 

1 Unfunded accrued liability defined and discussed on p. 7. 

The $295.4 billion direct debt figure used 
in the computation is low. It is used only 
because it is the official estimate of the 
Treasury debt level at the start of the 'fiscal 

• 1963 Budget Document, table F-3, p. 317. 
11 1968 Budget Document, table F-4, p. 319. 

year, July 1, 1962 (1963 .Budget Document, 
p. 40). 

The Federal debt 'is higher than that now 
(see latest daily Treasury statement). The 
Treasury estimates that it will reach $307 

. billion within the year (Treasury memo for 
Senate Finance Committee; Jan. 8, 1962). 
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This ls why raising the debt llmlt to $308 
billion will be requested. . 

Federal debt ··has risen some 430 b11Uon 
since the end .of the Korean war {1963 Budget. 
Document, p. 42). The statutory debt Uml'ta 
year ago was $293 billion. It was raised 
twice within a period of 9 months, July 1961-
March 1962. 

The limit is now $300 billion, and the debt 
is almost the same. If the limit is raised 
to $308 billion by June 30, it will have been 
raised three times within a year by a total 
of $15 billion. It was raised $5 billion on 
June 30, 1961, and $2 blllion on March 13, 
1962. 

The $1 ~ trillion computation uses a $500 
million estimate for Federal agency obliga
tions guaranteed by the falt11 and credit of 
the United States. This also is a starting 
estimate for 1963 (Budget Document, p. 40) 
and it, like the direct debt figure, probably. 
is low. 

Feder.al Housing Administration deben
tures are the largest guaranteed item. The 
opening figure for fiscal year 1963ls $445 mil
lion, but the budget estim~tes that it will 
rise to $629 m1llion during the year (1963 
Budget Document Appendix, p. 736). 

The National Housing Act authorizes FHA 
to issue these fully guaranteed debentures 
(unlimited as to total amount) to lending 
institutions and other mortgagees in ex
change for foreclosed private mortga,ges 
which it has insured. 

When FHA mortgagees demand immediate 
payment on elaims arising from bad mort
gages, this (back-door debt) debenture de
vice provides a negotiable substitute for cash 
and at the same time postpones the neces
.sity to use FHA reserves. 

Some $43 billion in outstanding FHA 'in
surance on mortgages 11 is included among 
the contingent liabllities computed in the 
$1 Y-1, trillion, and there is no dollar limit on 
insurance which FHA can issue on housing 
mortgages iri the "future. 

The amount outstanding in FHA deben
tures has risen steadily from $139 million 
in fiscal year 1960. It totaled $220 million 
in 1961; it is estimated at $445 million in 
the current fiscal year and the budget esti
mates it at $629 mi11ion for the coming year. 

The $1~ trillion computation includes a 
total of $99.3 billion in new obligational 
authoricy (appropriations, etc.) as requested 
by the President in the budget document 
for fiscal year 1963 (p . .34). This figure will 
be $535 million higher if postage rates are 
not increased. -

Ltke the figure for direct debt and guar
anteed obligations, this figure also is likely 
to be low. In the legislative process Con
gress will reduce some items and raise oth
ers; and there wm be additional requests 
and supplemental authorizations as ·the year 
goes on. 

The President's February 19, March 26, 
1962, requests for authority to obligate more 
money "for "emergency" public works is an 
example. He may not get all he asked, but 
he probably will get more than the· $3.9 bil
lion (exclusive of highways) originally re
quested in January (1963 Budget Document, 
p. 316) -

The nature of the works programs pro
posed and contemplated by the administra
tion under so-called emergency conditions 
would make costly realities out of public 
works projects and activities heretofore re
garded as remote and unlikely objectives of 
Federal expenditure. 

The $1* trillion takes into account cer
t ain obligations which some choose at this 
time to describe as ... remote" and ... moral." 
They are included in the computation gen
erally under the headings "contingent" _and 
... other." · 

11 Treas. Dept. Report, "Long-..Range Com
mitments and Contingencies of the U~S. Gov
ernment, Dec. 31, 1961." 

· The vlews of those who contend that in
clusion of the items ln the "remote" ·and 
"moral., ·-categories overstates the case- are 
recognized. But the purpose .of this .state
ment ls to .show .and compute the Govern
ment•s obligations and commitments as they 
-exist. 

It is understood, for example, that real 
property stands between Government
insured mortgages and the Government's 
ultimate liability; bank assets are in the 
same position in the program for Federal 
insurance of bank deposits, etc. 

And, as official Government agency reports 
point out, experience in this area of Federal 
commitments has been favorable. This is 
all to the good, because under the law these 
commitments are promises to pay when con
ditions are unfavorable. 

These commitments are in fact fixed in 
law. Remoteness of contingencies which 
would trigger payments was not considered 
in establishment of the program. When 
these laws were written unfa,vorable condi
tions were not remote at all; they were recent 
experience. 

The $1 Y-1, trillion includes the full amount 
of bank and savings deposit insurance obli
gations of the Federal Deposit "Insurance 
Corporation and the Federal Savings and 
Loan ·Insurance Corporation simply because 
the law makes the Government liable for 
am.ounts due. 

The item is computed under insurance in 
force. As of December .31, 1961, the amount 
was $231.5 billion, according to a Treasury 
l"eport of the same date on "Long-Range 
Commitments and Contingencies of the U.S. 
Government." 

Deposits up to $10,000 are insured by these 
two agencies--FDIC and FSLIC-and as part 
nf their reserves they h'Old $2.9 bUlion in 
Federal securities which, for purposes of this 
statement, are oomputed in the $295.4 billion 
Federal debt (undupllca.ted elsewhere) . 

It is to be hoped that serious call on this 
deposit insurance will never develop; but if it 
should, it is probably that the Government 
·already will be on a deficit financing basis 
and without a balance to redeem Federal 
securities the corporations hold. 

Under such circumstances the Treasury 
would be faced with the necessity of- .at
tempting to transfer this pebt to public 
ownership along ·with the sale of additional 
Federal securities in an effort to satisfy the 
further liability. 

It is understood also that trust funds such 
as those for social security and railroad 
retirement are designed to be self-financing 
outside of the general revenue; but moral 
obligations on the Government are inherent 
in such programs, and they cannot be 
disregarded. 

The funds were originated under Federal 
statute. They are managed by Federal 
agenices. The Federa1 Treasury collects the 
taxes. And the Federal Government dictates 
their policies and tax rates. Recipients look 
to the Federal Government for payment. 

In view of conditions such as these, if 
any of these funds should become insolvent, 
it is certain that those who have made com
pulsory contributions, and conformed to 
Federal standards and regulations, will ex
pect the obligations to be met from the 
Federal Treasury. 
. The $1%, trillion computation takes into 

account this assumption with respect to con
tributory Federal trust funds. It includes 
as moral obligations amounts equivalent to 
best estimates of what are officially referred 
to l2 as ... Unfunded accrued tiabilitie~" of the 
funds. 

12 "8th Actuarial Valuation of the Assets 
and Liabilities Under the Railroad Retire-

. ment Acts, Dec. 31, 1959," p. 24; ... 22d Annual 
Report, Board of Trustees OASI Trust Fund," 
Feb. 22. 19.62, p. 35; Social Security Adminis
tration memorandum, Apr.10,1962. 

Language to be found .on page 35 of the 
1962 "Annual Report of the Social Security 
Trust l<'und Trustees" is usect gener.ally to 
describe «unfunded accrued liab111ties" 1ri 
these funds as: 

The actuarial deficits which could be calcu
lated as of a given date, "if account were 
taken only of (a) benefits to be paid workers 
covered by the system to that date and to 
their dependents and survivors, (b) future 
taxes to be paid by such workers, and (c) 
the existing trust funds." 

Better means of measuring obligations of 
compulsory-contributory Federal trust funds 
are desirable; "unfunded accrued liabilities" 
are used because no better yardstick ls avail· 
able. But the fact is: commitments involv
ing the Federal Government do exist in these 
programs. 

The Federal National Mortgage Association 
and certain other Government agencies have 
issued their own securities, outside of the 
regular Federal debt. Securities of this na
ture now total $9 billion (Treasury Bulletin, 
Apr. 1962, p. 26). 

These securities are not literally guaran
teed by the faith and credit of the U.S. Gov
ernment, but their issuance is authorized by 
Federal Law, and they are backed by so
called resources of Government agencies 
which issue them. 

Holders of securities such as these can be 
expected to assume the attitude t1lat the 
Federal Government has a moral obligation 
to back up this type of debt. For this reason 
these obligations are included in the $1~ 
trillion computation. 

Finally, the $1 ~ tri111on computation in
cludes Federal Reserve notes which, by law, 
are obligations of the United States, and the 
remaining Federal share of estimated obliga
tions required for Federal-State highway 
systems to June 30, 1973. 

The latest Treasury Department report on 
"Long-Range Commitments and Contingen
cies" showed $28.1 b1111on of Federal Reserve 
notes in circulation and that '$22.9 billion of 
the covering collateral was 1n the Federal 
debt as of December-31, 1961. 

The Federal Highway Act of 1956 estab
lished Federal-State highway construction 
schedules through 1973. The Federal share 
of the remaining costs in this joint under
taking is estimated at $38.5 billion (H. Doc. 
349, 87th Cong., 2d sess., p. 9) . 

NEW PROPOSAL$ 

Some 200 actions and proposals involving 
new and increased Federal obligation of pub
llc money and credit can be documented in 
presidential messages and communications 
to Congress during the current administra
tion which began in January 1961. 

The budget document for fiscal year 1963 
(pp. 118-266) and other official publications 
indicate that the administration expects 
numerically up to 95 percent of its actions 
and proposals to have been implemented in 
some measure before the end of fiscal year 
1963. 

It may be notable that this statement gives 
no consideration to the admlnlstration's pro
posal to fin·ance medical care for the aged 
out of the social security trust fund or the 
proposal for the federalization of unemploy
ment insurance compensation. 

The computation does include $233 mil-
r lion in Federal grants during ·fiscal year 1963 
for defraying medical eare expenses for the 
aged under the Federal-State public assist
ance program as it is provided in the budget 
(1963 Bud. Doc. App., p. 432). 

Medical care for the aged through expan
sion of social security fund benefits, as pro
posed by the administration, is not included 
in the $1 ~ trillion computation for two 
reasons: 

1. Trust fund budget projections to date 
carry neither_ obligation nor llabllity esti
mates on the proposal; and 
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' 2. Figures used in the $1% trillion com

putation are of an actuarial .nature :with the 
cutoff date taken as of December 31, 1961. 

The lowest first-year cost estimate of the 
administration's proposal to finance medical 
care for the aged through the trust fund of 
the social security system has been $1.1 bil
lion. Other estimates of the first-year cost 
have run much high~r. 

These estimates have been given in testi
mony before congressional committees (hear
ings before House Ways and Means Commit! 
tee on H.R. 4222, vol. 1, p. 41) in connection 
with pending bills. Estimates in terms of 
increased liabilities against the fund have 
not been submitted in testimony. 

The unemployment insurance and com
pens!lotion program, as operated to date, gen
erally has been financed from special taxes 
on employers under rates and standards 
which vary among the States. The compen
sation also · varies among the States as to 
amounts and duration. 

There have been so-called emergency 
occasions when repayable advances have 
been made to the accounts of some States 
from the general fund of the Federal Treas
ury. But, in fact, 'Federal obligation other
:wtse has been rejected. · 

Under the circumstances with respect to 
this program, as they presently exist, com
putations in this statement do not include 
any Federal financial obligation for unem
ployment insurance compensation in fiscal 
year 1963 or beyond. 

But the administration has proposed ex
tensive federalization of the program 
through uniform standards, taxes and pay
ments. If this proposal should be adopted, 
Federal obligations-without doubt-.-would 
develop quickly in increasing amounts. 

Many of the new proposals which have 
been generally treated to this point merit 
special mention relative to their potential 
obligations. Examples include:_ 

1. The proposal fOr Federal pay · (reform) 
raises: 1963 budget requests include $200 
million for the first 6 months beginning . 
January l, 1963 (Budget Document, p. 266); 
a 3-year buildup at the rate of approximately 

. $300 mil:lion a year is recommended; the ulti-
mate increase is estimated at $1 billion a 
year ad infinitum. · 

2. Alliance for Progress: The. budget for 
fiscal year 1963 inCludes an appropriation 
request for $600 million (p. 137). The Pres
ident has requested $3 billion in long-term 
authorizations (H. Doc. 362, p. 3). Under · 
international agreement the program is esti
mated to spend $20 billion to be derived 
from public and private sources. 

3. Space exploration (including moon 
shot; man on the moon in 10 years): The 
Budget requests $3.8 billion (p. 72) for .fiscal · 
year 1963; the President last year indicated 
space costs would run up to $9 billion over 
5 years; unofficial estimates place the ulti
mate costs of sending a man to the moon 
as high as $40 billion. 

4. Civil defense. The budget includes 
1963 authorizations totaling $700 million (p. 
173) . Emphasis has been placed ·on grants. 
for shelter construction, supplies, etc. Ulti
mate cpst figures have not ·been developed. · 

5. Urban renewal and , trans:Portatioh. 
Federal commitments for slum clearance, 

. urban renew~l apd co.~munity fa,cilities have 
};)een building· up for years. Transportation 

·was added to this group last year. , .(\11 h~:J.ve 
been increased this year. They have been 
treated generally in this statement. Rebuild
ing cities and the Nation's transportation 
systems could· provide a bottomless pit for 
Federal commitments. 

CONCLUSION 
In summary: 
1. Obligations of the U.S. Government in 

the form of current authority to obligate 
public funds, outstanding Federal debt, and 

other commitments can be calculated to ap
proximately $1% tri11ion. . 

2. But, as a total of the Government's 
obligations, this :figure is far from complete; 
it does not include untold billions in clear 
and certain commitments for ·future spend
ing which cannot be calculated. 

3. The statement documents current direct 
.Federal obligations and it makes future 
commitments the subject of special treat
ment. The recent record is an inadequate 
but available basis for forecasting coming 
developments. 

4. It is recognized that the ultimate cost 
of great portions of the Government's obliga
tions is to be determined by the development 
of contingencies. These areas are marked 
and emphasized in this statement. 

The fact is that the remoteness of these 
contingencies is to be determined by the 
stability of the Nation's economic c<5ndit1on 
and the soundness of the Government's 
financial position. 
. Under conditions of ·Federal paternalism,. 
intervention, and control which have been 
allowed to develop in this country, the Gov
ernment's existing direct obligations and its 
future commitments are vital elements in 
the Nation's stability. 

The recent record shows: 
1. The 9 years since the end of the Korean 

war have been relatively prosperous; but 
there have been six Federal deficits in those 
9 years, and the net deficit over the period 
has been at least $29 bi11ion ( 1963 Budget 
Document, p. 42); and 

2. Federal spending in 1963 will be $25 
billion higher than it was 9 years ago; 1s the 
Federal debt has reached its highest point 
in history,l3 and the value of the dollar has 
continued to drop.H 

The overriding truth in any responsible 
consideration of this subject is the funda
mental fact that the Government's power 

· to t~x is the basis for every obligation it 
assumes and ·· every commitment it:makes. · 

Latest Bureau of the Census reports pub
lished by the Commei:ce Department, esti
mated .the assessed value of real and tangi
ble property in the United States at approxi
mately $300 billion (Statistical Abstract of 
the U.S., p. 418). . 

The best and most recent estimates in
dicate personal income in the current 
calendar year will be some $443 billion, and 
corporate profits for the same year will be 
approximately $53 billion.ts 

But the Federal lien on our wealth is 
not alone. Other vast ·obligations against 
the resources of this Nation lie in State, 
local, corporate, and private areas. 

Direct debt in these sectors by no means 
constitutes all of the commitments involved, 
and there are certain elements of duplication 

.in the debt and commitments at each level. 
But for appropriate consideration at this 

point, an official state~ent _of cut:_rent and 
direct Federal, State, local, corporate, and 
private debt by the U.S. Treasury Depart
ment (Secretary .of Treasury letter, Feb. 28, 
1962) fo,llows: 

._ The :figureS' and considerations -presented 
ln this statement cannot be omitted in .any 
measurement of the magnitude and the 
gravity of the obligations and commitments 
of the U.S. Government. : 

I shaH deal further with financial condi
tions of the Government in· subsequent 
statements. 

TEMPORARY INCREASE IN THE 
· PUBLIC DEBT LiMIT 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill (H.R. 11990)._ to provide for a 
temporary increase in the public debt 
limit as set forth in section 21 of the 
Second Liberty B:ond Act. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, 
with the concurrence of Senators who 
are offering amendments, the appropri
ate. ranking members of the Committee 
on Finance, and the leadership, I wish 
to make another unanimous-consent re
quest to implement the <;me already I?iade 
covering the amendment of the Senator 
from Delaware [Mr. WILLIAMS]. · 

I ask unanimous consent that the 
same period of time, 10 minutes to each 
side, to be equally under the control of 
the Senator from Indiana [Mr. CAPE
HART] and of the Senator from Okla
homa [Mr. KERR], be allocated -for the 
consideration of the Capehart amend
ment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the request of the Senator 
'from Montana? The Chair hears none, 
and it is so ordered. 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
will ·the Senator · yield? 

· Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield. 
Mr. SALTONSTALL. The Senator 

from Iowa [Mr. MILLER] also has an 
amendment. lias the Senator frotn 

· Montana cleared the situation with the 
SenatOr from Iowa in connection with 
his amendment? 

Mv. MANSFIELD. · Mr. President, I 
· ask unanimous consent, insofar as the 

amendment of · the Senator from Iowa 
[Mr. MILLER] is concerned, that there 
be granted 30 minutes, to be divided 15 
minutes to a side, half the time to be 
under the control of the Senator from 

. Iowa [Mr. MILLER] and the other half 
to be under the control of the Senator 
from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR]. This 
meets with the concurrence of the Sen
ator from Iowa and of the minority 
leader. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the request of the Senator 

. from Montana? ·The Chair hears none, 

. and it is so ordered. 
cuRRENT DIRECT DEBT oNLY . IN THE UNITED . Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President; I 

' ; s:ATES-DEC. 31
• 

1
9

61
. • Billions now suggest the absence of a quorum, 

Federal ------------.------.C.-------- $296 5 With the Uil;derstanding that the time 
State and locaL_ .. __________ _: ___ .___ 75: 0 pe~essa:ry for the call Of the roll will not 
Private_:.. ______________ _:-__________ 307 .. 0 '. b.e t~ken from the allocated time on the 
Corporate ___ , _________ .:._:_._-_.:. ___ ,_ __ .:. 380. o amendment of. the Senator from Dela·-

--- - ware [Mr. WILLIAMS]. 
TotaL _________________ :. ____ 1, 058. 5 The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 

13 1963 Federal Budget Document, p. 42. 
1• Legislative Reference Service (Library of 

congress) compilations, through May 2, 
ffi6~ . 

15 Revised estimates by staft, Joint Com
-mit tee on Internal Revenue. Taxation, Sen
ate Finance Committee Hearings, Revenue · 
Act of 1962, Apr. 2, 1962, vol. I, p. 378. 

objection, it is so ordered. The clerk 
will call the roll. 

· The legislative clerk proceeded to call 
the roll. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that further 
proceedings under the quorum call may 
be dispensed with. 
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 

objection, it is so ordered. 
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 

President, I yield whatever time he may 
need, from the 10 minutes, to the Sena
tor from Massachusetts [Mr. SALTON
STALL]. 

Mr. Sl\LTONSTALL. Mr. President, I 
thank the Senator from Delaware. 

I believe, when we talk about the na
tional debt limit and the question of 
whether it should be increased to $306 
billion or $308 billion, we should give 
some consideration to, or at least make 
a record of, the other liabilities of the 
Government in addition to the direct 
public debt. 

I expect to vote with the Senator from 
Delaware in regard to the limitation of 
$306 billion. 

We should remember that the Gov
ernment has some very substantial con
tingent liabilities and lease obligations. 

The Government· has obligations un
der outstanding long-term contracts ami 
leases and outstanding contract au
thorizations granted to but not com
mitted by e~ecutive agencies. 

For example, the guaranteed obliga
tions issued by Government corpora
tions involve outstanding FHA deben
tures of $239,694,000. 

There are also FHA guarantees in 
three varieties. On the one- to four
family home mortgages, there · are Fed
eral guarantees outstanding of $52,464 
million. On large-scale housing proj
ects, there are guarantees outstanding of 
$9,181 million. On property improve
ment loans, there are guarantees out
standing of $14,430 million. The total 
FHA guarantees, outside of the direct 
debt, involve $76,081 million. 

Under the Veterans' Administration 
guarantees and insurance, for World 
War II and the Korean GI bill, there 
are outstanding guarantees of $28,244,-
334,000. 

On the Federal Maritime Administra
tion, insured ship mortgages, the Gov
ernment's contingent liability is $471,-
741,266. 

I agree that the following involve a 
guarantee which is not likely to be very 
much, but in the Federal Deposit Insur
ance Corporation there are insured de
posits of $164,071 million, and in the 
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 
Corporation there are insured deposits of 
$65,925,621,000. 

If we should include all the leases 
which the Federal Government guar
antees, there is an annual amount of 
$42,271,165 for post ·office buildings and 
an annual amount of $82,704,212 for 
General Services Administration build-
ings. . 

I bring these items to the attention of 
the Senate for inclusion in the REcORD, 
to show the large sums which the Federal 
Government guarantees in addition to 
the direct debt of $300 billion, which, we 
are considering raising to either $306 
billion or $308 billion. 

In simple fiscal terms, these figures 
help to show the obligations of the Fed
-eral · Government today. Even though 

property values have greatly increased, 
even though the gross national product 
has greatly increased, and even though 
the population has increased consider
ably, in direct and indirect obligations 
the Federal Government has a vast re
sponsibility today. That is why it is so 
necessary for us to go into the subject 
most carefully. We should consider the 
amount of appropriations we shall ap
prove to carry on the Federal Govern
ment for the next fiscal year. 

I could go into greater detail concern
ing the increased expenditures under the 
administrative budget which is con
templated, some $11,672 million more 
than last year, of which $5,390 million 
is related to military expenditures and 
the remainder to other services of our 
Government. 

We must consider all these things very 
carefully and keep a very close watch on 
the national debt, which we are consid
er,ing increasing today. 

I thank the Senator from Delaware. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

Senator from Delaware has the floor. 
Mr. Wr.LIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 

President, I yield the remainder of my 
time to the Senat9r from Ohio. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I sup
port the amendment of the Senator from 
Delaware for a number of reasons: 

First. I · am of the belief that inade
quate attention to the necessity for econ
omy in Government has been exhibited . 
by the Congress 

Second. In too many instances the 
Congress has yielded to the administra
tion, legal and practical control over 
spending. I refer especially to the re
peated built-in expenditures that are 
being financed by the back door. 

Third. The sheer size of the extrava
gant Federal budget has made it impos
sible on the floor of the Senate to guard 
adequately against extravagant spend
ing. 

Fourth. The present debt is too high 
relative to our general assets. Instead 
of reducing the debt since World War 
II we have raised it from $255 billion to 
a presently proposed $308 billion. 

In "The National Debt Ceiling," pub
lished by the Brookings Institution, 
Marshall A. Robinson stated: 

Historically, the Government has pursued 
a policy of relatively prompt reduction of 
the national debt. Alexander Hamilton, in 
the earliest days of the Republic, set the 
tone for future generations. He argued that 
a national debt has a number of useful attri
butes, but one of its foremost characteristics 
is that it could help a nation to establish 
its credit rating among the nations of the 
world-if the debt were paid off with prompt
ness. Over the decades, the debt rose pri
marily during war and depression and fell 
largely in response to the basic philosophy 
that the national debt should be extin
guished. Twenty-four years after the war 
of 1812, the debt was entirely paid off. In the 
27 years after the Civil War, the debt was 
reduced by almost two-thirds, and in the 10 
years after World War I the debt was reduced 

·by one-third. · 

Fifth. The cost of the present debt is 
already back-b~eaking. I do not .have 

the exact figure in mind but I am sure 
that the interest on the national debt 
is at least $9 billion a year. 

Sixth, the growth of the debt, with def
icit operations in ~5 of the last 31 years, 
has been one of the major causes for 
inflation. 

Seventh, the unabated increase an
nually in the national debt is a threat 
and danger to our security and to our 
freedom. 

Mr. President, since I have been in the 
Senate I have been trying to eliminate 
inordinate, unjustified, and extravagant 
spending. I have tried faithfully to 
abide by the President's request that we 
should not promote projects that may be 
desirable but which are not essential 
and not related to the national defense. 
I have been unsuccessful in that fight. 
I have not asked for the music. I am 
not going to pay the piper when I have 
not asked him to play. Those who have 
subscribed to the programs of spending, 
of course, should vote for the full amount 
of the increase. It seems to me that 
such action is the only method I have 
of serving notice that I do not subscribe 
to the unabated, unlimited, ami unjusti
fied spending that has been going on. 

I shall support the amendment of the 
Senator from Delaware, and finally vote 
against the bill, as notice that I do not 
subscribe to what is happening. 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, how much 
time is left for the . proponents of the 
amendment? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
HICKEY in the chair). The proponents 
have 1 minute remaining. 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, one of 
the distinguished members of the Fi
nance committee, the Senator from Ken
tucky [l\1:r. MoRTON], is -present in the 
Senate Chamber. 

The distinguished Senator from Ken
tucky was a member of the Finance 
Committee during the years when the 
Eisenhower administration was asking 
for temporary increases in the debt limit. 
He approached the question then from 
the bipartisan standpoint that it was the 
responsibility of the Congress to make 
appropriations to provide the money 
which results in our debt, and the re
sponsibility of the Treasury to manage 
the debt created by the expenditures au
thorized and directed by the Congress. 

The Senator from Kentucky has ap
proached the question from the same 
bipartisan viewpoint on the basis of 
which a Democratic Secretary of the 
Treasury and a Democratic President 
are asking the Congress to provide a 
debt limit that would permit the Treas
ury to manage the public debt created 
by the actions of the Congress. I con
gratulate him on the fact that he has 
taken the same position under a Demo
cratic administration that he did under 
a Republican administration. The Sen
ator froin Oklahoma did the same. I 
supported the requests of the Repub
lican President and the Republican Sec
retary of the Tr·easury to · give them 
what they had to have in the matter of 
a debt limit to manage the public debt. 
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I now take that position under a Demo
cratic President. 

I yield · 3 minutes to the Senator 
from Kentucky to maintain that posi-
tion. · 

Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, I 
thank the Senator froin Oklahoma. He 
almost changed my mind with his flow
ery introduction. But I appreciate his 
yielding to me for 3 minutes. 

I do not like to oppose the chairman 
of the Committee on Finance, the Sena- . 
tor from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], and my 
senior colleague on the Republican side, 
the Senator from Delaware [Mr. WIL
LIAMS]. They will find that I have voted 
with them on most occasions, both in 
the committee and on the floor of the 
Senate, on questions they have pre
sented. However, in the present case I 
feel that the . debt limit, regardless of 
where we set it, does not control Fed
eral expenditures in our country. I 
think that has become abundantly clear 
through the years. We appropriate 
funds. At certain times- Congress has 
appropriated amounts as a result of 
persuasiveness from the administration. 
Nevertheless, we do authorize appro
priations. . 

The point has been made that a debt 
ceiling would stop backdoor financing. 
I point out that the authority for back
door financing originates in the Con
gress. 

I remember an experience in 1958, 
during the previous administration, 
when Bob Anderson was Secretary of 
the Treasury. At that time the admin
istration failed to· ask for enough of a 
debt ceiling. The Secretary found him
self in a precarious position and had to 
resort to all sorts of devices to stay 
within the limit. If we could analyze 
the situation, the facts would show that 
having to go to a high interest rate 
route on certain financial transactions 
cost us several millions of dollars. Any 
Secretary of the Treasury .can manage 
more efficiently the debt of the United 
States if he has a certain degree of 
flexibility and reserves to pay off short-
term obligations. · 

Finally, I believe that at this late hour 
in the fiscal year I see no reason to push 
this subject into a conference.. The debt 
limit might well end as $307 billion, half
way between the Senate and the House 
figures. It could come out at $306 bil
lion, the amount we are now discussing. 
If we are talking about $1 billion, that 
is less .tqan three-tenths of 1 percent of 
the total debt. That may be quite an 
amount of money, but inasmuch as it 
does not put any sort of brake on our 
spending or on the spending of the ad
ministration through the back door, I be
lieve we had better give the Secretary of 
the Treasury close to. what he asks for, 
the amount in the ·House bill, because 

. under either the House bill or the pro
. posal of the Senator from Delaware, the 
March 15 figure will be the. same. Just 
as sure as we are standing here debat
ing this proposal tonight, we shall be 
called upon before March 15 once more 
to increase the debt ceiling. 

So I se~ no reason at this late hour 
for taking any chance -O:f ending up in 
conference . with three-tenths of 1 per
cent or six-tenths of 1 percent of the 
amount involved between now · and 
March 15. 

I thank the Senator from Oklahoma 
for yielding to me. 

Mr. KERR. Mr. Pre~ident, the last 
statement of the Senator from Kentucky 

· is quite sig_ni:ficant. Under the House 
bill and under the bill before the Senate 
it is absolutely immaterial, insofar as the 
public debt is concerned, ·Whether the 
limit is $306 billion or $308 billion for 
the period from July 1, 1962, to March 
31, 1963, because following March 31, 
1963, under the House bill or under the 
Senate committee bill, or under the 
amendment of the Senator from Dela
ware, the· debt limit must be down to 
$30.5 billion, and by June 25 down to $300 
billion. The difference lies in permit- . 
ting the Secretary of the Treasury . to 
manage the public debt created by ap
propriations of Congress. 

I was interested in the remarks of the 
Senator from Ohio. He said: 

I am going to vote against the bill, no 
matter which figure prevails. 

He said: 
I voted against the appropriations that 

made the debt . . Let those who voted for 
the appropriations vote for the bill as it is 
before the Senate. I am not going to vote 
for it, because I did not vote for the appro
priations that made it. 

The debt is not created by the Secre
tary of the Treasury. The debt is 
created by Congress. We do not. raise 
or lower the debt by determining whether 
it should have a ceiling of $306 billion 
or $308 billion in the bill before us. We 
do it when we make our appropriations. 
The :figures in the bill are the minimum 
that would permit the Secretary of the 
Treasury to manage for the time spec
tfled in the bill the public debt which 
we created. 

That is true only . if we have a bal
anced budget in 1963. If we do not, 
in January or February we shall have 
to change it again to the extent that 
there is a deficit at that time. 

Much has been said about what the 
Under Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. 
Roosa, said. I quote a few statements 
from him: 

At the outset, I can assure you that Sen
ator RoBERTSON quoted me with meticulous 
accuracy. However, I am concerned lest he 
or others receive the erroneous impression 
that I somehow concurred in. the view that 
a debt limit of $308 billion for the fiscal year 
1963 might somehow have an inflationary 
effect, that it might aggravate ou·r balance 
of payments or pennit us to finance a budget 
deficit in fiscal 1963. Nothing could be fur-
ther from the truth. . 

In my view,. with a balanced budget a 
debt limit of $308 billion for the fiscal year 
1963 constitutes the very minimum neces
sary for emclent and prudent man~ement . 
of our debt in that fiscal year. · 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield? 

Mr. KERR. · I do ~ot have the time. 

He goes on to substantiate the position 
and ends his letter by sa.ying: · 

In c.onclusion, I should like to :reem
phasize that a $308 billion debt iimit is the 
absolute minimum needed if the Govern
ment's finances are to be managed in an 
orderly and economical manner ·and if we 
are to be able to finance our purely seasonal 
cash requirements in fiscal 1963 within the 
framework of a balanced budget. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield? 

·Mr. KERR. I cannot yield. I do not 
have the time. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
time of the Senator has expired. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. The Senator is 
misquoting me. I thought he should 
yield to me. 

Mr. KERR. I get back to the position 
where we started .. 

The Secretary of the Treasury of the 
United States does not make the debt; 
he manages it. Congress makes the 
debt. We cannot deny the Secretary the 
authority he must have to enable this 
Government to pay its obligations. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
time of. the Senator has expired. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 
President--

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Delaware has 1 minute 
remaining, 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield 
1 minute to the Senator from Virginia. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. In anticipation 
of the fact that the outstanding mone
tary expert of the Treasury, Mr. Roosa, 
might send such a letter as the distin
guished Senator from Oklahoma has 
just read, I put into the RECORD this 
morning Mr. Roosa's revised testimony 
before our committee. Senators can 
read it tomorrow. It is too late to do so 
now. He told us: "We anticipate the 
maximum demand about the middle of 
December. It will be under $305 billion. 
After that, it will be less, and it will go 
down to $300 billion." 

I said, "Why do you want ~308 billion? 
Why would not $306 billion give you an 
ample margin?" 

He replied, "Well, $308 billion will give 
us more leeway to maneuver." 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
time of the Senator has expired. All 
time for debate has ·expired. The yeas 
and nays have been ordered on the pend
ing question, and the clerk will call the 
roll. 

The legislative clerk called the roll. 
Mr. HUMPHREY. I announce that 

the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. 
BuRDICK]. the Senator from Connecticut . 
[Mr. DoDD], the Senator from California 
[Mr. ENGLE], the Senator from Wash
ington [Mr .. MAGNUSoNJ, arid the Senator 
from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA] are 
absent on official busines·s. 

·I further announce that the Senator 
from New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ] and the 
Senator from Alaska [Mr. GRUENING] 
are necessarily absent. 

On this vote, the Senator from Alaska 
[Mr. GRUENING] is paired with the Sen
ator from Connecticut [Mr. DoDD]. 
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If present and voting, _ the Senator 

from Alaska would vote "nay" and the 
Senator from Connecticut would vote 
"yea." 

On this vote, the Senator from North 
Dakota [Mr. BURDICK] is paired with the 
Senator from California [Mr. KucHELl. 

If present and voting, the Senator 
from North Dakota would vote "nay" 
and the Senator from California would 
vote "yea." 

On this vote, the Senator from Cali
fornia [Mr. ENGLE] is paired with the 
Senator from Kansas [Mr. PEARSON]. 

If present and voting, the Senator 
from California would vote "nay" and 
the Senator from Kansas would vote 
"yea." 

On this vote, the Senator from Wash
ington [Mr. MAGNUSON] is paired with 
the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. 
WILEY]. 

If present and voting, the ·Senator 
from Washington would vote "nay" and 
the Senator from Wisconsin would vote 
"yea." 

I further announce that, if present 
and voting, the Senator from Michigan 
[Mr. McNAMARA] and the Senator from 
New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ] would each 
vote "nay." 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the 
Senator from California [Mr. KucHEL] 
and the Senator from Kansas [Mr. PEAR
soN] are necessarily absent. 

The Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. 
WIL~Yl is detained on official business. 

On this vote, the Senator from Cali
fornia [Mr. KucHELJ is paired with the 
Senator from North Dakota [Mr. BuR
DICK]. If present and voting, the Sena
tor from California would vote "yefl." 
and the Senator from North Dakota 
would vote ''nay." . 

On this vote, the Senator from Kansas 
[Mr. PEARSON] is paired with the Senator 
from California [Mr. ENGLE]. If pres
ent and voting, the Senator from Kan
sas would vote "yea" and the Senator 
from California would vote "nay." 

On this vote, the Senator from Wis
consin [Mr. WILEY] is paired with the 
Senator from Washington [Mr. MAGNU
soN]. If present and voting, the Senator 
from Wisconsin would vote "yea" and 
the Senator from Washington would vote 
''nay." 

The result was announced-yeas 37, 
nays 52, as follows: 

Aiken 
All ott 
Anderson 
Beall 
Bennett 
Boggs 
Bush 
Butler 
Byrd, Va. 
Capehart 
Carlson 
Cotton . 
curtis_ 

Bartlett 
Bible 
Byrd, w. Va. 
Cannon 

[No. 102 Leg.] 
YEAS-37 -

Dirksen 
Dworshak 
Ervin 
Fong 
Goldwater 
Hickenlooper 
Hruska 
Jordan 
Keating 
Lausche 
McClellan 
Miller 
Mundt 

NAYS-52 
Carroll 
Case 
Church 
Clark 

Murphy 
Prouty 
Proxmire 
Robertson 
Saltonstall 
Scott 
Smith, Maine 
Thurmond 
Tower 
Williams, Del. 
Young, N.Dak. 

Cooper 
Douglas 
Eastland 
Ellender 

Fulbright 
Gore 
Hart 
Hartke 
Hayden 
Hickey 
Hill 
Holland 
Humphrey 
Jackson 
Javits 
Johnston 
Kefauver 
Kerr 

Burdick 
Chavez 
Dodd 
Engle 

Long, :Mo. 
Long, Hawail 
Long, La. 
Mansfield 
McCarthy 
McGee 
Metcalf 
Monroney 
Morse 
Morton 
Moss 
Muskle 
Neuberger 
Pastore 

Pell 
Randolph 
Russell 
Smathers 
Smith, Mass. 
Sparkman 
Stennis 
Symington 
Talmadge 
Willlams, N.J. 
Yarborough 
Young, Ohio 

NOT VOTING-10 
Gruenlng 
Kuchel 
Magnuson 
McNamara 

Pearson 
Wiley 

So the amendment of Mr. WILLIAMS of 
Delaware and Mr. DIRKSEN was rejected. 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I move 
that the vote by which the amendment 
was rejected be reconsidered. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
move that the motion to reconsider be 
laid on the table. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the motion 
to lay on the table the motion to recon
sider. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 

A message from th~ House of Rep-
. resentatives, by Mr. Maurer, one of its 
reading clerks, announced that ' the 
House had disagreed to the amendment 
of the Senate to the bill <H.R. 12154) 
to amend and extend the provisions of 
the Sugar Act of ·1948, as - amended; 
agreed to the conference asked by the 
Senate on the disagreeing votes of the 
two Houses thereon, and that Mr. 
COOLEY, Mr. POAGE, Mr. JONES of Mis
souri, Mr., INOUYE, Mr. HOEVEN, Mr. Mc
INTIRF;, and Mr. TEAGUE of California 
were appointed managers on the part 
of the House at the conference. 

ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED 

The message also announced that the 
Speaker had affixed his signature to the 
following enrolled bills, and they were 
signed by the President pro tempore: 

H.R. 8291. An act to enable the United 
States to participate in the assistance ren
dered to certain migrants and refugees; 

H.R. 8773. An act to amend section 265 of 
the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952, as 
amended (50 U.S.C. 1016), relating to lump
sum readjustment payments for members 
of the Reserve components who are involun
tarily released from active duty, and for 
other purposes; and 

H.R. 11879. An act to provide a 1-year ex
tension of the existing corporate normal tax 
rate and of certain excise tax rates; and for 
other purposes. -

TEMPORARY INCREASE IN THE 
PUBLIC DEBT LIMIT 

The Senate resumed the cmisideration 
of the bill <H.R. 11990) to provide for a 
temporary increase iD: the public debt 

limit as set forth in section 21 of the 
Seeond Liberty Bond Act. 

Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, I 
offer the amendment which .! send to the 
desk and ask to have stated. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment will be stated. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President-
The PRE..SIDING OFFICER. Does 

the Senator from Indiana yield? 
Mr. CAPEHART. I yield. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. For the informa

tion of the Senate,- there is a 20-minute 
limitation-10 minutes to each side-on 
this amendment. I wish Senators to 
have that information. -

Mr. CAPEHART. Yes. 
Mr. · President, I ask that my amend

ment be read. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

amendment will be read. 
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. At the end of 

the bill, it is proposed to add the fol
lowing: 

That it is the sense of the Congress of 
the United States that the President should 
recommend and the Congress should approve 
an immediate overall reduction in Federal 
taxes amounting in the aggregate to not less 
than $5,000,000,000 and that the President 
should initiate such measures as may be re
quired to reduce Government expenditures 
during the fiscal year commencing on July 
1, 1962, by not less than $7,500,000,000. 

Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, on 
the question of agreeing to this amend
ment, I ask for the yeas and nays. 

The yeas and nays were ordered. 
Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. -President, this 

amendment as prepared and placed on 
the desk of each Senator called for a 
Federal tax reduction of not less than 
$10 billion and a reduction in Federal 
expenditures by not less than $15 
billion. 

I have reduced those amounts by 50 
percent-in other words, to a reduction 
in taxes to not less than $5 billion and 
a reduction in Government expenditures 
by not less than $7,500 million. 

This amendment provides: 
That it is the sense of the Congress of 

the United States that the :President should 
recommend:-

The amendment does not use the word 
"shall"-
and the Congress should approve an im
mediate overall reduction in Federal taxes--

And Government expenses. 
So, Mr. President, Senators will vote 

on the question of whether they are or 
are not opposed to unbalanced budgets, 
and whether they are or are not opposed 
to raisin& the debt ceiling every year, 
and whether .they_ favor or do not favor 
a sound fiscal policy. · 

The ~mel}dment is very simple. It is 
an expression of the belief of the Con
gress that we should have a balanced 
budget, reduce expenditures, and reduce 
taxes. 

I wish to ask this simple question: 
When ·are we going to balance the 
budget, and when are we going to reduce 
expenditures, and when are we going to 
reduce taxes? 
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Mr. President,. by . means of .this 
amendment, Senators -have an oppor
tunity te vote whether they are in favor 
of- unbalanced -budgets, -huge expendi
tures, and high taxes,-or whether they 
feel that the time has arrived when we 
in the UnJted States must put our fiscal 
house in -order. If we do not do -so, we 
may have an experience similar to the 
one Cana-da faced .the-other. day,. when 
Canada had to borrow $1,050 million to 
bolster:- her dollar. My question is: .If 
the United States should have a similar 
experience, who would play "papa" and 
help the United States? We are provid
ing $650 million to help Canada. But 
who would help the United States if we 
had a similar experience? 

Mr. President, never was there a better 
time than now for Senators to say by 
their votes that from this time on we 
want to reduot expenditures, balance the 
budget, and reduce taxes. This amend
ment gives each Senator an opportunity 
to state such a position. 

The amendment is not mandatory . on 
the President or on any future Congress. 
It simply seeks to express the good, com
mon horsesense of Senators that they 
believe the time . has arrived when ex
penditures should be reduced, the budget 
should be balanced, and the backbreak
ing taxes on the American people should 
be reduced. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment of the Senator from Indiana [Mr. 
CAPEHART]. On this question, the yeas 
and nays have beeri ordered. 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I invite 
attention to the fact that this amend
ment calls upon the President to recom
mend, and calls on Congress to approve, 
an immediate, overall reduction in Fed
eral taxes amounting in the aggregate 
to not less th~n $10 billion. · I cannot 
imagine a more desirable objective-nor 
one which would be more difficult to 
achieve immediately. The amendment 
also provid.es that the President shall 
initiate such measures as may be re
quired to reduce Government expendi
tures during the fiscal year commencing 
on July 1, 1962, by not less than $15 
billion. 

Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, if 
the Senator w·ill yield, I reduced the 
amount-from $10 billion to $5 billion and 
from $15 billion to $7,500· million. 

Mr. KERR. The · Senator certainly 
has been throwing money around reck
lessly. 

Mr. CAPEHART. I reduced it, and 
it was so read by the clerk. . 

Mr. KERR. Th.ere were voices more 
audible on the floor at the time the clerk 
was reading than the clerk's voice, and 
the Senator from Oklahoma did not hear 
that. 

In view of the fact that the Senator 
from Indiana has surrendered half of 
the resolution; I ask the Senate by its 
action to reclaim the other half of it 
by voting against it. 

.Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, for 
the information of the Senator from 

Indiana, ! -intend to make a motion to . 
table. DoeS the Senator desire more 
time? 

Mr. CAPEHART. The Senator will · 
make a motion to table? 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes. 
Mr.- CAPEHART. There is nothing 

further I can say on the motion to table· 
than I did on the amendment. The 
question is very simple: Do 100 Senators· 
wish to continue to run deficits, unbal
anced budgets, or backbreaking deficits, 
or do they feel the time has arrived 
when we ought to say to ourselves and to 
the President, "Let us put our own house 
in order"? 

We have just helped Canada put her 
house in order by lending her $650 mil
~n . 

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, ~ill the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. CAPEHART. I yield. 
Mr. GORE. Would the orderly way to 

do that not be by action by this body, 
after careful examination by the Appro
priations Committe.e, or through a reso
lution such as this? 

Mr. CAPEHART. No; I shall read the 
amendment again: 

It is the sense of the Congress of the United 
States that the President should recom
mend-

It does not mandate him; it does not 
say "shall"-
and .the Congress should approve an im
mediate overall reduction in Federal taxes 
amounting .in the agg;regate to not less than 
$5 billion, and that the President should 
initiate such measures as may be required 
to reduce Government expenditures during 
the fiscal year commencing on July 1, 
1962, by not le.ss than $7,500 million. 

What is wrong with that? .. 

to increase the debt limit by $10 billion- · 
that from .this day on we wish .the Presi- . 
dent and Congress to· reduce taxes and 
expenditures so we can go on to a sound. 
financial basis . . 

That is all I have to say. 
Mr . . MANSFIELD .. -Mr. President, I 

move to table the amendment of the 
Senator from Indiana. 
. The PRESIDING - OFFICER. . The 
question is on agreeing to the motion of 
the Senat<:>r ·from Montana to lay on the 
table the amendment · of the Senator. 
from Indiana. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I have 
. an amendment at the desk, identified as 
"6-27-62-B," which I ask to have stated. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment offered by the Senator from 
Iowa will be stated. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed 
. to strike out the period at the end of the 
bill and insert in lieu thereof the fol-
lowing: · 

": Provided, That in no event shall the pub
lic debt limit exceed -$300,000;000,000 if any 
appropriated funds for the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1963, ln excess of those appro
priated for the previous fiscal year, other 
than those for the Department of Defense, 
are spent." 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I ask 
for the yeas and nays on my amend
ment. 
· The yeas and nays were not ordered. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
the Senator explain his amendment? I 
do not think Senators understand what 
it provides.-

· Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, 
·the. Senator yield? 

Mr. MILLER. · Yes: I will renew my 
request at the conclusion of my explana
tion. 

will In his state of the Union message last 

.. Mr. CAPEHART. I yield. ~ 
Mr. HOLLAND. Does not the Senator 

'think the most effective way to carry out 
the latter part of his motion-that is, 
for reduction of expenditures-is to de-

January 11, the President of the United 
States said: ''I am submitting for fiscal 
1963 a balanced Federal budget." His 
words were greeted with applause. At 
tpe time I remark'fd that his assurance 
that he would submit a balanced budget 

feat the resolution to raise the debt showed that he knew the people were 
limitation? , concerned about the purchasing power 

Mr . .CAPEHART. I just voted to re- of their money and inflation; After a 
duce it by$2 b111ion; yes. seven-tenths of 1 percent increase in the 

Mr. HOLLAND. I am talking now ·cost of living index for last year and 
about the vote on reduction-- another seven-tenths of 1 percent in-

Mr. CAPEHART. Senators have an crease in the cost of living index, they 
· opportunity to embrace or reject the are increasingly concerned. In . the last 
principle of wh-ether they are for unbal- year and a half inflation has shrunk the 

·anced budgets. A:e they fer deficits? purchasing po~er of bonds and savings 
Are they. for commg ~ack year after by $3.5 billion and has worked a hard
~ea!• ?havmg to vote to mcrease the de~~ ship on millions of workers liying on fixed 
bm1t · Do they want san~, ~ound, sens~ waO'es . and salaries and more millions 

. ble Government fiscal pohCies? That 1s o . · . . . 
all there is to it. · of retired ~~ople relym~ on fixe~ mcome 
. -Mr. GORE. Mr: President, will the from pens10n and soCial secunty ·pay-
Senator yield? ments. 

Mr. CAPEHART. I yield. The value of the dollar has shunk to 
Mr. GORE. Then, this sane, sound, ~6 cents compared to the 100-cent dollar 

sensible principle is that we pass a res- m 1~39, as set forth on the table. ap
olution recommending to the President pearmg on page 53 of the hearmgs, 
that he recommend to the Congress that which I ask unanimous consent to have 
it be its duty, as the appropriation body, included in the RECORD at this point in 
to do this? my remarks. 

Mr. CAPEHART. It is just an ex- There being no objection, the table 
pression in a bill in which we are asked was ordered to be printed in the RECORD. 
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Federal debt, inlerest ·on the debt1 budget surplus or deficit, value ·of the dollar, balance of payments, and U.S. gold stock, 1930-83 

{From official Government sources I 

Gross 
public Interest Budget Value of Balance 

Gross· 
public 

debt and 
guaran

teedobli-

Interest 
on the 
public 

Budget Value of Balance 
debt and on the deficit or the dol- of inter- U.S. gold deficit or the dol- ()f Inter- U .8. gold 
gaaran- public surplus lar (by national stock surplus . lar (by national stock 

Year teedobli- debt (by (byfis~ calendar payments (by fiscal Year debt (by 
fiscal 

year, in 
millions) 

(by fiscal calendar payments (by ~cal 
year, in year, in (calendar year, m 

millions) cents) 1 year, in millions) 
gations fiscal year, m 

(by fiscal 
year, in (calendar year, in gations 

(by fiscal 
year, in 

millions) 

year, in millions) cents) 1 year, in millions) 
year, in 

millions) 
millions) millions) millions) 

... --------------- -------1----1---------------
1930 __________________ $16,185 . $659 +$737 83.2 +$598 $4,535 1931_. ___ ______________ 

I6, 801 612 -462 91.4 +I, 132 4,956 1932 _________ ______ ___ 
19,487 599 -2,735 101.7 +726 3,919 I933 ___________ .: ______ 22,539 689 -2,602 I07.4 +323 4,318 

1951_ ___ -------------- $255,251 $5,613 +$3. 510 53.5 -$305 $21,756 I952 _________________ - 259,151 £,859 . -4,0I7 52.3 . -1,046 23,346 
I953. ----------------- 266,123 6,504 -9,449 51.9 . -2,152 22,463 
1954.----------------- 271,341 '6,382 -3,117 51.7 -I, 550 21,927 

------------------1934 __________________ 
'1:7, 734 757 -3,630 103.8 +1, 140 7,856 Korean war years._ ---------- 24,358 -13,073 ---------- ---------- ----------1935 _______________ 32,824 821 -2,791 I01. 2 +I, 174 9,116 ---I936 _________ :._ ________ 38,497 749 -4,425 I00.2 +896 10,008 

1937------------------ 41,089 866 -2,777 96.7 +I, 053 12,318 1938 __________________ 
42,018 926 -1, 177 98.5 +1.482 12,963 1939 ______________ 45,890 941 -3,862 100. 0 +1,915 16,110 1940 ________________ 48,497 1,041 -3,9I8 99.2 -2,890 19,963 

I955 __________ - - -- -- -- 274,418 6,370 -4,180 51.9 -l,I45 21,678 
I956 ___ --------------- 272,825 6,787 +I.626 51.1 -935 21,799 
1957------------------ 270,634 7,244 +1,596 49.4 +520 22,623 1958 __________________ 

276,444 7, 6CYl -2,819 48. 1 -3,529 21,356 1959 __________________ 284,817 7, 593 -12,427 47.7 2-3,743 19,705 ------------------ 1960 __________________ 286,471 9, I80 +1,224 46.9 -3,929 19,322 
Depression years __ . ---------- 8,660 -21,642 . ---------- ---------- -·--------- I96L----------------- 289,211 8, 957 -3,856 46.4 -2,454 17,550 

---------------1941 __________________ 
55,332 1,111 -6, I59 94.4 +1, 119 22,624 Post-Korean war I942 __________________ 
76,991 1,260 -2I,490 85.3 - .205 22,737 1943 __________________ 

140,796 1,808 -57,420 80.·3 -1,979 22,388 1944 _______ : __________ 202,626 2,609 -51,423 79.0 -1,859 2I, 173 
1945 __________________ .259,115 -3,617 -.'13,941 77.2 -2,737 20, 2I3 1946 __________________ 

269,898 4, 722 -20,676 71.2 +I,261 20,270 

years _____________ ---------- ~. 738 -18,836 -_------- -- ----------. - ---------

Total, 1930~1, . 
actuaL ___________ ---------- 123, 141 -266,420 ---------- .• _.. -------, -------- --

April 1st June 15 
quarter 

1947------------------ 258,376 4.,958 +754 62.2 +4,567 2I,266 Estimates and latest ---------
1948 ________________ 

252,366 {>,211 +8,419 57.8 +I, 005 23,532 actual: 1949 _________________ 
252.798 5,339 -1,811 58.3 +175 24.,466 I962 __________ :_:_ 295,835 8,998 -6,975 46.0 -1,904 16,434 I950 _________________ 257,377 5, 750 -3,122 67.8 . -3,580 24,231 I963 _________ ----- 295,569 9,400 +463 ---------- ---------- --------------------1----1----1----

Post-World War II 
years _____________ ---------- 21,258 ---------- --------·-- ----------

t Based on 100-cent dollars in 1939. 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, in his 
budget message delivered to the Congress 
on January 18, the President did submit 
a balanced budget, although this was 
premised on a hope that revenue re
ceipts would amount to almost $11 billion 
over the previous fiscal year. In the 
coutse of his message, the President 
said: 

The economy is moving strongly forward, 
with employmeht and incomes rising. The 
prospects are favorable for further rises in 
the coming year 1n private expenditures, both 
consumption and investment. To plan a 
deficit under such circumstances would in
crease the risk of inflationary pressures, 
damaging alike to our domestic economy and 
to our international balance of payments. 

In the 4 months since that time, un
employment has remained high, the 
stock market has fallen severely, private 
business has lost confidence, and the 
hoped-for revenues have faded into in
creasing predictions of another serious 
deficit. With the President's balanced 
budget turning into another serious 
deficit, we are hearing conversation from 
administration spokesmen to the effect 
that the balanced budget is a myth and 
that the conventional administrative 
budget is an old, timeworn gimmick 
which should be scrapped in favor of 
some other type of budget which will not , 
reveal such a serious deficit. An excel
lent article on this subject by Dr. Harley 
L. Lutz, professor emeritus of public 
finance of Princeton University, ap
peared in the June 25 issue of the Wall 
Street Journal, and I ask unanimous 
consent that this article be printed in the 
RECORD at the conclusion of my remarks. 

2 Excludes additional U.S. subscription to IMF of $1,375,000,000. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without threatens the vitality of our economy, 
objection, it is so ordered. and the already shaken confidence of our 

<See exhibit I.) private business, and the balance of in-
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, the proof ternational payments, and loss of gold 

of the pudding is in the eating. The problems loom larger. 
proof in any budget of our Federal Gov- It seems to me, Mr. President, that 
ernment eventually shows up in the form this is no time to increase Federal spend
of our national debt. It does no good ing, with the possible exception of spend
to give assurance of a balanced budget ing for national defense requirements. 
one day and then ask that the national One may try to blame the White House 
debt ceiling be increased the following for asking for more spending, but it is 
day. When this administration took of- the Congress, not the President, which 
flee, the public debt limit was $293 bil- spends the money. It is to the Congress, 
lion. It was increased by $5 billion last not to the President, that the people 
year, and again by $2 billion to $300 bil- must turn for fiscal integrity in our Fed
lion last March 13.. Now it is proposed eral Government and for the preserva
by this bill-H.R. 11990-to boost the tion of the purchasing power of their 
national debt limit to $308 billion. hard-earned money. 

In the President's budget for fiscal With this in mind, I have proposed an 
year 1963, it was proposed that $92.5 bil- amendment to H.R. 11990. My amend
lion in ·new money be appropriated and ment provides that money appropriated 
$6.8 billion in extension of authority to for the fiscal year 1963 over and above 
s:pend unspent carryover funds from pre- that appropriated for the fiscal year 1962 
VIous years b~ ~pproved.' for a grand~- - for any fund shall not be spent. If, un
tal of ~9~.3 b1lllofl: ThiS c~mpares Wl~h der these circumstances, the debt limit 
$95.7, billion, a~o mcluded m the Pres1- ceiling rises above $300 billion, then the 
dents budget, m new money and au- provisions of this bill will take effect. 
thority to sp~nd unspent carryover funds By my amendment, we would say to the 
in the P:eVIous . fisc~l ye~r. In other executive departments and agencies, 
wo.rds, usmg the ~rest~ent s budget as a "Do not spend any more money than you 
gu1de, total spendmg ~.fiscal year 19~3 spent last year if you wish to have the 
would b~ some $3.6 billlon over that m debt limit rise above $300 billion." One 
the previous tlscfi:l year·. exception is made : this is the case of 
re~~'iesM:~:t!:~Jn~ ~h~~u~~~:~!~ appropriated fun~s for the D~partm~~t 
materializing, the problem of the debt of D~fense; and m ~uch a senous crisis 
limit ceiling would be serious enough. as th1s, I do not believe there should be 
But when the revenues are not ma- any other exceptions. 
terializing, and when Federal spending An example of how this amendment 
is not being cut back proportionately, would work may be cited in the case of 
but is being increased, the problem the Interior Department appropriations. 
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For :fiscal year 1962, $796.3 ·million was 
appropriated. Pending in conference is 
the Interior Department appropriations 
bill for fiscal year 1963, which, as passed 
by the Senate, calls for spending of $922.5 
million, an increase of $126 million. Un
der my amendment, this $126 million 
could not be spent if the result would be 
to increase the · debt limit above $300 
billion. 

This amendment is not going to re
sult in the firing of any Federal em
ployees, but it will :prevent adding to the 

-some 100,000 who have been added to 
the Federal payroll over the last 16 
months. It will not hamstring our Fed
eral Government operations, because 
$95.7 billion-the same amount as spent 
for fiscal year 1962-could be spent in 
fiscal year 1963 plus any increases in the 
1963 budget for the Department of De
fense over the 1962 budget for that 
Department·. 

It might well happen that the debt 
limit would increase to some point over 
$300 billion if my amendment is adopted. 
But if this happened, at least the people 
would know that, except for the Depart
ment of Defense, their Government was 
not spending more nioney than it did 
last year. This, I believe, is the least 
they can expect of the Congress under 
the present circumstances. 

Turning to the report of the Finance 
Committee on this bill, it is noted that 
the committee states on page 4 that 
there has been no change in the basic 
assumption of a balanced budget for 
fiscal year 1963. I can understand the 
complexities of this entir'e prbblem, but 
I peli~ve this is a most unrealistic as
sumption on which to premise this bill. 
It says, in effect, that nothing should be 
done to curtail Federal spending which, 
coupled with reduced revenues, has 
brought about the very problem which 
this bill seeks to cover. I know that the 
Finance Committee does not control ap
propriations, but there is no good rea
son why the committee should blithely 
·assume that spending can go forward on 
the assumption of a balanced budget 
when it is common knowledge that rev
enues tO match this spending are not 
coming in. 

The chairman · of the Committee ori 
Finance, the senior Senator from Vir
ginia [Mr. BYRD], earlier this afternoon 
stated that he anticipates a deficit of 
around $5 billion, at least. 

I believe my amendment would, in part 
at least, meet this .defect in the bill re-
ported by the committee. . · · 

ExHmiT l 
, (From the Wall Street Journal, June 25, 1962] 

NEW FEDERAL BUDGET IDEAS ONLY HIDE FACTS 
OF DEBT, DEFICITS, WILL NOT Am ECON
·oMY 

(By Harley L. Lutz) 
The notion that Government spending is 

the best way to increase employment and 
raise the rate of economic growth is harder 
to get rid of than crabgrass. ~ 

The killing frosts of economic reality do 
not prevent th!3 sprouting of a new crop of 
spending·nostrums with each annual budget. 
And as . the budget total rises, year after 
year, with no demonstrable contrib~tion to 
the solution of either of these problems, the 
efforts to ;rationalize and justify the increased 
spending extends to ever less tena't;>le posi-

tions and arguments; l"or example, Dr. Rob
ert c. Turner, Assistant Director, Bureau of 
the Budget, in an address before the Mid
west Economic Association on April 12, 1962, 
undertook to explain why the administra
tion's budget policy was not making greater 
headway in promoting employment and eco
nomic growth. He posed the following 
question: 

"Specifically, does the juxtaposition of the 
present system of Federal budget account
ing, and prevailing public attitudes in this 
country toward the budget, deficits, and the 
national debt, constitute a sigl;lificant bar
rier to the achievement of sustained full 
employment and vigorous economic growth 
in the United States today?'~ 

The question is rhetorical in that it is not 
intended to elicit an .answer. The question 
form is used to state a conclusion. The ad
ministration viewpoint ·on budget policy is 
that the present system of Federal budget 
accounting must be supplemented by other 
accounting devices because it does not serve 
adequately the purposes of Federal economic 
planning; and that the people, by clinging 
to old-fashioned attitudes toward deficits 
and debts, are hindering the use of the 
budget as a tool for directing the economy. 

BRINGING OUT THE FACTS 

The present system of Federal budget ac
co~nting, !'hich is the administrative 
budget, is the only system that brings out 
the facts of deficit and debt increase, facts 
that are becoming more unpalatable with 
the passing years. It has been argued, by 
Dr. Heller for instance, that if the people 
could be "educated" to understand and ac
cept other budget accounting devices as 
more important indicators of budgetary sig
nificance than the administrative budget, 
they would have a better perspective, and 
perhaps would worry less about such mat-

,. ter;s 
1
as debts and deficits. 

· In the address cited above, Mr. Turner 
, contends that the administrative budget dis
torts the indicated deficit or surplus be
cause (1) it excludes trust funds transac
tions, (2) it is on a cash rather than an 
accrual basis, and (3) it makes no distinc
tion between capital and operating expendi
tures. He says, further, that the admin
istrative budget is "loaded" in the direction 
of deficits because it includes, as expendi
tures, net loans made by the Government 
and purchases of existing assets such as land. 

The issues of "distortion" and "loading" 
can be easily tested by comparing the past 
decade's surpluses and deficits as shown by 
the administrative budget with the results 
shown by the two accounting devices said 
to be superior; namely, the consolidated cash 
statement and the expenditures and receipts 
recorded in the national ·income accounts. 

The differences in these _budget accounting 
concepts are, in brief, as follows: The admin
istrative budget is the record of receipts and 
expenditures under the ordinary Government 
programs as authorized by legislative enact
ments. Its totals do not include trust fund 
transactions. The cash consolidated state
ment summarizes the cash transactions be
tween the Treasury and the people. It in
cludes trust fund receipts .and expenditures 
but excludes intergovernmental receipts and 
expenditures which do not involve cash flow 
to ~ or from t.l~e public. . The ·commerce De
partment record of Federal receipts and ex
penditures in the national income account 
is, in large degree, on an accrual · basis. It 
excludes Government loans and purchases 
of existing assets such as· land. 

One reason for the current Budget Bu
reau emphasis on the n.ational income ac
~ounts, and for Mr. Turner's contention that 
the administrative budget is loaded on the 
side of deficits, may be in the fact that the 
income accounts record shows a net deficit 
of $15.1 billion for the 10-year peri~, 1953-
63, as against a net deficit of $38.4 billion 

in the administrative budget. Hoy;ever, t~e 
test of which figure is the more realistic is 
provided by the increase of public debt, 

' which is estimated at $36.1 billion. The dif
ference of $2.3 billion between the net defi
cit and the debt increase is to be accounted 
for by changes in the general fund and other 
cash balances. The debt increase cannot be 
explained or accounted for by either the con
solidated cash statement or the national in
come accounts. It would, of course, be very 
helpful to the aim of directing the economy 
through the budget, if the people could be 
persuaded or "educated," to believe that the 
significant net deficit for the decade was 
only $15.1 billion instead of $38.4 billion. 

Neither the consolidated cash statement 
nor the national income account record can 
be used as a substitute for the administra
tive budget. The emphasis on these supple
mentary accounting procedures is for the 
purpose of diverting attention from the hard 
facts of deficit and debt which stand out in 
the administrative budget. For example, in 
the 1002 Budget Review it is noted that 
whereas the 1962 deficit in the administrative 
budget was estimated at $7 billion, as meas
ured by the national income accounts the 
defi~it was only $200 million. 

CAPITAL OUTLAYS 

There is another budgetary procedure 
which has been emphasized in the budget 
discussions of the present administration 
that would involve serious debt conse
quences. This is the capital budget, which 
means a segregation of so-called capital ex
penditure from those for current operation. 
The following st.~ttements from Mr. Turner's 
remarks, cited above, reveal the current of
ficial view : 

"Finally, the administrative budget, by 
including in the budget totals both capital 
expenditures and current operating expendi
tures; seriously handicaps Government ef_
forts to pr,omote economic growth by the 
creation of productive assets. • • • Produc
tive investment is not limited to physical 
assets, to public works. Every businessman 
knows that expenditures for technological 
research, for the development of executives, 
or for product acceptance and goodwill, are 
productive investments in just as real a 
sense as investments in physical plant~
whether or not they are so shown on the 
company's books. ,. · 

"So it is with Government investment. 
Government expenditures for public and 
higher education, for improving the health 
of our people, or for stepping up the pro
ductivity of our labor force through train
ing and retraining, may be considered as 
capital investments of equal or greater value 
than expenditur.es for power dams and high
ways. • • · • The stigma attached to deficits 
in the Federal administrative budget inhibits 
making capital expenditures which would 
contribute in a very real and often strate
gically important way to economic growth." 

If, under the Budget and Accounting Act, 
it had been possible to set up the 1963 budget 
to distinguish between capital and cur
rent expenditures, and if there had been no 
debt ceiling to prevent borrowing for cap
ital costs, there could have been a handsome 
but illusory surplus of more than $18 'bil
lion in the administrative budget. However, 
in view of what happened. to certain esti
mates regarding expenditure reductions of 
$1.4 billion in the 1963 budget, it is possible 
that much of such a "paper" surplus would 
have peen used up in greater current spend
ing for domestic civil functions. 

The parallel which Mr. Turner attempts 
with business practice does not support his 
case/ It is true that the value of expendi
ture for research and development is uni
versally recogni~ed by businessmen. But 
these expenditures are. not capitalized ex
cept as IRS rules require it. And even then, 
the . capitalized expenditure is charged off 
over the, specified period against current in-
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come. ·Only in very exceptional circum
stances would prudent management plan to 
issue debt for R. & D. expenses. . 

The .burden of the· official argument in 
support of separating capital from current· 
expenditures in the budget is that this would 
enable the Government to make a substan
tial contribution to economic growth. Obvi
ously, the intention is to borrow for the 
capital costs. Otherwise, a mere bookkeep
ing segregation of items, all of which would 
be paid for from current revenue, would not 
change the present situation. The proposi
tion ;therefore comes down to a scheme to 
borrow $20 billion or more every year to 
finance a part of the Federal costs. If tax 
receipts were held high enough to yield a 
$20 billion surplus to be applied against the 
debt, the capital budget scheme would be 
futile. If debt were allowed to rise . year 
after year, inflationary forces would wreck 
the price structure and eventually destroy 
the value of the currency. 

NO AID TO ECONOMY 

It is impossible to believe that respon,si
ble Budget Bureau officials can expect to 
promote genuine economic growth by a seg
regation of so-called capital items which 
would be paid for by borrowing. It is equally 
impossible to accept the implication that the 
"stigma" of deficits can be removed by any 
sort of juggling between capital and current 
expenditures as long as the former are to 
be covered by debt increase. 

The plain fact is that the budgetary policy 
of the administration is not providing the 
economic stimulus boped for by its sponsors 
and proponents. It is an unworthy excuse 
to say, as Mr. Turner does, that the public 
attitude toward debt and deficits is the 
barrier to greater achievement. The im
mense budget and the crushing tax load 
required to carry it are the real barriers. 

Economic growth depends on the perform: 
ance of the private economy, not .on the 
performance of Government. Government 
"investment" is, in a large degree, a .sub
stitution for, not an addition to, private 
investment. The motives and incentives of 
the private enterprise system are vastly 
superior to central government planning as 
a means of effectively allocating productive 
resources. 

The most effective and also the most intel
ligent course for the Government to pursue, 
in the interest of genuine high-level produc
tion, employment and income would be to 
take immediate, drastic steps, to reduce 
Government spending and reform the tax 
structure so as to make possible an amount 
of capital formation consistent with tbe 
needs of a growing labor force and the status 
of the United States as the leader of the 
free world. Furthermore, the budget should 
be considered as a guide to the provision of 
necess11.ry public services and their financing, 
and not as an instrument for directing the 
economy. In this regard, the administrative 
budget provides the only accurate record of 
deficits and debt increases and therefore 
should continue to be that guide. It should 
not be supplanted as a basis for fiscal policy 
by other methods of reporting Government 
receipts and _expenditures which tend to ob
scure these facts. 

Mr. Turner enqs his remarks with the fol
lowing statement by Edwin L. Dale of the 
New York 'Times European staff: 

"Americans can go on having unemploy
ment if they want to enjo'y their quaint · 
ideas about •deficits,' the 'national debt,' and 
the 'dangers of Government spending.' 
Seems a pity though, for the unemployed." 

Quaint ideas, indeed. Nothing .could be 
more quaint or more fallacious ·than the 
proposition, obviously endorsed by the sec-. 
ond highest omcer in the Budget Bureau, 
that the remedy for unemployment is vast 

·Government spending, uninhibited by intel
lectual or practical considerations of deft-

clts and debt.· The real tragedy of the un- lion before November. That would mean 
employed, the real reason why they are to that no bond could be sold with ,any 
be pitied, is that sound understanding of guarantee that 1·t would be vall· d.. .Under -
their plight and correct remedial measures · 
have been sidetracked to give Government the amendment it would be invalid. I 
spending the .right-of-way. I congratulate the Senator from Iowa on 

his zeal. If he is determined to see that 
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I renew 1963 appropriations are less than those 

my request for the yeas and nays on my for 1962, other than interest on the 
amendment. 

The yeas and nays were ordered. public debt, let his voice sound with clar-
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President may 1 ity and let him present his proposals in 

inquire how much time 1 have ~emain- language which the Senator from Okla
ing? homa can understand when he comes to 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. (Mr. vote on them. In that event I could at 
METCALF in the chair). The Senator least have the consolation of having cast 
from Iowa has 2 minutes remaining. an intelligent vote from the standpoint 

Mr. MILLER. I' reserve the remain- of knowing what I was voting for, rather 
der of my time, and r yield the floor. than the situation in which I would find 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, 1 must op- myself if I should unfortunately vote 
pose the amendment. r admit to the for the amendment now before the Sen
Senate that I have some degree of confi- ate, offered by the Senator from Iowa. 
dence in my ability to understand the Mr. President, I yield back the re-
English language, the written word an mainder of my time. 
the written page, but I am compelled to Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 
say that I am opposed to the amend- yield 2 minutes to the distinguished Sen
ment, for two reasons. In the first place, a tor from Iowa [Mr. MILLER]. After the 
in spite of the fact that I have spent· 20 Senator has used the 2 minutes, if he 
minutes studying it, I do not know what wishes to do so, I shall be prepared to 
it would do. In the second place, r would offer a motion to table the amendment. 
be compelled to be against it even_ if I The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does 
did know what it would do. the Senator from Iowa desire to be ree-

l invite the attention of the Senator ognized? 
from Iowa to the fact that the proposed Mr. MILLER. Yes. I thank the dis-
amendment provides: tinguished majority leader. _ 

Provided, That in no event shall the The distinguished Senator from Okla-
publlc debt limit exceed $30o,ooo,ooo,ooo 1f homa has properly joined the issue. He 
any appropriated funds for the fiscal year well knows what the amendment means. 
ending June 30, 1963, in excess of those ap..: He has properly interpreted it, and we 
propriated for the previous fiscal year, other are at issue. 
than those for the Department of Defense, The point I am making by the amend-. 
are spent. ment is that we want to give the admin-

There has not been a single appro- istration some leeway with respect to 
priation bill passed for fiscal year 1963. spending appropriated funds, if in doing 
If Senators wish to provide appropria- so' it would prevent us from going over 
tions below those for the fiscal year 1962, the $300 billion public debt limit. It is 
all they have to do is to vote appropria- entirely proper anQ. possible for the Ap
tions in amounts less than those for propriations CQmmittee to increase a 
fiscal year 1962. We do not have to de- proposed appropriation for this year over 
clare ourselves incompetent to vote on last year. It would be possible for the 
appropriation bills individually. In or- additional money to be spent under my 
der to protect ourselves from our own in- amendment, provided the spending did 
competency to know whether to vote for not cause us to exceed the $300 billion 
an appropriation bill not yet passed, it debt limit. 
is not necessary to put a shackle around The amendment points up the problem 
our Government with the statement that · to the App_ropriations Committees. It 
in the event we do that which we can-- would also perhaps give them an oppor
not avoid or refrain from because of lack tunity for a little change of heart with 
of knowledge, incompetence, or insta- respect to some of the appropriation bills 
bility still we will not permit the money that have been passed. I refer particu
to be spent. larly to the aJlpropriation bill for the 

I shall make a confession. I have Department of the Interior. The com
talked with the chairman of the Com- mittee might see fit to take a second look 
mittee 'on Appropriations. He tells me at the appropriation and try to keep 
that Congress will have to appropriate it within the $300 billion debt limit. 
more money for fiscal year 1963 than it Mr. President, I yield back the re-
did for fiscal year 1962 for one item, mainder of my time. 
namely, to pay the interest on the pub- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 
lie debt. I know of no way to avoid that, move to table the amendment of the 
so I agree that the Congress will be com- Senator from Iowa. 
pelled to pass one appropriation bill for The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
1963 under which more money will be question is on agreeing to the motion to 
spent than was appropriated and spent table the amendment of the Senator from 
for fiscal year 1962. Iowa. 

If perchance I understand anything The motion to table was agreed to. 
about the amendment, that one event Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. P.resident, I ask 
would trigger the effectiveness of and unanimous consent to have printed at 
implement the amendment, and would this point in the RECORD a statement 
require that the public debt not exceed which I made on Thursday, March 1 
$300 billion in 1963. · 1962, in which I stated ·that I would 

Lo and behold, on the -basis of a bal- not vote for .an increase of .the debt 
anced budget, we shall be above $300 bil- limitation above $300 billion. 
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There being no objection, the state
ment was- ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, (tS follows: 

. STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAUSCHE 
THE RISE IN THE DEBT · LIMIT 

· Mr. 'LAusCHE. Mr. President, it will be 
with reluctance that I . will approve the 
measure• which will authorize an increase 
in the national debt from $298 billion to 
$300 billion. I think it is rather certain 
that within a short time an additional re
quest will be made to increase the debt limit 
to $308 billion. 

I wUl approve of the measure which will 
come before the Senate because it is obvious 
that for the fiscal year $2 billion more is 
needed if the Government is to pay its debts. 

Since I have been a M~mber of the Senate 
I have tried to fight against creating new 
subsidies, expanding old ones, and taking 
on functions that properly belong to local 
and State governments, and I have tried to 
stop the making of expenditures for what are 
desirable but not essential activities of the 
Federal Government. Others have also 
fought against those measures, but the fight 
has been rather unsuccessful. 
· Already pending before the Senate for the 

ensuing year are many new proposals for 
expanded subsidies, for the creation of new 
ones, for the taking on of functions which 
do not belong to the Federal Government, 
but belong to the local and State govern
ments, and for the expenditure of funds 
for nonessential, although perhaps desirable 
projects. 

Mr. President, we cannot continue on the 
way we have been proceeding. The national 
debt will be $308 billion, and the proba
b111ty is that next year there will be requests 
for added expenditures. · 

Those who vote for these measures ought 
unhesitatingly to approve the expansion of 
the debt limit; but in fighting on the fioo;r 
of the Senate against . precipitating the 
Feder!U Government inordinately into debt 
and in fighting against darkening the pros
pects of ever ~eing able to reduce taxes, I 
would not be honest with myself if then, 
in one sweep, completely ·inconsistent with 
what I have been advocating, I were to vote 
in favor of expanding the national debt. 

There has been a limitation by law on 
the size of the national deb.t. That law has 
acted as a barricade to prevent the Con
gress from indulging in extravagant expendi· 
tures. I intend · to recognize the purpose 
of that law, and I intend to make the fight 
against inordinate expenditures. In order 
to do that when the next measure of this 
sort comes before the Senate, I shall ask 
that we take a deep look at this entire prob
lem before we expand the debt to $308 bil
lion. 

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The 
time available to the Senator from Ohio, 
under the morning-hour limitation, has 
expired. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. I announce that 
the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. 
BuRDICK], the Senator from Connecticut 
[Mr. DoDD], the Senator from California 
[Mr. ENGLE], the Senator from Wash
ington [Mr. MAGNUSON], and the Sen
ator from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA], 
are absent on ofiicial business. 

I further announce that the Senator 
from New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ] and the 
Senator from Alaska [Mr. GRUENING], 
are necessarily absent. 

I further announce that, if present 
and voting, the Senator from North Da
kota [Mr. BuRDICK], the Senator from 
Connecticut [Mr. DoDD], the Senator 
from California [Mr. ENGLE], the Sen
ator from Washington [Mr. MAGNUSON], 
the Senator from Michigan [Mr. Mc
NAMARA], the Senator from New Mexico 
[Mr. CHAVEZ], and the Senator from 
Alaska [Mr. GRUENING], would each vote 

ea." 
Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the 

Senator, from California [Mr. KucHEL] 
and the Senator from Kansas [Mr. PEAR
soN] are necessarily absent, and, if pres
ent and voting, would each vote "yea." 

The Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. 
WILEY] is detained on ofiicial business, 
and, if present and voting, would vote 
"yea." 

The result was announced-yeas 55, 
nays 34, as follows: 

Aiken 
Anderson 
Bartlett 
Beall 
Bible 
Boggs 
Byrd, W.Va. 
cannon 
Carroll 
Case 
Church 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dirksen 
Douglas 
Fulbright 
Gore 
Hart 
Hartke 

AU ott 
Bennett 
Bush 
Butler 
Byrd, Va. 
Capehart 
Carlson 
Cotton 
curtis 
Dworshak 
Eastland 
Ellender 

[No. 103 Leg.) 
YEA8-55 

Hayden 
Hickey 

Morton 
Moss 
Muskie 
Neuberger 

Hill 
Humphrey 
Jackson 
Javits 
Johnston 
Keating 
Kefauver 
Kerr 

. Pastore 

Long, ].14o. 
Long, Hawaii 
Long, La. 
Mansfield 
McCarthy 
McGee 
Metcalf 
Monroney 
Morse 

NAY8-34 
Ervin 
Fong 
Goldwater 
Hickenlooper 
Holland 
Hruska 
Jordan 
Lausche 
McClellan 
Miller 
Mundt 
Murphy 

Pell 
Prouty 
Randolph 
Saltonstall 
Smathers 
Smith, Mass. 
Smith, Mt!.ine 
Sparkman 
Symington 
Williams, N.J. 
Yarborough 
Young, Ohio 

Proxmire 
Robertson 
Russell 
Scott 
Stennis 
Talmadge 
Thurmond 
Tower 
Williams, Del. 
Young, N.Dak. 

NOT ,VOTI~G-10 The PRESIDING OFFICER . . The bill 
is OPen to further amendment. If there . ~~~~~~k ~~~~~ing 
be no further amendment to be proposed, Dodd Ma,gnuson 

Pearson 
Wiley 

the question is on the ' third reading of ,Engle McNamara 
the bill. · · So the bill <H.R. 11990) was passed. 

The bill was ordered to a third read- Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I move 
ing, and was :read the third time. that' the Senate -- reconsider the vote by 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I -ask which the bill was passed. 
for the yeas ·and nays on passage of the Mr. MANSFIELD. I move to table 
bill. that motion. . 

The yeas and nays were ordered. The motion to table was agreed to. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill Mr. SPARKMAN obtained the floor . . 

having been read the third time, the Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
question is, Shall it pass? On this ques- the Senator yield? 
tion the yeas and nays have been or- Mr. SPARKMAN. I yield to. the Sen-
~ered, ~nd the ~lerk will call the· roll. a tor from Montana, with the under-

The legislative clerk called the roll. standing that I do not lose the floor. 

CONTINUATION OF SVSPENSION OF 
DUTIES FOR METAL SCRAP 

. Mr. MANSFIELD~ Mr. President, . I 
ask unanimous consent that the Senate 
proceed to the consideration of Calendar 
1592, H.R. 10095, the metals scrap bill. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
bill will be stated by title for the infor
mation of the Senate. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R. 
10095) to continue until the close of June 
30, 1963, the suspension of duties for 
metal scrap, and for other purposes. 

Is · there objection to the present con
sideration of the bill? 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the bill. 

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, 
the bill would extend for 1 year the sus
pension of duties on metal scrap. There 
was no opposition to it in the House 
or Senat·e Finance Committees. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
bill is open to amendment. If there be 
no amendment to be proposed; the ques
tion is on the third reading of the bill. 

The bill was ordered to a third read
ing, was read the third time,· and passed. 

CONTINUING APPROPRIATIONS FOR 
THE -MONTH OF JULY 1962 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 
. Mr. SPARKMAN. I yield. 

Mr. HAYDEN. · Mr. President, from 
the Committee on Appropriations I re
port favorably House Joint Resolution 
'f69, making continuing appropriations 
for the month of July 1962, and I ask 
unanimous consent for its immediate 
consideration. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
joint resolution will be stated by title for 
the information of the Senate. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A joint reso
lution <H.J. Res. 769) making continu
ing appropriations for the month . of 
July 1962. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the request of the Senator 
from Arizona? 

There be1ng no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the joint resolu
tion. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, this 
joint resolution is of the ·usual type 
·making provision for continuing in 
operation the functions of Government 
for which annual ·appropriations for 
fiscal year 1963 have not been enacted. 
The joint resolution will continue in ef
fect until July 31, 1962, and covers all of 
the regular appropriation bills. 

In those instances where bills have 
passed one or both bodies antl the 
amounts or authority therein differ, the 
pertinent project or -activity shall be · 
continued under the lesser of the two ' 
ameunts approved or under the more re-: 
strictive authority. 

Where a bill has passed only one 
House, or where an item is included in 
ohly one version of the bill as passed by 
both Houses, the pertinent project or 
activity shall be continued under · 
the ·appropriation, fund, or authority 
granted by the one House, but at a rate 

:of operations not exceeding the fiscal 
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1962 rate or the rate permitted by the 
one House, whichever is lower. 

In instances where neither House· has 
passed appropriation bills for flscal1963, 
amounts are approved for continuing 
projects or activities conducted in fiscal 
1962 not in excess of the current year's 
rate or at the rate provided for in the 

' budget estimate, whichever is lower. 
This resolution is similar to continu

ing resolutions which are agreed to 
every year. It is noncontroversial, and 
I am sure has bipartisan support. 

Mr. JA VITS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Arizona yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. JA VITS. We all understand the 

purpose of the resolution and the need 
for it. I agree with the Senator from 
Arizona that one could hardly oppose it. 

But can the Senator tell us anything 
about when the logja~ of appropriation 
bills which confronts all of us, and from 
which the country is suffering-and I 
do not think it is· an inconsiderable fac
tor to say that business in this country 
also is suffering from it-including the 
supplemental appropriation bill and the 
$200 million resolution which the Sen
ate passed the other day to provide for 
imminently needed projects, will, in the · 
interests of the country, be settled? 

Mr. HAYDEN. The resolution which 
the Senate passed last Saturday is pend
ing in the House of Representatives. 
The Senator will have to ask the House 
of Representatives about that. That 
resolution takes care of all the emer
gencies that the Senate Committee on 
Appropriations knew anything about. 

Mr. JAVITS. May I ask our venerated. 
and distinguished colleague another 
question? He knows I love him, so I do 
not ask the question critically. This 
subject is one pregnant with interest to 
our whole Nation. Is there any way in 
which any of us can bring this problem 
to some resolution? Is tbere any power 
in the Senate to act in such a way as, 
perhaps, to strengthen the Senator's 
hand or to help him to bring the problem 
to resolution in terms of the conferences 
which have completely broken down? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I cannot speak for the 
other body. I can oruy say that the Sen
ate committee has proceeded in the way 
it has usually proceeded in the handling 
of such bills. Proposals have been made 
to me, and I have submitted them to my 
committee. The committee has made 
counterproposals, and they have not been 
accepted. 

Mr. JAVITS. I understand the Sena
tor's situation; I have no desire to press 
him. However, representing a large and 
important . State, a State which pays a 
very large share of taxes, and having 
great responsibilities,. I think it is high 
'time the American people demanded 
of their Senators and Members of ·the 
House of Representatives that the non
sense about conferences shall cease, and 
that personal vendettas, whatever they 
may be, should not stand in the way of 
the public business. 

I take advantage of the Senator's 
graciousness to say that apparently the 
American people will now have to take 

· action, because the situation has got 
beyond us; we seem not to be able to do 
anything about it. 

Mr. HAYDEN. We shall do the very 
best we can, so· far as the Senate is con·-
cerned. · 

Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, who 
has the floor? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Alabama yielded the floor 
to the Senator from Arizona. 

Mr. SPARKMAN. The Senator from 
Alabama is still entitled to the floor, ex
cept so far as he has yielded temporarily 
to the Senator from Arizona. Is not 
that correct? Should not requests for 
yielding the floor be addressed to the 
Senator from Alabama? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Alabama is correct. 

Mr. SPARKMAN. I have made this 
point because I have obtained the floor 
for the purpose of calling up a confer
ence report. I yielded the floor on the 
supposition that other matters would. 
take a very few minutes. I did not ex
pect to run into a great logjam of dis
cussion which would further delay ac
tion on the conference report. I have 
been waiting most of the afternoon to 
call up the report. 

Mr. HAYDEN. There is no contro
versy about the continuing resolution. 

Mr. SPARKMAN. · No; but I serve no
tice that I do not wish to yield for an 
interminable discussion. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. 
President, will the Senator from Ala- · 
bama yield briefly to me? 

Mr. SPARKMAN. I yield to the 
Senator from Delaware. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I thank 
both the Senator from Alabama and the 
Senator from Arizona. 

I understand the Senator from Ari
zona has received letters from the Gen
eral Services · Administration and the 
Department of the Interior, both to the 
effect that, notwithstanding the provi
sions of the resolution, they will not use 
any of the funds which were provided 
for the negotiation of any new contracts 
for the procurement of lead, zinc, or 
other minerals, or for the procurement 
of ·any contract in connection with the 
subsidy of either or any of those metals. 

Mr. HAYDEN. During the month of 
July. 
· Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. That is 

correct. 
Mr. HAYDEN. I have two letters 

which I shall be pleased to place in the 
RECORD. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I ap
preciate the Senator's supplying that in
formation. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed at 
this point in the RECORD the letter from 
the Department of the Interior and the 
letter from the General Services Admin
istration on this subject. 

There being rio objection, the letters 
were orde;red to be printed in the RECORD 
as follows: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTER:(OR, 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 

Washington, June 28, 1962. 
· The Honorable CARL HAYDEN, . 
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations, . 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is to advise ·you 
that in connection w~th House Joint Resolu
tion 769, to continue appropria.ttons ~for the 
month of July 1962, none of the funds made 

available to the Department of the IJ?.terior 
therein will be used for . the lead and zinc 
stabilization program. . 

The second supplemental appropriation 
bill, 1962, H.R. 11038, recommended appro
priations of $4,880,000 for the lead and zinc 
stabilization program. However, this bill 
has never been enacted into law and, bonse
quently, no funds were available for this 
program in fiscal year 1962. 

Under the terms of House Joint Resolution 
769, the Department of the Interior would 
be precluded from using any money from 
the continuing resolution for the lead and 
zinc stabilization program. 

Sincerely yours, 
SIDNEY D. LARSON, 

Director of Budget and Finance. 

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, 
Washington, D.C., June 28, 1962. 

Hon. CARL HAYDEN, 
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: As requested, this is 
to advise you that in connection with House 
Joint Resolution 769, to continue appropri
ations for the month of July 1962, none of 
the funds appropriated therein will be used 
for the negotiation of contracts for the pro
curement of lead, zinc, or other minerals, 
nor for the contracting thereof, nor as a sub
sidy for the production thereof, unless they 
are certified as indispensable to the stockpile 
program for strategic and critical materials, 
or unless they are certified as indispensable 
to current Government operations. 

This, however, shall not apply in the case 
of contracts already negotiated under which 
the United States is liable for the procure
ment of such ma~rials for the strategic and 
critical materials stockpile. 

Sincerely yours, 
BERNARD L. BOUTIN, 

Administrator. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
joint resolution is open to amendment. 
If there be no amendment to be pro
posed, the question is on the third read
ing of the joint resolution. 

The joint resolution (H.J. Res. 769) 
was read the third time and passed. 

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Alabama yield? 

Mr. SPARKMAN. I yield. 
Mr. GORE. With all kindness and 

friendship to the senior Senator from 
New York [Mr. JAVITS], I must resist his 
statement that because he represents a 
State which has a large population and 
contributes a large amount of the Na
tion's revenue, somehow he has more 
responsibility than other Senators. 

I suggest to the distinguished Senator. 
from New York that we are equal Mem
bers in an equal body. Our responsibil
ities cannot be divided or apportioned 
according to the population of the States 
we represent .. 

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Alabama allow me to 
answer the Senator from Tennessee? 

Mr. SPARKMAN. If the Senator 
from New York will confine himself to 
brief re~arks. · 

Mr. JAVITS. I do not think the Sena
tor from New York has a reputation for 
being verbose. 

I could not agree more with the 
Senator from Tennessee. The implica
tion of my words was clear that New 
York has so mariy interests and so many 
things at stake in all these bills because 
ot its size arid bec~use of the fiilancial 
interests which are involved there, that 
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we feel very heavily hurt by the fa..ct that 
nothirig is getting done on aU thes.e bill$. 
That was the only implica.tiQn of my 
statement. 

Mr. GORE. I am glad the SenatOr 
from New York 'has spelled that out. 

Mr. JAVITS. I thoroughly agree with 
the Senator from Tennessee~ He and 
every other . Senator, no matter how 
small his state or how limited its re
sources, are fully equal in this body. 

Mr. GORE. I thank the Senator from 
New York. 

INTERPARLIAMENTARY UNION 
APPROPRIATION 

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I wish to 
report to the Senate that the Interpar
liamentary Union, which it is my privi
lege to head has remaining, unexpended, 
$10,428.10. I am advised by the De
partmE:mt of State that unless those funds 
are withdrawn before July 1, they will 
not be available and, 'furthermore, wi11 
revert to the Treasury. The funds will 
not be withdrawn. 

I think this may serve as a good ex
ample for agencies of the executive 
branch of the Government. If all agen
cies would permit their unus.ed funds to 
revert to the Treasury, the Committees 
on Appropriations of Congress could. ex
ercise their responsibilities with a great 
deal more prudence and precision than 
to permit the following. of the practice 
in which so many agencies. indulge, of 
somehow obligating or using all unap
propriated funds before the end of the 
fiscal year. 

The Interparliamentary Union meet
ing for this year has been changed from 
Argentina to Brazil. It. will begin in 
Brasilia on October 24, 

I thank the Senator from Alabama. 

CONTINUATION OF AUTHORITY 
FOR REGULATION OF EXPORTS
CONFERENCE REPORT 
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I 

submit a report of the committee of con
ference on the disagreeing votes of the 
two Houses on the amendment of the 
House to the bill (S. 3161) to provide 
for continuation of authority for regula
tion of exports, and for other purposes. 
I ask unanimous consent for the present 
consideration of the report. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The re
port will be read for the information of 
the Senate. 

The legislative clerk read the report 
as follows: 

The committee of conference on the dis
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the 
amendment of the House to the bill (S. 
3161} to provide for continuation of author
ity for regulation of exports, and for other 
purposes, having met, after full and free 
conference, have agreed to recommend and 
do recommend to their respect! ve ·Houses 
as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its disagree
ment to the amendment of the House and 
agree to the s.ame with an amendment as 

. follows.: In lieu of the matter proposed to be 
inserted by the House amendment insert the 
following: "That section 12 of the Export 
Control Act of 1949 is amended by striking 
out 'June 30, 1982• and inserting in Ueu 

thereat 'June 30, 1Q63';" and the Ho.use 
agrees to the same. 

A. WiLLIS . :ROBERTSON, 
JOHN SPARKMAN, 
PAUL Hw DoUGLAS; -
HOMER E. CAPEHART~ 
VVALLACE ~ETT1 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 
WRIGHT PATMAN, 
ALBERT RAINS, 
ABRAHA·M J. MULTER, 
WILLIAM A. BARRETT, 
CLARENCE' KILBURN, 
WILLIAM B. WIDNALL, 

Managers on the Part of the House. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the present consideration 
of the report? 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the report. 

Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, the 
conferees from the two Houses on S. 
3161, the extension of the Export Con
trol Act, were faced with difficult prob
lems and with little time to solve them 
before the June 30 deadline would arrive. 

The Senate bill would have made the 
law permanent, and it would have writ,
ten into the law three amendments. 
Acting on the basis of the overwhelming 
votes of the Senate, the Senate conferees 

· urg,ed these amendments vigorously. 
The. House bill would have extended 

the act for 3 years and would have made 
four substantive amendments. Acting 
on the basis of the overwhelming vote of 
the House fn ·favor of its bill, the House 
conferees urged, the. House amendments 
vigorously. 

On both sides, the conferees felt that 
substantial amendments to the act had 
been proposed, and that the implications 
of some of these amendments might be 
very substantial and far reaching. The 
conferees felt that there was not time, 
before the act expires this Saturday, to 
explore the implications of these amend
ments with the care and attention, and 
with the advice and guidance from the 
executive departments and the public, 
which the amendments warrant. 

Under these circumstances, the con
ferees felt that the only possible course 
they could take was to continue the pres
ent act with a 1-year extension, so that 
further study would be given to the im- · 
portant problems of foreign trade, · par
ticularly East-West trade, which these 
amendments raise. 

The Senate conferees regretted that 
they were not able to have the Senate 
amendments written into the law. How
ever, it seemed unwise to do so ·at the 
price of accepting substantial amend
ments,. which might perhaps ·have disas
trous effects upon our foreign trade, 
without an opportunity for full hearings 
and thorough consideration by the cpm
mittee and by the Senate. 

The House conferees felt the same way 
about the Senate amendments. 

While the Senate amendments were · 
not WTitten into the extension of the 
act; I should like to call to the attention 
of the Secretary of Commerce, the Sec
retary of State, and the other officials 
exerCising functions · under the Export 
Control Act., the position taken by the 
Senate on these amendments. 

'The · committee and the Senate sup
~ ported·· the principle embodied in Sena-

tor JAVITs! amendment that the execu
tive branch should exert every effort to 
obtain the maximum. cooperation airu>ng 
the free.· :aa.tions of the world 'in exercis.
ing controls over free-world trade with 
the Sino-Soviet bloc and. with other un
fxiendly mitfons. Even though this was 
not written into the act by the con
ferees, no question was raised as to this 
policy. 

Senator KEATING's amendments made 
it clear that the economic significance 
of exports to unfriendly nations should 
be considered and should be emphasized. 
No question was raised as to the desira
bility of this policy. · Senator KEATING's 
amendments also made it clear that re
peated or willful violations of the Export 
Control Act and regulations were con
sidered as very serious offenses and de
serving of heavy penalties. No question 
was raised as to this opinion. 

In my judgment, the Secretary of 
Commerce. the Secretary of State, and 
the other officials exercising functions 
under the Export Control Act should bear 
these views in mind, even though they 
have not been expressly written into the 
act,. and these officials should be gov
erned, in the exercise of the wide dis
cretion given them under the Export 
Control Act, by these views ol the Sen
ate. 

Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, first, I 
wish to express my gratitude to the dis
tinguished Senator from Alabama [Mr. 
SPARKMAN] for the very kind things he 
had to say about these amendments and 
for his conscientious efforts in con
ference. 

But, Mr. President, we are faced with 
an incredible situation. The Senate 
adopted the amendments which I offered 
by a vote of 57 to 2, and then passed the 
bill itself, also incorporating the amend
ment of my colleague [Mr. JAVITS], by 
a vote of 59 to 1. 

The other body also passed amend
ments to strengthen the Export Control 
Act by a rollcall vote of 339 to 0. Yet 
tonight we are asked to scrap all that 
work and· simply drop all these amend
ments. 

In my judgment, this conference re
port should be rejected. It does com
p!ete violence to the spirit of the action 
in both Houses on this bill. It is a 
severe blow to those of us who have been 
trying to put muscle into the effort· of' the 
United States to combat Communist eco
nomic warfare tactics. Our amendments 
were opposed by the executive depart.;. 

· ments-unwisely, in my judgment--but 
prevailed in both the House and Senate. 
The conferees have now capitulated to 
the desires of the agencies administer
ing export. controls instead of carrying 
out the wishes of the House and Senate. 

This action, if successful, will weaken 
our· position in the struggle with com
munism, make it more difficult than ever 
to get the agreement of our allies on 
realistic measures to combat Communist 
procurement of vital materials from the 
fre.e world. and. encourage continued vio
lations of export controls by a few greedy 
and unscrupuloua traders at the ex
pense of the rest of the business commu-

' nity and the interest of the United States. 
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Mr. President, I believe that agree

ment on the amendments between the 
House and Senate can be reached and 
shall move to recommit the conference 
report. 

The amendments adopted by the Sen
ate did not go as far in some respects as 
did the amendments adopted by the 
other body. But I find nothing incon
sistent in the action of the two Houses on 
this bill and it is apparent that the over
whelming sentiment in both bodies is in 
favor of strengthening this act. The 
House amendment in issue changes sec
tion 3 of the present act, by adding a 
new provision as follows: 

Such rules and regulations shall provide 
for denial of any request or application for 
authority to export articles, materials, or 
supplies, including technical data, from the 
United States, its territories and possessions, 
to any nation or combination of nations 
threatening the national security of the 
United States, including, but not limited to, 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 
all countries under its domination. 

The amendment does not stop there. 
It then provides-
unless the President shall determine that 
such export does not significantly contribute 
to the military or economic potential of 
such nation or nations which could prove 
detrimental to the national security and 
welfare of the United States. 

Mr. President, there is :flexibility un
der this amendment. These materials 
should not be shipped to the Communist 
bloc unless the President determines 
that the export of these materials will 
not prove detrimental to the national 
security of the United States. The De
partment of Commerce in its report to 
the House on this amendment said this 
is the standard it is now following. 

There is no need to have further hear
ings on this subject. The Senate Inter
nal Security Subcommittee has held ex
tensive hearings on this subject. A 
select committee of the other body, 
headed by the distinguished Member 
from North Carolina, Representative 
KITCHIN, has held extensive hearings 
and his amendment is a direct out
growth of those hearings. We have 
been over this ground thoroughly. 
What we are proposing is guidelines to 
the executive departments, in light of 
our hearings, which we know· are neces
sary. Both Houses acted overwhelm
ingly in approving strengthening amend
ments. The conference report omits all 
these amendments. In my judgment we 
should reject this conference report and 
recommit the bill to the conference 
committee. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the conference 
report. 

Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, on 
this question I ask for the yeas and nays. 

The yeas and nays were ordered. 
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, one of 

the amendments dropped in the confer
ence was an amendment which I spon
sored and which the committee adopted. 
It provides that: 

Congress further declares that it is the 
policy of the United States to formulate, r.e
formulate, and apply such controls to the 
maximum extent possible in cooperation 
with all nations with which the United 

States has defense treaty commitments, and 
to formulate a unified commercial and trad
ing policy to be observed by the non-Com
munist-dominated nations or areas in their 
dealings with the Communist-dominated 
nations. 

quently fails to show that degree of dug
in determination which the people have 
a right to expect from a majority in 
order to manifest its will. 

Suppose there were no export controls 
on Saturday night because some of the 

Mr. President, this is an extremely ' vital provisions referred to by myself or 
important matter, because the Soviets my colleague [Mr. KEATING] were not a 
are now using us to a fare-thee-well, in part of the conference report? This 
the free world-playing off one industrial would be very harmful, but it would be 
country against another, and having the essence of a democracy. The fact 
their way with the trade in the world, that it is harmful does not mean that it 
instead of observing any basic rules of would not be well to do it that way. 
trade such as are observed by any nation Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the 
which is a member of the General Agree- Senator yield? 
ments on Tariffs and Trade or by the Mr. JA VITS. I yield. 
customs of our world. Mr. MORSE. Was it ever proposed 

Many persons have written on this that these controls be extended for a 
subject. I wrote a report on this sub- year? 
ject, and investigated it at the behest of Mr. JAVITS. I know of no such pro
the Joint Economic Committee, and posal by anyone in our committee. It 
went to Moscow; and my colleague [Mr. was not considered. we embraced a 
KEATING] has done a great amount of forward step in what we all recognized 
work in this field; and everyone agrees was a difficult field. 
that there should be a unified trading Mr. MORSE. Does the Senator from 
policy. New York believe the Senator from Ore-

So the committee wisely adopted this gon would be guilty of fallacious think-
amendment, and it was approved by the ing if he said our own Senate committee 
Senate. 

But now our dear friend and colleague thought that an extension for just 1 year 
the Senator from Alabama [Mr. SPARK- would not be satisfactory? 
MAN], who has his troubles with the Mr. JAVITS. That was my distinct 
House conferees, tells us that we must impression as a member of the commit
drop this amendment and that the House tee. I thought that was the consensus. 
will not go along with us unless we go . Certainly it was the view of the Senate 
along with its amendment, but its when it acted in a most deliberate way 
amendment happens to be so sweepingly on the proposal of my colleague from 
worded that if it were included, the New York [Mr. KEATINGJ. 
-President perhaps would be subjected to Mr. MORSE. Is it the Senator's opin
embarrassment in order to avoid cutting ion that the whole consideration of the 
off all commercial intercourse with the Senate was that there ought to be some 
Communist bloc nations; and therefore changes in existing policy? 
we are told that we must go along and Mr. JAVITS. I thoroughly agree. 
must accept a 1-year extension, be- I point out that one of the things "eat-
cause the act expires Saturday night. ing on" the country is the assumption 

Mr. President, perhaps we could un- that "we have the authority if we want 
derstand that position if it were in an- to do it. You do not have to instruct 
other context and at another time and us and give us any more authority.'' 
if the issues were not so important. Consider the pass we are in. I think 

In this connection, I have the greatest the Congress is suffering in its own pres
sympathy for my colleague [Mr. KEAT- tige very seriously because in any real 
INGl, who worked hard on his amend- appraisal of policy the executive depart
ments. Finally they were agreed to by ment is looked to. It is being recog
an overwhelming majority of the Senate. nized that the Congress is not an 
His amendments are directed at putting element in policymaking, and we are 
our domestic house in order and seeing regarded as stubborn children when we 
to it that the penalties are made to fit will not do something that the Presi
the crime when the national interest is dent wants, and when we take no af
so arrogantly defied in the case of export firmative action. 
controls. Businessmen are deflated over the fact 

I tried to provide for similar procedure that they do not have confidence in the 
with respect to international authority, Congress, because it does not know where 
in directing our Government authorities it stands. I come from the center of the 
to put their feet on the road toward business world-New York City. I find 
closing an enormous hole in our dike of no businessman who says, "I may be 
freedom, in terms of trade. But all these worrying about the President, but I have 
amendments are dropped by the confer- confidence in Congress." On the con
ence report. trary, we are considered as a rubber-

! believe that this conference report stamp office for the President. If we 
confronts us with the same thing-and I stamp something, it goes through. If we 
say this with the greatest respect for the do not, we are regarded as stubborn. No 
Senator from Alabama-that we con- one considers Congress in terms of ef
sidered when, a few moments ago, I pro- fective policymaking. 
tested against conferences which are ab- Congress has suffered more than any 
solutely broken down and deadlocked. other institution of Government in re-

Somehow or other, the most stubborn cent times, and it· is because we have not 
persons control the Congress. It may be been willing to fight. This is one in
one, it may be two, it may be three, or it stance of such a lack of action. We are 
may be four. Somehow or other, the expected to lie down and let the situa
majority cannot manifest its will; and tion continue for another year and leave 
what is even more important, 'it fre- decisions to the executive department. 
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Mr. President, I rarely take this posi- courage the State Department and other Mr. JAVITS . . I should like to r.eply 
tion. I think those who have served with Government agencies and help develop to .the Senator. from Alabama. 
me in the Senate and in the House -know the kind o! conflict that has apparently -. ;Mr. CAPE.HART. Mr. President, will 
that. But I think .there . comes. a .time developed between the two Houses; and; the. Senator yield? 
when we must act. It w.as the Berlin as has occurred in this case,· it would Mr. JAVITS. I yieid. 
wall at one time. I .think -this is the place result in extending the status quo,. which; Mr. CAPEHART. When we finished 
where it is-critical for Congress to act. I in an area such as. this, is what the State yesterday, we had agreed upon the Keat
think we should turn .down the confer.. Department reall~ · wants. Does the irrg and Javits amendments. We had 
ence report, appoint new conferees, and Senator agree? · agreed upon all the bill except the so
let the bill go baek to conference. It is ·Mr. JAVITS. The Senator from Ore- called House amendment, which the able 
time we impressed the country with the -gon, who is a- former law· schoel dean, Senator from New York said only a me
fact that we, too, have a policymaking has put his finger on one of the tunda- ment ago he does not like. 
role to which the people must look with mental events in the life of a nation We went back this morning and were 
confidence. which undel1l.lines democratic govern- unable to get together on the so-called 

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, .will the ment. It is when the people's represen- House amendments. We had no right, of 
Senator yield further? tatives, the legislature, begin to be course, to give up the House amend-
. Mr. JAVITS. I yield. frustrated in terms of accomplishments ments. Only the House conferees could 

Mr. MORSE. The Senator from New that the executive power is fed and sup- give up the House amendments. They 
York speaks about appointing new con- ported; and if we cannot have sufficient did not give up the House amendments. 
ferees. Does not the Senator agree with heart and courage to exercise our au- Then I made a motion to accept the bill 
me that it is not necessary to appoint thority, of course, we are building up, as it is now, for 1 year, on the basis that 
new conferees, but merely to use the con- in the most effective way, far more than that was the best we could do. 
ferees we have and send them back with many people inveigh against, this very I am perfectly willing, as one of the 
instructions? basic and substantive. power, the execu- conferees, to be instructed to go· back. 

Mr. JAVITS. I had in mind the re- tive power, for tht) simple reason that I am willing to go back tomorrow. and 
appointment of conferees for this pur- it seems to me we do not know how to to make an effort to do whatever this 
pose. I have no intention of question.:. govern. Therefore, we must leave it to body wishes to have · done. I have no 
ing my colleagues. The Senator from the executive. objection to that. I _shall vote to in-
Alabama [Mr. SPARKMAN] is a man o.f Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the struct the. conferees to go bacJt: . 
high quality and talent; but unless we Senator yield further? I do not think we shall be able to do 
first invest the conferees with the kind - Mr. JAVITS. I yield. any better. · I think we shall reach ;;tn 
of iron they need to · cotne back to the Mr. MORSE. I !'\Ope it is clear from impasse. I think we shall be wasting 
Senate with the best they can obtain, . the irr.a.plications of the questions I have .our time. We may end up tomorrow 
they have no instruction3. · asked that I share the views expressed night or at midnight June 30 with no 

Mr. MORSE. Does the senator share by the two Senators from New York. I .Export Control Act at all. If we do so, 
my view that it would be a very, salutary intend to vote to reject the conference there will be chaos. Goods will · be 
thing, in view of some of the things that .report and to send the Senate conferees shipped from every conceivable direc
have been happening in conference com._ back with instructions. tion in the United Stat~s to Russia, and 
mittees, to send the conferees back with I say that with the highest regard for goods will he coming from there until 
instructions? the Senator from Alabama. He is in the Congress enacts. a bill, because in 

Mr. JAVITS. 1 think it would be a a very difficult position" but I think we that event there would be no law on the 
good idea. If the country becomes ought to strengthen his hand by sending subject. It would be as legal to ship 
alarmed about what is going on, it will him back to conference. We should not goods to Russia, to its satellites, or. to 
be salutary, because it is no credit, and surrender to the State Department by Cuba as it would be to ship to any other 
1 think it is a very serious debit to the continuing a statu~ quo policy which is place in the world. We gave considera
national business. · . a very bad policy, in my judgn1ent, from tion to that problem. · 

Mr. MORSE. Has the Senator no- the· standpoint of the public interest. I am willing to go back tomorrow and 
ticed-and I think it has been going on Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, will to make an effort to retain the Keating 
for about 2 years with increasing fre- the Senator yield to me at that point? -and J~vits amendments, and even the 
quency-that there seems to be a trend Mr. JAVITS. I yield. . House amendments. I am not opposed to 
developing, with regard to our confer- Mr. SPARKMAN. If I correctly un- them per se. I think they are all right. 
ence procedures, that more and more derstand, both the Senators from New The administration claims it cannot 

. York have been talking primarily with .live with the House amendments. I ..:zo. conference reports come back resembling th · dm t · · d H UJ e1r own amen en s. m mm · as not, know. That 1's the admin1'strat1·on's less and less the bills that the Senate f . the Senator rom New York studied the pos1·t1·on. 
has sent to conference? ndm t · to House arne en • w1th respect which Senators closer to the admi'nlS· trati'on Mr. JAVITS.. r do; and I would like t n t 0.1 to '> we were ac ua Y no a ~e agree· ought to know better than I whether 
to remind my colleague of an experi- Mr. JAVITS. I have.. that is- true. They can talk to the ad-
ence we all had, when, having fought Mr. SPARKMAN. Does the Senator . ministration in greater· detail, as to 
~~r~~~ a~~~~~nt~~ ~:S:Pcf:;~~iat~~ns~~: from New York endorse that amend- - whether the administration can live with 
S . n 2 years ago th conf e nt t ment? the amendments or not. It is claimed 10 • e er es we ou Mr. JAVITS. No, I do not: they cannot live with them I do not 
and in 3 hours came back and completely Mr. SPARKMAN. That 1s the prob- kn · 
leveled everything- that we had fought lem. we were in complete agreement ow. . . . 
for and had voted on for some days. on the Javits. amendment and on the ~a~ m favor of tmJ:tenmg the law. I 
All those efforts went completely doWn Keating amendment. There was no thmk 1t ought to b~ t_Ightened. 
the drain and the House conferees had question about that. I am perfectly Willmg, as one of the 
their way throughout. · If the Senate sends the conferees back conferees, to go back tomorrow and to do 

Mr. MORSE. :Coes the Senator share with instructions what will those in- the best I can. My best judgment is 
my view that in the particular instance structions be? we reached the point that we wilt ~orne· out with no bill _at all 
before the Senate the victor in the con- · that the Hotise said it would not yield ·tomorrow mght. Thelil. there- Will be 
ference is the State Department? Both on the amendment. The Senator from chaos in this Nation. I may be mis
Houses are of the opinion that some re- Indiana knows that we offered language taken, I hope I am. 
strictions ought to be placed upon the · which we thought would be in between, Mr~ JAVITS. Mr. President, I wish to 
State Department, and if we accept this with which we could live w.hich we could · reply to my colleague. 
conference report without sending the bring back to the Senate and which the Whatever may be the difference be
conferees back with instructions- to see House conferees- c-6uld take to the House tween the view of my colleague [Mr. 
if we cannot reach some agreement on t:or approval. We thought it was the KEATING] on the House amendment and 
certain restrictions that both Houses in best we could do. my view, I respect-his. view and I am sure 
principle think ought to be imposed Mr~ CAPEHART. Mr. President •. will he respects mine, and I danot think this 
upon ti:e State Department we will en- · the Senator yield?- is the fundamental point we are up 
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against. The Senate may very well in
struct the conferees to take the . House 
amendments as well, in which case the· 
plan-- of my colleague·, [Mr. ·KEATING] 
would work perfectly .. I assume· that if 
we take their amendments- they will take 
our amendments. This would be within 
the wisdem and the judgment of the Sen
ate to decide. 

The thing to· which I object· is that 
because one of the ·parties wishes to oo 
stubborn about its own positiorrand say, 
"You will take it this way or not have 
it at all" we must cave in, because we 
have a -gr-eater sense of · responsibility 
than they-that, beeause we think there 
will be chaos, we will yield. 

This require& a value judgment. The· 
value judgment which I make, which is 
my reason for making this speech, is that 
there is more to be gained from fighting 
this issue out in the country at long last, 
which is a very sensitive one to our coun
try, than in yielding and saying, "We 
must have some · kind of bill, · so no; 
amendments at all will be taken/' 

I ask my colleague, how would we ever 
resolve these deadlocks in conferences? 

Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?· 

Mr. JAVITS.. May I finish, please? · 
How would we resolve the deadlocks in 

conference? This ridiculous situation 
with regard to approp-riations could go · 
on forever. Orators have said' for years, 
and quite properly, that the Congress 
can sit on its ·hands and the wheels of 
Government will grind to a halt~ There 
is no power on earth to make Representa
tives in Congress or Senators act-, if they 
do not wish to do so. We do not have 
to vote for anything. 

But, Mr. President, the people of the 
country can speak, and very decisively, 
when they wish to speak. 

It is quite often proper .. in the case of 
an impasse~ to go to the country for a 
decision. That time may: be riow in re
spect to this· particular bill. Let us go 
to the country. Let us give instructions 
to the Senate conferees. Let us· make 
our case to the country: as to the com
plete unreasonableness· o:£ the position of 
the House on its amendments, and per
mit the force of public opinion. which is 
the only ultimate guarantee that Gov
ernment will function at all in this 
-country, to have its effe-ct ... instead oi 
handling the problem, as it were, inside 
the family and letting it go down the 
drain because our colleagues in the 

. House are stubborn. 
That is what we are arguing about. 
Mr. SPARKMANL Mr. President, will 

the Senator yield? 
Mr. JAVITS. I yield. 
Mr. SPARKMAN. The Senator bas 

referred to our letting this legislation go 
down the drain because the House· con
ferees may be stubborn, and to our cav
ing in, and all that. I fear· that the 
impression may be left that this was a 
soft, easy, short conference. We had 
two sessions. We met yesterday. Yes
terday we came to complete agreement 
except as . to the controversial House 
amendment. 
- The Senator from Indiana- will recall 
that before leaving the conference yes ... 
terday we even agreed to try to work out 

CVIII--768 

language · on which we eould get to
gether. We instructect the staff mem-· 
bers ·of the two committees to do that; 
The staff members drafted th-e language. 
It was presented this morning. The -
House conferees were unwilling to accept 
it.~ 

·It was not a question of caving in. I 
want the Senator from New York to 
lrnow that· I ·voted 'against ·the motion 
which was made~ but I am here :repre-
senting the -committee. When a ma.-. 
jortty of the Senate conferees voted the 
way they did, I signed the conference· 
report with them. 
· I have been a member of many confer-
ence committees. I have learned long 
since that any conference involves an 
element of compromise: We ·do not get 
what we want every: time. If a Senator· 
stands in the Senate or in a conference-. 
committee and merely votes negatively 
all the time~ he does not contribute much, 

I am here supporting the committee 
and supporting the majority of the con
ference._ even though I did not vote with 
the majority. But I know what their 
position was. 
. A motion was made to agree upon a. 
simple continuance for 1 year in order· 
that we might have time to study the' 
proposal. I think we saw enough of the 
conference to know that the House eon-· 
ferees will not merely accept our amend
ments. Until the last moment. I had 
hoped that we might be able to get them 
to accept, some in-between language. 
But it became apparent·, since they had 
not been able to study the amendment
and it was not fair to ask them to do so 
in the time available-that the point 
they made was valid. Of course, the 
point was made on our side, and was ac
cepted by ·a majority of the conferees, 
that the same thing applied to our- com
mittee. We have not had the House 
amendment before, our- committee., We 
have not had witnesses to testify on the 
effect of the language that the House 
sought to. write into the bilL 

!.believe that the course taken was the 
course that. often must be taken, whether 
we like it: or not. 

Tonight the Senate agreed that we 
would take certain action. Although the 
Senator from New York did not object 
to that course being taken, he made. some 
critical statements. about it.. We then 
passed a ·simple: continuing resolution to 
take care of appropriation bills that 
should have heen completed before June 
30. In my opinion, that is not the way 
we ought to legislate. Nevertheless, we 
did SO', and there was no, obj:ecti:on. We 
passed a joint :resolution tonight-not 
a single voice was raised in opposition- · 
continuing for 1 year a. certain law with 
reference ro scrap metal. Not a word 
was said in ppposition to that joint res
olution. No questions. were even asked 
a-bout it. Now when we come to a res
olution to continue for 1 year the pres
ent control act which has been operating 
since 1949, and to give the committees 
.the opportunity and the right to study 
the subject, to call witnesses in and get 
their opinion as to- how these amend
inents would operate, we hea:r: objection 
and argument to the effect that the con
'ferees ought to be sent back. 

Mr. President, a conference is not · a 
simple-thing, as every . Senator who has. 
participated in one knows. It must be. 
a question of give and- take. It is a.. 
question of compromise and arriving at 
the best plan that can be agreed upon. 
I believe the Senator from Indiana lMr ~ 
CAPEHART], who was present at the meet
ings {)f the conference, will agree with me· 
that.we did the best we could. ., 
· Mr-. JA VITS.~ Mr: President, I should· 
like to ·respond to tB.at statement brief
ly. · I respect the Senator from Alabama. 
I do. not think he caved in, or-anything 
like- that. I would never think that of 
him or ever say such a thing about him. 

My point is that on these questions· 
we must come to a value judgment as 
to the point at which we will stand; 
especially in a case in which no one has· 
received anything that he. wants. It: 
is not a question of yielding soine of 
the things we want in order to get others: 
Neither the House nor the Senate has, 
received anything it wants. · 

The Senator from Oregon EMr. MoRSEl 
has properly put the question. No one 
wanted a bare: extension of _the law, and 
yet we are getting it. All it would do 
would be to strengthen and buttress the 
power of the executive department. 
' My value judgment, which could b.e 
wrong-and that is why I am one Sena-· 
tor in a. hundred and am not running it' 
all alone-is that this is. the point at 
which we must stand. The question i: 
important enough so that· we ought to 
let the impact of the country be brought. 
to bear on the confere.es in order to pro·
duce· a result more important to the 
country than the bare extension of the 
act. That is the case I .have tried to 
make this afte-rnoon. 

Mr. MORSE.- Mr. President, in my 
opinion much that my good friend, the 
Senator from Alabama [Mr. SPARKMANJ, 
has said in behalf of the conference re
port begs. the· question. He cites· the 
action taken by the Senate tonight in · 
extending certain existing law. Those 
extensions did not go to conference. 
The Senate had not take:n the action 
that we· took on the export. bill. We took 
a legislative course of action on the bill. 
That legislative course of action did not 
at all involve the question~ of extension. 
There was no proposal that we merely 
take action on an extension. It was 
proposed that we consider some sub.stan
tfve' changes in the existing law. We 
considered them. We passed amend
ments. We sent our conferees into con
ference. And now we are told that little 
or no headway was made with the Hom~e 
because the House had certain amend
ments agreed to by the House that the 
Senate conferees thought would be a 
great mistake. We are told that even 
some of the House confereeS" began: to 
doubt their own amendments. 

But the procedure that- is being sug
gested by those of us who are urging 
that our conferees be sent-back for an
other trial is a procedure of the Senate. 
It is · provided for in the procedure and 
policies of the Senate. It happens to be 
a course of action that is pei:fectly legal 
and legitimate when we think another 
try ought to be made. 

' I 

. 
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If we send the conferees back to con
ference, how can we tell tonight that it 
might not have some effect on the House 
conferees? That is the reason for the 
procedure. When a conference report 
comes back that we think does not carry 
out the policy of the Senate that we had 
in mind to a degree that it ought to have 
been carried out in conference, we pro
vide for sending the conferees back with 
instruction. I think we ought to try 
that procedure. If we follow the policy 
that I mentioned earlier in this body of 
taking for granted that a conference re
port is goi~g to be the final result, and 
that there is very little probability that 
that conference report will be rejected 
or that the conferees will be sent back 
with instructions for further conference, 
we weaken the Senate conferees in con
ference after conference. 

The tendency has developed in the 
Senate-and the House has come to ac
cept it-not to raise any questions, no 
matter if the conferees come back with 
a conference report so completely · at 
variance as this one is with Senate ac
tion that it really is almost counter to 
what the Senate proposed when it sent 
the bill into conference. 

We have before us a situation in which 
we should exercise our right under a 
procedure that exists in the Senate. 
When we think a conference report -is 
so far different from what we adopted 
when we sent the conferees into confer
ence, we should send them back for 
another try. That action would not 
express a-Jack of confidence in our con
ferees. Quite to the .contrary. We would 
thereby express a confidence in our con
ferees. We would be saying that we be
lieve under new instructions of the Sen
ate they should be given an opportunity 
to present the case of the Senate once 
more. · That is what we are asking for. 

We will not surrender to the House 
without at least an opportunity to say 
to' the House officially, on a second trip 
through the conference, "We want you to 
consider the bill once more because we 
think you have made a great mistake in 
turning down the recommendation of 
the Senate conferees with regard to cer
tain amendments adopted in the Senate." 

If we do not take such action, we 
weaken the whole conference procedure 
in the Senate. 

Mr. President, I have sat in confer
ences with the House in the past couple 
of years. I am a little alarmed and dis
turbed about the attitude in too many of 
the conferences with the House. There 
is too great a tendency on the part of the 
House conferees-in some conferences at 
least-to adopt a take-it-or-leave-it 
attitude. We do not support good legis
lative processes by yielding to that kind 
of reaction on the part of the House. I 
think the House is wrong in not accept
ing some of the amendments· that the 
Senate conferees have proposed. 

Furthermore, how do we know here 
tonight, if we send this report back to 
conference, that the House may not 
agree to certain modifications of its own 
proposal, that it might not modify the 
.House proposal which many of us-and 
I happen to be one-believe should not 
be adopted? We ought to try it. 

As to the argument during the de
bate-and it is another one that begs 
the question-that because there were 
no hearings held in regard to the House 
amendment, therefore we ought to ex
tend the program for 1 year, the fact re
mains that the House in its wisdom on 
the floor of the House passed its judg
ment upon the amendment which it 
wrote into the bill. There is no law that 
requires hearings if the House in its 
judgment believes the issue is so clear 
that a certain provision ought to be writ
ten into law without hearings. I am ac
customed to the argument that, because 
there were no hearings, the principle of 
an amendment ought to be completely 
discarded. I believe that the House 
amendment should be considered again. 
We should try to persuade the House 
to modify its language. We should try 
to get the House to debate at least some 
of the principles of the amendment 
added to the bill by the Senate. 

Lastly, I believe we ought to do it
and I speak very frankly-as a lesson to 
the State Department. !.Jet us face it, 
Mr. President. In connection with this 
bill the cooperation from the State De
partment was very much wanting. The 
State Department does not want any 
restrictions imposed upon it in this field. 
This is not consistent with my concep
tion of our system of checks under our 
constitutional form of government. The 
time has come when we ought to exer
cise checks against the State Depart
ment in the field of. foreign policy. 

Whether or not the administration is 
fully aware of it, public confidence in 
the handling of many foreign policy mat
ters by the administration is slipping 
badly. 

We will strengthen the hand of the 
administration if we send this confer
ence report back to conference and make 
another try to get into the bill some 
checks on the State Department itself. 

Mr:KEATING. Mr. President, I shall 
not detain the Senate for more than 2 
minutes. If my motion is in order, I 
now move that the conference report be 
recommitted to the conference com
mittee. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Such a 
motion is in order. 

Mr. KEATING. I so move. 
I hold in my hand the hearings held 

by the select committee dealing with the 
whole program of exporting strategic 
goods to Communist countries. That 
committee held even more extensive 
hearings than did the Internal Security 
Subcommittee of the Committee on the 
Judiciary. Our hearings are continuing. 
The subject has been thoroughly ex
plored. Perhaps the House amendment 
could be better worded, but I have no 
criticism of ·its objectives: Recommittal 
of the conference report, as the Senator 
from Oregon has pointed out, would per
mit a refinement of language. 

The members of the select committee 
were different from the House members 
of the Banking and CJ,Irrency Commit
tee who participated in the conference. 
The chairman of the select committee 
was the gentleman from North Caro

.lina Representative KITCHIN, and the 
ranking Republican member was the 

gentleman from California, Represent
ative LIPSCOMB. They saw eye to eye on 
the problems involved. They joined in 
the report and the amendments. I am 
confident that they would prefer to nave 
only the amendments adopted in the 
Senate, rather than no change at all and 
a mere extension of the act for 1 year. 
I wish again to express my h!gh regard 
for the distinguished Senator from Ala
bama. I am thoroughly conversant with 
the problems he faces. But I believe, 
with his great abilities, it would be pos
sible to go back and to retain the Senate 
amendments which we adopted with 
such overwhelming votes and to obtain 
a modification of the House amendment. 
Even if they cannot get any part of the 
House amendment, I feel certain that 
those who took part in the investigation 
will make representations to the Com
mittee on Banking Currency that it is 
better to · have a bill with the Senate 
amendments than merely an extension 
of the present law. I hope very much 
that the conferees will be able to reach 
an agreement on that basis. 

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask for 
the yeas and nays. 

The yeas and nays were ordered. 
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I 

suggest the absence of a quorum. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

clerk will call the roll. 
The legislative clerk proceeded to call 

the roll. 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 

ask unanimous consent that the order 
for the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

The question is on agreeing to the 
motion of the Senator from New York 
[Mr. KEATING] to recommit. The yeas 
and nays have been ordered, and the 
clerk will call ,the roll. 

The legislative clerk called the roll. · 
Mr. HUMPHREY. I announce that 

the Senator from North· Dakota [Mr. 
BURDICK], the Senator from Connecticut, 
[Mr. DoDD], the Senator from California 
[Mr. ENGLE], the Senator from Wash
ington [Mr. MAGNUSON], and the Senator 
from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA] are 
absent on official business. 

I also announce that the Senator from 
New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ], the Senator 
from Tennessee [Mr. GoRE], the Senator 
from Indiana [Mr. HARTKE], the Senator 
from North Carolina [Mr. JORDAN], the 
Senator from Tennessee [Mr. KEFAUVER], 
the Senator from Alaska [Mr. GRUEN
ING], the Senator from Ohio [Mr. 
LAuscHE], the Senator from Oregon 
[Mrs. NEUBERGER], the Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. RussELL], the Senator from 
Florida [Mr. SMATHERS], the Senator 
from Massachusetts [Mr. SMITH], the 
Senator from Missouri [Mr. SYMINGTON], 
and ·the Senator from Georgia [Mr. 
TALMADGE] are necessarily absent. 

I further announce that, if present and 
voting, the Senator from Connecticut 
[Mr. DoDD] would vote "yea." 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the 
Senator from California [Mr. KucHEL], 
and the Senator from Kansas [Mr. 
PEARSON] are necessarily absent, and, if 
present and voting, would each vote 
"yea." 
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The Senator from Indiana, [Mr. CAPE

HART) .and the Senator from Wisconsin 
[Mr. WILEY] · are detailed: , on , official 
business. 

If present and voting", the Senator from· 
Wisconsin [Mr. WILEY] would each vote 
"yea." 

The result was announced-yeas 44, 
nays 33, as follows.: 

Aiken 
All ott 
Bartlett 
Beall 
Bible 
Boggs 
Bush 
Butler 
Cannon 
Carlson 
Case 
Cooper 
Cotton 
Curtis 
Dirksen 

Anderson 
Bennett 
Byrd, Va. 
Byrd, W. Va. 
Carroll , 
Church 
Clark 
Douglas. 
Ellender . 
Fulbright 
Hart 

[No. 104 Leg.) 

YEAB-44 
Dworshak 
Eastland 

-Ervin 
Fong 
Goldwater 
Hickenlooper 
Hill · 
Hruska 
Jackson 
Javits 
Keating 
McClellan 
Miller 
Monroney 
Morse 

NA~33 

Hayden 
Hickey 
Holland 
Humphrey 
Johnston 
Kerr 
Long, Mo. 
Long, Hawaii 
Long, La. 
Mansfield 
McCarthy 

Morton 
Moss 
Mundt 
Murphy, 
Prouty · 
Proxmire 
Saltonstall 
Scott 
Smith,. Maine 
Stennis 
Thurmond 
Tower 
Willtams, Del. 
Young, N.Dak. 

McGee 
Metcalf 
Muskie , 
Pastore 
Pell 
Randofph 
Robertson 
Sparkman 
W:1111ams, N.J. 
Yarborough 
Young, Ohio 

NOT VOTING-22 
Burdick 
Capehart 
Chavez 
Dodd 
Engle 
Gore 
Gruening 
Hartke 

Jordan 
Kefauver 
Kuchel 
Lausche 
Magnuson 
McNamara 
Neuberger 
Pearson 

Russell 
Sinathers 
Smith, Mass. 
Symington 
Talmadge 
Wiley 

So the motion to recommit was agreed 
to. · 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I move 
that the vote by which the Senate agreed 
to the motion to recommit the confer
ence report be reconsidered. 

Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I move 
to lay on the table the motion to re
consider. 

The motion to lay ·on the table was 
agreed to. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, I 
regret very much that an important bill 
dealing with private enterprise was voted 
on here late ·at night when Members 
did not have a real opportunity to find 
out all the facts about the report and 
the conference. 

In the conference we were faced with 
a House amendment providing that no 
shipper could ship · goods to. a foreign 
country unless, before each shipment.was 
made, the President certified in effect, 
either that the country getting the goods 
was friendly and was not harming us, 
or that the shipment would not con
tribute to the military strength or th~ 
economic strength of a nation unfriendly 
to us. The amendment was aimed, I 
think, at India and Yugoslavia and ~orne 
other countries. Personally, I did not 
care whether another dollar's worth of 
goods or materials from the United 
States is shipped to those countries; but 
I realized that much was at stake for 
private enterprise in this country. 

Not one word of testimony on that 
amendment was presented before the 

House committee by the puqlic or py TEMPORARY INCREASE IN THE 
the Goverml_lent. , . PUBLIC DEBT 

On, this floor., we adopted two amend- Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, regard'-
m~nts o:ff.ered by the iunior Sepator:tr9m ing the increase in the debt limit, · I 
New York [M:r. KEATING]~ although be-
fore our committee there was not one believe that certain basic facts· should 

be stated for the record. · 
word of testimony regarding them. The The first basic fact is that the Eisen-
junior Senator from New York had three bower administration asked Congress to 
amendments. Two of them were not toa. 
bad. one of them was very controver- increase the debt limit, temporarily or 
sial. I told the Senator from Alabama. permanently, eight times in its 8 years 
"Go ahead and accept two of the amend- in office: Once in 1953, once in 1954, once 
ments, for we have only until Friday. in 1955, or..ce in 1956, twice in 1958, once 
So accept them, rather. than get into a in 1959, and once in 1960. 
E.asty fight and. hold up this measure, ·if President Kennedy in his second year 
the Senator from New York will drop in office has sent up his second request 
the other one." for an increase in the debt limit. 

Then we got into the conference. The With ritualistic regularity, the Con-
House conferees did not know anything gress has-with one exception-grum
about either one of the Keating amend- bled and cajoled, and then done what it 
ments; but finally we got them to agree ought to do in the national inter.est
t.o take some of the Keating amend- namely, approved the request of the ad
ments, and we took one of the House ministration, whether the administra
amendments. tion was Republican or Democratic. To 

But then we came to· the big hurdle. do otherwise would have been to invite 
we had not put any limitation on how financial malpractice. 

long the law would run. we had made The one occasion_ in the last decade 
the law permanent. The House ha.d when Congress turned down such are
voted a limitation of 3 years. That was quest was the doing- of the Republican 
not too bad. But the House had amend- sad Congress, in 1953. The results· of 
ment No. 3; ' and the state Department that action in the fall of 1953 included 
begged and pleaded with us not to adopt the forced use of $500 million of free 
it. I said that so far as I was concerned, gold by the Treasury. the forced retire
! did not care whether we never shipped ment of $500 million of debt of the Fed
another dollar's worth of goods to any eral Reserve system, and the forced 
communist country or any so-called sales, at disadvantageous prices, of Com
neutral country that would use our re- modity Credit Corporation certificates. 
sources against us; but I said I thought . Mr. President, do our, Republican 
this was. a very serious matter, and I friends think they are serving the na
said that before the House and the sen- tional interest when they oppose the in
ate took a final position on this-for, crease in the debt limit-by doing again 
after all, it most s.eriously involves pri- what they did with such adverse effects 
vate enterprise, not, Government aid-we on the national interest in 1953? Today 
should realize that we have to make our gold situation is. far more serious 
shipments abroad in order to protect our than it was in 1953. 
balance of payments, because there are Do our Republican colleagues who 
some $2.1 billion worth of claims against posed the pending bill-fortunately, un
this country-, redeemable in the end in successfully-want to force Secretary 
gold, and to meet them we have free gold Dillon· to take similar steps at this time, 
in the amount of only a total of $4.5 bil- at the same time that they are excoriat
lion. That is what we are faced with. ing the administration for alleged re-

Now the Senate has voted to recommit sponsibility for the economic situation? 
the conference report. I will return to I point. out that the national debt to
the conference and will see what can be day, in relation to the gross national 
done in light. of the vote tonight, in product, is smaller. than it was at any 
light of the Senate's insistence ·on its time during President Eisenhower's term 
version of the bill. But certainly I think in office~ and this. is a startling fact which 
it .was a great mistake for the Senate to I suggest our Republican colleagues. and 
take this action tonight. those Democrats wpo, I deeply regret, 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Then why was the voted to oppose the increase in the debt 
report brought up tonight? limit do not seem to wish to face. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Because the jun- I suggest that politics, pure, simple, 
ior Senator from Alabama, who was in and unadulterated, provides the only 
charge of the bill, had a. most important basis for the opposition to the increase 
engagement out of the city tomorrow, in the national debt limit. 
which he was very anxious to keep, and I regret to note that the two Republi
he hoped that the Senate could dispose can candidates for statewide office in 
of the matter tonight. Pennsylvania, now serving in the House 

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I extend of Representatives, both voted, first, to 
my warm commendation_ to the, distin- .recommit the debt limit bill to commit
guished junior Senator from Virginia tee; and,, second, against the bill on finai 
[Mr. RoBERTSON] for the fine statement passage in the other ·body. 
he has just now ma.de about the unfor- I What steps, I ask them, had they ad
tunate action the Senate has taken to- vacated if the increase had been denied? 
night. I commend him for his position. What actions do our colleagues across' the 
I hope that-as chairman of the Senate .aisle in this Chamber advocate? They 
conferees he will stand firm, despite this have given no answer. 
action; and I hope very much we shall It is very difficult indeed to under
not be prejudice(( by the action taken stand how conscientious Members of the 
tonight in ~he Senate. · · Congress of the United states, faced 
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with the difficulties we have in this coun
try today in terms of our fiscal policy, 
could conscientiously vote against the 
increase in the debt limit which was 
recommended by the . President of the 
United States and which, I am happy to 
say, has just been passed by the Con
gress. 

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
Mr. DffiKSEN. · Mr. President, I wish 

to ask the distinguished Senator from 
Minnesota what is contemplated for the 
rest of today, and also for tomorrow and 
Saturday. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, it 
is the intention tonight to take up, and 
make the pending business for tomorrow, 
Calendar 1595, Senate bill 2499, to re
vise the boundaries of the Virgin Islands 
National Park. 

REVISION OF BOUNDARIES OF VIR
GIN ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
now move that the Senate proceed to the 
consideration of Calendar 1595, Senate 
bill 2429, to revise the boundaries of the 
Virgin Islands National Park, St. John, 
Virgin Islands and for other purposes. 

The motion was agreed to; and the 
Senate proceeded to consider the bill, 
which had been reported from the Com
mittee .on Interior and Insular Affairs 
with amendments. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Our purpose in 
moving that the bill be taken up at this 
time is to have it made the pending busi
ness. 

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, 

after the Senate takes final action on the 
Virgin Islands National Park bill, the 
Senate will then proceed to the consid
eration of Calendar 1548, Senate bill 
2560, to amend the Interstate Commerce 
Act, as amended, so as to strengthen and 
improve the national transportation sys
tem. That bill was reported by the Sen
ator from Florida [Mr. SMATHERS] from 
the Committee on Commerce. 

It is our hope that tomorrow the Sen
ate will be able to take final action on 
these two measures-and that should be 
possible-and, if the minority views on 
the Renegotiation Act, House bill 12061, 
are available and printed, to have the 
Senate proceed to the consideration of 
that measure. That would be the sched
ule for Friday. 

As for Saturday, it is now the inten
tion to have a session on Saturday, pro
vided the conference committee on the 
sugar bill has completed its work-be
cause of the urgency of that measure. 
So we shall consider a session on Satur
day as the business of the Senate. If 
need be, we shall have only a pro forma 
session, in order to protect ourselves in 
terms of that conference committee. 

-So I think we should count on a full 
day tomorrow; and if we get into con
sideration of the Renegotiation Act ex
tension, the session tomorrow may con
tinue as late as the session.tonight. 

Also, we should look forward to a ses
sion on Saturday. After all, the majority 
leader informed the Senate .that there 
would be night sessions and Saturday· 
sessions, and that if Senators wish to be· 
recorded, they should be present when 
the votes are taken. That is why we 
called up the conference report on the 
Export Control Act tonight. I regret 
that that was done at a late hour, but 
there was considerable debate on it. 

Personally, I should like to have the 
session end at about this time, but some
times we cannot do as well as we should. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. Let me ask whether 
the Senate has now completed all its 
business for tonight. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. This is all of the 
business for tonight. 

ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT UNTIL 
NOON TOMORROW 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
move that when the Senate completes its 
work tonight, it adjourn until 12 o'clock 
noon tomorrow. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the motion of 
the Senator from Minnesota. 

The motion was agreed to. 

HOUSING PROGRAMS IN CHILE AND 
-PERU 

Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I 
have been pleased to hear recently of 
what may turn out to be one of the 
outstanding successes of the Alliance for 
Progress program. I refer to the won
derful progress made to date on the 
·establishment of savings and loan in
stitutions in Latin American countries 
through technical and financial assist
ance provided by our Government. The 
leading country in developing the system 
is Chile, with Peru not far behind. Con
trary to the prediction of many skeptics, 
the experience to date has demonstrated 
that the people of these countries are 
willing, and apparently able, to save 
money in anticipation of owning their 
own homes and that the free enterprise 
system of home construction is work
able in these underdeveloped countries, 
despite the extreme poverty of the 
masses of the people. 

Carl Coan, staff director of the Senate 
Subcommittee on Housing, was asked by 
the · Agency for International Develop
ment to accompany Mr. Arthur Cour
shon, chairman of the board of the 
Washington Federal Savings & Loan 
Association, Miami Beach, Fla., on a 
mission to Chile to review the progress
of the U.S.-aided savings and loan system 
there. Mr. Courshon was one of the 
authors of the Chilean law to establish 
the system in that country. Both Mr. 
Courshon and Mr. Coan have written de
tailed reports to the agency on their 
mission. 

BecauSe I believe that some of Mr. 
:Coan's remarks on his mission would be 
of general interest, I ask unanimous con
sent that excerpts from his report be 
printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follOWS: 
REPORT TO THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT OF REVIEW OF u .s. HOUSING 
PROGRAMS IN CHILE AND PERU -

(By Carl A. S. Coan) 
The most significant finding of my recent 

housing mission to Chile and Peru was the 
discovery of a tremendous potential for sav
ings by the people of these countries that 
would make possible the purchase of a home. 
·In these lands of extreme contrasts between 
the rich and the poor, there .was no doubt 
about the universal desire for decent hous
ing and the willingness to make sacrifices 
for housing by families whose incomes are 
barely sufficient for food alone. 

In both countries, the housing conditions 
among the masses of low-income fam111es 
were unbelievably shocking with the likeli
hood that they will become worse before they 
get better. Fully two-thirds of the people 
live in shacks, slums, huts, and overcrowded 
single rooms, and with city populations 
doubling and tripling in one generation, 
there is not likely to be any improvement 
for some time to come. 

Why such a large percentage of the popu
lation is so inadequately housed is too in
volved to consider at this time. Of more 
importance is what can be done now and in 
the future to help remedy the situation. 

I believe that remedies are not only pos
sible but most necessary in consideration of 
the ' growing unrest and discontent that 
existing conditions are generating among the 
masses of people. 

From what I saw, I believe that a com
bination of U.S. technical and financial as
sistance, private and government, working 
closely with local leadership can, with pa
tience and persistence·, provide an answer 
which will help relieve some of the most 
serious housing conditions in these 
countries. 

In both countries, there is an adequate 
source of raw materials for construction 
purposes and a plentiful supply of man
power, but shortages exist in managerial 
skill and in accumulate(\ capital. The 
managerial skill is needed to organize a 
process of volume production of homes for 
the mass market which is the only way that 
the housing needs of these countries will 
ever be met. These countries must learn 
more about the Q.dvanced techniques of ur
ban planning, land assembly, volume con
struction, merchandising, financing and 
government cooperation, -which have been 
successfully worked out by U.S. builders and 
developers. 

The shortage of accumulated long-term 
capital to finance home construction in 
quantity is probably the most critical item 
affecting homebuilding. It is here that the 
United States has offered its assistance, not 
by providing the capital, but by offering to 
help establish, an institutional system that 
would accumulate capital within the coun
try itself. 

As you know, the principal purpose of my 
visit to Chile and Peru was to observe the 
savings and loan systems that were recently 
.started in these two countries with U.S. 
. technical and · financial assistance. While 
there, I was requested also to inquire into 
other U.S. assistance programs relating to 
housing. I accompanied Mr. Arthur Cour-

·shon of the Washington Federai Savings and 
Loan Association who, along with Mr. David 
Krooth, helped establish the present savings 
and loan system in Chile. This Chilean sys
tem, which has been in effect only about 7 
months, has three special features--an FHA
type mortgage insurance system, an FSLIC
type sa~ings insurance system, and a "main
tenance of value" provision applying to both 
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savings and loans. These are new concepts 
to the Latin Americans and it took 3 years 
to work out the legal and political entangle
ments _to pu~ such a program into operation. 

As of March 15, there were 15 associations 
with 10,778 accounts, over $3 million in sav
ings, over 200 mortgage loons totaling $1.3 
million, and 3 more associations about ready 
to be chartered. Most of the associations are 
less than 8 months old but are already accu
mulating savings at a rate in excess of $600,-
000 a month. By the end of the year, savings 
are expected to be double the present figure. 
Furthermore, the "maintenance of value" 
technique for overcoming the effect of infla
tion has spread to other activities and has 
been effective in bringing in about $28 mil
lion of savings into the National Housing 
Agency (CORVI) for use in fin~cing homes. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Peru and Chile are faSt-growing countries 

whose population explosion, particularly in 
and around the cities, is placing such ex
treme burdens on the Governments that out
side help is critically needed to avoid a 
wholesale breakdown of orderly government. 
Cities which have tripled, . quadrupled and, 
in one case, increased by five times in the 
last 20 years, cannot long resist the resulting 
political and economic pressures. Decent 
shelter, potable water, and sanitary sewers 
are the minimum that needs to be provided 
to head off a major revolt by many of these 
people. U.S. assistance of a concrete nature 
to help solve this problem has been relatively 
insignificant in contrast to the problem. 
This is also true of the Governments of these 
countries. In Chile and Peru, family forma
tion alone would call for a housing program 
of 50,000 units a year without allowing for 
migration and some attempts at slum clear
ance. Yet the housing goal in each country 
is more in the neighborhood of 35,000 units 
a year ·and they will be lucky to meet that. 
The-question is, What -is going to happen to. 
the rest of the families? 

A massive problem requires a massive so:
lution. The solutions now being under
taken can only tickle the palate and will 
never satisfy the voracious . appetite that is 
growing bigger each passing day. 

I made no extensive survey, but I would 
guess that homes built last year with u.s. 
assistance in Peru and Chile combined would 
amount to no more than a few hundred. 
This, in contrast to a need of more than 
100,000, gives some dimension to the prob
lem. It is true, of course, that U.S. efforts 
are now concentrated · on the establishment 
of institutions and on project demonstra
tions but, nevertheless, our efforts ·fall far 
short of making an impact in an area that 
is starving for attention. I also recognize 
that this is not our problem but that of the 
people themselves and their governments. 
Our "alliance" promises are to cooperate with 
the Latin American countries, not to sub-
stitute for them. · 

Nevertheless, I h~ve a strong feeling that 
our Government has done far from its best 
in promoting bet'!;er housing programs in 
the underdeveloped countries. The agency's 
~fficial attitude, the 1960 and 19~1 legisla- · 
tion to the contrary, is exemplified by the 
organization of its personnel. Housing is 
far . down the line as a sub-subunit under 
the Office of Instit~tio:nal Development. 

The attitude of only passive interest in 
tp.is subject by our internationalists is in
deed disillusioning and most discouraging. 
Much of the indifferent attitude stems from 
those who believe that housing is a social 
activity with no important. economic· sig
nificance, and that housing needs of the un
qerdeveloped countries .represent a "bottom
less pit." These are attitudes of despair, not 
of hope, and are contrary to the intent and 
purposes of our foreign policy as expressed 

many times by our last three Presidents and 
our leaders in Congress. 

I have been most heartened by the many 
expressions of. concern and offers of assist
ance by topnotch housing experts in and out 
of our Government on this problem. Most 
of these people are not dreame:rs, but ' men 
of substance who have successfully demon
strated their abilities in the ·United States 
and are looking for opportunities to tackle 
new problems. Our Government is missing 
a great opportunity by overlooking this tal
ent. The homebuilders, the bankers, and 
savings and loan experts, and the city plan
ners are "chatllng at the bit" to help out. 
The AID needs to corral this enthusiasm and 
ability and put it to work. This program 
should no longer be considered on a busi
ness-as-usual basis. UDless some sense of . 
emergency can be attached to developing a 
whole comprehensive approach to housing 
aid in these countries, I fear that it may 
soon be t.oo late. 

At the present time there are two legis
lative proposals before the Congress which 
would provide an excellent opportunity for 
the United States to export to the underde
veloped friendly countries some of our private 
enterprise surplus in the form of capital, 
techniques, and expert talent. · 

The Foreign Assistance Act of 1962, passed 
by the Senate on June 7, includes a provision 
sponsored by Senator SPARKMAN, of Alabama, 
which would amend section 221(b) (2) of the 
1961 Foreign Assistance Act to authorize the 
U.S. Government to issue a guarantee against 
loss of any loan investment for housing proj
jects in less-developed friendly countries, 
provided there is appropriate participation 
by the private investor in the loan risk. 
This so-called all-risk guarantee, which 
may be issued to U.S. citizens or corpora
tions, has the broadest possible coverage pro
viding protection to the investor against any 
or all of the following risks: (1) Incon
vertibility, (2) expropria:ti9n or. confiscation, 
(3) war, revolution, _or insurrection, or (4) 

. eqonomic or norm~! business failure. Under 
existing law, the guarantee for the economic 
risk involved could not exceed ·75 percent of 
the inve~tment. Under the Sparkman 
amendment, the · U.S. Government would 
have the authority to guarantee against any 
loss up to a point in which there was assur
ance of appropriate participation by the in
vestor in the risk. With a provision such as 
this, American builders, cooperating with 
builders of the foreign governments and 
supported by U.S. capital, could make an 
outstanding contribution through demon
stration projects for mass production of 
low-cost housing in foreign countries. 

J'}le other legislative proposal is a bill, 
S. 582, introduced by Senator SMATHERS of · 
Florida, to authorize the establishment of 
e.n International Home Loan Bank which 
would accept investments from savings and 
loan associations in the United States up to 
1 percent of their assets to help finance and 
support the establishment of mutual savings 
and loan associations in unde!'developed 
countries. One of the principal featl.Jl'es of 
this proposal is the plan to have the Bank 
help organize and coordinate the recruiting 
and training ·o~ savings and lo,an technicians 
to act as consultants to the newly established 
assoctations in the foreign countries. 

S. 582 is pendi.Iig before the Subcommittee 
on Housing of the Senate Banking and Cur
rency Committee, of which I am staff di
rector. The committee has reviewed its pro
visions briefly and lias referred it · to the 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board for study, 
which agency, I understand, has rewritten 
the b111 and is now aw~iting Budget Bureau 
cleara~ce for _further action. The · bill has 
run into difficulties particularly because of 
only a lukewarm endorsement by the State 
Department, but also because of certain 
monetary and economic matters raised by .the 

Treasury Department. Whether or not its 
supporters c~ rally enough: support for its 
passage this year is yet to be seen. In order 
to pass legislation of this type, it may be · 
necessary to develop a Wide range of support 
through a comprehensive proposal covering 
several aspects of housing aid to under- . 
developed countries. 

Through all of this, progress appears to 
be slow, but there is no doubt about its 
direction. Our Government has already 
demonstrated its interest and support. for an 
active housing program through the 1961 
housing legislation and subsequent actions 
to implement that legislation. The 1962 act 
will provide further incentive for U.S. par- · 
ticipation, and I am confident that the prin
cipal involved in S. 582 will receive full 
support of our Government and that a com
bined U.S. housing program of financial and 
technical assistance will provide the pump
priming that is needed for these countries 
to do the job themselves. 

As a final ·coxnment, let me say that I 
appreciated immensely the opportunity of 
seeing first hand the housing problems and 
programs in these two countries. It has 
been an extremely rewarding experience, and 
I hope that my findings and report to the 
agency may be helpful in its continued and 
active interest in this problem. 

VOLUNTARY FEED GRAINS PRO
GRAM CAN BE EXTENDED 

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, the 
House Agriculture Committee is now 
considering a new version of the farm 
bill. As we all know, the administration 
bill, with its controversial mandatory 
program for feed grains, was defeated 
last week in the House by a 10-vote 
margin. 

I think it is clear that if a farm bill 
relying on the present voluntary surplus 
r.eduction program for feed grains, 
rather than mandatory controls, is pro
posed, it will have strong support in 
both Houses of Congress. · 

I predict that if the House committee 
simply amends the bill that· passed the 
Senate to substitute the voluntary feed 
grain land retirement program which 
the administration proposed last year, 
for the mandatory program, Congress 
will approve it by heavy majorities. 

This is the program contained in the 
amendment I moved to the farm bill, 
which was approved by a majority of the 
Senate Agriculture Committee. 

It is evident that the mandatory feed 
grains program failed to win approval in 
the House in large measure .because of 
the remarkable success of the present 
program, which has cut Government 
costs sharply, has reduced the surplus 
by 13 percent, and has increased farm 
incqme. It is working well and is pop-
ular with farmers. · 
· Last year surplus stocks of com and 

feed grains were 85 million tons. Today, 
after one of the finest growing season:::. 

' in l;listOry, when a ' bumper P,:arve~ was 
certain, stocks have l;>een ,cut by 10 mil
lion tons, to a level of . 75 million tons. 

Farmer participation in the voluntary 
program is up, and more acreage is 
being taken out of production. With 
average weather, it can be expected that 
feed grains stocks will be reduced even 
more, to less than 65 million tons. 

This is less than a 6-month supply of 
feed grai!Ui for American domestic use. 
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NO NEED TO RETURN TO BENSON PROGRAM 

The_ charge that there is "no alterna
tive'"' to the mandatory feed grain con
trol program is simply not true. 

There is no need whatsoever to return 
to Bensonism or to the predictable 
chaos of no farm program, when a 
working, practical, successful program 
is available and can be extended. 

In the interests of the · Nation's 
farmers, consumers, and taxpayers, I 
urge the administration now to get be
hind an extension of the present feed 
grains program, with strengthening 
modifications such as I have proposed. 

The prime complaint about the pres
ent program has been its cost. This 
neglects two important points: First, the 
present program reduces the expense to 
taxpayers by sharply cutting the surplus 
and the high storage costs; and, second, 
much of the apparent cost is simply a 
bookkeeping cost, since payments are 
made not in cash, but in kind-that is, 
out of the surplus itself. 
REASONS WHY MANDATORY PROGRAM DEFEATED 

Besides the success of the present vol
untary program, there were other sound 
reasons why the mandatory program was 
rejected. Most important, in my view, 
is the strong probability that in the na
tionwide referendum of feed grain pro
ducers, the program would fail to get 
the necessary two-thirds approval. On 
May 17 I spoke at length on this point. 
My statement appears in the RECORD of 
that date. I pointed out that a majority 
of feed grain producers eligible to vote 
do not sell feed grains. Rather, they 
are buyers of feed, to supplement what 
they grow on their farms. It would be 
extremely difficult to convince these hun
dreds of thousands of farmers that theY 
should vote for a program which will 
limit, and in most cases sharply reduce, 
the amount' of feed and silage they may 
grow to feed on their farms, and would 
raise the price of the feed they have to 
buy. 

This would be particularly true of dairy 
farmers, whose income is chained to the 
support price for milk. They would have 
no reason at all for supporting such a 
program, since it could not result in a 
price increase for the milk they sell, 
though it would raise their costs. This 
would be a new version of the cost-price 
squeeze on the dairy farmer, this time 
by Government edict. To expect a ma
jority of dairy farmers to vote for this 
program is to exi;>ect water to :flow uphill. 

Overall, it is estimated that-less than 
40 percent of feed grains grown are sold 
off the farm. Some 60 percent are fed 
on the farm where grown. These per
centages do not take into account silage, 
virtually all of which is fed on the farm 
where it ' is grown-and which is an im
portant form of feed grain which would 
have been restricted by the administra
tion bill. 
ANALOGY TO TOBACCO, COTTON, RICE PROGRAMS 

IS VERY WEAK 

For this reason, the analogy which is 
drawn repeatedly between mandatory 
controls on feed grains and the programs 
for tobacco, cotton, and rice is very, very 

-weak. These are cash crops. A farmer 
who grows cotton, tobacco. or rice grows 

it to sell and gets money for it. He is, 
therefore, directly interested in the price 
he gets for what he sells. A program 
which offers him a specific higher price 
in return for supply management, there
fore, makes sense to him. 

But the majority of feed-grain pro
ducers do not sell feed in the market 
place. They buy it. What they grow 
they feed on their farms. While the 
proposition that high feed prices mean 
high livestock prices has broad validity, 
it is not generally accepted by farmers; 
it undoubtedly is subject to important 
exceptions in specific cases; and it clearly 
has no relevance to the dairy situation, 
where the support price for manufactur
ing milk is the key factor. ' 

As I have said repeatedly, I support 
the principle of supply management. I 
think it can be used successfully to en
hance the bargaining power of farmers, 
a bargaining power which is -sadly defi
cient. 

But to repeat this proposition like a 
litany in support of a program with spe
cific, serious drawbacks, a program which 
I have shown repeatedly was almost cer
tain to be rejected by farmers, just does 
not make sense. Specific criticisms 
should be met with specific answers, not 
incantations. 

The 1958 Benson feed grain program 
was a serious mistake. It led to an 
enormous pileup of surplus feed grains. 
Virtually no one defends it; its defects 
are obvious. There is no need to repeat 
it. It would be irresponsible of the ad
ministration and Congress to pe;rmit a 
return to that program. 
EXTREMES IN FARM PROGRAMS TO BE AVOIDED 

But simply because a bad program op
erated for several years, with serious, 
costly consequences, is no reason to enact 
a program which goes to the opposite ex
treme, especially if a sensible, acceptable 
alternative is available. Surely there is 
nothing wrong intrinsically with a mod
erate, piecemeal approach to agriculture, 
especially if it works. Panaceas for the 
farm problem are always· suspect, and 
rightly so. In a nation as large and di
versified as ours, with an agricultural 
economy undergoing important changes 
and shifts with great speed, a program 
that promises a total solution to the total 
problem calls for very sharp scrutiny. 
The more comprehensive the solution 
proposed, I would observe, the more likely 
there are to be unintended consequences 
which can seriously upset the original 
purpose of the program. · 

We have seen how farmers -pour on 
fertilizer and plant rows closer together 
to evade the purpose of acreage allot
ments. Experts have observed that price
support programs for corn have led to a 
diversion of land to corn production that 
was better suited to other crops. Re
strictions on feed grain production can 
result in a sharp expansion in alfalfa and 
other alternative crops, with no logic 
except that dictated by Government 
regulations. The problem of assigning 
and policing acreage allotments for feed 
and silage in parts of the country that 
have never been commercial feed areas 
is a seriouS one. It should not be un
derestimated. Every producer of feed 
grains, no matter how small, would be 

prohibited from expanding h.is feed grain 
or silage acreage beyond what he planted 
in a base period. The task of enforcing 
this proposal staggers the imagination. 
Yet not enfor.cing it can bring ridicule 
down on the entire program. 

In the many letters I have received 
from farmers regarding the feed grain 
program, very few have recognized the 
extreme diversity of feed grain produc
tion in our country. The farmer in Iowa 
who writes, "Give us a chance to vote 
for mandatory quotas," simply does not 
realize that he is really asking that the 
entire price-support program for feed 
grain should be staked on the probably 
adverse votes of hundreds of thousands 
of farmers in Southern States, the Far 
West, and dairy regions, who have little 
reason to identify their interests with 

-those of the Iowan. This lack of under
standing of what a nationwide manda
tory program, with referendum, means, is 
widespread, so much so that I think the 
Department of Agriculture can consider 
itself fortunate that it will not have to 
face the wrath of the many farmers who 
have ~not fully understood -the implica
tions of the mandatory feed grains 
proposal. 

One authority to recognize the advan
tages of extending the present feed 
grains program is Prof. Francis A. 
Kutish, extension economist at Iowa 
State College. I ask unanimous consent 
that a letter from Dr. Kutish to me be 
printed at this point in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in _the REc
ORD, as follows: 

IOWA STATE COLLEGE, 
Ames, /{)wa, June 15, 1962. 

Senator WILLIAM PROXMmE, 
Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR SENATOR PROXMIRE: The most recent 
Government figures on feed ~isappearance 
indicate that we wlll reduce feed grain 
stocks about 10 m1llion tons this year. When 
compared with what we probably would have 
produced had the old Benson program been 
in effect, this represents an estimated 26 
million ton reduction from the estimated 
production in the absence of the 1961 pro
gram. That is the equivalent of 932 mil
lion bushels of corn. If you figure the 
eventual recovery value of corn at $0.99~ a 
bushel, this results in a net savings to the 
Government of $241 million, 1f the eventual 
recovery value is $0.53 a bushel (what the 
USDA calculated), the eventual savings is 
$622 million. If you use no recovery value, 
the eventual savings is $1,059 million. 

This has been a successful program. It 
has reduced stocks; it has maintained farm 
income and it has not raised consumer prices. 
When measured on a basis of net costs, it 
will have reduced Government expenditures. 
- Sincerely yours, 

FRANCIS A. KUTISH, 
Extension Economist. 

FARM PROGRAM COSTS MUST BE SEEN IN 

PERSPECTIVE 

Mr. PROXMffiE. Mr. President, a key 
point in evaluating any farm program 
is its. cost. But it is a serious error to 
m~asure the cost without taking account 
of the value of the crop that is benefiting 
from the program in question. Clearly a 
Federal subsidy program that costs, for 
example, $1 million would be ·considered 
exorbitant if it were recognized that only 
a few individuals, producing a crop with 
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a small · total value, benefited from the 
subsidy. If, on the other hand, a very 
large number of people benefit from the 
program, and if it brings price stability 
to commodities worth billions of dollars, 
then such a cost would be reckoned a 
small price to pay. 

For this reason I have asked the De
partment of Agriculture to give me data 
on the cost of price support programs 
relative. to the value of the crop or the 
marketings. These figures show that ex
penditures for feed grains under the 
present program, or an extension 
thereof, · are a significantly lower per
centage of the crop value than the costs 
of the cotton, rice, wheat, or peanuts 
programs. 

In addition, it can be shown that in 
relation to the value of the marketings 
of feed grains, livestock, and · livestock 
products, the total costs of the voluntary 

· feed grain program are even smaller. 
I ask unanimous consent that the ma

terial prepared by the Department of 
Agriculture, as well as a summary table, 
be printed at this point in the RECORD. 

There being no objectfon, the material 
and table were ordered to be printed in 
'the REcbliD, as follows: 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 
Washington, D.C., May 31, 1962. 

Hon. WILLIAM PROXMmE, 
U.S. Senate. 

DEAR SENATOR PROXMmE; This is in reply 
to yout; letter of April 5, 1962, which was 
acknowledged on April 12, and in which you 
requested ·information on the· costs of price
support programs for certain major com
modities relating to the value of production 
or ·marketings. 

We are enclosing brief statements on each 
of the commodities specified in your. letter. 
In these statements we have related those 
items which we consider pertinent to the 
type of analysis you have requested. we· 

. know of no precise formula which can be 
adopted for . comparisons between commod
ities, because the actions and reactions be
tween the price-support program and the 
market situation are different for each com
modity. 
· When national stocks stay at fairly con

stant levels, the costs for price-support oper
ations stay at nominal levels for particular 
crops, but the Government would continue 
to incur expenditures for foreign assistance, 
for storage, transportation, etc. When stocks 
are reduced, Government costs are reduced; 
whi:m stocks are increased, Government costs 
are increased. 

We hope that the analysis f,urnished here 
will serve your purposes satisfactorily. 

Sincerely yours, 
. JOHN P. DUNCAN, Jr., 

Assistant Secretary. 

DAIRY 
Assuming adoption of the President's pro

posal for dairy and the support price level 
of about $3.40 per hundredweight; the farm 
value of production for the 1963-64 market
ing y~ar would be about $5,350 million and 
the outlay by the Government would be 
limited to $800 million. The outlay would 
be about 5.6 'percent of the farm value. 

Assuming no legislation and the same pro
duction with a support level of 75 percent 
of parity and a support price of about $3.11, 
the farm value of production would ·be about 
$4,750 million; the original outlay for pur
chases would be about $525 million. The 
outlay would be about 11 percent of the 
farm value. 

'There would be -some costs . for st0rage, 
transportation, and l>ackaging, ·· and some 

· additional expenditures involved in financ
ing exportation under various programs 
under both of these assumptions. There 
might be some .slight recoveries from cash 
sales. However, on a net basis these would 
be nearly equal between the two assumptions 
but probably result in somewhat higher 
expenditures for the second assumption. 

FEED GRAINS 
Assuming legislation was enacted in ac

cordance with the President's proposal, and 
assuming a support price of $1.20 per bushel 
for corn and related prices for other feed 
grains, the farm value of production plus 
payments for land diversion for 1963 crops 
would be about $6,627 million, the cost of 
acquisitions by the Government from the 
crops would be about $123 million, and land 
di'!:ersion payments would amount to about 
$500 million. The total of the two items 
mentioned represents about 9.5 percent of the 
value of production. However, because pro
duction would be less than utilization, carry
over stocks would go down, and the Govern-

. ment would recover about $550 million. 
through cash sales in the market. The net 
costs would be $73 million. 

Assuming no new legislation was enacted 
and a return to the 1960-type programs for 
feed grains, and assuming a support price of 
about $1.05 per bushel for corn, the farm 
value of production would be about $5,810 
million, the cost of acquisitions by the Gov
ernment would be about $750 mUlion, which 
is about 13 percent of the value of proO.uc
tion. There would be some applicable re
coveries in subsequent years, but surplus 
stocks would continue to increase, and the 
recoveries would be offset by constantly in
creasing costs for storage. 

Costs for financing exportation under Gov
ernment programs would be near the same 
level under either assumption; but costs for 
storage and transportation · over the next few 
years would be much greater under the 1960-
type programs than they would under the 
President's proposal. 

WHEAT 
Assuming adoption of the President's pro

posal for the 1963 crop and a support price 
of · about $2 per bushel, the farm value of 
production would be $2,307 million. The 
cost of acquisitions from the crop would be 
about $100 million; the dollar value of ex
port differential payments made in cash or 
kind would be $430 million; and payments 
for land diversion would be about $250 mil
lion. These three items total $780 ·million 
and this is 33 percent of the farm value. 
However, because production would be lower 
than utilization, carryover stocks would be 
reduced, and the Government would recover 
most if not all of the costs of acqUisitions 
'through cash sales and, in addition, would 
be able to move older crop surpluses into the 

·market for cash. Recoveries from sales 
would amount to about $425 million; which 
offset against the $780 million costs result 
in a net cost for these operations -of $355 ' 
million. 

Assuming no new legislation and a r~turn 
to the 1960-type program and a support price 
of about $1.80 per bushel, the farm value of 
production would be $2,310 million; the cost 
of acquisitions would be about $592 million; 

, and . the dollar value of export payxp.ents 
would be $375 million. These twd items 
total $967, and this is 42 percent o{ the farm .. 
value. Some · of these costs would be re-· 
covered through cash sales, but because pro
duction would exceed needs, such recoveries 
would be minor. · 

Costs of financing ·exportation under Gov
ernment programs would be near the same 
level under either assumption; but cpsts for 
storage and transportation would be con
siderably less over ·the next few years under 
the Pre~ident's proposal than they would be 
if we -return to the 1960-type ·programs. 

COTTON, UPLAND 
The estimated value of production for the 

1963 crop is about $2,258 million. Antici
pated acquisitions by the Government from 
this crop would cost about $48 million, and 
export differential payments during the year 
would amount to about $195 million. The 
total of these two items is $243 million, or 
nearly 11 percent of the value of produc
tion. 

RICE 
The estimated value of production for 

the 1963 crop is $301 million. Anticipated 
acquisitions of rough rice would hav_e a value 
of about $19 million, and export differential 
payments would amount to about $23 mil
lion. The total of these two is $52 million, 
or about 17 percent of the value of produc
tion. There would be added costs for mill
ing but this would increase the value of the 
commodity. There would be added costs 
for storage and transportation and for 
financing exportation. 

TOBACCO 
The farm value of production for 1963 will 

be about $1,377 million. The Government 
does not acquire the tobacco and has rela
tively minor costs incidental to -the support 
program. These costs would probably be 
no more than 1 percent of the value of 
production. 

PEANUTS 
The farm value of production for 1963 is 

estimated at $205 million. The value of 
acquisitions of farmer's stock and shelled 
peanuts from the crop will be about $.27 mil
lion, or about 13.5 percent of the value of 
production. There wiil be some costs for 
some shelling, crushing, and conversion to 
peanut butter, but these are offset in some 
measure by the increased value of the prod
uct. There will be some costs for storage 
and transportation; and there will be some 
recoveries from cash sales. ' 

Estimated costs of price support programs for 
1963 as a percentage of value of pro
duction 1 

Percent 
Cotton _______ ;_ ________________ . _____ :.. -. 11 
Rice ________ . _________ ---------------- 17 
Wheat: 

No new legislation, return to 1960 program _________________________ 43 

President's proposal: 
(1) No credit for sales from CCC 

stocks-------·---------------- 33 
(2) After credit for CCC sales ____ 15 

TobacCO------------------------------ 1 
·Peanuts------------------------------ 13.5 
Feed grains: _ 

No new legislation, return to 1960 
prograDa---------·---------------- 13 

President's proposal, mandatory pro-
gram: · 

( 1) No credit for sales from CCC 
·inventory ____ -------- ~ ------- 9. 5 

(2) After credit for OCC sales_____ 1. 0 
Dairy: 

No new legislation ______ .:. ___________ 11 
President's proposaL_______________ 5. 6 
1 Source: Letter from Assistant Secretary 

of Agriculture, John P. Duncan,. Jr., to Sena
tor PROXMIRE, May 31, 1962. 

These -estimates take into account only·the 
additional costs of continuing priee supports 
for 1963 and omit the carrying and handling 
charges on stocks acquired in earlier years. 

Although not covered in the letter, using 
a similar approach, cost of continuing the 
current voluntary feed ·grain program for 
1963, with no credit for sales from CCC stocks 
would be about 15 percent of the value the 
feed grains produced, after credit for CCC 
sales the cost would be about 8 percent of 
the value of feed grains produced. .-

Mr . . PR0XMIRE.·-,· ¥r. President, ! 
conclude by observing- that the House 
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defeat of the voluntary feed grains pro
gram was not a tragedy. Other, prob
ably better, farm legislation ·can be de
vised and passed through Congress. 
Costs to the taxpayer can be reduced 
and reduced significantly, perhaps not 
to zero in 1 year but substantially over 
a period of years. I do not believe that 
Congress will refuse to pass farm legis
lation which is designed to reduce Gov
ernment costs and enhance farm income. 
If the proposed legislation makes sense 
and can be made to work effectively, I 
am confident that Congress and the ad
ministration will approve it. 

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE RESPON
SIBILITY FOR PROTECTION FROM 
RADIATION HAZARDS 

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, on 
Monday I introduced a bill, S. 3472, to 
vest primary responsibility for protect- · 
ing the public health and safety from 
radiation hazards in the U.S. Public 
Health Service. The Service already has 
important responsibilities in this field. 
However, in the absence of clear-cut leg
islative directives the Federal Govern
ment has failed to provide authoritative, 
comprehensive guidance which the pub
lic needs and wants. 

My bill has been referred to the Com
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare. I 
strongly hope that it will be possible to 
have hearings on it in the near future. 
There is conSiderable public apprehen
sion now about possible dangers from 
radioactivity in food. Giving the Public 
Health Service specific responsibility in 
this area would clearly serve the public 
interest. 

On June 27 Mr. Howard Simons, sci
ence and medicine writer for the Wash
ingtoh Post and Times Herald, called 
attention to the Public Health Service 
study of the amounts· of radioactive 
iodine absorbed by children in certain 
areas where concentrations of this nu
clear test fallout product have been ex
ceptionally high. The forthright deci
sion to evaluate this matter scientifically 
makes sense. It will help provide the 
kind of information that is needed to 
establish the guidelines on radiation 
hazards which are proposed in my bill. 

I ask unanimous consent that Mr. 
Simons' article be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
[From the Washington Post & Times Her

ald, June 27, 1962] 
U.S. To TEST CHILDREN FOR EFFECT OF FALLOUT 

(By Howard Simons) 
The U.S. Public Health Service plans to 

:fly the children of 10 St. Louis familles to 
New York City next week to determine how 
much radioactivity is contained in the 
youngsters' bodies, as well as to measure the 
radioactive iodine in their thyroid glands. 

The decision to make these studies, the 
first of their kind, came amid growing con
cern on the part of administration officials 
about radioactive iodine levels in certain 
American cities. Although radioiodine 
levels have been dropping in recent weeks, 
officials are concerned nonetheless that so
called permissible levels may soon be ex
ceeded, if, indeed, they have not already 
been exceeded in certain Midwestern clt.ies. 

With new nuclear tests ln the alr or near 
the ground planned at the Nevada test site 
and mar~ U.S. atmospheric tests scheduled 
over the Paci:fic, administration officials now 
face the problem of deciding whether or not 
countermeasures should be taken to protect 
infants against radioiodine contamination in 
fresh milk. 

Some eminent scientists have suggested 
privately that the Government should order 
such countermeasures now to protect infants 
in at least four cities where radioiodine 
levels have risen sh~ply as a result of recent 
testing. These cities are Des Moines, Min
neapolis, Wichita, and Kansas City. 

These scientists call the action "pushing 
the wisdom button." They say it would 
serve two purposes: the practice of prudent 
preventive medicine and the demonstration 
that .Government-directed countermeasures 
can be effectively taken. 

The recommended countermeasure would 
prescribe powdered dry skim milk or evap
o..rated milk for all young children and 
lactating and pregnant women until testing 
is halted. At the same time these scien
tists warn mothers against taking individual 
preventive action. 

Radioiodine is considered dangerous be
cause it concentrates in the thyroid gland 
and can cause physical dat;nage. Infants and 
young children are particularly susceptible. 

St. Louis children were chosen for study 
because that Midw~stern city has been ex
posed to high levels of radioactive contami
nation fro;n fallout. 

TO MEASURE RADIATION 

The children will be taken to New York 
University Bellevue Medical Ce~ter where 
they will undergo whole body counts to de
termine their body burden of radioactive 
elements. The studies will be made by Mer
rill Eisenbud, a radiation specialist, who 
will measure the radioiodine content in the 
thyroid glands of the children. 

One of the reasons that radioiodine is 
receiving so much attention from Govern
ment officials is that this particular short
lived radioisotope has been behaving in an 
unpredictable manner. The same is not as 
true for strontium 90. 

Although the Atomic Energy Commission 
has not disclosed the exact yields of any of 
its Pacific tests, estimates indicate that the 
22 tests to date, including one underwater 
explosion, might add 4.5 millicuries of 
strontium 90 per square mile to American 
soil. 

RELATIVELY SMALL AMOUNT 

This is a barely detectable level. Com
pared to the strontium 90 levels expected 
from the Soviet tests last fall, it is con
sidered to be a relatively small amount com
pared to the total now in the soil ( 70 to 80 
millicuries per square mile) or the amount · 
anticipated from soviet fallout. 

LESS FISSION YIELD 

Another way of comparing the amount of 
strontium 90 to be showered upon the world 
by the recent nuclear testing by the United 
States and the U.S.S.R. is the amount of 
fission yield of both test series. The So
viets added 25 megatons of fission yield and 
rought estimates indicate that to date the 
U.S. Pacific tests have added 6 megatons. 

All these figures must be viewed with cau
tion. Those for the U.S. tests are based 
upon assumptions that t:qe nuclear devices 
and :Callout pattern will be the same as those 
of the 1957-58 U.S. atmospheric tests in the 
Pacific. Similar predictions of the Soviet 
series, however, were found to have been in 
error. One reason was that the Soviets had 
employed "cleaner" weapons than previously. 

Whether or not the United States is simi
larly employing "cleaner" weapons has not 
been disclosed, although Edward Teller, re
ferring to U.S. Pacific tests, said recently· 
that "in the past month we have made a 
great deal of progress in clean bombs." 

SCIENTISTs' BOARD GIVES MILK A 
VOTE 'OF CONFIDENCE 

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, the 
Food and Nutrition Board of the National 
Academy of Science-National Research 
Council has published an important 
statement on "The Nutritional Sig
nificance and Safety of Milk and Milk 
Products in the National Diet." The 
scientific standing and impartiality of 
this Board is beyond question, and its 
pronouncements, therefore, carry a great 
deal of weight. 

Ill its report the Board states: 
In view of the widespread use of milk to 

provide significant portions of recommended 
nutrient intakes, unwarranted depreciation 
of public confidence in milk a.s a food is not 
in the best interests of nutritional health 
of large segments of the population. 

It then surveys the three questions 
which have been raised about milk: 
Radioactivity hazards, saturated fats, 
and pesticide residues. The report con
cludes: 

In view of the foregoing, the Food and 
Nutrition Boord believes that the public can 
be reassured as to the nutritive value, 
wholesomeness and safety o.f milk and 
recommends the -continued use of milk and 
milk products in view of their importance 
as dietary components for meeting recom
mended allowances. 

The Board has repeatedly emphasized the 
nutritlo~al values of the nonfat portion of ' 
milk and has encouraged the use of nonfat 
dry milk. The Board reaffirms this recom
mendation and would further encourage the 
Department of Agriculture and the indus
tries concerned with products containing 
predominantly saturated fats to develop new 
combination products of high nutritive 
quality. With modern technology, milk can 
be viewed as a valuable nutritional resource 
to be adapted for human use in many ac
ceptable and nutritious combinations. 

The Board would also suggest that the non
fat solids could serve better as a .nutritional 
guide for evaluating milk quality than its 
fat content. The Board is pleased to note 
that consumption trends for nonfat milk 
solids from all sources are increasing. 

These recommendations are well 
worth noting. It is unfortunate that 
they did not receive the publicity which 
they merit when they were first pub
lished. I ask unanimous consent that 
the report be printed in the REcORD. 

There being no objection, the 'report 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
THE NUTRITIONAL SIGNIFICANCE AND SAFETY 

OF MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS IN THE NA
TIONAL DIET 

The recommended dietary allowances of 
·. the Food and Nutrition Board have been 
widely accepted as guides for the mainte
nance of good nutrition of healthy persons 
in the United States. The recommended al
lowances can be obtained from many com
binations and variations in food patterns. 
In the United States, some foods have at
tained importance because of their accept
ability and special contributions of certain 
nutrients. 

Among these foods, milk, and milk prod
ucts are prominent because they contribute 
approximately 24 percent of the protein, 76 
percent of the calcium and 47 percent of the 
riboflavin in the national diet. Certain 
groups in the population such as infants, 
children, pregnant women, and lactating 
mothers depend more on milk th~ does the 
average population for meeting their special 
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needs. Fortified fluid and evaporated -milk 
are sources of vitamin D for children and 
adolescents. . . 

In view. of the widespread use o! milk to 
provide significant portions of recomme~ded 
nutrient intakes, unwarranted depreciation 
of public confidence in milk as a food is not 
in the best ·interests of nutritional health 
of large segments of the population. How
ever, cognizance has to be taken of the ef
fects of overindulgence or possible · health 

' hazards and a balanced judgme_nt reached by 
weighing anY- possible risks against the 
health benefits of milk. 

The Food and Nutrition Board has given 
attention to three developments which have 
generated ·some public concern about the 
safety and wholesomeness of 'foods and of 
milk in · particular. These are: (l) Slight 
increase in the content of radionuclides in 
foods, particularly strontiu~-90, as the re
sult of fallout from nuclear testing; (2) The 
possible unfavorable role of saturated fats 
which predominate in milk, meat, and other 
animal food sources as compared with un
saturated fats; and (3) the presence in foods 
of residues of agricultural chemicals used in 
pest control. 

The board's opinion of the current status 
of these problems ts summarized bel_ow: 

1. l\IIILK AND RADIONUCLIDES IN FOODS 

The Food Protection Committee of the 
Food and Nutrition Board has recently issued 
a report, "Radionuclides in Foods," which 
the board has accepted and approved for 
publication. The following paragraph ts 
quoted from this report: , 

"Milk has been the single food item most 
often used for analysis as an indicator of 
environmental radiocontamination. This is 
because milk is produced regularly year
round; is convenient to handle, bulk or ali
quot; can be obtained so as to rep~:esent 
small or large areas; and does contain the 
most .important radiocontaminants. It must 
be emphasized, however, that the· most im:
portant parameter is the level of contamina
tion of the total diet. The use of milk as 
an indicator food does not imply that a de
crease in the consumption of xnilk would re
sult in a decrease of the total Sr90 intake. 
Foods substituted for milk would probably 
result in higher intake of Sr90 because of 
the higher Sr90/Ca ratio in such foods." 

In the light of the above statement, un
less fallout is substantially greater than 
during the past few years or than is antici
pated as a result of recent nuclear weapons 
tests, there would appear to be little basis 
for concern with respect to the strontium 
90 content of milk. 

2. MILK AND SATURATED FAT 

With respect to the wholesomeness of milk 
fat, emphasis must be placed on the propor
tionate contribution of milk to the total fat 
and caloric intake. National statistics indi .. 
cate that fat content of foods marketed in 
the United States averages 146 grams per 
person per day. Of this, fluid whole milk 
and cream contribute 15 grams; butter, 9 
grams; cheese, 3.3 grams; .1ce cream, 2.3 
grams; and other dairy products, 10 grams. 
Thus, at least 27 percent of total fat eaten 
in the United States is milk fat. 

Both experimental and epidemi6Iogical 
evidence suggest that ingestion of milk fat 
and other saturated fats as primary sources 
of dietary fat, in comparison with an in
take 6f equivalent amounts of unsaturated 
fats, is associated with higher serum choles
terol levels. There is statistical association 
between serum cholesterol concentration and 
coronary artery disease in man. There is 
as yet no proof that saturated fat in the 
diet is a cause of atherosclerosis in man 
but there is a growing body of evidence that 
it may be. The questions of how much and 
what kinds of fat can affect the develop
ment of atherosclerosis remain unanswered 

but are subject to very active research and 
continuing review. 

In view of these uncertainties and because 
mlmy faotors are .known -to influence the 
onset and course of this disease, the Food 
and Nutrition Board considers that drastic 
changes in the American diet with respect 
to fat intake cannot be recommended at this 
time. 

3. MILK AND PESTICIDE RESIDUES 

With respect to pesticide residues in milk, 
· concerted efforts over the past few years by 
Federal and State regulatory agencies, ex
tension groups, agricultural organizations, 
industry educational programs to dairy 
farmers and feed producers, et al., have been 
directed to reduce levels ·of residues in milk. 

· Reliable data show that although it is prob
ably not possible to eliminate residues com
pletely, it is possible and practical to pro
duce milk in which residue levels do not 
exceed 0.1 parts per million on a fluid milk 
basis. In view of established tolerances for 
other common foods ranging commonly from · 
7 to 14 parts per million, the level of 0.1 
part per million in milk appears insignifi-

. cant. · 
The Food and Nutrition Board in 1960 is

sued a statement in regard to tolerances 
for pesticide residues in milk. The conclu
sion was as follows: 

"• • • the Food and Nutrition Board be
lives that the present policy that only zero 
tolerances for pesticide residues in milk can 
be permitted is not scientifically justified. 
Regulations would be scientifically sound if 
based on reasonable judgments assuring 
safety in the case of small residues that are 
unavoidable in milk even under the best 
production practices." 

The board reaffirms this conclusion and 
recommends further that finite tolerances 
for aggregate pesticide residues in milk and 
milk products be promptly established under 
the pesticide amendment to the Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act and that such tolerances 
be at the above-mentioned level of 0.1 part 
per million on the basis of fluid milk con
taining 3.5 percent milk fat. 

CONCLUSION 

In view of the foregoing, the Food and Nu
trition Board believes that the public can be 
reassured as to the nutritive value, whole
someness and safety of milk and recommends 
the continued use of milk and milk products 
in view of their importance as dietary com
ponents for meeting recommended allow
ances. 

The Board has repeatedly emphasized the 
nutritional values of the nonfat portion of 
milk and has encouraged the use of nonfat 
dry milk. The Board reaffirms this recom
mendation and would further encourage the 
Department of Agriculture and the indus
tries concerned with products containing 
predominantly saturated fats to develop new 
combination products of high nutritive qual
ity. With modern technology, milk can be 
viewed as a valuable nutritional resource to 
be adapted for human use in many accept
able and nutritious combinations. 

The Board would also suggest that the 
nonfat solids could serve better as a nutri
tional guide for evaluating milk quality than 
its fat content. The Board is pleased to note 
that consumption trends for nonfat milk sol
ids from all sources are increasing. 

AUTHORESS RACHEL CARSON DE-
SCRIBES CONSEQUENCES OF 
WIDESPREAD PESTICIDE USE 
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, 

many of us read and .were moved by 
. Rachel Carson's magnificent book "The 

Sea. Around Us." With the sktU of a 
- great writer, and a profound love and 

understanding of nature, Miss Carson 

described the great world of the-oceans. 
Those who have had the privilege of 
reading ·her -book know -they have un
covered a. literary treasure; which can 
be cherished and reread for years to 
come. 

Now Miss Carson has written a series 
of three articles, which appeared in the 
three most recent issues of the New 
Yorker magazine, under the title ''Silent 
Spiing."· The articles provide a detailed 

· description of the effects of widespread 
use of poisons and pesticides on nature. 
They are a frightening and disturbing 
account of how man, in -a perhaps mis
guided attempt to wipe out certain pests 
and plant diseases, has seriously dis
turbed the ecology of our countryside, 
in some cases causing irreparable dam
age. 

In one of the articles · Miss Carson 
writes: 

As man proceeds toward his announced 
goal of the conquest of nature, he is writing 
a depressing record of destruction--destruc
tion of the earth he inhabits and destruc
tion of the life that shares it with him. 

She describes case after case in which 
the indiscriminate use of pesticides has 
led to the destruction of plant and 
animal life far beyond the intentions of 
the original operation. In cities, towns, 
and vast rural areas, entire animal popu
lations have been eliminated. Miss 
Carson's title, "Silent Spring," refers to 
the chilling fact that in many places so 
many birds have been killed that their 
singing no longer fills the air in spring
time. She writes: 

Over increasingly large areas of the United 
States, spring now comes unheralded by 
the return of the birds, and the early morn
ings, once filled with the beauty of bird 
song, ate strangely silent. This sudden 
silencing of the song of birds, this oblitera
tion of the color and beauty and interest 
they lend to our world, has come about 
swiftly and insidiously. 

Miss Carson shows how the unintended 
damage done by indiscriminate use of 

· poisons frequently follows a common pat
tern. The spray or other substance is 
first applied to "eradicate" a specific 
pest, which in some cases has not even 
been causing much harm. Following 
this whole species of other animals are 
affected by the same poisons, either di
rectly, as the poison reaches them, or 
indirectly, as they feed on the insects 
that have absorbed the poison. Other 
types of animals may then multiply un
checked, since their natural enemies 
have been eliminated. At this point, 
the original pest may "fiareback," hav
ing developed a poison-resistant strain. 
The cycle then begins afresh, as new 
applications of poisons are made in an 
effort to wipe out the pest. In the mean
while, the ecology-the "balance of na
ture"-has been profoundly disturbed. 
While in the long run it might adjust 
to the new conditions, the odds are 
stro:Qg that . each new phase in the ad
justment process would be met by a new 
wave of man-applied poisons. 

What has caused this widespread, 
often indiscriminate use of poisons? Ac
cording to Miss Carson, the certainly 
well-intended pesticide programs of the 
Department of Agriculture and other 
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Federal, State, and local agencies have 
played an important role. She criticizes 
the lack of coordination, foresight, and 
planning in these programs, and gives 
examples of how they can be better con
ducted. 

In the 86th Congress bills were intro
duced in both the House and Senate to 
provide for advance consultation w~th 
the Fish and Wildlife Service and with 
State wildlife agencies before the begin
ning of any Federal program involving 
the use of pesticides or other chemicals 
designed for mass biological controls. 
Hearings were held before the House 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Commit
tee, at which spokesmen for the major 
conservation groups, including the Au
dubon Society, the National Wildlife Fed
eration, and the Wildlife Management 
Institute gave testimony about the un
fortunate consequences resulting from 
indiscriminate use of plant and animal 
poisons. Bills were approved by the 
House Committee and the Senate Com
merce Committee, but unfortunately 
they were not acted on in the House and 
Senate. Miss Carson's article provides 
compelling evidence of the ne~ for ad
ditional guidelines before it is too late. 

IOWA FIRST TO ADOPT LAND 
GRANT PLAN 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, on July 
2 the lOOth anniversary of the signing 
by President Abraham Lincoln of the 
Morrill Land Grant Act will be observed 
I think it well to point out that this will 
be not only a memorable day for the 
United States but- also for my State of 
Iowa, because Iowa was the first State in 
the Union to accept the provisions of the 
measure adopted during the administra
tion of Abraham Lincoln. 

An excellent editorial on that subject 
was published in the June 26 issue of the 
Mason City Globe-Gazette as the lead 
editorial. I ask unanimous consent that 
it be printed at this point in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
(From the Mason City (Iowa) Globe-Gazette, 

June 26, 1962] 
IowA FIRST To ADOPT LAND GRANT PLAN 
The 100th anniversary of the Morrill Land 

Grant Act hM special significance for Iowa. 
Ours WM the first State in the Union to 
accept the provisions of the measure adopted 
during the administration of Abraham Lin
coln. Iowa State is our land-grant univer
sity. 

Even as the Civil War cannon boomed, 
there was a realization among forward-look
ing Americans that our country's best hope 
lay in education. And there was an incipient 
disenchantment with colleges operated on 
classifical British and continental models. 
There was need for a broader base. 

Today that el.iteness is gone. Higher edu
cation has become both more practical and 
more universally available. The Morrill Act 
went a long way toward opening college doors 
to all who can benefit from it and possess 
the wm to meet its demands. A new era in 
education was ushered in. 

Justin S. Morrill, who gave his name to 
the new concept, was a Vermonter. He 
served nearly 50 years in Congress. At his 
side in the fight was Jonathon B. Turner of 
Illinois. President Buchanan frowned on the 

proposal but Lincoln, with a greater vision, 
saw in it a greater America. 

The· Morrill-Turner dream envisioned a 
grant of 30,000 acres of federally owned land 
to each State for each Member of Congress 
from the individual States. This land was 
to be sold (the going price WM $1.25 an 
acre) with the income being used to support 
at least one college in each State. 

Different from the Harvards, Yales, Prince
tons, and Dartmouths, land-grant colleges 
placed major emphasis on professional or 
specialized education. They sought to meet 
the needs of a people just learning how to 
apply the discoveries of science and ad
vancing technology to daily life. 

Their growth has been spectacular. 
Though they number less than 4 percent of 
the Nation's colleges, they enroll a flfth of 
the total number of undergraduate students 
and award nearly two-fifths of all doctoral 
degrees in every field of study. They bulk 
large in the educational picture. 

Along with preparfng young men and wom
en for special contributions to the march 
of progress and higher living standards 
through teaching and research, land-grant 
colleges have accepted the tMk of carrying 
the fruits of college education to persons 
off campus through extension services. 

Iowa State hM been the forefront of this 
movement which has been paid the compli
ment of being copied in other parts of our 
free world. Monday, July 2, the 100th birth
day of the Lincoln signing . of the Morrill 
Land Grant Act will be observed With special 
feeling on the campus at Ames. 

GRAIN -STORAGE AND THE SOL 
ESTES CASE 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, in the 
May 21 issue of the Wall Street Journal 
appeared an excellent article by Joe 
Western, staff reporter for the Journal, 
on the subject of grain storage in general 
and the Sol Estes case in particular. A 
reading of this article will, I am sure, 
persuade one that bigger Government 
paves the way for mismanagement, fa
voritism, and a-shocking disregard for 
the taxpayers' money. I ask unanimous 
consent. that this article be printed in 
the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
[From the Wall Street Journal, May 21, 1962] 
ESTES MESS SEQUEL-PRESSURE RISES FOR BIG 

CHANGES IN HOW UNITED STATES STORES 
SURPLUS GRAIN; CURRYING OF OFFICIAL FA
VOR BLAMED ON STORAGE SPACE GLUT, No 
COMPETITIVE Bms; UNITED STATES AIDS 
ELEVATOR BUILDUP 

(By Joe Western) 
WASHINGTON.-The Agriculture Depart-

' ment is under rising pressure to make major 
changes in its system of deciding who gets 
paid how much for squirreling away surplus 
crops. 

Competitive bidding is one of the possi
bilities now under consideration to cure the · 
ills--already vividly apparent but rated likely 
to grow much worse--of the present storage 
setup. The system now makes · no room for 
competition in storage fees, but instead pays 
a flat 13V2 cents per bushel per year to all 
who help house Government-owned grain; 
just who gets this much-sought business is 
left largely to the judgment of harried civil 
servants scattered around the land. 

Alternative solutions are being scanned, 
too-some of them radically different. 
Sample: Allocate Uncle Sam's cereals to stor
age firms in proportion to their previous role 
in the business--thus giving those who store 
the farm glut, like the farmers who produce 

it, a formalized vested interest in past 
history 

Agriculture officials have by no means 
decided which way to turn; they are certain 
only that the heat is building up. 

HEAT FROM ESTES SCANDAL 
Much of it radiates from the Billie Sol 

Estes scandal-and two congressional in
. vestigations soon will be fanning these 
fiames. Billie plunged into the grain stor
age business just 3 years ago, with the fi
nancial backing of Commercial Solvents 
Corp.; by last year his United Elevators had 
passed more than 8,000 other outfits scram
bling for Government grain, rocketing to 
ninth position in the Nation. Revenues 
measured in mUlions financed an alleged 
effort to rig a monopoly in the west TexM 
fertilizer market--until March 29, when Mr. 
Estes was arrested for having turned to out
right fraud of major finance companies, and 
Billie's bubble burst. 

Senator McCLELLAN'S Investigations Sub
committee has ordered closed-door testimony 
to begin today, and House hearings run by 
Representative FouNTAIN, of North Carolina, 
will soon get ro111ng. 

Yet the Capitol Hill probes are likely to 
show what is already bothering top Agricul
ture officials: that many Mpects of the Estes 
affair merely reflect a far more ponderous 
phenomenon-the sudden emergence of a 
national oversupply of grain storage facil
ities, which seems destined to become in
creasingly painful. Competition for Gov
ernment patronage is intensifying, and so 
long as it cannot be expressed in bidding for 
business on the basis of price it is bound to 
find its outlet in other channels. 

While stoutly insisting that "politics and 
friendship do not move Government grain," 
operating officials of the Department say they 

. are under constant pressure from Congress
men, State and local officials, and the grain 
trade for favors. Frets one key commodity 
official: "Now that grain is getting scarce, 
you ain't seen n.othin' yet when it comes to 
pressure." 

BEHIND THE CHANGE 
To understand the radical change which 

has left the surplus-storage firms suffering 
from a surplus of their own, one must look 
in two directions. 

First, Agriculture Secretary Freeman's 
farm policy aims to slash surplus stocks, and 
thus far it has been succeeding. Govern
ment-owned grain inventories, which swelled 
by over 2 billion bushels during the tenure 
of his GOP predecessor, have been cut back 
by about half a b11lion bushels in the past 
year-leaving 2.5 billion on hand at last 
count on March 31. To accomplish this, the 
Freeman crew has cut back production es
pecially of corn and other feed grains and is 
in the process of sharply curbing wheat. It 
has given away record quantities of food
stuffs, at home and abroad. Exports are ex
pected to reach unprecedented heights this 
year, with all grain sales abroad heavily sub
sidized and about 30 percent of them made 
for unspendable foreign currencies. 

The startling second factor is this: A stor
age construction spree has continued apace
despite the downturn in stuff to be stored
partly by sheer momentum, perhaps, but also 
with active Federal aid and encouragement. 

America's commercial grain storage ca
pacity, which stood at 2.1 billion bushels a 
decade ago, had more than doubled under 
the impetus of growing gluts by the time 
Mr. Freeman started slashing stocks. And 
it merrily continued growing thereafter. 
New fac111ties able to hold 400 million bush
els were approved for Federal use during 
1961, most of this in the last half of the year. 
The Small Business Administration, spurring 
the trend, approved 45 loans for grain 
storage construction between February 1961 
and last month, committing $4.4 million to 
the cause on easy credit terms. Its officials 
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say they have no thought of discontinuing tem of handling its surpluses. Department 
their effort. officials insist they have discovered nothing 

FARME&!'l URGED TO JOI;N .IN 1llegal or astray in the gralli storage J?hase 
of the Estes operations-with the "minor" 

Meanwhile the Department of Agriculture exception that by misrepresenting his net 
is itself pushing with great zeal another worth he made savings of a few thousand 
easy-payment program for building still dollars in bonding fees. They insist they 
more grain storage capacity. This advances did not favor him in allocating grain to 
money to farmers who want to build facill- storage, and that what Government business 
ties on their own land; it dates back to 1949 he did get cost Uncle sam not a dime more 
but the Kennedy administration liberalized than if it had been stored elsewhere. 
terms so a farmer can now borrow from Uncle Yet undoubtedly the Estes techniques of 
Sam 95 percent of a structure's cost at 4 per·- getting Governmep.t storage business were 
cent interest. He can fill it with his own successful; beginning with 6.7 million bush
crop, place this grain under Government loan els of Federal grain in late 1959, he moved 
until the Agriculture Department takes title to 16.1 million bushels in 1960 and 27.3 mil
to it, and thereafter collect storage fees from lion in 1961, and the Estes receivers this 
the Government. The 1961 upshot: Farmer_s spring found themselves holding 33.4 mil
built ·a record 129 million bushels of ca- lion bushels. If you count in extra ware
pacity, more than twice that of 1960. The houses where Estes affiliation remains under 
Department continues to support this pro- debate, his total Government storage r·eached 
gram, on the ground of its direct benefit to about 50 million bushels. And, depending 
farmers. · again on what you count, the Federal star-

Add to an this additional Government- age payments totaled $7 to $8 million over 
storage capacity of nearly a billion bushels the 3 years, of which roughly half was paid 
and it's clear why the days when Govern- last year. 
ment men loaded their grain into railroad A close look suggests that these millions 
cars without knowing whether or where they were by no means pure profit; indeed the 
could find space to store it now seem only a · Estes system of competition was an ex
remote memory. Elevator and warehouse tremely costly one. 
operators are hungry for business, and their Rather surprisingly, only a fraction of 
pangs are particularly acute in the South- Federal storage patronage of the Estes ware
west:and Northwest. houses originated from the Government's 

"Everybody's suffering. We have less than own allocations. Agriculture officials insist 
a million bushels in storage today compared that only about 10 percent of the net growth 
tp 12 million a year ago," declares Thomas in Estes storage can be attributed to their 
Kerr, president of a grain . firm bearing his actually placing Government-owned grain in 
name in Portland, Oreg. A spokesman for his houses. · 

' big Cargill, Inc., laments that an 8 million The remainder entered Estes storage as 
bushel facility it operates under lease from privately owned grain, as security for' Gov
the Portland Commission of Public Docks is ernment price-support loans to producers. 

·on the verge of operating "for love" rather At the end of the loan period, about 1 year, 
than profit, because nowadays it holds more the Government would take over ownership 
empty air than grain. Congressman THOMAS of the grain-leaving it in Billie Sol's houses 
PELLY, representing the . neighboring State and beginning to pay him the set storage 
of Washington, protests that while Estes' fees. · 
grain storage business boomed, hdldings of LURING PRIVATE GRAIN 
warehousemen in his State fell from 34 mil- So the way Mr. Estes got hold of most . 
lion bushels to only 3 million. Government grain was to lure it into his 

In California, the loss of most Government facilities while it was still technically private 
business. has cut the revenues of elevator grain. To do this, he made remarkably co~t
companies by an average of around 40 pe~- ly deals, there being no Federal rule reqmr
cent, according to one national grain con- ing private owners of grain to pay as high 
cern. storage fees as the Government does. · 

In Texas, Commissioner John C, White of Starting in 1960, according to testimony 
the State department of agriculture declares before a Texas court of inquiry, Mr. Estes 
some grain storage operations are completely offered farmers up to 120 days free storage 
empty and the average elevator is only half --to induce them to put their Government
full-leaving many storage concerns finan- loan grain in his facilities . while awaiting 
cially squeezed. A Federal o_fficial says some Federal takeover. And by many accounts, 
are "in acute d~stress." Frank Higinbothall,l, related by C. H. Moseley, director of the 
president of the Texas Feed Grain Associa- Agriculture Department's storage operations 
tion, says so far as he knows the Estes in- in the Southwest, Billie Sol also boosted his 
solvency is unique; but at leas~ one grain storage business by offering farmers fertilizer 
storage executive, Roy Burrus of Plainview, is at prices below cost--though that maneuver 
predicting, "There's going to be lots of ele- allegedly was aimed simultaneously at driv-
vators in trouble." . ing competitors out of the fertilizer ·market. 

Expansion of facilities has swept through But the bulk of the business seems to have 
the State; those approved for Government been drawn not straight from the farmers 
storage soared from 353 million bushels at but from smaller independent storage oper
the start of 1958 to 722 million by early 1961 ators, the country stations scattered in 
and 880 million by the beginning of this year. small towns. Testimony before the court 
But Billie Sol was at the forefront of the of inquiry is that these, too, were offered free 
building jamboree and in aggressive bidding storage. Under such a system, a small oper-
for business. · ator could fill up with local grain and accept 

HANDY PANIC BUTTON the producers' storage fees, but then ship 
to Estes and have room in his own bins for 

"We didn't store even one carload of milo another batch . . 
(a variety of grain sorghum) last year, for _ 
the first time in 40 years," says C. L. Moore, 
general manager of Burrus ·Elevators. 
"That's how effective Billie Sol Estes' compe
tition was." Another storage man points to 
a device hanging on his office wall, ·_Iabeled 
"panic button." Says he: "I've sure needed 
that thing in the last couple of years." 

The techniques Billie Sol used in getting 
storage business are worthy of detailed analy
sis . because they 'illustrate the :forms of 
competition permitted or even encouraged 
by the Agriculture Department's present sys-

OTHER. INDUCEMENTS CLAIMED 
Assertedly this was only one of numerous 

inducements. Grain Association President 
Higinbotham, who doubles as vice president 
of Goodpasture Grain & Milling Co. in Lub
bock, declares that Estes houses pa:td out 
$50 to $100 ~;~. carload for country-station 
patronage. ·"We had kept pretty competitive 
with him, but we stopped short of kicking 
back cash,'' he remarks. As further bait, 
competitors assert ·the Estes houses readily 
accepted grain with high moisture content, 

I 

absorbing the costly weight-loss involved in 
drying it to meet Federal standards for price
prop loans. · · 

Whatever the precise Incentives offered, Mr. 
Estes had his warehouses 14.9 percent filled 
with loan grain at the time of his arrest
this on top of the 43.4 percent filled with 
Government-owned grain. A few days later 
that 14.9 percent also ·became Government
owned, because April Fools' Day was Uncle 
Sam's "takeover" date for loan grain. ·But 
the remaining 41.7 percent of Estes capacity 
stood empty both before and after the take
over; for all practical purposes Billie Sol 
dealt only in grain owned by the Government 
or headed for Government ownership-and 
even his expensive super _salesmanship could 
not fill his space. c • 

One of his difficulties was that competi
tors were using many of the same techniques. 
"It wasn't only United Elevators, but just 
about everybody else· around here was keep
ing milo free," says farmer Edgar Brown, 
who tills 350 acres south of Plainview. The 
Agriculture Department's regional storage 
boss, Mr. Moseley, declares, "It's widespread 
practice out here to tell a farmer 'I'll give 

·you free storage until loan maturity if 
you'll bring your grain to me'." He adds he 
even knows of a warehouseman who gives 
gold bond trading stamps "just as a busi
ness getter." 

Striving to outgrab his rivals, Billie Sol 
was ta~ing other costly steps at the time his 
empire collapsed. According to court of .in
quiry testimony, he was building pickup 
stations closer to the farmers than competi
tors' facilities, "as part of an overall plan to 
try to corner the market on grain." Says 
Mr. Burrus: "He was trying to wipe me out 
completely. He was building one loading 
station 6 miles north of mine, another 6 
miles south, another 8 miles west and 5 
miles north; he laid a foundation for one 
12 miles west, and he leased land for a fifth 
one 6 miles east. He wanted to have a load
ing station every 6 miles on every paved 
road in this part of the country." 

INCENTIVE TO GRAB GRAIN 
The whole pattern shows that the Agri

culture Department's fixed flat fees serve as 
an incentive for warehouse firms to go to 
great lengths to grab grain while it is still 
privately owned; the hope is that no-profit 
deals with farmers and country elevators 
will pay off when the grain is turned over 
to the Government and the Federal stor
age fees start flowing. But whether the 
Estes storage operation· showed any overall 
profit seems dubious. 

Billie Sol had assigned his Federal storage 
revenues to Commercial Solvents Corp., 
which was backing his expansion both in 
the warehousing and in fertilizer sales. The 
confusion of his finances also involved cot
ton growing, which the Agrlculture Depart
ment has ruled in violation of its rules, and 
alleged bilking of finance companies through 
intricate transactions that included mort
gages on nonexistent fertilizer tanks. 

Whether or not Billie Sol received any 
"favors" from politicians or civil servants
and the Government insists none llave been 
proved as yet-he was unquestionably add
ing thousands of dollars to his overhead 
through kindnesses to such officials. Items: 

' Contributions to living expenses of Assist
ant Secretary of Labor Jerry Holleman, since 
resignea. Gifts to radio expenses of Senator 
RALPH YARBOROUGH, Democrat, of Texas. 
Free long-distance credit•card phone calls 
for James Ralph, · first demoted from the 
post ·of Assistant Secretary of Agriculture 
and then fired. 

There are hints· of more revelations to 
come. In Texas testimony, Frank Cain, at-' 
torney for Pa.Cific Finance Co.; one of the 
companies allegediy·defrauded by Mr. Estes, 
related a conversation in which Billie Sol 
in ttma ted· bfg payoffs. 
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TESTIMONY ABOUT ALLEGED PAYOFF 

The talk was one which occurred before 
Billie Sol was exposed, and according to Mr. 
Cain portions of it ran like this: 

Mr. CAIN. "Now listen, there is one thfng 
that is bothering me. You remember the 
other day when you said, 'I've got a com
mitment for $40,000.' Now that was pay
off wasn't it?" 

Mr. ESTES. "Yes." 
Mr. CAIN. "Well, now, have you got to keep 

up these kinds of payoffs to keep these stor
ages; these terminals full?" 

Mr. EsTES. "Oh, yeah, I have to do that." 
Mr. CAIN. "Just how much money are we 

talking about. How much money will it 
take for these payoffs?" 

Mr. EsTES. "A hundred · thousand to two 
hundred thousand dollars ·a year." 

Whether such payoff talk embodied fact or 
fiction, the Agriculture Department insists 
the proportion of his storage capacity filled 
with Federal grain was a few percentage 
points lower than the average of other Texas 
houses. Agriculture officials agree he received 
grain transferred from Kansas · and other 
Midwest houses, but declare this was a nor
mal movement to clear Midwest elevators 
for oncoming crops by moving grain toward 
gulf ports for export-and that Mr. Estes got 
less than his proportionate share. 

Texas Attorney General Will Wilson has 
charged "obvious favoritism" in the bonding 
required at Mr. Estes' federally licensed ware
houses. Billie Sol was required to be bonded 
for $700,000; in contrast, his receivership has 
been faced with a bond requirement of $10 
million. Federal officials explain that the 
former was based on a financial statement 
that seemingly demonstrated Mr. Estes' net 
worth to be in excess of $12 million, the lat
ter on red-ink calculatings in the neighbor
hood of $32 million. 

Early in 1961 Mr. Estes was ordered to in
crease his bond to $1 million, but the order 
was rescinded after he went to Washington 
to plead his case. "It appears that if Estes 

. had been required to increase his bond, he 
could not have done it," argues cigar-chewing 
Texas Investigator Richard Wells. "The 
bonding company would have required a cer
tified audit and Estes' affairs were no:t in a 
position to undergo such a searching exami
nation." Agriculture officials dispute this 
logic, figuring that if Billie Sol h ad fooled 
so many big corporate financial experts, he \ 
could have fooled one more. But .they've 
switched top men in the Washington Divi
sion ch~rged with reviewing bonding. 

Searching for more basic reforms, the De
partment has completed a survey of 100 
warehouses-their costs and operations. 
Objective: To help find an improved system 
for distribution of the Government grain-

. storage patronage. Though factual findings 
are under lock and key, past congressional 
hearings have developed testimony that the 
13% cents a bushel paid annually by the · 
Government isn't closely geared to actual 
costs of the warehousing firms. The latter 
vary widely-assertedly anywhere from 5 
cents to 21 cents; a major factor has been 
technological change. Mr. Estes and others 
have mostly been building not the expensive 
concrete elevators whose vertical cylinders 
have traditionally punctuated the prairie 
horizon but a new inexpensive sort of "fiat" 
storage-large one-story structures where 
grain is moved ~bout with conveyor belts. 

In theory, the Government could solve the 
allocation problem, and save taxpayer money, 
by conc-entrating all its business in low-cost 
facilities. . This could be done by throwing 
Federal patronage . open to competitive 

·bidding, officials say, but they stew over the 
difficulties involved in handling thousands of 
contracts-and wonder how they ·might deal 
with a low bid from -a distant warehouse, 
which might run up high transport charges. 
As an alternative, the 13%-cent storage pay
ment might be cut to some lower ·figure (back 

in 1960, after congressional inquiries into 
"profiteering" scandals, it was cut from an 
average 16% cents). Bither course, it's 
figured, would bring screams from much of 
the storage industry. 

An opposite approach could try to be "fair" 
to every warehouse, granting future govern
mental business according to the historical 
pattern of patronage in some base period. 
Officials shudder at the complexities of thus 
fossilizing their patronage; in the- days when 
storage was scarce, they gave business to al
most anybody with a roof for rent and some 
with only tents. "We'd find ourselves giving 
half-bushel allocations to some of .these," 
muttered an official. 

The Fountain committee, if it runs true to 
form, will blister the Department for failure 
to use federally owned storage facilities, 
which now stand_ nearly half empty. But 
altering this pattern would apparently re
quire Congress to change present law, which 
forces the Department to utilize the "usual 
and customary * * * facilities • "' • of 
trade and commerce." And officials note it 
would intensify the scramble by commercial 
storage firms for the business remaining. 

Another approach which would require leg
islation-and which is said to attract some 
of the congressional investigators-would be
the outlawing .of the special inducements 
offered by storage firms to lure the farmer
owned grain destined for Government owner
ship. The task of policing such rules would 
be awesome. 

Surveying all the possibilities, Agriculture 
experts dismally conclude that a quick and 
easy solution to the surplus-warehouse prob
lem is no closer' at hand than a sure cure for 
the surpl

1
us-crop problem. · 

GRAIN SHORTAGES 
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, in con

nection with the current interest in the 
mismanagement and favoritism of the 
Department of Agriculture in the Sol 
Estes case, other grain storage shortage 
cases are coming to light. In the June· 
17 issue and again in the June 24 issue 
of the Des Moines Register are 
articles by Mr. Nick Kotz concerning 
grain shortages discovered by the Iowa 
Commerce Commission· and which make 

· it more clear than ever that the Depart
ment of Agriculture must see to it that 
those who store Government grain are 
adequately bonded-which certainly has 
not always been the case. I ask unani
mous consent that these articles be 
printed in the . RECORD. 

There being no objection, the articles 
were ordered to be printed in the REc
ORD, as follows: 
(From the Des Moines (Iowa) Register, June 

24, 1962] 
FIND THREE NEW CORN SHORTAGES 

(By Nick Kotz) 
Iowa Commerce Commission inspectors 

discovered three new corn shortages last 
week in State-licensed warepouses storing 

· U.S. Department of Agriculture grain. 
Commerce commission officials said that 

discovery of three shortages in 1 week is 
unusual but that their inspectors frequently 
turn up relatively small shortages. 

In most cases, the initial discovery of a 
shortage results in the action taken in one 

. case last week. 
In that case the warehouse op.erator ad

mitted he might have J:>een aJ:>"out 5,000 
bushels short . of the 100,000 bushels he was 

· suppose(! to have in his bins. 
" He avert~d suspension of his warehouse 
license · by paying the Commodity Credit 
Corporation of the U.S. Agriculture· Depart-

ment for about 6,300 bushels of corn. He 
thereby reduced his total storage liab1lity 
which consists mostly of Government corn. 

Commerce commission officials say they 
make at least two inspections before sus
pending a license. After :the first inspection 
reveals a shortage, most warehousemen 
either purchase some Government grain they 
are supposed to be storing or else buy grain 
to replenish their bins. 

In another case last week, the unusual 
happened. The commerce commission sus
pended the license· of J. W. Robie's Ellston 
Elevator at Ellston, Iowa, after several in
spections showed a shortage 'of 6,174 bushels 
of corn. · 

Officials said Robie should have had 25,821 
bushels of corn, all owned by the Govern
ment. 

The commission scheduled a hearing July 
16 to determine whether to revoke Robie's 
State warehouse license permanently. 

At revocation hearings, the· commission 
sometimes renews a license if missing grain 
has been replaced and the commission is 
satisfied with the warehouse operator's ex
planation of the shortage. 

In a third case last week, commerce com
mission inspectors found a 10,000-bushel 
shortage in bins of a warehouse operator 
holding receipts for 66,000 bushels. 

Commerce commission officials said this 
warehouse operator's license would be sus
pended Monday if the shortage still exists. 

The commission has suspended four ware
house licenses this year because of grain 
shortages. 

About 1;1-00 warehouses are presently li
censed by the commission under provisions of 
the Iowa bonded warehouse law. 

This law is designed to protect the in
terests of persons who store their grain in 
licensed warehouses. 

[From the Des Moines (Iowa) Register, 
June 24, 1962) 

FIND SIX IOWA WAREHOUSES SHY OF GRAIN 
(By Nick Katz) 

Iowa Commerce Commission inspectors 
discovered six new warehouse grain short
ages last week as they started a crackdown 
against warehouses which previously had 
barely been passing inspections. 

Two of ten shortages discoyered the last 
2 weeks have resulted in suspension of 
bonded warehouse licenses by the commerce 
commission. 

The commission has suspended the li
censes of the Farmers Cooperative Eleva".;or 
at Sibley and the Ellston Elevator at Ellston. 

Commerce Commission Chairman Harold 
E. Hughes said he· felt most of the 10 recent 
shortages were not · deliberate but resulted 
from failure of warehousemen to compen-
sate for corn shrinkage. · 

A volume of stored corn normally shrinks 
by about 1 percent over a period of time. 

EFFECTS GREATER 
The effects of shrinkage on total corn 

storage have been greater as the Commodity 
Credit Corporation of the Agriculture De
partment has been canfng in a large per
centage of Government corn stored in ware
houses, commission officials said. 

For example, the effects of shrinkage on 
500,000 bushels of corn would be greatly 
magnified after 400,000 bushels were shipped 
to the Government. 

Both State and Federal officials have pre
viously told warehousemen they should make 
continual adjustments for shrinkage and :::or 
spoiled · corn removed · from their bins. 

"I feel that more than 99 percent of Iowa 
warehousemen are people trying to comply 
with Federal and State rules," said Com

·m.erce Commissioner Hughes. "By .and large, 
the warehouse industry is a good one, doing 
a good .public service for the people of Iowa. 

· There are a few .violators who give a . bad 
name to the entire industry.'! 
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About 1,100 wareholises in Iowa are 

licensed by the Iowa Commerce Commission. 
Many of these store Government corn. 

PURPOSE OF LAW 

Purpose of the Iowa bonded warehouse law 
administered by the State commerce com
mission is to protect the int.erests of persons 
storing grain and of , lending institutions 
making loans with stor.ed grain as collateral. 
. Commerce commission inspectors give a 
generous 10-percent allowance to al.l ware
housemen for grain "pack" (settling of grain 
in bins). Actual pack varies but seldom 
amounts to 10 percent. · 

The commerce commission is now making 
close checks on wareho_usemen . w:P.o in the 
past year have been .passing inspections only 
by grace of the full 10-percent allowance for 
pack. 

Within the tolerance of a 10-percent pack 
allowance, it is possible for warehousemen to 
speculate with a small amount of the grain 
they are supposed to be storing, commission 
officials said. 

Inspectors for the Agriculture Department, 
however, are supposed to compute actual 
pack. Therefore, their inspections theo
retically permit the warehousemen less toler
ance in having the proper amount of grain 
on hand. 

SIXTY MILLION BUSHELS 

About 60 million bushels of Government 
corn are now stored in Iowa county ware
houses under supervision of both the State 
and Federal Government. 

The six shortages discovered last week by 
the commerce commission ranged from 500 
to 8,000 bushels after allowance for 10-per
cent pack. 

The commerce commission will decide this 
week whether to suspend licenses of any of 
these warehouses. 

In some cases, the warehousemen have 
eliminated shortages by purchasing some of 
~he receipts for Government corn they were 
storing. 

The Commodity Credit Corporation in the 
last few weeks has been requirin'g an inspec .. 
tion of a warehouse before permitting the 
warehouseman to purchas·e his Government 
corn receipts. · 

The Agriculture Department is taking this 
measure when a shortage has, been reported. 
Purpose of the inspection is to determine 
whether the shortage resulted from shrinkage 
or from conversion of Government corn. 

Interest in warehouse grain shortages in 
Iowa has increased in recent weeks after dis
closure that Alex V. Barbour, Jr., of Knox
ville, continued to steal large quantities of 
Government corn after the Iowa Commerce 
Commission had revoked his license for a 
smaller grain theft. · 

Jr. Hays took no- action and the Federal 
Government took no action to seal the ware
house until almost all the grain was gone. 

"The bad thing about this whole Barbour 
mess is that it is a slap in the :race to the 
several hundred warehousemen that are op
erating on a legitimate basis," said Ware
house Superintendent Dick. "This makes it 
difficult for them to secure warehouse bonds." 

The U.S. Government is now involved in 
a court case involving the bond of another 
Iowa warehouse operator who stole Govern
ment grain. 

SENTENCED IN 1960 

Martin Vust, former operator of the Cor
rectionville Elevator and Mill at Correction
ville, received a 15-month Federal prison 
sentence in 1960 for theft of Government 
grain from his elevator. 

The Iowa Commerce Commission discov
Vust's license in July 1960, after its inspec
tors reported Vust was 70,644 bushels short 
of the 214,524 bushels required to be in his 
warehouse. 

The U.S. Agriculture Department claims a 
loss ·or 72,654 bushels of corn and is attempt
ing to collect a $58,000 bond Vust had with 
Merchants Mutual Bonding Co. of Des 
Moines. 

Merchants Mutual has refused to pay on 
the basis of a Federal court ruling that the 
type of bonds used at that time could not be 
collected by the Government. Iowa law has 
since been changed to include the Federal 
Government in grain bonds. 

Both the Iowa and Federal Governments 
are presently involved in another large grain 
shortage case at the Larson Grain Co., Inc., 
of Council Bluffs. 

The Iowa Commerce Commission discov
ered an initial shortage in March of this 
year and suspended the warehouse license. 

TWENTY-TWO THOUSAND SHORT 

The Agriculture Department has been tak
ing its grain from the warehouse. Iowa offi
cials said the warehouse is now showing a 
·shortage of about 22,000 bushels, with about 
69,000 bushels left in it. Most of the 91,GOO-

. bushel liability is Government corn. 
Other licenses suspended by the Iowa 

Commerce Commission this year for corn 
shortages were: 

Berry Seed Co., of Boone, for a shortage of 
9,200 bushels. Officials of the company then · 
voluntarily canceled the warehouse license. 

Fayette Soybean Mill of Fayette !or a 
shortage of 6,337 bushels out of a liability 
of 31,462. Commerce Commission officials 
said owners of the mill purchased receipts 
from Commodity Credit to eliminate the 
shortage and then voluntarily canceled the 
State warehouse license. 

Barbour has just started a prison sentence BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
!or theft of Governnt>nt corn. The FBI and 
other Government ~gencies have begun _a Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, this 
large-scale investigation on into the Bar- afternoon during the debate on the debt 
bour case. 

How HE Dm IT . , limitation bill, considerable discussion 
The FBI will seek to learn how Barbour occurred about the problem of the deficit 

continued grain thefts while he was being . in our balance of payments with respect 
investigated by the Agriculture Department· to European nations. There appear tO 
and what he has done with proceed$ from be two schools .of thought on the subject, 
stolen corn. at least with respect to deficit spending 

Wallace Dick, superintendent of the Iowa by the Federal Government. One school 
:commerce Commission's warehouse division, of thought is expressed by _ economists 
·said the Barbour · case · points up the need '. and financiai expeit;s on 'the, payroll of 

• ~~u·s~t~:~~thening the .Iowa bonded ware- the New Frontier. Naturally tho'se in-

·At present the commission's regulatory au- dividuals, with rare exceptions, issue 
thbrity stops after it has revoked a license. statements and reach conclusions which 
Ditk said the. authority should continue indicate that deficit spending and ir
untn all grain is removed from the storage responsible fiscal policy are riot of such 
facHities of ·the revoked license and delivered great concern to us with respect to the 
to the people it belongs to. palance-of-payments problem. 

After revoking Barbour's license, the com- An article published in the Wall Street 
merce commission issued warnings to the , . 

· ~griculture Department and sent informa- ~ournal on June 21 recites the view-
. tion !or a possible state criminal charge . P<>fnts .that are typic~;~.l of that scli09l 

to Marion County Attorney Norman Hays, of thought. . 

Also on June 21 the Wall Street Jour
nal published an article presenting the 
viewpoints of those on the other side of 
the issue. It iS an article written by 
William Henry Chamberlin which sets 
forth a banker's view that cheap money 
is the basic cause of the balance-of
payments deficit. 

I ask unanimous consent that the two 
articles be printed in the RECORD. They 
present divergent viewpoints which I be
lieve the public should have in order to 
make up its own mind as to who is right 
and who is wrong. 

There being no objection, the articles 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
TREASURY OFFICIALS AsSERT BUDGET DEFI

CITS WON'T HURT DoLLAR IF SPENDING Is 
LIMITED 

Two top Treasury officials said new Federal 
budget deficits won't necessarily impair for
eign confidence in the dollar, but they 
warned the red ink must not stem from 
uncontrolled spending. 

Treasury Under Secretary Robert Roosa, 
testifying in Washington before the Senate 
Banking Committee, said a deficit caused by 
tax cuts wouldn't alarm European financiers 
unless accompanied by higher spending. 

And in Atlanta, Treasury Under Secretary 
Henry Fowler said European bankers are not 
seriously worried about current U.S. budget 
policy "provided it is discipltned and con
trolled and is not allowed to contribute to 
an inflationary surge." 

The Kennedy administration sought tore
assure Europeans of the dollar's continued 
stability last January · by proposing a bal
anced budget in the 1963 fiscal year that 
starts next month. But a failure of the 
economy to rise fast enough to produce tar
.geted revenues has since made a deficit al-' 
most certain. And the deficit may be deep
ened still more by administration plans to 
recommend a January 1 cut in individua:l 
and corporate tax rates, with much of the 
revenue impact spilling over into fiscal 1964. 

SIZE OF DEFICITS STRESSED 

Treasury officials ~gree with other admin
istration advocates of expansionary budget 
policies that more deficits won't necessarily · 
cause European bankers to lose confidence in 
the dollar's stability and cause a run on U.S. 
gold reserves. But the Treasury clearly hopes 
to keep the deficits as small as possible, ex
plaining to European dollar owners that 
they were incurred through tax measures in
tended to bolster U.S. long-term economic 
strength. 

Mr. Roosa, who specializes in money and 
debt matters, told the Senate committee the 
forthcoming tax reduction might bolster con-

, fidence in the dollar "if it were clear that this 
was related to an incentive program that 
gave great promise in the future for cost 
reduction as well as expansion." 

· But he implied that if there were an ac
, companying increase in fiscal 1963 Federal 
· spend~ng beyond the $92.5 billion originally 
budgeted, some European holders of dollar:;; 
;might be induced to exchange them for gold. 

· He suggested that European financiers would 
much prefer a ceiling on Federal spending 
to' a ceiling on Federal debt. ' 

, PAYMENTS DEFICIT 

Foreign confidence in the dollar, he ar
_gued, depends mainly on a steady :reduction 

. of the current U.S. deficit in its international 
payments accompanied by fiscal responsi
b111ty on the part of the Government. The 

-payments deficit occurs because the United 
. States spends more abroad for imports, de
. !ens.e, foreign .aid and . private business in
. ve.stments than it earns back from . exports, 
profits on investments . and other sources. 

. The balance..-o:f-payments deficit, which 

.•. 
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totaled $2.5 billion last year, builds up for
eign holdings of dollars which eventually 
can be exchanged for the Treasury's gold. 
The administration's goal ls to close the pay
ments deficit gap by the end of next year, 
while convincing fqreigners that it's safe to 
hold on to their dollar's instead of asking 
for gold. · · 

Mr. Roosa said the Treasury hopes the bal
ance-of-payments deficit for calendar 1962 
will contract to- around $1.5 billion, and be 
no more than $2 billion at the worst. This 
would compare with a $2.5 billton deficit for 
1961 and $3.9 billion for 1960. 

Ironically, U.S. authorities suspect that, 
despite a narrowing in the payments deficit, 
there· may be a heavier loss of gold this year 
than the $857 million sold to foreigners last 
year. This would result froni the reversal 
of 1961's flow .of dollars and other currencies 
from Britain to c~mtine.ntal Europe. The re
turn of these reserves to Britain is deemed 
likely to cause greater gold purchases from 
the Treasury by the Bank of England, which 
traditionally keeps a high percentage of its 
reserves in gold. 

Mr. Roosa said the Treasury hopes total 
gold ~les this year will be less than $1 
billion, about the same or somewhat higher 
than last year's $857 million loss but well be
low 1960's flow of $1.7 billion. 

CONCERN ABOUT PRICE STABILITY 

Under Secretary Fowler, the Treasury's 
No.2 man, addressed a conference of south
ern businessmen in ~tlanta arranged by the 
Commerce Department and Georgia com
munity leaders. While Mr. Fowler said 
European bankers aren't greatly concerned _ 
about U.S. budgets, he said there is con
siderable European worry about U.S. price 
stabillty. He stressed that stable prices are 
needed to bolster export earnings that offset 
American spending abroad, and he warned 
that stability is especially critical in the 
year ahead. 

"Without question, at least for the next 12 
months, some self-restraint and possibly 
some sacrifice is called for to avoid excessive 
wage or price increases at this very sensi
tive time when our economy is moving to
ward full employment and an equilibrium in 

' our balance of payment. This means, in 
blunt terxns, that both management and 
labor, acting on a voluntary basis, should 
content themselves with somewhat less than 
they believe the market will bear." 

The Treasury official ·recalled that steel 
companies in April cited the need for mod
ernization funds as a main reason for their 
unsuccessful effort to raise prices. "There 
are other ways of financing modernization 
besides price increases, however, ways which 
would not damage the economy as wide
spread price increases might," he said. He 
said the administration's proposed tax 
credit for new investment, now pending in 
the Senate, would produce one source of 
modernization funds. 

VOWS NOT TO DEVALUE DOLLAR 

Mr. Fowler's speech contained a strong 
affirmation of the administration's vow not 
to devalue the dollar by raising the $35-an
ounce price at which the Treasury buys and 
sells gold: "We are convinced beyond the 
shadow of a doubt that it is absolutely essen
tial that the doll~r be maintained in a fixed 
relationship to gold, and that we continue 
to offer gold for sale at the fixed price of $35 
an ounce." 

Treasury officials have been reciting this 
pledge more often lately, due to repeated 
European rumors reaching Washington of 
possible dollar devaluation. The belief that 
the United States eventually will be forced 
to raise the price of gold has spurred ·a sus
tained price rise in gold mining shares on 
the stock market while . most other stock 
prices have declined in recent weeks. Mr. 
Fowler did not discuss the price rise i:p. 
mining stock in his speech. Commerce .Bee-

retary Hodges; asked about it later in . a 
question session at the Atlanta conference, 
said he sees "nothing to worry about."· 

Mr. Hodges mainly discussed the domestic 
economy,. saying there's no reason to change 
his forecast of "rising business activity well 
into 1963." He long ago conceded, however, 
that the economy won't reach its original 
second-quarter target, which called for out
put of goods and services at an annual rate 
of $565 billion. 

Still he said he thinks a second-quarter 
gross national product rate of $555 billion 
now being predicted by some private econ
omists "sounds too low." 

Mr. Hodges minimized any a dverse effects 
of the stock market drop on consumer senti
ment. "These losses are mostly paper 
losses, and I think that generally speaking 
consumer purchases will hold up well," he 
said. "It's time people stopped talking about 
what the stock market is doing and started 
talking about their own business." 

CHEAP MONEY-A BANKER SAYS IT' S BASIC 
CAUSE OF PAYMENTS BALANCE DEFICIT 

(By William Henry Chamberlin) 
Maintenance of the exchange stability of 

the American dollar and stoppage of the 
steady outflow of gold to foreign lands, 
mostly in Europe, have bec()me matters of 
national and international concern. · 

The situation may be briefly summarized 
as follows: There has been a practically con
tinuous deficit in America's balance of pay
ments since 1950, amounting in all to $24 
billion, $14 billion of this since the end of 
1957. About $8 billion has been converted 
into gold, a ioss of about one-third of 
America's forzher gold reserve. About. $18 
billion of short-term liabilities to foreigners 
have accumulated, including about $10 bil-

. lion to banks which have wholly or partly ' 
adopted the gold exchange standard. Since 
the end of 1957 there has been a growing 
tendency to convert dollars into gold. 

All sorts of remedies for this situation 
-have been suggested and some have been 
tentatively advanced: Reduction of import
free allowances for tourists, pushing of our 
foreign exports, a proposal in the tax bill 
now pending in Congress to create less favor
able tax conditions for American companies 

·operating abroad. 
TALK OF DEVALUATION 

Some economists favor what they call a 
selective devaluation of the dollar. This 
would mean that the present pripe of gold 
would be doubled, from $35 to $70. Most for
eign countries would most probably follow 
along, so that the relationship between cur
rencies would not be changed; but advo
cates of this measure hope that some of the 
countries with harder currencies, such as 
West Germany, Switzerland, and Belgium, 
would raise their gold buying price by some 
lesser proportion, say 90 percent, thereby 
making these currencies more expensive and 
creating more equilibrium in the U.S. 
balance of payments. Financial otn
cial circles in Washington are strongly 
oppose~ to devaluation, arguing that it would 
create more problems than it would solve, 
would gravely undermine America's position 
of financial leadership and perhaps usher in 

_ an era of near-chaos in financial exchanges. 
One prominent New York banker is in

clined to brush aside as irrelevant most of 
the proposed remedies with . the conte:t;ltion 
that there is only one basic cause and one 
basic cure for the weakness of the dollar. 
This is John Exter, senior vice president of 
the First National Ci~y Ban~ o_f New York, 
whose background of experience includes a 
stint of teaching econom,ics at Harvard, and 
service with the Federal Reserve before he 
~ook. up his present position. He is, therjl-

. fore, able to look at the problem from . the 
triple vlewpoint of an economist, a Govern
ment financial expert, and a private banker. 

He laid h,is views on the . line as follows in 
a recent address before the Economic Club 
of Detroit: 

"There is a lot of mystique about this 
balance-of-payments deficit, a lot of confu
sion, particularly of cause and effect, and a 
lot of wishful thinking about how to get 
rid of it. When you sweep it all away it is 
much simpler than it looks. A balance-of
payments deficit is ·Caused by monetary pol
icy alone. It is a question of creating too 
much money." 

Referring to the Federal Reserve open 
m arket buying and raising of reserve re
quirements as turning a faucet on and off, 
Mr. Exter saw 'a cause-and-effect connection 
between the Federal Reserve purchase of $6 
billlon of American Government securities 
since the end of 1957 and the loss of $6 bil
lion in gold during this same time. 

Balance-of-payments deficits, in Mr . . Ex
ter's opinion, 'do not just happen. They 
must be financed and the only way in which 
they can be financed over long periods is by 
a central bank. He pointed to the French 
experience, where the "faucet" was turned 
off at the· end of 1958 and the franc, from 
one of the weakest, became one of the 
strongest currencies of Western Europe. 
Great Brl.tain achieved a similar result by 
establishing a 7-percent bank rate in July 
1961, thereby nipping in the bud a threaten
ing weakness in the pound. 

OPPOSES PROTECTIONIST STEPS 

Analyzing measures designed to reduce or 
correct the balance-of-payments deficit, Mr. 
Exter opposed such negative and protection
ist steps as prohibiting Americans from 
holding gold abroad, tying foreign aid and 
military expenditures to purchases in the 
United States and legislation restricting the 
use of "tax havens." (Incidentally, Dr. 
Emilio Collado, vice president and, director 
of Standard Oil Co. of :ijew Jersey, subJected 
the provisions of the pending tax bill .which 
would discourage investment in developed 
countries to far-reaching .criticism in a talk 
at the commencement ceremonies of the 
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, of 
Tufts University. Dr. Collado maintained 
that these provisions are in flat contradic
tion with the generally liberal character of 
the administration's trade expansion bill.) 

· Mr. Exter took a more favorable view of 
.such measures as export promotion, use of 
Government influence to damp down wage 
and price increases, pressing for foreign 
military procurement in the United States 
and for the removal of foreign 'restrictions 
on American imports. But he warned that 
all this would be of no avail so long as a 
cheap money policy prevailed. He said: · 

"Sometimes I am more concerned about 
the kind of measures we take iri the name 
of correcting the deficit than by the G.eficit 
itself. We fight creeping inflation,· but with 
creeping intervention, protectionism, and 
control." 

He ended with this appeal for sound 
money: 

"The great leaders of history have seen 
the importance of sound money. In our 
time Adenauer and Erhard saw it and 
worked the German miracle. De Gaulle saw 
it and revitalized France. In Italy Einaudi 
saw it. In Austria ·Kamitz saw it. Let us 
see 1t, too, and bring new life and growth 
in America." 

One obvious objection to higher interest 
rates in the present situation is that this 
might check an economic recovery already 
endangered by the fall of values on the stock 
exchange. It may also be argued that 
American and European conditions are dif
ferent, and that other factors besides Mr. 
Exter's "faucet" have much to do with 
America's balance-of-payments difficulties. 
But .at least his is a clear, consistent voice, 
identifying what he considers the primary 
source of danger to dollar stabillty and pro
posing a remedy. 
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·HOUSE VOTE ON THE FARM BILL 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, it takes 
courage for members of the press today 
to report facts and maKe comments 
critical of the President and his ad
ministration. It is not right that this is 
so, but that is the way things are being 
done on the New Frontier. One coura
geous, factual voice is that of Richard 
Wilson, long time and highly regarded 
Washington correspondent for the Des 
Moines Register. In the June 26 issue 
of the Register, Mr. Wilson analyzes the 
vote· in the House on the farm bill and 
concludes that there was more to this 
vote than the regimentation-of-farmers 
issue; that it really was a rejection by 
a majority of the House of the Kennedy 
administration's economic and political 
philosophy, with its leftist myth that it 
and it alone knows what is best for the 
American people. I ask unanimous con
sent that Mr. Wilson's article be printed 
in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

THE VOTE ON THE FARM BILL 
(By Richard Wilson) 

WASHINGTON, D.C.-Rejection by the House 
of the Freeman compulsory control farm bill 
ought to be sumcient notice to the Kennedy 
administration that Congress does not like 
its "sophisticated" economic measures. 
There was more to the vote than the farm 
control issue or the various commodity and 
sectional interests which now make the old
time farm bloc an anachronism. 

Throughout the debate, in the committee 
rooms, and in the corridors, · ran a kind of 
emotional resentment against the theoreti

. clans of the Kennedy administration. and 
their sophisticated concepts. 

IT'S IKE'S FEELING, TOO 
The chairman of the Republican National 

Committee, Representative WILLIAM MILLER 
of New York, thinks that among the leading 
political issues today is the effort of the Ken
nedy administration to concentrate added 
power in the executive branch. 

Dwight Eisenhower feels strongly about 
this. It can be questioned how much of a 
popular issue it is; the Democrats obviously 
think it is hollow. 

But this is not the case in Congress, and 
it is beside the point whether Congressmen 
are representing the views of their constitu
ents. Last year, on this same issue, Congress 
refused tp delegate to the Executive its power 
to enact farm programs by law. President 
Kennedy sought arbitrary authority to write 
his own farm programs, subject only to a 
congressional veto. 

This year, with the Freeman program 
spelled ou~ in legislation, and with every 
resource of the White House pressure 
brought to bear, Congress also balked. 

· President Kennedy has demonstrated time 
_ and again that he wishes discretionary au

thority to control the economy. In many 
respects this is a bolder bid for power than 
any recent President has made, covering a 
far wider range than . Harry ·Truman evet 

· conceived and going many steps beyond 
· Franklin Roosevelt. 

It must be concluded that Kennedy, in 
the name of a free economy, wishes the au
thority to play upon it like an organ, pro
ducing the tones and volume that suit his 
ear. This, he apparently believes, is what a 

' strong President must do. 
He seems to seek not a corporate state, 

nor yet a completely socialist state. Per
haps it could 1;>~ Ct:\.lled the cooperative state, 
with the Government setting guidelines for 

business and labor, controlling agricultural 
production, setting cultural and behavioral 
standards, conducting foreign policy by 
quiet diplomacy, and, with added authority 
to influence interest rates, lower taxes by 
a stroke of the pen, and increase spending 
arbitrarily. 

TOO UNCLEAR ON ITS AIMS 
In the case of big business and big labor, 

guidelines on prices, wages, profits, and, 
thus, production policies, would be main
t ained by persuasion, not by law, and if 
persuasion failed, as in steel, then by the 
scourge. It may be fairly asked why such 
control is not taken by lawful enactment. 
The answer would seem to be fairly clear. 

The Kennedy administration is too un
clear on its aims to ask for an enactment 
of broad economic control authority, and 
Congress has just illustrated that it would 
not be passed if it were asked for. The 
country does not want it, and Kennedy's 
White House advisers have not yet proved 
to the general satisfaction that the country 
needs it. 
_. In the absence of specific law, the Presi
dent determines for himself from time to 
time what policies are in the public interest, 
and what are not, and in what industries, en
forcing standards of his choosing selectively 
on industrial managers and labor leaders by 
methods he considers appropriate. 

He contends that the Presidency repre
sents the public interest, as indeed it does. 
But the scope he would give to the Presi
dential authority is challengeable. 

CITES THIS AS ISSUE 
Now it is challenged, in the case of the 

vote on the farm bill, and this comes at a 
good time for it should give pause to those 
in the White House and out who wish to 
create the cooperative state. 

Those who are looking for the real issue 
in national affairs, and not just the popular 
issue, will find it in this situation. 

The issue lies between those who desire a 
Federal Government exercising great re.: 
straint in its interference in free economic 
and political processes, and those who desire 
an assertion of benevolent Executive author
ity over the widest practicable range. 

Just as a footnote, it would be more reas
suring, at least as far as benevolence is 
concerned, if there were fewer instances of 
newsmen being called on the carpet in the 
White House and the Justice Department to 
hear complaints on how they had exercised 
the responsibilities of a free press in what 
they had written about the Kennedy ad
ministration. 

EFFECT OF FREEMAN FARM BILL 
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, an ex

cellent editorial was published in the 
June 22 issue of Life magazine on the 
farm bill entitled "Freeman Bill Is No 
Help Even to Farmers,"· which I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in . 
the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: · 
FREEMAN BILL Is No HELP EVEN TO FARMERS 
You've. got to hand it to the Democrats: 

they are actually using th"e Billie Sol Estes 
stink as an argument in favor of Orville 
Freeman's farm bill. Their reasoning, out
lined by the President, helped push the bill 
through the Senate last month and will now 
be heard in the House. It goes like this: 
( 1) Billie Sol was a big man in the surplus 
grain storage business, getting $7 million in 
Government checks in 3 years; (2) the Free
man progrMn aims to reduce the surplus, 
hence lessen the need for storage; (3) ergo, 
says K~nnedy, his farm bUl '.'represents our 

. best chance to do something about the kind 
of situation which resulted in Mr. Estes' 
manipulations." 

This argument is nonsense. If the Free
man program becomes law, the opportunities 
of a Billie Sol Estes will not be less; they 
could spread from the Cotton Belt all over 
the country. 

Here is the reason. Surplus grain storage 
is a costly business, but it was not the real 
key to Billie Sol's manipulations. Cotton 
allotments-quite a different dodge-were 
the beginning and end of his career. A 
cotton allotment is in effect a Government 
guarantee to buy all the cottop. you can raise 
on a stated number of acres, the number de
pending on how many acres you farmed in 
certain previous years. An allotment is 
worth cash in the bank. Billie Sol became 
locally successful with one 600-acre allot
ment near Pecos. He increased its yield by 
intensive irrigating and fertilizing, and 
branched into business ( ditchlining, pumps, 
ammonia) that enabled his allotment-own
ing neighbors to profit in the same way. 
He then "rented" his neighbors' allotment
born credit to float his. phony mortgages. 
Fii_?.ally he went into the wholesale acquir
ing and juggling of cotton allotments, 
switching them from lower yield States like 
Georgia to west Texas, where they were 
worth two or three times as much. 

Billie Sol co'uld have got almost as far as 
he did by staying within the law. His allot
ment juggling, for example, led to what Sec
retary Freeman dismissed as merely "a law
yers' quarrel" and while the Department 
soaked him a $600,000 impost for selling 
"bootleg" cotton, he may still have made a 
profit on it. 

Turn now from Estes to Freeman. He sees 
his problem as surpluses, pure and simple: 
"If we didn't have heavy stocks on hand," 
he told the Senate committee, · "we would 
not have to have any program of supply 
management." The surpluses, of course, are 
in part the result of the magnificent revolu
tion in ·u.s. agricultural productivity since 
the war; but they were also stimulated by 
Government-guaranteed markets and too
high price supports. By "supply manage
ment" Freeman means more allotments 
(Billie Sol's launch pad); his bill would ex
tend them from cotton, rice, tobacco, pea
nuY,s and wheat to corn and other feed 
grains-crops .whose prices have hitherto 
been supported without rigorous production 
controls. From about 78 million acres 
(mainly cotton and wheat) the allotment 
makers will have 150 million new acres to 
play with, some in every U.S. State. 

Farmers who have hitherto merely· read 
about allotments would learn the system at 
first hand. A few of them, like Billie Sol 
Estes, might become wheeler dealers, or vic
tims, or conspirators of same. Others, like 
the tobacco growers, would settle into their 
little Sabine farms, with guaranteed in
comes, smaller markets, less work and a quiet 
amount of allotment juggling through the 
use of kinfolk's names. Wheat farmers, 
under Freeman's more rigorous system, 
would find themselves in a new three-price 
market: one for U.S. mills, one for export 
and one for feed grains (all prices set by the 
Secretary of Agriculture) . 

·As for the corngrowers, their lot would be 
puzzling indeed, since most corn is fed to 
hogs on the farm where it is raised. Corn 
quotas have been authorized before but re
pealed because enforcement proved impos
sible. The one sure result will be a vast ex
pansion in the 100,000 present employees of 
the Department of Agriculture and a degree 
of policing and bureaucracy never known·be
fore in the Corn Belt. 

It is true that the worst surplus problem is 
in feed grains and that compulsory allot
ments may bring 'lt under control. But to
bacco ' and cotton are a warning ·that the 
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whole American agricultural scene can be
come a gray sea of well-paid serfs and bu
reaucrats, enlivened by a few free-enter
prising crooks. It is :ll.ot the farmer who is 
in trouble, it is the Government; yet Freeman 
would solve (or more likely compound) the 
Government's troubles at the farmer's ex
pense. Better no new farm law than Free
man's; we would then revert to the 1958 law, 
which is capable of better administration 
than it has got yet. 

Here are the main steps Life recommends 
to lead us out of the farm mess. First, we 
have more farms and farmers than we need; 
hence that part of Freeman's program that 
would permanently switch cropland into 
woodland or parkland is on the right track. 
(Similarly, a few million ~ollars more to 
train marginal farmers for oth~r jobs would 
be well spent.) · 

Second, present Government incentives to 
excess production should be reduced and 
then eliminated: free fertilizer; the built-in 
incentive in allotments, which invites uneco
nomic inputs of capital and fertilizer; and, 
most important, high support prices. 

Third, the mixed motives and results of 
our food-for-peace program, which is often 
mere surplus dumping, must be straightened 
ou.t. Last week the Greek Government 
threatened to cut back its own wheat pro
duction because, if it produced less, it would 
qualify for more free U.S. wheat. 

Fourth, Congress should lower the dollar 
ceiling on what the Department can spend. 
Its $6 billion budget is nearly half the net of 
all farmers. (In Ohio, reports the Cleveland 
Plain Dealer, Government checks are 10 per
cent of the farmers' gross.) 

Above all, the influence of market prices 
should be reintroduced into subsidized 
farming. The farmers who earn the greater 
part of farm income--in cattle, poultry, fruit, 
vegetables, etc.-get along in a free market 
and control their own surpluses. Until the 
subsidized segment is returned to this disci
pline, the farm problem will not be solved. 

Freeman's aim of reducing surpluses is 
laudable. They cannot be magicked away 
overnight and neither can price supports. 
But instead of extending the allotment sys
tem, Congress should write a law that will 
extend the free-market system a little more 
each year until all farming is once more free. 

CURRYING FREE PRESS 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, last Jan
uary 10, in the Des Moines Register ap
peared a revealing article by another of 
the Register's outstanding Washington 
staff members, Mr. Fletcher Knebel, de
scribing how this administration, and 
particularly the White -House, has en
gaged in a calculated campaign to curry 
the favor of the free press. We may 
hope that the campaign will, by its very 
nature, persuade the members of the 
press that an ulterior motive exists in 
this campaign. I ask unanimous con
sent that this article be printed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

A PRESmENT WHO Woos COLUMNISTS 
(By Fletcher Knebel) 

WASHINGTON, D.C.-The New Frontier's 
premier public relations specialist, President 
Kennedy, has gone into high gear on "Oper
ation Columnist." 

The President is selUng his political and 
legislative wares in a series of interviews, 
unprecedented at the White House in mod
ern times. 

The heavy thinkers of the press meet the 
President in his office, where they sit ~n a 

couch while he rocks in his highbacked 
rocker. Sometimes they chat wl th him in 
the upstairs oval study and drlnk tea under 
the prim portrait features of Euphemia van 
Rensselaer. · 

Occasionally they dine with him at the 
White House and, on occasion, the President 
dines at the home of a columnist. 

The President, his own wizard of public 
relations, shrewdly estimates the impact of 
each columnist and with his rapid reading 
talent--he can power through an average 
book in half an hour-he knows what most 
columnists write every day and what the 
probable source of their information is. 

AFTER ALL 
After all, he was a newspaperman once 

himself, covering the formation of the United 
Nations in San Francisco for the Hearst news
papers. 

Never in the memory of living newspaper
men has the President of the United States 
been so accessible and never before in mod
ern times has a President sought to estab
lish personal relationships with so many 
opinion columnists. 

His "Operation Columnist" started late last 
summer when he read a column by Waite~ 
Lippmann, 72-year-old dean of the foreign 
affairs writers. Lippmann was quite critical 
of Kennedy's policy in Berlin at the time 
the Communists erected the wall without in
terference by the Western allies. 

Mr. Kennedy took the direct course. He 
had an aid call Lippmann to find out 
whether the President could drop by and talk 
to him. 

Lippmann, delighted to have the President 
of the United States provide his own trans
portation to be interviewed, quickly assent
ed. Mr. Kennedy drove to Lippmann's 
Georgetown home in a White House limou
sine, spent several hours outlining his prob
lems. 

Lippmann responded with a column which 
pictured the multitude of conflicting pres
sures flag~lating Kennedy over Berlin. 

GOOD FOOD 
Joseph Alsop is another columnist who 

doesn't always have to go to the White House 
for his news. The President has dined with 
Alsop, an epicure, on a number of occasions. 

The President has tried selling his goods 
to the columnists of the conservative opposi
tion. A f~iend of the President suggested to 
David Lawrence, a columnist who has smit
ten Mr. Kennedy hip and thigh, that the ,two 
men ought to get together. Lawrence, of 
course, was agreeable and soon he was in
vited for a Kennedy interview. 

George Sokolsky, another heavy bombard
ment thinker of the conservative side, has 
interviewed Mr. Kennedy both in the White 
House and in New York, where Sokolsky 
lives. · 

The President was anxious to talk to So- · 
kolsky. W_hether he made headway is not 
known, but close readers of Sokolsky were 
amazed at two recent columns, one praising 
Adlai Stevenson and one quite laudatory 
about Mr. Kennedy. 

Roscoe Drummond, a middle-of-the-road 
writer, is another columnist whom, the White 
House indicated, the President would be 
pleased to chat with. As usual, no condi
tions were imposed on what Drummond 
could or could not write. -

Even, Holmes Alexander, the most conserv
ative of the Washington columnists, has 

· felt the heady wine of Presidential · inter
est. After he wrote a column praising a 
Kennedy speech at the tomb of the unkp.own 
soldier, Alexander received a thank-you let
ter from the President. Probably he will be 
next in the oval study in the parade of syn
dicated columnists. 

One outstanding colu.mnist has been ig
nored by the President. Republican Senator 
BARRY GOLDWATER, darling Of the conserva
tives, has muscled into the syndicated writ
ing business and now claims 200 newspapers 
print his output. Thus far President Ken
nedy has failed to grant Columnist Gou)
WATER an exclusive _ tete-a-tete. 

Undoubtedly the President's goodwill of
fensive against the columnists helps him get 
a better press-. Few writers, no matter how 
indisposed toward Kennedy theories ·of gov
ernment, can fail to think better of the 
President's judgment after being granted one 
or more private seances. 

NINE LUNCHES 
"Operation Columnist" is but the most 

spectacular of Mr. Kennedy's do-lt-yourself 
])Ublic relations campaign. He has now had 
nine lunches for newspaper publishers and 
editors, each one including the newspaper 
chiefs from a particular area. 

Here again some resUlts are achieved. 
At one recent meeting, an influential pub
lisher let it be known that Mr. Kennedy 
had dissuaded him from a strong editorial 
position the paper had been taking. 

In addition, President Kennedy is accessi
ble to special writers for magazines, supple
ments and books. As for photographers, 
never before have the lensmen been ac
corded so many informal shots of a Presi
dent behind 1the scenes in the White House. 

The press conference, standard presidential 
fare in Washington since the days of Wood
row Wilson, is now but a minor adjunct of 
John F. Kennedy's unmatched public rela
tions program. 

ADDITION OF THOUSANDS OF NEW 
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, typical 
of the unfavorable reaction and the 
concern at the grassroots over the ad
dition of thousands upon thou&an.ds of 
new Federal employees to the New 
Frontier payroll is a recent editorial in 
the Centerville, Iowa, newspaper-the 
Iowegian. I ask unanimous cdnsent 
that this editorial be printed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 

as follows: 
MoviNG AHEAD WrrH JoBs 

Even the most jaundiced critic of the Ken
nedy administration cannot say the bright 
young men with whom the President has 
surrounded himself are not imaginative. 

During the first 6 months of the Kennedy 
administration the number of Federal em
ployees lricreased by 2 percent. But that was 
just a start. On the basis of preliminary 
budgeting there will be another 4 percent 
in 1962 and an additional 2 percent in 1963. 

LIBERAL WAITED Which means that by the end of the 1963 
Marquis Childs, a columnist of the liberal fiscal year there wlll be 183,000 more Federal 

persuasion, got his interview recently after employees than when the Kennedy adminis-
a number of applications on his part. tration took over. 

William S. White, a columnist inclined to To those who believe bureaucracy must ln .. 
a nondoctrlnaire conservative position, has crease we can report that in the period from 
seen the President a number of times, once 1954 to 1960 the number actually decreased 
recently at the behest of the President. by a small margin. 
White, a good friend of Vice President Lyn- To those ready to give blanket approval 
don B. Johnson, thus manages, to match up to the· New Frontier we can also report that 
the thinking of the Nation's No.1 and No-.2 . the increase in number of employees is not 
political leaders. .. to be in the Defense Department. An tn-
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crease of only 13,500-or 1 percen~is 
planned for the Defense Department. 

What are 'the figures for some of the other 
departments? - · 

For the Healtli, Education, and· Welfare 
Department the planned increase · is ·21,028 
or 34 percent. For the Department of Agri
culture the increase wlll be 17,694 or 18 per
cent. For the Department of the Interior it 
will be 25 percent; Labor Department 25 per
cent; and Treasury .18_ percent. 

Only figures. But they come baek to you 
in the form of taxes. If the taxes withheld 
from your paycheck or the taxes you wlll be 
sending to the Internal Revenue Department 
in the next 2 weeks seem burdensome you'll 
~et no comfort from those figures . . 

Unless you can figure out a way to become , 
one of those 183,000 new payrollers. 

SALE OF MAIL CARRIER JOBS 
Mr. MILLER. Mr. _President, in the 

June 14 issue of the Des Moines Register 
·appeared an editorial entitled "Mail 
Carrier Jobs for Sale," which indicates 
the problem that Postmaster General 
Day has on his hands with respect to the 
abuses that ·appear to have been taking 
place i~ my State of Iowa with respect 
to the appointment of postmasters. The 
editorial points out that Mr. Day de
serves congratulations for ordering an 
investigation of the practice. I ask 
unanimous consent that the editorial be 
printed at this point in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the edito
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

MAn. CARRIER JOBS FOR SALE 
Rural mail carrier jobs shouldn't be for 

sale to the highest bidder, nor should those 
who get such jobs be required or "expected" 
to make contributions to the political party 
in power in Washington, D.C. 

However, a reporter for the Register dis
covered last March that this is not the under
standing in the southern Iowa community of 
Melrose. 

An appointment of a r'ural mall ca-rrier is 
to be made. Three Democratic farmers seek 
the job, which pays $5,000 a year to start and 
10 cents a mile for use of a car on the 66-
mlle route. 

The Monroe County Democratic patron
age dispensers could not settle the problem, 
because the chairman of the county com
mittee favors one candidate and the vice 
~hairman favors another. The Democratic 
State patronage committee did hot want to 
get mixed up in the dispute, in view of the 
strong local feeling, and notified the postal 
department to make the selection without 
considering political recommendations. 

U.S: Postmaster General J. Edward Day 
was unhappy about the situation revealed 
in the news stories: That any person who got 
the job was expected to contribute 5 per
cent of his first year's salary to the Demo
cratic Party and that one individual (not 
under consideration for the job) had said he 
would contribute $3,000 over a 5-year period. 
Day has started an investigation by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation to determine 
whether contributions are required of newly 
appointed mall carri.ers. 

'· The FBI, which has great success in solv
ing major crimes, may meet its Waterloo in 
this case. Our own investigators, the re
porters, say that playing politics in appoi.nt
ing rural mall carriers is an old, although not 
necessarily honorable, practice of both politi
cal parties. It is not news that appofnt.:. 
merits, when a "vacancy develops, rgo to the 
'individuals supported by ·local patronage 
chiefs. 

The party politicans are seldom so ·un
knowing of the ways · of politics that they 
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require a .g-ift to the party's campaign fund. 
But they. do "expect" contributions. So the 
FBI may find it difficult to assemble a report 
that wm enable- Day to determine whether 
contributions are required or voluntary. · 

However, Day deserves congratulations for 
ordering the investigation. The fact that an 
inquiry was launched may carry a valuable 
lesson to patronage dispensers throughout 
Iowa. ~t shows that Day is in earnest when 
he says that postal appointments are not 
to be awarded on the basis of campaign con
tributions. 

THE FffiST PRESIDENT 
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, Charles 

Havlena, distinguished correspondent 
for the washington Daily News, has done 
a scholarly job of research on the sub
ject of the scope and status of the title, 
"President of the United States in Con
gress ·Assembled." Specifically, Mr. 
Havlena has compiled considerable au
thority for his conclusion that, under 
article IX of the Articles of Confedera
tion, the · President-or . Chair~an-of 
the United States in Congress assem..: 
bled, was President of that legislative 
body only and not the first President of 
the United States, which then numbered 
13. In this connection, I ask unanimous 
consent that the lead editorial from the 
News for February 22, 1962, and an 
appropriate extract from a letter to Mr. 
Havlena from the Department of State 
on this interesting historical subject be 
"included in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the editorial 
and letter were ordered to be printed in 
the REcoRD, as follows: 

FmsT I;RESmENT 
Our correspondent, Charles Havlena, here 

in Washington, i" disturbed, and rightly so, 
at recurring implications that George Wash
ington, whose birthday is celebrated on this 
date, was not the first President of the 
United States of America. 

To settle any doubts, he has gone to the 
ultimate authority, the National Archives 
and Records Service, whose Director, Albert 
H. Leisinger, reports as follows: 

"John Hanson has often been referred to as 
the 'first Presid-ent' because of the position 
he held under the Articles of Confederation. 
His office was that of President of the United 
States in Congress assembled and not the 
office of President of the United States of 
America. 

"By article V of the Articles of Confedera
tion the delegates were to meet in Congress 
on the first Monday of November in every 
year and article IX states 'the United States 
in Congress assembled shall have author
ity • • • to appoint one of their numbers 
to preside, provided that no person be al
lowed to serve in the office of President more 
than 1 year in any term of 3 years.' 

"Thus, under the Articles of Confedera
tion, John Hanson, on November 5, 1774, was 
appointed to preside and ·held the office of 
President of the United States in Congress 
assembled. 

"The Commission granting Washington 
full power and authority to arrange an ex
change of prisoners of war with the British, 
which as you know is the earliest known use 
of the seal of the United States, is witnessed 
by 'John Hanson, -President of the United 
States in Congress assembled.' 
· "The offi.ce of P,resident of the United 
$tates of America was created by the express 
words of the Constitution (art. II, sec. 1), 
which says 'The executive power shall be 
vested in a President of the United States of 
America.'" 

That should settle it. John Hanson was 
President of the United States in Congress 
assembled. George Washington was the 
first President of the United States of Amer
ica. · Let the record so show. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Wq,shington, D.C. April11, 1962. 

Mr. CHARLES HAVLENA, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. HAVLENA: I have your letter of 
March 29, 1962, making further reference to 
the Department's press release of May 9, 
1932, entitled "The First President of the 
United States." . 

You are correct in your mention o.f article 
IX of the Articles of Confederation and in 
your understandi.ng tll.at the presiding officer 
of the Continental Congress, otherwise 
known as the President of "the United States 
in Congress assembled," was president or 
chairman of that body only, and not Presi
dent of the 13 States of the then United 
States. 

The Office of President of the United States 
did .not exist under the Continental Con
gress and the Articles of Confederation. In
stead, it was created by the words of article 
II, section 1 of the Constitution: "The execu· 
tlve power shall be vested in a President of 
the United States of America.'' Both in 
fact and in law George Washington was the 
first President of the United States. 

Sincerely yours, 
G. BERNARD NOBLE, 

Director, Historical Office, 
Bureau of Public Affairs. 

TRANSACTION OF ADDITIONAL 
ROUTINE BUSINESS 

By unanimous consent, the following 
routine business was transacted: 

PARTICIPATION BY AMERICAN 
·ATHLETES IN INTERNATIONAL 
SPORTING EVENT8-RESOLUTION 
OF MICHIGAN HOUSE OF REPRE
SENTATIVES 
Mr. HART. Mr. President, repeatedly 

over the years we have seen immeasura
ble good will developed as a result of 
participation by American athletes and 
athletic teams in international sporting 
events. The House of Representatives 
of Michigan forwarded me a resolution 
requesting that American participation 
in such events be encouraged and that 
needless restrictions be eliminated. I 
was happy to receive the resolution and 
ask unailimous consent that it be.printed 
in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the resolu
tion was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
HOUSE RESOLUTION 76: RESOLUTION OF THE 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE STATE 
. OF MICHIGAN 

~esolution requesting the Congress of the 
United States to encourage American 
participation in international sports 
events · 
Whereas -today, as the world is largely di

vided into two ideological camps, both fight
ing in various and devious ways for control of 
the -~nds of millions of yet uncommitted 
people, one of the methods of securing con
trol is that of a show of strength and the 
physical prowess and mental alertness of the 
~thletes of a ,country; and 

Whereas. this showing of strength, dex
terity, and bravery is often shown in or at 
various inte_rnational sporting events held 
throughout the world when athletes of all 
countries meet In International competl· 
tion; and · 
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Whereas a complaint frequently · heard is 

that because of stringent rules and regula
tions of certai~ associations of th,is country 
many of our best athletes and athletic tea~ 
are not competing in international sport~ng 
events because of severe financial restrictions 
and the inability to raise, collect or accept 
moneys for the expenses involved traveling 
to and from such meets; and 

Whereas, many, if not most, of the athletes 
and athletic teams from other countries are 
said to have their expenses paid by the gov
ernments they represent: Now, therefore, be 
it 

Resolved by the house of representatives, 
That the members of the Michigan Legisla
ture respectfully request the Congress of the 
United States to inquire into the matter of 
the expenses of / American athletes and 
athletic teams competing in international 
sporting events, to determine the needs for 
the Government sharing in the expenses of 
such teams and athletes when representing 
this country in international sporting events; 
and be it further 

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution 
be transmitted to each member of the Mich
igan delegation to the Congress of the United 
States for appropriate action. 

ADDITIONAL REPORTS OF 
COMMITTEES 

The following additional reports of 
committees were submitted: 

By Mr. HAYDEN, from the Committee on 
Appropriations, without amendment: 

H.J. Res. 769. Joint resolution making con- . 
tinuing appropriations for the ' fiscal year 
1963, and for other purposes; which was read 
the third time and passed. · 

(See the remarks of Mr. HAYDEN when he 
reported the above joint resolution, which 
appear under a separate heading.) 

EXTENSION OF RENEGOTIATION 
ACT OF 1951-REPORT OF A COM
MITTEE-MINORITY VIEWS (S. 
REPT. NO. 1669) 
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. Presi

dent, from the Committee on Finance, I 
report favorably, with amendments, the 
bill <H.R. 12061) to extend the Re
negotiation Act of 1951, and I submit a 
report thereon. I ask that the report, 
together with minority views, be printed. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
report will be received and the bill will 
be placed on the calendar; and, without 
objection, the report will be printed, as 
requested by the Senator from Virginia. 

ADDITIONAL BILLS AND JOINT 
RESOLUTION INTRODUCED 

Additional bills and a joint resolution 
were introduced, read the first time, and, 
by unanimous consent, the second time, 
and referred as follows: 

By. Mr. MOSS: 
S. 3488. A bill for the relief of Richard 

Wong; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 
By Mr. FULBRIGHT (by request): 

S. 3489. A bill to amend the Foreign Serv
ice Act of 1946, as amended, and for other 
purposes; to the Committee on Foreign 
Relations. 

(See the remarks of Mr. FuLBRIGHT when 
he introduced the above bill, which 1 appear 
under a separate heading.) 

By Mr. STENNIS (for himself and Mr. 
SPARKMAN): 

S.J. Res. 206. Joint resolution proposing 
an amendment to the Constitution of the 

.United States to permit the use of prayer in 
public schools; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

(See the remarks of Mr. STENNis when he 
introduced the above joint resolution, which 
appear under a separate heading.) 

FOREIGN SERVICE ACT 
AMENDMENTS OF 1962 

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, by 
request, I introduce for appropriate 
reference, a bill to amend the Foreign 
Service Act of 1946, as amended, and for 
other purposes. 

The proposed legislation has been re
quested by the Assistant Secretary of 
State for Congressional Relations, and I am introducing it in order that there 
may be a specific bill to which Members 
of the Senate and the public may direct 
their attention and comments. 

I reserve my right to support or oppose 
this bill, as well as any sugge·sted amend
ments to it, ·when the matter is con
sidered by the Committee on Foreign 
Relations. 

I ask unanimous consent that the bill 
may be printed in the RECORD at this 
point, together with the letter from the 
Assistant Secretary of State, dated June 
20, 1962, in regard to it, and an explana
tion of the bill and cost estimates fur
nished by the Department of State. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill 
will be received and appropriately re
ferred; and, without objection, the bill, 
letter, and explanation will be printed 
in the RECORD. 

The bill <S. 3489) to amend the For
eign Service Act of 1946, as amended, 
and for other purposes, introduced by 
Mr. FULBRIGHT, by request, was received, 
read twice by its title, referred to the 
Committee on Foreign Relations, and 
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives of the United States oj 
America in Congress assembled, That this 
Act may be cited as the "Foreign Service Act 
Amendments of 1962". 

SEC. 2. Sections 571 (a) and (c) of such Act 
are hereby amended as follows: 

(a) Section 571(a) is amended by changing 
the final period to a colon and adding 
"Provided, That in individual cases when 
personally approved by the Secretary further 
extension may be made." 

(b) Section 571 (c) is amended to read as 
follows: 

"(c) If the basic minimum salary of the 
position to which an officer or employee of 
the Service is assigned or appointed is higher 
than the salary such officer or employee 
is entitled to receive as an officer or em
ployee of the Service, such officer or employee 
assigned pursuant to the terms of paragraph 
(a) of this section if so designated by the 
Secretary, or such officer or employee ap
pointed pursuant to the terms of paragraph 
(b) of this section, shall, during the period 
such difference in salary exists, receive the 
salary and allowances of the position in 
which he is serving in lieu of his salary and 
allowances as an officer or employee of the 
Service. Any salary paid. under the provi
sions of this section shall be the salary on 
the basis of which computations and pay
ments shall be made in accordance with the 
provisions of title VIU." 

SEc. 3. Section 625 of such Act is amended 
by substituting in the first sentence the 
words "the same numerical" for the words 
"a given"; by substituting the words "fifty-

two calendar weeks or more, shall, at the 
beginning of the next pay period" for the 
words "nine months or more, shall, on the 
first day of each fiscal year"; and by sub
stitutingln the second sentence the words "a 
Foreign Service officer or a ·Reserve" for the 
words "any such". 

SEc. 4. (a) Section 911 of such Act is 
amended by .adding a comma and the phrase 
"including prepayment on a · commuted 
basis" after the word "pay" in the introduc
tory sentence. 

(b) Section 911 ( 1) of such Act is amended 
by inserting after the word "Secretary" the 
phrase "authorizing annual leave at their 
homes upon reassignment to the United 
States after service ab.road or". 

(c) Section 911(2) of such Act is amended 
to read as follows: 

"(2) the travel expenses of members of the 
family of an officer or employee of the Service 
when proceeding to or returning from his 
post of duty; accompanying him- on author
ized travel tO his home on ·annual leave when 
he is .reassigned to the United States or on 
authorized home , ~eave; accompanying him 
for representational purposes on authorized, 
travel within the country of his assignment 
or, at the discretion of the Secretary, outside 
the country of his assignment; or otherwise 
traveling in accordance with authority 
granted pursuant to the terms of this or 
any other Act;". 
· (d) Section ~ 11 ( 8) of such Act is amended 
to read as follows: 

" ( 8) · the cost of preparing and transport
ing to their former homes, or to such other 
place in the United States as may be deter
mined to be the appropriate place; or to a 
place not more distant than their former 
homes, for interment the remains of an 
officer or employee of the Service who is a 
citizen of the United States and of the mem.: 
bers of his family who may die while the 
officer or employee is in the Service." 

SEc. 5. Section 921(d) of· such_ Act is 
deleted, restated in a new section 914, and 
a new heading thereto is added as· follows: 

"USE OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED OR LEASED 
VEHICLES 

"SEc. 914. Notwithstanding the provisions 
of section 5 of the Act of July 16, 1914, as 
amended (5 U.S.C. 78), the Secretary may 
authorize any principal officer ·to approve the 
use of Government-owned or leased vehicles 
located at his post for transportation of 
United States Government employees and 
their dependents when public transportation 
is unsafe or not available." 

SEC. 6. A new section 1051 and part Fun
der title X of such Act are hereby added as 
follows: 

"PART F--CLAIMS 

"SEc. 1051. The Secretary may, under such 
regulations as he shall prescribe, settle and 
pay -claims arising after date of enactment 
of this section against the United States 
Government for damage to, or loss of, per
sonal property incident to his service of any 
officer or employee of the Service in a sum 
not to exceed $6,500 for a single claim, or 
replace property in kind: Provided, That a 
claim may be allowed under this section 
only if: (i) the officer or employee of the 
Service establishes that insurance was not 
obtainable at reasonable cost or was unob
tainable for the risk from which the damage 
or loss resulted; (ii) it i~ presented in writ
ing within two years after the damage or 
loss occurs; (iii) it did not occur at quarters 
occupied by the claimant within the fifty 
States or the District of Columbia that were 
not assigned to him or otherwise provided 
in kind by the United States; and (iv) such 
loss or damage occurs without fault or 
negligence on the part of the claimant ·· or 
member o~ his family. Notwithstanding 
any other provision of law, a settlement of 
a claim pursuant to this section shall be 
final and conclusive." 

,. 
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SEC. 7. A new section 1081 and · 'part I 

under title X of such Act are hereby added 
as follows: 

"PART I-:-GRANTS TO SCHOOLS 
"SEc. 1081. Notwithstanding any other 

law, the Secretary is authorized to make 
grants of funds in lieu of,or as supplemen
tary to education allowances, for assistance 

' in the establishment, construction, expan
sion, maintenance·, and operation of schools· 
outside the United States, whenever he de
termines such grant of funds is necessary 
in order to provide suitable education for 
children of employees stationed in a foreign 
area." · 

The letter, explanation, and cost esti
mates presented by Mr. FuLBRIGHT are 
as follows: 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, June 20, 1962. 

The VICE PRESIDENT, 
U.S. Senate. 

DEAR MR. VICE PRESIDENT: On June 16, 
1961, the Department forwarded to the 
chairman of the Committee on Foreign Re
lations for consideration draft amendments 
to the Foreign service Act of 1946, as amend
ed, which were introduced in the Senate on 

. July 25, 1961, as S. 2305. No action was taken 
by the Senate on this blll. Certain of the 
itexns in the Department's draft amend
ments were incorporated by the House Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs into the foreign 
aid authorization blll which was passed by 
-the House on August 18, 1961, and' later in
cluded in the conference report which was 
adopted . by the Senate on August 31, 1961. 
This bill was approved September 4, 1961. 
Other itexns in the Department's draft 
amendments were, on the basis of agree
ment between the House Foreign Affairs 
Committee and the Department, withdrawn 
from consideration because of the pressure 
of legislative business at the end of the 1st 
session, 87th Congress. 

We are enclosing herewith draft amend
ments to the Foreign Service Act of 1946, 
as amended, which include those items con
tained in the Department's 1961 proposed 
amendments but not acted upon, with a few 
additional itexns that the Department con
siders urgently needed for the improvement 
of the administration. of its Foreign Service. 
In substance those proposed amendments 
would: 

1. Broaden the provisions which limit the 
period that the Secretary may assign or de
tall an officer or employee of the Service for 
duty in any Government agency (including 
the Department of State) or in any inter
national organization, international com
mission or international body so that in in
dividual cases the Secretary may extend such 
assignments for a period beyond 8 years 
(sec. 571(a)). 

Change by making more restrictive the 
provisions with respect to the payment of 
salary differentials to Foreign Service per
sonnel assigned to duty in the United States 
(sec. 571 (c)). 

2. Change the provisions relating to 
within-class increases for Foreign Service 
officers and Reserve officers to simplify pay
roll procedures and to equalize application 
of such increases (sec. 625). 

3. Grant the Secretary authority to sim
plify existing procedures incident to Foreign 
Service travel by (a) permliting payment or 
prepayment of travel expenses on a com
muted basis (sec. 911); (b) providing au
thority for the travel of officers and employ
ees of the Service and their families for 
annual leave in connection with rotation 
assignments to the United States after serv
ice abroad (sec. 911(1) (2)); (c) providing 
authority to enable members of the families 
of officers and employees of the Service to 
accompany officers or employees for repre
sentational purposes within the country of 
their assignment or at the Secretary's dis-

r c~etion outside the country of their ·assign
ment (sec. 9fl (2) ) ; and (d) providing au
thor! ty to transport the remains of officers 
or employees· of the Service and members 

. of their families to appropriate places of in-
terment (sec. -911 (8)). 

4. Increase the Secretary's authority to use 
Government owned and leased vehicles for 
the transportation of U.S. Government em
ployees and their dependents when public 
transportation is unsafe or not available 
(sec. 914). 

- 5. Provide authority to settle and · pay 
claims against the United States by officers 
or employees of ·the Service for damage to, 
or loss of, personal property incident to their 
service (sec. 1051). 

6. Provide the Secretary with authority to 
grant funds in lieu of or supplementary to 
educational allowances for the· purpose of 
making available educational services for 

·children of employees stationed in foreign 
areas whenever he determines such a grant 
of funds to be necessary (sec. 1081). 

These proposals provide authority in the 
administration :fleld which the _Department 
believes is essential for more effective admin
istration of the Foreign Service. 

It is hoped that they may be given early 
consideration during the current session of 
Congress and that they may receive your 
support. 
· The Departme-nt has been informed by 
the Bureau of the Budget that there would 
be no objection, from the standpoint of the 
administration's program, to the presenta
tion of the draft legislation to the Congress 
for its consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 
FREDERICK G. DUTTON, 

Assistant Secretary 
(For the Secretary of State). 

FOREIGN SERVICE ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1962-COMPARABLE TEXT A~D EXPLANATION 
[Old matter in roman; new matter in ltalic, deleted matter in black brackets] 

PART H-ASSIGNMENT OJ' FOREIGN SERVICE PERSONNEL 
Assignments to any Government agency or international organiZation 

Existing Legislation 
SEc. 571. (a) Any officer or employee of 

· the Service may, in the discretion of the 
Secretary, be assigned or detailed for duty 
in any Government agency, or in any inter
national organization, international com
mission, or international body, such an 
assignment or combination of assignments 
to be for a period of not more than four 
years, except that under special circum
stances the Secretary may extend this four
year period for not more than four additional 
years. 

(b) If a Foreign Service officer shall be 
appointed by the President, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, or by the 
President alone, to a position in any Gov
ernment agency, any United States dele
gation or mission to any international 
organization, in any international commis
sion, or in any international body, the 
period of his service in such capacity shall 
be construed as constituting an assignment 
within the meaning of paragraph (a) of 

. this section and such person shall not, by 
virtue of the acceptance of such an assign
ment, lose his status as a Foreign Service 
officer. Service in such a position shall not, 
however, be subject to the limitations con
cerning the duration of an assignment 
contained in that paragraph. 

(c) If the basic minimum salary of the 
position to which an officer or employee of 
the Service is assigned [pursuant to the terms 
of this section] is higher than the salary 
such officer or employee is entitled to re
ceive as an officer or employee of the Service, 
such officer or employee shall, during the 
period such difference in salary exists, re
ceive the salary and allowances of the posi
tion in which he is serving in lieu of his 
salary and allowances as an officer or em
ployee of the Service. Any salary paid under 
the provisions of this section shall be the 
salary on the basis of which computations 
and payments shall be made in accordance 
with the provisions of title VIII. [N'o of
ficer or employee of the Service who, subse
quent to the date of enactment of the 
Foreign Service Act Amendments of 1960, 
is assigned to, or who, after June 30, 1961, 
occupies a position in the Department that 
is designated as a Foreign Service officer 
position, shall be entitled to receive a salary 
difi'erential under the provisions of this 
paragraph.] 

Section 571 (a) is amended to broaden pro
visions which limit the period that the Sec
retary may assign or detail an officer or 
employee of the Service for duty in any 

Proposed Legislation 
SEC. 571. (a) Any officer or employee of 

the Service may, in the discretion of the 
Secretary, be assigned or detailed for duty 
in any Government agency, or in any inter
national organization, international com
m,ssion, or international body, such an 
assignment or combination of assignments 
to be for a period of not more than four 
years, except that under special circum
stances the Secretary may extend this four
year period for not more than four additional 
years: Provided, That in individual cases 
when personally approved by the Secretary 
further extension may be made. 

(b) If a Foreign Service officer shall be 
appointed by the President, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, or by the 
President alone, to a position in any Gov
ernment agency, any United States dele
gation or mission to any International 
organization, in any international commis
sion, or in- any international body, the 
period of his service in such capacity shall 
be construed as constituting an assignment 
within the meaning of paragraph (a) of 
tJ;lis section and such person shall not, by 
vutue of the acceptance of such an assign
ment, lose his status as a Foreign Service 
officer. Service in such a position shall not 
however, be subject to the limitations con~ 
cerning the duration of an assignment 
contained in that paragraph. 

(c) If the basic minimum salary of the 
position to which an officer or employee of 
the Service is assigned or appointed is higher 
than the salary such officer or employee is 
entitled to receive as an officer or employee 
of the Service, such officer or employee as
signed pursuant to the terms ot paragraph 
(a) of this section if SQ designated by the 
Secretary, or such officer or employee ap
pointed pursuant to the terms of paragraph 
(b) of this section, shall, during the period 
such difference in salary exists, receive the 
salary and allowances of the position in 
which he is serving in lieu of his salary and 
allowances as an officer or employee of the 
Service. Any salary paid under the pro
visions of this section shall be the salary on 
the basis of which computations and pay
ments shall be made in accordance with the 
provisions of title VIII. 

Government agency (including the Depart
ment of State) or in any international 
organization, international commission or 
international body, so that in individual 
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cases the Secretary may extend such assign- sibility to the United Nations. Our officers 
ments for a period beyond 8 years. . assigned ~ the United Nations are for the 

It is proposed to reJieal the provisions of most part finan~ially unable to assume the 
section 571(c) with respect to payment of added personal expenses of the high costs of 
salary differentials to Foreign Service per- representation found necessary in connection 
sonnel assigned to duty in the United States with their assign,ment. Thus, they are 
except in those cases where the ~ecretary placed at a disadvantage with respect to their 
determines that a salary differential shall be opposite numbers in other delegations who 
paid. Since the integration of departmental are receiving allowances which are usually 
and Foreign Service personnel has made the granted diplomats serving abroad. 
interchange of personnel between overseas Frequently officers assigned to the office 
and U.S. assignments a normal pro- of the Secretary or to the offices of other 
cedure, there is now usually no justifica- high ranking officials, of the Department 
tion for the payment of salary differentials may be required to spend many hours more 

·when assignmen_ts to the United States are than the normal work requirements of their 
made. Accordingly, the Department seeks jobs attending official functions, accompany
elimination of the general requirement that ing their superior officer on official trips, 
a differential must be paid. However, it is briefing him in after-hours ·sessions and 
necessary that the Secretary have authority taking instruction froin him as required at 
to pay this salary differential when in his any hour of the day or night during work
discretion the unusual requirements of an days, weekends or holidays. Such round
assignment justify its payment. Examples . the-clock respons!J:>ility entl!-ils extra mane
are: assignment to the U.S. mission to the tary expenditures by the officers for which 
United Nations, and the assignment of offi- reimbursement is not feasible. It is not -
cers to positions in the Department that . anticipated that the Secretary wlll authorize 
place unusual representational resp_onsibill_:- - salary differentials for more than 10 Foreign 
ties upon them or which make unusual de- Service employees assigned to the United 
mands upon their time over and above States at any one time, including those de
normal work requirements. tailed to USUN or assigned within the 

The functions performed by the U.S. mis- Department. . 
sion are essentially diplomatic in nature and Changes in the general provisions for the 
the representational duties performed by the payment of salary differentials to Foreign 
officers assigned to that mission are iden- Service personnel assigned to the United 
tical in nature with representational duties States wlll .not affect Foreign Service per
performed by officers in similar. positions in sonnel who are appointed by the President 
our Foreign Service missions abroad. The alone or by and with the advice and consent 
United States, as the host nation, must be of the Senate as described in section 571(b). 
prepared to respond to the many opportu- Such officers will receive the salary of the 
nities for effective representational activities position to which appointed or their For
that occur in connection with our respon- eign Service salary whichever is greater. 

Within-class salary increases 'of foreign 
Existing Legislation 

service officers and .reserve officers 
Proposed Legislation 

SEC. 625. Any Foreign Service officer or any 
Reserve officer, whose services meet the stand
ards required for the efficient conduct of 
the work of the Service and who shall have 
been in [a given] class for · a continuous 
period of [nine months or more, shall, on 
the first day of -each fiscal year], receive an 
increase in salary to the next higher rate for 
the class in which he is serving. Without 
regard to any other law, the Secretary is au
thorized to grant to [any such] officer addi
tional increases in salary, within the salary 
range established for the class in which he 
is serving, based upon especially meritorious 
service. 

The purposes of the proposed amendments 
to section 625 are ( 1) to simplify the pay
roll proced·ures for processing within-class 
increases for Foreign Service officers and 
Foreign Service Reserve officers by making 
such increases effeCtive at th~ beginning of 
a pay period; (2) to equalize the application 
of such increases by making them effective 
immediately following the expiration of a 
specified period in class rather than on 
July 1 of each year; (3) to permit the use 
of service in the same numerical class either 
as an FSR or an FSO toward an increase in 
the class in which the offic'er is serving at the 
time the increase would be due; and (4) to 
clarify the language relating to ·increases for 
meritorious services. 

When within-class increases are made 
effective on July 1 of each year, a pay period 
is nearly always split, unnecessarily com
pllcating the payroll operation. Under pres
en~ law, when an officer is promoted to a 
higher class in October of a given year, he 
would not have 9 months in class by the 
following July 1 and would therefore not be 
ellgible until July 1 of the second year fol
lowing class promotion. By providing for 

SEc. 625. Any Foreign Service officer or any 
Reserve officer, whose services meet the stand
ards required for the efficient conduct of 

· the work of the Service and who shall have 
been in the same numerical class for a con
tinuous period of fifty-two calendar weeks or 
more, shall, at the beginning of the next pay 
period, receive an increase in salary to the 
next higher rate for the class· in which he 
is serving. Without regard to any other law, 
the Secretary is authorized to grant to a 
Foreign Service officer or a Reserve officer 
additional increases in salary, within the sal
ary range established for the class in which 
he is serving, based upon especially meri
torious service. 

increases after a specified period of 52 calen
dar weeks, each officer serves the same length 
of time in class before his first within-class 
increase. For example, an officer was pro
moted to FSQ-4, $10,645 on OCtober 8, 1961; 
tinder the present system he would not be 
eligible -for within-class increase on July 1, 
1962, but would receive a within-class in
crease on July 1, 1963, $10,645 to $10,945; 
under the proposed system he would receive 
the within-class increase to $10,945 on 
October 14, 1962. 

The language is also amended to make 
clear that service as a Foreign Service Re
serve officer and a Foreign Service officer may 
be co~bined for purposes of crediting time 
toward a within-class increase. Substitu
tion of the phrase "a Foreign Service officer 
or a Reserve" for the word "sucli" in existing 
language is a technical clarification that re
lates the granting of meritorious service in
creases directly with Foreign Service officers 
and Foreign Service Reserve officers. This 
change eliminates the unintended implica
tion in the present language that such in
creases relate to those officers who have been 
in class for a specified period of time. 

PART B-TRAVEL AND RELATED EXPENSES 

General provisions 
Existing Legislation 

SEc. 911. The Secretary may, under such 
regulations ·as he shall prescribe, pay-

The purpose of the proposed amendment 
of the first sentence of section 911 to add 
the phrase "including prepayment on a 
commuted basis" . is to grant the Secretary 
authori~y to simplify existing procedures 
inciden~ to ~oreign Service travel. Present 
laws and related regulations pertaining to 
the travel of personnel .and the transporta
tion of their effects do not allow the adop-. 
tion of simplified procedures which would 
result in 'lower costs to administer the For.: 
eign 1!3ervice travel and transportation sys
tem. 

'To achieve · its goal of streamlining ad
ministrative operations, the Department 
must thoroughly revamp its present travel 
system to eliminate the excessive number 
of obligating, vouchering, and q.uditing ac
tions generated by Foreign Service travel. 
The man-hours . spent in providing travel 
assistance to employees, obtaining and evalu
ating bids for packing and shipping services, 
issuing Government bills of lading, super
vising shipments being sent and received, 
collecting from employees for excess weights 
shipped and settling claims represent undue 
effort and expense which can be curtailed 
sharply 'or, in some cases, eliminated by adop
tion of the commuted travel program. 

Approval of the required legislation would 
permit the Department to prepay, on a com
muted basis, all costs in connection with 
fares and shipments of unaccompanied air 
and surface baggage, as well as household 
ett:ects, thus overcoming the prohibition on 
advance of public moneys contained in 31 
U.S.C. 529. The cost of each trip would be 
computed in advance and a single voucher 

Existing Legislation 
SEC. 911. 
(1) the ·travel expenses of officers and em

ployees of the ~ervice, including expenses 
mcurred while traveling pursuant to orders 
issued by the Secretary in accordance with 
the provisions of section 933 with regard to 
the granting of home leave; 

The purpose of this amendment is to per
mit travel to a place of residence in the 
United States for annual leave when an offi
cer or employee is to be assigned to duty in 
the United . States following duty abroad. 
Current authority provides for transporta
tion to .a place of residence, under such cir
cumstances, only for home leave. 

At present an officer or employee is granted 
home leave after a foreign assignment and 
before an assignment in the United States 
if he has completed 18 to 36 months, depend
ing upon his post of assignment, continuous 
service abroad. Such leave is not necessary 
from the viewpoint of acquainting the offi
cer or employee with circumstances in his 
own country to make him a better repre
sentative abroad. His assignment in the 
United States will accomplish that purpose. 
It is the Department's belief, however, that 
an employee is entitled tO earned home leave 
after a tour of duty at certain hardship posts 
and that he should be given an opportunity 
for such leave before entering on duty for 
a departmental assignment. On the other 
hand, an officer or employee who has not 
served at a hardship post may upon return 
to the United States need a shorter period of 
leave in order to refresh himself and his 
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PART B-TRAVEL AND RELATED EXPENSES . 

General · provisions 
Proposed Legislation 

SEC. 911. The Secretary may, under ·such 
regulations as he shall prescribe, pay, in:.. 
eluding prepayment on a commuted basis-

would be processed to effect payment to· tbe 
traveler prior to the commencement of the 
journey. Provision would be made for a 
supplemental payment to cover unusual cir
cumstances such as strikes and acts of God 
affecting travel beyond the control of the 
traveler. The traveler would be responsible 
for making arrangements for his personal 
travel and fo:r the transportation of his 
effects. · 

The isolated location of many Foreign 
Service posts, inadequate packing and trans
portation facilities in some areas of the , 
world, as well as other factors having a di
rect bearing on a worldwide program of 
this kind, wm cause implementation of the 
commuted travel plan to proceed slowly. It 
is estimated that, because of abrupt and 
unannounced ·changes in tariffs, unstable 
rates of exchange and other variables, this 
plan would not be usable for 20 percent· of 
the transfer cases involving Foreign Service 
personnel. On the other hand, it is quite 
possible that it would be valid for the other 
80 percent of transfer cases and the po
tential savings in terms of reduced paper 
work would be sizable. These savings, 
which are ·not definitive and must be pro
jected over a period of several years, could 
result in a cumulative redUction in costs to 
the Government. The initial effort would 

-concentrate on those areas where costs can 
be established and verified readily. 

Approval of legislation permitting estab
lishment of a commuted travel program for 
Foreign Service travel would result in more 
effective utilization of available manpower 
and simplified transportation management. 

Proposed Legislation 

SEC. 911. 
(1) the travel expenses of officers and em

ployees of the Service, including expenses in
curred while traveling pursuant to orders 
issued by the Secretary authorizing annual 
leave at their homes upon reassignment to 
the United States after service abroad ·or in 
accordance with the provisions of section 933 
with regard to the granting of home leave;· 

family and to attend to private affairs (put
ting children in college, visiting aged parents, 
settling estates, etc.) before taking on a 
Washington assignment. For such purposes 
a relatively brief period of annual leave will 
normally be granted personnel returning 
from non-hardship posts. 

It is therefore proposed that transporta
tion for visits to the home leave address fol
lowing a foreign assignment and before en
tering upon a U.S. assignment be paid for by 
the Government, but that the period of leave 
be shortened .by allowing only annual leave 
for those on transfer to the United States 
fr_om posts where living and working condi
tions have not imposed any particular hard
ship. Annual leave would be charged for 
the officer or employee's absence from the 
time he would have arrived had he made a 
direct journey from his post to washington 
or from the time he arrives at his home leave 
address whichever is sooner until the time 
he actually arrives in Washington. How
ever, he will be entitled. to actual or con-. 
structive travel costs and to per diem for 
the time that would have been spent in 
travel status on direct trayel to his home 
leave address. Home leave upon return to 

the .. United States for assignment in the 
Department will normally be granted oilly 
after an officer or employee has _completed 

Existing Legislation 
SEC. 911. 
(2) the .travel expenses of members of the 

family of an officer or employee of the Serv
ice when proceeding to or returning from 
his post of duty; accompanying him on 
authorized home leave; or otherwise travel
ing in accordance with authority granted 
pursuant to the terms of this or any other 
Act; 

Section 911 (2) is being amended with re
spect to travel on annual leave when an 
officer is reassigned to the Uniteq. States -to 
conform with the proposed amendment in 
section 911(1). Further, a new provision 
is being added to section 911 (2) to authorize 
dependents of Foreign Service officers and 
employees to accompany them for represen
tational purposes on author~zed travel 
within the country of their assignment or 
at the discretion of the Secretary outside 
the country of their assignment. 

Experience has shown that representation 
is frequently conducted more successfully 
by a man-and-wife team than by an officer 

Existing Legislation 
SEc.911. 
( 8) [the cost of preparing and transport

ing to 1;heir former homes in the continental 
United States or to a place not more distant 
the remains of an officer or employee of the 
Service who is a citizen of the United States 
and of the members of his family who may 
die abroad or while in travel status;] 

The current provision relating to the 
transportation of remains of officers and 
employees of the Service and members of 
their families is limited to transportation 
to their former homes or to a place not more 
distant. Experience has shown that the 
family burial plot and the place of residence 
is not always the same. When the cost of 
the shipment of the remains to such a place 
is in excess of the cost of shipment to the 
former home, the difference in cost cannot 
be paid by the GovernJUent. The proposed 
amendment would permit in appropriate 
cases the transportation of such remains at 
Government expense to former homes or to 
any other place considered appropriate, such 
as a family burial plot or national cemetery 
anywhere in the United States. 

a tour of duty at a post which has been des
ignated a hardship post for rest and re
cuperation purpos~s. 

Proposed Legislation 
SEC. 911. 
(2) the tra_vel expenses of members of the 

family · of an officer or employee of· the Serv
ice when proceeding to or returning from 
his post of duty; accompanying him on 
authorized travel to his home on annual 
leave when he is reassigned to the United 
States or on authorized home leave; ac
companying him for representational pur
poses on authorized travel within the coun
try of his assignment or, at the discretion 
of the Secretary, outside the country of his 
assignment,· or otherwise traveling in accord
ance with authority granted pursuant to the 
terms of this or any other Act; 

alone, and in the case of single . or 
widowed officers, when accompanied by a 
sister or other adult relative who normally 
acts as hostess. This has become increas
ingly significant with the improving status 
of women in societies throughout the world, 
In the past, when members . of an officer's 
family have accompanied him on official 
trips the representational benefit to the 
!Jnited States has frequently been pro
nounced. The Department does Il..Pt believe 
officers should be required to bear this addi
tional expense when the travel of members 
of family is in the pub!ic interest. 

Proposed Legislation 
SEC. 911. 
(8) the cost of preparing and transport

ing to their former homes, or to such other 
place in the United States as .may be deter
mined to be the appropriate place or to a 
place not more distant than their former 
·homes, for interment the remains of an 
officer or employee of the Service who is a 
citizen of the United States and of the mem
bers of his family who may die while the 
officer or employee is in the Service. 

The proposed amendment will also cor
rect an inconsistency in existing authority 
relating to the transportation of remains of 
employees and members of their families. 
When an employee or dependent dies abroad 
or while in travel status, the remains, the 
family, and their effects are transported to 
their place of residence in the United States; 
if an employee or dependent dies while in 
the Unit~d States but not in travel status, 
the family and effects may be transported 
but not the remains. This amendment will 
make it possible to transport the remains 
of employees or dependents who die while 
in the Service, wherever stationed, to an ap
propriate place of interment anywhere in 
the United States. 

PART B-TRAVEL AND RELATED EXPENSES 
Existing Legislation Proposed Legislation 

See Part C, section 921 (d) , USE OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED OR LEASED VEHICLES 

The basic language in new · section 914 is 
being taken from existing section 921(d) 
which 1s being deleted because reference to 
use of· Government-owned vehicles for the 

Sec. 914. Notwithstanding the provisions 
of section 5 of the Act of July 16, 1914, as 
amended ( 5 u.s.c. 78) the Secretary may 
authorize any principal officer to ·approve 
the use of Government-owned or leased ve
hicles located at his post for transportation 
of United States Government employees and 
their dependents when public transportation 
is unsafe or not available. 

transportation of employees or dependents 
does not belong · under the head.ing "Com
missary Services." The existing provisions 
in this section make it possible for the 
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Secretary. to authorize any _principal officer to 
approve the use of Government-owned v~hi
cles located at his post for the ·transporta
tion of U.S. Government employees who are 
American citizens and their dependents to 
and from recreation faciUties when public 
transportation is unsafe or is not available. 

The provision authorizing the use of Gov
ernment-owned transportation to and from 
recreational facilities has been a useful one 
but there are many instances over and 
beyond this need wherein the interest of 
the safety of the adult and minor depend
ents of Foreign Service personnel,. Govern
ment transportation must be used. ·In many 
of the newly opened posts in Africa, in cer
tain Asian posts and in the Curtain coun
tries, public transportation facilities, if they 
exist, cannot be considered a safe means of 
travel for women and children. In fact, in 
some areas it is not considered safe for an 
unescorted woman to drive herself or her 
children on the public thoroughfares, what
ever may be the purpose of the travel. Fur
ther, in these difficult areas there are· certain 
social functions which for representational 
purposes our officers and employees and their 
wives must attend. In many instances, in 
addition to the absence of safe public trans-

portation privately owned vehicles cannot. be 
left unattended on the streets. 

Moreover, in some Foreign Service posts 
where adequate schools exist for providing 
elementary and secondary educational serv
ices for dependents of U.S .. Government em
ployees, pub11c transportation faciltties to 
and from such schools are not available or 
are inaedquate. 

Government-owned vehicles are available 
at all posts abroad. They are not necessarily 
in use constantly for official transportation 
yet they must be maintained and held in 
readiness for such use. The principal officer 
at a post where transportation facilities are 
unavailable or unsafe should be able to use, 
in his discretion, facilities that are available 
to him for whatever purpose they . may be 
needed to provide transportation for em
ployees and their dependents. It is for this 
reason that the Department seeks the broader 
authority provided in the new section 914. 
This section also has been changed to au- . 
thorize the use of leased vehicles as well as 
Government-owned ones since there are 
posts w:p.ere it is more economici:d for the 
Department to lease a few vehicles on a part
time basis rather than to purchase and main
tain a full quota of Government-owned 
vehicles. · 

PART c-cOMMISSARY SERVICE 

Existing Legislation 
SEc. 921. [{d) Notwithstanding the pro

visions of section 5 of the Act of July 16, 
1914, as amended (5 U.S.C. 78) the secretary 
may authorize any principal officer to ap
prove the use of Government-owned vehicles 
located at his post for transportation of 
United States Government employees who 
are American citizens, and their dependants, .' 
to and from recreation facllities when pub
lic transportation is unsafe or is not avail
able.] 

Proposed Legislation 
Deleted under Part c-see Part B, section 

914. 

Section 921{d) is being deleted in Part 0. This section is to be restated and amended 
under Part B-Travel and Related Expenses. 

Existing Legislation 

No existing legislation. 

The purpose of this amendment is to sim
plify the procedure for reimbursing, within 
limits, Foreign Service personnel who sutrer 
property loss incident to service abroad. · 

The lack of political stability 1n a num
ber of areas of the world where Foreign 
Service personnel are stationed, and -the 
incidence of civil disturbance, riot, a,rson, ~d 
sundry threats to ~e property of _such_ per-

Proposed Legislation 
PART F-CLAIMS 

Sec. 1051. The Secretary may, under such 
regulations as he shaZZ prescribe, settle and 
pay claims arising after date of enactment 
oj this section against the United States 
Government for damage to, or loss of, per
sonal property incident to his service of any 
officer or employee of the Service in a sum 
not to exceed $6,500 for a single claim, or. 
replace property in kind: Provided, That a 
claim may be allowed under this section 
only if: (i) the officer or employee of the 
Service establishes that insurance was not 
obtainable at reasonable cost or was un
obtainable for the risk from which the dam
age or loss resulted; (ii) it is presented in 
writing within two years after the damage or 
loss occurs,· (iii) it did not occur at quar
ters occupied by the claimant within the 
fifty States or the District of Columbia thaf 
were not assigned to him or otherwise pro
vided in Teind by the United States; and (iv) 
such loss or damage occu1·s without fault or 
negligence on the pa1·t of the claimant or 
member of his family. Notwithstanding 
any other provision of law, a settlement of a 
claim pursuant to this section shall be 
final and conclusive. 

sonnel have made it certain that the U.S. 
Government will be presented from year to 
year with legitimate claims for recompense. 

Past experience indicates that hasty evac
uation of a post in the face of hostilities 
l~ads almost inevitably to personal propertY 
lo~es.. When Seoul was evacuated in 1950, 
24 hours ahead of its takeover by the ad
vancipg North Korean Army, American Em-

-bassy personnel were evacuated by plane and 
saved only what they wore and what they 
could put into one suitcase. 

At the present time the Department's 
Foreign Service Claim Board, operating under 
administrative regulations, considers claims 
for noninsurable losses incurred by Foreign 
Service employees as a result of emergency 
conditions and recommends approved cases 
to the Congress for settlement under private 
bills. For losses sustained since the evacua
tion of personnel from Seoul, Korea, in June 
1950, 15 claims have been approved by the 
Claim Board, 11 of which have been settled 
under 4 separate private laws approved 
by the 83d, 85th, and 86th Congresses. Four 
of the fif.teen cases will be recommended to 
the 2d session, 87th Congress, for 
reimbursement. 

Existing Legislation 
No existing legislation. 

The Department is requesting the author
ity contained in new section 1081 because 
over and above existing general authority for 
aid to education abroad, the Secretary needs 
to be, able to supplement the existing chan
nels of assistance to schools in those in
stances where noue of the existing statutory 
authorities · enable him to insure adequate 
education for the children of Government 
employees abroad. 

There is existing legislative authority for 
several types of aid to education abroad. 
First, two useful and far-reaching programs, 
but ones that are not designed to meet the 
needs of children of Government employees 
abroad, are those which provide demonstra
tion centers in foreign countries to display 
Amertcan educational techniques, primarily 
for the benefit of the local population. The 
programs-are under the direction, respective
ly, of State's· Bureau of Educational and 
Cultural Relations and of AID. Although in 
some few instances these programs provide 
benefits to children of Government employees 
abroad when no more suitable arrangement 
can be made, the use for such purposes is 
extremely limited. 

Legislative authority exists for two kinds 
of aid to schools attended primarily by de
pendents of Government employees. These, 
however, are primarily of benefit to the de
pendents of mmtary and AID personnel. 
One is the military dependents' school sys
tem which is concentrated in areas where 
troops are stationed. The other is the 
new authority in section 636 (c) and (d) of 
the AID legislation which authorizes assist
ance to schools for dependents of Govern
ment employees in areas where the AID pro
gram is operating. 

A third major kind of assistance in edu
cation is that provided in 1955 through 
which · educational allowances may be 
granted to parent& to defray the costs of 
obtaining an adequate ~ucation for their 
children. Valuable as this program is, it is 
not the complete answer. It is dependent 
upon the existence of adequate educational 
fac111ties and the willingness of local edu
cators and the . officials of the host govern
ment to cooperate. Where no adequate 
;faclllties exist or where there is opposition 
to the participation of the dependents of 
U. S. Government employees in existing sys-
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The proposed amendment would provide a 

permanent vehicle for the quick settlement 
of legitimate claims, thus enabling per
sonnel who have suffered losses to replace 
them, at least in part. 

This propOf!al would be similar to authority 
presently vested in the Secretary to settle 
tort clai~s abroad involving State Depart
ment operations. 

The Department is aware that H.R. 10357, 
the proposed Military Personnel and Civilian 
Employees' Claims Act of 1962, passed the 
House on March 19, 1962, and is considered 
to have a good chance of being enacted dur
ing this session of Congress. The provi
sions of H.R. 10357 are more liberal than the 
provisions of this section. In the event 
H.R. 10357 is enacted the Department pro
poses to strike this section from the Foreign 
Service Act Amendments of 1962. 

Proposed Legislation 
PART I-GRANTS TO SCHOOLS 

Sec. 1081. Notwithstanding any other law, 
the Secretary is authorized to make grants 
of funds in lieu of or as supplementary to 
education allowances, for assistance in the 
establishment, construction, expansion, 
maintenance, and operation of schools out
side the ·united States, whenever he deter
mines such grant of funds is necessary in 
order to provide suitable education for chil
dren of employees· stationed in a foreign 
area. 

terns, educational needs can be met best by 
capital grants. 

With the requested new authority in the 
Foreign Service Act, the Secretary will be 
able to supplement the existing channels of 
assistance to schools in those instances, as in 
Iron Curtain countries, where none of the 
existing statutory authorities can meet the 
need. 

The Secretary of State needs authority to 
supplement existing educational fac111ties or 
to provide new ones where they are not avail
able through the grant of funds over and 
above existing legislative authority which 
cannot meet the needs for educational serv
ices to dependent children in certain areas. 
This amendment will provide stopgap legis
lation to be used only on a very limited basis 
untU total legislation can be developed on 
aid for education for dependents of employees 
of all civilian agencies overseas. 

Estimated cost of proposed bill 

1. Elimination of restriction on 
length of assignments in the 
United States (sec. 571(a) 

First year 
cost 

(b))---------~----------------------
Comment: There will be no 

additional cost to retain em
ployees for longer periods in 
the United States. 

2. Change in provisions relating 
to U.S. salary differentials 

· (sec. 571(c)) --------------( -$41, 000) 
Comment: The reduction in 

the area of applicab111ty of 
the U.s. salary differential 
under this proposal would 
result in a saving in the 
amount of $41,000. 

S. Change in provisions relating 
to within-class increases for 
Foreign Service officers and 
Reserve officers (sec. 625) __ 80, 000 

Comment: Most officers are 
promoted during the month 
of February; March, or 
April. Thus they would re
ceive their first within-class 
increase 3 or 4 months 
sooner under this proposal 
than they do under present 

Estimated cost of proposed bill-Continued 
Ftrst year 

cost 
3. Change in provisions-Con. 

Comment-Con. 
legislation. The cost of this 
provision can be estimateQ. 
by multiplying the average 
number of officers promoted 
by one-third of the average 
within-class increase. This 
amounts to $80,000. Chang
ing the date froni July 1 to 
the beginning of a pay 
period will reduce adminis
trative costs. 

4. Commuted travel plan (sec. 
911)---------------------- ----------

Comment; There will be no · 
additional costs in connec-
tion with this plan, the pur-
pose of which is to permit 
an eventual substantial re- 
duction in administrative 
costs. 

5. Substitution of annual leave 
for home leave prior to home 
assignment (sec. 911 (1) and 
(2))---------------------- ---------

Comment: This section would 
not result in any increase in 
costs and would result in a 
saving to the Government 
by virtue of the earlier en
trance on duty of personnel 
assigned to Washington aft
er a tour of duty abroad. 

6. Travel expenses for members 
of families in connection 
with representation (sec. 
911(2)>------------------- ~o.ooo 

Comment: Cost of travel for 
members of family to ac
company officers and em
ployees on official travel for 
representational purp6ses is 
estimated at $40,000. 

7. Shipment of remains · to place 
other than official residence 
(sec. 911(8))--~----------- 1,200 

Comment: The increased cost 
of shipping the remains of 
officers and employees and 
members of their families 
to the family burial place is 
estimated to be $1,200. 

8. Use of Government-owned or 
leased vehicles (sec. 914) ______ ;,.. ____ _ 

Comment: The proposal au
thorizes increased u8e of ex
isting vehicles, so the only 
cost would be a minor in
crease in fuel expenses 
which is not possible to esti
mate. 

9. Settlement of employee 
claims for property damage 
abroad (sec. 1051)--------- ---------

Comment: Between June 1950 
and June 1961, 266 claims, 
averaging $1,804, were set
tled by private laws at a to
tal cost of $479,994. The 
average annual cost for 
claims settled during this 
period was $43,636. It is 
not anticipated that there 
will be any increase in this 
a:mount. 

10. Grants to schools (sec. 1081) _ $150,000 
Comment: A preliminary es

timate indicates that 
grants might be made to 
10 schools averaging $15,000 
each. 

Total estimated cost_ 271,200 Savings ____________ ._________ 41, 000 

Net cost-------------- 230, 200 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF CON~ 
STITUTION TO PERMIT THE USE 
OF PRAYER IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, on ·be-

half of myself, and the Senator from 
Alabama [Mr. SPARKMAN], I introduce, 
for appropriate reference a joint resolu
tion proposing an amendment to the . 
Constitution of the United States to per
mit the use of prayer in public schools. 
I ask unanimous consent that the joint 
resolution may lie on the desk for 5 days 
so that any Senators who wish may join 
as cosponsors. 

I state, for the information of the Sen
ate, that this joint resolution is identical 
to the one introduced for the junior Sen
ator from Mississippi on Tuesday last 
when he was absent. I reintroduce it for 
the purpose of making it possible for 
other Senators to join in the sponsorship 
of the joint resolution. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The joint 
resolution will be received and appro
priately referred; and, without objection, 
the joint resolution will lie on the desk, 
as requested by the Senator from Mis
sissippi. 

The joint resolution (S.J. Res. 206) 
proposing an amendment to the Consti
tution of the United States to permit the 
use of prayer in public schools, intro
duced by Mr. STENNIS (for himself and 
Mr. SPARKMAN), was received, read twice 
by its title, and referred to the Commit
tee on the Judiciary. 

FREEDOM OF PRAYER-ADDI-
TIONAL COSPONSOR OF RESOLU
TION 
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I ask 

unaninious consent that the name of the 
senior Senator from South Carolina [Mr. 
JOHNSTON] be added as a COSponsor Of 
Senate Resolution 356, to provide for 
freedom of prayer. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC ASSIST
ANCE AND CHILD WELF~RE SERV
ICES PROGRAMS-ADDrriONAL 
COSPONSOR OF AMENDMENTS 
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the name of the 
junior Senator from North Dakota [Mr. 
BuRDICK] be added as an additional co
sponsor of the amendments which I 
submitted on behalf of myself and 12 
other Senators to the bill (H.R. 10606) 
to extend and improve the public as
sistance and child welfare services pro
grams of the Social Security Act, and 
for other purposes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

ADJOURNMENT 
Mr. MILLER. Mr .·President, pursuant 

to the order previously entered, I move 
that the Senate adjourn. 

The motion was agreed to; and <at 8 
o'clock and 40 minutes p.m.> · the Sen

. ate adjourned, under the order previously 
entered, until tomorrow, Friday, June 29, 
1962, at 12 o'clock meridian. 
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NOMINATIONS 

Executive nominations received by the 
Senate June 28, 1962: 

DIPLOMATIC AND FOREIGN SERVICE 

Leonard Unger, of Maryland, a Foreign 
Service officer of class 1, to be Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America to the Kingdom 
of Laos. 

IN THE ARMY 

The following-named officer to be placed 
on the retired list in the grade indicated 

:under the provisions of title 10, United States 
Code, section 3962: 

To be lieutenant general 

Lt. Gen. David William Traub, 017110, 
Army of the· United States (major general, 
U.S. Army). · 

The following-named officer under the 
provisions of title 10, United States Code, 
section 3066, to be assigned to a position of 
importance and responsibility designated by 
the President under subsection (a) of sec
tion 3066, in rank as follows: 

Maj. G_en. Charles Breckinridge Duff, 
018438, U.S. Army, in the rank of lieutenant 
general. 

CONFIRMATION 
Executive nomination confirmed by the 

Senate June 28, 1962: 
DIPLOMATIC AND FOREIGN SERVICE 

Philip D. Sprouse, of Tennessee, a Foreign 
Service officer of the class of career minister, 
to be Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni
potentiary of the United States of America 
to the Kingdom of Cambodia. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

Higher Cost of Living Affects Retired 
Persons, Too 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. GLENN CUNNINGHAM 
OF NEBRASKA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, 
there has long been a basic difference be
tween the treatment of retired military 
personnel and retired civilian personnel. 

For many years the Congress has tied 
military retirement benefits to military 
pay. When the pay of military personnel 
on active duty has been increased, the 
retirement benefits of military person
nel have been likewise increased. This 
is only commonsense. 

If an increased cost of living is the 
basis for an increase in the pay and 
allowances for active-duty personnel, 
then certainly the same cost-of-living 
increases have to be met by the retired 
military people. 

It is strange· that the same policy is 
not followed in regard to retired civilian 
personnel. Certainly if our Federal em
ployees are in need of a salary increase 
to meet a higher cost of living, our re
tired Federal employees also need more 
money to meet higher expenses. 

I think it would be appropriate for the 
Congress to consider adopting in regard 
to retirees under the civil service system 
the· same policy we have followed in 
regard to retired military. It is said that 
there will be a general pay raise bill . 
passed by this Congress for Federal 
employees. 

This would, in my opinion, be a logical 
and wise time to tie together the needs 
and benefits of active and retired Fed
eral employees. There has been a great 
deal of interest expressed this year in 
the well-being of retired persons. May 
I suggest that if a pay increase is war
ranted for Federal employees, and I be
lieve it is, then certainly an increase in 
annuities is merited for retired Federal 
employees. 

For the information of the House, I 
now include a listing of the military pay 
increases during the past 40 years: 1922 
Pay Readjustment Act; 1940 Selective 
Training and Service Act of 1940-in
creased pay for enlisted men in grades 

4 through 7; 1942 Pay Readjustment 
Act of 1942; 1946 act of June 29, 1946, 
amending the Pay ' Readjustment Act of 
1942; 1949 Career Compensation Act of 
1949; 1952 act of May 19, 1952, amend
ing the Career Compensation Act of 
1949; 1955 Career Incentive Act of 1955; 
and 1958 act of May 20, 1958, amending 
the Career Compensation Act of 194.9. 

In every case except one these in
creases went also to retired' military 
personnel. The excepton was the most 
recent increase-1958. At that time the 
Congress departed from its historic 
formula. Not all retired military per
sonnel benefited from this 1958 in
crease. 

But it is interesting to note that the 
administration has moved to restore the 
old correlation in .this area, and there is 
every evidence that the Congress will go 
along. This will reestablish the tie 
which has existed for at least 40 years 
between active military pay and retired 
military pay-a commonsense tie. 

I submit that this year would be an 
ideal time to extend this commonsense 
principle to benefits of our retired Fed
eral employees. 

Independence Day of Malagasy 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. ADAM C. POWELL 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 

· Mr. POWELL. Mr. Speaker, we take 
this opportunity to send warm felicita
tions to the President of the Republic of 
Malagasy, the Honorable Philibert T. 
Tsiranana, and Malagasy's Ambassador 
to the United States, the Honorable Louis 
Rakotomalala, on the occasion of the 
second anniversary of Malagasy's inde-
pendence. . 

On June 26, 1960, an almost forgotten 
island in the Indian Ocean off the coast 
of Africa emerged quietly to independ
ence. Madagascar became a republic 
within the French community after 64 
years as a French colony. Three days 
later, on June 29, the Security Council 
of the United Nations unanimously 
adopted a draft resolution recommend
ing the admission of the Malagasy Re-

public-the new official title of the island 
state-to the United Nations. Thus, the 
world's fourth largest island, without 
bloodshed and with confidence in its
future, joined the world community of 
sovereign states. 

The example which the Malagasy Re
public offers in its institutions and prac
tices is one to be emulated by ·all. For 
not only are its objectives of the noblest 
order; they are translated into equally 
worthy actions. It is· a modern demo
cratic state, with a president as head of 
government and a parliament composed 
of two chambers-a national assembly 
and a senate. Its constitution proclaims 
the equality of all men "in rights and 
duties, without distinction as to origin, 
race or religion." And the social har
mony of the island Republic is evidence 
that the ideals of political and religious 
freedom so forcefully expressed in the 
constitution are translated by its govern
ing institutions into reality, for the 
island is a heterogenous mixture of many 
races, religions, and cultures. 

Anthropological studies indicate that 
early waves of immigration were from 
Indonesia, and there are still traces of 
Hindu culture in the Malagasy language 
and customs. Throughout the Middle 
Ages Arabs from the Persian Gulf estab
lished trading posts on the Madagascar 
coast and added Moslem immigrants to 
the island population. Africans came 
from east Africa, and beginning in the 
17th century the Europeans arrived
Portuguese, Dutch, and French. It is 
truly astounding, almost incomprehen
sible, that Madagascar has been able to 

' assimiliate such diverse and even antag
onistic elements into a single civilization. 
The success of the Malagasy Republic in 
accomplishing this difficult task should 
be a lesson to us all that men, no matter 
how different their customs, can learn to 
live together in peace and concord. 

The Malagasy motto is "Liberty, Coun
try, and Progress," and the Malagasy 
Republic has lived up to these goals in 
its first 2 years of independe:r;1ce. To 
encourage economic progress it has 
launched programs for increasing agri
cultural and industrial development, for 
building roads, railroads, and airports, 
and for improving technology. To pro
mote social advancement it has exerted 
considerable efforts in the field_ of educa
tion. That the Malagasy. Republic is 
determined to retain its freedom of ac
tion in the intern~tional field is evidenced 
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in its firm refusal to join either power 
bloc in the cold war. That it is willing 
to work toward inter-African coopera
tion on the basis of respect/ for sover
eignty and noninterference in the inter
nal affairs of other states is revealed in 
its adherence to the moderate Monrovia 

, grouping of African states. "Liberty, 
Country, and Progress'' is a fitting motto 
for the Malagasy Republic. · 

Thus, it is with deep pleasure that we 
take this opportunity to congratulate 
President Tsiranana and . the people of 
the Malagasy Republic. The record of 
the first 2 years of independence is one 
.of which they may well be proud. For 
the Malagasy Republic is a stabilizing 
element in a turbulent continent-a free 
democratic state, a cooperative associate 
in the French community, a creative 
supporter of African unity, and a re
spected member of the. United Nations. 

One Nation Under God 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. A. WILLIS ROBERTSON 
OF VmGINIA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, I 
have received the following su,ggestion 
for an amendment to the Constitution 
from Charles Mooshian, editor, Carroll 
County Times, Westminster, Md.: 
CLARIFICATION OF THE FmST AMENDMENT TO 

THE CONSTITUTION AS REGARDS TO RELIGION 

ARTICLE-
SECTION 1. Congress is forbidden to estab

lish a state church supported by the Govern
ment. 

SEc. 2. The United States, established as 
a1 ChJ,"istian Nation, recognizes the authority 
of God and His Son, Jesus Christ, through 
whom the Nation has been abundantly 
blessed. 

SEc. 3. Congress may not prohibit the free 
exercise of religion in the several States. All 
citizens may worship God or refrain from 
worshipping as their consciences may dic
tate. 

SEC. 4. Nothing in this Constitution shall 
deny the right of any school to make avail
able to its students expressions of prayer 
or religious observances, provided participa
tion shall not be mandatory. 

SEc. 5. "In God we trust" shall be the na
tional motto of the United States. 

Sec. 6. The official Pledge of Allegiance to 
the Flag of the United States shall be: "I 
pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United 
States of America and to the Republic for 
which .it stands, one nation, under God, 
indivisible, with liberty and justice for all." 

CHARLES MOOSHIAN, 
Editor, Carroll County Times, West

minster, Md. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the CoNGRES
SIONAL RECORD the letter I have Written 
to Mr. Mooshian and a copy of his re
markable editorial of May 31,1962, when 
he predicted that no one knew what the 
Supreme Court was going to do in either 
the New York or Maryland school cases. 

There being no objection, the letter 
and editorial were ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows: 

U.S. SENATE, 
June 28, 1962. 

Mr. CHARLES MOOSHIAN, 
Editor, Carroll County Times, 
Westminster, Md. 

DEAR Mr. MOOSHIAN: If you have available 
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD for June 26 and 
.have read what I said that day about the 
decision of the Supreme Court in the school 
prayer case commencing at page 11707, you 
wlll understand how fully I agree with your 
editorial of May 31 which you have sent 
me, together with a suggested constitutional 
amendment. 

You will note in the Evening Star of today 
an article by David Lawrence where he indi
cates that, according to the views of Mr. 
Justice Douglas, who concurred in the major
ity views in the New York case, it was pos
sible . that the principle would later be 
extended to prohibiting the reading of the 
Lord's Prayer which, of course, would outlaw 
the Baltimore School Board regulation re
ferred . to in your editorial. 

The decision is not only absolutely wrong 
but tragic in its implications. The Court 
relied upon the 14th amendment, but that 
amendment had been in the Constitution for 
72 years before the Court believed that an 
amendment adopted in support of the rights 
of former slaves immediately after the end 
of the Civil War applied to religion. And, it 
was 14 years after that · before the Court 
decided that the amendment applied to pub
lic schools, although the history of the 
amendment showed definitely that it was 
not so intended. The 14th amendment, of 
course, is merely an enforcement amendment 
and adds no-substantive material to the first 
amendment. It merely states that no State 
shall make or enforce any law which shall 
abridge the privileges or immunities of citi
zens of the United States; nor shall any 
State deprive any person of life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of law, etc. 
The first amendment prohibited Congress 
from establishing a state church whether 
supported by the Government or not or to 
pass a law to prohibit the freedom of reli
gious worship. The Supreme Court in 1925 
said the first amendment was also a prohibi
tion against State laws. But what State 
laws? The answer, of course, is State laws 
to establish a state ,church. The 22-word 
New York prayer would establish no church 
nor did it interfere with anyone's freedom of 
religion because those who did not wish to 
participate were expressly excluded. . 

Many Members of the Senate agree with 
your statement: "This country was founded 
as a Christian nation, allowing all of its 

. citizens to worship God in any way they 
choose. But if one chose to become an 
atheist that was his business and under our 
Constitution he has a right to so believe. 
But the atheist certainly does not have the 
right to force his teachings on the majority 
of God-fearing citizens of this Nation. To 
make this Nation atheistic under the first 
amendment would be exactly what Khru
shchev and his communistic comrades would 
want to see." 

Therefore, we intend to do all in our power 
to nullify the recent decision of the Supreme 
Court in the New York school case either by 
joint resolution or by proposing an appro
priate amendment to the Constitution. 

With best wishes, I am, 
Sincerely yours, 

A. WILLIS ROBERTSON. 
r 

[From the Carroll County TiJnes, West
minster, Md:, May 31, 1962] 

"ESTABLISHMENT OF RELIGION" 
.. Congress shall make no .law respecting 

an establishment of religion, or prohibiting 
the free exercise thereof.'' 

When our Founding Fathers wrote into 
the first amendment to the Constitution this 
provision they meant just what they wrote 
and nothing else. Congress is forbidden to 
establish a specific church, that is, a Meth
odist Church, Baptist Church, etc. 

America was founded on religious free
dom. The Pilgrims came to the New World 
to get away from the established Church 
of England-they wanted to worship God 
in their own way. With this in mind the 
framers of the Constitution made it clear 
to Congress that it should not establish a 
specific state church. They wanted people 
to worship God in any way or manner they 
chose. 

In many countries today, some one de
nomination or religion has been made the 
official or established church and has been 
supported by the government. Congress is 
forbidden to set up an established church 
in the United States. 

This country was founded as a Christian 
nation, allowing all of its citizens to worship 
God in any way they chose. But if one 
chose to become an atheist that was his 
business and under our Constitution he has 
a right to so believe. 

But the atheist certainly does not have 
the right to force his teachings on the ma
jority of ~ad-fearing citizens of this Nation. 
To make this Nation atheistic under the 
first amendment would be exactly what 
Khrushchev and his communistic comrades 
would want to see. 

The majority still rules and even in Su
preme Court split decisions ~ it's the majority 
of 5 to 4 that "has its say" as to what the 
rest of us are to do. Those of us who are in 
the minority must comply, whether we like 
it or not. 

The Supreme Court of the United States 
has been asked to declare unconstitutional 
a Baltimore School Board regulation call1ng 
for a daily classroom opening exercise of 
Bible reading and recitation of the Lord's 
Prayer. 

Under the Constitution how can this be 
called establishment of religion by any 
stretch of the imagination? The pupils re
citing still go to their own churches and 
no one is prevented from worshiping or 
not worshiping as they please. 

Now, if any attempt were made to coerce 
a ' child into becoming a member of a certain 
church then this is another matter, and yet, 
it would not be establishment of religion. 

The ruling has been asked by counsel for 
Mrs. Madalyn E. Murray, mother of a ninth
grade student, in an appeal from a decision 
by the Maryland Court of Appeals. The 
State court has said the exercises do not 
violate the Constitution. 

The appeal has noted that the Murrays 
are a theists. The school regulation permits 
any child to be excused from the exercise 
upon written request of the parents. The 
appeal argues, however, that "this is nowise 
mitigated the violation of the petitioner's 
constitutional rights." Indeed. 
· When in these great United! States one 

person can shove God and Christianity out 
of a Christian nation, regardless of the ma
jority, then it is certainly time for action. 

The Murrays have contended ,the opening 
exercise is in violation of the "establishment 
of religion" and "free exercise" of religion 
clauses of the first amendment as noted 
above. · 

The Supreme Court has under considera
tion for final decision a similar appeal con
testing constitutionality of the offering of a 
22-word daily prayer in New York State's 
public schools. 

With past decisions made by the present 
Supreme Court, no tell1ng what the Justices 
will rule on these two cases. But one thing 
is sure-if they- decide against Bible reading 
and prayer in the schools and designate such 
exercises as "establishment of religion," then 
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there is . nothing left to do except draft an 
amendment to the Constitution spelling out 
and .clarifying the "establishment of reli
gion" clause so that even the present Court 
can understand it. 

Report of National Projects Committee 
. to the National Rivers and Harbors 

Congress 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. PHIL WEAVER 
. OF NEBRASKA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. WEAVER. Mr. Speaker, under 
leave to extend my remarks, I include 
in the CoNGRESSIONAL REC.ORD the report 
of the national projects committee which 
was unanimously adop~d by the recent 
49th national convention of the Na
tional Rivers and Harbors Congress held 
in Washington May 16-19, 1962. 

The permanent national projects com
mittee of the congress consists of an 
outstanding expert oh water resource 
problems from each of the major drain
age basins of the United States. They 
serve without compensation of any kind 
whatsoever and bear all of their own 
expenses when coming to Washington 
and while serving here on this com
mittee. 
· The committee's purpose is to assist 

the sponsors of projects in preparing and 
presenting their data, so that they may 
be placed in line for approval. · The 
projects recommended by the committee 
and endorsed by the· congress are 
vigorously pressed for inclusion in the 
Government's public works program, and 
appropriations or allocation of funds 
sought therefor. 

We are grateful to the members of this 
committee for their public-spirited serv
ice in an effort to assist the Congress of 
the United States and the governmental 
agencies charged with the responsibility 
for these public works, as well as the 
people in the areas to be served thereby. 

The members of the committee who 
served at its recent session are as fol
lows: 

PROJECTS COMMITTEE 
Representative PHIL WEAVER, of Falls City, 

Nebr., chairman. 
New England Division: William S. Wise, 

executive secretary, Flood and Water Pol~cy 
Commission, State of Connecticut, Hartford, 
Conn. 

North Atlantic Division: Brig. Gen. James 
H. Stratton, USA (retired), consulting en
gineer, New York, N.Y. 

South Atlantic Division: Col. George W. 
GUlette, USA (,retired), chairman, Wilming
ton Port and Waterway Development Com
mission, Wilmington, N.C. · 

Southwestern Division: Dale Miller, exec
utive vice president, Intracoastal Canal As
sociation of Louisiana and Texas, Houston, 
Tex. 

Lower Mississippi Valley Division: Hu B. 
Myers, chief engineer, Department of Public 
Works, State of Louisiana, Baton Rouge, La. 

North Central Division: AI. Hansen, comp
troller, City of Minneapolis, Minneapolis, 
Minn., vice chairman. 

Missouri River Division: John B. Quinn, 
executive director, Missouri Valley Develop
ment Association, Inc., Lincoln, Nebr. 

Ohio River Division: J. I. Perey, chief en
gineer, Indiana Flood Control and Water 
Resources Commission, Indianapolis, Ind. 

North Pacific Division: Herbert G. West, 
executive vice president, Inland Empire 
Waterways. Association, Walla Walla, Wash. 

South Pacific Division: Vice. Admiral Mur
rey L. Royar, USN (retired), Washington 
representative, Oakland, Calif., Chamber of 
Commerce. 

Western Inter-Mountain Region: Harold 
H. Christy, second national vice president, 
National Reclamation Association, Pueblo, 
Colo. 

The report follows: 
REPORT OF THE PROJECTS COMMITrEE TO THE 

49TH NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE NA
TIONAL RIVERS AND HARBORS CONGRESS 

MAY 18, 1962. 
Mr. HENRY H. BUCHMAN, 
President, National Rivers and Harbors 

Congress, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: In pursuance Of the 

call of the president, your projects commit
tee met on May 17, 1962, to consider the proj
ects · submitted since the laSt session of the 
National Rivers and Harbors Congress. Hear
ings were afforded all who made appearance. 

The committee at this session has exam
ined 84 proposals embracing all resource im
provements with which this congress is · 
concerned, including navigable waterways, 
harbors, flood control, hurricane protection, 
soil conservation, reclamation, and water 
conservation. · 

Of the proposals examined, this commit
tee is convinced that 44 constitute projects 
sound in conception, needful, and sufilciently 
advanced in status to warrant endorsement, 
involving a total estimated cost of $1,372,-
018,300. Ten proposals appear to be without 
sufficiently advanced development to war
rant project 1 endorsement at this time, but 
are believed to be meritorious and entitled 
to further consideration by this committee, 
if and when additional information may be 
adequate to warrant an endorsed status. We 
find that on 23 proposals, surveys have been 
authorized but the reports of said surveys 
have not been completed and we therefore 
recommend in these cases that Congress ap
propriate sufficient funds to permit comple-· 
tion of these surveys as soon as practicable 
in order that action may be taken toward 
classification by this congress. We find seven 
proposals which on preliminary examina
tion appear to be desirable and needful, and 
we accordingly recommend that engineering 
and economic investigations of survey scope 
be made in these cases with a view to de
veloping projects for subsequent authoriza
tion. , · 

Appendix A of this report sets forth in 
detail a list of all proposals and projects ex
amined and the action taken thereon. 

The Subcommittee on Flood Control of the 
House Public Works Committee has initiated 
public hearings on an omnibus river and 
harbor and flood control bill of 1962. The 
projects to be included in the pending bill 
are of great importance to the Nation's ex
panding economy and should be provided at 
the earliest practicable date. Your projects 
committee recommends that the Congress of 
the United States be requested to take early 
action on the bill and that consideration 
be given to early appropriation of funds for 
planning and construction of these proposed 
projects. . 

Although Federal participation in develop
ment of the Nation's water resources dates 
from ·1824, when funds were appropriated by 
Congress for the Corps of Engineers to 
initiate ' improvements for navigation, the 
broader aspects o! Federal activity in thJs 
field have been largely concentrated in the 
past quarter of a century. Noteworthy prog-

ress has been made, but the accomplish
ments to date are only a fraction of the ulti
mate task of meeting adequately present and 
future needs in the field of water resources. 

The largest and most diverse segment of 
Federal water resource development is that 
being accomplished under the civil works 
program of the Army Corps of Engineers. 
Accomplishments to date under-that program 
include the provision of more than 200,reser
voirs with an aggregate storage capacity of 
about 165 million acre-feet, which serve the 
multiple purposes of navigation, flood con
trol, hydroelectric power generation, water 
conservation, and many associated functions 
such as pollution abatement, recreation, and 
fish and wildlife enhancement. · Included are 
36 power installations w~th an installed 
capacity of almost 7¥2 m1llion kilowatts, rep
resenting about half of the total existing 
Federal hydroelectric capacity. More than 
500 local flood protection projects have been 
placed in operation, including the vast levee 
system protecting almost 24 million acres of 
:flood plain in the lower Mississippi Valley. 
About 500 commercial harbors and 250 small
boat harbors have been provided on the 
shores of the oceans and Great Lakes. Some 
20,000 miles of improved inland waterways 
provide the means for movement of about 
120 billion ton-miles of commerce annually, 
and improvement of the connecting channels 
of the Great Lakes provides for an additional 
annual movement of waterborne commerce of 
the order of 100 b1llion ton-miles. Other 
accomplishments under the program include 
such items as the installation of shore pro
tection works along more than 300 miles of 
coastline, the provision of over 3 million 
acres of water area during the summer sea
son which is being used more intensively 
each year for recreation, and providing a vital 
part of rescue and relief assistance during 
great floods and other natural disasters. 
. Gratifying as such accomplishments are, 
we must not lose sight of the present un
fulfilled needs in the field of water resources 
and the urgency of sound planning now for 
the even greater needs of the future. Our 
problems and needs in this field are not 
static, but are constantly increasing in an 
expanding nation such as ours with its grow
ing urbanization and industrial expansion. 
For example, it was pointed out in connec
tion with the report of the Senate Select 
Committee on National Water Resources 
that although Federal flood control works 
already in operation ' were providing an 
average annual reduction in flood d~ages 
of about $600 m1llion, an average annual 
flood damage potential of about $700 m1llion 
still remained under 1957 conditions of flood 
plain development. In the absence of addi
tional flood control works, that potential was 
estimated to increase to about $960 million 
annually by 1980 under the conditions of 
flood plain use expected to develop in the 
meantime. Most striking of all, it was 
pointed out that if the Federal flood control 
program were continued until 1980 at the 
rate · then in effect, it would do little more 
than keep pace with the growth of damage 
potential during the period. 

The continuing flood losses suffered 
throughout the Nation illustrate that we 
have not yet approached a reasonable de
gree of flood protection to meet even our 
immediate needs, and the past year has 
been no exception in that respect. Numer
ous severe floods have occurred in various 
areas since our last national convention, the 
most noteworthy from the standpoint of 
widespread sutfering resulting from two 
coastal storms. The first of these was hurri
cane Carla which, in early September 1961, 
battered the gulf coastal area and inundat
ed about 1.7 m1llion acres of land, including 
entire communities. It resulted in the loss 
of 82 lives, and this tragedy would have been 
much more severe were it not for the timely 
warnings and outstanding cooperation of 
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citizens and officials which permitted the 
evacuation of over 300,000 persons from 
areas of greatest danger, the largest· mass 
evacuation ever accomplished in the United 
States. Total damages are estimated at over 
$400 million, of which about one-half re
sulted from hurricane tide inundation. 
Additional damages of over $30 million 
were prevented by existing Federal projects, 
primarily the Galveston seawall. 

More recently, the- great Atlantic storm 
of early March 1962 was, from the stand
point of destructive force, one of the worst 
experienced on the Atlantic coast. Here, 
too, the relatively few existing shore pro
tection projects planned and constructed 
With Federal participation demonstrated 
their effectiveness in reducing tragic losses 
from. extremes of natural forces. These two 
storms point up the need for greater em
phasis in the fields of hurricane protection 
and shore protection. 

Although the urgent needs for such phases 
of water resource development as fiood con
trol and hurricane protection are more force
fully 1llustrated through the occurrence of 
extreme floods and storms, the other aspects 
also must be given propel' attention, par
ticularly in the planning for future needs. 
The . .rapid transition of our Nation into a 
predominantly urban-industrial economy is 
accompanied by increasing needs for more 
and better transportation, assured water sup
plies of adequate quantity and acceptable 
quality, and adequate electric power. In
creasing urbanization, coupled with shorter 
workweeks and our generally higher stand
ard of living, is accompanied by greater 
pressures for outdoor recreation and in
creased emphasis on the need to conserve 
and enhance our fish and wildlife resources. 
The Federal water resource progJ;am of the 
future must contribute its full share toward 
meeting these diverse needs if our economy 
is to prosper, and such contribution can 
be made only through comprehensive plan
ning. This was emphasized in the Presi
dent's conservation message to Congress of 
March 1, 1962, which stated: 

".Our Nation's progress is refiected . in the 
history of our great river systems. The 
water that courses through our rivers and 
streams holds the key to full national de
velopment. Uncontrolled, it wipes out 
homes, lives, and dreams, bringing disaster 
in the form of floods; controlled, it is an 
effective artery of transportation, a boon to 
industrial development, a source of beauty 

and recreation. And the means for turning 
arid areas into rich and versatile crop-
land. • • ~ · 

"Our goal, therefore, is to have sufficient _ 
water sufficiently clean in the right place 
at the right-time to·serve the range of human 
and industrial needs. And we must har
monize confiicting objectives-for example, 
irrigation versus navigation, multiple
purpose reservoirs versus scenie park sites. 
Comprehensive and integrated planning is 
the only solution of this problem, requiring 
cooperative efforts at all levels of govern
mEmt." 

The committee is gratified to note that not 
only is increasing attention being given to 
the need for comprehensive planning for 
water resource development but, even more 
important, numerous recent actions are de
signed to facilitate true comprehensive 
planning in the water resource field. These 
actions include new legislation such as the 
Water Supply Act of 1958, as amended in 
1961; the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 
as amended; the Water Pollution Control 
Act, as amended in 1961; and section 206 
of the Flood Control Act of 1960 which has 
enabled the Corps of Engineers, during the 
current fiscal year, to initiate a program of 
fiood plain studies and the dissemination of 
information to serve as a guide to non
Federal authorities in regulating the oc
cupancy and use of fiood-prone areas so as 
to ameliorate the growth of the national 
fiood damage potential. Also included are 
revised policies a;d procedures adopted by 
the executive departments, such as a more 
realistic consideration of the true economic 
life of potential water resource projects; the 
acquisition of sufficient land in connection 
with the construction of Federal reservoir 
projects to preserve the recreational potential 
of the areas; the recognition of recreation as 
a specific project purpose, where appropriate, 
in the planning of water resource projects; 
and increasing attention to new and im
proved techniques such as the feasibility of 
pumped storage to firm up hydroelectric 
capacity, the possibilities of ultra-high
voltage power transmission, and more effec
tive interconnection of the power systems 
of the Nation. All such actions constitute 
better tools to attack the enormous task 
that must be accomplished to provide the 
optimum development of water resources 
essential to the strength and welfare of the 
Nation. -

In closing, your committee wishes to re
emphasize, and dire·ct to the attention of 
the Congress, that urgent needs exist today 
for water resource improvements, and much 
greater and more complex national n~eds 
face us in the near future. Accordingly, 
authorized programs should be funded for 
accomplishment, and recommended im
provements should be authorized and funded, 
as rapidly as practicable, in order that they 
may soon start making their contribution 
toward meeting present-day needs. Be
cause the lead time is long in planning and _ 
building sound water resource projects, im
mediate emphasis must also be given to 
adequate funding of investigation programs 
to assure that essential future needs also 
will be met in a timely manner. We must 
not, we dare not, forget ·the admonition of 
the President in his message of last March 
that "Our Nation's progress is reflected in the 
history of our great river systems." 

Respectfully submitted, 
PHIL WEAVER, 

Chairman. 
Note A. A project which has been placed 

in class II, III, IV or V by the committee 
may be reexamined from time to time upon 
due application and the submission of rna- · 
terial supplementary information, with a 
view to advancing its classification; but no 
project wm be reported upon by the com-
mittee more than once in each year. 1 

Note B. Attention is called to the fact that 
when a project is once put in class !
endorsed, such status continues and it is 
unnecessary to fo_llow up at subsequent _ 
sessions with new ·applications. All projects 
"endorsed" by the congress, upon the recom
mendations of the committee, retain their 
status until finally constructed, unless such 
action is rescinded by the congress, and 
the congress stands pledged to do every
thing possible to assist in reaching that goal. 

APPLICATIONS FOR APPROVAL OF PROJECTS RE
CEIVED BY THE PROJECTS COMMITTEE-AP· 
PENDIX A 

(Letter "R" following the project number 
indicates revision of a previous applica
tion) 

DIVISION I-ENDORSED 

Endorsed. This means that it is the judg
ment of the committee that the project is 
sound, needful and sufficiently advanced fn 
status; and that its construction is justified 
by the public interest it wlll serve. 

Docket No.' Name of project State or States Division Docket No. Name of project State or States Division 

181A-R3 __ _ Tennessee-Tombigbee Water
way. _ 

Alabama and Ohio River and 
Mississippi. South Atlantic. 

North Carolina_ South Atlantic. 723-R4 ____ _ 

781-R6 ____ _ 

Comprehensive plan of develop
ment of the Cape Fear River 
Basin. 

Raystown multipurpose reser
voir. 

Pennsylvania ___ North Atlantic. 

875-R6 ____ _ Brookville Reservoir, East Fork, 
Whitewater River. 

Indiana_________ Ohio River. 

Calcasieu low water dam _______ _ Louisiana_______ Lower Mississippi 
Valley. 

1091-R_____ Improvement of Oakland inner California_______ South Pacific. 
harbor. 

1008-R3 ___ _ 

1094-R4____ Rend Lake______________________ illinois__________ Lower Mississippi 
Valley. 

South Atlantic. 
Do. 

1100-R4____ Wilmington Harbor_____________ North Carolina_ 
1IOOA-R4 _______ dO--------------------------- _____ do __________ _ 
1109-R3____ Columhia and lower Willamette Washington and North Pacific. 

Rivers deep-draft ship chan- Oregon. 
nel. 

1114-R4____ Flint River navigation, :flood Georgia_________ South Atlantic. 
control, etc. 

1159-R3 ____ Wailoa streams ____ .: _____________ Hawau __________ Pac11lc Ocean. 
1167-R ____ Deepening of main channel of Michigan _______ North CentraL 

Rouge River. 
1183-R2--~- Trexler Dam and Reservoir ____ _ 
1184-R2 ____ Tocks Island Dam and Reser-

voir. 

Pennsylvania __ _ 

p=~!:US 
Jersey. 

1185-R2 ___ · Prompton Dam and Reservoir __ Pennsylvania __ _ 
1186-R2 ____ Beltzville Dam and Reservoir ________ do __________ _ 
1187-R2____ Blue Marsh Dam and Reservoir _ _____ do __________ _ 
1195A-R2__ Portland Harbor---------------- Maine _________ _ 
1195-R ____ __ __ : _do _________ ------------------ _____ do __________ _ 
1196-R _____ Portsmouth Harbor and Pis- MaineandNew 

cataqua River. Hampshire. 

North Atlantic. 
Do. · 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Northeast. 
Do. 
Do. 

1199-R ____ _ 
1200-R_ ----1231__ _____ _ 

1232 _______ _ 
1235 _______ _ 

1236 _______ _ 
1237 _______ _ 
1240 _______ _ 

1241_ ______ _ 
1242 _______ _ 
1243 _______ _ 

1244_-------

Buttermilk ChanneL ___________ New York ______ North Atlantic. 
Chelsea River, Boston Harbor ___ Massachusetts __ Northeast. 
Navajo Indian irrigation (recla-mation) ______________ _________ New Mexico ___ _ 
San Juan-Cllama (reclamation) __ ____ _ do _____ _____ _ 
Campti-Clarence:floodcontroL __ LouiSiana ___ ___ _ 

Kaunakakai Harbor_____ ________ HawaiL ~--------
Muskegon Harbor ___ _____ ______ Michigan ______ _ 
Turning basin, Green Bay Har-

Southwest. 
Do. 

Lower Mississippi 
Valley. 

Pacific Ocean. 
North· Central. · 

bor ____________________________ Wisconsin______ _ Do. 
Big Darby Reservoir___________ _ Ohio ____________ Ohio River. 
Deer Creek Reservoir ________________ do__________ _ Do. 
Paint Creek Reservoir _______________ do___________ Do. 
Rollinson Channel and channel 

from Hatteras Inlet to Hat-
teras __________________________ North Carolina_ SouthAtlantic. 

1245 ________ Wrightsville Beach __________________ do__________ Do. 
1246 ________ Carolina Beach and vicinity _________ do__________ Do. 
1247 ________ Alameda Creek :flood control California _______ South Pac11lc. 

project. 
1248________ East Fork watershed, Trinity Texas___________ Southwest. 

River and tributaries . . 
1252________ Okatibbee Greek___________ __ ___ Mississippi______ South Atlantic. 
1253________ Chattachoochee River Dam, Georgia_________ Do. 

West Point. 
1254 ________ -J. Percy Priest__________________ Tennessee_______ Ohio River. 
1259 ________ Water quality improvement Texas ___________ Southwest. 

experimental projects, Red 
River Basin. 

Dubuque.local :flood protection Iowa____________ North Central. 
project. -

Fryingpan- Arkausas project Colorado ________ Southwest. 
(reclamation). 

Freeport hurricane tidal pro- · Texas __________ _ 
tection. 

1262--------
1263 _______ _ 

~-------- Do. 
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DIVISION n-MERITORIOUS 

Meritorious. This means that the committee believes that al
though the project is not suffiCiently acivanced in status to warrant 
its present endor~ement, it is meritorious and that the committee is 
willing to c~msider in due course, its advancement to division · I 

Docket No. ,, Name o(project State or States ' Division 

1162-R2 ___ ~ Kihei district :flood controL _____ Hawaii _________ ·Pacific Ocean. 
1163~R _____ Palolo .and Manoa Valleys ___________ do_______ ___ Do. 
1169-R2 ____ Honolulu Harbor---- - -------~-- _____ do ___ : __ _.~-- Do. · -upon presentation by its sponsors of additional evidence justifying 1170-R2____ Harbors for light-draft vessels, _____ do_________ __ Do. such action. · · · · coast of Hawaiian Islands. 
1172-R2____ Port Allen Harbor modification ______ do___________ Do. 
1173-R _____ Kahuluu Harbor, Oahu _________ ____ _do___________ Do. 
1174-R2____ Explosive handling facilities ________ __ do______ _____ Do. Docket No. Name of project State or States Division 
1213-R_____ Northeast (Cape Fear) River, North Carolina_ South Atlantic. 

793-R9. ---- Cleves flood protection __________ Ohio __ __________ above Hilton Bridge. · 
1219-R _____ Kahoma Stream flood controL __ HawaiL ________ Pacific Ocean. Ohio River. 

1073-R. ____ Snake River project, Mountain Idaho.-----~ - --- North Pacific. · 1220-R-~--- Cape Fear River, above Wil- North C~folina_ SouthAtlantic. 
mington. · 

1233_______ _ Little Calumet River surveY- -~- Indiana and North ·central. 
· Home Guffy, Long Tom, and 
Hillcrest units division (recla- · 
mation). 

1096-R4. ___ Deep draft and small craft 
harbor· 'development, Port 

California .• ~--- ~ South Pacific. 
;Ill~? iS. 

1234________ Salem Church Reservoir_------- VrrgmJa_________ North Atlantic. 
1238_____ ___ Congaree River navigation____ __ South Carolina__ South AtlantiC. 

·San Luis; . 1256 ________ Norfolk & Western Ry:Bridge __ Virginia _________ North Atlantic. 
1257------ -- Thimble Shmil Channel, Nor- _____ do· __ ----- ~-- Do. 

. folk Harbor and ch!l.nnel to 
1126-R3. --- Norfolk Harbor and channel to Vir:ginia __ ,_ _____ _ North Atlantic. 

Newport News. 
·1193A-R ___ Savannah Harbor improvement Georgia_- -- -- --- South Atlantic. NeWPort- News . .. 

program: ' 
1194-R __ __ _ ·Searsport ________________________ Maine_ ·~ _- - - ---- Northeast. 

1258 ________ Pigeon Creek watershed survey __ Indiana _________ Ohio River. 
1260________ Pascagoula Harbor and Bayou · Mississippi;.~--- South Atlantic. 

Casotte. 1239 __ -- ---- Green Bay Harbor, deepening Wisconsin __ ____ _ North Central, 
of entrance and channel. 1261. ______ _ Port Sqtton and Ybor Channel, Florida_________ . Do. 

1249 ________ Kennebunk 'River _______________ Maine __________ Northeast. Tampa Harbor. . . . 1250 ________ Haw Ridge Park (regional pub- Tennessee _______ Ohio River. 1261A. __________ do._--------~--------------- _____ do __ - ------- Do. 
lie park). 

North Atlantic. 1255 ________ .Lynnhaven Inlet, Bay, and Virginia _________ 
connecting waters. DIVISION IV-P!lOJECTS RECOMMENDED FOR SURVEY 

DIVISION· lli-EXPEDITIOUS REPORT ON AUTHORIZED SURVEY REQUESTED 

. Recommended for survey. This means that the comm~ttee believes 
that sufficient showing on behalf of the project has been made to 
warrant further examination in the form of an adequate survey by 
an appropriate agency of the Federal Government. 

Expeditious report on authorized survey requested. This means 
that the committee believ.es that the National· Rivers and Harbors 
Congress should request the engineering authority ·to expedite any 
report on any authoriz~d investigation or survey of the project to 
the end that appropriate further action may be had thereon in 
regard to its classification. 

Docket No. N arne of project . State or States Division -

1168-R2 __ __ Haleiwa Beach erosion project.. HawaiL _________ Pacific Ocean. 
121.'5-R_ ____ Santa Rosa P eninsula channeL Florida __ _____ ___ South Atlantic. 
1229__ ______ Escambia River_ __ ___ ___________ _____ do ______ :____ Do: · 
1229-R._. ________ do ________________________________ do___________ Do. N arne of project State or States Docket No. Division 
1230_ ___ ____ Choctawhatchee-Pea River, Ba- Alabama and Do .. 

876-R7 ____ _ West Fork, Whitewater River__ Indiana _________ Ohio River. sin. . Florida. 
1137-R2 ____ Brazos River surveY- --- ·------- Texas ___________ Southwest. 1251_ ______ _ Hanalei River flood controL ____ HawaiL ____ ____ Pacific Ocean. 

1157-R2____ Waikiki Beach improvement ____ · Hawaii__________ Pacific Ocean. 
1265 ________ Mulat Bayou channeL _________ Florida __ ::_ ______ South Atlantic. 

1158-R2: ___ Ia.o Stream, flood controL _______ --,---do__________ Do. 

Urgent Need for Federal Employees. Pay 
Raise 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. CHARLES A. BUCKLEY 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTAT~VES 
Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. Speaker, under 
leave to . extend my remarks in the 
RECORD, I wish to insert the text of a 
statement which I submitted today to 
the House Post omce and Civil Service 
Committee in connection with hearings 
which have been held recently on Fed
eral employees' pay legislation. _ 

The . statement reads as follows: 
Mr. Chairman and members of the com

mittee, may I thank you for the opportunity 
of appearing before this committee today 
and to commend you for the current series 
of hearings you are now holding ·on proposed 
legislation to raise the salaries of postal and 
Federal workers, and for the opportunity to 
give you my views on this legislation. 

You are well aware of all the facts in
volved in the legislation before you and are 
entirely familiar with just what these bills 
entail. I would like to point out something 
that I am sure has been placed before you 
before this, and that is that the pay increase 
bill for postal employees has been endorsed 
by all postal gz:oups, including both organi
zations of post office clerks, the railway 
carriers, and others. It also carries the sup
port of the National Association of Letter 
Carriers .and the Government Employees 
Council, AFL-CIO. With reference to the 

pay increase bill for Federal employees, that 
is endorsed by the American Federation of 
Government E-mployees, affiliated with the 
AFL-CIO. Mr. Chairman, the cost of living 
in all categories has continued to move for
ward. Two years after the last pay increase 
that was authorized for postal and. Federal 
employees, a majority of these workers find 
themselves deeper and deeper in an economic 
hole that is not of their own making. The 
cost of the basic commodities has risen since 
the last increase of 2 years ago and the wages 
of the worker in private industry has risen 
proportionately, but the postal workers and 
the Federal · employees find themselves 'today 
still trying to maintain an adequate living 
on the salary of 2 years ago. They are in an 
intolerable position, hemmed in by the wage 
increases of private business and the spiral
ing cost of living I mentioned before. 

As a ·result of this fact the Federal em
ployee and the postal worker is limited at 
the present time by the· salaries that were 
fixed for them 2 years ago. The average 
breadwinner who works either · for the · Post 
Office Department or the ·Federal Govern
ment, and particularly those in the lower 
income grade, find that the problem of main
taining an adequate standard for their fam
ily and themselves has increased. The postal 
worker or the classified Federal employee 
must either go into debt or find a subsidiary 
form of income to supplement the Govern
ment wage he is now receiving. The average 
Federal worker does not desire to do · this. 
He wants to spend all tiJ:rte possible with his 
family. If he is forced into a second position, 
there is no doubt that his emciency insofar 
as Federal work is concerned is hurt. This 

· is · indeed a tremendous burden to place· on 
those who are devoting their lives to the 
service of their Government either · tn the 
Federal branch or in the Postal Department. 
The only possible solution to this problem is 

an in·crease in wages to· meet ·the demands 
of our times. · This increase in wages that 
is contained in the legislation now before 
you plus the other features of the bills you 
are considering will be a great forward step 
in giving us a more . efficient postal and 
Federal service and in helping to improve 
the lives of our dedicated Federal workers. 
I am in favor of this legislation you are 
now ·considering and I strongly urge that 
this committee report out such legislation 
favorably, effective July 1,· 1962. It is my 
hope that . before this. Congress reaches its 
end it will· have passed both Houses and 
been enacted into law. 

The National LoHery of Peru, 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. PAUL A. FINO . 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962. 

Mr. FINO. Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to point out to the Members of this 
House the national lottery of Peru. 

This small and poor country has been 
smart enough to take advantage of and 
capitalize on the ·gambling spirit of its 
people. The gross receipts for 1961 
amounted to over $3 million. After pay
ment of prizes, the amount of $500,000 
went into charitable organizations for 
hospital and medical services. 

Mr. Speaker, it iS hard tO understand 
our stubbornness and reluctan9e in not 
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having our own Government-run lottery 
in the United States. A national lottery 
in this country could easily, painlessly, 
and voluntarily raise over $10 billion a· 
year in new revenue which could be used 
to lighten the tax burden of our tax
payers. 

Citizens' Crime Commission of Metro
politan Washington Prepares for Vital 
Program-Honors Outgoing President; 
New Officers Announced 

EXTENSION OF' REMARKS 
OF 

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH 
OF WEST VIRGINIA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

.Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, on 
June 27 it was my privilege to address 
a testimonial lunch~on by the Citizens' 
Crime Commission of Metropolitan 
Washington in honor of its president, 
Robert C. ·simmons. Having completed 
3 successful years as commission spokes
man, Mr. Simmons received merited 
praise· and gratitude from his coworkers 
as he relinquished responsibilities to the 
new president, the Honorable Robert E. 
McLaughlin. 

Installed along with Mr. McLaughlin 
were five newly elected directors of the 
commission, including: Ben Strouse, 
radio station WWDC; C. Aubrey Gasque, 
Deputy Director of Administration for 
the U.S. Courts; Mark Evans, vice presi
dent of Metropolitan Broadcasting Co.; 
Frank K. Smith, executive of an insur
ance firm which bears his name; and 
William K. Norwood, of the Chesapeake 
& Potomac Telephone Co. 

Among those honoring Bob and pres
ent at this notable event were the Hon
orable Alexander Holtzoff, judge of the 
U.S . . District Court for the District of 
Columbia; Donald Clemmer, Director of 
the District of Columbia Department of · 
Corrections; Chief of Police Robert V. 
Murray; Chief of White House Police 
Ralph C. Stover; and executive director 
of the Citizens' Crime Commission, Miss 
Sally Orrison. 

. Ralph Pittman, a former president of 
the commission and chairman of its 
nominating committee, presented re
marks concerning the work of the com
mission, and paid special tribute to the 
influence of Chief Murray in the efficient 
work of the Metropolitan Police. 

Mr. McLaughlin, former President of 
the Board of Commissioners of the Dis
trict of Columbia, iii accepting the chal
lenge of the presidency, urged that the 
community continue all-out efforts to 
convince criminal elements that the Na
tion's Capital has no soft outlook toward 
lawbreakers, and cited the crime com
mission's aim of providing a factual pic
ture of our strengths and weaknesses in 
law enforcement. 

Mr. President, before my own remarks 
it was an unexpected pleasure to read 
to the group a message from the Vice 

· President of the United States, LYNDON 
B. JOHNSON, congratulating Mr. Sim-

mons for wise counseling and able lead
ership. 

Before presenting the commission's 
certificate of appreciation to the honored 
guest, it was satisfying to add my words. 
of gratitude, and to refer to the useful 
community service being carried forward 
by the Citizens' Crime Commission of 
Metropolitan Washington. 

I ask unanimous consent that certain 
remarks and documents concerning the 
testimonial luncheon for Mr. Simmons 
be printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

There being no objection, the remarks 
and documents were orQ.ered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 
REMARKS OF HON. ROBERT E. MCLAUGHLIN, 

FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF CoM
MISSIONERS OF WASHINGTON, D.C., AT A 
LUNCHEON MEETING OF THE CITIZENS' 
CRIME COMMISSION OF METROPOLITAN 
WASHINGTON 
The Washington community is waking up 

to the threats and dangers of crime in a way 
and at a propitious time to give us hope of 
definite improvement. This Citizens' Crime 
Commission was born out of a time of stress . 
in the Police Department, when congres
sional committees were forced to investigate, 
and found that the community was not tak
ing the part it should take in crime preven
tion. Many good works have come out of 
this commission, yet it has been gradually 
forced out of United Givers Fund and placed 
in a financial position where it was greatly 
crippled in its operation. We must see to 
this financial situation. I do not say this 
lightly. I know of the strenuous efforts of 
Bob Simmons and his predecessors--to say 
nothing of Sally Orrison. (And it is difficult 
to say anything of the crime commission 
without saying something of Sally Orrison 
because she literally eats, drinks and sleeps 
"crime commission.") . 

One of the early bits of information that I 
received as a District Commissioner in 1955 
was that I could rely on the work of the 
then Washington Criminal Justice Associa
tion, and I was introduced to a work on 
police administration which was its current 
accomplishmei?-t in conjunction with the 
District of Columbia management office and 
the Metropolitan Police. 

There has been a strong yeast working in 
the whole Was:Q.ington community which is 
bearing fruit in the neighborhood meetings 
which are now underway. While it is largely 
the churches, school and recreation officers 
who a:re coming forward-it is definitely a 
movement forward. The last time this area 
was so stirred up about crime was when the 
blasts of publicity were released on the "Re
port on Prisons, Probation, and Parole." 
This came at a time when for 5 years the 
crime curve dived consistently downward in 
the District of Columbia. It was my stated 
opinion then-and it is my opinion now
that the effect of the handling of that re
port was to telegraph to the Washington 
community that Washington was "going soft 
on crime." It was the opinion of the· police 
as well. And, although the police redoubled 
their efforts, the crime curve changed its 
direction the next month and began the 5-
year ascent that we are so concerned about 
at this moment. 

We must convince the shady and criminal 
element that this community has not sof
tened up, and that they had better go to 
work or leave town. The yeast is beginning 
to work. 

·I well remember the condition of the Police 
Department at the time of JENNINGs RAN
DOLPH'S investigation. It was largely an 
aftermath of the corrupting influence of pro
hibition. 

It is significant that this organization was 
first calle4 the Criminal Justice Assoclatlon, 

because brutality and the third degree had 
taken the place of good police work. Thank 
God, the latter is wholly finished in this 
community, and the former is well under 
control, and where practiced is definitely 
against police policy. This Police Depart
ment has come a long way in the past 25 
years--and most of the progress has been 
accomplished in the past 10 years, since Bob 
Murray has been Chief of Police. Chief Mur
ray has attacked the problems. with integrity 
and intelligence. He has carried the weight 
of law enforcement in this community. We 
have watched his hair turn white in a re
markably short time. We citizens must give 
him a firm hand: No longer shoul~ he carry 
the whole burden of maintaining our police 
standards and criteria beyond compromise. 
No longer should he alone bear the brunt· of 
right or left extremists or political influence. 

There are many departments in a large 
municipal government. We have over 27,000 
municipal employees. Less than 3,000 of 
them are policemen. Yet there is the one 
area in which the citizen can contribute 
most--he can help the police directly. We 
find that our advice on traffic engineering, 
health problems and welfare, is not too ef
fective. But we are the milieu in which 
crime works, and we can stop it nearly dead 
if we all turn to and give assistance. 

Our -own peculiar niche as an organization 
is to crystalUze and conc-entrate this effort. 
I think there is much to be done, and we 
can start immediately. 

When the peace and calm of my farm, was 
disturbed one weekend by a telephone call 
from one of my close friends in Washing
ton, I accepted this new responsibility be
cause I heard that one of the projects in 
view was a coordination of information on 
law enforcement in the District of Columbia. 
I had tried to get a modest appropriation 
for that purpose in 1960, but had been turned 
down. This organization, through Bob Sim
mons and Sally Orrison, tried in 1961 with 
the same resUlts. Now, the plan is to get 
the money from the people and do the job. 
This community has little coordinated in
formation which would permit an overall 
evaluation of the weaknesses of our system. 
The $10,000 required for collection and eval
uation of this information will be the cheap
est contribution ever made to peace and 
good order in this city. 

The price of freedom is eternal vigilance. 
Eternal vigilance -was the reason for the 
organization of this group. With its roots 
in the fertile SOil Of JENNINGS RANDOLPH'S 
1934 investigation, and its branches in the 
free air of another day, the Citizens' Crime 
Commission will grow in latitude and statUre 
until its beneficial influence is felt from 
the courts and correctional institutions down 
to the dens and brothels where our crimi
nals are bred, and contribute once more to 
safe streets in our city and the eradication 
of its crime. Crime, like traffic, is not just 
the problem of the police. It is your prob
lem-the problem of the community. 

REMARKS AT LUNCHEON MEETING OF CITIZENS' 
CRIME COMMISSION OF METROPOLITAN 
WASHINGTON BY RALPH D. PITTMAN, PAST 
PRESIDENT AND CHAmMAN OF NOMINATING 
COMMITTEE, JUNE 27, 1962 
The Citizens' Crime Commission is a group 

of leading business and professional men 
and women, privately organized to coordinate 
the records of the entire criminal process, 
that is, the police, the U.S. attorney, the 
grand jury, the courts, probation, the De
partment of Corrections, and Parole, and 
then to analyze the weakness of the system 
in the District of Columbia. It also studies 
and recommends improvements for specific 
areas therein, where outside help is needed. 
It is concerned with just treatment of the 
offender-but it is also concerned with jus
tice for the law-abiding citizen. It is main
tained as a private organization to be free 
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from any outside pressure that could impair 
fts effectiveness. This is why it qualifies as 
a member of 'the National Association of 
Citizens' Crime Commi&sions. 

The Citizens' Crime Commission recog
nizes that any phase of the criminal process, 
whether it be police or prisons, necessitates 
deep understanding and a professional ap
proach to any improvement. It _is apprecia
tive of the very competent administrators of 
all the departments in the system of justice 
in Washington today, and of t~eir continued 
dedication to improving their respective de
partments. Advances in the Police Depart
ment and in the prison system in the Dis
trict of Columbia are phenomenal in the last 
decade. The Citizens' Crime Commission has 
been of assistance, as is its purpose. But the 
District of Columbia has exceptionally quali
fied-police officials, prison officials and parole 
officials at this time. The Citizens' Crime 
Commission has supplemented their efforts---. 
and is coordinating the records of persons 
arrested for felony offenses to learn what 
happens after arrest-and why so ··many 
arrested go free. 

In 1957 when Police Chief Robert Murray 
and the Police Department were charged 
with police brutality, violation of civil 
rights and discrimination of promotions in 
the department, the Citizens' Crime Com
mission conducted detailed study of the 
complete re·cord of every individual con
cerned. The records and a thorough anal
ysis proved that in the promotion system
continued study and improvements had al
ready been effected by Deputy Chief Howard 
Covell working with members of the Civil 
Service Commission and the Personnel Office 
of the District of Columbia. But it also 
proved that more promotions of Negro police 
officers in plainclothes or the detective force, 
where competitive examinations are not nec
essary, had been made during the tenure of 
Murray, as Chief, which at that time was 
about 7 years, then in the combined history 
of the department dating back to about 1920. 
He has made it tbe foremost department 
in t;his country as it is today and he is 
known inte:t,"nationally through his achieve
ments in the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police. Commendations from high
ranking police officials from countries in 
Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin American coun
tries, from all over the free world, have been 
awarded him following their visits to his 
department for observation and study. All 
this is to say-we leave him to run the com
plex, professional, internal affairs of his de
partment--and we want to be on record as 
supporting his thinking in deploying the 
men in his department as well as the other 
responsibilities of ,the Chief of Police. We 
are equally as vociferous in our commenda
tion to and support of Donald Cle~mer, 
Director of the Department of Corrections. 

JUN~ 27, 1962.· 
Hon. JENNINGS RANDOLPH, 
U.S. Senator, Washington,' D.C. 

DEAR JENNINGs: Please convey to Bob Sim
mons my heartfelt congratulations ;. on his 
being honored today by the Citizens' Crime 
Commission of Metropolitan Washington. 
During the 15 years that he has served the 
commission, and especially during the last 
3 as president, his wise counseling and 
able leadership have spurred the Washington 
Crime Commission on to assuming ever 
greater responsibilities in the Nation's 
Capital. . . 

,With kindest personal. regards, 
. LYNDOI'[ B. JOHNSON, 

Vice Presif!,ent of_ the f.!nited Stat.es. 

REMARKS BY SENATOR JENNINGS RANDOLPH, OF 
WEST VIRGINIA, AT TESTIMONIAL LUNCHEON 
FOR ROBERT C. SIMMONS 
It is a genuine pleasure -.to join with this 

distinguished . gathering in . giving . public 
.recognition to the significant service per-

formed in the Nation's Capital by Rqbert C. 
Si~ons in his capacity as· 'president of the 
Citizens Crime Commission of Metropolitan 
Washington. _ 

As a Member of the House of Representa
tives and the Senate of the United States, I 
have been intensely interested in the activi
ties of our commission and its influence on 
criminal justice. As a property owner, as a 
legislator, and as a member of this com
mission, I am happy for this opportunity to 
counsel with you on certain responsibilities, 
problems, and aims in reducing crime in the 
District of Columbia. 

Certainly, among the principal objectives 
of any civic group is the prevention of crime. 
This must be a particular concern to Wash
ingtonians. We live in trying times. Times 
when public opinion influences the course 
of international policy and causes changes 
that effect tens of millions of men and 
women and ·children. 

All who work in Washington, D.C., live in 
the very center of the world spotlight, with 
the eyes of people focused on the delibera
tions and decisions which take place in our 
Federal Government. However, it is not only 
the Federal area of this city which comes 
under . close scrutiny; far from it. The 
farmer ·of India, the shopowner in Japan, 
the soldier; of Argentina-all look with ex
treme interest at Washington, and from 
what they hear and see, form an opinion of 
America. More than thf!.t, they form an 
opinion of the democratic way of life. We 
are a showcase. . 

In this Capital City of the world's most 
influential nation, we present a picture of 
democracy. How can we win the under
developed lands to our side if we display a 
city fl.llecf with vice, crime, and hate? What 
do we answer when asked why citizens of 
a free country fear to walk theii city's 
streets after .dark? Indeed there is no an
swer. We must prevent, insofar as possible, 
these . questions from being asked. 

In 1934, as chairman of the subcommittee 
of the House District Committee, it was my 
duty to take ac.tive part in an investigation 
of crime in the District--a thorough in
vestigation which lasted nearly a year. The 
picture was far from bright. The commit
tee concluded that public misinformation 
about criminal conditions was due primarily 
to official statements which tended to dis
count the seriousness of the situation. An 
equally important cause of popular ignorance 
was the striking lack of coordinated records. 
In its concluding statement our committee 
stated that: "No improvement can be 
effected until the people of Washington be
come convinced of the unpleasant . truth, 
and until the city, facing the facts of the 
!'lituation, determines to wage unceasing war
fare against the forces of vice and crime." . 
. Recognizing that an urgent need existed, 
the committee recommended that a citizens 
group be formed to study the facts, and to 
lend all possible impetus to a program de
signed to strengthen the criminal process. 

Such organizations had been tested in 
Chicago and Baltimore, and had met with 
considerable success. 
. Responding to the need, citizeJ1s for)Xled 
the Washington . Criminal Justice ~soeia
tion, which in 1961 became the Citizens' 
Crime Commission of Metropolitan Washing
ton. Business and pro~essional men, pub
lishers, and interested citizens joined i_n this 
worthwhile effort to improve conditions. 
Their labors- have borne positive results for 
good. 

_From its inception; "he Citizens' Crime 
Commission has been deeply concerned with 
the lack of coordination between various ele
ments. gi th~ lfi-'Y:-enforcem~n~ s~z:~cture 1 It 
_w~ noted t:J:la.t_ difftcu~ties and shortcomings 
are evident in such· a divergent system. For 
example, the Police Department reports cer
tain . figure& to .. the - F~deral .Bureau of In
vestigation ·,for inclusion in its uniform 

crime index; the U.S. attorney's office . re
ports to · the Department of J ·u-sticie; the 
courts report to the Administrative Office of 
the U.S. Courts; · and the Department of 
Corrections reports to the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons. However, there was, prior to ·the 
efforts of this commission, little or n·o liaison 
between these agencies. A meaningful pic
ture, therefore, of the overall criminal situa
tion could not be drawn. 

We. emphasize the imperative need for_ an 
accurate and complete recording system so 
thl\t the public can gage the extent of the · 
criminal problem, and the success of reme
dial efforts. 

Were we to refer to statistics for an idea 
of the seriousness of the problem we would 
be appalled. For example: During the first 
3 months of 1962, 56 percent of the young 
people brought before juvenile court author
ity were "repeaters"-boys and girls who 
had been arrested before, .and who evidently 
had gained little help from efforts at rehabil
itation. Can we consider figures like those 
and not be moved to action? Can we read 
in our daily newspapers the accounts of 
robb~ry, violence, and murder and not move 
with forthright .action so that Washington, 
D.C., can maintain a sense of dignity, safety, 
and respect for law whicl:: is such an inherent 
part of our national heritage? 

What then can we do? What is the -.aim 
of this commission? Our ililmediate con
tern lies in a problem at the grassroots level 
of COit:lmunity relations-to educate · and 
challenge citizens to their responsibilities· in 
crime prevention by -achieving an under
standing of the law; not merely obeying the 
law's letter. 

We will then be attacking cr-ime through 
a pr.ogram of awareness and active interest; 
a program aimed at developing knowledge 
of the basic causes of lawbreaking and de
signed to reexamine the entire criminal 
process within the metropolitan area with 
a goal of feasible recommendations for im
provement. We will be coordinating to the 
best possible degree the records and statis
tics of various law-enforcement agenc-ies. 
We will provide more accurate and meaning
ful evaluations in problem areas. 

A useful example of crime prevention ef
forts being carried forward in other cities 
is the series of documentary films produced 
by the city of Philadelphia. These are being 
shown in Metropolitan Washington over 
station WRC-TV. Filmed by tht: Philadel
phia Crime Commission, and made available 

' through the efforts of our own organization, 
the series can do much to inform our citi
zens in the various functions of, criminal 
justice. We are grateful to station WRC-TV 
for its cooperation in providing this worth
while presentation. I urge all of you to 
give the program your special attention and 

· to tell others. · 
Progress has been made. Beginning in 

January, the commission initiated a new re
porting procedure utilizing IBM machine 
coding. It vim· ':Permit · us to make much 
more accurate judgments concerning· the 
effectiveness of criminal treatment. · · 

Information on felony offenses is gathered 
from each police precinct, and from the 
Statistical Bureau at police headquarters; 
the office of the U.S. attorney forwards in
dictment lists which .will be coordinated 
with the police arrest records; the courts 
furnish a copy of case dispositions; the De
partment of Corrections provides copies of 
reports S!'mt to tl;le Federal Bureau of 
Prisons; the Board of Parole sends informa
tion regarding board action and parole 
violations. Armed with this <lata, and by 
incorporating it into an acc1,1rate machine 
processing system, we will soon be able to 
provide citizens and enforcemimt agencies 
o! this area with· a complete picture. 
· · The commitinent··of the crime commis
·sian is to gather and analyze 'data; ferret -out 
weaknesses in the process, study individual 
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cases where indicated, publish and publicize gram in any public school or other public 
reports giving findings and recom,mendations • place in the United States as follows: 
for improvement. ~Thus we gain a basis of 
information from which to report on overall CongreSsman BARING stated that, although 
criminal conditions and indicating the needs over one-third of the world's population may 
for future research. We study the entire be enslaved to communism, there is no rea
scope of the picture and not merely isolated son why A~erica should ever fall under its 
segments. We are concerned with police-. domination. We are told in the Scriptures 
activities, the courts, the prison system, that "one with God is a majority"-our 
and the parole board-and we recognize that Nation, under God, has the power to with
without a more complete and accurate per- stand and overcome the enemy-if our people 
spective of all of these elements there can will arouse themselves and if they will rise 
be no reasonable appreciation of the effec- to the occasion. 
tiveness Qf law enforcement. Through praise and thanksgiving to God 

The Citizens' Crime Commission of Metro- for · the blessings which we now enjoy, 
politan Washington is suited to such respon- through faith in the promises of God to His 
sible work, and I am confident that its people, and through courage to act upon 
members will eagerly accept the challenge. these promises, we have the mightiest weap-

In connection with attention to duty on ons known to man to bring about our de
challenging problems here in the Capital liverance. Herein lies our strength and our 
City, I embrace the opportunity to commend protection, faith in God is America's secret 
my colleague from West Virginia, senator weapon, and it is a defense which cannot 
RoBERT c. BYRD, for the thorough and fair be equaled by the efforts of a godless enemy. 
manner in which he has labored as chair- ·I have, therefore, today introduced a reso
man of the Appropriations Subcommittee on lution in opposition to the recent decision 
the District of Columbia. by the Supreme Court to ban prayers in 

It is our pleasant purpose today, to gather schools. This resolution would amend the 
in honor of one of our neighbors who has U.S. Constitution so as to allow prayers 
embraced this challenge as a personal com- to be offered in the course of any program 
mitment, and for 15 years has devoted much in any public school .or other public place 
of his time and energies to the programs of in the United States. 

.this organization. 
Retiring after 42 years of success in sell-

ing with the Johns-Manville Corp., Robert 
c. Simmons accepted the presidency of the 
Citizens' C:fime Commission, and has been 
instrumental in its latter development, plan
ning, and growth. 

He has unselfishly devoted his time and 
talent to securing an intelligent and effi
cient administration of criminal justice with
in this city. He has understood the need for 
the positive approach, and has demonstrated 
it in his dealings with the leaders of the 
Metropolitan Police, the U.S. attorney, the 
courts, the Department of Corrections, and 
the Board of Parole. 

Throughout his 3 years as president, and 
during the preceding 12 years in which he 
acted as a member of our board of direc
tors, Robert C. Simmons has shown insight, 
dedication, patience, and willingness to carry 
the load. Now, because of these efforts, 
Washington, D.C., is a better home for us all, 
and the-movement to which he has lent such 
s.trong support will continue to be meaning
ful to the community, and to the Nation. 

Recognizing his leadership abilities, his 
sincere devotion, and his high sense of civic 
responsibility, we, the members and friends 
of the Citizens' Crime Commission of Metro
politan Washington, extend happy congratu
lations and deepest gratitude to Robert C. 
Simmons, our outgoing president. As a 
mark of further respect and affection we 
present him with this certificate as tangible 
evidence of our esteem, our good wm, and 
our appreciation. 

Faith in God Is America's Secret Weapon 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. WALTERS. BARING 
OF NEVADA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. BARING. Mr. Speaker, under 
leave to extend my remarks, I should like 
to have inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD the text of my press release on 
the occasion of my introduction of a 
House Joint resolution to amend the 
U.S. Constitution so as to allow prayers 
to be offered in the course of any pro-

The Poznan Uprising 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. HENRY C. SCHADEBERG 
OF WISCONSIN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 
Mr. SCHADEBERG. Mr. Speaker, in 

looking ahead to the universally free 
world we are endeavoring to help build, 
we would do well at times to look back 
for inspiration and impetus to some of 
the heroic, even tragic, events in the his
tory of man's struggl..e to be free. 

Such an event took place just 6 years 
ago. On June 28 and 29, 1956, the fac
tory workers in the industrial city of 
Poznan in western Poland staged an 
uprising that was stark evidence of the 
determination of the Poles to break the 
shackles forced on them by the Com
munists. 

These sturdy workers objected to being 
grossly underpaid. Some could not buy 
enough bread with their hard-earned 
pay to nourish themselves and their 
families. They had appealed, but their 
pleas went unheeded by the Communist
controlled government which owns and 
operates the factories. 

On June 28 tfie men in the large steel 
plant there, some 30,000 in all, staged 
an uprising which the Communist 
tyrants branded a revolt. Treating it as 
such, the Communist government or
dered tanks, artillery, and troops to 
crush the demonstration. _ Within 48 
hours the Polish workers were beaten. 
Some 45 of them were dead. Several 
hundred more were wounded. 

The Poznan uprising was not written 
off by the Poles as a complete loss, how
ever, despite the ruthless manner in 
which it was suppressed. The Polish 
Communist government discovered that 
it could never kill the spirit of liberty, 
and as a result made several conces-

sions to the workers .. · More important, 
however, it helps keep alive in the hearts 
of all those in bondage behind ·the Iron 
Curtain the hope of eventual freedom 
and the will to live, work, and ultimately 
to :fight for it. 
· On this anniversary date of the Poz
nan uprising, Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to pay this small tribute to the coura
geous people of that city who dared to 
defy the military might of theil," Com
munist overlords in the name of liberty. 

Ninth Annual Osmers Questionnaire 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. FRANK C. OSMERS, JR . . 
OF NEW JERSEY 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 
Mr. OSMERS. Mr. Speaker, this 

year, during the later part of May and 
early June, my omce mailed out more 
than 100,000 questionnaires to voters of 
the Ninth Congressional District in New 
Jersey. My eight previous annual ques
tionnaires have proved so helpful to me 
in doing my job here, that I sent ques ... 
tionnaires to twice as many constituents 
as last year. Approximately 90,000 on 
my list are voters selected from lists of 
registered voters without regard to party 
afliliation. The remaining 10,000 are 
leaders in the professions, labor, busi
ness, industry, religion, education, and 
government. 

While my district has neither mining 
nor important agricultural activities 
within its borders, it is otherwise one of 
the most diverse in the Nation with 
'nearly every conceivable' type of busi-
ness and industrial activity within· it. 
Income levels are higher than national, 
but occupations are normally distributed 
among workers, both union and non
union, small and large business, and the 
professions. Minority groups are also 
normal in size compared to similar su
burban areas. 

In addition to the more than 20-per
cent return of questionnaires, nearly 
2,000 constituents wrote me letters ex
pressing their views on the subjects cov
ered by the questions, as well as other 
issues. 

After tabulating the returns, the sta
tistical experts of tlie Legislative Refer
ence Service at the Library of Congress 
.:were most helpful in checking the re
sults for me according to the latest 
scientific sampling techniques. 

Mr. Speaker, while the actual results 
in percentages will appear in the CoN
GRESSIONAL RECORD in a table belOW these 
remarks, there are several observations 
about them which seem appropriate. 

This year 59 percent do not favor the 
overall record of the Kennedy adminis
tration, 28 percent favor it, while 13 
percent are undecided. Impressive num
bers of voters in my district appear to 
·be losing confidence in the overall record 
of the Kennedy administration. A year 
ago, in response to my 1961 annual ques
tionnaire, only 47 percent of those reply
ing opposed the a~ministration's record, 
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26 percent favored it and 27 percent 
were then undecided. It is interesting 
to note that as the . Nation's economic 
picture became blurred during the past 
month by the stock market collapse, the 
daily returns of questionnaries showed 
a sharp dropping off of approval of the 
Kennedy administration. 

Four out of :five answering believe that 
the United States should stand firm in 
southeast Asia even at the risk of war; 
moreover, 9 out of 10 believe that con
cessions to Communists would not bring 
peace there or end the Berlin crisis. 

Three-quarters of the replies regis
tered opposition to granting the Presi
dent standby recession power to start 
public works or to lower taxes without 
the approval of the Congress. 

~ I 

By better than 3¥2 to 1, my constitu
ents oppose a tax withholding system for 
interest and dividends; 3 out of 4 
favor strong Federal action to insure 
voting rights to every American citizen 
while the President's methods in the 
recent steel-price controversy are fa
vored by less than a third. 

A Federal program of health care 
for the aged had support by a 2-to-1 
margin. Of those favoring such a pro
gram, .40 percent support th~ existing 
Kerr-Mills law with its Federal-State 
approach; 28 percent want the pending 
King-Anderson bill's social security 
plan, with the remaining 32 percent pre
ferring a voluntary private health in
surance program paid for by an income 
tax credit or by the Government. 

[Percent] · 

Un
Yes No ' de

cided 
---------------------1-------

The President's tariff and foreign trade 
program received the support of 39 per
cent with 31 percent opposed. A larger 
percentage of "undecided" replies-30 
percent--were recorded on this question 
than any other. 

Of course, not everyone answered every 
question. The percentages shown for 
each question in the tables below are 
based on the tabulation of all of the re
plies received to that particular question 
or part thereof. 

Mr. Speaker, because many Members 
of the House and Senate· have been in
quiring a·oout the results of my 1962 
poll, I ask unanimous consent to include 
in the RECORD the tabulated percentages 
of the replies to my ninth questionnaire 
received up to June 27, 1962: 

. 
Un-

Yes No de-
cided .. 

Do yon fa.vor-
1. The overall record of the Kennedy administration? ____ __ _ 28 59 

Do you favor-Continued 
13 9. A tax withholding system for savings interest and stock 

2. The United Nations as the best means of maintaining dividends? __ ------------------------------------------ 21 73 6 world peace? ____ : ______________________________________ _ 60 27 13 10. The President's tariff and foreign trade program? __ ------ 39 31 30 
If yes do you support-

U.S. purchase of $100,000,000 U.N.bonds? ________ _ 
11. Federal financial aid for community fallout shelters? _____ 23 65 12 

Permanent U.N. international police force?------
Admission of Red China.?-------------------------

43 
79 

43 
14 

14 
12. F'h~~~~f:!~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~-~!~-~~::~~~:~-~~~~~-7 39 51 10 

Congo operation and similar actions? ____________ _ 
10 78 12 13. Methods used by Presidcri.t in recent steel price contro- ao 81 10 9 versy? _ --------------- ___ ---------- ___ ---------------- _ 64 

3. United States standing firm in southeast Asia even at the 14. Curtailing nonmilitary expenditures if cold-war crisis 
risk of war? _____ ---------------------------------------- 81 10 9 continues? _____________ ------- ___ -------- _________ ------ 54 31 15 

If no, do you think concessions to Communists would bring peace? ___________________________________________ _ 15. A Federal pro~am to provide health care for the aged? __ 63 32 . 5 
6 91 3 If yes, please c eck the general method you prefer: 

4. United States standing firm in Berlin even at the risk of Medical, hospital and nursing home care for all in 
need; paid half by Federal, half by State govern-war?------ _____________________________________________ _ 90 

If no, do you think concessions to Communists would end ment (Federal 1960 Kerr-Mills law; New Jersey crisis? ______ ___ ________________________________ ________ _ 90 residents not covered until State legislature acts)_ 40 
5. A nuclear test ban before Soviets agree to foolproof Limited private home, hospital, and nursing home 

care only, but no medical expenses, for those under inspection? ____________________________________________ _ 10 85 
6. Strong Federal action to insure voting rights to every social security; paid for by increased social secu-American? _____________________________________________ _ 75 15 I 10 ity taxes (King-Anderson bill)-------------------- 28 
7. Board Federal financial aid for commuter transportation?_ 40 42 18 Voluntary private health insurance; premiums cov-
8. Granting the President the standby recession power he 

seeks-
ered by income tax credit, or paid by Government 
for those who owe no income taJC.. _________________ 32 

To start public works spending without approval of 
Congress? ___ -------------------------------------- 21 75 4 

To lower taxes without approval of Congress? ______ _ 22 75 3 

Prayers in Our Public Schools 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. W. R. HULL, JR. 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. HULL. Mr. Speaker, the decision 
by the Supreme Court that prayers in 
the public· schools of the United States 
violate our constitutional right to free
dom of religion is an affront to the peo
ple of this Nation, a distortion of our 
Constitution and its intent, and the 
worst sort of legalistic nitpicking. 

The people of this country are out
raged, and rightfully so, over this ruling 
which denies to our schoolchildren the 
opportunity, if they choose to use that 
opportunity, to affirm their reliance on 
Almighty God and pray for His blessings 
on parents, teachers and on the United 
States. 

The first amendment to the Constitu
tion, which the Supreme Court opines 
would be violated by the voluntary 
recitation of even a simple nondenom
inational prayer, specifies that "the 
Congress shall make no law respecting 
an establishment of religion, or prohibit
ing the free exercise there.of." 

The application of this amendment to 
a prayer recommended by · a State 
agency, in this case New York, must 
surely rank as one of the most amazing 
legal feats in recorded history. 

How a simple nondenominational 
prayer can be equated with the enact
ment of a law establishing a religion is 
a complete mystery. No reasonable ex
planation is to be discovered in the 

. Supreme Court decision. 
Has Congress made a law establishing 

a religion or prohibiting the free exer
cise thereof? No. 

Has anyone's freedom of religion been 
abrogated? No. 
· To read any such meanings or results 
into the recitation of the prayer in 
question requires clairvoyant powers to 
which ordinary mortals cannot aspire. 

Carrying this illogical decision to its 
logical conclusion, perhaps the Supreme 
C'ourt may next rule that the oath taken 
·by the President of the United States 
upon entering office is a violation of the 
Constitution, not to mention oaths 
taken by other officials of the Federal, 
State, county and even city governments 
of this country. 

Next the Supreme Court may wish to 
consider deleting the mention of God 
from our national pledge of allegiance 
and from our national anthem. --...The 
words "In God we trust" may be or
dered removed from our coins. 

; 

The insp1nng prayers which open 
each session of this House and of the 
Senate are clearly suspect by the terms 
of the Supreme Court decision. 

The Supreme C'ourt may have to make 
some drastic changes at home, such as 
the invocation of God's protection of 
the Court itself which opens each of 
its sessions. We would also assume the 
Court will expunge the mention of God 
in the oath taken by court witnesses . 

It seems reasonable to suppose that 
some atheistic serviceman will initiate 
a suit to do away with chaplains of our 
military forces and the services they 
conduct, on this same frail basis that 
his right to freedom of religion has been 
abridged. Can there be any doubt as 
to how the Supreme · Court would rule 
on this question, in light of the current 
decision? 

If simple school prayers are in viola
tion of the first amendment, what about 
Christmas activities in our public 
schools? 

These examples may seem farfetched 
but after observing some of the rulings 
of the Supreme Court over the last dec
ade, I wonder. 

Like every other Member of the Con
gress, I have received countless letters 
over the years from. Americans who are 
greatly concerned about the trend of the 
decisions handed down by the Supreme 
Court. I have refrained heretofore from 
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making any critical public expressions 
regarding these decisions, even .though 
it has occurred to me that since the 
Supreme Court often appears to be legis
lating, I as a Member of the National 
Legislature ought to be entitled to recip
rocal privileges. I can no longer remain 
silent. · 
. It is a plain fact that in this and many 
other decisions, the will and welfare of 
the great majority of Americans have 
been subverted to protect some fancied 
rights of a minority of citizens, in some 
instances Communists, murderers, rap
ists and similar scum. 

While I believe the individual rights 
of a citizen must be scrupulously pro
tected, it is my se.ttled judgment that 
the Supreme Court has stretched its in
terpretation of these rights far beyond 
any reasonable limit in some cases, with 
the result that the welfare of all the 
people has been prejudiced. Thus it is 
in this matter, which is a case of cater
ing to the desires of a few malcontents 
by means of a specious interpretation of 
the Constitution, to the detriment of 
this Nation and its citizens. 

James Bryce once observed that law 
will never be strong or respected unless 
it has the sentiment of the people behind 
it. This decision is not strong and can
not be resP,ected because the people of , 
this Nation do not and could not ap
prove. 

Thomas Jefferson also had advice 
which seems applicable to this decisionr 
He noted that the strict observance of 
the law is one of the hfgh virtues of a 
good citizen, but not the highest. The 
laws of necessity, of self-preservation, 
and of saving our country when it is in 
danger are of higher obligation. 

Our country today is in danger and we 
are calling on our deepest resources to 
preserve ourselves and our Nation. 

Our greatest resource is our national 
faith in God and the application of His 
will to 9ur affairs, public and private. 

I do not see that a voluntary reaffi.r-· 
mation of these principles, which have 
sustained our Nation since its founding, 
by our children in the public schools 
could be in violation of the letter or the 
spirit of the Constitution. 

I understand that legislation has been 
introduced in the fonn of a constitu
tional amendment to nullify this decision 
by the Supreme Court. 

I will support such legislation. 

Address of Senator Dodd Before Conven
tion of the International Upholsterers' 
Union of North America 

EXT~SION OF. REMARKS 
OF 

HON. PAUL H. DOUGLAS 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, early 
this month the International Up
holsterers' Union of North America, 
AFL-CIO, celebrated in convention, in 
Cleveland, Ohio, its 80th birthday. 

CVIII--770 

/ 

At the same time, this union, which 
is well known for .its .pioneering efforts 
in union democracy a.nd in ·opposition to 
communism, celebrated also the 25th 
anniversary of the installation of Sal B. 
Hoffmann as international president. 

The junior Senator from Connecticut 
[Mr. Donn] was the principal speaker at 
the Cleveland convention held on Jur.e 
8, 1962, and I believe his speech will be 
of interest to Members of Congress and 
others. I ask unanimous consent that 
Senator Donn's remarks and the intro
ductory remarks of President Hoffmann 
be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the address 
and introductory remarks were ordered 
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows: 
INTRODUCTION BY SAL B. HOFFMANN, INTER

NATIONAL PRESIDENT OF THE UPHOLSTERERS 
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, 
AFL-CIO 
We of the UIU are especially honored to 

have as our principal speaker this morning, 
not only one of the great contemporary lib
eral friends of labor, and of every good Dem
ocratic cause in the current U.S. Senate, but 
one of the great voices for human freedom 
known and heard around the world, from 
Free China, Laos,. and the Philippines, to the 
Congo and behind the .Iron Curtain, among 
the secret colleagues of the exiles of labor, 
and of all classes, who look to him for lead
ership here, and in free Western Europe. 

He graduated from Yale Law School in 
the midst of the great depression here at 
home, and the rise of Hitler abroad, and 
served our Nation, until 1934, as a member 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In 
1935 he joined the Roosevelt New 'Deal as 
organizer of the National Youth Administra
t~on program in Connecticut, and to this 
day he persists in his special interest. in 
young people, as the chairman of the Senate 
Judiciary Subcommittee on Juvenile Delin
quency and its problems. 

From 1938 until 1945 he was special as
sistant to the U.S. Attorney General, and 
organized the first civil rights section in the 
U.S. Department of Justice. 

During 1945-46 he was U.S. executive trial 
counsel at the international Nuremberg war 
trial of Nazi war criminals. 

He studied at firsthan~ the nature and 
character of the Nazi type totalitarian, amid 
the wreckage made of Germany, and much 
of Europe, by Hitler, whose rise to power, and 
the triggering of World War II, was made 
possible by the Communists. For his bril
liant work for the prosecution at Nuremberg, 
he received a Presidential citation and the 
U.S. Medal of Freedom. 

He was elected to the Congress from the 
First Congressional District of Connecticut, 
in 1952, and again in 1954, as a Democrat, in 
spite of the Eisenhower sweep. 

He made a brilliant labor and liberal 
record. 

His knowledge of international affairs was 
early recognized by appointment to the For
eign Affairs Committee, of the House, where 
he served on subcommittees on inter-Amer
ican affairs, on Europe, and on national secu
rity, participating in special study missions 
to Latin America, and the Middle East. 

In November 1958, Mr. Dono was elected 
to the U.S. Senate from Connecticut. 

After brilliant service on the Judiciary 
and the Aeronautical and Space Sciences 
Committee, he was signally recognized by 
appointment to the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee in 1960. 

As vice chairman of the Judiciary Sub
committee cin Iriternal .Security, he has given 
unprecedented dignity and reliability .to 
congressional exposure and curbtilg of the 
Communist conspiracy, both in the United 
States, and - in adjoining Cuba, and the_ 

Car~bbean. He piloted the Freedom Academy 
bill, setting up a West Point for political 
warfare against the Com.I~lUnist conspiracy, 
through the unanimous favorable report by 
the Senate JudiciarY Committee. and the 
unanimous passage by the Senate in 1960, 
although at times his officially announced 
organized support seemed to be solely that 
of AFL-CIO, and our own UIU. In so doing, 
he incurred the wrath of the opposition of 
politic;lal extremists of both right and left. 

We not only are honored by this coura
geous and just man's acceptance of our in
vitation to address our convention, but we 
deliberately seek to do him deserved honor 
today. 

His open and secret enemies, among the 
open ·and secret enemies of our · Nation, and 
of human freedom everywhere, have sought 
to obscure and deny, since they could not 
tarnish., Senator Dono's outstanding, and un
questionable, labor and liberal record in the 
House and Senate of the United States and 
in the field of human and civil rights since 
his days in the civil rights section of the 
Department of Justice, .and at Nuremburg, 
and up to this very moment. 

In the course of legislation, there will be 
moments in any strong man's career when 
he may, and should, as Senator Donn has 
done, in the light of individual conscience 
and judgment, disagree with us of UIU, 
or with our federation, but when the cause 
of the humblest and most oppressed is at 
stake anywhere, our speaker comes down 
hard on the side of equity, justice, and free
dom, every time. 

It is an unqu~;~.lified honor and privilege 
to have the opportunity to introduce to this 
34th convention of our union, a friend of 
labor, a friend of fairness, and a friend of 
liberty everywhere, the gentleman from 
Connecticut, Senator THoMAs J. Dooo. 

REMARKS OF SENATOR THOMAS J. DODD BEFORE 
THE CONVENTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
UPHOLSTERERS' UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, 
AFL-CIO, HOTEL STATLER-HILTON, CLEVE
LAND, OHIO, FRIDAY, JUNE 8, 1962 
President Hoffmann, officers and. members 

of the Upholsterers' International Union, I 
am honored and happy to be with you in 
Cleveland today, and to join you in cele
brating the 80th birthday of your great union 
and the 25th anniversary of Sal Hoffmann's 
installation as international president. 

I am always happy to be with my trade 
union friends because, since boyhood, I have 
looked to the American trade union move
ment as one of the principal architects of 
social progress in our country. 

It is a particular pleasure to be with my 
friends of the Upholsterers' International 
Union because I have always had special ad
miration for the UIU's pioneering efforts in 
the fields of union democracy, political edu
cation, and anti-Communist action. 

One hears many exaggerated criticisms of 
the American trade union movement. Un
fortunately the critics are frequently so 

. blinded by the details of their complaints 
that they ignore the · historic contribution 
which the trade union movement has made 
to the building of a greater and better and 
freer America. 

The enlightened welfare-state capitalism 
which exists in our country today is by far 
the best and most benevolent of all the mod
ern systems of government, and the closest 
to the . ideals of Jeffersonian Ciemocracy. 
But American society has had to travel a 
long way to achieve its present form; it has 
had to pass many milestones along the some
times tortuous highway of social progress. 
Among these milestones were the 8-hour 
day, the 40-hour week, the minimum wage, 
unemployment insurance, social security, 
collective bargaining. These things are to
day part of the accepted texture of America, 
they are things that help to make America 
great. And it is the .American trade union 
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movement that must be given the primary 
credit for the achievement of most of these 
vital social objectives. 

In its approach to foreign affairs, as in 
domestic affairs, the trade union movement 
has embodied the best of the American lib
eral tradition. This tradition is most elo
quently stated in Jefferson's timeless words 
of self-dedication: "I have sworn upon the 
altar of Almighty God eternal hostility to 
every form of tyranny:. over the mind of 
man." 

In its consistent opposition to dictator
ship and slave labor, the American trade 
union movement has shown itself completely 
faithful to this tradition. It was in the 
forefront of. the fight against nazism and 
fascism in the twenties and thirties and 
through to the end of World War II. And it 
has, from the beginning, been in the fore
front of the fight against the Red fascism 
which passes by the name of commu.nism. 

This consistent opposition to foreign 
tyranny, no matter what form it takes, is, in 
fact, the one touchstone that can reliably 
distinguish the true liberal from- the false 
liberal. 

It is not enough to be for the minimum 
wage, and for social security, and for the 
right to vote, and for racial equality, and for 
free milk for schoolchildren; it is not even 
enough to be anti-Fascist and anti-imperial
ist. The Communists and the crypto-Com
munists are all these things, or say they are. 
So are all the totalitarian liberals and senti
mentalist liberals and frightened liberals 
and confused liberals-in short, all the 
"blind in one eye" liberals-who joined in 
the protest against every act of Nazi tyranny 
and bestiality, but who remain silent when 
millions die in the Soviet Union or in Red 
China; who protested against the appease
ment of Hitler, but who today urge the ap
peasement of Khrushchev; who rail against 
the smallest act of anti-Semitism in the 
Bonn Republic, but who close their eyes to 
the monstrous anti-Semitism practiced by 
the Soviet Government; who warned that we 
must not trust the Nazis, but who, despite 
a thousand proofs of perfidy, insist that we 
rest the survival of our Nation on noth_!ng 
more substantial than the Kremlin's word 
of honor. 

These "blind in one eye" liberals, as dis
tinguished from the crypto-Communist lib
erals, are not Communists. Many of them, 
in fact, profess to be anti-Communist, and 
look upon themselves as the true proponents 
of the American liberal tradition. But when 
you compare the details of their liberalism 
with the pretended liberalism of the Com
munist worker, the item-for-item similarity 
is complete and devastating. 

You of the Upholsterers' International 
Union will understand me when I say that 
no one is truly a. liberal who does not op
pose the tyranny of communism as energeti
cally as he opposed the tyranny of nazism. 
This is the touchstone; this is the acid test. 
This test your own union and the grea. t ma
jority of American unions have passed with 
flying colors. 

But, unfortunately, there have been too 
many "blind in one eye" 'liberals and too 
many shortsighted conservatives. The suc
cessive defeats which the free world has suf
fered at the hands of international commu
nism since the close of World War II and the 
obstinate illusions which it displays to this 
day testify to the prevailing lack of under
standing, at both public and official levels, of 
the nature of the Communist enemy and of 
the measures which must be taken if the 
free world is to triumph. 

I believe you will find more solid compre
hension of the life-and-death nature of the 
conflict between communism and freedom 
in the ranks of the American labor movement 
than you w111 in any other sector of the 
American community. True, the picture 

1s far from uniform. The labor movement 
has its fellow travelers and its dupes and its 
"blind in one eye" liberals. But men like 
George Meany and David Dubinsky and Sal 
Hoffmann are much more truly representa
tive of what the American trade union move
·ment stands·for in world affairs. 

There are trade union officials who must 
be numbered in the thousands and rank
and-file members whose number is legion, 
who know the meaning of communism and 
who understand the nature of the Com
munist enemy because they have engaged 
them in many a bitter battle in their trade 
union locals and in their factories and on 
the picket lines. 

There is a tendency to think of the cold 
war as something that is fought in other 
countries. But the cold war is fought in 
every country of the world, including the 
United States-perhaps I should say above 
all in the United States. And the trade 
union movement has, from the very begin
ning, been one of t,he most critical fronts 
in this war. 

From your own hard experience in this 
man-to-man combat with the forces of in
ternational communism, you have learned 
the essential lesson that coexistence with 
communism is impossible~ You have learned 
that they are capable of any trickery or 
treachery; that their agreements are worth-· 
less; that their goal is total domination; 
that, if they cannot dominate an organiza
tion, they will seek to destroy it. And the 
losses you have learned from dealing with the 
Communists in the trade union movement 
apply, with only minor variations, to the 
larger problem of dealing with the Commu
nist menace internationally. 

Let me note in this connection that one 
of the first editorials ever carried by the 
Upholsterers' International Union Journal, 
an editorial which. appeared in August 1922, 
had this to say on the question of commu
nism in the American trade union movement: 

"The issue is, shall they-the Com
munists--scuttle the ship of the American 
labor movement; or will labor make them 
walk the plank." 

From your own hard experience you have 
learned, too, that communism cannot be 
combated on an on-and-off basis, that eternal 
vigilance is the price of freedom. I believe 
that no one has ever stated this fact more 
eloquently than your own president, Sal 
Hoffmann, when he said in December 1950: 

"My 30 years of experience in the labor 
movement has taught me that the only way 
to fight the Communists is to fight them 24 
hours a day, 365 days per year, wherever you 
find them." 

The serious lapses in our foreign policy in 
the postwar period and the confused state of 
public opinion on certain issues today in
dicate that the lesson which Sal Hoffmann 
learned through his many years of experience 
in the trade union movement has not yet 
been learned by many members of the Amer
ican community. Let me give you an ex
ample of what I mean. 

In January of last year, the Senate Sub
committee on Internal Secu~ity got wind of 
the fact that a prominent machine tool com
pany had been given a license to export to 
the Soviet Union 45 machines used in the 
mass production of ultra-high precision 
miniature ball bearings. These high pre
cision bearings are of the greatest impor
tance to the defense of our country. They 
are responsible for the accurate functioning 
of our missile guidance systems, our fire con
trol systems, and much of our sophisticated 
defense hardware. In fact, virtually the 
entire output of these ultra-high precision 
miniature bearings goes to our Defense Es
tablishment. And the millions of units that 
we require each year are produced in this 
country on just 72 machines-machines that 
had been designed by American engineering 
genius-machine~ incomparably superior to 

ball bearing machines available in any other 
country. And, here we were, about to ship 
45 of these precious and unique machines to 
an enemy who has sworn to bury u~. 

When the president of the firm was called 
before the subcommittee, he defended the 
proposed shipment on the grounds that the 
Commerce Department had approved it, that 
his company had, over the years, sent many 
shipments of machine tools to· the Soviet 
Union, and that he saw no reason wh~ 
American business should not take advan
tage of sales opportunities in the Communist 
bloc. When the Commerce Department 
testified before the subcommittee, its mem
bers also approved the shipment, although 
the testimony revealed that the Defense De
partment had strongly and repeatedly op
posed the granting of an export license. I 
am happy to report thi'tt the findings of our 
investigation were ~o conclusive that the 
Commerce Department finally accepted their 
validity and canceled the shipment. 

There is one more facet to this story which 
deserves comment. Just before the license 
was canceled, I received word from a group 
of longshoremen in New York City that if 
any effort were made to move the ball bear
ing machines destined for the Soviet Union, 
they-the longshoremen-would refuse to 
handle them. 

There are many businessmen, fortunately, 
who do not share the attitude of the ma
chine tool manufacturer to whom I have 
referred. I recall receiving a let.ter 'from 
a lumber machinery manufacturer on the 
west coast who had just turned down a 
Soviet offer to purchase a complete lumber 
mill, even though such machinery is not on 
the list of commodities proscribed for export. 
I recall, too, the example of Richard Stokes, 
British Labor MP and equipment manu
facturer, who refused, on grounds of prin
ciple, to sell heavy mining and construction 
equipment to the Soviets, even though he 
knew that the Soviets could obtain com
parable equipment from European competi
tors. The number- of such businessmen is 
increasing every day. 

In a recent article in the New York Timea 
Sunday magazine, an official of the Anti.:. 
Defamation League made the statement that 
American liberals were, in part, responsible 
for the John Birch Society and for the rest of 
the current rash of right wing extremism, 
because they had failed to provide leader
ship in the fight against communism. From 
my own experience, I am convinced that this 
is so. And I believe this criticism also ap
plies in certain measure to the American 
trade union movement. 

The ~IO and many of the unions 
affiliated with it put out excellent material 
on communism. They conduct excellent 
educational programs for their own mem
bers. But, by and large, they have made no 
effort to bring their educational activities to 
the general public; they provide no public 
leadership in intelligent anti-Communist ac
tivities. 

The Upholsterers' International Union is 
an outstanding exception. Through the 
Council Against Communist Aggression, you 
have created a. bridge between your own 
union and a. distinguished body of private 
citizens, whose domestic viewpoints may 
vary, but who see eye-to-eye on the cardinal 
issue of resisting communism and the 
various subterranean devices by which com
munism seeks to divide and undermine the 
free world. 

In the Council Against Communist Ag
gression you have also created an instru
ment that can play, and has played, a. sig
nificant role in informing public opinion, in 
exposing situations that call for exposure, 
in mobilizing protest actions where protest 
actions are in order. The Bang-Jensen case 
provides an example of the role that can be 
played by a responsible anti-Communist or
ganization. 
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As you know, the _Senate Subcommittee ~n 

Internal Security has issued a report on. the 
case of Povl Bang-Jensen, the Danish diplo
mat who was dismissed from his U,.N. post 
because he refused to turn over to U.N: safe
keeping the list of Hunga'rian witnesses who 
had made anonymity a condition o~ their 
testimony. The Senate subcommittee began 
its investigation after Bang-Jensen's death. 
But when the fight between Bang-Jensen 
and the U.N. Secretariat was at its height, it 
was primarily the Council Against Commu,.. 
:pist Aggression, under the secret~yship of 
Art McDowell, that took up his case and -
fought the cause through the columns of the 
American press and through its own pub
lications. 

. It calls, in shot:t, for the klncLpf national 
unity that. existed in our coul1try during 
World Warn. _ 
_ ,President Hoffmann, I want, in closing, to 
wish you a long life of continued service to 
.tl,le labor movement, to the trade union you 
have served so effectively during the 25 years 
of your presidency, and to the larger cause 
of human freedom the world over. -

I am grateful to you for your invitation, 
and I hope we shall see much more of each 
other in the years to come. 

Prayers in Our Public Schools 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. HUGH Q. ALEXANDER 
OF NORTH CAROLINA 

The tremendous crowds that turn out to 
anti-Communist meetings of all kinds in all 
parts of the country ate testimony to the 
growing mood of frustration in our country. 
People are disturbed, and rightly so, over 
the fact that the free world seems to be 
losing round after round in the conflict with 
international communism. They want to IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
learn; they want to understand; and they Thursday, June 28, 1962 
want to do something about the situation. 
And, 1f instruction and leadership are not Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Speaker; the 
forthcoming from responsible sources, then American people have witnessed a sue
they will take it from quacks and extremists cession of "black Mondays" this -spring, 
and amateurs who don the anti-Communist and last Monday, June 25, was no excep
label. , · tion. It ran true to form. For when 

:t believe that this- situation presents both the Supreme Court handed down its 
business and labor in -our ·country with a 
priceless opportunity_. _Effective programs of opinion in Engel against Vitale declaring 
education on communism and world affairs unconstitutional the nondenominational, 
are bei,ng carried-on within the-ranks of the noncompulsory, short opening prayer 
business community by organizations like - recited in the public schools in New 
the Research Institute of America and the York, it struck at a heritage that is 
American Security Council. The trade- older than the Constitution itself-the 
union movement is also carrying on a work of acknowledgment at publicly sponsored 
education within its own ranks. But it does 

. so, by and large, with its own resources and meetings of a Supreme Being. 
without cooperation from management. Both The Court struck down this simple 
programs could be infinitely more effective _ prayer: "Almighty God, we acknowledge 
if management could be persuaded to give our dependence upon Thee, and we· beg 
direct support to a trade-union educational Thy blessings upon us, our parents, our 
progra~ on the nature of communism, con- teachers and our country." Who among 
ducted at the factory and local level. us, whatever his faith, has not uttered 

I also believe that management and labor, 
acting together, could make available to the similar sentiments a thousand times over 
citizens of every major community a con- at all kinds of publicly sponsored meet
certed, continuing program of instruction ings? And why have we done so? 
on the nature of communism and on world For a very simple but meaningful 
affairs. Such a program,. 1f it could be in- reason; we, a religious people, were 
stituted, would be infinitely more effective recognizing in such prayers, as were the 
than the one-stand strategy seminars and schoolchildren in New: York, the in
anti-Communist schools that have, until 
now, been the only sources of information separable relationship between religion, 
open to the general public. with its emphasis on the dignity of man, 

I believe this proposal is sound. I believe and freedom. We were not advancing 
it is feasible. I believe it is in the best . the establishment of a particular church 
tradition of the partnership between ll;l.an- or of any particular belief. We were 
agement and labor and of their joint· respon- voluntarily acknowledging a. basic tenet 
sibility to the community. - t t b 1· f -· G d · 

SUch a cooperative undertaking, span.: of free government, ha e le m o lS 
sored by management and labor, would point a vital component of liberty. · 
the way to the national unity which alone Perhaps it was never expressed . more 
can assure the survival of our Nation. eloquently than- by Thomas Jefferson 

·It -is up· to management and labor to a·c- _ when he said; "God who gave us life, 
cept this responsibility and grasp this op- gave us liberty. Can the liberties of -a 
portuni ty. d 

I submit this proposal for the first time nation be secure when we have remove 
to your convention, because the Upholsterers' the conviction that these liberties are the 
International Union has played the role of gift of God?" 
pioneer on so -many fronts and in so many This was why the Regents of the State 
undertakings. of New York recommended the prayer 

The preservation of freedom is everybody's as one: 
business-. This is something upon which we .. * * * . . . _ 
all agree But if ·everyone pulls in different - stressmg -the moral and sp1ntual 
direction"s, freedom will not be preserved; it heritage which is · America's, the trust which 
will be destroyed. · our pieneer . ancestors placed in Almighty 

we are confronted-with a crisis of survival, God, and the1r gratitude to Him from whom 
a crisis which demands not merely the ut- they. freely and frequently acknowledged 
most understanding and dedication from came their blessings and their freedom an~ 
every citizen, but the broadest possible unity . their abiding faith in the free way of. life. 
or- action. It is a ~risis that leaves no room The Supreme Court itself has previ-
for religious or rac1a1 or political prejudices, · ously recognized that ''we are a religious -
that calls imperatively for a national unity . . -
embracing Catholics, Protestants, and Jews, people whose 1,~t1tuti-ons presuppose a 
Republicans and Democrats, tiberals and con- Supreme-Being (Zorach; v. -Clauson, 343 
serva-tives, business and labor, · · U.S. 306, 313). And, numerous are the 

authorities who have reiterated that the 
:first a:nendment ·"was conceived to pro
hibit and prevent the establishment of a 
state religion; it was not intended to 
prevent or prohibit the growth and de
velopment of a religious state." 

We all know, they have been men
tioned so often, of similar expressions 
of acknowledgment of God in the Decla
ration of Independence, the Gettysburg 
Address, the oath of allegiance, 011r na
tional anthem, on our coinage. The 
constitutions of our 50 States, including 
my own State of North Carolina, con
tain such statements of acknowledg
ment and thanksgiving. · 

Such expressions are uttered by the 
President, in the Halls of Congress, in 
the Supreme Court itself, and, like the 
New York prayer, most of these are 
statements composed by public officers 
paid from public funds for delivery on 
publicly sponsored occasions to "cap
tive" audiences. Their vice, under the 
reasoning of the Court, is the same in all 
respects as the short, nondenomina
tional, noncompulsory prayer that the 
little schoolchildren in New York and 
other States have been reciting at the 
opening of the schoolday. 

Another consequence of the decision is 
that by drawing so rigid a line of de
marcation between religion in any sense 
and the state, it throws into question the 
validity of numerous sound, nonreligious 
Federal aid programs to private organi
zations such as hospitals and institu
tions of higher education which just 
happen to be sectarian in nature. 

This is why June 25 was another 
"black Monday." Imperiled, in fact, was 
the simple saying of all general prayers 
at governmentally sponsored meetings. 
Imperiled, ·in immediate probability, is 

· the simple public expression of one of 
the great truisms of a free society, the 
inseparable relationship between belief 
in God and freedom. 

This is why I so deeply reject the de
cision by the Court. It strikes at the 
very roots of our American system. As 
one of America's greatest judges and 
scholars in the law, Thomas M. Cooley, 

· remarked many generations ago: 
It was never intended by the Constitution 

that the Government should be prohibited 
from recognizing religion • • • where it 
might be done without drawing any in
vidious distinctions between different re
ligious beliefs, organizations, or sects. 

The decision of June _ 25 does indeed 
flaunt our deepest beliefs. The Court, 
contrary to its opinion, was not protect
ing the people of New York or of any 
other State from the creation of an es
tabllshed church. Rathe:r, it was casting 
doubt on the expression at . public fun_c
tions of a fundamental and vital aspect 
of free government, the relation between 
religion and freedom. In so doing it has 
rendered a signal disservice to de
mocracy. 

Not only was it making questionable 
an honorable and-rich tradition, but, as 
was stated by another New York court 
in another case in 1953, such a decision 
tends to "make a travesty· of our glorified 
liberty of conscience. Liberty for non
believers in God, but denial to believers 
in a· Deity, would be a ·mock liberty" 
indeed. 
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Tlie Enslavement of the Baltic Nationi 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON~ JOHN LESINSKI 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. LESINSKI. Mr. Speaker, world 
communism lives off people just like a 
parasite. It does not have the ability 
or initiative to produce, so it must take 
from others what it itself cannot do. 
As in Communist China where ·every plan 
has failed and the people are rebelling 
against their masters, so it is in Eastern 
Europe that the people are attemJ?ting 
to regain their freedoms. 

It is unfortunate that during the de
bates at the United Nations our repre
sentatives do not stress Russian colonial
ism in Europe which exists all the while 
the Communists piay the bleeding heart 
for others, always with the thought in 
mind that, through infiltration, they will 
promote their type of ism for the even
tual takeover of all nations when, under 
the wing of Moscow, everyone will live in 
the Communist utopia of starvation and 
slavery. 

Recently, Mr. Speaker, I had occasion 
to meet with a group of people who know 
well what life under communism is like, 
for their kith and kin are among those 
enslaved by the iron hand. of Russia. 
On Sunday, June 17, 1962, the Baltic 
Nations Committee of . Detroit met to 
mark the occasion of the mass deporta
tions in 1941 by the Russians of the peo_., 
ple from Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. 
At this point, I should like to insert 
for the. RECORD, the remarks that were 
made on that occasion. 

Mi:MORA:f'!'DUM TO THE FR~NDS OF FREEDOM 
The Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians 

of Metropolitan ·Detroit, assembled at the In
ternational Institute of Detroit, Michigan, 
on June 17, 1962, to commemorate the 21st 
anniversary of the first cruel mass deporta
tions by the Soviet police and army from the 
Baltic States, unanimously approve the fol
lowing memorandum on this solemn occa
sion: 

"We wish the American people and the 
friends of national self-determination every
where in the world to recall what happened 
to the . independent States of Lithuania, 
Latvia and Estonia in 1940, when the military 
intervention of the Soviet Union occurred 
and in June 1941, when the vandalistic 
deportations of about 120,000 persons to the 
east of Russia took place. There are grim 
documents to prove it. The Soviet inter
national treaties with the Baltic States have 
been unilaterally broken and the unprece
dented crime of genocide began against 
defenseless people and the peaceful com
munities in each and every one of the three 
states. 

"We assembled here to express our deep 
gratitude to the Government of the United 
States and to many other governments for 
not recognizing the illegal and forceful 
incorporation of Estonia, Latvia and Lithua
nia into the Soviet Union; and respectfully 
urge the United States to take timely and 
effective measures in order to enhance the 
resumption of their national rights of 
sovereignty to freely choose governments of 
their own. ~ 

The passage of years, including 1962, has 
been marked by innumerable crimes, since 

l954 under ·tbe guise .of voluntarism, includ
ing many mass deportations of . people, in· 
deed of ~nfants, chilc'lren, and youth. Su~
pension of human rights and suppression of 
all fundamental freedoms, the closing of all 
monasteries and of many churches and en
forced Russification of children and youth 
continue to make the deplorable situation 
of the Baltic people dreadful and intolerable. 
Indeed the exclusion of any foreign journal
ists or representatives from these countries 
(excepting a recent admission· of tourists to 
the capitals) point to the suffering people in 
the abnormal conditions of life under the 
Soviet yoke. The humiliati~g legal and 
moral wrong to the Baltic people has not yet 
been improved. The most viciously organ
ized colonial empire of the Soviet Russia, 
with its totalitarian and ultravandalistic 
techniques of destruction of any free self
expression of the will of nations, has not 
yet been fully condemned. Up to this time 
the Soviet Union has disregarded all inter
national agreements condemning suppres
sion of human rights. The Atlantic Charter, 
the genocide convention she signed, the reso
lution of December 14, 1960, of the General 
Assembly of the U.N. regarding the self-de
termination of , the colonial countries and 
people did not exercise any positive effect 
on the behavior of' the Soviet Government. 
These facts show that there can be no com
promise with the most evil tyranny in re
corded human history. Both freedom and 
self-determination of nations are indivisible 
and have to be fought for by all legitimate 
means if they are to be realized in the whole 
world. We believe that all who are choosing 
freedom for themselves will make individual 
and national contributions for the cause of 
freedom and the establishment of national 
sovereignties in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithu
ania and other captive nations. 

Issued in Detroit, Mich., this 17th day of 
Ju:J;le A.D: 1962, by the Baltic Nations Com
mittee of Detroit, Inc. 

June 28 
Such tS the paradise to which the Commu

:nists wish tQ subject all the people of the 
wodd; > • 

I am happy to say that the U.S. Govern
ment has never recognized the forcible sei
zure of the Baltic States and we all look for 
the day when these states and the other 
ca;I?tive ·European nations will be ruled, 
through free elections, by governments repre
sentative of the will of the people .. 
·- It is interesting to note ·that recently 
Janos Kadar, Communist leader in Hungary, 
confessed that most Hungarians were not 
Marxists (and by implication, never w:ould 
be) and that the Communist Party must 
learn to coexist with them. The,.. same is 
true, I am sure, in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 
and the other captive· nations. The fact is 
that Communist leaders in those nations 
have been and are on a war footing with 
their own people. 

There is an ever-increasing number of re
ports which indicate that throughout the 
Communist community political and eco
nomic difficulties are being encountered. 
You will recall Khrushchev's recent action 
to increase the price of butter in the Soviet 
Union to cut down consumption. The big
gest evidence of the failure of communism 
is the fact that year after year the workers 
in the Communist countries have failed to 
meet the production goals which their 
leaders have set for them. 

As a representative of Radio Free Europe 
recently stated: "The East European peo
ples, by its persistent refusal to accept com
munism, constitute a living dramatic exam
ple of the total undesirability of "that system 
to the rest of the free world." · · · 

I am pleased to report to you that the 
Congress of the United States is concerned 
about the unfortunate plight of the people 
in the captive nations. Hearings are cur
rently being held by th~ Subcommittee on 
Europe of the House Committee on Foreign 
Affairs on the subject of •the captive nations 
which are Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, 
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, 

SPEECH BY THE HONORABLE JOHN LESINSKI Rumania, and the colonial practices within 
BEFORE THE BALTIC NATIONS COMMITTEE OF . the Soviet Union.- The Honorable EDNA 
DETROIT oN SuNDAY, JUNE 17, 1962, ON THE KELLY, congresswoman from New York, 
OCCASION OF THE ANNUAL COMMEMORATION stated the objectives of the hearings to be; 
OF THE MASS DEPORTATIONS BY THE RUSSIANS "1. TO fOCUS attention on the peoples of 
OF THE PEOPLE FROM ESTONIA, LATVIA, AND the captive European nations. 

. LITHUANIA "2. To study present conditions within the 
I am pleased to be with you this afternoon captive European nations, including the 

first to represent Governor Swainson, who possibility of changes from their present 
has sent your secretary his regrets that a status, to study present policies of the United 
previous commitment prevents him· from States regarding them, and to provide Con
being here today and secondly to join with gress with the latest and most reliable in
you in deploring the loss of life and liberty formation on the situation in the captive 
by those people who must endure Commu- European nations; · 
nist imperialism. "3, To expose to the rest of ,the world that 

On this- occasion we assemble to remind the soviet Union has ruthlessly welded those 
the world of the inhumane, terroristic tactics captive nations into the Soviet colonial em
of the Communists who in 1941 uprooted pire and is despotically keeping their peoples 
thousands upon thousands of people from oppressed, while at the same time falsely and 
their homes in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania hypocritically posing as the international 
and sent them to slave labor camps deep in champion of those seeking liberty · and 
the wilderness of Siberia where many per- independence.'1 

ished. These grim facts must necessarily be On Wednesday, · June 13, 1962, testimony 
constantly called to the world's attention in was heard from Stanislaw Mikolajczyk, 
order to contradict the blatant untruths and former Prime Minister of Poland and presi
false propaganda issued by the Communists. dent of the International Peasant Union; 

The facts are known. When in 1940 the · and from Jan Karski, former member of the 
SOviet Union attempted to force upon the Polish underground movement, now a pro
Baltic peoples the Soviet system and tenets fessor at Georgetown University. Further 
of CQmmunism-both of which were utterly hearings will be held to hear from repre
unacceptable and repugnant to the people-- sentatives of the other captive nations. 
not only was the political and economic life We in the United States have a moral 
of the countries ruthlessly destroyed, but a obligation to the people in the captive na-
torm of terror and violence was let loose on tions for we have pledged to assist them in 

s . the establishment of self-government. It 
its helpless victims. Arrests, ~rtures and has been the Sovlet Union that has arro-
exeeutions, the sudden disappearance of gantly refused to abide by commitments it 
leading personalities of public life without made following world war II to hold ·free 
trace became an everyday occurrence. It all elections in these countries. 
culminated in the mass deportations of these It is imperative, therefore, that we in the 
people from their homeland to death a;nd free world.continue to point out the failures 
deprivation in the remote regions of the .So- of communism and to dramatize and call 
viet Union. attention, as we are doing today, to · the 
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horrible crimes the COilllll_Unis~ wip commit 
to · achieve their aim of world domination so 
that the newly independent nations and the 
underdeveloped nations will not be deluded 
by the false propaganda and promises of 
the Communists. 

We must also do this to let the enslaved 
people know that we are concerned about 
their unfortunate lot and, with them, yearn 
for the day when they will be able to live 
in liberty without fear of brutal oppression. 

SUMMARY OF . THE SPEECH BY MR. SIGURDS 
RUDZITIS, PRESIDENT OF THE LATVIAN ASSO-
CIATION IN DETROIT . 

Ladies and. gentlemen, . today we are again . 
together. to remember the unpunished crime 
in the world's history, the brutal occupati.on 
of Latvia and other Baltic States and to re
member the mass murders and deportations 
of thousands of our people by the Commu
nists. 

It is hard to understand that in these days 
when colonialism is liquidated, only few 
voices are heard on behalf of those nations 
who are· oppressed by the Communists, and 
the voices of those statesmen who are trying 
to raise the question of Baltic States and 
other Communist enslaved nations are · op
posed with the motivation that this might 
embarrass Khrushchev and other Red ty
rants. Such soft approach makes the Red 
czars only more confident, and the result is 
,that the Iron Curtain moves forward and 
more millions of unfortunate people join 
the Soviet "paradise". 

Just recently we . witnessed again that 
while the West confers and protests at some 
conference table; the Communists invade a 
territory by violen"e . . If this continues, there 
will soon be nothing to confer about. 

The Baltic States have witnessed · three 
Communist invasions-in 1919, 1940, ·and ·· 
1944-45. All these invasions definitely 
showed that communism cannot survive 
without terrorism, which was introduced by 
Lenin, -reached its peak un,der Stalin and 
continues under Nikita Khrushchev, and 
when today we are remElmbering those who 
were destroyed and deported by sickle and 
hammer in 1941, we cannot forget those who 
followed them. It is true that an amnesty 
announced in September 1955 applied to a 
part of the Baltic deportees, however, at the 
same time Kremlin is recruiting "volunteers" 
for cultivation of 'virgin soil in Siberia. Bal
tic students _of high schools and universi
ties are required to sign long-term contracts 
for work in the icy deserts of northern Rus
sia. If a student declines he is barred from 
the final examinations and any other further 
education, and he and his family members 
are also subjected to other ·reprisals. "Vol
untariness" does not represent any essential 
change in the Soviet system of terrorism or 
the process .of decimating and enslaving 
smaller nations: The terrorism and enslave
ment will end only when communism is de
stroyed and Communist leaders receive well 
earned, howeve'r, unfortunately delayed, 
·punishment. 

The lasting terror in the Baltic States 
shows that after more than 20 years, the 

·Communists have not been able to erase the 
freedom hopes of the he;:trts of our people 
and partisan fighting has been reported in 
Latvia as late as 1957, and news of well
organized resistance groups has also been re
ceived concerning the other Baltic countries. 
In addition, there is a tenacious passive re
sistance which the Soviet power has not been 
able to break. ' . 

Our people in Latvia are looking toward 
Western democracies and toward those 
statesmen whose goal is a noncompromise 
fight against communism and who are 
struggling for victory over the common 
enemy. They are looking upon us with the 
hope that we wont forget those who are in 
chains, that we will continue our struggle 
against the oppressqrs of the world, with the 

strong faith and belief that the time will 
come when the red-white-red flag will. again 
fly in Latvia, ending the terrible years and 
bringing a new day full of brightness. 

God bless Latvia. 

SUMMARY OF THE SPEECH BY DR. A. DAMUSIS, 
A REPRESENTATIVE OF .THE LITHUANIAN COM
MUNITY IN DETROIT, MICH., JUNE 17, 1962 
On this occasion two questions have arisen. 
1. How can the mass deportations of June 

1941 be defined? 
2. Wherein lies the hope for our liberation? 
The mass deportations to Siberia of the 

Lithuanian nation and its brother Baltic 
States is an example of· an innocent peoples' 
suffering by a tyrannic and totalitarian in
truder. 

Only two. alternatives are open to the per- · 
secuted-to submit or to resist. 
· Suffering is born when the individual who 
is persecuted refuses to compromise with 
his conscience and refuses to denounce his 
acquired truths and values. 

Refusal to be intimidated by force and a 
courageous acceptance of suffering are signs 
of a fighting and resolved man's spirit. 

It seems to be the higher instinct of man 
to rise · above his persecution; the more tor
mented he is, the greater the resistance: 
Like the bird· struggling against a violent 
gust; like the unrelenting fish fighting its 
way up the torrential downstream. · 

During the deportation to Siberia with all 
its hardships and willful persecution many 
were killed but the spirit of those who suf
fered was not destroyed. · 

Where does the hope of liberation lie at 
this time? Our nation's problems have be
come only a political toy and in the midst 
of the present day diplomatic nonsense and 
almost ludicrous peace talks we are treated 
as a taboo 'Eiubject. 

Only with an unquenchable longing can 
we look around us at the many free nations 
of the world. Everyone is aware of the men
ace of communism and Russia, yet those 
with the potential of action only speculate 
in terms of values. Values which like truth 
and justice and freedom are not and should 
not be the objects of speculation. 

Our hop.es lie in the United States of Amer
ica, which we deeply believe, even in these 
critical times, will produce men who have 
the courage to act and fulfill that immense 
responsibility: the defense of freedom. 

Our hopes of liberation lie in our own 
spiritual endurance and strength of our pas
sive resistance, which is clearly exemplified 
in the prayerbook "Mary Save Us" written 
by Lithuanian girls imprisoned in Siberia. 

OUr hopes of liberation lie iri the active 
resistance fortified with the blood spilt by 
overwhelming numbers of freedom fighters. 
. The hope for liberation will never die. 
Only let us remain firm in spirit and so 
strong in faith that the sacrifice of our lives 
would not be too great a price for what we 
believe. 

God protect Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia. 

SUMMARY OF THE SPEECH rN ESTONIAN ' BY 
ILMAR HEINARU, MEMBER OF THE BALTIC NA
TIONS COMMITTEE OF DETROIT, INC. 

Mr. Chairman, distinguished guests, la
dies and gentlemen, today when our friends 
and neighbors observe Father's Day, we are 
gathered here to commemorate the mass de
portations of .the Baltic States by the .com
munists 21 years ago. 

Like our American friends cannot forget 
Pearl ·Harbor, we cannot forget the mass 
deportations-"The Baltic Pearl Harbor." 

Estonia alone lost, through the first de
portation of June 13-14, 1941, 10,000 peo
ples, and the total loss of the first year of 
Soviet occupation was 60,000 or 5 percent 
of the popula~ion of. Estonia. This would 
be comparable to- 9 million peoples of the 

population of the United States or the whole 
population of the State of Michigan. 

It is a historical fact that shocked our 
Nation and is still deeply branded in our 
memory. For the Communists this act of 
genocide was just a part of the program 
which they call · "The building of the new 
mankind." And the . same can be expected 
in every country after Communist takeover. 

Let us remind the world that all this hap
pened to us despite a "Treaty of Nonaggres
sion and Peaceful Settlement of Disputes 
Between Estonia and the U.S.S.R.," signed at 
Mqscow on · May 4, 1932 . . A .similar nonag
gression pact has been frequently suggested 
by the Soviet Union for NATO and the War
saw Pact nations. 

In conclusion; let m~ leave you with this 
message: Know your enemy, have faith in 
your country and in your government, and 
as a famous American once said: "Don't let 
them scare yo~." . 

Facts on Communist Propaganda, VI
Free Exchange of Ideas 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. GLENN CUNNINGHAM 
OF NEBRASKA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, I 
now include material on the possible 
effect of the Communist propaganda 
amendment to the postal rate bill. This 
amenc;lment is section 12, H.R. 7927. 

This discussion of the -effect of the 
House action follows previous parts I 
through V which gave background on 
the issue of Communist propaganda, as 
follows: International mail agreements, 
our deficit in this type of mail, volume 
of Communist propaganda and reflec
tions on the accuracy of figures which 
are used, the fate of American publica
tions in Russia .. 

FREE EXCHANGE OF IDEAS 

This amendment could play an impor
tant role in forcing a crack in the Iron 
Curtain, might even lead to free circula
tion of our ideas and information be;
hind the Iron Curtain. At the present 
time we fail miserably in our efforts to 
acquaint persons in Iron Curtain coun
tries with the facts and the American 
position on international issues. 
· But this amendment could force the 
Russians to unfreeze their restrictions 
pn our material so that both sides could 
freely circulate material through the 
Iron Curtain. Certainly we have little 
pr nothing to fear from their propa
ganda; Americans are accustomed to 
learning all sides of all issues through 
our free press. But there is no reason 
why the American taxpayer should pay 
for the free or subsidized delivery of 
Communist propaganda by the post 
office. · 

In simple language, what the House of 
Representatives said to the .Communist 
bloc nations is this: 

We demand a free exchange of ideas 
and information between our countries. 
You are not allowing our ideas and in
formation to be circulated among your 
peo:ple; you are therefore .violating the 
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reciprocal terms of the Universal Postal 
Union. As a result we take this action 
and will stick to it until you permit the 
free exchange of information between 
our countries, including the right of in
spection to see that all parties are .living 
up to the agreement. 

·If reciprocity is truly granted, and if 
we have the reciprocal right of inspec
tion to prove it, if the Voice of America 
is unjammed -in RUssia, if American 
newspapers :and magazines appear on 
the newsstands. of Russia, this House will 
indeed have helped strike a blow for the 
free exchange of information and ideas 
among all countries of tlie world. 

Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 
1962 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

of the need for responsive, effective Fed
eral participation in this program of 
assistance. 

In behalf of the people of my com
munity, I take advantage of the final 
passage of this legislation to commend 
Chairman WALTER for his unselflsh in-. 
terest and tireless efforts in support of 
this program. 

Let Us Pray 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OJ' 

HON. HORACE SEELY-BROWN, JR. 
OF CONNECTICUT 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Thursday, June 28, 1962 

Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Speaker, I 
do not like the decision of the Supreme 
Court. 

HON. DANTE B. F ASCELL I believe it is not good for our conn-
oF FLORIDA try. It is not good ethics. It is not good 

morals. · It is not good Americanism. It 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES is not good law, although on that I have 

Thursday, June 28, 1962 no authority to say so; but surely it badly 
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker, I want misconstrues the meaning and purpose 

tO compliment the · distinguished gen- . of the Founding Fathers as we have 
tleman from Pennsylvania, · FRANcis learned them from the records which 
WALTER, chairman .of the Immigration are available to us of the debates in the 
Subcommittee of the House, for his tire- Constitutional Convention, and of the 
less efforts to gain approval of the bill personal writings and the environment 
H.R. 8291. Both Houses adopted the of the various members. 
conference report on this measure yes- The decision in the New York case in 
terday and the measure is on its way question, which comes 173 years after the 
for the President's signature. Constitution was ratified, is based upon 

There is hardly any one person in this the first amendment to the Constitution, 
country today more knowledgeable in which says: 
immigration matters than TAD WALTERS. congress shall make no law respecting an 
He introduced and, for the past 2 years, establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
has worked on the provisions of this bill free exercise thereof. 
which is desigrled to improve the rna- The first amendment does not say that 
chinery for this country's participation "no State" shall do what it says con
in international migration and reset- gress shall not do; and the lOth arpend
tlement prograins. Included in the ment to the Constitution says: 
measure is statutory· authority for the 
assistance program initiated by the The powers· not delegated to the United 
President, in behalf of the thousands of States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by . 
Cuban refugees who have found asylum it to the States, are reserved to the States 
on our shores. respect~vely, or to the people. 

June 28 

·Prayer at· the opening· of class 1n 
schools all over our country has not been 
a subject of controversy, except in a very 
few isolated instances. Since participa
tion is voluntary, there is little conten
tion that anyone's rights are infringed. 

What should be done, in the light . of 
the majority opinion of the Supreme 
Court, by those who love our country 
and. who wirh it to continue to be the 
kind of a country in which the religion 
of each of its citizens is a strong force 
in our daily lives, has not yet clearly 
appeared. 

I have great faith that in this. as in 
other matters, sense and sanity in the 
end will prevail-even in the Supreme 
Court. · 

An amendment to the Constitution 
specifically authorizing the kind of pray
ers which were the subject of the Court's 
decision has been proposed; in fact, in 
various forms, such proposed amend-:
ments already have been introduced by 
several Members of Congress. These 
may not be necessary, although I can see 
no objection to ·.such an amen9ment if 
it shoUld be necessary. . · . 

It is entirely possible . that another 
cas~. brought before the Court involvirig . 
a somewhat different set of facts, might 
be decided differently. On many critical 
issues, the Court has reversed ·and clari.:. 
fied itself: I believe that we can afford 
to move slowly on this matter with jus
tice to religious freedom as well as to 
religious fealty. Those States and those 
towns or school districts which have not 
been specifically directed under the terms 
of this decision of the Court to modify 
their practice, should continue as at 
present . unless and until they are so 
directed. 

Karl MarxSaid He Was for Free World 
Trade Because That Was the Fastest 
Way To Communize the World 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. BEN F. JENSEN As the Representative of the Fourth Connecticut, until the adoption of its 
District of Florida where we have a con- constitution in 1818 had an establish- oF IowA 
centration of these freedom-loving peo- ment of, religion, although it did not IN THE HOUSE OF RE.fRESENTATIVES 
ple, I have had a natural interest in the interfere with the free exercise of re- Thursday, June 28-. 1962 development of an effective and sound ligion by persons so long as they paid 
program of assistance for them. All of their taxes to help support the estab- Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker, after 
the people of my c.ommunity, both in- lished church. Massachusetts had an listening to this debate .on a bill which 
dividually and collectively, have re- establishment of religion until some proposes to give the President the power 
sponded magnificently to the needs of years after that date. to reduce tariffs even below the present 
these refugees. Realizing this is not an I believe that the minority opinion low rates, it can only lead to more and 
emergency, temporary situation, how- of the Court, by Mr. Justice Stewart, re- more imports of many commodities from 
ever, it was wisely determined that aci- duces the majority opinion to its patent countries abroad where wage rates are 
ditional help would be needed and the· absurdity, when he points out that the from 50 to 500 percent below the wages 
Federal Government was quick to re- Supreme Court itself opens each ses- · paid to our factory workers. 
spond. Funds were furnished under the sion by an invocation to God; each House Thousands of factories in the United 
authority contained in the Mutual Se- of Congress, and indeed, each of the States have already been forced to close 
curity Act and this program of assist- . State legislatures, opens each session their doors due to foreign competition 
ance has been conducted on this basis for with a prayer. Further, on the basis of and low tariffs. 
the past 2 years. the majority opinion, the very oath of For example, most of the millwork rae-

Chairman WALTER recognized the need office which the Constitution .itself pre- tories in my own State of Iowa have, 
for including in his bill permanent au- scribes shall be taken by "the Senators during the past 5 years, been forced out 
thorization for the operation of this and Representatives and the members of business due to the lowering of tariffs 
program. Throughout the proceedings of the State legislatures, and all execu- on the things they manufacture~. 
on this bill, he has been entirely cooper- tive and judicial officers, both of 'the · Hardly a single hardwood plywood 
ative and understanding of the plight of · United States and of the several States," p1ant in the entire Uruted States is still 
the Cuban refugees in our country, and must be unconstitutional. operating, due to ·foreign competition. 
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The proponents of this bill can talk 

from now on in support of this bill, but 
the real dowfi-to-earth ·facts are, . that 
to reduce tariffs on any commodity 
manufactured in the United States can 
only add insult to injury for our economy 
from , top tQ botton. And our farmers 
will suffer in the backwash: 

SENATE · 
FRIDAY, JUNE 29, 1962 

The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian, 
and was called to order by the Vice 
President. -

Rev. Leonard DeLautre, pastor, Cen
tenary· Methodist Church, Lexington, 
Ky., offered.· the following prayer: 

0 God; our Father, we lift our hearts 
in grateful praise for the love and mercy 
that have graciously brought · us to this 
sacred hour. We thank Thee for the 
rest of body, for the peace of soul, and 
for the strength of purpose Thou hast 
given. We thank Thee that Thou hast 
closed the door upon yesterday, and .that 
Thou dost offer us today a spotless page 

·upon which we may write a richer and 
fuller declaration of our best selves. 

We pray Thy blessing upon these hu
man creatures that Thou and the people 
of this blessed land have entrusted -with 
so many grave and crucial responsibili
ties. · Help these honored men, so pressed 
for time,. so exposed to insidious pres
sures, ~o beset by crushing problems, to 
have the courage and the will to be true 
to their brightest dreams of God and 
man. Help them, we implore Thee, to be 
deaf to the wooing of words and the 
clamor of selfish voices. Give them, we 
pray, patience . in failure, charity in 
strife, and humility in victory. Help· 
them, 0 God, to write today, with self
less deeds, a page in our' history so bright 
with promise that the discouraged and 
bewildered of the world will lift up their 
heads, and that ages yet unborn will 
look back upon this day and upon them 
with pride and gratitude. 

In Jesus• name. Amen. 

THE JOURNAL 
On request of Mr. HuMPHREY, and by 

unanimous consent, the reading of the 
.Journal of the proceedings of Thursday, 
June 28, 1962, ~as dispensed with. 

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
APPROVAL OF BILLS 

Messages in writing from the President 
of the United States were communicated 
to the Senate by Mr. Miller, one of his 
secretaries, and he announced that on 
June 28, 1962, the President had ap
proved a~d signed the following acts: 

S. 1745. An act to amend the act of Au
gust 9, 1955, relating to the ·regulation of 
fares for the transportation of schoolchildren 
in the District· Of Columbia; · . 

S. 2164. An act to authorize the 'secretary 
of t;ne Interior to cooperate · with the First 
World Conference on National Parks, and 
for other purposes; 

Under present circumstances, how; imports already in effect? Facts are we 
I ask: in all' sincerity, can anyone vote to . are fast heading for free world trade. 
give this Presiden_t or any President the · Karl Marx, the daddy of co~munism in 
power to reduce· tariffs, even with all the one of his last speeches, said, ''I am for 
so-called safeguards provided in this bill, free world trade because that is the 

fastest way to communize the world." 
while good American wage earners · by Mr. Speaker, to lower our tariff more, 
the tens of. thousands are losing their would · surely be playing right into the 
jobs because of the very low tariffs on . hands of the ·commies. 

S. 3203. An act to extend the Defense Pro
duction Act of 1950, as amended, and for 
other purposes; and . 

S. 3291. An act to amend section 14(b) .of 
the Federal Reserve Act, as amended, to ex
tend for 2 years the authority· of Federal 
Reserve banks to purchase U.S. obligations 
directly from the Treasury. 

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 
A message · from the House of Repre

sentatives, by Mr. Bartlett, one of its 
reading clerks, announced that the 
House had passed a bill <H.R. 11970) to 
promote the general welfare, foreign 
policy, and security of the United States 
through international trade agreements 
and . through -adjustment assistance to 
domestic industry, agriculture, and la
bor, and for other purposes, in which it 
requested the concurrence of the Senate. 

ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT 
RESOLUTION SIGNED 

The message also announced that the 
Speaker had affixed his signature to· the 
following enrolled bills and joint resolu
tion, and they were signed by the Vice 
President: · 

H.R. 10095 . . An act to continue until the 
close of June 30, 1963, the suspension of 
duties for metal scrap, and for other pur
poses; 

H.R. 11990. An act to provide for a tem
porary increase in the public debt limit set 
forth in section 21 of the Second Liberty . 
Bond Act; and 

H.J. Res. 769. Joint resolution making 
continuing appropriations for the fiscal year 
1963, and for other purposes. 

HOUSE BILL REFERRED 
The bill <H.R. 11970) .to promote the 

general welfare, foreign policy, and se
curity of the United States through in
ternational trade agreements and 
through adjustment assistance to do
mestic industry-, agric1,1lture, and labor, 
and for other purposes~ was read twice 
by its title and referred to the Com
mittee on Finance. 

APPOINTMENTS BY THE VICE 
PRESIDENT 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair 
appoints Mr. ERVIN, Mr. JORDAN, Mr. 
JoHNSToN; and Mr. KuciiEL as members 
on the part of the Senate of · the North 
Carolina Tercentenary Celebration Com
mission, established by Public Law 
87-437. 

Pursuant to House Concurrent Reso
lution 438, the 'following Senators are 
hereby appointed as members of the 
joint comniittee to represent Congress_ 
at the forthcoming ceremonies to be 
conducted at Roanoke Island, N.C., dur-

ing the week beginning August 12, 1962, 
for the celebration of the 375th aimiver
sary · of the birth of Virginia Dare, in 
commemoration of the 375th anniversary 
of the landing of Sir Walter Raieigh's 
colony on Roanoke Island, N.C., and the 
birth of the first English child in 
America, Virginia Dar.e: 

Senator CoTTON of New Hampshire; 
Senator ERVIN of North Carolina, Sen
ator HOLLAND of Florida, Senator HRUSKA 
of Nebraska, Senator JACKSON of Wash
ington, and· Senator JoRDAN of North 
Carolina. 

LIMITATION OF DEBATE DURING 
MORNING HOUR 

On request of Mr. HUMPHREY, and by 
unanimous consent, statements during 
the morning hour were ordered limited 
to 3 minutes. 

COMMITTEE MEETINGS DURING 
SENATE SESSION 

On request of Mr. HuMPHREY, and by 
unanimous consent, . the Public Health 
Subcommittee of the Committee· on the 
District of Columbia was authorized to . 
meet during the session -of the Senate 
today. 

On request of Mr. BARTLETT, and by 
un.animous consent, the Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations of the Com
m,ittee on Government Operations was 
authorized to meet during the session of 
the Senate to_day. 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 

move that the Senate proceed to the 
consideration of executive business, to 
consider the nominations on the Execu
tive Calendar. 

The motion was agreed to; and the 
Senate proceeded to the consideration 
of executive business. 

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED 
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the 

Senate messages from the President of 
the United States submitting sundry 
nominations, which were referred to the 
appropriate committees. 

(For nominations this day received, 
see the end of Senate proceedings.) 

EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF 
COMMITTEES 

The following favorable reports of 
nominations were submitted: 

By Mr. FULBRIGHT, from the Committee 
on Foreign Relations: 

William H. Orrick, Jr., o! California, to be 
Deputy Under Secretary of State; 
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